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The Bicentennial Emblem

Nottinghamshire Coat of Arms – granted 1937
The shield shows the natural features of the county. The wave is for River
Trent and the oak tree for Sherwood Forest. The crest has a golden mural
crown, symbolising local government. A garb rises from the crown, which
is itself charged with a black shovel blade. These two charges represent
agriculture and coal mining, the two traditional sources of employment in
the county.
The dexter supporter is a black lion queue-fourcheé from the arms of the
Dukes of Portland. The sinister supporter is a silver greyhound from the
Duke of Northumberland's arms. Members of these two families have
provided Lords Lieutenant of the county. Both supporters are gorged with
Saxon crowns, recalling the Saxon creation of Nottinghamshire in AD 918.
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PREFACE
Condensed history
It has taken Britain almost 2,000 turbulent years to advance from a hostile tribal archipelago overrun
by Romans to a cohesive and prosperous democratic nation. Even so, we have been engaged in
warfare as recently as 2003 in Iraq and continue to grapple with problems of sustainability, insecurity,
inequality, appalling crimes and a gulf between rich and poor. Perfection seems yet some way off.
South Africa has been engaged in a comparable process for less than 400 years since the arrival of the
Dutch East India Company and Jan van Riebeeck in 1652. For at least the first one hundred of those
years the Dutch presence was meant only to provide a restricted half-way house for resupplying ships
sailing between Europe and the East Indies. A chaotic and turbulent history, comparable with that of
Britain, has been condensed into a relatively short space of time, accentuating the peaks, troughs,
highlights and tragedies of the nation’s development.
Like Britons under Roman rule, the tribes of southern Africa varied in their response to the
arrival of intruders. Some chiefs welcomed the promise of economic advancement and the
opportunity for better protection from hostile neighbouring tribes. Others saw the arrival as a threat to
their authority, prosperity and culture. Either way, the economic advancement in southern Africa
arising from the arrival of around 4,000 British settlers in 1820 cannot be denied. Much as the
Romans had arrived in the British Isles as representatives of an advanced civilisation, the 1820
Settlers arrived with their experience and knowledge of the European Agricultural and Industrial
Revolutions. They were ready to apply acquired skills and abilities in their newly adopted homeland.
Admittedly, a climate and landscape conducive to agriculture, and the region’s vast mineral deposits,
made the task much easier. Many Dutch settlers remained in place and some of their notions of
administration and industry were retained, thus compromising the application of a fully British way of
life. Whether the subsequent administrative, cultural, religious, and educational developments are
regarded as beneficial probably depends on the viewpoint of each social group and individual. The
overall views of native populations are undoubtedly mixed.
Inspiration and sources
There is no doubt that the centrally located Nottinghamshire contingent, regarded as one of the largest
and most cohesive groups of settlers, contributed at least its fair share to the development of southern
Africa, and examples of their accomplishments can be found throughout this book.
For me, the story of the 1820 settlers has emerged over a number of years after a chance
finding in the book, The Life and Times of J T Becher of Southwell, by Julie O’Neill. Though barely a
page, it was enough to spark an interest and a keen desire to learn more. I acquired a copy of The
Story of the British Settlers of 1820 in South Africa by settler descendant Harold Hockly, which
provided a concise general coverage of the national emigration scheme and contained more than a hint
of the special roles played by the participants from Nottinghamshire.
From visiting the settlement and further research I eventually amassed a large body of
authentic information, often written in South Africa for South Africans, from which I was able to
extract details of the Nottinghamshire settlers and their close associates. A treasured example is
Southwell Settlers by Doris Stirk. Specific information about the main party, led by surgeon Thomas
Calton, was hard to come by, except for documentation at the County Archives taking the story up to
their arrival in Africa, and secondary works derived from the same source. With some difficulty, a
comprehensive history of White’s party of 27 agricultural workers was found in the form of Major T.
C. White 1820 Settler and his Descendants, by F C D White. At and around Table Farm near
Grahamstown, the White and Damant families formed a dynasty with the Atherstones of Nottingham
who had emigrated with Edward Damant’s Norfolk party. Their compelling stories are covered in The
Damants and their Party, by D G Damant.
The main Nottingham party district, Clumber, neighbouring village, Bathurst, and a later
satellite district called Southwell, formed much of a region called Lower Albany, and I am fortunate
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to have acquired a copy of the six-part Lower Albany Chronicle written by E Morse Jones for the
Lower Albany Historical Society. This is ideal in that it covers the period 1806-1900. With
Parliamentary command papers, records from Cape repositories, settler correspondence, and many
more general 1820 settler works, this book has been compiled to form what I hope is a comprehensive
history of the Nottinghamshire contingents and their close associates at or near Grahamstown,
Clumber, Bathurst and Southwell up to the 1880s. Although comprehensive, it cannot be complete in
minute detail as new information is received on a continual basis.
Genealogy
There is no attempt in this work to provide a full genealogical account. Such a work would be far too
extensive. Detailed family trees, with much supplementary information, can be found in several
acclaimed websites referred to in Acknowledgements on page viii and in footnotes. Broadly, the main
narrative of this book is organised in chronological sequence, with the stories of families and
individuals included as they arise. More family details can be found in Appendix 6 and elsewhere.
With this in mind family details are best accessed using the detailed index or search/find functions
within your PDF reader.
Impartiality
In writing this book I have been mindful of the persistent history of difficulties in race relations
experienced in southern Africa, not helped by the period of segregation and discrimination under
apartheid rules. I hope I have succeeded in presenting an unbiased account of affairs. In this regard it
has been necessary to face the problem that there is little contemporary material written by Xhosa and
other native African peoples, but I have attempted to mitigate this difficulty by several means. Firstly,
I have consulted accounts by visitors from countries not directly engaged in colonisation, most
notably the Swedish naturalist, Anders Sparrman, and the multi-talented German, Otto Mentzel. I
have made a special effort to consider the accounts of missionaries as they often spoke on behalf of
the native tribes. Also noted are the recordings made by translators and interpreters in official
meetings with chiefs which, I trust, have been faithfully reported by them verbatim, or at least with
accuracy as to their meaning. Finally, I have obtained material written by native peoples of
subsequent generations, most notably Nelson Mandela and Noni Jabavu, who have included in their
works some of the memorised stories of their Xhosa forebears.
Derogatory terms
I am aware that some terms, once acceptable in general and official parlance, are now regarded as
derogatory or offensive, for examples Hottentot (now Khoi or Khoikhoi) and Kafir (now Xhosa). I
have used such terms only in connection with original authentic material, preferring the current more
acceptable forms for the general narrative.
Editing
Unfortunately, it has proved impossible to find a person, or team, familiar enough with the subject
matter of this book, to conduct a meaningful edit. Consequently, the work is subject to the test of
public scrutiny. Every effort has been made to verify the material and, ultimately, the accuracy of this
work is entirely my responsibility. Where source accounts are conflicting, either the discrepancy has
been resolved, or both versions have been proffered. Readers are encouraged to report any remaining
inaccuracies by the means indicated in download instructions. If necessary, a corrected edition or
errata will be made available in due course.

Rob Smith
Fiskerton, Southwell, Nottinghamshire, March 2020
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Jann Kingsley, proprietor of Hartley Safaris travel group originated by a descendant of the Nottinghamshire 1820 settler
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CHAPTER 1
NE’ER FORGOTTEN
Published in 1836 in the first report from the Commissioners of the Poor Laws, Major W Wylde
included in his Nottinghamshire appendix a brief extract on emigration. It read:
In 1819, a voluntary subscription of about 5,000 l [pounds] was raised in Nottinghamshire for
emigration to Algoa Bay. The emigration and the application of this fund were entrusted to Mr. Becher
and E. S. Godfrey, esq., clerk of the peace. Between 200 and 300 persons consisting of artificers and
labourers, were conveyed to Liverpool from Nottinghamshire and sailed from thence to Algoa Bay in
two vessels provided by the Government. They are now settled in and about Bathurst Town and
Graham’s Town. Some few have returned but the generality have remained, and express themselves
contented. .. He [Mr Becher] can discern no objection to giving parishes the power of raising money
for emigration, with the consent of the owner and occupiers, as before mentioned under the head of the
Vestries; but thinks, that persons so emigrated, should lose their parochial settlement, or remain liable
2
to reimburse the parish the expense of their emigration.

By 1836 the emigration plan of 1819-20 had been successful
enough to contemplate the prospect of new emigrants to join
them, but they would lose any entitlement to support from the
parish if they returned. It was essentially a one-way ticket to the
Eastern Cape of Good Hope, and they would thrive or perish by
their own efforts. The extract says little of the immense hardships
faced by the settlers, especially during the period 1820-36
culminating in the sixth of a series of frontier wars.
The Nottinghamshire contingent was part of a
nationwide plan for around 4,000 people who arrived at Algoa
Bay during 1820 to settle mainly as agriculturalists in the
Zuurveld near the southern tip of Africa. They became known as
‘The 1820 Settlers’ and their story is a key element in the
turbulent history of the South African Union, so much so, that
there are countless monuments and memorials to those early
Edward Smith Godfrey, Clerk of the
pioneers.
Even today, there is a thriving 1820 Settlers Association
Peace, a Calton party organiser
and several genealogical and other dedicated web sites based on
their extraordinary contribution to the development of their adopted land. Two hundred years on it
seems fitting to review their history with special reference to the participants in the several parties
from the county and their friends and neighbours taking up residence in the Nottinghamshire settler
districts.
Major Wylde’s extract, forming as it does part of a wider report on pauperism, appears to
imply that the emigration plan was viewed primarily as a means to alleviate poverty, or at least to
reduce the burden of poor relief on the parish coffers. By contrast, both contemporary and more recent
commentators have identified the need, in 1820, for a buffer population of sturdy agriculturalists to
occupy territory between troublesome natives to the east and the main body of earlier colonists to the
west. At the time there was an increasing need for British defensive forces to be transferred from the
colony to India, thus weakening the frontier at the Eastern Cape. It seems the new British settlers were
required to form a human shield to make up for that loss of troops. Nevertheless, details below show
that, far from emigration being unpopular, there was an overwhelming demand. Approximately
sixteen years after their arrival at Algoa Bay, the settlers had apparently ‘expressed themselves
contented’, but as this story unfolds, the reader may consider this assertion to be exaggerated. This
statement, and the vague expression of numbers, ‘between 200 and 300 persons’, might signify that
those adventurous pioneers had not been completely forgotten, but that they may not have been at the
forefront of the minds of officialdom and the homeland general public.
2
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At the Eastern Cape Nottinghamshire settlers occupied locations at the heart of the settlement
and near to the principal towns and villages. As such they were fully engaged with the new
community and their experiences were similar to, and representative of, settlers from other parts of the
British Isles. Some of them achieved high political or administrative office while others distinguished
themselves in emerging medical, industrial and commercial fields, including the extraction of gold
and diamonds, hunting and farming. Although some key elements of the county’s contribution have
been covered in highly recommended works by Doris Stirk, Francis White and Clive Burton, and
families have maintained records of their settler ancestors, it seems appropriate to draw together a
comprehensive view of the Nottinghamshire settlers’ progress, the focus being on the first sixty years
up to 1880. In doing so, the details of their everyday lives are not overlooked.
The Mr Becher referred to in Major Wylde’s report is one of Southwell’s most famous sons,
the Rev. John Thomas Becher, acknowledged as a most active magistrate, responsible for a range of
social initiatives aimed largely at encouraging the less fortunate in society in the direction of self-help.
Scholars of his life’s work tend to be divided between those regarding his style as manipulative and
autocratic, and those believing him to have been enlightened and ahead of his time. His projects
include the Southwell Union Workhouse retained as a National Trust visitor centre, the model
Nottinghamshire House of Correction of international renown, rules for endowment and savings
schemes recommended for use across the nation, and an advanced format for an asylum. His
institutions were noted for their comprehensive rules designed to be both effective and humane. As
Vicar-General of Southwell’s Minster Cathedral, he showed his ability as an effective organiser,
transforming the church records, with special attention to the canons’ multiple properties and sources
of income. The rules drawn up for the larger of the two Nottinghamshire emigration parties have the
hallmark of Becher’s firm, fair and comprehensive approach.
The Becher family, and principal emigration sponsor, the Duke of Newcastle, were staunch
devotees of the Established Church and must have felt cheated when they learned that large numbers
of their settler party had turned to the Methodists for their spiritual needs. Possibly in reaction to this
development, settler Benjamin Keeton, a member of the wider Becher family, was the principal
founder of the Southwell hamlet and district of South Africa where institutions were established
according to Anglican practices. There is, however, little evidence in the settlement of friction
between the two branches of the Christian faith, perhaps because they faced a common set of extreme
challenges.
Industrial unrest in Britain arising from technological advancements, and the declining
fortunes of masters and workers, forms part of the backdrop to this story and, as magistrate, the Rev.
Becher, and clerk of the peace, E S Godfrey, were central participants in moves to reconcile the
opposing factions of hosiers and framework knitters. For the most part the self-made hosiers, the
captains of a vast Midlands-based industry, had embraced dissenting forms of religious worship. They
may have resented Becher for his Anglican privileges and plural livings, which may have
compromised his collective bargaining position, but whether or not this was so, he demonstrated
qualities in negotiation and a degree of business acumen enough to broker a satisfactory outcome
which sufficed for more than a decade.
When, in 1819, the British Parliament voted £50,000 for an initial emigration plan to the Cape
of Good Hope, it must have seemed like the answer to an ardent prayer for many poverty stricken
souls who were the underemployed victims of the Industrial Revolution. This situation was
exacerbated by hundreds of thousands of troops returning home from the French wars and looking for
work. For others the plan represented the chance to fulfil their most ambitious entrepreneurial and
manorial dreams.
The popular press and leaders in society extolled the qualities of the proposed settlement in
southern Africa in terms of fertile land with a temperate climate, and they whipped up to fever pitch a
demand from individuals for the opportunity to escape and prosper. Their view was enhanced by a
glowing report from Cape Governor, Lord Charles Somerset, describing vacant tracts of the Zuurveld
to the east of the colony akin to a vast country estate brimming with natural resources. Each family
might receive up to one hundred acres of this wonderland. For years the government had resisted the
temptation, but latterly recognised the advantage of an agricultural settlement between the industrious
western regions of the colony and the native peoples beyond the eastern frontier. The government
propaganda of the day professed that the Xhosa clans (then styled using the now derogatory term,
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‘Kaffirs’) were content in their allotted lands upon which they grazed their prized cattle herds, raised
crops, and lived in hamlets of simple roundel huts. For the incoming British it appeared there would
be every chance of achieving prosperity without interference from their native neighbours.
Little was made in the governor’s reports of the recent war in 1819 in which the Xhosas had
been driven eastwards beyond the Keiskamma River to create a new frontier and a no-mans-land
between the proposed settlement and the natives’ territories. This had been the fifth in a series of nine
such wars spanning a century. Arising from this defeat and previous bouts of friction with incoming
Europeans, the native peoples harboured more than a modicum of pent-up resentment and anger. The
colony had been mostly held in Dutch hands since 1652 and had only recently been acquired for a
second time by the British in 1806. A legacy of the Dutch treatment of different native populations
had been inherited, including the periodic use of aggressive commando units to retrieve stolen cattle.
Against the best wishes of the Dutch Government to contain the colony as a restricted resupply station
for shipping, there was a tendency for the burghers to roam northwards and eastwards to acquire more
farmland, thereby displacing increasing numbers of native peoples.
The consensus among contemporary and more recent commentators is that the settlers were
unaware of prior hostilities and the acquisitive nature of the natives in respect of cattle and grazing
land. But while this lack of awareness might have been true of the typical civilian emigrant, there
were several military and retired or half-pay military settlers, some of senior rank, who might have
been expected to have knowledge of military affairs in southern Africa even if they had served
elsewhere. Whether or not the average Briton knew of the legacy of hostilities, the appetite for
emigration was overwhelming.
The money voted in Parliament would support the passage and provisions for less than 5,000
souls, but in the event applications from some 90,000 were received. At the time there was little doubt
that the first wave of emigrants would prove to be successful
agriculturalists raising the expectation there would be more
schemes to follow to contribute to the economic welfare and
growth of the colonial economy.
In the advance publicity little was made of the record of
natural calamities experienced by the earlier inhabitants at the
Cape. While the climate was generally temperate, the colony was
prone to high winds and bouts of heavy rainfall and impassable
rivers, alternating with prolonged droughts. The western areas
had largely been cleared of ferocious animals, but not so the
eastern districts, and there were poisonous, stinging and
swarming creatures capable of wreaking all kinds of havoc.
In 1819 Lieut. T C White, a half-pay discharged officer,
formed a small party of twenty-seven emigrants from the vicinity
of Arnold in the outskirts of Nottingham. His plans were well
The Rev. J T Becher, magistrate and
underway before the second, more substantial party from the
clergyman, by Thomas Barber
county, had begun to assemble. The county’s Lord Lieutenant,
the Fourth Duke of Newcastle, organized a subscription committee of high-powered nobility and
gentry to finance a party of one hundred and fifty-eight men, women and children, and appointed the
Rev. J T Becher and E S Godfrey to make the detailed arrangements. Their application to the Colonial
Office was despatched some time after the closure date and the Duke used his special influence with
Colonial Secretary, Earl Bathurst, to obtain a place for the party.
Individual emigrants were selected to present a mix of abilities with a good chance of success
within the colony, and a number of framework knitters were included for reasons of poverty and
distress. Comprehensive articles were devised for the party and Dr Calton from North Collingham
was appointed party leader. George Dennison was specially selected to keep the party records. Both
Nottinghamshire parties, White’s and Calton’s, travelled overland to Liverpool, and from there sailed
by Royal Naval transport to the Cape. Given that it was one of the worst winters ever recorded, during
which the Thames was frozen over, and given that shipwrecks were a frequent event especially
around the southern tip of Africa, it is remarkable that all twenty-one ships in the national fleet arrived
safely. Of course, as travellers were at sea for a typical period of four months in close companionship,
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some parties experienced births, fatal diseases, the occasional minor accident, and enough bouts of
ordinary illness to test the medics amongst them to the full.
Some parties, including White’s, disembarked at Cape Town to be settled, initially at least, in
a western district, but most parties proceeded another 600 miles to Algoa Bay where their landings
passed off without serious incident. After a prolonged stay at a tented beach camp, they were taken by
ox cart to their designated party locations, Calton’s Nottinghamshire party being placed in a relatively
central location on the Torrens River close to the village of Bathurst. Although many had not been
impressed with the view of the land from the sea, and some noticed evidence of hostilities such as
burned out homesteads, there had been a recent rainfall, and the interior presented a green and
pleasant aspect, suggesting possibilities for cultivation, and helping them to retain their high hopes of
success. Nevertheless, they would be left at their allotment with just a tent and a few provisions and
what little energy and willpower remained after a long journey over sea and land.
The location of Calton’s party was designated Clumber after the ancestral Nottinghamshire
park and home of the Duke of Newcastle, the principal subscriber. Benjamin Keeton moved nearer to
Grahamstown, the eventual capital of the district of Albany, before, with others, founding Southwell
nearer to the Indian Ocean coast. Lieutenant White, and some of his party who had initially been
taken in error to the Zonderend River in the west, temporarily relocated to Sharon, a farm to the north
of Clumber, and from there the retired soldier married well and spawned a large extended family
centred on Table Farm. Bathurst Village and Grahamstown, each being close to one or more of the
Nottinghamshire locations, attracted some of our settlers as residents, as visitors, or as temporary
refugees during conflicts. As such those centres of administration and commerce played an important
part in the Nottinghamshire settler story.
The settlers arrived at the Cape shortly after the governorship had been temporarily
relinquished by Lord Charles Somerset to Sir Rufane Donkin as Acting Governor. The British had
retained the all-powerful status of the governorship in line with that of the inconsistent and sometimes
repressive Dutch commanders of earlier times. Serious hazards arising from changes in administration
could not reasonably have been anticipated by the settlers. Most notably, the change from Somerset to
Donkin brought about significant shifts in policy. When Somerset resumed his command the changes
were, for the most part, reversed, causing dismay and apprehension for families. During the period
under review there were several such rifts between leaders and other sources of political conflict to
intimidate the settlers.
For the most part the settlement was governed remotely from out-of-touch Cape Town, at a
distance of some six hundred miles. Through ignorance, misunderstandings and self-interest, the
western authorities dominated policy making for the eastern regions. Information concerning the east
was conveyed through the Cape Town politicians before being transmitted to London. In particular,
any hardships experienced in the east were downplayed in such second hand reports. As a result the
easterners relied on their own envoys, such as Lieut. White, who made a visit to England and lobbied
parliamentarians.
This then is the unsatisfactory background against which the detailed story of the settlers
unfolded and they, for the most part, survived and thrived. South Africa is not yet the finished article,
but the Eastern Cape is, relatively speaking, settled, thanks in large part to the exceptional efforts of
our British settlers and the Nottinghamshire migrants and descendants in the thick of it.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BRITISH TAKE CONTROL

Legacy of the Dutch East India Company
By 1795 the Dutch had ruled the Cape under a series of commanders and governors continually for
143 years. The nature of life at the colony was very much dictated by whatever leader happened to be
in office at the time. Commanders operated more or less autonomously according to their whim, fancy
or caprice, within the broad guidelines of the Dutch East India Company’s Chamber (or Council) of
Seventeen residing in their mother country. Some were tyrannical and corrupt leaving behind a legacy
of disenchantment and resentment among the so-called free burghers, farmers and soldiers, who were
treated little better than the Company’s slaves. Others made some attempt to accommodate the
aspirations of the citizens, but were often hampered by the monopolistic activities of a Company that
wanted to contain the colony within a restricted area around Cape Town, with the single purpose as a
resupply station for vessels sailing between the Netherlands and the East Indies.
A summary of the progress of Dutch rule up to 1795 and during their second period of control
as the Batavian Republic, 1803-06, is provided in Appendix 1, based on works by a number of writers
listed in the bibliography. In particular, Mentzel’s three-part narrative describes his own experiences
of Cape life and progress. Accounts by Wilmot, Cory, Wastberg, Caffrey and Hockly record the
observations of several visitors to the Cape during Dutch rule including Captain Cook, Anders
Sparrman, Kolbe, La Caille, Le Vaillant, Allemand, Thunberg and several more. During this era the
colony began to spread further east and into the interior, but the seat of government remained at Cape
Town in the west. Consequently, many visitors would typically land at Cape Town and remain within
the near hinterland, but some, most notably Sparrman, would venture much further east into the
Zuurveld and the areas eventually to be occupied by the British settlers from 1820. The political
influence of Cape Town, the Metropolis, and the legacy of Dutch rule, greatly affected affairs across
the east and it is right that Appendix 1 includes such influences, but this narrative is intended to
emphasise matters directly affecting what would become the British locations. The appendix also
includes some notes on the natural conditions at the Zuurveld including flora and fauna, topography
and climate, and also the nature of the indigenous peoples during Dutch rule.
Wrecking of the Grosvenor3
1782 was the year in which the now famous wrecking of East Indiaman, the Grosvenor, took place on
the southern coast above St John’s River in Xhosa country. Most of the passengers and crew made it
to the shore and met up with a Dutchman who had escaped justice for murder and was living with
local natives with faces painted red. When the survivors proposed to trek to Cape Town he warned of
the dangers and difficulties they would face along the way. Nevertheless, a large number set off and,
while a few survived the long and arduous overland journey, many perished. The survivors had
reached Cradock’s Place near Algoa Bay and were welcomed by a very hospitable Mr Korsten who
offered assistance with the remainder of their journey.4 Frederick Korsten and his family were also
instrumental in receiving the Damant party of 1820 settlers into South Africa including the party’s
Nottingham people. In 1790 the sympathetic governor ordered an expedition from the west to find the
wreck and during the journey learned of what seemed to be three old European women living with a
mixed race clan. These women, who were thought to have been the victims of other shipwrecks,
welcomed the idea of being taken away to live among Christian Europeans, but would not leave until
harvest time once they had gathered in their crops. They would rather remain with their children and
grandchildren until then. No more survivors of the Grosvenor were found, but they heard talk of a
cook who had survived for some time before succumbing to smallpox.

3
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Provincial rebellion and insurrection5
Eventually, by 1791, increasing dissatisfaction with the administration of the Dutch East India
Company and their petty regulations and corrupt monopoly led the authorities in Holland to make
more searching enquiries and appointed Messrs Nederburgh and Frikenius as Commissioners-General
with a wide brief. They were received by the colonists with great enthusiasm in 1793, but little
changed. In addition to their original brief, they were tasked to revitalize the economy at the Cape
using the newly created Lombard Loan Bank and issues of paper money in the form of rix-dollars
(Rds). Notes in circulation were not robust and were often called in and replaced with new issues due
to wear and tear. The loan system was extended and abused with loans overrunning their two-year
intended term and frequently being written-off against capital. By the time the British arrived in 1795
there was a total of 1,291,276 Rds in circulation equivalent to approximately £258,255 and the
measures had proved to be detrimental rather than beneficial to the buoyancy of the Cape economy.
The Commissioners-General left the colony and appointed Mynheer Sluysken as their deputy.
In 1795 the new burghers of Graaff-Reinet, followed by those of Swellendam, demonstrated
their extreme displeasure with the state of affairs. After a deputation from Graaff-Reinet failed to
achieve any satisfaction from Sluysken, no doubt spurred on by recent reports of revolutions in
Europe, they demonstrated their dissatisfaction by declaring their districts as republics independent of
the Company and the motherland. They ousted the landdrost from Graaff-Reinet, and other officials,
and substituted their own people including Louis Pisanie to direct affairs and Peter Delport as
‘National Commandant’ at Swellendam. Sluysken fought shy of direct confrontation preferring to
hope that the rebellion would peter out or at least remain peaceful. He excused his tolerant stance by
claiming that reports of the insurrection reached him at a time when he was distracted by news of the
arrival of the English fleet. Specifically, the news was of nine English ships manoeuvring to anchor at
Simon’s Bay.
The first British conquest6
During the latter half of the eighteenth century the English and the French began to recognise the
advantages to be gained should one or other find a way to take control of the Cape Colony. For
sailors, merchants and travellers heading for the East Indies and returning, this was an important stop
off point to obtain supplies of water and provisions to sustain them for the second leg of their journey
and to help stave off scurvy and other maladies arising from long periods at sea in close and crowded
conditions. The Cape anchorages accommodated a number of non-Dutch vessels, including French
and British, and their captains would certainly have returned to their homelands with reports to their
governments of lucrative trading, and what were known to be vulnerable Dutch fortifications.
In 1780 Commodore Johnstone led a small fleet with specific instructions to attempt to take
the Cape of Good Hope. His plans were thwarted by a French contingent under Admiral Suffren when
the opponents met at St Jago and the English suffered disabling damage. Despite the setback the
English carried on to southern Africa and, using a deceptive French flag and overwhelming force,
they were able to board, plunder or destroy a number of ill-disciplined Dutch vessels in Saldanha Bay.
At the same time Suffren’s squadron made it to Table Bay where they took control and strengthened
the Cape defences. At this time the colonial citizens were at a low point. They had petitioned the
government on several fronts including the excessive protection of natives, the protection of privately
owned slaves from severe punishments, the need for vessels to export their excesses of produce over
and above that required by the Company, the lack of freedom to exchange that excess for useful
imports, and the withholding of permission to engage in the lucrative trade in slaves with Madagascar
and Zanzibar. Commissioners had been appointed, but little had changed. So especially disenchanted
with Dutch rule were they, that it was said they would have welcomed a regime change, preferably in
favour of the English, and would not have raised arms against Johnstone’s squadron had this been the
first on the scene at Table Bay. The Dutch military would have been too ill-equipped and disorganised
5
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to resist. It is possible that, were it not for the forceful presence of the French, they might even have
aspired and conspired to obtain their independence.
On 2 May 1785 the British East Indiaman, the Pigot, landed over one hundred scurvy ravaged
patients at Algoa Bay from where they were moved to the nearest farm. It took months for the news to
reach the Cape governor via Swellendam, a delay that made the authorities realise they could be
overrun by an invasion from the east and have no knowledge until it was too late to react. To prevent
any power from settling at the Baya a la Goa they had already created their newest district called
Graaff-Reinet in honour of Governor, Van der Graaff and his wife, Reinet. Mindful too of the ever
present threat from Xhosa clans further to the east, and in the interests of neighbourliness, they
recalled those colonists who had strayed beyond the Great Fish River. This river had become the de
facto eastern border of the colony and, as one of the few rivers in constant flow, it remained for some
decades a significant line of reference in relation to frontier matters and skirmishes.
By 1795 France had overrun Holland and ousted Stadtholder William V, who took refuge in
England. The navy of the Republic of the United Netherlands had been completely overpowered, and
the nation had become a dependency of France with a new name, the Batavian Republic. While ever
the Cape had been held by a friendly power there had been no need for the British to act, but these
new circumstances dictated that they should mount a concerted effort to head off any French attempts
to take the colony and control the lucrative eastern trading route.
The British had intended to arrive as allies to assist the Cape authorities, but the local Dutch
councillors did not appreciate the friendly purpose. Unfortunately, the commander of the British task
force, Admiral Elphinstone, was unable to obtain a meeting with Governor Sluysken before a Lieut.Colonel De Lille had been despatched with infantry and cavalry to repel what they thought was a
hostile British presence. He did, however, arrange for a message to be delivered to Cape Town with
an instruction from the exiled Stadtholder to the governor to relinquish the territory to the British who
had in fact reached the Cape just ahead of the French. Unfortunately, the councillors at the Cape,
many of whom were supported by burghers in sympathy with the new republican rule in Holland,
were determined not to comply on account of their dissatisfaction with the Company and its nominal
head, Stadtholder William V, the Prince of Orange. Sluysken was grief stricken by the news of the fall
of his mother country, and, while he asked for details of the strength of the British force, he preferred
to organise his own defences. He increased the forces under the command of De Lille, appointed three
war commissioners, and installed makeshift batteries and other defences. In response to this
resistance, the British Admiral despatched General Craig to Cape Town, but this measure also failed
to yield any semblance of compliance.
The overwhelming motivation of the British was to ensure that, by all means, the French
would be prevented from taking the colony which had long been a crucial gateway to their lucrative
Indian trade and possessions. The Admiral drafted a proclamation to the governor stating that His
Britannic Majesty could not allow the Cape to fall into the hands of the French as the entire trade of
the British East India Company would be ruined, but he and his council saw this as a ploy to take
possession of the colony without force, and rejected the whole notion. Rather than comply, they
ensured that assets that might be of use to the British force were removed out of their reach or
disabled. They removed livestock from the vicinity of Simon’s Bay, dumped gunpowder into the sea,
destroyed provisions, and spiked their guns by hammering a barbed steel spike into the touch-hole.
These activities led the British to consider that the governor and his council harboured Jacobin
sympathies and determined that the colony must be taken by force, a process which began on 8
August, 1795.
The first point of attack was the line of defence at the pass at Muizenberg held by the Dutch
forces under De Lille. Having disabled Kalk Bay Fort the British bombarded the stronghold with
twenty-four pounders from five vessels, and forced a rapid retreat. Two thousand men were landed
with instructions to give chase and capture the strategic pass. So disappointed were the colonists at De
Lille’s lacklustre and cowardly performance, they placed him in confinement, and Sluysken appointed
Major Buissinné in his place.
By 11 August a new threat to the colonial authorities had appeared. Commandant Louis
Pisanie demanded a resolution to the grievances at rebellious Swellendam and there was news that a
rebellion of native Khoi had taken place, but that it had been resisted. To make matters worse for the
Dutch, the British were about to receive substantial reinforcements within days. This was the point at
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which Sluysken could have taken decisive action before they arrived, but instead he procrastinated,
during which time loyal Khoi were the only active resistance against the British. Even they were
becoming disaffected as, while they were away from base manfully fighting for the cause, the
burghers were ill-treating their wives and families.
On 14 September 1795, now reinforced, the British marched 5,000 troops to take the camp at
Wynberg, while a second force landed at Camp’s Bay. The Cape troops retreated three miles from the
Metropolis to avoid being hemmed in. In the face of the widespread threats, the increasing
dissatisfaction of the colonists, and numerous desertions, Sluysken was left no choice but to negotiate
a truce, and two members of council were sent to arrange a capitulation agreement. The terms were
such that General Craig was appointed as governor and those who had held office were required to
confirm an oath of allegiance to the British Crown. Citizens’ privileges would be maintained and they
would be permitted to enjoy their preferred form of public worship without alteration. Articles of
Capitulation were signed on 16 September and letters were drafted to the inhabitants of Swellendam
pledging to end the monopolies enjoyed by the Dutch East India Company, to free up the modes of
trading, to minimise the tax burden, and to support the paper currency, although the British would
make their payments in metal coin. There would be no attempt to avenge the rebellious outbursts in
the eastern districts. Nevertheless, many resisted taking the oath of allegiance and rumours of planned
militancy persisted but, while forces were assembled in readiness, they were not needed.
British rule 1795 to 18037
After one hundred and forty-three years of Dutch rule, or misrule, the Batavian Republic had lost its
gateway to the east, but they did make a somewhat half-hearted attempt at recapture during the
following year. A squadron of nine vessels carrying heavy arms and their best troops escaped a British
blockade in Holland, succeeded in reaching Saldanha Bay, and made a presence on land. They learned
that, while the new British rulers had suffered some initial resistance and dissatisfaction, the majority
of inhabitants were satisfied, especially as they enjoyed good prices for their produce. The Dutch
squadron succeeded in capturing cattle, but achieved little else, and on 17 August 1796, they were
shut in by British vessels outside of the bay and a substantial armed presence in the hills and on the
beach. When a British frigate entered the bay a Dutch vessel opened fire and the Batavian flag was
hoisted, but when they saw the overwhelming force mounted against them, the Dutch Admiral was
compelled to discuss peaceful terms.
The distant Boers to the east of the colony maintained their rebellious stance, and at GraaffReinet, for instance, they expelled Mr Bressler, who had been appointed landdrost, and a clergyman.
Certain factions of colonists closer to Cape Town remained a threat. In the face of such difficulties,
Craig ordered batteries to be erected on Devil’s Hill and Craig’s Tower in Cape Town and also the
construction of Fort Frederick overlooking Algoa Bay. Hostilities continued after the very noble Earl
of Macartney replaced General Craig as governor in May 1797. It was hoped that a civilian would be
more acceptable to the disaffected citizens than the military figure involved in the capitulation. He
returned Bressler to Graaff-Reinet accompanied by his secretary, John Barrow (later Sir), to persuade
the people there to accept the appointee. Otherwise they would be obliged to suffer the presence of a
military detachment. As the Earl was ignorant of the nature of affairs in the east, he asked Barrow, in
addition to his official duties, to pinpoint the precise locations of the remote districts and to examine
reports that the Zuurveld, considered to be excellent grazing land, was occupied by Xhosa clans who
engaged in continual skirmishes with the resident Boers to mutually capture and retake their
respective herds of cattle. Such disruptive activities would no longer be tolerated.
At Graaff-Reinet Barrow called a meeting of the residents and, apart from a disruptive group
at a tavern, they seemed friendly and satisfied with the orders for the landdrost appointed as
magistrate and the Earl’s general intentions for the colony. When Barrow turned his attention to those
at the tavern, he asked for a report of their complaints, the most egregious appearing to be that the
previous landdrost had failed to appoint a commando to remove the invading Xhosas. The secretary
explained the governor’s intention to visit the natives, with Bressler, to persuade them to move
beyond the eastern boundary, which notion was accepted, but at the same time he was minded to
7
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prohibit the future use of commandos. The governor thought that the commando system had been the
cause of violent conflict and was suspicious that it had merely been used as an aggressive means to
acquire the natives’ cattle. It seems that Mr Barrow had not fully appreciated the extent of the Boers’
losses of cattle and the scale of the native depredations, but nevertheless, he was true to his promise
and in time proceeded with an expedition to Algoa Bay where they found the British ship the Hope
sent to meet them.
They pitched on the banks of the Kariega River (now part of the boundary of Southwell),
amongst hundreds of Xhosas, and were promptly visited by two independent chiefs named Malloo
and Tooley. They were aware that they had agreed a treaty setting the Great Fish River as the eastern
colonial boundary, but they had only returned to hunt game and had not established any residences in
the Zuurveld. On behalf of the new rulers, the British, Barrow insisted that they must retire beyond
the agreed boundary, and informed them that he would next meet with Great Chief Gaika, their king.
Gaika agreed to comply, invited their return, and vowed to maintain regular communications with the
new landdrost by annually sending one of his captains to Graaff-Reinet bearing a brass gorget,
adorned with an engraving of the British emblem, for identification.
The expedition proceeded over the Sneeuwberg Mountains to the Orange River hoping to
persuade the Bushmen there to desist from interfering with the Europeans and in return the Christians
would be entirely prohibited from molesting them. It proved impossible to arrange a meaningful
dialogue with the dispersed Bushmen, and the resident Christians, mostly Boers, felt they had been
unjustly represented in that the losses of cattle they had suffered had been great and that the reprisals,
using commandos, had been just and warranted. Barrow later reported, in his autobiography, that the
typical Boers found in the vicinity of the Sneeuwberg range and the Orange River was of a better
character than those to be found towards the sea. They were ‘peaceful, obliging, and orderly people; a
brave and hardy race of men’. Their success relied on all members of the family pulling their weight
and many examples of exceptional female fortitude were recorded in the district.
Appointment of Major-General Dundas8
Barrow proceeded to Namaqualand and returned as Auditor-General to Cape Town. There, later, he
was in residence on the evening of 5 November 1799 when eight vessels were run aground by a
severe gale. Earlier that day HMS Sceptre had happily fired a salute to commemorate the Gunpowder
Plot, but finished the day as mere fragments losing Captain Edwards, his son, ten officers and three
hundred seamen.
Due to failing health, the Earl was succeeded as Acting Governor by his next in command,
Lieut.-Governor, Major-General Dundas, on the same salary, £10,000 a year, with full authority over
the colony. The Earl’s short term in office was noted by the exercise of public economy and integrity
during which the Cape began to prosper, yet there were no new taxes. Under his rule two mutinous
events were decisively and rapidly quashed.
Dundas assumed control from November 1798 and was almost immediately called upon to
counter another bout of disloyal behaviour. Boers at Graaff-Reinet had decided to demonstrate their
own particular brand of (Dutch) patriotism by instigating a commando to chase the local Xhosas.
Dundas despatched General Vandeleur with a detachment of dragoons, some infantry, and part of the
Khoi Corps, to the trouble spot. The mere anticipation of the arrival of such a force caused the Boers
to break up their camp and to surrender. Appearing before Vandeleur, the ringleaders were sent from
Algoa Bay to Simon’s Bay in the Rattlesnake, while the remainder were fined, the revenue from
which was used to pay for the expedition.
Just like the Earl of Macartney, General Dundas was ignorant of affairs in the east, and
despatched John Barrow as a special commissioner to report on the continual quarrelling between the
different races and inquire ‘of the atrocious conduct of the Boers towards the Kafirs and the
Hottentots’. Unfortunately, many of the reports had been received by Barrow from Maynier, the
former landdrost dismissed by the rebellious Boers of Graaff-Reinet. As such, the details may have
been unreliable. To make matters worse in terms of evaluating Boer behaviour, papers relating to the
relevant period at Graaff-Reinet had been sent to Holland.
8
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Barrow and his party proceeded in the direction of Algoa Bay and met a band of Khoi under
one Klaas Stuurman. His men were garbed in unusual attire to disguise them and he admitted that they
had been out committing depredations against the Boers. At some length he described a history of
their own suffering, that is the suffering of the Khoi people, claiming that the Boer farmers were
preventing them from obtaining any redress. Their mission was to deprive Boers of their arms and
take clothing in lieu of overdue wages. They had endured violence and oppression for long enough,
and the relationship between their race and the Boers was on the point of complete collapse. Stuurman
and his Khoi followers were persuaded to lay down their arms, but later the Xhosas encountered by
Barrow and his team were less inclined towards peaceful capitulation.
Lieut. Chumney’s detachment from the 81st Regiment was attacked by Xhosas and many of
his men were killed, but four were saved when their young officer-commanding set himself up as a
decoy and perished in the chase. On arrival at Algoa Bay, Barrow found one hundred and fifty Boers
who had been visited and plundered by Khoi, and requested protection, while at a distance, five
hundred Khoi begged for redress. The British steamer, the Rattlesnake, was anchored at the bay and
was used to despatch twenty of Vandeleur’s armed sailors with heavy weapons to form a post
between the opposing factions and to uphold peace. When the Dutch spread a rumour that the British
intended to carry away the natives in their ships, the Xhosas were so afraid that they dispersed.
Barrow returned to the Cape and General Vandeleur withdrew to Algoa Bay.
The Van Jaarsveld fraud9
Earl Macartney had kept a lid on mounting disaffection with the British administration among the
Boers in the eastern districts who continually railed against any form of order and discipline. They
continued to espouse their ‘Nationalist’ leaning towards the Dutch. The departure of the ‘Old Lord’
Macartney, and a perceived reduction in military forces, encouraged them to take more aggressive
measures to achieve reprisals using the commando system against the marauding natives. The change
also invited a more open display of hostility arising from a relatively insignificant matter in 1799.
The previous year, old commandant Adriaan van Jaarsveld had been served a summons for an
overdue debt for money provided by the Orphan Chamber, but he produced a receipt showing that he
had paid up to date to 1794. The number 4 of 1794 in the date had been fraudulently altered and it
should have read 31 December 1791. He then failed to comply with a warrant to appear before the
Court of Justice at Cape Town, but was apprehended at Graaff-Reinet on 17 January 1799. When
threatened, he had already indicated that his arrest would ‘cause a disturbance among the people’ and
during his transit to Cape Town he was rescued by Pieter Erasmus and Barend de Klerk backed up by
Martinus Prinsloo and around forty armed burghers observing from a distance. He was declared a
principal ringleader in their games and they indicated that he was needed to help lead a subversive
plot at Swellendam.
Having swelled their ranks to number about one hundred, the dissidents convened armed
meetings in the name of the ‘Voice of the People’ and in response, landdrost Bressler sent two trusted
heemraaden to investigate this apparent subversion. They were informed that the residents thought
that Van Jaarsveld had been unfairly singled out and the alleged fraudulent receipt was a pretence
based on his association with a previous ‘patriot’ cause. With limited resources to enforce justice, all
Bressler could do was wait for reinforcements from Cape Town while, at the same time, the
insurgents failed to agree a course of action and eventually retired to their homes. Meanwhile, their
former colleague, Conrad du Buys, who had been a burgher at Swellendam and a keen opponent of
British rule, had settled in Xhosa territory amongst the Gaika tribe supporting the young Chief Gaika
in opposition to Ndlambe. Du Buys, impressive in every way, improved his rank when Gaika defeated
Ndlambe and again when he, du Buys, married the Chief’s mother. He was in cahoots with the
Swellendam trouble makers and Earl Macartney had declared him an outlaw.
The ‘patriots’ in the company of du Buys had, before the arrest of Van Jaarsveld, planned a
general uprising involving the Gaikas and, in the name of the ‘Voice of the People’, memorialised the
inhabitants at the Gamtoos, Zwartkops and Bushman’s Rivers. Protests from the field-cornets caused
a delay to the planned uprising to 17 February, but before that date Bressler received an indication of
9
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the plan afoot and kept soldiers in readiness. On the appointed day 104 armed men assembled and
were incited by Van Jaarsveld and du Buys. They misrepresented a Bressler letter to indicate that he,
Bressler, was provoking the Xhosas to rise against the troublesome burghers and that he was
providing them with munitions and other supplies for the purpose. In the event, the mob
procrastinated and, although they assembled at the Sunday’s River drift near the Graaff-Reinet
drostdy, they committed no violent act. They did, however, force Bressler to write an insolent list of
demands upon the governor asking that du Buys designation as an outlaw be quashed, that van
Jaarsveld be no longer liable to be taken into custody, that no presents be given to natives, and that all
communications with the Xhosas be conducted through the conduit of Conrad du Buys. Fortunately,
Bressler found a covert way to inform His Excellency, the governor, that the insolent demands had
been made under duress and in fear, and that they should be ignored.
The rebels anticipated a military reaction to the disturbances they had caused and posted two
small bands, one on the Cape Town road and one near Algoa Bay to look for British troop movements
by land and sea respectively. The latter contingent operated under Jan Botha, ‘the left-handed’,
another Boer resident in Xhosa territory with native friends. Brothers Jacobus and Frederick Botha
were active in moving from farm to farm inciting inhabitants to take up arms. Their fears were well
founded as Major-General Dundas despatched General Vanderleur with 200 men towards the troublespot via Swellendam. The landdrost at Swellendam, Mr Faure, was instructed to organize provisions
of forage and food en route, to intercept all communications from and to Graaff-Reinet, and to get a
message to Mr Bressler to let him know that help was on its way. The Hope and the Star were sent to
Algoa Bay conveying two companies of the 61st Regiment with two field guns. All farmers on the
land route were instructed by proclamation to remain at home and communications with the interior
were cut off at the Hex River pass.
The Botha brothers were captured by Vanderleur’s troops and removed to Cape Town. The
troops arrived at their destination, widow Scheepers’ farm in what would become Uitenhage, and
from there they made contact with the Star with its detachment under Major MacNab and Captain
Campbell. They landed and made camp at nearby Thomas Ferreira’s farm (now Cradock’s Place later
occupied by 1820 settlers, the Damants). They were joined by Major Abercrombie’s detachment, and
on 13 March 1799, those conveyed by sea and those travelling overland under Vanderleur, formed a
column to march on Graaff-Reinet. Surprisingly, they met with no opposition even at passes where
they thought themselves to be the most vulnerable, a factor they attributed to the failure of Jan Botha
to procure assistance from the Xhosas. By 20 March the troops were safely installed at Graaff-Reinet.
What they found was a small village made up of a few wattle and daub hovels, almost insignificant on
the plain, surrounded by majestic mountains. Later that day a contingent of the Sneeuwberg Burgher
Cavalry arrived professing their allegiance to the British flag.
Their quarry had remained at a distance and, to the considerable surprise of the British, two of
them arrived carrying a petition for their pardon. General Vanderleur insisted that no treaty would be
possible until those concerned in the revolt turned up as a group to lay down their arms for a pardon,
and that they could meet for the purpose at Willem Prinsloo’s farm at the Boschberg (later Somerset
East). They were cautioned that this amnesty would be achieved by force if not met with on a
voluntary basis. On 6 April one hundred and twelve surrendered voluntarily including their principal
activist, Martinus Prinsloo, but earlier Adrian van Jaarsveld and his son, Zacharias, had absconded
and been captured at Bruintjes Hooghte. The Rattlesnake, which had already arrived at Algoa Bay
with reinforcements, was used to carry eighteen of the worst offenders to join the Botha brothers at
the castle at Cape Town. A reward of £200 per head, dead or alive, was offered for du Buys, Jan
Botha and five others who did not surrender, but this was unsuccessful. The third frontier war delayed
the trial process until August 1800 and sentences were awarded on 3 September. Martinus Prinsloo
and Adrian van Jaarsveld were to be hanged and buried under the gallows. Ten offenders were to
witness the executions and banished from the Cape Colony for life. Gert Botha and Johan Kruger
were to be set free and the remainder received custodial sentences. Dundas delayed the executions and
pleaded for leniency, and in the end, under the brief period of Batavian Republic rule, they were set at
liberty on 30 March 1803 excepting the precipitous character, Van Jaarsveld, who had died during his
incarceration.

12
Boer character
The Van Jaarsveld saga was hardly worthy of the appellation, ‘rebellion’. Not a single shot was fired
on either side. But this episode serves as an early indication of the insular brand of liberty demanded
by the Boers which would bring them continually into conflict with the British administration. The
early trekkers had largely escaped the shackles of the monopoly that was the Dutch East India
Company with its restrictions on trade, controls on prices, land allocations and taxes. Armed with
their main form of literature, the Old Testament, and their guns, they convinced themselves that,
despite their degraded lifestyles, they had been selected as a superior race, entitled to treat the black
population as a lower order as chattels to do their bidding.
The Boers resented paying taxes, especially when they felt that not enough of the revenue was
being spent on combating the depredations perpetrated by the natives in the form of invasions, cattle
raids, murders and damage to property. Often there were reasons for them to believe that reprisals
were insufficient as the raiders were able to retain their spoils of war. Key decisions were made on
their behalf five hundred miles away in Cape Town, or in London, where, in neither place, was there
much understanding of the awful conditions experienced by farmers in the eastern districts. They were
particularly incensed at the credence attached to reports from unsympathetic and biased missionaries
at a time when the anti-slavery movement began to hold sway. Furthermore, when slavery was finally
abolished in the colony, although a compensation scheme was formulated, the funds set aside were
largely frittered away in administrative costs and agents fees. The Slagter’s Nek affair (Appendix 3)
and the Great Trek (Chapter 13) are more extreme events in a series of alienating circumstances
perhaps peaking in the Anglo-Boer wars around the turn of the twentieth century at a time when
writers felt compelled to consider the nature of the Boer in more depth.
From some of the incidences cited, particularly Slagter’s Nek, it is clearly shown that, on an
individual level, British and Boer farmers, although often geographically isolated, enjoyed a degree of
camaraderie, and Boers were capable of loyalty to their government, whatever its hue, but only on the
proviso that they felt protected and that their insular view of affairs prevailed. For example, as a body
they felt slavery was a valid form of employment, but it was right to punish an ‘employer’ who illtreated his slaves, and some treated them comparatively well. They recognised that, for some slaves,
the only alternative to enforced servitude was death as part of a vanquished force at the end of a tribal
war. The Boers had become dependent on this form of workforce as they had themselves become
work-shy. They found it difficult to come to terms with the loss of this resource which had become so
valuable to them, a loss based on decisions made, as they saw it, by remote and unfamiliar authorities
with no comprehension of their circumstances.
The Boers employed native Khoi on a more conventional master-servant basis often using the
men for herding cattle and the women as domestic servants. In truth though, their employment
conditions were little better than those experienced by the slaves. Problems arose after the British had
used Khoi forces to suppress rebellious Boer activity as in the Van Jaarsveld incident, but when the
Khoi had completed their tour of duty, they found themselves in limbo, unable to return to their now
antagonistic masters. Some were able to take on more permanent roles with the military in the Khoi or
Cape Corps, but often, while the men were away on duty, their families were rendered vulnerable to
their revengeful former employers. The remainder were disarmed and some became vagrants or
joined disruptive independent bands led by Boesak, Klaas Stuurman and Hans Trompetter, residing
amongst the Xhosas in the Zuurveld. Thus, the disaffected Khoi combined with the Xhosas for the
next bout of hostilities deemed to be described as a war.
Third Frontier War10
Under Dutch rule Maynier had allowed the natives to return to the Zuurveld and, in erroneously
attacking a neutral tribe, demonstrated a weakness of the authorities and emboldened the indigenous
people. Under Chief Congo, they once-again ventured as far as the Sundays River where they
attempted to enlist Khoi to take part in their ventures. In July 1799 Field-cornet De Jager of
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Winterhoek reported the murder of the Scheepers family of eight and that a score of other individuals
had gone missing. Livestock and ammunition had been taken and farm buildings had been torched.
Similar reports were received from a wide area across the Zuurveld. In a combined offensive, a large
body of Xhosa and Khoi attacked the Boers in the district of Graaff-Reinet and drove them as far west
as the Gamtoos River until they met with a determined force under Tjaard van der Walt, who lost his
life in the conflict. The combined force of natives prevailed and the frightened farmers lost all hope
and dispersed widely. With supplies at Algoa Bay, including a ‘self-assembly’ blockhouse from the
holds of the Rattlesnake and the Camel, it was left to a strong contingent of English soldiers and
reinforcements under General Dundas, and the Swellendam Boers, to finally repel the attack, but not
before their opponents had progressed as far as Caymans River near Mossel Bay. A form of status quo
prevailed as the raiders were satisfied they had taken most of the available spoils, and they were
effectively permitted to remain in situ. The Boers and farmers had fought hard, and risked and lost
lives and property, just to see their enemy rewarded for their brutal acts by General Dundas, who they
saw as sympathetic to the hostile natives.
The colony was disturbed by many more widespread and violent uprisings over the next few
years. The landdrost at Swellendam, Anthony Faure, ordered inhabitants to defend themselves against
Xhosas and Khoi. A commando was sent out under Johan Cloete in August 1799 and a squadron of
dragoons was stationed between Cape Town and the Karoo in 1801 after notorious bandits had
ravaged Roggeveld. The whole Langman family and their servants were murdered as were aged
farmer Cornelius Coetzée, his two sons, and their man named Wemer. In this latter incident slaves
were implicated along with Khoi. These events of 1799, and the aftermath, were deemed by historians
to constitute the third of the nine Xhosa or frontier wars and, so far, none had been decisive in terms
of defining a reliable eastern boundary.
At some risk to himself, Mr Maynier had been instrumental in brokering a fragile peace after
the war, and he engaged in further initiatives to help restore stability in the region. It was decided to
maintain central registers of Khoi servants working for the farmers to be kept at each district drostdy.
As many as possible would be persuaded to return to their former masters or others who would take
them, and the registers would be used for their protection. Selected Khoi who had been awarded the
status of captain were offered unoccupied land for their people along with essential supplies to
encourage them to eke out an honest existence for themselves. A relatively small amount of revenue
from fines arising from the Van Jaarsveld affair was set aside for compensation to aid the very worst
affected farmers. In recognition of Maynier’s considerable contribution to this process, he was created
a judge in the High Court of Justice and resident commissioner and superintendent of public affairs
for Graaff-Reinet and Swellendam, with full responsibility for both military and civilian citizens.
French repelled11
Various ineffectual attempts had already been made by the French by sea to test the British colonial
defences, but while the military were preoccupied with the Khoi/Xhosa invasion, in 1801 the
acquisitive French reappeared on the scene to make their unwelcome presence felt. The British
vessels, the Rattlesnake and the Camel, were anchored at Algoa Bay, the latter being a worn out 74
gun in use as a store-ship. A French man-of-war with forty-eight guns, La Preneuse, illegally
displaying British colours, dropped anchor between the two British vessels, and immediately raised
the tricolour and fired a broadside into the Camel. Boat crews from the Rattlesnake were on shore and
the surf was so high they were unable to set out to help, but the remaining seamen fired whatever they
could and, on the Camel too, they were able to use a few guns. Troops at the bay were marched to the
beach and four guns from the recently created Fort Frederick were mounted on a makeshift battery.
As darkness fell, the French, possibly through overestimating the strength of the British defence, lifted
anchor and spent the night at Bird Island from where, next morning, they put out to sea and mounted
another attack lasting over six hours. An overland despatch was sent to the Admiral at the Cape who
sent a 74 gun to chase down the French. Ultimately, La Preneuse was stranded and abandoned at the
River Plate.
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Colonial setbacks and progress12
Under Dundas the colony suffered a serious shortage of food following a poor harvest and the need to
supply troops fighting in the eastern districts. The Major-General was advised by the Burgher Senate
to import breadstuffs and grain. Distributed at a little above cost price, after three years the Corn
Committee was able to report that enormous quantities had been made available and a small profit had
been earned on the venture. A change of government in England saw Pitt replaced as Prime Minister
by the Rt. Hon. Hiley Addington and the appointment of a new Colonial and War Department
Secretary in the shape of Lord Hobart. Sir George Young was appointed governor at the Cape and
continued until April 1801. General Dundas, who had been Acting Governor, became Lieut.Governor and Commander in Chief.
Throughout this latter period of the first term of British Rule, Chief Gaika never fully
accepted the terms of peace. He demanded the return of prisoners, his allies, from Cape Town, and
was supported in continued disruptive activities by du Buys. When fugitive rebel Christopher Botha
was later taken prisoner, he revealed that there had been a conspiracy designed to completely drive the
British out of the country, and possibly to install du Buys to the regency.
Official listings put the total population by 1798, excluding British, at 61,947 including
21,746 Christians, 25,754 slaves and 14,447 Khoi. There were 47,436 horses, 251,206 cattle and
1,448,536 sheep. The principal form of land tenure was the loan farm of which there were 1,832 in
number. Only 107 pieces of land were held in gratuity. The established religion was that of the Dutch
Reformed variety, other religions being tolerated, but far from encouraged. There was a chapel for the
Methodists, but the Malay Mohammedans held their services in stone quarries. The German
Lutherans, after seeking permission for many years, were finally permitted a church building, but with
neither steeple nor bell.
Recovery after the third frontier war was slow or virtually non-existent. Mistrust of the British
in general, and Maynier in particular, prevailed. Homeless farmers were found wandering, and the
eastern districts were largely forgotten by Cape Town and left to their own devices. To make matters
worse, in 1801 a rumour circulated suggesting that the British, through Mr Maynier, planned to seize
unemployed males to be pressed into military service. Protest gatherings were formed and there
seemed to be imminent danger of serious hostility. An effective proclamation was issued and
inhabitants from several villages renewed their oath of allegiance on an appointed day for the purpose.
Elsewhere the disruption, fuelled by deep suspicion, persisted, and there was an armed attack on
Graaff-Reinet, but without casualties. Military detachments were brought in on standby and Major
Sherlock issued a proclamation offering a pardon for past offences providing they precisely reported
their grievances and confirmed their allegiance. The Major appeared to share their disrespect of
Maynier and after a general report on the disturbances to the governor, the accused official was called
to Cape Town, where he was shocked to be treated like a common criminal and was suspended from
office pending an inquiry. In time he was exonerated:
..that after a diligent and impartial investigation of the Commissioners not any part of the accusation
before mentioned appears to them to be founded in truth, on the contrary it appears from their report
that Mr. Maynier during his administration of the District of Graaff Reinet had to the best of his
judgment and ability discharged the duties of his office, having shown himself a faithful servant to
Government, conducting himself upon every occasion as an upright and honest man.

Many of the Khoi who had not been able to return to their former Boer employers after the
third war had been given sanctuary at Graaff-Reinet, but as Dundas anticipated rule being returned in
some form to the Dutch, he arranged with Anglican missionary, Dr Van der Kemp, that they,
numbering some three hundred men, women and children, would be peacefully housed at a new
mission station called Bethelsdorp to be located near Algoa Bay.
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Rule ceded to the Batavian Republic13
A brief outline of the period of Batavian Republic rule between 1802 and 1806 is provided in
Appendix 1. It is interesting to note in this main narrative that, during this period, Governor Janssens
conducted a tour throughout the colony during which he met the rebel leader Klaas Stuurman at Algoa
Bay to whom he made presents and granted land. He made another agreement with Chief Gaika, but
was wholly unable to secure peace between the various Xhosa factions.
First time around, the British held the colony in trust for Stadholder William V for seven
years until 1802 when, under the Peace of Amiens, it was handed over to the French dependency, the
Batavian Republic, after a treaty of peace had been agreed between the United Kingdom and the
French Republic. By March 1803 a large Dutch force arrived to replace the British troops who were
moved to the castle to await their embarkation. All preparations had been made and the hand-over
almost effected when a despatch was received from England that caused great consternation for all.
The message stated that on no account should the British give up possession, but they should maintain
the status quo pending further orders. Amicably, the Dutch troops were removed to the Wynberg to
prevent any form of clash and, after a long period of suspense, the order was finally given for the
British to relinquish the Cape. A proclamation absolved inhabitants from their oath of allegiance to
the British.
After the death of Van der Walt his successor, Mr Botha, proved to be unable to operate the
Graaff-Reinet commando effectively, so on the eve of the reversion of the colony to the Batavian
Government, Major-General Dundas attempted to make peace with the neighbouring tribes. Much to
the exasperation of the burghers and farmers, he chose the easy option where cattle would remain with
whatever faction they were held at that time. In this way the natives were handsomely rewarded for
their depredations thus guaranteeing that, in future, they would resume their plundering at any and
every opportunity.
British retake the Cape14
War broke out in Europe with England pitted against the French and Dutch, and all Dutch ships in
British ports were seized. While the Dutch anticipated an attempt by the British to retake the Cape,
they were more concerned about their possession, Jarva, and accordingly general Janssens had been
ordered to send all but 2,000 of his men from the Cape garrison to the vulnerable island. For their
part, the British, in the circumstances, feared that the French might make a bid to seize the Cape.
During the Napoleonic Wars, in December 1805 news had reached the Cape authorities that
an English fleet carrying troops under the command of General Baird, and naval forces under
Commodore Sir Home Popham, had left Madeira bound for the East Indies. Forces were assembled at
the Cape in anticipation of the arrivals and they noticed suspicious manoeuvres of a small brig that
had separated from the main English fleet seemingly to make observations. Their suspicions were not
unfounded. In January 1806 it was reported that fifty-nine British sailing ships had anchored off Table
Bay whereupon defensive signals were fired and more forces prepared. A total of two or three
thousand men were assembled made up from European and Khoi infantry regiments, 5th Artillery, a
squadron of Light Dragoons, Horse Artillery, Malay Artillery, burgher militia, two pieces of cannon,
and a field train. They would face a more unified and fully equipped force of around double their
numbers.
Baird’s expeditionary fleet had left Cork in September 1805 and on the voyage had suffered
two shipwrecks and the death of Brigadier-General Yorke, by drowning. Early on 5 January 1806
General Beresford made an unsuccessful attempt to land at the Cape and consequently the Diomede
and transports carrying the 38th Regiment were sent to Saldanha Bay. This would have been the
approach for the entire fleet had not the Highland Brigade succeeded in making an effective landing
six miles south at Sospiras Bay. The remaining troops and five hundred sailors made landfall on 7
January, the sailors being used to drag the heavy guns across the sands. On the 8th the army marched
13
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and made brigade formation on the hill at Blaauwberg with the Highlanders 200 yards ahead. Had the
Dutch forces been better positioned there would have been opportunities to inflict considerable
damage on the British when vessels were clustered on the sea, and while the troops and sailors
marched up difficult hills of deep sand and thick brushwood, but instead the bulk of their defences
remained at or close to Cape Town. The battle formation of the Dutch placed their twenty field pieces
to the fore and they commenced
proceedings by opening fire.
The 24th Regiment of
Grenadiers incurred heavy
losses, but they successfully
dislodged a body of mounted
rifles, and the remainder of the
army advanced forwards
through dense scrubland and
mistakenly began to fire rounds
before they were within killing
distance.
As Janssens
encouraged his troops while
riding along the Dutch front
The British finally take control, 1806
line, he was greeted with cheers
from the extreme ranks, but
from the principal force at the centre of the line, the Waldeck regiment of mainly Austrian and
Hungarian prisoners, the response was muted, and as shells fell amongst them, they dispersed and
retreated. The 22nd Battalion also took flight. Their forces depleted, the general then ordered a tactical
withdrawal to Hottentots Holland Kloof beyond Cape Town, but the British, fatigued after five
months of confinement on ship and a long march in the blistering heat, felt they were unable to pursue
them. The British lost fifteen men, with about two hundred wounded, but the Dutch losses were
considerably greater, possibly as many as seven hundred. Next morning Baird marched his army to
storm Cape Town, but within a few miles of their destination, they were met with a flag of truce from
Count von Prophalow and a request to cease hostilities for forty-eight hours. By way of response,
Baird gave the Cape officials six hours to surrender, or the town would be taken by force.
By that evening the 59th Regiment was able to march in and the next day the advanced party
of the Highland Brigade was despatched to Wynberg. The remaining troops joined the 59th at Cape
Town. At 3pm the British flag was hoisted at the castle and they fired the royal salute. On 12 January,
troops were marched to Stellenbosch and also to Paarl where they were favourably received by the
inhabitants. The reason for this open welcome at Paarl was later found to be commercial in that they
anticipated high prices for providing accommodation. Some days later Sir David Baird despatched
troops to attack Janssen’s force, but they were found to be so seriously depleted through desertion,
that General Beresford was able to enter talks to agree an honourable settlement. Capitulation was
completed on 18 January 1806. Under the terms ratified by Baird, the Dutch troops marched with
guns, arms and provisions to Simon’s Bay. The garrison soldiers at the castle fortifications marched
out with their honours of war intact, and were provided a passage to Europe at the expense of the
British Government. Of course, the Cape treasury, and all public property, were to be handed over,
and officials and colonial leaders were required to take an oath of allegiance, but once-again, their
previous rights and privileges pertained, and their dubious paper currency remained in circulation
pending an order from England.
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State of affairs on the resumption of British rule15
The consensus of opinion on the second period of Dutch rule, although it was of a short duration, was
favourable, and contrasted greatly with the oppressive and sometimes despotic governance of the
Dutch East India Company. Much had been achieved, as summarised in Appendix 1.
A benchmark had been set for the next British administration to equal or exceed, and Sir
David Baird made a good start, at least in terms of maintaining law and order and building strong
defences against any further interference from the French. He was instrumental in the formation of the
Khoi corps, the Cape Mounted Rifles, and appointed Mr Willem Stephanus van Ryneveld as Vice
President of a Court of Justice, with a new constitution. A system had been put in place for Khoi
runners to deliver mail amongst the principal farmers under a new deputy postmaster, and Mr Rhenius
was appointed Political Commissioner for Church affairs.
The first missionaries from the London Missionary Society had begun at the colony under
British rule in 1799. They were Mr Kicherer and Dr Van der Kemp, the latter in due course to become
principal at Bethelsdorp Mission Station. Under the rule of the Batavian Republic, a new secretary of
the Swellendam district had been appointed who attempted in vain to reconcile the natives and Boers
in his district. One particularly troublesome group was Van der Kemp’s Khoi. Their reputation was so
bad amongst the farmers that there were calls for them to be seized, chained, and allocated as slaves to
colonists. The missionary successfully defended his Christian converts from such a drastic measure,
but was unable to achieve the full support of either his friend and former schoolfellow, General
Janssens, or of Secretary Stockenstrom, and was allocated poor quality land at Bethelsdorp for his
mission station. Dr Van der Kemp maintained a record of acts of cruelty committed upon his charges.
One such account stated:
As soon as the English had abandoned the fort at Algoa Bay, a Boer named Ferreira, of a Portuguese
family, made himself master of it, and kept possession until a detachment of troops were sent thither by
the Dutch. Meanwhile the Kafirs [Xhosas], considering that peace had been made between them and
the European authorities, and being anxious to preserve it, sent the self-appointed commandant a
bullock, to be slain in token of friendship. The Kafir messenger put himself under the guidance of a
Hottentot [Khoi]; Ferreira (whether actuated by a vindictive desire to revenge some real or supposed
injury, or solely by diabolical hatred towards the coloured race) laid hold of the Kafir, and broiled him
alive, bound the poor Hottentot to a tree, cut a piece out of his thigh, made him eat it raw, and then
released him.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient evidence of his crimes, Ferriera had not been brought to
full trial, and his only punishment was banishment to Swellendam. Van der Kemp acquired a
reputation for being troublesome, defending his converts and the natives at all costs, so it is not certain
whether the story was accurate, an exaggeration, or was completely false.
The British continued, as in their previous administration, to operate Dutch forms of local
governance and justice, with the exception of the barbarous practices of torture to extract confessions.
The instruments of torture and execution were destroyed save those required to carry out the English
form of hanging.
Typically, the board at Stellenbosch comprised the landdrost, as president, and six prominent
burghers or inhabitants as heemraaden. Each year two senior heemraaden would retire and four would
be nominated for the vacancies of whom two were selected by the governor. The court was permitted
to conduct law suits up to 300 rix dollars and officials could be fined for non-attendance. The six
country districts under landdrosts with the assistance of heemraaden were Stellenbosch, Swellendam,
Graaff-Reinet, Uitenhage and Tulbagh. Stellenbosch comprised 50 field-cornetcies, the duties of the
field-cornet being described in an Ordinance of October 1805.
By the time the British had finally taken possession of the Cape, the eastern settlements had
already suffered three inconclusive frontier wars with Xhosas in 1779, 1793 and 1799. In the first
war, periodic skirmishes caused the Dutch-led commandos to enforce the frontier by driving the
natives back across the Fish River. The position was held for a brief period before they resumed their
15
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cattle stealing raids, sometimes accompanied by more sinister crimes including murder. The second
and third wars achieved little as far as the burghers and farmers were concerned. They were dismayed
that the invaders were permitted to remain in the Zuurveld west of the Fish River. After the British
had taken possession the first time around, they bolstered defences by the construction a landing place
for troops in Algoa Bay, and by the building of Fort Frederick, named after the Duke of York, to
house them. The fort, the oldest building in the Eastern Province, was strategically placed on a high
eminence overlooking the bay and what became the landing beaches for the 1820 British settlers.
After the ultimate defeat of the French and the banishment of Napoleon, William V’s son
returned to Holland as King William 1 and Prince of Orange. The Cape was finally relinquished to the
British as part of the Treaty of Paris in 1815. The essence of the arrangement was that the Dutch
retrieved tracts of land in Europe, which had previously been taken by the British, plus £6 million, in
return for the Cape, Demerere, Essequibo and Bubria. The Dutch would be permitted to obtain
refreshments and undertake ship repairs at the Cape on the same terms as the English ships, and the
colonists would be permitted to trade with the Netherlands.
As before, the principal attraction of the Cape was in its strategic position as a half-way house
between Europe and the East Indies. Little importance was attached to any possibilities for economic
development beyond that. It was ideally situated to provide protection for the British fleet offering
facilities from which to intercept hostile vessels and thereby maintain the nation’s supremacy on the
high seas. The British authorities recognised that, in taking possession of the colony, they had
acquired a sprawling territory and a population of somewhat disaffected Europeans, natives, and
troublesome descendants of Dutch settlers with mixed blood, including that of the so called inferior
slaves. Many lacked any form of moral compass and proved to be vindictive and deceitful. The
prospects for peaceful economic progress and prosperity were not good, and development would be
further hampered by an absence of roads, bridges, and the means of general communication,
especially in the more remote districts to the north and east. The languages of the natives, the Boers,
and the Cape Dutch, were foreign to English ears. Most inhabitants were illiterate, but the Boers held
sway over the natives, maintaining them as slaves and servants, merely by their possession and
mastery of firearms.
There was renewed interest in the stability of the porous eastern border. Upwards of ten
thousand Xhosas had taken up residence in the Zuurveld immediately to the west of the Fish River,
and they were proving to be extremely troublesome to the troops and the few white farmers. Colonel
Collins was dispatched to the region to talk with the Xhosa chiefs to encourage them to move out, but
his talks with them came to nothing. On leaving, he issued an order forbidding trade and other forms
of intercourse between the colonists and the Xhosas. Once back at Cape Town, he presented a report
recommending that the Xhosas be compelled to move out beyond the Fish River, and that more
Europeans should be encouraged to settle in the Zuurveld, primarily as a defensive measure. This was
the first intimation of the idea of a civilian human shield in place of the regular military force. His
report of 6 August 1809 recommended the forceful removal of the Xhosas, that farms of 120 acres be
allotted to each family of British Settlers, and for them to be protected by a strong militia force made
up predominantly of Boers with experience of border warfare.
Cornelius Maas was severely and publicly punished for causing consternation and alarm at
Cape Town when he announced to the governor that he had personally observed an enemy fleet at
Saldanha Bay and even reported that he had spoken with some of their officers. His alarming claims
were shown to be totally unfounded and he was flogged with the cat’s tail all around the town, and
banished. Any future occurrences of such false alarms would be met, according to Baird’s order, by
the death penalty.
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Xhosa tribal succession
Appendix 2 covers the development of the tribes in relation to the allocation of the Zuurveld region to
the British 1820 Settlers.
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CHAPTER 3
EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL UNREST
Industrial Revolution, urbanisation and widespread poverty16
The British Agricultural Revolution had served to ensure that food production kept pace with a
steadily expanding population until birth rates began to soar from the beginning of the nineteenth
century. The number rose from 10.5mn to 14.1mn between 1801 and 1821, an exceptional increase of
nearly 1.5% compound per annum. Greater agricultural productivity meant fewer jobs for farm
workers and large numbers flocked to the industrialised towns and cities in search of employment.
This process of urbanisation continued as industrial processes improved to enable mass production to
take place in factories close to consumer markets rather than in rural workshops and cottages. They
required far less manpower. The Industrial Revolution had taken hold and as productivity improved it
led to extensive underemployment of labour.
The defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo in 1815, which should have been a time of national
celebration and relief, merely introduced over 300,000 redundant servicemen to an already depressed
labour market, placing unbearable pressure on many families and increasing the demand for poor
relief from parish purses, which were already stretched.
The burden of direct taxation rested with landowners and, as the demand for poor relief
increased, they looked for ways to maintain their wealth. Landowners controlled local and national
government and introduced measures to enclose their estates reducing the availability of common land
and public access to firewood and game for food. A succession of poor harvests coupled with the
increased demand for the necessities of life pushed up prices. The jobless and low paid poor were
squeezed from every direction and the gap between rich and poor became ever wider. The example of
the French Revolution remained fresh in the minds of the populace and, while many may have been
less than impressed with the extreme brutality of the latter stages of that campaign, there was,
nevertheless, an ever-increasing threat from the ‘lower orders’. The Tory Party dominated politics
from 1815 to 1830 and Lord Liverpool presided over the country as Prime Minister from 1812 to
1827. This period may have been the closest Britain ever came to an all-out internal revolution. The
dissatisfaction continued for several decades intensifying again during the passage of the
Representation of the People Act (the Reform Act), 1832.
Local response17
Locally in Nottinghamshire, the Rev. J T Becher was responsible for the creation of two workhouses
in Southwell. In 1828 he published The Anti-Pauper System, exemplifying the positive and practical
good realised by the relievers and the relieved under the frugal, beneficial and careful administration
of the poor laws prevailing at Southwell and in the neighbouring district etc. His stance on poor relief
was very much that indoor poor relief (in the form of the workhouse) should be provided in
preference to outdoor relief (the direct award of money or items in kind to people remaining at their
abode). The workhouse should be made as repulsive and oppressive as possible deterring all but those
in the most distressed circumstances. In this way the burden of poor relief in Southwell was
dramatically reduced to a bare minimum. At the same time Becher promoted schemes for self-help
including the encouragement of regular savings, the control of household expenditure, and the
moderation of drinking habits to give the less fortunate a better chance to manage their affairs. He
also improved the Nottinghamshire House of Correction in Southwell to introduce, or reintroduce,
vagrants and petty criminals to the habit of working.
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Public protest18
Throughout Lord Liverpool’s term in office the country suffered protests, parades, public meetings
and riots, but there was some respite in 1818 arising from a successful harvest. The Tory Party
actually increased its majority in Parliament after a general election, yet the following year would
witness perhaps the most extreme event of the period. On 16 August 1819, approximately 60,000
protesters assembled at St Peter’s Fields in Manchester calling for parliamentary reform. Henry Hunt
railed against the repressive and corrupt parliamentary system and, though his audience listened
intently, and applauded his proposals, they remained peaceful. The Home Secretary, Lord Sidmouth,
preferred to let the protest continue as he feared the consequences of any attempt to prevent the
gathering. Furthermore, the local authorities lacked the resources and ability to break up the meeting
by peaceful means. In the event the Manchester authorities gave the order for the local yeomanry to
intervene and, in an excessive show of force against a large, yet peaceful, gathering, they slaughtered
eighteen poor souls including women and a child, and injured maybe four hundred more. This
unfortunate occurrence was dubbed the ‘Peterloo Massacre’. This was the year in which the
government hatched its plan for emigration to the southern tip of Africa.

The arrest of meeting leader Henry Hunt during the ‘Peterloo Massacre’
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Depression in the local textile industries19
Many of the Nottinghamshire 1820 emigrants to southern Africa enrolled to escape the ailing
framework knitting industry. Nottinghamshire was not immune to working-class protest. In fact, the
county suffered some of the most intense hostilities during conflicts arising from both
industrialization and parliamentary reform. The county was at the hub of a huge textile industry based
on the use of the frame, and at this time was reckoned to be the fifth most industrialized town in
England. The stocking frame knitting machine, responsible for transforming the textile industry in the
East Midlands, had been invented out of dire necessity by William Lee (1563-1614), a clergyman
from Calverton, Nottinghamshire, in the latter half of the sixteenth century. It freed up his beloved to
devote more of her time to their courtship. At first his idea was taken up by the French, but Lee’s
apprentice brought production to London and, eventually, to the East Midlands.
As the industry developed a more formal organisation emerged. Typically, the machines were
owned by the wholesale hosiers who rented them to the self-employed framework knitters, supplied
the material, and purchased the finished articles. In effect, they had complete control over the supply
chain and were in a position to dictate prices and terms. They even controlled the intermediate
bagmen and set their prices for taking produce from the knitters on to the finished goods warehouses.
This worked well for the knitters in the first one hundred years or so during a buoyant market, and
they were able to enjoy high earnings, a four day week, and a comfortable lifestyle, which left them
ill-prepared for a downturn.
In the early eighteenth century average weekly earnings were around 10 shillings, but as
much as double that amount for embroidered work. As others saw the advantages of the industry,
more workers were attracted to the trade, diluting wages and imposing greater pressure on prices.
During the most distressing economic times even the most oppressive hosiers could attract desperate
workers and undercut the market. When the demand for men’s hosiery collapsed during the
Napoleonic and US wars, and important export markets had been cut off, wages were again reduced,
often below the levels enjoyed a century earlier. Changes in fashion had an additional negative impact
on the market. As harvest failures forced up wheat prices, the price of a loaf of bread rose to 1s 8d
while typical weekly wages had reduced to 7s or slightly more.
The Stocking Makers’ Association for Mutual Protection emerged in the midst of their plight,
campaigning for a bill to regulate the knitters’ wages, but the group disbanded when the bill failed in
1779. Other associations emerged to support workers at lean times during strike action. The political
nature of many such groups was not acceptable to the authorities and their activities were curtailed by
the Combination Acts of 1799 and 1800. For instance, the once successful Union Society of
Framework Knitters was thwarted when three members were sentenced to hard labour.
The East Midlands experienced its own brand of worker representation and militancy in the
framework knitting industry. Militants, the so-called Luddites, disrupted businesses operating wideframe point net machines prevalent in their sector of the industry.
The town of Nottingham could be compared to one giant machine almost totally dependent on
framework knitting. While point net machines could also be found in Derbyshire and Leicestershire,
the product was known as ‘Nottingham Lace’ bringing prestige and prosperity to the city. When it
came, the decline of the industry was swift, and by 1812 only about 150 frames were producing point
net from a total capacity of 1,040. The initial cause was the competing bobbin net machine invented in
Loughborough in 1808, but the coup de grâce was the practice from 1811 of fraudulently selling
single press cotton net as double press. This cheap version, when stiffened with starch and gum, could
not be detected, but it became loose and unfastened when wetted. In consumer hands the terrible truth
became noticed and the reputation for Nottingham Lace deteriorated at a rapid pace. Further
reductions in quality and consumer confidence arose from ‘cut ups’, a method of producing inferior
19
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articles at a faster rate. The superior production from twist net machines, and restrictions in export
markets due to wars, created a recipe for a collapse and mass unemployment. Nottingham had already
acquired a reputation for militancy before Luddism after riots in 1790, 1791 and 1793, over
framework knitters’ wages, bread prices and the election, but it was the collapse of the point net trade
that triggered a reaction in 1811.
The first in this series of bouts of riotous behaviour took place in March 1811 after workers
had failed to negotiate either higher wages or the withdrawal from the market for cut-ups. After a
gathering in Nottingham’s Market Square, despite the deployment of troops by the authorities, they
succeeded in smashing up 63 frames on the outskirts of Arnold (the district from which Lieut. White’s
party of settlers emanated). This destructive practice was termed frame-breaking and two hundred
more machines were damaged during the following three weeks. Even so, in the following year the
industry comprised of some 25,000 frames, most of which were located in the three counties,
Nottinghamshire for cotton hosiery and lace, Derbyshire mainly for silk with some cotton work, and
Leicestershire where wool predominated.

A depiction of machine breaking during
Luddite riots.

The frame-breaking gangs deferred to a mysterious or mythical character called General Ned
Ludd and so became known as the Luddites, a term used ever since for persons associated with
deliberately seeking to retard technological improvement. The most intense period of Luddite activity
is considered to have taken place in the period 1811-16 and by 1812 it had spread through all three
counties, and already over 800 frames had been destroyed. 12,000 troops were deployed to contain
the riotous behaviour and in Nottingham four perpetrators were sentenced to transportation.
The death sentence for frame-breaking had also been specifically authorised by act of
parliament. A most remarkable single incident took place at Heathcoat’s lace factory in
Loughborough in June 1816 where £6,000 of damage was inflicted as fifty-four twist-lace machines
were smashed. In the process the gang shot at a Mr John Asher and, perhaps for this reason, six were
destined to hang at New Drop, Leicester, on 17 April 1817.
A handwritten letter of October 1812 from the Rev. J T Becher to Home Secretary Richard
Ryder has been transcribed at Nottingham University.20 In this letter he described the circumstances
leading to the early Luddite activity where the profligate lifestyles of the framework knitters had left
them wholly unprepared for the downturn, but on balance blamed the oppressive and almost
vindictive attitudes of some hosiers for the unfortunate retaliations. As a solution, he called for
legislation to regulate the levels of frame rent which had remained high during times of shortage of
work, and to deal with low earnings. As will be seen, Becher was destined to become a principal
organiser of the emigration plan for Nottinghamshire.
20
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A close friend of the Rev. Becher, poet Lord Byron, had engaged in the parliamentary debate
on the side of the knitters or, at least, he was opposed to the death sentence for frame-breaking. From
the poet’s brief residence in Southwell, Becher, who was no mean poet in his own right, had become
something of a mentor to the young lord, and his advice was often accepted as demonstrated in this
extract of a letter from Byron dated 26 February 1808:
And now, my dear Becher, I must return my best acknowledgements for the interest you have taken in
me and my poetical bantlings, and I shall ever be proud to show how much I esteem the advice and the
adviser. Believe me most truly

Having taken his seat in the House of Lords on 13 March 1809, in an impassioned and rather
theatrical speech, the novice politician denounced the hosiers, identified with the plight of the
workers, and regarded the output of automation as of inferior quality. He would go on to pen the
poem Song for the Luddites.
The idea of emigration
During a summer of discontent and parading through the streets of Nottingham, in August 1819 an
estimated 5,000 unemployed and destitute working class people gathered to demonstrate their utter
dissatisfaction with the state of affairs. They appealed to the Duke of Newcastle as Lord Lieutenant
for Nottinghamshire for something to be done to relieve their sufferings. Together with other
Nottinghamshire nobility, he received a delegation, and initially recommended participation in the
government’s new colonisation scheme for surplus labour to set up an agricultural community at the
Cape of Good Hope. This proposal was not received enthusiastically, but a scheme offering more
immediate relief was accepted and implemented. This latter scheme entailed a public subscription of
over £6,000 spent during the following winter in applying the unemployed to repairing roads and
clearing waste lands around the town.
The idea of including Nottinghamshire in the national Cape emigration scheme continued to
occupy the Duke’s mind and in September 1819 he once-again raised the subject with the local
nobility. At a meeting in Mansfield, it was decided, belatedly, to sponsor a party of agricultural
emigrants who would eventually establish a location within the British settlement. This they
eventually named ‘Clumber’ after the Duke’s ancestral estate and in recognition of his attention to
their plight.
Subsequent demands for parliamentary reform
The story of industrial unrest in Nottinghamshire continued after 1820, and, as it involved the Duke of
Newcastle’s Clumber estate, it may be of interest to readers in South Africa. During the unrest, as
Lord Lieutenant, the Duke was responsible for law and order in the county. In this capacity he
maintained contact with the Home Secretary. While he sympathised with the plight of the framework
knitters, he was vehemently opposed to the extension of voting rights to the working classes and was
an ardent opponent of the Reform Bill before Parliament in 1831. Much of the reactionary activity
against the ruling classes in Nottinghamshire during the passage of the bill was directed against the
Duke and, after they had burned down his Nottingham Castle property, there were fears that his
ancestral home at Clumber would be targeted. After a debate in the House of Lords on 11 October
1831, Lord Melbourne related the bad news. Nottingham University holds a transcription of the
Duke’s diary entry for the day including this extract:
Melbourne told me that he had very bad news from Nott’s – that Nottingham was in a shocking state &
that rioters had set fire to Nottm Castle – I have heard nothing about it, & I hope that it is not true, but I
much fear that it is21
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and after describing the liberation of prisoners at Derby and attacks on ruling class houses:
Belvoir Castle they declare that they are determined to destroy – I hope Clumber is not in their black
books – The whole country is in a horrid and fearful state 22

The Duke planned to return to Clumber as soon as possible to muster any necessary defences. After
an initial stall, the bill became law as the (Great) Reform Act, 1832.
Despite the Duke’s opposition to parliamentary reform he frequently revealed his interest in
trying to understand the working classes especially in relation to the causes of poverty and the
relationship between earnings and prices. This is demonstrated in the following transcription from his
diary entry on 9 June 1842:
I have hardly had time to do all my matters at Clumber but tho’ rather incompletely done I hurried
away at ½ past 1 & reached the station at Nottingham in good time to go by the ½ past 4 train [...] I met
– in particular with a man who told me that he was a stockinger out of work – that the greatest distress
prevailed, that the people were Starving that the hosiers were still reducing their wages, and that he did
not know what would be the end of it – He supposed that the object was to drive the people into a
revolution, that both parties [Whigs and Tories] were alike & that between them the object intention
was to crush the poor man = His last wages were 15s a week – out of this he had to pay 9s a week for
frame rent, 2s 6 for house rent & 8d ½ for needles leaving him the remainder to live upon 23

The anonymous man at the railway station went on to say that working was worse than nothing
because out of work he was entitled to go to the ‘Bastille’, which was a common term applied to the
workhouse. He thought there was a feeling amongst the workhouse inmates that they would be driven
to commotion. As an employer, the Duke wondered how he could help, but despaired of finding an
answer. The diary entry continued:
indeed poor wretches I know not what they are to do or what we can or are to do for them. I am so poor
that I must reduce my labourers & that must tend to encrease [sic] the general distress 24
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CHAPTER 4
EARLY BRITISH RULE

Warning signs25
Sir David Baird had been severely criticised for diverting military resources to the Cape without
authority or permission. Yet, in January 1807, it was amid serious amounts of praise from public
authorities for the order and tranquillity prevailing at the Cape Colony, that he left Cape Town, and
handed over the governance to Lieut.-General Grey on a temporary basis until May that year when Du
Prè, Earl of Caledon, was handed the role.
Lord Caledon gave a high priority to the creation of improved provisions for the
administration of justice to cover the large new eastern districts of Uitenhage and Graaff-Reinet. The
Dutch notions of the landdrost and the heemraaden were retained, but their authority extended to just
the minor cases, and it was found necessary to appoint two justices from the Court of Justice as a
Commission of Circuit to visit each district annually to hold court. Although this provision could not
be regarded as truly local, it represented some progress in the direction of a regional justice system.
The resulting large caseloads showed that the incidence of serious crime, including assaults and
murder, was much greater than anticipated. A large proportion of the charges were levelled by the
missionaries, Dr Van der Kemp and Dr J Read, who became self-appointed legal representatives for
the Khoi race, more often than not implicating members of respected borderland burgher and farming
families. Some missionaries, Van der Kemp especially, were accused of exaggeration, economy with
the truth, and inadequate preliminary enquiries in respect of some cases. One often-cited example was
that of a well-meaning European widow using hot water to thaw the feet of a Khoi child suffering
from severe cold in a snow storm. She was acquitted, but not before being required to explain at
tribunal that she had not tried to boil her child’s extremities.
It is interesting to note that Dr Van der Kemp retained seven slaves for his personal use and
took one of them for his wife. He was appointed as principal in charge of Bethelsdorp Mission Station
and, as such, was less than fully respected by Colonel Collins who thought him something of a
liability in the fields of justice, religion and race relations. Van der Kemp and Read provoked a
commission of enquiry whereupon they were called to Cape Town to explain their accusation of
oppression of the natives levelled against landdrost Cuyler.
Uprising26
Lord Caledon’s first serious test was to deal with an attempted insurrection by some of the many
discontented slaves. James Hooper, Michael Kelly, and a Cape Town slave named Louis, mounted a
conspiracy. As part of their plan Louis was required to don a showy uniform with ostrich plumes,
epaulets and a sword to indicate authority. They arrived firstly at Mr Louw’s farm and intended to
incite a rebellion amongst the coloured people, to return with them to Cape Town, and demand the
liberty of all slaves. The plan required that Louis would become their supreme governor, with Hooper
also in high office. They proceeded to Mr Basson’s farm where they violently seized guns and powder
and stated that it was the governor’s and Fiscal’s orders that all Christians and slaves should be taken
to Cape Town. They captured wagons and horses and went about amongst the other farms to commit
robberies, violence and general mayhem. In time there were enough followers to form two divisions
marching through Tygerberg and Koeberg to meet at Salt River seizing more horses, ammunition and
arms, binding farmers, and enlisting ever more slaves to their cause.
On hearing of the uprising, Lord Caledon instructed cavalry and infantry to apprehend the
culprits, which they achieved in the face of little opposition. Property was returned to owners and the
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majority of the offenders were incarcerated in gaol. Of the three hundred and thirty-one insurgents,
fifty-one were brought to trial and convicted, and of these, only seven were executed and the
remainder received hard labour or minor sentences. The death sentence handed to Hooper and Kelly
was postponed and Kelly was sent to England.
Theopolis Mission Station27
Sir John Cradock was appointed governor in 1811, and in that year Dr Van der Kemp died. By 1813
the grazing land at the Bethelsdorp Mission Station near Algoa Bay had become depleted and in the
following year, as Governor Cradock was in the vicinity of the frontier, it was decided to consider a
second mission station near to Lombard’s Post in that part of the Zuurveld which eventually became
the Southwell Field-cornetcy. It was situated about two miles from the coast on the east bank of the
Kasouga River on 6,000 acres of land granted to the London Missionary Society (LMS) and surveyed
by Johan Knobel, the government land surveyor for Uitenhage district. The station was set up for
Gonaqua Khoi who had
occupied the area almost
exclusively until Xhosas
invaded in the mid
eighteenth century. Only
recently has the extent of
displacement of the Khoi
peoples been fully
recognised, squeezed as
they were between the
new colonists and the
intruders from the east.
They had been oppressed
for over a century,
decimated by small pox
epidemics and deprived
by the Dutch East India
Company, or wandering
Theopolis Mission Station, from D Stirk’s ‘Southwell Settlers’ p. 1
Boers, of land they felt had
been theirs as of right from time immemorial. Yet, to their credit, many recognised the opportunities
of increased prosperity brought about by the arrival of more economically and technologically
advanced Europeans. Generally they chose to be more compliant than other indigenes, and they
integrated with the newcomers. They became excellent marksmen and, for the most part, lined up on
the side of the colonists during the frontier wars. At Theopolis they benefited from extensive tracts of
good pasture and the opportunities to fish at the Kasouga mouth and to build a trade of burning lime
from shells taken from the shoreline.
It is noted from the Lower Albany Chronicle that during March 1813 the travelling
superintendant of the London Missionary Society, the Rev. John Campbell, accompanied by the Rev.
John Ulbricht, a Mr Smith, and John Bartlett, visited and dined at Lombard’s Post, and were presented
with oranges by resident Jane Laycock. On 17 March, the Rev. Campbell selected a site on the left
bank of the Kasouga River which became the mission station for the Gonaqua people, later called
Theopolis (City of God).
At the end of 1814 the Rev. John Ulbricht was in charge of the new mission station. He had
arrived with people from Bethelsdorp, a church had been built to accommodate 200 persons, and there
was a mission house with seven rooms. An initial herd of 300 head of cattle had been driven there
from Bethelsdorp. As a warning sign, it was noted in May 1815 that seven cows had been stolen from
Theopolis, but a patrol from Lombard’s Post intercepted the thieves at the Blaauwkrantz River
confluence.
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By the end of 1815 seventy persons had been baptised at the mission. In February 1816,
George Barker, accompanied by his wife Sarah, arrived to take charge and relieve the Rev. Ulbricht
who had been taken ill. He was joined a few days later by the Rev. James Read and later still by the
Rev. Joseph Williams. Read and Williams continued their journey via Graham’s Town to establish
another new mission at the Kat River. On their journey from Bethelsdorp via Jager’s Drift, the
Barkers encountered hundreds of quagga, now extinct in the area, which were similar in appearance to
zebra. It is said they were much more amenable than zebra to being tamed for useful work, and one is
left to wonder why their numbers were permitted to diminish. In April 1816 the Rev. Barker was
helping to construct a bridleway between the mission and Lombard’s Post and on 13 May work was
commenced on a new mission smithy. The records show that around this time elephants were being
killed in the vicinity for their meat.
The mission continued to receive visits from well-wishers and those concerned to ensure the
protection and success of this new venture. In May 1816 there were visits to the mission by Major
Fraser, Lieut. Hugh Fraser and Capt. Bogle. On 19 June, twelve sheep arrived from Bethelsdorp.
Bogle visited again in July to attend service, but shortly afterwards several oxen were stolen, and the
Major received a number of reports of Xhosa depredations throughout the district. On a happier note,
a daughter was born to the Barkers, the first European child to be born in the district, but it was amid
escalating hostilities, and by mid October 1816 all farm holdings between the Kasouga and Fish rivers
had been abandoned. Nevertheless, by December, they began reaping wheat at the mission farm. By
the end of 1816 the mission boasted 345 people in 61 dwellings, a herd of 612 head of cattle, 14
horses, and 124 children attending a new school.
The Fourth Frontier War, 1811-1228
Thefts by Xhosa raiders were so frequent during the early resumption of British rule that a law was
made that any native detected in the act might be shot dead. In 1809, Colonel Collins had proposed
that all Xhosas be expelled from colonial lands and the frontier be made completely impenetrable by
the placement of obstacles. One such ‘obstacle’ would be a body of Europeans placed in the land to be
vacated by the tribes. Landdrost Andries Stockenstrom Snr (later Lieut.-Governor), respected for his
humanity and ability, went as far as to recommend the seizure of land to the east of the Great Fish
River beyond the agreed boundary. In time, their advice would be heeded, but not yet. Close to the
border, the Boers were frequently and violently molested, but their guns proved to be superior to the
assegais of the invaders.
Governor Cradock, though also noted for his humanity, formed an early opinion of the
neighbouring Xhosas describing them later as ‘a race of beings deaf to every reasonable proposal
(however beneficial to themselves), and who only seemed to exist for the annoyance of the
neighbours’. Thus he accepted the first stage of Colonel Collins’s proposals for a Xhosa-free
Zuurveld. Dutch administrative controls remained in place and the plan was initiated through the
landdrost of Graaff-Reinet, the aforementioned Stockenstrom Snr.
Colonel Graham, commandant of Simon’s Town, assembled a formidable force of regular
military and burgher citizens, but before attempting any hostile activity, the government despatched
Mr Stockenstrom to use his influence to convince paramount Chief Gaika (or Ngqika) that no
hostilities were intended upon any of his nation providing they complied by retreating across the
Great Fish River. Three units were deployed to manage the hoped-for peaceful withdrawal, the right
division under Major Cuyler, the centre under Captain Fraser and Colonel Graham, and the left by
landdrost Stockenstrom himself.
The landdrost crossed the mountains with a detachment of forty men to meet with natives
with hopes of persuading them to retreat peacefully. He rode up to a large party and engaged in
amicable conference until a native messenger arrived with the dire news that British troops had
attacked their kinsmen elsewhere. The distressing result was that, after a frantic discussion, the natives
sounded the war-cry, and attacked, killing Stockenstrom and fourteen of his party. With much
difficulty the remainder escaped. In later testimony the Rev. John Brownlee stated that the
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messenger’s intelligence referred to many of the AmaNdankae tribe being indiscriminately massacred
by Dutchmen without provocation. One Lieut. Hart excused the unintentional killing of women and
children in that they could not be distinguished from the men in the bushes.
The killing of Stockenstrom and the AmaNdankae helped to spark the fourth Xhosa war, a
terrible series of revengeful acts against indigenes which continued into the following year. Those
who resisted the onslaught were extinguished and their property was destroyed without mercy. No
prisoners were taken, and the wounded were left to fester and perish. Colonel Graham’s triumvirate
force torched native villages and destroyed their crops as 20,000 souls were made homeless and
forced beyond the Fish River border. Harsh penalties were applied in the event of any breaches of the
border line and in time a chain of military posts was established along with a corps of Khoi irregulars.
The burghers were retained in the force for another three years or so before they were permitted to
return to their homesteads. Graham was especially impressed with the Boer fighters under his
command. Of them he wrote: ‘I never in my life saw more orderly, willing and obedient men...
whenever they have been engaged they have behaved with much spirit.’
Part two of the Collins plan, to provide a dense European agricultural population was, at first,
less successful. The administration tried to induce Dutch farmers to settle closer to the eastern border,
but having already experienced cattle raids, they preferred to remain on their established farms on
large tracts of productive land well inside the border. An effort by Graham to persuade the
government to sponsor five hundred Scottish Highlanders to emigrate and settle in the Zuurveld also
failed.
New military headquarters29
After the fourth Xhosa war a new military post was established at Cradock, and it was determined to
provide a new site for a military headquarters for the eastern districts. Three sites were considered, all
within what became the district of Albany. Two of the sites, Lombard’s Post and Noutoe, would
eventually be taken up by 1820 settlers from Nottinghamshire, being respectively, Benjamin Keeton,
son of Mary Keeton (née Becher) from Southwell, and Lieut. T C White (later Major), leader of a
party from Arnold. Lombard’s Post, the abandoned dwelling of Commandant Pieter Lombard, was a
former loan place previously known as Twee Fontein at the source of the Kasouga River. It had been
taken up as a strategic post by the military, a company of the Cape Regiment, under Capt. George
Fraser (later Major).
Noutoe had already provided a provisional headquarters, but it was decided that a
replacement facility would be better situated at a site six miles away in a large basin at the source of
the Kowie River. It was a loan place, licensed for grazing to a Boer named Lucas Meyer. Noutoe was
abandoned due to a shortage of water and pasture for sheep. The remains of Meyer’s homestead were
covered over for a mess and on 14 August 1812 a despatch was issued naming the station ‘Graham’s
Town’ in recognition of that Colonel’s contribution to the expedition to expel the marauding Xhosas.
Noutoe would later be renamed Table Farm by the resident White family of Notts 1820 settlers.
During the process of determining the favoured site, the military authorities recorded interesting
descriptions of Lombard’s Post and Noutoe, consideration of which is deferred to the passages
concerning their acquisition by the Keetons and the Whites in chapters 15 and 9 respectively.
Extracts from the Lower Albany Chronicle indicate some of the activity taking place at and
around Lombard’s Post during the early period of British rule. It is noted that fifty-six men of the
Cape Regiment and some 21st Light Dragoons occupied Lombard’s Post on 15 May 1812, and they
benefitted from a good supply of water. During May they were making frequent patrols of the Kowie
River district. George Fraser (now Major) was appointed Deputy Magistrate of Uitenhage and the
Zuurveld in July of that year, and in November, three Xhosas were captured. Following this Major
Fraser and Lieut. MacInnes crossed the Bushman’s River and captured another intruder after an
exchange of fire. This entry indicates that the Xhosas had by then begun to acquire firearms. They
would continue to build their arsenals with each successive raid. Later it became a sure sign of
imminent invasion when they intensified their attempts to acquire more horses and arms.
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Xhosas were reported in the vicinity of Lombard’s Post on 17 November 1812. By the end of
November the Chronicle reported that the war had ended and a new line of defensive posts, the Kowie
Line, had been established along the Bushman’s River comprising Grahamstown, Blue Rock,
Lombard’s Post and Southerland’s Post, with Kaffir Drift Station as an outpost. Mr A Lange had been
appointed Field-cornet of the Zuurveld, but despite the improved defences and frequent patrols, fifty
head of livestock had been stolen during the previous three months. It was recorded that by November
1813 over twelve hundred head of livestock had been taken so far that year. On 27 November,
General Sir John Cradock arrived at Lombard’s Post from Assegai Bush and he visited the site
selected for the new mission station which became Theopolis.
In January 1814 it is reported that Major Fraser applied for the farm on which Lombard’s Post
stood and it was finally granted on 12 March 1817. That day he supplied a load of wheat to Theopolis
Mission. By October 1814, Capt. Andrew Bogle of the Cape Regiment had succeeded Major Fraser in
command at Lombard’s Post and he had sent a patrol to the Kowie River valley. The command was
successful in taking the lives of two Xhosa intruders. Such patrols would continue for many months
and similar patrols operated out of the other posts in the district. Bogle asked for a wagon to help
facilitate repairs at Lombard’s. In March 1817 new governor, Lord Somerset, with his daughters
Georgina and Charlotte, conducted a tour of the district including Theopolis Mission and Lombard’s
Post. Amongst his entourage were Col. Christopher Bird, his secretary, surgeon James Barry, and
medical officer Capt. Thomas Sheridan, who doubled as the Aide de Camp and colonial treasurer.
Arrival of Lord Somerset and a conference with Gaika30
On 6 April 1814 the autocratic Major-General Lord
Charles Somerset succeeded Sir John Cradock as
governor with a high priority to assert his authority and
strengthen the defences in the lawless eastern districts.
With a salary of £10,000 and the backing of his family
who commanded twenty-two votes in the House of
Commons, he attempted complete domination of the
Europeans at the Cape and was ever prepared to make
demands on Whitehall as much to suit himself as for the
benefit of the colonists. In a redeployment of resources he
moved cavalry, heavy guns and artillery from Cape Town
to the eastern frontier and set up two banks of military
posts, fourteen on the boundary, and a further twelve to
the rear. A government farm was set up at the foot of the
Boschberg (Somerset Farm which became Somerset East)
to provide food, horses and fodder, and he offered to
remit rent for ten years for settlers willing to establish
farms near to the military posts. Just one hundred and five
families took up the offer, not nearly enough to provide
the density of population required. Of these, some ninety
departed within eighteen months, due to the persistent
Lord Charles Somerset, Governor
threats from their acquisitive neighbours, and because
their meagre allocations of land proved insufficient to sustain them.
If, for whatever reason, the British felt it warranted to retain the Zuurveld area between the
Sundays and Great Fish Rivers, they would have to find ways of attracting much greater numbers to
settle. The land had not yet been properly evaluated or tested for farming and, while the climate was
temperate, no appreciable assessments had been made of rainfall levels and land drainage. Far from
attracting farmers, by 1816 the authorities were confronted by inhabitants wanting to abandon their
holdings for want of effective protection from Xhosa marauders. To make matters worse, in 1817 the
British Government found it necessary to increase their military presence in India, and, in view of the
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prevailing financial constraints, to remove the whole of the cavalry and large numbers of regular
infantry from the Cape.
Despite the continual attentions of the restless neighbours, and the depleted military presence,
Lord Somerset had been promoting the idea of attracting settlers to the eastern border even before he
set sail for the Cape, and he continued to do so. He wrote to Lord Bathurst, Secretary of State for War
and the Colonies, describing the Zuurveld in the most glowing terms. It was:
the most beautiful and fertile part of this settlement. I know not how to give an idea of it unless by
saying that it resembles a succession of parks from the Bushman’s River to the Great Fish River in
which upon the most verdant carpet, Nature has planted in endless variety; the soil well adapted to
cultivation is peculiarly fitted for cattle and pasturage .

In another despatch he wrote:
Here is indeed a very fine country upon which to employ and maintain a multitude of settlers. This
tract, particularly healthy for every description of cattle and sheep, well-wooded, and having very fine
springs in it, is nearly uninhabited...

But in this despatch he did not shy away from stating the difficulty posed by the troublesome tribes
occupying the land beyond the eastern border:
...The Kafirs, whose territory is on the east side of the great Fish River, and whose propensity to
thieving is similar to that of most other savages, have continually viewed the occupation of this fine
country by the colonists with jealousy, and have molested them so systematically by constant
depredations upon their lands, that insulated settlers have imbibed a great dread of occupying land in
the vicinity of these artful marauders. It was found necessary in 1812 to drive them back by military
measures, as your Lordship is aware, and since that period to keep a military force on the Frontier to
check further inroad, and to give time for settlers to establish themselves in such strength and numbers
as shall supersede the necessity of keeping a military force for their protection..

and:
It is just that settlers should be aware that their property will be in some measure exposed, in the first
instance to be plundered by their restless neighbours, unless their own vigilance and courage shall
considerably aid in protecting it; but at the same time proper to tell them that vigilance and courage
will have the effect of giving their property efficient protection; that the Kafirs do not molest those
hamlets where six or seven families unite in case of attack. We have several instances of associations
of this nature living in perfect security quite on the border of the Fish River, not one hundred yards
from the Kafir country. The Kafirs are constantly on the watch, and commit their thefts when they
discover our settlers to be off their guard. The herds of these families are tended in common by armed
watchmen. Should these be indolent or negligent, they are the victims of their supineness by the loss of
their property, and sometimes the sleeping herdsmen lose their lives. It is obvious that increase in
population will remedy this evil, and that the Kafirs cannot, from their not using firearms, be any match
for Europeans who have such to oppose to them.

Following these warnings and suggestions for improved security, Somerset resumed his appreciation
of the advantages to immigrants should they be organised in the ways he proposed:
..their reward is to be found in the cultivation of a most fertile soil in the most healthy and temperate
climate in the universe, where cold is never so piercing as to congeal water, and where the rays of the
sun are never so powerful as to render exposure to them injurious, or to impede the usual labours of the
field. Upon a most fruitful soil, the same species of cultivation which affords food to man in our
country is most likely to be successful here; added to which that when the immediate wants of the new
settlers are supplied, no country yields finer wool than may be here reared; that the corn of this country
has brought in the London market the highest price known there; that tobacco is an article which might
be advantageously cultivated and prepared, so as to equal the best American produce; and that
experiments upon the cotton plant have proved that it may be cultivated here to the greatest advantage.
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Somerset continued his attempts to enthuse Bathurst, but the Secretary remained unmoved until 1819.
The movement for the abolition of slavery gathered momentum during the first decades of the
nineteenth century. Lord Somerset was well aware of the movement and perhaps anticipated the
inevitable outcome. Although not widely publicised, this may have been an additional reason for his
enthusiastic promotion of the emigration proposal—labour to replace the slaves to be given up by
Boer farmers and other slave owners— and in this respect it is likely he would have had the
concurrence of Lord Bathurst, who was known for his humanity. In December 1817, in a private letter
to the Colonial Secretary, Somerset concluded that a contingent of migrant workers might ease the
labour shortage and ‘lessen the value of slaves, and thus by degrees lead to the abolition of this horrid
establishment.’
The military knew well that livestock, particularly cattle, were especially attractive to their
semi-nomadic neighbours. Zuurveld meant ‘sour grass’ and, as such, tracts of the land were only
suitable for seasonal grazing. This meant that the Xhosa herdsmen were inclined to bring their cattle
into the territory at certain times each year when the conditions were best for grazing. To the natives,
all land was common land, and they had little appreciation of the European penchant for private
individual ownership or the desire to allocate land to competing groups, and to set boundaries. The
native understanding of the border agreement was such that they were not permitted to create villages
inside the line, but otherwise they could come and go as they pleased.
Certain fauna, indigenous to the Zuurveld, posed additional threats. The extensive range of
species, now regarded as a blessing by most, included some lion, leopard (they called tiger), numbers
of hyena (they called wolf), buffalo, elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, wild dog, jackal, crocodile,
antelope of all kinds (springbok, rheabuck, klipspringer, bushbuck, duiker, grysbuck), zebra, quagga,
wild boar and snake. Several species of snake were poisonous and deadly. Troops of baboon drifted
from district to district taking young lambs and decimating crops. Many species posed a direct threat
to livestock as well as to people, and wild herds required their share of the pastureland for grazing.
The colonists had occasionally suffered damage to their crops from enormous plagues of
locust with insatiable appetites. The climate was generally regarded as temperate, but the rainfall was
thoroughly unpredictable and there were occasional droughts and some exceptional deluges causing
destructive flooding and impassable rivers. What substantial body of humanity might be persuaded to
settle in such conditions of extreme danger and uncertainty? Knowledgeable European farmers,
mostly Cape Dutch, were already settled well inside the eastern border, and were fully aware of the
dangers nearer to what they called ‘Kaffirland’. Such information might not, however, have been fully
understood back in Britain, either amongst the general public, or in governmental circles.
In view of the precarious position of the farmers furthest to the east of the colony, Lord
Somerset felt compelled to hold a conference with Gaika and the other principal chiefs, which took
place in April 1817. Accompanied by Colonel Cuyler and Andries Stockenstrom, he cautiously
crossed the Kat River and, without fear, Gaika and his party, including Ndlambe, arrived to take up a
position on mats prepared for them. The minutes of the meeting were meticulously recorded by Lieut.
Bird as Colonial Secretary and after the usual gifts and inducements a purposeful treaty was agreed
which recognised Gaika as the paramount chief despite his protestations that the other chiefs were not
obliged to defer to him. He agreed that kraals deemed responsible for cattle rustling would be held to
account and compelled to make reparations from their own herds. The chief also pledged to seek out
the perpetrators of future depredations and to punish them by execution. This was the first
manifestation of what became known as the ‘Reprisal System’ designed to discourage the invaders
and to appease the European inhabitants. As a result, and with the further encouragement of grants of
land secured after three years’ of occupation under military protection, a significant number of
farmers took up residence, or returned. Unfortunately, as their herds expanded, they once-again
attracted the attentions of their neighbours, and within not much more than a year, the depredations
had returned to their former extent.
Ndlambe showed his utter contempt for the new treaty by refusing to give up cattle traced to
one of his kraals and openly resisted any attempts at restitution. Major Fraser and over 400 men
crossed the Great Fish River at Trompetter’s Drift to find the chief at the head of 2,000 armed
warriors. There was a parley, and to buy some time, the chief indicated he would return some cattle,
but when it became clear that his pledge was a hollow one, Major Fraser followed through his brief
and brought 2,000 head back to the colony. 600 of these were specifically identified to individual
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farmers, the remainder being generally distributed to those known to have suffered losses. It seems the
main reason for Ndlambe’s defiance of the treaty was to show contempt for Gaika, his nephew, as he
was envious of his rival’s new found authority and supremacy. He induced other chiefs to adopt a
similar stance, one of the principals being Hintsa, and a confederacy was formed against Gaika, who
was compelled to call for urgent assistance from the colonial authorities.
While waiting for help from the responsible officers, Gaika was drawn into open country and
defeated by the confederacy at the Koonap in the Battle of Amalinde. This was the bloodiest and most
ferocious battle in Xhosa history with hundreds of his adherents brutally slaughtered at Debe Nek.
Having lost 6,000 head, he was forced into exile with his people. As Gaika waited for help from the
British, Major Fraser sought permission to retire from further duty after twenty-four years of
outstanding service but, although he was relieved of his command of the frontier forces, he remained
to take part in subsequent military bouts.
During Gaika’s exile in the Winterberg, his resident missionary, the Rev. Joseph Williams,
died of a fever at the station he had established at the Kat River. Hitherto, Williams had survived by
his own wits with his wife and two young children amongst the sometimes barbarous and threatening
people. Gaika, as his admirer and protector, must have felt the loss of this conscientious servant of
God as keenly as did his people. The chief’s request for a replacement missionary was granted by
Lord Somerset who not only welcomed the continuation of the promotion of Christianity among the
Xhosa peoples, but provided a valuable intermediary between the government and the tribes. The
replacement, the Rev. John Brownlee, had arrived in the colony in 1817 at the behest of the London
Missionary Society, but he soon broke his ties with London to act as an independent minister under
the colonial government.
Lieut.-Colonel Brereton took over the command from Major Fraser and, belatedly, he arrived
with a formidable commando of over 3,000 soldiers and burghers to address the plight of Gaika and
his followers. They entered Xhosa territory with a view to restoring Gaika to the supremacy, and the
chief provided 6,000 fighters of his own. Together they crossed the Kat River on 5 December 1818
into land occupied by hostile clans. The inhabitants were forced to flee and take cover in the dense
bush beyond the Keiskamma and Chumie rivers leaving behind over 23,000 head of cattle to be
rounded up. The combined force pursued the Ndlambe sympathisers and pounded them with shells,
and there was little response. Gaika was restored to his former position as paramount chief and he
handed over at least 11,000 head of cattle as compensation. Some were distributed amongst the Boers
and the remainder were sold to help defray the cost of the expedition.
Treacherous waters31
Shipwrecks around the southern African coast were not uncommon in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Those considering emigration at the time of the British settlers may have been mindful of
the following recent examples. 344 persons, including Lord and Lady Molesworthy, perished on 30
May 1815 when English Eastindiaman, the Armiston, was wrecked at Cape L’Agulhas. Then in
December 1817 the Amsterdam went down at Algoa Bay with a valuable cargo including presents for
the King of the Netherlands. On this occasion 3 of the crew of 217 were drowned.
Slagter’s Nek Rebellion
In the year 1815 a rebellion of the Dutch Boers took place which has lived on in the memories of the
descendants of the protagonists. The possible outcomes of widespread warfare and the overthrow of
the British Government, at least in the Eastern Cape, were only narrowly avoided. The story was
something of a saga with a complex web of intrigue and a shifting pattern of rebellious objectives.
The rebellion took place some five years before the arrival of the 1820 Settlers, but it affected the
overall administration of the settlement, and involved characters and places that would become
important to them. In time the Boers would become so disenchanted that many would move, en
masse, out of the settlement to occupy territory to the north and east. This left large pockets of land
free for occupation by the British including the district that became known as Southwell.
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The story began when Johannes Bezuidenhout and his comrades set out to avenge the death of
his brother who had been killed in a stand off with the authorities over his alleged maltreatment of a
boy servant. The initial complaint leading to rebellion was over high rents charged by the British
authorities and a perception that cattle rustling Xhosas were being treated with undue lenity.
Curiously, the rebels tried to enlist the support of leading Xhosas in their action. This failed, so to
enlist more support from their fellow Boers they claimed that the Xhosas were planning a major
offensive against the colonists and they were needed to counter the anticipated onslaught.
Details of the Slagter’s Neck rebellion, including the calamitous ending, are provided in
Appendix 3.
Advance parties32
In 1817, Benjamin Moodie, who as Laird of Melsetter had inherited a run-down estate in the Orkney
Islands, contacted the Colonial Office with a view to obtaining assistance and advice in respect of a
plan to take a party of settlers to the Cape. He was advised that ‘His Majesty’s Government have at no
time given any special advantages or encouragement to persons proceeding as settlers to the Cape of
Good Hope, and consequently cannot deviate in your favour from the established practice.’ He could,
however, take a group at his own expense and upon arrival make a regular application for a grant of
land for agriculture according to the local regulations. He knew that skilled workers were in short
supply at the colony and wanted to provide mechanics and artisans for profit to himself and earnings
for his party. Despite the discouragement, Moodie decided to continue with his plan. In three
shiploads some two hundred unmarried skilled men each paid him £30 for their indenture and pledged
to serve him for a minimum of three years. For his part, he would organise the party, cover their
passage, and take responsibility for their maintenance until their contract expired or some other
arrangement be entered into.
On arrival Moodie was offered land near the eastern border in the Zuurveld under Lord
Somerset’s scheme, but he turned this down in favour of a tract he purchased at Grootvader’s Bosch
in the comparative safety of Swellendam district. There he began a tobacco plantation, but he soon
learned that his workers were in high demand for their skills. Various agreements were made with
third parties entailing the transfer of the indenture obligations or some other satisfactory arrangement
for the procurement of their services. Over time they would be found providing useful services across
the colony including the Zuurveld districts. Moodie himself, with two brothers, joined the British
1820 settlers at Albany for a time, but by 1824 had returned to Swellendam to clear some debts and
eventually become a successful farmer.
Lord Somerset used the success of Moodie’s first shipload to help persuade Lord Bathurst of
the benefits of an emigration plan. On 23 June 1817 he wrote:
Mr Moodie, whom your Lordship recommended to me and who brought with him 50 Mechanicks,
easily procured for them employment upon terms highly advantageous to themselves, and he is now
going to the Zuurveld to examine its capabilities for his further projects.

James Gosling, who was already farming in Stellenbosch, brought in twelve boys from an
English charitable institution, but this was not successful. In 1818 Peter Tait arrived at the colony with
seven labourers to farm on a grant of land at George. Within a short time the future looked so bright
that he called over around twenty more settlers and, although his farming venture wasn’t the greatest
success, his workers were able to find other work and became established in their adopted land.
As the economic situation in Britain deteriorated, so the public call for an emigration plan to
southern Africa intensified. Encouraged by the press and with large numbers already making the
move to the Americas and Australia, the prospect began to receive serious attention and thought.
What form would such a plan take and what conditions would emigrés encounter in such an
unfamiliar land. Of course, the press and pamphleteers had received feedback and disseminated
reports from the Cape from military staff, early settlers, government officials and occasional visitors.
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This anonymous letter to the editor of the December, 1819 edition of The Gentleman’s Magazine,
although written after the announcement of the government plan, indicates some of the hopes and
fears of those giving serious thought to the matter:
MR. URBAN, Temple, Dec. 8.
I HOPE the present Parliament will bestow a further sum for the Emigration of the surplus Population
of this Country; and not confine it to a part of the Cape of Good Hope, but encourage Emigration to
several parts of that valuable Colony, particularly the Orange River, and to the Canadas, New South
Wales, and even to our possessions in other parts of Africa; industrious persons will do well in any of
those countries.
I should waste the time of your loyal Readers by proving the value of the Laws of England;
not only are they valuable in themselves, but they promote the best interests of Religion and Morality
wheresoever they are established, it is, therefore, matter of great regret that the Cape is at this day
governed by the Dutch Law, or the old Civil Law, formerly in use (with all its faults) in Holland, till it
was superseded by the Code Napoleon, and the Code of the Netherlands. The knowledge of the Dutch
Law has latterly gone very much back. Students get a Dutch education, and a few years study of the
Code Napoleon at a Dutch University (by which they are not likely to obtain English feelings) to fit
them for Cape practice; it would be well if the matter ended here; but I am informed that the Dutch
Criminal Law, as practised at the Cape, is very faulty, and not at all agreeable to our English notions of
justice.
There may be some difficulty in at once making an entire change of the Law in Civil cases, in
the Cape, to the English Law—but little difficulty would arise in changing the Criminal Law, and
giving to the Settlers the rights and liberties enjoyed by their fellow-subjects in England.
Several other important British Colonies are governed by the old French, Spanish and Dutch
Laws.

As our narrative unfolds, it is interesting to consider the progress of ordinary people in their daily
lives, whether and how they prospered, their spiritual, intellectual and cultural development, and the
extent to which the fears of the above writer are well-founded and addressed.
Preamble to the Fifth Frontier War33
Some of the aggressive acts of the native peoples have already been outlined in this chapter in the
notes covering the creation of Theopolis Mission Station and activities at Lombard’s Post in what
would later become Southwell. There was never any meaningful cessation in such hostile acts in the
Zuurveld and they continued and escalated through the years 1816 to 1818. More events of a similar
nature are reported in the Lower Albany Chronicle and these serve to indicate what was happening
generally throughout the eastern districts. Despite the escalation, it is noted that in June 1817 all
regular cavalry and much of the infantry had been transferred to serve in India and numbers of
experienced 21st Light Dragoons had been withdrawn from their posts and replaced by the 72nd
Regiment. The 83rd Regiment and most of the Royal Artillery had been sent out to Ceylon (now Sri
Lanka) and in the same month, September, it was noted that Colonel Brereton commanded 400 Royal
African Corps manning the posts along the Great Fish River. The Cape Regiment had garrisoned
Lombard’s Post. On 20 October a party out hunting for intruders met with Xhosas driving Theopolis
cattle on the Kowie River. In the ensuing engagement the cattle were retaken, a number of assegais
were confiscated and one of the invaders was killed. Eleven days later two troops from Kaffir Drift
Post were killed in action.
It is strange to say that ordinary daily business, even some involving military personnel,
continued during the increase in hostile activity. In December a patrol of the 60th Regiment attended a
service at Theopolis church. Early in 1818, twenty-five men with pack oxen left the mission to serve
on commando under Major Fraser, but on 15 January ‘the Barker and Evans families made an
excursion to Kasouga River mouth and caught some fish’ on the same day that a soldier was killed at
Kaffir Drift. Yet on 22 January ‘George Barker went to Lombard’s Post to fetch two pigs he had
acquired of Major George Fraser.’ In April ‘Some cows, and a herdsman from the mission were
seized by Xhosas. The man’s body was recovered, but the cows were taken across the Fish River. In
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time the 60th Regiment was to be replaced by 750 men of the 38th Regiment.’ On 1 May more mission
cattle were stolen and two Xhosas were killed in the successful recovery operation, but in June
‘George Barker and his wife rode to Lombard’s Post to fetch some fruit trees’ and he ‘planted peach
and fig trees at the Mission.’
During December 1818 a large contingent of the colonial forces under Lieut.-Colonel
Brereton were engaged in returning cattle from Xhosa territory and restoring the supremacy of Chief
Gaika. They had moved out of the colony leaving the settlement vulnerable to invaders. The
Chronicle stated that ‘Raids by Xhosas had become so serious that families were being concentrated
at a few more secure points for common defence.’ Furthermore, a summer of drought had been
followed by an epidemic of horse sickness that would seriously hamper military operations. By March
1819 there were over 900 troops at the Frontier. By this time Grahamstown had been developed to a
degree, but was essentially little more than a military post, probably with less than thirty buildings.
The Battle of Grahamstown and the Fifth Frontier War, 1818-1934
In 1819 confederated Xhosas crossed the Fish River in numerous divisions, overwhelmed the small
military posts, and began an assault on the frontier districts. The united tribes of Ndlambe and Congo
were provoked by a fanatical and persuasive witch doctor called Makhanda or Nxele by the natives or
Lynx, the left-handed one, by the Boers. He had spent some time at Grahamstown inflicting his
mystical practices on the inhabitants, but at the same time, as a spy, he learned all that he could of the
British defences and any weak points. Furthermore, a complicit interpreter, Nootka, had spent time in
Grahamstown just days before the events about to be described. Makhanda’s adherents had suffered
humiliating inroads by Brereton and his colonial troops, and they were
receptive to plans for revenge. The instigator claimed he had been sent
by Uhlonga, the Great Spirit, who vowed that the spirits of their
ancestors would assist them in the removal of the English (the
Amanglazi) into the ocean, and they would thereafter be able to ‘sit
down and eat honey.’
Makhanda’s warnings to the colonial authorities had been
dismissed as bravado and, under the influence of the impressive
prophet, on 22 April 1819, a great force of over 9,000 warriors emerged
from the river bush, assembled in battle formation in the hills
surrounding Grahamstown, and in broad daylight, unleashed a
ferocious attack on the new military headquarters there. Colonel
Willshire had only recently hurried back to the town from a distant
station where he had been inspecting troops and had been pursued by a
band of invaders. The contest began almost immediately upon his
return.
Though the raiders had the advantage of surprise, the Xhosa
Makhanda (Nxele)
assegais, and a few stolen guns, were no match for the shrapnel shells of
field pieces and the firepower of colonial musketry. They had anticipated hand-to-hand combat, but in
the face of gunfire, some felt compelled to launch their weapons. They advanced without fear, but
were mowed down as their missile spears fell short. Just a small contingent of 350 troops, a
combination of the 38th Foot and a detachment of Royal African Corps, plus a small corps of Khoi,
with the advantage of two six-pound guns, were able to repel the marauding hordes, but not without
the utmost difficulty. The defenders were forced to repeatedly move the guns to the rear until they
were able to fire effectively from the cover of housing. Had the attack taken place before daybreak, it
might well have been more successful, but Makhanda had delayed proceedings to send a message to
Colonel Willshire stating that he would breakfast with him (i.e. attack) the next morning. The Xhosa
aggressors were thought to have lost between 700 and 1,500 men on the day. Nevertheless, the
invaders remained in the Zuurveld causing havoc among the residents. This was a situation that would
not be tolerated for long.
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The Xhosa intrusions of 1818 and the invasion of 1819 had left the eastern districts in a sorry
state. Homesteads had been burnt out and many inhabitants had fled to find safer places to farm. The
Great Fish River had been deemed the eastern boundary of the colony since it was declared by Lord
Macartney in 1798, but it was recognised that the bush country around the river provided cover for
invaders from the east from which direction they would forever be able to launch surprise attacks in
large numbers. The intruders used the familiar tracks of wild animals to march in single file through
the dense, almost impenetrable bush, and would return with their spoils via the same route, making
them difficult to follow and apprehend. A similar situation persisted with the Kouri bush. The natives
were adept at navigating such terrain, much more so than the typical European.
In time the difficulty posed by bush country was factored into defensive thinking and it was
determined, therefore, to expel the Xhosas from the area, and create a neutral zone between the Fish
and Keiskamma rivers, a stretch of land extending some thirty miles to the east. This would be
achieved in much the same fashion as the clearance of the Zuurveld under Colonel Graham in the
Fourth Frontier War of 1811-12. Major Fraser left Grahamstown for Kaffir Drift Post which had been
the scene of some of the worst atrocities. His contingent had been tasked to clear the forest and the
coast. Andries Stockenstrom Jnr’s division scoured the lower Fish River valley down to the mouth,
and the whole of Albany was cleared of enemy forces. As reinforcements arrived a large additional
force for the purpose of clearing the neutral zone was assembled under Colonel Willshire. This was
successful and the Xhosa-free area thus created was dubbed the ‘ceded territory’.
For a time the authorities harboured the notion of awarding the cleared territory to Gaika’s
people, but in view of the recent invasion, he was deemed unworthy. Along with Ndlambe’s and
Congo’s warriors, his men had been used against the colonists and Gaika’s principal interpreter,
Nootka, had been shot while attempting to stab Colonel Willshire. Governor Lord Somerset visited
the eastern frontier in 1819, just a year before the arrival of the British settlers, and while there he
negotiated a treaty with Gaika and the other significant chiefs to give effect to the new no-mans land,
the ceded territory. A military post, Fort Willshire, was immediately commenced within the ceded
territory to police the area and enforce its neutrality. The witch doctor, Makhanda (Nxele), was
subsequently apprehended and imprisoned at Robben Island, and later he and his accomplices
drowned during an escape attempt.
The ceded territory, set between the colony and the Xhosa territory, had originally been
occupied by the Gonnah Khoi as Gonaqualand, but had been taken by Xhosas under Gaika’s
grandfather, Khakhabe, about sixty years earlier. It should be noted too, that certain Xhosa factions,
even to this day, claim that this ceded territory, if not the whole of the Zuurveld, is theirs as of right
by dint of them supposedly being the native and original human inhabitants. The tension arising from
this circumstance has persisted.
In October 1819 the Government Gazette reported the governor’s invitation to the Dutch to
form settlements on the borders of the Great Fish River, particularly the Zuurveld, which was
described as ‘unrivalled in the world for its beauty and fertility, and which he is determined to defend
by a strong and vigilant military force’. But ‘as a burnt child dreads the fire’ there was little response,
they remained at their extensive farms well away from the border and, in any case, there were too few
in number to provide an effective buffer against the marauders. It was left to the British settlers of
1820 ‘to take out the chestnuts.’
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CHAPTER 5
THE EMIGRATION PLAN

British Government swayed by economic and defensive arguments35
Within a few short months of the end of the Fifth Frontier War, Lord Bathurst finally heeded the
persistent advice of Lord Charles Somerset to craft an emigration plan for British subjects to escape
the poverty and misery at home for a better life in the Eastern Cape of Good Hope. By July 1819 the
case for easing the burden on the British economy was so overwhelming, and the need for a dense
population at the Cape’s troublesome eastern frontier was so clear, that the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Mr Vansittart, encountered little opposition to his proposal to set aside £50,000 for the
plan. Yet, his publicly stated justification was completely centred on the economic arguments and
virtually nothing was mentioned of the need for what amounted to a human shield at the frontier. It
seems true that the earliest calls for an emigration plan by private individuals, Messrs Vernon,
Harberd and Stracey, were motivated by nothing other than the welfare of the poor and needy, but the
circumstances at the frontier demanded a robust strategy for defence.

A depiction of the House of Commons in the early nineteenth century
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The plan provided for the passage and maintenance of only around 4,000 persons, a number
offering a minimal impact on the British economy. The scope offered by other colonial possessions,
especially Australia and Canada, was for far greater numbers and better prospects, yet, at the time, the
government offered no specific incentive or assistance to migrate to those other places. It would seem
that the initial dangers highlighted by the recent war, and the nature of the outcome of that war, meant
that the defensive imperative was paramount, to be addressed as a matter of extreme urgency.
The proposed settlement was to be primarily of an agricultural nature to receive settlers with
experience in cultivation and those occupations required to support a farming community. On the
whole, the popular press which had called for this scheme, following the announcement, were
generally supportive, and encouraged those wishing to participate. Booklets, pamphlets and
newspapers commended the plan and the choice of destination, but often with inaccurate and
misleading descriptions of the topography and geography, unrealistic assessments of the prospects for
agriculture, and little mention of the proximity or hostility of the native clans. Conversely, artist and
cartoonist George Cruikshank found the scheme incredulous and dubbed their destination the ‘Cape of
Forlorn Hope’.

Cruickshank’s representation of the Cape of Forlorn Hope

Public meetings were held and were well attended, and many individuals signed up, perhaps
in desperation, without asking many searching questions. Others applied for more information and in
response the government issued a circular to convey the terms of the plan for interested individuals
and groups. Parties would be formed by leaders with sufficient means to take at least ten able-bodied
individuals aged above eighteen, with or without families, the government reserving the right of final
approval of applicants.
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They would deposit a sum of ten pound for every family of up to one man, one woman, and
two children under the age of fourteen, with extra charges of five pounds for every two additional
under fourteens, and five pounds each for those aged between fourteen and eighteen. The deposit was
intended to cover their passage and victuals from their embarkation to their landing at the colony.
It was planned that, on arrival at the colony, the head of each family and each lone adult
would receive a grant of land of one hundred acres, and at the same time one third of their deposit
money would be returned. Another third would be returned once they had settled on the land allotted
to them, and the remaining third after three months of occupation. Of particular relevance to the
Nottinghamshire settlers, a provision was made for a group of united parishes to select a leader and
provide communal deposit money at the rate described above. The government granted land to the
same aggregate extent based on one hundred acres per family, but the parishes would be at liberty to
make whatever arrangements for land allocation between individuals and families as they saw fit, and
other covenants to ensure that families never again became chargeable to their parishes. The proposed
settlers involved were to give their clear consent, and each family head must be capable of work,
being in no way incapacitated.
Any party of one hundred or more families was entitled to apply for an approved minister of
an agreed religious persuasion to accompany them and, once located in the colony, that minister to be
paid a salary by the government.
The terms included a clause devised to ensure that the settlers remained on their land
allocation in the density intended. A small quit rent would apply to every grant of land, but for the
first ten years it would be remitted on their behalf. Once the land had been occupied by its full
complement of families (one per hundred acres) for three years, the estate would be surveyed and
measured at the expense of the government, the title then passing to the holder without fee, subject to
a perpetual quit rent not exceeding two pounds per annum per one hundred acres. However, such land
would be forfeited to the government should they abandon their holding or fail to bring it into
cultivation within the specified number of years.
Given that the parliamentary vote had taken place as recently as July 1819, it is astounding to
note a postscript indicating that the transport ships would set sail as soon as November 1819 to ensure
that their arrival coincided with the beginning of the Cape planting season. As was customary, the
circular included a clause for the Crown to retain rights to the mining of precious stones, gold and
silver, and to build roads for the convenience of all colonists. Further notices were issued by the
Colonial Office including statements that implements, seed, rations, and other necessities, were to be
supplied at prime cost, and rations to be made available until the first harvest. Tents were to be
provided by the government until such time as the settlers were able to build more permanent
dwellings.
The typical Boer farm was at least 6,000 acres and had a contingent of slave labour and hired
native labour at very low cost. The new British settlers would have just 100 acres per family and be
restricted to the use of only free white labour. Any settler caught owning slaves or hiring natives
would be liable to the forfeiture of their holding. So the British settlers were expected to eke out a
living with a fraction of the typical allocation of land and only their own labour, at least until they
became prosperous enough to engage European farm hands.
It was directed that the English, Scottish, Irish and Welsh parties be directed to distinct
locations and kept apart. The larger parties should set up villages near to their land borders adjacent to
smaller parties to enable their less numerate neighbours to enjoy the benefits of their public services
for purposes such as religion, medical care and education. Clumber was deemed one such larger party
(see extract from the Christian Watchman on page 522). To further ensure the density of population,
if a fifth of any party of settlers abandoned their land, they were liable to forfeiture of the whole party
allocation.
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In the face of popular demand, an amendment was made to the scheme to allow individuals
not wishing to emigrate with a party to travel and subsist at their own expense, the only provision
from the government being a grant of land at a location determined by the authorities. They were
permitted to take family, friends and servants, and the size of the land grant would be in proportion to
their means of cultivating it. In terms of the location of the general settlement, the government
circulars were vague, referring only to the south-east coast of Africa, and making no reference to the
restless neighbours and the need for defensive vigilance.
Types of parties36
For convenience, the government preferred to communicate directly with the heads of parties, who
were often called directors, rather than with individual emigrants. Providing that each party met the
aggregate requirement, the directors were free to make whatever arrangements with their members
they saw fit. The standard and most popular arrangement was where party members maintained their
independence, paid their own deposits, and contracted with the director to represent them in
transactions with the authorities. Within this arrangement individuals might form alliances, usually
with the director, to make up partnerships sharing resources and costs and dividing resulting profits.
Such groups were often termed ‘independent parties’.
In another form the director, termed the ‘sole proprietor’, took personal responsibility for
financing the venture and paying the deposits for all participants. In return the members became his
indentured servants agreeing to a level of remuneration for a specified number of years. Typically,
they waived their rights to land, permitting their allocation of one hundred acres per family to be
taken up by the director, sometimes as their landlord.
The third category was that of the independent individual or family for which the scheme had
been extended, as described above.
Take up of the scheme and the formation of parties37
Though the scheme was intended for just a few thousand participants, across the nation applications
were received from over 90,000 persons. Approximately 3,675 were accepted and sixty parties had
been formed by November 1819. The navy provided twenty-one transport ships averaging around 400
tons each which were despatched to five ports ready to receive their parties. The Nottinghamshire
parties were directed to Liverpool for their departure, the other ports deployed being Deptford on the
Thames, Portsmouth, Bristol and Cork. Once the parties were assembled it was planned that they
would travel to their designated port, sometimes with the men travelling on foot alongside stage
coaches carrying women, children and possessions. A list of ships and their parties is provided in
Appendix 4. Nearly half of the male adults had experience in farming and related pursuits, the rest
being made up of skilled and unskilled workers, those from the field of commerce and trade, and a
few from the forces and professions. Of the total accepted about 2,250 were adults.
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CHAPTER 6
THE NOTTINGHAMSHIRE SETTLERS, IN FOUR PARTIES
The four parties with Nottinghamshire participants, White’s, Damant’s, Calton’s, and Sephton’s, are
dealt with in turn.
Lieutenant T C White’s Party38
Born on 6 October 1791, Thomas Charles White was the third child of three sons and five daughters
of John White and Elizabeth (née Bentley). John White was described in the Nottingham Directory as
a ‘Gentleman and Property Owner’, possibly on account of an inheritance from his step-father. As a
qualified surgeon he was appointed to the 50th Regiment and sent to the strategic island of Gibraltar.
Elizabeth was daughter of adjutant, Thomas Bentley. Six of their children, including Thomas Charles,
were born over the next seventeen years in a period during which there was a constant threat from
France, and while the Dutch had been subjugated to become the Batavian Republic. The garrison at
Gibraltar was under continual threat of attack and, when T C White was just six years old, he
probably witnessed Admiral Nelson’s fleet at the harbour on its way to destroy the French fleet near
Egypt, thereby making life a little safer for the rock dwellers. By 1803, after the Batavian Republic
had acquired the Cape for the second period of Dutch rule, the White family had returned to England
where John was appointed District Surgeon of Nottingham. The family resided beyond the northern
outskirts of the town at what was then an isolated and somewhat insular village called Arnold.
As Nelson’s fleet was engaged against Napoleon’s combined French and Spanish fleet in
1805 at Cape Trafalgar, Commodore Sir Home Popham’s fleet had passed Gibraltar destined with
7,000 men under General Baird to conquer the Cape for Britain’s second period of rule. Baird had
served at Gibraltar and it is a matter of conjecture whether he would have known the Whites. In 1812,
when Napoleon made the mistake of invading Russia, John White was surgeon to the forces, but he
was placed on half-pay in 1817 following unemployment after Waterloo.
The White family was accustomed to military life and warfare, none more so than Thomas’s
older brother, John Loraine, who had fought in the Peninsular campaign under Wellington and in the
march on Paris culminating in Waterloo. When John applied for the mastership of the Barrack of St
George’s he remarked on the military background of his family:
...who, on my father’s as well as my mother’s side, were engaged in the Military service of this
country. I was induced to sell out. I may be permitted to add that my father was one of the oldest StaffSurgeons in the service, and my mother was the daughter of Capt. Bentley of the 50 th Regiment. My
Brother [Thomas Charles] was killed in action in Africa [during the Sixth Frontier War, 1835]

John Loraine was appointed Barrackmaster at Wellington Barracks and, in recognition of his service,
earned the distinction of Military Knight of Windsor in 1866 and with it a residence within the castle
walls.
Thomas Charles upheld the White’s military tradition and signed up to the army after the
family returned to England. He took an appointment as Gentleman Cadet to the Junior Division of the
Royal Military College (RMC) at Great Marlowe at age thirteen, at a time before the creation of the
Sandhurst Royal Military Academy (RMA). At age fifteen he was selected to remain at the college for
a military-based education and joined the 4th Class, Upper School, Junior Division, RMC. On leaving
Great Marlowe he signed up for the 2nd Battalion, Manchester District, and in 1808 Colonel Gordon
received a report that the army agents had received £150 to buy his Lieutenancy in the 25th Regiment.
After a spell recruiting in Manchester he re-joined the 2nd Battalion of the 25th Regiment at Dundee.
Edward Damant (see Damant Party below) and Thomas Charles contracted malarial fever during the
failed Walcheren expedition in Holland. After marches to Glasgow, Port Seaton, Haddington, and a
return march to Glasgow in 1811, the battalion moved to Berwick-on-Tweed. From there, T C joined
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the 25th Regiment in the West Indies, then on to the Isle of Wight, followed by Guadeloupe in 1813.
Prior to settling at the Cape, probably the only battle in which T C White had engaged in combat was
when the French attacked Guadeloupe. While there he honed his considerable skills as a surveyor
where he was commissioned by the home government to chart the island. After Waterloo, Guadeloupe
was returned to the French, and British forces were moved to Barbados from where T C returned to
England in 1818.
By 1819 he had joined the Royal Engineers based at Chatham. This was not far away from
Sutton Valence, the home village of the Grant family with which he
became associated. Fifteen years earlier Thomas Damant had been
stationed there and married Anne Grant. They produced a daughter,
Ann Grant Damant, who would eventually marry T C White.
Whether the couple met while T C was stationed at Chatham is not
known.
T C, Thomas Charles, was his own man, a stubborn and
caustic character, given to argue with his fellow officers over what
he considered to be foolish orders. As something of a champion for
the underdog and the unfortunate, he was possessed of some key
qualities necessary for the leadership of a settler party, but his
intransigence and defiance of orders would later cost him very
dearly—more on this later. His antagonistic attitude was noticed in
the West Indies where the field officers of the 25th Regiment wrote
to the adjutant general expressing ‘their joint opinion that unless
Lieutenants Pratt, Rawstone and White are removed from the
Corps, no tranquillity or good understanding can exist among the
Ann Grant White (née Damant), wife
Officers’, and subsequently, ‘and H.R.H. (the Duke of York)
of Lieut. T C White, later married Dr
holds it essential to the service to recommend to the Prince Regent
John Atherstone
that these Officers be removed from the Corps.’, but ‘instead of
removal from H.M.’s service which their conduct would in strict justice appear to deserve, he will
take an early opportunity of submitting to the Prince Regent that they shall be placed on Half-Pay.’
Lieut. White was transferred on half-pay to the 79th Regiment of Foot, but he never served with them.
After his de facto redundancy, T C White may have been looking for an opportunity to make
use of his abilities and responded immediately to the announcement of the emigration scheme to
southern Africa. He travelled to his parents’ home in Arnold to discuss the subject and began to look
for competent locals who might be interested in travelling with him to Africa as indentured servants.
Having wasted no time, he was ready to apply, and on 28 August 1819 submitted his request to take
ten able-bodied men, some with their families, to the Cape of Good Hope. The application was
accepted without question despite the debacle in the West Indies, perhaps in view of his skills as a
land surveyor, which might be of considerable value to the colonists.
His party of twelve men, four women and eleven children totalled twenty-seven, one of the
smallest parties of all, made up as follows:
White, Thomas Charles, 27
Bispum, William, 25
Germaine, Richard, 50
Noon, Richard, 18
Oswell, John, 33
Parr, John, 30
Peach, George, 20
Pearson, Joseph, 19
Singleton, William, 33
Smith, Samuel, 18
Streets, William, 21
Whatton, Edward, 30

Lieut. 79th Regiment. (Half-pay)
Husbandman
Gardener and army pensioner
Framework knitter
Husbandman. w. Mary, 35. c. Sarah, 16. John, 6
Husbandman. w. Ellen, 30
Framework knitter
Labourer
Husbandman. w. Mary, 40. c. Elizabeth, 14
John, 9, Charlotte, 6.
Husbandman
Husbandman
Husbandman. w. Jane, 38. c. Sarah, 15. Mary, 13.
Elizabeth, 10. Rebecca, 8. William, 5. Edward, 3.
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On 14 November 1819, Lieut. White wrote to Edward Smith Godfrey, Nottinghamshire Clerk
of the Peace at Newark, who was one of the principal organisers of the main party from the county,
the Calton party, described later in this chapter. In the letter White noted that he had been accepted by
Colonial Secretary, Earl Bathurst, as director of his own small party, but wondered whether:
you will have the goodness, those persons not having the means of providing themselves with the
necessary outfit or with any of those little comforts so essential particularly to women and children, on
a long voyage, to lay the annexed Return, in which the party is described, before the subscribers to the
plan for relief by colonization.

The nature of the subscribers’ plan (i.e. fund) he alluded to is described under the Calton party
heading below, and it is doubtful that the fund was intended for any other than that main party which
had developed its own Articles of Agreement under the supervision of the trustees for the subscribers.
As far as it has been possible to decipher from Godfrey’s draft reply, scribbled at the foot of White’s
original letter, it appears that he was turned down. The draft includes ‘I therefore conceive it is
impossible to extend to the party in your List the benefit of...[the fund].’
There are some minor inconsistencies with the list above provided by F C D White and that
lodged at the Colonial Office on 11 September. The Whatton family had gained a Joseph and lost a
Sarah, both aged 15, the ages of Mrs Whatton and three of the children were a little different, and
Joseph Pearson was a year younger.
On 15 November 1819, Lieut. White wrote to the Colonial Office saying he had instructed
Nottingham Bankers, Smith and Co., to forward a draft for £142.10.0 for the deposit, and also asking
for a date and place of embarkation. By the end of December they had reached Liverpool and were
ready to board the Stentor, but there was trouble in that the ship’s mate refused to let Lieut. White
take his animals on board without special authorisation. In a letter to Colonial Secretary, Mr
Gouldborn, he referenced his application to board two Greyhounds and two Spaniels and assured His
Lordship:
that I have not only provided water and provisions for the voyage, but have also procured crates, in
which the dogs would be confined when not taking exercise by permission of the Master. I beg further
to state that only one person besides myself, on board the Stentor, is desirous of embarking dogs; that I
have procured mine at considerable expense; and that should the present opportunity be lost I cannot
hope to be supplied in the country to which I am going and in which they are of so much importance.

The letter was endorsed by Gouldborn on 3 January 1820 ‘Under those conditions have no objection
to the embarkation of his dogs, order passage for them accordingly’.
The Damant Party39
It has already been indicated that there were opportunities for White and Damant family members to
meet up before the advent of the Cape emigration plan. Whether they actually met is not certain, but
later, as settlers, their lives began to intertwine in various ways. The other principal family in the party
with the Damants was the Atherstones with their strong ties to Nottinghamshire. It is appropriate to
consider the Damants from Norfolk and the Atherstones from Nottingham as one extended family at
the head of the only emigration party assembled in Norfolk.
The Damants were prolific and their ancestry is associated with some of England’s most
notable families. Thomas Damant, great grandson of Robert Damant of Wilby Manor, married the
heiress of Edward Eyre, Lord of the Manor of Lammas, and upon her death in 1709, became squire
and Lord of the Manor in his own right. Thomas’s second wife was Alice, daughter of Francis
Sancroft of Fressingham, who brought with her a dowry and connections. Her uncle had been
Archbishop of Canterbury who, with six more bishops, was imprisoned in the Tower of London for
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seditious libel in their opposition to the Declaration of Indulgence of King James II, for whom he had
performed his Coronation at Westminster Abbey.

The Archbishop laid the foundation stone of the replacement St
Paul’s Cathedral by Sir Christopher Wren. Thomas and Alice
named their first born William Sancroft and ever since there
had never been a generation of Damants without the name
Sancroft. Their fourth child, also called Thomas, married
heiress Mary Guybon whose father, Francis Guybon MD, was
the second son of Sir Francis Guybon of Thursford, High
Sheriff of Norfolk, and Guybon became a name well
represented in generations of descendants. Their son William
was the last in line to be squire at Lammas and he married
Elizabeth, the daughter of John Castell. The Castell ancestry
can be traced to Lady Godiva, St Margaret Queen of Scotland,
King Alfred, and ultimately to Charlemaine.
It is no exaggeration to state that the Damants, Whites
and Atherstones later formed the nucleus of a dynasty at the
Cape and certain family members were destined to become
William Sancroft, DD,
some of South Africa’s most influential individuals. The
Archbishop of Canterbury
families are represented in many publications covering the
1820 emigration plan, and subsequent events, including some heraldic studies. The principal source of
information on the Damants is the book, The Damants and their Party, by the Very Rev. Dr D G
Damant, Dean of George, but there is much common ground with Major T. C. White 1820 Settler and
his descendants by F C D (Francis Castell Damant) White. Later, in Chapter 24, the MitfordBarberton papers from the Nottinghamshire Archives, looking back on their family history from
around 1925, are found to include references to these and other prominent associated families.
The emigration aspect to the Damant story is centred around the younger children of William
and Elizabeth after the death of their father and the disposal of the Manor House, Lammas, by his son,
Castell, as executor, to William Lubbock, grandfather of Lord Avebury, in 1810. The manorial rights
and about 100 acres of the demesne had already been sold off due to financial constraints on the
family. After the early death of his wife Elizabeth, aged 43, in 1789, William had been left with eight
children. They were:
William b. 1774
Catherine b. 1776
Guybon b. 1778
Thomas Sancroft b. 1779
Elizabeth (2) b. 1781
Castell b. 1783
John Sancroft b. 1785
Edward b. 1786
Charlotte, Elizabeth (1) and Maria had died young in 1775, 1777 and 1780 respectively.
Son William was set up in London at the Stock Exchange while Guybon and Castell studied medicine
in London. A medical theme runs though the White, Damant, Atherstone story. Thomas and Edward
joined the West Norfolk Militia, but Edward later transferred to the Regular Army for a commission
in the 38th Foot. John signed up for the Commissariat Department set up to provide supplies and cash
on army campaigns with its HQ at the Treasury. Catherine was an invalid and well cared for by her
siblings, especially Elizabeth, even before their father’s death. Catherine died in 1811. The brothers
adored Elizabeth and protected her and, after an early liaison failed to meet with their approval, she
eventually married an acceptable suitor, Dr John Atherstone, after Catherine’s death. Both F C D
White and Dr Damant quote from her diary on their first meeting:
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We moved to lodgings on John Street on 3rd November, and two days afterwards we had Mr Dunne and
a friend of his, Mr. Atherstone, to dine with us. Blessed was that day for in the latter I trust I have
found a friend for life. My heart felt interested in him the first moment I saw him, for goodness was
depicted in his ingenious countenance, sensibility in his looks, words and actions while his tenderness
towards the dear children was another claim to my regards.

The Atherstone family, originally from Warwickshire, had a village named after them near
Merevale, but around 1760 they moved to Nottingham and it was from there that their earliest plans
for emigration were hatched. Dr John Atherstone was born in Nottingham in 1791, qualified as a
doctor at Guy’s Middlesex Hospital, married Elizabeth Damant at St. James Church, Picadilly, and
returned to Nottingham to practice. The family were involved with the Damants in a failed attempt to
emigrate to the Cape in 1817 and returned to live at Stowey in Somerset for a brief period (see
below).
Capt. Thomas Sancroft Damant served in England and Ireland until his West Norfolk Militia
was disbanded in 1816. While stationed at Cox Heath he married Anne Grant of Sutton Valence,
Kent, heiress to her father’s fortune based on a successful distillery, Grant’s Cherry Brandy being a
household name in some parts of the country. Anne died a year later in 1805 when her only child, Ann
Grant Damant, was born. As Thomas was continually away on duty, the young Ann was brought up
and christened by her grandparents, the Grants, at Langley.
Thomas managed to obtain some of his wife’s inheritance money, over £1,000, sometime
after her death, although the inheritance should have been wholly devolved upon his daughter. By
1813 both grandparents had died and the Grant family called in the estate debts giving Thomas a
choice to return the money obtained that was rightfully that of his daughter, or to give good security,
both of which options he refused. This set up a long term rift between Thomas and the Grants which
began by Thomas placing the young Ann under the care of her Uncle, William Damant, at Kensington
Square in London. Thomas forbade Ann from writing to the Grants, but his brother William thought it
right to allow her to visit them, and he also paid for her education. Thomas Grant, who had been like a
brother to Ann, wrote that she was as fond of them as ever and still regarded Langley as her home.
After many years the case of the unpaid money came to a head as Thomas Damant was
arrested for debt, but in turn he threatened to prosecute Thomas Grant for false imprisonment. The
matter was finally resolved when the debt was paid off by William, but not before the solicitors for
both parties had unscrupulously dragged out the proceedings and made considerable profits. As a
militia man, Thomas Damant was not entitled to the half-pay that a regular army soldier would have
received after redundancy following Waterloo, and his financial position, coupled with the family rift
and bitterness towards the Grants, may have induced him to consider emigration to the Cape of Good
Hope.
The youngest sons of William and Elizabeth Damant, John and Edward, had been engaged at
the disastrous Walcheren expedition in Holland where T C White had also served in 1809. The
British forces trying to capture Antwerp were pegged down in the mouth of the Scheldt when the
French opened the sluice gates to let in the sea initiating fever and typhus outbreaks in the resulting
swamps. According to F C D White, both T C White and Edward Damant contracted malaria and Dr
Damant said that John also suffered permanently impaired health.
In 1817 Edward Damant married Mary, daughter of Hugh Atherstone of Nottingham. She was
a niece of John Atherstone. Her portrait, hanging at the Albany Museum in Grahamstown, was
painted by Thomas Barber the celebrated artist in Nottingham.
John, who had joined the Commissariat Department as clerk and in 1811, was posted to the
Cape from where he sent favourable reports back to his family. He must have been engaged in
complex currency transactions as an entry in James Ewart’s journal read:
The current money of the Colony is chiefly paper, issued from the Colonial Bank, in notes of so many
dollars or schillings, or four shillings currency. A great quantity of English penny pieces are also in
circulation which bear the great rise of 100 p cent on their value. The Troops are paid in Spanish
dollars at 4/8d and receive them from 7/- to two rix dollars.
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It seems that John returned to England, a circumstance which may have been connected with the grant
of his second commission as Deputy Assistant Commissary General which, under the Royal Seal of
King George III, was signed by the Prince Regent. He returned to South Africa in 1813 where he
replaced Lieut. William Munro at Uitenhage and purchased his predecessor’s house. Here John
engaged in numerous property transactions possibly using Army funds as a commercial banking
facility to facilitate deals, but not to speculate on his own account. Interestingly, he purchased Erf 3,
Caledon Street, from Pieter Retief (who later led an ill-fated party into Zululand) and just a week later
sold it to his father-in-law, Frederick Korsten. John had married Korsten’s daughter a year earlier in
1817 and in doing so made the connection with one of the Cape’s most successful merchant families.
Korsten was already well established and prominent in the Cape’s commercial scene of the day.
As a young Dutch naval cadet Frederick Korsten had been taken prisoner by the British on his
birthday on 17 August 1796, but when the opportunity arose, he opted to remain at the Cape in service
to his captors’ administration. He married the daughter of a wealthy merchant, Jan Hoets, and from
that point built up a thriving business of his own. He became known for honesty and straightforward
dealing and, as such, was able to maintain monopolies in principal industries in the region. At the
same time he had entered the service of the Burgher Senate as Secretary and Town Treasurer when
the colony was under Batavian rule, but relinquished the role when his business interests began to take
up all of his time and energy. In his own vessel, 500 ton, the Helena, he visited England and Holland,
and in Holland he witnessed the demise of the British at Walcheren from where he returned in 1810.
It had long been surmised that a lucrative business might be formed in salted beef and
provisions in the Eastern Cape if the troublesome Xhosas in the region could be tamed. There, the
extensive salt-pans offered an almost limitless supply. Cattle, if they had not been stolen, were cheap
to buy. Korsten assessed the risk and decided to undertake a contract to supply Mauritius and
elsewhere, and for the purpose bought the ‘opstal’ (the buildings and appointments) at loan place
‘Papenkuils Fontein’, now called Cradock Place, within five miles of Algoa Bay, the eventual landing
place for the British 1820 Settlers. He invested a great deal of cash to establish a new trading post
spending vast sums on the erection of numerous buildings and the acquisition of cattle and slaves. Dr
Damant indicated the extent and nature of Korsten’s business:
it was usual to find twenty farmers’ wagons resorting to it almost daily, the farmers bringing their
produce in exchange for Capetown and foreign articles (thus saving them the tedious and expensive
annual visit to capetoen), that frequently no less than forty oxen were slaughtered daily and salted,
chiefly by experienced Europeans introduced by Mr Korsten. The military officers and messes on the
frontier were supplied with all their importable essentials, as were the civil servants of George,
Uitenhage and Graaff-Reinet ; in fact, the “big store” at Cradock Place enjoyed a complete monopoly,
but of the most honourable character, none other persons attempting to compete, although it possessed
no exclusive privileges.

There was a tannery, a cooperage and a windmill and also, at the bay, a whale fishery with vast oil
tanks. In time the business had spread to incorporate establishments at what is now Port Elizabeth, at
Uitenhage and at Grahamstown. Cradock was already 6,000 acres, but expansion was so great that he
acquired more land in that vicinity and at Bushy Park farm, Hankey on the Gamtoos River. The name
Cradock was applied after Sir John Cradock, Cape Governor, had visited Korsten there. Later, in
1817, Lord Charles Somerset visited with his entourage during his eastern frontier tour.
The inhabitants, including the wealthy Dutch merchants occupying an almost noble level of
society, were ruled by the governor through the local military presence who continually sought to
maintain their standards of dress, behaviour, pomp and circumstance. According to Isobel Edwards40
‘The gap between these two classes of society was admirably bridged by the daughters of these
merchants who found so much favour in the eyes of British subalterns that any racial prejudice
disappeared’. When John Damant married Maria Korsten in 1817 in the Dutch Reformed Church at
Uitenhage he was 32 and she just 16 and Dr Damant surmised that a match to a man of such little
fortune would not have been encouraged by her father, but arose out of her personal love and desire in
the face of some resistance.
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John travelled to Cape Town to attend the wedding of Maria’s cousin, Margaretha Scheuble,
to his friend, William Mackrill. William’s father, Dr Joseph Mackrill, was a licensed surgeon and a
keen botanist who championed the idea to grow tobacco at the Cape. He, Joseph, was asked by Lord
Charles Somerset to establish the new government farm at the Boschberg in 1814 which became
Somerset Farm and later, Somerset East. Although tobacco was not as successful as he had envisaged,
other crops thrived, and by 1817 under Robert Hart, the farm was supplying the frontier garrisons and
later would supply rations to the 1820 settlers. Based on reports to Cape Town, Dr Damant deduced
that Mackrill’s enthusiasm for the prospects in the Eastern Cape might well have been a significant
factor in the establishment of the whole British 1820 settler plan. Although his descriptions of springs
of pure water, high quality grazing land, the uninterrupted good health of man and beast, families
blessed with numerous offspring, and the longevity of the inhabitants, referred to the mountainous
regions to the north of the colony, Governor Somerset in his despatches seems to have conferred such
qualities on the lower lying Albany district. John’s acquaintance and friendship with the Mackrills
became somewhat more than casual when his son Frederick married William Mackrill’s daughter,
Margaret, and through this connection, John must have obtained his position as Dispenser to the
Merchant Seaman’s Hospital between 1821 and 1825.
There is evidence of John Damant’s growing prosperity and collection of illustrious
associates. From his correspondence his enthusiasm for his adopted land appears to have rubbed off
on his youngest siblings. They envisaged the creation of a new Lammas with every chance of
reinstating the spectre of high living which they had enjoyed in their earlier years in Norfolk before
the death of their mother. At a time when Lord Somerset’s hopes for a Westminster-backed
emigration plan had been met with a complete lack of enthusiasm,
the family, with Korsten’s support, made a first attempt to emigrate.
The small party included Dr John Atherstone, his wife Elizabeth
(née Damant) and their son William Guybon aged 3, from
Nottingham, and Mr and Mrs Edward Damant, from Norfolk. They
set sail on the Uitenhage Packet from the Thames. This vessel was
owned by Frederick Korsten and had been built in England for use
on the Zwartkops River. It was a river boat of just 130 tons, much
smaller than the typical settler transport of around 400 tons. Just a
week into the voyage, they suffered severe storms, were forced to
give up the attempt, and forfeited their passage money of £200. On
their return to England, John and Elizabeth Atherstone did not return
to Nottingham, but chose to live at Stowey in Somerset. Elizabeth’s
letter of 23 September 1819 to John revealed how disappointed they
were at the failure of their crossing, but that they had feelings that a
further attempt could not be contemplated. However, time had
Dr John Atherstone
repaired those feelings and, seemingly, the new government plan for
emigration represented a realistic fresh opportunity. John too must have been devastated by the news
of the failed attempt and to add to his woes his wife Maria gave birth in March 1818 to John
Frederick, but the infant survived just ten days. On a brighter note, it seems that his brother, Tom,
made at least one visit to see him in South Africa.
With the benefit of access to Parliamentary papers that had not been available to earlier
writers, Dr Damant considered the basis for the government emigration plan to South Africa and
learned that a parliamentary select committee on the Poor Laws had invited Mr Nourse (who had run
a scheme making money from selling indentures) and the celebrated traveller, William Burchell, and
others, to give evidence on the nature of the Cape as a potential place for a British settlement. This
was in July 1819 just a few days before Parliament voted £50,000 for the purpose. Burchell saw the
grant as a direct result of the committee’s recommendations, but he was concerned that the
information circulated by the government gave little attention to the lower orders. Conversely, with
the provisions for private individuals to head up the parties and a wide range of permissible internal
party arrangements, it gave a free rein for entrepreneurs to set up profitable businesses with the
benefit of the land allocations of their indentured servants. In the event, some of these arrangements
were destined to be quashed by magistrates in South Africa who received complaints from servants
that they had not been properly informed of the availability of, in their eyes, more beneficial terms.
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The Norfolk party under the Government scheme was led by Edward
Damant. The precise arrangement he made with his participants is not known,
but letters from him to Earl Bathurst’s Under-Secretary, Henry Goulburn, and a
letter from Elizabeth Atherstone to Maria Damant, offer some clues. Edward
asked for the first available vessel after their Norfolk harvest of 1819 to take 20
labourers with their families. He remarked on his family’s knowledge of the
destination gained from relations already settled there, his plan to take a
superior breed of cattle which would improve the stock at the colony, and his
intention to take the best farm implements available in England. Once his
application had been approved he wrote to ask for details of the ship allocated
to them and the date his party should assemble at Deptford in readiness for
embarkation. He remarked that Mr Woodhouse, MP for Norfolk, had written
separately to ask for permission for them to take out some breeding kine and a
Devon bull or two, and anxiously requested an early answer. Elizabeth
Edward Damant
Atherstone and Maria Damant, John’s wife, had never met, but in Elizabeth’s
letter she looked forward to their meeting at the New Lammas ‘rising Phoenixlike o’er the
remembrance of the once loved Norfolk Village, shall be to us a new, and I trust, a happier World’.
She had overcome her fear of a second attempt at the crossing ‘And Atherstone was such a strenuous
advocate for making an addition to your Colony of our own family that all obstacles gradually gave
way’ and, although she had relented, she would miss Stowey, especially two of her special friends
there.
In The Damants and Their Party, Dr Damant lists the party as follows:
Damant, Edward, 33
Atherstone, John, 29
Damant, John, 34
Atherstone, J., 26
Frost, Philip, 32
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Sterley, Thomas, 19
Smith, Stephen, 27
Tee, Richard, 34
Hames, Joseph, 20
Durell, Henry, 27
Thompson, William, 21
White, William, 28
Lawson, Philip, 22
Seley, William, 26
Cooper, J., 27
Wells, John, 20
Purvis, Henry, 32
Gibbon, Edward, 21
Francis, John, 24
Jacobs, John, 21
Matthews, John, 22
Lake, John, 19
Price, John, 25

Party Director, w. Mary (née Atherstone), 27 c. Ann,13*.
Louisa, 2.
Surgeon. w. Elizabeth (née Atherstone), 37.
c. Guybon, 5. Catherine, 4. Elizabeth, 3. Emily, 2.
Surveyor
Husbandman
Husbandman. w. Elizabeth, 30
c. Philip, 11. James, 10. William, 7. Edward, 6.
John, 4. Mary, Infant.
Husbandman. w. Ann, 44
c. Thomas, 17. John, 13. William, 3. James, 1.
Mary, 12. Lydia, 8. Maria, 6.
Husbandman
Carpenter. w. Ann. c. Henry, 5. Harriet, 1.
Husbandman. w. Mary. c. Richard, 8. Mary, 7.
Charlotte, 5. Elizabeth, 2.
Husbandman
..
..
..
..
..
Bricklayer
Tanner
Blacksmith
Husbandman
..
..
w. Catherine, 20
..
..
..
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Malis, T, 18

Shoemaker

The total of 57 was made up of men 25, women 7, and children 25.
There seems to be no direct family connection between the Atherstones of Nottingham (and Stowey)
and husbandman, J Atherstone.
*Ann, 13, listed with Edward’s children, was not his own child, he was her uncle, but was Thomas
Damant’s, she being Ann Grant Damant. This is confirmed in F C D White’s book on page 66:
In 1818, her father, suffering from rheumatism and being nearly destitute after being disbanded from
the Militia without any pension or half-pay, emigrated to the cape and two years later Ann joined him
on the Gamtoos, travelling out with her uncle Edward Damant’s Party on the ‘Ocean’.

In her letter to Maria Damant, Elizabeth Atherstone remarks on the anticipated meeting of all
the children of the family in South Africa: ‘What a succession of little innocents there will be should
we reach you in safety? The Eldest a boy of 5 years and a half – Guybon – will be next to Ann who
will feel quite a Woman at 13 over her very young companions.’ In the letter she makes reference to
uncertainty about whether Edward’s wife, Mary, will make the trip, as she ‘daily expects her
confinement and as everything respecting our passage is still unsettled our situation at present is
unsettled enough.’ It is unclear from Dr Damant’s narrative whether Mary actually travelled with the
party, but M D Nash in The Settler Handbook, based on evidence from the Agent of Transports’ List
at the Cape Archives41 is perfectly clear that she did not, stating that ‘Edward Damant’s wife was
confined shortly before the party sailed and did not emigrate, but the name of her 2-year-old daughter
is included in the Agent’s List.’
The Damant Party appears to have been of a proprietary nature in that Edward paid the full
passage charges amounting to £282 10s and, although no agreement has been found, the labourers and
skilled men may have been indentured to him presumably to work at the proposed New Lammas on
the family farm. The mix of occupations would be beneficial for such an exercise, but there is some
evidence running counter to this view. Some of those described as husbandmen went on to greater
things than their stated occupations would suggest. For examples, within just two years of landing,
Philip Frost was able to raise 13,000 guilders to buy 600 morgen of farmland from Thom and John
Damant, and Richard Tee proved later to be very successful as a businessman. But, whilst there may
have been such exceptions, Dr Damant concludes that the majority, being the younger husbandmen,
were indentured employees, a view reinforced by Elizabeth mentioning that ‘Richard, a lad from
Norfolk, is groom’.
As with other parties, the Damant Party waited for some considerable time for confirmation of
their inclusion in the emigration plan, and then waited for instructions to make their way to the port of
departure for embarkation. The delays caused anxiety amongst the husbandmen in the party as they
had given up their previous employments and, if the voyage not been approved or suffered a much
more prolonged delay, they would have no source of income, and it would be too late to sign up for a
new season of farm working in England.
Edward Damant’s request to take ‘some breeding kine and a Devon bull or two’ was turned
down as being in contravention of emigration plan regulations. The party was allocated to the Ocean
of 437 tons under Captain Davis, and was accompanied by Mr Dixon’s and Dr Morgan’s parties from
London, and a party from Buckinghamshire under schoolmaster William Howard. Also on board, the
troublesome Mr Bishop Burnett was compelled to make the crossing as an independent settler as a
result of having quarrelled with his party leader, Mr Bailie (see pages 72 and 116). In all, it is
reckoned that there were approximately 210 souls on board.

41
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Thomas Calton’s party42
The organisation of the Calton party, the larger of the two Nottinghamshire parties, is well
documented, with volumes of correspondence, participant listings, agreements, bills and receipts for
supplies, lists of expenditure, and much more, held at Nottinghamshire and National Archives, as well
as at the Cape. The vast bulk of this original material, most of which is hand-written, has been
transcribed or otherwise held in digital form for this study. The original documents cover the period
from the initiation of a subscription fund and the formulation of the party, the journey to Liverpool to
join their ship, the prolonged period of waiting at the port, the voyage at sea, the temporary
encampment at Algoa Bay, the journey inland, and the arrival at their settlement. The archive papers
also cover the dissolution of the subscriber fund after establishing the settlement, the replacement of
the leader, and a few reports or letters from individuals after they had settled. In addition, of relevance
to the Damant Party, there is a collection of papers from the Mitford-Barberton family covering their
ancestry including references to such families as the Damants and the Atherstones.
Based principally on the Edward Smith Godfrey collection of papers held at Nottinghamshire
Archives, useful secondary narratives have been obtained for this work. Most notable are
Nottinghamshire Settlers in the Cape of Good Hope for the Thoroton Society of Nottinghamshire,
Settlers to the Cape of Good Hope, Organisation of the Nottinghamshire Party by C M Burton for the
Port Elizabeth Historical Society, and Rod Neep’s web pages entitled Nottinghamshire Colonists to
South Africa. In essence they cover the activities leading to the creation of the initial settlement. Also,
in Julie O’Neill’s The Life and Times of the Reverend J. T. Becher, there is a section on the emigration
plan covering broadly the same ground.
The depressed state of the British and
Nottinghamshire economies, and the plight of the
framework knitters, have been covered in Chapter 3. The
Duke of Newcastle proposed that the unemployed of the
county should be encouraged to join the government’s
Cape emigration plan and that a local fund be set up for the
purpose. Some three thousand pounds was collected, much
of which was contributed by Nottinghamshire and other
nobility and gentry. The most notable were:
The Duke of Newcastle £500
The Dowager Duchess of Newcastle £150
The Duke of Portland £500
Earl Manvers £500
The Earl of Surrey £100
Viscount Galway £100
Hon. Rev. J. Lumley Saville £100
Hon. J. Simpson £100
Admiral Sotherton £100
H. Gally Knight Esq. £100

4th Duke of Newcastle, (Henry Pelham
Clinton), principal promoter of Calton’s
Party

Earlier, from late 1816, another fund for The Relief of the
Distressed Poor of the County, the employment fund, had been initiated by Newcastle and for a period
during 1819 the two funds were administered together by Edward Smith Godfrey as evidenced by the
following document of November 1819 from the Godfrey collection43:
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Colonization subscription list

Considerable sums were obtained from the general public for both purposes.
A Colonization Committee was set up in Nottinghamshire to implement the emigration plan
in accordance with the guidelines set out by the government. Copies of Colonial Office and other
government circulars are held in the local archives. Thomas Calton, a surgeon from North
Collingham, was appointed as the leader of the expedition, with the title of ‘Superintendent’, to be
paid £200 for his trouble. Multi-faceted clergyman and magistrate, the Rev. John Thomas Becher of
Southwell, was selected to provide detailed assistance and to work closely with Smith Godfrey at a
local level. Dr Calton would take with him his wife Martha, five children aged between one and
twelve years, and his eighteen year old son, Thomas Jnr, who was described as a grocer. George
Dennison, a half-pay Chelsea Pensioner from the 79th Foot, was chosen as the Recorder, a clerical
assistant tasked to compile various lists of applicants and maintain records of deposits and
expenditure, and a journal of the expedition. He was to go out with the party and become a settler with
his wife Hannah and four children.44
The Calton party, or Nottingham party, as it became known, was one of the last in the country
to be accepted by Earl Bathurst as part of the national plan and, but for the intervention of the Duke of
Newcastle, it might well have been rejected for missing the deadline for applications. The original
plan was for 300 settlers, but in the event approximately 167 travelled. The plan was advertised in
local newspapers and approaches were made to parish leaders, church officials, workhouses and other
organisations established for the care of the poor. Surrounded by publicity, other counties across the
nation had already reached an advanced stage in their preparations, so it was no surprise that there
was a groundswell of demand for places in Nottinghamshire well before the local advertisements were
posted. A list of applicants has been compiled by the Thoroton Society, a copy of which is held at the
Nottinghamshire Archives. Over 700 persons are listed, but later applicants were accepted for the
44
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eventual embarkation lists. This mirrors the national picture in that the plan was vastly oversubscribed, nationally more than twenty-fold. The Thoroton list of applicants does not include
occupations or their reasons for wanting to emigrate, but an examination of the letters reveals a
pattern of distress in the county centred on the demise of the framework knitting industry. An analysis
of the male applicants by occupation and location is provided in Appendix 5.
A number of applicants’ letters refer to the collapse of the American market including that of
William Meats, a single man aged 27, who wrote c/o Mrs Barclay’s, Rosemary Lane, Greyfriars Gate,
Nottingham45:
you will excuse the liberty I have taken in addressing you on the subject of proceeding has a Colonist to
the Cape of Good Hope providing there’s a prospect of obtaining a comfortable maintenance by our
hard labour should prefer going out has Overlooker or to act in any other capacity the Gentn of the
Committee should think [...] to give satisfaction to my employers and be of credit to myself. Have been
brought up to the Silk Hosiery & Lace Trade, thro the very severe losses myself and family have
sustained in America which has very much reduced my circumstances and Trade here being in such a
depressed state

Henry Holland contrasted their destination, the Cape of Good Hope, with his homeland he
dubbed the ‘cape of Despair’46:
Henry Holland, a stone mason at Newstead Abbey, and his family and friends ‘hath an inclination to
quit thire Native Country, for a foreign Land, we being disposed to proceed as Colonists to the Cape of
Good Hope, haveing nothing in view but the cape of Despair in this our Native Land [...] will stick up
for the Honour of old England knowing that England expects every man to do his Duty’

Presumably in response to a request from Mr Godfrey, Calton sent the letter below by penny
post to Newark listing those persons from his home town, Collingham and also Holme and nearby
Newark itself. Presumably, Godfrey wanted to ascertain local knowledge to confirm their suitability
for emigration47:
Sir,
I take the liberty of forwarding to you the names of the persons in the accepted list residing at Newark,
those who reside at Collingham & Holme. I will send you whenever you think proper to receive them.
At the same time I beg leave to say, that it is the son of Ths. Butler who is the maker of the tools and
not the father as mentioned by me yesterday
I am Sir your obedient servant
Ths. Calton
th
Collingham Nov 25 1819
Leighton Blighton, Water Lane
William Hendley, Barnby Gate
John Slater, Balderton Gate
Joshua Walker, Balderton Gate

None of these names appeared in the embarkation lists so presumably they did not make the grade,
were left out on account of the overwhelming number of applicants, or withdrew.
The Rev. Becher showed some concern in a letter to Godfrey that the applicants from the
Borough of Nottingham predominated, and the balance should be redressed especially in view of the
principal subscribers’ estates being throughout the county48:
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My Dear Sir
In conformity with our arrangements I address a few lines to you on the subject of Colonization; and’
to compress the subject as much as possible let me ask:- Do you not conceive as the Estates of the
Subscribers are chiefly in the County, that we should in selecting the limited number, which can now
be sent, enrole a proportionate number of those belonging to Parishes in the County: instead of taking,
as in the list submitted, nearly the whole from the Town of Nottingham?

George Dennison, as recorder, tried to keep abreast of the ever-changing make-up of the
party. As late as 12 December 1819 a ‘Statement of persons desirous to Emigrate to the Cape of Good
Hope’ was compiled by him and sent to Mr Godfrey at Newark. It included 180 names, 22 more than
the purported final list of 158 made at Liverpool on 30 January 1820 (the list later increased to 167
individuals). Strangely, in this list Dennison described himself as a Framework Knitter though he had
been described elsewhere as a retired half-pay army officer.
Throughout the process pensioners, including retired military and Chelsea Pensioners, asked
for formal confirmation that they would be able to continue to draw their pension money out in South
Africa, for instance, ‘Thomas Lockett Age 35 Single man Pensioner of 5 [pence] per day and Wishes
to now [sic] whether he can draw his Pension there’49. In November Recorder George Dennison
wrote directly to Chelsea Hospital in respect of himself and four others50. The Duke of Newcastle
intervened to ensure that he would receive his pension when he confirmed to E S Godfrey: ‘I have this
morning received your letter of the 3. and will immediately write to the Men offered & Chelsea in
respect of Sergt Denison’. The Duke received a favourable reply from Lord Palmerston at the War
Office with reference to a Certificate from the Mayor of Newark that he was a Chelsea out-pensioner
and lived in the parish of Newark51.
The availability of pensions was just one of many matters occupying the minds of the
authorities at that time. The Duke, E S Godfrey and the Rev. Becher showed considerable
professionalism in drawing up formal lists of their concerns and checklists of things to be attended to.
It is evident that some incisive questions had been asked by the applicants themselves and, given the
lateness of the party’s inclusion in the emigration programme, they had to be dealt with quickly and
effectively. Many of the questions were raised by Mr Godfrey by letter to the Colonial Office
Secretary, Mr Goulburn, and in mid-November Godfrey attended a meeting in London, accompanied
by Admiral Sotherton, with a knowledgeable Mr Gordon at the Colonial Office, from whom he
returned answers to Becher and Newcastle for their consideration. They also obtained information
from Bailie’s party which was at a much more advanced stage of preparation and, in fact, was the first
to arrive at Algoa Bay on board the Chapman 52. The questions dealt with were wide-ranging
respecting the safety and welfare of the settlers, allocations of land, currency exchange, expenditure,
the adequacy of subscriber funding, contributions from parish coffers, spiritual welfare, the provision
of Bibles, religious tracts and educational materials, accommodation in, and transport to, Liverpool,
sailing times, division of duties and responsibilities, temporary accommodation on landing,
transportation inland to the settlement, the nature of rations and when they would cease, obligations of
the settlers to cultivate their lands, and contingency plans to cope with adverse events such as the
death of the party leader, Mr Calton, sickness, and unacceptable behaviour. The organisers were keen
to ensure that the party would have the best chance of success as an agricultural community and
wanted to be sure that they took with them the requisite implements and seeds along with tools and
machines for use in providing farm dwellings and public buildings.
The emigration exercise was seen as an important answer to the public unrest of the day, and
much of the correspondence between the gentlemen included references to the state of such affairs,
the Duke frequently requesting assessments of the mood of the people.
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On October 8 1819 Newcastle requested of Godfrey53:
The information which I wish to obtain is whether the stockingers are now perfectly returned to their
duty & whether the popular feeling is very strongly and determinedly turned against emigration. I
should like to be put in possession of the various hand bills & other writings against colonization [...]
have been freely circulated at Nottingham and, as I have been informed, coupled with gross abuse of
me

Becher wrote to Godfrey on 11 December expressing his feeling that there had been an excessive
reaction to fears of extreme unrest in Nottingham54:
In confidence I acquaint you, that Mr Withins has this afternoon sent over the whole of his Children
from Nottingham, under feelings of strong alarm for the expected events of Nottingham. My sources of
information certainly do not lead me to apprehend any open tumult and that I both hope & believe his
principle of self preservation to have operated far more powerfully than circumstances require

Three days later he penned a continuation of the message to Godfrey55:
My letter would probably have prepared you for the public solicitude latently executed for the security
of Nottingham; upon which I have only to remark, that matters have been much exaggerated by the
panic of the Inhabitants. For altho I by no means advocate the cause of torpid security, I [see] no reason
to apprehend any serious consequences from the machinations of the Radicals so long as they are
opposed by the energy & unanimity pervading all the persons of property in this County.

The fear of failure of the expedition was clearly evident and this was especially so when the
Nottingham Journal failed to publish the report of a meeting on the subject leading to a severe rebuke
from the noble subscribers. Earl Manvers wrote to Godfrey from Stoke Hall on a Saturday night56:
Upon looking over the Nottm Journal of this week, I have been much dismayed by not finding in it any
notice whatever of our proceedings at Mansfield on Tuesday last altho’ it appeared to be general sense
of the meeting, that not a moment ought to be lost in giving every possible publicity to the intentions of
the subscribers

This event culminated in an apology from J Morris on behalf of Mr Stretton, the Journal’s principal,
in classic ‘shoot the messenger’ style57:
Mr. Stretton is extremely sorry that the Advert respecting Colonization to the Cape of Good Hope
should have been omitted in the Nottingham Journal of this week. The mistake appears to have
originated entirely in a misunderstanding on the part of the Person to whom Mr Godfrey delivered the
orders.

The Rev. Becher complained that ‘the incomprehensible apathy of the Parochial overseers, have
presented considerable impediments & produced much solicitude.’58 Overall though, the work of the
organisers was very professional and effective as indicated in a letter from Becher at Southwell to
Godfrey of 14 December stating ‘It will gratify you to learn that the Duke of Newcastle appears well
pleased with our arrangements & progress upon the general statement, which you gave him by letter,
and I confirmed by personal explanations.’59 It is clear that the subscribers intended Calton’s Party to
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be followed by subsequent parties, and so there was a constant review of decisions and progress with
a view to ensuring that best practice would apply in future, and any mistakes would not be repeated.
Becher expressed to Godfrey his view that the parishes would benefit financially from
relinquishing their burden of poor relief for pauper emigrants and should, therefore, contribute at least
a small amount to the emigration exercise, especially as he seemed to anticipate that the subscriber
fund would be insufficient for their purposes60:
The Subscribers are compelled to state with regret the insufficiency of their funds for the objects in
contemplation & venture to hope that this acknowledgement will induce those who are disposed to
patronise the measure to add to their subscriptions; - and that the several Parishes affected by their
measure will assemble in vestry & take into consideration the expediency of contributing a small sum
at present to exonerate themselves from a permanent expense by enabling those who are so desirous to
proceed under favourable circumstances & with increased advantages to a country where, it is hoped,
their prospects will realize the removal of their severe privation & by the attainment of not merely the
necessities but the comforts of life.

William Cook, the Overseer at Keyworth, seemed willing to authorize a contribution in respect of
William Pike and his family, but was concerned that the money should not be given directly to the
emigrant61:
But what we particularly wish to know is whether there be no securer method of paying whatever sum
the Parish may agree to give [Pike had asked for £30], than by paying the money to the pauper himself;
as we have cogent reasons for wishing to be cautious in this particular

Whether the ‘cogent reasons’ related to a misdemeanour in respect of Pike himself is not clear, but it
would be surprising as the Pike family, William in particular, went on to become successful and
upright citizens recognized especially for their contribution to the spiritual welfare of the early
settlers, far and wide.
On the subject of religion, as stated earlier, there was a rule in place that any party with at
least one hundred families would be entitled to take out a minister of their chosen faith with the
government undertaking to cover his salary. Calton’s Party had not achieved the minimum number,
but there was a thought that, if the combined numbers with a subsequent party were sufficient, they
might be entitled to such a privilege. Becher informed Godfrey ‘They [the subscribers] are also
endeavouring to provide a Clergyman of the Established Church to officiate as the guardian of the
moral interests of the Colonists’62 William Pike became something of a self-appointed Methodist
preacher and, though not an Anglican, admirably served the purpose in the early days and, partly in
recognition of his services, was eventually ordained a Methodist minister.
There had been an earlier proposal for someone other than William Pike to take charge of the
spiritual welfare of the party. This detail can be found in the Memoir of the Rev. William Shaw who
in time became the General Superintendent of the Wesleyan Missions in South-Eastern Africa63:
At a meeting of these settlers before they left England, a clergyman very properly recommended to the
head of the party that on Sundays prayers, and occasionally a sermon, should be read for the benefit of
the people. But a service conducted by an irreligious person was not likely to be conducive to much
edification. A young man imbued with religious feeling, therefore, ventured to inquire whether he
might be permitted to conduct religious services with such as were disposed to unite with him. The
mere inquiry was sufficient to arouse the spirit of bigotry [amongst the party organisers]. On close
examination, he was induced honestly to avow, that he was a “Methodist;” and he was at once informed
he could not be permitted to proceed with the Settlers to South Africa. However, there were others
whose names had been included in the list of accepted persons, who had been accustomed to attend the
Methodist preaching; but they kept their counsel as to their religious predilections. Among these was
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Mr. Pike, who, being a devout man, and having occasionally preached or exhorted in the villages near
his residence, felt constrained, soon after the vessel sailed from England, “to speak and to teach,”
among his fellow emigrants, “the things concerning the kingdom of God.” The appointed “head” of the
party, and others like-minded, persecuted this good man for his attempts to promote a spirit of piety
among the settlers; and perhaps the more bitterly, because the great pains taken to shut out Methodists
from any connection with this body of settlers had thus been rendered utterly futile.

The organisers considered ways to convey settlers, their possessions, and party provisions,
from Nottinghamshire to their point of departure at Liverpool which, according to Colonial Office
rules, would be paid for by the party rather than the government. William Acton offered canal fly
boats via Runcorn, but this proposal was rejected, possibly as Godfrey had read some of the adverse
publicity regarding the reliability of his service. J & R Hillberson of Chapel-en-le-Frith quoted 7s per
cwt for the conveyance of heavy goods by road, and this was accepted, but his quotation of 8s for
adults and half price for children was not. The whole charge amounted to £114 18s 7d after a discount
of £8 19s 6d. The carriers itemised advice note included the names of package owners, several of
whom did not emigrate. Coaches were hired from T & J Simpson to take the women and children
between 12 and 21 January 1820. Based on four riding inside and nine outside, the charge was £37 6s
including the provision of a coachman and guard to travel via Leek and Macclesfield avoiding the
higher peaks of Derbyshire.64 Sergt Dennison, the party’s recorder, took charge of the men who
accompanied the convoy of heavy goods wagons on foot over the Pennine Moors. There was a bill
from Mr Doncaster for the carriage of Calton’s goods from Collingham to Nottingham with ‘an Extra
man’ amounting to £4 14s.65 Dennison also incurred expenses for the hire of coaches around
Nottinghamshire in connection with his work as a recorder, especially for journeys between
Southwell, Mansfield and Newark.

There must have been some confusion over payment for Hillberson’s work as to
whether the firm would be paid at Nottingham or at Liverpool. On 13 January Calton wrote
from his lodgings at the Saracens Head in Liverpool66:
Sir
Two Wagons arrived here this Evening and in consequence of the neglect of the bookkeeper not giving
information to the office here that the goods were to be paid for by you at Nottingham they are
determined for want of the Cash . I have written by this post to the bookkeeper at Nottingham and to
Denison to say how we are [priced?] with respect to the goods. I have no doubt that it occurred from
the extraordinary confusion that took place at starting from the numbers that surrounded us at the time
- it perhaps will be requisite for you to write to the bookkeeper at the Miltons head Inn Nottingham to
say that you will see them paid.

This error appears to have led to the impounding of their goods on some sort of pawn arrangement,
leaving many in difficulties through not having access to items required while in accommodation at
the port as Calton remarked to Godfrey on 17 January ‘Our goods are yet in pawn for the carriage but
hope a letter to relieve them by tomorrows post’.67 By 20 January, by which time many settlers had
boarded ship, the problem had not been resolved as, in a further letter to Godfrey, Calton remarked68:
I expected an answer on Monday last. So many letters to Dennison and the bookkeeper at the Milton’s
Head in Nottingham giving an order here to the Waggon office to relieve our goods as they are
obtained for payment of Carr ge the money for these goods was to have been paid in Nottingham but the
Bookkeeper wrote on the way Bill to be paid here. My family would have been on board on Saturday
last as well as several others had the bookkeeper made no mistake
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On Tuesday 26 January the release papers for the goods was received and Calton and his family were
able to board their transport ship, the Albury, by the next day.
Several bills were paid for what appeared to be the conveyance of goods around Liverpool for
instance, Receipt No. 9 from one I Kenworthy69:
No 9
Liverpool 13th Jany 1820
Mr Calton
To I Kenworthy
To Storage & Cartage of Laundry
Goods to Parade Slip
Settled I Kenworthy
Correct [Sig.] Tho Calton

£10-0

The procurement of provisions for emigration was an ongoing process almost up to the point
of departure. A few examples serve to indicate the comprehensive nature of the exercise including the
assessment of what would be better obtained at the Cape or on board ship rather than transported from
England. Firstly, the Dowager Duchess of Newcastle took charge of the provision of a box of baby
linen and was keen to ensure that it had arrived safely.70 The bulk of the clothing was acquired from
Becketts of Newark, presumably through Dennison’s local connections, and it is interesting to note
some of the prices: ‘120 Flannel Waistcoats with sleeves @ 3/6, 60 Chemies 3/-, 60 pair Trousers 4/6,
33 Girls Cloaks 6/6, 30 Women’s Cloaks 7/6, 92 Yards flannel /2, 38½ Yards Linsey /6, 2 Shirts 8/6’.
Also included were pins, thread, calico, wrappers, cards and tapes presumably to enable settlers to
make up some of their own clothes or for clothing repairs. It would appear that Beckett was made
responsible for collecting money for other local suppliers as the grand total of £103 0s 4d included the
entries ‘Henson 5/10/- smocks.71 (Smock-making was a thriving Newark industry), Mumby [slops]
5/5/0 and Robinson [nailed shoes] 1/0/6’.72 Later it was found that some of the clothing was of
doubtful quality and some of the children’s clothes were too small.73
Benjamin Johnson presented his bill for 29 pairs of Men’s Strong Shoes at 7/9 and a Light
pair at 6/0 on 21 December74 and Dennison purchased socks from John Henson at 11d per pair75.
A wide variety of tools were procured including articles for the blacksmiths and iron for
making tools and fixings. The amount of iron was a matter of some consideration. On 13 January
Becher wrote to Godfrey76:
...I now acknowledge yours of yesterday and beg to express my complete accordance with your
sentiments upon the advances requested by the Colonists. Should however you think well to grant them
one quarter of a ton of iron; the expense, if correctly stated, would not exceed £5-10-0 and this might
possibly be deemed with more than a bare sufficiency for immediate demands

Amongst the ordinary settlers, those without an official role, there were some individuals who seemed
to take a lead over others, in particular Thomas Hartley, Henry Holland and Samuel Jackson. In one
instance, it was in order for blacksmith/whitesmith Thomas Hartley to write directly to official, E S
Godfrey, to ask for substantially more iron than the gentlemen had in mind77:
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Liverpool Jany 29. 1819
Sir,
In consequence of the greater part of the Settlers not having money to buy any Iron with and M r Smith
having purchased only ½ a Ton for the whole Colony I take the liberty of Petitioning for 1 ½ Ton more
of that very necessary article as it will take nearly ½ a Ton for carriages only and without Iron we shall
not be able to cultivate our Land.
I hope you will pardon my taking so great a liberty as it is for the welfare of any fellow Settlers that I
have given you so much trouble...

An invoice from Sam Lacon was made up of 33 bars of rolled iron, 1 bundle of ½ In Square, 1 bundle
of ½ In Round and 1 bundle of Hoop Iron amounting in total, including carriage, to £6 8s 4d, a value
close to the £5 10s suggested in Becher’s letter, but as this was dated the same day as Hartley’s letter
it is not clear whether more was ordered at a later date.78
On 13 December J Orme of Nottingham advised that two wheat machines were made and
available and supplied an invoice and a receipt for the payment. The price was £13 8s for both, but
also on the invoice were ‘7 Cast Steel, letters, CLUMBER 4/6’ and ‘7 Large Do [ditto] to brand 7/6’.
This appears to refer to branding irons, presumably for livestock, but this is surprising as, although
‘CLUMBER’ was a contender for the name of their settlement being the name of the Duke of
Newcastle’s estate, according to later correspondence, other names were being considered, and a final
decision had not yet been made.79
D Davidson of Birmingham supplied a wide variety of tools as evidenced by long lists
contained in his quotation and invoice. Some of the items, he wrote, would have to be sourced from
Sheffield. The extensive list included spades of various descriptions and other farming and gardening
equipment, bill hooks, hatchets, various saws and hammers, a vice and anvil for the blacksmiths,
‘seythes [sic]’, reapers, sickles, hand riddles, padlocks, augers and drills with bits, gimlets, adzes,
chisels with gouges, measuring chain, a gavelock, nails and plane irons. It appears that Davidson
released some goods speculatively as he had been led to believe they were planning to sail on 15
December80:
Sir
We are justly favoured with your letter of yesterday’s date covering a bill for £106.2s
for which please accept our thanks.
We now annex Invoice of the tackle which were sent off about 2 hours before we received your letter
per Coach we are Sorry that it has so happened. We [thought?] we did it for the best as M r Calton
seemed fully to expect to Sail this day: this [.....] Mr Calton will find at Saracen’s head Coach Office,
Dale St Liverpool as it is directed to be left at the Saracen’s head the advice letter is directed for Mr C at
the Post Office Lpool and the goods were forwarded by Ashmore’s Waggon which goes to their
warehouse in Cumberland St Lpool – When you are in want of any more articles in our line we
respectfully solicit your favours & remain
Yr Mo Obt Sert
D Davidson & Son

For some reason the Godfrey papers include a price list from W Lang for lengths of square section
common glass of various dimensions from below 7 ½ x 5 ½ in at 7d per foot to 12 by 10 in at 10d per
foot.81 There is, however, no evidence of a receipt for any payment.
The spiritual and educational needs of the settlers were not overlooked although Dennison
would later complain that Calton hogged the lion’s share of the writing paper. At first the party looked
to the (Anglican) Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge for religious material82:
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Bartlett’s Buildings, London
December 14th 1819
Sir,
Your Favour of the 11th Inst. which was received yesterday at this Office has been laid before a
Committee of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge – I am directed to inform you, that, it
being [that?] the Society have reason to believe, the intention of His Majesty’s Government to establish
a depot of religious Books and Tracts at each Settlement at the Cape of Good Hope, for the use of the
Settlers, and also to furnish each Transport Ship with a certain proportion of Bibles, Testaments, Prayer
Books, and religious Tracts, for the use of the Persons on board during the voyage, and it having been
determined, at the last General Meeting of the Society, to commence, as soon as possible, the formation
of a Depot of religious Books and Tracts at Cape Town under the superintendence of the Colonial
Chaplain. The Committee did not consider it necessary to make a gratuitous Grant of Books and Tracts
for the special use of the 60 Families now going out from the County of Nottingham...

The Assistant Secretary, William Parkes, went on to say that whatever list of items they required
could be supplied on the usual terms and sent directly to the party or to the District Committee at
Newark to be collected. In the end the following invoice was received for items collected from St
Peter’s Church in Nottingham83:
*****
Twenty common Bibles at 4/5
Twenty Prayer Books at 1/8¼
Two large Bibles at 12/2
Two large Prayer Books at 3/3
Twelve of Jones Books of nature
Sixteen Crossmans Small books
Childrens Small Books
Fifteen Testaments
Fifty Childrens Books

£ s d
4 – 10 – 0
1 – 14 - 2
1– 4-4
6–6
10 - 0
8[?]-0
13- 10
15 – 0
3- 0
£10- 4- 10
Carriage from London

Total amount

10 - 0
£10-14-10

Drury and Wilde described their business activities as:
Wholesale Hardwaremen, Furnishing Ironmongers & Manufacturers of Warranted Scale Beams, Stove
Grates &c
Dealers in Swords, Guns and Pistols
NB: A Complete Set of Patterns suitable for the American and other Markets always ready for
inspection

but they supplied84
Slates, rulers, pencils, black lead pencils, inkstands, penknives, seythe stones, sickles, warranted rulers
on brass slides?, carpenter’s pencils, best grit ****stone, cask, box

and stationers, booksellers and dealers in copying machines, Evans, Chegwin & Hall, issued a receipt
for heavily discounted accounting and educational materials85:
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1- 3 – 6
2–2–6
10 – 6
4-6-15- 8--

1 Account Book
1 Journal
300 Qwills
50 Books P
1 doz / 13/ Easq[?]
1 doz Spellings
2 Murry’s Grammar

10 pr ct disct for Cash

5–9–6
11 - 4 – 18 - 6

To Cash 4-18-6
E Chegwin
Correct
[Sig]Tho Calton

Most items were delivered to Parade Slip at Liverpool from where, it seems, the settlers would take
small boats onto the River Mersey to board their Navy transport vessel, the Albury, but there was a
period where they had to find accommodation in Liverpool and also to procure provisions of food and
other necessities while they were there. Information on their stay at Liverpool is best obtained from
bills and receipts.
Thomas Calton and his family had already incurred hotel expenditure at the Maypole Inn in
Nottingham, and at Liverpool they enjoyed the refinements of the Saracen’s Head in Dale Street
which had recently been built in 1810 and today is described on a blue heritage plaque as ‘Liverpool’s
most famous coaching inn’. A receipt dated 12 January shows that Mr John Sharples, presumably the
proprietor, billed him for tea, coffee, rum, gin, brandy, ale, paper, pens, and fires, in addition to his
bed rooms and sitting room hire.86 He paid tips for room service at a level that might have been
regarded as generous87:
Paid to Waters [sic] ----- 10[s]
Chamber maids
----- 10[s]
Boots [cleaning?]
----- 7[s]
£1-7-0

Local grocer, William Whitaker, not only supplied vegetables, herbs, sugar, bread, dripping,
butter, tea, ale, milk, mustard, beef steaks and flour, but also room space of some description for
numbers of ordinary settlers at 19d per night.88 It is not clear why special accommodation was found
for John Cross, his wife, and five children. He was a wheelwright from Chilwell and the bill from C
Ward for 12, 13 and 14 January for victuals and lodgings amounted to £1-4-6 including food,
beverages, ale, fire, candles and trouble and attendance.89
On 13 January Calton remarked in a letter to Godfrey that no vegetables or candles and only
occasional tea and sugar could be found by the ship, presumably meaning on the harbour.90 For an
unspecified reason it appears that Calton was not impressed with the Saracen’s and recommended the
Commercial Tavern, Queen’s Dock, for leaders of any future excursion, but he was happy with
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Whitakers for the general settlers which his letter reveals was at Number 2, Xbow Lane.91 In another
letter, one dated 15 January, at a time when he thought they might depart at any day, he was
purchasing vegetables and other provisions just enough for two days consumption at a time.92
Calton wrote to Godfrey expressing the gratitude of the settlers for their provisions and looked
forward to Godfrey’s clerk arriving to further assess their needs especially for those who had by then
boarded the Albury. At this point 112 had boarded and 31 were on shore, a total of 143.93 This was
written on 20 January which is intriguing as a letter dated 25 January from Henry Goulburn at
Downing Street, also addressed to Godfrey, stated that permission had been given to the Navy Board
to take passengers on board under the direction of Mr Calton providing the numbers did not exceed
the tonnage allowed for the vessel.94 Perhaps they had been given prior notice of the formal letter and
boarded accordingly.
It is likely that Godfrey’s clerk was a Joseph Smith who is occasionally mentioned in CaltonGodfrey correspondence, especially in connection with the exchange of currency. One of Godfrey’s
many lists of emigration expenses included ‘Procure £300 in Dollars’ (possibly rix dollars—a
principal, but not exclusive, currency at the Cape—or Spanish dollars).95 In 1806, when the British
began their second term of rule at the Cape, Governor Baird recognised the need for better regulation
of the varieties of paper and coin in circulation and proclaimed exchange rates in English money
equivalents. The Spanish dollar was set at 5s, the paper rix-dollar at 2s, one rupee was worth 2s 6d, a
gold mohr £1 17s 6d and a doubloon (16 Spanish dollars) £4. At that time Baird found at the Cape
Treasury £11,510 in Spanish dollars along with £600 of silver florins and £2,500 in copper coins,
probably mostly pennies.96
On his arrival at Liverpool Joseph Smith wrote to Godfrey97:
Sir
I am happy to inform you we have arrived safe at Liverpool with our luggage. I have just seen Mr
Calton but he could give me no Account of what quantity of Dollars would be wanted in Exchange. I
have therefore been on Board to ascertain such more than [£5 or 6£?] exclusive of the Serg t & Calton
they will not want more than £100 Mr C appears to be all on a [Bustle?] I am afraid by what he states
that the expenses will Considerably exceed such as you Calculated upon & on that Account I am quite
at a loss how to Act I have only the punctuallity of M r Calton to depend upon. I understand dollars here
are not worth more than 4s 3 ½d at the most I shall try tomorrow if I can dispose of them for 4 s if not I
am afraid according to your direction I must bring them back to Newark I am afraid I shall not be able
to Complete the business here until Saturday & consequently shall not be able to leave until Monday –
but shall soonest[?] as[?] I possibly can –
I am Sir Yours very respectfully
Josph Smith
Liverpool
26 Jany 1819

He wrote again the next day stating he could procure any quantity of Dollars at 4s 4d and
consequently was unable to get the price for what he would have spare.98 On 14 March, by now at sea,
Calton wrote to Godfrey including99:
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For my own part I only brought away with me 50£ out of the dollars M r S left me the rest being sold at
a loss, the other settlers in proportion. Almost all were obliged to borrow prior to leaving Liverpool to
be paid out of their ten pounds [emigration deposit money per family].

He wrote again from their destination at Algoa Bay on 17 May ‘The price of Spanish Dollars in this
bay are only 4s. and I am told up the Country only 3s.’100
Overall, Calton was not impressed with Liverpool and recommended Hull for any future emigration
plan. From at sea he wrote101:
I have not the least doubt but Lord Batherst would grant you the privilage of a vessel at Hull; this
would have saved you in our party from two to three hundred pounds by the packets running alongside
the Ship while lying in the river. The Setlers would have had no necessity to Land. Had it been the case
we should have been a month in advance of what we are now and each setler saved much money .

There is no doubt that the delay at Liverpool accounted for some considerable anxiety, but it should
be remembered that this party was one of the last to be constituted and was only accepted, after
missing the application deadline, by the intervention and special pleading of the Duke of Newcastle to
Lord Bathurst. In any case, Hull was not offered by the Colonial Office and, in the circumstances,
they had very little time to consider all of the options in detail. Much of the delay was caused by poor
weather conditions for sailing, emphasised by the fact that this was one of those years when the
Thames froze over severely affecting those sailing from Deptford. Becher remarked in a letter to
Godfrey ‘The departure of the frost will remove one of our difficulties’ and he showed concern for the
spiritual welfare of the settlers during their long wait.102 In fact, the hold ups commenced even before
they had arrived at Liverpool. Thomas Hartley, Henry Holland and Samuel Jackson had indicated a
certain leadership quality amongst the settlers in previous correspondence held in the Godfrey
collection and on New Year’s Eve penned a letter directly to him indicating their concern103:
To
Edward Smith Godfrey Esqr
Sir, We the undersigned do think it our duty to let you know the circumstances which
most of us as Colonists to the Cape of good Hope do now labour under in consequence of the
unaccounted for delays the prevailing distress is now becoming general, occasioned by haveing Sold
up thire little property and liveing upon it being out of employment in consequence of haveing been led
to expect every day to be thire last, some have applyed for Parish assistance being quiet destitute but
have been peremtorly refused with this promise that if they whould burn thire agreement and give up;
they whould then assist them, and unless you can give them farther encouragment as to the time of our
departure, they have express’d thire determination to give up the thoughts of going, this Sir, we have
briefly stated facts as the are and we wish for an answer as soon as possible, we remain
Sir, yours &c
Thomas Hartley
Henry Holland
Sam Jackson
Mansfield
P.S. Be pleased to direct for
Thos Hartley Whitesmith
Leeming Lane
Mansfield
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Settler Benjamin Keeton appears to have been singled out for some special attention from Godfrey,
Becher and also the Lowe’s, a prominent family in Southwell. Keeton, a member of the wider Becher
family, was destined to become a leading citizen in South Africa:104
Ben Keeton to Godfrey
Liverpool Janry 1820
Received of Mr Godfrey the sum of Twenty Pounds being Money paid into his hands by M r
Lowe on my Accounts
£20[sig] Benj Keeton

Other ‘ordinary’ settlers received money directly as shown in this listing of expenditure submitted by
Joseph Smith105:
1820
Jan
By Cash pd B Keeton

20

-

-

By

“

“ Ed Driver

5

-

-

By

“

“ Ed Bramford

5

-

-

Keeton’s money was referred to in a letter from Becher to Godfrey from Southwell on 13 January106:
Benjamin Keetons friends have paid into my hands for his use a check value twenty pounds, which I
now enclose you, and, at the same time, beg to advise you, that I have given him a letter addressed to
you or your Agent at Liverpool, acknowledging his payment of the above sum to me, & desiring that it
may be repaid to him in Dollars at the regulated rate of exchange, on delivering my letter to you or
your Agent in Liverpool.

A letter to Godfrey from R W Nelson of the Navy Office dated 17 December advised that a
vessel had been fitted out for the party at Portsmouth, that it was in transit to Liverpool, and that as
soon as it arrived the settlers would be required to go to that port immediately for their embarkation.
In a subsequent letter of 3 January, Nelson gave a name to the vessel, the Albury, and described it as a
transport ship of 338 tons. Apparently it had put into Cork, but should by receipt of the letter, be at
Liverpool, and the party should be prepared to set sail at very short notice.107 In a letter of Wednesday
12 January, Calton advised Godfrey that we (unspecified) had arrived at the Saracen’s Head at
Liverpool at 11 pm the previous evening after a very cold ride, he had met the Captain of the ship and
Colonial Office agent Lieut. Mudge and they expected to commence embarkation on the following
Friday evening or Saturday morning. The books purchased of a Reverend Almond should be sent as
soon as possible as on enquiry he found that Lieut. Mudge (who was destined to lead the settlers in
prayers once on board) had only a few, about a dozen, Bibles and testaments.108 Already, by 15
January Calton had expressed concern that ‘the people have spent most of their money and can
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procure no indulgences’ and what a relief it will be to have them boarded and on government
rations.109
The prolonged stay at Liverpool was not without incident. A brother and sister from
Southwell had arrived at Liverpool to leave as settlers. Thomas Nelson would incur the wrath of the
officials some time later after they had set sale, but his sister was so unruly at the harbour that she was
returned home to Southwell as described in Calton’s letter to Godfrey dated 16 January110:
have the goodness to inform the good Mr Becher that I am obliged to return Nelson’s Sister who said
she was recommended by him/ owing to her bad character but of this she knows no more than her
Name was not on the original list of Course I must pay her fare home as the Capt declares she would
ruin all the Sailors.

By 17 January all other settler ships from Liverpool had left and on 20 January Calton again wrote to
Godfrey that the majority of passengers were in good temper, but111:
Hunts wife who seems a complete Shrew the Carrge of Nelson’s Sister of Southwell was not paid at the
time she left here but I have this day paid it it is 16d/ outside [i.e. not inside of the carriage].

Earlier on 15 January112:
A Woman of our party set fire to the bed curtains at their lodgings a bout five pounds damage was
done but has not yet been Valued I was obliged to [give my?] word for the actual damage before they
permitted the people to go on board

In some sort of coming together of the Albury and another vessel they incurred some damage and
Calton himself caused some consternation113:
owing to a great [toss?] an other Vessel run us on board carried away part of our rigging as to my self I
got a good scolding for risking the lives of my self, son, and 30 others in taking them on board in one
small boat to save expence the Capt declared he would not have done the like for one thousand pounds
we did not know our danger

Throughout the whole process of organising the party, right up to setting sail, the list of
proposed settlers was in a constant state of flux. The Duke frequently tried to obtain an update. On 19
November he wrote to Godfrey114:
...I wish that you will immediately have as compleat and efficient list made out of those [who were]
upon the first list and if any of those are not eligible or desirous to go out, let them be struck out of the
list and others fit and eligible inserted in their place. I am [intent?] upon sending out not less than 50
families as there is time left for Mr Calton & Denison to get the list to that amount properly corrected
and amended...

On 8 December Lord Bathurst’s Under-Secretary, Henry Goulburn, made it clear to Godfrey that
deposit money for settlers failing to sail could not be refunded, but the money could be allocated to
any substitutes taking their place.115 Calton compiled a list of undesirables and notified Godfrey116:
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A List of persons that have been rejected to Emigrate & who are improper characters
John Raynor
George Lee
Saul Brown
John Bilby
John Davenport
Wm Hickton
Joseph Draper
Wm Hatfield

Joiner
Labourer
Do
Do
Schoolmaster
Labourer
F.W.K
Carpenter

Mansfield
Do
Do
Nottingham
Do
Do
Do
Do

naturally Sickly
character Bad
Do
Idle
a Politition
Do
Radical
character very Bad
Do
Do Do

Collingham 11th Decr 1819

It is intriguing to note that on 30 November undesirable John Davenport had written to Godfrey from
Radcliffe stating that His Grace the Duke of Newcastle had personally asked for his brother, Richard
Davenport, to be included. The letter included an offer of pecuniary assistance to his brother ‘for his
Comfort & Employment upon his Arrival there’ and called for more information about the detailed
arrangements for the party.117
As late as 16 January the list of settlers was far from finalised and a temporary arrangement
was called for in this letter from Calton to Godfrey, which included an indication that those boarding
were well behaved and their spirits had probably been lifted as they anticipated their imminent
departure to a land full of promise118:
Tuesday Evg Jany 16 1820
Sir
This morning I took about 30 people on board when one half was returned owing to their
names not being on the list that has been sent to the agent from Lord Bathurst he has got a very old list,
and what should be requested from his Lordship is that all persons sent on board should be received
“pro tempore” until a proper list can be made out. and this will be made out best on board the Cap t gave
the people much praise to day that are on board ...

It was up to the Colonial Office agent, Lieut. Mudge, to ‘proceed to sea as soon as all are on board’
once a correct list had been accepted by Lord Bathurst.119
According to the final return of settlers made at Liverpool on 30 January the list of those setting sail
read:
ALLISON, Francis 40. Labourer. Wife Elizabeth 30. c William 11, Mary 9, Elizabeth 6, Samuel 4,
Ann 2.
BAGER, George 36 [or 46]. Gardener.
BILLSON, Thomas 27. Sawyer. Wife Mary 27. c Eliza [or Elisa] 5, Thomas 4, John 6 months.
BRADFIELD Edmund 22. Turner. (son of John Bradfield Snr below)
BRADFIELD, Ellin [20 (daughter of John Bradfield Snr).
BRADFIELD John 25. Draper. (son of John Bradfield Snr below)
BRADFIELD, John S 46. Framework knitter. Wife Mary 45. c Mary 16, Richard 12 [or 8], Thomas
10.
BRADFIELD, Joseph 19. Framework knitter. (son of John Bradfield Snr above)
BRANTFORD, Edward 23. Ropemaker.
BROOKS, Thomas 24. Labourer.
BROWN, George 22. Labourer.
CALTON, Thomas 40. Surgeon. Head of party. Wife Marth Maria 39. c. Charles 12, Henry 10,
Frederick 1, Sarah 7, Mary 3
117
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CALTON, Thomas (Jnr.)18. Grocer.
CROOKS, William 23. Labourer.
CROSS, John 36. Wheelwright. Wife Mary 31. c Matilda 6, William 7, Charles 6, Mary 3, John 6
months.
CURSHAM, John 20.
DEAN, Charles 22. Butcher.
DENNISON, George 36. Sergt late 35th Regt.and Framework knitter w Hannah 29. c Hannah 7,
George 5, Henry 2, Charlotte 4 months.
DRAPER, Thomas 33. Gardener. c Thomas 8. (It seems his wife, Sarah, died just before their
departure)
DRIVER, Edward 23. Ropemaker.
EDLESTON, Thomas 45. Labourer.
ELLIOTT, Mark 21. Framework knitter. Wife Sarah 20. c Alfred 1.
ELLIOTT, William 25. Framework knitter. Wife Elizabeth 22. c Nathan 3, William 1.
FOULDS, Henry 21. Labourer.
GERMAN, Thomas 22. Labourer
GOULDING, George 21. Carpenter.
GOULDING, Thomas 30. Gardener. Wife Elizabeth 27. c George 6, William 4.
GOULD, William 37. Carpenter. Wife Mary 33. c Ann 9, George 7, Sarah 5, Thomas 2.
HARRIS, James 19. Framework knitter.
HARRISON, William 21. Framework knitter.
HARTLEY, Thomas 48. Blacksmith. Wife (2nd) Sarah 39. c Hannah 16, Elizabeth 13, Sarah 10,
Jeremiah 7, Henry 4, Susannah 11 months.
HARTLEY, Ann 20 (daughter of Thomas Hartley and his first wife Hannah Hopkins).
HARTLEY, Mary 22 (daughter of Thomas Hartley and his first wife Hannah).
HARTLEY, Thomas 18. Blacksmith. (son of Thomas Hartley and his first wife Hannah)
HARTLEY, William 24. Blacksmith. w Sarah 25.
HODGKINSON, George 21 [or 26 or 19]. Labourer.
HOLLAND, Henry 22. Stonemason.
HUNT, William 44. Tailor. Wife Mary 50. c Hannah 13, Elizabeth 10.
HUNT, Sarah 20 (daughter of William Hunt).
JACKSON, Samuel 33 [or 36]. Framework knitter. Wife Dorothy 32. c Thomas 4, William 2,
Elizabeth 1.
KEETON, Benjamin 19. Labourer.
LEE, William 24. Blacksmith.
MARINER, William 22. Hide dresser.
MEATS, William 27. Labourer.
MORRIS, John 28. Labourer. Wife Esther 25. c William 8, Jane 6.
MUGGLESTON, George 36. Carpenter. Wife Sarah 46.
NELSON, Thomas 28. Labourer. Wife Mary 23. c William 3, Matilda 1.
PALMER, George 36. Framework knitter. Wife Millicent 32. c Gervase 14, Benjamin 12, George 8,
Matilda 1.
PALMER, Thomas 22. Framework knitter.
PIKE, Thomas 19. Labourer.
PIKE, William 41. Framework knitter. Wife Mary 44. c Sarah 17, William 16, Elijah 6, Mary 4.
POOLE, Matthew 34. Gardener.
RADFORD, Joseph 19. Framework knitter.
RADFORD, Richard 21. Labourer.
SANSOM, George 24. Labourer. Wife Dorothy 23.[ c Elizabeth, born at sea]
SHEPPARD, Henry 28. Framework knitter. Wife Hannah 26. c William 6, Elis 3, Ann 2 months.
SYKES, John 32. Farmer. Wife Elizabeth 31.
SYKES, William 40. Carpenter.
THIELE, William 19. Labourer.
TIMM, Thomas 40. Framework knitter. Wife Elizabeth 40. c Charles 13, Edward 10, Thomas 9,
Elizabeth 7, Louisa 5.
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TOMLINSON, John 24. Stonemason.
*TORR, Thomas 28. Carpenter. Wife Ann 28, c Thomas 9, Ann 7, James 3, Eliza 2.
VALENTINE, Peter 24. Cordwainer [or Shoemaker].
WEBSTER, Thomas 21. Tailor.
WRIGHT, Joshua 22. Framework knitter. Wife Elizabeth 21.
WRIGHT, William 23. Framework knitter.
*see page 556 regarding confusion between the Torr and Tarr families
The heads of families had already signed Articles of Agreement set out on 7 December and
the list of settlers has been verified from this and subsequent information. The agreement was
between three parties, the first party being the Rev. Becher, ES Godfrey, the Duke of Newcastle and
the subscribers, the second being Thomas Calton, party leader, and the third, the settlers ‘whose
Names are hereunder written’. The opening paragraph appointed Thomas Calton as Superintendent
and granted the land assigned to the party at the Cape in trust to Becher and Godfrey on behalf of
themselves and the subscribers. It bound the signatories to the terms set out in ten clauses there under
which are summarised here120:
I.

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

VII.

VIII.
IX.
X.

The fair allocation of the land to the settlers after due allowance for a portion set aside for communal
and public purposes. In consideration of the protection and expenditure received by Calton’s own
servants travelling with him, they would relinquish two-thirds of their allocation to him. The
allotments, thus allocated, to attract taxes, quit-rents and other burdens in proportion. In the first
instance only twenty acres of land plus five acres for each above fourteen years up to a maximum of
one hundred acres per family, less communal land set aside. Such land held in severalty by the
colonists to be fenced off as directed by the Superintendent until brought into cultivation or otherwise
forfeited to the subscribers. The clause provided for the award of additional land up to one quarter of
the original allocation from time to time as land came into cultivation until the family’s full entitlement
had been reached.
Provision for the replacement of Thomas Calton should he die, become incapacitated or ‘conduct
himself in a manner injurious to the Interests of the several Parties hereto’.
Towns or villages deemed necessary shall each contain a place of public worship with a burial ground,
a suitable hall, a ground for recreation and a market.
Space needed for streets and roads to be taken from the colonists’ lands in proportion to their
allocations.
A commitment for colonists to engage in public works including housing, fencing, cattle shelters and
wells.
A twenty pounds fine or currency equivalent awarded against any party failing to fulfil their communal
duties and forfeiture of the right to the help of others and use of communal implements. Between ten
and twenty acres of land may be taken in lieu of money for those with insufficient funds to pay the fine
as prescribed by a jury appointed from the colonists by lot.
Prohibition of the sale or supply of spiritous liquors by owners or occupiers of any premises upon the
sanction of confiscation and destruction of such liquors and a substantial fine of money or land for each
offence as determined by a jury appointed by drawing lots.
Provisions empowering the Superintendent, Thomas Calton, to appoint one or more Committees for
Management for whatever purposed deemed necessary.
Forfeitures, fines and penalties to be vested in the Committee of Management for the benefit of the
town or village in which the offence took place.
These Articles to be enforceable in so far as they conform to the overriding laws from time to time
prescribed for the Colony by His Majesty’s Government.

On 10 February Calton transmitted the signed Articles of Agreement to Godfrey accompanied
by a letter signed by himself, but the body of which appears to be in George Dennison’s hand121:
Sir/
I beg leave to transmit you the enclosed Articles of Agreement &c and are Sorry to Say that we have
been weather bound for the last ten days; the settlers are very cheerfull but anxious to proceed for the
place of destination – Since you had the Return by Mr Smith [Joseph Smith, Godfrey’s agent] there
120
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have been three Single men declined as also John bradley who has been guilty of misconduct
repeatedly; and expected that a committee was about to assemble on his account ...

He was anxious to quash rumours that the settlers were being treated like royalty:
[...] the amount of Rations are as follows viz
Men, Women, and all children, above 14 years of Age; have equal allowance to that of a Soldier on
board Ship with the following exception- to witWomen and Females, above 14 years have Sugar & Tea in lieu of Spirits –
All Children under the above Age have half Seamens allowance with the exception of Spirits, and have
Tea and Sugar in lieu – my motive for explaining the Several allowances of Provisions to the Settlers is
to confound all false reports that may have been circulated in Nottingham ...

The next letter to reach Godfrey was from George Dennison written on 13 February from on
board the Albury out at sea. They were underway.
The murder of John Timm(s)122
As a framework knitter, Thomas Timm with his family in Dr Calton’s party had similar reasons to the
rest to be disenchanted with life, but they may have had another very particular reason for wanting to
emigrate. John Timm, son of Thomas and Elizabeth, was murdered on 19 September 1818 just about a
year before they signed up for the emigration plan. An extract from the Nottingham Date Book
provides a fair summary of the case and the outcome:
March 20 [1822] - Every part of the Town Hall was crowded to excess to listen to the details of a long
concealed and very remarkable murder, for the commission of which three men were arraigned at the
bar, before the Hon. Sir W. D. Best. Their names were Robert Bamford, aged 20 years, Adam Adie,
aged 29 years, and William Knight, aged 23 years; and the crime with which they were charged was the
wilful murder of John Timms, by throwing him over the parapet of the Trent Bridge, on the 19th of
September, 1818. ... his body was discovered in the river near Holme Pierrepont, so horribly disfigured
that even his immediate friends could only identify it by the circumstance of Timms having had two
thumbs on one of his hands. ... After a careful investigation, the jury convicted Bamford and Adie, but
acquitted Knight, the evidence against him not being thought sufficiently clear.
It ends:
March 22 - Execution of three convicts. A little before ten in the morning, Sanderson was brought out
of the County Gaol, and the vehicle was drawn slowly to the Town Gaol, where he was joined by
Bamford and Adie.
All three were hanged and, "their bodies were dissected and exposed to public inspection at the General
Hospital."

In his confession, Robert Bamford described the circumstances leading up to a meeting of the four
men at a public house near Trent Bridge. There was an intention to go out poaching. It seems, from
Bamford’s confession, that the reason for Timm’s murder was that the others had paid for drinks and
that Timm would not pay when came to his turn. They also had theft in mind:
I talked to Timm seriously about poaching. The waiter heard Timm object to pay for the Cup of Ale
and Knight swore it was his turn, and the Girl stood all the time waiting for the money. I paid for it. I
paid for the first and he paid the last, the first round. Adie and Knight talked together and said they
would fit Timm for it and they damned and swore and called him a Shabby beggar for it. A person in a
great coat was sitting and heard this. We gave up going a poaching because it rained, and sat at our ease
for some time and then it was that Knight and Adie said they would fit him for it and they touched me
bending over to me and told me that they would have his watch and money and throw him over into the
Trent.
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He described how they arrived at the bridge and committed the fatal act:
We came on the Bridge: Knight touched me and said “Now attend” and Adie immediately after seized
of him and seized his watch by the Chain and put my left hand into his right hand trousers pocket from
which I took three shillings. When I was taking his money he kicked at me and was going to cry out
and then Knight struck him in the face with a stick and drew blood which flew upon me. I had stepped
back two strides and Adie lifted Timm upon the wall of the Bridge and set him on it and pushed him
over and he seemed to make a noise in falling as if he meant to cry out.

Knight had acquired the stick the Sunday before and he carried it under his smock. It was of black
thorn, thicker than Bamford’s wrist, with a string attached. They divided the money and Bamford kept
the watch. As the watch was valued at fifteen shillings he gave five shillings each to Knight and Adie.
The following Tuesday Bamford pawned the watch. It seems that this was Bamford’s undoing.

Sephton’s Party123
This party is included for the sake of completeness as the party leader was a Nottinghamshire man,
and he and his family became close neighbours with some of the Nottinghamshire party in Africa.
Hezekiah Sephton was born in West Stockwith, Nottinghamshire, in 1776. From a family
with a strong boatbuilding tradition at various places across the East Midlands, he trained as a
carpenter and moved to ply his trade at Red Lion Square in London. By a twist of fate he found
himself at the head of the largest of all of the 1820 emigrant parties, many of whom were artisans.
One Edward Wynne of Lincoln’s Inn Field, a prominent member of the Great Queen Street Wesleyan
Methodist Chapel, had originated the party with an aim of achieving the necessary target of 100
families required to entitle them to nominate a salaried clergyman. Such a minister would travel and
reside with them, his salary to be paid by the government. Wynne cast his recruitment net as far as
Bedfordshire to successfully meet the 100 family target, but on the death of his wife, he withdrew
from the scheme to be succeeded by Thomas Colling, builder, of Wapping. Unfortunately, he too was
unable to travel and subsequently stood down as party leader in favour of Sephton. Colling’s three
adult sons did travel with the party and their father, with his wife and younger children, joined them in
a later departure.
The party was so large that 66 of the families completely occupied the Aurora, leaving 35
families under the temporary charge of Richard Gush on the Brilliant. Each ship benefited from the
appointment of a surgeon and the Rev. William Shaw was selected as their clergyman by the General
Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society. Clearly, although Richard Gush and some of his friends and
family were of the Quaker denomination, they were prepared to make up the numbers to secure the
services of a minister, even though he was a Methodist. Shaw became a prominent figure at the
colony working for the benefit of many parties regardless of their faith, and was very well-known at
the Nottinghamshire location, Clumber. There would later be a connection with Dr Calton’s party
above, as George Dennison’s daughter, Charlotte, married into the Gush family. Preserved DennisonGush correspondence provides a significant source of information on the later development of the
colony (see Appendix 8). As will be seen, many of Sephton’s party, including Hezekiah himself,
settled in part of a district destined to be designated Southwell after the Nottinghamshire town.
Their departure was delayed as the Thames was frozen over and the Deptford ships were
hampered by ice. While they waited to lift their anchors, two emigrants died on board the Aurora,
being Elizabeth Croft, wife of George, and Joseph Goode, whose place, and that of his son, were
taken up by George Clarke and Thomas Isted. They finally set sail from Gravesend on 15 February
1820. Being the largest party, the general story of Sephton’s contingent is covered in numerous
works, but for an introduction consult The Settler Handbook by MD Nash or Roll of the British
Settlers in South Africa by E Morse Jones.
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CHAPTER 7
THE CROSSING124

Setting sail
The original plan for the 1820 Settlers to set sail in November 1819, thereby arriving in time for the
planting season, had not been met, and the earliest ships began to sail from mid-December 1819.
They left in pairs and the majority were underway by mid-January, although, as we have seen, the
Calton party was one of the last to be organised and did not depart until early February. Sephton’s
party transports, the Aurora and the Brilliant, broke free from the ice at Gravesend to set off in earnest
two days later.
Apart from Calton’s transport, the Albury, and White party’s, the Stentor, eleven other ships
carried families who would eventually reside in the Nottinghamshire locations within the settlement,
either as original 1820 emigrants or by relocation. Eight of the nine ships leaving from Deptford,
London, carried such settlers. They were were the Nautilus, Chapman, Aurora, Belle Alliance, Ocean,
Sir George Osborn and Zoroaster.
Sir George Cory stated that the thermometer had continually read below zero for several
weeks. He captured the thoughts of settler, Jeremiah Goldswain, in a souvenir publication of 1920125:
As far down the Thames as Deptford the river was so thickly covered with ice that, not only was it
perfectly safe to walk from one side to the other, but – so some saw it tell us – stalls and booths were
erected in the middle of the river, where refreshments of gin and ginger beer were supplied to those
who danced to the fiddlers’ tunes and in other ways held high festival around them

The Chapman, first to arrive at Algoa Bay

Once the ice had broken in January they
began to set off, but were immediately beset by bad
weather causing extreme difficulties and several near
catastrophes. The Sir George Osborn was grounded,
but successfully released, and the Nautilus was
beached on the Goodwin Sands, but was spared from
being wrecked. It was re-floated while several other
vessels narrowly avoided the same difficulty. Several
London ships were forced to moor up on the south
coast, and at Portsmouth, the Damant’s ship, the
Ocean, broke free to collide with the Northampton, but

again there was no lasting damage.
George Dennison, recorder for Dr Calton’s party, wrote a letter to organiser E S Godfrey in
Nottinghamshire. It was dated 13 February, shortly after they had set sail aboard the Albury. His
report contained the awful news that the youngest children of the Hartley and Cross families had died.
It is not clear whether they had died while anchored at Liverpool or while at sea, but Dennison had his
view on the cause ‘being occasioned by being so long in this unhealthy River’ (the Mersey).126
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Voyage to Simon’s Bay, western Cape
For many ships the Bay of Biscay proved to be a particular challenge as they ploughed through
tempestuous weather and stormy seas. The Stentor carrying Lieut. White’s Arnold party left Liverpool
on 13 January and encountered appalling weather and a howling gale, and most of the passengers
suffered severe sea sickness. Having weathered the storm they remained at Madiera for four or five
days from 6 February and reached Table Bay on 19 April. All ships made it through Biscay and by the
time they had reached the tropics the seas were so calm that progress was all but halted. The more
adventurous passengers availed themselves of the small boats to exercise by rowing around their
mother ships. Some of the vessels would have passed within sight of Cape Governor, Lord Somerset’s
ship, the Sappho, bringing him back to England on leave. Often ships passing in this way exchanged
correspondence or collected post boxes at ports where mail had been left according to prearranged
procedures. The Cape, being such a strategic station, was especially convenient for such practices.
There were births and deaths, to be expected with so many families involved in such a long
crossing. Most ships were spared from very serious difficulties, but the Ocean suffered a particular
encounter. Apart from Damant’s party, including the Nottingham Atherstones, the vessel carried the
party led by William Howard, a schoolmaster. Also on board was the volatile independent settler,
Bishop Burnett (Bishop being his forename, not his title) who had quarrelled with party leader Bailie
and changed parties. The ship had anchored at Porto Praya in the Cape de Verd Islands when, in the
dead of night, the crew and passengers were awakened by a loud blast of cannon fire. The port was
supposed to be neutral and friendly, but a second blast was followed by the ball striking the ship with
a great force enough to threaten the stability of the masts. The nine pound ball entered the storeroom
just three feet below Mr Howard’s cabin, but a third ball plunged into the sea just short of the vessel.
It transpired that a similarly-rigged hostile schooner had entered the harbour a few weeks earlier and
fired at the port, and the sentinels had been ordered to maintain extreme vigilance on their watch.
The Belle Alliance, carrying several individuals and families who would eventually settle in
Nottinghamshire party locations, suffered a severe outbreak of smallpox, which claimed a number of
victims. Generally, the ships carried high numbers of passengers, and some were overcrowded,
placing many at a high risk of contagion. Sicknesses of all kinds affected many passengers and the
ships’ surgeons and passenger doctors must have been very busy on board many vessels. The Damant
party suffered the death of John Price, a 25-year-old husbandman.
In a letter dated 8 May127, Sergeant George Dennison, Calton party recorder, described details
of the voyage up to the point of dropping anchor at Simon’s Bay. The sailing conditions they
encountered were somewhat different from the main body of ships. From Liverpool they suffered
heavy seas and very strong gales off the coast of Wales for several days until the weather calmed by
18 February. Conditions remained calm as they anchored at Madeira where they saw the impressive
HMS Brazen. By 5 March they had passed the Canary Islands, came alongside a coal ship, the
Aquatic, destined for St. Helena, and encountered a distant Portuguese ship thought to be a slaver. On
9 March, suffering from the very warm climate, farmer John Sykes began to complain of a serious
illness. He took a purgative and some spirits and on 12 March some calomel, but he continued to
suffer. A passenger caught a shark on 13 March and they observed two East India Company ships
returning to London. By 15 March they had crossed the equator and on the 18th they met up with the
Clydesdale, a merchant ship heading for Bengal. Sykes’s health continued to deteriorate and by 15
March he had broken out in an eruption from head to toe. He took a turn for the worse on 20 March
and passed away.
The next day the Captain boarded the Nestex returning to England from Calcutta via the Cape.
Progress was slow for two weeks and for much of the time they suffered greatly from the heat until
trade winds picked up on 27 March and they crossed the tropics on 4 April with the aid of a moderate
breeze. Another few days on and wind speeds had increased. The gales and heavy headwinds
continued until 17 April when a man on board shot a large bird. Then three albatrosses were shot and
one with a 5’ 9” wingspan fell on board. Winds reduced to a light breeze by 18 April. It was 1 May
when they first sighted the Cape, and at midnight they anchored in Simon’s Bay.
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In Dennison’s letter, there followed a lengthy section headed ‘Observations’ in which he
described acrimonious exchanges and events on board. It seems he anticipated that he himself might
be the target of certain accusations and mounted his defence and counter accusations. This matter is
considered below (from page 74) with Calton’s alternative version of events.
Dr Calton’s first letter written at sea was dated 14 March128 and was penned in a hurry that he
might hand it to one of two ships then in sight, returning to England. The letter stated that they had
reached longitude 22 and the temperatures were 84 degrees during the day and not less than 82
degrees at night. Conduct among the passengers was generally acceptable, but Mr Nelson (Thomas
Nelson of Southwell) was determined to disobey all orders from of the party leader and of the Agent
on board, Mr Mudge. Things were so bad with Nelson that Mudge considered reporting him to the
Acting Governor on arrival at the Cape. If found guilty, Nelson would probably lose his allocation of
land. The framework knitters were reported as being greater eaters than workers and Calton was
fearful they would prove to be the same at the colony. He planned to monitor their exertions when
they were responsible for their own livelihoods and survival at the Cape, and to report back. In the
letter, Dr Calton begged Mr Godfrey to send no more framework knitters to the Cape. It was clear
that he regarded them simply as lazy trouble makers. He advised that emigrants should include more
farmers, with their families and servants, from the country areas. These latter remarks confirm that the
authorities in Nottinghamshire regarded this party as an initial contingent, and that more emigration
parties from the county would follow.
Calton described some passengers in steerage lying four or six to a bed and in one instance
two men and their wives occupied one bed. He exclaimed, ‘I wonder no mistakes are made’. The
letter commented on the inadequacy of some of the apparel supplied by Mr Beckett of Newark and in
particular the men’s flannel shirts and trousers were too small even for eighteen year old boys. He
recommended that material, rather than made up clothing, should be taken in any future excursions.
In a first hint of more serious trouble on board, he remarked in his letter:
Our people procured themselves scales & Weights to four pounds ; these have been actually
requisite to procure the full rations allowed by the Government, but Mum it may be done without noise.
I have pulled them thro’ it without appearing to be seen in it by ordering the people to weigh after the
Steward in front of the hole they receive it thro’, but there is no necessity for this until rascallity have
been privately proved.

It seems they were being short rationed, but Calton wanted to play down the matter for the time being
until he had obtained better evidence to mount a confrontation, or solved the problem by other means.
His letter concluded with a description of their voyage so far being delightful and the sea
never rough. As a personal request, he asked that an account of his family be given to the Rev.
Lessitter at his home village of Collingham. In turn he asked that Lessitter might relay the account to
his, Calton’s, brother so that the family back home had a record of their progress. Another short report
might be given to Mr Streetson, the printer, to inform their friends of their situation.
At Simon’s Bay
On arrival at Simon’s Bay Calton immediately wrote a letter to Godfrey129 to be conveyed by the
Nestor which had hove in sight and was bound for London. He had already reported Sykes’s death to
the deceased farmer’s brother in Manchester and here stated that his wife, Elizabeth, wished to return
to Nottingham as she felt incapable of cultivating her own land. With the concurrence of Lieut. I Mills
and Agent Lieut. Mudge RN, she was left at the bay to await the first opportunity to return home. She
had applied for £10 for subsistence, but Calton had declined her as he felt he did not have the power
to donate the money of others. He left it to the party organisers and subscribers back in
Nottinghamshire to consider providing support. He went on to say that the government ‘have provided
everything in abundance’ for the welfare of Mrs Sykes and her family.
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Calton then addressed the animosity on board ship alluded to in Dennison’s letter, and put
that Sergeant’s behaviour at the heart of the problem. In short, Dennison had attempted to undermine
the leader’s authority and alienate the passengers against him. The charges set out against him
summarised thus:
1. While at Liverpool, to ingratiate himself with Captain Cunningham and Agent Mudge, he
commenced what was called double-dealing, giving private information against the settlers,
causing disputes between them and the ship’s officers. As a consequence, the settlers suffered
loss of certain comforts.
2. He had related stories of bad behaviour by the settlers, mostly inconsequential trivia, to
Calton himself, with the intention to cause a rift, but, as his prattling was not heeded, he
began to try to bend the ear of the ship’s Captain.
3. He had said to Calton, that before they had all left Nottingham, the settlers had tried to ruin
his, Dennison’s, character, but the settlers had learned of his accusation and complained to
Calton that they had not engaged in such defamation. At first Calton did not accept their
defence as he thought Dennison would realise the need to keep sound relations with them as
they were all to live as neighbours at the colony.
4. Dennison accused Calton of intending to keep the stores (presumably of communal
implements and materials) for himself.
In time Capt. Cunningham became wise as to Dennison’s false and mischievous statements. The
report continued:
...At length the Eyes of the captain were opened by Dennison making a complaint against the settlers
having by far too many boxes and baskets between decks, telling the Captain that for his part he had
only one Bag. The private manner and great importance and secrecy he made use of caused the Captain
to suspect him of other motives and immediately proceeded in examination and found his [Dennison’s]
berth the worst of any of them ...

The settlers, who had been deprived of comforts thanks to Dennison, were found to be carrying no
more than was reasonable for their legitimate wants, and by now he had lost whatever goodwill he
may have garnered earlier.
At this point, when they were within 500 miles of land, partly to exonerate himself, Calton
immediately brought Dennison to an examination before Captain Cunningham, Lieut. Mudge and all
of his party’s settlers. He reported the proceedings to Godfrey. In his letter he made it clear to
Godfrey that, to be fair to the settlers, he wanted to acquaint him with the whole affair, referred him to
Lieut. Mudge for confirmation of the facts, and stated that he had forgiven Dennison after Mudge had
interceded on his behalf.
As stated above, Dennison included in his letter to Godfrey, of 8 May from Simon’s Bay, a
long section entitled ‘Observations’ in response to anticipated accusations.130 The meaning of some of
Dennison’s comments is not clear and it is entirely possible, given a certain reputation, he was writing
under the influence of drink. He said that on his arrival in Liverpool he found Mr Calton in a much
confused state and thought that Godfrey’s agent, Joseph Smith, might have reported this back to Mr
Godfrey. He asked Calton if the tools (the inventory of farming and building implements) were
correct, and received the answer that he thought they were, but said he should put them together with
his own. On 17 February Calton claimed the tools were correct, but had not taken any regular account
of them and he would mix them with his own. At this point they were in blue water (at sea), away
from the control of the organising committee, and Dennison was concerned that he would not get his
own entitlement of tools and implements as he feared Calton would take them all for himself.
Next, a relatively minor matter was raised regarding stationery as it seems that Dennison had
been permitted by Calton to buy very little for his use as party recorder and, when he ran out of paper
at sea, he was offered just 2 quires.
Then he reported his version of the matter of alleged short rations. On fielding frequent
complaints from the settlers he begged Calton to go down to examine the weights, but instead the
130
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Superintendent went down to the settlers between decks and berated them for their scandalous
conduct. Dennison inferred the following from his inadequate action:
[...] Mr. Calton told me it would be improper for him to prove the scales or weights, that the Captain
treated him well, found him Coals and several other things in the Cabin & could deprive him of them
should he enterfere [...]

In the first few days of March Mr Calton ‘got tolerable mellow on the main Deck with the Settlers in
general’ but he was reprimanded by the Captain. Dennison forwarded a complaint from the settlers
about ‘having had light weight of Biscuit as well as all other Provisions & that he would prove the
weights himself; they were proved & those produced found correct’. Presumably Godfrey was to
deduce from this that they had produced for examination a different set of scales to the ones used for
daily rations. On 6 March the settlers measured their rations using their own scales and they received
12 ounces of cheese which was supposed to be 1 lb and the next day the 1st Mate said the scales did
not balance by a difference of 7 ½ oz.
According to Dennison the settlers were much alarmed by Calton’s conduct when he called
for lists of passengers to reorganise the day and night watch so that women and children obtained
sufficient air by day. Apparently, this was in consequence of Sykes’s illness and eventual death. On
30 March, still at sea, Dennison described how Calton began to plan the workforce at the colony
wanting teams of five men each with the best men for cultivation and for his own use:
...that the best men to get together and make the best of their way as to cultivation etc., & that when we
wanted men he would take any one he thought proper for his own use, that he had private instructions
concerning his affairs, that the Committee did not intend the good & able bodied men should assist the
infirmed or the lazy in clearing the four acres and building the Huts.
The People were yet clamorous & I was determined to extricate myself immediately & told
Mr. C. that I was nothing more than another Settler it would be better for me never to interfere again in
his concerns, and from that time I did not...

He said that Calton had brought up the subject of Linsey Woolsey (fabric) and other items of
haberdashery implying that Dennison had been responsible for procuring them and that they were of
inferior quality and overpriced. He then referred to what must have been the mass meeting on deck
alluded to in Calton’s letter, ‘The men were then ordered up when I was accused of theft etc.’ There
followed confidential discussions between Dennison and Mudge where he seems to have convinced
the agent of his innocence and that he had tried to be a friend to Mr Calton, but as part of this
conversation stated that there were false names on a list (Mariner, Lee and Dean) for whom he
(Calton) had drawn marching money of £1 each (allowances while marching from Nottinghamshire to
Liverpool), and also others at Liverpool who, seemingly, had not been given allowances that Calton
had claimed for and pocketed. He also suggested that Calton had purchased powder (presumably
gunpowder) for the settlers, for which they had been charged 3d, but they had never received it.
Dennison continued. On 28 March ‘Mr. C. promised that he would protect me against future
insults either from his Servants or Edward Driver [a settler from Kelham]’. On 6 May Calton let it be
known to the settlers that they would not have any money on arrival at the colony but that he would
procure goods for them in lieu. This caused an uneasy feeling among the settlers especially when
Dennison said he had in his possession circulars (presumably including rules about money) from the
Duke of Newcastle via Mr Wild. At this point ‘he [Calton] walked away confounded but said that his
Servants were the only people that would not be distressed; in short I should have been happy had I
dropt the consern at the time Mr. Smith departed from Liverpool.’
After a statement that Mudge had reprimanded Calton for accusing Dennison of theft, he
continued his letter by apologising for troubling Godfrey with these problems, but he feared that
‘there is no dependence on his promise of the morning of the 28th April’, presumably meaning that
Calton had promised to give a fair account of the occurrences to Godfrey. In concluding the body of
his missive he doubted that Calton’s servants and most of the single adult male settlers would remain
with the party after landing because of his assertion that Calton would hold onto their deposit money
and the ‘improper tales’ he had circulated among them. Following his signature he added:
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Note B. Neither the Soap of Linsey woolsay flannel or anything in that wrapper have been served out
to the People except myself. G.D.

(Sig.)

We assert that the above is correct and you will hear more.
Thos. Hartley S., Blacksmith
Henry Holland, Stone-mason from Mansfield

Numbers embarked & sailed2
Men Settlers
56
Women “
25
above 14 yrs.
9
under Do.
60
Total
Died

150
1 man

Arrived

149

Elijah Pike was a young boy at the time of sailing. Some years later he described their experience in
an interview, much of which text had featured in his obituary131:
“Yes said Mr. Pike “I quite well remember the voyage and landing of the settlers in 1820, although I
was only seven years of age at the time. I remember our journey in England by the four-in-hand coach
when we (my parents and their children) left town of Nottingham and went to Liverpool to embark on
our ship, the Albury. I was amazed at the forests of masts of ships which I saw at Liverpool. Dr. Calton
was the head of our party. Shortly after we set sail we had a very bad storm, which lasted a day and a
night, and during which we were all shut down below. We were afraid that the authorities on board did
not know how to manage the ship. But taking it on the whole our voyage was a very pleasant one. Of
course there were drawbacks. I remember the rice was not very wholesome, and that the oatmeal pap
we had once a week was very musty.

The journey of the main contingent of Hezekiah Sephton’s party on the Aurora was not
entirely free of incident. Jane, Sephton’s wife, gave birth to their son, William. John Jones’s wife of
only 21 years, Elizabeth, died at sea, and the Rev. William Shaw’s journal recorded that ‘several
children were born and some died’. He described the death and funeral service of Mrs Jones132:
...But of the adults only one was numbered among the dead, —a fine young married woman, who had
embarked in bad health. She was a truly pious and devoted person, and had been connected with the
Society at the Hinde Street Chapel, London. While I read the funeral service, and her remains were
lowered in the usual manner over the gangway into the ocean, all felt that it was in “sure and certain
hope of resurrection to eternal life,” at that period when “the greedy sea shall its dead restore.”...

Shaw described ‘ludicrous and dangerous’ adventures brought about by ‘the usual discomforts of a
rolling vessel...in the case of a crowded emigrant ship’ but133:
...No fatal accidents occurred: but on two occasions a sailor fell overboard. In the first instance, the
man happened to have a rope in his hand, to which he clung with amazing tenacity till relieved from his
perilous situation, affording me a good illustration for a text...

The text he referred to formed part of regular worship Shaw established aboard134:
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...the capstan was rigged out with flags, and constituted the pulpit, from whence I read the Liturgy, and
preached; the people joining in singing the hymns in an edifying manner. In the evening I usually
preached between the decks...

The overspill from Sephton’s party under Richard Gush, crossing in the Brilliant, suffered
seven deaths on board including Gush’s infant son, William Sheperd’s wife, Sarah, their daughter
Mary Ann, and infant son William, all from consumption. Also Frances, wife of George Brown, and
her newborn child, and George Bray, a coachmaker, died while they were anchored at Algoa Bay,
their landing place in Africa. Mrs Bray and her children did not disembark, but returned in the
Brilliant to Simon’s Town.
Simon’s Bay to Algoa Bay
The most frequently quoted total number of Calton’s settlers leaving Liverpool is 158 including the
two infants who died shortly after departure and John Sykes deceased, with his family. There is no
reliable tally of those arriving at Algoa Bay and the matter is complicated by the fact that many others
joined them for the final leg of their journey, transferred from the Zaroaster at Simon’s Bay, as
described below.
It is quite remarkable that none of the correspondence between Dennison, Calton and Godfrey
mentioned that, as the Zaroaster, sailing from London, had been chartered only as far as Simon’s
Town, its settler passengers, numbering 40 under the charge of William Wait, 67 under George
Dyason and 35 led by Christopher Thornhill, were transferred to the already rather crowded the
Albury for the final leg of their voyage around the Cape to Algoa Bay. This information can be found
in several sources135, but is perhaps best verified and described by a now famous passenger from
Wait’s party who made that transfer. Jeremiah Goldswain, a sawyer from Great Marlow, aged 18,
kept a diary of his experiences from signing up for the emigration plan to his varied and curious
experiences in Africa. It has been published in two volumes by the renowned Van Riebeeck Society
retaining his particular version of phonetic English that has been likened to a language all of its own.
He described in some detail his experience on board the Albury, an extract of which reads136:
[...] All preparations was maid for ous to leve they fine Ship Zoroaster and to go on Bord the Albrer.
All Moates were imploid for serevel days: at last men wome and Children ware ordred to prepare to
go: we of corce obeaid and off we went but to our grait surprise and astonishment we got onbord to see
the difrence betwen they two Shipes. I was astonished: they Zoroaster was as clean as poosable for a
Veasel to be but the Albury you could not walk upwright betwen her deacks and she was not the
cleanest Veasel I ever saw. Thear was onley one partey abord of her and that was the Notingham
partey: she was Quit ful and all the Singal young men had one blanket served out to him and had to
find a place to lie down to sleep on the hard decks. For my part I did not know what to do for ware my
bones had peacked thrue my skin wile I was so ill had not by this time healed up and I was siteing in
front of the birth of Mr. Thomes Hartleys [Hartley family from Mansfield, Nottinghamshire] — he and
his famley had two or three births — his eldest Daughter [Mary, aged 22] seeing me siting thear asked
me ware I was Going to sleep to night. I informed her that I must take the dack for it as thear was no
other place: she said that that was not afit place for one that was so ill. I told her that I could not see
that thear ware aney place provied for they sick or well and I thought to sit up as long as I was able and
then I wold trie and lie down. Well she said hear is a spare ship bead and a blanket you can have them
if you will. I told her that I should be much obliged to her for them so that as Long as we ware on bord
of the Albury I in Joyed them [...]

He described how his master, Mr Wait, had gone ashore at Simon’s Bay and travelled 28 miles to
Cape Town and returned just as the Albury was weighing anchor and, as the sea was rough, did not
expect him to be able to board. He remarked that they had been informed by old soldiers and sailors
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that Cape sheep had especially fat tails from climbing the hills and their fat filling them out. But at the
Cape they had brought on board six Cape sheep and realised they had been told a ‘tail’ if not spun a
yarn. He reported that the remainder of the voyage was largely uneventful except for a fight between
two men137:
...Nothing tuck place been Simon’s bay and Port Elizabeth [then Algoa Bay] but two men fiting: one of
them was the coock: I was standing close to they Coppers and jest as before he came up to the coppers
he caled out to me in the Notinghamshiear dialect: stan agate out agate necken daun. I did not
understand what he said but as Miss H was standing sein and heard what he said to me she inturpreted
to me and told me that if I did not git away from the Coppers that he wold knock me down. We
Landed on 27th. of May 1820. I had been on bord from the 27 th. of Decr.1819. Wen we rived in Port
Elizabeth thear was not more then 12 or 15 houses and now at this time that I ham riting it is a large sea
port Town [his original Chronicle was completed in December 1858].

The Hartleys and Goldswains were to meet up again later at Bathurst as neighbours, often jointly
involved in eventful escapades, some of which are covered as this narrative proceeds.
Unfortunately, no record has been found from the Nottinghamshire parties of the feeling and
observations of those on board as they journeyed from Simon’s Bay to Algoa Bay, but an interesting
account was written by Thomas Pringle, leader of the Scottish party, travelling on the Brilliant
alongside the overspill contingent from Sephton’s party led by Richard Gush. Pringle would go on to
play a significant role in obtaining freedom of the press at the Cape. Afterwards he became Secretary
of the Anti-Slavery Society in England and, a friend of Sir Walter Scott, he is acclaimed for his ability
in both verse and pros.138
We sailed out of Simon’s Bay on the 10th May... with a brisk gale from the N.W., which carried us
round Cape L’Aguillas, at the rate of nearly ten knots an hour. On the 12 th, at day-break, however, we
found ourselves almost becalmed, opposite the entrance to the Knysna, a fine lagoon, or salt-water
lake, which forms a beautiful and spacious haven, though unfortunately of rather difficult access,
winding up, as we were informed by our captain, who had twice entered it with the Brilliant, into the
very bosom of the magnificent forests which cover this part of the coast. During this and the two
following days, having scarcely any wind, and the little we had being adverse, we kept tacking on and
off within a few miles of the shore. This gave us an excellent opportunity of surveying the coast
scenery of Auteniqualand and Zitzikama, which is of very striking character. The land rises abruptly
from the shore in massive mountain ridges, clothed with forests of large timber, and swelling in the
back-ground into lofty serrated peaks of naked rock. As we passed headland after headland, the
sylvan recesses of the bays and mountains opened successively to our gaze, like a magnificent
panorama, continually unfolding new features or exhibiting new combinations of scenery, in which
the soft and the stupendous, the monotonous and the picturesque, were strangely blended. The aspect
of the whole was impressive, but sombre; beautiful, but somewhat savage. There was the grandeur
and the grace of nature, majestic and untamed; and there was likewise the air of lonesomeness and
dreary wildness which country unmarked by the traces of human industry or of human residence
seldom fails to exhibit to the view of civilised man.

Pringle went on to assess the feelings of the passengers on board. They were excited at the imminent
prospect of setting foot on shore in a new land after a long wearisome journey, but at the same time
the ‘Southron’ (the English) must have been struck ‘with a degree of awe approaching consternation.’
For the Scotts, there were great similarities between their highlands and this new wild coast.
William Shaw, the minister financed by the government with Sephton’s party on board the
Aurora, described the arrival at Algoa Bay and the feelings of the settlers as they awoke to consider
their observations139:
...The Coast was not at this time very well known to our skippers; but the various vessels, under the
protection of Divine Providence, all arrived safely, and we anchored in Algoa Bay on Monday, the 15 th
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of May, being exactly three months from the day on which we left Gravesend. It was night when we
reached the anchorage; and our first engagement, after the noise and confusion consequent on casting
anchor, and making the ship snug and trim, was to assemble between the decks, and hold a meeting to
offer solemn thanksgiving to Almighty God for all the mercies of our passage out, and to implore His
blessing on our entrance into the country now before us.
Next morning as soon as the day dawned, most of the people came on deck to view the land of
their future residence. As the sun rose over the wide expanse of ocean towards the east, and gilded with
his light the hills and shores of the Bay towards the west and north, a gloom gradually spread itself
over the countenance of the people. As far as the eye could sweep, from the south-west to the northeast, the margin of the sea appeared to be one continued range of low white sand hills: wherever any
breach in these hills afforded a peep into the country immediately behind this fringe of sand, the
ground seemed sterile, and the bushes stunted. Immediately above the landing-place the land rose
abruptly into hills of considerable elevation, which had a craggy and stony appearance, and were
relieved by very little verdure. Two or three whitewashed and thatched cottages, and Fort Frederick, a
small fortification crowning the height, and by its few cannon commanding the anchorage, were all that
arrested the eye in the first view of Algoa Bay; with the exception of the tents of the British settlers,
many of whom had already disembarked, and formed a camp half a mile to the right of the landingplace. The scene was at once dull and disappointing.

He described the way they contrasted this picture of wilderness with that of the beautiful verdant
shores of England and the thoughts that their new home had been misrepresented by the promoters of
this emigration plan.
At Algoa Bay
Party Superintendent, Thomas Calton, wrote
three letters at sea before reaching their
destination, but because of the difficulties in
finding a ship to convey correspondence, all
three were dispatched in one communication,
and it is not known when they reached E Smith
Godfrey’s offices at Newark. The first from
Simon’s Bay dated 1 May 1820 is described
above. The next was a brief note dated 16 May
written on board the Albury anchored in Algoa
Bay. It is reproduced here in full140:
Port Elizabeth at Algoa Bay 2016 (renamed Nelson
Mandela Bay)

Yesterday evening we arrive safe in this Bay and this morning I went on shore. When I was landed in
Simons Town I was ordered to Cape Town to deliver personally to Colonel Bird my lists and copies of
the agreements and receive his orders. My horse hire alone besides his keep was 20s. and my expences
for the two days 21 Spanish Dollars and a half. The Spanish Dollars here are from 4/3 to 4/6 according
to the concience of each Jew. The Bank of England paper (one pound notes etc.) are at full value but as
to the 100 Per Cent it is all a farce; Dutchmen may get it for a Government bill, but no one else. I asked
the price of a spade, they told me about two Spanish Dollars, I told them I would sell them some stone,
they would not give me the prime cost for them; in fine they are great scoundrels as they can raise or
fall the price of dollars for any thing else in less than ten minutes at their own pleasure.

The next day he wrote again having acquired more detailed local knowledge. In the first paragraph he
imparted more information on currency having found that at the bay Spanish Dollars could be bought
for 4 shillings and up country only 3 shillings. They would need at least 30 wagons at £8 each to
convey people and possessions inland to their location. The tents, required until they could build more
substantial dwellings, would be £2 each to buy. He referred to a scarcity of water and considered the
location of their settlement141:
140
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I must endeavour to make some arrangements with the head [his fellow party superintendents] here as
the acting Governor is gone to Graham Town....For 15 miles all along the Great Fish River is already
occupied. It is my object to get a grant [of land] in the New Country on the other side of the Great Fish
River where none are yet gone; it is in Caffraria. We expect to land to-morrow but as a transport brig is
about to sail this day direct to England I think it my duty to write by it. The bay is quite calm and at this
time little or no surf; at least of any consequence.

It would appear that he was seriously considering a location in what was by then the neutral zone
(ceded territory) set aside as a buffer
to keep apart the people of the
largely European colony and the
troublesome Xhosa peoples with
their reputation for hostilities and
taking cattle. This is extraordinarily
naive and perhaps betrays a certain
ignorance of just how acrimonious
relations had become between the
races. He must have noticed some
evidence of the Fifth Frontier War of
the previous year. Thankfully for his
party, this did not come about and we
can only assume that his ideas were
deemed to be out of the question by
the authorities. The letter ended
with142:
All on board are quite well; we had a birth on Thursday night last. The conduct of Lieutenant
Mudge has been so highly satisfactory to myself and all the settlers on board in allowing us every
comfort in his power as well as his peculiar attention paid to every individual on board makes us all
anxious to solicit your application to His Grace the Duke of Newcastle that he may intercede for him in
such a way as may promote his interest and advancement. I believe him to be a most excellent officer:
one who has seen a great deal of service, stands high amongst the Lieutenants, having been Lieutenant
20 years. Mr. Mudge acted as pastor during the Voyage, and if no better situation could be obtained for
him we should feel happy in having him reistablished in that capacity in our town of Clumber,
provided it can be made sufficiently lucrative for his acceptance. 143 He has a son of about 14 years of
age who might be educated and would no doubt be so expressly to succeed his father or to take the duty
as soon as he is old enough.
Have the goodness to inform my Brother Richard Calton, Solr. of Chesterfield that we are all
well and in high spirits, that our prospects from report in this bay are fully as good if no better than we
could possibly expect, and that I shall write to him as soon as our destination is known.
All letters directed for me as Superintendent of the Nottinghamshire settlers Cape of good
Hope will find me.
I am Sir with great respect
Your most obt. Servt.
Thomas Calton
E. S. Godfrey, Esq.,
Banker, Newark144
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No evidence has been found of Lieut. Mudge taking up any appointment at Clumber.

It is interesting that he designates Godfrey a banker as his main occupation was lawyer, and he was Clerk of the Peace for
Nottinghamshire.
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White party detour
The journey to the Zuurveld was less direct for some unfortunate parties. Three of the five parties on
the Stentor, including White’s from Nottinghamshire, disembarked at Table Bay along with Captain
Duncan Campbell’s party from the Weymouth. Sir Rufane Donkin had temporarily taken over from
Governor Lord Somerset who was taking leave and, as Acting Governor, he had been left with
instructions to deal with the new arrivals from the British Isles. Some of the instructions given to
Donkin were lacking in detail including one which stated that settlers from the four countries,
Scotland, Wales, Ireland and England, should be directed to separate locations. It seems that Donkin
had not received or understood the brief that, though to be separated, it should not be to the extent that
any would settle outside of the Zuurveld on the eastern frontier. As a consequence he dispatched
White’s, Campbell’s, Neave’s and Griffith’s parties to the Zonder End River in the district of
Caledon, just 70 miles from Cape Town in the west. He also sent five Irish parties on the Fanny and
the East Indian up the west coast to settle in Jan Dissell’s Valley near Clanwilliam. Later, in the face
of dissatisfaction, and admitting and rectifying his mistake, Donkin agreed to relocate complainants
from White’s and Campbell’s parties to the intended Zuurveld at the expense of the government.
With the Stentor and Zoroaster taken out of service for the emigrants, and the two ships
carrying Irish passengers directed up the west coast to settle at Clanwilliam, the remaining ships made
the journey of five hundred miles to Algoa Bay.
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CHAPTER 8
LANDING, TENTED VILLAGE & JOURNEY INLAND

The British Settlers – ship to shore at Algoa Bay, by Thomas Baines

Regulations
The E S Godfrey collection of papers at Nottinghamshire Archives includes two circulars issued by
Henry Ellis, Deputy Colonial Secretary, describing the instructions governing the landing of settlers at
Algoa Bay and what was expected of the party leaders and migrants under their charge. They indicate
the process intended by the authorities to govern their provisional camp at Algoa Bay, their supplies,
and the transfer to their permanent location145:
Instructions
1st. This Circular letter from the Deputy Colonial Secretary will be delivered to the Heads of parties on
board the Ship, and they are requested immediately to read it to the persons under their charge.
2nd. On landing, the heads of parties will report themselves to the acting Deputy Quarter Master
General, captain Cloete, or the Commandant, Captain Evatt, & deliver a list of the numbers of the
respective parties; from thence they will proceed to report themselves in the same manner to Mr Craig,
the Senior Officer of the Commissariats, and to Mr Dawson the Storekeeper.
The Commissariats office will on demand order Rations to be issued, and will inform the
Heads of parties of the expense.
3rd. The Storekeeper will inform the heads of parties what articles intended for the use of the Settlers
are in his charge, and at what rate they will be supplied. The Storekeeper will in the event of giving
credit, open an account with the Heads of parties, but will only supply Individuals for ready money.
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4th. The exact price of each Waggon cannot be stated, as it is regulated by the distance to which they
proceed: 85 Rixdollars may be considered a general average: an increased charge however of 15
Rixdollars per diem attends each days delay at Algoa Bay. Heads of parties will on application to the
Commandant, Captain Evatt, be supplied with the Waggons which may be requisite: but as the number
of Waggons procurable is limited, no heads of party will be allowed in the first Instance, to hire from
among those at the disposal of the Commandant, hire carriages than in the proportion of One Waggon
to every six persons, including wives and children. The charge for Waggon hire will be debited by M r
Craig the Senior Commissariat Officer, against the Instalments of deposit money; as in the case of
Items, no credits will be given except to the heads of parties.
5th. As a general regulation it is to be specifically observed, that in the case of Provisioning, Waggons
and Stores supplied on landing the applications must be made through the heads of parties, who it is to
be expected, will make themselves acquainted with the wants of the persons under their charge.
6th. The Heads of parties are aware from the circular addressed to them by His Majesty’s Secretary of
State, that they become entitled to receive the first Instalment of their deposit on landing ; and the
Senior Officer of the Commissariat, Mr Craig has instructions accordingly ; they are [unable to read,
three words], that the whole deposits are receivable from the repayment of supplies: and in the event of
the first Instalment being demanded, the remaining two will be charged with the full amounts of
provisions, Stores and Waggon hire.
All Statements and applications on general subjects, are to be addressed in the first instance
verbally to captain Cloete, who will inform the heads of parties and Individuals, whether they require
to be reduced to writing
Signed
Henry Ellis

The second circular took the form of a letter appealing to their British sense of industry and decorum
required to maintain discipline and order. The party heads were the conduits through whom all
communications with the settlers would take place and that settler respect for their leadership was a
vital ingredient in maintaining an orderly process146:
Algoa Bay
1st May 1820
Sir,
Having been dispatched to the district of Uitenhage by His Excellency the Acting Governor
for the purpose of giving every aid in the power of the Colonial Government towards the location of
the several parties of Settlers, I feel it an essential part of my duty to call the attention of the Heads of
parties to those principles which should regulate their own conduct, as well as that of the Individuals
under their superintendance, and at the same time to state to them, the measures already adopted by the
Colonial Government for their accommodation.
In the different parties, obedience to their respective Heads is obviously essential to that unity
of exertion which is best calculated to encounter and overcome difficulties as they arise. It is to be
presumed that the mere fact of a certain number of persons having placed themselves under the
guidance of an Individual, is a sufficient proof that the confidence reposed, is deserved; and upon this
principle His Majesty’s Government, and in conformity thereto the Colonial Government, have
determined to communicate only with heads of parties: —thus what was naturally to be anticipated,
becomes imperative upon the Settlers.
All that can be required for public order is comprised in the respectability of individual
character, and there perhaps never were men placed in a situation where such strong motives existed
for the assurance of good conduct in the civil and domestic relations of life.
It will not, I feel convinced, be an unavailing appeal to Englishmen, when they are called upon
to uphold in this distant part of the world that reputation for public and private virtue which their native
country maintains among the States of Civilized Europe. The Settlers will find not only the public
functionaries, but the resident Colonists anxious to afford them every information and assistance; both
of these benefits, it is to be hoped, will be fully repaid by the reciprocal communication of the
improvements which the superior knowledge of the Settlers in arts and sciences may enable them to
suggest.
I now proceed to state the arrangements that have been already made by the Colonial
Government for the accommodation of the Settlers: and I feel convinced that in them will be
146
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recognised the same spirit of paternal protection which characterizes His Majesty’s Government at
home.
The scattered state of the population in this part of the Colony rendering the accumulation of
Provisions a matter of time and difficulty, the Colonial Government have prepared a Quantity of
rations which will be issued at Prime Cost until a period shall have arrived when this case may be
safely entrusted to Individual exertion. At the same time, the markets (where such may happen to exist)
are open to those who prefer having immediate recourse to that expedient.
It has required the whole Municipal authority of the district to collect Waggons for Transport.
These unavoidably have been but few, and they are spared with difficulty from the agricultural labours
of the resident colonists, economy in their use is therefore of the greatest necessity, and this will
perhaps be more readily admitted when it is notified that the rate of hiring is proportionably expensive.
The charges attending Transport and Provisioning will be debited against the first and second
Instalments of the deposit placed in the hands of Government at home and it is consequently optional
with the Settlers whether they will avail themselves of the assistance afforded in these respects by the
Colonial Government.
A supply of Agricultural Implements, of Tents and of other Stores all charged at Prime Cost,
have been provided by His Majesty’s Government for the accommodation of the Settlers; and proper
officers from the several Departments are on the spot for the distribution of the same to such as may be
inclined to purchase, either from separate funds, or to be debited against the deposit money; and
generally it is to be understood by the Settlers that from the moment of their landing the gratuitous
supply on the part of the Government has ceased, but that every aid not only in the collection of the
articles first required but even in securing a reduced price for the same has been afforded by the
authorities at home and those on the spot.
I have thus endeavoured to afford that information which I am aware must be anxiously
expected, and I look forward with the most sanguine hope to a display of genuine British Industry,
good order and perseverance in the conduct of yourself, and those Individuals under your
superintendance, to whom I request that you will be pleased to make this letter known.
I remain
Sir,
Your most Obedt Servt
Henry Ellis,
Dep. Col. Sec.

Arrival supervised by the Acting Governor

Sir Rufane Shawe Donkin, Acting Governor

The Acting Governor, Sir Rufane Shawe Donkin,
had recently arrived at Cape Town from India and
wasted no time in engaging with the process by
which the settlers from Britain would be received
and cared for. He expressed to Earl Bathurst his
determination to be on the spot at the interior when
the settlers arrived, to offer every encouragement to
them, and to dispel any despondency they might be
feeling. He relied heavily on the knowledge and
advice of Colonel Bird, but they had received scant
information on the actual movements of settler
shipping, their expected arrival times, and the
overall numbers of persons. Rightly, a high priority
was given to obtaining as many wagons as they
could find by despatching field-cornets to obtain
them on hire at military prices from their local
farms in the districts of Uitenhage and GraaffReinet.
The circular of 1 May had made it clear
that rations of food and all other provisions
supplied by the government ceased on landing. The
first instalment of the settlers’ deposit money
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would be paid to the heads of parties before they left for the interior and any provisions supplied after
landing, including the costs of wagon hire, would be charged against the remainder of the deposit.
Gunpowder had been purchased by the authorities and stored at Fort Frederick and, initially, could not
be taken by the settlers to the interior. The deposit held on behalf of Calton’s party of 158 souls
amounted to £737 10s which, of all 56 main parties, was the fifth largest value. By comparison
Sephton’s with 344 emigrants at £1247 10s was the highest value of all, Damants with 57 souls
totalled £282 10s and White’s with just 27 people, only £142 10s.147
It was anticipated that the parties would need a great deal of supervision and assistance. Each
party would be accompanied by an official for the journey inland to their allotment. This would be
one of either: the Landdrost of Uitenhage, Colonel Cuyler; the Deputy Landdrost at Grahamstown,
Captain H Somerset; a member of their staff; a surveyor; a field-cornet; or other person with enough
knowledge of the then little-known Zuurveld geography. Apart from particular exceptions such as the
Damants heading for Cradock, the common stretch of the journey they would take to reach the entry
point of the settlement would follow the coast across the Zwartkops and Koega Rivers, turning northeast across the Sundays River, over Addo Heights and Quagga Flats, and through Rautenbach’s Drift
on the Bushman’s River. From Assegai Bush, a little further on, they would disperse to their
respective allotments from 80 to 130 miles from their landing at Algoa Bay.148 This route avoided the
district town of Uitenhage as the townsfolk were fearful that they might be exposed to the risk of
infection such as measles or whooping-cough as they had heard of such cases on board ship.149
Misdirected parties, including Lieut. White’s
It will be noticed from the previous chapter that a misunderstanding led to the despatch of Lieut.
White’s party to Zonder End River just 70 miles from Cape Town and hundreds of miles from the
main settlement in the Eastern Cape. This error was just one symptom of a lack of communication,
and eventual rift, between Lord Charles Somerset, the governor, taking his vacation in England during
the whole landing process, and Sir Rufane Donkin, the Acting Governor, taking up the reins after his
appointment in India. As the story of the settlement proceeds it will be seen that Donkin changed
many aspects of Somerset’s rule, but when Somerset resumed his command he reversed most of those
changes. Historians have tended to side with one or the other criticising Donkin, as a caretaker, for not
simply carrying through measures put in place by his principal, while others, including Donkin
himself, considering he had every right to govern on his own initiative as he saw fit.
It was intended that the misdirected parties out of the Stentor, including White’s, and also
Captain Campbell’s party from the Weymouth, would settle near the mission station of Genadendal in
the district of Caledon hundreds of miles from the eastern frontier, and as such, would have resided in
comparative safety. The land set aside, however, appeared to be unsuitable for cultivation or grazing.
The soil was infertile from earlier use, there was little by way of fuel for fires, and there was no
nearby depot dispensing rations. The party leaders soon learned that providing for their followers
would be expensive and so White and Campbell refused to accept the situation and demanded to be
removed to join the main body of settlers in the Zuurveld. On hearing of their plight, Donkin made
arrangements for their transfer. By the time this decision had been made some of White’s party had
been hired by local farmers and they remained at Genadendal, but White himself, with Peach, Streets,
Smith and Singleton, signed up for the transfer. At government expense, the Sir George Osborn was
made available for the purpose of transporting them to Algoa Bay and they were given free rations
until such time as they were able to support themselves. Once at Algoa Bay they were directed along
the common route as far as the Assegai Bush River where they settled at a 1200 acre farm known as
‘Vlakteplaat’ which they renamed ‘Sharon’. Here they settled for some time, but the White family
eventually took up residence at ‘Noutoe’ near Grahamstown which thy renamed ‘Table Farm’ and
which remains within the White family to this day. As for the two other parties from the Stentor sent
to Genadendal, their leaders, Neave and Griffith, remained in the Western Cape with some of their
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settlers while others were removed to the Zuurveld, presumably under the supervision of White and
Campbell.150
Landing of the remaining parties
George Barker of Bethelsdorp Mission at the Cape had set out to greet the parties at Algoa Bay as
they arrived. His journal, held at the Cory Library, Grahamstown, reveals that he was on the lookout
for some piety amongst the new arrivals, but appears to have been disappointed with those parties
landing on the earliest transports. His hopes were raised when he greeted parties from the Ocean
including the Damant party with the Atherstones. At the time of landing William Guybon Atherstone
was just five years old and some years later he recorded what he remembered of the landing and the
transfer to their location151:
After all the passengers were safely landed, uncle Edward had to see all his party settled in their tents
while uncle John saw to their baggage and other possessions. When all that was finished, uncle John
took us to his nice home at Cradock Place where mother and the girls already were. My baby brother
was very ill and died soon after we landed. All the settlers had been taken in surf boats to long rows of
tents on the hill. It looked very dreary and I would not have liked to live there with all those people.

Other than this account, little is known of the experience of the Damant party between landing and
their arrival at Cradock Place, which was already owned and occupied by the wealthy Korsten family
into which ‘uncle John’ had married. Cradock was not in the main settlement intended by the
authorities. The locations set aside for parties had been determined by the government surveyor, Mr
Knobel, but after being shown the place allocated to his party, a portion of Waai Plaats, Edward
Damant declined the offer. His reasons are not recorded, but when Mr Erith was later awarded the
same place, he complained bitterly indicating that it was of a poor quality for farming with all the
appearance of a stony desert. It was also adjacent to Mahoney’s location which included the clay pits
which were attractive to the Xhosas, as clay was used to adorn their bodies.
Algoa Bay had by no means developed enough to dock any kind of shipping. There were
neither moorings for vessels nor jetties for the reception of passengers. The Rev. William Shaw
described the precarious nature of the arrangements to transfer passengers from ship to shore by the
use of surf boats152:
The landing was not unaccompanied by difficulty or danger; but the Government had considerately
sent round from the Cape one of His Majesty’s frigates [the Menai], and its commander took charge of
the debarcation of the settlers. A very heavy surf generally breaks on the shore of this bay; hence boats
of the ordinary description can rarely land their passengers, but flat-bottomed boats, of a peculiar
construction, and worked by warps, receive the passengers on the outside of the surf, who are thus
conveyed safely over or as sometimes happens through the successive surf rollers. When the boat is
warped as far as the depth of the water will allow, the passengers, watching the opportunity of a
receding wave, jump out, are carried out on the shoulders of men, to the sandy beach beyond the reach
of the sea...At all events, under the blessing of Divine Providence, such was the care of the English
sailors and Scottish soldiers who aided in the working of the boats, that no serious accident occurred, in
the landing of the whole body of settlers, with their wives and children, and large amount of goods of
various descriptions.

Shaw noted that such surf boats continued to be the mode of landing goods and passengers up to his
departure from the country in 1856. Elijah Pike, Nottinghamshire settler of just seven years, recalled
the process of reaching the shore in an interview for Sir George Cory for a souvenir publication of
1920153:
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When we reached South Africa we did not touch at Cape Town, but went straight to Simons Bay where
I think we remained only a few hours before proceeding to Algoa Bay. (Note: The dear old gentleman
seemed to have forgotten that all the people from the Zoroaster were put on the Albury at Simon’s Bay)
The voyage to Algoa bay took about a fortnight. We were landed from the ship, first in surf boats and
then on Men’s backs. A Malay carried me on shore. We were put down on the sandhill not far from the
Baken’s River, and near that place we pitched our tent.

At the temporary encampment, and the death of Thomas Calton
With so many parties of varying sizes to be settled at numerous locations across a vast swathe of land,
it is not surprising that the officials did not always get it right first time. C Hyman’s party was moved
from one place to another on two occasions and E Ford’s party
was moved no less than three times. Another party to suffer in
this way was the largest party of all, Sephton’s party. They
camped on the beach at Algoa Bay for three weeks before
moving out to their location on 5 June. As with most other parties
the women and children and their possessions were taken by ox
wagons hired at the prices usually paid when they were
commandeered by the military, and they were driven by Cape
Dutch farmers. The men marched alongside. At first Sephton’s
party was directed to Rietfontein (Reed Fountain) between the
Kasouga and Kowie rivers, in what would become Southwell.
There had been complaints by the settlers about money matters,
the result of which was that Hezekiah Sephton was removed as
head of the party with the consent of acting magistrate Captain
Trappes. Their stay at Rietfontein was short-lived as they learned
of orders causing them to be ousted to a new location adjacent to
the Assegai Bush River where it joins Mantjes Kraal River. The
reason for their removal was that Governor Lord Somerset had
The Campanile commemorative
determined that his friend, Major General Charles Campbell,
monument at Port Elizabeth marks the
would take their place. Their first location, within what would
location of the temporary camp
become the Southwell district, has since been renamed Barville
Park. The removal of Sephton’s party was recalled and described
to Sir George Cory by an ageing settler, Mrs Gravett154:
We went in the waggons to our location at Reed River Fountain. When we had been there about a year
and had built houses and planted gardens, we were turned off the lands. We had been told that this
place had been promised to Major-General Campbell and his party and that the General was coming to
occupy it. We greatly resented this, but we had to put up with it. On our removal we were located at
Salem [meaning ‘peace’], and when we had been there about four years, many of our people began to
leave as there was no work for them and they feared starvation.

The Rev. Shaw was gratified to note that all settlers were landed safely, but the process was
attended with one fatal incident which was described in Dr Calton’s first letter to E S Godfrey after
landing, an incident frequently recalled in standard 1820 Settler accounts. Calton also reported an
incident involving his own family155:
June the 6th 1820
Algoa Bay
Sir, Having the oppertunity of sending the inclosed original documents addressed to me as head of this
party free of expence to England; in them you will find how impossible it will be for this party to pay
for the carriage and the tents. I have got 21 tents at £2 per tent for their use and the use of the future
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Settlers you may think proper hereafter to send to this place. Our people and the baggage was landed
on Saturday 28th of May; myself and family landed the Tuesday preceeding owing to my poor Fredk.
who is only 18 months old fracturing his thigh by the Child and Servant Woman falling thro’ the
Captain’s cabin Skylight (he is doing well). The Weather has been, and is extremely fine, the bay
smooth and very little surf, so that we have had neither difficulty nor danger in landing. I am sorry to
say that the Mania frigate lying here sent a boat’s crew the other day with two midshipmen, the
Schoolmaster and four sailors to endeavour to find a landing place in Sunday river; the object was not
obtained, the surf being too great to allow any boat to approach with safety; in this instance the boat
upset when one Midship and three sailors were lost...

The remainder of this letter, in which Calton is again mindful that further parties may be sent out from
Nottinghamshire, is informative and is transcribed here without further explanation156:
In this bay a town is to be built under the patronage of General Donkin the Acting Governor. The land
is to be sold in small allotments for building purposes; I wish I had money sufficient for building etc. as
I am perfectly convinced the speculation would answer; however as it is I must be content. The party
must hire Granaries instead of building them, but this must become the general Mart or place of
communication to and from all parts of the world. For the information of future settlers I beg leave to
say that the new silver money of England and the old or large penny pieces with Bank of England notes
are the best sort of money to bring out here; these he must change either here or at Cape Town, except
penny pieces, into small rix dollars or Skillings paper which are printed and written on Cards. The rix
dollar is two shillings English and the skillings three pence or three double G’s as they are called, a
Stiver is a halfpenny but none are in circulation so I presume it is only nominal. There is a great want
of Waggons to take the numerous parties forward to their places of destination. I am much afraid that
our party will be here for these 14 days to come; all go in rotation as landed I suppose at least 1500
before us, besides those already forwarded.
General Donkin the Governor arrived here on the fifth inst. and left us this day; he is a man of
the most easy and pleasant access I ever saw; he has delighted the settlers by his Affability and polite
attention to their several petitions. He has named this place port Elizabeth. I solicited him to have an
additional grant of land reserved adjoining to the one allotted for us to make our numbers up to 120; he
would not positively say we should be allowed it but said it was probable it might be so.
If you send a Clergyman out with the next party you must be particular as to agree with Lord
Bathurst to his receiving a Stipend or he may loose it by the party not all coming out together. I am
requested to mention this point to you as I understand it is said in the orders that if 100 families coming
out together all of the same persuation shall have a stipend, no reserve is made for sending out the
people in two parts; to the above caution I am desired to call your attention and I am not allowed to
quote my Authority. The point of location for this party is on the mouth of the right of the Cowee
[Kowie] river and to be called Clumber [as opposed to Pelham or Newcastle previously considered]. A
town will be built on the other side to be called Bathurst and intended to be the Capital of this district;
we shall be within a few miles of it. Of course our letters must be directed to the Cowee river instead of
the great Fish river as mentioned in our last.
As soon as we have been one month on the spot we are to be located on I shall write to you
again to give you a general idea of our probable success and what tools, implements and other saleable
articles as well as goods for their own use and accommodation it may be most proper to bring out along
with them.
I am Sir with the greatest respect.
Your most obt. Servt.
Thos. Calton.

Sadly, Dr Thomas Calton was destined never to enjoy the fruits of his considerable exertions
on behalf of his party. It is sad to relate that both he, and Dr Charles Caldecott associated with the
Scottish party, died at the temporary encampment soon after arrival, before setting off to their inland
locations. It is recorded that Caldecott died from drinking cold water when he was overheated from
walking to Bethelsdorp Mission Station, nine miles from Algoa Bay. The mistake caused acute
indigestion, followed by inflammation of the bowels.157 An official record of the cause of Dr Calton’s
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death has not been found, but some have surmised that extreme exhaustion and stress may have been
factors. Elijah Pike, a child of seven when he emigrated with the Nottingham party, recorded the event
in his notebook written many years later. Presumably he remembered and reflected the thoughts of his
parents and other adults in the party158:
Dr. Calton was a stingy man and did not treat us as well as we thought he ought to have done. I
suppose we must have grumbled, for he said he would pay us out when he got us on shore. But he did
not, for he died in his tent on the shore of Algoa bay about two days after we arrived there. We were
God-fearing people, and believed that the Almighty removed him so that he might not harras us. I think
he had given way to drink, and that a fever attacked him. There was sickness on board the Albury; a
young man named Holland [Henry Holland, aged 22, a stonemason from Newstead Abbey] became so
bad that he died. I remember in consequence, I and a lot of other children were washed again and again
to prevent us getting the disease.

The fact of Dr Calton’s death, though not the cause, is widely recorded in 1820 settler accounts and
also in the Nottinghamshire Archives.
According to an article in the Grahamstown Journal of 23 May 1870, entitled ‘The
Nottingham Party’ and written anonymously ‘by one of them’, a man by the name of Bramford died
at Algoa Bay. The name E. Bramford appears on a receipt for £5 paid directly to him for support for
his emigration. This must refer to the ropemaker listed in recorder, George Dennison’s, passenger
listing as Edward Brantford, aged 23. Here again, cause of death is not given.
In accordance with provisions in the Articles of Agreement, Colonel Cuyler was obliged to
supervise the appointment of a replacement party superintendent, and in a letter to the party organisers
back in Nottinghamshire he wrote159:
Port Elizabeth
Algoa Bay 10th July 1820
In consequence of the death of Mr. Thomas Calton lately landed at Port Elizabeth, as head of a
Party of Settlers from Nottingham and in reference to the Agreement between the said Party: It is
pointedly stated in the second Article of the same that in case the said Thomas Calton shall die or
depart from the Colony, etc. etc., Then it shall and may be lawful for the Subcribers or a Majority of
them to appoint some other fit and proper Person to undertake the Superintendance of the said Party in
place of the said Thomas Calton.
Lieutenant Colonel Cuyler, Landdrost of the District of Uitenhage, having assembled the said
Party of Settlers this day and proposed to them to elect a Head, when by a majority Thomas Draper was
nominated Head of the said Party until the pleasure of His Excellency The Governor of the Colony may
be known.
Sigs, or marks of:George Palmer
Thomas Palmer
Thomas Webster
Thomas Brookes
George Dennison
Thomas Jurman
Edmd. Bradfield
Jho. Bradfield
John Bradfield senr
William Pike
Thos. Pike
Thos. Torr
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Henry Holland
George Sansom
Thomas Billson
Thos. Hartley
Wm. Hartley
Thos. Hartley Juner [sic.]
Francis Allison
George Hodgkinson
William Crooks
George Brown
John Smith
Thomas Edleston
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William Wright
John Cross
John Morris
Wm. Thiele
Thoms Goulding
George Mugleston
Joseph Wright
Richard Radford
Henry Foulds
Benjamin Keeton
Thos. Nelson
Peter Vallentine

George Goulding
William Meats
Wm. Elliott
Mark Elliott
Thomas Timms
Henry Shepherd
William Hunt
Joseph Radford
George Bager
Matthew Poole
Joseph Bradfield

I do accept the Superintendance of this party
(sig.) Thomas Draper
The said Thomas Draper having accepted the Superintendance of this Party, he is hereby
authorised to take the management and responsibility of the same.
All accounts of a Public Nature Deposit etc. etc., he is to hold himself responsible for and all
the public stores belonging to the said Party with an Inventory of the same having been delivered to the
said Mr. Thomas Draper.
(sig.) J. S. Cuyler

and160:
Port Elizabeth Algoa Bay,
Colony Cape of Good Hope.
July 11th 1820
GentlemenIt is with regret I have to inform you of the Death of Mr. Tho. Calton at this place on the 8 th of
this month, the Head of the party of settlers you had sent out to Colonise with us. On which event I
came over here, and agreeably to the terms of the Articles of Agreement, I assembled the party and
their resolution in consequence I have the Honor herewith to transmit, which I hope may prove
satisfactory to His Grace the Duke of New Castle and yourselves. The party are now only waiting
waggons to proceed in a few days to their Location where I hope they may prosper under the
superintendance of Mr. Draper.
I cannot conclude this letter without recommending the Widow and Fatherless Children of the
late Mr. Calton, who are resolved to return Home, to your protection-the conduct of the eldest son has
been most exemplory upon this melancholy occasion- and from the information I have received from
Capt. Evatt the Commandant at this place, the late Mr. Calton will be a serious loss as he was a most
active and zealous man.
I have the Hon to be Gentlemen
Your Most Ob. Ser.
J. E. Cuyler.
Landdrost.
To
The Reverend J. T. Becher of Southwell
&
Edward Smith Godfrey, Esq. of New castle upon Trent,
County Nottingham.

In turn Sir R Donkin, Acting Governor, wrote to Mr Goulburn161:
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Cape of Good Hope
26th July 1820
Sir,
I have the honor to state for the information of the Earl Bathurst that Mr. Thomas Calton who
arrived in this Colony with a party of Settlers, for whom the requisite funds were supplied by the
Subscriptions of certain Noblemen and Gentlemen in Nottinghamshire and who through the Agency of
the Trustees the Revd. Thos. Becher and Mr. Edward Godfrey received control over the lands to be
granted, died at Algoa Bay on the 8 Inst. The party has elected Mr. Thomas Draper to succeed to the
Situation of Head, subject of course, to the approval or otherwise of the Trustees.
I have etc.
R. Donkin.
Major General Comm.
Henry Goulburne, Esq.

Of course, the appointment of Thomas Draper had to be
ratified by the party organisers and, despite the majority
of settlers in favour of his appointment, this was no mere
formality. An exchange of correspondence began with a
letter from Earl Bathurst to the Duke of Newcastle who
in turn wrote to E S Godfrey asking whether ‘Mr Draper
is likely to make a good leader’ and in conjunction with
Mr Becher would he ‘be good enough to make those
arrangements which may appear to you most beneficial
to promote those objects which the Subscribers had in
view’. 162 Mrs Calton and her family had returned to
The Hope Pole Pub, Ollerton,
England. Becher wrote to Godfrey stating that Calton Jnr
Nottinghamshire
would meet with Godfrey upon the latter’s return from
London to impart all the information in his possession as to the progress of the party at Clumber. He
advised that T Draper was the gardener of William Elliott and by all accounts he bore a good
character, but was unable to say whether he would be up to this greater responsibility as party leader.
He advised Godfrey to write to Mr Elliott. In a letter, John Elliott (not William his brother
who was settled at Clumber) answered163:
My Dear Sir
Your letter to my Brother of the 11 Inst was forwarded to me and which I only received
Yesterday and have lost no time in Considering it agreeable to Your request and to give You my
Sentiments & opinion of Tho. Draper who livd with me in the capacity of Gardener for near four Years
and conducted himself with great propriety & regularity. I believe him to be perfectly honest &
Industrious and for any thing I know to the contrary Sober but as he did not reside in my House being a
Married Man with a family I cannot speak exactly to that fact – He left my Service after the death of
His Wife, purposely to go out with Calton to the Cape of Good Hope and I have only to assure You
that I think him perfectly Qualified to succeed poor Calton – and I sincerely hope he may obtain the
Appointment, I remain
My Dear Sir
Yours most truly and Sincerely
John Elliott
Nottingham
15 Decemr 1820

The other matter requiring the attention of the organisers back in Nottinghamshire was that of support
for Mrs Calton and her family. A meeting at Ollerton in the Hop Pole public house had been set for 29
December and, in advance of this, advice on Mrs Calton’s state of health had been sought164:
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Nottm Dec 19th 1820
Dear Sir/
I am requested by Mrs Calton to communicate to you my opinion respecting her present state
of health for the purpose of laying it before the Gentlemen, who I understand, intend to meet on Friday
next to take her situation under their consideration.
Mrs Calton has for some time laboured under a severe pulmonory complaint, which has of late
been gradually getting worse, till it has now assumed all the appearance of consumption which in my
opinion must inevitably prove fatal, as many months have elapsed, unless some material (though
scarcely to be expected) change for the better be affected by her return to her native climate.
Mrs Calton speaks warmly of her Son’s kindness and attention during the voyage, as well as
since her arrival. He appears to me a well disposed young man and anxious to contribute, as far as lies
within his power to the comfort of his Mother.
I remain Dr Sir
Yours respectfully
W. Marsden
P.S. Since writing the above, I have seen Dr Storer, who coincides with me in opinion.

As in the case of John Sykes’s family, the organisers felt unable to appropriate funds subscribed for
colonization for this different purpose, so individual contributions were made which appear to have
been based on their perception of Calton’s performance as party Superintendent165:
Ollerton 29 Decr 1820
It appearing that the Subscribers to the Colonization fund now assembled that they were not authorised
to apply any part of the same towards the relief of the Widow and children of the late Mr. Thomas
Calton, the Superintendent of the Colonists, in their present distress, they have individually determined
to contribute towards their assistance the sums respectfully affixed to their names being well satisfied
with the representations which have been made of Mr. C.’s conduct during the exercise of his
appointment.
The Duke of Newcastle
The Duke of Portland
Earl Manvers
Revd. J. T. Becher
Mr. Godfrey

5
5
5
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

The authorities at the Cape had only the vaguest idea of the numbers of settlers expected to
arrive at Algoa Bay and of the timing of their arrival. Farm implements, seeds and other provisions
were made available in some abundance to be sold to the settlers at prime cost. They had set up the
tented camp, known colloquially as ‘Settlers’ Town’ to accommodate 1,500 persons at one time with
rations for 2,000 for one month. Those arriving in the Chapman and other early ships had the good
fortune to be able to commence landing within a day, but as the camp filled, the passengers from later
ships had to wait several weeks to disembark. The principal limiting factor was a shortage of oxwagons as only about 200 in total had been made available and the largest parties required in excess
of 100 each. Proceeding at a lumbering pace over difficult terrain meant they could each be
committed to a typical journey inland, two-way, for ten to twelve days.
At the camp there were huge piles of trunks, stores and goods held in makeshift depots and
under tarpaulins. With so many disparate groups occupying row upon row of canvas tents, the scene
was one of bustle and confusion, making the best of what was an unfamiliar and novel situation.
Thomas Pringle, leader of the Scottish party, witnessed the first vestiges of class-distinction amongst
the immigrants166:
165
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...I then strolled along the beach to survey more closely the camp of the settlers, which had looked so
picturesque from the sea. On my way I passed two or three marquees, pitched apart, among the
evergreen bushes which were scattered between the sandhills and the heights behind. These were the
encampments of some of the higher-class settlers, and evinced the taste of the occupants by the
pleasant situations in which they were placed, and by the neatness and order of everything about them
...A little way beyond, I entered the Settlers’ Camp. It consisted of several hundred tents, pitched in
parallel rows or streets, and occupied by the middling and lower classes of emigrants. These consisted
of various descriptions of people; and the air, aspect, and array of their persons and temporary
residences were equally various. There were respectable tradesmen and jolly farmers, with every
appearance of substance and snug English comfort about them. There were watermen, fishermen, and
sailors, from the Thames and English seaports, with the reckless and weather-beaten look usual in
persons of their perilous and precarious professions. There were numerous groups of pale-visaged
artisans and operative manufacturers, from London and other large towns, of whom doubtless a certain
proportion were persons of highly reputable character and steady habits, but a far larger portion were
squalid in their aspect, slovenly in their attire and domestic arrangements, and discontented and
discourteous in their demeanour. Lastly, there were parties of pauper agricultural labourers, sent out by
the aid of their respective parishes, healthier perhaps than the class just mentioned, but not apparently
happier in mind, nor less generally demoralised by the untoward influence of their former social
condition. On the whole they formed a motley and rather unprepossessing collection of people.
Guessing vaguely from my observations on this occasion, and on subsequent rambles through their
locations, I should say that probably about a third part were persons of real respectability of character,
and possessed of some worldly substance; but the remaining two-thirds were for the most part
composed of individuals of a very unpromising description—persons who had hung loose upon
society—low in morals or desperate in circumstances.

Journey inland to the settlement
The difficult process of determining the settlement locations for each party and organising their
movements fell to just a few individuals. Colonel Cuyler, Landdrost of Uitenhage, Captain H
Somerset, acting Landdrost of Grahamstown, and the land surveyor, J Knobel, were responsible for
ensuring that they reached their allotments which were widely spread across a vast tract of land. The
nature of the whole process from the viewpoint of the settler is ably recalled in verse by a writer
described anonymously as one of the Nottingham party (presumably a descendant). It anticipates
some of the benefits they might enjoy in due course167:
The wide horizon rimmed the vacant sea
For days and weeks and months, until with glee
We heard the anchor drop. The Promised Land
Beyond the raging surf and gleaming sand
Was seen, and through a hazy crescent, damp,
Was borne the thousand voices from the camp.
The voyage long and slow would fade at last
From thought; and when the solid ground we passed
The dingy northern day and nights were done.
Behind, the duller clouds! Before the sun
Was greeting all above ALGOA BAY,
With welcomes warm to sense a brighter day.
With loud hurrah, farewell, and cracking whip,
The wagons started on the famous trip,
And travelled slowly eastward, till the rise
Surmounted, ridges screened from the aching eyes,
The sand,—the sea,—the ships:—and scenes anew
Were dawning on the Settlers’ wondering view.
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The tangled bushes, green and dusty grey,
Which seemed to block the northern onward way
Had nourished mighty beasts; and elephants
Were still at large. The Psalmist’s ‘HART-that-PANTS
For WATER-BROOKS,’ would leap across the road.
The coney guard, above his rock abode
Would bark alarm. The sentinel baboon
On high, with ‘WAAR-KOM’ cry, the sultry noon
Disturbed. If cooling dove and timid hare
A touch of home supplied, the leopard’s lair
And lions’ den, illusion banished quite:
To mind so present, though removed from sight
A ringing bell, a clanging anvil heard,
Evokes the wonder: ‘Could it be a bird?’
And every night the jackals’ fearful yowl
Is answered by the Tottie dogs that growl
Defiance. Flowers, nameless and unknown,
Are plucked and praised: the while the wagons groan
And clank, and creak along the dusty track.
—A hundred times we turn, and, gazing back
We ponder all the English comforts left—
(A migrant folk, of home and all bereft)
Around us all is strange:—Above, the skies,
With sharper light and swifter dark, surprise
The men accustomed to the gentler ways
Of England’s tender dawns and northern days.
Above this land of bearded Boers, the sun
Is north at noon; and when the day is done
The gleaming ‘Milky Way’ and ‘Southern Cross’
Conspiring, shine to emphasize the loss
Of all familiar things that marked the life
We lived in childhood, or, as man and wife.
And yet a thousand times we gaze before
And feel that struggle, toil, and peace or war,
Will make or mar; but bring at eventide
The glad reflection born in scenes so wide:—
‘My God I thank for grace to outward move,
To sail and trek; to leave the narrow groove;
For here the boy becomes a greater man
Before he rests beside the last outspan.’
The Zwartkop’s Sunday’s, Bushman’s streams were crossed
(Unnoticed feebler rivers, all were lost,
And seemed to English eyes the merest rills)
The land was rising toward the distant hills
That mountains seemed to men that knew the plain
Of English sward: in bracing air, we fain
Would stay, yet on we travel round the source
Of Kowie stream, and take a southern course
Until the migrant journey long and slow
Is ended on the peaceful green below
A hill that stands ensconced in pleasant vales.
What happy farms would spread along the dales?
Instead of thorns, the firs; and luscious pines
Would grow with orange-trees in serried lines;
And soon a church and school would crown the kop;
And silent sentinels of stone would stop
To guard the chosen resting-places when
The journey ended here of mortal men.
CLUMBER 11.1928
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The final stanza, of course, is an apt description of the Clumber location, and the graveyard at
their church.
The Rev. William Shaw provided a vivid account of the process by which the wagons made
their way through the difficult terrain168:
...The African wagons, covered with white sail-cloth tilts, each drawn by twelve or fourteen oxen,
urged on by stalwart Dutch Colonists in rather primitive attire, or by tawny Hottentots [Khoi] with
hardly any attire at all,—the noise occasioned by the incessant cracking of their huge whips, and the
unintelligible jargon of the leaders and drivers, when urging the oxen, or while talking with each
other,—all combined to produce in our unsophisticated English minds wonder and amusement. In some
parts, however, the roads were rough and rocky; and from our inexperience in the African mode of
packing a wagon, so as to make it comfortable, we were dreadfully jolted, and in general the men
preferred walking; but the women and children suffered a good deal from knocks and contusions on
heads and shoulders, and other parts of the body.
In some places it was highly dangerous to remain in the wagon, as the road was often uneven
and precipitous, and the wagons were not infrequently overturned. On one occasion I was sitting in the
wagon with my wife and child, as we approached the bank of the Bushman’s River, at which there was
at that time a deep and almost precipitous descent towards the drift or ford. Being seated in the back
part of the wagon, which was rather an English than a colonial arrangement, we could not see anything
in front. The Dutch driver, finding we did not descend, came behind the wagon, and tried to make us
understand that it was desirable to do so. He had learned a few words of English from the British
soldiers, and, putting his hands on each side of his face, and giving a very expressive twist of his head,
he exclaimed, “Break neck.” This was sufficiently explicit to cause our immediate descent from the
wagon, which forthwith went off with such a noise and run, as made us tremble for our goods, and
thankful that we were no longer in the vehicle ourselves...

Elijah Pike, aged just seven at the time, later hinted at the nature of their journey inland and in an
interview with Sir George Cory, conducted at Clumber, he recalled that169:
We remained there [at the Algoa Bay camp site] a few days, and then the waggon came to take us to
our location. There were three families in our waggon. Just as we started the Hottentot driver tried to
cross an old road and upset the waggon and all in it. The Dutchman came up and gave him a thrashing.
My foot was under one of the wheels, but it did not get much hurt as it was pushed into the soft sand.
Our way was across the Sunday’s River on to Jager’s Drift on the Bushman’s river, and then across the
Kariega and Kowie Rivers to this place, Clumber, and I have been ever since...We got out of our
waggons and pitched our tents just about where you see that little church yonder. It seemed very lonely
to us when the waggons went away and left us all alone among the thorns and bushes, there was more
bush about here than you see now.
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At the settlement
The anonymous Clumber poem written with hindsight may have toned down the feeling of
apprehension from being dumped in unfamiliar and foreboding territory. Other sources recall the
overwhelming anxiety that consumed them for a time until they understood they had no choice, but to
rebuild their lives or perish. Back in Britain they had also been fed tales of dangerous beasts. Several
commentators invoke the story of Mrs Pike and her daughter to illustrate the feelings of settlers
generally as they were left with their scant possessions by their wagon driver and official leader. Rosa
Cawood (née Pike), sister of Elijah Pike, and daughter of Mr and Mrs William Pike of Keyworth, in
an interview with Sir George Cory, recounted170:
Though I was only a child at the time, I quite well remember our arrival on the location. I remember
that while the waggons were being unloaded, prompted by curiosity, I ran down to look at the small
river which was near and on my return I found my mother sitting on a large box and crying. On asking
her what was the matter she said she was afraid, she thought the tigers [leopards] and wolves [hyenas]
would come that night and eat us up.

According to Cory’s commemorative accounts, at the time of the interview around 1920, the house
occupied by the original Pike settlers remained occupied by their great grandchildren. The house was
situated at the corner of Market Street and York Street on the road to Fort England.
The Rev. Henry Hare Dugmore became a great friend to the Nottinghamshire settlers. He was
a young child when he was left with his Warwickshire party positioned north of Sephton’s over the
Assegai Bush River. He too described the feelings of fearful anticipation but, as in the Clumber poem,
ended with a note of constructive optimism171:
...A journey of a hundred miles “up the country” might give brighter prospects to their eyes; and so
they braced themselves for action. And then began to arrive the strange-looking conveyances that were
to carry them inland,—the light loosely-made waggons,—the long “spans” of long-horned oxen,—the
drivers with their monster whips and strange speech,—the little impish-looking leaders with dark skins
and scanty clothing, and with stranger speech than their masters. We have long since become used to
all these things; but they were wonders then...And the Duke of Newcastle’s protegés from Nottingham
took possession of the beautiful vale of Clumber, naming it in honour of their noble patron...It was a
forlorn-looking plight in which we found ourselves, when the Dutch waggoners had emptied us and our
luggage onto the green-sward, and left us sitting on our boxes and bundles “under the open firmament
of heaven.” Our roughly-kind carriers seemed, as they wished us good-bye, to wonder what would
become of us. There we were in the wilderness; and when they were gone we had no means of
following, had we wished to do so. Towns, villages, inns, hostelries, there were none. We must take
root and grow, or die where we stood. But we were standing on our own ground, and it was the first
time many could say so. This thought roused us to action, —the tents were pitched—the night-fires
kindled around them to scare away the wild beasts, and the life of the settler was begun.

Bushmen, Khoi, Xhosa and Boer had taken their toll on the stock of wild beasts in settler
country, but many remained. The Clumber poem above indicates several species of fauna which could
be found in their favoured habitats at the Zuurveld and in the surrounding highlands, but Colin
Campbell seems to have noticed more varieties than most of the notable writers172:
...I need not describe the country, picturesque and beautiful as many portions of it are. It then abounded
with game of various kinds. Springbucks bounded in thousands over the plains. Rheabucks and
klipspringers were plentiful among the mountains. Bushbucks, duikers, grysbucks, and others, were
numerous in the woods and thickets, while in the larger forests of the Kouri, Fish River and Addo,
herds of elephants and buffaloes challenged the courage of the more adventurous sportsmen. Nor were
beasts of prey wanting. The lion indeed was seldom met with in the coast country, but there were
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plenty of them in the Winter mountain ranges. The deep bass of the African tiger [leopard] was a
frequent sound in the wooded kloofs by day as well as by night. The hideous laugh and yell of the
hyena frightened the little children in their beds, and the horned cattle and young horses suffered
terribly from them. Packs of wild dogs were ready waiting for the ration sheep, and jackals disturbed
the rest of who were not used to their night cries. Whole colonies of baboons migrated from region to
region, and very fond were they of young lambs and mealie fields...

Writers recall that the region, at the time of the landings, had recently benefited from unusually high
rainfall giving a false impression. J C Chase, a celebrated Cape official and historian, had arrived in
the Chapman, the first settler ship to reach Algoa Bay. His party was allocated a location at the mouth
of the Great Fish River, the journey to which was remembered with some affection173:
...Splendid rains had fallen a few months before, the rivers were running, the ponds (vleys)
overflowing, the pasturage luxuriantly rich, astonishing the travellers, who had pictured Africa as arid,
waterless and sterile. Game too was abundant,—the hartebeest, springbok, quagga, ostrich ...

The land surveyors had endeavoured to provide a source of water for each location, but in doing so
had made it clear that many of the sources could not be relied on all year round. While there were
springs suitable for drinking and cooking, other sources were brackish and less palatable. Other first
impressions were less favourable. The earliest parties had been located right on the west bank of the
Great Fish River where there were military posts for defence against the intrusive Xhosa to the east,
across the ceded territory. Dense thickets abutting the river would later be found to provide perfect
cover for marauding Xhosas. The military posts had been abandoned as troops had been withdrawn
for service in India. Many settlers remarked that the countryside exhibited all the appearance of
having been deserted. Before leaving England, members of his party had already considered the
prospect of building a strategic port at their river mouth.
Chase continued174:
...but the country devoid of inhabitants and cattle; while the blackened gables of the farmhouses
recently burnt by the Kaffir [Xhosa] savages furnished proof how terrible the invasion of 1819 had
been. On the 26th the party [Bailie’s], with great ease, crossed in their wagons the Kowie River mouth,
where new vessels of more than three hundred tons [now] lie at anchor; and on the evening of the 28 th
arrived at a deserted farm, called ‘Korn Place,’ (a promising, but delusive, augury) under the mud walls
of a house not long consumed by the enemy. Here the immigrants decided to sit down permanently,
and call the embryo village ‘Cuylerville,’ in compliment to Colonel Cuyler, whose attentions and
kindly manners during the time he accompanied them on their long and fatiguing journey were
unremitting. On the following day a few of the party, with some military officers and Colonel Cuyler,
proceeded to inspect the mouth of the Great Fish River, which raised high expectations of its future
navigability; and on the 3rd of May Colonel Cuyler took his leave, with this ominous caution,
‘Gentlemen, when you go out to plough, never leave your guns at home. ’

The nature of the Zuurveld was such that much of it could only be relied on for grazing of a seasonal
nature. One emigrant boasted to a sailor of his claim to a hundred acres, but was confounded by the
reply: ‘Why, man, what’s that? In Africa it requires a thousand acres to graze a goose.’175 The Rev.
Shaw noted that the Zuurveld had a history of some bouts of heavy rainfall, but they alternated with
periods of drought. During the trek inland he particularly noticed the flora of the district176:
...Excepting during very severe droughts, the country is covered by coarse grass, and usually has a
verdant aspect. The Mimosa studs the plains and slopes of the hills. In many parts a thick shrubbery
grows in patches, as if planted for ornament, and gives the country a park-like appearance; while in
other places, favoured by shelter from the high winds, trees of a much larger growth shoot up to a
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considerable height; among which are most conspicuous the straight and tall Euphorbia, with their
naked and melancholy-looking branches, relieved, however, by the Erythrina Caffra, or Corallodendrum, known among the Dutch farmers and English colonists as Kafferboom. This often grows
into a large and umbrageous tree, and is sometimes met with standing apart. In the spring season it is
covered with innumerable blossoms of a brilliant scarlet colour, giving it a very gorgeous appearance...

Letters home
A few weeks after their arrival at Clumber a letter was transmitted from settler Thomas Goulding to
his family in Nottinghamshire. In it he appears to rely on the organisation of a subsequent party to be
sent out177:
Cow heel River [probably Kowie River] july 15th 1820
Dearest of pearents I take opportunity of Righting these few Lines hoping these will find you all in
Good health As it Leves us all at this time that God [damaged text unreadable]
Whe Landed in this healthy Contery on the 12 of May after a teidous jurney but Rest ashuard that whe
are well paid for our Labour I wish that you and all my Dear Brothers and sisters was hear for whe
have got into a new world of plenty and we Cannot be appy with hout you the best of [bread?] is 3 d
sound wine 6d bottle Brandy10d bottle sugar 3d pound Clothing is the only thing that is dear and pots
my sister bought a small 6d figged [figured?] jugg in Liverpool and sould hear for 2 Dollars my
brother and myself bought 2 Cows for 3 pounds sheep is 4 to 5 shillings each Whe have got 2 hundred
akers of Good Land so that in a few years with industery and the blessing of God whe shall be able to
earn our Bread with ease and if you Can Possibly bring a Good Gun with you for there Sume willd
beast but not as many now thear is plenty of Game for shooting and send a few beggers hear if you Can
for whe have plenty of meat and no body will thank us for it Give our Lov to all my brothers and sisters
unkels and Cusens and all [...].
Please to send this Letter to our Dear sister
Whe Remain your Dutyfull sons and Daughter
Mearria as soon.
Thos G E Goulding
Dear sister will you be so good as to Coppy Part for Cash to bring [?] of pottaters and oringes to
of this Letter and send it to Thos wife mother
eat on the water for pottaters the best thing that
you can bring
Direct Thos Goulding
Cow heel River [Kowie River]
Nottingham Party
Cape of Good Hope

His advice to bring potatoes and oranges for the crossing seems to be in recognition of the risk of
scurvy. He seems to have been expecting the Duke of Newcastle to organise a subsequent party and
was thankful for his exertions on their behalf. The following seems to have been added as a random
postscript written in the same hand:
... will mention you for your advice upon our Land and stock and I hope in a short time whe shall be
able to pay the pasige of my Brothers and sisters for I should wish for all my freinds to Com hear – tell
our Cusen John [hibbid?] that it will be worth his wile to Come for the Duch will Give a englishman
aney thing that understands Cultivation and if he can Lend you as much money as you Can Get hear
with whe will pay him when you Get hear and if he Doth Come buy as maney fine bigger Pots as he
Can but pack [in] safeist Cases
Apply to the Duke of newcastol and tell him that you have two sons and that they have sent a very
Good acount and that you should Like to Come I know he his a very worthy Gentleman for he hath
been the making [of us?].

William Pike left it until November 1820 to write home. Daughter Sarah had found
employment in service while sons, Thomas, who was entitled to his own plot of land as an adult, and
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William, helped to dig and build. Elijah and Rose tended the cows and goats. Thomas and William, a
writer, had plots divided by a river. William’s plot was a half moon shape bounded by the river and
woodland. They had a calf called Keyworth after their home town in Nottinghamshire. The parent
cow, which would have cost nearly £20 in England, was purchased for £2. Goats were common and
they had eight producing a good yield of milk. They had three acres of which one and a half were
devoted to wheat to be reaped around Christmas time. They were about to set a second crop of
potatoes in land which was very fertile and quality fruits were to be found in the abundant woods.
They found partridges and guinea hens, birds which were remarkably beautiful, monkeys, and
many wild boars. Clumber was nearly at the centre of the settlement and ‘is reckoned to be one of the
best locations’. Thus far they had seen neither Xhosas nor any fearsome beasts save for a very large
hyena shot by a neighbour. Continual rations of one and a half pounds of meat in the form of livestock
and twelve ounces of flour per day were provided for each man on a monthly basis, which, in the case
of the Pikes, was more than six sheep per month for the family. In addition they received several
gallons of spirits each month. They expected to receive the rations until their own crops were
sufficient to maintain them. Their first issue of tools, including axes, saws, spades, shovels, pans,
frying pans, ploughs, harrows, scythes and carpenters tools were provided free of charge. It is likely
that most of these implements had been brought out from England in the Albury. They also received
beds and blankets. Thereafter such supplies were chargeable at low prices, examples being saws at 3s
6d and blankets at 5s.

William Pike echoed the sentiments expressed by the Goulding brothers in that they wished their
friends and neighbours had come with them or would come out. They would enjoy plenty of land,
provisions and encouragement:
William hallam he may do Well. John Hodgett might do well – Smiths are wanted, and Government
lends tools. Tell Mr Thomas Cook hear is Plenty of Good Land.

The climate was favourable as they had not seen frost or snow during the winter months of June, July
and August and, so far, there had been no days hotter than the summer days in England. It was
expected that nearby Bathurst would become ‘the Greatest Markett Town in the Coliny’ and there
would be a Bay (presumably the Kowie River mouth) within six or eight miles of Bathurst to greatly
help trade and commerce.
Apparently William Tyers of Plumtree (near Keyworth) wished to hear from him, but it seems that
this was a third letter and he hoped for a reply soon to William Pike, Nottingham Party, Clumber,
Near Bathurst, South Africa. William sent his love to James Holmes and family and all of his class
mates:
Tell them to hold fast to the Leard [Lord]. Tell Brother Simpson to be faithful; my Love to mathey
Hodgett and Wife, to Willm Pike and Fammily, to michil Bonser and Wife, to mr Wm Eggleston and
fammily, To Mr Barnet, and all freinds. So fair Well, Yours Willm Pike.

According to an article in the Grahamstown Journal of 23 May 1870 entitled ‘The
Nottingham Party’, written anonymously ‘by one of them’, the rations lasted for three years after
which they received rice from the East India Company which was very much appreciated. In this
article, Bathurst and Grahamstown, at the time of their arrival, could not be regarded as anything like
villages, but merely camps for soldiers. The country for miles around was nothing but a wilderness.
The same article described the manner in which Clumber was divided into plots for each family which
was an early priority.
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A meeting was held, and a few men of the Party chosen to sub-divide certain plots of land, so that the
party be kept as nearly together as possible for mutual defence; this was merely temporary, for any man
that did not like his plot could go and choose anywhere else on the Party lands, which some did. And
now commenced a strange scene: men who had been brought up all their life at “a frame” (for the
greater part of them were framework-knitters), took to their spades, axes and saws and commenced
house-building, some with poles, others with poles and wattles, some with reeds and rushes; some dug
out homes in the hill-sides and put roofs on, while others built with sods, some with chimneys and
some without. As for glass, it was never thought of, and the doors were made of rushes, or reeds, or any
other rubbish which could be got hold of. Thus it went on for some time, and it was a frequent
occurance that as soon as they had built a house they would alter their minds and choose another place.
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CHAPTER 9
GENERAL PROGRESS OF THE SETTLERS, 1820-34,
THE FORMATIVE YEARS

Settler Monument, Gunfire Hill, Grahamstown
by Ivan Mitford-Barberton, 1969

The main settlement and more distant parties178
Appendix 6 covers the progress of the settlers from Nottinghamshire, and friends and colleagues
moving into their locations from other parties in the early days. This is set out in alphabetical order of
family name. There is a special emphasis on the period 1820-34 although some entries go beyond this
time where relevant. The particulars of the appendix are set against the background of the progress of
the settlement as a whole as outlined in this chapter. Although this work is not intended to cover
individual family genealogies some history of this nature may be drawn together using the index or by
searching the whole book using utilities within your PDF reader.
Those parties officially recognised as British 1820 settlers have by now arrived and taken up
their respective locations. Two parties settled outside of the district of Albany. C Gurney’s party,
made up mostly of people described as fisher-folk, moved to the mouth of the Zwartkops River to ply
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their trade. Thomas Pringle was persuaded to move his small party of Scotts to the Baviaans River
about 150 miles inland, where they expected to be joined later by Grant’s Highlanders, but the
anticipated newcomers had been unfortunate passengers aboard the ill-fated the Abeona referred to on
page 304 in Chapter 20.
Early dwellings179
Heavy rains fell during the first few months after the settlers’ arrival, impressing upon them the need
to establish more permanent dwellings in place of their tents. They had brought with them, or
procured at Algoa Bay, the tools and implements needed for construction, but materials were in short
supply, and they were forced to procure whatever nature might provide. They were permitted to fell
trees and obtain thatch from common public lands for the first year. Men, women and children were
engaged in creating a varied range of structures, some more substantial and durable than others,
depending on the materials they found and their abilities and ingenuity. The typical better creation
involved the planting of stout posts in holes in the ground up to six feet high, about two feet apart,
with thin poles between, and flexible branches woven at ninety degrees between them to form a wattle
construction. Typically they were daubed with plaster made from a clay mixture. Pole rafters were
positioned and nailed or tied to the walls, with rush thatching between. Mats or rugs were hung at
doorways to cover entrances and framed window openings were covered with calico to let in some
light while protecting against the worst effects of cross-winds. Floors were generally of dried clay,
and the most advanced settlers found limestone to make whitewash for the walls.
Some settlers set their sights much lower and were content to burrow in the ground covering
their subterranean dwelling with whatever they could find for protection. Others found crevices
between rocks to close off for a home. Within a few months brick making began and more solid walls
were also made from a mixture of clay and straw called Devonshire cob. Often the homes were
situated some distance apart, but some parties, often with defence in mind, most notably Clumber,
Sidbury, Cuylerville and especially Salem, created hamlets or small villages.
Planting180
Due to the delayed sailing, the settlers had arrived too late to sow wheat, and so they prepared gardens
and planted successful vegetable plots to ward off the threat of starvation. Eventually, the more
affluent settlers were able to obtain oxen and ploughs which they used on their own locations and then
lent or hired them out to others in need. Much of the land proved to be unsuitable for cultivation in
this way and the allocation of one hundred acres per family began to look woefully inadequate. There
was no infrastructure for irrigation as, typically, rivers flowed in torrents between high banks during
deluges, and abruptly reverted to a trickle when the rain stopped. Nevertheless, many acres were set
and began to grow raising expectations of a substantial harvest. The government had covenanted to
provide rations until the reaping of the first harvest, the cost to be charged against the deposit money
held by the authorities. In this context was meant the first harvest of wheat for bread. A number of
stores and depots were set up for the purpose, supplying, at cost price, staple foods such as live sheep
for meat and flour for bread, along with tea, sugar and necessities such as candles and soap. The
majority of settlers possessed no vehicles for the transportation of supplies back to their homesteads
which could be as far as thirty miles from their nearest supply point. The journeys involved were not
entirely free of risk. This problem eased as more oxen became available and they built, borrowed, or
otherwise acquired, small wagons and sleighs.
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Workforce and passes181
The prohibition of the purchase of slaves was strictly enforced and the hire of Khoi or other native
labour was not permitted for several years. This meant that the settlers had only their own labour to
rely on for gardening, farming, construction and all other purposes. This circumstance was far
removed from the expectations harboured by many at the outset of their adventure. To some this form
of existence was unfamiliar and the demands upon them were daunting, especially for those used to a
gentler life and to those with skills and professional abilities who may have felt their talents were
being wasted. In the more advanced distant towns and villages there was a shortage of mechanics and
other skilled tradesmen and their services were much sought after. They commanded premium rates of
pay. This factor, and a series of disagreements between some party leaders and their indentured party
members, caused many to consider moving away from their locations to seek a better living. If
unchecked, this tendency threatened to undermine the whole purpose of the emigration plan to
maintain a dense defensive population as a buffer between the main colony to the west, and the
Xhosas beyond the neutral zone to the east, and also to provide a sufficient nucleus for economic
development. The authorities were compelled to introduce strict regulations to control such
movements of persons by the use of passes. No persons would be permitted to leave the settlement
without a pass authorised by both their party head and the Deputy Landdrost at Grahamstown, and
only then, for a limited duration. By now the settlers must have begun to make comparisons with their
Dutch counterparts in the main colony who enjoyed farms of 6,000 acres or more, with no restrictions
on the hiring of native labour or the purchase of slaves, and the benefits of full freedom of movement.
The attentions of the Acting Governor182
Sir Rufane Donkin held his position as Acting Governor at the Cape until the end of 1821 and during
this time, in his efforts on behalf of the newcomers, he was unrelenting. He showed great interest at a
practical level in all of their circumstances and offered them great assistance to help meet the
challenges they faced on a daily basis. Many parties had been welcomed by him at Algoa Bay and he
travelled inland to visit them at their locations to see at first hand their progress and conditions. This
attention was thoroughly appreciated by the settlers and they remembered him with great affection
long after he left the colony.
One particular act of kindness was that, on learning that the high cost of wagons to take them
to the interior accounted for more than half of their remaining deposit money, he petitioned for that
amount to be remitted by the government on their behalf, and after some time he was successful in
achieving this. By September the balance of their deposits had been further eroded by charges for
rations, tools, implements and seeds procured from the government at prime cost, but they were still
some three months away from their anticipated first harvest. In order to enable rations to continue,
Donkin arranged for them to be provided on credit against the security of their land and future crops.
Centralised administrative village, Bathurst183
Donkin noticed that there was a need for a central base for administration. At first the only significant
village within the Zuurveld was Grahamstown situated on the outskirts of Albany some considerable
distance north from the heart of the settlement and away from the majority of the inhabitants it was
intended to serve. To rectify this he founded a new township, Bathurst, in the centre of the settlement
on Mansfield River, a tributary of the Kowie River. It was positioned behind the easternmost line of
defence and less than ten miles from the sea at the Kowie River mouth.
As early as May 1820, Captain Trappes was transferred from his post at Fort Frederick to take
on the whole administration of the settlement including any disputes between settlers. A new building
for the Magistrate’s residence and offices, the drostdy, was commenced in November with some
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ceremony, although it proceeded at a snail’s pace. Several plots of land were identified with the first
eight offered free of charge for those who would commit to building the first cottages. Other plots
were put up for sale at attractive prices. A start was made on the construction of barracks and a large
marquee was provided to serve as the drostdy pending the completion of the building.
It was soon realised that the
loosely defined duties shouldered by
Captain Trappes were so onerous that
he would benefit from the respect
afforded by more formal recognition,
and some help. In September he was
awarded the title of Provisional
Magistrate while settler, T Philipps,
was appointed as a judicial assessor
known as a heemraad.
Simultaneously, the establishment at
Grahamstown was also bolstered by
the provision of two heemraaden to
assist the Deputy Landdrost there.
They were Captain D Campbell and
Major G Pigot, both 1820 settlers.
In October 1821 Donkin
Commemoration at the Toposcope to mark the creation of Bathurst as
declared by proclamation that the
an administrative centre
ceded territory, the Zuurveld, and
parts of Uitenhage, would be brought together within the umbrella district of Albany, declaring the
Keiskamma River as the new eastern border in place of the Great Fish River. It was intended for the
entire civil administration of the new district to be centralised at Bathurst and moved away from
Grahamstown, but this move had not been completed by the time Donkin’s term of office came to an
end.
Freedom of movement184
The pass system proved to be increasingly irksome, especially as skilled tradesmen could find little to
occupy them on the agricultural allotments. They began to press for greater freedom of movement and
in time the authorities relented. Captain Trappes was instructed to issue permanent passes to suitable
applicants providing they gave an adequate reason to move out and providing they were not in debt to
their party leader or to the government. The majority found employment and some prosperity in the
western part of the colony in the urban centres.
Seaport at Algoa Bay185
A new seaport was contemplated by Donkin in the vicinity of Settlers Town at Algoa Bay to be
designated Port Elizabeth after his late wife, Lady Donkin, who had died during his previous posting
in India. Later an obelisk was erected in her memory. The foundation stone of a new house to be
occupied by proprietor, Navy Captain Moresby, was laid on 6 June, and settlers helped to dig the
foundation. Building plots were taken up at a rapid pace and so was instigated the principal town of
the Eastern Cape, second only in economic importance to Cape Town.
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First wheat crop failure, but reasons to be cheerful186
Towards the end of 1820 the settlers began to anticipate the first harvest of wheat upon which their
future prosperity and the payment of their debts so much depended. Unfortunately, just as they were
ready to begin reaping, they noticed that the crop had attracted a reddish-brown mildew or blight they
discovered was known as ‘rust’. This infestation attacked the stalk and ultimately destroyed the whole
plant. The complete crop, throughout the settlement, was affected. This was a bitter blow as it left
them with virtually no resources, and they faced the serious prospect of starvation and utter ruin.
Their vegetable gardens had proved successful and they had acquired some livestock, especially cows,
goats and pigs, but these, and their limited dwellings,
were all that those remaining on their allotments had to
show for their considerable efforts by the close of 1820.
The resources of food remaining at the end of the
year were insufficient to sustain them, but there were
reasons to be cheerful. Firstly, they had considered that
the crop failure had been due to the late sewing and that
the prospects from a more timely second sewing would
be much better. The temperate climate and outdoor life
had proved to be most agreeable and they had maintained
good
health, so much so, that the doctors amongst them
Wheat blighted by rust
began to move out due to their underemployment.
Furthermore, the settlement had remained untroubled by their Xhosa neighbours, but this was before
they had acquired the numbers of cattle that would make rustling a worthwhile proposition.
Expansion of allotments and property development187
In time officials recognised that the allotments of land were inadequate as the settlers acquired more
livestock and extended their vegetable patches and orchards in order to survive. To make way for the
second sewing of wheat, several parties were surveyed for additional land, but the acreage involved
was so insignificant it made little difference. The only exception to this was the Scottish Party on the
outskirts of the settlement at Baviaans River after they had learned that their countrymen had met with
that awful fate on the Abeona and would not be joining them (see p. 304). As a result their allotment
was increased from 1,100 to about 20,000 acres. Otherwise, the work on dwelling places continued,
some replacing their makeshift facilities with more permanent structures, and others extending their
property with more or larger rooms. Families increasingly cordoned off their land with fencing.
Grahamstown and Port Elizabeth continued to develop at a rapid pace benefiting from the
influx of skilled labour released from the agricultural communities and, while progress on the
barracks and drostdy at Bathurst was slow, due in part to contractual difficulties, over twenty houses
were erected in the village by inhabitants from nearby locations, including Nottinghamshire people
from Clumber.
Extension of rations188
Those most affected by the crop failure were the settlers remaining at their party allotments in Albany.
It was agreed that, during 1821, the government would continue to provide rations to those most in
need, the cost being debited against the beneficiaries with their land and crops again mortgaged as
security for payment.
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Freedom of speech189
Early in 1821 an event brought home to the settlers that governance at the Cape was somewhat less
than democratic and indicated that they would face restrictions on freedom of speech at the colony.
Captain Trappes had made an unfavourable first impression on the settlers as they railed against his
tactless leadership and incompetent administration. So unacceptable was he that they decided to hold
a public meeting to call for his early removal from office. Unfortunately, an ancient law of the colony
prevented gatherings of this nature except with the express permission of the governor, and the
penalties against any contravention were severe. To avoid such a clash with the authorities they
created what they called the Cultural Society to ‘promote culture in all its branches’ and, under the
chairmanship of heemraad settler T Philipps, they held a meeting in January 1821. At the meeting
they compiled a petition for the immediate removal of Captain Trappes, but he learned of this ploy
and called upon Phillips to explain what had taken place. When Phillips refused to provide such an
explanation the provisional magistrate reported the episode to Acting Governor Donkin who was
compelled to uphold the law but, other than removing Phillips from his position as heemraaden, which
would have been untenable as an immediate subordinate of Trappes, he took no further steps against
the petitioners.
First thoughts on a port at the Kowie River mouth190
Two independent groups of settlers identified the need for a second port to supplement Port Elizabeth
which was some seventy miles from the nearest extremity of the settlement. The principal participants
in the first group were a former naval officer, J Dyason, who had experience as a marine surveyor,
and settlers Major Pigot and Miles Bowker. Dyason made an initial survey of the Kowie River mouth
and compiled a report which he used to persuade the Acting Governor to sponsor a more complete
and detailed survey, with a view to the construction of a harbour. Donkin was so much in favour of
the venture that he ordered a small schooner to be built at Cape Town to support coastal trade between
Port Elizabeth and the Kowie. Dyason was appointed pilot and harbour master, and provided with a
crew for support. By November 1821 the completed schooner had been given the name the Elizabeth
after Donkin’s wife, and entered the Kowie River mouth for the first time under the command of
Robert Hughes.
In another development, merchant, Henry Nourse, and independent party director, Benjamin
Moodie, had proposed a meat curing factory, and obtained a grant of land for the purpose on the west
bank of the Kowie mouth. (The subsequent story of the Kowie development is continued below
under the headings ‘Appeasement of the settlers and administrative reforms’, pp. 117-18, and
‘Commercial developments’, p. 124, and is further taken up in Chapter 17)
Unauthorised entry of Xhosas into the settlement, and the response191
By early 1821 the new settlers had already begun to experience the attentions of native intruders. The
topography of the neutral zone was such that the valleys, kloofs, and attendant thick vegetation,
provided perfect cover, and it was appreciated by Donkin from his first visit to the district that the
defences, mainly the isolated Fort Willshire and a small contingent of discharged soldiers in the south,
were inadequate.
In January 1821 several thousand male and female Xhosas appeared at the clay pits
neighbouring T Mahoney’s party location. It turned out that Col. Willshire had authorised their visit
as he appreciated the high value they placed on clay for the adornment of their bodies, as a sun screen,
and for other practical purposes. At the time though, the visit caused a considerable degree of
apprehension amongst the adjacent inhabitants, and their fears were not entirely without foundation.
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Over the next few months unauthorised visits began to take place and on those occasions they
left with cattle stolen from nearby locations. Ostensibly, the visits were meant for the acquisition of
clay, but it was thought by some that the Xhosas may have all along been assessing the settlement for
future, more extensive, cattle raids.
The outermost locations near the Great Fish River, and on the Baviaans River occupied by the
Scottish party under Thomas Pringle, experienced the worst of the incursions from troublesome
neighbours. A young English boy employed as a herd by one of W Smith’s party had disappeared, and
it was ascertained later that he had been brutally murdered when a substantial number of cattle had
been driven across the Fish River. It was clear from those early raids that the main attraction was
cattle and that considerable danger was attached to owning a herd of any size.
In the middle of 1821 Donkin made his second and final tour of the eastern settlement,
including an inspection of work at the Kowie mouth, before relinquishing his post at the end of the
year. The visit confirmed his belief that the neutral territory could not be kept free of natives and that
it was an insufficient measure to prevent associations between black and white peoples. He also
understood that cultivation alone would not be enough to sustain the settlers and, despite the
attractiveness of cattle to the natives, he made recommendations to extend the holdings of the
colonists to enable extensive pastoral farming.
As the neutral territory was not serving its purpose as a buffer zone, it was regarded as wasted
land. Consequently, with the full cooperation of Chief Gaika, it had been annexed within the district
of Albany with the intention of appropriating parts of the northern reaches for occupation by the Scots
under Grant, and for further occupation in the south. The plan for the north had been scuppered with
the demise of their ill-fated vessel, the Abeona, but some progress was made in the south.
A village with military protection, Fredericksburg, was created about ten miles inland halfway between the Great Fish and Keiskamma Rivers. A small detachment of Cape Corps was stationed
at the village to protect the civilian inhabitants which consisted of about ten officers and eighty former
soldiers from the recently disbanded Royal Africa Corps. At the heart of the neutral territory the new
village would also provide some further protection for the main body of settlers in the Zuurveld and at
least slow the progress of any sudden and substantial raid. Ultimately, this measure was not a success,
but the idea represented further evidence of the Acting Governor’s attention to the welfare and safety
of the settlers.
Trading with Xhosas192
Acting Governor Donkin had identified the existence of an illegal and small, but growing, barter trade
between the natives and Europeans across the neutral territory. The natives exchanged ivory, hides,
baskets, mats, gum and even cattle for low value implements and trinkets of beads, metal, glass and
other materials. He decided that a certain amount of trade should be legalised under strict conditions.
He formulated regulations for the holding of trading fairs to take place on Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays under military supervision, with a strict ban on trading in arms, ammunition and liquor.
At the end of each day the licensed traders would be compelled to return to their respective
homelands, the Europeans west across the Great Fish, and the Xhosas east across the Keiskamma. It
was long after Donkin’s departure that the first commercial fair actually took place, in July 1824,
from which time large numbers applied for licences and trading became extensive and profitable, and
eventually included trading for livestock.
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Changes made by the Acting Governor before leaving the colony, and the second wheat crop
failure193
The full transfer of the administration and military centre of Albany to Bathurst had not been
completed by the time Sir Rufane Donkin departed to be replaced by the returning governor, Lord
Charles Somerset, at the end of 1821. The drostdy and barracks had not been completed and, perhaps
realising that there was some substance to the complaints of the settlers about the unpopular Captain
Trappes, he decided to remove the embattled provisional magistrate from his post. Furthermore, the
Acting Landdrost at Grahamstown, Captain Somerset, had taken up a new post in Cape Town. Taking
account of all circumstances, Donkin appointed Major Jones as Landdrost for Albany and
commandant of the frontier. He took up temporary residence in the headquarters at Grahamstown
pending the completion of the barracks and drostdy at Bathurst. Major Jones proved to be a great
success. Without delay he demonstrated his ability to understand and attend to the needs of the settlers
and was greatly appreciated by them all.
According to the Acting Governor, the government-owned Somerset Farm had become
obsolete for its main purpose to supply forage, remounts, and food for the forces in the eastern
borderlands. The farm had been conceived at a time when there was virtually no agricultural activity
in the district but, with the advent of the new settlers, new sources of supply might be found. Being
government-owned, the farm enjoyed an unfair commercial advantage as it utilised public finance and
was worked by soldiers on the military budget and cheap Khoi labour. By comparison, settler farms
suffered under-investment, could use only white workers, had restricted land holdings and, as such,
could easily be beaten on price when tendering to the commissariat. Unfortunately, Donkin’s plan
which was to close Somerset Farm, sell off the land to private holders, and create a village, had to be
placed on hold as the settlers suffered another major setback.
The dreaded ‘rust’ had once-again made an appearance and in time destroyed the whole of the
second planting of wheat. From this they learned that it was not the timing of planting that was the
cause of the blight, and farmers were left perplexed as to how to solve the problem. This crop failure
was more devastating than the first, and only a series of drastic actions prevented starvation and total
destitution. Settlers’ debts had mounted and there was no prospect of any repayment. The immediate
response, Donkin’s last act on behalf of the settlers, was the transfer of a shipload of rice from Cape
Town to the settlement for distribution amongst the inhabitants.
The return of Lord Somerset and policy reversals194
Lord Somerset returned to the Cape on 1 December 1821. He refused any kind of formal handover of
duties offered by Sir Rufane Donkin, or even to meet him, and the latter, having conscientiously
deputised for nearly two years, admittedly in his own manner, departed a few weeks later.
Somerset’s antagonistic attitude was probably caused by Donkin’s changes to, or different
interpretations of, his policies. A recent heated exchange between Donkin and Somerset’s son, Capt.
Henry Somerset, may have been another factor. Capt. Somerset was undoubtedly a key informer to
his father, no doubt placing a certain spin on developments. Whatever the reasons, Lord Somerset
determinedly set about systematically reversing Donkin’s changes immediately after his return.
The Acting Governor had endeared himself to the settlers who were entirely grateful for his
exertions on their behalf. This had been shown in their address and presentation to him, signed by all
the leading settlers, as he left to return to Cape Town in June 1821 after his second tour of the
settlement. It was clear that any reversals of his policies would meet with their disapproval and,
knowingly or otherwise, Somerset had set himself on a collision course with them. His first act, the
dismissal of Major Jones on the grounds that he had insufficient experience of conditions at the
frontier, was guaranteed to antagonise the settlers. Jones was replaced by a former wharf-master,
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Henry Rivers, who soon demonstrated all the failings of Captain Trappes with the added ability to
instil in Somerset an increasing dislike and distrust of the settlers. Somerset also dismissed Captain
Duncan Campbell, Major Pigot and Miles Bowker who, as heemraaden, had assisted Major Jones.
The returning governor had so far never visited the eastern districts of the colony since the arrival of
the 1820 settlers, preferring to operate out of Cape Town and rely on reports from his functionaries on
the spot, especially Henry Rivers. In a demonstration of their dismay at the dismissals, the settlers
presented an address to their favoured Major Jones expressing their appreciation and thanks for his
attention to their cause.
The village of Fredericksburg, instigated by Donkin, was dismantled. The soldiers placed by
Donkin on the borders near the Fish and Baviaans Rivers to protect the settlers were withdrawn.
Somerset forbad all trading between Europeans and natives except at controlled fairs organised for the
purpose but, at the same time, he refrained from implementing the plans for fairs set out by Donkin. In
this way all legal trading between black and white peoples was at an end. The only exception to this,
much to the chagrin of the settlers, was trading by government officials exchanging clay from the pits
near Mahoney’s location for cattle, ivory and hides.
Peeved at the double standards demonstrated by the government, some settlers resumed illicit
trading by barter with the natives. A settler named John Stubbs was interrupted by a military patrol
during barter negotiations. They confiscated his wagon and took it to Grahamstown to be used as
evidence of his illicit trading activity. Once the patrol had moved away, the natives, feeling they had
been duped by Stubbs, and that it was a ploy planned from the outset to trick them out of their goods,
attacked him, and stabbed him to death.
The needs of the settlers were so great that they were willing to face the additional risks of
cattle raiding by Xhosas that might be brought about by owning herds. For the purpose, they asked for
more land for pasture which would have the effect of setting neighbouring farmers further apart.
Somerset surmised that such a move would reduce the density of the buffer population and further
weaken the ability of the British settlement to act as a defensive measure to protect the middle and
western districts within the colony. This once-again left the settlers totally reliant on cultivation of
inadequate land to survive, a spectre they did not relish at all.
Somerset permitted the relief shipload of rice from Cape Town to proceed on the basis that it
would only be distributed to those faced with actual starvation. In the face of petitions for relief, and
despite the destitute and demoralised condition of the settlers, he placed a stop on the provision of
rations on credit. He did, however, obtain a large supply of a seed-corn known as ‘Bengal wheat’
purported to be resistant to ‘rust’.
The plans for Bathurst as an administrative centre for Albany were abolished by a
proclamation issued in 1822 declaring that in future the Circuit Court would sit at Grahamstown and
at which town would remain the residence of the Landdrost and the seat of the magistracy. Several
settlers, including some from Nottinghamshire, had obtained plots and built or committed to building
dwellings, pinning their hopes on Bathurst becoming a prosperous commercial town. Some felt they
had been duped.
By contrast to the above listed reversals of Donkin’s policies, Somerset was in favour of the
development of the Kowie River mouth as a second port for the region and, despite the wrecking of
schooner, the Elizabeth, he commissioned two small boats for coastal shipments, the construction of
buildings for the harbourmaster, and a customs house with a customs officer. There, a small township
was planned (now Port Alfred), building plots were sold, and houses soon erected.
Renewed racial tension and the Albany Levy195
The government measures to prevent Xhosa invasions were not working. Cattle raids were becoming
more frequent and intrusive, and when belligerent petty Chief Macoma, son of Gaika, settled in the
northern part of what was supposed to be neutral territory, his people immediately engaged in cattle
rustling including a raid in January 1822 where they departed with 274 head from a mission station.
The governor suspected paramount Chief Gaika’s complicity and despatched a party to the chief’s
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kraal with the intention to hold him hostage until all stolen cattle had been returned. With
characteristic cunning, Gaika managed to escape, but he had been frightened by the experience and
over the next few weeks the stolen stock was returned in instalments. Unfortunately, the failure to
catch the chief rendered his people more confident in flouting the law and the raids continued
unabated. Macoma and his followers were eventually permitted to retain their kraals in the north of
the neutral territory, but a military post was established, Fort Beaufort, where now stands the town of
the same name.
In the south, cattle rustling raids in the region of the clay pits continued, and Mahoney’s
house was attacked on two occasions causing his family to retreat to the bush. In the most serious
incident to date, Xhosas attacked a wagon returning to Mahoney’s from Bathurst. Mahoney’s two
sons, Sam and John, with Richard Freemantle and another settler, were in charge of the wagon.
Freemantle was killed and the sons both injured from assegai spears. The fourth person escaped and
eluded the murderers. While they were in pursuit of the fourth man, Sam carried his brother several
miles, and was met by some Mahoney people who escorted them to a safe place. Sadly, John died
from his injuries. The aggressors returned to the wagon, took everything of value, and departed with
the oxen.
In the face of such atrocities Somerset approved a plan to found a local militia and in October
1822 the Albany Levy was announced. It comprised two 50-strong troops of yeomanry and five
companies of infantry, each with 100 men. The commandant was the landdrost and G Dyason became
the adjutant. J Willis and C Crause took charge of the two troops of yeomanry with W Austin, Lieut.
A Gilfillan, Capt. H Crause, and Lieut. J Crause responsible for the companies of infantry. The Levy
was armed and met periodically for exercises. There was an undoubted deterrent effect in respect of
cattle rustling but, as members were busy farmers, they could not carry out regular patrols, and so
could not completely prevent the raids. The Albany Levy was disbanded in 1825.
In view of the increasing attentions of their native neighbours, and despite their previous
failed attempts at combined protest, leading settlers conspired to call a public meeting, this time to
discuss their plight and to organise a delegation to petition the governor in Cape Town. Circulars were
issued inviting inhabitants to attend on 24 May 1822, but the meeting was forbidden by the landdrost.
On that day Somerset issued a proclamation reminding settlers of the prohibition on unauthorised
public meetings and the severe penalties involved. Some months later, ninety-seven men signed a
request to hold a meeting which was transmitted by the landdrost to the governor who promptly
turned down the proposal stating that the purpose of the meeting had not been described precisely.
Uneasy about the developing situation, Somerset wrote to Earl Bathurst, the Colonial Secretary in
London, complaining that the settlers were radical, disrespectful of authority, with little inclination to
exert themselves, a tendency to magnify their difficulties, and a desire to sow seeds of discontent
wherever they could. Somerset was fearful that, as they had suffered severe depredations at the hands
of the Xhosas and two failed wheat crops, he would not be able to resist their calls for a public
meeting, especially as their current petition had been presented in accordance with regulations.
Third wheat crop failure and respectful protest196
The settlers’ cause was bolstered further when the third wheat crop at the end of 1822, the one that
used ‘Bengal wheat’ seed-corn recommended by the governor, also failed on account of ‘rust’.
Officials now admitted the idea that the settlement might be based exclusively on agriculture was a
hopeless one, and that the restrictions imposed by the pass system were detrimental. Accordingly, the
remaining controls on the freedom of movement were lifted and those who wished to move out of the
settlement were free to do so without a permit. By now new hamlets, villages, and large pastoral
farms had begun to appear in the districts surrounding the settlement and many settlers found
employment in those places. Those with an entrepreneurial bent loaded their wagons with
merchandise such as implements, tools, housewares and clothing, to sell to or barter with the isolated
Boers occupying extensive farms scattered throughout the districts of Graaff-Reinet, Uitenhage and
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Albany. The authorities could no longer resist the impact of economic reality at the settlement and, in
time, all of this additional activity proved to be beneficial to the commercial development of the
colony as a whole.
Despite such improvements the settlers at the original party locations remained in a state of
complete despair and they had so far been unable to mount any kind of successful mass protest. They
decided, therefore, to bypass the governor and send a memorial of their grievances directly to Earl
Bathurst. The paper, dated 10 March 1823, was signed by 171 prominent inhabitants and was skilfully
set out in respectful, but uncompromising, language. They expressed their gratitude to the British
Government for devising the emigration plan, for providing the means of subsistence when they faced
severe setbacks, and for the attention accorded by Sir Rufane Donkin which had provided for friendly
relations with the Xhosa peoples. Their main grievance was in respect of the autonomous control of
their settlement in this remote corner of the British Empire vested in a single individual, and that they
had been denied any means by which they might have their collective sentiments properly
represented, especially as the individual in question, Lord Somerset, resided at a distance far to the
west of the colony. Thus they had been misrepresented. The reversals of Donkin’s policies had left
them vulnerable to the numerous incursions of the natives who had carried away most of their cattle,
and they complained that no punishment had been suffered by the perpetrators. Alarmingly, they
predicted that the current policies in respect of the natives must lead to a ‘war of mutual
extermination.’
The memorialists compared their land holdings with those of the typical Boer farmer at a time
when there were vast tracts of unappropriated land in colonial possession within the vicinity. They
referred to the two-thirds deposit money which had been withheld and the constraints imposed by
being restricted to cultivation for their livelihood. Their prospects of achieving any kind of prosperity
were held back by artificial economic barriers including the monopoly of the internal market enjoyed
by Somerset Farm. The activities in the east of the colony were subservient to the interests of the west
as all export trade had to be conducted through Cape Town with all the attendant costs of onward
shipment. Such obstacles meant they had no means of benefitting from any surplus farm output and
therefore little incentive for exertion other than simple survival. Individuals had suffered by the
decision to abandon the plan for Bathurst as the administrative centre, with the additional effect of
drawing inhabitants away from the nucleus of the settlement.
Appointment of a Commission of Enquiry197
A number of prominent inhabitants had returned to England including Lieut. T C White, leader of the
smaller Nottinghamshire party, who was on a temporary departure from the Cape. Several, including
White and Sir Rufane Donkin himself, lobbied the Colonial Office on behalf of the settlers. Letters
had been received in England by friends and relations of the colonists and many described their plight
in the most bitter of terms. Sources of pressure on the Colonial Office also arose from the press and
parliamentary debates, and concerns over many aspects of Lord Somerset’s administration were
brought into sharp focus. In the end the extreme pressure began to weigh heavy on the government
and they instigated a Commission of Enquiry to investigate matters on the spot.
Pending the arrival of the commissioners, Henry Rivers had been tasked to consider the extent
to which each party had honoured its obligation to remain on their land for three years, and to further
the objective to bring holdings into cultivation within a number of years. If the conditions were
fulfilled they were entitled to have their land measured at the expense of the government and to obtain
a title thereto on a perpetual annual quit rent of not more than £2 per hundred acres remitted by the
government for the first ten years. If the conditions had not been met then they were liable to
forfeiture of their land. The three year period was due to expire in May 1823. Notwithstanding that
this was undoubtedly an onerous task for Rivers, his performance was most unsatisfactory and his
report exacerbated already strained relations with those applying for their land titles. The solution was
the appointment of a special commissioner who was left with little choice but to recommence the
197
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whole exercise. Despite his considerable efforts, a delay was inevitable, and it was not until
November that the first title deeds were granted.
Land values
An article in the Grahams Town Journal of 23 May 1870 entitled ‘The Nottingham Party’, written
anonymously ‘by one of them’, covers problems suffered by the inhabitants at Clumber. Presumably,
their difficulties reflected many of those experienced by other parties. Those who had not occupied
their allotments of land for the first three years forfeited their claims. The land thus released was
shared amongst the remaining settlers, that is, in the case of Clumber, the land originally for fifty-two
families, was divided between thirty-four. The value of land at the time was between £2 and £15 per
location of about 200 acres and one lot was sold for a single ox. As recently as 1830 a lot sold for £22
10s, regarded then as a rather high price. By 1870 the land price had risen to an average of £1 per acre
or £200 for a typical 200 acre location. Although still fairly low, prices were rising, a factor that led to
some corruption. According to the newspaper, in some districts in the settlement large swathes of land
were given or sold by the authorities to favoured individuals who might sell quickly to make a fast
profit or retain them and watch the value of their asset rise at a rapid rate. This practice was somewhat
curtailed after the appointment of a commissioner. Even so, as control was centred 600 miles away in
Cape Town, there remained considerable scope for abuse. The article states that, at the time of writing
in 1870, the Nottingham party was probably the most cohesive of all with thirty-four of the original
land holders remaining, and only two newcomers being the Wood and the Hulley families.
Increasing depredations and the ‘Great Flood’198
In 1821 298 cattle and horses had been taken by Xhosas, but the figure increased dramatically the
following year to 2,590. Of these, only 778 were recovered. In 1823 two small herd boys from
Wilson’s party were murdered, Thomas Donovan aged eleven, and Mark Sloman aged just eight, but
their cattle were later recovered. The authorities felt that illegal trade with natives was somehow
facilitating Xhosa depredations and, accordingly, in November 1823, the governor, in a proclamation,
reminded inhabitants that a special permit was required for Europeans to cross the Great Fish River
and that trading between blacks and whites was prohibited. A Dutch law of 1774 prescribing the death
penalty remained in force to be applied in such circumstances.
During 1823 some progress had been made by the agriculturalists including the construction
of more dwellings and of improved dwellings, with the greater proportion in brick and stone. Many
boasted outbuildings, strong fencing, rudimentary but effective arrangements for irrigation, orchards
and productive kitchen gardens. Many cattle had been driven off, but the overall livestock count had
increased significantly. Up until October the rainfall during the year had been poor and the settlers
began to face the prospect of a severe drought. The latter months of previous years at the settlement
had brought the disaster of crop infection, but this year the calamities suffered were much more
severe. The desperately needed rain came, but it was such a heavy storm and sustained deluge for over
a week, that there was immense damage to buildings, livestock, gardens, crops and other property.
The whole event was dubbed the ‘Great Flood’, one of the worst natural disasters ever to visit the
settlement. The catastrophe caused many thousands of pounds of destruction and loss, actual loss of
life, and some close calls. Mr J Cadle lost his life attempting to cross a swollen stream near Salem and
a small child was trapped when a house collapsed and she was burnt to death in the ensuing fire. The
scanty remnants of the wheat crop that had not been destroyed by storm and flood was again affected
by ‘rust’ or otherwise destroyed by locust swarms and caterpillars.
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Arrival of the Commissioners199
After several months at Cape Town it was not until February 1824 that the Commissioners of Enquiry
arrived in Grahamstown to a welcoming reception of the aggrieved inhabitants, who were found to be
in a wretched state. They appeared in their original emigration clothing which had not been replaced
and was now in tatters or depleted, often without footwear. They had survived on a principal diet of
maize and pumpkins. There was a marked contrast between the prosperity of those who had moved
away from the farms to pursue non-agricultural occupations and those left at their small allotments of
land of whom there were, by then, only around eighteen hundred. The commissioners’ brief was to
consider what they found in relation to the detailed memorial despatched to Earl Bathurst in March
the previous year. Their initial report, completed in May 1825, confirmed, in general, that the settlers’
complaints were warranted. Subsequent reports covered additional matters arising during the course
of their tour, the first of which was in connection with the Distressed Settlers Fund.
Relief funds and the dismissal of Henry Rivers200
The commissioners recognised that certain provisions regarded as staples at Cape Town could not
readily be found in the underdeveloped Zuurveld. In particular, medicines, clothing and certain
foodstuffs were in short supply. A fund was commenced at the colonial capital to obtain contributions
from within the colony and in England and India. There was a monthly meeting in Cape Town of the
Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers formed to consider applications for assistance. By this
time the Rev. William Shaw, the government-sponsored Wesleyan clergyman attached to Hezekiah
Sephton’s party at Salem, had earned a reputation as a friend to inhabitants across a wide area of the
settlement. Regardless of their religious denomination, he, along with the landdrost, and a few of the
most trusted leading citizens, were given the arduous task of distributing relief among the settlers on
an equitable basis.
The formal report of the Society’s committee was considered at each annual general meeting
held at Cape Town. Protocol demanded that they invited the governor to preside over their meetings,
one of which was to take place in May 1822, shortly after his return to the colony, but they received
no reply to the invitation. Moreover, the Cape Town Gazette, the official government paper,
announced an alternative fund, described as the Governor’s Fund, with Somerset’s name at the head
of the first list of subscribers. The response from the Distressed Settlers Fund Committee was that
there was no response. They recognised the snub, simply ignored the governor’s alternative fund,
which folded within a short space of time, and carried on with their plan. Thomas Pringle, head of the
Scottish party at the Baviaans River, moved to Cape Town to become the honorary secretary of the
Society.
After the Great Flood the Committee was called upon to provide monetary assistance to an
increasing number of settlers. The landdrost, Henry Rivers, was found wanting in his ability to handle
the claims efficiently. Claims were deferred or ignored completely and he failed to distinguish
between the Society’s money and money from the Governor’s Fund. Recording became so mixed up
that, at the annual meeting in 1824, Rivers was forced to face charges of neglect. In defence he
produced correspondence between himself and persons in Albany which had been specially selected
to vindicate his performance. This material was distributed by Somerset in a pamphlet entitled
Authentic copies of a correspondence which took place in consequence of a statement made at the
General Annual Meeting of the Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers at Cape Town, August 18th,
1824, reflecting on the conduct and character of the Landdrost of Albany. The president of the
Society, H E Rutherford, and Dr Philip, responded with two pamphlets entitled Replies to Authentic
Correspondence which completely refuted and destroyed Rivers’ defence detailed in Somerset’s
document. The outcome was that Rivers, recognising the strength of feeling against him, asked to be
redeployed, and in January 1825 he was transferred to officialdom in Swellendam.
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Copies of the three pamphlets of Somerset, Rutherford and Philip were transmitted to Earl
Bathurst and, coupled with the first report of the Commissioners of Enquiry, amounted to a damning
account of the landdrost’s performance. After due consideration, Rivers was dismissed from the
Colonial Service, but was reinstated the next year at a different place.
Freedom of the press201
As mentioned previously, Thomas Pringle had moved to Cape Town to take up his role as honorary
secretary of the Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers. In the metropolis he became embroiled in
another matter, that of freedom of the press, which also attracted the attention of the commissioners.
When the British settlers arrived there was just one periodical available in the colony, the official
government publication, the Cape Town Gazette. No other publication was permitted except with the
governor’s approval and subject to any conditions he was minded to impose. Two settlers, Robert
Godlonton and Thomas Stringfellow, had brought a printing press from England assuming there
would be similar press freedom to that enjoyed in the mother country, but it was not the case, and on
arrival their equipment was confiscated. This state of affairs was complete anathema to many settlers,
especially Pringle who was a man of letters, a poet, and a former co-editor of prominent Edinburgh
periodicals. As a close friend of Sir Walter Scott, he had arrived with the intention of establishing his
party before going on to seek a literary and academic career in Cape Town. He made a start with his
appointment, supported by a British Government recommendation, as librarian at the Public Library,
and was joined by his friend and fellow Scott, John Fairbairn, to commence an academy and related
activities.
Interested settlers doubted that it was legally necessary to obtain permission from the
governor to produce a publication. Nevertheless, with their friend, the Rev. A Faure of the Dutch
Reformed Church, they approached the governor in February 1823 with just such a proposal.
Somerset uttered a discouraging response, but did not directly refuse the venture. The question was
referred to the Commissioners of Enquiry who preferred to
hold the matter in abeyance for later consideration. In the face
of this procrastination, in October 1823 the proposers issued a
prospectus for a quarterly magazine entitled South African
Journal. By December they learned that the governor had
given permission providing there was no political content or
topic related to personal controversy. In May 1824 Pringle
wrote an article, ‘The Present State and Prospects of the
English Emigrants in South Africa’, with reference to the
condition of the settlers after the Great Flood, with thoughtful
insights into the causes of their current plight and constructive
suggestions to improve the chances of their future progress.
The principal legal officer at the Cape, the Fiscal, considered
the article to be politically motivated flouting the conditions
Thomas Pringle, stood his ground with
attached to the governor’s approval of the magazine, and
Governor Somerset
demanded a guarantee that no more material of this nature
would appear in future issues. The publishers refused to have their hands tied in this way, contended
that the restrictions had no basis in law, and, in the circumstances, preferred to cease publication.
Simultaneously, Pringle and Fairbairn had accepted an offer from Mr Greig, a printer, to edit
his weekly The South African Commercial Advertiser. The newspaper carried a series of reports on a
prosecution for libel which Somerset found so unacceptable that he ordered the Fiscal to assume
censorship of the paper. Pringle’s response was to wait for a decision from the British Government on
the matter and to suspend publication. This course would necessarily entail an appeal directly to the
British Government, a prospect which incurred the wrath of Somerset and prompted him to issue an
immediate order for Greig to leave the colony within a month, and for his printing press to be
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disabled. These developments were closely watched in Cape Town and in Albany and so incensed
were the inhabitants with the governor’s stance that they petitioned the King-in-Council in England
calling for fair press freedom. In an effort to dampen the strength of public feeling, Somerset
summoned Pringle to appear before him. The meeting is documented by Pringle202:
I found him with the Chief Justice, Sir John Truter, seated on his right hand, and the second number of
our South African Journal lying open before him. There was a storm on his brow, and it burst forth at
once upon me like a long-gathered south-easter from Table Mountain. ‘So, sir!’ he began, ‘you are one
of those who dare to insult me and oppose my government!’ and then he launched forth into a long
tirade of abuse; scolding, upbraiding, and taunting me, with all the domineering arrogance of mien and
sneering insolence of expression of which he was so great a master, reproaching me above all for my
ingratitude for his personal favours. While he thus addressed me in the most insulting style, I felt my
frame tremble with indignation; but I saw that the Chief Justice was placed there for a witness of my
demeanour, and that my destruction was sealed if I gave way to my feelings, and was not wary in my
words. I stood up, however, and confronted this most arrogant man with a look of distain under which
his haughty eye instantly sunk, and replied to him with a calmness of which I had not a few minutes
before thought myself capable. I told him that I was quite sensible of the position in which I stood—a
very humble individual before the representative of my sovereign; but I also knew what was due to
myself as a British subject and a gentleman, and that I would not submit to be rated in the style he had
assumed by any man, whatever were his station or his rank. I repelled his charges of having acted
unworthily of my character as a government servant and a loyal subject; I defended my conduct in
regard to the press, and the character of our magazine which he said was full of ‘calumny and
falsehood’

Pringle went on to assert his right to petition the King and denied that any favours or personal
obligations had accrued to him, unless the allocation of land to his party and his appointment at the
library were to be considered as such. If so, he asked to resign as librarian if the appointment meant he
had to compromise his free agency.
Seemingly, Pringle’s forthright but calm attitude had taken Somerset by surprise and his
attempt to render the editor subservient had failed. He changed his tone and tack using flattery and
hints of his disposition towards the publication of personal views on condition only that Pringle would
conduct himself discreetly. The governor intimated that the Fiscal had exceeded his brief and
repeatedly begged that the magazine should continue, but Pringle declined except if the press could be
granted legal protection. The meeting ended and Pringle immediately lodged his resignation from the
library.
The governor’s next step was to publicly declare that Pringle and Fairbairn were radicals and,
whatever the public thought of his attitude to press freedom, many were wary enough not to be seen to
defy him by patronising those who opposed him. Consequently, week by week, pupils were
withdrawn from the academy until the roll reduced to half of what it was before the meeting. An
attempt by Pringle to found a Scientific and Literary Society was also quashed by Somerset and he
realised that whatever else he attempted at Cape Town would be doomed from the outset.
Nonetheless, the whole episode had been noticed by the authorities in England adding to the adverse
sentiment mounting against the governor. Fairbairn was left to continue the depleted academy while
Pringle returned to his party at the Baviaans River. The campaign against suppression continued and
in time the suspended magazines resumed, but it was not until May 1828 that unconditional press
freedom was formally acknowledged.
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The Bishop Burnett affair203
The central character in another extraneous matter to occupy the minds of the Commissioners was a
retired lieutenant of the Royal Navy, a Mr Bishop Burnett, who had sailed out privately at his own
expense, not attached to any party, on the Ocean, with Damant’s party et al. To say the least he was a
forceful character skilled in the use of the spoken word and of the pen. Wealthy and independently
minded, he harboured his own forthright views and little respected any form of officialdom for its
own sake. He hired a farm near Grahamstown from Robert Hart, the manager at Somerset Farm, to
grow barley for the military, and operated a general store for neighbouring settlers. Very soon he was
noted at the settlement for cruelly horse-whipping an army surgeon for discourteous remarks made
about the landdrost of Graaff-Reinet. In 1821 actions were brought against him by some of his trade
creditors who, by October, obtained judgement at the Circuit Court sitting at Bathurst. He was
declared bankrupt, but engaged in a long legal wrangle with Hart involving nine law suits processed at
Grahamstown in 1822 and 1823.
Largely unsuccessful in his legal actions against Hart, but undaunted, in December 1823
Burnett wrote to the governor to vehemently protest against the legal proceedings and held little back
in accusing the judges of prejudice, partiality and corruption of the principles of justice. This outburst
brought an action against him for libel held at Cape Town in July 1824. Found guilty, he was
banished from the Cape for five years, but placed in prison pending his sailing. He appealed against
the imprisonment (not the banishment) and was permitted to remain at large pending the outcome.
The appeal was dismissed, but when the authorities sought him to take him into prison, he could not
be found as he had removed to a friend’s house to reside in secret. From there he returned to England
in December.
Back in England Burnett raised a petition attacking Somerset for his appalling treatment of
the settlers, and for the failure of all legal machinery and the justice system at the colony. The petition
was delivered in July 1825, but Earl Bathurst delayed its consideration until the next session as the
governor ought to be afforded the chance to represent himself and was about to return to England.
Meanwhile, the commissioners had issued an adverse report about Burnett which the aggrieved party
promptly rebutted in a pamphlet attacking the officials in respect of every one of their findings which
did not meet with his approval. Consideration of Burnett’s petition was postponed for a second time at
the next session of Parliament and, ultimately, it was never considered, as Somerset resigned as
Governor in 1827. Although Burnett achieved little personal success throughout this affair, his
complaints drew the attention of the commissioners to the state of the justice system resulting in calls
for a complete revamp thereof and a revision of the process for appointing judges and legal officials
(see section below, ‘Civil and judicial changes’).
.
Appeasement of the settlers and administrative reforms204
With episodes such as the Burnett affair and other critical feedback from the Cape, the British
Government recognised the need to curb the autocratic, authoritarian and arbitrary nature of
governance of the colony and accordingly introduced certain constitutional reforms. Firstly, the six
highest officials in the Cape Administration formed a new Council of Advice which the governor was
obliged to consult on all matters of a public nature. This operated from May 1825 until the formation
of a Legislative Council in 1834. Another proposal to limit the governor’s authority provided for two
separate provinces. Somerset would remain as Military Commander and Governor of the whole
colony, but his administration of civil government would be restricted to the Western Province. The
Eastern Province would be placed under the command of a Lieut.-Governor supported by its own
Council and officials for civil matters. There was every intention to implement this division, and
Major-General Bourke was appointed to the post, but at the eleventh hour Somerset left for England
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on leave and from 8 February 1826 (Sir Richard) Bourke assumed the position of Acting Governor
placing the whole scheme on hold for the present.
Somerset must have felt the swelling tide of animosity towards his administration and
anticipated the adverse reports that would reach England from the commissioners. In a remarkable
turnaround in his attitude to the settlers, between mid-1824 and his departure on leave in 1826, he
began to introduce measures designed to endear them to him. Some of his measures were noticeably
reminiscent of those recommended by Sir Rufane Donkin. Donkin’s proposal to hold trading fairs at
Fort Willshire was finally introduced in July 1824 and the venture proved to be successful in terms of
the economy and of race relations.
The success of the trading fairs helped to boost import and export activity at Ports Elizabeth
and Kowie, while Grahamstown excelled as a centre for wholesale distribution. All of this activity
was supported by trade with the natives that showed every prospect for increasing economic growth
set to play an ever greater part in the development of the Eastern Province. Somerset finally visited
the British settlement in February 1825 to observe first-hand the state of affairs there. He
acknowledged that he had halted the development of Bathurst by abolishing its proposed status as the
administrative centre for Albany and, to mitigate the effects, he granted free plots of land to those
agreeing to build housing of an approved design and value of which approximately twenty-five were
taken up.
The building originally intended for the now unnecessary drostdy, which had been so slow in
construction, was set aside for a Grammar School with the Rev. W Boardman appointed teacher.
Somerset visited the Kowie River mouth where he appointed Donald Moodie as magistrate and
Government Resident and work on the harbour and attendant buildings was intensified. This official
approval increased settler confidence in the venture as they were encouraged to invest in nearby
housing and in the Albany Shipping Company set up to procure vessels for the coastal trade.
The governor renamed the facility Port Frances after his son’s wife (it is now Port Alfred) and
business there was brisk with vessels of 60 tons entering the river on a continual basis, with larger
ships anchoring at the mouth to be loaded and unloaded using ship-to-shore light vessels.
In place of the government’s Somerset Farm, a new urban centre was created and erven
(building plots) were offered on favourable terms to attract residents. The village was called Somerset
East, and a new district of the same name with a seat of magistracy was declared. It was made up of
parts of Albany, Uitenhage and Graaff-Reinet. The farm buildings were converted for use as a school,
a prison, a drostdy and a church. Annual trade fairs were commenced offering traders and farmers a
convenient location to transact business and, at the behest of the landdrost, W MacKay, the first turf
club in the Eastern Province was created.
The official restriction of party land allocations to one hundred acres per family remained one
of the core grievances of the settlers, especially those wishing to engage in the keeping of herds of
livestock. To appease the farmers on this matter, Somerset provided for the extension of land
allocations and granted rights of commonage over public land adjacent to their locations. This made it
possible to operate pastoral farming on a viable basis while the most fertile patches of land were
retained for cultivation.
By the time of Somerset’s visit some settlers remained in debt for rations, tools and
implements sold to them on credit at prime cost during the first three years after their arrival. Colonial
Secretary, Earl Bathurst, accepted a recommendation from the governor to waive the payments and
accordingly the debts were written off. The settlers were also permitted to employ native labour (but
not slaves).
Lord Somerset’s resignation and Sir Rufane Donkin’s letter of accusations205
All of these belated improvements were much appreciated by the inhabitants, but too little, too late,
they would not quash the groundswell of adverse opinion engendered both within the colony and back
in the mother country. Somerset was compelled by the British Government in early 1826 to defend
himself in person and rebut the criticisms levelled against him from many quarters. In the face of such
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mounting ill-feeling, he recognised that his situation as governor at the Cape was untenable and chose
not to return there, but tendered his resignation in 1827.
In accepting Somerset’s resignation, Earl Bathurst was somewhat less than complimentary of
his performance in office, but stopped short of making any allegations of impropriety against him, and
saw ‘no ground to question the purity of the motives’ which had guided his conduct. There was no
such reticence on the part of Sir Rufane Donkin who wrote a 147-page letter to Bathurst which was
utterly scathing and cited several key documents in support of his accusations.206 Of course this was
partly in defence of his own term as Acting Governor submitted at a time when he was vying for a
seat in the homeland Parliament. In the letter he described how, having failed to obtain a personal
interview with Earl Bathurst, he was left with little alternative but to resort to writing his lengthy
epistle.
Once Donkin had decided to write, he assembled a voluminous body of documentary
evidence to support his case. His letter began with a convoluted account of his attempts to obtain an
interview with Bathurst and of how he had been pursued and intimidated by Somerset supporters. His
policies at the Cape, he thought, had been the best for the welfare of all inhabitants at the colony,
including the British settlers and native populations, and that Somerset’s reversals had been
detrimental, based on a vindictive stance arising from the feeling that the Acting Governor had no
right to interfere with prior measures introduced by him.
Somerset’s son, Lieut.- Colonel Henry Somerset, shared his father’s view that Donkin had
exceeded his authority and he found it so difficult to work with the Acting Governor, that he was
lucky to avoid a court martial for insubordination. Henry clearly felt that Donkin’s role was as a
representative of his father, but Donkin argued that he had been appointed at the behest of the King
and was free to act as he saw fit within guidelines set out by the Colonial Secretary in accordance with
the King’s wishes. In this respect he was particularly keen to include within his body of evidence a
letter written by Bathurst expressing the King’s approbation of him and his appreciation of his term as
Acting Governor. He had found it difficult to obtain a copy of this supportive letter as, seemingly, it
had either been conveniently mislaid, or never received at the Cape, or it had been deliberately
suppressed by Somerset.
Subsequent writers have generally supported Donkin’s views, but there are some exceptions,
perhaps most notably Colin Turing Campbell writing in 1897, sometime after his residency at
Grahamstown in 1848-71. He felt that Donkin’s rank had been inferior rank to that of Lord Somerset
and, as he was merely standing in, he was an agent for, or representative of, the governor. His book is
peppered with remarks alluding to this viewpoint, for example with reference to the initial placement
of White’s and the Irish parties in western districts, he wrote207:
Before proceeding to the frontier, Lieut.-General Sir R. S. Donkin, Acting-Governor, decided not to
confine the location of the emigrants from England to the Zunsveld [Zuurveld], but to place parties in
several eligible situations throughout the Colony. This is another instance of Sir R. Donkin’s not
obeying instructions.

Despite such comments, Campbell recognised the value in much of Donkin’s work at the colony.
Notwithstanding their differing views, Donkin and Campbell concur on the factual history of
the early years of the settlement, their accounts serving as further confirmation of events as described
in this chapter. Furthermore, their respective works are authenticated with transcriptions of many
items of correspondence and official records including more of the interesting detail.
Race relations208
In terms of the general sweep of southern African history, perhaps the most important difference in
policy between Somerset and Donkin was in their approach to the treatment of the native peoples,
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particularly the Xhosas. Somerset’s policy was based on separation, with the neutral territory acting as
a buffer between Europeans and their servants to the west and the black tribes to the east. Donkin’s
proposal for Xhosa-European trading fairs within that territory was a first step in a process towards
greater integration, albeit primarily for the purpose of promoting trade, but it was an important step
and one that won the approval of paramount Chief Gaika. It was Donkin’s contention that, even
though the fairs were delayed until after the conclusion of his term in office, the promise of the fairs
alone was enough to render the Xhosas less hostile, and it was only when Somerset failed to
implement the fairs that serious atrocities began to occur. Ultimately, Somerset recognised the value
of the fairs in terms of both trade and race relations, even though they compromised his view of the
neutral zone as a valued defensive measure.
Recent writers have suggested that whatever Donkin or Somerset had decided at that time, it
would have made little difference. Once the British settlers began pastoral farming in earnest they
attracted the serious attention of their acquisitive neighbours who regarded the size of their herds as a
principal measure of their status. Cattle represented a form of currency, and those with the greatest
numbers obtained the most sought after wives and more of them. While the ownership of land of itself
was of a lower priority, the value of the Zuurveld for seasonal grazing was important to the Xhosa
tribes. In fairness to Somerset, during his first term of office and the early part of his second term, he
was opposed to the enlargement of settler farms to encompass pastoral farming, but once he found
himself facing the threat of a recall to answer difficult questions raised by the commissioners and
representatives of the settlers, he capitulated. By contrast, Donkin understood the inadequacy of one
hundred acres per family, especially if their allocation included poor quality land, and was ready to
find ways to enable them to expand their holdings. Many settlers who understood the heightened
threat of incursions posed by the holding of cattle herds opted instead to hold sheep, a factor that
contributed to the exponential growth in sheep farming and the woollen industries.
Another reason for suggesting that the segregation-integration issue was of little relevance has
been identified by John Reader in his Africa: A Biography of the Continent. He pinpoints the 1980s as
a time when historians began to question earlier received notion that the rise of the Zulus, led by their
despotic leader Chaka, and their aggressive expansion and migration into the sparsely populated
interior regions, had squeezed the Xhosa populations, causing them to seek land in which to reside
further to the west of the Cape.
Reader, and like-minded historians, consider the likelihood that trade, especially the trade in
slaves, may have played a much greater role than Chaka’s incursions in the mass movement of tribes.
More specifically, Reader considers that the procurement of slaves from the hinterland around
Delagoa Bay on the Mozambique coast (now Maputo Bay), particularly by the Portuguese for their
expanding sugar and coffee plantations in Brazil, may have caused tribes to retreat in fear of capture.
Slaves from this hinterland were also required for local work to carry vast quantities of ivory and
other commodities to the coast for consigning to European markets. For their part, the French required
slaves for plantations on Indian Ocean islands. By 1812 it is estimated that slaves at a rate of 12,000
per year may have been procured for all of these purposes.
There is evidence that Europeans sparked wars between tribes and that the resulting prisoners
of war were sold into slavery, or, as refugees, they were captured for the same purpose. The shortage
of labour at the colony may have further contributed to the demands imposed on a trade based on the
creation of refugees. Many were made available for a form of employment differing from slavery in
name only. The traditional arguments claiming that it was the expansionist tendency of King Chaka
and his aggressive Zulus that accounted for clashes between the Xhosas and the colonists were
convenient for the European authorities as they could present themselves as the appeasers and not the
instigators209:
Many of the clashes which generations of historians have described as examples of black-on-black
violence typifying an African propensity for warfare (and the need for white peacemakers) were, in
fact, slave-raids ‒ conducted with the connivance of whites and producing a supply of so-called
refugees from the fighting who were subsequently sold or given out as ‘apprentices’ to farmers in need
of labour.
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If we accept that, jointly or severally, the twin incentives—the attraction of the cattle herds
and the fear of being taken into slavery—were the principal motivations of tribes in their migration
towards the west, then it seems unlikely that the existence or otherwise of a 30-mile-wide neutral
zone, which in any case was extremely difficult to police, would have made a difference to any Xhosa
tribes contemplating incursions into the European colony.
The impropriety of Lord Somerset and his friends210
Sir Rufane Donkin included in his letter clear instances of alleged fraud, corruption and extravagance
on the part of Lord Somerset and his cohorts during his terms of office. In some instances attempts
had been made to disguise the details of transactions and to mislead the commissioners. Colonel Bird
referred to the ‘exhausted and bankrupt state of the Colonial Treasury’.211 Much of the information
presented by Donkin is taken from extracts of a statement made to the commissioners by Charles
D’Escury, Inspector of Government Lands and Woods. The first part of the extract referred to:
the enormous expenses in building in every direction—in Town [Cape Town]—at Newlands—at
Wynberg—at Simons Town—and in other parts of the country—far beyond what necessity, allowing to
it the utmost latitude, could possibly demand.

The report proceeded to describe in detail the new building works and enhancements which in some
cases disabled buildings from their original public use, inferring they were for the benefit of private
individuals. Reference was made to the removal of the seat of the magistracy from Tulbagh to
Worcester where the relatively low cost idea to repair the buildings at Tulbagh had been abandoned in
favour of the enormous expense of new public buildings at Worcester. There appeared to be little
regard for public economy at a time when the treasury coffers had been stretched to their utmost.
Convoluted transactions involving horse-dealing were cited in Donkin’s letter, the details of
which were taken from a report by the commissioners based on statements made by Charles
D’Escury212, and in a document addressed to Donkin from the Cape, there was a description of how W
Parker had obtained the enormous sum of approximately £1,300 of public money to cover his return
to England to help defend his friend, Lord Somerset, against allegations made by the commissioners
and settler representatives. Included in this sum was an amount of £250 from the military chest paid
as compensation for not receiving rations when rations had been received by other settlers. According
to regulations, his situation never warranted such rations, and Donkin and others were bemused as to
why he had been compensated213:
This is the philosophy of the Treasury [rations only for those in desperate need], and in my humble
apprehension it is very sound. However, Mr. W.Parker appears to have got over all this, and many
other considerations, and to have dipped his hand in to the military chest, and to have brought out the
amount of 250l.
It is time, however, to look at some of the events and circumstances which preceded Mr.
Parker’s embarkation for England, which is thus detailed to me in a letter from the Cape at the time
“- - but Parker’s demands increased in proportion as anxiety was evinced to get him out of the
Colony.”
Then comes the detail of the sum paid to get him away, the items of which I have just gone
through.
The writer goes on—‘but I doubt whether even this will stir him. He must have more. He is
too deep in the secrets now and it will not do to offend him. He knows that the trade of horse-dealing
having slackened, in consequence of the boers being all ruined, the public has been made by the most
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extraordinary means to supply the deficiency. He (Parker) knows that the old Grote Post stallion,
‘Orville’ was transferred to the Somerset Farm Establishment, and paid for at the enormous sum of
5550 rix dollars, in order to enable Grote Post Farm to pay 7000 rix dollars for Vanguard, one of the
new importations; and as this amount was insufficient to cover the demand for that miserable animal,
two bulls of the Devonshire breed, (not worth 100 rix dollars each,) were palmed upon the Somerset
Farm, and Mr. Hart’s (the Accomptant’s) book stands charged with 1200 rix dollars for them!
I must add, that neither of these bulls reached their destination; one died at Port Elizabeth; the
other was killed on board the Locust. Mr. Parker also knows that his friend Proctor bought one of the
new importations for 6000 rix dollars, and had the quit-rent of his farm reduced forthwith from 500 rix
dollars at which he had been granted in perpetuity by Lord Bathurst’s orders, to 200 rix dollars. But
were I to enumerate all the anecdotes of this sort, which are here as public as the sun at noon-day, I
should indeed be long before I had done...Every body here blushes for the English character; but all
this is nobody’s business, and so we continue to lie under national disgrace. A Frenchman, the Baron
de Richemont, has just left this place, where he has picked up all these anecdotes, and is gone away
quite loaded.”

Notwithstanding criticism of the nature of Somerset’s horse trading deals, one redeeming feature of
his administration, for which he was widely acclaimed, was that he improved the breed of the Cape
colonial horses during his twelve year term of office.214
Based on another statement by Charles D’Escury, the commissioners penned a scathing attack
on Lord Somerset in respect of a modified return of land grants purported to be issued by the
Inspector’s office, but that included amendments ordered or made by His Excellency. The actual
grants of land had been made by Donkin during his term as Acting Governor. Somerset had caused
the original versions of the return to be altered to omit certain entries including one in favour of Capt.
Henry Somerset, his son. After listing certain omitted entries, including the one in favour of the
Captain for 296 morgen (592 acres), the commissioners remarked215:
What induced Sir Rufane to grant this very valuable piece of land [Donkin defends this action
elsewhere on the ground that it was based on a misleading report by the grantee], taken from the
pasture ground of Graham’s Town to Captain, now Major Somerset, does not appear; but it is difficult
not to feel surprise, when, although this grant was by His Excellency’s direction omitted in the list
made out by the Inspector, it still belongs to those His Excellency so strongly disapproved, that,
nevertheless, His Excellency should almost immediately after his return [to the Cape], viz. 15 January
1822, have added another valuable portion to this very grant, to the extent of 178 morgen, (356 acres)
at only five rix dollars per annum, notwithstanding that the removing of the seat of local magistracy to
Graham’s Town, and the consequent extension of that town, then already in contemplation, had
rendered the reserving of that land the more essential; yet this additional grant was made by His
Excellency, and that, too, without suffering it to pass ‘through the ‘regulated ordeal,’[official
procedure] the omission of which he so much reprobated in Sir Rufane’s grants.

Greater accountability216
It is clear that Lord Somerset had almost absolute power at the Cape to the extent that he was able to
control purse strings and allocate public resources to meet certain intended purposes, often with the
aim of achieving some personal gain for his family. Contrary to instructions, he drew his £10,000
annual salary from the date of his appointment months before his arrival at the colony, and he
exaggerated reports of adversity, such as incidences of flooding and hostile native activities, in order
to secure extra colonial funding towards extravagant or dubious objectives. The Colonial Office had at
last learned that the powers of a governor situated some 7000 miles from the mother country must be
curbed and made more accountable, and as a consequence appointed the aforesaid Commission of
Enquiry and created a Council of Advice.
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Improving fortunes217
Up to 1823 the settlers had made very little progress in the face of natural disasters, crop failures and
political upheaval. The ordinary inhabitants, the ones who had signed up to emigration to escape
poverty at home, had barely managed to survive, and only then with considerable additional support
from the authorities and charity. The wealthier settlers had seen their circumstances reduced as they
had sunk capital into lost causes. Despite such adversity, many remained at the Zuurveld and by 1824
there were signs of a turning point and a limited improvement in fortunes to vindicate their dogged
determination to carry on. The focus of farming had shifted away from intensive cultivation in favour
of pastoral farming on larger tracts of land, and trading with the Xhosas and other native tribes
boosted the emerging economy and for a time cemented improved race relations. Grahamstown had
begun to sprawl and the other principal urban centres, Bathurst, Salem and Cradock, showed some
steady progress. Coastal activity between Cape Town and the new ports at the settlement helped to
increase trade right across the colony.
Lord Somerset was replaced by General Bourke as Acting Governor of the colony. A
proposal to divide the administration of the Cape into two units, east and west, was shelved on
account of the high cost, but Swede, Andries Stockenstrom Jnr, was appointed Commissioner-General
for the eastern districts with a team of officials reporting. His father, also Andries, had been murdered
by Xhosas in 1811 (see pages. 28-29). Considering the constant threat from the neighbouring Xhosa
tribes, his role, which he assumed in January 1828, provided a means to deal independently with
emergency situations that might otherwise intensify if delays were caused by having to communicate
with civil or military officials at Cape Town. Civil commissioners were appointed across the colony,
settler Captain Duncan Campbell being selected for Albany and Somerset East covering the
dangerous locations adjacent to the eastern frontier. This position he held until he succeeded
Stockenstrom as Commissioner-General in 1833.
Impressed with the success of the European-Xhosa fair at Fort Willshire, General Bourke
approved a plan for a second fair in the neutral territory on the bank of the River Chumie, but as
traders preferred to continue to meet at the Fort, it closed after just two years. Numerous adventurous
businessmen, under Ordinance No. 23, 1826, obtained licences to trade in territory to the north of
‘Kaffirland’, that is in the tracts occupied by the Thembu tribes, a relatively peaceful people at a
distance from the colony —Nelson Mandela was a Thembu. Following a route through the
Winterberg highlands, the European traders avoided encounters with the more aggressive Xhosa
clans. They were travellers whose business was based primarily on bartering, a system known as
‘interior private trading’, which later encroached southwards into ‘Kaffirland’ proper. Traders of this
nature were able to undercut prices at the fairs, a factor that ultimately led to the gradual demise of
Fort Willshire until it finally closed its gates to commerce in 1830. In time, some approved traders
began to obtain licences to establish more permanent trading posts well beyond the colonial boundary
subject to a strict embargo on trading in arms, ammunition and liquor. The more intrepid traders
reached districts hitherto barely visited by Europeans in Pondoland, the home of the Pondo tribe to the
east of ‘Kaffirland’, and yet further into what became Natal Province. In the main they exchanged
metals, beads, trinkets and manufactured goods for ivory, hides and gum. The trade then was valued
at around £40,000 per annum218, but in time they adopted a more direct system of procurement based
on game hunting for lion, hippopotamus, elephant, buffalo and rhinoceros. A number of settlers
became well-known for their hunting exploits, and, like it or not, two of the most celebrated of all,
Edward Driver and Henry Hartley, hailed from Nottinghamshire.
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Civil and judicial changes219
Following the Bishop Burnett saga and other representations it was deemed that changes were
required in the general administration at the Cape. After the dissolution of the old Court of Justice, a
Supreme Court was established under a Royal Charter of Justice with a Judges’ Bench comprising
appointees from Britain and practising trial by jury for criminal cases. In 1827 it was recognised that
the Burgher Senate had become ineffectual and was abolished, while changes were made at the local
level. Certain Dutch concepts for local justice were abolished including the Boards of Landdrost and
Heemraaden, while the chief magistrates, called Presidents, were re-designated ‘Civil
Commissioners’. Ordinances 32 and 33 provided for the appointment of Justices of the Peace and
Resident Magistrates and a new constitution for the subordinate courts of justice.
The South African Fire and Life Assurance Company was founded in 1831 and its runaway
success prompted the establishment of similar institutions throughout the colony. All the time new
roadways and mountain passes were developed, mostly to the benefit of the West and
communications with Cape Town where streets began to benefit from oil lamps financed by
subscription. The later transition to gas lighting proved to be more troublesome.220 The first branch of
many new savings banks was founded at the ‘metropolis’ by Mr J Marshall.
Excursions221
Certain expeditions of discovery commenced in 1828. Dr Cowie, the District Surgeon of Albany, and
merchant Benjamin Green, perished during their return from Natal and Delagoa Bay. Some of their
notes were recovered and from them settler John Centlivres Chase published an account and a map
thereby filling several gaps in the knowledge of those distant tracts. Collis and Cawood travelled by
land to Natal recording details of the intervening fertile land and coastal stretches, while Bain and
Biddulph ventured into the country of the Bechuanas. Also in 1828 the approaches of Zulu envoys
sent by Chaka were rejected by the colonial government which, in view of subsequent events in Natal,
and with the benefit of hindsight, may have been regretted.222 During the following year colonist
traders, Messrs Shone and McLuckie, and Wesleyan missionary, the Rev. Archbell, reached uncharted
territories far to the north of the colony. Archbell, and the Rev. Robert Moffatt (father-in-law of Dr
Livingstone), visited the Zulu king.223 On 24 July 1833, the Literary Society at Cape Town arranged a
large meeting to organise a subscription fund for an expedition to be led by Dr Andrew Smith MD
into the African interior. Artists, scientists and others gathered the following year equipped with all
the paraphernalia needed for a thorough examination of far distant lands. Inexplicably, they
progressed only as far as Zulu country to the lands occupied by the people of Chief Moselikatze, and
there was little discovered. The meagre returns for the subscribers’ money were landscape scenes
sketched by Charles Bell and examples from natural history illustrated by George Ford, later
published in London by Dr Smith.
Improvements in agriculture224
Inexperienced farmers were, of necessity, eager to learn more of their adopted mode of living and to
adapt their activities to conditions in the Zuurveld or to make the move into pastoral farming on better
grazing lands further west in Somerset East and Graaff-Reinet districts. Settlers who persisted with
cultivation concentrated their efforts on the most promising tracts of land and crops better suited to
the soil and climate—rye, barley, corn and maize—largely at the expense of wheat, which had proved
so vulnerable to ‘rust’. Fruit trees continued to thrive and successful kitchen gardens were maintained
for vegetables. Cultivation developed, but the focus everywhere shifted ever more towards livestock,
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especially in the forms of cattle and sheep. Lieut. White, head of the party from Arnold,
Nottinghamshire, was one of a small number of farmers to introduce new breeds of sheep, especially
Merino sheep for wool, to replace or supplement the haired species bred primarily for mutton. One of
the leading writers on South African history of this era identified Lieut. Daniell of Sidbury and Lieut.
White (by then Major) as the initiators of the fine wool industry from 1827.225 Other notables in the
industry included Major Pigot, Captain Duncan Campbell, Charles Griffiths and the Bowker and
Hobson families. The British settlers are credited with having introduced farming for wool on an
industrial scale helped by the high quality of their product said to be on a par with the best from Spain
and Australia. The first shipments of wool outside of the eastern end of the colony took place in 1830
amounting to just 4,500 lbs weight, valued at £222, compared to the west where the industry
commenced in 1812 and by 1830 had reached 38,907 lbs, value £1,945 per annum. By 1866 the
relative annual production reached 30,508,853 lbs in the Eastern Province compared with 5,022,610
lbs in the Western Province.226 The industry developed to become a mainstay of South African
farming activity rising, for instance, to 238 million lbs weight valued at an estimated £13 million in
1937.227
Commercial developments228
In the absence of any support from the government, the traders in Grahamstown and Port Elizabeth
founded a company to build a more permanent wharf and eventually succeeded in constructing a jetty
extending over 300 feet out to sea. This, and other improvements, enabled Grahamstown, known now
as Settlers’ City, to expand ever more. Port Elizabeth was declared a free port and by 1825 the rapid
expansion called for a government resident, and in 1826 settler Hougham Hudson was appointed
magistrate. The report of the Commissioners of Enquiry was delivered on 6 September 1826 including
a recommendation that Table Bay be supported as the exclusive export facility for the colony, but in
time Port Elizabeth assumed direct export status. In 1868 Eastern Province exports totalled
£1,782,179 vastly eclipsing the Western Province figure of £433,712. 229 By contrast, the smaller
establishment at Port Frances contracted, due in part to difficulties caused by the sand bar which
exposed shipping to an inordinate risk. There the posts of government resident and harbour-master,
and the customs facility, were discontinued, and the government buildings there were sold off. In
1833 the Port Frances School was closed and the position of postmaster was abolished along with the
postal runs from there to Bathurst and Grahamstown, but in later years attempts were made to revive
the village as a port (see Chapter 17).
Led by the traders, the colony expanded further north to such an extent that in 1830 a new
town was established and named Colesberg after Sir Lowry Cole who had taken up the governorship
on 9 September 1828. It was situated on the old boundary line of the colony near Plattenberg’s
Baaken. Hannah Dennison of the Nottingham party moved to Graaff-Reinet and then to Colesberg as
a midwife and shopkeeper; an account of her correspondence with her children at the main British
settlement is provided in Appendix 8.
With the expansion of farming and the improved opportunities for trading came increased
prosperity and, while those who had arrived at the colony as adults had suffered many privations,
many of their children, the second-generation settlers, began to enjoy a standard of living well in
excess of what they might have hoped for had they remained in Britain. In 1830 the ‘cartoon’ paper
currency, the rix-dollar, originally good for 4 shillings with the backing of public property as security,
was finally laid to rest at one shilling and sixpence in the form of silver coinage for exchange.
Though the settlers in the east had begun to enjoy some commercial success, the contrast
between the eastern and western portions of the colony could hardly have been greater during the later
1820s to mid-1830s with the west enjoying a considerable degree of peace and calm and the east
suffering an increasing threat of invasion and frequent incursions to take away their cattle. A singular
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galling circumstance did, however, inflict a special blow felt most keenly by the westerners. A
despatch from England reported that the prices of Cape wines for sale in Britain had plummeted
‘caused partly by a glut of the article, and partly by the disgraceful trash prepared and vended by some
pretended wine-merchants in the Colony’.230
In 1830, at the recently founded South African College at Cape Town, the pupils undertook
their first examination as they began to demonstrate their newly acquired attainments in the sciences,
literature and the arts, and proved able to hold their own as they progressed to colleges equipped to
compete with the best in Europe.
Legislative Council231
Following the resignation of Andries Stockenstrom Jnr as Commissioner-General in1833, another
attempt was made to attain the full separation of the eastern and western districts and the appointment
of a Lieut.-Governor for the east. On behalf of the colonists, settler T Phillips presented petitions in
England to both Houses of Parliament, but he was unsuccessful. There was, however, success in 1834
when, as a result of several petitions from citizens, the governor’s Council of Advice, made up
exclusively of appointed officials, was replaced with a Legislative Council of between ten and twelve
persons, half of whom were honourable members for life. This was a precursor to the eventual
introduction of a parliamentary government and in the interim period the body was served well by a
number of individuals appointed from Albany including Nottinghamshire’s Dr John Atherstone and
also William Cock and Robert Godlonton.
Grahamstown Journal232
The acclaimed Grahamstown Journal had been founded in December
1831 by L H Meurant with the assistance of Robert Godlonton as editor, a
position he held in addition to his role as Clerk to the Civil Commissioner
of Albany. 1820 settler, Godlonton, had brought with him a printing press,
but the controversial machine was removed from his ship, the Chapman,
and confiscated. It reappeared via a tortuous route in Albany to be used
for its original purpose for a district newspaper. In time Godlonton
relinquished his official appointment to devote his time exclusively to the
paper as both editor and sole proprietor. He was an avid supporter of
many settler causes demonstrating a fearless yet intelligent style and
valuable command of language, enough to earn him a reputation as a
Robert Godlonton
champion of the eastern colonists. ‘The Journal’ was set to become the
most widely circulated and influential paper in the district proving to be
vital to settlers’ interests when they faced heavy criticism from ill-informed and distant observers,
especially regarding race relations and the frontier wars. By the mid-twentieth century it was the
oldest extant newspaper on South Africa and possibly in the whole of the continent.233
Dark clouds and the death of paramount Chief Gaika234
It is now apposite to consider the development of relations with African natives during the first period
of the new settlement to identify the causes of mounting discontent that would fester in isolated
skirmishes and escalate to become all-out war. On 11 April 1826, Lieutenant-Governor Bourke, by
order, determined that the ‘reprisal system’ initiated in 1819, was abolished. This meant that no
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invasion of Xhosa country should take place with a view to recovering stolen settler cattle, that is,
neither the exact same animals, nor an equivalent number of head. On no grounds should recovery
parties be permitted to cross the border, excepting that regular soldiers would be permitted to
apprehend robbers within view from the border, and general citizens to proceed as far as the nearest
Xhosa kraal simply to demand that the native inhabitants take up the pursuit. Needless to say, it was
unrealistic to expect native chiefs to be willing or courageous enough to order the apprehension of
their fellow tribesmen. Consequently, the depredations increased leaving the poor farmer with little
means of redress, reliant solely on his own vigilance within the colony. This shabby development was
not viewed by the settlers with the least respect as they suffered a considerable increase in the
incidence of cattle rustling over a three year period until the appointment of Governor Cole signalled
a reversion to a modified version of the former ‘reprisal system’.
Measures to sanction and encourage trading between colonist and native introduced under the
Bourke administration, as described earlier in this chapter, were welcomed by all, as was Ordinance
No. 49 of July 1826 permitting natives beyond the eastern frontier to enter the colony as residents at
mission stations, or as labourers. This latter measure helped to address the severe dearth of labour
suffered by the colonists, especially the British. Unfortunately, it raised the level of temptation, and
increased the opportunity for the incoming natives, or their criminal associates from beyond the
boundary, to commit cattle theft. 235 Once-again, the replacement governor felt obliged, at least
temporarily, to suspend this aspect of the Ordinance.
During the 1820s mass movements of native tribes were underway. Whether or not triggered
by the slave trade, some form of domino effect was taking place with Fetcani pressured by the Zulu to
move out of the Delagoa Bay hinterland towards Bechuanaland and later to threaten territory occupied
by the Thembus who had so far held them in check. They were forced to turn their attentions towards
the south east and the Gcalekas led by Chief Hintsa who in turn desperately sought assistance from
the colonial authorities. Major Dundas as Chief Magistrate of Albany, a Royal Engineer, was
authorised to assemble a body of British settler youth who repelled the invasion at the Bashee River.
Within a month, assistance was again required as troops under Colonel Somerset completely
defeated the offenders at the source of the Umtata River saving the Chief Hintsa, and probably his
entire nation, from annihilation. As a portent of events to come, it is interesting to note that Hintsa and
his 20,000 followers were present at the Umtata, but failed to render any assistance whatsoever to the
embattled troops, but that they were only too willing after the event to enter the battlefield to acquire
spoils of trinkets and ornaments from their native opponents. To compound the ingratitude, they never
desisted from their cattle thieving exploits while colonial forces were engaged in battles to save their
peoples. This was so much the case that a detachment of the 55th Regiment and a contingent of
burghers, set to assist in the repulsion of the Fetcani, had to be left behind to protect the settlement
herds.236
In 1828 under the Bourke administration, Ordinance No. 50 was enacted ‘for Improving the
Condition of Hottentots [Khoi] and other Free Persons of Colour’. This dispelled the oppressive and
erroneous belief, widely held, that the Khoi, the original occupiers of much of the Cape land, were
not, since the arrival of the Europeans, permitted to hold land in their own right.
This year saw the increased activity of Chief Macoma, son of Gaika, as a ring leader, inviting
associated chiefs to join in aggressive activities to acquire territory and oust neighbouring tribes.
Combined Xhosa forces launched a surprise attack on the Thembus on the Zwarte Kei River driving
them into British territory. Thembu Chief Powana was slain, and 5,000 head of cattle were removed,
rendering them liable to starvation and left with no alternative but to seek charity from the colony. An
official inquiry, with the backing of the Commissioner-General, ensured that Macoma was removed to
the Kat River, but the plundered cattle were not restored. Macoma was so incensed by his expulsion
that he never forgave his opponents and continually harboured a will to exact revenge. He began to
plot and scheme, to muster support, and form a confederation amongst his fellow chiefs. His antics
were open enough to attract the attention of the military authorities who anticipated an imminent
outbreak of concerted hostilities. In an attempt to counter the threat, the governor visited Gaika and
conferred with the Commissioner-General, the result of which was the founding of the Kat River
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Settlement which would later become notorious. For now, the measure appeased the chiefs and the
frequency of incidences of castle rustling reduced, albeit from a high level.
After a prolonged illness, Gaika, who had been something of a calming influence, died in
November 1829, leaving his more volatile son Hintsa as the paramount chief. Even so, the governor
was confident enough to leave the frontier thinking that, with the exception of Macoma, the chiefs in
the borderlands were chastised enough to desist from mounting cattle raids. He had, however, thought
it necessary, for justice to the colonists, to revitalise the ‘reprisal system’. A certain ‘reprisal’ took
place in 1830 when a commando was sent out to a village and Chief Zekoe was shot. Although the
killing was said to be justified, it led to considerable acrimony.
Superintendent of the London Missionary Society (LMS), the Rev. Dr Philip, and Thomas
Pringle’s associate, John Fairbairn, travelled east to meet with the Xhosas, but their intention was not
publicised. Later, evidence before the 1835-36 Parliamentary Committee on Aborigines suggested
they had been engaged in indiscrete discussions regarding the possibility that the neutral zone, the so
called ceded territory, might be offered to the tribes for occupation. Possibly, as was widely believed
at the time, they were motivated by a misguided form of philanthropy. Whatever their justification,
this added fuel to the flame of discontent among the colonists and established a persistent mistrust
between the philanthropists and the colonists which was exacerbated when Fairbairn wrote publicly
attacking what he saw as the oppressive settlers, though he knew at the time they were suffering
continual cattle raids. In another development, the LMS founded a school at the Kat River Settlement
which earned a reputation for placing the emphasis on the teaching of native rights at the expense of
teaching their corresponding duties.237
Lieut.-Colonel Wade assumed the colonial administration in August 1833, but for the briefest
of terms. As Acting Governor, he was appointed as an interim measure and departed on 16 January
1834, yet during this brief spell his reputation as a high achiever and solid character was noticed.
During the ten years from 1824 to the end of 1833 the annual rates of horse and cattle theft were 74
and 1,464 respectively and few were recovered.238 By the end of that period there was a real sense that
the Xhosas were about to inflict some kind of disastrous circumstance upon the colonists, but the
precise nature of the threat was unclear. Wade would later provide a highly acclaimed and perceptive
account of the dire situation in his evidence tabled at the
Aborigines Committee in 1836.
Wade’s replacement, Governor Sir Benjamin D’Urban,
disembarked at Table Bay to be immediately consumed in the
affairs to the east of the colony. Not only were the Xhosas
relocating livestock at an intolerable rate, but wandering Khoi,
who had to some extent been emancipated by General Bourke’s
Ordinance No. 50 of 1828, which defined their rights, had
become engaged in the thefts. A measure was required to curtail
what was termed ‘vagabondism’. In May 1834 an Ordinance was
proposed ‘for the Better Suppression of Vagrancy in this
Colony’ and opinions were sought amongst officials and other
leaders in society. There was some opposition initially arising
from the LMS and missionaries of other faiths, but taken up most
vehemently at the Kat River settlement where a resident teacher
mustered a following amongst the native Griquas. A substantial
contingent—those possessed of some property who had been
Sir Benjamin d’Urban, Governor
subjected to injurious events—professed their support for the
proposed Vagrancy Act.
The ensuing bitter contest and acrimonious circumstance had not escaped the notice of the
conniving Chief Macoma. The chief stirred the seeds of discontent within his tribe and made a
pretence of religious observance in an attempt to win over the Kat River Khoi. It was only the
precautionary vigilance of Lieut.-Colonel Armstrong that kept the Khoi out of the subsequent mix.
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On 20 November 1834 four horses stolen from a farmer called Nel were traced to Chief Eno’s
village in the neutral territory in which place he had been permitted to reside on condition of good
behaviour. The authorities under Ensign Sparkes demanded restoration and, as usual, the request was
resisted. To compensate, cattle of equivalent value were seized, but Sparkes’s party was followed and
seriously harassed. The Ensign threatened to fire if they continued with their aggravations, but they
retorted that he “dared not” and persisted to the point where an assegai was thrown and he was
wounded. This was an example of several where the Xhosas had demonstrated an increased penchant
for horse-stealing, usually an indicator of an imminent escalation in hostilities. By now some 250
traders of European extraction were operating in territories occupied by Xhosas, most notably in the
areas occupied by tribes under the control of paramount Chief Hintsa who was beginning to worry
them. Hintsa paid no heed of the fact that they were there with the government’s express blessing and
express protection.239 He resided near the Wesleyan Mission Station called ‘Butterworth’ west of the
Kei River from where he directed certain atrocities including the robbery and murder of a trader
named William Purcell operating nearby. The excuse given for the awful murder was that the
unfortunate victim had refused to trade on the Sabbath. The list of murders of Europeans by assegai
was growing rapidly and already included a woman and small child, Eliza Shone, who was buried at
Clumber. After the dismal Purcell incident Hintsa travelled further north to engage in plotting with
Macoma and their associates.
As year 1834 began to draw to a close there was a noticeable suspension of Xhosa hostilities,
but it would prove to be the ‘calm before the storm’. They had been assembling on the border and on
21 December, with no open warning, thousands swarmed over the eastern boundary into Albany.
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CHAPTER 10
THE SIXTH FRONTIER WAR AND THE LOCAL EXPERIENCE
Introduction240
The Vagrancy Act implemented in 1834, opposed by certain missionaries, caused a great stir at the
Kat River settlement. There, a minority of Khoi residents with some property to their name, some of
whom had suffered the effects of vagrancy, were in favour of the Act, but a larger majority were
opposed to such an extent that they threatened the lives of their better-off neighbours. The everwatchful Chief Macoma saw the Kat River inhabitants as potential allies against the British and
welcomed signs of unrest as offering the potential for new recruits to his cause. He attended prayer
meetings feigning piety and stirring feelings of bitterness in an attempt to win Khoi support for his
imminent scheme. It was only the vigilant attention of Lieut.-Colonel Armstrong in command at the
settlement that excluded the disaffected inhabitants from the atrocities about to unfold. Khoi
involvement in the initiation of hostilities is considered in a reflective section entitled ‘More on the
causes of the war’ later in this chapter.
Macoma’s bitterness about his expulsion from the ceded territory was intensified by the
continual vacillations over the matter by successive administrations. The authorities must have
pondered that he might be contemplating ideas to take more drastic action to resolve the matter once
and for all. Perhaps now, with more warriors and other resources of warfare at his command, the chief
reasoned that his chances of success against the British were much greater than had been the case for
his forebears. He felt inclined no longer to resist the groundswell of demand amongst his followers,
and of like-minded tribesmen, but to engage in decisive action to retake their land and other assets
from those they had for some years regarded as their enemy. He looked for any spark of specific
grievance and opportunity to galvanise the tribes for a concerted campaign.
Occurrences of great consequence took place during December 1834. The first day of that
month, a Monday, marked the official cessation of slavery in the Cape Colony when some 39,021
poor souls were officially emancipated. This followed a continuum of events originating during the
Batavian rule of 1803-06 that would gradually lead to their full release from servitude broadly in
parallel with measures taken in other British possessions. The official cessation, however, was by no
means the conclusion of the matter, and questions of compensation dragged on for several years to
come. The story of emancipation is more fully covered in Chapter 13 on the Great Trek which was, at
least in part, motivated by the abolition of slavery. During the month citizens had little time to indulge
in the joy of the release of the slaves before their attention was turned to more pressing concerns.
Accounts of the conflict that began during what was supposed to be the festive season can be
found in many acclaimed works varying only in format and the level of detail. For simplicity, the
account below is principally derived from the chronological description of J C Chase in his Annals of
the Cape Colony supplemented with R Binckes’s The Great Trek Uncut, where more detail is
necessary. Further clarification is obtained from works by Sir G E Cory, and H E Hockley, and from
official documents, most notably those arising from evidence taken by the Aborigines Committee of
1836. Specific notes relating to the Nottinghamshire settlers and their locations during the course of
the war are taken from works by F C D White, D G Damant, S Krsic and the Lower Albany Chronicle.
Quotations and very specific details are referenced to page numbers.
Initial invasion241
Towards the end of the 1834 the colonists and the authorities had begun to notice signs of unrest in
the native territories to the east, but they were insensible to the immediacy and the extent of what was
about to be unleashed. On 21 December 12,000 to 15,000 impressive Xhosa warriors in full battle
regalia lined up along the hilltops at the Fish River frontier and, in a coordinated and concerted action,
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rushed into the European settlements. Each fighter was armed with a fighting stick and several
assegais and carried a cowhide shield for protection. Their shaven heads were crowned with a beaded
band supporting blue crane feathers and their muscular torsos were strikingly daubed in red ochre.
The marauding hordes streamed into the colony and overwhelmed all who lay before them, burning
homesteads, destroying crops, and driving away their livestock. At least ten trader-settlers who had
been living amongst them were murdered as Macomo’s troops approached the border from the
Winterberg and swept down towards the sea.
As soon as the threat was noticed messengers on horseback swiftly spread the warning from
homestead to homestead imploring farmers to head for the towns for protection in numbers. In the
towns, public buildings as far afield as Port Elizabeth were made ready for the impending arrival of
multitudes of frightened inhabitants. Some of the Boers felt able to drive some of their cattle before
them to minimise their losses. One of the leading Boers, Andries Pretorius, formed a commando
numbering 800 from the Graaff-Reinet district to be rapidly deployed at the eastern border. In the
larger towns and villages points of entry were barricaded, while at Grahamstown, public premises and
dwellings were opened up to accept floods of refugees carrying farm implements and whatever else
they could find to improvise as weapons.
Men with guns at Grahamstown joined the ranks of the military and rode out to protect
incoming parties of people arriving from more vulnerable and isolated places. Some of those arriving
had found time enough to load up their wagons with their most valued possessions. The able bodied
accompanied their wagons on foot or on horseback while the very young, the old, and the infirmed,
found space on board. With only 755 men and low on ammunition, the Lieut.-Colonel, Lord
Somerset’s son, Henry, ordered the most distant military forts and posts to be abandoned, including
Fort Willshire and Kafir Drift post. Trees were cut down at Bathurst to rapidly construct a makeshift
kraal to accommodate cattle they hoped to protect from the raiders. A second wave of invaders
formed from Tyali’s warriors followed an inland route, while those of Botman and associated clans
entered the colony along the coast. The nature of the destruction was methodical and thorough. After
crossing the Fish River at Trompetter’s Drift, the northerly contingent murdered another trader and
over twenty farmers. Macoma had pledged to occupy the colony as far as Algoa Bay and by 26
December his warriors had advanced as far as Uitenhage within twenty miles of their ultimate
destination and a hundred miles from the eastern border.
Initial response242
An extraordinary incident took place at Salem, the location of Sephton’s party. As inhabitants
observed approaching Xhosas, Richard Gush, a Quaker, and three young colleagues, rode out to greet
them. Gush dismounted before the enemy and removed his jacket to show that he was unarmed. He
summoned their leader to come forward and pleaded that the village must be spared. Amazingly, the
Xhosa agreed to the request in exchange for food and gifts. Gush rode back to the village and
returned, unarmed, with bread and gifts. His courage meant that Salem was one of the few habitations
remaining unmolested throughout the conflict. By the end of the year, 456 farmsteads had been
burned and 300 had been pillaged. The invaders had taken 5,700 horses, 12,000 cattle and 162,000
sheep, and they had destroyed 60 laden wagons. In Albany only Salem, Grahamstown, and Theopolis
Mission Station, had not been ransacked, and those places were designated to receive and shelter the
many refugees fleeing from villages and isolated farms.
The Xhosas may have known of the absence of Field-cornet Malan in the vicinity of Bathurst,
but in his stead, Piet Retief stepped up to command the burghers in the region forming a commando
which soon became engaged in a number of skirmishes. On Christmas Day they recovered 800 cattle
and despatched a handful of the enemy, but later that day seven of his men were surrounded by an
enemy equipped with stolen or illegally traded guns. Facing untrained marksmen Retief’s men
escaped, while women and children fled. Many of them made it to St John’s Church, Bathurst, which
was unfinished, but, with a cordon of guards, offered a degree of protection. The Xhosa warriors
paraded through Bathurst setting fire to thatch roofs, but their torches marked out their positions
enabling troops to open fire on them, and many were mowed down as they faced a wall of heavy shot.
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In the midst of the mayhem, as screams of terror and blasts of gunfire were heard all around,
Elizabeth Hiles cried out as she gave birth to her first child. Unfortunately that day, her husband
George was killed at Trompetter’s Drift. Just as stocks of ammunition were nearly exhausted, a
contingent of troops arrived from Grahamstown with more weapons and supplies.
Tirelessly, Retief worked for the colonists and, with two detachments, gathered together over
two hundred refugee women and children and escorted them to a large unfinished farmhouse. A few
wagons and guards were placed around the outside of the building including the cattle kraal.
Undetected at first, Xhosas entered the kraal, but they drove the cattle with sticks and shouts towards
a line of Boer guards. The guards fired over the cattle, but were forced to make a hasty retreat when
the cattle stampeded. In the event some 2,000 cattle were whisked away by the enemy. A week after
the initial outbreak Piet Retief was appointed provisional commander of the Boer forces and was
allocated a few hundred unarmed men for which he personally covered the cost of their food in the
hope that he would be reimbursed after the cessation of the conflict. In this situation he excelled,
proving himself to be a strong leader, adept at solving military problems, and commanding the respect
of his burghers. Later this gave him some authority to criticize the British military which he described
as weak. He also considered that, prior to this outbreak, the authorities had cosseted the Xhosas to an
unwarranted extent.
Abandonment of Bathurst and Colonel Harry Smith’s famous ride243
Before the outbreak Lieut.-Colonel Willshire had given permission for Xhosas to take clay for
adorning their bodies from the pits on Thomas Mahoney’s farm. This had been a source of some
irritation as occasionally cattle in the vicinity would disappear, and the concession had given the
enemy an opportunity to spy on the settlers. Now, Mahoney’s throat was slit in front of his family, but
his wife and son were spared. A trader called Warren was killed in front of missionary Gottlieb
Kayser whose pleas to spare the trader were disregarded. Generally, the Xhosas avoided the forts
preferring to infiltrate between them to attack the farms and hamlets. Enemy hordes were noticed
heading westwards and the order was given to abandon Bathurst where a growing number of refugees
had assembled. 600 evacuee women and children were taken in a snaking convoy of 70 wagons with
their menfolk marching alongside escorted by 18 troops led by Lieut. Gilfillan. They all made it to
Grahamstown unscathed, although four intimidating Xhosas had been killed on route.
Grahamstown itself was under an increasing threat and, though Lieut.-Colonel Somerset
considered the makeshift barricades and other defences to be inadequate, he could not contemplate an
evacuation, and the consequential destruction of the town. He wrote to Governor Benjamin d’Urban
who first received news of the invasion on 28 December. Immediately, Colonel Harry Smith was
ordered to make for Grahamstown (see page 142). As he set off on the 600 mile journey on
horseback, a detachment, provisions and stores were sent by sea from Simon’s Bay. Within a short
time additional reinforcements marched towards the war zone from Swellendam and Worcester.
Request for compensation for maiming Xoxo244
Before the end of the year the Xhosa clans were rejoicing in their plunder and were already escorting
vast herds of livestock and thousands of horses into their territories across the Fish River. They must
have considered their campaign thus far to be a spectacular success and may have entertained
thoughts of returning for more spoils once they had secreted away and secured their early booty.
While they had not, on this occasion, obtained the military support of the Khoi at Kat River, or
anywhere else, at least the inhabitants at the Kat River settlement had not sided with the government
forces. They remained neutral and presented no threat or any obstacle to Xhosas moving west into
Albany or beyond.
As early as 1 January 1835 the chiefs enforced a meeting with missionaries where they
compelled the Rev. Weir to compose a letter to the British authorities asking for compensation for
insulting their nation by seriously wounding one of their number, Xoxo (or KloKlo), during action
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conducted by Colonel Somerset. This was a trumped up charge as the chief in question suffered
nothing more than a scratch, but the event was cited as just provocation for their precipitous invasion.
From the point of view of the authorities the letter was totally unjustified, the Xhosas having filched
away their ill-gotten gains, taken numerous innocent lives, and destroyed virtually the whole of the
British settlement, which had been painstakingly constructed over fifteen years. In this letter, written
in the presence of trembling missionaries in fear of their lives, they had the audacity to call for peace.
Needless to say, the letter was ignored.
Smith not impressed245
Col. Smith arrived in Grahamstown late in the day on 6 January,
1835. He immediately received several accounts of the state of
the town and the settlement as a whole, but the chaos,
destruction, despair and panic was all around plain to see. In his
own words:

(Sir) Harry Smith

Already are seven thousand persons dependent upon the Government
for the necessaries of life. The land is filled with the lamentations of the
widow and the fatherless. The indelible impressions already made upon
myself by the horrors of an irruption of savages upon a scattered
population almost exclusively engaged in the peaceful occupation of
husbandry, are such as to make me look on those I have witnessed in a
service of thirty years, ten of which in the most eventful period of war,
as trifles as to what I have now witnessed, and compel me to bring
under consideration, as forcibly as I am able, the heartrending position
in which a very large portion of the inhabitants of this Frontier are at
present placed, as well as their intense anxiety respecting their future
condition.

He was warmly received at Somerset Jnr’s home, Oatlands, where he was joined by civil
commissioner, Duncan Campbell, and Lieut.-Colonel England. Regardless of the hospitality he
enjoyed, the reports he received of his host’s actions and evident lack of military experience he
regarded with considerable disfavour. The abandonment of the first line forts had been a mistake, the
defences in Grahamstown were wholly inadequate, and the surrender of Bathurst had been cowardly.
Concerted retaliation246
Smith reiterated d’Urban’s declaration of martial law over Albany and Somerset and ordered that all
able-bodied men between 16 and 60 were to report to their district field-cornets for military service.
Four companies of infantry and a company on horseback were rapidly assembled to form a volunteer
corps. Taking full and immediate responsibility for the safety of the whole frontier, an early priority
for Smith was the recapture of Bathurst. For this purpose he despatched a contingent of troops under
Lieut. Forbes of the 75th Regiment. He ordered troops back to the frontier posts and to patrol the most
susceptible areas in the borderlands. Some of the men guarding the Grahamstown barricades were
ordered further afield to patrol the entrances to the town, and 200 horses were appropriated for
military use. 800 auxiliary Khoi troops were joined by 500 regular troops attached to the Cape
Mounted Rifles (CMR). This corps was established partly for their fighting capabilities, but also to
retain their loyalty, reducing their opportunity to combine with the Xhosas. They were sent out in fine
new uniforms made from the only material available, green baize. The town’s cloth cutters and
seamstresses worked tirelessly to produce the outfits in double quick time.
Smith sent a message to the enemy ordering them to retreat beyond the agreed frontier and to
return all of the livestock and horses they had taken away. He had worked with Major Cox in Spain
and was delighted to find that his former colleague was available in Grahamstown to serve the cause.
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On 10 January Cox was ordered to take a well-equipped force of 206 British settlers, burghers and
CMR on a confidential mission to attack Chief Eno’s clan at his kraal. When they arrived the kraal
had been evacuated, Eno had recently escaped dressed as a woman, and many of his followers were
hiding in nearby bushes. 35 were apprehended and killed including two of Eno’s brothers and his son.
The pursuers set up camp beyond the burned out shell of Fort Willshire. After breaking camp they
proceeded before dawn to Tyali’s village, but this too had been abandoned and they set fire to it
sending a signal of towering flames high into the night sky.
Back in Grahamstown inhabitants and refugees lined the streets to welcome the arrival of the
72nd Regiment along with supplementary burghers from Graaff-Reinet under van Ryneveld and from
Port Elizabeth, Swellendam and George under J I Rademeyer. Somerset Jnr, accompanied by 400
burgers, was sent out to clear enemy troops from the Zuurberg Mountains and the Bushman’s River
valley. With minimal injuries and no deaths this party despatched over fifty Xhosas and held back an
offensive by over 1,000 of the enemy.
Board of Relief and clearance of the Fish River bush and neutral territory247
When d’Urban arrived in Grahamstown on 20 January he was shocked to see the extent of the damage
and loss of life caused by the enemy, and his sympathy resulted in a relief programme. Through a
Board of Relief, clothing, financial, and other assistance were provided by the authorities. Smith sent
out Lieut.-Colonel England with 300 troops to clear the Fish River valley where many enemy warriors
were known to have found the cover of thick bush. This was a precursor to a major offensive intended
to clear the whole of the supposed neutral territory as far as the west bank of the Keiskamma River.
Reinforcements were brought in from wherever Smith could find them including Boers and British
settlers using their own horses, with only their food and ammunition provided. By contrast, enlisted
Khoi fighters were placed on a pay scale in line with that of British soldiers.
Lieut.-Colonel England’s performance to date had not impressed Col. Smith, and the Fish
River clearance was proving to be more difficult than expected. Leaving a junior officer in charge
there, England returned to Grahamstown seeking reinforcements, but his appearance in the town left
Smith and d’Urban bemused and flabbergasted. They could not comprehend his willingness to leave
his troops, but England thought he could best explain his problems in person. D’Urban ordered Smith
to complete the Fish River clearance and to personally lead out the additional men. England was left
behind to guard Grahamstown while Smith rode out on 7 February with 1,200 men in three divisions
comprising 72nd and 75th Regiments, artillery, CMR and the Khoikhoi Levy along with some Boers
and British settlers. Smith led the central column while England and Somerset led their respective
flanks. In all, there was enough manpower, weaponry and supplies to mop up in the Fish River bush
areas and proceed to the main objective to clear the neutral (ceded) territory. As they reached the river
they found that it had been flooded and as they waited for the swell to subside they observed the
enemy high up on commanding hills. The Scots Highlanders of the 72nd had no experience of fighting
in dense bush where there was the potential for a disastrous ambush at every turn, but they were wary
enough to proceed with great caution. It was difficult to be sure whether shadowy silhouettes at any
distance were friend or foe. Not far into the campaign they discovered, one day in the early morning
light, three of their men dead, and four seriously wounded, yet there was no evidence of a Xhosa
attack.
Once over the river they fired cannon at the Xhosa positions where they had been seen
driving away cattle. The terrified animals stampeded in all directions as shells burst around them and
in the confusion troops ascended the eastern bank under the cover of thick bush. In such a melee it
was impossible for the troops to fire their weapons so they used the barrels of their rifles as clubs
while the Xhosa used their assegais as stabbing spears, shortening the hasps by breaking them. The
modified assegais were effective causing serious wounding, but the colonials lost only eight men
while taking the lives of some 75 of the enemy and recapturing 2,500 head of stolen cattle. After
multiple skirmishes over three days the Fish River valley was finally cleared and they were able to
contemplate their principal task. A camp was reinstated near Fort Wiltshire while they awaited the
order from d’Urban to launch into their main offensive. Smith thought they had the momentum for a
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rapid advance, but d’Urban counselled caution commanding an impatient Colonel Smith to wait for
reinforcements. By 22 March 1835 they had 3,000 well-equipped men with six big guns, numerous
wagons pulled by teams of twenty oxen, and plentiful supplies. A detachment of over 1,500
impressive Boers led the snaking five mile column.
Main pre-war offensive248
By now there were four divisions under Somerset, Col. John Peddie, Major Cox and Stephanus van
Wyk. As they approached Xhosa villages the illusive inhabitants disappeared leaving the colonial
forces to burn their dwellings and salvage any cattle left behind. The whole process was frustrating
and it didn’t help that the excited Boers fired shots into the air warning of their arrival. Their
indiscriminate shooting even threatened the lives of their British and Khoi allies. This led to a feeling
that they were cowards not willing to face the enemy in close conflict, and at one point d’Urban
threatened them with capital punishment and proposed to take away their firearms.
D’Urban was sure from the events unfolding and reports from missionaries that Chief Hintsa
had been the inspiration behind the invasion. Boer van Wyk, with his knowledge of the Xhosa
language, was selected to approach the chief to negotiate the return of all of the stolen cattle and for
him to assist in the apprehension of Tyali and other implicated chiefs. Hintsa, however, had no
intention of being party to such proposals and avoided giving any clear answers. In this situation there
was little choice but to invade Hintsa’s heartlands, an idea fully supported by Smith, but one which
d’Urban could only hesitatingly agree to. Preparations for the action took place over three days as
they approached the Kei River. All the time, d’Urban questioned the plan and was so unconvinced of
this course of action that he instructed Smith to move ahead without him. Leaving the governor no
time to change his mind, Smith rode ahead with his troops to the west bank of the river and observed
many of the enemy assembled in large numbers on the opposite bank.
Using van Wyk as an interpreter, the opposing forces shouted their negotiations across the
river. “This is the land of the great chief, Hintsa. You have no right to drink from the waters of the
Kei, as they belong to Hintsa.” Van Wyk reiterated their demand for the return of all of the colonists’
cattle, asked what assistance Hintsa might provide against the other culpable chiefs, and gave them
five days to respond. D’Urban, who had by now caught up with the party, had earlier issued an order
that the allied troops would not attack Hintsa’s people unless they were attacked first, and that in
Hintsa’a territory they would not take cattle, nor burn kraals or crops. In frustration Smith could wait
no longer and on 15 April 1835 he ordered his troops to mount, and the full army to cross the river in
convoy. They reached Hintsa’s kraal at Butterworth only to find that the chief had taken his people in
the direction of the White Kei River. They intended to camp in the vicinity of the kraal, but as they
were setting up lookouts, saw a horde of 2,000 battle-clad warriors heading their way carrying their
assegais. Buglers sounded the alarm as troops grabbed and charged their guns, but there was great
relief when they noticed that the warriors were Fingos, not Xhosas, and their demeanour suggested
they came in peace. They offered their services to fight against the Xhosa and when they were joined
by their families they numbered some 16,000 camped in the hills along with their cattle.
Declaration of war249
The Fingos (MFengu) were remnants of eight impressive nations which had been destroyed or
scattered by invading Bantus, most notably the Zulu under King Chaka and the Fetcani, or Mantatees
under Matuana. They had been driven in westerly directions to find themselves in the hands of Hintsa
who brutalised them and treated them as his property, as slaves. They were his ‘dogs’. In a ceremony
orchestrated by Smith, the Fingos were declared British subjects, and their fighters were formally
allied to the colonial ranks. At the same time, war was formally declared on Hintsa and his followers.
The rationale for the declaration of war were that no notice had been taken of the message
transmitted by van Wyk, the chief’s complicity with the coalition of invading colleagues, his failure to
protect trader, Mr Purcell, who had been murdered in his territory, the failure to apprehend and punish
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the said murderer, the murder of Ensign Armstrong under conditions of truce, and other outrages
committed against traders and also against missionaries who had been forced to flee to Chief Vusani
for shelter amongst the Thembus.
Peace negotiations250
The combined forces set about their plan to root out Hintsa, and as they marched through the Transkei
combing the hills and valleys, they destroyed deserted kraals, took back stolen cattle and collected
artefacts including ornaments belonging to Nomsa, the chief’s Great Wife. This process alarmed
Hintsa so much that he sent envoys to negotiate peace, but d’Urban and Smith made it clear that they
would only treat with Hintsa in person. By 29 April Hintsa could stand no more and, accompanied by
over 40 accomplices on horseback, he approached the British camp and with all the air of a monarch
he introduced himself. In time D’Urban, Smith and the chief were assembled in close proximity on
stools outside Smith’s tent, surrounded by their
respective guards and advisors.
After Smith had read a long list of charges
against Hintsa, d’Urban detailed the conditions for peace
including the return of 25,000 cattle and 500 horses
immediately, equivalent numbers to be returned in a
year, and the cessation of hostilities under Chiefs Tyali,
Macoma and Nqeno. Under the terms, Hintsa was
obliged to find and punish the murderer of Mr Purcell,
the trader killed near his kraal, to compensate Mrs
Purcell with 300 head of cattle, and to find and punish
the murderer of Ensign Armstrong. As an incentive to
induce compliance, two of Hintsa’s valuable cohorts
Chief Hintsa of the Gcaleka Xhosa
would be held hostage. The process was tedious as
translators were frequently called upon to intervene, and the chief grimaced continually. He was given
just two days to respond, but late that evening, on 30 April, after enjoying a festive meal with d’Urban
accompanied by music, he agreed to the conditions in full. As evidence of his apparent sincerity, he
offered himself as a hostage. He publicly declared his acceptance the following morning after which
Smith loudly proclaimed that the Great Chief and the King of England were now at peace, and
ordered celebratory bursts of cannon fire.
Hintsa held hostage251
The chief was held hostage by the British as an attempted guarantee of compliance, but despite his
close attention as a prisoner, he was able to send secret instructions to Macoma and Tyali to drive
their retained cattle further east, away from the British. At first the authorities were so convinced of
the chief’s honourable conduct that they intended to clear their troops from the Xhosa territory. Yet
Hintsa had no intention of honouring the conditions, which became clear when the British met Bhuru
heading back to the Kei River on his way home. Bhuru had the audacity to claim that the twenty cattle
under his guard were the only ones in Hintsa’s possession that had been taken from the colony.
For his complicity Bhuru was taken into custody as was Kreli, Hintsa’s son. At this point
Smith made camp and, much to the disappointment of his troops, decided to sit it out until 25,000
cattle and 500 horses were delivered up. Only then would Hintsa be released from custody. It became
clear to the allied troops that the lives of the enemy revolved around their cattle and they would never
willingly give them up for anything. The colonial allies were itching for all-out warfare to round up
the cattle, settle the business, and return home as soon as possible. Many, especially the Boers, were
farmers wishing to get back to their day jobs to provide food for the colony and care for their families.
Smith and d’Urban were well aware of such sentiments. Nevertheless, they thought matters were
under control enough to enable d’Urban to return to the colony.
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When Hintsa’a warriors learned of d’Urban’s departure they began to slaughter numbers of
Fingos who, at the time, were undertaking the recapture of colonial cattle. On hearing of this
attempted massacre the irate governor backtracked, returned, and confronted Hintsa, who made it
clear that he viewed the Fingos as scum, as his servants, and he responded, “Are they not my dogs?”
For his part, the indignant governor threatened Hintsa, Bhuru and Kreli that they would hang if the
killings continued. Hintsa sent an urgent message to his people for the carnage to stop and the three
prisoners were held for three hours under nooses suspended from trees pending the outcome. Within
the stipulated three hours the killing had ceased. Under constant suspicion the Xhosas in the camp
were rounded up, disarmed, and placed under the guard of three soldiers and the Corps of Guides.
Generally, the situation had now been stabilised as d’Urban began to make plans for a more
permanent residence for the Fingos to settle across the Kei River and to push the colonial border
further east to accommodate them. In July 1835, Walter Currie and Lieut. John Bowker were
appointed commissioners for the new Fingo location, while Commandant William Bowker was
appointed commissioner for the locations of Pato’s, Cungwa’s and Kama’s peoples.
Hintsa as a guide252
The most recent events had caused the authorities to regard Hintsa and his followers as thoroughly
untrustworthy and d’Urban decided to hold Bhuru (or Bookoo) and Kreli until the Fingos were across
the river and the requisite number of cattle and horses, the first tranche, had been returned. Hintsa
attempted to replace hostages Bhuru and Kreli with tribesmen of a lower status, but Governor
d’Urban would not here of it. Defeated in this ploy, Hintsa next proposed to accompany Col. Smith to
the Bashee River and personally supervise the return of cattle. This was agreed to, but at the same
time, on 10 May, d’Urban made it clear to the chief that, due to his misdemeanours, His Majesty King
William IV had formally and with due ceremony taken possession of the territory to the west of the
Kei River from its source in the Stormbergen down to the sea. The chief’s accomplices, Tyali,
Macoma, Eno, Botman, Ndlambe and Dushani, were effectively banished and would be treated as
enemies and expelled should they ever attempt to set foot in that territory again.
A plea for peace on the part of Hintsa had been granted and he had fulfilled his obligation to
provide hostages. His accomplices had ceased their hostilities, but the most important aspects of the
peace agreement had yet to be achieved, being the return of cattle and the provisions to atone for the
murders of Purcell and Armstrong. The authorities now had the full right to treat Hintsa as a prisoner
of war and to incarcerate him in Cape Town, but their purposes would be better served if he remained
present amongst his followers using his authority to facilitate the completion of reparations. To this
end he would accompany Col. Smith and his troops in their search for stolen cattle and to apprehend
the said murderers. Smith formed a detachment of over 300 men from the CMR, the 72nd Regiment,
and the Corps of Guides, and led them away from camp riding alongside the chief.
Hintsa was afforded lavish treatment and every encouragement to assist in the restoration
process but, in response to a question, it was made clear to him by Smith that, although the authorities
were responsible for his safe conduct, he was held as a hostage to achieve certain objectives, and that
if he attempted to escape he would be shot. Smith continued:
I consider my nation at peace with yours, and I shall not molest your subjects, provided they are
peaceable. When they bring in the cattle according to your commands, I shall select the bullocks, and
return the cows and calves to them. (Graham’s Town Journal)

In response, Hintsa repeated his intention to fulfil the terms of the peace treaty, stating that he had no
idea of escaping custody and that the holding of his son was a sufficient condition to guarantee his
compliance. To avoid any semblance of doubt, Smith reiterated:
Very well, Hintsa; act up to this and I am your friend; again I tell you, if you attempt to escape, you will
be shot. (Graham’s Town Journal)
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At a stream running into the Gona River two Xhosas were seen near the camp driving five
head of cattle. As they were afraid to approach the colonial force, Hintsa was permitted to send one of
his people on horseback to bring them in, but instead of returning with them, the three men sped
away. Both Hintsa’s failure to offer an explanation, and his evasive answers to Smith’s requests for
advice on the best direction to find cattle, aroused intense suspicion. When they had made camp on
the Guanga, Hintsa was much more forthcoming and precise in advising that they should head for the
Bashee River mouth by a route he would point out. Furthermore, he specified that they should move
at midnight. As it was clear that cattle from the nearby kraals had been driven in that direction, his
advice was duly heeded, and they set off at the appointed hour. As they marched, and night turned
into day, it became clear that numerous cattle had indeed been driven in their current direction and, as
they halted for breakfast at eight o’clock, they concluded that the spoors were rather recent.
Hintsa repeatedly questioned Smith about the validity of the actions being taken by the
authorities for the return of the cattle, actions which were depriving his people of them. He resented
being held under such close guard and scrutiny, but he well knew of the atrocities that had been
committed at his behest. His people did not know of his situation and he convinced Smith that they
would continue to drive the cattle ahead of their pursuers while ever this circumstance pertained.
Considering the futility of the current predicament, Smith agreed that Hintsa should send forward his
principal councillor, Umtine, to inform his people of his situation and to tell them not to drive away
the cattle. The message made it clear they would not be deprived of their own cattle—only the
colonial cattle would be retaken. Under the arrangement, Umtine promised to return that night. He
sped away with a companion.
Hintsa’s bid for freedom253
On 13 May, it was remarked that Hintsa had selected a particularly fine mount and that he frequently
dismounted for steep inclines, seemingly to conserve his horse’s energy. From the bed of the Xabecca
River the party led their horses along a steeply ascending narrow track winding their way between
occasional clefts and trampling through the brushwood. Smith remained mounted and led the column
with Hintsa and his companions close behind, followed by the Corps of Guides, all leading their
mounts. As they approached the summit Hintsa and his attendants, without instruction, quietly
mounted their horses and rode around and ahead of Smith. This caused immediate alarm amongst the
Guides and they called out to the colonel, who instantly ordered Hintsa to halt. He drew his gun
indicating his suspicion, which he regretted when he observed the chief’s reassuring smile. The
chief’s horse had become somewhat entangled in undergrowth and to break free he was forced to
descend to a clear pathway. Smith permitted Hintsa to rejoin the original track behind three panicky
guides (G and R Southey and W Shaw), who had moved to the fore, but ahead of himself.
At the summit Smith observed several Xhosa huts at about two miles distant at a bend in the
river ahead of a descending stretch of land running parallel to the Xabecca River. Without warning,
just as he turned his head to view his troops struggling with their horses to join him at the top of the
steep hill, Hintsa set off at full speed rapidly overtaking the Guides. With a shout of alarm the Guides
set off in pursuit, but with little chance of reaching him. The colonel, however, with his superior
mount, was able to get into close contact. While urging his horse onwards, Hintsa stabbed at the
colonel with his assegais. Smith drew a pistol and then another, both of which failed to fire. The chief
got away briefly, but Smith caught up close enough to strike out with the butt end of a pistol which
dropped to the ground. Now unarmed, and within half a mile of the huts, the colonel desperately
continued the chase and made up the ground. Though his opponent had retained his assegais, Smith
was able to draw close in alongside, grab the chief by his kaross, and throw him to the ground. Smith
could not bring his horse to a halt. As he advanced the chief sprang to his feet and hurled an assegai
that missed by inches. The chief fled down the steep bank of the river and by now the Guides had
drawn within gunshot range. Their leader, George Southey, called out to the chief in Xhosa tongue
imploring him to halt, but, as Hintsa took no heed, he fired hitting the chief’s left leg and grounding
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him. Though wounded, the chief found his feet and forged ahead at speed. A second shot struck home,
but was insufficient to prevent the chief finding cover in the riverside thicket ahead.
Hintsa’s ultimate fate254
While Lieut. Balfour of the 72nd Regiment combed the thicket nearest to the river in one direction,
Southey took a higher line above the river and proceeded in the opposite direction. Suddenly an
assegai struck a rocky cliff upon which Southey was climbing and as he turned he saw the head of the
chief and a raised assegai about to be thrown from very close quarters. Fearing for his life, Southey
instantly fired and Hintsa, the paramount Chief, was consigned to history. The upper part of his scalp
had been blown away. Southey took away Hintsa’a weapons and his
brass girdle and returned to the body of troops to report the incident to
the command. Many Xhosa tribesmen were observed on the nearby
hills including Umtine and others presumed to have been recruited to
assist in Hintsa’s escape attempt, and to continue to secrete the colonial
cattle away from their pursuers.
While the corpse was left to the care of his people, the troops
advanced towards the Umtata River where large herds of cattle had by
now been seen at a distance. The circumstances were such that, rather
than advancing to retrieve the cattle, Col. Smith led his detachment to
d’Urban’s headquarters on the Impotshana River where he made a full
report. Ultimately, 9,330 cattle were recaptured including 2,200
recovered by Fingos. Official reports declared 111,418 carried off by
the enemy.
On the day after Hintsa’s death, seemingly in retaliation for the
death of the chief, the leader of the smaller settler party from
George Southey
Nottinghamshire, Major T C White, was slaughtered by the enemy.
Chase’s report in a footnote includes a description of the sad event and a tribute which is worth
repeating in full:
The day succeeding Hintza’s death the Frontier suffered one of its severest losses in the person of T. C.
White, Esq., Major of the local Volunteers and Acting Deputy Quartermaster-General of the burgher
forces. This gentleman, an officer formerly of His Majesty’s Regiment of Foot, of high literary and
scientific achievements, considerable property, and a large and successful flockmaster, was
treacherously set upon by the barbarians while surveying for the purpose of making an accurate and
topographical sketch of the country for the Governor, and barbarously murdered. This disaster took
place on the 14th May, on the banks of the Bashee River, where his remains found their last resting
place; and a memorial tablet in the Cathedral at Graham’s Town, erected by public subscription,
records the melancholy event, which was long and deeply lamented.

The tablet is signed by the well known artist, Frederick I’Ons. More details of the Major’s death can
be found from page 144. The subsequent story of T C White’s wife, Ann, the second generation
White family settlers, and their cousins and friends, is continued mainly in Chapters 17 and 25.
Aftermath255
After Hintsa’s death, d’Urban understood that his great son had become the rightful successor and, as
such, Kreli was entitled to his freedom. His Excellency concluded a peace treaty with the new
sovereign and released him, but continued to hold Bhuru whom it was felt had been adversely
influential over the former paramount chief. With due ceremony, Kreli was escorted by the governor
under a guard of honour to the Kei River which they forded and crossed to the east. D’Urban
concluded arrangements with the lesser chiefs of the Transkei and returned across the Kei. Within a
short time he established several military posts on the west side of the Kei and declared in a
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proclamation that the territory between the Keiskamma and the Kei be claimed for the King as the
Province of Adelaide annexed to the Cape Colony, with a new capital called King William’s Town in
his honour situated on the Buffalo River.
Introduction to the experience of war at the Nottinghamshire settler locations
Clumber is located just twelve miles from the Great Fish River frontier on a direct line from that
border to Bathurst where several Nottinghamshire families, by the time of the war, resided. Given the
attention paid by the enemy to Bathurst, and the subsequent abandonment of the village, it is
reasonable to assume that Clumber was seriously affected, although no general accounts of the effect
on Clumber have been found. We are left then with snippets from a variety of sources. The district of
Southwell had not yet been established, but strategic locations such as Lombard’s Post, Woodlands
and Theopolis Mission Station, which would later be encompassed within Southwell, were involved.
Several Nottinghamshire individuals and their close neighbours in Clumber, Bathurst, the locations
destined to form Southwell, and at farms north of Grahamstown, became actively engaged in the
hostilities in one capacity or another.
Local places and people, December 1834-March 1835
It is specifically recorded that, very early in the conflict, the farmhouses of Glenfillan, Walsingham
and Glendower were burned by the enemy and the farms were abandoned256. The convoy of evacuees
from Bathurst to Grahamstown was successfully defended by a patrol of eighteen troops under the
charge of Lieut. William Gilfillan. Mr Newman was killed at his house in Woodlands as was S Turner
at Charles Timm’s house at Clumber257. On 1 January 1835, when three unspecified houses were
burned at Bathurst, many cattle were taken from Theopolis by the enemy. When Col. Smith arrived at
the frontier his proclamation of martial law was read on January 7 at two locations in Lower Albany,
Bathurst and Woodlands, and by then he found 850 civilians under arms. At the same time a patrol
took 50 lbs of gunpowder to Theopolis. On 10 January nine Khoi heading for the Mission Station
from Quagga Flats encountered thirty-five of the enemy, killed one of them, and managed to reach
their destination258. By 23 January Capt. Henry Crause had taken command at Theopolis Mission
Post. His crops at Walsingham had all been destroyed by fire259. In early February Colonel Somerset’s
force reached Bathurst and bivouacked near the drostdy260. The Mission was attacked for a second
time on 18 February. In March, Thomas Billson, of the Nottingham party, who had been engaged in a
rearguard action near Fraser’s Camp to cover the retreat of T. Titterton and F. Clark, was killed by
assegai as was his comrade Robert Shaw261. Shortly after, on 9 March, Xhosas set fire to the Bathurst
water mill. Lieut. James Wilmot and his detachment were unable to save it or apprehend any of the
enemy. By early March the allies had lost nine men and thirteen wounded, but it was estimated that
150 of the enemy had been killed. Two days later, the Wesleyan Chapel in Bathurst had been broken
into, plundered and damaged. By 20 March, plans were underway to secure additional landing points
at Port Frances to receive supplies for the war effort, and tenders were sought for food rations for
Bathurst and Theopolis. At this time some 3,154 troops were at the frontier262. William Bowker had
taken command of the Corps of Guides which formed part of the main retaliation force under Col.
Harry Smith. He was mentioned in despatches for action at the Umdesina River263.
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Local places and people, April – June 1835
Lower Albany had been cleared of major enemy formations. It is noted that John Staples had lent a
wagon-driver to Jeremiah Goldswain, and Robert Miles had lent him an ox. It is likely this was to
enable Goldswain to help with the transportation of supplies for the war effort. Capt. Henry Crause
commanded three companies of 1st Battalion Provisional Colonial Infantry (PCI), in an assault on the
heights near the source of the Buffalo River. The detachment with Capt. William Gilfillan captured
one of the heights, and both Crause and Gilfillan were mentioned in despatches for this operation and
for other operations beyond the Kei River. At this time, in mid-April, Thomas Pike of the Nottingham
party was serving with the Grahamstown Volunteer Corps. Benjamin Keeton, later to become the
principal founder of Southwell, had been residing for some time at Radway Green on the road from
Port Frances to Grahamstown. At the end of April 1835, his herd of cattle was taken away by the
enemy to the Fish River264.
On 10 May the retaliation force led by Col. Harry Smith included Crause’s three companies
of 1st Battalion PCI proceeding with Hintsa on their mission to recover stolen cattle. Ensign John
Bisset was with George Southey when the latter shot the chief as he tried to escape. They collected his
assegais and returned to report the incident to the colonel. At this time Lieut. Charles Bailie was in
command of the column’s rearguard and Lieut. Edward Philipps made a count of the cattle of the
liberated Fingos. Lieut. Charles Bailie, son of Capt. John Bailie, headed a detachment in scouring the
country out towards the Bashee River where Hintsa, and Major White the following day, had been
killed. On 19 May it was learned that John Chipperfield and John Bentley had been ambushed and
killed in Beaufort Vale on their way to the former’s house at Clumber. John Bentley’s body had been
found with assegai wounds. James Jubber Jnr left Bathurst on horseback in an attempt to fetch more
horses, but he was attacked and killed by assegai on the commonage over the brow of Mont Pellier
north-east from Mansfield Street. By this time enemy numbers were increasing throughout Lower
Albany265.
Capt. William Gilfillan and Lieut. Charles Bailie were mentioned in despatches for services
near the Buffalo River source. On 18 June, thirty men of 1st Battalion PCI, with Lieut’s Charles Bailie
and Thomas Biddulph, left King William’s Town to patrol the Keiskamma and Umdesina River
ravines. On 21 June Lieut. Bailie had returned and he conducted a Church service at King William’s
Town for troops there. Lieut. John Bisset was mentioned in despatches for service beyond the
Kromme River. By 25 June he was once again on the move commanding a patrol of sixty 1st Battalion
PCI with support from Lieut. Thomas Biddulph. Biddulph took thirty men to scour the Umbesina
River and once this was completed waited at the rendezvous point for Bailie and his half of the force,
but the latter failed to show up after a day. Biddulph returned to King William’s Town to report the
occurrence on 26 June. That day Bailie’s party encountered the enemy and pursued them to the
Keiskamma River wounding some during the chase. The next day his party was attacked by Xhosas
and one of his troops was killed by assegais. As additional Xhosas joined the fray the colonial party
was encircled by the enemy and tracked to the Umnxesha River where they were charged at. Only
Bailie himself escaped injury in the early exchanges, but when three of the enemy moved in closer, he
shot dead Chief Tcalecsay and one other. Unfortunately, he ran out of ammunition and was
overpowered and killed as were the rest of his party.
Local places and people, July – September 1835
In early July Lieut. Biddulph and his party were patrolling the Mdizeni River valley while Lieut. John
Bisset was engaged under Capt. John Bailie in a patrol beyond the Nahoon River266. On 8 July
Governor Sir Benjamin d’Urban, with his entourage, accompanied by Col. Henry Somerset, Surgeon
John Murray, and others, rode down the Kowie valley to Bathurst Post. In the absence of Capt.
Forbes, who was commanding the Southern Districts, they were entertained by Mrs Forbes. Measures
were undertaken at the behest of the governor to fortify the Post. Two fortifications named Forbes’
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redoubts were commenced on the nearby ridge while a new parapet and ditch were constructed to
contain and protect the church. Samuel Bradshaw was tasked to resume building work to complete the
church. D’Urban listened to suggestions to reopen and develop Port Frances on economic grounds.
This had been advocated by William Shepherd who also recommended a wagon float to cross the Fish
River mouth. Capt. John Bailie returned to King William’s Town after searching for his son, Lieut.
Charles Bailie, whose fate was unknown at that time267.
By the end of July 1835 some semblance of normality was beginning to return to the
settlement, albeit with much grieving and remembrance to endure. George Palmer of the Nottingham
party married Ann Manley of Liversage’s party of Manley’s Flats at Grahamstown, with Millicent
Palmer as the witness. Lombard’s Post, the eventual basis of Southwell, was put up for sale. Despite
the calm, twenty families took refuge at Edward Timm’s windmill near Halfway Bush. At Bathurst in
early August, Bartholomew Gunning was appointed Sexton of the church for £18 15s per annum
while a sale of recaptured cattle was held in the village. Isolated incidents took place and Capt. Henry
Crause, Capt. William Gilfillan, Lieut. Thomas Biddulph, the late Charles Bailie, and others, were
mentioned in despatches. John Bradfield of the Nottingham party and William Wright were appointed
executors for the late Benjamin Wright. In anticipation of ongoing and future hostilities, plans were
devised by the government for the defence of homesteads, and copies were distributed to inhabitants
and authorities.
In early September George Dyason was appointed Resident Magistrate for Bathurst and, as
the capture of stolen cattle continued, plans were contemplated for a harbour at the Fish River mouth
and for redirecting the river at Port Frances so that the mouth was further to the west. Small pockets
of Xhosa warriors remained at large in Lower Albany and fourteen were killed near Bathurst by a
patrol led by Field-cornet Rautenbach. Edward Driver of the Nottingham party and Thomas Manley
between them suffered the loss of about four hundred cattle driven from Manley’s Flats268. The two
men led a patrol which overtook the perpetrators at the Coombs and they retrieved seventy-five head.
They met a patrol of PCI led by Lieut. Fraser whose party had recently killed two of the enemy.
Xhosas were particularly prevalent in the Kowie River valley. Just as the peace treaty was concluded
and the concept of Queen Adelaide Province proclaimed for those settlers who had suffered most, a
large herd was rustled from Glendower, but those animals were recovered in the Kowie valley and
five days later a party from Theopolis overtook raiders at Woodlands just after four oxen had been
taken from the Mission Station.
Amongst the list of those killed during the war were the names of Thomas Jnr and John
Billson of the Nottingham party. As heavy rains fell during the last days of September, Henry Nourse
offered Hope Farm for sale and Rosa Pike of Calton’s Nottingham party married Samuel Cawood of
neighbouring Hayhurst’s party from Lancashire. Samuel later became a member of the House of
Assembly and his brothers variously became politicians, participated in the action against the Fetcani,
and traded in Natal, and William became a Municipal Commissioner for Cradock269.
Churches in Lower Albany
The original Wesleyan Church at Clumber opened on the morning of 29 September 1825.
Attendances had waned and then recovered so that by 1834 there could be as many as fifty-five
people in the congregation. Shortly after the outbreak of war, the church and homesteads had to be
abandoned and on 23 December the people were ordered to Bathurst under the shelter of the military
post. Just five days later, on 28 December, as the threat to Bathurst intensified, an evacuation convoy
was set in train and the people were escorted on their potentially dangerous flight from Bathurst to
Grahamstown. By this time the whole of Lower Albany had been overrun by the enemy and during
the war the church was entered and suffered some damage, but, unlike other churches in the district, it
was not burned. As noted earlier in this chapter, at the time of the declaration of peace in September
1835, some of the people had returned, but the church was not available, there was a depleted military
force in the district, and the people were ordered to remain in laager at Halfway Bush (later called
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Prospect). As a location just twelve miles from the Fish River border, Clumber must have taken
longer to return to normality than some of the more westerly places and it was not until 1836 that
many people resumed their neglected homes and farms. In May of that year the Rev. W Garner held a
service and baptised four children. Despite the decrepit state of the church the people resumed their
allegiance to it and, though not all were regular attendees, there were some 150 adherents. Mount
Mercy was chosen as a site for a replacement church being contemplated to seat 200 worshippers270.
Table Farm, the White and Atherstone families, and accusations of alarmism
The book Major T C White; 1820 Settler and his Descendants by F C D White, provides some more
details of the Sixth Frontier War and the Major’s unfortunate part in it. During the conflict White
worked closely with Colonel Harry Smith and the two men enjoyed some mutual respect and
companionship. The book includes an account of the colonel’s famous ride from Cape Town to
Grahamstown after the initial outbreak which is mentioned above. He set off early in the morning on
New Year’s Day with his Khoi servant Manie. For six days in searing heat they traversed overgrown
pathways, treacherous river crossings and mountain passes. When his horse collapsed from shear
exhaustion, and could not be coaxed to continue, the colonel approached a Boer family for a
replacement mount as they were fleeing the enemy hordes. To no avail Smith explained his status and
circumstances and when he was refused a mount he reluctantly knocked the Dutchman to the ground,
leaped into the saddle, and galloped away at full speed. In a later meeting the Boer apologised for not
accepting his claim of official rank and purpose271.
Smith’s observations and actions upon his arrival at Grahamstown are described earlier in this
chapter. He probably lodged with the Atherstones of Nottingham. About the same time T C White
returned from surveying farms in the north of the settlement to offer his services to the military force.
He was thus rewarded:
The Hon. Lieut. Col. Smith C.B. has been pleased to offer the following orders.
The Municipal Force of Grahamstown will be forthwith reorganised. It will form a corps consisting of
four Companies of Infantry, and one of Cavalry, and will be styled The Grahamstown Volunteers.
Officers are appointed as follows.
Capt. Sparkes of H.M. 38th Regiment (at the general request) to be Lieut. Colonel
T.C. White Esq. to be Major
To be Captains.
Thomas Damant Esq.
W. Wright Esq.
W.R. Thompson Esq.
R. Godlonton Esq.
Signed H. G. Smith

Now a Major, White was second in command of the Volunteers with special responsibility for
regulating the equipment and arming and mounting the burgher forces. He was moved by the sight of
destitute refugees arriving at the town and was only too willing to head up the list of signatories to a
memorial to the governor requesting relief for the farmers. This would enable them to resume their
vital occupations and to restore a degree of public confidence:
Memorialists therefore most respectfully pray that your Excellency may be pleased to remove that
feeling of deep despondency which the insufficiency of former Frontier regulations has occasioned.
And to expel that intense anxiety which the inhabitants of the Frontier districts feel respecting their
future fate, as soon as it shall be consistent with the public service for your Excellency to do so; and
they further pray that as many of them have been reduced from comparative affluence to a state of
great destitution, Your Excellency will be pleased to grant them in advance on that compensation to
which they conceive they will be entitled, and which they confidently expect to receive from a paternal
Government.
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And memorialists as in duty bound will ever pray,
On behalf of the Memorialists
T.C. White
H.A. Crause
W.R. Thompson
R. Godlonton
Deputed on behalf of the Memorialists

It is typical of White that, in the midst of the turmoil of war and the chaos that was Grahamstown, he
should be so minded to consider the longer term future of his fellow men. The style and content of the
request showed all the hallmarks of his work and it was successful. The deputation attending the
governor received a favourable response.272
On 2 January copies of John Fairbairn’s South African Commercial Advertiser arrived at the
settlement. They had been sent from Cape Town over 600 miles to the west where the people were out
of touch with the horrific circumstances that passed for life in the eastern borderlands. The papers
gave a false impression effectively accusing the eastern inhabitants of alarmism thereby belittling
their plight. In later articles Fairbairn implied that the Xhosas were aggrieved and the settlers were
inhumane savages. So incensed were the settlers at his remarks that they not only boycotted the paper,
but prepared a declaration signed by 479 persons with prominent names including several leading
clergy, heads of parties, military officers, Theophilus Shepstone and Major White. Later articles
written by Dr Philip, the Rev. Read and Thomas Pringle sympathised with the Xhosas and influenced
public opinion in the mother country against the British settlers.
On 6 February, at a meeting of agriculturalists, Major White formed part of a deputation to
protest for compensation for their losses. The money raised would be ceremonially handed to Mrs
Somerset while the winner of a shooting contest, Dr John Atherstone, was given the privilege of
making the presentation. At the time of the contest the Major was away but otherwise, as one of the
best shots in the district, he would have been a serious contender.
While Colonel Smith was active with his forces in driving the invaders back across the Fish
River, White was organising stores ready for the main column to proceed to Fort Willshire which set
out in mid-March 1835. The Major was in company with the five mile column. Continually active on
several matters simultaneously, he returned to Grahamstown to attend a meeting for the Society for
the Promotion of Christian Knowledge and, with some foresight, he made a will with attorney J Bice
Barnes, leaving all of his property in equal shares to Ann, his wife, and the three children. Capt.
Duncan Campbell was appointed an executor along with Charles Maynard and Edward Norton. After
saying his goodbyes he returned to the forces at Fort Willshire and resumed his detailed account of the
military operations for the Grahamstown Journal.
In his notes he described the attire of the troops drawn from a wide variety of races, regiments
and detachments, and likened the spectacle to a theatrical exhibition. They reached a point seven
miles from the Fort at a place where Edward Driver of the Nottingham Party had been a trader and
where Mr Kent had been murdered at the commencement of the invasion. He described their journey
into the Amatola Mountains and the numerous abandoned huts, kraals and cultivated clearings
indicating the former densely populated district. After they had captured Chief Hintsa, one of the
Corps of Guides wrote in his diary:
Saturday, 2nd May, 1835.
At 8 o’clock this morning the camp moved in the direction of Butterworth, four of the Corps of guides
were sent with an express to Col. Somerset near Butterworth and three more were sent with Major
White, who rode in the direction of the mouth of the Tsomo, to sketch the country; the remainder of the
Corps of Guides were left behind to bring up Hintza and escort, who were a long time getting ready to
start.273
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Col. Harry Smith wrote to his wife, Juanita, on 7 May including a reference to Major White who he
counted as a firm friend274:
9 o’clock at night. Just done dinner, we had Major White there, the Assistant Quarter Master General, a
very excellent fellow, very fond of me and argument. I never argue except with old Johnstone, but
White, Murray and Beresford had plenty to say, laying down the law about everything

The child settler from Nottingham, medic W G Atherstone, was now working with the forces. He
wrote that he had messed with White in Harry Smith’s tent, and was nearly poisoned by tobacco
smoke.275
After Hintsa had been apprehended and had sued for peace, Col. Smith assembled his force to be
directed by the chief to recover stolen cattle from deep into Xhosa territory. Smith’s listing included a
special reference to his new found friend276:
50 Cape Rifles, under the old Peninsular officer, Capt. Ross
2 Companies of 72nd Regiment, under Capt. Murray, who had now perfectly recovered from his wound.
3 Companies of 1st Battalion Hottentots [Khoi].
15 of the Corps of Guides
My A.D.C. Balfour, and my worthy friend Major White, the Q.M.G. of the Burgher Force.

Details of the killing of Major White
On 13 May, the day after Hintsa’s attempted escape and his death, Smith set off with a small
contingent to resume the operation to recover cattle. They knew their camp at the Bashee River and
their movements were being observed by the enemy lurking in the surrounding hills. Left at camp
were Capt. Ross with 90 troops, Smith’s private secretary, Caesar Andrews, and Major T C White.
After breakfast White proposed an adventure to map the country they had traversed the previous day.
Aware of the attentions of the enemy, Andrews and Ross did their best to dissuade him. Nevertheless,
the determined soldier set off with an escort of just four Khoi. It was not long before those remaining
at the camp heard shots and observed a number of Xhosas in pursuit of the Major’s horses, one of
which carried his theodolite. Three of his escort were seen scurrying back to the camp. The Khoi
Corporal was found with White, both men having been stripped of much of their clothing with many
stab wounds, enough to cause immediate death. The bodies were recovered and brought back to the
camp at the Bashee River where they were buried under a bush in graves dug out with their bayonets.
Smith and his troops returned the next morning to be informed of the tragic events. Capt.
Bailie and Caesar Andrews attended the graves where Bailie read from 1st Corinthians, Chapter 15, in
a prayer for those remaining alive, wondering how long it would be before they were to suffer the
same fate. Capt. Bailie was killed just over one month later and his ever present Bible was found in
the hands of Chief Macoma. The newspaper editor, Robert Godlonton wrote of White277:
...there can be no doubt that the death of this distinguished man must be viewed as a retaliation for the
death of Hintza. His bearing and attendants marked him as a person of importance, and his death was
regarded as a sacrifice to the departed Chief.

Four days after the Major’s death the following verse was written in sand on the banks of the Kei
River by Robert Bowker of the Bathurst Volunteers278:
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A Patriotic man, to all a friend,
A stern defender of the peoples right.
He served his country for no private end,
And left no stain upon his name, t’was White.

Details of this verse were found in recent times in an autograph album originally belonging to Helen
Gardner who married Sir Walter Currie and was governess for the Cumming family to be considered
later in this book. In his book, F C D White records several descriptions of the events at the Bashee
River along with tributes from Sir Harry Smith in his autobiography, Robert Godlonton in the
Grahamstown Journal, and Colin Campbell in British South Africa. A map shows the locations of the
death of Hintsa on 12 May and the death of Major White, head of the Arnold party, directly across the
Bashee River. In the History of the Damants Mary Atherstone recorded a dream described by the
Major to his family in England, a dream which he experienced twice, where he was surrounded by
enemy and killed. They had begged him not to return to the Cape.
The compassion of Colonel Smith
Early in the conflict, while on patrol near the Kowie River, Colonel Smith and his party met the Dell
family from Barville Park. They were suffering greatly after their wagon had been attacked as they
were escaping to Grahamstown. Their wagon was torched and their oxen stolen, but the family took
refuge in the bush. The colonel took one young child onto the rear of his mount and carried their baby
in his arm, while the parents continued their journey on foot and found safety. At this time all farms in
what would become the Southwell district were abandoned.
More on the causes of the war279
Clearly, Xhosa plans for the invasion had been under careful consideration for some time and had
been so closely guarded that military authorities and colonists were completely taken by surprise. It
was two days before the outbreak was recognised by officials in Grahamstown as an act of warfare. It
was only with hindsight that they fully understood that an increase in the number of natives in the
town and the colony in the weeks before the invasion had been for the purposes of mustering support
and gathering intelligence. The colonists were perhaps fooled by the continuing drought when they
might have expected more Xhosa visitors legitimately seeking fodder for their cattle. Other signs had
been an increase in the incidence of horse theft, a reduction in ordinary cattle theft, growing hostilities
towards traders in native lands, and Hintsa’s movement away from his Butterworth kraal to a less
accessible place beyond the Kei River to the north east.
In August 1834 there had been a meeting of Gaika and Ndlambe tribesmen which was found
later to have been for invasion planning, but at the time Col. Somerset had been given to understand
that the meeting was for an innocent purpose. Chiefs Pato, Kama and Congo had refused to attend the
meeting for fear of being accused of being party to hostile proposals. Through W. Shepstone they
confirmed their loyalty to the government. It seems that a band of disaffected Khoi at the Kat River
settlement were instrumental in inciting Macoma to avenge the colonists for his exile from neutral
territory in 1829. They promised to support him. In October 1834 Macoma had been led on by Klaas
Dirk, the interpreter for Fort Willshire, to attack the stronghold, but in the event Dirk failed to show
up, ostensibly as he was unable to obtain the key to the Fort. Apart from stirrings amongst the Khoi at
Kat River, the authorities harboured undefined suspicions of missionary, the Rev. J Read, that
indicated complicit tendencies, and later findings proved that such concerns were not without
foundation and that certain inflammatory speeches made by him, wittingly or otherwise, had
contributed to the outbreak. After the war, Tyali said that Khoi encouragement, coupled with remarks
by Dr Philip asserting their rights to land to the east of the Fish River, incited his people to make war
in the belief that they had every chance of defeating the British. Yet Dr Philip offered to speak to the
governor and write to the King of England on their behalf to progress their rights. He did not advocate
the invasion of the colony. Dr W Guybon Atherstone gave evidence that a hostile Xhosa blamed
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Tsongolo (meaning Reed, that is, the Rev. J Read) for the commencement of the war as at a great
meeting he said that the English were taking all their land away and that they should stand up and
resist this. Dr Atherstone’s deposition was uttered before the Civil Commissioners of Albany on 1
January 1836.280

The agreement in 1819 between Lord Charles Somerset and Gaika to create a neutral territory
between the Fish River and the Keiskamma River, the so called ceded territory, had not been
committed to writing, and it was resented by displaced chiefs, the most notable of whom was Gaika’s
son Macoma. In time, Macoma’s people crept back into the territory and they were tolerated there so
long as they remained at peace and in harmony with their neighbours. This latter condition, however,
did not hold good, and neighbouring farmers became wary as depredations intensified. To make
matters worse, they molested the peaceable Thembu peoples. Thus, his people were once-again driven
from the land and the vacated tracts became the Kat River Settlement for Khoi peoples.
During the decade or so leading up to the outbreak, Macoma and his followers increasingly
resented their treatment by the British and their feelings were heightened by the hostile and sometimes
bungling actions of Somerset and his commando. In 1823 Governor Somerset had installed his son,
Major Henry Somerset, as commander of the Cape Regiment. He was then promoted to Lieut.Colonel and wished to assert his authority over Macoma’s people and other chiefs found to be abusing
their privileges. On 5 December 1823 Henry Somerset and his men covertly crept up to Macoma’s
kraal and opened fire killing 19, including children and women. They rounded up 7,000 head of cattle
which they kept at Fort Beaufort as a constant taunt to Gaika and his sons Tyali and Macoma whose
residences were in close proximity. Then in December 1825 Somerset and his army, acting on
information of cattle rustling by one of Gaika’s relatives, set out for what they thought was the thief’s
kraal. They had omitted to inform the local landdrost, Major Dundas, of their intentions. They killed
20 Xhosas, mainly children and women, and seized 500 cattle, before they realised they had targeted
the wrong kraal, that of the loyal and innocent Chief Bhotomane. To compound the error, after they
had returned the cattle to their rightful owner, they attacked the next village and again murdered
women and children of another innocent tribe. By the time they had discovered the correct kraal the
robbers had fled. Such costly errors undoubtedly contributed to the unrest later to be felt in the
dramatic circumstances of war.
It seems that Macoma continued to harbour ideas that he and his people would return to their
former residence which, after all, was just a short distance from his current abode. His
communications with the Khoi at Kat River and the edicts of Dr Philip and the Rev. Read only served
to bolster his feeling that he had been robbed of his rightful home. Seemingly, he was angered when
he made a request to return his people to the colony and was turned down by Stockenstrom Jnr. By
1833 he and his many followers, along with his brother, and Tyali with his followers, had once more
encroached into the ceded territory and once again the threat to farmers was such that expulsion was
the only option. They seemed not to have learned the lessons of the past that such reckless incursions
would probably result in counteraction and eventual defeat. Perhaps in 1834 they calculated they had
a better chance with more arms and horses at their disposal and younger warriors unapprised of their
past defeats. It is a matter of some conjecture as to where their illicit guns had been obtained. Some
were captured from the British during hostilities, but there is evidence that the majority were obtained
at the Kat River settlement which had earlier been procured from traders in Grahamstown.
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To preserve his status as paramount chief in the eyes of the British, Hintsa did not commit
himself to the invasion, but he encouraged his subordinate chiefs closer to the border in this
endeavour. In moving out of Butterworth deeper into the interior, he avoided the scrutiny of resident
missionary, the Rev. J Ayliff, and found a place at Lubisi on the Ameva River, a tributary of the
White Kei, where he might expect to filch away vast numbers of cattle yet to be captured from the
colony. With gifts of oxen he attempted to enlist Faku, the Pondo Chief, to join the invasion both for
the contribution of his warriors, and also to ruin his friendly relations with the British. In 1828 Faku
had been saved from the attentions of the Fetcani by the British and retained his feeling of gratitude.
He would have nothing to do with Hintsa’s plots.

148
CHAPTER 11
THE AFTERMATH OF WAR
Protest and petitions281
Copies of the South African Commercial Advertiser compiled in Cape Town had reached
Grahamstown during January 1835 in the midst of the Xhosa invasion. The paper had become the
sounding board for Dr Philip, the Superintendent of the London Missionary Society (LMS), who
treated the invasion lightly and implied that the frontiersmen were to blame for inciting hostility
amongst their peaceful neighbours. Though the paper was boycotted in the east, the feeling remained
amongst the settlers that the citizens of Cape Town, and of the western part of the colony in general,
were not only out of touch with life at the frontier, but were dangerously misinformed of the nature of
events unfolding. To make matters worse, the colonial authorities in London tended to seek advice
from those misinformed officials in Cape Town. There had long been a feeling that the Eastern
Province was under-represented politically and its inhabitants now felt this more acutely than ever. A
memorial signed by 234 colonists read:
We, the undersigned, witnessing the misrepresentations of the South African Commercial Advertiser,
with respect to the Caffre [Xhosa] outrages on the frontier, are persuaded that the same arise from the
cruel and malignant feeling towards the inhabitants generally of the Eastern province, by casting
imputations on their courage and by mockery of their distress which is calculated to stop the current of
sympathy of the British Government and people when the case of the sufferers shall come before them;
that the calculation of such statements is dangerous at the present moment, and that we do hereby
declare our determination to do all in our power to check the propagation of such cruel and wanton
attacks.

While the war was in progress, Lord Glenelg was appointed Secretary for the Colonies in
April 1835 and, based in London, he heeded the damaging and misleading reports from the LMS.
Robert Godlonton in his Grahamstown Journal wrote in favour of the frontiersmen, but his paper was
in its infancy with a circulation mainly within the Eastern Province, very few copies reaching Cape
Town, let alone London. Immediately after the war, after d’Urban had proclaimed the new Province
of Queen Adelaide, a large public meeting at Grahamstown on 6 June 1835 resulted in a petition to
the King signed by 700 persons setting out the circumstances of the settlers from their landing in 1820
to the outbreak of war in December 1834. The account concluded that the settlers had been
misrepresented by prejudiced western interests—they were loyal British subjects whose repeated
petitions for greater protection and redress for their grievances had been ignored. Their circumstances
had been falsely depicted widely throughout His Majesty’s dominions.
The governor returned to Grahamstown on 12 June to be greeted with an address of thanks
and on 17 June the terms of the petition to the King were authorised. Similar meetings were held and
petitions drawn at Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage and Graaff-Reinet, and addressed to the governor or the
King.
Aborigines Committee282
As a result of representations by the LMS and conflicting messages received from the inhabitants in
the Eastern Province, the House of Commons formed the Aborigines Committee which sat from
August 1835 on forty-three occasions over a period of one year. The committee covered the treatment
of indigenous populations in all of His Majesty’s dominions but, of the thirty-nine witnesses called to
give evidence, as many as twenty-four were in connection with the Cape of Good Hope. Naturally the
committee sat in London, but no offer was made to cover the expenses and loss of earnings of any
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colonists and, as they were generally in a parlous financial state, they could not afford to attend. Only
those already in London for other purposes were in a position to represent them. This contrasted with
their detractors led by Dr Philip who called in and supported five witnesses from South Africa. In
addition Andries Stockenstrom Jnr, who three years earlier had resigned his commission at the
Eastern Cape, was brought over from Sweden to make representations against the colonists. They also
brought in Jan Tsatzoe, a Xhosa with just 197 tribesmen under his authority, and passed him off as an
important and powerful chief. All of the witnesses were examined at length often at several sittings.
The Select Committee itself was made up of high-ranking honourable and religious men with
a deep interest in the welfare of indigenous populations. Their body included Mr Folwell Buxton
(later Sir), Mr Hawes, C. Lushington, Messrs Pease and Barnes, Sir G. Grey and Colonel Thompson.
Secretary Lord Glenelg was a member of the Clapham Sect and, though known as honest and fair,
was ready to listen to and rely on the statements of those espousing the cause of the native peoples as
oppressed and unfortunate victims. According to John Chase, he listened to unscrupulous statements
brought forward:
‘...under his inspection by the voluntary zeal of various individuals, who from many different motives
interest themselves in the discussion’ [and although acknowledging] ‘the disadvantage of reposing his
judgement on materials of this nature’ says, ‘he cannot give the proof of the facts upon which he
comes to a conclusion, because it would involve the necessity of discussing the credibility of the
witnesses, and might violate confidence.’

It was fortunate that the Rev. William Shaw, with his vast knowledge of the settlement and
the indigenous peoples, was in London able to give evidence, and leading settler Thomas Philipps was
also available. The Cape authorities were represented by Major Dundas, the former landdrost of
Albany, Colonel Wade, a former Acting Governor, and others. These men were unequivocal in their
support of the colonists whom they felt had no cause to expect the sudden and unprovoked invasion of
their farms and homes where they were reduced overnight from reasonable comfort to abject poverty.
Nevertheless, there were charges of an extreme nature ranged against the colonists including the
proposition that they had deliberately issued false reports of Xhosa cattle raids as an excuse to indulge
in the theft of cattle that were never their own, and accusations that they had been engaged in a
process of extermination of native peoples who had suffered the burning of their houses, the
destruction of their crops and livestock, and the murder of their men, women and children after
nightfall. Conversely, the Rev. Young gave evidence on 27 July 1836 to the effect that Xhosa cattle
stocks had increased in the previous ten years and that they preferred to keep their herds close to the
colonial border as they perceived less of a threat from the Europeans than from their more easterly
tribes. He based his evidence on six years of experience living in Xhosa country and on remarks made
by Xhosa leaders themselves.
Lord Glenelg concluded that d’Urban’s creation of Queen Adelaide had been a mistake. He
called upon Capt. Stockenstrom to give effect to some reversal of the plan. Stockenstrom had once
been a friend of the colonists, but had turned against them in the extreme form of his evidence to the
committee. So his reassignment to the colony, this time as Lieut.-Governor, was destined to further
inflame the sense of injustice felt by the colonists. The authorities had already been warned that the
aggrieved Boers, in complaining about the inadequacy of colonial measures for defence, might further
their tentative plans for a mass exodus from the colony into distant eastern districts, leaving the
settlement depleted of agricultural capacity, voluntary forces and other key resources. After meeting
the governor at Cape Town and agreeing a gradual approach to the reversal of d’Urban’s plan,
Stockenstrom visited Uitenhage where Dutch farmers were assured that there was no legal
impediment to their notion of leaving the colony should they so wish.
The inhabitants of Albany felt they had been largely misrepresented at the committee and
Stockenstrom’s reputation in their eyes had been so completely tarnished that, before his arrival there,
they petitioned for his appointment to be suspended. They hoped that he would not commence his
duties in respect of the policy reversal until a thorough inquiry, already requested, could be conducted
on the spot at the border. At the committee, the actions of the commando parties were singled out for
particular criticism and yet some such parties had been instigated under Stockenstrom’s personal
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inspection. John Chase held in his possession a letter from Colonel Somerset detailing all of the
commandos that had set out between 1820 and 1835:
December, 1823, to Macomo’s kraal, to recover 900 cattle taken from the farmers of Baviaan’s River,
Macomo having threatened to revenge any attempt to retake them , he would murder women and
children; November, 1825, on Noacha’s and Seko’s kraals, which case was brought to the notice of the
Commissioners of Inquiry, who justified the measure; In 1828, to protect Hintza and others from the
Fetcani and Mantatees; and One in 1830, to recover stolen horses and cattle, which was undertaken
under the inspection of the Commissioner-General, Captain Stockenstrom.

(Letter dated June 3 1836)
Such a record contrasted deeply with a description of the commando represented to Lord Stanley in
1833 as
...a system of military execution inflicted upon the natives, sometimes to prevent or punish their hostile
incursions into the territory wrested from them by the European Settlers, but more frequently as a
means of gratifying the cupidity or vengeance of the Dutch or English farmers; and, further, as being
marked by the most atrocious disregard of human life.

This book is intended primarily to present a description of life at the frontier as experienced by the
Nottinghamshire settlers and their close friends. It is not intended to resolve the history of such
important and convoluted affairs. It is clear, though, that the Europeans in the eastern districts of the
colony felt they had been under-represented in London and that their circumstances were completely
misunderstood.
Capt. Stockenstrom was greeted at Grahamstown in September 1836 with a copy of an
address and a request as to when he would formally receive it. It had been signed by 412 citizens.
Amongst other matters, the paper baulked against the notion that the commandos had caused the
invasion of Christmas 1834, that some of the settlers had themselves served with such parties, and
asked whether they had ‘ever acted unworthy of the British name and character’. When the new
Lieut.-Governor declined to receive the address Grahamstown’s largest ever public gathering
assembled on 6 September and:
Resolved, that the rejection of the address was at variance with the spirit of the British Constitution,
and degrading to a community of free and loyal British subjects; that the meeting unequivocally denies
the fact, as stated by Capt. Stockenstrom before the Aborigines Committee of the House of Commons,
that the British Settlers of Albany have been ‘often, or very often’ on commandos, or in any way
participated in those ‘atrocities’ he has described as being of frequent occurrence; and that they await
the inquiry they have applied for.

No inquiry took place, there was never any explanation by Stockenstrom of his statements to the
committee, and his relationship with the European citizens remained in a sour state until, under
pressure, he relinquished his office in 1839.
New forts283
During a lull after the war, while the d’Urban measures were being implemented prior to their
rejection, a number a forts were rapidly built in the new province including Fort Hill which became
King Williamstown and Fort White in honour of Major T C White deceased, the former leader of the
smaller Nottinghamshire party. Fort White is described thus:
FORT WHITE, named after Major T. C. White, who was killed in Hintza’s country, is situated in the
Debe Flats, on the summit of a gentle rise of land about two miles in front of Tabindoda and about
twenty miles from King William’s Town. The object of this fort was to have a post of communication
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between King William’s Town and Fort Cox, as well as to have a stronghold from which to act in
intersecting the passage of Kaffirs [Xhosa] from Line Drift to their haunts in the mountains. Sir B.
Durban had considered the Umdezini (Green River) as the more effective situation, but the opinion of
Colonel Smith was allowed to prevail, and thus on August 27 th 1835, Lieutenant Montgomery
Williams, the Royal Engineer who planned and superintended the construction of these forts, was
instructed to mark out the site. Fort White was much smaller than Fort Cox, though strongly built. It
consisted of four high, stone, loop-holed walls forming a square, inside which were the usual buildings
and permanent cavalry stables for twenty-six horses.
The only time the Kaffirs [Xhosa] made any serious attack upon it was during the 1851 war
when, with the weapons they had, they found it impregnable.

Policy reversal, trial and philanthropy284
From early October 1836, Colonel Somerset began to carry out orders to give effect to the dismantling
of the d’Urban system, and by December the territory ceded by Gaika as a neutral no-man’s land had
been restored to the Xhosas right up to the east bank of the Great Fish River to within twenty miles of
Grahamstown. Once again they gained access to the dense bush and jungle forming the river banks
and borderlands which in the past had provided ideal cover from where they could launch their
incursions. Without consultation and due notice to all parties as prescribed by the Secretary of State’s
earlier instructions, the Lieut.-Governor entered into treaties with the chiefs releasing them from their
recently agreed allegiances. This was despite strong evidence from Colonel Smith that the
implementation of the Province of Adelaide had already reduced the depredations to a minimum, had
recovered the vast majority of colonial cattle, and accordingly the thieves had been punished. In the
fifteen months of d’Urban’s policy cruel crimes committed under the pretence of punishment for
witchcraft and the purchase of wives, a major cause of robbery, had been forbidden. The reversal of
the policy brought with it an immediate resumption in cattle theft and a significant threat to the
peaceful state which, though it had been imperfect, was maturing.
To make matters worse for the colonists, before a tribunal held at Fort Willshire in August
and September, Lord Glenelg ordered a Court of Inquiry into the death of Hintsa as it was alleged
that, before he was shot, he made a plea for mercy, and that he had been gratuitously despatched in a
‘horrid murder’. As Commandant of the Province of Adelaide, Colonel Harry Smith was tried, but all
of the accusations levelled against him were disproved and he was acquitted with his reputation as an
honourable officer intact. The treatment of Hintsa was held to be fully justified and later Lord Glenelg
admitted:
that Hintza had been engaged in a secret conspiracy with the authors of the war, and was availing
himself of such advantages as it offered him, and on himself, therefore, rests the responsibility for the
calamity in which he and his people were involved.

The investigation was discredited but, undaunted, the British promoters of philanthropy continued
their quest and, with very few members present, the House of Commons carried an act ‘for the
prevention and punishment of offences committed by His Majesty’s subjects with certain Territories
adjacent to the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope’. The very passage of the bill imputed some guilt on
the part of the colonists and on the military, and it was dubbed the ‘Cape of Good Hope Punishment
Bill’.
D’Urban placed on record his feeling that the reversal of his policies would compromise the
security of the missionaries, traders and Fingos in the new province, but was given little choice than to
renounce the retention of Adelaide and the subjugation of the Xhosas there, and reluctantly he ratified
the treaties of 5 December. In relieving the governor of his post Lord Glenelg recognised that d’Urban
had placed the responsibility of subsequent events on his shoulders, but later history showed that the
warnings of the outgoing governor were not unfounded.
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CHAPTER 12
ONGOING DISAFFECTION OF THE BOERS AND APPEASEMENT OF THE XHOSAS

Background
For this part of our story it is necessary to retrace some steps. The seeds of discontent leading to the
exodus of Boers from the colony, the Great Trek, which was soon to unfold, were sewn long before
the Sixth Frontier War of 1834-35. From the point of view of certain Nottinghamshire party
participants and their friends the Trek was a double-edged sword. On the one hand it left the British
settlement yet more vulnerable to attack but, on the other, it vacated land for the extension of their
farms and the acquisition of new lands for cultivation and grazing. In earlier chapters we have seen
that, generation by generation, the Boers distanced themselves from the variously oppressive or petty
regimes, each characterised by the whim and caprice of successive commanders appointed by the
Dutch East India Company. Some moved on as they exhausted land through agriculture. Those at the
forefront in this process had, with the aid of their guns, integrated with the indigenous inhabitants for
trading and coexistence in a form of mutual fear and respect. Some of the more vulnerable natives had
become enslaved, some with more tolerable existences than others. The Boers had abandoned all of
their European finery and adopted a lifestyle not dissimilar to that of the Xhosa peoples.
From 1806 when the British finally took up the colonial reins, not without good reason the
Boers and the indigenes perceived a threat to the status quo arising from the new regime. Certain
families, such as the Bezuidenhouts and the Prinsloos, had, by instilling fear, held sway in the
Zuurveld and had progressively become aware that their days of unofficial rule in the eastern
extremes of the colony were numbered, particularly so after the Slagter’s Nek attempted rebellion.
The Frontier Wars, particularly the Sixth, precipitated a process which had already been in
contemplation for years.
Disturbing rumours, excessive commandos and Stockenstrom’s untenable position285
The Boers became increasingly disenchanted with British rule. Their
currency, the rix-dollar, had been replaced by the pound, English became the
official language, they perceived favouritism towards the Khoi and some illfeeling within the authorities towards their own peoples, and there was an
ever-increasing threat that they would be obliged to relinquish their slaves.
Some of their number had moved to reside at the fringes of the colony or, in
contravention of regulations, had strayed further east and into the interior. A
former official of the Dutch East India Company and field-cornet for
Somerset East, Louis Trichardt, was particularly dismayed with the passing of
Ordinance 50 conveying equal rights on all free citizens including the
Bushmen, and he became convinced that there was no future for his family in
the colony. In 1829 he persuaded his son, Carolus, to round up the family’s
livestock, pack their wagons, and trek across the border to join other
Andries Stockenstrom
disaffected compatriots.
Jnr StockenstrombJnr
Occasionally traders and Boers from the interior would return to the colony with reports of
tidings from Xhosa territories and the Kat River settlement. One of the notorious Bezuidenhout
clansmen, Wienand, returned in August 1829 with a report that Xhosa warriors were assembling in
numbers in preparation for a large scale attack on the colonists. Learning of this, Somerset Jnr
informed Governor Cole who in turn sent Andries Stockenstrom to the eastern border to obtain some
verification.
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The report turned out to be a malicious rumour, but the resulting activity of the British
heightened tensions amongst the Xhosas causing them to feel insecure and under threat. One of the
notorious Prinsloo family spread a false rumour amongst the Kat River people that they were to join
the Xhosas in an offensive against the colonists (echoes of Slagter’s Nek). This attempt by the Boer
clansmen to destabilise the border was bolstered by the excessive actions of Somerset Jnr's troops
under the Reprisal System taking back far more livestock than had been stolen and sometimes taking
cattle from innocent villagers. He unnecessarily called up Boers to form commandos to deal with
ordinary sporadic cattle rustling when such action was only called for at times of concerted and
coordinated hostility. These excesses were confirmed in reports sent to England by the Rev. Thomas
Phillips who, after a fact finding tour of the eastern frontier, advised aggrieved Xhosa chiefs to write
to the British Parliament or the King about their complaints. In his reports to the governor
Stockenstrom inferred that Somerset Jnr’s reports of cattle theft by Xhosas were greatly exaggerated
and that much of the theft was a result of the real threat of starvation caused by severe drought.
In June 1830 a commando searching for stolen cattle killed Ndlambe’s unarmed younger
brother, Chief Sigcawu, as he exited his hut. To make matters worse, they imprisoned another chief at
Fort Willshire. Stockenstrom Jnr must have regretted his approval of this commando as, when
Somerset Jnr asked to form another commando, he refused to sanction it, but Somerset went above his
head and obtained direct approval from the governor. Stockenstrom Jnr was so incensed by this
undermining of his authority that he planned to resign and depart to England where he would explain
at the Colonial Office that, without control over the military, his position was untenable.
Permission to leave for hunting and trading286
In 1830 Carolus (or Karel) Trichardt obtained a 90-year lease from the Xhosas for land between the
Kei and Bashee rivers in what would later become the Transkei. By this time his father, Louis, had
moved to join other Boers beyond the border. The British believed that the Boers were stirring up
trouble amongst the Xhosas and even considered that they
might be selling arms and gunpowder to them. Louis himself
was accused of cattle theft and other offences and a reward
of £500 was offered for his capture. In 1833 Piet Retief
sought permission from Duncan Campbell, the Civil
Commissioner for Albany and Somerset, to accompany the
Greyling family on a hunting trip beyond the Orange River
but, sensing that the excursion was really for scouting with a
view to leaving the colony, Campbell refused the request. At
about the same time Governor Cole departed for England
leaving Lieut.-Colonel Thomas Wade in charge as Acting
Governor. Chief Macoma and his followers had moved back
between the Fish and Keiskamma rivers and once-again had
to be evicted. The expulsion was supervised by Capt. Robert
Scott Aitcheson of the Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR) who
witnessed at least one Boer who confessed to not
understanding the hostility towards the Xhosas as he, for
one, had not suffered the loss of a single beast to cattle
Voortrekkers by J R Skelton
rustling. When Henry Somerset returned from England in
December 1833 he allowed Macoma to return to the ceded territory. Sir Benjamin d’Urban took up
the reins as governor in January 1834 and Somerset asked him for approval for their new occupation
of the district. D’Urban had much to learn about the deviousness of his Cape Commander and readily
agreed to the request, but Campbell, being aware of Wade’s standing orders, ushered them out again.
Such vacillations must have exasperated Macoma and added to his determination to take control of
the situation and settle the matter by aggressive means.
During the early part of 1834 alarming reports were received in the colony of many more
Boers crossing the Orange River. Some were illegally taking their slaves with them to avoid having to
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relinquish them on 1 December 1834, the date set when all slaves would be freed. There was much
covert deliberation amongst them as they considered which direction they should take. Eastwards
towards Natal they would enter the homelands of the despotic Zulu King Dingaan, but heading north
they would face Khoi and Bastaards. Like Trichardt and the Greylings, three groups of scouts asked
permission to go out for hunting and to trade with Xhosas, and, for these purposes only, their
excursions were sanctioned by the British authorities. A group led by Johannes Andries Pretorius and
his brother, Willem, headed north west towards Damaraland, while Ene Scholz headed north. Uys led
a third group in the direction of Natal. Tracts in Damaraland were found to be arid from drought, but
not so the land in the north which appeared favourable for agriculture, a factor which would influence
the earliest participants in the Great Trek.
Heavy losses, continued atrocities and insufficient support287
D’Urban’s plans for the protection of the colony after the war had not been fully received or
understood amongst the colonists and the reversal of his policies only served to exacerbate their
feelings of confusion, anger and apprehension. The greater number of their cattle remained in Xhosa
territory and, of those recaptured, many had been allocated to the forces to feed the troops. From their
viewpoint, the authorities were favouring the delinquent chiefs over themselves, the victims of great
crimes, and it galled them to see that a new treaty for peace in the aftermath had been negotiated with
an enemy which had stood in defiance, some armed with guns acquired from deceased farmers.
From returns the losses sustained during the war were assessed as 456 houses and 58 wagons
destroyed, 5,715 horses, 114,930 cattle and 161,930 other livestock taken, and the theft or destruction
of furniture and other property amounting in all to £300,401 10s, an enormous sum for such a small
and already impoverished community. The feeling of loss was only tempered by the widely held view
that they would be compensated in some way by the government. Those living in close proximity to
Xhosa territory were less inclined to reinvest in herds and flocks as they considered themselves to be
vulnerable, and by no means had the invaders been completely vanquished. The defences so far
implemented were insufficient to properly prevent a repetition of the terrible event. The frontier
remained porous as indigenes entered the colony, some finding employment and others wandering
around as vagrants. The Fingos, even in their newly dedicated location, remained in close proximity
to their former Xhosa masters, and many headed west over the border from a feeling of vulnerability
and fear. Mantatees and Bechuanas entered the colony from the north and some maintained
themselves by stealing from the farms.
In response to the growing problem of vagrancy, on October 14 1835 Civil Commissioners
were instructed to arrest natives found wandering without passes or legitimate means of subsistence.
The implementation, led by Colonel Somerset, was not carried out harshly. Many Fingos were given
food and taken back to their designated location, while others were offered indentures with local
inhabitants. Those from the north were either sent back over the Orange River, or indentured,
according to their wishes. Enforcement of the new instructions was difficult across a vast, thinly
populated area. In no way would this measure alone provide a permanent solution to the vagrancy
problem and the Boer farmers in particular suffered, and were extremely irritated by the continual loss
of livestock to robbers. To counter the persistent indiscipline d’Urban permitted the Civil
Commissioners to instruct their field-cornets to list all male inhabitants aged between sixteen and
fifty-five residing within their respective jurisdictions and to furnish details of weapons and horses
held in their possession. It seemed a laudable measure with a view to the introduction of a worthy
local militia in line with provisions for the protection of citizens adopted by other British dominions.
Seemingly, the governor preferred this arrangement to the commandos instigated in the
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past and, in theory, still legitimately available as reactive burgher forces. The Boers, however, were
not impressed as they envisaged compulsory absences away from their farms for drills and training
under military officers. Accordingly, the arrangement was added to a growing list of grievances
harboured by the Boer community. Field-cornets were tardy in their submission of lists using
numerous kinds of excuses for what amounted to deliberate disobedience. In a letter of 11 April 1836
their principal spokesman, Pieter Retief, described the measure as ‘unnecessary and uncalled for’.
Boer dissatisfaction, in several forms, was directly notified to Sir Benjamin d’Urban in a
letter of 15 December 1835 penned by an educated English farmer in the Koonap, Mr J Collett. He
drew attention to the aversion of the farmers to the plan for a militia, and their shortage of gun-powder
in the face of an anticipated attack on the colony by the Xhosas, perhaps in combination with certain
Khoi renegades. He intimated that some had already abandoned their farms, probably with a view to
leaving the colony, and were driving their flocks and herds before them.
The British authorities had been lenient toward the native peoples in permitting them to keep
the best horses and cattle and failing to implement adequate arrangements for the recovery of stolen
property. Farmers were not permitted to punish ill-disciplined servants, but rather had to ride great
distances to air their complaints at the magistrate’s court. Furthermore, they anticipated the
emancipation of their slaves would be without compensation. Collett said they were complaining that
they had been unable to obtain title deeds to their farms, that they had not received compensation for
horses taken by Colonel Smith for military purposes, and the field-cornets had proved to be
incompetent at promoting or fairly representing their needs or wants. Furthermore, they had received
no compensation for the losses sustained in the recent war and many had been left in a state acute
distress, destitution and despair. This letter accurately summarised the causes of the exodus already
underway and set to intensify in what became known as the Great Trek.
The Boers and other European inhabitants detected a feeling abroad, outside of the settlement,
that the citizens themselves were being blamed for all that had befallen them in the recent war, a
factor which added to Boer disgruntlement at a time when they were grieving their dead and were
surrounded by clear evidence of their general suffering in the forms of torched buildings and depleted
kraals. D’Urban was sympathetic to all suffering inhabitants, including the Boers, and he expected
that measures for the better defence of their farms, such as the plans and sketches he distributed for
loop-holed walls and towers, and the idea of a local militia, would be received favourably. The plans,
however, were neither well-received by the Boer farmers, nor properly supported by the British
Government.
Reversal of d’Urban’s policies, Macoma’s audacity, and curtailment of chiefly powers288
By November 1835, with the exception of the discredited James Read, the missionaries were
permitted to return to their stations in Xhosa territory including Mr Shepstone to Wesleyville and Mr
Ayliff to Peddie. The stations required title deeds which were later invalidated by the reversal of
d’Urban’s policies. Before the reversal, Colonel Smith had been placed at the new King William’s
Town to oversee the conversion of the inhabitants of Adelaide into British subjects under colonial
law. They would enjoy humane governance and European-style civilisation, industry and religion,
living together in peace, and occupying a contiguous borderland within the colony. Smith declared
himself the Great Chief or ‘Inkonsinkulu’ and, after reiterating the terms of the Peace Treaty to them,
set out with Captain Stretch and Chief Macoma to survey the redefined territory and apportion land to
the Gaikas. They covered the land between the Keiskamma and Chumie Rivers down to their
junction, then rode east to the heights of the Incanda Hills at Middle Drift and Debe Nek near the
location of the new Fort White. Macoma had suffered all the authoritarian bluster of Colonel Smith,
but was bold enough to ask for more land, the area between the Keiskamma eastwards to the Debe
River, and Smith was confident enough to feel he had the authority to accede.
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D’Urban reluctantly agreed to this extension of the original plan, though he felt the measure to be
attended with certain dangers. He did not, however, ratify a proposal for Macoma to graze cattle east
of the Keiskamma below the junction with the Chumie. An exchange on the matter serves to indicate
the scratchy nature of the relationship between d’Urban and Smith at this time:
CAPE TOWN,
February 12th, 1836.
MY DEAR SMITH—I cannot refuse my belief to the authenticity of the enclosed document, upon
which I will only here observe that this permission in my opinion is pregnant with infinite mischief,
and that I beg you as smoothly as you possibly can, unless you have compromised yourself so deeply
that you cannot retract (which God forbid), get out of this most perplexing position, and, if you can’t do
it in any other way, state to Maqomo that I disapprove it and will not suffer it.
Ever yours faithfully,
B. D’URBAN.
P.S.—The more I reflect upon this, the more I see cause for regret that this door has been
opened. Nothing but ill consequences can result. It is the white squall cloud, not larger than the hand in
itself, but the unerring precursor of dissention and confusion.
Enclosure.
KING WILLIAM’S TOWN,
January 28th, 1836.
The Chief Magistrate, Maqomo, may allow his own private cattle to graze on the right bank of
the Keiskamma, until it may be located by settlers and during the heat of summer.
H.G. SMITH, Colonel.
True Copy, C.L. STRETCH
Commissioner,
Seal of the Honourable Colonel Smith, C.B.
To all whom it may concern.

Commissioners were appointed to agree locations for particular tribes and during October
1835 they were put in place. Most Gaikas, with the exception of Sutu and her son, Sandilli, were
placed in the country before mentioned, while other tribes were placed in defined locations elsewhere.
A government agent was allocated to and located with each main tribe to help guide the chief in the
administration of his people, to prevent the sale of ammunition and intoxicating liquor, and to conduct
the initial hearing of serious criminal cases. Captain Stretch was stationed at Fort Cox for the Gaikas,
Mr Fleetwood Rawstone at Fort Waterloo for Ndlambe’s people, and Mr R Southey at Fort Murray
with the Gunukwebis. Mr J M Bowker had already been installed at Fort Peddie. Of an estimated
90,500 inhabitants in the newly designated territory for native peoples, by far the largest contingent
was 54,300 Gaikas, the next largest group being Fingos estimated to be more than 18,500.
The process of relocation was fraught with difficulties as tribes frequently attempted to return
to their previous abodes resulting in the burning of over 2,700 huts under Colonel Smith directives.
His autocratic rule as self-designated ‘Inkosinkulu’, or Great Chief, operated under a form of martial
law which determined every detail of implementation. The transition from tribal law to more
enlightened European forms of administration and justice was gradual beginning with the curtailment
of the cruel practices of the witch doctor to smell out and punish alleged guilty parties. The practice
was a pretence for the enforced acquisition of the property of the accused. Chiefs retained ostensible
authority over their tribes but, as designated magistrates, they were effectively required to be
informants against their own people. This provision enabled the authorities to monitor their chiefly
behaviour. While they enjoyed the pomp and ceremony of their appointment at King Williams Town
before an enthroned Colonel Smith and his attendant ‘court’, the role was an uncomfortable one for
them and they knew they would lose their income stream arising from witchcraft.
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Indeed, later there was a stand-off between Smith and one chief where the Colonel was obliged to
assert his fair, but total, authority in the presence of the other chiefs.289 Nevertheless, after the new
Great Chief had spelled out in certain terms his requirements for obedience, honesty and high morals,
and after they had been presented with their medals of office and a rendition of ‘God Save the Queen’
in the presence of witnesses for transmission of the news across the new territory, they were left in no
doubt of the expectations of the government and the nature of their new responsibilities. Once again
Smith had ‘stuck out his neck’ in appointing the chiefs before the Treaty had been verified and signed,
and before the English Resident Agent had been installed, but Smith thought it important to gain
effective control over the tribes at the earliest opportunity. He referred to the European representative
with each tribe as his magistrate and so each tribe was equipped with both a native and a European
official.
To compensate for the loss of income from witchcraft, with its attendant horrors of smelling
out (umhlahlo), torture, exile and death, a tax in the form of cattle was proposed but, as they could
obtain cattle as gifts at any time, the chiefs preferred payment in money. This was agreed to, but was
never implemented due to the later reversal of d’Urban’s policies.
Smith adopted an open-door policy to receive native grievances and used every opportunity to
illustrate to them the features of a fair, civilised society with a view to bringing about an end to
savagery and the aspects of native life so abhorrent to European sensibilities. They were instructed in
the use of money and fair trading, encouraged to cover more of their body with clothing, trained by
his tireless wife in needlecraft and other domestic pursuits, and educated in matters of Christian
religion. His wife was enthusiastically assisted and constantly attended by the Great Wives of Gaika
(Sutu) and Dushani (Nonibe). The example set and transitions brought about by the Smiths were
noticed far and wide. At the same time they confounded witchcraft. The rain makers, who called him
‘Father’, were humiliated and ridiculed when they were unable to demonstrate the skills they boasted.
The ‘Great Day’290
When, by October 1835, only 900 of the first tranche of 25,000 cattle had been returned to the
colonists, Kreli used the excuse that he lacked the support of Bhuru (Buku) who had been jailed in
Grahamstown. To make matters more difficult, cattle of the Gaikas and Ndlambes in Ciskei territory
had been driven into Hintsa’s Gcaleka zones in the Transkei where they were closely guarded. When
Bhuru was released it made no difference and the situation reached a point when enforcement was
called for. Macoma and Umhala would have welcomed an initiative, with the backing of colonial
troops, to make an excursion into the Transkie to retrieve both colonial and Ciskeian cattle. Smith
used the conflict to his advantage maintaining the antipathy between the two Xhosa factions.
Smith called a meeting asking councillors of Kreli and Bhuru to meet him at King William’s
Town. There was no response and the governor agreed with Smith that stronger measures were
warranted, but could not agree that such measures should extend to another war. Smith argued that if
the delinquent Xhosas were not compelled to comply with the Treaty, there would be inter-tribal
warfare, and colonial troops would be drawn in. It was not so much about the cattle (although the
aggrieved colonists might not agree), but the respect for colonial authority, which was a cornerstone
of peaceful coexistence of such critical importance that it could not be compromised. Smith had
sufficient troops standing by to conduct an excursion into Kreli’s country, but d’Urban cautioned that
this action would imply a declaration of war which would violate a moral and political principle,
which would not be tolerated back in England. Smith’s blusterous belligerence was met with the
governor’s fear of making a horrendous mistake. D’Urban also feared that success in terms of the
capture of large numbers of cattle would be unlikely as, even if they held such numbers of head, they
would drive them to inhospitable hiding places.
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The governor had an alternative proposal to negotiate with Kreli and Bhuru for a four-milewide strip of land extending either side of the High Road from below Smith’s Tower to the Kogha
River opposite the late Hintsa’s old kraal, taking in Butterworth Mission Station. If this failed they
would consider more extreme measures, but such a tactic was pre-empted when in early November
the procrastinating chiefs finally returned with an alternative proposal of their own which was better
than the one contemplated by the authorities. Their negotiators appeared at King William’s Town with
a plan of the same nature, except that the strip of land would be ten miles wide, not four, it would
include land of a forty mile circumference around Butterworth with full access rights, extending to the
Bashee River in one direction and Clarkebury mission to the north. This would be in lieu of the
second tranche of compensatory cattle, leaving the requirement for the first tranche still in place,
which they would do their utmost to achieve. Seemingly, all that remained for Smith and d’Urban to
resolve was some inter-tribal enmity between Faku and the Gcalekas and between Faku and Vadana
of the Thembus.
The implementation of this new plan was delayed in order for Kreli to be seen returning more
cattle as a show of good faith, and also to give time to organise a more representative ‘Great Day’
which was proposed for 7 January 1836. This was to be a grand affair, more ceremonial than that
convened to invest the chiefs as magistrates. It would be of historic importance intended to signal the
full commencement of British rule of the new territory they called
‘Kaffirland’.
Macoma and Tyali parked their entourage of 2,000 chanting
warriors at a stream called the Charka. By the time the Fingos arrived
there were over 3,000 natives assembled at or near to the meeting place
where various military detachments had also formed. They surrounded a
large space set aside for the officials. Colonel Smith flanked by his wife
and Mrs Major Burney headed a procession which commenced forward
at noon after the firing of a big gun. They were followed by the great
chiefs and their proposed subordinate field-cornets and then the
missionaries and dignitaries from India and Cape Town. As the band
struck up with ‘God Save the King’ fifteen rounds were fired from five
guns and officials moved to their appointed places. Colonel Smith in his
impressive uniform and plumed cocked hat took the central seat with
Macoma and Tyali either side. Places had been designated for the Xhosa
Chief Macoma
ladies, Sutu and Nonibe, and several important chiefs, with the notable
absence of Umhala. The natives duly took their Oath of Allegiance and after the offering of a prayer
by the Rev. Chalmers the Colonel rendered his ‘great word’ a lengthy epistle stating that the
Englishman had once been barbaric, naked and ignorant, but through industry had attained the
blessings of civilisation. He listed the practices amongst the tribes that must be curbed and improved
including the proper burial of their deceased loved ones which, to encourage them, he pledged an ox
for the first man thereafter to implement a decent burial for a relative.
Smith appointed twenty-eight field-cornets and conveyed details of their rank and
responsibilities. Many had been councillors for their chiefs whom they must now assist to comply
with the English law to prevent crime, promote Divine Worship and the education of their children.
Heads of kraals and villages were obliged to ensure that their people would remain industrious, that
no villagers stray from their places without their knowledge, and that no stolen cattle or horses be
received amongst them. Before offering the floor to any man wishing to speak, the colonel
emphasised that all natives in the new territory were British subjects and countrymen obliged to love
their neighbour, forget their previous differences, fear God, and honour their new sovereign, King
William IV. Macoma gave the first response, ‘Although my people are stupid, ignorant and naked, I
and they are perfectly sensible when good words are spoken to us. I will always tell you anything that
happens amongst my people.’ After Tyali thanked the colonel for all his goodness the newly
designated tribe people returned to their homes.
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Umhala showed up two days later and willingly internalised the Oath of Allegiance. Before that,
delegates from Kreli and Bhuru had arrived to return 200 head of cattle. They too had taken the Oath.
Delegation291
It appeared then, that according to Smith’s plan, differences had been overcome and a clear pathway
to lasting peace had been found. Just a token gesture of 200 head had been returned, but plausible
excuses that many had already been taken by troops, that a disease had thinned the herds, and that
many had died from hard driving from place to place, had been accepted. On this basis Colonel Smith
made arrangements to send a peace making delegation into Kreli’s Transkei territory. Three
interpreters, Wesleyan missionary the Rev. Samuel Palmer, and Mr Mandy of the Commissariat, were
escorted by fifty-five of the 75th Regiment and twenty-two of the Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR). Six
wagons with numbers of drivers and leaders completed the procession which was commanded by
Capt. De Lancy. On 25 January they received Kreli with 800 men at a camp they had set up at the
Rev. Ayliff’s former mission which had been ruined. Kreli duly ratified the Treaty of Peace and Capt.
De Lancy formally took possession of the designated land in the name of the King. Kreli’s mother,
Nomsa, attended and was in favour of the arrangement calling the designated territory the ‘Land of
God’. She was grateful that her son had been taken ‘out of the bush’ and that the governor had freed
him from trouble.
The roving embassy next set off for Clarkebury to visit Thembu Chief Vadana. Two of
Kreli’s councillors had been added to the procession to relate peaceful messages to the Thembus and
later to Faku. They greeted Vadana with 700 of his followers and secured his promise to remain a
friend and ally of the British, and he too introduced two councillors to the embassy. They resumed
their journey reaching Buntingville and met the Pondo Chief Faku and 1,200 of his followers. As a
gesture of good faith he sent elephant tusks to the governor and Colonel Smith and expressed his
willingness to work for general peace. During their return to King William’s Town they met Buku
who was equally willing to partner Kreli in working for amicable relations amongst all of the tribes.
Duplicity of Jalousa292
The governor understood that the Boers harboured certain apprehensions and misunderstandings
about the nature of the new arrangements with the Xhosas, and as strenuously as possible he asserted
the benefits of anticipated peace. He reminded them of the large sums of money dispensed for the
relief of suffering and destitution arising from the war. Yet he admitted there was more to be done in
districts beyond the newly formed borders where thieves and scoundrels had taken refuge from
colonial strictures, and there were tribes whose numbers and attitudes were little understood. He had
deputed Colonel Somerset to investigate the mysterious lands and peoples to the north of the formal
British territories and had reached an arrangement with the Thembu Chief Mapassa that he could join
the general peace movement and secure the benefits of British protection. In the process Mapassa
complained that his jurisdiction was being used to secure cattle stolen in the war. In particular,
Jalousa, originally of a Gaika’s tribe, had stolen cattle from his tribe and joined with Hintsa. During
and since the war he had stolen cattle from Kreli and returned them to Macoma professing once again
to be loyal to the Gaika. He was a troublesome, brave, and mischievous leader of great concern to
Mapassa who eventually took the Oath of Allegiance, principally through fear and a desire for
protection. Despite his wayward activities, through Tyali, Jalousa petitioned the authorities for
permission to settle in the new British Xhosa territory. Colonel Smith was exasperated by the
suggestion that a notorious traitor should be considered for such a favour but, nonetheless, he feared
that such a wild roaming character presented a serious threat to stability and entered negotiations.
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In the end Jalousa backed out on learning of the military posts established and under construction. The
Colonel’s fears had not been unfounded. As early as the end of January 1836 the firebrand had
assembled a band of independent petty chiefs intent upon marauding. They plundered amongst the
Basutos until, in September, Moshesh became intolerant and Jalousa and hundreds of his followers
were slain.
One of the latest tribes to join the British fold was that of Bechuana Chief Kaptyn. He and his
people roving in and around the present district of Wodehouse near the Kraai River sought and
received British protection in exchange for a promise not to engage in any future Xhosa depredations
and wars.
Maintenance of discipline amongst the tribes293
Once the pomp and glamour of the ceremonies of allegiance had become a more distant memory, the
reality of British rule began set in and the strictures of an entirely new way of life started to irk the
native inhabitants of the new Province of Queen Adelaide. Puffed up with enthusiasm it was some
time before the colonel began to notice signs of discontent amongst them. Macoma in particular, but
other ‘magistrates’ as well, had developed a knack for fawning and appearing distraught when
reprimanded for minor misdeeds. It was easy to be fooled by their acts of compliant, noble behaviour.
Nevertheless, Colonel Smith was rigorous in doling punishments for clear breaches of discipline as
when he seized all of Umhala’s cattle for dereliction of magisterial duties. When his entire herd was
returned against a promise of better behaviour, an informer was placed in his camp to observe his
progress and witnessed a complete transformation.
Smith was almost alone in trusting the Xhosas to maintain their loyalty and remain in place.
Macoma covertly whipped up resentment amongst the other chiefs, but failed in an attempt to enlist
them in an exodus. An episode with another detractor, Umboyna, a brother of Hintsa, must have
occasioned some doubts in the mind of the colonel. This minor chief ignored the directive to cease the
practice of ‘eating up’ and inflicted the treatment on one of his own AmaPakati294. When convicted,
he was ordered to return the stolen cattle and all of his own to King William’s Town, but he defied the
order for three days until the colonel sent a summons. This he treated with distain after which Capt.
De Lancy, a company of the 75th from Fort White, seventy cavalry, and Capt. Stretch with others from
Fort Cox were sent to the chief’s kraal. They captured 108 head and returned the AmaPakati’s share
to him. Unfortunately, the restoration of Colonel Smith’s faith was misplaced when the chiefs,
including Macoma, made a pretence of applauding the treatment of Umboyna.
Borderland tensions295
Inhabitants of the borderlands to the eastern portion of the colony, British and Boer, all the while
remained in a state of dissatisfaction. Depredations continued for many months after the Sixth
Frontier War. Some records of livestock theft were well-founded while cattle straying into the bushes
of their own accord were falsely reported as stolen. There was a pervasive uneasy feeling, but some
accounts were undoubtedly alarmist in nature. Generally, the Boers remained ignorant of the plans
and purposes of the governor and the colonel. Information was scarce and their local field-cornets had
not received government notices or proclamations. Some were not aware of their entitlement to relief,
supplies were short, and many were completely ruined.
The Dutch had more reasons to complain. Like the British, they had not been paid for supplies they
had furnished in connection with the war though payment had been promised upon the declaration of
peace which had occurred a year earlier. Furthermore, they had not received compensation for the
liberation of their slaves and they regarded the whole emancipation exercise as something of a farce.
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Equally irksome, the colonists, both British and Dutch, had been branded in London as oppressors of
innocent indigenous peoples and, as exaggerated story compounded unfounded rumour, they
convinced themselves that natives would be permitted to occupy land as nearby as the east bank of the
Fish River. In the circumstances, and taking into account the natural tendency of the Boers to expand
their horizons and wander in search of new extensive grazing, thoughts of moving out to the east and
north once again occupied their minds. Some had already left or moved to the extremities of the
colony with minimal administrative control or interference, and others had conducted exploratory
excursions. Louis Trichardt, with dozens of families and slaves under his protection, occupied lands
near the junction of the Witte and Zwart Kei Rivers beyond the border, without authorisation, a land
once occupied by the retreating Chief Hintsa, with whom he appears to have once colluded.
In some situations small enclaves of roving Boers had intruded on native land and caused
friction requiring government intervention. Often the tribes had no greater entitlement to a location
than the Boer. Sometimes the Boer was the aggressor, and sometimes the tribesman, and on a few
occasions the clashes were extremely violent and concluded in deaths.
List of Boer grievances296
What became known as the Great Trek started in earnest and gathered pace from early 1836 when
men, women and children began to escape the colony to face unknown circumstances and possible
dangers in unfamiliar territory beyond British rule. A 15-part list of their grievances was set out by
Colonel Somerset after his visit to the north in October the previous year. In summary they were:
1. In recent years they had been overrun by several denominations of native people who
occupied parts of the colony without impunity.
2. They were suffering continual theft perpetrated by native peoples.
3. In respect of 1. and 2. above, they had received no assistance and no guidance from the
authorities.
4. They were left with no choice but to retaliate against the unwanted attentions of the
natives, and as a result several Boers were imprisoned.
5. For a farmer to obtain any redress for such grievances he was obliged to travel great
distances to convey the thief, produce the alleged stolen goods, and procure witnesses, all
the time leaving his farm and family exposed to further atrocities.
6. Given the difficulties at 5. above, the farmer would rather lose the stolen livestock. The
thief, thus receiving no punishment, was encouraged to continue his depredations.
Cunningly the perpetrators would goad the farmers into a reaction enabling them to
present a false claim of assault to the magistrate in the presence of numerous witnesses
favourable to their cause.
7. Their slaves, often purchased for large sums, had been emancipated against the promise
of compensation. Originally the slave owners had paid for a certificate for each slave and
then they paid taxes in respect of them. To claim their promised compensation they were
obliged to hand in their certificates and pay five shillings each. Thus they paid out great
sums before receiving any compensation and, furthermore, they doubted that the
compensation would ever materialise.
Somerset recognised, even then, that they were restless and their roving beyond the border had
increased to ‘an alarming extent’. The Boers felt that no restrictions or injunctions were in place to
prevent them exiting the colony.
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8. It was feared by older Boers that this tacit approval would lead to a tendency for younger
farmers to escape any rule of law and engage in continual conflict with their native
neighbours characterised by the seizure of property and retaliatory reprisals.
Consequently, some of those Boer elders sought a complete government ban on crossing
the border.
9. The natives were obtaining gunpowder from traders crossing the border in exchange for
cattle. The cattle were then sold to the farmers and subsequently plundered with little
opportunity for redress.
10. Clear regulations were required to cover all denominations to be backed up with resident
officials for enforcement.
11. It was a great injustice that magistrates had not settled amongst them and that the
responsible civil authorities never set foot in their jurisdictions.
12. It was impractical to expect a single magistrate to cover a district of 20,000 square miles.
The district of Somerset, for instance, covered a vast area and contained upwards of
18,000 inhabitants.
13. If a frivolous complaint was made by a servant or an apprentice against a Boer the
accused would be called upon to travel up to 300 miles to present a defence, and in the
process leave his family and farm exposed.
14. Most farmers did not have security of tenure as they were without title deeds even though
their farms had been measured and paid for.
15. They were short of gunpowder apparently because they were mistrusted, but I have taken
it upon myself to remedy this situation and promised to make more of it available.
There was some repetition in this letter, but the key themes of a need for better law and enforcement
and a prohibition on crossing the border, are clear, and contrast with the Boer history of roving to
escape petty or stringent controls. The complaint about title deeds in grievance 14 was widespread
even amongst the British as many had long since observed all formalities and paid their fees.
Depleted compensation for the loss of slaves297
The Boers had begun to learn more about the compensation scheme for the emancipation of their
slaves. They would receive less than half of the stated aggregate of £3,410,290 originally pledged by
the government. Regardless of a petition to the contrary, compensation money would be paid in
England, not in the colony, payments would be approved in London by commissioners, and each
claim would be subject to a deduction for the government’s costs of implementing the Slavery
Abolition Act as well as a 30s stamp applied to each set of documents. Typically, the claimant would
have to engage an agent in London who would require a fee.
Amnesty and rumours298
Letters and communications between the famous Boer, Pieter Retief, Field commandant of the
Winterberg district and unofficial spokesmen for the whole Boer community, and the government,
provide an insightful appreciation of the reasons for the Great Trek. One key letter to the Civil
Commissioner in Grahamstown, penned in April 1836 around the commencement of the main exodus,
emphasised what the Boers felt were their principal complaints. It was written at the behest of the
residents of the Winterberg and Koonap, but applied equally to those in other districts. He aired pretty
much the same grievances as those itemised by Colonel Somerset and concluded:
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…unless their reasonable requests are complied with, and more especially some authority appointed to
secure them the limited means still left them for their support, that they will be compelled, however
great their regret may be, to abandon their fertile farms, on which they most anxiously desire to remain
in peace, and to seek protection and safety on some more favoured spot.

Retief emphasised the very great loss, by farmers, of horses that had later been sold by the Xhosas to
other farmers. They recognised many of their individual animals and claimed the return of them as
being the original possessors. The matter reached the attorney general and in January 1836 he opined
in their favour that they had a right to bring their actions for recovery of their property. Colonel Smith
and Sir Benjamin d’Urban, claiming that an amnesty applied and the ‘chips should lie where they had
fallen’, feared the knock on effect of this decision and asked for a rethink. Duncan Campbell posed
the question for them. The attorney general responded in their favour, the final part of his decision
reading:
…All cattle, therefore, which were driven off during the war must be considered as booty, and the
person whose property it was, when thus driven off, has lost all legal right to recover the same from a
third party.
A. OLIPHANT, Attorney-General
March, 3rd, 1836.

According to the governor and Lieut.-Governor Stockenstrom, the colony was awash with false
rumours causing further alienation of the Boers. The grapevine had it that the Roman Catholic
religion was to become compulsory throughout the colony, that all Boers were to be made soldiers,
that all land would be given to the indigenous peoples, and there were other equally ridiculous
assertions. Whether or not the rumours from whatever source were promulgated with deliberate
malicious intent, they added to the general feeling of unease. Rumblings about the demise of the
Province of Queen Adelaide had begun to reach Boer ears in 1836 but, although a few parties began
their treks eastwards and northwards early in that year, adding to those who had left before the war,
most were reluctant to leave until they resigned themselves to the view that their barely tolerable
conditions would not change. Nevertheless, many began their contingency preparations in earnest.
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CHAPTER 13
THE GREAT TREK AND SIMULTANEOUS DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COLONY

The mass exodus of the Boers known as the Great Trek continued in earnest after the Sixth Frontier
War when parties led by Louis Trichardt, Johannes van Rensburg and Hendrik Potgieter headed north
and east to cross the Vaal River. Although the minute details of the adventure in far away lands were
not of direct interest to the British settlers, there were consequences, both feared and real, that affected
life in Albany. The British settlers, not least of all, the Nottinghamshire contingent, enjoyed amicable
relations with many of the trekkers, and they did not want them to leave, knowing that the Albany
population would be thinned and many farmers would be left isolated and vulnerable to attack. On the
other hand, however, they might acquire some of the land given up by the Boers with the prospect of
making their farms more viable through economies of scale, especially their pastoral enterprises.
Communications and planning299
The principal characters involved in preparations for the main exodus which became known as the
Great Trek were (Andries) Hendrik Potgieter, a farmer in the Tarka district, and Louis Trichardt,
whose family had already moved north to join several others near the Caledon River. Johannes van
Rensburg, or Lang Hans, Potgeiter’s cousin, had also already moved north to trade ivory with the
Portuguese, and he was in frequent communication with Trichardt through trading in tobacco. Their
plans were covert partly because Trichardt was already under extreme suspicion of selling arms to the
Xhosas and even of plotting the recent war with Chief Hintsa. Potgieter and Trichardt were also in
regular communication using De Lange, another Potgieter relative, as an intermediary.
Contemplating their options, they preferred a northern route as opposed to travelling east
towards Natal where they might attract the attentions of the British who had a strong presence there.
They agreed that van Rensburg and Trichardt would investigate the northern option and that Potgieter
would join them in their vanguard trek, the Voorste Mense, if conditions were found to be favourable.
Zoutpansberg was agreed as the rendezvous place.
Starting out and early discord300
The reconnaissance parties comprised 98 people, 7,000 head of livestock and 50 horses, most of the
animals being owned by Trichardt. They had a combined convoy of 18 wagons, but at times van
Rensburg’s party was able to forge ahead, their scouts having fewer animals in tow. Via Middleburg
and Thaba ‘Nchu, they veered north over the Vaal River. Travelling at a pace of between 8 and 15
kilometres a day, the wagon train traversed Matabeleland unmolested, though the trekkers observed
much evidence of prior atrocities and the men marched with their guns ready. Trampling down the
long grass and crushing the bones of Matabele victims the heavy wagons, oxen and livestock cut wide
tracks which remained for subsequent trekkers to follow. By the time they had negotiated the Oliphant
River valley and a mountain range they dubbed Sekwati Poort, it was April 1836 and a conflict was
brewing between Trichardt and van Rensburg. During the journey the latter and his party had engaged
in the killing of many elephants for ivory, weighing down the wagons and wasting ammunition. The
rift was intense enough to cause a permanent separation of the two parties, although they continued to
exchange messages for some time.
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The fate of van Rensburg’s party, Cilliers’ contingent, and crossing the Orange River301
Van Rensburg ‘s party forged ahead towards Lourenço Marques. One of the party broke his neck
from falling from his horse while hunting, and the party was badly affected by sleeping sickness.
Their fate was sealed at the Limpopo River where they were attacked for their iron and weapons and,
distressingly, they were wiped out by Magwamba warriors known as the ‘Knobnoses’ (from
mutilations on their faces).
Ignorant of the sad tidings that had befallen van Rensburg’s party, and regardless of their
knowledge of the dangers of sleeping sickness from the presence of the tsetse fly, Trichardt’s party
camped near a salt pan on the north western side of the Zoutpansberg Mountains. Meanwhile
Potgieter’s train of 40 wagons and 200 persons had continued their slow procession and had reached
the district in which Colesberg now lies. There they combined with the Cilliers family and seven other
families including that of Casper Jan Hendrik Kruger, the father of Paul Kruger (future RSA
president), all under the leadership of 34-year-old Sarel Cilliers. Cilliers, of Huguenot descent, was
pious and mildly evangelical to the extent that he became known as the ‘prophet of the Great Trek’
believing he had been called by God to lead his people to a better land. He had petitioned the colonial
authorities over several grievances including under-compensation for relinquished slaves. The pious
trekkers had not received support for their exodus from their church leaders in the colony, so Cilliers
filled a vacuum, preaching for them as a devout and zealous man.
Crossing the swirling Orange River was a serious challenge requiring effort and ingenuity,
but beyond that landmark they felt their first real taste of freedom.
Arrival at Thaba ‘Nchu and on to the Drakensberg Mountains302
Trichardt’s party reached the Zoutpansberg, and contemplated a settlement there, while Potgieter’s
caravan continued its painstaking journey progressing in bursts of three to four hours between rest
breaks. Men on horseback scouted ahead and encountered the Griqua, one of the main tribal groups of
the Highveld. The same region was occupied, firstly, by Chief Mzilikaze’s Matabele, who had left a
trail of death and mayhem behind them on their migration from Natal, secondly, by the Basotho under
Chief Moshoeshoe, and thirdly, by the Tlokwa under Sekonyela. The Matabele were a constant threat
to the other tribes and so, when the Boers arrived in their vicinity with their muskets, horses and
military knowhow, they were welcomed by the Griqua and by Chief Moroka II. The Baralong Chief,
and his Tswana, residing in Moshoeshoe’s territory bolstered his Basotho Empire. It helped, too, that
they were following in the footsteps of Wesleyan missionaries led by Mr Archbell who had forged
good relationships and set up a mission station at Thaba ‘Nchu.
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The trekkers arrived at Thaba ‘Nchu in May 1836, but their arrival was marred by a deep
sense of unease as they found they were surrounded by evidence of earlier Matabele atrocities in the
form of the dried human bones of slaughtered Baralong people. In spite of the dangers they stuck to
their plan, rested up, and regrouped there for several weeks. Next they moved up to, and over, the
Modder River, causing small settlements of Bushmen to take flight from their primitive dwellings as
the armed Boer scouts approached. The next river plain was so blessed with various game, they
dubbed the river Vetrivier (Fat River), and made the most of the opportunity for hunting. Here again
they were favourably received, this time by Chief Makwana and his Bataung or lion people, who had
been severely troubled by the Matabele. They were verging on starvation and welcomed the offers of
the travellers to shoot game for meat, which they ate raw, dripping with blood. From their base
position between the Vet and Vaal rivers (later called Winburg) they ventured out to explore and
found grazing in the shadow of the Drakensberg Mountains.
Scouting across the Vaal River and news of van Rensburg’s party303
Potgieter favoured continuing further north to meet up with the parties of Trichardt and van Rensburg,
unaware that the latter had been wiped out. He organised a scouting party to find their fellow
Voortrekkers and better land further north. His people endeared themselves to local tribesmen by
shooting big cats and a ‘wolf’ (probably a hyena) which had been preying on their herds of sheep and
cattle. They found Trichardt’s party at Zoutpansberg at the end of June 1836. This was the ‘promised
land’ of fertile soil and copious sources of clean water supporting fruit and grain crops, and there was
evidence of gold and iron ore deposits nearby. Concerned for the fate of van Rensburg’s party, and
after a brief respite, a combined group headed east and then south along the Limpopo River. After
weeks of travelling, their horses became badly affected by the tsetse fly prevalent across the Limpopo,
and Potgieter and his contingent of scouts headed back to base. Later, in mid-August, Trichardt
brought news of the slaughter of van Rensburg’s party and details of how he had discovered this and
of his own party’s escape from a similar fate.
A party under Jan Pretorius, members of which were sceptical about the story of van
Rensburg’s fate, set off towards the Mozambique coast to learn more, eventually finding that all but
two, who were held prisoner by Chief Sakana, had perished. Meanwhile, they had left the depleted
group vulnerable to attack, and indeed, an attack was repelled having received an early warning and
with the help of Venda troops. Meanwhile, the Pretorius party oxen were so badly affected by the
tsetse fly that a rescue party had to be sent out to assist their return.
Back in the colony304
The appointment of a Lieut.-Governor for the Eastern Province had been recommended by the Rev.
William Shaw and others in their depositions to the Aborigines Committee, and the idea had long
been supported by the colonists. The colonists had consistently complained of rule from Cape Town
in the west where the officials were out of touch with their plight, and from where erroneous reports
had disseminated and been received in London. Unfortunately, they had not anticipated that someone
who had grievously testified against them at that Committee, Andries Stockenstrom, might be given
the post. Their preference would have been for an impartial official and one less tainted by experience
at the colony. They felt too, that their case had not been properly aired at the committee which had
taken evidence from people who, by chance, just happened to be available in London at the time. The
colonists in the Eastern Province had been portrayed as being responsible for their situation through
their own evil doing and, in the circumstances now pertaining, they expected little compensation for
their losses. Not just the British, but the Dutch and Xhosas in the east, were all dissatisfied with the
selection of Stockenstrom. Householders in Albany had called for a deferral of the appointment until
the charges set against them, by him, might be properly investigated by Commissioners on the spot.
They also wished for the measures in progress at the behest of Sir Benjamin d’Urban be retained, not
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reversed. Their petition for a deferral of Stockenstrom’s appointment and a public meeting on the
matter was rejected.
On balance the people of Beaufort West were in favour of Stockenstrom’s posting, although
the magistrate there was his brother-in-law. All of these deliberations served only to intensify the
anxiety felt by the ordinary peaceful inhabitants and, not only that, but merchants in England were
becoming jittery about the anticipated ruination of their trade at the Cape. They instigated measures to
hold up shipments and withdraw their property as they felt the colony had been sacrificed for
philanthropy, the term used to describe the excessively soft approach to native tribes conducted by
Lord Glenelg and his officials.
Colonel Smith and Governor d’Urban heard clear evidence that Boers were leaving the
country, not least of all from Thembu Chief, Mapassa, who felt threatened by invasion, although there
was no evidence other than a peaceful passage of the trekkers through his territory. Further reports
suggested that the chiefs in Xhosa territory were returning to their cruel ways of witchcraft. Umhala,
in particular, was so openly unruly that he received a minor stabbing wound when he refused to obey
a sentry. At the same time Macoma relished the idea of shaking off the shackles of his magistracy. By
contrast, before their pledge of allegiance to Britain, Pato and Kama had lived in fear of Chief Eno
and were concerned they might receive his attentions once again if the British withdrew. The chiefs
could not comprehend the need for the British to continually change the officials with whom they
were expected to deal, especially after they had placed so much trust in Colonel Smith.
As ever, slow communications played a part in the affairs of the colony. Lord Glenelg’s
countermand to the d’Urban-Smith plan of 26 December 1835 reached the governor on 21 March
1836 at which time d’Urban resolved only to comply with the commands in so far as might be
compatible with ‘minimal mischief to the Colony’. Noting the considerable criticism of his leadership,
d’Urban felt obliged to delay his reply until he was able to compile a full account with complete
documentary evidence. Dated 9 June 1836, with hundreds of enclosures, his formal reply was not
received until after the end of the year, and it was not received well, so badly in fact that he was
relieved of his office as governor. The principal purpose of the reply and the probable cause of his
relief from office was his defiant proposal to suspend the order to abandon the new Province of Queen
Adelaide in the hope that Glenelg would change his mind. Otherwise he predicted that Boer
dissatisfaction would intensify and that a trickle of trekkers out of Albany and Somerset would
become a full-blown migration.
The death of Hintsa was dealt with separately as being subject to a special investigation.
D’Urban railed against His Lordship’s sympathy for the invading Xhosas and the condemnation of the
colonists which he thought to be influenced by closeted people with little or no experience on the spot
and armed with a disruptive agenda. The Wesleyan missionaries had been targeted for criticism from
London, but the governor expressed his gratitude for their exceptional efforts amongst the native
peoples, working hard for the causes of religion and peace. D’Urban defended his military actions and
enclosed a letter of support on the matter from Colonel Smith.
D’Urban’s fulsome defence of Colonel Smith, professing his balanced approach to military
affairs, appropriate to the circumstances of each passing day since his famous arrival in the Eastern
Province, included an account of Hintsa’s behaviour while pretending to assist the forces in finding
stolen cattle after the war. A brief extract will indicate the tone:
I refer Your Excellency to my despatch on the subject, which I believe is already transmitted to his
Lordship, the truth of which I will support unsullied, against the vile slanders and wicked accusations
of an individual who has furnished a report framed by his inventive genius, although it is a curious
incidence that the horse which I rode on the important occasion he lent me on leaving Grahamstown,
and (in a note now lying before me) from whom are these remarkable words: ‘The horse is now more
valuable to me as having been the instrument in assisting in the prevention of the escape of Hintza, and
when I again ride him it will always bring to my recollection the name of Colonel Smith’. In another
communication, he writes to consult me in the most friendly terms as to his future prospects in life, yet
this double- faced scoundrel, Dr. Campbell, gets hold of two [Khoikhoi] who were never near the scene
of action and trumps up a plausible falsehood which has been believed in preference to the official
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The Commercial Advertiser carried, on 19 June 1835, a letter from Dr A G Campbell of
Grahamstown covering the death of Hintsa and the (alleged) mutilation of his body. According to this
account some Khoikhoi, unlike the colonists, had afforded the wounded chief a measure of mercy, but
Mr George Southey had murdered him unnecessarily. It is not certain how the account reached Lord
Glenelg as to whether the London Missionary Society was instrumental or Dr Campbell had sent it
directly, but it appears to have caused his Lordship to instigate a Military Court inquiry.
Court of Inquiry into the death of Hintsa306
The inquiry was welcomed by the colonists in the Eastern Cape as, although the terms of reference
were narrowly drawn—the circumstances immediately before, during, and immediately after the
death—it was one step towards an on the spot investigation of the plight of the settlers by impartial
commissioners. There were testimonies from those who crossed the Kei River with Smith’s party, and
others who had not. Only Lieut. Balfour, Smith’s ADC, had been down at the river with George
Southey when Hintsa was killed, so his report was crucial. He described the position of Hintsa’s body
and reported that his head had been shattered by a single bullet. When asked whether Southey had cut
off his ears he responded, ‘I can take it upon myself to say most positively the Mr Southey did no
such thing, for we both left the bush together, and at that time Hintsa’s body was not mutilated in any
way more than the wounds of the shot.’ Trader, Mr Hoole, had seen the body shortly after and thought
that one of Hintsa’s ears had been taken off by the shot. Others arriving later similarly described the
body. However, Dr Ford, surgeon of the 72nd Regiment examined the body and thought that the shot
had struck too high on the head to have removed the ears.
The aforementioned Dr Ambrose Campbell, the accuser, related what he had been told by
interpreter, Klaas, of the Cape Corps, and John Phillips who could not understand why he had been
brought into the inquiry as he had been 100 miles away at the time of the incident. The Rev. J Laing
could only repeat what he had been told by Klaas, that the ears had
been cut off and attempts had been made to extract his teeth with a
bayonet. It appears that Klaas was not directly examined. Private
Wilson of the 72nd did not see the killing and Mr Driver of the
Corps of Guides refused to answer the question about the cutting
off of the ears. Presumably this was Edward Driver of Calton’s
Nottingham party. Unfortunately for the accusers, Dr Campbell
was earning a reputation for vindictiveness against the colonists,
the military, and almost everyone else, which seems to have
stemmed from his being overlooked when Dr John Atherstone was
awarded the appointment of District Surgeon for Albany.
George Southey, accused of the mutilation, recounted the
Edward Driver, of Calton’s party,
whole expedition and concluded: ‘This public investigation has, I
from Kelham village,
Nottinghamshire
trust, placed beyond all manner of suspicion that I could perpetrate
such an act of cruelty, as abhorrent to my feelings as to those of
any man on earth.’ The only doubt of the Court as to the innocence of those accused was over the
evidence of Mr Driver as he declined to answer the question when put directly to him. There was no
indication from the evidence that Hintsa had begged for mercy. That the ears had been cut off by
someone was no longer in doubt, but it was completely unclear as to who had perpetrated the foul
deed. Lord Glenelg supported the findings stating:
It is, I think, now established that if not the fomenter of the invasion, that chief was at least engaged in
a secret confederacy with its authors, and was availing himself of such advantages as it offered him. On
himself, therefore, rests the responsibility for the calamity in which he and his people were involved by
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Arrival of the new Lieut.-Governor and implementation of the Glenelg plan308
The newly appointed Lieut.-Governor, Capt. Stockenstrom, arrived at Table Bay on Sunday 3 July
1836. His voyage back to the Cape, marred by an outbreak of small-pox on board, had subjected him
and his family to quarantine. Consequently, his communication papers with Governor d’Urban had to
be fumigated. In the absence of clear orders, the governor and Stockenstrom agreed to continue with
British rule over the newly acquired province unless and until more definite instructions were
received from London. Once free of the restrictions of quarantine, the new Lieut.-Governor was, at
the behest of d’Urban, ceremonially sworn in with the firing of guns and every other celebration
calculated to encourage him. D’Urban well knew that Stockenstrom was out of favour with the
colonists in the Eastern Province, and for him to achieve any measure of success he should be seen to
enjoy the most earnest support of the governor.
Glenelg continued to favour the relinquishment of British sovereignty over the territory
between the Keiskamma and Kei rivers but, from conversations between himself and Stockenstrom in
England, it was clear that he was prepared to wait until he received d’Urban’s long awaited reply to
his comprehensive despatch of 26 December 1835. That reply was not received in London until
March 1837, but as Glenelg had made it clear that the reversal should commence during 1836, the
effective steps were delayed as long as possible and began shortly after Stockenstrom’s arrival. The
dismantling of d’Durban’s policy, a policy which had, in his own view, been so beneficial to the
colonists and to the tribes, must have been an irksome prospect for him, but he now knew that he had
no other course to follow. He was faced with the initial process of preparing the public mind for an
acute disappointment of declaring that the British occupation of the newly acquired territory was of
only a temporary nature. The distant military posts would be withdrawn to positions behind the old
border, and Colonel Smith, although opposed to the retrenchment and scheduled to resign his position,
would beforehand exercise all of his professional skill in implementing the new directive.
The list of posts to be withdrawn included White’s, the others being Warden’s, Wellington,
Murray and Beresford according to an expedient plan of successive retirement devised by Smith. King
William’s Town and Fort Cox were to be retained and occupied by the strength of force deemed
necessary. The temporary retention of Waterloo Post was sanctioned should Colonel Smith deem it
necessary to achieve an orderly withdrawal. The 75th Regiment was to remain in Adelaide, but the
72nd would return to Somerset and Albany to relieve those places then occupied by the 27th. The
artillery from the evacuated posts would be placed in the depot at Fort Willshire. The defences and
fortifications at the abandoned posts would be rapidly and effectively razed to the ground and
destroyed, but any structures of a non-military nature of use to the Xhosa tribes were to be left in
place for their benefit. It was imperative that the natives be treated with every kindness and, during
this transitional period, while they were awaiting the monarch’s final determination, they remained
under His Majesty’s dominion and protection, and that the withdrawal of the posts was confirmation
and proof of the confidence placed in the likelihood of their orderly conduct.
D’Urban wanted to retain martial law pending His Majesty’s determination regarding the
Province of Queen Adelaide, but he was advised to the contrary. By a proclamation of 18 August
1836, martial law was lifted. Colonel Smith had been prepared for such an eventuality and had drafted
a code of laws to protect the colonists and restrain the tribes. The boundary of the colony was to be
represented by the Keiskamma and Chumie Rivers with a line of military posts established from the
Winterberg southwards down to the sea. Xhosa troops stationed at each post were placed under the
superintendence of a European officer at Fort Thomson (Alice).
Colonel Smith proposed a system of policing to be established whereby officers, identified
with numbered large brass plates, were made available to pursue stolen cattle and do their utmost to
find the guilty parties and the animals. Each chief was awarded an annual salary intended to enlist his
support in tracking down the perpetrators. Farmers were instructed to follow the spoor of any lost
cattle and report to the nearest officer to complete an affidavit to declare details of his loss, but he
would only receive help if he diligently controlled his herds during the day and drove them into a
kraal for protection at night. There would be no compensation for claimed losses of cattle that were
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never discovered. A key feature of the proposal was an annual assembly of the chiefs with
missionaries and functionaries before the Lieut.-Governor at which he would hear grievances and
remind them of the ideals of virtuous behaviour.
There were provisions for dealing with criminal behaviour requiring the chief to assemble a
jury of twelve tribesmen and, with himself as magistrate, and a superintendent of the police present, to
try the offender. It was the superintendent’s responsibility to determine the sentence of any guilty
party, the sentence to be ratified by the Lieut.-Governor before being carried into effect. In all of these
plans the role of the military was to be kept to a minimum. These measures had not been implemented
by the time of Stockenstrom’s arrival in the east.
Stockenstrom remained in Cape Town for six weeks before setting off to take up his duties in
the Eastern Province. During those weeks, despite d’Urban’s anxieties, the relationship between the
two men was amicable and Stockenstrom enjoyed praise from a section of the public calling
themselves the ‘friends of justice and humanity’. Leaving on 17 August in the company of Colonels
Havelock and Napier, his first respite was at Swellendam. Circumstances were changing fast and he
learned that the governor had revoked martial law in by proclamation. This left Stockenstrom with
little choice but to invoke Colonel Smith’s plans for the administration of the new province.
On arrival at George, Stockenstrom was handed a letter from Capt. Duncan Campbell, the
Civil Commissioner of Albany. The letter advised him of vague rumours circulating Cape Town and
of a defamatory article by Mr Fairbairn in the Commercial Advertiser referring to depositions
detrimental to Stockenstrom’s character written by malicious people. The contents of Campbell’s
letter had the potential to be utterly devastating to his hopes of success in his new appointment, and
the Captain wanted to forewarn him before he reached Grahamstown.
In his letter Campbell also described a damaging article in the Grahamstown Journal which
had raked up the story of a commando of 1819 backed up by an affidavit obtained from participants
and witnesses. As Landdrost of Graaff-Reinet at the time, Stockenstrom had taken charge of the
commando which proceeded to Blinkwater River where a young Xhosa cattle herd boy saw them and
took flight. Capt. Stockenstrom, as he was then, pursued him with burghers following behind. The
unarmed boy attempted to hide in the river, but one leg was exposed to view out of the driftings and
bushes. According to the deposition, the boy was utterly defenceless, but Stockenstrom dismounted,
made no attempt to take him prisoner, and shot him dead at point blank range. He then made the
following declaration ‘Now, Botha, we can revenge ourselves to-day; you for your brother, and I for
my father’. Theunis Botha and Stockenstrom’s father had been murdered by Xhosas in 1812, and
Klopper, another witness, had been there and assisted in burying the bodies.
Continuing investigation of Stockenstrom’s alleged crime309
Donald Moodie had relinquished his position as protector of slaves which had become obsolete after
the abolition of slavery, and he was appointed Justice of the Peace for the same salary. Governor
d’Urban gave him a special responsibility to acquire and trawl through evidence relating to the
treatment of aborigines by the European colonists, with a brief to go back to the earliest times
(published as the influential ‘Moodie’s Record’ etc.). This was with a view to rebutting critical reports
of Dr Philip and all related accusations. Capt. Campbell wrote to Moodie and separately to Mr
Ryneveld, the Civil Commissioner of Graaff-Reinet, to discover more information. Together with
Justice of the Peace, W Lloyd, they took a statement from the Field-cornet Pieter Aucamp of
Rhenosterberg, who was on the 1819 commando, but not at the scene of the death of the herd boy. He
had, however, heard rumours in the camp. Moodie and Lloyd examined Field-commandant Charl
Pretorius who said two boys had been shot dead, one by Paul van de Merwe, the other by
Stockenstrom, and said the boys were actually adults aged about twenty-four and twenty-five (not
about nine as intimated in other reports) and they held assegais.
The depositions, regarded as preliminary examinations, should have been sent to the Clerk of
the Peace to be set before the Attorney-General who would in turn decide a course of action, but
Klopper’s report went to Mr John Chase, then a Notary Public in Cape Town, who passed it to
Colonel Wade. Other statements languished in Albany, and there was a question that Capt. Duncan
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Campbell acted outside of his authority in taking depositions because the alleged act occurred outside
of the colony. Campbell defended his action stating that the depositions had not been taken to initiate
legal action against Stockenstrom—rather they were intended to counter the statements Stockenstrom
had made against the colonists before the Aborigines Committee.
In preparation for the new Lieut.-Governor’s arrival in Grahamstown the people had been
invited to go out and welcome him. He reached the town on 3 September 1836, and after being
greeted by a handful of military and civil authorities, a seventeen gun salute was fired. A large crowd
had gathered in the town, but they remained silent, and dispersed as he entered his house.

Complaints ignored by Stockenstrom310
Page 150 describes Stockenstrom’s lukewarm greeting in Grahamstown, and his refusal to formally
receive an address signed by 412 citizens. This had been attached to a letter presented by leading
citizen, Mr W R Thompson. They denied accusations levelled against them and resolved that his
rejection of their address contravened the spirit of the British Constitution.
The inhabitants felt they had been misrepresented and, because of this, they feared their hopes of
future support and adequate protection may have been dashed. After fourteen years of positive
progress in the fortunes of the settlement (1820-34) they had been forced to witness scenes of severe
and widespread suffering and withstand the most extreme privations. They feared they would not
receive any compensation for their losses arising out of the late conflict. The address raised questions
of Stockenstrom’s opinions of the colonists and called upon him to provide evidence to support the
assertions he had made in London. The response from Stockenstrom was that of no response. He
refused to receive their address as though he was afraid to face up to them directly to answer their
questions. He did however respond to the covering letter reminding the citizens, through Mr
Thompson, of their right of recourse as British subjects to the legal tribunals of the country, and
ultimately to the King. He promised that any such grievance, channelled in the proper way, would be
fully and faithfully transmitted to his superiors, which was something, but it was not widely
appreciated.
The reaction of the inhabitants was to call a public meeting and for this purpose a request,
bearing thirty-three signatures was presented to Stockenstrom. The stated purpose of the proposed
meeting was to consider their next steps in view of his refusal to receive their address. Permission was
granted and the meeting took place in the former Commercial Hall (which later became the Eastern
Districts Court). The resolutions covered the hope that Stockenstrom’s remarks in London might have
applied to individual colonists and not to the settlers as a whole, in which case they would support
him in his new appointment, even though they knew of no instance of a settler plundering a Xhosa
herd. On the question of the settlers being deemed alarmist, the proprietor and editor of the
Grahamstown Journal, Robert Godlonton, recounted the history of the settlement and professed to be
unaware of any false alarms of Xhosa raids and depredations.
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The only time they had set out on commando was in 1827, and this was with the specific purpose to
defend the Xhosa peoples when they were under threat from the Fetcani. Stockenstrom might have
been expected to join the commando as their friend, but instead he allied himself with the enemy and
in conjunction with a politically motivated missionary had caused harm to the settlers. The resolutions
passed were as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

That this meeting having had communicated to it the refusal of His Honour the LieutenantGovernor to receive the address which it was intended to present to him....is of opinion that the
rejection of it is at variance with the spirit of the British constitution and degrading to a community
of free and loyal British subjects.
That this meeting most unequivocally denies the fact stated by Captain Stockenstrom in his
evidence that the British settlers have very often served on commando, or that they have in any
way participated in those atrocities which he has described as being of frequent occurrence on such
expeditions...with reference to which they now challenge, in the face of the world, the production
of a single case in proof of any such allegation.
This one had reference to the petition for inquiry upon the spot, which had been sent to England,
but to which no answer had been returned: They still pressed their anxious desire for that
investigation, and now declared that they would not allow the British name and character to be
aspersed without immediate challenging proof and subjecting the accusation to the test of public
examination.
That the resolutions of this meeting, together with the rejected address, be sent to the London
Times, Morning Chronicle, Atlas, and Watchman.

Stockenstrom’s tour and findings311
Captain Stockenstrom had been away from the colony for three years during which the Sixth Frontier
War had taken place and he wanted to discover for himself as much as he could about the nature of
the conflict and the current circumstances of the colonists and the tribes. Within days of the public
meeting he set off on a tour and incorporated a visit to King William’s Town to be introduced to the
Xhosas in his new capacity, and also to relieve Colonel Smith of his responsibility for the new Xhosa
territory. Before a gathering of several thousand tribespeople, Colonel Smith emphasised the benefits
for them which had arisen from British rule, implored them to maintain their good conduct, to desist
from the evils of witchcraft, and described with regret his departure as that of a father leaving his
children. He reintroduced Captain Stockenstrom, who was already well known to them, as the new
Lieut.-Governor, and who in turn addressed them briefly in an authoritative manner. Their welfare
was his principal concern, but they had seen a glimpse of England’s might and wished they would not
give him cause to show them more of it. At the meeting, time was allotted for a response from the
chiefs, but only Macoma rose to speak. He thanked the Captain for his news and begged for more land
including that which had been given to Pato. Disregarding Smith’s edicts on witchcraft, he sought the
reintroduction of that obscene practice which had formerly been so profitable to many of the chiefs.
Stockenstrom reminded him of the treaty he had signed in September 1835 and that he must abide by
it. The Xhosa women expressed their sorrow at the departure of Mrs Smith and showed their
appreciation of her kindness with gifts of bangles and ornaments.
At King William’s Town the Captain was approached by various Khoi levies seeking their
discharge from military service. The burghers had been released at a much earlier time. The
authorities varied in their response to this, but Stockenstrom had no doubt that they had been recruited
on the same basis as the burghers and that their prolonged retention was illegal. While he appreciated
their special qualities as assistants to the European troops in scouring bush country and finding enemy
haunts, he felt he had no choice but to permit them to return to their families. The Cape Corps,
however, was composed of fully enlisted troops and was retained intact.
In a letter to Sir Benjamin d’Urban the Lieut.-Governor reported his findings and progress
and said all agents and Colonel Smith were agreed that the new territory for the native peoples could
not be carried on without martial law in place, but that it could be maintained with martial law in
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place. However, it was illegal in peace time and could not be continued. He warned that, while the
general populace were pleased to be free of the excessive and despotic controls of their chiefs, the
chiefs themselves had been alienated and they carried with them many adherents in the form of
councillors, junior chiefs and their extensive families. He had also noticed that the status quo had been
dependent to a great extent on the personal presence of Colonel Smith and the paternalistic character
of his rule. The dilemma for the authorities in this situation was that there was a state of peace, but
that the Xhosas were permanently on the brink of skirmish and depredation needing only the slightest
spark to ignite something more terrible.
Withdrawal of military forces and more Boer restlessness312
In the circumstances, given the clear intentions of Lord Glenelg and no contra indications from
London, Stockenstrom met Colonel Somerset at Fort Beaufort on 17 September, and with him
instigated the measures necessary to relinquish Adelaide, raze the earmarked forts, and withdraw the
troops. In this situation, however, Somerset expressed his disquiet as he had noticed an increase in the
frequency of depredations since the intention of a reversal of policy had been made known to the
tribes. On this account the governor had delayed proceedings for withdrawal, but by the end of
September the commissariat, ordnance, stores, Royal Artillery guns, regular troops and Cape Mounted
Rifles had retreated to either Fort Willshire or King William’s Town. In accordance with the orders,
innocuous structures such as huts and dwellings were left intact for the benefit of the natives. The
Lieut.-Governor reached Grahamstown by 9 October having observed the Kat River Settlement, the
Tarka, Cradock and the Koonap farmers at Tomlinson’s.
At Balfour he assured the Khoi of the best intentions of the British Government towards them
and expressed his hopes of liberal compensation for their losses during the recent war. While there, he
was approached by Pieter Retief, Field-Commandant and de facto spokesmen for the remaining Boer
farmers, who urged him to consider the plight of his people, in particular the farmers of the
Winterberg. In doing so, Retief repeated the complaints enumerated by Colonel Somerset in his
memorial to the governor. Those farmers were under a constant threat of attentions from large cohorts
of hostile Xhosas who enjoyed the freedom to roam their districts without passes. Some were
squatting on farms and some had built huts or occupied pre-existing huts. Many Boer farmers were on
their knees living on remnants of their former herds, and they wondered for how long they might
survive. There had for a long time been a shortage of ammunition for their defence from robbers, and
what little access to redress from the judicial system there was, could only be found at a considerable
distance. If they had availed themselves of such redress, they would have left their farms, homes and
families in an even greater state of vulnerability.
Retief made it clear that the despoiled farmers were one nudge away from moving out of the
colony to head eastwards and northwards, and they harboured ever more feeble hopes of an
improvement in their lot. Stockenstrom was not especially impressed and offered nothing more than
strict justice. He made little attempt to stand in the way of a mass exodus, but honoured the FieldCommandant with a formal response in a letter written from Shiloh on 23 September 1836. He
repeated his promise of strict justice based on equal treatment for all peoples and trusted that, in this,
he could rely on the support of good Christians. To those who wished to move out, he could not stand
in their way, but warned they should very carefully consider that option to be sure they were not
allowing themselves to be deceived by those with only self- interests at heart. The communication
was followed by another the next day advising Retief that he had received information that thirty of
his migratory countrymen had been slain by Mzilikaze’s troops and among the victims were several
women and babies. The survivors of their group were returning to the colony.
Final pleas of Retief on behalf of the Winterberg Boers313
In his communications, Stockenstrom had made it clear that he could not be expected, at least for the
time being, to visit the remaining Boer colonists in the Winterberg. In a letter of 18 October, Piet
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Retief said that on this account his Boers were dissatisfied and dismayed, but to pacify them he had
issued copies of the Lieut.-Governor’s messages of assurance however inadequate they seemed. He
was compelled to inform Stockenstrom that ten families of the principal burghers had given up and
had started their journey out of the colony carrying the feeling there was no hope of satisfactory laws
to guarantee them a quiet and secure life. The recent slaughter of the trekkers did not deter them at all.
They would, though, make a temporary camp just outside of the colonial boundary to monitor the
situation in the colony for a while in the hope of belated changes, keeping open their option to return.
Retief added that a significant number of roaming Xhosas had been apprehended as actual or
suspected robbers within the last few days, and a number had been taken to Captain Armstrong at Fort
Beaufort. Stockenstrom repeated he had a plan for his provincial tour and would not be deflected, but
while he sympathised with their lot, it was imperative that they abide by the law as it stands and until
a change be made.
It transpired that the Winterberg farmers had prepared an address of welcome to the new
Lieut.-Governor to be presented when he first arrived in Grahamstown. Signed by sixty-five
inhabitants, it had been retained by Retief who decided on an alternative plan to present it in the
Winterberg, but as it was now unlikely Stockenstrom would visit them there, he received it by other
means on 18 October 1835. It read:
SIR,—We, the undersigned, inhabitants of the Winterberg and Koonap, take the liberty to congratulate
Your Honour on your appointment as Lieutenant-Governor for the Eastern Province, and we hope that
the choice of the English Government will prove to us that that choice will be productive of favourable
results.
We are, however, driven to the necessity, before we take upon ourselves to express our
individual joy at this appointment, respectfully to request Your Honour to pause for a moment with
regard to our sentiments, as we must acknowledge with sorrow and deep regret that our wounded
feelings are not to be pacified by outward appearances or fair promises, that nothing less than deeds
and demonstration will bring us back from the opinions we at present hold. We offer these remarks that
it may not be thought that a hidden discontent exists amongst us; but we mention it in passing to
remind Your Honour of the evidence given by yourself, as well as others, before the House of
Commons Committee, respecting the deeds committed by us, as in our present circumstances we
ourselves placed in a situation—in consequence of the evidence above alluded to—cut off, as it were,
from all hope of brighter prospects for the future. And how, then, Sir, could we, holding such opinions,
offer up songs of gladness, in consequence of the elevation of Your Honour, if such does not ensure to
us some amendment? We will not trouble Your Honour further with a detailed account of all the
miseries which we have to contend with, and for the sake of brevity will satisfy ourselves by requesting
Your Honour to be good enough to clear up to us—who cannot fathom the reasons why we have been
held up to the British Government as monsters of cruelty and barbarity—the circumstances which
could have held out an inducement for portraying us in the above light, as Your Honour must be but
too well convinced to the contrary. We close this, our humble address, with the certain assurance, that
should Your honour come to the determination of satisfying our minds, in order to reconcile us and our
unfortunate expatriated countrymen to the land of our birth, by clear proofs and actions, so that we may
experience an improvement in our distressed and deplorable circumstances; then, yes then! Will our
hearts cry aloud with unfeigned gratitude: Blessed be the day of the appointment of our respectable
Lieutenant-Governor, and God be praised that it should have entered the thoughts of His Majesty, the
King of England, to send us such happiness. But alas! our long oppressed and dejected feelings have
not yet experienced those hallowed moments to which such heartfelt outpourings can be applied. We
therefore close this address, with the Solemn assurance that when we shall experience light and relief,
we will then show our unmingled gratitude, in rendering the task of ruler as easy as possible to Your
Honour with the full conviction that—
‘Where loyalty and love are bound
There will the task be easy found,
But is distrusted and suspected,
How can we ever be connected?’

The written response from Stockenstrom was forthright and it swiftly and soundly rejected the
misguided recollection of that past upon which it was based. According to Cory, this response
received by Retief was the last straw, the trigger that brought about the greater scenes of the exodus,
and for that reason it is recounted here in full:
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GRAHAMSTOWN, October 20th, 1836.
SIR,—In answer to your letter without a date, received this day, I have to state that the address
accompanying it cannot be accepted, and is therefore returned enclosed herewith.
The only thing that even causes me to take so much notice of it is the conviction that you do
not understand the contents thereof, for a man of your experience and respectability would not
advisedly place his signature to such a document, the contents of which are directly at variance with
truth, and also contrary to the sentiments expressed by yourself verbally, when on the 20 th Ult. at the
Kat River you brought to my recollection atrocities that had been perpetrated on the frontier, and which
I had already forgotten. You are misled. I therefore do not speak in wrath, but with pity, and shall
faithfully tell you the truth.
You have allowed yourself to be deluded into the notion that it would be valiant, or
Commandant-valiant, to follow the example of those who have had time to be ashamed of their folly,
before you could prevail on sixty-five credulous persons to make themselves equally ridiculous; and as
you have even required no less than six weeks for this purpose, you must now already be convinced
that our countrymen are beginning to open their eyes, and are no longer so easily led into an abyss as
blind man. Let this, therefore, be a lesson to you, and consult henceforth your own common sense,
instead of allowing yourself to be dragged along with those who, knowing your weakness, will use you
as a tool to their interest, and who will ridicule you when you are fallen. With respect to those who
have signed with you, they have to struggle with so many misfortunes, that it would be cruel to add one
word to their reproof. I know too well how those ignorant persons are deceived. Heaven forbid that I
should avenge upon one of them the cunning of their seducers. Many of those who have signed think
they have paid me a very pretty compliment, and there are few among them who would not follow me
through fire and water when occasion required, just because they know the threats and songs of praise
or adulation are alike indifferent to me; and that nothing that can be said, written, or done, will prevent
me from lightening their burden and advancing their happiness as far as lies in my power; at the same
time causing you and them to obey the laws under which Providence has placed us.
One word more as a friendly warning: Colonel Somerset has placed in my hands copies of
your letters to Captain Armstrong in which several unbecoming expressions are used. I believe that the
situation you occupy is of little value to you; but it would be unpleasant to me to dismiss you, a man
whom I have respected, and whom I consider competent, when he makes use of his sound reason, to
lend me a helping hand to bring our country and its inhabitants back to prosperity. But if, on the
contrary, you attempt to add one iota to the confusion which you yourself say has long existed on the
frontier, and threaten to trample the existing regulations under foot, this unpleasant step will be
necessary as an inevitable consequence.
Your obedient, humble servant,
A. STOCKENSTROM.

Pieter Retief responded in a communication dated 31 October in what he described as his last
correspondence with the Lieut.-Governor. He insisted he had not followed foolish examples and his
love of the land of his birth and his faithfulness were not in doubt. He understood the address he had
signed and the suffering of his countrymen. He cited evidence of Xhosas grossly outstaying their pass
terms and of livestock theft. In conclusion he asked:
Permit me, Sir, in conclusion, again to remind Your Honour of my declaration to you at the Kat River,
how happy we find ourselves to have Your Honour as our Lieutenant-Governor; and that the only
obstacle between us may be removed entirely by but five or six words. I trust that God will grant that
we may speedily, on both sides, accomplish the desired object, by seeing that obstacle removed.
P.S.—On the receipt of Your Honour’s letter, I instantly recalled my issued orders for the protection of
my ward, not to commit myself further to Your Honour’s threats.
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Watershed Battle at Vegcop314
In their letters, both Stockenstrom and Retief had recounted the murder of several early trekkers at the
hands of Zulu Chief Mzilikaze’s hordes. The most recent atrocity was taking place as the two men
were exchanging correspondence in mid-October 1836. Potgieter and Cilliers had begun to fortify
their Voortrekker’s camp near the Heunings River. Below a koppie, a small hill, which would later be
called Vegkop, they created a square laager by chaining some 50 wagons together and filling up gaps
with thorn bushes to prevent the entry of enemy troops. Amongst the young boys tirelessly helping the
men with construction was a 12 year old future president of the South African Republic, Paul Kruger.
Cilliers had anticipated an offensive by Matabele troops and after the laager had been completed he
led the people in prayers for their protection.
In the middle of the laager a makeshift facility was assembled from four wagons, with planks
and hides, for the treatment of injured fighters by selected women. Horses were saddled and tethered
on standby. Cover for men with firearms was provided in the form of wooden constructions known as
schiet-hokken. Two gates were made in the laager perimeter from moveable wagons. The vegetation
around the laager was trampled flat by cattle and dragged over with trees to ensure there was no
nearby hiding place for the enemy. 5,000 cattle and 50,000 sheep were left outside the laager to be
sacrificed if necessary.
From his kraal at eGabeni, Mzilikaze entrusted his general, Mkalipi, to ready 6,000 of his
Matabele warriors to finish off the remaining Boers who had escaped their attentions while crossing
the Vaal River. Missionaries stationed amongst his people were shocked as they saw so many of
them preparing for war.
Leaving as little as possible to chance, the meticulous Potgieter ordered as many people as he
could spare to make ammunition from melted tin made into nicked slugs placed in small buckskin
bags which would burst open on firing to spread shot over a wide area. Each man was given a long,
heavy musket called a snaphane and at least two spares were placed within easy reach along with
large supplies of gunpowder and shot. In battle the guns were frequently oiled, cleaned and reloaded
by women and children who would hand replacement weapons to the men.
On the evening of 15 October 1836, a band of Bataung tribesmen appeared with terrifying
news of vast hordes of approaching Matabele in full battledress. Once again, Cilliers gathered the
Voortrekkers for prayers for mercy. A party sent out on reconnaissance returned with news that the
enemy were about nine kilometres distant, or just a few hours march away. It was a restless night for
all, but they had not been reached by sunrise. Potgieter with Cilliers and thirty one others went out
with the intention of negotiating peace with the Matabele and were met with an awesome sight of
massed regiments, each distinguished by the colour of their ox hide shields. Every muscular soldier
was equipped with knobkerrie, stabbing spear, and assegai, and they sported the usual uniform of
skins, tails and feathers. Officers were identified by headdresses supporting long blue crane feathers.
As the Boers approached in an attitude of peace, with their muskets held high above their heads, the
warriors let out their loud hissing sound intended to deride them and instil fear.
Through a Khoi interpreter, three Boers rode forwards and from a distance asked why the
Matabele had come to destroy them, but the only answer they could elicit was that they had received
orders from Mzilikaze and they would do his bidding. They repeatedly roared out the name of their
Great Chief and began to launch their assegai spears and step forwards. The three leaders retreated to
join their party of compatriots and together they dismounted to face the enemy and take aim. Their
shooting was effective, destroying many enemy warriors as they repeatedly retreated, dismounted and
fired until they reached the safety of the laager.
The Matabele attempted their ‘horns of the beast’ battle formation, but it was ineffectual, and
they lost more than 200 men. A few of the Boers, scared out of their wits, sped past the laager and
gave up the fight heading south, but the others took up positions behind the wagons while the
Matabele divided into three equal divisions and held back at a distance of about two kilometres. One
enemy group surrounded about 80 oxen located out of shooting range and, laughing and cheering,
they began to slaughter them. Some ate raw meat dripping with blood.
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The family of a young shepherd, Barend du Plessis, suddenly realised he was on duty outside
of the laager and, in hysterics, they knew there was nothing they could do to save him. Cilliers again
led them in prayer and implored the women and children to keep silent as their cries and screams
might goad the Matabele into worse atrocities. Cilliers was recognised as the best shot and trained his
sanna musket on the leading warrior, but held his fire and begged the other men to do the same as the
noisy enemy troops began to charge. At twenty metres Cilliers fired at the leader which cued the men
and boys to pull their triggers. The mass volley made an immediate impact culling numbers of the
enemy, but showers of assegais ripped through wagon canvasses. The steely-eyed Boers remained
calm and stuck to their plan as the women reloaded their guns and handed them to the men.
The Matabele reached the laager in wave upon wave. Some tried to dislodge the thorn
branches while others attempted to clamber over the wagon covers. The women struck out at the
enemy with sharp weapons and Mrs Swanepoel chopped off a hand while another crushed a head with
large rock. Others scalded the marauders with boiling water and wielded axes severing hands. Cilliers
was stabbed in the leg, but removed the offending assegai, thrust it into the body of his assailant, and
carried on with grim determination. As many Matabele were killed or maimed they changed tactics
and began to throw assegais over the wagon canvasses into the laager. This proved to be successful as
they struck several women and killed Nicolas Potgieter and Piet Botha. Spears rained down on the
horses causing a great commotion. Unable to pull out the thorn branches, the enemy attempted to
remove wagon wheels and their exertions displaced some of the wagons, but not enough to breach the
laager. All the time the build-up of blue smoke from the guns and the orange dust from agitated horses
made if ever-more difficult to see beyond the laager ‘wall’. Nonetheless, Boer stoicism began to pay
off, and as the Matabele retreated, they reduced their firing to preserve ammunition. Vultures were
already circling as they observed piles of what they thought were warrior bodies surrounding the
laager, but some were observed sweating and others twitching, and several ran off as the Voortrekkers
fired at them. In the end about 430 Matabele lay dead.
The Boers had suffered some deaths and injuries, had lost over a hundred horses and 55,000
head of livestock including their oxen for the wagons, but as a group they had survived, which was
more than they might dared to have hoped for at the outset of the battle. Generally, their meticulous
preparations and thoughtful tactics had been rewarded. An attempt was made to retrieve some cattle
and a party followed the dust clouds they had left lingering, but they were too well-protected by
Matabele troops and herdsmen.
Aftermath of battle315
The mood amongst the Voortrekker children was understandably sombre as Cilliers read out Psalm
118. Cilliers conducted burial ceremonies for the dead as they were lowered into their graves. They lit
candles and posted sentries in case the aggressors returned. The next morning the stinking bodies of
the enemy had already been attended by scavengers from far and wide. Supplies of fresh water had
been seriously depleted and their milch cows had been taken. There was nothing left to slaughter for
meat and they had run out of mealies, yet amid the despair, a joyous occurrence lightened their hearts.
The young herd boy, Barend du Plessis, appeared from the bush and returned to his family to relate
how he had taken cover until he was sure the enemy had completely disappeared.
As the stench of decaying flesh around the laager became ever more unbearable, Potgieter
organised the removal of bodies to a place upwind about six kilometres away using the few remaining
horses to pull the wagons in relays. Days later, some children found a wounded Matabele near the
river and with some difficulty in a drawn out encounter they killed him with their bows and arrows.
One can only imagine the effect of such battles and occurrences on young minds. Hermanus Potgieter
and Nicholas Smit were despatched with a band of Khoi 250 kilometres to Thabu ‘Nchu to seek help
for the desperate Voortrekker party.
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Piet Retief’s Manifesto316
Retief had detailed the current complaints of the Boers in a document which Louis Meurant published
in the Grahamstown Journal on 2 February 1836. It was entitled Manifesto of the Emigrant Farmers,
commonly known as ‘Retief’s Manifesto’, and covered the familiar grievances of lack of protection
from the robbery and violence of the Khoi and Xhosas, and now of the freed slaves, the restrictions on
Boer freedom to retaliate against such crimes, the inadequacy of the
system of compensation for the loss of slaves, lack of compensation for
their losses during the recent war, the slanderous representations made by
the missionaries in England, and a request that they create their own fair
laws, incorporating severe sanctions against any Boer transgressors.
Stockenstrom was less than impressed when he read the article
and had Retief removed from the list of field commandants, but d’Urban
considered this reaction to be petulant, reprimanded the Lieut.-Governor,
and named Post Retief, a frontier fort, in honour of the Boer
representative. In turn, Stockenstrom wrote to the governor complaining
that Retief suffered from delusions of grandeur, harboured ideas of
becoming the governor of the Boers, and by his actions had incited their
extreme
dissatisfaction with the government. The situation was
Piet Retief
exacerbated when the Boers learned, or at least believed, that
Stockenstrom had deliberately shied away from reprimanding Xhosas who had stolen ten oxen from
his own bailiff, Mr Theron. Retief was highly respected as a citizen amongst the colonists and he also
enjoyed the support of the Grahamstown Journal in which he openly published correspondence
between himself and the authorities. Retief was being forced into a corner and the tipping point came
when he learned of the atrocity at Vegkop. He hurriedly wrote to Stockenstrom stating that he would
hand over his field-cornetcy to another burgher and leave the colony.
The Maritz party and the revenge attack317
By mid-September 1836 another trek party was underway under the leadership of Gert Maritz, a
devout, outspoken Christian who had married well and was respected as the best wagon maker in the
Graaff-Reinet district. The trek boasted no
fewer than 100 wagons and very large
flocks of sheep and herds of cattle—quite a
spectacle. This was a family-led group
including an ordained minister, Erasmus
Smit, who had married Gert’s sister,
Susanna. Smit was a sickly 60-year-old
heavy drinker who had founded a mission
station at Klipfontein and had since quit the
London Missionary Society. He held no
proof that he had been ordained and found
it difficult to gain acceptance as a
Voortrekker predikant. Meanwhile,
Challenges facing the trekkers
Trichardt’s party had moved out of the
Zoutpansberg to escape the tsetse fly and joined up with Potgieter’s party to find their way to a new
settlement near the confluence of the Brakspruit and Dorp rivers, a place where they took root and
called De Doorns.
The Maritz party continued beyond the Orange River despite hearing reports of the slaughter
by Mzilikaze’s Matabele from trekkers who had fled the scene and headed south. The Rev. Archbell
at the Wesleyan mission station at Thaba ‘Nchu had also heard of the attack and had persuaded Chief
Moroka II to send cattle to Vegkop. The animals were needed to help them pull the victims’ wagons
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back to the mission station, and for food and milk to avert their starvation. Some of the displaced and
retreating trekkers joined with the Maritz party swelling their numbers to 700 people, 200 of whom
were able to handle firearms. De Lange, a very able scout, and his family, joined them, and De Lange
set out with Maritz ahead of the party looking for enemy locations. On 19 November 1836, to scenes
of great joy, the Maritz party reached Thaba ‘Nchu. In all, by early December, some 1,800 trekkers
had reached the village.
Despite protestations from their church back in the colony, the trekkers had maintained and
even strengthened their faith and their moral standing. Many prayed at the mission station while a few
remained faithful to the preaching of the Rev. Smit, but he declined to baptize any child until he was
fully accepted as a minister by his party of trekkers.
On 2 December 1836 the trekkers situated beyond the Orange River were called to a meeting
at Thaba ‘Nchu at which place it was determined, by ballot, that Potgieter would be their commandant
general to lead any war council which might be required, and Maritz appointed their governor and
also landdrost of a new Voortrekker court. Five other appointments were made to assist Maritz. One
of the first motions agreed in general meeting was to mount a revenge attack on the Matabele at their
Mosega district (now Marico). Incoming trekkers reported they had not seen enemy warriors in the
area, but many cattle were roaming near the Vaal River. They had also heard that the principal interest
of the Matabele was in capturing girls and women and wanted to destroy the boys and men. The
residents heard two rumours of attacks and on 10 December 1836 they hurriedly formed their familiar
defences while the Rev. Smit attempted to becalm the frightened women. The trekkers feared the
incessant rain would affect their flint guns. In the event the rain did not interfere with the guns, and
the rumour of attacks proved to be unfounded, but as a precaution, trekkers near the Modder River
joined the main contingent at Thaba ‘Nchu. From the Barolong councillors they heard that more than
one hundred trekker wagons were preparing to cross the Orange River and heading their way.
As the rainfall eased they resumed their plans for an all-out attack at Mosega and formed a
commando of over 100 Voortrekkers and a similar number of Korana, Griqua, Mantatisi and
Barolong troops who had been offered a share of any spoils. A Barolong Chief, Matlabe, with firsthand knowledge of the Matabele, offered himself as a guide. The first group set off on 2 January 1837
having recently learned that Mzilikaze had moved to eKapain, some 80 kilometres north of Mosega.
Under a scorching sun, with the Barolong proceeding slowly on foot, they arrived within striking
distance a few kilometres from Mosega on 16 January. The Matabele army was there though without
their commanding officer. The next morning they heard from scouts that the enemy had posted no
sentries and that they were sleeping. The allies crept forward from the south east of the kraals using
the hills and many rocks for cover. They adopted a two-pronged attack led by Potgieter to the left and
Maritz to the right. When they opened fire with a series of terrible volleys the enemy troops panicked
in chaos while the missionaries stationed with them remained in their huts and huddled together.
Although the Matabele gathered themselves into defensive units with their sharp weapons, they were
no match for the trekkers on horseback with their long-barrelled sannas. Concerned that the Matabele
would target the clergymen for retribution, the missionaries were comforted by Potgieter as he
advised them to join the eventual return party to Thaba ‘Nchu.
When the assault was over the scene of devastation caused by the commando was horrific.
Bodies of men, women and children were strewn about their burnt dwellings. The Barolong took
responsibility for rounding up enemy warriors who had managed at first to escape the village. Others
had been chased by the Boers to the nearby river and cultivated fields, and were cut down as they
attempted a last stand. Other Boers and allied tribesmen rounded up thousands of cattle ready to
divide up between them and return them to their respective settlements. When the assault was over
only two allies had been killed, both Barolong, and one of those was an accident from friendly fire.
They looked in vain for children of the Liebenberg family who had been taken in an earlier encounter
and, while they found the Liebenbergs’ stolen wagon, and also that of Erasmus, they left them behind
to avoid being slowed down on their journey home. Cilliers’ band of men stayed behind looking for
any more Matabele who had escaped the onslaught while another group under Hermanus Steyn
remained at Mosega to burn any huts still standing. Cilliers had some success as numbers of Matabele
dropped their weapons and ran away, but his band was forced to retreat as they ran out of
ammunition.
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The Boers were vigilant as they travelled through the night nervously fearing an ambush at
any time. On 28 January, they were received into a joyous throng at Thaba ‘Nchu where the women
and children were anxious to hear their tales of sweet victory.
During the attack, minds had been concentrated on the task in hand and there was no room for
dissention or clashes of personality. However, after their return, a rift between Potgieter and Maritz,
which had so far been stifled, began to surface as Maritz felt that he was eclipsed by a man whose
military prowess had come to the fore. On the other hand Potgieter resented Maritz’s appointment as
court governor as he thought himself better equipped for the role.
Retief joined the Trek and assumed command318
As with any new nation, for that is what the Voortrekker settlement was becoming, politics became a
feature as the leaders began to jockey for position, status and commensurate rewards. Maritz
supported his brother-in-law, the Rev. Smit, in his bid to be appointed as their principal minister in
preference to the Rev. Archbell who enjoyed a measure of popularity. Potgieter railed against the idea
of appointing Smit, further deepening the rift between himself and Maritz. Potgieter had in mind an
alternative place to settle and planned to take his group away. The location, between the Vet and Vaal
rivers had already been offered by Chief Makwana. They set off in March 1837 reaching a tributary of
the Vet River, where, after a vote won by Andries Pretorius’s group, they decided to settle, build
permanent dwellings, and call it Winburg after the Dutch word winnen, to win.
Back in the colony the news of the trekkers’ victory over Mzilikaze’s Matabele had been
received with great joy, and many families decided to follow in their footsteps. They made good use
of a raft across the Orange River, which had become a permanent feature, although they scouted
ahead and made contact at Thaba ‘Nchu before committing their wagons to the crossing.
British settlers, close friends of Piet Retief, had heard that he planned to join the Trek and
many, especially the Atherstones, were dismayed. Retief’s exit from the colony was imminent as Dr
John Atherstone and his son, Dr William Guybon Atherstone, hastily rode to his farm to attempt to
dissuade him. They failed, and in doing so left in train a sequence of events of great significance in
the course of South African history. Within two years that history would include a fatal attack on
Retief’s group by Dingaan’s Zulus.
In April 1837 patriarch Jacobus Uys was found with his followers camped near Grahamstown
making tracks out of the colony, heading north. This profoundly affected the British settlers who,
knowing Uys could not be dissuaded, thought they should mark the event in some way. They
commissioned an extremely large leather bound Bible, paid for by public subscription, and, en masse,
proceeded to the temporary Boer encampment to make a ceremonial presentation. The following
inscription was printed inside the front cover:
This Sacred Volume is presented to Mr. Jacobus Uys and his departing fellow-countrymen by the
inhabitants of Grahamstown and its vicinity, as a farewell token of their esteem and heartfelt regret at
their departure. The anxiety they have evinced of an endeavour to obtain a Minister of Religion and
their strict observance of its ordinances are evident proofs that in their wanderings in search of another
land they will be guided by the precepts contained in this Sacred Volume and will steadfastly adhere to
its solemn dictates—the stern decrees of the Creator of the universe, the God of all Nations and
peoples.

Prominent settlers handed over the book with a full explanation expressed by William Richie
Thompson:
We offer this book to you as a proof of our regard and with expressions of sorrow that you are going so
far from us. We regret for many reasons that circumstances should have arisen to separate us, for ever
since we, the British Settlers, arrived in this Colony, now a period of seventeen years, the greatest
cordiality has continued to be maintained between us and our Dutch neighbours; and we must always
acknowledge the general and unbounded hospitality with which we have been welcomed in every
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portion of the Colony. We trust therefore that although widely separated, you will hold us in
remembrance, and we wish that all will retain for each other the warmest sentiments of friendship.

In response Uys said:
I thank you gentlemen, most heartily for the gift you have presented to us and still more for the very
good wishes with which the present has been accompanied...

and his formidable and popular eldest son, Pieter:
...begged to thank the deputation for the very kind manner in which they had expressed themselves. He
felt the deep regret at parting with so many kind friends, but he hoped that as long as they all remained
on this side of the grave, although parted by distance, they should ever remain united in heart.

Retief’s caravan of 31 wagons was joined by a further 100 at the Orange River, and he had 120 men
under his command along with a commensurate number of women and children. Maritz had heard
they were making their way to Thaba ‘Nchu. Many of Maritz’s followers were spread out as far as
the Vet River with a concentration of them enjoying the fine grazing at well-watered land south of the
Blesberg Mountains. They began to take root and construct more permanent dwellings. Maritz rode
out to Retief and escorted him to Winburg to be met with an enthusiastic crowd at Potgieter’s camp.
He had apprised the newcomer of their rift over the Rev. Smit’s designation as minister and the
differing thoughts on where best to settle, whether further north, or to the east in or approaching
Natal.
It seemed to Maritz that the majority of trekkers wanted Retief as their governor and
expressed their full support for such an appointment. Retief was reticent on the matter though he
agreed to think it over. When Potgieter learned of this proposal he was, to say the least, less than
enthusiastic, but did not completely rule out the idea. In the end, though, he acquiesced in the
knowledge that it was the wish of the majority of the people. The official appointment of Retief, the
full title being Governor and Commandant General, was made at a meeting at Maritz’s laager on 17
April 1837 at which all of the Voortrekkers were represented. At the same time Maritz was voted
President with the supreme authority of the legislature and with the assistance of five heemraaden.
One of Retief’s first acts was to authorise the appointment of Smit as the principal minister of
religion, but this was not met with universal trekker approval. During the following Sunday service, at
which the appointment was to be made, numerous trekkers shouted their objections, and the
inauguration had to be postponed. This matter polarised the two trekker factions, those backing Maritz
and Retief and their preference for Smit, and those for Potgieter’s and Cillier’s proposal for Archbell.
Split destinations contemplated319
As the trek expanded and intensified, the deepening rift between the parties informed the decisions on
trek destinations. After Smit’s eventual appointment on 21 May as first minister of the Reformed
Church, his supporters headed for Port Natal and he ordained himself at a ceremonial service. On 6
June the clauses of the Constitution of Winburg were determined, and Retief was sworn in as
Governor of the United Laagers, although there was a procedural hitch and the process had to be
repeated five days later to include the words “the creed of the Dutch Reformed Church”. A debate
ensued as to what to call the intended split state of Voortrekkers, some to the north and others intent
on Natal. Potgieter wanted to remain for a final assault on the Matabele at eKapain and after that he
favoured heading north unaware of the hardships being experienced by Trichardt at De Doorns where
they had suffered serious sickness and even deaths from the attentions of the mosquito and the tsetse
fly. He was set against the Natal destination as, being at the coast, they would live in permanent fear
of the attentions of the British.
In the mistaken belief that Potgieter would not be heading their way, Trichardt’s group
contemplated a move to the coast in the vicinity of Lourenço Marques at Delagoa Bay where they
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would escape the attentions of the deadly insects. After an exchange of messages with the authorities
at Delagoa, on 7 August 1837 Gabriel Buys and two Portuguese soldiers arrived at Trichardt’s camp
ready to escort them to the coast. They would face many natural hazards on their journey across
virtually uncharted lands with no tracks to follow. They crossed difficult terrain inhabited by fearsome
beasts and it would be some days before they would leave behind the dangerous flies and mosquitoes.
Trichardt’s estimate of the duration of the journey did not account for the slow progress of the wagons
and trailing herds through such difficult country. His thoughts were in terms of days, but it soon
became clear that it would take some months travelling at 8-10 kilometres each day. His youngest
daughter died six days into the trek and they swiftly buried her and resumed their pace. They
maintained their respect for the Sabbath, resting and regrouping on Sundays.
After crossing and re-crossing the Olifants River several times they tackled the alternating
arduous ascents and descents of the Drakensberg Mountains until by mid-December they reached the
plains beyond, and there they rested for two weeks. In the plains their livestock was attended by wild
animals and native Sekororo tribesmen carrying away substantial numbers of head. In February 1838
they were attended by Mosali, a local chieftainess, who wished they would protect her tribe from
Magoepie, a rival for supremacy who wanted to take her life. While Trichardt brokered a peace
between them he continued to suffer considerable unrest and disagreement amongst his own people.
Nevertheless, they plodded on until they reached the Incomati River. Here they lost some sheep and
oxen swept away and one of the oxen was dragged under by a crocodile. It took four days to complete
the crossing, the women and children being ferried by local natives in vessels dug out of tree trunks.
They knew they had nearly completed their arduous trek when they were greeted by Howie, a
Portuguese man, in early April 1838 just a few miles from Lourenço Marques.
Divisions and discord320
By mid-1837 a few thousand trekkers had crossed the Orange River and many remained undecided
whether to head north or east. Disgruntled colonists from Beaufort West under Pieter Jacobs, many of
whom had been involved in rebellions, had reached Thaba ‘Nchu. The large contingent under Jacobus
Uys and his son Piet were well on their way. The enthusiastic and determined Piet had met Zulu King
Dingaan two years earlier during a scouting expedition in the direction of Natal.
Despite the antipathy between himself and Potgieter, Maritz and his adherents thought it best
to follow his detractor and head north ignoring protestations in favour of Natal by the younger Uys.
Retief also had Natal in mind. For defensive reasons, all of the trekkers held together for the present
and for the first part of their journey, led by Retief’s party, they headed east following the Sand River,
but Potgieter still contemplated his idea to complete his revenge attack against the Matabele by taking
a large force to eKapain. Alliances began to emerge between, on the one hand, Uys and Potgieter,
despite their differences of opinion on destination, and on the other hand, Retief and Maritz, who
continually met to discuss their options. Uys and Potgieter were drawn together by a shared
resentment of the fact that Retief had been selected as their governor. Individual families had varying
preferences for north or east and for which of their leaders they preferred to follow. That source of
much friction, the Rev. Smit, chose to travel with Retief and in doing so annoyed his brother-in-law,
Maritz, who levelled sanctions against him. The differences were patched up and peace between the
two camps was ceremonially restored, but it didn’t last.
As they advanced rumours reverberated, possibly stirred up by detractors from the Natal idea,
that Griqua and Korana factions intended to attack Retief’s leading Voortrekkers. Retief and Maritz
met and, despite the threats, real or imagined, they decided to continue east in the direction of Natal.
This did not meet with universal approval amongst their followers. They wrote to Lieut.-Governor
Stockenstrom informing him of their intentions and, whilst reminding him of their grievances, stated
that they remained friends with the colonists. Through him they requested that the authorities do
whatever they could to discourage and prevent any attack on their convoy and reminded him that they
had every intention to live in peace with local tribes. Finally, they wished not to be forgotten for
compensation for the emancipation of their slaves and for the losses they suffered during the recent
war.
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By now it was August 1837. Zulu King Dingaan harboured a serious grievance against
Mzilikaze’s Matabele as they had broken away from the main Zulu tribes thereby depleting the
strength of that proud and fearsome nation. After attacks and counter attacks a startled Matabele
regiment was wiped out and, though cattle were taken and retaken, Dingaan was rewarded with a net
increase in his herd. The devastation visited on the Matabele was witnessed by the Boer trekkers as
they wended their way along the Sand River.
Scouts had found viable routes through the Drakensberg Mountain range. Uys and his party
completely ignored the Constitution of Winburg and compiled a fresh set of resolutions amounting to
a separate constitution for his own party and that of Potgieter. The regulations included the target
destination of Natal and to use the port as their preferred harbour, and they rejected the somewhat
oppressive diktats of the former document. When Retief learned of the new document, which had the
support of the Uys’s and Potgieter, he visited all of the groups in an attempt to instil some unity. He
deluded himself into thinking he had succeeded, but soon learned that he had failed and so he repeated
the exercise.
In September, Retief wrote again to Stockenstrom after they had passed the present day town
of Paul Roux and reached a point north of Warden. He detailed the discord amongst their groups and
what he regarded as a betrayal signalled by the document instigated by Uys and their determination
that he would no longer be the governor for the whole body of Voortrekkers. He relayed specific
information about an intended attack on their convoy being promoted by Griqua leader, Andries
Waterboer, and notified their intended shortcut over the Drakensberg Mountains, which might reduce
their journey time by as much as two months. Despite the stories he had heard about the ruthlessness
and volatility of Dingaan, he expressed his intention to take a party to visit the great Zulu chief at his
kraal. He intended to leave the main body of his people in place as it was lambing season and there
was no good grazing further on as the Matabele had burned great swathes of grassland as they
attacked other tribes.
As they proceeded to the last of the fertile grasslands, Retief continued to attempt to quell the
disputes over his leadership by visiting the leading trekkers to dispel some of the malicious and
unfounded rumours circulating amongst the people. By September the leading groups had outspanned
at the Drakensberg foothills and the discontented Uys and Potgieter went to Retief’s camp for a
meeting and, although they were very animated, the governor felt something had been achieved and
the air had been cleared. In fact, they had determined that each main party would become
independent, and to the disappointment of many of the people, each would be free to peel off at any
time, but for now they would travel broadly in the same direction.
Just a few days later, on 16 September 1837, Maritz and Potgieter approached Retief to
express their goodbyes, and Maritz promised to rejoin them at Natal after they had aided Potgieter in
his intended attack on Mzilikaze at eKapain. And so the principal trek divided into two parts as the
breakaway parties headed northeast.
The raid on Mzilikaze’s kraal321
After they had made the crossing over the Vaal River and reached the vicinity near what is now
Heidelberg, Potgieter and Maritz made separate laagers ready to launch their attack on the Matabele
under Chief Mzilikaze. In the meanwhile, scouting parties began to arrive at Maritz’s camp including
two of his brothers and his old friends, Andries Pretorius, Nicholaas Smit and Piet Loot. They had
been sent ahead by more Boer colonists contemplating joining the exodus and wanting first hand
reports on the state of the trekkers. Pretorius had earned a reputation as a strong leader, he was
physically impressive, and was of sharp mind. He was ready, able and willing to commit his men to
join Potgieter in his planned assault. Uys and his men joined in the preparations and provided two
wagons for the purpose. As Maritz was hindered by a debilitating illness he would not be able to
accompany the commando and so Potgieter and Uys were chosen as leaders. Their plan was to drive
Mzilikaze away, to recover their stolen cattle, and to free the Liebenberg children who had been
kidnapped earlier.
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50 Barolong and 330 burghers made up the commando which set off to eKapain. After
crossing the Vaal at Commando Drift they left 30 men with Pretorius’s party and their wagons near
what is now Klerksdorp, the remainder heading northwest motivated in part by the promise of a share
in the booty. They reached abandoned Mosega on 2 November 1837 and after making camp a meeting
of the war council was called to include the Barolong Chief s Matlabe and Mongala along with their
own lieutenants. A large force of Matabele troops occupied a place called Mezeg, the layout of which
was well known to the chiefs. It was deemed necessary to neutralise this force prior to attacking their
principal target of eKapain. Proven tactics were adopted where the trekkers on horseback would form
an extended line, each some distance apart targeting a particular warrior. They would charge close up,
but out of the range of stabbing spears, fire, and then retreat. In the event it helped that the sleeping
enemy were virtually leaderless, offering little resistance as they simply ran for their lives. The
Barolong set fire to their huts and chased the fleeing women and children. The native allies left a trail
of flames and destruction all the way to eKapain as enemy drummers pounded out a warning to
Mzilikaze to make ready for an attempted onslaught. A division of Matabele under Kampu left the
great chief’s kraal to attempt a rescue mission at Mezeg, but they were repulsed by a hail of gunfire
and the trekkers made camp near the burning village.
Mzilikaze ordered a counter attack as next day, 3 November, the commando chased the
retreating Matabele towards the north. At Maaierskraal the Matabele mounted an aggressive defence
in their familiar ‘horns of the beast’ formation to surround the trekkers, but the Boers formed a square
and charged at the enemy’s dispersed units attacking each section separately. By 9 November the
attacking force had progressed to within striking distance of eKapain as the enemy warriors dug in for
their last stand. They mounted a defence of troops on the backs of charging cattle with sharpened
horns. This tactic was unfamiliar to the trekkers and it caused chaos, but the deafening blasts of their
sannas spooked the beasts and those which were not injured beat a hasty retreat. As eKapain was
torched, surviving Matabele fled north with their attackers following in hot pursuit. Over 1,000 of
their countrymen lay dead at their kraal.
The fleeing Matabele refugees broke into two groups and reunited in Bechuanaland from
where they crossed to the north of the Limpopo and formed Matabeleland (later Rhodesia and now
Zimbabwe). Incredibly, no Boer burghers lost their lives, but it is estimated that more than 3,000 of
their enemy had been slain in the nine days of bitter fighting and pursuits. The commando made their
return journey through scenes of utter carnage suffering the stench of decaying bodies and of smoke
from burning huts. A contingent of surviving Matabele under Marap attempted a counter attack on a
trekkers’ overnight camp, but after sentries sounded the alarm, though they had recaptured a few
hundred head of cattle, they were promptly repulsed. The trekkers now controlled vast swathes of land
beyond the Orange River and the new status quo held firm.
The attacking party returned to Gatsrand where Pretorius and his unit had been minding the
wagons in their absence. In a show of appreciation, Potgieter gifted some of the recaptured cattle to
the wagon minders and some to the Barolong for their outstanding contribution during the battle. It
will be remembered that Pretorius’s contingent had been sent out by his people to determine the
condition of the trekkers and to report back their findings with a view to an expedition of their own.
Before returning to the colony, they visited Retief and his party near the Drakensberg Mountains.
Their reports back at the colony to their people in the vicinity of Graaff-Reinet were favourable and
they prepared for their trek. Meanwhile Maritz, who had partially recovered from his illness, rode out
to the parties at Gatsrand to congratulate the commando force. It was not long, however, that former
frictions resurfaced. Potgieter made a unilateral decision to give priority for booty to those who had
taken part in the earlier raids on the Matabele before compensating those engaged in the attack on
eKapain. Maritz thought they had already been rewarded enough and that the cattle from the recent
raid should be divided amongst the recent raiders. Uys sided with Potgieter and the pair had their way
after a very animated confrontation. The bitterness felt by Maritz after backing down on the issue may
have been a factor in his decision to travel with Retief in the direction of Natal. Uys visited Retief
with Pretorius.
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The founding of Durban322
Despite hearing that a unit of Tlokwa dressed in western clothing had retrieved cattle from the Zulu,
and the fear that Dingaan might mistake them for Boers, Retief prepared to visit that great Zulu chief
at his kraal. During his absence, Abraham Greyling had been chosen to take charge of the trekkers
remaining in camp, and he instructed the Boers to form a laager, though only 30 of the 54 wagon
minders complied. The camp was called Kerkenberg and there they hunted for meat in competition
with local lion prides. A unit of 14 men with four wagons left the camp to commence their journey
north two days before Piet Retief and his son-in-law, Piet Meyer, set off to join them. It was early
October 1837 and, simultaneously, Trichardt and his weary party were heading for Delagoa Bay. As
Retief’s unit looked over the lower hills beyond the Drakensberg Mountains, they saw the approach to
Natal at its best, blessed with the early spring rains, trees covered in leaves and the lush grass
attracting various herds of grazing animals. The streams flowed with muddy water enjoyed by many
hippos. Yet, as they descended following animal tracks towards the Valley of a Thousand Hills, their
vision of paradise was marred by dreadful scenes of destroyed and deserted villages.
The English leader at Port Natal, Alexander Biggar, directed a volley of gunfire to welcome
them when they rode in on 19 October 1837. Though the hosts did their best to provide comforts for
the weary travellers and their tired horses, they lived frugally in beehive huts, some with their black
wives. The trekkers soon learned that there existed two factions amongst the British at the port, the
followers of Capt. Biggar, and those who were loyal to Capt. Gardiner. Gardiner, a retired naval
officer, had lost his wife and on her deathbed had promised to devote his life to evangelising to spread
the blessings of the Bible and Christianity amongst the native peoples. This was not, however, enough
for him to empathise with the extremely devout Voortrekkers. He had narrowly avoided the invasion
at the outset of the Sixth Frontier War when he departed from Grahamstown with a Polish companion
he had met aboard ship, and with an interpreter and several wagons, had arrived at Port Natal at the
end of December 1834.
Seemingly oblivious to danger, soon after his arrival at the Port, Gardiner set off for a visit to
the notorious Zulu Chief Dingaan and, to the surprise of most inhabitants, returned to the port
unscathed after an amicable meeting at which he had been minutely questioned about all aspects of
his religion and the Christian God. Zulu generals present at the meeting were suspicious, and when
Gardiner sensed some hostility, he began to fear for his life. The eventual arrival of gifts which had
been promised for the chief calmed the atmosphere, but not enough to obtain permission for a hoped
for mission station in the Zulu district. On his return to the port he was asked to implement a mission
station for the Europeans. This became the Berea station and it was available also to the many Zulus
resident in the vicinity, many of whom were refugees fleeing from the unwanted attentions of
Dingaan’s troops. Adjacent to the station was built a school for the black children. Other than this,
little was done to develop the port and its hinterland as the Europeans lived in constant fear of Zulu
marauders who might ruin any new infrastructure in an instant, at any time. Instead they chose to
invest in fortifications and after a meeting, Gardiner’s Polish friend, Berken, began to build a wattle
house within a stockade, but he gave up the dwelling, attempted to return to the Cape, and may have
been lost with his ship, the Circe, which sank mid-voyage.
The European residents at Port Natal feared that Dingaan would invade them to take away
refugees and possibly punish them for sheltering his wayward Zulus. Gardiner was deputed to visit
Dingaan to obtain assurances that he would not attack if the refugees were returned to him and any
new refugee arrivals were notified to him and offered no shelter. Gardiner duly arrived at the king’s
home in Congella bearing gifts in the form of a telescope, naval epaulettes, gold bracelets and much
more. Coloured engravings sported images of aspects of life in England. The business in hand was
deferred to a second meeting on 6 May 1835 at which Gardiner appeared in his resplendent military
uniform including an ornate ceremonial sword which was presented as a gift. This time the approach
was successful and Dingaan requested, as an example of good faith, the return of refugee
Mankanjana, which Gardiner promised on condition the chief did not punish him.
During his return journey Gardiner was given information of a runaway Zulu woman, Nonha,
who had been sentenced to death by Dingaan for adultery, and she had fled with her manservant.
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Gardiner knew he was obliged to return the pair along with Mankanjana and when he reached Port
Natal he gave instructions for all three to be apprehended. Fearful the chief might treat them harshly,
Gardiner accompanied the prisoners to Congella. When they arrived and the missionary retired for the
night he was convinced they would be slaughtered. They had been interrogated deep into the night,
but the next morning Dingaan reiterated his pledge to exercise mercy, to pardon them, and to retain
them in prison rather than execute them. Though he said he wanted to maintain the trust built up with
the Europeans, he did not feed the prisoners for several days and when challenged by Gardiner
informed him they would be starved to death. He also requested that Nonha’s children be brought to
him. Despite pleas back at the port, Gardiner returned the children and begged that if they were to be
given the death sentence, to execute them rather than let them suffer a long, slow, lingering death. In
the event all were executed.
On 23 June 1835 the residents of Port Natal decided to create a township and in honour of the
governor they named it Durban. They learned after the expulsion of a trader that Gardiner would be
the only European permitted by Dingaan to enter Zululand. Gardiner wanted to see what
circumstances had led to this and met with the king at his home, Umgungundlovu. The visitor was
entertained by a choral recital of about 50 women, but had to wait several days for Dingaan to become
available to discuss the curious change in circumstances. After a bizarre Sunday night during which
many huts had been destroyed by fire, and rebuilt by the morning, the two men met on Monday. The
chief accused the expelled trader, Thomas Halstead, of telling lies and another, John Snelder, of trying
to persuade some of his people to leave Zululand. Dingaan mistakenly regarded Gardiner as the
‘chief’ of the Durban township, but the visitor said the settlers were not obliged to do his bidding. The
chief reminded Gardiner he had been given all of the land called isiBubulunga between the
Umzimkulu and Tugela rivers and from the coast to the mountains at Quathlamba and also the land
that made up Port Natal. On this basis Dingaan thought Gardiner responsible for all that happened in
the designated lands and that trading with the Zulus must only take place with the missionary’s
permission and, furthermore, he listed 25 deserters he wished to have returned. Dingaan remained
within his territory and he regarded Gardiner as agent to handle his affairs in respect of the Europeans.
After Gardiner’s return to Berea he met with trader James Collis who had been a supporter of
the bid for a new mission station, and explained his intention to travel to Grahamstown to update the
governor on his dealings with Dingaan, and to have his role as agent ratified by the colonial
authorities. He was forced to turn back on account of the raging Sixth Frontier War and returned to
Durban with a plan to go by sea to Algoa Bay. When they finally met, the governor was pleased that
his name, Durban, had been used for the port in Natal. The authorities made Gardiner a justice of the
peace, but when he returned to Natal, because of his alleged false evidence to the Aborigines
Committee, he was greeted with sustained hostility and was forced to live some distance outside of
the town.
Retief’s ill-fated dealings with Dingaan323
Generally white traders, mainly English, though they sported arms and aroused some initial suspicion,
were soon accepted by native populations into Natal and the surrounding districts. They were valuable
participants in the growing economy, bolstering and increasing the volume of inter-racial trade. The
arrival of the Voortrekkers with their caravans of rolling homes, extended families, vast herds of
livestock and arsenals of weaponry and ammunition was quite another prospect. It was clear they
intended to take residence somewhere, and they would require great swathes of territory in which to
do so, but where would that be? By the time of Retief’s arrival at Natal in 1837 the Boers had already
gained a reputation for aggression, albeit, usually in retaliation, or for the recovery of stolen cattle,
and the arguments were often with enemies of Dingaan, principally Mzilikaze.
The question of where the Boers intended to take up residence was soon answered when they
begged Dingaan for a place to settle in Natal. The chief’s initial answers were evasive. For whatever
reason—perhaps the Boers did not understand the suspicions they aroused—Piet Retief wrote to the
chief requesting a meeting, and the reply, dictated by Dingaan to Mr Owen for translation, was
received favourably stating that his Zulus would return a flock of sheep and the hides of some oxen
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which had been taken from Mzilikaze. The oxen had died, but the gesture was meant as a show of
good faith. At the same time, however, Dingaan wrote to Gardiner stating he would not permit
Retief’s Boers to settle in land already granted to the British, but he would tentatively consider
offering the land to the north vacated by Mzilikaze’s Matabele people.
Dingaan’s response filled Retief with enough confidence to take sixteen of his people,
including Englishmen Halstead and Cane, to
the chief’s royal household at
Umgungundlovu. Ten of the party remained at
the mouth of the Tugela River to await the
safe return of the main group which proceeded
to the hills surrounding the chief’s town. As
they began to descend they looked out over a
magnificent vista of sprawling plain covered
with about 1,500 beehive huts all protected by
a high fence of bushes. They saw the chief’s
location with huts on high stilts and his kraal
used for cattle and parades. Two divisions of
his army resided on either side of his residence
protecting the king and his extensive harem.
At a nearby stream was a hill used for
Part of the Voortrekker Monument depicting Retief
executions where the victims were left to rot
meeting with Dingaan
and be consumed by scavengers.
The chief was large and impressive and took pride in his appearance. His residence was full
of artefacts for protection and symbolising victories and events, some handed down from successive
kings to their heirs. From his raised dais Dingaan was able to look out over the whole town. In
gestures and material objects there was clear evidence of a people ruled by fear, although they knew
that their very existence depended on order and discipline.
After amicable greetings the king insisted they all spent some time to become acquainted and
that the Boers be treated to some entertainment. There followed two days of displays of awesome
military might and intimidating dancing involving thousands of warriors, and a display with many red
oxen. Dingaan joined in when his people began to chant and sing. During the period of festivities
resident missionary Owen covertly warned Retief that Dingaan was duplicitous and could not be
trusted. He was concerned for the safety of the trekkers.
Although the displays were intimidating they were not openly directed at the visitors. Retief
and his followers had every reason to believe their visit would proceed in an amicable fashion and
they looked forward to the prospect of constructive negotiations. When talks finally took place on 8
November 1837 Dingaan opened the proceedings with some direct questioning. He wanted to know
the purpose of their presence in his territory. Retief, with some assistance from Halstead as an
interpreter, stated that his people sought a grant of land for his people, many of whom were waiting
beyond the Drakensberg Mountains for him to return with such a plan. Dingaan was perplexed and
wondered how they could suggest such a gift when they had recently driven away numbers of his
cattle. Retief tried to explain that it was not his people who had stolen the cattle, but a band of Tlokwa
disguised as Boers. Dingaan was not convinced and wished Retief to demonstrate the veracity of his
claim by taking some of his Zulus to retrieve the animals. If his assertion was proven, that
Sekonyela’s people had indeed taken the cattle, and they were able to retrieve them, then a tract of
land would be granted. Retief was keen to comply for the benefit of a lasting peace between the Boers
and the Zulus and asked Owen to write a note recording the agreement which could be shown to Chief
Sekonyela as proof he was acting for Dingaan. Owen was extremely concerned and reminded Retief
that Dingaan was not a man of his word and he could not be trusted. The land he was seeking around
the outskirts of Durban had already been granted to Gardiner and the British. Owen wondered what
would happen if the British refused to let them occupy the land or otherwise insisted that they be
restored to British citizenship. Retief’s response was that in either event he would ask Dingaan for
land to the north of Zululand. The king duly signed the note, but when Owen asked him if the same
land had already been granted to Gardiner, he was evasive. He had already approached Sekonyela for
the return of his cattle and knew full well that they would not comply and had in fact received an
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insulting rebuke from the Tlokwa chief. Dingaan had been bluffing throughout the proceedings and he
had already devised a plan to destroy the Boer party after they left his town. His mind was finally
made up when a letter from a puzzled Mr Gardiner was read to him by Owen. Gardiner had already
informed Dingaan that the Trekboers in his vicinity were deserters from the British Colony and they
were no longer the subjects of any ruler or country.
Shortly after Retief’s party had left he sent Coenraad and Lucas Meyer to their main body of
trekkers to inform them of the business that had transpired at Umgungundlovu. Their news was well
received at Kerkenberg with celebrations and prayers, and with some relief as there had been a
rumour circulating amongst them that Retief’s party had been ambushed and that Dingaan’s warriors
were on their way to attack their temporary camp. In contravention of Retief’s instructions, some of
the trekkers left the encampment before his arrival there. They headed south from the mountains until
they reached a stream which marked the entrance to the lowlands. More trekkers followed until,
within weeks, almost 1,000 wagons had crossed into Natal.
Retief had determined on a plan to obtain a posse of armed men with servants from Durban to
approach Sekonyela to recover Dingaan’s stolen cattle. At Ginani, missionary Champion warned him
of Dingaan’s reputation for deceit and begged him not to return to the king’s royal household as he
would be risking all of their lives. Meanwhile, Chief Silwebana put at risk his own life and that of his
people when he refused to carry out a Dingaan order to intercept, entertain and kill Retief and his
party at his kraal, which they were destined to pass or enter on their way to Durban. The chief knew
the despotic king would attack his kraal for failing to carry out the order and urgently led his people
away, but they were intercepted at the Tugela River and over 600 were drowned or killed by other
means. Others were taken prisoner pleading for mercy as they were dragged back to Umgungundlovu
via Ginani where Champion and Kirkman witnessed the pleas and screams of the captive women and
children. Blissfully unaware of these events, Retief continued with his plan. Furthermore, his
confidence in Dingaan’s integrity was bolstered when his party overtook a band of Zulu driving the
sheep that the king had promised to return to their rightful owners, the Boers.
Retief dictated a letter to Dingaan which was translated into Zulu by missionary Lindley, one
of those who had been displaced after the raid by Potgieter’s men on Mzilikaze’s Matabele people at
Mosega. He thanked the king for his friendship and assistance in retrieving the sheep and insisted that
his people would keep their fleeces. Unfortunately, albeit with Mzilikaze in mind, he made remarks
about lessons from the Bible which indicated how God punished wicked chiefs. This latter aspect of
the letter angered Dingaan who regarded himself as the Supremo and not someone to be judged or
admonished by the Christian God. Retief wrote of the recent tidings to Lieut.-Governor Stockenstrom
and also apprised the settlers in a meeting where he described the land he had been promised, and that
he intended to allocate 12,000 acres to each English family, but that there would be a Boer
administration reflecting their majority in the population. The English did not welcome the prospect
of a Boer government as it was they, the English, who had first settled in the district. When Retief and
his men returned to the encampment of their main body of people at the Drakensberg Mountains in
late November 1837, they were welcomed with rapturous celebrations and congratulations on their
success in negotiation with the Zulus.
It was early January when Retief’s commando, including fifteen Zulus disguised as
westerners, entered Chief Sekonyela’s kraal for negotiations. The chief stated that his mother was the
ostensible chief of the Tlokwa, but thought she would agree to an earlier request from Retief to allow
a pathway through their territory to facilitate the migration of the trekkers. The amicable discussion
was curtailed, however, when Daniel Bezuidenhout tricked the chief into wearing a pair of handcuffs
which he had thought to be bracelets. They told the chief he had committed a crime against Dingaan
by taking Zulu cattle and he would remain secured until the cattle were handed back. Within a day
150 cattle were retrieved, but most of them were not Dingaan’s and the number was nothing like the
total required for adequate compensation. Consequently they took the balance, about 500, from the
chief’s own herd. They stopped short of imposing starvation on his tribe by taking their dairy cows.
They took horses and guns from them, presumably to reduce their chances of being able to retaliate.
After advising Sekonyela to work with local missionaries and to seek the forgiveness of God for his
sins, Retief offered a hand of friendship stating he would help them in times of stress and would come
to the aid of the Tlokwa if ever they were attacked.
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Retief, with his men, returned to the main Boer encampment at the foot of the Drakensberg
Mountains satisfied his mission had been successful and he was particularly thankful there had been
no bloodshed on either side. But his joy was short-lived as he learned that Thompson, a trader, had
delivered a warning that they were to be attacked by Dingaan and that some trekkers had already
begun to fortify the encampment by forming new laagers. Simultaneously, Gardiner offered Owen
shelter at Hambanati mission as he too had learned that the Zulus at Umgungundlovu intended to
attack the trekkers and missionaries. Owen chose to remain with Dingaan, but when he was asked by
the despotic king to translate an admonishing letter to Gardiner, he realised the full extent to which he
was exposed to danger and made plans to move out in a pretence to go out with his family for
supplies. This plan, however, was scuppered when he learned that Dingaan had placed guards at the
crossings on all of the outgoing roads.
Zulu warriors in full battle garb mustered in numbers at the king’s homestead, striking fear
into Owen and his family as they chanted their mantras, worked themselves into to frenzy, and
pledged unwavering support for their supreme ruler. To make matters yet more terrifying for Owen,
the king accused him of the theft of black cloth for the mission women to make jackets. Yet Dingaan
was contrite after his men had ransacked Owen’s quarters and failed to find the missing cloth.
`
The trekkers had learned that two British traders set against the concept of a Boer government
had visited Dingaan indicating the Voortrekkers were deserters from the British Colony and that the
king had indicated that their punishment should be death. Amongst themselves, the trekkers were in
some disarray with continued rumblings of the antipathy between the competing alliances of Maritz
with Retief and Uys with Potgieter and also the ongoing competition for dominance of the religious
scene between Cilliers and Smit. Smit appeared to be jealous of the common support for the
charismatic Cilliers while he claimed to have the authority of the established church and stated that
Cilliers would be in breach of church council rules when and if he attempted to preside over Sunday
services as a lay preacher.
At a public meeting on 16 January 1838, Retief outlined plans for the visit to
Umgungundlovu to finalise matters regarding a permanent residence for the trekkers around Durban
and raised questions for discussion regarding the movement of their main encampment and how far
into Natal it should be located during his absence. This meeting was by no means a formality as some
trekkers were wary of the volatile Chief Dingaan, did not trust him, and voiced their concerns for the
safety of Retief. In view of his ill health, Maritz volunteered to go with a small party in place of Retief
to negotiate the terms of their settlement, but the governor would not hear of it. Retief determined to
take a much larger party of 200 trekkers with him, but this was not universally approved as it would
leave the encampment exposed. As a result some families moved out to settle in other districts.
After this difficult meeting Potgieter and his party resumed a hunting expedition with a view
to taking their cache of ivory to Durban. Dingaan called for missionary Owen to read a letter from
Retief covering events with the Tlokwa. While Dingaan was pleased his possessions had been
retrieved, he was not impressed with Retief’s decision to mercifully release Chief Sekonyela and was
disappointed to learn that the Boer leader had auctioned guns and horses taken by commando to his
own people. Overnight Dingaan mulled over the events and by morning was so agitated that he
summoned Owen to prepare a reply. He felt he had been cheated and stated that his people thought
their chief had been lied to in respect of the failure to deliver up the enemy chief. He demanded the
guns and horses as a demonstration of goodwill. Owen took the decision not to send the letter to
Retief in the hope that the governor would explain his actions when they met.
Another public meeting was held amongst the trekkers on 22 January at which Retief
confirmed his plan, and it was clear that Dingaan was not trusted by many of them. Of the 200 men
called upon to go to Umgungundlovu, only 66 volunteered. Certain of the disaster about to befall the
negotiating party, Potgieter made it clear as he bade farewell to one of his friends amongst them, that
he expected they should never see each other again. The Rev. Smit led the party in prayers and, as
they completed their final preparations, Malan called out a warning that he thought they would be
betrayed and considered that the British might be implicated in this, yet he earnestly hoped that he
was wrong.
The negotiating party left in the company of 30 Zulus made responsible for driving the
captured cattle. 17 more trekkers joined them at the Tugela River along with Thomas Halstead in his
capacity as an interpreter. As they proceeded, back at the encampment rumours and false alarms
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circulated to the effect that they had been attacked and killed. Dingaan dictated letters to Gardiner
and Cane asking them to attend his imminent meeting with the Boers and repeated his promise to
Retief that there would be a parade, dancing, and festivities, but Gardiner was suspicious and feared
treachery. Shortly before the anticipated arrival thousands of Zulu warriors entered the king’s town
and occupied huts where they were hidden from view. Others made camp at a nearby hill.
On 3 February 1838, Owen and his family were disturbed during their prayers by gunshots as
the Boers approached the king’s village with 500 captured cattle. They were directed by Dingaan to
the central kraal where they formed two lines in horseback at opposite ends of the space. On a signal
from Retief they rode at full gallop towards each other firing their sanna guns into the air. For the
observant Zulus it was an unfamiliar and awe inspiring display which they were determined to match.
Traditional Zulu war dances followed causing the ground to vibrate as their feet pounded. They made
threatening and mocking gestures against their own troops and against their visitors.
After their respective shows of military prowess Retief’s party retreated outside of the main
entrance to a place close to an innocent looking tree stump adjacent to two milkwood trees. They had
no idea that the old stump was sacred, being the place where Dingaan’s father, Chief Senzangakhona,
had died. It was regarded as the burial place of the kings, it was a crime to touch the stump and they
had caused offence by resting near to it.
One of the king’s captains, known as ‘Dingaan’s Mouth’ examined the recaptured cattle and
informed his chief of the number of animals, the number in the Boer party, and the fact that the Zulu
herdsmen had confirmed the cattle had indeed been retrieved from the Tlokwa. He announced that the
king would see them the next day, that a cow would be slaughtered in their honour, and directed them
to the place on a slope where they should make their camp which was just outside of the village at a
place, deliberate or not, where they could witness the stench of rotting corpses from the king’s killing
fields. The captain asked them to surrender their horses and arms, but Retief refused to comply. As a
compromise he agreed that their servants would take charge of the weapons. Owen invited the Boers
to attend Sunday service the next day, but none showed up as Retief, with some of his leading
compatriots, Abraham Greyling, Marthinus Oosthuizen and Barend Liebenberg, had later been
summoned to attend Dingaan and had been asked to take their interpreter, Thomas Halstead.
Dingaan awaited their appearance seated in his best armchair with his dog at his side and
leading generals and councillors in attendance. As Dingaan’s usual translator, Mr Hulley, was away
delivering the chief’s letter to Gardiner, he was instead attended by interpreters Halstead and Wood
Jnr. The initial conversation included an account of the actions against Sekonyela, the battle with
Mzilikaze’s Matabele, and questions as to why they had not asked him for land to the north. Satisfied
with the answers, Dingaan called on Owen to help them draw up a document to transfer land west of
the Tugela River, including Port Natal, to the Boers. After a convoluted process acceptable terms
were translated into English and signed by the respective leaders and their officials in attendance.
American missionary Henry Venables and translator James Brownlee, who had noticed that
the numbers of Zulu attending their Sunday service had reduced dramatically, were summoned to
Umgungundlovu, immediately, to act as translators. They were perplexed and wondered why Hulley
and Halstead were unavailable. Meanwhile the Boers enjoyed more bouts of festivities and displays of
military prowess and wandered about the village between events. They staged horse races as the more
athletic Zulus attempted to chase them down, and for two nights the Boers surrounded the village on
horseback causing Dingaan to be concerned they might be planning to overrun his royal homestead.
All the while Wood Jnr, who had for some time been a friend to the Zulus, and was used to wandering
freely amongst them, had begun to hear disturbing rumours that made him fear for the safety of the
guests. Retief and his leading compatriots received an invitation to the royal hut for a meeting to mark
their leaving on their final morning at the village. The night before another Zulu regiment had arrived
unseen under the cover of darkness, and once again the Boers encircled the village on their horses.
Dingaan led a party of generals to decipher the curious movements of the Boers from their tracks and
to confirm, or otherwise, that they planned to attack.
In the morning Dingaan sent for the Boer party and insisted they did not carry their weapons,
which they duly left with their Khoi servants. Two of his regiments formed a circle before him and
two generals took their places beside him. The Boer party took up positions seated on the ground
before the king and within the circle of warriors. Beer and sour milk was poured out for them and they
enjoyed another bout of singing and dancing. The king appeared amenable as he wished them a
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pleasant journey back to their main encampment and welcomed the prospect of their body of people
soon taking up residence at the newly determined homeland. Meanwhile, Owen, situated on a hill
outside the village, received a credible message that Dingaan was going to kill the Boers as deserters
from the British colony. The missionaries themselves, not being implicated as runaways, including
Owen himself and Halstead, and their families, would be spared. He wanted to warn the trekkers that
their lives were in imminent danger, but it was already too late. Threatening chants had already begun
amongst Dingaan’s warriors as they tightened their ring around the visitors and worked themselves
into a coordinated frenzy, which made their dogs growl. The fate of the Boers was sealed and they
sensed it. Halstead pleaded with the king, but it made no difference. Dingaan gave his order “Kill the
wizards!” and Halstead was left to fight with the betrayed trekkers stabbing one attacker in the
abdomen and slashing the throat of another. A spirited resistance caused the deaths of scores of Zulu,
but the victims were hopelessly outnumbered and trapped. The king did not want their blood on his
doorstep so they were dragged away and clubbed to death along with their dogs.
From the hillside outside of the village, Owen and his family heard the screams and witnessed
the slaughter taking place below them through a telescope, and they were deeply shocked and
dismayed. Retief and his son were saved to the last to witness the cruel and hideous methods by which
their comrades were being killed. Some were impaled on sharp sticks before being battered to death
and attended by hungry vultures. Retief’s heart and liver were cut out and taken to Dingaan. Owen
was visited by several warriors and received conflicting and confusing messages from the king’s
homestead. Missionaries Venables and Brownlea showed up later in the morning and soon learned of
the fate of the Boers.
Soon after the slaughter, Dingaan sent his army to attack the main body of Boers at the foot of
the uKhahlamba Mountains. Their individual camps were scattered across the landscape and the
trekkers on the outskirts were taken by complete surprise, but those closer to the centre had the benefit
of a little warning. Many families were completely destroyed and in total some 400 men, women and
children of all ages were brutally killed along with many of their servants. The two events, the
slaughter of Retief’s party, and the killing of many of his trekker comrades, were the first episodes in
a string of disastrous conflicts between Africans and Europeans in Natal. The Great Trek continued
until 1854 when the British abandoned the Orange River Sovereignty. The period 1838-54 is of
limited direct interest to the Nottinghamshire 1820 settlers and, as such, is outside the scope of this
book.

Voortrekker Monument, Pretoria Region (Tshwane)
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CHAPTER 14
ARRIVAL OF GOVERNOR NAPIER AND DEPARTURE OF LIEUT.-GOVERNOR
STOCKENSTROM324

Following a creditable military career during which he lost his right arm, and a period of retirement
lasting seventeen years, Major-General George Thomas Napier, CB, arrived at Cape Town with his
wife, two sons and two daughters on 21 January 1838. He had sustained a ‘severe contusion’ from
rescuing his son who had fallen overboard during their crossing. He replaced Sir Benjamin d’Urban
who had been recalled, much to the dismay openly exhibited by the general public in the Eastern
Province and elsewhere. There was a feeling abroad that the fact and manner of his departure brought
about by the unpopular reversals instigated by Lord Glenelg should, and would, be examined by
Parliament. The whole colony marked the success of the outgoing governor by subscribing to the gift
of a silver plate service costing almost £1000.
As early as 22 March, Governor Napier, having heard of unsettling tidings to the east, set off
in that direction. He had replaced d’Urban by the direction of Lord Glenelg and it was not long before
colonists’ fears of a continuation of the setbacks were proven to be well founded. They were formally
polite in their addresses of welcome, but at Port Elizabeth, where he received an address from the
Albany settlement, he responded by elucidating his thoughts. He described their charges against
government policies as vague, and likewise their grievances in respect of the treaties made with the
neighbouring Xhosa chiefs, which had been ratified by Her Majesty. D’Urban’s policies had been a
mistake, he supported the Secretary of State’s reversals, and he promised to adhere to the new plan.
He would trust his own judgement as to the need for more troops at the frontier and would not call for
the opinions of the colonists on military matters. The treaties negotiated with the chiefs under the
authority of the Lieut.-Governor would be supported, as would Stockenstrom’s other views and
measures.
Despite his public bluster, Napier had an open mind and, coupled with his conscience and
keen sense of justice, was not unbending in his approach to eastern affairs. Stockenstrom had warned
him of possible fabrications by the colonists as to the progress of the treaties, but it wasn’t long before
he was presented with clear evidence of dangerous collusions between the Khoi and Xhosa peoples.
Umkye, a Xhosa Chief, and Meyers, a corporal in the Cape Corps, were discovered to have launched
a treasonous plot to wipe out the Europeans as far west as George. Umkye visited Grahamstown to
covertly assess the town’s armaments and defences. The rebellion depended on an initial assault by
the Khoi. If they proved to be united and effective then Xhosas would join them with the blessings of
Chiefs Macoma and Tyali. In February 1838 the colonial authorities began to hear specific rumours of
attempts to enlist Khoi soldiers, most notably at Fort Peddie, to which place Ensign Fraser was
despatched to escort the younger recruits back to Grahamstown. During the return journey his party
rested at Fraser’s Camp where they were fired on through the windows, and Ensign Crowe was killed.
By coincidence, it transpired that the rebellion was to have been launched at Peddie on the very night
that the twenty young recruits set off for Grahamstown. They had planned to set fire to an outbuilding
and, during the resulting confusion, all of the Europeans would have been shot at and murdered by a
large band of Xhosas dug in nearby. Meyers was arrested the next day and the remaining mutineers
were captured within a few days. At their trials Meyers and Windvogel were condemned to death by
firing squad, which took place on the outskirts of Grahamstown in a ceremonial process intended as a
showy deterrent. The new governor orchestrated and attended the event.
Umkye, who was probably the inspiration behind the thwarted rebellion, was subjected to no
punishment whatsoever. Perhaps it was convenient to appear to regard him as an innocent party to
avoid a direct conflict with the Xhosas. This objective, at least for the time being, had been achieved
in that any Khoi forming a hostile alliance with the Xhosas knew that they would be severely
admonished. At the time when the mutineers were captured, the Provost building at Grahamstown
was nearing completion, and the finishing touches were hurriedly applied in order to house them.
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Napier next turned his attention to the fleeing Dutch colonists. He was alarmed when he
learned the full extent of the exodus of trekkers leaving the colony and heading north and into Natal.
In a notice in the Gazette he urged all local officials to do their utmost to dissuade remaining Boers to
join the movement. He travelled amongst the farmers giving personal assurances to uphold the treaty
with the Xhosas and if this proved impossible, to press the Home Government to improve it. This he
deemed necessary and during May 1838 he wrote to Lord Glenelg asking for compensation for the
terrible losses the farmers had suffered. Yet still the migration continued, spurred on by glowing
reports from Natal, and in the full knowledge of the slaughter of Retief’s party. Governor Napier
made personal visits to the Xhosa chiefs and when he crossed the Fish River he noticed the dense
bush which afforded concealment for thieves and hostile bands.
The range of defences set up by Stockenstrom, and the Lieut.-Governor’s proposition that the
line might be held with a small force, found no favour with the new governor and he was compelled
to write again to Glenelg for the urgent provision of three more regiments. Accompanied by
Stockenstrom he attended a large body of Xhosas with their Ndlambe chiefs at Fort Peddie.
Unfortunately, apparently oblivious to recent events and the continual depredations, Stockenstrom
announced his belief that the treaty had not been broken. Then as Sir George Napier, the governor
visited Macoma and Tyali and addressed them as though it was a given that they had broken the
treaty. He would not shirk in terms of will or resources to enforce the protection of the colonists and,
if crossed, would not stop until the Gaikas were driven back as far as the Bashee River. If necessary,
he would not shy away from employing the armed patrols used to retrieve stolen cattle prior to the
treaty.
On 17 June 1838 the governor was obliged to visit Gunukwebi Chiefs, Pato and Kama, who
were pleading for protection for their people against the threatening Gaikas who enjoyed greater
freedom under Stockenstrom’s treaty. If necessary, Napier would permit them to flee across the Fish
River into the colony, but in the event none of the Gaika threats were carried into effect. Yet the
colonists experienced a constant series of thefts from Xhosas, sometimes involving the loss of
numerous and sometimes valuable strains of livestock, all arising from the ease with which they could
obtain passes to enter the colony. Some of the robberies involved the murders of herdsmen, usually
Fingos or Khoi, and often their bodies showed evidence of strangulation. It was unsafe to travel any
distance with valuable goods for the fear of molestation and robbery. The records showed that the few
crimes carried out by Khoi were severely punished, while the main culprits, the Xhosas, usually
escaped redress. Mr Carpenter of Fort Beaufort, already suffering from wounds from the 1835 War,
was personally attended by Macoma who, with his men, ransacked his house, dragged the old man
across the ground, loaded a wagon with his possessions, and took them away. Terrified, Mrs
Carpenter threw herself into the Kat River and drowned, and sometime later the old man was arrested
for stealing his own property from Macoma. The distraught old man was marched back and forth
between Fort Beaufort and Grahamstown, a distance of about forty-six miles, for several hearings, and
in the end was found guilty of causing a breach of the peace, fined one shilling, and given his freedom
to walk back to Fort Beaufort.
In February 1838, two years after Captain Campbell had obtained affidavits concerning the
alleged shooting of a young Xhosa boy by the then Capt. Stockenstrom in 1813, while on commando,
the action Stockenstrom v. Campbell was heard in the Supreme Court. Campbell was accused of:
maliciously and unlawfully causing and procuring the said Andries Stockenstrom to be falsely charged
with having deliberately fired at and killed a [Xhosa] child...and for maliciously and unlawfully
publishing a libel of and concerning the said Andries Stockenstrom...

It was claimed on behalf of the plaintiff that the actions of Campbell had caused him to become
embroiled in a public scandal and that he had been subjected to infamy and disgrace. Capt. Campbell
believed he had been duty bound in his capacity as a magistrate to record Klopper’s affidavit, to
examine the validity of the accusers’ claims, and to instruct the justices to take statements from the
eyewitnesses. The Court agreed with him and this outcome was seen as a joyous triumph for the
colonists as a body who had suffered what they saw as Stockenstrom’s false accusations against them
before the Aborigines Committee. Lord Normanby, who had succeeded Lord Glenelg as Secretary of
State, later wrote to Capt. Stockenstrom stating that whatever the value of a Lieut.-Governor for the
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people in the Eastern Province might have been, it was compromised by the ill-will of the people
arising from those prior circumstances.
The action brought against Capt. Campbell was never intended to determine whether
Stockenstrom had been guilty of murder in 1813. Governor Napier, with the Hon. A Dundas and
Major Charters, heard that case in Grahamstown, and after carefully examining the evidence over a
fourteen day period they went away to contemplate what should be the opinion of the government.
Stockenstrom set sail to England to tender his resignation to Lord Glenelg and to await the outcome of
his trial for murder. That outcome, when it eventually came, was unanimous in that the circumstances
of the deaths of the young Xhosas were carried out under orders, that Stockenstrom and his party were
in serious danger for their lives, and that the Xhosas were not young boys, but were grown-up young
men. Accordingly Stockenstrom was acquitted and, while Captain Campbell had been at fault in
delaying to send Klopper’s and Botha’s affidavits to the governor, he and Mr Ryneveld had not been
guilty of a conspiracy against Captain Stockenstrom.
Stockenstrom’s management of the Eastern Province had lasted a little less than two years
and during that time there was little to commend his work in respect of the particular grievances of the
inhabitants. In fact, through the mass departures of the Boer farmer, the remaining colonists had been
left in a yet more vulnerable state than at the time of his arrival. The treaty with the Xhosas had
proved to be ineffective and had not been enforced leaving their acquisitive neighbours free to roam,
spy and raid with impunity. Perhaps he had hoped that if he set an example of personal day-to-day
diligence, the people, including the natives, would follow his lead. He was a tireless worker,
painstaking in his attention to duty to an extent almost unknown of lesser officials at the Cape. At nine
o’clock every morning a gun was fired by which time all officials were expected to have arrived at
their workplaces. During his administration the number of magistracies had increased and particular
attention had been paid to the education of young people by the provision of more schools.
In London, Stockenstrom accepted the offer of a financial inducement from Lord Glenelg to
return to his post in the Eastern Province, but before this was effected, the Marquis of Normanby
replaced Glenelg as Secretary of State and, while at first he proposed to ratify the reappointment, as
he learned more of the state of affairs in the Eastern Cape he thought better of it. Lord Normanby had
no reason to doubt the general administrative ability of Stockenstrom, but the feelings of distrust
amongst the inhabitants were by then so deeply ingrained that the chances of him being able to
overturn their collective attitude were minimal. By way of compensation he was offered the
governorship of a West Indian island, but this he declined and accepted instead a baronetcy and an
annual pension of £700.
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CHAPTER 15
THE FOUNDING OF SOUTHWELL

Southwell hamlet, in ‘Southwell Settlers’, by D. Stirk

Benjamin Keeton in England and family correspondence325
Benjamin Keeton was just nineteen years of age when he set sail with Dr Calton’s Nottingham party
and settled at Clumber. In the party lists he was described as a labourer, but he was the son of Mary
Becher who was the daughter of Richard Turner Becher, a successful attorney and cousin of a
principal organiser of Calton’s party, the Rev. John Thomas Becher. Benjamin and his sister Susanna
were the progeny of Mary’s second marriage to William Keeton. Mary’s first husband, Mr Bousfield,
with whom she had Becher, a son, had died. Benjamin’s father and two of his uncles, Samuel and
Joseph, had been choirboys at Southwell Minster, the town’s collegiate church, which was elevated in
status to a Cathedral in 1884. The Rev. J T Becher was vicar-general at the Minster. Benjamin’s
mother, was the great-granddaughter of Colonel Thomas Becher of Sherkin, Ireland. Another branch
of the family based in Bristol and Somerset had been wealthy traders engaged in the slave triangle,
but had withdrawn early from that diabolical enterprise, possibly in the face of adverse public
sentiments. Given his family background, Benjamin’s description in the settler rolls as ‘labourer’
seems questionable, although we have no other details of his occupation, or that of his father.
Benjamin’s sister and his half-brother remained in England. A collection of correspondence
received by Benjamin, and now held at the Cory Library at Rhodes University in Grahamstown,
includes several informative letters from Susanna and one from Becher, all of which have been
transcribed for research for this book. Susanna married Dr Parry and they went to live in Harrogate in
Yorkshire from where most of her correspondence was written, and they later moved nearer to the
Parry home town in Wales. The Parrys maintained contact with their friends and relations in
Southwell, some of whom, including the Rev. J T Becher and his daughter, visited them in Harrogate.
The letters offer a valuable insight into the daily lives of those living and working in fashionable
towns and rural settings of the era. Extracts covering the arrival of the railways in their
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neighbourhoods and the advent of steamships capture the feeling of excitement and appreciation of
convenience of these new modes of transport. When Susanna and Benjamin parted company in 1819
she gave him an embroidered sampler which she had made when she was just nine years old. It read
‘With all thy soul love God above, and as thyself thy neighbour love, Susanna Keeton 1806’ and it
has been cherished within the Keeton family ever since.
Benjamin’s early life as a settler and his marriage326
Other than being part of the general story of the 1820 settlers, we have only a few snippets indicating
Benjamin’s life during the decade after his arrival in Africa. In October 1828 he witnessed the
marriage of William Hartley of the Nottingham party to Hannah Baker after William’s first wife,
Sarah, had died. Elizabeth Hartley was the other witness. The ceremony took place in Grahamstown
presided over by the Rev. William Carlisle. On 23 May 1829 Benjamin married widow, Hannah Ford,
at Grahamstown, with the same minister presiding, and Henry and Elizabeth Hartley as witnesses. On
the same date it is recorded that Benjamin held an allotment in the Liversage party location.
Hannah’s first husband, William Ford, had arrived with Liversage’s Staffordshire party and
during their crossing in the John they lost all of their children, three boys, to illness. Amongst the
collection of Keeton papers at the Cory Library is an extract from the ship log giving their names,
ages and the dates when they were ‘Committed to the deep: John Ford, 2years 9 months, Wednesday
9 February 1820; Geo Ford, 4 years, Monday 21 February 1820; Willm Ford, Thursday 24 February
1820’. As no age was given for William it is assumed he had not reached his first birthday. Elsewhere
he was described as an infant. The extract accompanied a statement from the ship Master, Capt. Ralph
Pearson, in which he stated that the ship had set sail from Liverpool on 12 January 1820 and, whilst at
anchor at Madeira, John Ford departed this life. For the other deaths he gave the geographic
coordinates while they were in open sea. The statement was signed by Capt. Pearson and by Thomas
Morecroft of the High Court of Chancery and dated November 1843. The cause of death is not given,
but it is recorded as measles elsewhere. This disease was prevalent at the time and was rife on a
number of settler ships. Sailing in the John with Liversage’s party was Hayhurst’s party organised in
Liverpool, and children in that party were also severely affected by the disease. As Benjamin’s ship,
the Albury, also sailed from Liverpool, one wonders whether Benjamin and Hannah ever met at the
port prior to their departure for Africa. After arriving in Africa, Hannah (née Robinson) and William
Ford had three children before he died in 1828. They were George, John and Ann.
On 19 August 1831 Benjamin and Hannah were witnesses to the marriage of Henry Foulds
and Jane Smith at Grahamstown by the Rev. William Carlisle. Benjamin and Hannah lost two babies
before the birth of Joseph Becher in 1833, followed by William in 1836, Susannah in 1837 and
Becher in 1839. Respecting the family and their Irish origins, the name Becher featured in many
subsequent generations of Keetons. In a letter of September 1838 from sister Susanna to Benjamin she
expressed her gratitude for a letter she had received from him containing locks of hair from his first
three children and including ‘a good account’ of the family in South Africa. She would love to visit
them, but suffered an acute dread of the sea and of the Xhosas. Furthermore, if her husband, Mr Parry,
were to leave England, he would have to forfeit his half-pay retainer as a retired surgeon with the
Merioneth Rifles, and they would be obliged to exchange certainty, comfort and security for
uncertainty.
In the Southwell Settlers account it is stated that Benjamin and Hannah first lived at Radway
Green, the original farm of William Ford, which is approximately 8 miles south east of Grahamstown
near to Manley Flats. Amongst the collection of Keeton letters at the Cory Library is a letter from
Hannah Keeton to her mother, brother and sisters, presumably residing in Staffordshire. The delivery
address is not shown, but the letter was sent from Radway Green, Albany, on 23 June 1832. The letter
commences with family business, but goes on to describe much about life in Albany at that time, the
progress of the settlers and some economic and administrative developments. As the latter part of the
letter is of general interest, an extract is provided in Appendix 7. Hannah was disappointed with the
slow progress of affairs relating to the death of her late husband. She also describes matters relating to
the Manleys who, it seems, must have been friends of her family in Staffordshire before they set sail.
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Although Liversage’s party was assembled in Staffordshire, the principal families involved
had their origins in the neighbouring county of Cheshire. In particular William Ford’s parents, John
and Ann resided at Radway Green in Cheshire where, presumably, William enjoyed his childhood.
References to Cheshire are found amongst the Keeton collection of letters.
Lombard’s Post, the Keetons’ second home327
Loopholes in the upper walls of the Lombard’s Post outbuildings offer a clue as to a former use of this
small farm homestead situated about six miles to the south-east of Bathurst. It was once known as
Tweefontein and was the loan place of Commandant Pieter Lombard prior to 1812. It is possible that
the premises became vacant as a result of the Great Trek, although no direct evidence of this has been
found. The construction is described as having the appearance of an old French farmyard and indeed,
the name Lombard has Huguenot origins, but other than the name, no connection with the French
settlers at the Cape has come to light. Doors placed above ground level are set in thick defensive stone
walls and the arrangement of the structure follows the polygonal plan of a stronghold. The stable and
four two-storey buildings are linked with high thick stone walls, the whole designed to protect
numbers of people and animals when under threat, features which would prove vital in hostilities yet
to be described. By 1970 the buildings were in a sorry state of dilapidation, but careful renovations in
the 1990s have restored the leaking slate rooves and
the cracking and crumbling stonework.
During the Sixth Frontier War an enemy
party of Xhosas encircled Benjamin’s herd of cattle
at Radway Green on 30 April 1835 and took them
away as far as the Fish River. On 1 March 1839
Benjamin received the formal transfer of Lombard’s
Post four years after he had agreed the purchase. On
1 July 1839 he advertised his intention to relinquish
his horse-breeding activity including his stud and the
thoroughbred stallion Tranby. Later in the month he
offered Radway Green for letting including the stone
house. It is interesting that generally by this time the
most fearsome wildlife had moved out of Albany,
Lombard’s Post, 2016
but on 10 August 1841 Benjamin shot a huge lion at
a place subsequently named Lion Ridge and he sold it to Joshua Norden in Grahamstown. Despite the
attentions of hungry wild animals and the ever present threat from native raiders, he must have
continued with horses as in May 1842 he offered thirty for sale at Lombard’s Post. In December 1841
he issued a warning against anyone shooting on the grounds around Lombard’s Post, but in June 1843
two horses were stolen, but later recovered, at the Fish River.
By early in 1841 Benjamin must have amassed a certain amount of wealth as he was listed
amongst a handful of subscribers to improve the road from Port Frances (later Port Alfred) to
Grahamstown. He and his colleagues must have anticipated much trading through the port, and direct
communications between the port and Albany’s principal town would have been vital. Radway Green
is situated on that route so this might be the reason why he offered the place for rent rather than taking
the option to sell up. The road ran along the Bathurst side of the Kowie River. He also purchased
Doorn Kraal, later known as Paarde Kraal, in March 1842, and warned against Buffalo hunting there.
Radway Green was again offered to let in December 1842 and again in February 1843.
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More correspondence328
During the late 1830s and the 1840s Susanna Keeton continued to write to her brother, usually on an
annual basis, often commencing her letters on New Year’s Day. Unfortunately, Benjamin’s replies
have not come to light, but some of the content can be gleaned from her responses. The letters were
not restricted to family matters. They exchanged newspapers, typically the Grahamstown Journal for
the Nottingham Journal, and commented on politics, the economy and developments in infrastructure
in their respective countries. Advances in transportation and communications were of special interest.
Steam vessels were making the journey between Liverpool and the United States in two weeks and
Susanna wondered how soon a steam service would be set up for the Cape. Steam trains on the
Manchester to Liverpool railroad were making the journey in 30-40 minutes and recently the 128 mile
line between London and Birmingham was being achieved in 4 hours 14 minutes. By 1843 there was
a line from Leeds to Nottingham so she could leave Leeds at 1 pm and arrive at Southwell by 8 pm.
She anticipated lines new between Harrogate and Leeds and Nottingham and Southwell, cutting out
buggy or coach journeys and saving yet more time. In 1839 she looked forward to the universal use of
the world’s first postage stamp, the Penny Black, so letters between any two addresses in England
would cost just one penny.
Communications and transport were important to Susanna as she loved to travel between the
fashionable towns of the day including Nottingham, York and Scarborough as well as Southwell and
Harrogate. The visitor season at the spa town of Harrogate was always a busy time for the Parrys as
they received many of their friends and family from Southwell including annual visits from the Rev.
John Becher and his daughter Ann. Newspapers sent to Benjamin included the weekly Harrogate
visitor lists showing their names, their hotels and functions attended. The Little family, well known to
Southwell historians, had moved from Southwell to Harrogate and created a successful business.329
The oldest daughter of Dr Pigot of Southwell married Mr Payne and had moved to a place
between Harrogate and Leeds enabling him to commute to Leeds where he was the Commissioner of
the Court of Bankruptcy. Dr Pigot had been a regular correspondent with poet, Lord Byron, who had
lived in Southwell with his mother for a few years.330
Another regular topic of correspondence was the economic situation in Britain. References
were made in 1839 to the activities of the Chartists and the ‘dreadful’ Newport riots in the south of
Wales. Dr Parry feared he might be recalled for the militia, but as he was from the north of Wales, he
might get lucky. There was serious poverty amongst the manufacturing classes and flour and potatoes
were very expensive. The Whig government was under extreme pressure in respect of home affairs.
The Parrys hoped the government would not neglect the colonies, especially the matter of
compensation for losses from Xhosa depredations suffered by people like Benjamin and his
colleagues. They also hoped the Tories would regain power, which they did under Sir Robert Peel in
1841. Susanna expressed their excitement as they looked forward to attending the marriage of Queen
Victoria to take place in February 1840, and Susanna contrived an excuse to get to London to enjoy
the celebrations. In her letter of New Year’s Day 1842 she described the joy of the nation at the birth
of the Prince of Wales, the pomp and celebration accompanying his Christening, and the anticipated
arrival of the King of Prussia to stand as his Godfather. In 1843 she described a failed assassination
attempt on Prime Minister Peel. Due to mistaken identity ‘the wretch’ attacked another person as he
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A Mr Robert Little created an extensive multi-faceted business in various parts of the Southwell district. At Maythorne he
held a large farm for hop growing which already had a dwelling house, hop kiln, barn, stables, a large dovecote and farm
outbuildings and workers cottages before he built a colossal cotton mill. Many of this writer’s ancestors lived in the cottages
and worked in various capacities at Maythorne. Unfortunately, due to a downturn in the cotton trade and a shortage of
capital, his business failed and in 1791 he was declared bankrupt. By 1798 he was trading again and recorded in local trade
directories as a draper. The Mr Little in Harrogate was probably his son.
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Dr Pigot’s mother was Margaret Becher and his sister Elizabeth Bridget Pigot was so much a platonic friend and
confidant of Byron that her story, Love Without Wings, was one of a trio of books by Megan Boyes about important females
in Byron’s life, the others being Mrs Catherine Gordon Byron, his mother, in My Amiable Mamma, and Mary Chaworth, an
unrequited love in Queen of a Fantastic Realm. The Pigots lived opposite to Mrs and Lord Byron’s house on the Burgage
Green in Southwell and the poet was a regular visitor. In her letters, Susanna remarked that she stayed with Elizabeth Pigot
when visiting Southwell from Harrogate and that every day Elizabeth fed Becher Bousfield’s youngest children when they
were at school in the town as it was too far for them to go home to dine.
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was leaving the Prime Minister’s office. In the same year Susanna reported that there had been many
shipwrecks off the coasts of England and Wales due to severe storms, and that two East Indiamen had
been wrecked off the French coast.
Benjamin had sent ‘pamphlets’ and ‘little books’ to Susanna who in turn had passed them to
the Rev. Becher and the Duke of Newcastle. The documents must have contained details of progress
at the settlement and plans for development. Her letters made clear that those gentlemen had always
taken a great interest in the success of the colony. She had heard there had been a serious plague of
locusts at Cradock and hoped Benjamin’s district had not been affected.
Becher Bousfield, Benjamin and Susanna’s half-brother, had received copies of newspapers
from South Africa. He continually promised to write a letter to Benjamin, but he was better with the
sword than the pen. When he finally wrote in 1855 it was to a new district called ‘Southwell’.
In a letter to Benjamin of 1844, Susanna referred to a tea chest she had sent to him earlier
containing, amongst other things, letters urging her brother to take prompt action to ‘ further your
cause’. This was a reference to a plan of Benjamin’s to build a School-chapel at Lombard’s Post. She
sent letters to him received from the Rev. Thomas White, the principal clergyman for Epperstone and
Oxton, one of which is to be found amongst the collection of Keeton correspondence at the Cory
Library, along with a letter he had received from the Rector of Fulham, the Rev. R G Baker.
According to Susanna, the Rev. White ‘would leave no stone unturned to promote the spiritual and
temporal welfare of his fellow creatures’. The Rev. Baker’s letter included a reference to Benjamin’s
earlier promise that an application from the Albany District Committee (presumably of the Anglican
Church) to the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge ‘will be transmitted without delay’. An
application for funding would have greatly enhanced the prospects for the project, but no such
application had reached London and the good Rector was now at a loss as to how to proceed. For his
part, to avoid any further delay, the Rev. White had asked the Rev. Baker to go to the Society with
whatever documents Susanna might now be able to furnish in support of an application, and that she
should send such papers to him without delay. No information has so far come to light regarding the
further progress of this application except that, as described below, the School-chapel was built, and it
remains standing today.
New Southwell School-chapel and estate Trust331
In 1843 Benjamin donated 2 morgen and 300
sq. roods of Lombard’s Post land for the
erection of a place for education and worship,
the said School-chapel, principally for the
benefit of the farming community in the
vicinity. Because of his generosity, he was
permitted to name the facility after his home
town, Southwell, and in a short time the whole
district was known by that name. A trust was
formed to administer the estate for the stated
purposes. The first trustees were Benjamin
Keeton himself, who was also the treasurer,
William Gray of Walsingham, William
Estment of Wolf’s Crag, and William
McLuckie of Woodlands. The Trust was
School-chapel, Southwell
chaired by the Rev. James Barrow. The first
auditors were Benjamin Keeton, James Phillips, and James Harper.
With the exception of the chairman, the future trustees were to be elected from nine farms in
the district: Walsingham, Lombard’s Post, Glenfillan, Woodlands, Wolf’s Crag, Holling Grove,
Barville Park, Newton and Wesleywoods. Other than if they left the district for more than a year, or
relinquished their farm, the trustees were elected for life. The first change was necessitated after
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William Gray’s death during the 1850-53 war and his widow, Eliza, was elected in his place. William
Estment left the district in 1853 and was replaced by Charles Penny who had taken over Estment’s
Wolf’s Crag farm.
During formal proceedings to initiate the building on 2 February 1844, presided over by the
Rev. John Heavyside, the foundation stone was laid by Col. Henry Somerset. This stone is now buried
under the link between the school building and the subsequent teacher’s residence. The original
building had been completed by the following November and the opening service on 3 December was
conducted by the Rev. Heavyside with the assistance of the Rev. Barrow, following which the
gathering enjoyed refreshments under the nearby trees and contributed to a collection, which
amounted to 14s 5d.
The teacher’s house had been completed and occupied by 2 December1844 by the first
incumbent, Robert Miller from Uitenhage. The first lessons took place in the following week. Typical
of the era, Miller was also a catechist holding services on Sundays and teaching during the week.
By the end of June 1845 the Southwell School
Association had been formed and deeds were drawn up
reflecting Benjamin Keeton’s donation of 2 morgen (about
4 acres) of land for the School-chapel property. Benjamin
Keeton was a signatory to the deed as were William Gray,
William Estment and William McLuckie. George Jarvis,
attorney, witnessed their signatures. Examinations for the
22 pupils were held at the school with Colonel Montague
Johnstone attending. Robert Miller, the newly qualified
Master, addressed the assembly and announced he was
leaving for a Mission at Bombay (now Mumbai). It had
been agreed by 22 July that Mr Stowe would be appointed
in his place. He had previously taken the place of John
Boon, the catechist at Cuylerville.
The loosely termed district of Southwell covered
some twenty square miles extending from the Kowie River
in the east to the Kariega River in the west. The greater,
more formal designation, the Field-cornetcy of Southwell,
Benjamin Keeton, courtesy of
came
into existence in 1848 and included the farms Holling
Darian Keeton
Grove, Glenfillan Park, Wolf’s Crag, Walsingham, Riet
Fountain, Fairfax, Hope Farm, Richmond, Glendower, Barville Park, Kasouga Mouth, Grants Valley,
Woodlands, Red Vley, Newton, Lombard’s Post, Theopolis (including the mission station), and
Merville. The area was presided over by a field-cornet, the first being William Gray, until his death in
1851. A formal definition of the field-cornet role, which appears to be of a uniquely South African
origin, is ‘a civilian official invested with the rank and responsibilities of a military officer and with
judicial powers enabling him to act as a local administrator and magistrate’. The equivalent army rank
was lieutenant and the etymological origin of the term is the Africaans ‘veldkornet’. The area of
jurisdiction was affected by the continual division and combination of farm portions, but a working
estimate would be somewhat in excess of 100 square miles.
Developments at Theopolis Mission Station332
By the end of the Sixth Frontier War there were some 800 people at Theopolis Mission Station,
including about 120 children attending school. Cultivation had resumed there. The Rev. William
Shepstone, previously recorded as John, by now a widower with an interest in the Mission, was
married by the Rev. Barrow to Ann, daughter of the late Thomas Smith of Wrexham. The marriage
service took place at the house of John Saunders, ordnance storekeeper.
George Barker had been the principal at the mission since 1816. On 20 December 1836,
Sarah, his wife, died, along with their baby, during the birth at Theopolis Mission Station. She was
buried there. On 11 May 1837 the people of Philipton Mission presented a Bible and an address to the
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Rev. Barker. His daughter, Sarah, was married to G Munro in January 1838. By the end of 1838
Thomas Edwards was Schoolmaster at the mission station.
On 6 April 1839 James Backhouse and George Walker of the Society of Friends, York,
visited the mission station where the Rev. Christopher Sass was in charge, the Rev. Barker having
moved to Paarl. By now there were about three hundred souls at the station including some Fingos
(MFengu) and Bechuanas, in addition to the principal Khoi contingent. On 7 April the Rev. Sass
preached in the mission church after which the Rev. Thomas Edwards interpreted an address given by
Mr Backhouse. There were fifty members of the church. The next day Mr Backhouse visited the
mission schools where there were sixty five infants and thirty older pupils, and on the 9th went to
Salem where he was greeted by Joseph, son of the hero of Salem, Richard Gush (see page 130).
Joseph was later to marry Charlotte Dennison of the Nottingham party. On 13 May 1839, Thomas
Merrington, the mission schoolmaster, attended the annual meeting of the Auxiliary London
Missionary Society at Grahamstown.
By January 1842 the mission comprised 17 Europeans, 186 Khoi, 120 Xhosas and other
Africans totalling 323 persons. 60 acres were under cultivation and had produced 178 bushels of
wheat during the previous season along with 337 of barley, 254 of oats and 499 of maize. There were
550 cattle. On 30 June 1842 twenty-two cattle were taken from mission land, but they were pursued to
Langholm where they were retaken. By 6 April 1843 the Rev. R Taylor was in charge at the mission
and he warned against trespass by visitors to the Kasouga River mouth. He requested that a boat lying
in the river be removed. During a spate of cattle raids in Lower Albany, on 18 May a party left the
station to follow some cattle stolen from Aaron Aldum’s place near the Kariega River. They caught
up with the cattle in the Kowie valley, shot one the marauders, and recaptured the cattle.
In April 1846, after the declaration of the Seventh Frontier War, under the threat of
impending local hostilities, key locations were designated defence stations including Theopolis
Mission Station where J Voltyn was appointed Commandant. As martial law was declared on 22
April, enemy shots were heard near to the station and John Grant, whose house had been broken into,
took shelter at Theopolis. At sunset on 26 April an attack commenced on the mission station and kept
going until midnight. On 27 April a fifty-man patrol from the station took up positions behind a hill in
front of the village and engaged with about 110 Xhosas killing eleven, but this action did not prevent
a further attack at night which continued until sunrise. The station was being attacked every night
towards the end of April. All of the forage had been burned and more than one thousand cattle had
been taken. On 1 May a Xhosa was killed in an attack. The defenders had exhausted their ammunition
as the Rev. R Taylor went to Barville Park Station and returned with twelve Cape Mounted Rifles
(CMR) and one hundred rounds. A further three hundred rounds arrived later with twenty CMR under
Ensign W Harvey. This detachment was attacked near the station and two were wounded and attended
by Surgeon H Walsh of the Royal Artillery at Woodlands Fort. On 3 May a plan was in place to
evacuate all Europeans from the mission station. Col. Somerset arrived with a patrol and provided an
escort. Five families were taken to Woodland’s Fort including those of the Rev. R Taylor, the Rev.
Christopher Sass, Thomas Edwards and John Grant. They left just in time to avoid the next attack.
Capt. Hogg remained at the station with a party of defenders.
On 4 May 1846 some CMR and burghers arrived at Woodlands Fort with ammunition loaded
on pack horses. The next day the families from the mission station, then sheltered at Woodlands, were
taken under escort to Grahamstown for better protection. The Rev. R Taylor wrote on behalf of the
families expressing their appreciation for the efforts of Col. Somerset in effecting their timely
evacuation. One of two Boards of Relief was appointed at the mission station, the other being at
Bathurst. The purpose was to assist the destitute. On 3 June a large fire at the mission station could be
seen from Bathurst.
On 12 June 1846 the Rev. R H Taylor was appointed to the Board of Relief at the mission
station. At the Theopolis Mission Post, by May 1847, there was one officer commanding, fifty-two
other ranks, and one horse. On 6 July 1847 William, the one year old son of the Rev. R Taylor, died
at the mission station. On 19 August Bathurst Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw rode to the station to
inspect the arms and ammunition there. On 30 October 1847 the Rev. Taylor was prevailed upon to
preach at the London Missionary Society Auxiliary’s anniversary at Grahamstown. On 17 June 1848
he offered a plough and a patent mill for sale.
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After visiting Southwell School-chapel Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman arrived at the
mission station on 9 March 1849 in the company of Col. Henry Somerset and Southwell catechist,
William Steabler. The daughters of the Rev. Christopher Sass were teaching at the mission school. In
July 1849 numbers of Xhosas were reported passing through the district and on 20 July groups were
seen in the vicinity of the mission. The Rev. Thomas Paterson of Uitenhage and the Rev. Joseph
Freeman, Home Secretary of the London Missionary Society, had arrived on horseback from the Long
Bush Mission, west of the Sunday’s River, and on 29 August they attended service at the Theopolis
church. 140 children were attending the two schools and there were fifty members of the church.
Occupations there included the making of axles, felloes (the part of the rim of a wagon wheel to
which the spokes were attached), wagon wheel spokes, and charcoal. The Rev. Sass, who had been ill
for some time, died at the mission, aged 77 years, leaving his wife and seven children.
By the end of 1849 the mission station had a population of 289 including 64 men. On 20
August 1850 the Bishop of Cape Town arrived there from Port Frances accompanied by the Rev.
James Barrow, Henry Waters and George Dyason. Miss Catherine Sass, daughter of the late Rev.
Sass, was keeping the infant school with a native, probably William Goliath, responsible for the older
pupils. The responsible missionary, the Rev. N Smit, was not in residence, but his deputy, who kept a
store, was there. At this time the estimated value of the mission land was £3,000. The staffing at the
station was bolstered by the arrival of the Rev. Henry Renton on 28 August. As the principal
superintendent of the mission station, the Rev. Smit resided in Grahamstown, but made periodic visits
to attend the work there. This reduced level of supervision may have accounted for a subsequent
deterioration in the state of the place and its people, and to its eventual demise during the war and
rebellion of 1850-53, which is described in Chapter 20.
Chronological progress of the Southwell district and its residents333
By January 1836 Frederick Philipps had bought Wolf’s Crag. In June 1837 Charles Penny offered
land for sale at Reed Fountain including a house and ten shares in commonage. At Grahamstown,
William McLuckie of Woodlands married Elizabeth Ward with the Rev. John Heavyside presiding.
The infant son of Frederick Philipps had died at Wolf’s Crag by the end of 1837. No Europeans were
living at Reed Fountain and by January the
following year a party of Xhosas, with a
large herd of cattle, had settled there. On 24
January 1839 William McLuckie had two
horses stolen from his residence, Woodlands.
During April 1839 Wesley Wood, 2,275
morgen, was offered for sale and there was a
sale at Wolf’s Crag where Frederick Philipps
offered the land , about 6,400 acres, and the
Barville Park, in ‘Southwell Settler’, by D Stirk
livestock along with about half of Holling
Grove amounting to approximately 3,000 acres. Philipps moved from Wolf’s Crag to Penderry near
the Kaga River on 1 May. On 19 April the Dutch barque, the Betty and Sara, bound for Rotterdam,
was wrecked near the Bushman’s River mouth nearby, suffering the loss of nineteen of her crew of
forty-two. By May 1839 William Gray was farming at Walsingham and an ox of his was slaughtered
there by Xhosas. On 22 May a hundred cattle were taken by four Xhosa raiders from Surgeon
Ambrose Cambell’s farm on the Kariega River, but the animals were retaken in the Kowie River
valley. Two of Benjamin Keeton’s horses were stolen from Lombard’s Post on 19 June 1839. In
September 1839 Wesley Wood, in the northern reaches of the Southwell district, was offered for sale
once again.
On 11 March 1840, William, son of the late General Charles Campbell of Barville Park, was
married by the Rev. Barrow at Zoar Chapel, Reed Fountain, to Jessie, the daughter of Charles Lucas.
During April, Heideman, Cock and Company, the partnership taking the lead in developing the
harbour at Port Frances, bought Glenfillan and Holling Grove in the Southwell district from Willem
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Hiddingh of Cape Town. On 20 May 1840, six cattle were taken from William McLuckie at
Woodlands and driven over the Fish River. In June William Cock advertised for a person to take
charge of his farm near the coast.
On 8 July Chief Pato arrived at John Phillip’s house on his way to Lombard’s Post. While
there he heard that John Mandy’s young son had gone missing as his family was returning from a visit
to the Fish River mouth. The chief abandoned his journey and re-crossed the Fish River to make
enquiries to help with the search. The young boy had been living on berries for several days while
wandering the Kap River peninsula where he was found by two Xhosa tribesmen out searching for
wild honey. One of them carried the boy the whole distance to John Phillip’s house.
Once again, Frederick Philipps offered Wolf’s Crag for sale along with the patch of Holling
Grove bounded on its north side by the portion previously purchased by George Hodgskin and
William Cock. On 16 September 1840 Major Henry Crause offered Walsingham for sale. Later that
month Lieut. Alexander Bisset’s mortgage on Fairfax was cancelled and the farm was transferred to
William Cock.
At the end of April 1841, Wesley Wood, towards the northern part of the Southwell district,
was offered for sale. It was described as being on the main road to ‘Port Richmond’, an appellation
that presumably referred to the new village of that name at Port Frances. By June 27 it is recorded that
Thomas Manley of Liversage’s party, was farming there. Thomas Robinson had held allotment No. 14
of 3 morgen and a share of the commonage at Reed Fountain, but he had since moved to the Fort
Beaufort district where he had died. In December 1841 Benjamin Keeton warned against shooting at
Lombard’s Post.
On 27 December 1841 George Shone took his family and a young Mr Philips to the Kariega
River at the coast. While fishing there with nets he attempted to swim the river mouth with a net line
around his waist, but he was swept out to sea. Mr Philips tried in vain to save him. With help from
nearby John Grant’s house in Grant’s Valley, his body was recovered and later taken to Grahamstown
for burial. He left a wife and two daughters.
In 1842 elephants were still plentiful in the Bushman’s River valley and elsewhere in Lower
Albany. There remained some reed buck and Cape wild dogs, but quagga and hartebeest had suffered
a rapid decline and were by now rare. In May 1842 William Gray had recently bought the farm
Walsingham of 5,500 acres from Major Henry Crause for £1,200. He had already been farming there.
At about the same time Benjamin Keeton offered thirty horses for sale from Lombard’s Post and
William Estment had moved to Holling Grove. On 9 June, as agent, James Miller offered the lease of
Walsingham for three and a half years. William Stirk, who would eventually become one of the
leading citizens in Southwell, was a mechanic at Grahamstown. His wife, Elizabeth, had died, and on
21 June he was married by the Rev. Thornley Smith to Ann Matthias, a widow.
By October 1842 William Gray was farming merino sheep and with Henry Harper of
Howard’s location he offered two rams on loan for stud. In late November James Moorcroft bought a
ram from William. On 1 December thirteen of William McLuckie’s oxen had been taken from
Woodlands. Edward Dell and William Gray had the contract for the supply of oat-hay to the line of
military posts from Cawood’s Post to Fort Beaufort, including Fraser’s Camp. The average price,
depending on distance, was 10s 6d for 100 lbs for the total contract of one million lbs. Benjamin
Keeton’s property at Radway Green was occupied by Daniel Wainwright who conducted a school
there. Benjamin offered the property to let on 22 December and around this time extensive swarms of
locusts were destroying the maize crops right across Lower Albany. In February the following year he
again offered Radway Green
In early 1843 the incidences of Xhosa raids increased and on 18 January three men followed
William Gray’s cattle as far as the Kowie River and recaptured them. In April 1843 Benjamin Keeton
was in poor health and consequently made a plan to sell his stud horses on 26 May. William Bear
bought two of the horses from the sale which was held at Lombard’s Post. On 1 June two of
Benjamin’s horses were stolen, but they were recovered in the Fish River valley. In July William
Cock offered Glenfillan to let with a portion of Holling Grove amounting in all to 9,000 acres. In late
August Jeremiah Goldswain accompanied a patrol to Glenfillan.
In mid-October 1843 William Cock advertised for persons to invest in the cultivation of Hope
Farm. He offered 100 oxen for sale there. On 24 October Charles Penny Jnr of Reed Fountain offered
two cottages on his land, to let. By late October 1843 Richard Forrester was farming portions of
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Wolf’s Crag and Holling Grove. By November three tenant farmers on Hope Farm had built a cottage,
cultivated 60 acres, and fenced in 200 acres within one season. William Wright of Prospect, Tarka,
bought Waterford of 2703 morgen for £490 from the sale of the estate of Arthur Barker. On 27
November William Gray agreed a contract for 620,000 lbs of oat-hay for military posts for prices
between 6s 3d and 9s per 100 lbs, depending on the distance. William McLuckie agreed a contract for
265,000 lbs for Fort Beaufort at 9s. On 5 December Gray secured another contract for 240,000 lbs at
5s 5 ½d. Henry Fuller was expecting to reap 700 bushels of wheat at Newton. On 14 December
Charles Penny Jnr offered oxen and two horses for sale at Reed Fountain. During the month William
Gray had sold two French merino rams to William Bear of Ellington.
In July an ox of Mr McLean’s was killed on Hope Farm, the seven Xhosa perpetrators being
pursued by John Hannay and others who were relieved in their chase by a patrol from Cawood’s Post.
Capt. Henry Warden was commanding at the Post. Large numbers of Xhosas were roaming the bush
in the Kowie River valley. Four horses were taken from Lombard’s Post, the culprits being followed
to Langholm where a report was given to Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw whose party took up the
trail. On 21 July the party from Cawood’s Post joined the search for a number of Benjamin Keeton’s
horses and they were re-captured near Fraser’s Camp Post after a clash with armed thieves. On the
same day an ox was taken from Thomas Biddulph at Birbury and it was found skinned. On 8 August
Benjamin Keeton was harried by Xhosas while returning from Fort Beaufort, but his attackers retired
after an exchange of gunfire.
On 11 October 1844, after visiting the Fish River mouth, the Port Frances harbour works, and
Bathurst, John Montagu, Secretary to the Government, arrived at Woodlands where William
McLuckie provided horses for their ride to Farmerfield Mission. By the end of 1844 elephants were
still to be encountered at least as near as the Bushman’s River and buffalo, springbok, reed buck,
Cape wild dog, spotted hyena and leopard were plentiful in the district. Lion, quagga and hartebeest
were scarce.
By the end of January 1845 Edward Brown had moved to Barville Park. On 24 March, after
conducting a wedding ceremony at Bathurst, the Rev. John Ayliff went to Barville Park to baptise
William, son of Edward and Charity Brown. On 29 March, while travelling from Reed Fountain to
Bathurst, Edward Dell was approached by an armed Xhosa at Kowie Pass. He safely reached the
home of Charles Penny Jnr, but there he was approached by two more threatening Xhosas. He finally
reached his destination via Port Frances. On 19 June nineteen of William Gray’s oxen had been taken
from his farm.
At Hope Farm in November 1845, David Hannay had experimented with flax and yielded a
promising crop on three-quarters of an acre. On 4 December twenty cattle had been driven off
Woodlands, but they were recaptured at the Kap River valley. On 9 December the Albany
Agricultural Society was formed including Stephen and Edward Dell, William McLuckie and William
Gray, demonstrating strong connections with Southwell, and also Henry Lloyd and his son William,
James Flanegan, John Usher, Timothy and Jeremiah Devine. By 18 December William McLuckie’s
tender for the supply of oat-hay for the military posts had been accepted at from 4s 6d to 6s per 100
lbs depending on the distance carried.
On 5 January 1846 a party was bathing in the Kasouga River just south of Theopolis Mission.
One of their number, Mr Jones, was drowned while attempting to swim across despite the best efforts
of Mr Poulton to save him. His body was recovered and a coffin was made at Barville Park. He was
buried at the Mission on 7 January.
On 21 February 1846 David Murray and Company offered linseed and Scotch oats, grown at
Hope Farm. By the end of February Cypress Messer, who had been responsible for overseeing the
developments at Barville Park for General Campbell, had died. Stephen Dell had acquired the farm. In
the midst of increasing hostilities throughout Lower Albany, Charles Penny Jnr and his brother Phillip
were pursued by five armed and mounted Xhosas near Reed Fountain on 10 March 1846. The
intruders escaped. Three days later armed and mounted Xhosas appeared at Glenfillan. The next day
two horses were taken from William Estment at Wolf’s Crag. The inhabitants of Lower Albany once
again petitioned the government for a return to the frontier policy of Sir Benjamin d’Urban.
Despite the increasing threat of hostilities at this time, farming continued and developed. By
March 1846 at Hope Farm brothers David and William Hannay, who had already engaged in sheep,
oats and barley, were now trying hemp allied to their earlier experiments with flax. Refuge camps
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were being formed in places across Lower Albany including Barville Park and Theopolis Mission
Station. They would provide points of resistance to invading forces. By the end of March neighbours
in the vicinity of Woodlands gathered under the protection of the zinc roof there, and they brought
with them twelve wagons in which some made homes. A watch was organised each evening with twohour turns of duty. In April key locations were designated for defence as Stations. Individuals were
appointed as Station Commandants: Stephen Dell and Charles Penny Jnr at Barville Park Station and
William McLuckie and William Fuller at Woodlands Station. Undeterred by the threat of an outbreak,
a substantial nine-room dwelling had recently been built at Holling Grove and John Forrester was
developing farming land adjacent to portions of Holling Grove and Wolf’s Crag.
Southwell at war, 1846334
On 11 April 1846, the day before the official commencement of the conflict known as the Seventh
Frontier War, Mr Ward found footprints of nearly one hundred Xhosas near Jager’s Drift. They were
heading westward.
Hostilities commenced in earnest when, on 20 April, two division of Xhosas invaded the
settlement. The northern division moving west reached Woodlands and beyond. Martial law was
proclaimed on 22 April and a party from Grahamstown saw Xhosa formations in the vicinity of
Lombard’s Post and heard about forty shots in the neighbourhood of the Mission Station. On 25 April
Capt. Joshua Norden was killed at Wesley Wood in the presence of Jonathan Ayliff of the
Grahamstown Yeomanry, son of the Rev. Ayliff. Woodlands Station was attacked and many cattle
were taken. Several burning homesteads along the Kariega River lit up the night sky. Woodlands was
attacked again on 26 April and withstood heavy fire on the doors and windows as some 2,500 cattle
were taken. William Estment led a party of settlers to his own Wolf’s Crag location where they
attacked the enemy held kraal to recover a thousand head of cattle, but at the same time his homestead
there was burned. On 27 April another serious attack was made on Woodlands Station, but the people
there held out. Barville Park Station was unsuccessfully attacked on the same day. Newton was
attacked for a second time. The next day more cattle were taken at Barville Park Station.
By the end of April 1846 all forage had been burned at Barville Park Station and nearly two
thousand cattle had been taken away. William Estment had lost everything he owned. He rode out
with the intention of finding help from Grahamstown fearing that all the stations along the Kasouga
River were otherwise doomed. Xhosa troops were observed in great numbers in the Kasouga and
Kariega River valleys and houses were burning as far west as the Bushman’s River. On 1 May Col.
Henry Somerset arrived at Woodlands Station from Grahamstown with a force of 300, all mounted,
made up from Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR) and 7th Dragoon Guards, with senior officers and some
burghers. There he made camp and renamed the station, ‘Woodlands Fort’. 1,800 cattle had been
taken there. This force was bolstered the next day with one hundred Fingos under Field-Capt. Abel
Hoole while some of the original force were despatched to Barville Park Station.
Early on the morning of 3 May, forty CMR under Ensign Joseph Salis left Grahamstown for
Woodlands Fort. On that day a mixed force, including Cradock Burghers under Lieut. William
Gilfillan, engaged with a large enemy force at Kowie Drift, while three of the enemy were killed at
Wolf’s Crag. Woodlands Fort was entirely surrounded by enemy who also occupied vast tracts of
ground down the Kowie River from Wesley Woods to the mouth. On 6 May Ensign W Harvey
reported a division of fifty Xhosa troops near Woodlands Fort. With Ensign George Carey and a
detachment of CMR, the enemy was contained until the arrival of twenty 7th Dragoon Guards under
Capt. William Hogg and Lieut. R Gregory. They carried guns. An attack was made by the CMR under
Lieut. John Bisset and, after four hours of fighting, just seven enemy succeeded in breaking out. Five
CMR were wounded; Lieut. Bisset, Corporal Bell, Corporal Kleinhans, Private Isaac and Private
Caroden.
On 15 May several persons in the district were mentioned in despatches for their parts played
during the recent hostilities including William McLuckie, Stephen Dell, and the people at Theopolis.
More property had been burned including two houses of Benjamin Keeton’s at Radway Green. On 23
May, C Brass was shot in the Kariega River valley. On 13 July 1846 a patrol from Woodlands had
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been near Jager’s Drift amid reports of armed and mounted Xhosas still roaming Lower Albany. On 6
August four Xhosas attacked a wagon bound for Barville Park about 12 miles from Grahamstown.
Stephen Dell reported the incident, but at the time no men were available to pursue them. He went
with William Gray to Driver’s Hill Post (named after Edward Driver of the Nottingham party). On 8
August Commandant Cockcroft, Edward Dell Jnr, Enos Brown and Jeremiah Honey, who had been
on patrol with eleven Stellenbosch burghers under Adjutant John Fliescher, arrived at Driver’s Hill.
Cattle they were seeking had already been driven east over the Fish River. A party under Samuel
Bradshaw and Jeremiah Goldswain recovered twenty-eight of William McLuckie’s cattle about ten
miles from Waterloo Bay east of the Fish River. Later another sixty-four cattle were retaken.
On 12 September 1846 seventy of William Estment’s cattle were driven off with others from
Brak River. The herdsmen followed them to Paarde Kraal, but they were driven away. The next day
Estment led a party of seven in pursuit, and the cattle were recovered at the Kowie River. On 13
September Hezekiah Gardner led a patrol of nineteen men at the request of Dutch farmers. They
recovered twelve stolen cattle at Bushman’s River. On 14 September more of William Estment’s herd
were plundered. On 23 September cattle from Farmerfield Mission had been recaptured at Spring
Grove and Glenfillan.
On 24 October the Rev. James Barrow and William Estment
subscribed to the Fund for the Relief of the Destitute, the calls upon
which were increasing. On 31 October the enemy attacked several
wagons travelling between Barville Park and Grahamstown and the
oxen were taken. On 3 November forty Xhosas took eighty of
William McLuckie’s cattle. The cattle left tracks which were seen by
Thomas Berrington and reported to Waai Plaats Post. The Levies
stationed there under Field-captain John O’Brien overtook them on 4
November. One hundred armed Xhosas bivouacked that night on
Spring Grove. Another attempt was made by Xhosas, on 5 November,
to intercept wagons on their way from Barville Park to Grahamstown,
but they were repelled by the gunfire of wagoner Edward Brown. A
party followed cattle stolen at Harvest Vale to Woodlands where they
met a friendly party, all outspanned. They had followed several sets of
cattle tracks and recaptured fifty-two animals at Kowie River valley,
killing one of the raiders. By this time Woodlands Fort was without a
garrison and the enemy were seen in some numbers in the vicinity. On
2 December William McLuckie was among a number of persons
receiving compensation for wagons and oxen lost during military
William Estment
service.
On 8 December 1846, Charles, son of Charles Penny Jnr, died
aged just one year, and he was buried at Southwell. During 1846 Edward Dell had died and was
buried at Grahamstown. Though martial law was lifted on 13 January 1847, on 23 January Bathurst
Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw rode to Barville Park, Theopolis Mission and Woodlands Stations to
warn inhabitants to remain on their guard. By early February there was intelligence suggesting that
Xhosas in large numbers were preparing to re-enter Albany from east of the Fish River to re-take
recaptured cattle while cattle theft continued in other places. On 7 February thirty-five cattle taken
from Oliphants Hoek were followed to Woodlands from where they were tracked and recaptured in
the Kowie River valley.
On 10 February an appreciative testimonial to Col. Henry Somerset was subscribed by several
inhabitants including Capt. Stephen Dell, Edward Dell Jnr, William Wright and William McLuckie.
On 20 February Benjamin Keeton and Field-captain Thomas Biddulph subscribed. On 15 February a
party of fifteen armed Xhosas crossed the Fish River at Sand Drift and on 17 February another party
crossed between Sand Drift and Trompetter’s.
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Fragile peace in Southwell335
On 27 February 1847 William McLuckie offered his Grahamstown house for sale which was
occupied at the time by William Cock. On 12 March Samuel Bradshaw had ridden to Woodlands and
the farms between there and Richmond, and then back to Port Frances Post. Mr Field had been shot at
near Woodlands. On 17 April a party of ten Xhosas had been seen at Woodlands and two cattle had
been taken, William McLuckie’s herdsman being wounded in the process.
As the War entered another phase, with most of the Xhosas expelled from Albany, on 19 June
1847 Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw rode out to Waai Plaats, New Gloucester, Trappes Valley, and
the Southwell stations at Barville Park and Woodlands Fort, to collect government property, horses,
and equipment, still in the possession of the farmers.
By 7 July 1847 William Gray had been appointed acting district Field-cornet as Southwell
School-chapel, with one gunner, was declared a military signal station. By 7 August William
McLuckie had been appointed executor in the estate of James Ward. On 10 September Charles Penny
Jnr died and was buried at Southwell. On 3 October eight cattle were taken at Newton. Field-cornet
Samuel Bradshaw had ridden to Merville with a posse of burghers on 20 October. They intended to
arrest a Xhosa for assisting in cattle theft there and to take him to Grahamstown. On 24 December
Richard Kemp applied for a licence for an inn at Woodlands. By the end of 1847 William Estment
had a store at Grahamstown.
By late February 1848 lot No. 14 at Reed Fountain was held for Richard Gush, the hero of
Salem (see page 130). On 11 March William Estment offered Wolf’s Crag for sale. On 14 March, at a
meeting at Richmond House, the Albany Agricultural Society, formed at Bathurst in 1845, was
reformed as the Lower Albany Agricultural Society. Elected to the committee were William Gray,
Benjamin Keeton, Stephen Dell, Thomas Hartley Jnr, Edward Timm and Edward Thompson— so
Southwell, Clumber and Bathurst were well represented. For the ensuing year, Lumsden Strachan was
appointed Secretary and William Cock Jnr, Chairman. Plans were made to resume and extend the
work of the previous society. On 22 March William Estment increased the amount of his land up for
sale. In addition to Wolf’s Crag of 1696 morgen, he included Holling Grove, 1300 morgen, and
Forrester’s Place, 1460 morgen. Parts of Forrester’s Place were on Holling Grove and Wolf’s Crag.
On 25 March a sale was held at the Barville Park Pound where John Dell was Pound Master. On 28
April 1848 ten cattle were taken from John Filmer’s kraal at Waterford. On 20 May Charles Penny Jnr
offered one hundred oxen for sale at Reed Fountain. By 27 June married couples William and Ann
Wesson and Charles and Sarah Walker were living at Woodlands. In early August a fire during grass
burning flared out of control causing William Gray to lose his oat hay stocks.
On 7 August the Lower Albany Agricultural Society held a meeting at Barville Park. William
Cock took the chair, others present being William Gray, Benjamin Keeton, Stephen Dell, Edward
Thompson, Lumsden Strachan, Cornelius Cock, John Thompson, George Ford and Thomas Brown of
Reed Fountain. It was resolved that a Volunteer Corps would be formed to stand in readiness to
address any emergency. During this month Benjamin Keeton offered Radway Green to let and the
farm at Kasouga Mouth was offered for sale. William Gray was appointed executor in the estate of
Martha, the late wife of James Thomas the younger. Edward Thompson was now operating Hope
Farm.
On 3 September 1848 William Steabler was appointed Catechist at the Southwell Schoolchapel. There was a proposal for the Lower Albany and Salem Agricultural Societies to amalgamate.
Their respective committees met at Southwell on 21 September 1848. When Governor Sir Harry
Smith visited Port Frances on 11 October he was addressed by William Gray on behalf of the
residents of Southwell. On that day arrears of quit rent were remitted including a sum to the Trustees
of William Hartley and Edward Hay, for allotment No. 14 at Reed Fountain. The next day the
governor arrived for breakfast with the Gray family at Walsingham and left for Grahamstown, and on
13 October George Dyason, Resident Magistrate at Bathurst, attended him for dinner.
On 21 October Cape Bishop Robert Gray, during a tour of Lower Albany, arrived at
Southwell from Port Frances and attended the School-chapel. He was accompanied on horseback by
William Cock Jnr. An address from the inhabitants of Southwell acknowledged the appointment of
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William Steabler as Catechist. The Bishop held a meeting of the Trustees at which £20 was raised
toward the debt on the building. The Rev. James Barrow, who had arrived from Bathurst, read the
Morning Prayer and the catechist read the Lessons. Holy Communion was celebrated and there were
fourteen communicants. The Rev. William Lond read the Epistle and Offertory which amounted to
£5. Before the Bishop left for Grahamstown he held a Confirmation Service for nineteen candidates.
By late October 1848 Stephen Dell had 500 acres of oat crops at Barville Park. On 11
November William Gray and Henry Harper offered thoroughbred Josephine rams for sale. William
Southey had 7 lbs of clean washed wool from a French merino ram acquired from Gray and Harper.
By the end of the year the Lower Albany Agricultural Society committee comprised Edward
Thomson, Stephen Dell, William Gray, Benjamin Keeton, George Dyason, Thomas Hartley Jnr,
Samuel Bradshaw, Thomas Berrington, Edward Timm and William McLuckie, the Nottinghamshire
locations again being well represented. William Cock Jnr retained his chairmanship and the Treasurer
was Lumsden Strachan.
Shortly after Jeremiah Goldswain and his family had moved from Bathurst to Burnt Kraal
near Grahamstown to commence sheep farming in 1848, son Charles wished to branch out on his own
account. For the purpose they identified a farm in the Southwell district owned by the Dell brothers,
Edward and Samuel. It is surmised that the farm, unnamed in the Goldswain Chronicle, was Barville
Park on the road from Grahamstown to the Kasouga River mouth. The farmhouse was one of only
two in Albany exhibiting the features for defence recommended by Sir Benjamin d’Urban. The twostoried stone house was surrounded by a loop holed stone wall with cannon housings at each corner
and a two-storied guard house at the gate. An arrangement was made whereby the revenue from the
stock and any increase in the size of the flock, less the expenses, would be divided equally between
the Dell brothers as partners, and Charles Goldswain.336
1849 began with successful crops of Victoria wheat for Thomas Hartley Jnr of the
Nottinghamshire family, and William Gray in Southwell. On 8 January Hendrik van Rooyen had
seventeen oxen taken at Jager’s Drift. John, Jane and Elizabeth McLuckie were attending Southwell
School. Edward Brown was at Reed Fountain by 20 February. At the end of the month William Gray
and William Cock Jnr were elected to the committee of the new Eastern Province Agricultural
Association. On 9 March the newly inducted Archdeacon of Grahamstown, the Rev. Nathaniel
Merriman, rode to Southwell School-chapel in the company of Col. Henry Somerset. There he
examined pupils under catechist William Steabler.337 He left with Steabler for Theopolis Mission
Station. Stephen Dell had tendered a price of 6s per 100 lbs for oat hay delivered to military posts
west of the Fish River. The rate for posts to the east was 9s 6d. On 25 March E Hodgman, and James
and Charlotte Wesson, were sponsors at the Baptism at the School-chapel of Daniel, son of William
Wesson.
By 25 March 1849 James Whittle and his wife Susan were at Lombard’s Post operating a
lime burning business. Their daughter, Harriet, was sponsored for her Baptism by A and E Hodgman.
Margaret Fuller was attending Southwell School. At Woodlands, Thomas Corbett offered two spans
of oxen for sale on 7 April. William Steabler, as catechist, preached there on 6 May. Just three days
later he had left for Natal and was succeeded by Henry Waters. By 31 May George, the son of
William Ford (late husband of Hannah, now Benjamin Keeton’s wife) had been married. From
Grahamstown on 23 June Edward Dell Jnr offered Kasouga Mouth Farm to let. By the end of June
scholars at Southwell School included Eliza, Eleanor, George, Elizabeth and Emma Gray and
William, John, Charles and Susannah Fuller.
On 14 July 1849 Benjamin Keeton again offered Radway Green to let at £20 per annum and
also offered another allotment on Liversage’s location. On 21 July 1849 a meeting of the Lower
Albany Agricultural Society was held at Barville Park. During a severe winter, on 31 July catechists
Thomas Wheeler and Henry Waters attended Evening Prayer at Grahamstown. By September 1849
Frederick Painter had relocated to the Sundays River and he offered for sale four allotments at Reed
Fountain. In September William Cock offered Glenfillan and half of Holling Grove to let along with
Glendower then occupied by Stephen Dell and Edward Dell Jnr. The Dells vacated Glendower in
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early October. Jane Gray and Samuel Dell were attending Southwell School. By 4 October William
Hobbs had taken up residence in Reed Fountain.
During October 1849 the naturalist J Leyland examined the country between Bushman’s
River and Bathurst. By November Edward Dell Jnr was residing at Kasouga Mouth Farm and John
and Maria Scott were at Barville Park. William McLuckie was an executor in the estate of the late
Andrew Thompson. In December it is recorded that Edward Rhodes was at Reed Fountain. On 11
February 1850 the Rev. James Barrow was married to Emerentia Truter. At this time a quarter of
mutton could be bought for 2s 9d. David Hannay of Begelly was married on 19 February at Southwell
School-chapel to Louisa, daughter of Sergeant John Featherstone, with W Cannell and A Richards as
witnesses. The Rev. Heavyside presided. By the end of February Thomas Brown of Reed Fountain
had been married. By 3 March George Ford the younger was living at Lombard’s Post.
On 9 May Robert Battley of Hope Farm, aged just five years, died and was buried at
Southwell by the Rev. James Barrow. By the end of the month catechist Henry Waters had
commenced a school for native Xhosa children at Southwell. It was held in his house pending the
construction of a new building for the purpose. Catherine, the daughter of the late Rev. Christopher
Sass, was teaching there. Dorcas, the daughter of Richard and Jemima Nicholas of Reed Fountain,
was baptised by the Rev. Barrow. At the same service Thomas, son of James and Elizabeth Johnson,
was also baptised. The Johnsons sponsored the Nicholas baptism and vice versa.
On 15 June 1850 the Rev. Joseph Willson preached at Southwell School-chapel the day after
a wind of hurricane force had struck the district. Joseph Stirk, who was destined to become a leading
citizen in Southwell, slept at Fraser’s Camp Post on his way to Grahamstown on 8 July. William
McLuckie offered his house near Schut Kraal to let, and on 28 July Walter Miles, son of Samuel, was
baptised at Reed Fountain by the Rev. John Smith. By July Southwell catechist, Henry Waters, was
holding services at Reed Fountain and Port Frances (now Port Alfred).
After visiting Theopolis Mission Station on 20
August, Bishop Gray arrived with his companions at
the Southwell Mission School where he met
Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman who had arrived from
Grahamstown. The Bishop slept in the teacher’s house.
The next day he read the Litany in the School-chapel
and confirmed ten candidates. Communion was
celebrated with twenty persons. Several farmers dined
with Henry Waters, to meet the Bishop, who promised
£100 toward the Chapelry providing they could match
the sum by Christmas. From Southwell the Bishop
rode to Farmerfield Mission accompanied by the
Archdeacon, the catechist, and Thomas Corbett of
Woodlands. On 22 September Henry Waters, catechist,
was made a Deacon by Bishop Robert Gray at
Grahamstown.
Joseph Stirk
By October 1850 preparations were once again
being made in Albany for an anticipated outbreak of war with the Xhosas and on 15 October troops
were despatched to Bathurst Post and to Woodlands. By the end of the month Catherine Sass had
resigned as Teacher at Southwell Native Mission School and William Goliath was appointed to
succeed her. By now the School had a separate building. Goliath was the first native African to be
confirmed by Bishop Gray, the confirmation having taken place at Graaff-Reinet on 21 April. Despite
advice from the governor suggesting all was calm in Kaffraria, there had been frequent losses of
livestock suffered by the farmers in Lower Albany and on 9 November Edward Dell visited Sir Harry
Smith in Grahamstown to make him aware of recent intrusions and his own recent loss of 120 sheep
in a single day. On 17 November Rowland and Charlotte Smith were sponsors for the baptism of
Thomas Reed’s daughter, Elizabeth, at the School-chapel.
On 27 November 1850 Eliza, the daughter of William Gray, was married at Southwell
School-chapel by the Rev. Henry Waters, to John, son of the late William Ford, of Paarde Kraal.
George Ford the younger and Eleanor Gray were the witnesses. On 15 December Benjamin, son of
Stephen Dell, was baptised at Barville Park by the Rev. John Smith. James Whittle applied for an inn
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licence for Lombard’s Post on 18 December. Surgeon Ambrose Campbell held the Ghio with a house
close by the Kariega River. Mr McNeil was living at Grant’s Valley as were Daniel McDougall and
his wife, Charlotte. William Nicholson, a stone mason, was now residing at Reed Fountain with his
wife, Jemima. As a precaution against anticipated hostilities, William McLuckie had evacuated
Woodlands. William Gray had been appointed Field-cornet for the Southwell district, and by the end
of December, after the proclamation of martial law, rations and forage were being provided at his Post
and at the newly designated Southwell Post.
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CHAPTER 16
SEVENTH FRONTIER WAR: THE WAR OF THE AXE
Preamble338
Some of the effects of the war of 1846-47 in the Southwell district have been described in the
previous chapter. This is a more general account of the war in respect of the settlement as a whole.
We have seen in Chapter 14 that shortly after his arrival in 1838, Governor Sir George Napier
was obliged to deal with the effects of a thwarted widespread rebellion during which Ensign Crowe
had been killed. Two more incidents during that year warranted his special attention, the serious
mistreatment of Mr W Carpenter by Chief Macoma, and the murder of a trader, Charles Bezant.
Noticing, as well, that cattle thieving had continued, the governor threatened to drive the errant chiefs
and their followers beyond the Bashee River. For good measure, he gave a warning to the Khoi
inhabitants of the Kat River settlement with reference to recent events and the difficulties faced by
Lieut.-Governor Stockenstrom:
I may here repeat what I said to the [Xhosa] Chiefs at parting—If ever now after the system established
and the selection of the men to administer it you prove restless and turbulent, your friends in England
will have every reason to decide that you were in the wrong throughout. This may be my last legacy.

These words anticipated events on the near horizon. During Napier’s administration 4,244 cattle and
868 horses had been stolen, and 24 murders were committed. On 10 July 1838 Mr Gladstone brought
the plight of the colonists to the notice of the House of Commons drawing attention to the breach of
faith on the part of the government, the continued robberies and losses, the exodus of the Boers, and
the instability of the eastern border. He called for another commission of enquiry, but Sir G C Grey
opposed the motion on the grounds that the British settlers had brought about their own demise
through aggression against the tribes, thereby giving credit to the claims made against the colonists by
the London Missionary Society. The motion was narrowly defeated.
The retirement from office of Sir Benjamin d’Urban, the former governor, brought forth an
outpouring of gratitude from the inhabitants and officialdom in the Eastern Cape, and also from Cape
Town, and there were expressions of dismay that he had been victimised and that his plans for the
Province of Queen Adelaide and related plans had been abandoned.
By the end of 1838 the final act in the abolition of slavery at the Cape had been concluded. It
was the end of the interim arrangement by which, from 1 December 1834, slaves had been indentured
for a period of four years. This had effectually meant that, during that time, they carried on their
oppressed existence as before, but were given the provisional label of apprentice. Now, to the great
credit of the philanthropists, this disgraceful practice had ceased completely. Unfortunately, the
process devised to compensate those who had been dependant on the services of ‘apprentices’ was
flawed. £20 million had been set aside, and based on an agreed rate of £85 per head, there having
been 35,745 slaves, approximately £3 million should have been forthcoming. This was reduced to
£1.2 million or £33 12s per head, but to make matters worse for the former slave owners, the sums
were payable in London, each proprietor being obliged to employ the services of an expensive agent
for the purpose. Disgruntled, many waived their claims, while others exchanged them for greatly
discounted values.
At the commencement of 1839 there was an attempted assassination of Capt. McLean at Kat
River signalling an escalation in hostilities with Macoma and his followers thought to be the leading
offenders. Cattle rustling continued unabated and the once-peaceful Thembus appeared to join the
plundering hoards, although that may have been Gaikas attempting to pass on the blame. It proved
necessary to reintroduce the commando system in contravention of treaty clauses. Whoever the
culprits, there were 320 separate cases totalling 540 horses and 1,285 cattle stolen, and involving four
attempted murders, one of which was successful.
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In 1840 Col. Hare succeeded Capt. Stockenstrom as Lieut.-Governor for the Eastern Province
and second in command to the governor. He was soon confronted with the insolence of the Xhosa
chiefs and made no immediate impact on their cattle rustling activities. The regulations required
pursuers to prove the spoors of the robbers as far as the boundary before they were entitled to claim
compensation, but the perpetrators were adept at covering their tracks or making their raids during
deluges when nature gave them a helping hand. Raids became ever more audacious to the extent that
the governor felt obliged to return to the Easter Province. On his way, at Uitenhage, Sir George
Napier received an address from the people of Port Elizabeth on which occasion he was candid
enough to admit that some provisions in the treaties he had earlier been required to uphold, in
particular those in respect of stolen cattle deemed to be unrecoverable, were unsound. This signalled
the beginning of a process to dismantle the Glenelg System.
In December 1839 Napier received the principal chiefs at the Chumi River, namely, Sandilli,
Tyali, Macoma, Eno, Botman (Bhotomane) and others, along with 4,000 of their followers. He
demanded a pledge that they would henceforth facilitate the return of all arrears of stolen cattle and
complained that murderers amongst their numbers had not been sought out by chiefs to bring them to
justice. His Excellency sought their agreement to permit small unarmed parties of farmers to pursue
stolen cattle in Xhosa territory and, if they located their own animals, to submit their case to the
Diplomatic Agent. A requirement for herdsmen to carry arms was rescinded as it encouraged raiders
to take weapons as well as livestock. The amendments required the chiefs to apprehend criminals and
bring them to the Resident Agent to be tried according to Xhosa law. Plied with lavish food and drink
they unashamedly accepted blame for past failings and readily accepted the amendments.
When the governor subsequently met the Gunukwebi and Fingo tribes he had no complaint
against them, but described to them the treaty amendments based on the need of the colonists for
greater protection. When he met the Ndlambes, Umkye admitted their culpability and promised
compensation for arrears arising from cattle theft. Now, all that was required to maintain the newly
signalled peace was for all sides to honour and maintain their revised obligations. At George, on his
way back to Cape Town, the governor announced his faith in the unanimous acceptance of the
amended treaty and his belief that a way forward had been found which promised every prospect of an
end to the depredations.
The Eastern Province had suffered badly from a shortage of useful labour, partly as a result of
the liberation of slaves and the enfranchisement of the Khoi population, and partly from the ease with
which some might enjoy a dishonest livelihood. In 1841 the Secretary of State assented to the
appointment of another commission of enquiry to discover ways to promote the improvement of the
colony. In October 1841 a public meeting was held in Grahamstown to consider the possibility of an
elected Legislative Assembly for the Eastern Province, the immigration of labour from Britain, the
operation of the frontier system, and the development of relations with Natal.
British troops had been placed in Xhosa territory at the Umzimvooboo River specifically to
protect the AmaPondo tribes from any possible attack from the Boers in Natal, but, in the event, their
presence seemed to serve as a calming influence over all of the once hostile tribes. The colonists
enjoyed a brief spell of tranquillity, free of hostilities, but by April the raids resumed and rapidly
increased in frequency and intensity, enough to cause another public meeting to be held in June at
Grahamstown.
A military party from Fort Brown arrived at the Great Fish River just in time to quash an
attack on the colonists, but not before the murder of Mr Rudman and a desperate sustained defence
against a vicious onslaught lasting over an hour. In another atrocity, Mr Potgieter had been seriously
wounded. At a meeting with the Lieut.-Governor, Chief s Tyali and Macoma denied complicity and
promised to find the culprits. All protestations from the colonists against the escalations of plunder
and violence, and widespread calls for greater protection, were met with the charge that they were
alarmist or that they were warmongering. In June 1842 the former Governor-General of India, Lord
Auckland, arrived at Port Elizabeth with his sister, the Hon. Miss Eden, and having listened to the
grievances of the colonists, he promised to submit and support their formal petition regarding the
whole state of their country.
Kama, Gunukwebi Chief and ally of the colonists had been converted to Christianity, not only
in word and worship, but in the manner of his way of life. He was threatened by hostile Xhosas. At
the same time Macoma attempted to move his tribe to land adjacent to the Kat River. When
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Macoma’s ally, Tyali, died. a witch doctor was appointed to the old barbarous task to ‘smell out’ the
perpetrator which the spirits determined to be Sutu the widow and former great wife of Gaika, mother
of Sandilli, and a friend of the government—she had intervened to save the life of a trader in 1834.
Whether this friendship or her large herd were the cause of her selection for accusation, is not
known.339 Sutu had many friends and, although sentenced to be burnt alive, she was able to escape to
find sanctuary with the resident missionary at the Chumi Station.
By August 1842 the verified accounts of barbarous acts, atrocities, and incidents of livestock
and horse theft were so numerous and frequent that the previously calm Lieut.-Governor Col. Hare,
felt compelled to issue a severe and lengthy rebuke to the chiefs at their quarterly meeting. 2,180
cattle and 240 horses had been stolen from the colony since the previous April. Later in the year the
Hon. Mr Menzies, a circuit judge of the Supreme Court, heard that the Dutch farmers who had, as
they saw it, emigrated north across the Orange River, deigned to claim sovereignty over their new
residence. In the judge’s view they remained British subjects so, being nearby at Colesberg, he went
to see them, corrected their misguided opinions, and boldly proclaimed their occupied territory for the
British Crown. In November, however, Governor Napier reversed the decision, leaving the farmers
confused and agitated. Were they colonists or were they foreigners free of obligations to Her Majesty
the Queen, but without the benefit of her protection? Anticipating consequences, Col. Hare planned to
lead a thousand soldiers to the Boer settlements. Before setting out, however, he conducted an
interview with Chief Macoma to enlist the chief’s assistance in protecting the fragile eastern border
during his absence. In contravention of the trust placed in him, while the Colonel was absent, the chief
consulted Kreli and other like-minded conspirators to plan an invasion of the colony. While Hare and
his body of troops were in transit, rumours circulated the Xhosa population that they had met with
some disaster en route to the meeting with the Boers.
In 1843 colonial troops thwarted an attempt by Ndlambe Chief Umhala and 1,000 men to
destroy Chief Gazela who was demonstrably loyal to the British Government. During this year the
young Chief Sandilli proved himself to be capricious and unfit for high office. His subordinate
captain, Chief Tola, had been expelled by the government from a district within the former ceded
territory between the Great Fish and Keiskamma Rivers. His occupation of that prized location had
been predicated on sustained good behaviour, an obligation he proved unable to fulfil. Sandilli, for his
part, had earlier asked for protection from the government against Tola threats, and had promised to
cooperate with the troops in effecting the Tola expulsion, but instead he colluded with the errant
captain permitting him to carry away plundered cattle. To cap it all he then audaciously claimed he
had not sought protection.
The Civil Commissioner of Albany, Mr H Hudson, known as a defender of the natives,
admitted that race relations were at a low ebb and that he could envisage the suspension of all farming
activities. A deputation approached Lieut.-Col. Johnstone stating that:
No man can venture to move from his farm unarmed, no cattle be sent to graze but under double
guards, no family can retire to rest but under set watches for the whole night; and yet, with all these
precautions, constant and daring robberies take place, some of them accompanied with murder; and
that, wasted and depressed by these continual anxieties and fatigues, they now find themselves unable
to struggle longer with their misfortunes, and should be compelled to abandon their farms.

The British settlement had been established by the government in a place adjacent to an
uncivilised race and then demanded tax money from them. Thus, in the view of the colonists, it was
up to the government to provide proper protection paid from their revenues. In the face of almost
daily atrocities the demands for greater protection and a return to the d’Urban system were received in
Cape Town from all of the principal towns in the Eastern Province from Port Elizabeth to Fort
Beaufort. The reports, accompanied by evidential returns, were transmitted to London, but not before
adding a cover intimating that the reports were exaggerated and the colonists were alarmist. Even so,
for 1843 alone, there had been verified reports of six murders and thirteen assaults with intention to
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kill. There had also been a revival in the practice of ‘smelling out’ and one particularly gruesome
incidence where the perfectly innocent victim, untried with no opportunity whatsoever to deny the
charges, was convicted for causing the sickness of Macoma’s son Kona by witchcraft. He was
tortured in hideous ways, strangled to death in the most brutal manner, and tied to a post in his house,
which was duly set on fire. Needless to say, he was a wealthy man, his estate passing to Macoma’s
family. Another victim, a Fingo, and therefore a British subject, was tortured and put to death on a
charge of witchcraft and was ‘eaten up’, that is to say, his property was taken from him. It was found
that his real crime, in the eyes of his Xhosa accusers, was to have informed colonists of the
whereabouts of some of their stolen cattle.
Sir Peregrine Maitland assumed office as the new governor on 14 March 1844 with a specific
remit to examine matters in connection with the fragile frontier. This was at a time when Lieut.Governor Hare had been obliged to use the 7th Dragoon Guards to retrieve cattle from Macoma and
Eno which were needed, in accordance with treaties, to compensate farmers for certain losses. In
advance of hearing a petition from inhabitants, the Hon. Messrs Ebden and Breda of the Legislative
Council asked to be furnished with returns covering depredations between 1837 and 1843, details of
resulting losses, acts of aggression on either side, breaches of current treaties, assaults, and of
murderers apprehended and handed over by the chiefs. Their request was denied as it would involve
the government clerks in too much effort and was pointless as such information was already available
in the government gazettes. An authoritative summary was needed but, while J C Chase had already
compiled such a record to accompany a petition to the Queen from Port Elizabeth, it was not an
official government document. Accordingly, in his official capacity, Chase prepared a new more
thorough report with the necessary validity to set before the Legislative Council.
This time J C Chase’s report was accepted, but the contents were not discussed until
September 1845 after Colonial Secretary, Mr Montagu, decided he had no reason to doubt the
accuracy of the document. Under the Glenelg-Stockenstrom system between 1837 and 1843 cattle had
been stolen at a rate of 86 per week and horses, 7 per week. During this time there were 73 cases of
actual murder—2 more suspected, and 82 assaults on colonists, but only 10 thieves had been brought
to justice by the Xhosa chiefs. Even as the new governor took up his office at Cape Town, serious
crimes were in current operation. His Excellency soon understood there was a united conspiracy for
plunder and the evasion of justice, and the Gaikas in particular were sheltering rather than reporting
the criminals amongst them.
Chief Macoma, responsible for bringing culprits to justice, filched much of the booty for
himself, but tried to pin the blame of concealing them on his brother Xoxo. His duplicity and cunning
led at first to the apprehension of innocent parties to the murder of Dutch farmer Nel.
The now daily occurrences brought forth urgent requests for the reinstatement of a neutral
buffer zone between the tribes and the colonists to avert what was seen as an imminent catastrophe.
This proposal was not heeded, as neither was the idea of a return to the d’Urban plan, but the dire and
deteriorating circumstances at the frontier were not denied, and in September 1844 Governor
Maitland headed east for a summit meeting with the troublesome chiefs. He announced the
replacement of the failing treaties with new ones designed to encourage them to restrain their people.
He offered annual inducements to the chiefs amounting to £680 in total including Faku and Kreli £75
each, Congo and the Fingos £100 each, Ndlambe £200, the Thembus £80, and Eno £50. As usual the
chiefs humbly acceded to the new arrangements and heard plans for a new military post, Victoria,
between the Chumie and Kat rivers. Throughout the colony the arrangement was expressly heralded
as a breakthrough, replacing the flawed Glenelg plan with something offering a much greater prospect
of lasting peace.
The euphoria accompanying the announcement of the new border treaty soon abated when an
attempt was made by the Lieut.-Governor to organise a meeting with the chiefs on 3 January 1845 for
the purpose of ratification. Paramount Gaika, Chief Sandilli, failed to show up and there was a
discernible lack of enthusiasm on the part of the other chiefs. A second meeting was held on 21
January and this time Sandilli and other principal chiefs attended and, although they objected and
complained, they signed up, except for the relatively minor 18th article. Although depredations
continued, they were pegged at a manageable level until a clash sparked between the emigrant Boers
and the Griquas north of the Orange River, in territory subject to a treaty of alliance with the colony.
The colonial response was to despatch a large body of soldiers to the trouble spot, but this caused an
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escalation in hostilities. This in turn caused Governor Maitland to visit the scene and during his return
journey he received representations expressing the deep anxiety amongst the colonists fearing that, so
far, a serious outbreak had only narrowly been avoided by the forbearance of the military forces.
Nonetheless, the tribes had indicated their readiness to respond to the slightest unintended provocation
as the omens of war became ever more evident.
A meeting at the residence of Field-cornet Lombaard typified the feeling of the border
colonists at this time in that they were happily paying their dues of taxation, but in return were being
afforded inadequate protection against the continual and increasingly audacious attentions of their
threatening neighbours. There was now a real fear of a full scale invasion coupled with a feeling of
complete mistrust of the tribes, and recognition that the contingent of troops at the border was wholly
insufficient to resist such an attack. To make matters worse, the enemy warriors had acquired, by
whatever means, significant supplies of guns and ammunition, and of horses. Resolutions passed at
Mr Lombaard’s house contained listings of the actual sufferings of specific families in terms of
buildings and contents burnt or otherwise destroyed, and vast numbers of livestock taken to the extent
that several family groups faced complete ruination and absolute destitution. In typical fashion,
however, they were ignored, viewed as alarmist in Legislative Council six hundred miles away at
Cape Town. Their fears of an orchestrated incursion were dismissed despite protestations that the
Xhosas were at that time more formidable as a fighting force than at any time before. The AttorneyGeneral thought that relations with the tribes at the border were at their most comfortable phase since
the arrival of Van Riebeeck in 1652.
One concession to the representations of the aggrieved colonists was the provision of a
Tribunal of Appeal presided over by a frontier commissioner. With the exception of the Gaikas who
deferred their compliance, the tribes pledged their support for this arrangement. The non-compliance
of the Gaikas rendered the otherwise admirable measure all but useless. Progressive plans to elevate
the role of the commissioner to the extent that he would take responsibility for brokering and
maintaining peace at the eastern frontier were coupled with the notion that the office of Lieut.Governor might be abrogated. When colonists, both in the east and in the west, heard of the possible
demise of the Lieut.-Governor, they were alarmed. The easterners in particular feared that the small
measure of independent government they enjoyed would be greatly compromised and that there
would be a return to single overarching administration. They argued for increased rather than reduced
powers to be vested in the Lieut.-Governor to provide a high degree of independence from the
administration at Cape Town and to ensure they were represented by an authority in touch with their
local affairs. In April 1846 Mr Gladstone needed more time and information to understand the colony
before advising Her Majesty. Imminent events delayed the submission of reports and in themselves
significantly changed the impression of affairs in the Eastern Province.
In November 1845 the tragic murder of German Missionary, the Rev. Ernest Scholtz, a
servant of Resident Agent Mr Shepstone who he had been mistaken for, was denounced by Lieut.Governor Hare, and he accused Chief Pato of devising the plot. The resulting inquiry was deflected by
the chief who failed to apprehend the culprit.
The frequency of cattle raids increased going into 1846 adding to the fears of impending
doom felt in the east. A particular circumstance involving Sandilli and his councillors gave rise to
further suspicions in respect of the attitude of the tribes. Two years earlier the chief had made a
request for a British Post to be established at Block Drift on the Chumie River, a measure that would
not otherwise have been considered by the military authorities. Supposedly, it would facilitate the
better control of cattle theft in the district. In early 1846 the proposal was considered and surveyed in
the presence of the Resident Agent. The chief now objected to the plan and denied ever having made
such a proposal. Concerned about this denial, Colonel Hare took a body of troops to the drift and there
met with an insolent Sandilli and a large body of some 4,000 armed horsemen presenting an alarming
threat. The colonel remained calm, opting to avoid a direct confrontation. In time the chief offered a
half-hearted apology for his behaviour, but continued to claim the ground proposed for the post.
Demands were made for redress in respect of accumulated claims of stolen cattle, but Sandilli made
personal threats against the messenger sent out by Hare. The records show that after this incident
Sandilli had joined a war party and gave notice to his cohort of like-minded chiefs that he was
preparing for war. In another meeting with the British he showed up with 5,000 armed warriors, 2,000
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with guns. The colonel was forced to admit the omens when he returned to a waiting deputation of
colonists.
The ignition of war340
Macoma and a number of his followers were very fond of intoxicating liquor and enjoyed the
canteens set up for drinking in Fort Beaufort. One of his drinking pals of Tola’s tribe stole an axe, but
the matter was easily closed when he returned the item to its rightful owner. Later he was
apprehended after taking a hatchet from the Commissariat stores at the Fort. In accordance with
normal judicial practice he was handcuffed to a Khoi prisoner. Another pair of reprobates, an English
soldier and a Fingo, were also manacled, and the four prisoners set off for Grahamstown under the
protection of a small armed guard. At Dan’s Hoogte on the Kat River, the party was attacked by a
body of Xhosas. Faced with the difficulty of their friend being handcuffed to the Khoi, they chopped
the latter’s wrists and stabbed him to death. The other pairing managed to escape and they concealed
themselves. Chiefs Sandilli, Botman and Tola refused to divulge the murderers or give them up and,
as a result, the governor, having been provoked by the constant antagonisms, on 31 March 1846
declared war. The ensuing conflict was dubbed the Seventh Frontier War or the ‘War of the Axe’.

Colonel John Hare encounters Chief Sandilli at Block Drift, 30 January 1846

Progress of the war341
As the series of frontier wars continued, the enemy Xhosas acquired more arms, horses and abilities,
and, though the colonial forces were able to introduce more troops as necessary to guarantee an
outcome, the conflicts tended to increase in duration. In each conflict the initial pattern of war was
similar, the enemy attacking and then fleeing to the woods and jungles for concealment, with the
pursuing troops chasing and relying on cover and careful tracking. Any successes of the enemy were
often accompanied by gruesome mutilations.
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From the colonial viewpoint, the conditions for war at this time were less than ideal. A severe
drought affected the procurement of supplies delaying the start of the pursuit until 11 April, and
hampered their general progress. This compromised their plan for a swift and decisive attack on an
enemy believed to be protecting their earlier ill-gotten gains in the depths of the Amatola forests.
Nonetheless, a contingent of troops reached the mission station at Burns’ Hill at the upper reaches of
the Keiskamma River on 15 April. The enemy saw them coming and attacked the wagon train
plundering supplies, destroying 63 of the 123 vehicles, and causing them to drop back to Block
Drift.342
From the colonial point of view the early phase of the war was peppered with unfortunate
incidents. Victoria Post was abandoned and burnt cutting off communications with the colony, the
enemy captured 41 more wagons at Trompetter’s Drift, and about 4,000 cattle were taken at Fort
Peddie where lives were lost. These and other successes emboldened the Xhosas, maintaining the
strength of their coalition and spurring them on to greater achievements. In considerable numbers they
invaded the colony causing mayhem and forcing farmers to retreat to the larger towns or camps where
they remained in terrible conditions for several months.
By the end of May the tables had begun to turn, in the northern reaches of the colony at any
rate, where contingents of burghers from several places, including Graaff-Reinet, Colesberg and
Cradock, arrived and restored some order. They were led by Andries Stockenstrom (now Sir) who had
been appointed to the role by the governor. In June, at the Gwanga, a small feeder stream for the
Keiskamma River, a party led by Col. Somerset, including the 7th Dragoons Guards, the Cape Corps
and others, intercepted enemy troops, defeated them, and caused them great loss. The formerly neutral
Thembu peoples were found to be protecting plundered cattle for the Xhosas and joined with them in
the fighting, but paramount Chief Kreli procrastinated. Appalling weather brought a temporary respite
for both sides as the governor, in need of recruits and more horses, considered retiring his troops to
Waterloo Bay on the eastern bank of the Great Fish River mouth, with the intention of resuming the
pursuit in October. Military stores were held at the bay where there was a landing place for supplies.
This plan, however, was abandoned in favour of an early action against the enemy strongholds in the
Amatolas, which materialised, and was met with considerable success. This was soon followed by a
direct attack on Kreli, the suddenness of which caused the chief great alarm. Apart from surprise, this
latter move achieved little other than a promise that he would not intervene in the conflict, and it
opened up something of a rift between the leaders of the action, Andries Stockenstrom, and Lieut.Colonel Johnstone. They took the fight to Balotta country, the abode of the Thembus, acquiring cattle
in the process.
The situation of the Xhosas, now weary with fighting, but in possession of a considerable
cache of plundered cattle, enabled a truce with Sandilli, a suspension of the war, and a meeting with
the instigating chiefs at Block Drift, where His Excellency set out the terms of their submission being
the return of 20,000 stolen cattle and 2,500 muskets, and the evacuation of the right bank of the
Chumie River. Macoma had already sued for peace on behalf of the chiefs except for Sandilli who
delayed and left the camp. Thus the war continued and more cattle were taken until Sandilli and
Botman gave themselves up, though Pato and a few minor chiefs held out near the Kei River. Those
Xhosa chiefs and their followers who had given up the conflict began to enrol as British subjects, but
the governor remained unhappy with the conduct of Kreli (Sarhilli), particularly for protecting stolen
cattle, but also for his poor treatment of British subjects in his country across the Kei and in the
colony. In another effort to secure peace with Kreli, the governor issued an ultimatum demanding
15,000 cattle and an agreement for peace, but this was unheeded resulting in an excursion of colonial
troops across the Kei where they captured 10,000 head of cattle within a few days. Still no general
peace had been achieved by the end of 1846.
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A scene from the War of the Axe, thought to be by Capt. W R King

Presumably as a result of the drawn out nature of the conflict, Governor Maitland was
recalled by the home government and was replaced by Sir Henry Pottinger who was additionally
appointed High Commissioner with a supplement of £1000 to his salary. This latter aspect of his role
gave him sweeping powers over the maintenance of the frontier some 600-800 miles from his office
in Cape Town and responsible only to the Imperial Government for the management of foreign
natives beyond the border, including the annexation of territories and declarations of war or peace
without notice. Nonetheless, his brief to end the war as speedily as possible was clearly expressed by
Earl Grey who was duly concerned about the great expense and prolonged nature of the conflict, the
destruction of property, and the interruption of the every day lives of law abiding colonists. After a
minimal stay at Cape Town the new governor headed for Grahamstown arriving on 27 January 1847.
Reporting to him, Sir Henry E F Young was appointed Lieut.-Governor and Commander-in-Chief
over the Eastern Districts. He arrived the following 23 April with a task to examine proposals for
separate governance of the Western and Eastern Provinces, or the relocation of the seat of government
to a more central place, or some other viable alternative that would recognise the separate and distinct
nature of each district, affording proper recognition for the East. This energetic officer responded
immediately to a request by the governor to provide information on the true nature and validity of the
grievances harboured by the colonists. A circular sent by him to thirty-eight prominent gentlemen in
the colony called for a written response or a personal interview and it contained a proviso that he was
impartial and open-minded on questions of the governance of the Eastern Province.
The response to the circular was voluminous and conclusive. Eight prominent persons
responded by letter while public meetings were held at Port Elizabeth, Grahamstown, Sidbury, Fort
Beaufort, Cradock, Uitenhage, Somerset, Salem, Bathurst, Oliphant’s Hoek and Bushman’s River.
Reports were received from four municipalities, Port Elizabeth, Somerset, Graaff-Reinet and
Grahamstown. The citizens were pleased to have been given the opportunity to spell out their views,
the overwhelming viewpoint being in favour of the perfect separation of governance for the provinces
or the removal of the seat of government from Cape Town to a more central location. The Lieut.Governor accordingly drafted a faithful document dated 14 October 1847 listing the bases for the
conclusion as:


Evils of the remoteness of the Western Executive
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Anxiety of the inhabitants to be placed in the position recommended by the Royal Commissioners
of Inquiry 1826
Sufficiency of the Eastern Province revenues for separation, shown by reference to statistical
returns
Removal considered as an equivalent for a division of the Colony
Unanimous dissatisfaction as to the general management of the Colony by the existing
Government as regards roads, Land Registry Office, Surveyor-General’s Office, Educational
Department, postmasters, and other establishments
Absence of all representation in the Councils
The Lieut.-Governorship as at present constituted is...not only useless, but a positive clog to the
public service
That the Eastern Districts were entitled to a Political Constitution
That removal or separation was inevitable
That removal would not be ruinous to Cape Town as its commercial and political importance has
never suffered from the absence for long periods of nine of its Governors (from 1819 to 1847)
That removal was preferable to separation, he deeming it “impolitic to subdivide and thereby
weaken the power and resources of the Colony; and that, on the contrary, a facility should be given
to wield them vigorously and promptly in their aggregate form by the stationing of the most potent
Executive authority that can be created at a convenient vicinity of the point of danger...

Sir Henry Young’s report received a cold response as did his numerous proposals for the
improvement of the lives, not only of the Eastern Province populace, but also for the colony as a
whole. His very active tenure spanned just ten months. Amongst the list of proposals thus rejected
were: a share of the convict labour monopolised by the West; roads and bridges; the long-overdue
issue of title deeds; additional magistrates; improvements in the provision of churches, schools and
gaols; help for teachers and libraries; postal services to connect with Natal; moorings at Algoa Bay;
and a lighthouse at Cape Receiffe. It seems the government had little faith in the economic prospects
for the Eastern Province but, of course, in time their predictions were found very much wanting.
In the face of the continued intransigence of Chief Pato holding out even after colonial forces
had raided his neighbours, Governor Pottinger determined to reassemble his levies to force him and
his followers over the Kei River. The attack was delayed through the tedious process of re-enlisting
jaded volunteers not yet recovered from long marches in oppressive conditions and the need to
address a shortage of supplies. During this hiatus, Gaika chiefs, already submitted and registered for
British citizenship, became restless, and Sandilli, purporting to speak for the subjected Gaika chiefs,
expressed their regret that their situation had not reverted to that enjoyed in 1836 after the previous
war, and wanted a return of the ceded territory. The governor suspected insincerity and warned that
any chiefs submitted as guilty of new hostile acts would be sought out, arrested, and confined as
prisoners at Robben Island.
The governor’s fears proved to be well-founded by events such as in June 1847 when goats
were stolen at Kat River and traced to their kraals. When Sir Henry Pottinger demanded restitution in
the form of the apprehension of the thief and compensation in the form of three oxen, just a few goats
were returned while Sandilli denied all knowledge of the identity of the thief. A failed attempt was
made to apprehend the chief on 16 June, and when the troops attempted to drive away some cattle,
they were set upon by a body of some 2,000 Gaika troops who appeared to have been readied for such
an opportunity. In the fifteen hour retreat to Block Drift a number of enemy warriors were killed and
wounded for the loss of one colonial officer and one man wounded.
The second phase of the war343
The renewed conflict initiated phase two of the War of the Axe. It coincided with the commencement
of the planting season for Xhosa farmers and a change to cold weather which was unfavourable for
warfare. In an attempt to recommence discussions on peace, Sandilli claimed the recent clash had
been instigated from a misunderstanding. His people were hungry and he pleaded for the return of
some cattle for food. For his part, the governor responded that there had been no such
343
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misunderstanding, demanded the apprehension of the thief, and wondered where were the firearms
recently used against the colonial troops. Sandilli claimed that he had already given up all of his guns.
The subjected chiefs continued to ask for the return of the ceded territory, but the governor was not
impressed and held back awaiting the arrival of reinforcements and supplies.
2,000 men eventually arrived made up of regular troops and volunteers. The governor formed
a plan to defend the colony with a rearguard and commit another body to attack, but before activating
the excursion he reduced his demands on Sandilli requesting the surrender of 200 guns and the
apprehension of the thief, this being enough to “satisfy the offended dignity and honour of the British
Government and likewise demonstrate to the other Gaika chiefs that we have the power of coercing
them”. This having no effect, on 27 July the governor made a proclamation, declared war, and
branded the chief a rebel. By now Sandilli had called for support from Kreli and Pato. Sir Henry
Pottinger’s plan was then actuated. The colonial offence forced Sandilli and his followers to retreat to
the Amatolas where they were successfully routed within a few months. The chief, his brother Anta,
and eighty followers eventually surrendered on 19 October 1847.
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CHAPTER 17
LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS TO 1850

Introduction
Having described in outline the background of events leading up to and during the Seventh Frontier
War, and key political developments during that period, attention now returns to the progress of the
Nottinghamshire settlers and their friends and neighbours at Clumber, Bathurst, Table Farm and at the
Kowie River mouth. Some account of the progress of individuals and families up to the Sixth War is
provided in Appendix 6 where it is noted that a few Nottinghamshire people found their livelihoods in
other places within the colony. As regards the Southwell district, some account of the lives of families
in the period 1836-50 has been provided in Chapter 15.
The first Clumber Church344
There are several accounts covering the spiritual developments of the inhabitants of Clumber and
neighbouring locations, some of which provide clues as to other aspects of their lives. Perhaps the
most comprehensive is E Morse Jones’s booklet Clumber: The Story of a Settler Church 1825-1967
which was commissioned to mark the centenary of the third church, but it also covers the first and
second churches from which it emanated. We also have a work by Douglas Bailes entitled Methodist
Church Clumber and a contemporary account by Elijah, the son of William Pike, the Clumber
settler’s first preacher. These records are supplemented with relevant entries in the Lower Albany
Chronicles (LAC), also written by Morse Jones, various works by clergymen and missionaries such as
William Shaw, Henry Dugmore and John Ayliff, and of neighbour and good friend Jeremiah
Goldswain in his Goldswain’s Chronicle. Inevitably, with so many publications, the same ground may
be covered in a number of sources, and may be regarded as common knowledge or implied from the
context, so citations are given here only for information of a specific nature.
There being no ordained minister aboard the Nottingham Party ship, the Albury, Methodist
William Pike devised ways for interested passengers to engage in worship. At the tented camp at
Algoa Bay he donned his blue gown and preached amongst the newly arrived immigrants as they
awaited their transfer by ox cart to their new district on the Torrens River where, eventually, they
outspanned at the foot of a small hill. There a prayer service was conducted expressing thanks for
their safe journey and they subsequently named the hill ‘Mount Mercy’. William Pike continued his
spiritual care of the community and he was so respected that after the second party leader, Thomas
Draper, departed the district, he was appointed as the third leader. Considering that Pike may not have
been trusted to handle the family’s parish allowance for emigration345,
this represented a considerable improvement in his standing.
In the earliest days the services were conducted under a large
tree on ground close to the house of John Bradfield’s family near the
river, about a mile west of the hill. When the weather was poor they
assembled at the Pike house a few hundred yards to the east of the hill.
It was not until 11 January 1821 that the first service by an ordained
minister took place. He was the Rev. William Shaw who was the
officially appointed minister for the large party led by Hezekiah
Sephton, which had by then taken root at Salem. Shaw was the only
official minister amongst the whole body of 1820 settlers based on a
requirement that, for such an appointment to be made, the party had to
consist of at least one hundred families. At the service he baptised
Thomas Palmer, son of George and Millicent, and Edith Sansom,
daughter of George and Dorothy.
The Rev. William Pike
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From his visit to Clumber and other party locations the Rev. Shaw was able to see at first
hand the spiritual needs of the British settlers and from this knowledge he was able to agree a rota to
allocate preachers to participating parties on certain days each month. The first preacher at Clumber
under the new plan was Richard Gush, also of Salem, at a service on 8 April 1821, and thereafter each
Sunday in turn, the district was attended by John Dold, (John) William Shepstone, Philip King, John
Ayliff, Richard Walker and John Oates. A version of the plan, taken from The Journal of John Ayliff
(p. 12), is shown in Appendix 9. Strangely, in this plan William Pike was allocated to the locations of
parties other than the Nottingham party.
Unfortunately, by 1823, attendances at Clumber had dwindled and services lapsed.
Encouraged by Jeremiah Goldswain and his wife Eliza, both of whom had accompanied him on a
number of his preaching excursions, William Pike agreed to resume services alternating between his
house and the Goldswains’ house at nearby Freestone.

The original plan of allotted land for the Nottinghamshire families within Clumber, prepared by
William Smith, the Government Surveyor, 1828, bearing the crest of the County of Nottinghamshire
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The Nottingham party location at Clumber was divided into allotments and by 1825 three
morgen (approximately six acres), including Mount Mercy, was designated for a Church building.
There was a requirement that the larger parties, such as the Nottingham party, should provide public
places for use, not only for their own people, but for neighbouring smaller parties, and in this respect
Mount Mercy was eminently suitable, being accessible for the Dyason, Holder, Bradshaw and
Hayhurst parties. Thus the promoters felt justified in launching an appeal signed throughout Lower
Albany calling on the government to provide a stipend for a minister. After the site was taken over by
the Wesleyan Conference, further awakening the interest of the people in the district, a committee was
formed to open a subscription list for a building fund. Donations came in the form of materials,
including bricks, rafter beams, door timbers, and thatch, and some money. Others gave their labour.
All this enabled the committee to avoid any serious indebtedness. Maybe it was not the most
comfortable place, but the project was a success, and a simple building was completed with a capacity
in excess of 100 people. No longer were they crammed into William Pike’s restricted abode, but they
all appreciated his early attempts to form a congregation, which had begun aboard the Albury.
The first service in this first Clumber Church took place on 29 September 1825 and the
building was packed with people arriving from as far afield as Salem and Grahamstown. The service
included the Sacrament, and it was followed in the afternoon by a Love Feast.346 Dinners and teas
were provided for all. John Ayliff who, though not ordained until 1827, had been given overall care of
the congregations in Lower Albany, attended almost monthly, and held his first service on 12
November. William Davis frequently conducted services there. Ayliff’s journal indicates the good
attendances being achieved around this time:
Saturday, 19 Novr., 1825: Left town today in company with Mr Davis and arrived this evening at Mr
Pike’s, and Mr D preached at the Clumber Chapel in the evening from the Saviour’s word., “The poor
have the Gospel preached to them.” It was a good time.
Sunday, 20: At Mr D’s request I preached form the Apostle’s words to the Ephesians (2:), “By grace
are ye saved through faith.” The Chapel was exceedingly full. It appears a wonder where the people
come from. In converse with one of the persons present, she told me that the distance from her place to
the Chapel was too great for her to go on foot and be time enough for the morning service. So she
intended to go to a party that lay about half way & there stop till afternoon. But her astonishment every
house was shut and all the people gone to the Chapel. This is a good sign. 347

Typically, William Pike provided dinner for the visiting clergymen and sometimes this
entailed overnight accommodation at his home. Congregations settled to an average of about twenty
souls and sometimes their presence was attended with dangers. On 16 April 1826 a convoy of about
forty elephants, entirely capable of destroying the building and people in it, passed very close by on
their way to feeding grounds. The following extract illustrates both this event and the then dwindling
attendances:
Saturday, 15th April, 1826: Left from home today for my appointments at Clumber and arrived at good
old Bro Pike’s about dark but, the evening threatening for rain, no person came to preaching. I felt in
my body & rather heavy in my mind. [After this entry Ayliff includes a prayer for deliverance from his
depression]
Sunday, 16th April: This morning there were about 40 elephants passed through the Nottingham party
on the way from Caffre Land towards what is called the Kowie Bosch [forest]. They very much
alarmed the people of the house near where they passed but they did no one any harm348

On 1 March 1828 Mr Ayliff attended the funeral of elephant hunter John Thackwray who had been
rolled up in the trunk of an injured elephant, carried away, and crushed to death. In his journal he
described the horrific injuries and the somewhat spartan form of service in the ‘Scotch’ form.
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The first baptism at the new Church took place on 24 September 1826, that of George
Hodgkinson Jnr, undertaken by the Rev. Samuel Young. By 1828 the Church was free of debt and
during the year a memorial service was held for Edye, the wife of Aaron Aldum. The following year
William Pike, aged sixty years, became gravely ill and on 9 May the service, conducted by the now
ordained Rev. John Ayliff, was held at the Pike house so enabling the revered patient to be included.
Ayliff visited again on Wednesday 17 June and on the following Friday the Rev. Pike, leader of the
Nottingham party, died:
Rode today to visit Bro. Pike who, I hear, is fast drawing to a close in his mortal career. When I saw
the old man his mind, I found, was stayed in Christ, having peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ and a good hope of heaven. He died on Friday following. I have known Bro. Pike since 1820 &
always found him a zealous member of Society and an active Local Preacher. His labour as a Local
Preacher has been much owned to the conversion of sinners.
This day my dear Jane was delivered of our fifth child 349

The Rev. Pike was buried close to the Church where he had so dutifully served at the formative stage
of official religious worship at the location. His son, Elijah, remembered the spartan design of the
Church which may have contributed to the death of William:
My Farther died June 18th 1829 as far as I can remember my Farther was apointed to Preach at
a place called Wesley Mount or Green Fountain the Chapel being out of repear it being a wattle and
dab one so called the wind blew very sharp through the wall behind the Pulpit, he having road sparyse
he took a cold which obliged him to keep his bed for some time. he recovering by the blessing of God
so as to get about a little but before he was got strong enough to go about he was desired to preach as
there was no preacher came and he again took a cold and was confined to his bed and he had all the
medical assistance that he could be got but all to no youce. but my Dear Farther grew worse he was a
great sufferer.350

The Rev. Samuel Palmer was given responsibility for Lower Albany in 1831 and he was
pleased to learn that some twenty-five children regularly attended Sunday school at Clumber. He was
followed by the Rev. William Satchel in 1832 and the Rev. Richard Haddy in 1833, and by the
following year, before the outbreak of the Sixth Frontier War, the congregation reached up to fiftyfive people. During the early part of the war the Church and local homes were abandoned and the
people found refuge at nearby Bathurst under the protection of a military post before being escorted in
convoy to Grahamstown. Though the enemy entered the Church and inflicted some damage and
plundering, it was not destroyed by fire as were some of the others.
Towards the end of the war, in 1835 a few people returned to Clumber, but the situation
remained precarious and they were ordered to laager at Halfway Bush, now called Prospect, the home
of Edward Timm. Twenty families took refuge there.351 The following year some semblance of
normality had returned as people came back to restore their battered homes and attend a service
conducted by the Rev. Garner at which four children were baptised. By this time the Church boasted
some 150 adherents, although not all attended every week. The Rev. Green held a service in October
1837 and by then a Day School was being conducted at the Church by schoolmaster Thomas Peel of
nearby Trappes Valley. He retained his position up to 1848. In November 1837 tenders were sought
for a schoolmaster’s house.
Elijah Pike’s diary includes an entry for Sunday 22 April 1838 which describes his feelings
during a prayer meeting held by Mr Peel. It was some time after the conclusion of the 6th Frontier
War, which would have been fresh in the minds of the settlers. During the war he had been employed
to obtain guns and ammunition from Grahamstown for the defence of Bathurst and neighbouring
places including Clumber. At this time Elijah must have been aged around 24 and appears to have
experienced some kind of religious awakening or epiphany:
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Apriel 22th 1838 Sunday at the praer meeting in the evening the preasence of the Lord was felt in a
pourefull way about 13 engaged in prayer. I felt hard at times and at others I was meted doune, but at
the last when Mr Peel concluded I was constraned to yeaild I could hold out no more when he said this
may be the last visitacion of grace. O what a reacth am I afteare the means of grace that I have enjoyed
But I thank the Lord that I am out of hell, and I pray for grace that for the remainer of my Days whoe
has died for me that I may live to Him, so I do from this time forth resolve by the strength of the Lord
and by His Grace assting me to live to his glory even so help me O Lord through Jesus Christ Amen.

The entries in Elijah’s diary for the next month or so are dominated by classes and prayer meetings,
often describing his feelings about his faith, struggling with some kind of soul searching:
Monday 23 [April] to day we plowed, at night I attended the prayer meeting at Mr. I Davies the
meeting well attened the house full and the preasence of the Lord ementely felt but most part of the
time I felt very hard and impentent, while others around me where praising God with all their heart
...
May 3 to night at the Preaye meeting in the chapel I engaged in prayer I was effected very much it was
good to be their I could not refrin from crying most of the time for a cence of the goodness of God in
his forberince towards me a miserable sinner
...
On December the 31st 1838 I renued my cavinant with God it was a time of melting down before the
Lord. on reviewing the past year I must say that it has been a year of many merceys and blessings from
the Lord. But I have not improved those blessings as I hought to have done I am still a pore bareend
Figtree I have the leaves of profeshion without the fruit of Grace. 352

In 1846, at the outbreak of the War of the Axe, the Seventh Frontier War, the Clumber
community was again under threat, but this time they opted to plan defensive stations rather than
abandon their farms to take refuge in another village. The Church became a command station with
Thomas Cockcroft in charge as Commandant. The women and children took shelter inside the church
while the men stood guard and patrolled the district scouting for enemy. Despite the imposition of
martial law, the Rev. Ayliff rode from Bathurst to hold a special service there in May. Martial law
was lifted in January 1847, but standard services were not resumed until the following March.
Although the church survived the War of the Axe and retained its large congregation drawn
from a flock of some 150 adherents, the fabric of the main building was in a poor state. It was time to
plan a new building. William Cadwallader was appointed schoolmaster in January 1850 and he also
served as the resident preacher at a time just before the outbreak of another war.
General developments within the Nottingham party and at Clumber between the Sixth and
Seventh Frontier Wars
One of the main aims of this work is to gain an impression of the everyday lives of settlers as they
toiled and progressed in the face of ever-present dangers and hardships. The typical crops and
materials available to them and the prices of goods and services may be of interest. It is also intended
to indicate the increasingly entangled relationships within and between parties and some of the
movements of people within and outside of the settlement, including occasional visitors. Hopefully,
the detail provided here will go some way towards meeting these objectives.
On 28 July 1835, George Palmer Jnr was married at Grahamstown to Ann Manley with
Millicent Palmer as witness. In September 1835 armed Xhosas were still present in Lower Albany and
fourteen had been killed by a patrol near Bathurst. About four hundred cattle at Manley Flats
belonging to Edward Driver and Thomas Manley had been driven off. The victims pursued the raiders
to the Coombs and recovered about seventy-five head.353 By November 1835 Jeremiah Hartley had
bought the late James Weeks’s bakery at Grahamstown, and had re-opened it.354 After the war,
insurance on thatched houses had risen to 17s 6d per £100.355 In January 1836 tenders were called for
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transport between Bathurst and Grahamstown which, no doubt, would have been of interest to
Clumber people as their village was near to the route.356 By May 1836, Richard Hulley of
Richardson’s Party from Yorkshire was farming at Clumber.357 William Elliott was at Halfway Bush
by June 1836.358 By 31 December, 1836, Elijah Pike, son of the late the Rev. William Pike, was
granted 1945 morgen (about 3900 acres) of land on the left bank of the Kap River and named it
Dundas.359
On 2 May 1837 Thomas, son of Nottinghamshire settler John Bradfield, was married at
Grahamstown by the Rev. John Heavyside to Eliza Turvey.360 The following September, cattle raids
were continuing unabated and Benjamin, son of George Palmer, lost two cattle at van Aardt’s.361 In
November 1837 tenders were called for the erection of a house for the Master of Clumber Day School
connected to the Wesleyan Church, offering free education. On 23 November members of Calton’s
Nottingham party remaining in Albany sent a memorial to the Duke of Newcastle describing the
current dire circumstances of the settlers. Although no details have been found they must have
referred, amongst other things, to the continuing cattle raids which had never really ceased since the
official cessation of the Sixth Frontier War two years earlier. By now Richard Bradfield had been
married.362 Samuel, son of Francis Allison of the Nottingham party, was married to Ann Glass at
Grahamstown by the Rev. James Barrow. During 1837 Thomas Peel had been appointed schoolmaster
at Clumber.363 On 7 February 1838 Thomas Brent Jnr married Mary Elliott, the daughter of
Nottingham settler, William Elliott. The ceremony at Bathurst was presided over by the Rev. James
Barrow, with Hannah Brent and James Tarr as witnesses.364 On the first day of March, William
Elliott’s son, Nathanial, married Arabella Thomas at Grahamstown, with the Rev. Heavyside
presiding.365
Some information as to the fate of certain members of the Nottingham party and their friends
is provided by Elijah Pike from his diary for 1838-39.
May 12 [1838] Died at Bathurst Mr. Mugglestone a man that came out with our party a wheel right by
trade a good workman he had a good women for his wife had no child they might have been a happey
cupel but he would not referin from drink to which may be atbruet his death, truly the way of transgress
is hard. he had repeted warnings but would not hear. O Lord save me from such an end but may my life
be that of the rightouse that my end may be like his altho theire seemed [?] in his death.366

George Mugglestone, aged 36, was described in the ship’s roll as a carpenter, and he travelled with
his wife Sarah, aged 46. The following diary entries are intriguing:
Sunday 13 Grahams Town...And tonight Mr Price died he was a good man s Class leader and an
exorter. O Lord grant me Grace to serve thee that my last end may be that of the gust
...
Thursday 30 ... William Aldher [Alder] was in great distress. 367

Neither Price nor Alder are listed in any 1820 settler party so it is assumed they arrived later, possibly
taking up residence at Clumber.
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Elijah’s marriage to Mary Whitaker Low, daughter of James and Ellen , warranted a brief entry in his
diary and he found time to attend the prayer meeting of that evening. The first fruit of the union
arrived less than a year later:
Thursday 11th 1838 To Day I entered into the marrage state, I felt the importance of the ingagements
that I was about to enter into. O may the Lord innable me to keep my vows to my life’s end. At the
preayr meeting at night I felt it good to be their. James Tarr was marred at the same time
...
Monday June 3d 1839 My Dear Mary delivered a daughter 368

More details of the marriage are recorded in the Chronicle: James Low was of Bailie’s London party,
and the marriage ceremony took place at Bathurst, with the Rev. Barrow presiding and Thomas Brent
and Harriet Foxcroft as witnesses. James Low was possibly the last of the original adult settlers to die
when he passed away in 1888.
During 1838-39 several of the Clumber families held religious meetings at their houses
including those of Elliott, Davis and Foxcroft. Some of the most eminent ministers from history are
recorded by Elijah as preachers at the Church including W Shaw, W B Boyce, J Impey, J Archbell
and H Dugmore.
James Archbell, who according to Elijah ‘maid a poor thing of it as he maid severial
misstakes in his Sermon he said a deail that he might of left unsaid and did not say much that might
have been said’, had gone out in 1818 as a missionary to Namaqualand, had in 1826 prepared a
Baralong Grammar and Vocabulary, and in 1832 was appointed Methodist Minister at Bathurst. He
accompanied Major Smith’s force of 1842 which occupied Durban, and in 1843 built the Methodist
Church there. In 1850 he established the Natal Independent newspaper.
In June 1838 William, son of John Purdon of Willson’s Middlesex party, married Thomas
Tarr’s daughter, Elizabeth, from the Nottingham party. The ceremony took place at Bathurst and was
conducted by the Rev. James Barrow, with James Tarr and Mary Purdon as witnesses.369 On 12
August 1838, George Bingham preached at Clumber.370 Thomas Peel preached at Clumber Church on
26 August 1838.371 On the last day of August 1838 George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party
loaded a wagon of supplies at Grahamstown for delivery into the Lower Albany district. Jeremiah
Hartley preached at Clumber Chapel on 2 September. Around this time Sarah Aldum of Sephton’s
London party was staying with Mary Pike. On 21 September 1838 Thomas German of the
Nottingham party went to the Clay Pits to procure some of that material. On 28 September four oxen
were stolen from Thomas Hartley. Two days later the Rev. William Boyce preached at Clumber
Church.372
On 7 October 1838 the Rev. George Green preached at Clumber Church and Frederick
Woods was now living in the vicinity. James Tarr of the Nottingham family was married at Bathurst
by the Rev. Barrow to Hannah Brent of Bradshaw’s Gloucestershire party, with Thomas and Sarah
Foxcroft of Hayhurst’s Lancashire party as witnesses. John Bailie Jnr preached at Clumber.373 The
following month, on 30 December 1838, Thomas Walker Jnr preached at Clumber standing in for
John Bailie Jnr. At the Watch-night Service on New Year’s Eve at Clumber, addresses were given by
Thomas Walker Jnr, George Barnes, Thomas Peel, John Usher and the Rev. William Shaw. 374 By now
William Boyce was in charge of the Lower Albany and Newton Dale Circuit of the Wesleyan Church.
At the end of 1838, James Tarr if the Nottingham family had moved to Grahamstown.375
By March 1839 Joseph Walker had acquired lots of land from several settlers including an
allotment from William Elliott Jnr of the Nottingham family. John Hartley of the Nottinghamshire
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family was married by the end of March.376 James Backhouse and George Walker of the Society of
Friends, York, had visited Newton Dale Mission and Kaffir Drift at which latter place they were met
by George Barnes and Richard Gush who guided them to the Kap River Mission to see the Rev. John
Monro. From there they rode to Cawood’s Post and were the guests of John and Ann Cawood. After
breakfast and a service they rode to Clumber where they visited Richard Hulley on the Torrens River
and were hosted by Thomas Peel. They attended a Prayer Meeting and a Service in the Clumber
Chapel. They continued their tour with visits to Port Frances and Bathurst. On 14 April 1839 William
Comley preached at Clumber and by this date William Elliott of the Nottingham party was writing
poetry.377
Thomas Peel preached at Clumber on 12 June. In this month measles was now affecting
nearly all families in Clumber and Bathurst. On 22 June nobody attended the Clumber Chapel for
service on account of the outbreak. It is recorded, however, that Philip Powell preached there eight
days later, and on 7 July the Rev. John Cameron took to the pulpit.378 William Hartley the younger
took over Jeremiah Hartley’s bakery at Grahamstown.379
Benjamin Palmer of the Nottinghamshire family suffered the theft of two cows on 1 October
1839. They were traced to the Kowie River valley, but a patrol from Bathurst Post followed the tracks
without success. In the same month a patrol of Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR) was successful in
retrieving fifty-two cattle and a gun, and they captured two Xhosa thieves.380
In an end-of-year review for 1839, it is recorded that elephants still lived in the local valleys
and it was still possible to meet up with a rhinoceros.381 On 15 March 1840 the Auxiliary Wesleyan
Missionary Services were conducted at Clumber and Bathurst by the Rev. James Archbell.382
By June 1840 Summerhill Park was held by Thomas Hartley of the Nottingham party. He
died at Bathurst on 22 July 1840 and was buried there.383 William Elliott Jnr of the Nottingham party
family married Susannah Futter of a Middlesex family at Grahamstown with the Rev. John Heavyside
presiding. Nathaniel and Arabella Elliott were witnesses.384
By January 1841 James Allison of the Nottingham settler family was now at Mparane
Mission.385 By February 1841 it is noted that Thomas Draper Jnr, son of the second leader of the
Nottingham party, appointed after the death of Dr Thomas Calton, had moved to Colesberg.386 For
convenience, an extract of his story is provided in Appendix 8, ‘The Letters of Hannah Dennison’, as
she resided in Colesberg and recorded his arrival.
By October 1843 gardener Thomas Draper Snr was employed in the famous Ludwig’s-burg
Gardens in Cape Town. He worked there until his employer, Baron von Ludwig, died in December
1847. He must have impressed as his next employment was as the first head gardener (curator) of the
new Government Botanical Garden in Cape Town. This project was funded by public subscription
including a significant sum from Thomas himself. After he resigned in 1850 he was replaced by C L P
Zeyher. Thomas went on to become the first curator at the Grahamstown Botanic Garden from 1855
to 1860 and died at Bathurst in 1882.
Thomas Draper Snr had made the crossing in 1820 with his son, Thomas Jnr, but his wife,
Sarah, was not with them. It is generally assumed she died just before they were due to depart, but this
is not confirmed. In Cape Town he married Eleanor Loxton and their first child, David, was born in
1849. They had a second child, Isabella Jane, in 1851. David married Elizabeth (Betsy) Loxton. An
obituary for Dr David Draper appeared in an international science publication in 1830. An abstract
reads:
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IN September of last year David Draper, one of the oldest of South African geologists, passed away at
the ripe age of eighty years. He was well known throughout the land as the founder of the Geological
Society of South Africa in 1895. He was born in the Cape Colony in 1849, and was the son of one of
the English settlers who came out to South Africa in or about the year 1820. Most of Dr. Draper's
schooling was done at Colesberg in the Cape Colony, which place he left whilst still in his teens to join
the small army of diggers occupied in opening up the diamond mines of Kimberley in 1868. After
taking an active part in this work with a fair amount of success, he departed for the Lydenburg and
Barberton Gold Fields, which he closely studied, and later settled for some years in Natal, where he
made himself acquainted with the extensive coal fields of that colony. The richness of the gold mines
of the Witwatersrand afterwards drew Dr. Draper thither, and one of his first commissions of
importance was to unravel the geological section from Vereeniging to the norite ‘Pyramids’ north of
Pretoria on behalf of the local Chamber of Mines. This work, which covered an entire section of the
Witwatersrand beds, was successfully accomplished and has stood substantially correct to the present
day.387

On 14 April Catherine, daughter of George Palmer, married Joseph Weakly of Hyman’s
Wiltshire party.388 On 30 May 1841 Sarah King, formerly the wife of the late Thurston Whittle, died
aged 41, and was buried at Clumber. By 1 August William Elliott Jnr of the Nottingham family was a
blacksmith at Grahamstown.389 On 14 November 1841 the Rev. Thornley Smith preached at the
Clumber School Anniversary.390 On 27 March 1842 the Rev. G Aveling preached at Bathurst and
Clumber and on 31 March monies received at Clumber and Bethel Chapels were paid to the Rev.
William Shaw by Thomas Peel. Summerhill Park was offered for sale by William Hartley the
younger, as executor in the estate of the late Thomas Hartley.391
On 4 May 1842 George Tarr of the Nottingham party was a witness to the marriage of joiner
George Russell to Sarah Allen with the Rev. Thornley Smith presiding. The next day many people in
Lower Albany were in a state of alarm by large movements of Xhosas in the district and many took
their families to safety at Cawood’s Post, Trappes Valley Mill, and Clumber.392 On 17 October
Jeremiah Goldswain offered Freestone Farm for sale along with three allotments in Clumber. George
Palmer of the Nottingham Party lost two horses near Bathurst on 25 October. On 30 October the Rev.
John Smith, now the Wesleyan Minister at Bathurst, preached at Clumber School in the morning. The
next day examinations were held at Clumber School at 10am.393
In November 1842 Jeremiah Goldswain received the deeds to Freestone Farm.394 Elijah Pike
recorded his birthday in his diary, making a familiar remark similar to today’s despairing cry of ‘time
flies’, the next entry reporting the effects of alternating very rainy and very dry spells, typical of the
district, but more extreme than usual:
On November the 12 I was 27 years of age Time how sweeft it flis Gone Gone Gone
3d March 1843 these last two days we have had more rain than we ever remember the River [Torrens?]
rose three times, The past year their has been more rain than can be remembered to have since we came
to the colony the rain did much damage to the crops of Hoat Hay and the land the last two months has
been very dry much fruit395

On 28 February 1843 John Richardson, now working as a blacksmith at Thorn Hill, married Emma,
the daughter of Thomas and Ann Tarr of the Nottingham party, at Clumber, with Emma’s parents and
brother George as witnesses and the Rev. John Smith presiding.396 On June 1 George Tarr, who was a
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carpenter at Clumber, was married at Bethel Chapel by the Rev. John Smith to Sarah Perie of Thorn
Hill, daughter of the late Robert Perie. Robert Jnr, Mary Pirie and John Richardson were witnesses.
The Anniversary Sermon at Clumber was preached by the Rev. Thornley Smith on 25 June and next
day a meeting was held in the Clumber schoolmaster’s house.397 Benjamin Palmer of the Nottingham
family was married by 2 July. On 23 July he had ordered his herdsmen to collect some of his cattle
together at the Torrens River near Clumber. He took William Brown of Clumber, who was now a
constable at Bathurst, down to the river to inspect them. They reached Kaffir Hoek, north-west of
Bathurst, and in the loop of the river, a place that was overlooked by Kaffir Hole Cave, they were
murdered. They had been missed and the next day Thomas Hartley Jnr led four others in an
unsuccessful search. Another search on 25 July found the bodies. The story of the pursuit of the
perpetrators was recorded in the Goldswain Chronicle, a summary of which can be found under
heading ‘The Goldswain Family’ on pages 240-41. Palmer had held Lot Nos. 16 and 17 at Bathurst.
By 31 July Benjamin Palmer’s widow rented a pew at Bathurst Church and Francis, son of Richard
Hulley, married Elizabeth Wright of Clumber.398
On 29 October 1843 the Rev. John Smith preached at the Wesleyan Sunday School
Anniversary at Clumber.399 In December 1843 John Richardson had made two iron gates into the
Clumber Chapel grounds from the Nottingham Party Market Place which was where the tennis courts
now stand (in 2002). The ironwork included his initials.400 On 25 February the Annual Wesleyan
Missionary Services were held by the Rev. Henry Dugmore in the morning at Clumber and in the
afternoon at Bethel Chapel. Other such services were held at Port Frances, Bathurst and at Ebenezer
Chapel.401 Francis Hulley of Richardson’s Yorkshire party had taken up residence at Clumber by 25
April 1844.402
In June 1844 William Purdon of Willson’s Middlesex party resettled at Clumber. He was
destined to become a leading citizen in the locality.403 Ann, the wife of Richard Hulley, had died, and
was buried at Clumber on 31 December 1844. Richard’s son, Joseph, was now managing the family
farm. John Staples, a farmer with Cock’s Oxford party, had been married at Clumber to Mary, the
second daughter of John Purdon.404 On 3 December 1845 Thomas Tarr of Halfway Bush married
Mary, daughter of Thomas Brent at Clumber with the Rev. John Smith presiding. The annual Mission
Sermons were preached at Port Frances, Bethel Chapel, Clumber, Bathurst, and at Ebenezer Chapel.
The Sermons at Clumber and Bethel were rendered by the Rev. Henry Dugmore.405 By 31 March
1845 Thomas Pike had married. At Clumber the Rev. John Ayliff conducted the marriage of James
Pike, who was farming there, to Sarah, daughter of Aaron Aldum, with Mary Pike and Thomas Peel
as witnesses. James was a nephew of the late Rev. William Pike.406
By June 1845 two Nottinghamshire settler families had acquired new land. Edward Timm had
acquired Elephant Park and George Tarr was at Fish River Farm.407 On 3 July eleven cattle had been
taken from Walter Currie Jnr and they were abandoned on Elephant Park.408 The Chronicle shows that
William Tarr’s son, Henry, was living in Lower Albany.409 By the end of 1845 Thomas Peel was the
Steward at Clumber Church. William Pike has a store in Grahamstown while James Tarr relocated to
Trappes Valley.410
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On 23 January 1846 all ten of Thomas Brent’s oxen had been taken from Lemon Valley.
Mark Cockcroft, patrolling with five burghers and two Cape Mounted Riflemen, sighted them
traversing the ‘Staircase’ at The Coombs. The next day they followed the tracks by Driver’s Bush,
Fraser’s Camp Post, Signal Tower, and over the Fish River.411 On 13 March 1846 John Pike was
married at Clumber by the Rev. John Ayliff to Tamson, daughter of Thurston Whittle of Surrey.412 In
April, Clumber Chapel was designated a refugee station with Thomas Cockcroft appointed as
Commandant while Mark Cockcroft was appointed at Trappes Valley Station nearby.413 On 5 April
Mark was reassigned to New Bristol and was replaced at Trappes Valley by Thomas Foxcroft. On that
day the Rev. John Ayliff preached at Trappes Valley and New Bristol. William Elliott now held
Spring Grove, Clumber. James Pike had moved to Collingham, and Thomas Foxcroft was a partner in
the Mount Donkin Inn.414
The Nottingham party and Clumber during the Seventh Frontier War
According to his obituary, Elijah Pike was employed during the
1846/47 war to carry supplies to Fort Dacre near the Fish River
mouth. On 24 April 1846 the enemy were seen in great numbers in
the vicinity of Bathurst, Clumber and neighbouring Trappes
Valley. About 200 attacked Trappes Valley Station at 6.30pm as
many of the men were away on patrol under Field-cornet Samuel
Bradshaw. After an hour of heavy enemy fire about eight hundred
cattle were taken and no oxen were left there for pulling the
wagons. John Purdon’s house and all of his forage were burned.
By the end of the month, with the exception of the refugee
stations, the whole of Lower Albany was under the control of the
enemy.415 On 28 April the people of Trappes Valley Mission
Institution under the leadership of John Ncapai were attacked at
Clumber by a large party of Xhosas. They were driving cattle to
Bathurst. Ncapai was killed, three others were wounded, and 189
cattle were taken, but they killed the enemy commander and
wounded some of his men.416 On 29 April William Hayward,
Joseph Nelson and Thomas Nelson Jnr volunteered to leave
An obituary to Elijah Pike,
Bathurst to find and bury the body of John Ncapai in the face of
courtesy of D Smith
nearby enemy forces. In the meanwhile Jonas Kowie of the
Trappes Valley Mission had died of his wounds. He was buried at Bathurst at the same time as two
loyal Xhosas. The Xhosas had been killed while bringing cattle from the coast to Bathurst.417 In early
May, as fighting intensified at Cawood’s Post and Cuylerville, Mark Cockcroft’s two remaining oxen
were being used to draw water for those sheltered at Trappes Valley Station.418 The Rev. Ayliff
reported that six cattle had been taken at Trappes Valley on 2 May and no cattle or bread could now
be found there. Many had lost large stocks of oat hay, Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw losing 70,000
lbs from his house. In the district hay worth £3000 had been destroyed in just two days.419
By early May 1846 oat hay stacks belonging to George Palmer Jnr of the Nottinghamshire
family had been burned at his farm at Waai Plaats. The value was estimated at £1,500. On 10 May a
party of settlers was in action against a band of enemy Xhosas at Clumber. By this time there were
ninety-one persons at the Trappes Valley Station and they were in serious need of replacement
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rations.420 On 13 May Thomas Brent died, aged 53 years, and was later buried at Clumber.421 During
April and May 1,400 head of livestock had been lost in Lower Albany, but the strip of land through
Cawood’s Post, Trappes Valley, Clumber and Bathurst had suffered less damage than the surrounding
farms as it fell between the routes of two main Xhosa divisions, and the posts and stations in the area
had shown considerable resistance to the invasion. Amongst the 8 men, 7 women and 14 children
taking refuge at Cawood’s Post were George Tarr of Nottinghamshire and his family. On 31 May the
Rev. John Ayliff rode to Clumber and Trappes Valley to visit and comfort the people.422
On 10 September 1846 George Palmer’s cattle herd was driven off Waai Plaats. They were
tracked by Stellenbosch burgers from the Waai Plaats Post.423 On 3 October, cattle on George Palmer
Jnr’s farm at Waai Plaats were once again the target of an attack.424 On 29 November Commandant
Thomas Foxcroft, with six mounted men, attempted to recover Francis Hulley’s cattle which had been
driven off by five armed Xhosas, but they were unsuccessful. The next day he took twelve men with
him, but again failed.425 On 2 December Thomas Bradfield was among a number of persons receiving
compensation for wagons and oxen lost during military service. On 3 December Sophia, wife of
Joshua Davies, died at Clumber, aged 53 years.426
On 25 February 1847 Joseph Bradfield’s house at Clumber was struck by lightning in a heavy
storm, but two children sleeping near the wall where it struck were unharmed.427 A supplementary
report said the storm passed from west to east, but hung over the valley at Clumber for a considerable
time. A loaded gun standing in a corner was discharged by a lightning trail which passed along the
bottom of the wall by two sleeping boys with their heads no more than six inches from the wall.
Miraculously, they escaped without injury though they said they felt they had been in the midst of
fire. The lightning went on to pass through a window destroying and hurling the frame in the
process.428

On 21 March Wesleyan Auxiliary Mission Services were held, the one in the morning at Clumber
being taken by the Rev. H Pearse.429 On 3 July the Government had bought forty oxen from George
Palmer Jnr, but they were seized by Xhosas on Manley’s Flat. Palmer obtained four Cape Mounted
Riflemen and William Surmon Jnr to follow the trail by Driver’s Bush to the Fish River. Unable to
obtain additional assistance from Trompetter’s Drift Post, they crossed the river and eventually
recovered the animals.430 On 16 July, George Palmer Jnr bought Cypher Fontein for £3,225.431
Resumption of normal life for the Nottinghamshire settlers and in the Clumber district
Peter Valentine, who was aged 24 when he emigrated with the Nottingham party, died in August
1847. On 14 August Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw rode through Clumber, Trappes Valley,
Cuylerville and Bethany instructing farmers to draw seed oats.432 On 6 September the Rev. John
Ayliff visited Clumber after he had married Jane Goldswain to Samuel McArthur at Bathurst. On 12
September he preached at the Clumber Sunday School Anniversary in the presence of seventy
European and fifty African children. On 13 August Job Harvey assisted the Rev. Ayliff in examining
the children in religion. They were questioned in the Xhosa language, but they were required to
420
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respond in English. Books were given as prizes after which eighty persons enjoyed tea in the Chapel.
Sadly, the next day, John Bradfield’s wife died at Clumber aged 76 years. By this time George Tarr
had moved to Grahamstown. On 18 September the Lower Albany Wesleyan Library asked for the
return of books loaned before the war. The books were to be returned to Joseph Bradfield at Clumber
or the Rev. Ayliff at Bathurst.433
By November 1847 George Palmer Jnr’s farming activities were expanding rapidly and he
had added farms Coldstream and Fancut to his operation. On 10 November Thomas Timm died at
Bathurst, aged 72 years. By 18 November the Revs John and William Allen had been appointed
executors in his estate.434 By the end of 1847 William Tarr, son of Thomas, held allotment No. 30 at
Clumber.435 On 13 January 1848 John Purdon’s daughter, Ann, married Stephen Davis at Clumber,
with the Rev. Ayliff presiding. John Staples Jnr and Mary Purdon were witnesses.436 On 20 February
a round of Wesleyan Mission Services was held and at Clumber the Rev. Henry Dugmore presiding.
Dugmore also held the Missionary Anniversary Service there on 27 February. By early March
Thomas Tarr was residing at Trappes Valley.437
On 19 June 1848 James, son of William Elliott, was married at Clumber by the Rev. William
Sargeant to Sarah Faircloth, the witnesses being Sarah Elliott and James Faircloth. James Hallier was
paid 19s 6d for cleaning the Chapel. On 15 July William Allen of Bathurst offered allotment No. 1 at
Clumber to let. Thomas Timm had been the previous owner.438 Charlotte Thomas of Clumber was
married to Henry Thomas at Grahamstown on 19 September.439 On 26 September Francis Allison of
the Nottingham party was witness to the marriage of Elizabeth Bold and Henry Webb held at
Grahamstown.440 Jeremiah Hartley had been ordained, but on 22 November he died at Mparane in
Bechuanaland where he had been working as a missionary and minister.441
Thomas Foxcroft at Trappes Valley offered his farm of 500 acres, a house and windmill for
sale on 16 December 1848. By the end of the year James Hallier was Master of Clumber School at
£30 per annum and Thomas Pike was the Steward at Clumber Chapel. James Tarr of the
Nottinghamshire family had moved to Belle Vue.442 Brothers Abel and James Poole offered Driver’s
Bush to let, along with The Coombs and Clay Pits.443 The Rev. H Pearse held the Wesleyan
Missionary Anniversary Service at Clumber on 25 February. Other such services were held at
Bathurst, Port Frances and Bethal Chapel.444
On 1 April 1849 Richard Bold and Clara de Beer of Beaufort Vale were married at Clumber
by the Rev. John Smith. James Hallier and his wife Elizabeth, and Susannah Hallier, were
witnesses.445 Thomas Peel, who had died at Trappes Valley, was buried at Clumber on 21 June. He
had a house in Salem.446 On 25 July a bazaar was held at Clumber Chapel. Joseph and William Wright
had repaired the Trappes Valley windmill and by 25 August they were ready to grind corn.447 On 25
September William Tarr was married at Clumber by the Rev. John Smith to Ann Wright, with Harriet
Foxcroft and John Brent as witnesses.448 The Rev. John Smith preached the Sermon at the Clumber
Sunday School on 2 December. The next day examinations were held there for the children.449
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At the beginning of 1850 William Cadwallader, married, was Schoolmaster at Clumber.450 On
3 February 1850 the Rev. John Smith preached at Clumber. The Rev. Henry Dugmore preached the
Annual Wesleyan Missionary Sermon at Clumber before conducting the same at Bathurst.451 On 31
March William Cadwallader preached at Clumber Chapel and a school meeting was held the next day.
John Edkins and his wife Matilda were by now living near Clumber.452
The occasional theft of livestock continued and William Surmon had two oxen taken from
Pigot Park on 14 July. By this time Sergeant John Reiken was living at Clumber. From 25 July
Edward Timm was executor in the estate of the late George Tarr.453 By September, Edward Timm had
moved to Elephant Park. On 7 September Sarah Hartley, widow of the late Thomas Hartley, died at
Bathurst aged 68 years. Thomas Jnr became executor in his parents’ properties.454 On 15 September
the Rev. Ebenezer Hepburn preached at Clumber at the Chapel Anniversary Service. Two days later
two of George Hodgkinson’s oxen were taken from Tiger Spring. A bazaar and a Tea Meeting were
held at Clumber on 19 September, on which day Joseph Bradfield acquired Thomas Shone’s farm for
£150. That night Thomas Shone Jnr stayed with his father at Clumber before returning to
Grahamstown.455
The Clumber School Committee met at the Chapel on 7 October. On 13 October Benjamin
Booth preached at Clumber. As anxiety grew as to the prospect of another frontier war, plans to for a
laager at Edward Timm’s Halfway Bush were discussed. As troops were sent out to Bathurst and
Woodlands, on 15 October Henry and John Shone began to build a kraal for the protection of cattle
and were dragging bush into place for the purpose.456
Another war anticipated
It was the Anniversary of Clumber Sunday School which, on 9 December 1850, was celebrated with
plum cakes. Cakes left over after the celebration were sold for 7d per lb. In a bid to free up troops to
address any possible emergency, all male able bodied inhabitants of Lower Albany were called upon
to enrol for defensive duties. William Cadwallader preached at the Chapel on 15 December at a time
when the frequency of Xhosa raids had begun to increase. On 23 December the children at Clumber
School were examined by the Rev. John Smith. By this date, William Meats of the Nottingham party
had moved out to the Winterberg. Nathaniel Elliott was at Fort Beaufort, and Thomas Tarr Jnr was at
Tharfield.457
As news of the outbreak of war was proclaimed on Christmas Day 1850, the Clumber people
began to move to Halfway Bush Camp for their security as the defences there had been bolstered.458
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Clumber newcomers
During the period in view, between the Sixth and Eighth Frontier Wars, some Nottingham party
settlers moved out of the Clumber district while settlers from other parties acquired lots of land and
moved into the vicinity. Thomas Shone from George Scott’s party and Jeremiah Goldswain from
Wait’s had interests at Bathurst and then Clumber, both were enterprising and, crucially for this
narrative, kept detailed journals of their daily lives. Both were subsequently published and many of
their activities are recorded in the Lower Albany Chronicle (LAC) by Edward Morse Jones. Shone and
Goldswain engaged in transactions with many of their fellow settlers as farmers and businessmen and
rubbed shoulders with local officials and significant visitors from far afield. Their records, therefore,
provide a rare insight into the detailed lives and times of their families and their contemporaries as
they faced the everyday challenges to their very survival in difficult and often dangerous
circumstances. Chapter 9 includes the death of Thomas Shone’s daughter, Elizabeth, while out in the
fields herding her father’s cattle in 1834.
The Shone family of Scott’s party from Surrey
Sarah, the wife of Thomas Shone, had died, and was buried at Clumber on 26 December, 1837.459 At
Clumber, Thomas Shone, who had recently made boots and sjamboks for John Pharratt (priced 12s
and 4s respectively), and a pair of child’s boots for Mark Cockcroft, began to cut a headstone for the
grave of his late wife. It was completed by the middle of the following month.460 On 4 October 1838
Thomas Pike of the Nottinghamshire family called on Thomas Shone for his annual 10s contribution
toward paying the schoolmaster at Clumber. Shone refused to pay on the grounds that the school was
supposed to be free and he knew the children were paying 1s per week to attend.461 A few days later
Thomas Shone delivered shoes to Martha Bradfield, wife of Richard Bradfield of the Nottinghamshire
family, for 4s 6d.462 On 30 June 1838 Thomas Shone called at the Bradfields’ for his newspaper. The
next day Shone took tea with Corporal and Mrs McArthur at Bathurst Post. By now he was sowing
oats on his farm and later in July he left for Grahamstown with eighteen bushels of potatoes and 200
lbs of forage. At Grahamstown the enterprising farmer outspanned at Joseph Cooper’s and there he
met James Armstrong who gave him a vice. He made a pair of pump-shoes for John, son of the late
Tobias Tharratt, for 6s. He met Gunner Lindsey at Bathurst Post and took coffee with him. On 26 July
he bought ¼ lb of bluestone at Thomas Hartley’s shop for 7 ½ d. Thomas Shone was planting wheat
and he sold two dozen eggs to Thomas Hartley for 2s, presumably for Hartley to sell in his shop.
Shone borrowed Joshua Davies’ harrow and sowed barley and rye. He made shoes for Joshua’s wife,
Emma, and for Mary Low, and in mid-August he planted maize before setting off for Grahamstown
during which ride he off-saddled at Halfway House Inn.463
Later in August, Thomas Shone made boots for Joseph Bradfield of the Nottingham party and
another pair for William Newth. On 13 September 1838 Thomas Shone sold a horse to Gunner
Lindsey at Bathurst Post for £4 10s. Sarah, his daughter, fetched 3 lbs of candles from Thomas
Foxcroft for 1s 9d and on 16 September she was taken to Bathurst Church by Corporal and Mrs
McArthur. The next day Thomas Shone borrowed Joshua Davies’ sledge and on 21 September he
measured Thomas Peel’s daughter for shoes.464 In October, Richard (Dick) King, who had been
engaged in operations against the Zulus, arrived from Natal and called on Thomas Shone for a pair of
boots for 12s and a sword for 6s.465 There are several records of the activities of the enterprising
Thomas Shone during mid-December. He entertained the Rev. John Philip and the Rev. John Monro
on their way to the Kap River Mission and he went to James Carney’s Tiger Spring to cut rafters and
459
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beams. He was also visited by Corporal James Clancy of 27th Regiment at Grahamstown. The Rev.
John Ayliff called to ask whether one of his daughters might go to Kaffraria (Xhosa territory) to assist
his wife, Mrs Jane Ayliff (née Dold), and he agreed that Ann could go. It is also noted he made a pair
of crackers for whip-lashes for his son John. He met his son George at Tiger Spring from where they
travelled to the Kap River Mission. There they took dinner with the Rev. John Monro and his wife
and returned via Trappes Valley mill where Thomas measured William Gradwell for boots.466
On 2 January 1839, Thomas Shone set James Carney’s razors. Four days later he went to
Bathurst Post to borrow half a buck-skin from Gunner Lindsey. On 9 January, Richard Hulley Jnr,
having returned from Natal, called on Thomas Shone, and he offered to take Ann Shone to Kaffraria
with him and his wife, Jane, for Ann to assist the Rev. Ayliff’s wife there. At about this time Thomas
made a pair of boots for John, the son of Thomas Brent. On 11 January Sarah Shone went to Bathurst
to have a tooth pulled. On the 17th of the month her father gave William Hunt twenty-one ears of
maize for damage done by his cattle. William Holder paid Thomas Shone 2s for his son’s schooling.
On 24 January, tenders were called for rations, straw and transport at Bathurst and other Posts.
Thomas Shone made a monkey trap.467 On 11 February 1839 he purchased meat, sugar and three
sheep skins from John Cawood and a few days later he measured Mary Kelbrick and Mary Gradwell
for shoes, then took two bushels of maize to Trappes Valley mill, took tea with William Gradwell,
and measured Thurston Whittle Jnr for boots.468 On the 10th Thomas Shone carried wagon-wood from
Grahamstown to Bathurst for Joseph Thackwray and the next day he sent boots for Thomas, son of
William Newth. Bathurst Field-cornet, Samuel Bradshaw, called on Thomas Shone to collect tax
due.469 Mr Shone was cutting out some pump-shoes for Daniel, son of Joshua Davies. On 28 May
1839 Henry Shone, son of Thomas, obtained some silk from Thomas Peel. On 1 June Thomas Foden,
who came out with Willson’s Surrey party as a shoemaker, asked to work with Thomas Shone and the
next day he left for Bathurst.470
On 20 June 1839 Shone measured James McFarlane for boots. The next day William Newth
of Bradshaw’s Gloucestershire party sent his daughter to lead Thomas Shone’s oxen for ploughing.
She, Amelia, helped in lifting potatoes there in early July. Shone cut Thomas Pike’s hair on 4 July
1839.471
Edward Timm called on Thomas Shone on 25 July 1839. On 3 August Thomas measured
Edward, son of James Hiscock, for boots. The next day, Thomas Peel bartered two oxen in exchange
for Thomas Shone’s watch. Continuing the bartering theme, Thomas Pike exchanged vine cuttings
with Thomas for apple trees and mulberry cuttings. On 30 August 1839, Thomas Shone took in
William Gradwell’s clock to mend. William Hunt gave Thomas some vegetable pulse on 2 September
1839.472
On 27 April, 1840, Sarah, Thomas Shone’s daughter, was married at Grahamstown by the
Rev. John Heavyside to Sergeant John Knight of the Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR).473 On 12 October
1845 Thomas Shone’s house was burned down while his children, Henry and Ellen, were at home. All
of his possessions were lost and he called for assistance from his neighbours.474 By the end of the year
they had collected £22 15s to enable him to rebuild his home at Clumber. Subscribers included James
Parrott, £1, George Hinton, 5s, and others475
The Chronicle states that George Shone, born in 1811, the eldest child of Thomas, died, and
on 12 December 1846 a sale of his property was held at Bathurst.476 On 27 March 1849 Ann, daughter
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of Thomas Shone, was married by the Rev. Henry Dugmore to Henry Roberts with her sister Mary as
witness.477
Henry, the son of Thomas Shone, was married on 26 October at Clumber to Caroline Whittle.
The Service was conducted by the Rev. John Ayliff and witnesses were Thurston Whittle Jnr, John
and Tamson Pike.478
On 5 January 1850 Thomas Shone shopped in Grahamstown. For 18s 6d he bought from
Charles Pote two windows, seven spades, twenty-four mirrors, mattresses and a half hide of leather.
As swarms of locusts appeared in Lower Albany, Henry Shone visited Grahamstown on 7 January
with Sergeant John Knight to buy pitch and resin. On 11 January Thomas Shone began to dig
potatoes. After a great storm had crossed the settlement on 16 January at Bathurst, Thomas Shone
purchased a bed-tick (a stuffed casing for a bed) and a quantity of moleskin for trousers. He paid
William Cadwallader, the schoolmaster at Clumber, 13s for a quarter’s schooling for two children and
paid William Pike Jnr 2s for pew rent. At John Brent’s in Bathurst on 22 January Thomas Shone
bought 12 yards of print for 10s on behalf of Ann Roberts and paid John Phillips £5 for a horse.479 A
second wave of locusts during the month arrived from the north on 27 January. On that day Thomas
Shone had breakfasted with William Banks Jnr. He dined with George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham
party who offered him a piece of land to build a house and maintain a school. He dined there again the
next day and took home a quantity of peaches. On 29 January Edward Timm of the Nottingham party
gave him a bottle of whale oil and the next day he read Chamber’s Journal, but he gave up regular
reading at the Clumber Library. On 4 February it is recorded that William, his son, attended Clumber
School. The next day Henry Shone took his wheat to the Trappes Valley Mill. On 8 February Thomas
helped to reap maize, tie it, and hand it up. On 13 February he was squaring and boring poles for a
fence for his late wife’s grave. Later in the month he paid 2s 6d to have his house “clayed”. Henry
Shone fetched his wheat from Trappes Valley Mill which was being operated by Joseph Wright.
Thomas bought braces at Bathurst for 9d.480
On 26 March 1850 Thurston Whittle accompanied Henry Shone into Kaffraria with loads of
oat hay and potatoes. They returned from King Williamstown on 6 April. Thomas Shone was busy
making a pair of pumps for Hannah Tarr of the Nottingham family. A Xhosa woman had died and
Henry fetched Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw to consider the occurrence. Samuel asked him to write
to Walter Currie Jnr requesting him to come and hold an inquest. On 9 April John Shone took two
horses to fetch Surgeon John Atherstone to join Bradshaw and Currie for the inquest.481
In early May one of Henry Shone’s calves had quarter-ill, a disease affecting the limbs. On 10
May Thomas Shone paid Edward Timm 7s for three yards of flannel. On 12 May he obtained oranges
for William Davis. The following day he bought 2 lbs of candles from Richard Bradfield’s for 1s 4d
and three boxes of matches for 6d. The day after that, an earthquake was felt in Lower Albany.
Thomas Shone was making a pair of pumps for Mary Hiscock as John Shone returned from King
Williamstown on 22 May. On 23 May Thomas made a pair of pumps for Tamson Pike. On 27 May
Henry Shone brought home his sister’s gravestone to be mended as it had been broken in two.
Thomas Shone called on William Newth on 2 June and paid James Parrott 12s for a saddle. A few
days later a wind, reputedly of hurricane force, blew across Lower Albany.482
On 10 June Thomas visited Edward Timm and paid 2s 6d for a pair of stockings for his
daughter Ann Roberts. Later in the month he paid a Xhosa woman 3d for “cow-dunging” his house.
The following week, John Shone left for the Transkei with a consignment of clay for Richard Crouch
Jnr. He had reached the Kei River and returned on 13 July. On 17 July Frederick Woods, John
Pritchard and Edward Hiscock called on Henry Shone. Henry and his brother John were reaping oats
later in the month.483 Thomas Shone gave Samuel Bradshaw’s nephew a letter for Sarah Knight on 30
July. As early as 3 August Henry Shone had ploughed, and was sowing. Thomas Shone visited
477
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Thomas Brent to write a letter on his behalf. On 10 August Thomas Shone paid 2s for pew rent to
Thomas Pike. Two days later he had made a pair of boots for Reuben Timm, he bought a shirt at
Richard Bradfield’s for 3s and called on Stephen Davis. On 19 August he brought brimstone from
Sarah Hartley for 6d.484
At Richard Bradfield’s on 22 August 1850, Thomas Shone bought 7 yards of moleskin for 8s
3d. The next day he acquired a pair of trousers for 6s 6d and 9 yards of gingham for 5s 3d. On 24
August he completed the fence around his wife’s grave which he had started in February, and on 25
August Henry and John Shone left for the Clay Pits.485 On 24 September Thomas Shone paid £3 for a
Bible from John Brent’s at Bathurst. It was for his son Henry. The following week he paid William
Cadwallader 4d for two pen holders. On 3 October John Shone killed an ant bear (aardvark). By 9
October Henry Shone had completed the threshing of his maize.486 Towards the end of the month
Thomas Shone mended Mrs Elliott’s clogs for 6d. In November Thomas was able to purchase cocoa
nut oil in Grahamstown. On 13 November he stayed the night at Langholm on his way home from
Grahamstown.487
Henry Shone was cutting his wheat by early December 1850. As the fears of impending
hostilities grew on 11 December, Thomas Shone hid £100 cash in the bush. On 14 December he
bought a copy of the Intellectual Reflector at the Bathurst Post Office.488 On hearing news of the
outbreak of war, on 28 December Thomas moved to Halfway Bush with the other inhabitants of
Clumber.489
The Goldswain family
Several references have already been made to the life of Jeremiah Goldswain including his transfer to
the Calton party ship, the Albury, for the final leg of his
emigration journey, and how, at the time, he was very sick
and was nursed by the Hartley family (see Ch 7 p. 77).
Working with William Pike, he was instrumental in
reviving religious worship at Clumber for the benefit of the
Nottingham party and nearby worshippers (see page 222).
By February 1837 Jeremiah Goldswain had moved to
Freestone in the vicinity of Clumber and Bathurst.490 In
April 1838 he wrote to the Grahamstown Journal regarding
losses of Maize to trespassing Xhosas.491 This incident is
recorded in his Chronicle. He had recently returned from a
harrowing journey with a load of timber for Port Elizabeth.
He had been warned to watch his crop of Indian corn
(probably maize) and took his gun and a stick out to the
field. In a moonlit scene he noticed two or three objects
walking on all fours which at first he thought were
porcupine. As soon as he realised they were people he fired
from about fifty yards, they ran, he caught up, struck one of
them, and apprehended her. She preferred to be flogged as
punishment, but he insisted on taking her to the Tronk
Jeremiah and Eliza Goldswain
(gaol). The next morning Jeremiah carried out a customary
inspection of his kraal for overnight visitors, but on hearing of more intruders, hurriedly rode
bareback to his corn field to find two Khoi intruders searching for things that had been left behind the
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day before as they had fled when startled by gunfire. He interrogated one of them, a man, who said he
had been approached at Mr Timm’s Mill to go out and look for their belongings.492
Jeremiah discovered that the other visitor was one of the corn thieves and he also learned the
name of the third runaway thief, ‘Arroer’ (Aurora). He took the woman to Bathurst Tronk where he
was informed that, if he wanted to press charges, he would have to take them to Grahamstown. This
he did the next morning. They could not be tried on arrival, so he returned clutching a warrant to
apprehend Aurora. He had learnt she was the wife of a Corporal at Pedlar’s Post on the flat near G
Dyason’s. At the Post he asked Aurora to go to the Bathurst Tronk and from there for trial at
Grahamstown. She refused, but the Sergeant and Corporal agreed to take responsibility for her until
the constable, Mr J Morris (Notts settler), could take her directly to Grahamstown. The three women
had served at least five weeks in goal by the time of the trial. Jeremiah made the 56 mile round trip as
a witness, Aurora turned King’s evidence, and they were sentenced to two months goal serving the
remainder in Bathurst.493
Two weeks later, as the Goldswains proceeded to Clumber Chapel, they heard a noisy
commotion in the corn field. Jeremiah wanted to return home to fetch his gun, but his wife, Eliza, said
there must be as many as ten thieves in the field, and they decided it was best to continue to the
chapel. Next morning they discovered that about three muids (540 lbs) of corn had been taken, an act
they thought was motivated by revenge. Shortly after this, Jeremiah was called up to Burgher duty to
accompany Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw in driving intruders over the boundary, the Great Fish
River. The offenders were natives without passes trespassing on common land, government land and
private farms in Albany. For such duties the burghers were paid 1s 3d per hour for the first day and
one fifth less for every subsequent day of the same tour of duty.494 The next time he was called out
was to Waterford Farm in the Southwell district at the Kariega River. He and Bradshaw were
accompanied by nine other burghers. There a petty chief, or captain, was living with permission, but
residing with him were more than the permitted number of family and friends. They were
accompanied by a herd of cattle causing resident neighbours to fear they might lose out as the various
herds were mingled and confused, and the squatters might also be tempted to consume residents’
crops. The residents lost game, such as bucks, to native hunting groups, or to trappers who had set
their devices in long hedges installed by removing valuable mimosa bush.495 Such work was tiresome
for the burghers as they had to round up cattle, women and children at the river, and proceed with
their horses at the walking pace of the children. This was typical of several subsequent excursions
under the ‘old Field-cornet’, Samuel Bradshaw.496 One such patrol was to the farm of George Palmer,
of the Nottingham party, which was situated on the Kowie River about fourteen miles from Bathurst.
They needed the help of a Mr Hayes to navigate their way through the long grass to reach a buffalo
path indicating the last four miles of the journey. The intruding natives, without passes, fled as they
heard the clattering of horse hooves making their way through difficult terrain uphill to reach thick
bush for cover. The petty chief, the captain, would not divulge the identities of the runaways, so he
was made a prisoner. The posse set off to take the captain back to Bathurst, thinking the move would
cause him to give away their names, but after a few miles, having failed to obtain information, they
released him.497
Several more incidents on patrol, described by Jeremiah, reveal his sense of humour,
sometimes at the expense of the ‘old Field-cornet’. In one house search, looking for gunpowder,
Bradshaw barged down a door into a ladies bedroom. Just a piece of string was fastening the door and
the bed was made on the floor. Seemingly, he tripped and fell headlong into the bed in which two
ladies were sitting up dressing.498
On one occasion, the Field-cornet and Jeremiah were returning to Bathurst taking a route
through Clumber. Bradshaw invited Jeremiah to go down to old Mrs Pike’s house for some grapes. As
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they were leaving the widow’s house, Jeremiah saw two young Xhosas heading towards them. Upon
questioning they were found to have no passes and admitted only to having bread under their
karosses, would not answer when asked what was in their bags, and would not open them. This
caused Jeremiah and the Field-cornet to dismount and conduct a search finding thirteen pounds of
gunpowder destined for Kaffirland. The culprits were taken to Bathurst Tronk and the next morning
escorted to Grahamstown to face the Magistrate.499
During 1843 Mrs Goldswain gave birth to their tenth child, but it was seriously unwell
showing problems with both arms and legs and inflammation in the bowels. The child died within
nineteen days and had not been baptised, a fact weighing heavily on the bereft and sick mother’s
mind. To console her Jeremiah made a tomb of stone from his quarry, a skill he had learned from
watching Alexander Erskine make one. The inscription read500:
Happy Child thy time is ended
Nineteen days ware thy due
Go by angel guards attended
To the sight of Jesus go

On 28 February 1843 from Bathurst ‘the old Field-cornet’ rode out with Jeremiah to
Trompetter’s Drift Post under the command of Capt. O’Reilly, Cape Mounted Rifleman. They had
arrested two Xhosas in the possession of gunpowder and flints and taken them via Bathurst to
Grahamstown.501
Jeremiah was again called out with the Field-cornet and others to the Kowie River mouth to
apprehend a Mr Cameron, a soldier, who had broken out of goal, been recaptured, broke free from his
fetters whilst working on the roads, and continued his thieving spree including money from the Civil
Commissioner’s chest and an attempt to rob his namesake, the Rev. James Cameron. Based on some
intelligence they discovered the whereabouts of a house where the culprit was residing and they
covered the doors and windows before entering with guns cocked. Field-cornet Bradshaw ordered
everyone in the house not to move or he would blow their brains out. Without any deliberations the
fugitive was ordered to get out of bed and get dressed and Mr Cyrus confirmed Cameron’s identity.
All the time, Jeremiah had his double barrelled gun trained on Cameron. Bradshaw ordered two other
men occupying the house to be handcuffed to Cameron and to accompany the posse to Bathurst,
setting off at daybreak, and then on to Grahamstown. It seems Cameron had sought employment from
the occupants of the house and, though they were strangers to the district, they were not his
accomplices, but they were deserters.502
In July 1843 Benjamin Palmer of the Nottinghamshire family and William Brown were
missing and a party led by the Field-cornet set out to search for them. They found both men shot dead
under a Boerboon tree. A sickly Jeremiah was called up early the next morning to help trace the spoor
of the culprits with the help of five others. They soon found the place where Benjamin Palmer had
been assaulted, noticing the booted footprints of the victim, and the imprints of the bare-footed
natives. They found a sharp stone, possibly used to pierce his skull. They searched all day in vain for
spoors to trace the path of the culprits and tried to sleep at the foot of Mahony’s Hill in conditions that
were windy and extremely cold despite their camp fire. The ‘old Field-cornet’ was shaking so badly
with the cold there were real fears for him and Jeremiah found some Cape Smoke (brandy) and
administered some. The next morning, in the face of driving icy rain, they returned in a homeward
direction. Remembering Jeremiah had been ill from the start of this excursion, suffering badly from
cold and having dropped his gun and fallen from his horse, he trailed the others so that they rode out
of sight. His eldest daughter, Mary Ann, brought him in from a mile from home and the family placed
him in bed with tea and extra blankets.
The search for the murderers resumed the next day with Jeremiah feeling much better.
Benjamin Palmer’s herdsman was under suspicion and held in gaol to account for blood found on his
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kaross. At around the same time a patrol to the Kariega River found much gunpowder and many
ammunition balls in several huts but, without orders, they could not confiscate them. Attempting to
trace missing cattle they called at William Estment’s house at Wolf’s Crag in the Southwell district,
but he had no information. After this, the following Wednesday, Jeremiah was asked to take charge of
the herdsman under suspicion of the Palmer and Brown murders. The suspect’s footprint had been
matched to ones at the scene of the crimes.
On 3 August the district surgeon found that Benjamin Palmer had been assegaied and William
Brown, shot and assegaied. There had been reports of an impending attempt by Xhosas to rescue the
suspect and, although he had recently done more than his fair share of duty, Jeremiah was trusted,
with others, to guard him. It was expected the attack from the Xhosas would take place at Bluerock on
the Blaauwkrantz River on uphill woodland, so Jeremiah decided to take a detour to deceive them.
During the journey Jeremiah offered the suspect money to confess or reveal the identities of the
perpetrators, and a little later demonstrated the power of his guns which would be used if he tried to
escape. At this time, at a distance, the soldier on sentry duty noticed what looked like Xhosas moving
on all fours at about a quarter of a mile distant. Jeremiah chased them away. Despite these attentions,
the party made it to Grahamstown with the prisoner, and returned safely the next day, but the
murderers were never found.503
One stormy night, when Jeremiah and his son James stood at their house doorway with
visitors Samuel Bradshaw and Mr Erskine, lightning struck the step causing Jeremiah to fall and be
caught by the visitors, and James to be electrified making him quite ill. For some time afterwards
Jeremiah suffered the sound of ringing bells and severe pains in his head. After fourteen days of
suffering, he stooped to pick something up from the sofa, experienced ‘such a suder aultreation in my
head’, and was forced to hold his head in his hands. He had but little sleep that night, but felt able to
go into town on business the next day. When he returned home, however, his wife noticed he was
distressed. He began to discharge matter from his right ear and later through his right nostril, a
condition that persisted and he was in almost unbearable pain, suffering sleeplessness and inactivity
for another fourteen days, until he recovered.504
Local people by this time feared an all out invasion by Xhosas who had threatened to take
many cattle. In fear of this, Jeremiah rented a house in Bathurst in case the family might be forced to
take cover.505 By 31 July 1843 Jeremiah Goldswain rented a pew at Bathurst Church.506 In late August
he accompanied a patrol to Glenfillan Park.507 In February 1844, after his wife had recovered from a
very troubling sickness, he purchased a house in Bathurst with four or five acres, and moved the
family to the village on a permanent basis, but he retained his farm at Freestone, leaving Mr Nelson to
live there. Shortly after they had moved, Jeremiah received a report from Mr Nelson that his stack of
oat hay was on fire. He rode out, but was too late to save any, the loss being valued between seventy
and eighty pounds money. Apparently the fire had been caused deliberately with the use of incendiary
devices.508
By April 1845 Jeremiah Goldswain and Alexander Erskine had become the proprietors of the
Freestone Quarry. They advertised stone for making tombstones and other stone features.509 On 29
December 1845 Jeremiah offered a small farm near Bathurst to let from 1 February 1846.510 One of
Jeremiah’s horses was lost on the farm of Henry Lloyd the younger at Tinkara Vale in the Winterberg.
His son William was married at Bathurst by the Rev. John Ayliff to Sarah Elizabeth Meats of the
Nottinghamshire family. Alexander Erskine was the witness.511
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On 21 February 1846 Jeremiah offered eighty bushels of seed oats for sale, enquiries being
made of Mr Erskine at Grahamstown. By this month Thomas Stanborough was working for
Jeremiah.512 By mid-March Jeremiah had a mill on Freestone and was conducting a store.513
Shortly before the outbreak of the War of the Axe certain incidents indicated something
hostile was about to take place. There had been an attempt by Xhosas to intercept Jeremiah Goldswain
and William Hartley as they travelled between Grahamstown and Bathurst at night, and also reports of
other attempts to interfere with peaceable traffic. In another case, two Xhosas had applied for passes
to go into Xhosa territory and had purchased guns to take with them. The Xhosas were to be
intercepted at huts on James Phillips’s farm by Jeremiah and Field-cornet Bradshaw who were
informed by the women there that a stranger from Port Elizabeth had recently appeared who was on
his way into Kaffirland, but had no knowledge of what he was carrying. The inhabitants of the huts in
the vicinity, including the stranger, were ordered to bring out the contents of their dwellings, but the
newcomer was reluctant. It was found he had three buckskin bags containing nothing of any
consequence, but also a handkerchief containing about twenty pounds of gunpowder obtained in Port
Elizabeth, and he did not carry a pass. Furthermore, the women there said he made frequent visits to
nearby woods and thought he must have something hidden there. Jeremiah was deputed to guard the
stranger and ordered to shoot if he attempted an escape, but as the orders were being given the suspect
took flight and was some way off when a woman called, “He is gone!” and Bradshaw called, “Stop
him!”. At this point Jeremiah fired, damaging the stranger’s kaross as he disappeared into the woods
never to be seen again. Guns were recovered from workers on the farm and, as their terms of service
had expired, two more Xhosas were given passes to go to Kaffirland.514
In another incident, a Xhosa with his wife and four children was driving twelve head of cattle
near to Bathurst. When asked for his pass he reluctantly produced passes for his family, but only for
one head of cattle. He insisted the cows were his, would not at first state how he had acquired them,
but then suggested they were gifts from friends. It seems this was a common pretence among the
Xhosa community. Jeremiah knew Xhosas often left, or attempted to leave the colony, with far more
cattle than they brought in. He described the routine used by the Field-cornets to verify such
possessions. The numbers of each kind of livestock brought in would be recorded in their passes as
they entered the colony, and there would be annual visits to their houses to record their livestock
numbers and volumes of each type of crop harvested.515
William Goldswain, Jeremiah’s eldest son, was about fifty miles beyond Kingwilliamstown at
a trading station, with others, to trade for gum. It was near this vulnerable place that he was informed
by other travellers of the commencement of war and advised to urgently return to find safety at Fort
Peddie. Ignoring the advice, however, William and two other wagoners decided to proceed with their
journey taking the precaution of hiding their weapons and ammunition under the gum. At a stopping
point they turned out their oxen to graze and, unfortunately, lost them. Subsequent search parties
failed to locate them. A nearby Xhosa offered to go out and find them for a fee of one blanket per
head. He returned with three animals and was duly rewarded.
The party proceeded, but were attended by a band of troublesome Xhosas who demanded
their guns and threatened to kill them. “We know that you Melonggoes (English) never go about
without guns and we want to see them as we are at war now with the English and we intend to kill
you, but we want your guns first. You need not think that you will go away from this for we will kill
you: for all that you have is ours and you have no Business here”, they said. They stated they had
received orders from their captain to kill all of the English, but eventually they departed after advising
William and his colleagues to return home. In fear, William’s party set off at a pace and reached
Yellowwoods, about five miles from Kingwilliamstown, in the place of a neighbouring chief. This
place had been abandoned by the government at the end of the war of 1835-36 and given back to the
Xhosas by Lieut.-Governor Stockenstrom. Here they were approached by five Xhosas after they had
set up camp. Having searched for and found no weapons, the Xhosas demanded food as they were
hungry. The wagoners claimed that no food was available but, under duress, were forced to relinquish
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provisions and go without, even though they were shattered and desperately hungry after their recent
ordeals.
Understanding the Xhosa language, William overheard the band pleading with their petty
chief, a captain, to permit them to kill the men and boys and take their wagons and cattle, especially
as other captains had permitted their troops to do so. On hearing this William called to the chief
asking what he would want for a safe escort to Kingwilliamstown to Jan Tsatzoe’s Kraal.516 The price
agreed was two pounds and, although they were tired and feeling faint, they made it to Tsatzoe’s kraal
where he was in residence. Through a series of similar agreements with escorts they made it to Buck
Kraal, then Fort Peddie, and finally to Grahamstown. From there they joined the government train of
commissariat wagons to Bathurst.517
At Bathurst the Goldswains began to make a cattle kraal at the same place as for the 1835
war, but the residents preferred a location close to the church, a contention that caused much debate.
In the end they settled on the idea of two kraals, the first being designated the Wesleyan party’s kraal.
The respective capacities were 800 and 500 head of cattle. A demanding plan was made for patrols of
the kraals and of the cattle out grazing.518
Communications between Bathurst and Grahamstown had been lost, but Jeremiah volunteered
to take a party to inform the authorities of their plight and their defensive measures. On the way they
saw many Xhosas at J D Norden’s farmhouse on the Blaauwkrantz River. In turn they were noticed
by the Xhosas who immediately ran down to the nearby drift to form an ambush party. Jeremiah’s
party surmised that they would have to run the gauntlet and, not knowing whether the Xhosas had
mounts, led their horses in the direction of the drift at a slow pace to conserve energy. Under the cover
of thick bush Jeremiah informed the party of an old route and, although he was questioned by Thomas
Hartley, they adopted his plan and found themselves about 150 yards the far side of the river before
they were noticed by a disappointed enemy. There was an exchange of fire and the party noticed
many Xhosas hiding in the rocks on Blaauwkrantz Hill who would have joined the ambush had
Goldswain and company taken the route through the new drift.519
Early in the war the enemy made an attack on a kraal from a vantage point at a bush adjoining
Jeremiah’s garden. He was due to stand sentry in about half an hour. The brave sentries on duty, both
English and loyal natives, stood their ground and fought bravely in the face of continual fire. As
Jeremiah and one of the young Elliotts crept round the corner of the guard house to observe the firing,
a ball struck the building just above their heads, but the attackers were driven away. This event
prompted a discussion amongst the Bathurst residents about the desirability of combining the kraals
for a more effective form of patrol and sentry duty.520
When Jeremiah and a party returned after dark from Grahamstown with dispatches, post and a
copy or copies of the Graham’s Town Journal, while approaching the church, he called to the duty
sentries pleading with them not to fire. There was some sort of confusion and a Xhosa sentry at the
kraal gate fired, the ball passing just in front of Jeremiah’s breast. Lamps were immediately
extinguished and the alarm bell rang out, all of which caused a considerable delay in delivering the
post. The party learned that, while they had been away, two hostile Xhosas had moved close to the
kraal fence and near to one of the young Elliott’s guns which was pointing through the fence. The
fence was thick, punctured only by port holes, so it was impossible for him to see them until they
were very close, but when they were that close, he fired immediately, and they ran away leaving
behind an assegai.
The following morning a place was found where the Xhosas had been sitting on a bank. They
had left blood in the sand and another discarded assegai covered in blood with marks from shots to the
handle and a piece shot away. At this time the Xhosas were very troublesome and this event in
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particular compelled residents to merge the two kraals and combine their defensive forces, although
this took some time to achieve. There was a real fear the enemy would kill them and take away all of
their cattle.521
One moonlit night Mrs Goldswain lifted a corner of her window blind to see Xhosas opening
the gate of Thomas Hartley’s calf kraal to drive the animals towards the general cow kraal, but they
failed to release the cows to take them away. The next night Jeremiah was astonished to learn that all
of the guards had gone to church leaving the guard house empty. He had stood sentry almost every
one of the last eight days and nights when it was not his turn. With him were Richard Bradfield and a
servant, Thomas Stanborough, along with two more Englishmen and eight natives, and they had all
taken recent turns on guard. He decided to place himself, Mr Bradfield, and his servant at strategic
positions where they thought any attack might arise, and place the natives on the opposite sides. This
was done in such a way that, if the enemy had been observing their movements from the adjoining
hills, they would assume they had all gone away and left the kraal undefended. The night passed
without incident.
The next morning only the Goldswains and Richard Bradfield’s family had not taken to the
church for shelter. Jeremiah gave the Bradfields part of his house to live in. They felt deserted by their
fellow residents, left to defend the independent kraal by themselves. They were approached by Lieut.
Tunnard and Field-cornet Bradshaw during breakfast who, with some reluctance, asked them to move
their kraal to the church, a measure which had received the approval of all other residents. Jeremiah’s
response was to say, “Yes you got they consent of the runaways and cowerds.” The visitors did not
challenge this view of his fellow residents and he was far from happy with the situation, but felt
compelled to comply with their request.522
Jeremiah received the offer of an escort to Grahamstown from Field-cornet Bradshaw to
purchase a double-barrelled gun for his son, William, if he would go out to the Field-cornet’s camp at
Waai Plaats. With an escort of six men, Jeremiah left the camp reaching Mr Norden’s farm at
Blaawkrantz River and, as they approached the farmhouse from a distance, they saw horses with men
they assumed to be Xhosas. Cautiously they approached close enough to see the men were Mr
O’Brien and his force of ‘Tirailleurs’engaged in putting out fires of furniture burning inside the rooms
and wagons ignited using piles of straw. Grateful for some assistance from Jeremiah and his party in
extinguishing the fires and saving the house, O’Brien agreed to provide three men, Mr Forbes, Mr
Bartlet and a young Khoi, as an escort for the remainder of the journey to Grahamstown. Jeremiah
sent word to Bradshaw that he would make the return journey through the night. He duly purchased
the gun and confirmed to his escorts that they would not leave until dark to avoid enemy known to
occupy the hills surrounding the town.
The night air was very cold as they set off over the mountains. They remained unmolested for
fourteen miles at which point they encountered a tall shadowy figure in the road as they approached
Mr Norden’s house. They dismounted for a better view and amid their fears that it was a Xhosa,
possibly with friends set up for an ambush, eventually decided to approach to discover that it was a
lone horse. They reached a camp to find it deserted, but with blankets and rugs strewn about along
with scatterings of oat hay. The house at the camp was closed and they decided not to enter, but rather
to feed their horses, take up positions and observe from several hundred yards away. The next
morning, with difficulty because of cold limbs, they mounted and rode back to the camp. They heard
movement in the house and burst the door open to find a Pointer dog which they knew to belong to
one Ralph Murray.523
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On returning to Bathurst Jeremiah found all was well at home, but every night he saw homes
and stacks on fire within fifteen miles around, sometimes as close as two miles. In his Chronicle he
recalled a report in the Graham’s Town Journal listing the several owners of burnt buildings
including, from the Nottingham party, Benjamin Keeton, two houses on Manley’s Flat, and George
Palmer’s house and oat hay stacks. Pigsties were burned and many pigs burned to death within
them.524
After a raid at Mark Cockcroft’s farm, during which the ever more daring Xhosas drove many
cattle from his kraal, Jeremiah acceded to Lieut. Tunnard’s request to go out with a party of burghers
to Bradshaw’s camp. A beacon had been lit to signify a hostile incident. From Cockcroft’s they
followed the spoor to a cow with a broken leg, and went to the camp where they found that every man
had set out to trace and recover the stolen cattle leaving behind bedding, bread and ‘Cape
Smoke’(cheap brandy). Jeremiah took the brandy and gave each of them a glass. They returned to
Bathurst and discovered that Bradshaw’s party had also been unsuccessful.
Around this time Jeremiah lost twelve black oxen and his Xhosa servant, Links, a long term
resident in the colony, also lost some. The oxen had been in the care of Thomas Hartley’s native
servant whose master had also lost six head of cattle. They went out to search, Links going in one
direction, while Jeremiah and Hartley’s servant kept to the flat between Bathurst and the Kowie
forest. The plan was to meet up at the Brak River in the forest at Walter Currie’s wagon road. Just into
the forest Jeremiah saw a spoor left by Xhosas leading cattle. The cattle prints were unknown to them.
As they approached the Brak River they saw Links and signalled to him to take care as they had seen
tracks.
Returning to Bathurst, they reported the finding to Major Armstrong who instructed Jeremiah
to take as many burghers as possible with four CMR. He assembled a party including nine burghers
which he said was not enough, but he continued anyway. They met up with Field-cornet Samuel
Bradshaw and his party near to where they had found the spoor. Bradshaw, whose party had been out
for three days and nights, said the track was a dew spoor—the raiders must have passed through
around daybreak. Jeremiah persuaded him to combine their parties promising food and brandy for all,
though they must rest in their saddles. They lost the spoor temporarily at the Brak River, but found it
again in dense wood through which their horses proceeded with some difficulty. As they were
discussing the find of an assegai, they saw the raiders moving ahead at full speed. Jeremiah’s party set
off in quick pursuit. Having caught up with the raiders, they charged in two parties. They could hear
the culprits, but not see them, as they were running through bushes. Jeremiah’s cartridges fell out of
his ammunition pouch, which had been torn by the bushes. J Nelson knelt and fired, but could not see
what he had hit, tree or enemy.
Jeremiah retrieved some of his cartridges as they returned to the cattle, fifteen remaining, and
discovered that some cattle had been killed and others filched away elsewhere. Many fires had been
made in the vicinity. As they drove the fifteen head they found another cattle spoor. Jeremiah advised
the Field-cornet to take another of his party to drive the retrieved cattle back home. Bradshaw took
two men with him, leaving only eleven to continue the pursuit. They followed the new spoor until
dark then rode to Mr Cockcroft’s where they drew half a day’s allowance of oat hay for their horses.
Assessing the direction of the spoor, after refreshments they left for the Kap River bush to
wait in ambush. Their overcoats were little protection from the extreme cold and, in any case, their
troublesome horses were frequently pulling them off. Seeing a fire about eight miles off across the
river, they immediately mounted and rode in that direction. From the top of a hill Jeremiah thought he
saw one of the raiders, fired, and exclaimed he thought he had hit him. The Xhosa, however, did not
bolt, but walked on regardless. This gave rise to some mirth amongst his party as he had targeted
Thomas Pike’s stone angle beacon, which in the starlight looked as tall as a man.
They proceeded to the place where they had seen the fire, leaving their horses with four men
about a quarter of a mile behind. The Xhosas must have heard them tumbling over the rocks and had
fled leaving meat broiling on the fire. After a cooked breakfast they saw that the spoor led back to the
colony. J Nelson found a substantial bee nest in a milkwood tree in the nearby Kloof. They consumed
the honey until they were satisfied, leaving behind some cakes as long as three feet. At this point in
his account, Jeremiah paused to explain the activities of the death’s head moth in gnawing holes
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through old bee nests, remarking that the Dutch and Khoi were in great fear of them. He also
explained how they knew that the spoor they were now following across the Fish River was twentyfour hours old. Several means were available including knowledge of recent rainfall, dust blown over
the track, and the state of the fires left behind.
They descended down the Fish River Hill, forced to proceed in single file due to the
narrowness of the track. Jeremiah explained how the Xhosas were able to drive several hundred cattle
along such tracks. First, a man is sent forward to see if there are patrols and, if there are, a signal is
sent for the cattle to be concealed, while the drovers position themselves to see the patrols. They
assess the size of the patrolling parties and if they are outnumbered at least two to one they will give
up the cattle. Otherwise they will fire at the patrols to kill them or drive them away. Very rarely will
they come out of the bush to fight in open country except occasionally if they have at least a two to
one advantage.
Jeremiah’s party was detained at Sand Drift for some time puzzling over the movements of
the cattle. The Xhosas had crossed the Fish River there and, knowing or assuming they were being
followed, had obliterated their spoor by sweeping with boughs and branches. They had doubled-back,
returned across the river to the other side, and followed the river to where it was crossed by the
Coombs River. Some miles on, while they were being attended by blowflies, they discovered a large
pool of fresh blood and concluded that a Xhosa raider must have died in the river. About a quarter of a
mile further on, they found fresh spoors joining the track they were following and assessed the
number of Xhosas at more then one hundred. Jeremiah’s men agreed with him they were riding into a
trap and collectively they decided to return home, arriving in Bathurst shortly after midnight.525
During the Seventh Frontier War, on 23 July 1846, Jeremiah and a party set out to retrieve
stolen cattle and intercepted twenty at Faku’s Kraal on the Kap River. After an exchange of gunfire
they were unable to retrieve them. A span of his own oxen was taken at Bathurst and a patrol followed
those raiders to Sand Drift.526
Jeremiah recorded an account of a patrol with the Army which left Bathurst on 9 August
1846. There is little of interest from a Nottinghamshire viewpoint, except to say that he was called
upon by the forces for his local knowledge of Xhosa forms of warfare and that a number of oxen
retrieved belonged to George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party. They had been taken from his
farm, Tiger Spring, near Bathurst. Jeremiah was particularly critical of the Army’s use of the bugle
which had only served to warn the enemy of their presence and intentions, letting the enemy retreat
into the vast area of dense bush and woodland.527 Jeremiah, however, was noted for his outstanding
service during this operation.528
On 16 August 1846 Xhosa tracks were observed at Langholm. Six Cape Mounted Rifles
(CMR) and three burgers under Jeremiah Goldswain followed them to the Kap River. The next day
they were joined by nine Stellenbosch burghers under Capt. Louw and they proceeded to Isaac
Purcell’s place in the Coombs Vale and then on to Fraser’s Camp Post. Twenty-five cattle were
retaken. On 26 August some of Jeremiah’s cattle were plundered from the Bathurst kraal. By now he
had a store and on 29 August he stayed at Thomas Berrington’s inn at Port Frances to buy goods for
resale. On a second journey there he bought meal from William Cock and Son’s store and then took
dinner at Richmond House529
On 31 August Jeremiah joined a force of men who recovered numbers of cattle near Waterloo
Bay, east of the Fish River. On 6 September he led a party to the Kowie River valley where seven of
John Nelson’s stolen cattle were recaptured.530 On 16 September, as the burgher forces were being
discharged from duty to return to their home districts, and cattle raids continued, Jeremiah’s son,
Charles, was set upon by five Xhosas near the mill at Freestone, close to Halfway Bush. Fortunately,
he managed to escape.531 On 28 September two Xhosas attempted to take cattle grazing near
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Jeremiah’s mill. His Fingo herdsmen repelled the attack and the Xhosas were overtaken and killed at
the Lynedoch River.532 On 24 October, as Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw and a party of settlers were
bringing in recaptured cattle for distribution amongst the deprived farmers, Jeremiah Goldswain and
others from the party spent the night between the Fish and Kap Rivers before setting off for Sand
Drift. Charles, his son, was at Bathurst where he fired at a Xhosa without effect. The next day
Jeremiah’s party engaged at the Kap River with a party of mounted Xhosas.
By November 1846 only a few enemy Xhosas were to be found in the vicinity of Bathurst and
it was considered safe to take four or five wagons in convoy to Grahamstown. On 2 November,
Jeremiah’s son, William, left Bathurst at around 5 am with a wagon bearing a sick Cape Mounted
Rifleman seeking treatment, and two Khoi women. They were to be joined by the wagons of Mrs
Hartley, J Buckley and others, and expected to reach Grahamstown, at a distance of twenty eight
miles, by nightfall. William was ahead of the others as they had been delayed for various reasons and,
thinking he was quite safe with his double-barrelled gun by his side, he decided to continue rather
than wait. One of his oxen was not pulling properly so at Smith’s Wood he halted to flog him. He
heard the report of a gun and a ball strike the ground just a yard ahead. He thought at first that one of
his passengers had fired by accident and told them to be more careful, but the women, who had taken
to walking up the hill, called out that they had seen Xhosas. Three Xhosas were running towards the
wagon bearing their guns. William jumped into the wagon to get his gun, but the Xhosas reached him
before he could load up. He escaped over the far side of the wagon and ran to the woods pursued by
five of the attackers. His wagon driver, Stuurman, set off at a pace running home to report what he
assumed had been William’s murder.
Stuurman reported to J Buckley in his wagon at Dyason’s Hill who promptly turned the other
wagons to retreat to Bathurst. Buckley informed Jeremiah’s neighbour, Thomas Hartley, of the
incident. In turn, Hartley went to Jeremiah’s house to relate the bad news. Thomas prepared Jeremiah
for bad news and told the story which had been relayed via Stuurman and Buckley. Jeremiah informed
his wife and went to see Major Armstrong reprimanding him for permitting such a convoy to take
place, but they agreed to muster a party of burghers and CMR in addition to twenty-two Levies under
Capt. Norton. It was considered bad form that Jeremiah should lead the party as his son was the
victim, but reluctantly he agreed to take charge as the Major thought he was the only one he could
trust. In the party Charles Goldswain, Jeremiah’s son, was instructed to take an advanced position as
otherwise his horse would not keep up. He was instructed to keep away from clumps of bushes.
Jeremiah received further instructions from the Major at the forts and took a shortcut with Capt.
Norton, along a footpath through the woods to an agreed point to meet Charles. Jeremiah informed
Charles he had not yet seen William, however, thankfully, Charles had seen William quite alive and
that he had set off home. Jeremiah thanked the Almighty.
When the rescuers reached the point at Smith’s Wood where the attackers had struck, they
found the scene much as William must have left it, his whip, which he had dropped, still on the
ground, firewood in the wagon, William’s bed clothes and the wagon box containing nearly one
hundred pounds of cash in gold and silver, intact. Only two of the four oxen remained and the three
Khoi passengers were missing. After much time spent searching around they saw at a distance of two
miles some natives, whom they assumed to be Xhosas, climbing a hill near Mr Kidson’s at Willson’s
location. They galloped off and overtook the natives reaching a place where they observed many
Xhosa spoors from earlier in the day. They reached three native people who turned out to be the
missing Khoi, the sick man and the two women. They asked about William and were amazed to hear
he was unharmed as he had been outnumbered five to one and his pursuers were very close to him.
The CMR patient picked up the story from the point at which the Xhosas had begun to chase
William. The oxen had carried on pulling the wagon and he instructed one of the Khoi women to don
a cap and pretend to be an armed man. The other was ordered to sit on the wagon box and urge the
oxen to continue. As the whip had been left behind, the oxen had to be commanded by shouting. The
patient’s double-barrelled gun was loaded in both barrels, which helped, and he gave his pouch to the
women to bite off his cartridges and hold his caps. Approaching a kloof, they heard some Xhosas, but
they decided to continue as they knew of the others behind them. They were fired at, but the ball
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merely holed the soldier’s handkerchief. He returned the fire and they took cover in woods where they
thought, from examining spoors, about twenty Xhosas had already passed.
The party set off on their return to Bathurst, but about two and a half miles from town they
saw spoors of twenty-five to thirty Xhosas who had crossed the wagon road leading to Kowie River
forest. They were dew spoors made early that morning. The party carried on to Bathurst where
Jeremiah reported to Major Armstrong whom he found was in a bad temper as Xhosas had taken all
sixty-eight of Jeremiah’s cattle while he was away. Unfortunately, with the blessing of Major Gibsone
of the 7th Dragoon Guards as Commandant in the town, they had been moved by Jeremiah out of the
main kraal and had been rendered vulnerable.
Later William explained that, to evade capture by the Xhosas, he had waded through deep
water which would not have been anticipated by his pursuers as they would have expected him to take
the wagon route.533
For much of the remainder of 1846 Jeremiah was engaged in bringing cattle captured in
Kreli’s country east of the Great Kei River and from the Great Fish River into the colony mainly to
Bathurst.534 The following year he began his trading business in earnest.
In his narrative, Jeremiah briefly mentions the visit to Bathurst of new Governor, Sir Henry
Pottinger, on 27 February 1847, en route to Waterloo Bay (formerly Chapman’s Bay) which had been
set up for landing places at the mouth of the Great Fish River and the nearby inlet to facilitate the
delivery of supplies. He had been delayed and did not reach Bathurst until 10 pm at night. He stayed
at Widow Hartley’s Inn (now the Pig and Whistle).535
It is interesting to note that Jeremiah was called upon to take the Subscription for the Distress
in Ireland and Scotland to Dr Aidon Devereux who was to become the first Roman Catholic Bishop of
the Cape of Good Hope, Eastern Province, which was created a new apostolic vicariate by Pope Pius
IX. At times of extreme distress for the British settlers, funds had been raised in the motherland so it
was fitting that the community should reciprocate when the people of Ireland and Scotland were
suffering a serious bout of famine in 1847. Jeremiah was invited in and engaged in a discussion on
religious matters. He explained to Dr Devereux that he was not a Roman Catholic, but a Wesleyan,
but this was not a problem as the whole body of Christians had contributed to the cause of his
countrymen. The fund was started in the Albany district by a Grahamstown committee of 25 people
including the Rev. William Shaw,
R Godlonton and Dr Devereux
himself. Godlonton’s Graham’s
Town Journal had recently, in
April 1847, relayed reports of the
famine as carried in English
newspapers. A list of the Bathurst
subscribers of May 1847 included
an entry of 10s 6d for Jeremiah.
Despite all of the murders and
destruction suffered in recent
months, the ladies of Bathurst
held a Commemoration Bazaar in
the government schoolroom on
Tuesday 1 June 1847. Across
Lower Albany the inhabitants
raised £220 for ‘religious and benevolent purposes’.536
After the Seventh Frontier War, the Goldswains engaged in trading, although details of their
merchandise are hard to find. Jeremiah’s erstwhile good relations with Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw
had ended in 1846 when a rumour, alleged to have originated from Bradshaw, circulated Bathurst.
The gist of it was that Goldswain was not creditworthy and was on the brink of insolvency.
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Goldswain refrained from bringing a suit for defamation of character as he did not want to ruin
Bradshaw’s trade as a merchant, but in 1847 Bradshaw accused Goldswain of stealing an ox and was
counter-accused of taking oat hay for four horses when he only had three. Bradshaw was less reticent
about bringing a case for defamation, though in the end he withdrew the charge.537 Such bitterness
may have caused the Goldswains to contemplate a move away from Bathurst and their friends at
Clumber, and look for a new way to earn a living.
In February 1848 the Goldswains examined a farm at Burnt Kraal near Grahamstown with a
view to taking up sheep farming and, according to the seller, businessman Charles Maynard, the deal
would have to include the livestock at that farm and also of the farm Little Saxfold. A stock of high
quality merino sheep became the subject of a later separate deal. At £1,552 the property was
expensive and the Goldswain’s carefully thought about their ability to pay bills as they became due.
They decided to take the plunge and advertised their Bathurst stock in trade of linen and woollen
drapery, ironmongery and crockery, and 100,000 lbs of oat hay, along with two farms, Freestone
Quarry, two houses, a wagon, oxen and farm implements. Priced at a reasonable level, they soon had
buyers for their assets and were able to leave Bathurst on 31 December 1848. Jeremiah had lived
twenty-seven years in the village during which time he and his family had suffered the devastating
effects of two frontier wars.538 It is fortunate he maintained a record of much of his daily life there
providing a valuable insight into the kind of life experienced by the Nottinghamshire settlers in the
vicinity.
On 15 June 1847 Jeremiah went to the new Port Jessie at Cawood’s Bay to procure seed-oats
out of the Lady Leith. On the return journey, in the company of James Usher Jnr and his wife,
Elizabeth, his horse stumbled twice at Ford’s location, he was thrown, and he suffered four fractures.
Xhosas could be heard nearby, but they managed to reach Port Frances Fort with the enemy in close
pursuit. There, Jeremiah was treated by Elizabeth Usher and Marion Walker.539 The next day James
Usher Jnr took Jeremiah to Bathurst by cart and sought Surgeon R Allen, Cape Mounted Rifleman,
from the Post.540
Jane Goldswain, Jeremiah’s daughter, was married at her father’s house in Bathurst by the
Rev. John Ayliff to Samuel McArthur, of Grahamstown, on 6 September 1847.541 By 11 February
1848 Jeremiah Goldswain and Sons held Burnt Kraal, Palmiet Fountain and Saxfold.542
Earlier it is noted that William Goldswain, son of Jeremiah, married Sarah Elizabeth Meats of
the Nottinghamshire family. The couple moved to the Goldswain farm, Burnt Kraal, after they had
left Bathurst, to engage in sheep farming in 1848. On one occasion Sarah Elizabeth took out the
family’s cream coloured mare, heading for Grahamstown. On returning she left her horse out to graze.
Next morning the horse had gone and they discovered it had been taken by Xhosas.
Jeremiah had been experimenting with the use of strychnine to kill ‘wolves’ (hyenas) and
jackals which were numerous in the district and were responsible for the loss of much livestock. He
also learned that a full set of hyena teeth commanded the value of one cow amongst the Xhosas.
On one occasion Jeremiah and two sons dragged a sheep along the ground to make a trail of
scent. On the trail they laid down five strychnine pills. Next morning all but one of the pills had been
taken and seeing the spoor of hyena and jackal they expected to find dead animals. Initially, they
found the body of one jackal. A Khoi servant named Pie was sent to fetch horses for the family to
attend a place of worship as it was Sunday. He followed the trail previously used for the scent and
pills. On returning, within sight of the house, Pie cried out. He encountered a ‘wolf’ and reported at
the house, “Yes—and opened his mouth and I was almost stepping on him”. On inspection they found
that, due to the affect of the poison, the hyena could not rise, it had fallen close to the dead jackal, and
through pain or anger, had bitten off the jackal’s tail. Being unarmed, Jeremiah and his sons stoned
the hyena to death. They discovered it had milk and must have had pups somewhere nearby. One of
the sons had seen large holes at the root of a kareeboom tree and assumed the pups were there. The
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sons laid pills around the holes and ultimately destroyed a total of five hyenas and several jackals—a
good start in the plan to protect their livestock.543 It is tempting in this narrative to track the
subsequent adventures of William Goldswain as the husband of Sarah Elizabeth (née Meats) of the
Nottinghamshire family. Her experiences, however, would not be typical of the Nottinghamshire
people, and so the temptation is resisted. Charles Goldswain was married to Arabella Matthews on 30
November 1850.544
General developments at Bathurst after the Sixth Frontier War
As part of reinstating the Bathurst Village after the Sixth Frontier War in February 1836, there was a
sale of furniture at the Drostdy Hotel.545 By the end of March 1836, Thomas Timm of the Nottingham
party had a licence to sell beer at Bathurst.546 In April 1836 tenders were called for plastering the
interior of Bathurst Church.547 On 30 April 1836 Thomas Jarman held a stock-sale at Bathurst.548 By
May 1836 there were seventy pupils at Bathurst School. Schoolmaster James Wilmot asked for an
increase in salary to support his family in view of the increased prices of provisions.549 He was
supported in his application in July 1836 by the Rev. James Barrow.550 The tender of £2 for the
Bathurst Pound made by John Morris (Notts settler) was accepted on 27 May 1836.551 Samuel Hayes
Jnr was a blacksmith at Bathurst by the end of May 1836.552 Walter Currie and his family had
returned to Bathurst from Grahamstown.553 Mr Currie supported Thomas Hartley and his son, Thomas
Jnr, in their application for a canteen licence at Bathurst on 14 June 1836.554 Currie became ill towards
the end of June 1836 and he went to Grahamstown for treatment.555 His daughter, Mary, joined him
there on 21 July 1836. He died the next day aged 52 years leaving a widow and eight children. He was
buried on 25 July at Grahamstown by the Rev. John Heavyside. Walter had been the Treasurer of
Bathurst Church. A meeting of the Trustees was held in October in the schoolroom to consider a
replacement appointee. His house at Bathurst had fourteen rooms plus a kitchen. Frederick Philipps
was an executor in his estate.556 At the end of June sundry property of Thomas Timm was sold at
Bathurst, including 25,000 bricks from his allotment.557 On 1 September 1836, George Dyason, a
settler party leader from London, was appointed Resident Magistrate at Bathurst with an annual salary
of £100 and on the same day Capt. Henry Crause joined Frederick Philipps as a second executor in the
estate of Walter Currie.558 Also in the month ten cattle were stolen at Bathurst.559
It seems that the Bathurst Anglican Church design had been in architect Major Charles
Cornwallis Michell’s mind as early as 1829 when the government architect, John Skirrow, expressed
a preference for a flat ceiling as being easier, cheaper and safer. Some representation of the design
must have been given to Governor, Sir Lowry Cole, when he visited the site the following year. At the
end of 1831 a tender of £390 for building from Bradshaw brothers, Samuel and Richard, had been
accepted and the first sod of earth was turned in March 1832. Work proceeded apace, though the
Bradshaws were simultaneously contracted for the Methodist Chapel. The tower was completed by
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the end of 1833 and a former ship’s bell dated 1815 was hung. Tenders for the doors and windows
were invited in April 1834 and for the roofing the following October. Building was suspended during
the Sixth Frontier War and resumed again in July 1835. The roof was in place in 1836.560 In October
1836 tenders were called for an altar, a lectern and a pulpit for Bathurst Church.561 The following
month James Wilmot, as Church Secretary, called for all arrears of shares to be paid to the Rev. James
Barrow by 21 December.562
The first service was held on New Year’s Day 1838 and on the following day, at a Vestry
meeting, shareholders chose their pews for renting. Limestone for the Church walls, very similar in
appearance to Cotswold stone, had been extracted from Jeremiah Goldswain’s Freestone quarry near
Clumber which had been owned by his father-in-law, Isaac Dednam, and taken up by Jeremiah from
1823 to 1847. In recent times the location of the quarry could be found near landmark railway siding
‘Timm’s Halt’, but this has since been absorbed into the Nolukhanyo Township. One hundred years
after Goldswain’s occupation, the site of the defunct quarry belonged to Ross Timm, a descendent of
Edward Timm, the Nottingham party settler after whom the siding was named.563
It is recorded that Thomas Hartley had lost eighteen cattle to raiders since the official end of
the Sixth Frontier War. A public meeting was held on 21 December at Grahamstown to consider the
losses suffered by the settlers during the war. The garrisons and military posts had been strengthened
and tenders were called for forage corn for the Bathurst, Cawood’s and Fraser’s Camp posts. Six
Xhosa police were to be stationed at both Cawood’s and Fraser’s Camp posts under orders to be sent
to chiefs in Xhosa territory to find stolen cattle.564
£30 per annum was allowed for house rent for the Chaplain at Bathurst. Millicent, the
daughter of George Palmer of the Nottingham party, was married at Bathurst to Stephen, the son of
Edward Dell, by the Rev. James Barrow, with Benjamin Palmer, Edward Dell and Hannah Dell as
witnesses. Thomas Biddulph offered part of the Drostdy Hotel at Bathurst to let furnished for the
summer. By now there were good attendances at Bathurst for Church of England services.565
In early 1837 tenders were called for rations for Bathurst, Cawood’s and Fraser’s camp posts
and for transport between the posts and Grahamstown. On 19 January, Ann Currie’s house at
Bathurst was struck by lightning, and the occupants were rendered unconscious. Son Charles was
found to be dead and son Joseph was injured. This event brought about the dismantling of the
property and Ann moved to Langholm. At this time Eli Wiggall was a wheelwright in the village.566
Samuel Bradshaw was made responsible for receiving taxes and land rents for the district’s Fieldcornetcy.567 In March 1837 tenders were called for tools for Bathurst and Fraser’s Camp posts and
also for laundry services for bedding at Bathurst Post.568 The following month Major Pearce Lowen
despatched a patrol from the Post to track a large number of Xhosas lurking in the vicinity. At the end
of the month the intruders were seen in the nearby ravines, but they were not apprehended. By May,
large numbers of marauders were troubling farmers in Lower Albany, farms were being abandoned,
and at Bathurst many women and children were crowding into houses for safety. Similar measures
were being taken at Grahamstown and elsewhere.569 In May 1837 tenders were called for the hire of
Bathurst Pound for a year.570 On 25 May the Drostdy Hotel at Bathurst was offered for letting. In
June, William Allen opened a butchery in the village selling beef by the quarter at 1 ½ d per lb and
mutton at 2 ¼ d.571 Thomas Hewson acquired Lot No. 18 at Bathurst from Donald Gunn. In
September tenders were sought for renting canteens at Bathurst and other posts. About the same time
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the house at Bathurst occupied by Major Pearce Lowen was offered for sale including its orchards of
orange and lemon trees.572
On 4 October 1837 the annual meeting of shareholders in Bathurst Church was held at the
School. They resolved to set a marble tablet in the church to recognise the exceptional achievements
of the Rev. George Porter who had departed in 1833. The motion was moved by James Wilmot and
seconded by Frederick Philipps. Similarly, a proposal for a tablet for the late Walter Currie was
moved by Capt. Henry Crause and Samuel Bradshaw. George Dyason moved a motion to invite
subscriptions for both projects, a motion seconded by Thomas Hartley of the Nottingham party.
Appointments of officials to supervise the subscription were made with Charles Maynard voted as
treasurer, and Thomas Philipps and James Wilmot as secretaries. Thomas Hartley was amongst the
list of initial subscribers. On the day of the meeting the fund amounted to £21 11s.573
On 9 October 1837 Henry Hartley of the Nottingham party was a witness to the marriage at
Bathurst of John Hayhurst to Amelia Kidson. Later in the month Bathurst Chapel paid 1s 2d for 2 lbs
of candles. By November the postage rate from Bathurst to Grahamstown was 3d, to Cape Town 1s
1d and to Port Elizabeth 7d, and tenders were called for oat hay for Bathurst, Cawood’s and Fraser’s
Camp posts. In December the same posts called for tenders for forage-corn. William Hartley Jnr of
the Nottingham family was amongst the list of pew renters at the Bathurst Wesleyan Chapel.574 By the
end of 1837 the Bathurst Church had been completed at a cost of £1,300.575 It was opened on New
Year’s Day with a service of Morning Prayer with a full congregation presided over by the Rev. John
Heavyside. Later the Rev. Barrow preached at Evening Prayer. The collection for the day amounted to
£18.576
On 9 January 1838, Thomas Hartley’s house at Bathurst was opened up for a list of
subscriptions to recognise the much appreciated contribution of His Excellency, Sir Benjamin
d’Urban, who was about to leave the colony. At Bathurst School estimates for 1838 were £22 10s for
the master and the same figure for renting the Schoolroom. A meeting of the Bathurst Church
shareholders was held on 31 January at which they exercised their right to choose pews.577 In
February tenders were called for bedding for Bathurst Post.578 In the same month the Bathurst Drostdy
was up for sale. In May 1838 cattle raiders were especially active in several districts and near Bathurst
Walter Currie Jnr lost nine cattle. Cattle taken from Edward Dell’s farm nearby were recaptured near
Sand Drift by a patrol from Cawood’s Post. Samuel Dell lost seven oxen. Horse theft at Langholm
was attended with the murder of a herdsman. George Bager joined the Hartleys and others of his
Nottingham party at Bathurst. On 5 July William Douglas’s house at Bathurst was burgled and on the
same day the Rt Rev. Patrick Griffith, Bishop of the Roman Church, had visited Bathurst and Port
Frances. On 8 July a patrol set out from Bathurst Post to pursue a party of Xhosa cattle rustlers and
later in the month Thomas Biddulph once again offered the Drostdy Hotel for sale as he intended to
leave the frontier. Henry Hartley, the son of Thomas Hartley of the Nottingham party, who was
destined to become a famous hunter and discoverer of gold, was married at Bathurst to Emma, the
daughter of William Kidson, with the Rev. Barrow presiding.579
In early August 1838, The Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge assisted in the
establishment of a Lending Library at Bathurst. George Palmer of the Nottingham party was living at
Bathurst and burning lime there. Samuel Bradshaw, in his capacity as Civil Commissioner, received
taxes and land-rents at Bathurst on 21 August 1838.580 Thomas Hartley Jnr was Pound Master at
Bathurst. Bertram Bowker married Ann, the youngest daughter of Richard Simpson of Hull, with the
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Rev. Barrow presiding. On 29 September Bathurst Chapel paid 1s for Love Feast cakes, £2 2s for
candles, and 1s 9d to John Hartley for re-glazing.581
On 3 October 1838 the annual meeting of Bathurst Church building shareholders took place
on the premises. The recently introduced lending library at Bathurst was now managed by the Rev.
Barrow. At around this time, in mid-November 1838, communications in the district were hampered
as the Fish River was swollen and impassable due to heavy rains up-country. By early December 1838
the Hartleys and Palmers of the Nottingham party were amongst a number renting pews at Bathurst
Church. Horse-sickness had been raging in the district for about a month. H McCartney, near
Bathurst, was advising horse owners on the treatment of the condition. By the end of 1838 J Verster
had obtained the contract for carrying mail between Bathurst and Grahamstown, a journey for which 4
½ hours was allowed. Samuel Bradshaw had been appointed Field-cornet for Bathurst.582 It was
perhaps his former experience with the Gloucester Volunteers, a militia formed to defend against the
feared French invasion during the Napoleonic Wars, that marked him out for the role.583 John Bailie
Jnr was the Commissariat Clerk at Bathurst.584
On 8 January a meeting was held of the Bathurst Church
building shareholders.585 Tenders were called for building
materials for Bathurst and other posts.586 The annual Wesleyan
Missionary Service at Bathurst was conducted by the Rev. John
Ayliff . On 4 March the Missionary Meeting was held at
Bathurst Chapel. Tenders were called for washing bedding at
Bathurst Post. Dr Lawrence Jameson reported on the Bathurst
limestone.587
By April 1839 the population at Bathurst had grown to
136 Europeans and 143 Africans. There were about fifty
members of the Wesleyan Church. On 6th of the month James
Wilmot and Thomas Biddulph accompanied James Backhouse
and George Walker of the Society of Friends, York, to visit the
Rev. Barrow after which a Service was held in the Wesleyan
Chapel attended by the garrison of the Bathurst Post. Thomas
Peel accompanied the visitors to the Kowie Pass on their way to
Theopolis Mission.588 On 6 June 1839 it was recorded there
St John’s Anglican Church, Bathurst
were twenty cases of measles amongst the women and children
at Bathurst Post along with other cases involving the servants in the village. Benjamin Trollip offered
500 head of livestock for sale at Bathurst, Richard Painter being the auctioneer.589 Margaret, the eldest
daughter of the Rev. William Shaw, was married at Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow to Henry
Blaine. Through July 1839 the measles outbreak continued and Millicent, the wife of Stephen Dell,
died of the infection aged just 21 years. His daughter, Hannah, died on 16 July. Both were buried at
Bathurst.590
The Wesleyan Centenary Commemoration Meeting was held at Bathurst on 17 September
1839. On 1 October £1 was spent on repairs to Bathurst Chapel and pews were rented by John Morris
of the Nottingham party and by Joseph Thackwray. A meeting of the shareholders of the Bathurst
Church building was held in the vestry. Elijah Pike, in his diary, has the Centenary Meeting held in
October591:
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The Centenary Meeting of Wesleyan Methodism was held at Bathurst in the Chapel on 8 th October
1839 – Mr Lee Chairman present W. Shaw J Impey W. B. Boyce T Walker T Peel Heartley
Shapperson Barnes Browne Usher the same promised about 224£ 8s.

On 7 November 1839 tenders were called for oat-hay for Bathurst and Cawood’s Posts.592 By
November, Mr Crozier was Postmaster at Bathurst. On 28 November tenders were called for forage
corn for Bathurst and other posts.593 On 16 January 1839, tenders were called for rations for Bathurst,
Cawood’s and Fraser’s Camp Posts. In February tenders were called for transport services between
Bathurst, Cawood’s and Fraser’s Camp Posts and between the posts and Grahamstown. Tenders were
also called for washing bedding at Bathurst Post. Samuel and Richard Bradshaw planned to dissolve
their partnership and a sale of their property was held at Bathurst including a dwelling and their
livestock along with the ruins (outstanding customer debts) and materials of two mills. The Bowkers
sold 240 cattle from Tharfield at Bathurst. Also sold were 400 sheep and their clip from the estate of
William Beddy.594
On 16 March 1840 the Missionary Meeting was held at Bathurst Chapel. The Government
Estimates included house rents for the Bathurst Chaplain £30, and the Schoolmaster £22 10s.595
Thomas Hartley of the Nottingham party died at Bathurst on 22 July 1840. Earlier he had granted 107
roods, a part of Lot No. 12 at Bathurst, to the
Rev. William Shaw, for a Chapel.596 On 28
September Bathurst Chapel paid Joseph
Thackwray £1 16s 9d for repair work.597 On 7
October 1840 the annual general meeting of
shareholder was held in the Vestry at Bathurst
Church. On 29 October the Church had been
consecrated. By the end of 1840 Widow
Hartley and Joseph Weakley were renting
pews in Bathurst Chapel.598
On 3 January 1841 James Long went
to visit Samuel Hayes Jnr at Bathurst. Their
horses had been stolen during the night and
they reported the incident to Field-cornet
Samuel Bradshaw. The three men followed
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, Bathurst
the tracks as far as Fort Peddie and gave up.
Mr Roberts’ School reopened at Bathurst.
John Morris, of the Nottingham party, was granted Lot Nos. 52 and 53 at Bathurst.599 On 4 March the
Rev. Thornley Smith was appointed Wesleyan Minister to the Bathurst district.600 By March 1841
William Brown from Clumber had been appointed Pound-master at Bathurst.601 On 31 July 1841
Bathurst Chapel paid 12s 3d for books.602 James Ross, 27th Regiment, had been appointed
Commissariat Issuer at Bathurst Post by November 1841. The Bathurst School Commission included
appointees, the Rev. James Barrow, the Rev. Thornley Smith, Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw, and
George Dyason JP on 13 December. Thomas Hartley Jnr of the Nottinghamshire family had been
appointed Treasurer and Steward of Bathurst Chapel by the end of December and a hymn and prayer
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book was bought for the Chapel for 9s 9d.603 Widow Hartley of George Street, Bathurst, applied for a
liquor licence on 13 January 1842. The Rev. George Bingham preached at Bathurst Chapel in the
evening of 23 January 1842.604
By July 1842 Samuel Bradshaw was earning £20 per annum as the Bathurst Field-cornet, his
assistant, Edwin Hewson, was earning £13 15s. Walter Currie Jnr (later Sir) and William Allen were
Church wardens in the village.605 On 25 August the annual meeting of the Church building
shareholders was held in the Vestry.606 Lieut. Wellington Lowen of the Cape Mounted Rifles died
aged 28 at Bathurst Post. He was the son of Major Pearce Lowen.607 By December 1842 collections
were being made for the Colonial Church Society as there is a record of such a collection at
Cuylerville School-chapel (later St Mary’s). By this time cotton was being grown in the Bathurst
district. The Bathurst Church had recently paid John Hartley, of the Nottinghamshire family, £2 10s
for repair work, and had paid £1 3s 7d for cleaning, and 5s for lucifer matches.608
During early 1843 fears of Xhosa raiders were again heightened and defensive measures were
stepped up in Cuylerville and the neighbouring villages closest to the Fish River, which by now was
navigable for vessels of some size. Twenty-eight of Humphrey Thomas’s cattle had been taken and on
15 January Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw excused nine men from the service taking place at Bathurst
Church to go out in pursuit. The cattle were recovered at Aiken’s Flat near Berrington’s Cove not far
from the Kowie River mouth. Another patrol was sent out to Cawood’s Post, but the raiders
escaped.609 On 19 January an ox had been taken from Richard Hulley near Cawood’s Post.610 The
Wesleyan Missionary Sermons were preached by the Rev. H Davis at Bathurst on 26 February and on
the next day the annual meeting of the Wesleyan Missionary Society was held there. The meeting was
addressed by Robert Godlonton and James Usher while William Cock took the chair.611 Edwin
Hewson, Assistant Field-cornet of Bathurst, had four cattle stolen on 30 June 1843.612 Following the
murders of Benjamin Palmer and William Brown at the Torrens River (see pages 230, 241-41), which
had taken place at a time of increasing insecurity in the district, those in and around Bathurst sought
permission to hold a meeting. Prominent farmers and tradesmen in the district signed the request
including Edward Dell, his son Edward Jnr, John Dell, Thomas Hartley Jnr, George Palmer and
Octavius Bowker. The meeting duly took place on 7 August at the school at Bathurst with William
Cock in the Chair. Several resolutions were passed and the Queen was petitioned for a return to the
principles adopted by Sir Benjamin d’Urban. The document presented the deplorable state of the
district and was signed by 198 landholders from across Lower Albany. On 17 August William
Shepherd signed a request for a public meeting on matters of security at Grahamstown.613
By August 1843 pews at Bathurst Chapel were now rented by widow, Mrs Benjamin Palmer,
John Reiken, Jeremiah Goldswain and John Dold.614 On 4 October the annual meeting of the Bathurst
Church building shareholders was held in the Vestry.615 In early October corn crops near Bathurst
were destroyed by locusts. Three swarms were now infesting Lower Albany. On 11 October
Assistant Field-cornet Edwin Hewson led a contingent of CMR to pursue cattle raiders over Sand
Drift on the Fish River. They had taken eighteen of Francis Whittal’s cattle which had been left in the
charge of his daughter, Sarah. As well as the cattle they took her clothes. Her father had reported the
incident to Lieut. Crause and Thomas Biddulph joined the pursuit party. By this time lots had been
exchanged or sold at Bathurst. William Kidson acquired Lot 9 from the late Thomas Hewson and
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Nos. 10 and 11 of the late James Vice. George Palmer acquired No. 19 from the late Henry Nourse
and James Wilmot obtained No. 24.
On 23 October John Pike of the Nottingham family was a witness to the marriage of John
Selby to Sarah the widow of Edward James. Other witnesses were Edith Selby and James Randall and
proceedings were conducted by the Rev. John Smith.616 On 31 December 1843 Jeremiah Goldswain
and Thomas Brent Jnr had been out on patrol with Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw.617
In January 1844 James Wilmot offered his eight-roomed house at Bathurst with a veranda at
each end, cellars, a tank, stables and a coach house. In front it had a dwarf stone wall, it stood on three
acres of land, and offered a view of the sea and Port Frances. Later it became the Bathurst Rectory.
Ann, the widow of Simon Biddulph, whose cottage had been offered for sale in January, died at
Bathurst aged 78 years. She had lived in Bathurst for 20 years and was buried there. On 19 February
Assistant Field-cornet Edwin Hewson was called upon to lead a patrol in search of James Flanegan
who was missing after he set off to Fort Peddie to hire a herdsman. Much to the relief of the patrol
and his brother, Arthur, James had reached the Fort, but had been detained by swollen rivers.618
On 25 February the Annual Wesleyan Missionary Service was held at Bathurst by the Rev. J
Davis in the evening. Other such services were held at Port Frances, Clumber and Ebenezer Chapel.
On the same day a Missionary Meeting was held in the Bathurst Chapel.619
On 7 April a meeting of British settlers was held at Bathurst to consider the celebrations to be
held to commemorate their 25th year in the Colony. A committee meeting on the subject was held at
Bathurst on 22 April. On 10 April 1844 an Anniversary Service was held at Bathurst Chapel.620 To
mark the Settlers’ Commemorations a Thanksgiving Service was held at the Wesleyan Chapel on 7
May 1844. The address was given by the Rev. William Shaw. The people then moved on to high
ground above the church to sing the National Anthem. From there they proceeded with banners to the
old Market Place at the site of the first Commissariat Office, where a dinner was laid out for 350
people. William Pike Jnr of Clumber and William Estment, now of Southwell, were amongst the team
of volunteers selling tickets at 3s 6d each. George Dyason JP presided, with Col. Henry Somerset to
his right and Major Alexander Armstrong of the CMR to his left. The dinner was taken under awnings
in a recess formed by the schoolhouse. The stewards were Thomas Biddulph, Thomas Hartley Jnr,
Jeremiah Goldswain, Edward Dell, Mark Cockcroft and William Estment. The masters of ships at
Port Frances, the British Settler and the Seaforth, Thomas Challis, William Greengrass and William
Train, brought with them their ships’ flags which flew from the highest trees, and William Cock, the
driving force behind developments at the port, was also a guest. Cock gave an address as did George
Dyason, Col. Somerset, George Wood, James Usher, William Train and Thomas Biddulph. For £1 7s,
a wagon was hired to bring in the Grahamstown Amateur Musical Society’s band to play to the
multitude. As treasurer for the celebrations, Thomas Hartley Jnr calculated the excess of takings over
expenses for the celebrations and donated the surplus to the Bible Society.621
On 18 May 1844 Xhosas attempted to surround William Hartley the younger of the
Nottinghamshire family as he crossed Langholm on his way the Bathurst. He safely reached Rokeby
Park, the home of George Dyason JP. Jeremiah Goldswain, returning from Grahamstown, joined them
there. Jeremiah lent William one of his pistols and they started out, but another attempt was made to
surround them at the same place on Langholm. They charged and captured three of the assailants, but
released them for fear of there being a larger band of criminals nearby.622 Towards the end of May
George Dyason JP, Major Alexander Armstrong and Bathurst Field-cornet, Samuel Bradshaw, and a
party of settlers, were engaged in clearing bands of Xhosas from the district.
Cost estimates for the following year, 1845, included £60 for the Bathurst Schoolmaster, £15
for his house rent, and £70 for school premises.623 At Bathurst Post on 24 August a Private of the 91st
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Regiment, while on guard there, shot and wounded a corporal who had attempted to disarm him. The
corporal was thought to be intoxicated with liquor.624
A meeting of shareholders in the Bathurst Church building was held on 2 October 1844 in the
Vestry.625 From 19 December the publication Memorials of the British Settlers was on sale at Thomas
Hartley’s place.626 The same month Samuel Freemantle purchased Field-cornet, Samuel Bradshaw’s
farm, and employed Benjamin Booth to take charge of it. Booth rented pews at Bathurst Chapel as did
John Richards.627
On 1 January 1845 Mrs Roberts of the Bathurst School for Girls had married Roger Dyason
and on that day her school reopened for boarders. In February the Bathurst Chapel paid 7s 6d for a
Bible, 15s for a new window, £1 8s for other repairs and 5s for whitewashing. On 24 February the
annual meeting of the Wesleyan Auxiliary Missionary Society was held at Chapel with James and
John Usher and Robert Godlonton as speakers, the collection amounting to £12. Robert Godlonton,
the proprietor and editor of the Graham’s Town Journal, a widower, was married at Bathurst on 15
March by the Rev. John Smith to Sarah Richards, a widow.628 In March tenders were called for the
conveyance of mail between Bathurst and Grahamstown once weekly each way taking four and a half
hours. On 1 April 1845 Bartholomew Gunning was appointed postmaster at Bathurst.629 In November
the arrival time for the post at Bathurst was set as 6.30pm on Saturdays.630 Thomas Biddulph again
offered the Bathurst Residency, the former Drostdy Hotel, for sale.631
On 14 May 1845 the British settlers gathered at Bathurst to commemorate the 25th year since
their arrival. There was a Tea Meeting Committee which comprised John Cawood, Benjamin Booth,
Jeremiah Goldswain, Samuel Freemantle, Thomas Peel, Thomas Hartley Jnr, Philip Hobbs and
Edward Dell. The tea was served on the lot adjoining the Wesleyan Chapel where the Rev. John
Ayliff had preached in the morning. Four hundred people took part paying 1s each for a ticket. The
Rev. Ayliff chaired a meeting after tea. The meeting was addressed by Thomas Nelson, William Lee,
William Hartley the younger, and ten others. The National Anthem was sung in front of the house of
George Dyason, Resident Magistrate, after a procession of Sunday school children led by the Amateur
Band. The Chapel was decorated with vegetable produce from Lower Albany and in the centre,
behind the Pulpit, was a sample of cotton wool surrounded by cotton blossoms. Bananas and other
fruits adorned the walls.632
On 26 June 1845 examinations were held at the school with the Schoolmaster at
Grahamstown, Francis Tudhope, in attendance, along with the Rev. Barrow, the Rev. Ayliff and
George Dyason. Mr Godsell was the local schoolmaster.633 In July 1845 the 27th Regiment had
reinforced the Bathurst and Cawood posts. A new contract for the delivery of mail between Bathurst
and Grahamstown had been agreed with William, son of John Stubbs, for once a week each way at
£64 10s per annum to run for three years. George Dyason’s house was damaged by lightning in a
severe thunderstorm on 29 September. As president of the Bathurst School Commission, Dyason
called for tenders for the supply of desks and forms to be submitted to the Office of the Resident
Justice of the Peace. On 1 October a meeting of the shareholders of the Bathurst Church building was
held in the Vestry.634 By 30 October J McCrom was the Pound-master at Bathurst. On 1 December the
91st Regiment furnished the detachment at Bathurst Post.635 Preacher John Dold died at Bathurst aged
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47 years. By now Edward Dell rented a pew at Bathurst Church where Philip Hobbs was the
Steward.636
Bathurst during the Seventh Frontier War
By January 1846 Bathurst was included in the Grahamstown Circuit, a Judge to hold a Court in the
village twice a year. Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw, on 1 February 1846, led a party to the Fish River
from where there had been reports of the threat of hostilities involving Xhosas. The party examined
the drifts.637 Around Lower Albany several settlers moved their women and children to places of
greater safety. The Ordnance Officer had examined the arms at Bathurst Post in early February. There
he found sixty guns, 7,000 rounds of ball-cartridge, and 60 lbs of powder. The 27th Regiment was
expected to appear at Cawood’s Post. On 25 February Assistant Field-cornet, Edwin Hewson, along
with Thomas Biddulph’s nephews, Gilbert and Edward Biddulph, followed seven Xhosas who had
taken maize from the Biddulph place at Birbury. Tracks led them over the Fish River at Lower Kaffir
Drift. On 27 February a public meeting was held at Bathurst to consider steps to stabilise the frontier
in the face of impending danger. William Cock Jnr chaired the meeting and resolutions were moved
and seconded by William Shepherd, Septimus Bowker, the Rev. August Tancred, John Purdon, James
Bowker, Joseph Walker the younger, Benjamin Booth, Charles Penny Jnr, James Usher, Robert
Godlonton and Edward Dell Jnr. Local field commandants would be nominated in their
neighbourhoods including John Cawood and Thomas Foxcroft to cover Clumber, Trappes Valley,
Cawood’s Post and Cuylerville; Stephen Dell and Charles Penny Jnr to cover Barville Park in
Southwell; and William McLuckie and William Fuller for Woodlands in Southwell. Thomas Biddulph
was placed in overall superintendence with a specific duty to liaise with the military and civil
authorities. The next day Thomas Biddulph was attacked and robbed near Goodwin’s Kloof, but the
attackers were driven away by two Khoi who had appeared on the scene.638
On 2 March 1846 Richard Crouch, a widower, was married by the Rev. John Ayliff to Ann
Meats of the Nottinghamshire family who was a widow.639 On 20 March 1846 tenders were called for
the construction of a signal station at Mount Donkin. In the same month the villagers at Bethany left
their homes for greater security at Bathurst. By 21 March the governor had called on all burghers to
prepare for escalating hostilities. Detachments of 27th Regiment and 7th Dragoons had arrived at
Bathurst and Cawood’s Posts.640 On 1 April, ten of the Dragoons were ordered to Grahamstown. Two
cattle kraals had been constructed at Bathurst and the embankments around the military post and the
church were repaired, the post by then accommodating twenty-five men. Field-cornet Samuel
Bradshaw was appointed Commandant at Bathurst Station, formerly the military camp, while
Assistant Field-cornet, Edwin Hewson, was appointed at Cawood’s Post Station, which had been the
civilian camp. By now patrols were being sent out in all districts. Samuel Bradshaw headed a party of
twenty-four burghers examining passes in the direction of the Fish River, the most likely routes for
any marauders.641 On 7 April Constable M’Gurn of Bathurst had been accidentally shot and killed by
a companion at New Bristol. The settlers were given three days warning that formal hostilities would
be triggered on 12 April on which day armed forces would enter Xhosa territory. By Good Friday, 10
April, Bathurst Church had been fortified as a refuge. Windows were blocked up with sand bags and
personal boxes. Many of the people had already arrived there. The Rev. James Barrow conducted a
service there with the Rev. John Ayliff in attendance. On the same day two Xhosa prisoners were sent
from Bathurst to Grahamstown and on the following day five more joined them. By 11 April an
earthen embankment had been built around the Bathurst Chapel. The Rev. Ayliff stayed there with the
people. On 12 April, Easter Day, another meeting was held at Bathurst to consider further
improvements for the protection of the district.642
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Celebrations commemorating the arrival of the British Settlers planned for 15 April had to be
cancelled in view of the anticipated hostilities. During week ending 18 April seven prisoners had been
taken out of Bathurst by night patrols. On 20 April the Seventh Frontier War had officially
commenced. Two divisions had crossed the Fish River, bypassed the military posts, and their northern
division moved over the country north of Bathurst to Woodlands at Southwell and beyond. The Rev.
Ayliff left the village and rode to Waai Plaats Post, avoiding the enemy, to preach there to thirty
mounted men. From there he rode to Cawood’s Post to preach. By midnight he had returned to
Bathurst where George Dyason and two armed men called on him. The next day Ayliff took his
family to the church for protection. On 22 April George Palmer Jnr of the Nottinghamshire family and
his wife, Ann, had reached Bathurst from Waai Plaats taking shelter on the way in a ruined building.
Ann gave birth to their son, George, as they were under shelter. On that day, the day martial law was
declared, the Rev. Barrow read an evening prayer at Bathurst Church in the presence of about three
hundred women and children. Fourteen men stood guard outside the building. The Rev. Ayliff, with
Jeremiah Hartley of the Nottinghamshire family, held four services at four of the stations nearest to
Bathurst.643 The next day a patrol of Fingos under James Thackwray attacked a party of Xhosas at the
Fish River mouth and recaptured cattle taken from George Palmer, the Nottinghamshire settler.644
At Bathurst Lieut. B Tannard, 27th Regiment, commanded a party of his men, while Thomas
Stanborough was amongst those guarding the kraal and church. There were signs of the enemy
nearby. On 27 April the Rev. Ayliff’s son, James, took two horses to water at the spring in the
village. There he was attended by two Xhosas who seized the horses, but he was not harmed. A shot
was fired from behind the mission house at a person standing at the chaplain’s house. About three
thousand cattle were driven eastward past Bathurst. The Xhosas driving the animals were aided by
signal fires in a line from the Kowie to the Fish River. They wreaked havoc as they reached
Cuylerville where John Skirrow was killed with assegais and more cattle were added to their booty.645
By the end of April small parties of inhabitants were escaping the hostilities at Bathurst by
making their way to Grahamstown. This helped to relieve the serious congestion in the village.646 At
the age of 61, in the face of countless enemy depredations, Samuel Bradshaw, accompanied by Fieldcaptain John O’Brien, led his party of thirty-five burghers following the trail of destruction left by the
enemy as they moved towards the Fish River to cross at the drifts. The attacks at the farms and
stations appeared to adopt a common plan. The raiders would fire at the windows and doors while
driving away the cattle. The pursuit party crossed the Fish River, but were promptly forced back to
return by way of Trompetter’s Drift.647 1,400 cattle remained at Bathurst kraal during early May
guarded by twenty-two men. The church was guarded by twenty-four men and a further twenty-five
men remained at the barracks. The Rev. Barrow held services twice daily as they frequently heard
firing from the direction of Cawood’s Post.648 On 4 May two small parties from Cawood’s Post and
one from Port Frances Station arrived at Bathurst seeking refuge. The next day another attack on the
kraal was repulsed. 400 lbs of meat was issued to destitute refugees in the village and more rations
were issued generally. On 6 May Xhosa troops moved north-west in three divisions and mustered at
noon. Twelve of Thomas Brent’s horses were taken from Trappes Valley Station.649
One of two Boards of Relief was appointed at Bathurst, the other being at Theopolis Mission
Station. The purpose was to assist the destitute. The Rev. Ayliff helped Field-cornet Bradshaw to
record the names of those taking refuge at the church and issued food to those in most need. On 8
May the Europeans there numbered 53 men, 47 women and 83 children, and there were 121 Africans.
Each family occupied a pew, their luggage being stacked on the floor between the pews. Jane Ayliff
had one child and 83 year old Jane Dold was assisted by Miss Brown. Three of the Ayliff daughters
were accommodated in the reading desk and their two sons on the floor to the front of the communion
rail. The Rev. Ayliff joined the men at the porch to assist the night guard. On 9 May the people at
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Bathurst despatched an appeal to magistrate George Dyason requesting supplies of rations to relieve
an extreme shortage, and calling for more clothing as winter was approaching. Amongst the list of
twenty-five persons signing the appeal were William Elliott and his son William, Richard Bradfield
and Sarah Hodgkinson of the Nottinghamshire families. By this time virtually all of the cattle
belonging to the residents of Bathurst had been taken. A hundred Fingo levies left Grahamstown to
assist in Lower Albany against the enemy. On 13 May, from across the Kowie River, Col. Somerset
arrived at Bathurst with a detachment of CMR. On the same day the Rev. Ayliff wrote to Col.
Montague Johnstone, Commandant at Grahamstown, requesting supplies for the people. The Colonel
ordered three wagons of food, medicine and clothing for them. The Rev. Ayliff, the Rev. Barrow and
Benjamin Booth were appointed members of the Board of Relief by Governor, Sir Peregrine
Maitland.650
Mentioned in despatches for their extraordinary exertions during the recent conflict were
Samuel Bradshaw and William Cock Jnr. By 15 May, officers at Bathurst Post were Lieut. B
Tunnard, Capt. Thomas Donovan and Lieut. Phillpotts, all CMR. On 16 May three wagons of food,
medicines and clothing were received at Bathurst from Grahamstown and a quantity was taken to the
ration store. On 18 May a patrol left Bathurst in the direction of Currie’s Flat in search of enemy
troops. A child of George Hinton’s family died aged 17 months. There was a meeting of the Board of
Relief in the village on 19 May. In another spate of burning a stack was destroyed at George Palmer’s
place. An issue of supplies was made from the ration store in the village on 20 May. William Hartley
the younger and Joseph Cawood were appointed executors in the estate of the late John Cawood.651
Towards the end of May Major Alexander Armstrong was placed in command of Lower Albany with
his headquarters at Bathurst Post. His main purpose was to organise the burgher forces in the
district.652 Capt. Fielding of the 78th Regiment arrived at the Post on 28 May with a company of
burghers from Simonstown. Forces there were further bolstered with the arrival of one hundred Khoi
burghers under Field-Capt. Cornelius Cock from Grahamstown. As the district became more settled,
on 2 June the 27th Regiment left Bathurst Post for Grahamstown, but on 3 June more fires were seen
around Bathurst and Khoi burghers were placed to guard the church.653
In early June 1846 Joseph Cawood, as government contractor for the supply of military
provisions, visited the Fish River mouth with a view to helping with the establishment of a ferry
service as part of a supply route to Fort Peddie to the east. There was an exchange of gunfire during
his investigations, but in the ensuing days the route was established and supplies began to arrive there,
and by 22 June a pontoon had been constructed and boats were in the course of construction.654 By 26
June the erection of an earth work structure for a military post (Fort Dacre) was underway. Governor,
Sir Peregrine Maitland, used the Fort as his headquarters and on 3 July he crossed the mouth followed
by hundreds of burghers at a time when the epicentre of the conflict moved away from Albany further
to the east.655 George Palmer of the Nottinghamshire settlers lost a span of oxen at the Fish River
mouth.656 By the end of the month the enemy were present in some numbers in the district and they
continued to take cattle. A party under Field-cornet Bradshaw recovered fifteen cattle near Currie’s
Drift. Men from the Sporting Club reached Bathurst from the Kap River and Cawood’s Post and they
forded the Kowie River at Port Frances on 28 July. From Richmond Station they returned via the right
bank to Grahamstown. Along the way they had recovered five of Thomas Brent Jnr’s horses at the
Kap River.657
On 9 August 1846 a party of Bathurst burghers under Bradshaw joined a company of 9th
Regiment, twenty 7th Dragoon Guards, thirty CMR, and one hundred infantry, all under the command
of Capt. J Campbell, to scour the Kap and Fish River valleys. Thomas Foxcroft and Jeremiah
Goldswain took part in the operation. From Cawood’s Post they crossed the Kap River and
650
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bivouacked before moving to Sand Drift searching ravines as far as Krantz Drift. At the Coombs and
Kap valleys they captured cattle and halted for the night at Trompetter’s Drift Post. Samuel Bradshaw
and Jeremiah Goldswain were noted for their outstanding contribution, but on 14 August the enemy
were once again gathering to muster at Kaffir Drift and Khoi troops from Bathurst Post were ordered
to patrol there. By this time seven hundred armed men occupied Lower Albany, while fifty cattle were
plundered at Rokeby Park.658 On 15 August the 7th Dragoon Guards peeled off heading for the
Gwanga River. On 30 August a party of farmers left Bathurst to plough taking a small armed force for
protection. While they were away, four of them, including Samuel Bradshaw, had their livestock
stolen from John Tharrat’s kraal near the James party location. The next day seven burghers under
Bradshaw and Goldswain, with two Cape Riflemen and thirteen Khoi troops from Bathurst Post,
followed the spoor and the cattle were seen east of the Fish River. Other cattle were recovered during
this exercise. In September, after cattle had been stolen from Port Frances Post, Major John Gibson of
the 7th Dragoon Guards, commanding at Bathurst Post in the absence of Major Armstrong, sent out a
patrol force of one hundred comprising Khoi levy, Stellenbosch burghers, and some settlers, to clear
the Fish River valley in the vicinity of Kaffir Drift. Commandant Joseph Walker accompanied them
and while he was away twenty-four oxen and twelve cattle were taken from Port Frances Station from
William Bartlett’s and James Usher’s herds while his own house and forage at Newton Dale was
burned. On 8 September Major Gibson sent an officer to Port Frances with a patrol of Khoi levy to
strengthen the defences there.659
On 28 October 1846 recaptured cattle were sold for £1 15s each, several persons taking up the
offer, but others considered the price too high. On 4 November, James Flanagan was leading his horse
from Birbury to Bathurst when he was ambushed by two armed Xhosas. They opened fire and
knocked off his hat. One of his barrels misfired, but he wounded one of the attackers using the other
barrel. On 4 November a meeting of the Bathurst Church building shareholders was held in the
Vestry. On the same day William Cock Jnr subscribed towards Parliamentary Advocacy to represent
the interests of the Eastern Districts. By 7 November 668 recaptured cattle had been distributed at
Bathurst amongst those who had suffered losses, fifty-three of them to widows. The widow of
Benjamin Palmer of the Nottinghamshire family received none. However, more recent losses were
being suffered, notably by Thomas Hartley Jnr, Widow Sarah Hartley, William Goldswain, and
William Banks. William Barlett lost two horses. By 20 November there was a marked resumption of
hostilities as James and Arthur Flanagan received more of the recaptured cattle at Bathurst. On 30
November 1846 liquor licence applications were made at Grahamstown, Port Frances and Bathurst,
including one lodged by Thomas Hartley Jnr of the Nottingham family for his place in George Street,
Bathurst.660
In December 1846 tenders were again called for carrying mail between Bathurst and
Grahamstown. Major Alexander Armstrong, Bathurst Post, was mentioned in despatches and gave
thanks to Capt. Fielding, commanding Fort Dacre, for the services of his officers and men. On 6
January 1847 Field-captain Thomas Biddulph was appointed Justice of the Peace for Albany. On 13
January martial law was lifted and Major Armstrong was to rejoin his regiment. On that day Fieldcornet Samuel Bradshaw rode to the Fish River mouth to count the wagons of burghers left there.
George, the infant son of Luke Castray of the Commissariat Department, Fort Peddie, died at
Bathurst. A decision was made to continue the occupation of Bathurst Post and other Albany posts.
On 17 January Major Henry Stokes was appointed to command Bathurst Post and the local district.661
Six hundred recaptured cattle had been allotted to the Bathurst Field-cornetcy and on 25 January
Field-cornet Bradshaw, Thomas Biddulph JP and Commandant William Cock Jnr were appointed to
supervise the distribution amongst the claimants. On 27 January General Sir Henry Pottinger became
Governor as more stolen cattle were returned from districts within Albany.662
On 29 January 1847 the eldest daughter of the Rev. John Ayliff died at Bathurst aged 13
years. By now Lower Albany was a picture of desolation and destruction with nearly all houses burnt
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and fences down, and little land remaining in cultivation. Outside of the posts and refuge stations the
district was virtually uninhabited. On 18 February, during a resumption in Xhosa activity, a quantity
of maize was stolen from Bathurst and the next day an ox of Widow Sarah Hartley was taken. A
patrol of Khoi Levy followed the spoor and found the remains in the Kowie River valley and there
was an exchange of fire. Two wagons belonging to George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party were
fired on as they passed through Lushington. Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw was warned by Fieldcaptain Thomas Biddulph of Xhosas crossing the Fish River and on 20 February John Buckley was
fired on about a mile from Bathurst. On that day tenders were called for slaked lime for Bathurst and
Cawood Posts. On 21 February maize was taken from the fields of Edward Dell Jnr and William
Hayward at Bathurst.663
On 6 March 1847, Field-cornet Bradshaw called on all able men to assemble at his house at
Bathurst, on 15 March, with horse, saddle and gun, to form the new Frontier Volunteers. On 9 March
he had ridden through Lower Albany to call out twenty mounted burghers with their guns to muster at
Fort Peddie in three days. General Sir George Berkely, Commander of the Forces, left Grahamstown
for Bathurst, Port Frances and the Fish River mouth to inspect the military posts. On 16 March the
burgher levies presented themselves at Bathurst, with their equipment, and left for Fort Peddie. They
numbered seventeen, with nineteen horses, but seven of their guns were in want of repair. On 17
March, the Governor, Sir Henry Pottinger, left Grahamstown for Bathurst and dined at the Bathurst
Inn. John Phillips received two cows and two calves to compensate for his losses of livestock, but he
had since purchased twenty-three cows. On 18 March, the governor invited the Rev. James Barrow,
George Dyason and Major Henry Stokes to dine with him at the Inn. On 20 March tenders were called
for the supply of water at Bathurst Post to be priced per cask of 6 gallons. Wesleyan Auxiliary
Mission Services were held on 21 March with the Rev. Wilson presiding at Richmond Station in the
morning, Port Frances in the afternoon, and Bathurst in the evening. The total aggregate collection,
including the services at Clumber and Bethel Chapel, amounted to £15 10s 5d. During the financial
year subscriptions from Lower Albany to the Wesleyan Missionary Society totalled £65.664
Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw, with his Lower Albany burghers, returned to Grahamstown
from the Buffalo River on 14 April 1847. During the previous month, in several actions, they had
recovered 350 cattle. On 24 April, Ralph Murray warned that cattle straying on White’s Bush would
be sent to Bathurst Pound. On 28 April, as Sir Henry Young became Governor of the Eastern
Districts, Elizabeth, daughter of Joseph Taylor of Port Frances, was married at Bathurst to Henry
Blundell. By May, at Bathurst Post under Major Rumley, were two officers, forty-two other ranks and
three horses. On 25 May, at 11am, a commemoration bazaar was held at Bathurst Chapel in aid of the
Missionary Society. Tickets for a Tea Meeting in the evening were available at 1s 6d each from
Jeremiah Goldswain, Philip Hobbs and William Bartlett. The event raised £112. An allowance of 7s
6d per day to Field-cornet Bradshaw was to cease. The detachment at Bathurst Post had been
withdrawn by 12 June. On 15 June Samuel Bradshaw and William Hayward went to Fish River
Mouth Camp to apprehend one Jan Nehoff and take him to Bathurst. Lots were granted at Bathurst
including Nos. 54 and 55 to William Estment and No. 45 to George Palmer. Palmer also acquired
James Burchell’s No. 46 and John Goodwin’s No. 47. On 28 June eight government cattle were sold
in front of the offices of the resident magistrate at Bathurst. The next day the three Nelson brothers,
sons of Thomas Nelson, while following a buffalo they had wounded in the Kowie River valley, were
attacked by Xhosas wielding assegais, but they escaped. A party set out from Bathurst to pursue the
attackers, but they were fired on.665
Return of Bathurst district to a semblance of normality
On 21 August 1846, amid operations to clear Albany of enemy Xhosas during the Seventh Frontier
War, oxen had been taken at White’s Bush. Arthur Flanagan, William Lloyd and Francis Whittal Jnr,
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with some Wynberg Rifles, formed a party, followed the tracks, and recaptured those animals along
with others taken from Cuylerville.666
By December 1846 coal had been found at the Lower Kowie River and William Cock Jnr had
taken samples to Grahamstown. A small seam was found in a kloof near the river bank and Surgeon
William had visited to inspect the shafts there. The seam soon burned out. On 2 January 1847 James
Fitzgerald applied for a Liquor Licence for White’s Bush.667
As Bishop Gray, Vicar of Stockton, was consecrated at Westminster Abbey on 29 June 1847,
it was recorded that during the year Lower Albany had raised £220 for religious and benevolent
causes. The Bishop was appointed to the new Diocese of Cape Town to cover the whole colony. On 7
July military signal stations were listed in orders including Richmond Station, with a gun; Port
Frances Station, with one gunner, Royal Artillery under James Usher Jnr; Southwell School-chapel,
with one gunner under acting Field-cornet William Gray; Bathurst Station, one gunner under Fieldcornet Samuel Bradshaw; Cawood’s Post, one gunner; and Kafir Drift Post, one gunner. Each post
was supplied with 50 rounds of ammunition, slow match and tubes. The procedure was that one round
would be fired to report an incidence of stolen cattle, to be answered by the nearest station, which in
turn would transmit the signal to the next station. Job Harvey, local preacher living in the house of
Edward Dell Jnr at Bathurst, offered the premises to let. Previously he had managed a printing press
in Xhosa territory where he had printed the first complete edition of the New Testament in Xhosa
language. On 21 July John Robey offered all of his cattle for sale at Bathurst. On 6 August Samuel
Bradshaw rode to the Fish River mouth to apprehend suspect John Aeligon and bring him into
Bathurst.668
On 16 August 1847 William Cock Jnr chaired a public meeting at Bathurst covering the
question of a separate government for the Eastern Districts. Pairings of proposers and seconders of
resolutions were Thomas Berrington and Jeremiah Goldswain, William Cockcroft and John Purdon,
Robert Godlonton and Job Harvey, Thomas Hartley Jnr and John Purdon. A committee was formed to
coordinate with a similar group in Grahamstown. The representatives from Bathurst were Thomas
Berrington, Thomas Hartley Jnr, Job Harvey and William Cock Jnr. On that day Robert Wicks Jnr had
a span of oxen taken near Driver’s Bush hill. On 19 August Sir Henry Pottinger, in the company of his
secretary, John Chase, and Lieut. Charles Forsyth, arrived after an inspection of Port Frances. They
proceeded to Lushington Valley and Blaauwkrantz noting the scenes of utter desolation, hardly a
homestead not destroyed.669
On 25 August 1847 George Palmer of the Nottingham party acquired, at Bathurst, Lot No. 42
of Thomas Philipps and Lot No. 43 of Captain Duncan Campbell. On 17 September, as a detachment
of 91st Regiment left Grahamstown to be stationed at Bathurst Post, three horses were stolen from
George Palmer Jnr at Waai Plaats. On 20 September a public meeting was held at Bathurst to petition
against the removal from office of Lieut.-Governor of the Eastern Districts, Sir Henry Young. Once
again, William Cock Jnr took the chair and resolutions were moved and seconded by John Purdon and
George Palmer, Mark Cockcroft and Jeremiah Goldswain, and Joseph Wiggall and Lumsden
Strachan. The meeting had been requested by a number of people including William Hartley the
younger, Edward Timm and George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party, William McLuckie of the
Southwell district, and also William Purdon of Clumber. On 6 October, in the Vestry at Bathurst
Church, the Annual General Meeting was held of the shareholders in the church building.670
On 23 November new liquor licences were applied for including Thomas Hartley Jnr for a
‘tap’ at Bathurst. By the end of 1847 William Selwyn had retired as master at the Bathurst School. He
was succeeded by Walter Edwards on £60 per annum plus £25 for house rent. The Bathurst Prison
was now manned by one Constable earning £33 per annum.671
By 1 January 1848 Col. Henry Somerset was commanding on the frontier. Cattle theft
continued and the theft of thirty sheep was recorded at Waai Plaats on 25 January. In February severe
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storms caused damage across Lower Albany and at Bathurst fruit trees were ripped out of the ground.
On 20 February the Rev. William Shepstone held the Wesleyan Mission Service at Bathurst. The Rev.
George Smith held the Missionary Anniversary Service there on 27 February. A Missionary Meeting
was held by African Wesleyans in Bathurst Chapel the next day. The collection amounted to £11 3s
5d. On 29 February the inhabitants enjoyed a bazaar at the school which realised £60 15s 3d. On 4
March, as Mrs Roger Dyason and Mrs William Selwyn were about to move from Bathurst to
Grahamstown, the Dyason cottage of five rooms at Bathurst was offered for sale or to let. On the
same day, Justice of the Peace, Walter Currie Jnr, was deputed to go to Cape Town to discuss
compensation for the losses incurred by inhabitants in Albany during the war. In early March a Court
of Resident Magistrate was created at Bathurst. At this time the boundaries of the Field-cornetcy of
Bathurst were defined. Previously it was defined as a Field-cornetcy in the Division of Albany.672
On 22 March 1848 John McDougal was appointed Chief Constable of Bathurst incorporating
the role of Court Messenger. He was awarded an annual salary of £60 and an allowance of £25 for a
horse. Resident JP, George Dyason, was appointed magistrate of Bathurst at £230 per annum on 23
March 1848. Thomas Hartley Jnr presided over the sale of Thomas Biddulph’s effects at the Drostdy
Hotel, Bathurst. Parts were sold off for building materials. Philip Hobbs bought the southern wing of
the former Residency building for £27. George Dyason bought the front from end to end for £27. The
outbuildings were sold to Samuel Bradshaw for £2 14s. Other items were sold to John Buckley,
William Miles and Gilbert Biddulph. George Dyason rented James Wilmot’s house in Bathurst for
five years, and on 3 April he took the oath of office as Resident Magistrate for the Bathurst district.673
On 17 April 1848 a meeting of the newly reconstituted Lower Albany Agricultural Society
was held at Bathurst and William Gray, Stephen Dell and Thomas Berrington formed an executive
committee. The influential Miles Bowker joined the Society. On 27 April George Dyason’s daughter,
Frances, was married at Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow to Gilbert, son of the late Lieut. John
Biddulph. By the end of May, the Rev. John Ayliff, who had been such a comfort to the people of
Bathurst and nearby districts, especially during the last war, had relocated to Fort Beaufort. The Rev.
H Pearse was now in charge of the Bathurst Circuit of the Methodist Church, but on 9 July the Rev.
John Appleyard took charge. On 29 May tenders were called for provisions for the prisoners from
time to time held at the Bathurst Prison. The Rev. Barrow presided at Bathurst over the marriage of
Helen, second daughter of the late Walter Currie, to Hougham Hudson Jnr on 1 June.674
Unexpectedly, several herds (herdsmen) had left the Goldswain farm after William
Goldswain had discovered they were stealing firewood from the homestead. As a result, the cattle
were left to wander and some strayed onto Leeuwfontein, the farm of Mr Palmer of the
Nottinghamshire party. Palmer sent about 70 head to the pound in Grahamstown. As some of the
cattle were branded with the Goldswain mark, Jeremiah Goldswain was unhappy and remonstrated
with him. It was settled that Palmer forgo any driving fees, but Jeremiah had to pay the pound fees.675
Leeuwfontien must have changed hands shortly after this incident as the Albany Agricultural Society
Show was held on 27 September 1849 according to the Grahamstown Journal ‘at Mr. Jelliman’s
Leeuwfontien on the road from Grahamstown to Craddock’.676
Thomas Hartley Jnr was auctioneer for the sale at Bathurst of six wagons and teams on behalf
of James and John Usher on 13 September 1848. Three months credit was offered and £355 was
raised plus £148 for fifty-six cattle. The rate of commission was 9 per cent. During September
Bathurst Chapel had paid 10s for an account book and 1 10s 8d for a box of candles. On 4 October the
annual meeting of the shareholders in the Bathurst Church building was held in the Vestry. The
village was illuminated in honour of new Governor, Sir Harry Smith, who arrived on 10 October
having visited Ann Cawood’s establishment at Fort Albert at the Fish River mouth, and Port Frances.
He stayed at the Bathurst Inn. On 13 October the Rev. James Barrow was licensed to the Parish of
Bathurst, a former chaplaincy. Bishop Gray arrived from the Cheshire Cheese on 18 October and
visited the Bathurst School. The next day he addressed the Sunday school children where he was
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presented with a petition by George Dyason requesting him to consecrate their church. The document
was read by chaplain, the Rev. James Green, and duly, at noon, the Bishop held a Consecration
Service followed by Morning Prayer in the presence of a full congregation. After Holy Communion
he was presented to the parishioners by the Rev. Barrow and refreshments were served. In the
afternoon a confirmation service was held for thirty candidates including two mothers. In attendance
were the Rev. Green, the Rev. William Long of Graaff-Reinet, and the Rev. Barrow. Evening Prayer
was followed by a meeting of Parishioners in the Vestry. On the Bishop’s recommendation, the
shareholders in the building undertook to give their shares as an offering. After a busy day the Bishop
dined and relaxed at the home of Resident Magistrate, George Dyason, before setting off in the
morning to Cuylerville for another busy day.677
On 13 November another call was made for tenders for the supply of provisions for prisoners
at Bathurst Prison. On 16 December Peter McLeod was appointed Postmaster at Bathurst and Clerk to
the Magistrate. His remuneration was set at £100 per annum. The records also show that George
Dyason Jnr was appointed Clerk to the Magistrate and Clerk of the Peace by the end of the year, also
for £100 per annum. Both Sarah Hartley of the Nottingham party and her son Thomas had inns in
Bathurst. Hugh McKinnon was the Chief Policemen earning £40 per annum. The Bathurst Board of
Prisons comprised the Rev. Barrow, Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw, who had been made a Justice of
the Peace, George Dyason, William Cock Jnr and Walter Currie Jnr. George Dyason was also
Church-warden. Robert Kilby had been appointed Messenger for Bathurst. By this time mail from
Grahamstown reached Bathurst at 12.30pm on Saturdays and began the return journey at 6pm on
Mondays. Lower Albany, of which Bathurst was the de facto Capital, extended from a line between
Trompetter’s Drift in the east to Jager’s Drift in the west down to the shoreline. The population by the
end of 1848 was 875 Europeans and 1,309 Africans. It is noted that a number of hippopotamus
occupied the Fish River below Trompetter’s Drift.678
A petition had been drafted requesting separate local government in early 1849 and on 3
February the document was with Thomas Hartley Jnr at Bathurst awaiting signatures. On 26 February
a Bazaar was held at the Bathurst Wesleyan Chapel after the Wesley Missionary Anniversary Services
held on the previous day. On 4 March there were just eight persons taking Holy Communion in
Bathurst Church. After visiting the Southwell district on 10 March, newly appointed Archdeacon
Nathaniel Merriman of Grahamstown arrived at Bathurst with Southwell catechist, William Steabler.
They were entertained by the Rev. James Barrow. The Archdeacon preached at the church the next
day before arriving at Cuylerville by horse. The Fish River had been swollen for several weeks, but he
was able to cross in John Phillips’s boat from Cuylerville to reach Fort Peddie. George Brown of
James’s location advertised a cottage to let comprising four ground floor rooms on Kowie Road in
Bathurst village. By 17 March William, son of the late Walter Currie, was secretary to the Somerset
and Albany Agricultural Association. Benjamin Booth’s house in the village was offered to let on 13
April. It stood on a 10 morgen (approx. 20 acre) field with a stream running through the garden. The
Board of Claims for Compensation sat in the village, with Benjamin Hadley as secretary.679
In the absence of the Rev. James Barrow, the Rev. John Heavyside officiated at Bathurst
Church on 27 May 1849. Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman had ridden from Grahamstown and on 3
June he conducted the services for the day at Bathurst. The Lower Albany Agricultural Society held a
meeting at the Bathurst Inn on 23 June. Edwin Hewson had been acting as a scribe for his neighbours
who were unable to write, but on 30 June he left Lower Albany for Quaggas Vlei which he had
bought from William Southey. On 25 July Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw attended Bathurst to receive
road rates. William, son of Thomas Nelson the younger, offered a house and two acres for sale.
Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman visited the village again on 15 August.680
On 21 October 1849 Bathurst Chapel paid £32 for slates and £12 for cartage along with 10s to
Isaac Wiggall and £84 to Mr Armstrong and John Tatham for work done. Bathurst Chapel was
reopened for regular services on 28 October when the Rev. William Shaw preached sermons in the
morning and evening. The slates had been used to replace the roof thatch. The next day the Rev. H
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Pearce preached there. After exploring in the district and staying at Bathurst with the Rev. John Smith
for two days, on 30 October the naturalist, J Leyland, left for Grahamstown. In early November, after
heavy rain, the rivers were swollen and on 3 November Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman was forced
to cross the Blaauwkrantz River at a drift high up stream on his way to Bathurst. He stayed overnight
with the Rev. Barrow. From there he went to Cuylerville to celebrate Holy Communion and conduct
baptisms, then to Tharfield and Port Frances, before returning to Bathurst and back to Grahamstown.
Lot No. 65 in the village, upon which the church stood, was transferred to the Bishop of Cape Town
on 26 November.681
On 30 November a public meeting rejected the proposal of a penal settlement in the colony.
Walter Currie Jnr chaired the meeting and resolutions were moved and seconded respectively by
William Gray and Benjamin Keeton, Charles Slater and Thomas Cockcroft, William Cock Jnr and
Edward Dell Jnr, Benjamin Keeton and Edward Dell, John Dell and Joseph Weakley, Septimus
Bowker and Thomas Page, and William Cock and Robert Godlonton. During the proceedings a
subscription was taken as a mark of appreciation of Col. G McKinnon as Commissioner for British
Kaffraria. A copy of the meeting resolutions was sent by W Currie on 7 December to the governor.
On 17 December Alexander Forbes applied for a liquor licence for his premises in Kowie Road. The
Wesleyan Mission branch in the village boasted 53 adherents including 14 men. The letter post rate
was now 4d per half ounce prepaid and 6d unpaid. Mails left Grahamstown at 3pm on Tuesdays to
arrive at Bathurst the next day at 9-30am.682
It was resolved at a meeting on 1 January 1850, held by Archbishop Merriman in
Grahamstown, that the Bathurst Parish should contribute £10 for a fund for a mission to be established
in British Kaffraria. The Rev. Barrow and catechist Henry Waters from Southwell were in attendance.
The next day Thomas Nelson had two horses taken from the village. On 18 February Archdeacon
Merriman rode into the village from Grahamstown accompanied by his wife Julia. He officiated at the
church on 19 February because the recently married, the Rev. James Barrow, was away at Cape
Town. By 21 February the ‘Convict Settlement’ question was resolved and in celebration the village
was illuminated at night. By March, Adolphus Schaller had been appointed Schoolmaster at Bathurst.
On 3 March the Annual Wesleyan Missionary Sermons were preached at the village chapel by the
Rev. William Impey who also officiated at Bethel Chapel. The Wesleyan Bazaar was held in the
village with a Tea Meeting for 1s per person on 4 February. Those preaching the Annual Sermons at
various locations were present along with Brook Attwell, James Usher and others. Two days later the
Annual Show Meeting of the Lower Albany Agricultural Society was held and thirty farmers dined at
the Bathurst Inn. Prize winners were John Filmer, best bull; James Phillips, best cow; John Dell, best
sow; Thomas Hartley Jnr, best boar; Thomas Filmer, the fat ox prize; William Gray, wheat; Stephen
Dell, bacon; Ebenezer Filmer, maize; and Thomas Hartley Jnr, cheese. J Weston was awarded a
special prize for a variety of wheat suited to the growing conditions in Lower Albany. Samuel Hayes
Jnr was auctioneer at the sale of two wagons and oxen. As Bathurst continued to advance, a public
meeting was held on 26 March to establish a rural police. Ten men would be required for the Bathurst
Ward.683
On 16 April 1850 Isabella Randall was married at Bathurst by the Rev. Barrow to Thomas
Tarr of the Nottingham family. Robert Godlonton was elected to the Albany Divisional Road Board
for the Field-cornetcies of Bathurst and Kowie West. Uriah Turner had recently left Bathurst and gave
£100 toward Church Almshouses at Grahamstown. George Dyason, Resident Magistrate, had offered
Koonap Port, Gwar, and Gwar Mouth farms totalling 9,000 acres, for sale. On 1 July he held Court to
consider an application for an Inn Licence for Mount Donkin Farm. The Albany Divisional Road
Board was considering repairs to the road linking Port Frances to Lower Blaauwkrantz via Bathurst.
At this time some settlers were planting hedges made of spek-boom and Ralph Murray was farming at
White’s Bush. A Pound Sale was held in the village on 26 July.684
Another public meting was held in the village on 16 August 1850. Motions were proposed
and seconded respectively by Walter Currie Jnr and William Mandy, Surgeon John Atherstone and
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Joseph Currie, Thomas Berrington and William McLuckie, and William Gray and Mr Beale. A
committee was chosen comprising George Jarvis, John Carlisle and Walter Currie Jnr to draft a
submission of the resolutions to the Queen in Council. The next day Bishop Gray arrived at the Rev.
Barrow’s house in the village at 8pm having travelled from Grahamstown, and outspanned at
Langholm. On 18 August he held Morning Prayer at the church and was attended by a large
congregation including several young ladies who had ridden seventeen miles from Cuylerville. The
confirmation of twelve candidates and Holy Communion with thirty communicants followed the
Litany. The offertory totalled £11. At Evening Prayer the daughters of Resident Magistrate George
Dyason, formed the choir. After the Bishop had explained that a lack of funds had prevented the
appointment of a deacon or catechist for the Cuylerville School-chapel, a young parishioner of the
district offered to raise funds for the purpose. On 19 August the Bishop met Bathurst parishioners in
Vestry and they agreed to raise £100 for an endowment for the erection of a parsonage. Following this
he examined the children at the school.685
A public meeting was held in Bathurst on 28 August to consider claims for compensation.
William Wright was Chairman of a “Committee of Resolutions”. In September mutton from the
village was priced at 3 1/4d per lb. In a terrible incident on 5 September, the three day old child of the
widow of Mr Bartlett, near the village, died after falling into very hot water. Sarah Hartley of the
Nottingham party had died and by 11 September Thomas Hartley Jnr was executor of her estate and
that of his late father. By October 1850 Samuel Hayes Jnr was operating a forge at Bathurst. As
anxiety grew in the settlement about the likelihood of another general frontier war, on 12 October a
wagon, outspanned on the Bathurst-Grahamstown road, was looted by a band of Xhosas. On 15
October troops were sent to Bathurst Post and Woodlands. As preparations continued there was a
heavy fall of hail stones in the district. The Rev. William Shaw preached sermons at the Wesleyan
Chapel on 20 October. The collections were used to help clear the debt outstanding in respect of the
chapel building. At a bazaar at the chapel a further £20 was raised. By late October 1850 the governor
had sent out an advice that all was quiet in Kaffraria and there was no cause for alarm. The general
fears of the people were not allayed as on 2 December ten cattle, stolen from Bathurst, were
intercepted by the 2nd Division of the Native Police near Fort Willshire. At this time in the village tea
was priced at 3s per lb, sugar 4 ½d per lb, candles 9d per lb, and a reel of cotton was 2 ½d per lb.686
On 5 December spans of oxen belonging to Walter Currie Jnr and Mr Davis of Bathurst were
driven from Fort Brown by native raiders. On 6 December Thomas Hartley Jnr applied for a canteen
licence at Bathurst. By 23 December a lion had been killed in a trap gun near to the village at a time
when another intense swarm of locusts visited the frontier districts. As news spread of a Xhosa attack
at the Kat River, marking the outbreak of war, it was arranged for women and children to take refuge
in the church to sleep overnight on 24 December. Martial law was proclaimed the next morning.
Walter Currie Jnr was appointed Field-commandant for the Bathurst district.687
Developments at Table Farm
In 1835, following the death of Major T C White during the latter stages of the Sixth Frontier War, a
committee was formed at Grahamstown to consider the nature of a memorial. C Maynard was elected
to the chair with newspaper proprietor, R Godlonton, Capt. Duncan Campbell, and four others
attending. A list of fifty-four subscribers was tabled showing that each had contributed £1 1s (a
guinea) towards a white marble tablet designed on commission by renowned sculptor, Frederick
I’Ons. A London agent was appointed to oversee the work while Capt. Burton of the Maria agreed to
transport the memorial free of charge. It can now be seen on the south wall of Grahamstown
Cathedral. Once proudly observed by the White family, the memorial has since been redacted, some
would say vandalised, to remove phrases deemed to be offensive in respect of today’s sensibilities.
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The establishment of Fort White, in honour of the Major, has already been described in pages
150-51. It was compact but strongly constructed with high stone-looped walls in a square containing
stables for twenty-six horses and commensurate buildings for the cavalry. Later it would be found to
be impregnable by typical Xhosa weapons.
After the Sixth Frontier War the residents at Table Farm and their neighbours, suffering from
the conflict itself and the lack of support shown for them by Lord Glenelg and the British Government
generally, were forced to take steps to ensure their survival and rebuild their lives. After the death of
husband and father, Major T C White, his wife Ann was forced to part with valuable property which
had been accumulated since their arrival. A sale notice in the estate of T C White appeared in the
Grahamstown Journal688:
Sale of property, Est. T. C. White by order of the executors. All moveable property, furniture and other
articles. Stinkwood bookcase, pair card tables, horsehair sofa, piano (Tomkinson), hall clock, chairs,
carpets etc. Mahogany 4-post bedstead and bedding, mahogany wardrobe, sundry wash-hand stands,
dining table, sideboard, water filterer, fifteen decanters, several sets wine glasses, 1 pair plated
candlesticks, 1 pair ditto with branches, 3 guns, quantity earthenware, mahogany chest of drawers,
cooking utensils, 1 horsewagon with harness, 3 carts, 1 wagon, large variety of farming utensils,
excellent library of standard and other works, elegantly bound and in best order, quantity of very
superior plate, 2 horses, 70 head of cattle, sundries.

His prized theodolite and rifle were auctioned later in the year. The White family lost the kinds of
items that many less wealthy settlers never had in the first place, but it should be remembered that the
Major had played an extremely important role in developing farming to feed and cloth the people, had
contributed to exports, and provided employment.
During the war the Whites had suffered losses of livestock on the same scale experienced by
the other European farmers and there was little compensation. Most of the recovered cattle had been
used to feed the troops and barely one fifth of all of those taken remained to provide compensation.
To simplify the compensation process, this remainder was auctioned and the proceeds distributed
amongst the farmers according to their proven losses, but as there was a shortage of cash in the
colony, the proceeds were meagre. Those who had suffered the destruction of their homes, losses of
valuable thoroughbred stallions, brood mares, and sheep for wool, were never adequately
compensated. Localised Xhosa raids continued after the war as the Europeans lived in constant fear.
In August 1835, for example, a party of 20 Xhosas was apprehended roaming a farm about twelve
miles north of Grahamstown on the New Years River near Table Farm.
Though Major White’s contribution to the recent military excursion had been widely
acknowledged, this recognition was not enough to avoid controversy over payment for his survey
work in the districts of Somerset, Cradock and Albany to facilitate the granting of land titles by the
government. In this work he incurred the ire of many of the occupants who feared the loss of lands
they had enjoyed without formal ownership and without the determination of accurate boundaries. He
had received a sum of £703 5s 6d in advance to maintain his family while he was away on active
service and, up to the point of the outbreak of war, had created a general survey plan and roughed out
about 120 drawings intended to be refined in situ at a later date. They were signed and handed over at
the Civil Commissioner, Capt. Duncan Campbell’s office. As a consequence of the Major’s death the
drawings were completed by W T Brown who had surveyed neighbouring lands. Lieut.-Governor Sir
Andries Stockenstrom received the plans and argued for the return of the advanced money from
White’s estate. His grounds for such a demand were that they contained errors and that the
government had incurred the cost of the extra work by Brown. In the process, the characters of White
and Brown were brought into question.
The question of the drawings and the advance payment dragged on until the SurveyorGeneral, Major Michell, was asked for an opinion on the matter and responded in a letter dated 18
August 1840. He found, in essence, that the whole affair was unique in its circumstances arising out
of the loss of a valuable officer. From a feeling of sympathy for the family of Major White he
recommended that it would be to the great credit of the government if they made up the value of the
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advance to a total of one thousand pounds by means of a gratuity. He had placed his life on the line,
and lost his life, conducting topographical work in the most perilous of circumstances. This work was
his only means of obtaining an income for the support of his family as he had no salary.
The case continued to drag on and in 1843 His Excellency Sir George Napier, who had
already expressed his disagreement with the views of Sir Andries Stockenstrom, wrote to the
Secretary of State, Lord Stanley, explaining the dilemma, and asking for every concession consistent
with justice which could be afforded to White’s executors. In 1856 Messrs Godlonton, Cock, Vigne
and Wood formed a Select Committee which examined all 120 diagrams and concluded there were no
irregularities to tarnish the character of the Major.689

After the death of her husband, Ann White was left with three children, Thomas Charles, George and
Emily Damant. During the Sixth Frontier War they had taken refuge in Grahamstown, probably with
Nottingham family, the Atherstones. In 1838 Elizabeth Atherstone (née Damant), Ann’s aunt, died,
and Ann’s uncle Edward had returned to England. Ann and her father remained with her three
children at Table Farm until, on 20 August 1839, she married Dr John Atherstone, the widower of
Elizabeth. The marriage service was held at St George’s Church, Grahamstown, after which they
enjoyed tea at the groom’s house in Market Square.
Between 1841 and 1848 Ann and John produced five children, Edwin, Walter, Fanny, Harry
and Charles. Elizabeth and John had produced seven children who lived beyond infancy, namely
William Guybon, Catherine Damant, Elizabeth, and Emily, all born in England, and John Frederick
Korsten, Bliss Ann and Caroline, born in Africa. By 1848 several of this large family had reached
adulthood and were self-reliant but, nevertheless, Ann and John shared an onerous responsibility for
the children. To add to their difficulties it is understood that Dr Atherstone remained resident at his
practice in Grahamstown while Ann remained at Table Farm with most of the children, although his
eldest daughter, Catherine, had married George Cumming of the nearby farm, Hilton. She, Catherine,
was born in Castle Donington, Leicestershire, in 1815. Catherine and George had nine children and
she lived the remainder of her life at the farm and died there in 1890.
Thomas Damant died in 1846 leaving the management of the farm to Thom White, the first
born of Ann and Major T C White, who was by then nineteen years old. His brother George left to
farm at Brakkloof.
The concern in this chapter is principally with the lives of the settlers from Nottinghamshire
up to and including 1850. In 1813 a son born to Elizabeth Atherstone (née Damant) died in infancy
and her second son, William Guybon Atherstone, born the following year, was also delicate, but he
lived on until 1898. He was a polymath interested in many aspects of life, a well-educated high
achiever, who went on to be recognised for several successes of historic importance. After the Sixth
Frontier War, during which he was a staff medical officer under Sir Benjamin Durban, he was
awarded his medical qualification in 1836. He had been one of Michael Faraday’s pupils before
attending the lectures of Stokes and Graves in Dublin and qualified MRCS Eng in 1838. In Paris he
was joined by his close friend Fred W Barber and he obtained a degree of MD at Heidelberg in 1839.
During the year, on 13 April, he married his cousin Catherine Atherstone, the daughter of his uncle
Edwin, a notable poet of Nottingham. William returned to Grahamstown in the Robert Small to rejoin
his father’s medical practice. He became the Gaol and District Surgeon at Grahamstown and remained
in the colony for most of the remainder of his life.690 He carried out research on lung-sickness, horse
sickness and tick-borne fevers.
Snippets of the daily lives of the families connected with Table Farm are found in the Lower
Albany Chronicle. In March 1841 the body of Thomas Brown had been discovered at Charlton Place
and the remains of murdered Mary Welch were found at Welch’s Vlei. Major Armstrong of the Cape
Mounted Rifles was investigating the crime. On 25 March Surgeon John Atherstone left
Grahamstown to examine Mary’s body at her home. Francis Pearce of Ford’s location was in custody
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over the matter. Evidence at the trial in April showed that two Khoi men had encountered Mary while
they were seeking a stray calf wandering at some distance from her home. She had been stabbed to
death. The culprits had then proceeded to the cottage and taken Thomas Brown out on a pretext, cut
his throat, stabbed him, and left with £20 from the cottage. The trial continued into September and
John James, whose home was about 1,000 yard from Luke Welch’s place, and Joseph Dicks, a
shoemaker in Ford’s location, gave evidence. This was not the only time Dr Atherstone was called
upon to examine a body as he was again required for the purpose in April 1842.691
In the midst of increasing tensions between European settlers and Xhosas, four cheeses had
been stolen from John and Mary James at their cottage near Port Frances. Mary had given up making
cheeses and their allotment in George Smith’s location had been sold to William Simpson. They had
moved from there to the Port. On 23 April Mary was found dead at their new home. Surgeon John
Atherstone arrived the next day and he suspected violence, but there is no record of the apprehension
of a culprit.692 According to one source, however, her cheeses were the best in Albany, they both liked
to drink, and Mr James was suspected of his wife’s murder.693
On 6 September 1842 Hannah, the youngest daughter of Miles Bowker deceased, was married
by the Rev. James Barrow, at Bathurst, to John Atherstone Jnr, son of the surgeon.694 On 9 October
one of James Richardson’s Xhosa servants at Thorn Hill was shot by another Xhosa living at The
Hope. Bathurst Assistant Field-cornet Edwin Hewson attempted to apprehend the attacker, but was
struck by him. The offender escaped briefly, but was caught near The Hope. Surgeon William
Guybon Atherstone, son of Dr John, arrived on 13 October from Grahamstown to examine the
victim.695 At the Grahamstown Circuit Court on 13 March the two Xhosas at Thorn Hill were tried.
Edwin Hewson and William Wakeford gave evidence.696
On 19 December 1842 Mary, daughter of the late Miles Bowker, married Frederick, son of
Thomas Barber of Nottingham, at Grahamstown, with the Rev. John Heavyside presiding.697 This
may be seen as the beginning of the making of a dynasty including the Damants, Whites, Atherstones,
Bowkers, Barbers, Barbertons and others. Thomas Barber was a portrait painter, his sitters including
many notable dignitaries from his own county including the Rev. J T Becher, co-organiser of Calton’s
1820 emigration party.
On 25 December Octavius Bowker discovered, near Red Hill, the remains of William Harden
Jnr, who had been murdered on 14 December. Bowker reported the finding at Bathurst and John
Phillips went out to see the body which had been inflicted with 13 assegai wounds. His gun had been
taken. On 27 December surgeon John Atherstone arrived from Grahamstown to examine the body. At
the subsequent burial, Col. Henry Somerset was amongst the mourners. A subscription list was
commenced under the supervision of Theophilus Shepstone, son of William, Resident Agent at Fort
Peddie, with a view to offering a reward for the apprehension of the murderers. Amongst the
subscribers contributing £2 12s 6d each were John Dell, Edward Dell Jnr, Septimus Bowker, and
Bathurst Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw. Others subscribing £1 19s brought the grand total up to £53
15s 6d.698
1847 was a memorable year for William Guybon Atherstone. It was the year he famously
carried out the first operation with the use of anaesthetic in the southern hemisphere. An account of
this achievement can be found from page 429.
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His patient, 1820 settler, Frederick Carlisle, had been appointed Deputy Sheriff of Albany.699 After
the completely successful operation the patient was amazed: “What?, My leg is off? Impossible—I
can’t believe it!...It’s the greatest discovery ever made”.700 A quotation from Dr E Burrows’s History
of Medicine in South Africa indicates the impact of W G Atherstone after his return to the colony701:
At this juncture there returned to the town a man who was destined to cast the shadow of a colossus
over the rest of the nineteenth century Cape Colony. Without doubt Dr John Atherstone’s son, William
Guybon, is the most celebrated medical man South Africa...

The Burrows passage goes on to recognise his later achievements, most notably in the field of
geology, which are covered in this book in a subsequent chapter, as are the later lives of his siblings,
some of whom linked with the most prominent settler families through marriage. Most were prolific
as the dynasty expanded at a rapid pace.
William’s headline pursuits are well-known in South Africa, but as a son of Nottingham,
should perhaps to be better recognised in his homeland. Such achievements must have imposed
pressures on his daily life, but he always found time for his personal interests, especially in music,
writing, and drawing.
Towards the end of 1848 Dr John Atherstone and his son William were called upon to
examine the body of a murdered Khoi man. A team of men had been sheep shearing at Jeremiah
Goldswain’s farm, Burnt Kraal, and took some Cape Brandy before setting off to hunt porcupine. On
the way William January and John Cleineveldt argued about the latter’s daughter. Mr January wanted
her as a lover although he already had a wife and children. Arguing and fighting, they reached
Cleineveldt’s house where, not being the stronger of the two, Cleineveldt took up a position behind
his wife pleading that he wanted to fight no longer. January fetched a stone and struck Cleineveldt on
the head. He fell crying out, “You have killed me”, the last words he ever uttered. Attending the case,
John Atherstone discovered that the victim’s skull had been fractured, an injury not noticed by his
novice son William. Jeremiah Goldswain made a coffin for the murdered man for his burial amongst
his friends in Grahamstown. Cleineveldt left a blind wife and six children. With some difficulty,
Goldswain caught William January, but did not chronicle the eventual fate of the culprit after his
arrest.702
In April 1855, Dr John Atherstone, husband of Ann, was driving his cart towards the convict
station near Howiesons Poort. The disselboom cracked and he was thrown forward onto the frightened
horses. Although he managed to clamber back into the cart, his heavy build forced the back of the
vehicle to tilt and he was violently deposited on the ground. His injuries were severe and, although he
was returned to his lodgings and survived for a few weeks, he died at the age of sixty-four on 13 May
1855, exactly twenty years after the death of Major White, Ann’s first husband. A popular and highly
respected medic, his funeral attracted a large number, including Lieut.-Governor, Andries
Stockenstrom. It is assumed within the family that both he and his first wife, Elizabeth, were buried at
Table Farm.
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Kowie Harbour works and the development of Port Frances during peacetime

Port Alfred Harbour,
from Richmond House
(Cock’s Castle), 2016

Today, Port Frances, now Port Alfred, is a popular seaside resort. Although not a place inhabited to
any great extent by original settlers from Nottinghamshire, descendants reside or have businesses
there, and the Kowie River mouth is within eight miles of Bathurst where Nottinghamshire settlers are
well represented. During the period under review, 1836 to 1850, there were high hopes that this outlet
into the Indian Ocean might provide the basis of an important port for trading with other ports in the
colony such as Port Elizabeth and Cape Town, for imports and exports, and even for the landing of
troops for improved security. Some Nottinghamshire settlers invested in related projects. This phase
of development was particularly noted for the exertions of one man, William Cock, and his associates.
The Kowie River and its tributaries offered the potential for the onward conveyance of goods
and passengers inland to Bathurst and Grahamstown and to and from the smaller villages such as
Clumber. The principal objective was to save time in conveying goods between Cape Town and
Grahamstown which hitherto involved a time consuming overland journey between Port Elizabeth
and Grahamstown. Inhabitants of Albany professed a great interest in the success of any initiative to
develop the potential of the Kowie mouth. At the same time other outlets to the Indian Ocean were
under consideration, either as supplementary or competing facilities. The following chronology is
presented to give an impression of developments, both positive and tragic, during this era.
In February 1836, William Stanton Jnr was hiring wagons to holiday parties going to Port
Frances from Grahamstown.703 In April 1836 Capt. Popham had taken soundings on the Fish River
bar and reported on the possibilities of the entrance for navigation.704 On 12 May he had reached Port
Elizabeth from the Fish River mouth, having visited Port Frances.705 William Cock stayed at Port
Frances Customs House with his family for a month from April 1836 and he was visited there by
George Hodgskin of traders and developers Heideman, Hodgskin and Company, of Grahamstown.706
In December 1838 further consideration was given to the reopening of Port Frances, an initiative led
by George Hodgskin and the fellow partners in his firm, William Heideman, Isaac Clayton and
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William Cock, trading as Heideman, Cock and Company. A proposed first step to purchase as much
land as possible in the vicinity of the river mouth was agreed upon. They acquired land on the right
bank of the Kowie River for £1,500 with a view to furthering a proposal of Edward Wallace and
Samuel Bennett to divert the river mouth to an artificial outlet on the west side of the estuary. At
about this time George Hodgskin became the resident partner of the firm at the port.707 Bennett had
written to the Graham’s Town Journal as early as 1835 outlining his plan for a western inlet, and from
then on the newspaper supported the project, glossing over the tragedies, and exaggerating the meagre
successes. Despite earlier wrecks, he proposed, “ships would be as safe as if they were in the London
docks”. It would be necessary to fill up the existing channel and to open up a new channel. There
should be a causeway fifteen to twenty yards wide between the old and new channels to trap the sand
and form solid ground. It would take 50 convict labourers, an injection of £1,000, and a time span of
just one year to complete708. William Cock pursued Bennett’s plan in
earnest, although the use of convict labour could not be
contemplated. He built his Richmond House on the west bank which,
because of its castellated appearance, became known as ‘Cock’s
Castle’.709
As a sign of intended progress at the port, the rebuilding of
the local chapel commenced during March 1839.710 On 7 September,
1839, Henry Cloete proposed a Bill to reopen Port Frances.
Heideman, Cock and Company would undertake to render the Kowie
River mouth accessible to vessels drawing 8 feet of water, and they
would construct a wharf. The proposed levy was 5s per ton and there
would be wharfage dues on the cargo. Early proceeds would be used
to maintain the works and thereafter to return 10% interest on money
advanced for the project. Revenue over and above these
commitments would be due to the Treasury. As part of the proposal
the partners were to grant land to the government for the erection of
stores, and for a road out to the wharf. The plan set out in the Bill
William Cock
would run for fifteen years. In the same month letters to the
Graham’s Town Journal called for the construction of a Church of England building at the port. On
16 October a memorial from Grahamstown was submitted to the Legislative Assembly urging the
authorities to pass the Bill for the improvement of the port. Brothers Edward and Stephen Dell, Alfred
Trollip and Joseph Weakley had signed it.711 On 27 November, the Bill became an Ordinance, but
during its passage the levy on vessels was lowered from the proposed 5s to 3s per ton. On 7
November 1839, two lots in Port Frances and a nearby farm of 260 acres were offered for sale.712
In early December 1839 a party of workmen left Grahamstown for Port Frances to commence
work on the port improvements. About the same time William Shepherd and John Harley lost a horse
at the port. By 7 December the 80 ton schooner, the Africaine, had been built for trade at the port for
Heideman, Cock and Company. Later in the month William Lee and Robert Webb opened a butchers
shop there.713 On 9 January 1840, J Palmer, Master of brigantine, the Vixen, then lying at Algoa Bay,
made soundings at Port Frances with the new outlet for the Kowie River in mind. A large float had
already been launched to convey heavy material close up to the present outlet with the intention to
force the new outlet to the west. On 6 February 1840, Heideman, Cock and Company advertised for
more workers for the port project. The works were under the technical direction of Stephen Gradwell
who later became a resident in the Southwell district. In the same month Richard Crouch announced
his plan for a new bakery at Port Frances and William Cock visited the port on behalf of his
partnership. The partnership had applied to Lieut.-Governor John Hare for labour for the harbour
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works and thirty men of the 27th Regiment were sent there.714 Col. Hare visited the port on 7 March
1840 to inspect the works and ordered a second detachment of thirty men from the same regiment to
assist. In all there were some one hundred men now working on the new harbour. On the 15th the
Auxiliary Wesleyan Missionary Services were held at William Shepherd’s house at the port and at
Ebenezer Chapel, both conducted by the Rev. John Richard. The government estimates of May 1840
included £15 for house rents for the schoolmaster at the port and the same amount for renting the
school building.715
By the end of May 1840 an embankment of sand and bush had been constructed for most of
the distance across the Kowie River estuary, but it had not yet reached full height. Unfortunately the
high tide of winter solstice breached the part of the embankment that had not yet been spanned to full
height and damaged some of the structure. It took three weeks to restore the structure to its former
stage. The portion of the embankment to the east side of the proposed new channel was designed to
make the river force unwanted sand out into the sea. The channel outside of the surf showed a 10 feet
draw at low tide and 17 feet at spring tide. An unexpected turn of good fortune occurred in June 1840
when the ebb, after an exceptionally high tide, cleared away a large sandbank which had been
obstructing the line of the new channel. In July George Hodgskin and William Cock warned against
trespass on the embankment while it was under construction.716 At the end of July 1840 the
partnership of Heideman, Cock and Company was about to be dissolved. In early August the highest
tides ever recorded were witnessed at the port. While the harbour works suffered some damage, the
events had helped to remove some natural obstructions.717
On 29 September 1840 William Cock took a transfer of land on the right bank of the Kowie
River between the cove and the bifurcation of the river. On 1 October Samuel James repeated his
offer to sell Mill Farm which boasted 6,000 acres of grazing on Port Frances commonage along with
grazing rights on Cock’s location commonage. The price was £300 including the mill which was
grinding up to thirty bushels of wheat a day. By 19 November the new channel at the port had been
carried within ten yards of the high water mark and the embankment was nearing completion. The
chapel at the port was reroofed and it was reopened with a service conducted by the Rev. William
Shaw in the afternoon, and by the Rev. William Boyce in the evening of 24 November. The next
service there was by the Rev. William Impey on 29 November.718
By the beginning of 1841 between 30 and 60 men were continuously employed on the
harbour works. The eastern side, which was intended to be 120 feet wide, was protected by a
projection of piles. The water upstream varied between 10 and 20 feet deep for about 16 miles.
Heideman, Cock and Company were about to close their business based at Grahamstown and they
offered their premises at Port Elizabeth for sale. By early February, the western embankment now
extended to the rocks forming the west boundary of the Kowie River entrance. An important
breakthrough was made on 7 February when the new channel was opened on the west side of the
estuary. A channel depth of five feet was recorded at low tide and the new stream was 100 feet wide
flowing at five miles per hour. William Cock visited the works and must have been pleased with
progress. By 11 February it was reported that the tides now cleared the sand on the bar by ten feet at
low water rendering the channel ready to take vessels drawing up to eight feet. Amid this progress it
was announced that a steam tug had been ordered and advertisements were placed for quarry men and
for the supply of timber. William Cock and George Hodgskin were among the subscribers for a
proposed new road from Port Frances to Grahamstown to pass through Robert Featherstone’s farm
joining the old road at Woest Hill. It would terminate at the port on the right bank of the Kowie River.
For passengers, Charles Pote had ordered a coach for the route to take eight travellers inside, and eight
outside.719
On 11 February 1841 goods were being sent from Grahamstown to the port in anticipation of
the arrival of schooner, the Africaine, which was expected shortly. William Shepherd and John Harley
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of Grahamstown had opened a branch at the port to extend their business as candle and soap makers
and oilmen. Subscribers to a fund for the improvement of the existing road from Port Frances to
Grahamstown running on the Bathurst side of the Kowie River included Benjamin Keeton of the
Nottingham party, William Gray of Southwell, Thomas Berrington and his son, Thomas Jnr. William
Smith had been surveying the banks of the river at the port and laid out a proposed village on the flat
of the right bank, to be named Victoria. Work for the protection of the river entrance was being made
of stone and bush, later causing the construction to be dubbed the ‘Basket-work Harbour’.720 The
whole venture was hailed a success in the Graham’s Town Journal721:
Practical men, who have been spectators of the war carried on against the sand and surf by our
enterprising fellow-colonist, Mr. Cock, are of the opinion that victory will declare on his side... We
cannot anticipate too highly the advantages likely to result from it. We rejoice the success of the
persevering and indomitable energy of a British emigrant, and we would say to our fellow colonists in
other districts, go and do likewise.

On 10 March the Africaine, Master C Salmond, with a cargo from Cape Town, was out at sea
near Port Frances in the midst of a severe storm. Two days later it was languishing, with no hands
available at the port capable of taking a boat out to her. The following day, though, she approached
the harbour entrance, and as a boat went out, she grounded on sand just to the east of the mouth on a
falling tide.722 On 14 March she sailed into port drawing 6 ½ feet of water and commenced
discharging cargo using planks from deck to shore. Victoria village on the right bank of the Kowie
River at Port Frances had been renamed ‘Richmond’. From there William Cock advertised cargo for
sale out of the Africaine and at this time John Nelson was conducting business as a shipping agent
there. On 18 March the Africaine set sail for Cape Town with a substantial cargo. On 25 March
surveyor William Smith reported in the Graham’s Town Journal that the bush and sand piers were
being extended seaward.723 Generally his report was favourable, but he was concerned about the
absence of a stream of fresh water to supply the port inhabitants. Having observed the river mouth for
eleven days he described in detail the directions for entering the river.724
By now the Richmond village occupied a flat of some 130 acres with the Kowie River
outlining it on three sides. Copious supplies of fresh water were being obtained from the well at
Mary’s Cove, but the surveyor suggested that more water be brought in from the Mansfield River by
boat. He issued directions for the masters of vessels for entering the port and for proceeding as far as
the cove. It was his assertion that steam vessels drawing up to seven feet would be able to enter and
reach the cove once the work was completed, including the wharf to be constructed there.
In mid April 1841, Justice and Mrs Menzies visited the port from Grahamstown and
journeyed up the Kowie River to the confluence with the Mansfield River.725 On 14 April the Civil
Commissioners inspected the harbour works and prepared a report. On 25 April the Africaine arrived
at the port from Cape Town on a neap tide. She reached the beach and discharged her cargo there. On
29 April she entered the port and reached the newly constructed jetty at the cove. On 5 May she
cleared the river mouth for departure but, as there was no wind, she was forced towards the shore by
the strong current and heavy rolling waves. Her anchor cable snapped so the launch was floated to
land the passengers. The next day she was found run aground on rocks half a mile to the east of the
river mouth and, though her cargo was salvaged, efforts to free her failed. On 8 May Thomas Stubbs’s
omnibus ‘Red Rover’, drawn by eight horses, left Grahamstown for Port Frances at 9am for its
inaugural trip of a new weekly service. Ten passengers were aboard paying 10s 6d each, one way. The
return journey left Port Frances Inn (proprietor Thomas Berrington) two days later.726
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At Grahamstown on 13 May 1841 a meeting was held of subscribers to the proposed Albany
Steam Navigation Company with George Hodgskin present. It was to be funded with a capital of
£7,000 in £20 shares, with a view to the construction of an iron steam vessel. William Cock was
amongst the board of seven directors.727 Heideman, Cock and Company offered the wrecked
schooner, the Africaine, for sale. John Nelson bought the hull for £205, a swivel gun was taken off
and the spars and sails were sold for £155.
By 1 August the eastern pier at the port had been advanced by 150 feet and there was now 6
feet of water in the shallowest part of the entranced at low tide. This depth was increasing and it was
anticipated that vessels of 200 tons should be able to enter with the assistance of the steam tug
currently on order. The Albany Steam Navigation Company had ordered the proposed steamer.728
William Train was appointed pilot at the port by September 1841.
On 9 September schooner, the Sophia, of 24 tons, skippered by Master MacDonald and
owned by Joshua Norden and Company, had stood off the port in adverse wind. The pilot boat had
reached the bar, but could not return, yet the schooner was able to enter the port. Built at Cape Town,
she had sailed from Port Elizabeth. On 29 October the vessel, the Louisa, left Port Frances for Cape
Town.729 The following month the Sophia returned to Port Frances with a cargo of meat and wagons
from Port Elizabeth. When leaving, she struck the eastern side of the channel, lost her rudder, and was
driven ashore, but she was refloated using screw jacks having sustained little damage. The channel at
the bar was now 100 yards wide with 5 ½ to 6 feet depth at low tide. The Ligonia of 17 tons owned by
S B Venning entered the port on 9 December while the Sophia was already anchored in the river.730
Both vessels were there again on 10 February 1842, but the Ligonia set sail for Port Elizabeth on 20
February.731 At the end of February 1842 Mr J A Jeffery of the Britannia Inn at the port advertised for
sale the Enterprise, ‘well adapted for crossing the bar which is less dangerous than formerly’. The
boat could be pulled by a team of four oarsmen, was clinker built, nearly new, and equipped with mast
and sails. It had frequently ventured out to sea for fishing.732
By mid-January 1842 the wharf at the cove, which was about a quarter of a mile from the
river entrance, had been completed. Further work had been done to extend the piers seaward. By this
time there was 8 to 10 feet of water at the shallowest part during ordinary neap tides.733 On 10 April
1842 Mr Stroud was drowned when a boat with two other persons capsized in the surf while returning
to the beach.734
A meeting of the Albany Steam Navigation Company was held on 28 May 1842. The 170 ton
paddle steamer and tug, the Sir John St Aubyn, arrived off the coast near Port Frances with William
Train aboard and her 40 horsepower engine and two boilers as cargo. With a capacity of 50 tons she
was 90 feet in length with a beam of 26 feet. In the ladies’ cabin there were three state rooms each
with two beds and a private W C. Around the dining room measuring 15 ft 6 in there were five state
rooms with two beds each. On 6 July William Train piloted the vessel into the port.735 William Cock
was visiting at the time and waiting on the wharf were Surveyor-General Charles Bell and Lieut. T
Hare of the 27th Regiment.736 On 13 July surveyor William Smith visited the port to see the vessel. At
this time there was a 16 ft depth of water at the cove where the wharf had been built. Upstream from
there the water was half a mile wide for a distance of half a mile. Above the bifurcation there was up
to 25 ft of water. The banks constructed of stone and bush, giving the harbour its ‘basket work’ tag,
had withstood two winters without significant deterioration, and William Cock was continuing this
form of banking above the wharf defining the shortest practicable artificial channel to the bifurcation.
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As the Sir John St Aubyn lay near the wharf her machinery was being installed and by 28 July the
Sophia, skippered by Master William Barry, was loading at the port.737
On 18 August 1842 the Sabrina had been wrecked at Cape Recife on her way from Manila to
Cadiz and some of her cargo was drifting towards the port.738 On 16 September Joseph Jeffrey had
reopened the former Port Frances Customs House as the Britannia Inn and he offered groceries and
slaughter-cows for sale. The installation of machinery in the Sir John St Aubyn had been completed by
18 October and with William Train as Master she steamed out of the port.739 She returned on 7
November, three and a half days out of Cape Town, with passengers on board including William
Cock and his daughter. Cock offered groceries and building materials for sale out of the vessel. Her
main cargo was delivered to Grahamstown just five days after her departure from Cape Town.740 On
27 October the Sophia arrived at the port from Cape Town with a cargo of grain along with sundries
for Joshua Norden and Company.741
On 15 November 1842 the Sir John St Aubyn left for Port Elizabeth. She was under sail due to
a lack of coal to burn with the wood. Fares to Cape Town were: chief cabin £7 10s, second cabin £5,
and steerage £3. On 21 December the Sir John St Aubyn arrived at Port Frances.742
By 1843 the Sir John St Aubyn was being used for regular pleasure trips between Berrington’s
Cove and the confluence of the Mansfield River with the Kowie. Two daily round trips left the
Mansfield River at 10am and 5pm and in January the fare was 5s each way offering breakfast and
other meals at reasonable prices. This was perhaps the first indication the port would become the hub
for tourism and seaside pleasures that it is today. On 12 January the Sophia, skippered by Master J
Barry, arrived from Cape Town, and the Albatross arrived from there the next day.743
The Sophia left for Port Elizabeth on 21 January and returned on 30 January and the next day
the Sir John St Aubyn put out to sea to tow the Sophia in. Between the piers, the tow cable snapped,
both vessels ran aground, and the Sir John St Aubyn was wrecked. On 14 February the wreck was
auctioned at the scene and the auctioneer, Joshua Norden, bought the vessel for £105 excepting the
engine which fetched £295 from another buyer. On 4 February the Louisa arrived at the port and set
sail for Port Elizabeth. On 23 February the prospectus for the Grahamstown, Bathurst and Kowie
Shipping Company was published with the proposal to trade between Port Frances and Cape Town
with two iron vessels of 80 and 100 tons cargo capacity and 6ft draughts. There was 11ft clearance
over the bar at Port Frances at high water neap tide and 14ft at spring tide. On 24 February there was a
meeting of anticipated shareholders at Grahamstown with Thomas Philipps as chairman. The new
enterprise was proposed by William Cock and approved. The prospectus was moved by Grahamstown
Journal editor Robert Godlonton and seconded by William Smith, surveyor. Three hundred shares
were taken up and a deed of constitution was drawn up.744
It was claimed that goods would be delivered from Cape Town to Grahamstown in eight days
using Port Frances rather than Port Elizabeth. The Port Elizabeth route, with its long overland leg, was
taking twenty-one days. There would be a resulting saving of 15s per ton of goods. It appears the
comparison was invalidated as no allowances had been made for the delay outside the bar waiting for
favourable conditions to enter Port Frances, the delays in offloading the vessel, and loading the
wagons, and other inevitable delays.745
On 17 March 1843 directors of the Grahamstown, Bathurst and Kowie Shipping Company
were elected including William Cock, William Smith and five others. Two auditors were appointed.
The government had proposed a site to be set aside for the construction of public buildings and an
inspection of the ground was ordered. On 18 March the Sophia set sail for Port Elizabeth and under
the command of Master William Train duly returned on 30 March. By 7 April the barque, the John
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Hayes, now lying at Port Elizabeth, had visited Port Frances. Her Master, John Gravill, had made the
observation that the water on the bar at neap tides was 10ft deep and he considered that at the proper
tidal times the bar would admit vessels of 120 tons.746
On 17 April 1843 the Sophia left Port Frances for Port Elizabeth. In July the Grahamstown,
Bathurst and Kowie Shipping Company had ordered the British Settler, an iron schooner of around 80
tons, to be built by Fairbairn and Company. It had been commissioned by the Grahamstown, Bathurst
and Kowie Shipping Company. This would be completed about two months before the Chanticleer of
a similar construction. The son of the Rev. William Shaw had been appointed secretary to the
company. On 18 August the 160 ton schooner, the Seaforth, had arrived safely at the port but, under
Master William Greengrass, was damaged as she left the river mouth.747
By the end of January 1844 all vessels entered and left Port Frances free of port charges. On
28 February the sloop, the Ligonier, had called at Port Frances and had left. On 9 April the iron
schooner, the British Settler, of 73 tons, Master Thomas Challis, reached the port with cargo from
Port Elizabeth. A week later the brig, the Seaforth, owned by George Wood and Charles Maynard, of
16 tons, arrived under Master William Greengrass. It too carried a cargo from Port Elizabeth. The
Horwood arrived at the port with George Impey and his family as passengers. The Rev. William
Davis held a service at the port in the British Settler on 5 May.748
On 23 May 1844 William Cock was appointed managing director of the Grahamstown,
Bathurst and Kowie Shipping Company. He advertised for a cooper and a butcher. Freight from Cape
Town to Port Frances was £1 10s per ton, wharfage and landing, 3s 6d a ton. Wagon hire from Port
Frances to Grahamstown was £1 per ton. The surveyor, William Smith, again visited the port and was
pleased to hear that 37 vessels up to 160 tons had used the port since 7 February 1841. Only two had
been lost. £8,000 had been spent on the western harbour including the major private outlay of
Heideman, Cock and Company, and some smaller amounts paid personally by William Cock. On this
day the Seaforth was in port loading wool and hides bound for England and the British Settler was
taking on cargo for Cape Town, all adding to the mounting tally of revenue for the port. On 3 June
ship Master J Palmer brought the iron schooner, the Chanticleer, owned by the Grahamstown,
Bathurst and Kowie Shipping Company, to the port, but the conditions were unfavourable for her to
enter and she returned to Port Elizabeth. This was especially unfortunate as Palmer was to act as
harbour master at Port Frances and to this end he was accompanied by his family. On 28 June the
British Settler under Master William Train left Port Frances destined for Cape Town calling in at Port
Elizabeth to collect the Colonial Register.749
On 4 August 1844 the British Settler was lying off Port Frances. Her Master, William Train,
and two of her crew, were ashore when a sudden storm caused the vessel to drift on to the east pier
and a wave carried her out into the channel. The crew of the Seaforth under Master William
Greengrass helped to berth her a hundred yards from the bar. Charles Webb and David Watson, an
engineer at the harbour, assisted in the operation, but they were thrown into the river when their boat
fouled the Seaforth. The next day the British Settler was discharging cargo onto the wharf and
William Cock offered groceries for sale on the spot. On 15 August Joshua Norden placed an
advertisement calling for shareholders’ signatures to the Trust Deed of the Grahamstown, Bathurst
and Kowie Shipping Company. The British Settler left the port without drama, but the next day, on 17
August, the Seaforth was blown onto the east beach while leaving.750 On 18 September the British
Settler, Master William Train, struck the east pier and the anchor of the Seaforth when entering the
port. She was holed and let in some water.751
The Grahamstown, Bathurst and Kowie Shipping Company had petitioned the governor for
assistance in the completion of the harbour works and the people of Lower Albany had supported the
proposal with a memorial. On 10 October John Montagu, Secretary to the Government, arrived at the
port from the Fish River mouth via Tharfield, accompanied by John Smith, Assistant Commissary746
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General, and Mr Craig, Clerk to the Legislative Council. They met port surveyor, William Smith,
received the memorial, and visited Richmond House (‘Cock’s Castle’). The British Settler was in port
at this time. The party of officials continued their tour calling at Bathurst before embarking on boats
bound for the Richmond Township site leaving from the confluence of the Mansfield and Kowie
rivers. A week later the heaviest rains since the ‘Great Flood’ of 1823 began and continued
incessantly for a week. The downpour caused flood water to cut channels through the sand bank
taking away a boat and a wagon. At this time the Fish River had risen to its highest for twenty years.
There was more heavy rain in November making further inroads into the sand bank, and increasing
the depth of the channel to up to 16 ft at the shallowest part at low tide.752
After the Chantilier, assisted by the Seaforth, sustained some damage on entering the port,
one critic wrote that the harbour, which was well equipped and protected inside, was like ‘a house
without a door’. Insurance for ships entering and leaving the Kowie could not be obtained at any
price. Once again surveyor William Smith defended the venture stating that, in the previous three
years, thirty-seven entrances of seven ships from fifty to one hundred and sixty tons had been
completed. Only two ships had been lost, but salvaged, there had been no loss of life, and all cargo
affected had been recovered. By comparison, seven vessels had been lost at competing Port Elizabeth,
along with twelve lives, and property worth £50,000. The jetty there, costing £8,000, had been
smashed.753
On 29 October 1844 the Seaforth was sold at an auction held on the beach. Thomas
Berrington bought the hull for £37 and the total raised, including the rigging, was £200. In early
December repairs to the British Settler were completed and she sailed for Cape Town. By the end of
the year the government had sanctioned a levy of 6s per ton for port dues and wharfage. Before June
1845 a fishery had been established at the port by Messrs Armstrong and Cockcroft conducting their
fishing on the banks beyond the surf. They delivered fish once a week to Grahamstown all at 4d per
lb. In June they went out in their boat as the wind was working up to gale force and by 3 July they had
been missing for nineteen days.754 Their ultimate fate is not recorded in our source.
On 28 August the Trustees of Port Frances Chapel acquired lot No. 6 of Block 6 on the right
bank at the port, from William Cock. In September Mr Cock warned against shooting on his property
at the port. On 4 September John Skirrow, Civil Engineer, Central Board, had been appointed to
survey the Kowie River mouth to establish its suitability as a permanent port.755 By 23 October Mr
Skirrow had commenced his survey work. Capt. Thomas Cowderoy offered Kowie House on the left
bank near the landing place, for sale. Stone built, it comprised seven rooms, a hall, a kitchen and two
cellars, and the sale included a servant’s house and eighty acres of land. It was bounded by the river to
the west and High Street to the south. On 30 October John Skirrow reported his findings. There was 6
ft of water on the bar and a minimum of 6 ft for 16 miles upstream. Sometimes the river was
overflowing the embankment at the point of the original mouth on the east side. At the wharf the rise
and fall was 4ft and at the fisherman’s house, 2 ½ ft. He proposed the raising of the embankment piers
to 5ft above the high watermark. There was the opportunity to construct more wharfage at the cove
and near to Berrington’s Cove if the piers were raised as suggested.
Parts of a large vessel had been washed ashore at the port on 4 December 1845.756 On 18
December Thomas Berrington had acquired Capt. Thomas Cowderoy’s extensive property at the port.
On 27 December William Cock and William Jnr warned against employing an absconding crew
member from the British Settler. By the end of the year Mr Jocey was the harbourmaster at the port.
On 3 January 1846 a pleasure boat from Grahamstown sailed down the Kowie River, but encountered
a squall near the confluence with the Mansfield River. The boat overturned and was sinking as
passenger J Lawrence was rescued. On 17 January John Skirrow’s report on the Kowie Harbour
development had been submitted to the government in England. The depth of the river varied between
18 and 40ft for about 15 miles inland.757
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Port Frances during wartime
Amid the machinations of the Seventh Frontier War, on 31 January 1846 HM steam ship the
Thunderbolt arrived off Port Frances. Captained by George Broke and piloted by Master C Salmond,
it carried 216 men of the 27th Regiment under Capt. Durnford (later brevetted Colonel for his heroics
during the battle with the Zulus at Isandlwana). Capt. Cannon, aide-de-camp to the governor, arrived
at the port and advised that troop reinforcements were not necessary and consequently the vessel left
for Port Elizabeth. Fishing boats were very active off the coast at this time and a whale boat amongst
them belonged to William Cock. William Cock and Sons advertised soft goods for sale at their
Grahamstown store.758 In February 1846 a lion had visited the residential area at Port Frances.759 On
20 March Joshua Norden had acquired the Port Frances Customs House with 53 morgen (about 106
acres). In the month the people at the port left their homes for the greater security of Mill Farm. On 20
March the Rev. John Ayliff went to their refuge to preach to them in the morning, and in the afternoon
he preached at Richmond Camp formed by people from west of the Kowie River and Richmond
House. Cotton was being grown at Richmond House. On 21 March William Cock Jnr rode from
Grahamstown to Port Frances with orders for all people to take up defensive positions.760 Ten of the
Dragoons, including private W Adams, and twenty-five of the 27th Regiment, left Grahamstown for
Cawood’s Post to protect Commissariat stores there. At Richmond Camp a small blockhouse was
constructed and also a cattle kraal between the Camp and Richmond House. By the end of March
twenty men were stationed there with a small swivel gun taken out of the schooner, the Africaine. On
29 March the Rev. Ayliff preached at Mill Farm and Richmond Camps. On 1 April Ayliff again
visited Mill Farm Camp, this time in the company of Jeremiah Hartley of the Nottinghamshire family
who had taken an interest in preaching. Ayliff called a meeting of all heads of families and they voted
an overall head of the camp. The new leader organised the entrenchment of the cattle fold for defence,
building a scherm from large thorn tree cuttings to enclose 1,400 head of cattle.761
By April 1846 the completed camps had been designated ‘Stations’. David Hannay and
William Cock Jnr were made Commandants at Richmond Station while Joseph Walker and Thomas
Berrington Jnr were appointed to Port Frances Station, formerly Mill Farm Camp. On 5 April
Jeremiah Hartley held a Service at the Station and on 7 April he accompanied the Rev. John Ayliff to
New Bristol Station. On Easter Day, 12 April, the proposed date for colonial forces to enter enemy
territory, the Rev. Ayliff preached at Port Frances Station in the morning and at the wagon laager in
the afternoon. The next day he accompanied George Dyason to Cawood’s Post where one of the men
had been killed and on 14 April he returned to Bathurst. On 17 April Private James Cox of the 27th
Regiment died at Cawood’s Post.762
On 1 May the enemy was seen at sunrise above the Chapel at Wesley Mount. They were
burning houses and stacks. The Station cattle were brought in and twenty armed men stood guard
while the women and children crowded the mill. The men with the heaviest weapons were positioned
at the angles of the earth works as the enemy closed to about four hundred yards and began to goad
the defenders. It was known they were Xhosas of Pato’s tribe. They were successfully driven away as
far as Fort Frances where they set fire to the chapel and Thomas Berrington’s inn and stables.
Meanwhile, the bush and earth defences at the Mill Farm Station were reinforced using bastions of
timber at the angles, each capable of holding five men if it became necessary to concentrate forces. In
the evening the enemy returned and gathered on a hill about half a mile from the Station, two hundred
in number, mostly armed with fire locks. From two hundred yards they targeted the mill and house
with heavy fire and closed in, so close that many were killed by angled fire across their ranks. They
then attacked from an opposite angle, but were resisted all night. Early in the morning the enemy
began to remove their dead and wounded. They had taken no cattle. The Rev. Ayliff arrived from
Bathurst and preached at the Station. During a temporary respite from fighting, some citizens were
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escorted to Bathurst, which helped to relieve some congestion. By 4 May there were twenty-two
Europeans and twenty Africans at the Station, and firing was heard in all directions. The next day
about four hundred of the enemy stormed Richmond Station and after an exchange of fire drove away
about six hundred head of cattle, but eleven of the enemy were killed. On hearing the Station’s signal
gun, a force arrived from Woodlands Fort. On their way they met with three hundred of the enemy
and recaptured about 150 cattle. The enemy retreated with some Theopolis cattle to the Kowie River,
but they were followed. In another action for the colonists involving Lieut. John Bisset, 120
Richmond Station cattle were recovered before the party returned to Woodlands.763
William Shepherd and James Usher were mentioned in despatches for their brave conduct in
the defence of the Port Frances Station. By 18 May 1846 there was a plan for the government to land
supplies and provisions by surf boat at the port. On 24 May the Rev. Ayliff arrived at Port Frances
Station from Bathurst in the company of two mounted escorts. He conducted a baptism, visited the
grave of John Ncapai, and gave thanks to Surgeon Michaeil O’Connor for his attention to the
wounded after the attack on the Wesleyan Mission at Trappes Valley. He also thanked Field-cornet
Samuel Bradshaw for supplying rations to eight families and William Hayward, Joseph Nelson and
Thomas Nelson Jnr for their courage when going out to bury John Ncapai.764
On 3 June, as hostilities resumed in the district, Major Armstrong, who had been placed in
command of Lower Albany, commenced the strengthening of the Port Station and sent out a party to
examine the Kowie valley.765
The epicentre of the conflict moved to the east across the Fish River by early July 1846. On 6
July the Waterloo, Master Robert Wood, arrived at the port from Port Elizabeth. C Salmond, the
onboard pilot, attempted to land her whaleboat, but it capsized opposite the Customs House on the
east beach. The Master was advised to proceed to Great Fish bay. On 23 July the cutter, the Albatross,
19 tons, skipper John Seiton, with a cargo of grain, and the Sophia, were at Port Frances, and
Chanticleer from Port Elizabeth had been waiting several days to enter, at first hampered by poor
weather. On 25 July cargo from the Albatross and the Sophia successfully reached Grahamstown. The
Chanticleer and the British Settler were out at sea at anchor off the port and were discharging cargo
from there. A new experimental surf-boat had been tested and successfully brought in 120 bags of
biscuit. On 30 July the Sophia, Master J Sillands, left the port for Port Elizabeth. On 3 August the
Chanticleer entered the port and completed discharging her cargo. The British Settler also entered, but
grazed the pier when doing so. The Chanticleer left on 5 August. On 8 August William Cock and Son,
at the port, offered groceries taken out of the Chanticleer and the British Settler.766
On 19 August 1846 Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw and Mr Forest of the Commissariat
Department took James Dold’s wagon and a team of oxen and pressed them into service in Xhosa
territory, leaving him with no means to plough or plant his land near the port. On 22 August the
British Settler, the Albatross, and the Sophia, were docked at Port Frances. On 26 August the
Albatross, under Master J Ireton, left for Port Elizabeth. On 29 August the Sophia, also bound for Port
Elizabeth, left under Master J Sillands and the British Settler left on the same day. By the end of
August Thomas Berrington was the selling agent at the port for the merchandise of Frederick Lee of
Grahamstown. After many cattle had been stolen from Port Frances Station during the absence of
Commandant Joseph Walker, a recovery party was formed of twenty-seven Khoi Levy and Malay
Corps with Lieutenants J Gilstain, Manuel and Cornelius Cock, and Commandant Joseph Walker
himself. They found two of William Bartlett’s cows near Thorn Farm and two more on the Kap River
before they reached Kaffir Drift Post. On 10 September they followed the drift where one man was
accidentally wounded and carried back to Cawood’s Post.767
On 13 September eighty of Thomas Berrington’s and all of Samuel Hayes Jnr’s cattle were
taken off. Mr Boodle, John Buckley and John Selby followed them, but ran into an ambush and they
retreated to Bathurst. When cattle spoors were found near the water mill, firing from the resulting
action could be heard at Bathurst Post. The cattle were retaken. Four men followed Thomas
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Berrington’s lost cattle as far as the Fish River, but they failed to recover any. On 14 September the
47 ton, the Margaret, under Master J Drake, left Port Frances for Port Elizabeth. On 22 September the
Albatross under Master J Ireton from Port Elizabeth and the British Settler, Master William Train,
from Cape Town, arrived at the port. The Elizabeth Scott, 134 tons, Master C Maundell, left for Port
Elizabeth. Mindful that posts and stations were often attacked when their forces were away on patrol,
Major Gibson felt unable to order a pursuit of Thomas Berrington’s cattle as he had only twenty-five
men available. On 23 September, James Dold’s oxen, which had been pressed into service the
previous month, had been lost on active service, but his wagon was returned west of the Fish River.
The Chanticleer under Master Thomas Challis, from Cape Town, and the Sophia, Master J Sillands,
from Port Elizabeth, arrived at Port Frances. On 29 September Thomas Williams was killed by
assegais as he was working in his allotment at Cock’s location. He had been cultivating his allotment
since the beginning of the settlement twenty-six years earlier, but on this morning he had set out from
Port Frances alone. Commandant Joseph Walker found Thomas’s body, still warm, on his way out to
plough. Walker’s homestead had been ransacked and two muskets had been taken. He reported the
incidents to Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw and to Major Gibson.768
On 4 October 1846 the Elizabeth Scott left Port Frances bound for Port Elizabeth under the
command of Master C Maundell. On 13 October the Albatross and the Sophia also left for Port
Elizabeth while the British Settler and the Chanticleer left for Cape Town. On 24 October James Dold
learned he could not make a claim for his oxen pressed into service and lost. He now had no oxen to
retrieve his wagon left at the Fish River. On 18 November the Chanticleer, under Master Thomas
Challis, reached Port Frances from Cape Town. The British Settler and the African Maid were already
anchored there. On 24 November the Albatross, 20 tons, owned by the Cawood brothers, crossed the
bar at the Fish River mouth with a cargo of flour and salt. She reached the sand on the right bank and
was wrecked when a gale drove her onto rocks on the opposite bank. This may have been an attempt
to supply the troops manning the pontoon there and for the advanced forces further to the east, but
there might also have been the idea of a new port there, possibly to compete with Port Frances. On 25
November the British Settler left for Port Elizabeth. On 28 November the new schooner, the Montagu,
30 tons, Master J Woods, the former mate in the British Settler, was launched at Port Frances by
Elizabeth Cock in the company of many spectators. It was the first sea-going vessel built in the
Eastern Province.769
By 5 December 1846 Kowie House had been repaired and was reopened as an inn by Thomas
Berrington. On 17 December the British Settler, Master William Train, arrived at the port from Cape
Town. On 22 December the Montagu left the port for Cape Town.770 By 12 January 1847 the
Commissariat Department had landed several cargoes of grain and biscuit at the port and the
schooner, the Tara, 102 tons, had brought in grain from Cape Town.
Though martial law ceased on 13 January it was decided to continue the occupation of Port
Frances and other posts. On 18 January the Chanticleer, Master Thomas Challis, reached the Post
from Cape Town and two days later began the return journey with a cargo of hides and skins. Fieldcornet Bradshaw rode to Trappes Valley, Cuylerville and Port Frances Stations, to warn inhabitants to
remain on their guard in case of further attacks.771
Resumption of an uneasy peace at the port
By 31 January 1847 Frances Whittal had begun a transport-riding operation between the port and
Grahamstown. On 2 February the British Settler and the Montagu entered the port. On 10 February
tenders were called for wagon hire for Commissariat stores from Fort Frances to Grahamstown and
other routes to be priced per 100 lbs. On 10 March the Chanticleer, Master Thomas Challis, reached
the port from Cape Town. Her return journey commenced on 17 March. On 21 March the Montagu
sailed from the port.772
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When riding from Port Frances Post to the port on 25 March, Commandant Joseph Walker
saw eight Xhosas driving ninety of Thomas Berrington’s cattle. A report was sent to Major Henry
Stokes at Bathurst Post who sent out a Khoi Levy under Capt. Ross. They were joined by
Commandant Walker and James Usher Jnr as they reached the port. Unfortunately, they were unable
to cross the Lynedoch River at the mouth, so they bivouacked there. Though the raiders crossed the
Fish River heading east, they were seen from Kaffir Drift Post. Early the next day Capt. Thomas
Bowker sent a party of twenty-four Khoi Levy under two Lieutenants and they recovered some cattle
and returned them to the Post with an escort of seven of the Levy. The remainder moved to Old
Woman’s River, but from there Lieut. Bowker returned to the Post with nine men. The other men
reached Capt. Harding’s Newton Dale Post and his detachment of Rifle Brigade. Capt. Harding sent
another party in pursuit. When Capt. Ross heard that others were in pursuit he withdrew his party, but
during their return they recovered sixteen stolen cattle on farm, The Hope.773
Unfortunately, in March 1847, the Montagu was found by the Louisa, bottom up, in the sea
off Cape Point. There were no reports of survivors.774 On 20 April Port Frances Customs House and
53 morgen (about 106 acres) of land were offered for sale as part of the estate of the late Joshua
Norden. At the Post, by May 1847, were eleven Khoi Levy for the protection of the Commissariat
stores. Agents of the Cawood brothers had surveyed the coast from the Fish River mouth to Port
Frances to determine a place for a new competing port. They chose the Lynedoch River mouth,
naming it Port Jessie after the daughter of Joseph. The bay between Clayton’s Rocks and the Three
Sisters Rocks became known as Cawood’s Bay. By the end of May the new port was in operation and
on 28 May the Lady Leith left for Cape Town. Unfortunately, the Barry’s anchored at Cawood’s Bay
mistaking it for Waterloo Bay. Developments in competition with Port Frances continued and, in an
article in the Graham’s Town Journal, Richard Hayhurst recommended improvements to the Fish
River mouth making it accessible for vessels up to 400 ton. On 17 July the Cawood brothers offered
meal, seed oats, sugar, cheese, iron, coal, timber and other cargo for sale at Port Jessie. The next day
the Courier left the port for the Crozet Islands. ‘Peninsula’ of 1,600 acres was up for sale as plans
were being made during August for a road from Port Jessie through the area and for the establishment
of one ‘Jessie Town’ in the lower part.775
On 17 August the Governor, Sir Henry Pottinger, visited the port with John Chase, his
secretary, and Lieut. Charles Forsyth, to inspect the estuary and the embankments. A salute was fired
from Richmond Station. At the time the Chanticleer was there under repair situated on stocks on the
right bank. The eminent party proceeded upstream to the confluence with the Mansfield River with
Lieut. Forsyth taking soundings to make a comparison with the findings of John Skirrow.776
On 22 August the British Settler, under Master William Train, arrived at Port Frances and
departed for Cape Town after two days. The African Maid, under Master John Reid, arrived off Port
Frances on 29 August. On 24 September the Chanticleer left Port Frances with William Cock on
board as a passenger. He had been appointed an unofficial member of the Legislative Council and was
setting out to take up his seat. The African Maid, Master John Reid, left the port for Port Elizabeth on
5 October. Four days later the British Settler, under William Train, arrived off the port. On 11 October
William Field, the Collector of Customs, and William Porter, Attorney General, from Cape Town,
arrived at the port as the British Settler entered the harbour. Earlier, they had visited Grahamstown
and Bathurst.777
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Government intervention in Port Frances developments
By November 1847 there was a general recognition that Port Frances needed a significant injection of
finance to remain viable and on 16 November the inhabitants of the frontier petitioned the government
to appoint a commission with a view to making the substantial improvements recommended by the
surveyor. This would require the government to authorise the commission to raise a loan of £12,000
as provided in the Ordinance devised for the purpose. On 20 November the governor announced he
would give effect to the proposals and on the same day, as the Waterloo left Port Jessie for Cape
Town, the British Settler, Master A Cutter, reached Port Frances with William Train, his wife and two
children as passengers. The Chanticleer, with a new Master, Mr A Fenton, arrived at Port Frances
from Cape Town on 21 November. It left on the return journey on 25 November. On 23 November
new liquor licences were applied for, including Thomas Berrington’s application for an inn at the
port.778
On 30 November 1847 Henry Blaine, Cornelius Cock, Robert Jarvie, Charles Maynard and
William Smith were proclaimed Commissioners for Improving Port Frances Harbour, with Charles
Maynard as Chairman. On 1 December 1847 the British Settler, Master A Cutter, left the port for
Cape Town. At this time General Sir Harry Smith was appointed Governor. In the previous month
William Train had arrived with his family and on 8 December he was licensed as Pilot for the port. By
this time Thomas Berrington was agent at the port for Lee’s cured beef. The Chanticleer returned to
the port on 22 December under Master A Fenton. It left for Cape Town on 26 December. The
insurance premium on cargo between Port Frances and Cape Town was now established at 5 ½%.
Freight between Port Frances and Cape Town in the British Settler and the Chanticleer was now
chargeable at £2 per ton plus landing charges and forwarding at 2s 6d each per ton. The agents at
Cape Town were Howson Rutherfoord and his brother. On 14 January 1848 tenders were called for
food for Port Frances and Cawood’s Post and for transport of the food from Grahamstown. The Rev.
Ayliff visited the port on 16 December and met William Train, the new Port Pilot. By this time the
price for freight bound for Cape Town was being accepted at £1 15s per ton, including landing. At
Grahamstown on 31 January, a committee of the Port Frances Harbour Commission met John
Montagu, Secretary to the Government, Andrew Bain and a Mr White. On 8 February the British
Settler, Master A Cutter, left the port for Cape Town.779
Lower Albany, especially the coastal districts, suffered very heavy rain in February 1848.
Sand banks at the Kowie and Fish River mouths were completely swept away. Damage was done at
both ports, and the pontoon at the Fish was almost destroyed. On 20 February the Rev. John Ayliff
held the Wesleyan Mission Service at the port. The chapel had not been restored since the last war.
Ayliff also held the Missionary Anniversary Service there on 27 February in William Shepherd’s
house. On 1 March the Chanticleer, Master A Fenton, entered the port and struck the west pier. The
crew from the port were unable to help as the vessel drifted onto the end of the pier. She was wrecked
and was sold by auction on 14 March. Philip Penny bought the hull for £8. William Cock Jnr bought a
boat and oars for £14. Other parts were obtained by William Train, Thomas Berrington and William
Miles. In total the auction raised £100.780
On 5 April 1848 the Cawoods’ Port Jessie suffered a setback. The Waterloo, parted her
anchor at night during a gale from the south east. In heavy seas she struck the shoreline landing on a
ledge of rocks between the landing place and the reef. Master Robert Wood and the Second Mate
were drowned, but the remainder of the crew were rescued. On 10 April the British Settler left Port
Frances for Cape Town. On 12 April the salvaged cargo from the Waterloo was advertised for sale at
Port Jessie, while at Port Frances there was a sale of damaged cargo out of the Chanticleer.781
The Commissioners at Port Frances Harbour invited communications for consideration at a
meeting of the Board on 12 May 1848. The meeting was chaired by Charles Maynard, with Henry
Blaine, Cornelius Cock, Robert Jarvie and William Smith in attendance. On 11 October Governor, Sir
Harry Smith, arrived after spending the night at the Bathurst Inn. On the way to the port he visited the
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confluence of the Mansfield and Kowie Rivers and took a boat from there. A gun salute was fired
from Richmond Station and at the river mouth he was addressed by William Gray on behalf of the
residents of Southwell. He stayed the night at Richmond House.782
Bishop Gray of Cape Town, bishop for the colony, was touring Lower Albany and on 20
October 1848 he arrived at the port after previously visiting Bathurst and Cuylerville. He slept at
Richmond House. On 31 October Surgeon Edward Davies of Grahamstown was married at Richmond
House to Eliza Rickard by the Rev. John Ayliff with William Cock Jnr and Cornelius Cock as
witnesses.783
By the end of 1848 insurance on cargo from Cape Town to Port Frances was 4 ½ to 5%, but
from Port Frances to Cape Town was 6%. Cape Town to Port Jessie was just 2 ½ %. In January 1849
tenders were called for transport between Port Frances Post and Grahamstown. In February the
partnership Heideman, Hayton and Company of London and Heideman, Cock and Company of Cape
Colony, merchants, were founded with exports and imports in mind. William Cock and his son were
involved in both ventures. Another examination was ordered to consider the work required for the
improvement of Port Frances harbour. Colonial civil engineer, Capt. George Pilkington, had been
instructed by the government.784
In early March 1849 the now famous artist Thomas Baines, who was building a formidable
reputation for depicting settler scenes in paint and pencil, visited Lower Albany. He painted a picture
of the port as seen from the left bank of the river, including the signal flagstaff on the 68 ft heights
below the cove. He also painted a picture of Bathurst village. Once again, William Shepherd offered
two furnished houses at the port to let for six months. Capt. Pilkington arrived from Grahamstown on
2 April to conduct his inspection of the port. He reported to the Board of Commissioners for the
Improvement of Port Frances on 6 April notifying a plan he had devised for enabling vessels of up to
250 tons to pass the bar and proceed along the river. Thomas Berrington bought James Powell’s Lot
No. 81 at the port for £100. On 7 May the wedding of Charles Wright and Mary Thompson, both of
Grahamstown, took place at Richmond House. It was conducted by the Rev. John Smith, the
witnesses being Edward Thompson, John Nelson, William Cock Jnr, Cornelius Cock, and Joshua
Wright.785
A committee meeting of the Lower Albany Agricultural Society was held at the Port Inn on
19 May 1849 with George Dyason as Chairman and Thomas Berrington appointed Treasurer. On 16
June the costs of the improvements proposed by Capt. Pilkington at the port harbour were estimated at
£30,000. At Richmond House on 27 June the Rev. John Smith presided over the marriage of
Cornelius Cock to Letitia, the daughter of Assistant Commissary-general Smith, with William Cock
Jnr and John Nelson as witnesses. The British Settler reached the port on 15 August having taken just
three days from Cape Town. William Cock arrived as a passenger and offered groceries from her
cargo. By September 1849 shale had been found at a few places along the Kowie River bank near to
the port. On 4 October the British Settler set off on the return voyage to Cape Town. A meeting of the
Lower Albany Agricultural Society was held at the port on 27 October with William Gray in the chair
and Stephen Dell, Thomas Berrington and others present. They were planning an agricultural show
and designated prizes for the best 15 bushels of wheat £3 10s, 15 bushels of beans £1 10s, 10 lbs
tobacco £1, 10 lbs maize £1, 10 lbs millet £1, 7 lbs of Lower Albany cheese price to be decided, best
flitch of bacon £1, best bull £3, best cow £1 10s, best fat ox £1 10s, and best boar £1.786
In December 1849 a miner, employed by William Cock, was supervising the process of
cutting through the shale found on the Kowie River the previous September. The team were hoping to
find coal. Grey sandstone covered the prospective deposits, at a dip of 45 degrees, at a point forming a
bluff projection near deep water. During the year four vessels totalling 398 tons, and 42 men, had
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entered the port. Three had left, totalling 289 tons with 29 men. Benjamin Jandrell, Land-surveyor of
Cape Town, had painted a picture of the vessel, the British Settler.787
On 20 January 1850 Henry Jackson of Grahamstown, who had been fishing with his family at
the confluence of the Kowie and Mansfield Rivers, ventured a little upstream and set out to swim
across. He was missed and the resulting search
found him drowned. Isaac Wiggall and his wife
Elizabeth of Bathurst were especially thanked for
their assistance and their care of the bereft family.
By 12 February the British Settler had arrived under
Master William Train from Cape Town and was
discharging wheat from the cargo hold. On 23
March she set off for London via Cape Town with a
cargo of wool. Mrs Train, the Master’s wife, and
their son, were on board, and the ship’s mate was
Robert Hammond.788
Disaster struck on 2 June when the British
Settler was lost with all on board in a north easterly
The British Settler leaving Table Bay during the antigale in Jacob’s Bay, on the Cape West coast, north
convict riots, 1848-49, from a water colour by
of Yzerfontein, about due west of Darling. Washed
Benjamin Jandrell
ashore at Jacob’s River mouth on 17 June were the
bodies of an unidentified woman and child, the ticket of ship’s mate Robert Hammond of the British
Settler, and a copy of the Frontier Almanack for 1849 which was inscribed ‘Mrs. Jolly, F. Jennings,
23.3.1850’.789
By mid-July 1850 the steam mill at the port owned by Heideman, Cock and Company was
ready to receive corn for grinding. At this time Cornelius Cock was using a threshing machine of two
horsepower on his farm and there were the beginnings of the use of corrugated sheet iron for
buildings. In the Graham’s Town Journal of 5 August 1850 appeared an article by Edward Irving
covering the port facilities. For the construction of a channel, the east and west piers, capstans,
wharves, a steam tug and some boats, he estimated a total cost of £46,561.790
The Bishop of Cape Town arrived at the port from Bathurst on 20 August 1850. With his
travelling companions, the Rev. James Barrow, Southwell catechist, Henry Waters, and Resident
Magistrate, George Dyason, he crossed the Kowie River to take lunch at Richmond House before
setting off for Theopolis Mission Station. On 24 August Charles Maynard wrote to the Colonial
Secretary, John Montagu, on behalf of the Commissioners for Port Frances Harbour, calling for the
urgent consideration by the Legislative Council of their proposals for development. He was assured of
the attention to the matter at the Council’s next sitting. On 10 September Benjamin Hockey, residing
at William Shepherd’s house near the port, applied for an inn licence. William Shepherd’s house at
the port was destroyed on 9 October when the thatch was ignited by a chimney fire. Benjamin Hockey
lost all of his furniture in the blaze.791
Thomas Jarman had died and on 30 November 1850 a sale was held at the port of Lot No. 52
as part of his estate. As Thomas Berrington applied for an inn licence at the port on 18 December, it
was noted there was from 12 to 14 feet of water on the bar at spring tides and it was possible for
vessels of as much as 100 tons to travel many miles upstream following the Kowie.792
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CHAPTER 18
THE CONVICT QUESTION
Most of the political activity connected with ‘the convict question’ outlined in this chapter took place
in the Western Province, generally around Cape Town, but events were closely monitored by the
politicians and citizens in the Eastern Province as an adverse outcome might well have been felt right
across the colony. There was also serious concern that the convict issue bandwagon was being used as
a ‘Trojan Horse’ for resolving unrelated matters in an unacceptable manner, with the potential for
unfavourable outcomes affecting the East.
The key elements of this story are taken from Sir George Cory’s The Rise of South Africa,
Volume 5, Chapter V, ‘The Convict Agitation’ which are confirmed in more general accounts.
It was claimed by the British Government that the 1846-47 war had cost the State upwards of
£1 million in the form of extraordinary grants, and the authorities had much more to complain about
in respect of that particular conflict. They wanted something in return for their generosity and
forbearance. They considered they might use the Cape for a penal settlement even though previous
attempts to bring in soldiers convicted of offences in India, and to land a party of juvenile offenders,
had failed. By 1848, exacerbated by the turmoil in Ireland, where many were punished for sedition
and other offences against the State, the problem of where to house convicts, and what to do with
them after their release, had become considerable. Homeland jails in Britain were full, and existing
penal settlements in Australia and elsewhere were resisting all attempts to send more offenders. As a
consequence, South Africa was seen as a place to receive convicts during the final phase of their
sentences during which they would be on full parole within a restricted location. Within their allotted
district, such ‘ticket-of-leave’ offenders would be at liberty to earn a living and to integrate with
society, a process anticipated to result in their reform as worthy members of the general community.
On the completion of their sentence they would be free to return to the homeland or take up
citizenship at the Cape. As a degree of resistance to the idea was anticipated, the proposal was
coupled with some financial inducements.
At a time when the Neptune was making its way from Bermuda with 286 supposedly
reformed offenders from Ireland, including at least one ringleader, and many other culprits convicted
of offences connected with the potato famine, Cape Governor, Sir Harry Smith, brought before the
Legislative Council the proposal for the Cape to accept ordinary ticket-of-leave and the Irish
offenders, and issued a government notice. He intimated that the Irish offenders were already on their
way. His Excellency was opposed to the Cape being made a penal settlement for general felons and
for any other offenders beyond a temporary measure such as that proposed for the Irish party already
under sail. Well-supported petitions against the idea of a penal settlement had been sent to the Queen
and the Colonial Secretary, Earl Grey, and colonists believed their views were well-known and
accepted by the British Government. They were not unduly excited until, in March 1849, they heard
rumours of the imminent arrival of a convict ship from Bermuda carrying, they heard, offenders of the
worst kind. The inhabitants in Cape Town were immediately incensed. They had been betrayed by
Earl Grey in that he had reneged on a public pledge. The alarm rapidly spread throughout the colony
and there were extravagant displays of resentment and demonstrations of protest. Sir Harry received
many petitions from those of British, Dutch and native descent for onward transmission to Earl Grey,
to the Houses of Parliament, and to the Queen.
According to the numerous petitioners, the colony was ill-equipped to accept into isolated
communities, with almost no policing, those rogues who had been trained in the European schools of
vice and crime. Hitherto, the general public in such towns and villages had perceived no need to lock
their doors or fasten their windows. The colonists had neither caused nor conducted the war of 184647, their only contribution to the conflict being to suffer serious loss of property, time and blood. It
was fallacious to use the expense of war as a reason to inflict such troublemakers on innocent
communities. Following an example set in Port Elizabeth to boycott any form of facility for convicts,
an Anti-Convict Association was established in Cape Town to promote similar aims.
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Khoi inhabitants at the Kat River Settlement felt the betrayal most keenly. They held a large
open air meeting chaired by the Rev. J Read, conducted in Dutch, resulting in a resolution793:
That while the natives gratefully acknowledge their indebtedness to the English for their civil liberties,
the light of the Gospel and the blessings of civilisation, they cannot but look upon the arrival of
convicts as detrimental to their morals, religion and loyalty.

In forming their opinion they had tried to imagine the nature of the convict class794:
V. Jacobs knew nothing of this sort of people, but he could form some idea of what they must be like as
he could remember the characters of both officers and men of the old Royal African Corps; the conduct
of these rooibaatjies [red coated soldiers] was so bad as to astonish even the savages of Kaffirland; it
was not so with the old Scotch regiment, the 93 rd and 72nd, who were at the taking of the Cape; they
had the fear of God before their eyes and so were invincible in battle, but these people will destroy all
morals and religious feeling; we are hospitable and give shelter without pay, but when these people
come we shall suspect every poor traveller and shut our doors to all Englishmen.

Discontentment amongst the inhabitants of the Kat River settlement might have been a reason for
their imminent hostile combination with their friends at Theopolis in the Southwell district.
The petitions were sent with a despatch from Sir Harry to Earl Grey reminding the minister he
had already expressed his understanding that the inhabitants at the Cape had a free choice whether or
not to accept convict labour, and that he, Sir Harry, and they, were thoroughly opposed to the Cape
becoming a penal settlement. In this they were supported by the ministers and congregations
representing every religious persuasion. He called for a reversal of the decision requiring the Cape to
be listed as a penal settlement. In his communication he cited the case of two criminals escaped from
New South Wales who had conducted a series of robberies taking a considerable amount of money
from premises in Cape Town and the nearby village of Rondebosch.
The Anti-Convict Association of Cape Town, with its forthright stance, backed by sanctions
and enforcement, proved to be a considerable obstacle to the British Government. All men were urged
to join up and sign an uncompromising pledge795:
That we hereby solemnly declare and pledge our faith to
each other that we will not employ or knowingly admit
into our establishments or houses, work with or for, or
associate with any convicted felons sent into this Colony
under sentence of transportation and that we will
discountenance and drop connection with any person who
may assist in landing, supporting, or employing such
convicted felons.

Those ‘under the pledge’, discovered in any way to support
the arrival of convicts, would be ‘starved’, that is, their
supplies would be cut off and they would be ostracised from
the business community. The ‘correspondence committee’
within the Association ensured that maximum publicity was
attained within the colony, in Britain, and elsewhere, and
secured the exceptional support of C B Adderley, MP for
North Stafford, as the champion of Anti-Convictism. He moved a resolution in the House of
Commons calling for an address to be presented to Her Majesty.
The Order in Council commanding the Cape to accept the convicts from the Neptune arrived
at Cape Town and caused a rift. It was presented in the Legislative Council Chamber by a furious Mr
J B Ebden, an unofficial member, while the Attorney-General gave his official opinion that there was
no course open to the governor but to obey the command. This turn of events rapidly came to the
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notice of the general public and the Anti-Convict pledge was invoked in earnest. The banks would not
do business with non-members and, with public opinion on their side, a delegation to the governor
from the Association insisted he must take it upon himself to suspend the Order. This placed Sir Harry
in conflicted position. He felt unable, as a loyal servant of the British Government, with forty years
experience of obeying orders, to join what amounted to a rebellion. As an inducement to His
Excellency, the Association established a fund to cover expenses incurred by his administration in
sending away the Neptune and its inmates.
A large meeting in Cape Town on 4 July 1849 heard twenty-three speakers over six hours.
Ten resolutions were passed largely reiterating the sentiments expressed in the petitions, but one
proposal by Mr Watermeyer reproved the government at the Cape for being at variance with their just
rights as British subjects. They voted thanks and a £100 presentation piece of plate for Mr Adderley
MP for his exertions on their behalf. Later, Heerengracht, Cape Town, was renamed Adderley Street.
Under extreme pressure, the governor, being as ignorant of the Order in Council as the
general population, defended his role in the affair, but he agreed to keep the convicts afloat in Simon’s
Bay pending an instruction from Earl Grey. He also detected a ‘desire to thwart the measures of the
Government on subjects totally unconnected with the convict question.’796 In this latter regard, it
seems the Association attempted to undermine the appointment of honorary members to the
Legislative Council and to obstruct any attempts to further the interests of aspiring honorary members.
One such member was William Cock, representing the Eastern Province, who, ‘under the pledge’, had
been refused provisions. Despite his knowledge of intimidation and vicious attacks on other appointed
members, he defied the Association, refused to resign from the Legislative Council, and demonstrated
his independence by sailing away from Cape Town with legs of mutton dangling from his masts. In a
subsequent exchange, the Anti-Convict Association challenged Sir Harry’s view that he could not
advise Earl Grey as to where to send the Neptune. According to the Association, it was clear that it
should go to England.797
Whilst the feeling against the acceptance of convicts was overwhelming amongst the Cape
population, not all persons of authority accepted the need for the Association’s extreme policy of
‘starvation’. Those preferring a softer approach, such as the leader of the more moderate faction,
Robert Godlonton, proprietor of the Graham’s Town Journal, were intimidated by the Association
even though their feelings on Anti-Convictism were shared. When the Association published the
names of individuals who acted in opposition to their extreme policy in the colonial newspapers, the
Graham’s Town Journal was not invited to publish them. The moderate faction preferred to wait for
the reaction of Earl Grey to the petitions of the inhabitants and the appeals of the governor and to
avoid any embarrassment to Sir Harry by resisting the push for anarchy. If Earl Grey persisted with
the idea of South Africa as a penal settlement, then the moderates would, however, resist the policy to
the last.798
On 4 September 1849 the Association resolved that no contract should be entered into or
continued for the supply of goods or services to the military, naval or civil departments until the Order
in Council listing South Africa as a penal settlement was rescinded. This placed individuals,
especially those already reliant on the income from such contracts, in serious difficulties.
Accordingly, the Association would cover any fines or claims for damages arising from any resulting
breach of contract.
There was a lull in Association activities until 19 September when the Neptune was observed
in False Bay heading for Simon’s Town. The next day a cacophony of alarms and church bells
announced the unwanted arrival and a gloomy aspect spread across Cape Town. In a letter to the
governor, the commissioners of the municipality insisted that the cargo should not be landed, but,
after revictualling, the vessel should be ordered away from the Cape shores. They respectfully
observed that His Excellency would be held responsible for any evil consequences arising from the
continued presence of the convicts in the colony. Sir Harry repeated his intention to await instructions
from Earl Grey which might reasonably be expected in a month or six weeks hence. In turn, the AntiConvict Association promised to continue the measures expressed in the pledge to the fullest extent
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until the Neptune and its dreadful inmates be moved away from the Cape. For their part, the
government could not, and would not, concede to their demands for the governor to initiate illegal
action accompanied by threats.
The arrival of the Neptune deepened the divisions within the Anti-Convict movement with the
‘Ultra’ faction advocating the ‘starvation’ of all who were directly or indirectly connected with the
government, while the ‘Moderates’, considering the ‘Ultra’ policy to be evil in relation to those who
shared their aims, but not their extreme tactics. Such tactics often affected innocent civil servants
conducting their lawful duties. At a meeting, the ‘Moderates’ were outvoted by a significant majority
in favour of illegal action by the governor. The chairman of the Association, Mr Ebden, resigned, as
did Mr Rutherford and other prominent members, leaving Mr John Fairbairn, editor of the
Commercial Advertiser, at the helm as a very willing and dictatorial leader of the ‘Ultra’ movement.
They extended the sanctions to condemn all connections between private individuals and His
Excellency and the functionaries of all victualling departments. Furthermore, they ordered the closure
of all businesses and shops and a solemn fast, accommodating only ordinary and well known
customers who were loyal to the cause. This latter measure was complied with, causing a Sabbath-like
quietness across the whole community for some days.
The result of the fast was that many of the poorer classes lost their jobs and were forced into
hunger, unable to obtain provisions as the shops were closed. The homes of Mr Fairbairn and
Benjamin Norden were attacked by native inhabitants complaining of their hunger, although these
natives might have been recruited by white men trying to make a point. A measure of agitation was
anticipated by the governor who, by a proclamation of 16 October 1849, prohibited all crowds and
assemblies in public places.
There remained a shortage of labour at the Cape, so when Earl Grey eventually learned of the
extent of feeling against the determination of South Africa as a penal settlement, he offered to send
and fund one free emigrant for every convict from England accepted into the colony. The inducement
carried no weight with the colonists who, at meetings, flatly refused the offer. This rejection was
regretted by the minister, but he indicated his desire at all times to be guided by Sir Harry’s
knowledge of local circumstances and now he was able to say the Cape Colony was no longer to be
designated a penal settlement. However, he retained the notion that the inhabitants might be minded to
accept just this one exceptional cargo out of the Neptune. To consider the matter, the governor met
with Mr Rutherford, Mr Jerram, and other moderates, who had resigned from the Association, but
they sensed another opportunity for dishonesty on the part of Earl Grey.
Since the arrival of the Neptune at Simon’s Bay, the inmates and crew therein had somehow
been kept free of starvation and dehydration. One hundred of the convicts had been removed to the
Seringapatum, a dismantled hulk nearby. The unfortunate Dr Deas, already overwhelmed by pressure
from his onerous duties on board the Neptune before arriving at the Cape, heard that provisions would
be sanctioned there, and promptly suffered a dramatic epileptic fit resulting in his eventual death.
Seven convicts had already died of scurvy at sea and others were suffering. Relief at first came from
Commodore Wyvill of the Castor, who ‘under the pledge’ made a clandestine delivery of half of a
supply of beef ordered for his own ship. This would only cover the convicts for a few days as he knew
the Association would soon place a stop on his supplies. Accordingly, the delivery was discovered
through monitoring by the ‘Committee of Observation’ of the Association, which had placed a watch
from the shore using telescopes.
In the circumstances, Sir Harry felt inclined to impose martial law, but not until all other
avenues available to supply the Neptune and his depleted departments had been exhausted. This
extreme measure was averted when Capt. Robert Stanford of Caledon, some forty miles from Cape
Town, was approached by Attorney-General, Mr Porter, and Collector of Customs, Mr Field, and he
agreed to supply the military and other government departments in the face of likely ruination. From
his own farm continuous droves of livestock, with some difficulty, found their way to Cape Town.
Noticed by the Association, his complete ruin was assured, but he received a knighthood and £5,000
for his services along with the recognition that his compliance had averted the prospect of martial law.
Others, either as intermediaries for Capt. Stanford, or on their own account, incurred the wrath of the
Association, but continued to make supplies, openly, without fear, under close observation, for
humanitarian reasons, and from their loyalty to the Crown.
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Mr Fairbairn and his more ardent followers became evermore isolated as they continued their
sanctions against former business colleagues and other citizens. For instance, the Association’s former
chairman, Mr Ebden, was compelled to threaten them with legal action in respect of losses he had
suffered from being placed ‘under the pledge’ for selling wheat to Mr Leaky who resold it at a profit
to the government. With like-minded friends, Mr Ebden openly rejected the sanctions against
government departments on the grounds that such measures would be detrimental to the anti-convict
cause. Towards the end of 1849 the Association faced significant court claims for losses arising from
breaches of contract.
Due to prior involvements in the anti-convict matter, the competence of certain judges
selected for a trial was brought into question, a situation which threatened the judicial system. In spite
of the divisions within its ranks, the Association, still popular with many, continued to attract
substantial subscription funding and was able to meet most, but not all, of the proven claims.799
Earl Grey became ever more acquainted with the depth of anti-convict feeling amongst the
inhabitants at the Cape to the extent that he wished he had never issued the Order in Council
designating South Africa as a penal settlement. He resolved, therefore, to revoke the Order and to
remove the Neptune and its cargo from Cape waters. The Home Government made an announcement
in the House of Commons, but the Secretary of State explained that the convicts in the Neptune were
not criminals in the general sense, but had been forced to commit depredations through the extreme
hunger arising from the potato famine. Earl Grey expressed some disappointment that Sir Harry had
been ill-advised in publicly announcing his determination not to allow the convicts to land, but later
retracted his criticism once he had received an explanation. As a result of the reversal, the Association
called a halt to the sanctions against suppliers to government departments, but remained less than
apologetic to the British Government for the nature of their protest.
The Naval Department supplied the Neptune with provisions for a long voyage to Van
Diemen’s Land (Tasmania). £100 was subscribed by Cape Town citizens for distribution among the
convicts for provisions. The vessel was towed out of False Bay by the steamer, the Geyser.800
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CHAPTER 19
REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT

The convict question considered in the previous chapter brought into sharp focus considerations over
the forms of governance proposed for the colony as a whole, and the wider debate included opinions
on whether the Western and Eastern Provinces should be governed separately. This controversy
directly affected affairs in Albany and, coupled with the fact that Nottinghamshire people and their
close friends later served in the organs of government yet to be established, it is relevant to devote a
chapter to the subject.
Developments leading to the Porter constitution801
The convict question had distracted the public and officialdom from the vexed and continual question
of the provision of a form of representative governance for the Cape, but at the same time had
highlighted the political tensions between the east and the west. Until the Council of Advice had been
created by the Commissioners of Enquiry in 1825, the various governors and commanders wielded
supreme power over all matters and some, Adriaan van der Stell and Lord Charles Somerset for
examples, had been controversial if not notorious. The Council ensured that whoever held the post of
governor heard advice from officials, but, like the governor, those officials were appointed by the
Crown. In 1827, a petition was sent to the House of Commons calling for a Representative Assembly,
but this was largely ignored. A similar request was made in 1830. This version received some
consideration though the appeal was rejected on the grounds that such a measure would have the
potential to set British against Dutch and lead to the oppression of slaves and Khoi inhabitants.
Dissatisfied with the inaction of the British Government, the public, in a large meeting in
Cape Town, resolved to send a petition to the King. They asked that the country be governed by a
governor and Executive Council elected by the Crown and a Legislative Council elected by the
people. As the clamour for representation increased, officials in the British Government were obliged
to consider the demands of the public. In 1848 Governor Sir Harry Smith expressed his support for
the British colonies having a form of government similar to that of the mother country to increase
their local power and cement their union. Before this, Sir Benjamin d’Urban, when he took up office
in 1834, was permitted by the Royal Commission to create a Legislative Council to include some
members of the general public working alongside those holding government appointments. They were
dubbed ‘unofficial members’. Unfortunately for the cause of representation, the governor was
responsible for selecting the unofficial members. He held a casting vote, and was assured that the
appointed officials voted with him. Even so, this was an important first step towards the goal of the
petitioners.
In 1837 further progress was made when satisfactory municipal boards were established for
local affairs to be governed by local people. The success of this measure indicated to officials that the
governance of the country as a whole might be safely and successfully undertaken with the benefit of
some form of public representation. Continual inaction, however, resulted in more petitions to the
monarch, now Queen Victoria. For this purpose, a large public meeting was held in the Commercial
Hall, Cape Town, on 24 August 1841. The result was two petitions, one from the town’s inhabitants
generally, the other from the officials of the municipality. They said the Crown appointed executive
should benefit from the support of a Legislative Council formed entirely of representatives freely
elected by the people. The petitioners enjoyed the full support of the governor, by now Sir George
Napier, who had been in place for three years, and was well acquainted with the needs of the country.
Secretary of State, Lord Stanley, was not impressed. He doubted the proposals had been given
thorough and careful consideration. In his view Cape Town was the only viable seat of legislature, yet
it was largely inaccessible from the distant northern and eastern regions of the colony. He thought it
unlikely eligible citizens would willingly leave their business affairs unattended, leave their homes
unprotected, and incur the time, expense and fatigue of travelling to and attending parliamentary
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sessions. The petitions had been instigated in the west and he feared that the remote places would
have to be represented by members from Cape Town who might harbour different views and
aspirations to those they were elected to represent, and how would the Dutch, free Aborigines and
Fingos be properly represented and protected? Thus the matter was left to fester for the terms of three
governors until 1846 when Earl Grey took up the cause as the new Secretary of State for the Colonies.
Earl Grey was confident that any society of British origin would be capable of rising above
the difficulties perceived by Lord Stanley. Action commensurate with the desires of the public, as
expressed in their various petitions, would be taken promptly, thereby extending a more liberal form
of governance to the British possessions in Southern Africa. The Earl’s intentions were expressed in a
despatch received by Governor, Sir Henry Pottinger, who, at the time in early 1847, was deeply
immersed in affairs of the eastern region and the machinations of the ongoing frontier war. He
remained indisposed until the arrival of his replacement, Sir Harry Smith.
Although confident in his belief in the principal of representative government, Sir Harry
referred the matter to his Attorney-General, William Porter, asking him for an opinion on the form of
a memorandum of reply. More opinions were sought of government advisers and three judges. On the
basis of all of the responses, William Porter drafted as scheme dated 17 March 1848.
There had long been calls from the Eastern Province inhabitants for their own separate
legislature, a demand arising mainly from their need for protection from barbarous neighbours beyond
the frontier. Familiar with the east, Sir Henry Pottinger himself had been in support of such a plan as a
necessity. Another proposed idea was the retention of a single seat of government, but in a more
central location, perhaps at Uitenhage. Mr Porter, however, preferred the concept of a single
legislature at Cape Town and had drafted his scheme accordingly. The improvements in transportation
and infrastructures, including steam vessels between Cape Town and the ports of Algoa Bay and the
Buffalo mouth, the great inland road, bi-weekly post by carts and coaches, and continual
developments, rendered communications more effectual and the object more attainable.
Armed with the largely supportive opinions of his
colleagues, Mr Porter drafted a modified constitution for the
colony which, together with other documents, was sent to London
by Sir Harry, bearing a date of 29 July 1848. With the 1846-47
conflict still fresh in minds, the British Government had stated
that, for any future ‘contests with the native tribes’, there would
be no further assistance from the British Treasury and the
colonists would have to find their own resources in such
circumstances. Whilst the seat of government and some principal
posts would be guarded and, in the event of an attack from a
civilised power, the ‘protection of Her Majesty’s Naval and
Military forces will not be withheld’, the colonists must be
responsible for their own security against their barbarous
neighbours and responsibility will rest with them if they suffer
loss of lives or property for the want of adequate precautions.
This stance only served to increase the calls of the colonists for fair
William Porter, Attorney-General
representation and greater control over their own affairs, along
with the abolition of the present worthless form of Legislative Council.
The first general election802
Although Earl Grey gave an early hopeful indication, Porter’s draft constitution was referred to the
Lords of the Council for Trade and Foreign Plantations. They took a full year to report. They
recognised the necessity for change, but were concerned by the remoteness of the northern and eastern
regions from the centre at Cape Town. The principal organs of government, the Legislative Council
and the House of Assembly, as described by Porter, were accepted, but they proposed a Legislative
Council of ten members elected for ten years, to be chosen by a vote of field-cornets, wardmasters and
others known to have the confidence of the public. The only official member would be the Chief
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Justice as the Speaker. The report of the said Lords contained a proviso that the Ordinances giving
effect to the change must be authorised by the existing Legislative Council. This posed an immediate
problem for Sir Harry. In the previous chapter it was noted that all but Mr Cock of the unofficial
members had resigned in connection with the Anti-Convict question and, in view of the Anti-Convict
Movement’s record of intimidation, it would be difficult to find replacement members. If the governor
selected moderates the extremists would claim they had been snubbed and would recommence their
pledge. Conversely, the selection of extremists would leave the moderates feeling victimised. His
answer was to let the people decide a preliminary list in what became the first general election in
South Africa. The various municipalities and road boards put forward names of individuals thought to
be willing and from those, the governor selected five of their number taking into account the need for
wide geographical representation and of the several classes of the people.
A preliminary list of twenty-three candidates emerged with Mr C J Brand and Sir A
Stockenstrom carrying the highest numbers of places. Mr Wicht received seven places compared with
three for Mr Godlonton, the Grahamstown newspaper proprietor, but Sir Harry selected the latter to
give a fairer representation to the Eastern Province. The initial sitting on 6 September 1850 was
marred by acrimony over the selection process, Mr Fairbairn stating that Mr Wicht should have been
preferred to Mr Godlonton because he attracted more votes, and Mr Stockenstrom agreeing to
continue to serve only if it was on the basis of having enough votes to be included in the top five, that
is, he insisted on being a choice of the people, not just a governor’s appointment. The question of
separate representation for Eastern and Western Provinces was raised by Mr Cock and deferred. A
seven hour sitting on 11 September proved to be more productive and included a discussion on
clauses in the constitution. The electoral qualification for the Lower House was to be the possession
of landed property of at least £25 and resident within the electoral district for at least twelve months.
Conduct of daily business while considering constitutional reforms803
On 13 September the qualification for the Upper House was considered. Sir Andries Stockenstrom
wanted to base the qualification on the qualities of the candidate rather then their worth in property,
but the Collector of Customs, Mr Brand, disagreed, fearing the introduction of lower classes and a
school for socialism or even ‘red republicanism’. Mr Godlonton agreed that any candidate should
possess at least £2,000 and that a high property qualification was usually associated with intelligence,
industry and perseverance. Mr Fairbairn favoured a qualification based on integrity, character and
ability. According to some, the selection should be based on a vote of the colony as a whole, others
wanting to restrict the vote to a better-informed class such as justices of the peace, field-cornets and
district road boards. The Secretary to Government, Mr Montagu, respected the value of the high ideals
professed by Mr Fairbairn, but experience and pragmatism compelled him to favour the £2,000 wealth
qualification. Mr Fairbairn’s amendment based on the absence of a qualification in respect of wealth
was debated and voted on 14 September, and was rejected.
On 20 September an amendment was proposed by Mr Stockenstrom to restrict the business of
the current Legislative Council to framing a Representative Government for the colony, leaving other
matters to the Parliament yet to be fully established. His amendment, which had the backing of 225
petitioning residents of Cape Town, was defeated. Attorney-General Porter moved a second
amendment that consideration of the annual estimates be undertaken. This was carried by what had
become a familiar pattern of voting. The five official members along with Mr Cock and Mr
Godlonton voted in favour, with Messrs Fairbairn, Brand, Stockenstrom and Reitz against. In
anticipation of the result, armed with a paper containing eleven reasons for dissent signed by he and
his like-minded voters, Sir Andries Stockenstrom tendered his resignation as a member of the
Council, rose from his seat, and left the room, with the remainder of his cohort following. To counter
this measure, which had been foreseen by their opposition, Messrs Cock and Godlonton, residents of
the Eastern Province, had attended the Council with a document itemising twelve ‘Reasons for
Assent’. This, apparently, was handed to the governor outside of the meeting. In essence they had
been keen to carry out their solemn duty to further the public business of the country to bring into
consideration pressing matters for the Eastern Province including the harbour and other works upon
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which numerous people were dependent for their livelihoods. They thought it quite possible to
consider the Estimates concurrently with the formation of the new Parliament.
Dysfunctional Council804
In a document dated 27 September and handed to the governor, Messrs Cock and Godlonton objected
to a form of governance which did not provide for separate control for the Eastern Province by its
inhabitants. A contemporary precedent in Australia had been in favourable contemplation—Port
Phillip, 450 miles from Sydney, was considered distant enough to warrant the distinct government of
the Province of Victoria. The two gentlemen explained how the expense of the frontier wars had been
incurred as a result of being governed from Cape Town where the conflicts were little understood and
inhabitants thought the frontier people to be alarmist, their claims being greatly exaggerated.
Faced with the difficulty that, through the resignations, his Council was unable to function or
even to exist, Sir Harry authorised the remaining seven members to form a Commission to continue
the work and report in due course.
Those resigning, along with Mr Wicht, formulated a draft constitution which was taken to
England by Messrs Stockenstrom and Fairbairn. In terms of detail it was a fraction of the alternative
draft presented by Mr Porter, the Attorney-General, to the Colonial Office a few weeks later. Both
documents had moved towards more common ground. In a circulated letter the Stockenstrom cohort
complained bitterly about the Secretary to Government’s notion that the official members of the
Council be bound to vote in favour of any measures proposed by government. Not to vote in
accordance with their consciences was immoral and impolitic and the four men making up his group
were merely an impotent minority. This alleged obligation on the part of the official members was
denied in a reply published in the Gazette stating that some of their number had voted, on occasion,
inline with Stockenstrom’s coterie.
In response to the snub, Stockenstrom and Fairbairn masterminded a plan for public meetings
across the colony from which certain resolutions were agreed to be taken by them to England. Mr
Fairbairn left for England on 27 October 1850 for an audience with Earl Grey. For the time being Mr
Stockenstrom remained in South Africa, but he wrote a letter to the governor enclosed with a copy of
a letter he had written to the Secretary of State. At the time Sir Harry was in the east attending to a
threat of an escalation of Xhosa and Khoi hostilities at the frontier. In his absence the Secretary of
Government, Mr Montagu, wrote to Early Grey to warn him of documents being taken to London by
Mr Fairbairn which should not be judged or regarded until Sir Harry had a chance to formulate a
report to send with counter arguments. Meanwhile a copy of a report by the Commission of seven was
sent to Downing Street on 4 October. In terms of the form of governance, they objected to the Chief
Justice being the President of the Upper House, considered that the Legislative Council and the House
of Assembly should not be dissolved at the same time, and thought that government officers should
not take part in the discussions of either house, nor take part in party contests.
From the meetings held in the various districts their several shades of opinion and a revised
detailed draft constitution prepared by Mr Porter were transmitted to England. Earl Grey could not
understand why the Commission had been created and the Council abandoned by the governor in
response to the resignation of four of its members. There remained the five official members, plus
Messrs Cock and Godlonton, that is, more than the quorum of six members required to continue the
operation of the Legislative Council. Furthermore, Earl Grey considered that the four members could
have been replaced by means of an election and, if intimidation of candidates in Cape Town persisted,
then to conduct the sitting in Grahamstown. In his view the Chief Justice should be retained as
President and there should be no alteration to the Letters Patent.
Later, the Attorney-General corrected Earl Grey’s assessment of the legal situation arising
from the resignations. The Letters Patent required the Council to have ten members and the governor
had been right to take the view that it had ceased to exist after the resignations. Consequently, Earl
Grey issued ‘Additional Instructions’, dated 13 May 1851, reducing the minimum number of
members to six. By this time, however, another frontier war, the third in sixteen years, and a Khoi
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rebellion, were underway, and the question of Representative Government was again held in
suspense.
Sir Harry Smith’s change of heart805
Mr Fairbairn was received in London, by Earl Grey, as an individual and not in a representative
capacity. In a letter to the governor, the Secretary of State was at a loss to understand Sir Andries
Stockenstrom’s objections to the proceedings of the local government which had been vaguely stated.
By early 1851 Stockenstrom had joined Fairbairn in London, but the Earl failed to understand why
they were there and what they hoped to achieve. They were merely holding off the time when
Representative Government, something they professed to desire greatly, might be achieved. When
they learned of the Earl’s ‘Additional Instructions’ they felt more assured in blaming His Lordship
and his colleagues for this delay. Further, they considered the continuation of the diminished Council
a ploy to delay the introduction of Representative Government. Three eminent lawyers agreed with
Fairbairn and Stockenstrom that the ‘Additional Instructions’ were invalid and void. The only way a
legislative constitution might be revoked was by the authority of the Imperial Parliament or by a local
act carrying the consent of the Crown. Lord John Russell disagreed, but they persisted in their cause
and called for the intervention of the Imperial Parliament, and again the Lord refused to entertain their
bothersome approaches.
It might have been considered, when Fairbairn and Stockenstrom arrived back in the colony
in November 1851, that their visit to London had achieved little, but the home government had in the
meanwhile taken note of the opinion of the three eminent lawyers. The authorities responded by
issuing a despatch to Sir Harry at King William’s Town instructing him to offer the four vacant seats
to gentlemen of position and character in Cape Town, which was done entirely at the discretion of
himself with no consultation of the general public. He appointed Messrs Hawkins, Arkcoll, Moodie
and Christian.
In earnest, the reconstituted Council set about the ordinary business of government including
the passing of the Estimates, but for some time avoided the proposal for the provision of a new
parliament. Meanwhile the Cape Town municipality was activated by Earl Grey’s ‘Additional
Instructions’ to issue a petition to the Queen complaining in similar tones to those expressed by
Fairbairn and Stockenstrom and calling for a Representative Government without delay. They were
backed in the identical wording by petitions from Koeberg, Paarl and Beaufort West and one of
original wording from Worcester.
Petitions from the east were not especially about the ‘Additional Instructions’. Rather they
contended that the current and earlier frontier wars and the current Khoi rebellion might well have
been avoided if the centre of government had been closer to the eastern frontier or if there had been a
separate government for the Eastern Province. They considered that the authorities at Cape Town, 600
miles distant, had little understanding of the nature and severity of the difficulties faced on a daily
basis by the settlers in the east. Noticing the considerable time spent by the governor in attending the
eastern regions of Natal, British Kaffraria and the Orange River Territory and otherwise addressing
serious difficulties experienced by the eastern colonists, Earl Grey began to understand their concerns
and asked Sir Harry whether he had any objection to the seat of government being removed to
Grahamstown. It seems Sir Harry, who in the past had rejected such a plan, in the light of recent
occurrences, had changed his mind. To be precise, he now favoured a separate government for the
Eastern Province with its seat at Grahamstown with the seat for the Western Province remaining at
Cape Town. Not surprisingly, this change of heart delighted the easterners.
Arrangements stalled pending war and rebellion806
A large public meeting held in Grahamstown on 22 May 1851 produced a petition to the Queen
signed by 896 individuals. It is likely the names of several Nottinghamshire families appeared in this
list, but a copy has not been found. In varied tones, opinions from Port Elizabeth, Somerset East,
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Burghersdorp, Graaff Reinet, Cradock and Uitenhage supported the need for a separate seat for the
Eastern Province. Port Elizabeth and Uitenhage preferred Uitenhage as the location. Sir Harry duly
sought the opinions of his executives. The body of opinion, excepting the Collector of Customs, was
in favour of either a more central government or a separate government for the Eastern Province.
Accordingly, on 15 September 1851, the Secretary of State issued a draft Ordinance to Sir Harry with
an instruction to amend the details in consideration of local knowledge. At one of the largest public
meetings ever held in Grahamstown it was agreed to defer a recommendation on the details of
Representative Government until the cessation of the current war and rebellions. In a session of the
Legislative Council the matter of the £25 property qualification was considered fearing many of those
Xhosas and Khoi committing current crimes would be rewarded with voting rights.
Although the governor, writing from King Williamstown, remained deeply engaged in
matters connected with the war, he preferred not to postpone consideration of the draft Ordinance and
wanted the Legislative Council to grant Representative Government without delay. In the meanwhile,
however, he was recalled in favour of Lieut.-General Sir George Cathcart, and took no further part in
deliberations on the matter.
Sir Cathcart arrived in the colony on 31 March 1852 appointed as governor with briefings to
end the war and assume responsibility for civil administration from Cape Town. Mr C H Darling had
been appointed Lieut.-Governor. In London, Earl Grey had been replaced by Sir John Pakington and
Lord Russell by the Earl of Derby. Like Sir Harry Smith and Earl Grey, Sir John was unable to
understand the need for a delay in the second reading of the draft Ordinance and the granting of
Representative Government. The first three months of 1852 brought forth many petitions to England
of varying hues, some calling for the resignation of Mr Montagu, the Secretary to Government, who
was seen by some as being responsible for the delay. For his part, Mr Montagu explained to Earl Grey
that many of the protests contained dubious signatures which could not be checked before their
despatch to England as they were received within hours of the mail packet sailing. The Earl should
not be misled by the high numbers of petitioners as there had been a concerted effort, led by Mr
Fairbairn, to create an unwarranted impression of mass support. In doing so, the remnants of the AntiConvict movement had been at work. In one case involving a petition from Cape Town and Green
Point, there was an opportunity for the Superintendent of Police to scrutinise the signatures. Of 1,050
entries about one third was persons unknown and likely to be fictitious.
On 4 March 1852 the Legislative Council, after much delay, commenced the work of a
revised draft constitution. The resulting Ordinance, which had passed its second and third readings,
was transmitted to England on 25 April by Lieut.-Governor Darling in company with a despatch
expressing his informed views on the deliberations with the benefit of his acquaintance with the
colony after a whole month in residence. Shortly after, on 1 May, Mr Montagu left for England in a
state of very poor health. Though his leave of absence was authorised for fifteen months, he died
within a few months of his arrival. One of his last duties was to explain away his conduct as described
in the several petitions calling for his resignation.
After months of waiting for a response to the Ordinance from Downing Street, on 6 October
1852 the Cape Town municipality convened a public meeting. They expressed a view, genuinely felt
or otherwise, that a Bill was being prepared for Parliament to revoke the Letters Patent of 1850 and in
their place to substitute a constitution alarmingly unfavourable to the wishes of the colonists. On 30
October Governor Cathcart received confirmation that deliberations in London concerning
Representative Government had stalled and, though the Home Government was in favour of granting
the request, ratification of the Ordinances had been formally postponed because of the frontier war,
the fact that the governor was distracted by the war, the extremes of opinion on the £25 franchise, and
the dearth of statistical information. This further delay was bound to exacerbate the feelings of anxiety
and disappointment felt by the colonists after two and a half years of struggle in this cause.
Self-governance, almost achieved807
In response to the postponement, uncompromising resolutions arising from a public meeting at
Worcester were passed to Lieut.-Governor Darling for onward despatch to the Secretary of State in
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London. Mr Darling wished not to be the conduit through which such a disrespectful petition might be
made, but he introduced a change as a result of their contention that the disbursements of public
money being made by the Legislative Council were illegal. Those holding such views, and receiving
payment from the public purse, would be required to sign a receipt acknowledging the legality of the
payment and of the authority under which it was made. Opinion in the west, though not unanimous,
was opposed to the postponement, but a public meeting at Grahamstown on 22 November reflected
the opposite viewpoint held in the east. The ratification should wait until the current war had ceased
and the rebellion put down. The constitution gave superiority in numbers to the Western Province, a
feature which should not be entertained until the seat of government had been moved to the Eastern
Province or, alternatively, the provision of two separate governments.
The recently appointed 5th Duke of Newcastle as Secretary of State for the Colonies expressed
a keen desire for the removal of all obstacles to Representative Government in a despatch to
Governor, Sir George Cathcart, of 14 February 1853. He had studied the current Ordinance and
wished for its submission to the Queen in Council before the next mail from London to the Cape. It
was enacted to come into force from 1 July. The westerners received the news with elation looking
forward to the first general election and the first stage on the road towards a Responsible Government
for South Africa.
In summary, the final draft of the constitution provided for a Legislative Council of fifteen
members each serving for ten years. The Chief Justice was President and five members formed a
quorum. The membership qualification had to be at least thirty years of age, with £2,000 in landed
property or £4,000 in general property. The West and East would be distinct constituencies of the
country, the former being represented by eight members, the latter, seven. The House of Assembly
comprised forty-six members: four from Cape Town and two each from The Cape Division,
Stellenbosch, Paarl, Malmesbury, Caledon, Clanwilliam, George, Worcester, Beaufort West,
Swellendam, Grahamstown, Uitenhage, Port Elizabeth, Somerset East, Graaff-Reinet, Fort Beaufort,
Victoria East, Albert, Cradock, Colesberg and Albany. Elected by twenty-two constituencies, they
were to serve for five years. The Speaker was selected by the members, twelve of their number
formed a quorum, and Parliament was to meet annually. The governor had a dispensation to dissolve
both Houses simultaneously or the Assembly only, but not the Council alone. Debates were to be
conducted in the English language.
Voters must be at least twenty-one years of age, to have occupied premises to the value of
£25 for at least one year, or be in receipt of an annual salary of £50 or more. In view of the
widespread illiteracy, voting was to be by word of mouth. Instructions were circulated in May 1853
informing civil commissioners of instructions to relay to their field-cornets with a view to creating a
voting register based upon the declaration of the Ordinance by Proclamation of Sir George Cathcart
on 1 July. The lists were declared complete by November enabling the authorities to proceed with the
election of the new Legislative Council.
The final meeting of the old Council took place on 14 October, at the close the Lieut.Governor releasing the members with a complimentary address:
However justly it may now be regarded as unsuited to the Colony or incompatible with the advanced
state of public opinion, a reference to the Statute Book and a consideration of its deliberations will
show that it has neither been an unattentive guardian of the interests committed to its charge, nor
unfruitful in practical matters

Both the imperial and colonial governments acknowledged the valuable services performed by the
council members.
After a period of lobbying and campaigning, the election of the Legislative Council was
completed by 14 March 1854. In the Eastern Province, despite the widespread unpopularity arising
from his resignation from the old Council, Sir Andries Stockenstrom polled 6,315 votes while Mr
Godlonton of the Grahamstown Journal, with 4,534 votes, was runner-up. Mr G Wood in third place
achieved 4,427 votes. The separate election for the House of Assembly was achieved within the
following few weeks enabling the first lawful meetings of both the Legislative Council and the House
of Assembly to take place in Cape Town on 30 June 1854, the Council at the place of its former
meetings and the Assembly in the banqueting hall of the Masonic Lodge de Goede Hoop.
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With much ceremony and attention to form, the Lieut.-Governor received deputations from
both places informing him that they had met, the deputation from the Assembly including William
Cock of the Eastern Province. After the solemn and formal administration of oaths, the members of
the Assembly proceeded with the selection of a Speaker. Mr Brand was preferred to Mr Fairbairn by a
margin of 24 votes to 19.
On 1 July 1854 the opening of the first Parliament in South Africa took place with a
spectacular ceremony before Lieut.-Governor Darling, as Acting Governor, in the absence of
Governor, Sir George Cathcart, who had been called to take a command in a war with Russia. In an
encouraging opening speech, later issued as a well-received pamphlet, he promised a new happier era
for the country. The recent frontier war (described in the next chapter) had come to an end and he
promised a military occupation for British Kaffraria which was to have a separate government, though
subordinate to Cape Town. The Eastern Province was to be reinstated as a Lieut.-Governorship with
two more judges and a Solicitor General being a law officer of the Crown. The military headquarters
was to be at Grahamstown and along the frontier was to be a settlement of farmers on military tenure,
the Queenstown district, affording a measure of additional defence and prosperity.
South Africa was not yet self-governing as the supreme officials were appointed in England
and remunerated from the civil list, but, going forward, it was extremely unlikely that any policy
would be introduced against the wishes of the inhabitants.
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CHAPTER 20
THE EIGHT FRONTIER WAR AND THE KHOI REBELLION
(The War of Umlangeni, the Riverman)

The previous chapter dealt with the formation of the first constitution and the new organs of
administration making up what was called Representative Government to provide a fairer balance of
control between the Western and Eastern Provinces and between the diverse populations making up
South Africa. During broadly the same period in the country’s history yet another frontier war was
raging, and this time it was accompanied by a rebellion of the Khoi population. The outbreak
seriously hindered the advancement towards the new political establishment and, probably, the nature
of the constitution.
An illusion of calm808
The current Chief of the Gaikas, Sandilli, having to counter a continual decline in the influence and
power of his title, recruited a renowned Xhosa witch doctor named Umlangeni (or Mlangeni) from
Umkye’s tribe. The incumbent’s role was to expound predictions against the order of things. He
claimed the power to resist the English and to cause the deaths of those white intruders and their
coloured assistants. Other chiefs concurred with the predictions and gave credence to the
representation of Umlangeni as being the ‘Makhanda’ or ‘Lynx’ credited with leading the invasion of
1819, sparking the Fifth Frontier War. Even Kreli (or Sarili) and Moshesh were impressed by this
incredible postulation. The manoeuvrings of Sandilli and his accomplice were kept under wraps, at
least from the Kaffrarian authorities, and there was the outward appearance of peace and tranquillity
until August 1850 when a large number of Umlangeni-inspired witchcraft poles were discovered at a
kraal and confiscated. The kraal had hosted large meetings through the nights with the poles in
position. In secretive defiant response, the magical poles were replaced and the meetings resumed
accommodating large numbers of adherents from across the country.
Governor, Sir Harry Smith, was sufficiently alarmed by reports of suspicious activity in
Kaffraria to make for the frontier where the local colonists rightly claimed a more perfect knowledge
of proceedings beyond the border, more so even than the resident missionaries and officials from
whom the culprits had withheld all indications of their nefarious conspiracy. With justified reason, the
knowledgeable border colonists had already begun to panic and retreat with their families and
livestock away from the directly threatened districts. For his part, the
Chief Commissioner, though he had noted the use made of the prophet by
certain chiefs to engender some dissatisfaction, failed to acknowledge the
looming danger and, as late as 14 October, in ignorance or optimistic
delusion, had stated “there was not the slightest appearance of an
outbreak”. According to the authorities, the ravings of Umlangeni had not
made any impression on the Xhosas. The colonists, however, noticed that
numbers of Xhosas were quitting their employment in the colony, a clear
sign of trouble ahead. Unfortunately, Sir Harry had at first chosen to heed
the views of his blinkered officials and reported to the Secretary of State
for the Colonies that he ‘need be under no apprehension of an outbreak’.
After his arrival in the east, on 26 October Sir Harry held a Great
Chief Sandilli
Council in King Williamstown with the principal heads of the Gaika and
Ndlambe tribes there present, excepting Sandilli and Seyolo. Sandilli had
supposedly fallen from his horse en route. Subsequently, the great chief was summoned by the Gaika
Commissioner to meet His Excellency with a promise that neither he, nor his prophet, would be
seized. He was being called up to explain his recent conduct and, if found that he was an intended or
actual aggressor, would be driven, with the other inhabitants of British Kaffraria, further east over the
Kei River. The Commissioner delivered the invitation in person and, though Sandilli with humility
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denied any hostile intentions, he declined to attend fearing imprisonment despite the assurances given
by the governor. There was no alternative but to strip the chief of his rank and to install the Gaika
Commissioner in his place to govern the tribe, for the time being, from 30 October. Though he knew
that Sandilli as chief was, in truth, spoiling for a fight, he apprehended no cause to doubt the loyalty
of his tribe’s people to the British Government. He felt that, as with other tribes, they were less well
disposed towards their chief and they were fully aware of their improved position as more civilized
subjects of the Crown.
Sir Harry seemed unaware of the change in complexion of Kaffirland where young fearsome
warriors had acquired more experience in fighting and greater courage and were supported by greater
quantities of weapons, ammunition and horses. Blissfully convinced, he left behind a country in what
he though was a state of perfect tranquillity, and returned via the frontier to reach Cape Town on 24
November. In his mind, Umlangeni had been ridiculed and marginalized, and the deposition of
Sandilli had met with the approval of the Gaika people. During his return, His Excellency had
persuaded the border colonists of his achievement and they applauded him for it. His adulation was,
however, short lived, and on 5 December he was compelled to write to the Secretary of State that the
quiet frontier was no more.
Farmers alerted809
It is interesting to note from Jeremiah Goldswain’s Chronicle that he attended a meeting with Sir
Harry Smith and others at which he stated his belief that war was imminent. He knew that a number
of Xhosa servants had suddenly left their employment without even collecting their wages. Some of
them, however, were known to have taken mutton and other provisions useful to them for their
journey and their sojourn in Kaffirland. There had been a history of such servants, Khoi, Xhosa and
Fingo, demanding or taking extra food, and for this reason the Goldswains cooked food for their
servants twice every day.
Jeremiah’s claim that war was imminent was based principally on his knowledge of farmers
planning to leave the colony and others being forced to go into laager for their protection. He referred
to a notice of 11 October 1850 posted by Col. Henry Somerset stating that, although his officials were
taking precautions, there was nothing in Umlangeni’s prophecies that suggested disaffection of the
Xhosas towards the government. Jeremiah was questioned by Legislative Council member, William
Cock, about the feelings of the farmers in the neighbourhood. Some were preparing to trek to the
west, a second exodus after the Great Trek, which assumed significant proportions, and some had
already left as they had heeded the rumours of hostile Xhosa intentions. In fact, they had been warned
by a Xhosa chief that they should leave ‘as far as they can as there is sure to be a war’. On this basis,
Mr Cock asked Jeremiah to go out the next day to obtain statements from the remaining farmers to put
before the governor who was expected to arrive at the frontier any day.
Jeremiah Goldswain went out with his son, James, who would serve as a witness. The first
farmer questioned was Jacobus Wewege who said he had been visited by envoys named Apolas
Sampson and David Sampson who visited on behalf of their Xhosa captain, Teance Kernater. The
visitors said, as written by Mr Goldswain, ‘you are my frends and you must now pack up your Goods
and go as fare as you can out of the way from they war’. They said there would be war with the
colony in ten days. Mr Wewege signed a note of this conversation and agreed to attend the governor
in Grahamstown if the authorities would pay his travelling expenses. Similar comments were obtained
from other farmers. Goldswain referred to a notice in the Graham’s Town Journal which
acknowledged the increasing incidence of horse and livestock thefts and agreed, free of charge, to
publish details of actual losses of any farmer who cared to submit a report. The edition on 2
November 1850, under the heading ‘REGISTRY OF SHEEP THEFTS ETC.’, comprised just one
report, that from Burnt Kraal, the farm of Messrs Goldswain and Sons, stating the losses as: June—14
sheep lost; July—41. Some of the sheep said to be worth £3 each. The report said the losses could not
have been from the visits of wild animals as Goldswain had minimised their attentions by killing 18
wolves (hyenas) and 86 jackals.
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Many isolated farmers had left their locations and combined at encampments for mutual
protection. When they were assured by the authorities that there was no danger, and were persuaded
to return home, they found their homes had been broken into and property taken or destroyed. The
culprits were monitoring the farmers’ movements and seizing any opportunity to take away what they
might or hide their booty for collection when convenient.
His Excellency invited a deputation of farmers to come to meet him, but as they were
attending to their protection from constant acts of theft, few showed up. Goldswain, Edward Dell, Mr
Ennis, a resident at Burnt Kraal, and Mr Bowker were able to meet Sir Harry and state their case.
They were informed of steps being taken to form a Rural Police which would be under one Samuel
Loxton. When Jeremiah made his assertion that war was imminent His Excellency ‘rose up and came
to me at wich I rose also and he caut hold of my hand and gave it a hartey shake and said that if their
was a war within two years that he would forfit his head’. Jeremiah stood his ground insisting that the
Xhosas were behaving just as they had done prior to the two previous wars (since 1820). He had lost
64 sheep and 7 more had their legs broken within the last day or two. Sir Harry asked why it had not
been possible to track the sheep by their spoor or droppings, to which Jeremiah gave satisfactory
answers, but thought the sheep had been led to Hermanus at Blinkwater near the Kat River Settlement
as the Fingos there had been known to sell wool at 11 pence per pound in the Grahamstown market.
In 1850 the total exports of wool from the colony rose from 113,077 lbs to 5,912,927 lbs, with
much of the Port Elizabeth wool passing through the Grahamstown market. In August 1850, 1s 6 ½ d
per lb was paid for Eastern Province wool on the London Market, a good price for a quality product.
Mr Dell had lost 120 sheep in a single raid and it was thought that Mr Currie and Mr Ferreira had also
suffered numerous losses. They too talked of losses of horses and an ox, the latter being traced to a
Xhosa kraal, but the culprit had not been apprehended or punished.
The spark of war and attacks on military villages810
In early December 1850 the Xhosas were known to be killing their cattle, a circumstance thought to
presage impending hostilities. Kreli commenced the slaughter followed by Sandilli and then more
widely amongst the tribes. There was an escalation in the acquisition of firearms by fair means or foul
and booze loving Macoma left his much frequented canteen at Fort Beaufort to join Sandilli in the
field. Pato promised the course of peace as did Seyolo, but only Pato kept his word. Perceived
divisions amongst the Xhosas gave Sir Harry some cause for optimism and he wrote that he thought
that a major conflict was unlikely and only a trifling expense was anticipated. Nonetheless, he
journeyed to the scene of disruption and arrived in King Williamstown on 9 December. He called for
measures of self-defence at the frontier and met with the Ndlambe tribes who professed their loyalty
to the Crown.
Regular troops of the 6th, 9th and 73rd Regiments numbering 1,435 men had been assembled
along with Cape Mounted Rifles. They were posted at the Amatola Mountains at Kabousie Neck and
at Fort Hare, arranged in three columns. Crucially they were to avoid any first strike action. On 19
December the governor held another meeting with the Gaikas, about 3,000 in number, and, after
admonishing them and urging them to maintain peace, he issued his terms of submission. The
foremost requisite was the surrender of Sandilli and Anta, but their lives must be spared. Other terms
included the payment of all fines due for cattle recently rescued, the surrender of all firearms, and
commensurate rewards for information regarding kraals holding stolen livestock. Failure to give up
the kraals would result in them being outlawed and ‘eaten up’. On 20 December he proclaimed
Sandilli and Anta to be outlaws and offered a reward for their apprehension. At their request he
appointed Sutu, Sandilli’s mother and former great wife, as Regent, with eight councillors to assist
her. A further nine were added at her request and of her choosing.
Early on 24 December 1850 a contingent of 600 men was dispatched under Col. Mackinnon
with a brief to find and apprehend Sandilli who was expected to either flee the country or give himself
up. The men were under strict orders not to fire unless attacked, but as they entered the Booma Pass in
single file, into a narrow gorge in the Keiskamma Valley, they were set upon by the enemy and
suffered considerable casualties. Dr Stewart was killed and Capt. Bisset injured. The next day,
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Christmas Day, they were again attacked during which encounter Sandilli was observed in person,
though he kept beyond the range of gunshot. He was accompanied by a large force of armed and
mounted troops. Thus far the colonial force had lost an officer and twenty-seven men. Two officers
and twelve men suffered wounds. Then, crossing the Debe Flats heading for Fort White (named in
honour of Major T C White), they encountered the bodies of a sergeant and fourteen men who had
been assaulted while escorting a wagon. These events signalled the commencement of the third
frontier war since the arrival of the British settlers in 1820. Implicated were all of the Xhosas in
Ciskei Kaffirland with the exception of Pato and his people.
The enemy disrupted the whole passage from the Keiskamma River to Fort White. At the
same time, on that terrible day, the Military villages suffered a diabolical onslaught. The villages of
Johannesberg, Woburn and Auckland were plundered and burnt, many of the male inhabitants being
butchered to death. At Woburn sixteen men were killed by Xhosas who had arrived before breakfast.
Mr Stevenson, the superintendent, and one or two Khoi women escaped. Before the enemy left in two
columns for Auckland and Johannesberg they torched the buildings leaving behind ashes and
blackened walls.
Nearly all of the male population of Auckland near the source of the Chumie River were old
soldiers of the 91st Regiment. Previous experience had shown the local Xhosas to be friendly assisting
the settlers as good neighbours and labourers. At Christmas it was customary for some to visit the
village and to receive a dinner from the settlers, often in their homes. Some were trusted enough to
take charge of the settlers’ cattle in kraals under the overall care of headman Xaimpi of Tyali’s tribe.
On 25 December, in the afternoon, the Xhosas were instructed to bring the cattle near to the village.
At the same time three Cape Corps men arrived with guidelines created in response to the conflict
between the Xhosas and Col. Mackinnon’s force. Numbers of local Xhosas and some of their friends
arrived in the village street and sat around the settlers. They claimed they were seeking shelter from
nearby fighting, yet they were armed with guns and assegais. The unarmed settlers saw nothing
unusual and anticipated no evil. Mr Munro read the letter containing the guidelines then suddenly a
sharp whistle sounded from Xaimpi, the headman, and, in immediate response, the Xhosas sprang up
and, with their assegais and guns, killed some ten to fifteen innocent settlers. Under attack, the
remaining settlers ran to their houses to collect their weapons and assembled in a dismantled clay
building which they blockaded. There they remained with their families surrounded by the
intimidating foe. At the village twenty-eight males, eleven of whom were married, were fatally
stabbed or shot. The bereaved women and girls were spared along with some boys who had donned
girls clothing. With some difficulty, they were permitted to leave the next day having been stripped of
much of their clothing.
The inhabitants at Johannesberg were fortunate in that they saw the smoke plumes from the
burning buildings in Woburn. Many escaped in the direction of Alice, but three people left it too late
and were murdered. In this village alone the value of property destroyed by the enemy was £1,143 6s
9d.
Khoi join the fray811
Near the end of December 1850, Governor Sir Harry Smith, reached Fort Cox on the Keiskamma
River. The Xhosas had long wished for this commanding stronghold to be dismantled as the stationed
troops kept a very close watch on their activities. With the governor inside, the fort was shut up in the
face of a siege of vast numbers of the enemy. Communications between Sir Harry and the colonial
authorities were impossible and several attempts to free His Excellency failed. On 29 December,
troops engaged in hand-to-hand combat were force to retreat losing two officers and twenty men, with
many wounded. The next day Sir Harry donned a private’s uniform and, at the head of 250 riflemen,
ran the gauntlet making a passage through ranks of the enemy in the face of very heavy fire.
Somehow, he made it to King Williamstown.
On 26 December a Xhosa policeman was incarcerated after taking leave of absence without
permission. This event triggered the defection of the whole Gaika clan to join their factions taking
with them their arms, ammunition and horses. Hermanus, a Xhosa who had for some time lawfully
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enjoyed his residence at Blinkwater in the Kat River Settlement, had assembled a cohort of petty
criminals and vagabonds. His people formed a medium of communication between the disaffected
and disillusioned Khoi at the settlement and the hostile ranks amongst the Xhosa population. On 27
December his motley force openly engaged in the commencement of an attack of plunder and killing.
The next day, the Xhosa police at Whittlesea joined the disloyal ranks bringing the total of Xhosa
police force defectors to 365. With such a swelling in their ranks the enemy was strong enough to
overrun the Eastern Province. An eye-witness to the ensuing panic was the Hon. John C. Chase,
regarded by some as the settlers’ historian. Here, in his own account, he describes the dreadful scenes
well within the colony:
The panic now became intense and fearful—the flight of the affrighted inhabitants from their quiet
homesteads distressing to witness. For three whole days, from early dawn to late at night, the writer,
then Chief Magistrate of the District of Uitenhage, beheld a sight never to be forgotten: hundreds upon
hundreds of people hurrying with their wagons, the oxen often led by white women or young and
tender girls, old men, females (often with babes), and exhausted, weeping children, shoeless and on
foot. The sick, the infirm, haggard, hungry, foot-sore, and fatigued were followed by innumerable
flocks of cattle and sheep, lowing and bleating for want of rest—for want of pasturage and water,
crooning a melancholy complaint, as if they also understood the nature of the calamity; and thus it went
on in one continuous procession of misery and terror. The roads to the town—one of the principal
rendezvous of the fleeing masses—were rendered nearly impassable by the number of animals with
which they were encumbered; and before the end of the month and year, the [Xhosa], with the scent of
the vulture, was on the prey, and had lighted up his beacon fires on the summits of the Zuurberg, 150
miles within the Colony and from the centre of revolt.

In a report of November 1847, Sir H Pottinger described the Kat River Settlement as ‘a
picture of gross mismanagement, sloth, filth, and human degradation’, a far cry from the model
institution intended and described earlier. Now, those at the Kat River Settlement who were not
secretly aiding their rebel friends were passive and quiet. Very few were openly loyal to the Crown. A
large number were now actively supporting the Xhosas committing violent crimes against the farmers
and their property. On 7 January 1851, Xhosa Chief Hermanus involved several of the Kat River Khoi
in an attempt on the Fort Beaufort Military Post, but they were readily defeated, the chief and around
fifty of his men losing their lives.
The authorities seemed to have been misled into thinking there was no affection between the
Khoi and the Xhosa peoples. True, there were reasons to call them ancient enemies, but the Gonaqua
Xhosas of the Upper Keiskamma were half Khoi and had joined the marauders of 1795. It was not
difficult for the Xhosas residing near to the Kat River to remind the local Khoi of long standing
shared grievances. Fickle in nature, it mattered little that the Khoi had been rewarded with land which
was arguably the finest and best endowed in the colony. Criss-crossed with streams for irrigation, the
landscape was fertile with tracts of timber forest, a productive and agreeable climate, and valuable
pasturage. At Fort Beaufort, on their doorstep, they were blessed with a ready market. They had little
to complain of, yet they risked all of this as they engaged in a season of treacherous and treasonable
activity. It seems, from an enquiry held after the affair, that two teachers at Kat River, both named
Read, had failed to deal effectively with their perceived grievances, so much so, that the people
believed they were rather more oppressed than blessed. The bountiful land they enjoyed might once
have been occupied by a population of productive and loyal Scottish highlanders, but the fire that
destroyed their emigration vessel, the Abeona, had prevented this. The location would have been ideal
for them, but now the privilege had been squandered by their substitutes.
At the Moravian Missionary Institution of Shiloh near Whittlesea the missionaries were
compelled to abandon their valuable station. Just seven of their flock chose the route of the refugee,
the remainder joining an alliance of evil with neighbouring Thembus. The missionary and teacher, Mr
Bonatz, had been resident for nineteen years and now he declared that all of his work had been for
nothing.
Some of the disloyal Khoi, in so far as they could be apprehended, were disarmed, but covert
excursion parties from Kat River reached similar places of religion and social advancement in the
colony. Rumours of dissatisfaction at Kat River had reached Theopolis Mission in the Southwell
district. After a visit of Kat River Khoi and some defected Cape Mounted Riflemen, on Sunday
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morning, 31 May 1851, the Khoi of Theopolis rose up and with no warning shot dead ten resident
Fingos as they emerged from their huts. They loaded plunder into wagons and left to form a rebel
camp at a nearby savannah called the Karra (or Gorah).
Attack on the Fingo inhabitants at Theopolis Mission Station812
A local account of events at Theopolis can be found in Doris Stirk’s Southwell Settlers. In January
1851, Kiwiet Piqueur at the Mission received a letter from Andreas Links (or Lynx) of the Blinkwater
Mission Station, part of the Kat River Settlement. The letter urged the people of Theopolis Mission to
acquire guns and ammunition ready to join with the Xhosas if the latter should attack the Station.
Seven Fingos declared they had been approached to join the rebellion and, in response, Field-cornet
Walter Currie visited the Mission to investigate. At the time the Rev. Smit , principal at the Mission,
with six armed men, had made several failed attempts to find the culprits, that is, those attempting to
enlist the Fingos. With the assistance of Henry and John Shone, Field-cornet Currie took five
prisoners and returned two days later with one hundred burghers, and summoned the Theopolis
residents to appear before the magistrate. Just thirteen Khoi, but all of the Fingos and Bechuanas,
appeared. Nine guns were found in a search of the huts.
Ring leaders were arrested, namely, Kiwiet Piqueur, Plaatje
Bezuidenhout, Jan Speelman, Adam, Andries Lynx and one other,
unnamed. Chief Constable John McDougal of Bathurst, with twelve
Fingos, escorted the rebels to Grahamstown. Early in the morning
of 31 May several naked Fingos in great distress arrived at Fieldcornet William Gray’s home on Walsingham Farm with the terrible
news that the Khoi people were shooting their Fingo friends as they
were emerging from their huts, and that nine had been murdered in
cold blood. Gray immediately sent a report to Grahamstown.
Southwell schoolmaster Moses Jacobs also reported that Khoi
rebels were abandoning the Mission and taking refuge at the Karra
in a wide bushy valley between the Kariega and Bushman’s Rivers,
across what is now the Boesak’s causeway.
News of the attack on the Theopolis Fingos reached
Grahamstown, some thirty miles distant, as the rebels were
A Fingo (Mfengu) Soldier
returning with their wagons to the Mission to collect more grain.
Thirty Albany Rangers in company with one hundred Fingos and
local burghers, all under Captain George Cyrus, left Grahamstown. Captain William Stubbs of the
Albany Rangers left Southwell Camp with thirty-five troops to collect as many men as possible from
the neighbouring camps.813 A little time after their arrival on the scene, Captain Cyrus’s party
engaged with the rebels and recaptured eight wagons, but Field-cornet William Gray, a highly
respected farmer in the district, was killed, and several of the party were wounded. On 4 June a large
force was assembled and despatched in the direction of the rebel stronghold, but operations were held
up when one group lost its way in dense bush and another was delayed. Major-General Henry
Somerset, son of the former governor, described what happened next in an official despatch from
Lombard’s Post in Southwell:
I entered the bush with the troops about dawn, and came upon the Rebel position shortly after
daybreak. At the Southern extremity of the bush a strong abbatis [probably a fortification of trees and
bushes] had been thrown up, which had to be removed. We then came immediately upon the rebel
position. They had however observed us, and fired a shot to give the alarm. Upon advancing with the
24th Highlanders in extended order, the rebels...were speedily driven in by some of the Bathurst and
Kowie farmers. The moment our fire was opened the Fingoes rushed from the bush and fired a volley
at the rebels, when the whole took to the bush. Their camp was then secured by the troops and Fingoes,
while I detached the Burghers and a few of the C.M. Rifles to secure the cattle.
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Most of the enemy got away though six of them were shot. A more detailed account of the attack on
the rebel camp on 4 June 1851 is provided below. Though their camp was cleared at this time,
rebellious Khoi later returned to continue their crimes. The account by Doris Stirk includes a notice
found in the rebel camp after they had fled. Published by Godlonton and Irving in their Narrative of
the Kaffir War, it shows the rebels had a plan ready for when they assumed control of the district at
the start of this war:
NOTICE
This is to give notice to all men of this camp. The first respecting the spoil which shall be taken. It will
be divided amongst the heads of this camp: Jan Andries, Commandant; Cobus Forie, ProvisionalCommandant; Michal Henero, Provisional-Cornet; Andries Swart, Provisional-Cornet; Daniel Cupido,
Provisional-Cornet; Jan Lucas, Provisional-Cornet, Klaas Krisjan, Quartermaster. No powder must be
needlessly expended; the Cornets and Commandants must see to this; and if it be found that it is
needlessly expended, will be punished. And the Commandants and Cornets will be punished if they act
unlawfully. And any soldier being stubborn will be punished according to law.
“Every head of this squad, if there be widows, will take care that they receive rations the same as the
men.
“Piet Jagers, Plaatje Jongers, Janje Whitbooy, Andries Klaas, Gideon Jak, Ruyter Appollos, Cupido
Hemero, Alexander Koenraad, Whitbooy Lavellot, Adam Matys, Magerman Geswindt, Jan Ganberg,
Jan Kewedo, - these are the thirteen men who will frame all the plans, or disallow what is not good in
the laws etc.”

More on events at Theopolis
More details of events at Theopolis are taken from the Lower Albany Chronicle. On 1 June Captain
George Cyrus moved his men to Farmerfield Mission to collect Bechauna reinforcements and from
there to Merville in the Southwell district to join with some Albany Rangers. Captain Thomas Stubbs
took twenty-two Albany Rangers to Southwell Camp where they stayed overnight. Cornelius Cock
took nine mounted and ten Fingo infantry to Southwell Camp to join Field-cornet Gray while Fieldcommandant John Woest brought sixteen mounted burghers from Oliphants Hoek. His brother, Fieldcornet Barend Woest, joined them. The widowed Fingo women gave statements to Surgeon Ambrose
Campbell in the presence of the Rev. Henry Waters, William Gray, Captain John Campbell of the 91st
Regiment, Thomas Corbett and Benjamin Keeton.
Cornelius Cock’s men moved to within four miles of the enemy’s camp near the Ghio and
held firm through the night. On 2 June twenty-five men under Edward Dell Jnr, two companies of 74th
Regiment under Major Hancock, and Capt. Thomas Stubbs, moved out to Barville Park Camp. Lieut.
John Harley met Captain Stubbs and reported that a train of twelve wagons had left the rebel camp
heading for Theopolis. About seventy men escorted the convoy. Capt. Thomas Stubbs moved to
Newton in the Southwell district. Surgeon Campbell joined the troops as they formed a party to
intercept the wagons. They reached the wagons in a wide valley, one and a half miles across, where
there was a stockade and some huts. They were observed by the rebels who began to fire,
commencing an engagement which lasted about two hours. It was during this exchange that Fieldcornet William Gray, aged 49 years, was killed. Two Albany Rangers, T Webb and William McGraw,
were injured, along with Capt. William Stubbs, Field-commandant John Woest, Edward Dell Jnr, and
Edward Lavin. Seven wagons and eight spans of oxen were recaptured from the enemy and taken to
Barville Park Camp. The Rev. Henry Waters attended some of the wounded. As the Rev. Henry
Renton was evacuated from the Mission Station the force moved back to Southwell Camp, and Gray’s
body was brought with the wounded in one of the wagons. The wounded were further attended by
Surgeon Ambrose Campbell.814
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As William Gray was about to go out to join the force, the Rev. Henry Waters of Southwell had
advised him, “In your wrath remember mercy”, but the Field-cornet replied “No, I will have no
Mercy”.815
The circumstances of the death of Field-cornet Gray, a founder of Southwell, are further described in
Thomas Stubbs’ diary816:
While putting the wounded in the wagon, J. Usher was trying to put one of the oxen right, when a
bullet struck the ox on the ribs close to his head, he called out – ‘Well, well, I thought I had gotten [got
it]...
We arrived at Wiggle’s [Whittle’s] camp about eight o’clock. I never wish to see another sight like the
one I saw there on our arrival – Mrs Gray and the children rushed into the wagon, where her dead
husband lies, their cries were something terrible...I found the Military Officers and a lot of others in
Wiggle’s house having tea, but before I could think of refreshment, I was anxious to get my brother
and J. Woest off to Grahamstown. Their wounds were so severe, I was afraid they would die before I
got them to a Doctor. I asked Wiggle to let me have forage to put the wounded upon, could anyone
imagine his answer, - who was to pay for it? My blood had been pretty well up all day and this answer
made me boil – I let out pretty freely and asked him if that was the treatment men were to receive who
had sacrificed their lives for his protection...I then ordered a lot of my men to take as much as they
wanted from the stack, and had some difficulty in keeping them from giving him a good mauling.
After getting everything ready for a start, I ran into the house to wish the Officers goodbye, as they had
to remain there until further orders. One of them asked me to take some refreshment – I had had
nothing from the day before, about 30 hours; I said I had no money and that fellow who refused the
forage for the wounded men, was not likely to trust me. I will never forget an Ensign named Baird
[related to General Sir David Baird, Governor of the Cape Colony in 1806] pulling out his purse, and
pushing it across the table to me, and begging me to make what use I liked of it.
We reached Grahamstown just at daylight the next morning – I don’t know any time I have been so
completely done up as I was then.

On 3 June William Gray was buried at Southwell Schoolchapel by the Rev. Waters. Capt. George Cyrus moved the
Fingo Levy to Southwell Camp. Cornelius Cock joined
William Fuller and James Phillips of Walsingham to arrange
rations for their own men, Edward Dell’s men and Fingos
from Farmerfield Mission, in all seventy people.
Cornelius Cock was appointed Acting Field-cornet for
Southwell, taking the place of William Gray. As John Woest
was injured, and had been taken to Grahamstown for
treatment, his brother, Barend, assumed responsibility for the
Oliphants Hoek men.
During the next day a force of 648 men was
assembled at the Southwell Camp: General Henry Somerset
with fifty Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR) under Capt. George
Carey; forty burghers, one hundred Fingo Levies; some
Albany Rangers; Farmerfield Mission Bechuanas; Royal
Artillery with a gun; and two companies of three hundred of
the 74th Regiment under Colonel John Fordyce. Guided by
Field-cornet William Gray
local resident William McLuckie, they were joined by a force
raised from the Lower Albany Camps, and made their way over twelve miles to attack the rebel camp.
The Fingos took a bush bridle-path behind the rebel huts. At dawn the 74th Regiment and CMR
penetrated the rebel enclosure and deployed in a grassy open space of about three-quarters by half a
mile. Near a vlei the burghers fired at a guard of some twenty Khoi herdsmen. As the Khoi returned
fire and made their escape down a kloof, the 74th moved to cover the burghers.
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Forty rebels, CMR deserters, formed a defensive line at the huts as their loyal former CMR
colleagues advanced on them. The Fingos and Bechuanas attacked them from behind forcing them
into the open before they took cover behind a stockade and disappeared dragging their wounded with
them. Eight of their number were killed along with one of the Grahamstown Fingo Levy. 632 cattle
were recovered, and six wagons. The rebel huts were burned and the force found time to take
breakfast before returning to Southwell Camp.
On 6 June twenty-five Oliphants Hoek burghers arrived at the Southwell Camp and the two
Companies of 74th Regiment returned to Grahamstown. In spite of the destruction of their camp, the
rebels formed a party responsible for burning the Theopolis Mission Church. Faithful schoolmaster
Moses Jacobs gave his statement covering the events at Theopolis with J Kirkwood, one of the
Oliphant burghers, as witness. On 8 June a body of Fingos was stationed at Southwell Camp under
Capt. Charles Cumbers.817
As the war and rebellion progressed, the native (mostly Xhosa) servants in the Southwell
district deserted their farms to join the enemy, returning with their new colleagues to plunder their
former masters. 16 oxen were taken from William Gray’s farm while the Dell brothers lost six horses
and Benjamin Keeton lost cattle and his Fingo guard, who was killed. Farmerfield, a Wesleyan
Institution on the west bank of the Kariega River, was attacked in April 1851, and 250 cattle were
taken. Nearby, nine wagons of provisions loaded at Port Frances were attacked on their way to
Grahamstown. The wagon masters formed a laager and, with help from Farmerfield, the brave men
held out losing only some packs of rice and tea which had been riddled with bullets. Two of their
oxen were injured and three of the enemy wounded.818
Letters inciting rebellion and war819
A particular account of the events at Theopolis can be found in the chronicle of Jeremiah Goldswain.
While there is some difference in detail with Doris Stirk’s account, it presents a valuable eye-witness
insight from another perspective, in particular, events in the vicinity of Grahamstown. He described
the ‘press gang’ tactics of the colonial authorities used to enlist the services of natives to bolster the
ranks of the Khoi levies. They would go into farmers’ yards and take servants by force, causing great
distress to the farmers and to the workers themselves as they lost their employment, and were
expected to fight. Unsurprisingly, the Khoi proved to be very reluctant to fight against the rebels from
their associated communities. Captain David Davies, Superintendent of the 1st Division Kaffir Police,
had been charged with finding six hundred Khoi men from Grahamstown and Albany to serve in the
levies under his command. George Wood had been appointed to assist him.
While Jeremiah was at Grahamstown on business, Messrs G Wood and B Norden attended his
farm, Burnt Kraal, looking for volunteers for the levy. They recruited his sheep shearers including
those less willing taken into the levy by force. With difficulty, after several days, Jeremiah obtained
replacement hands from off duty levy men and managed to complete the shearing. Later, the
replacement shearers were called away to escort the Rev. N Smit to Theopolis which was described as
being on Benjamin Keeton’s farmland. When the men returned to work there was a problem over
wages. Those who had joined the levies of their own free will came to Jeremiah for payment for sheep
shearing, but in one or more cases they had failed to deduct from their claims money given to them to
buy provisions for the farm, for which he had neither received the provisions, nor a return of the cash.
They complained to the Clerk of the Peace who called Jeremiah to his office. Captain Davies
intervened in the process advising Jeremiah to overlook the trifling amounts owed to him by his
shearers. Though the matter was peacefully resolved, within a short time all of Jeremiah’s shearers
had deserted him to join the Khoi rebellion.
The Rev. N Smit was responsible for Theopolis, but he resided in Grahamstown and attended
the Mission Station periodically. On 15 January 1851 he had been sent to the Mission to deal with
news of seditious proceedings and had been assisted in some way by members of the Grahamstown
Board of Defence. Jeremiah had heard from a friend of a friend that, during his visit, the Rev. Smit
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had received a letter from the Khoi people which would have been of interest to the authorities. There
was also a feeling that a full account of his meeting with suspects at Theopolis had not been
forthcoming. Jeremiah and his friend thought it right that the Clerk of the Peace, Mr Eaton, ought to
know about the letter and the details of the meeting. They were clearly suspicious there had been
some kind of cover up. Jeremiah attended a private meeting with Mr Eaton at which he asked whether
the Rev. Smit had mentioned the letter that had allegedly been seen, and possibly read, by him. Mr
Eaton had been given no information about such a letter, and knew nothing of the contents or of its
whereabouts. Jeremiah shared his knowledge that the letter had been sent by the Khoi at the Kat River
Settlement to the Khoi community in Grahamstown, and from them to the Khoi at Theopolis. The
letter suggested the Khoi and the Xhosas were planning to combine forces to kill all of the English
men, women and children. In a corridor after the meeting Mr Eaton asked Jeremiah to confirm, “—
that all was to be killed?” The question and Jeremiah’s response, “Yes: all.” were overheard by Mr
Franklin, Editor of the Frontier Times. Jeremiah entered the courtroom, where a meeting was taking
place, leaving Mr Franklin and Mr Eaton deep in conversation.
The courtroom was almost full of people wanting to learn the outcome of the Rev. Smit’s visit
to Theopolis. Smit was there being questioned by Mr Hudson, magistrate of Grahamstown. It
appeared that Hudson knew nothing of any letter and failed to question Smit on the matter, but,
towards the end of the meeting, Mr Franklin approached the magistrate stating that Mr Goldswain
would be able to explain it to him. Jeremiah was duly called to speak and repeated what he had heard
of the letter. He believed the letter had been sent by Lynx (the illegitimate child of Xhosa and Khoi
extraction) and received by Kiwiet Piqueur at Theopolis. It stated that the Xhosa and Khoi were to be
joined in war against the English and Dutch. In answer to a further question from Mr Franklin, he
confirmed that all white people were to be murdered. The Rev. Smit, who was near to Jeremiah,
admitted he had not disclosed even the existence of the letter to the Clerk of the Peace, at which point
those present became animated and were called to order. Smit admitted he had had the letter in his
hand, had read it, and gave it back to Piqueur because he thought he had no business with it. The
magistrate thought that if the content of the letter had been of the nature intimated by Mr Goldswain,
then it ought to be forthcoming.
In the face of subsequent very public criticism Smit attempted to clear his name in a letter to
the Frontier Times, asking for it to be published:
Graham’s Town 27th January 1851
To the Editor: SIR,—Observing in the Graham’s Town Journal of last Saturday certain statements
affecting my character and that of the Institution of Theopolis, you will perhaps have the goodness to
give the following a place in the columns of your paper:—
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

That it is not correct that I visited Theopolis on the 15th of this Month “at the instance of the
Board of Defence.” The act was voluntary on my part; but some of the Gentlemen composing
that Board, assisted me with horses to enable me to take a number of my people as an escort
with me.
That Links, the writer of a certain letter addressed to one of the people of the Institution,
named Pikeur, is not a Blinkwater Gonah, but an Inhabitant of Graham’s Town.
That the account given of the purport of the letter in question is not correct.
That the letter is not a treasonable document as stated.
That whilst I did not state to the Clerk of the Peace the circumstances of a letter having been
written to one of the people of the Institution, I did communicate to him the contents of the
letter, and that the officer has admitted the fact.
That Mr. Edwards has been living at Theopolis till very lately, the greater part of his property
being still there, and left in charge of the people, he having come into town only to allay the
anxieties of his family on his account, and entertaining not the slightest doubt as to the fidelity
of the people to Government. The place has also been regularly visited by myself.
Having stated thus much, I have only in conclusion to request a reflecting public to defer their
decision on the matter, till a full account of the whole case shall have been published.
I have, &c.
H. N. SMIT
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A report in the Graham’s Town Journal concluded that this letter had only served to make matters
worse, and that he should have disclosed the existence and nature of the letter to the Clerk of the
Peace.
A document purported to be the letter in question was later published in the Graham’s Town
Journal, a transcription being:
January 8th, 1851, —Graham’s Town
Very Loving Friend, Kieviet Pikuwi.—I take this opportunity of writing to you about the present
circumstances. I hope you will not take it amiss I did not write to you sooner, but I must say, that I
never had any time to write you anything. This does not imply that I am afraid to write anything to my
generation [my tribe or nation]. I am not afraid of anybody; but never got the matter in hand so well as
at present. Therefore, dear friend Kieviet, I will write to you a little about present circumstances.
Know first then—That the Settlers intend to raise a Levy in their place; £2 is given to
everybody who is inclined to enter into the Levy service.
Secondly—That to each Levy is appointed a Commandant, to see that each Levy shall be
clothed, and that everyone gets his pay, according to the Regulations of the Levy service, established
by the Settlers,—(you must not understand that it is the government, for I have received the printed
paper last Friday night of the printing-office, to see if anything was printed therein from the Queen)—
but there is nothing of the kind written from the part of government, nor of a Governor, and as far as I
can understand, the government does not want to have anything to do with us coloured people—but
that the government wants to have this war done (fought) by Settlers and Boers. It is for this reason, the
Settlers try their utmost endeavours to raise a Levy Regiment of us coloured people at their own
expense; but the old people from near the burying ground are unwilling to enter into this service; they
are as yet together; and then you must understand also, there is something between the English and the
Boers, so you must be prepared for two dangers; Therefore you must try to call in your people who are
gone out, for this is not the time to remain separated from each other. These words, dear Kieviet, are
the truth. Collect your generation [tribe or nation] together, as much as you possibly can, and get guns,
powder, and lead from the government, as quickly as possible to protect our place. Further, I send my
furniture to Theopolis by my brother, and I will tarry yet awhile to look into these matters,—so then I
shall come down myself, that we may be together. Thus far I give my best respects to you and all my
generation. From me, your well known friend,
ANDREAS LINGS
[on the verso], I shall not write unto you now—till I have got other printed papers in hand. A LINGS.

Goldswain thought this was another letter, not the one read by Smit, but with hindsight thought the
contents were calculated to insight a call to arms against the English and Boers. It did not, however,
refer to the killing of all men, women and children. The existence of this letter, the notice indicating
rebel plans for their organisation after the war, and a possible third communication, the one read by
Smit, indicated there was a series of communications and may have been several more letters. In this
last letter Lings appeared to understand the governor was not convinced a combined war, or any war,
was imminent, and that the farmers, regarded as alarmist, had been left to organise their own defences
at their expense. There appeared to be an undercurrent of fear that the Levies would be used in a preemptive attack on the Khoi, in this case the Khoi at Theopolis, and that they needed to arm themselves
for self defence. Jeremiah, however, thought their tactics to be reminiscent of an earlier circumstance
and that they were preparing to make the first hostile acts of war:
We find that the Hottentots of Theopolis was not long in obaying Lingis order in attempting to git Guns
powder and lead: and when they came to Grahams Town Mr. Smit and Edwards went with them to the
Magistrate on purpus to vindicate there cause and to clear themselves from that sceandle for what they
have been blamed for. But we find that they came is on purpes to git a good supply of ammunition.
This is jist the way as the Rebel Hermanus did same thing at [Fort] Beaufort when quite ripe for war
and on the eve of rebellion and murder.

After Lynx, Piqueur and three more rebel leaders had been gaoled in Grahamstown, the controversy
over the letters died down, but towards the end of May the killing of the Fingos took place as
described earlier. After this shocking event the Mission Station at Theopolis closed, never to reopen.
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Combined colonial forces820
For the first four months of 1851, the enemy’s Ba’al821 fires were burning right across the eastern
region from the Orange River down to the sea and from east to west from the Amatola Mountains to
the Sundays River. In a failed attack and retreat by the colonial forces on the Thembus at the
Wittebergen, the Civil Commissioner for Albert narrowly escaped death, and there were losses.
In the district around Whittlesea large numbers of Xhosas were pegged back and they lost
cattle. The town itself, defended by Captain Tylden, settler Thomas Holden Bowker, and their men,
saw off no less than twelve assaults. At Imvani 4,000 of Kreli’s and Tyopo’s troops were repulsed and
they lost cattle. Colonial successes in this remote district were later regarded as significant factors in
the overall progress of the war in their favour. Kreli, at this time, was feigning neutrality.
While disturbances continued at the mission stations, engagements took place as far apart as
the tracts between the Bushman’s and Sundays Rivers to the west and at Forts Hare, Brown and
Armstrong further east. For a time the enemy held possession of Fort Armstrong, but they were forced
out by shelling by Major-General Somerset’s force on 22 February. The Khoi fighters suffered the
most on this occasion, many losing their lives. The governor saw action at the Keiskamma River
where the enemy experienced terrible losses and Chief Seyolo’s braves were defeated at King
Williamstown. Yet for some time the outcome was in the balance and it was only through the effort
and discipline of careful surveillance, continual patrols, and thoughtful engagement, that ultimately
they overcame the enemy.
When Sir Harry reached King Williamstown after his miraculous escape from Fort Cox, he
called to arms the full contingent of burghers from the east, but, in the midst of Khoi treachery at the
mission stations and amongst their domestic servants, they dared not leave their families unprotected.
He failed also to enlist the Western Yeomanry who had been persuaded by the Cape Town press that
this was a ‘Governor’s War’ or a ‘Settlers’ War’. It fell to the Western Levies, local burghers, the
ever-loyal Fingos and some eastern forces to supplement the troops already engaged and to form a
force sufficient to contemplate offensive action. In all, His Excellency assembled a body of 9,500
men, but still he called for more. By August, after incessant operations conducted under quality
military leaders, little had been achieved, but to check the enemy and maintain a balance of power.
Relative to the numbers taken, few cattle had been recovered, the vast bulk being taken under the
shelter of Kreli’s people east of the Kei River. While assaults on wagons and other transport were
incessant, some occurring at the heart of the British settlement, the dispersal by Major-General
Somerset of the rebel camp near Theopolis was acknowledged as the principal victory and the only
significant inroad achieved thus far.
A setback in the Amatolas only served to spark retaliation by the enemy which took the form
of an invasion of the district of Somerset. There, within a few weeks, they took away 5,000 cattle,
20,000 sheep and 3,000 horses and brought the total of farm houses burnt in the district since the
commencement of the outbreak to 200 in number. Bolstered by this success they advanced to Lower
Albany to displace large herds and to torch many dwellings. Success bought them new recruits as
once-loyal native servants defected to join their ranks.
Casualties and moderate progress822
The priorities for the colonial forces were to keep a watching brief on the Amatolas from where more
attempts to invade Albany were directed, and also the tracts between King Williamstown and Fort
Willshire where the enemy sheltered in great numbers under the cover of dense forests and jungles,
most notably in the valley of the Great Fish River. These tasks were not easy and there were
casualties. Of a body of 400 patrolling near Fort Willshire, two were killed and thirteen wounded. On
8 September in the Koromoo Bush fourteen were killed with as many wounded. At the Great Fish
River between 9 and 15 September 18511,250 troops engaged in three encounters during which thirtytwo died and thirty-nine suffered wounding. The losses there were somewhat in vain as, after the
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patrols had left, the enemy returned to the jungle and it was considered unwise on the part of the
colonials to repeat the exercise.
The governor was obliged to report the incidents to the Colonial Secretary in a despatch dated
15 October including an admission that the enemy held sway in the dense forests at the Kat River
Settlement and at Blinkwater. Though he had bolstered his force with the 2nd Queen’s and 74th
Regiments, and the Lancers, he continued to face an uphill struggle unable to counter the wily foe
who had prepared well, benefitted from superior local knowledge, and engaged in guerrilla activity in
large numbers. Kreli, who had so far merely maintained a watching brief and provided shelter for
stolen livestock, proposed soon to join the fray along with Faku. Moshesh, who had so far remained
loyal, was thought to be wavering with a view to finishing on the winning side. Once again, in the
despatch, His Excellency requested, without delay, more recruits to his cause including 400 English
troops for the Cape Corps and two additional regiments.
From 12 to 19 October 1,200 men attempted a clearance operation between the Koonap and
the Kat River and, though they lost six men, with twenty-six wounded, they claimed the complete
clearance of the significant Waterkloof. The task had been tedious, tracking the illusive enemy from
one kloof to another, but flushed with a degree of success, they determined to repeat the exercise. On
6 and 7 November they mounted a second assault, the enemy making maximum use of features of
their familiar landscape. Ten colonial troops were killed and twenty-four wounded in two days in the
Waterkloof, the district that had supposedly been cleared. Numbered among the dead was the
experienced and highly valued Lieut.-Colonel Fordyce of the 73rd Regiment and another respected
officer. Though there was some considerable loss on the side of the enemy their priority was to secure
their abundant booty which they continued to amass with spectacular success.
More deployments, loss of HMS Birkenhead and the recall of Sir Harry823
By now Moshesh, in Basutoland, was thought to be supplying ammunition in quantity to the Xhosa
enemy, and his troops had been seen fighting alongside them. Kreli, however, was considered to be
the greater threat and 2,000 troops under Major-General Somerset, fully provisioned for one month,
were despatched to the Imvani River, part of the Upper Kei River network. Another 1,000 men under
Lieut.-Colonel Eyre were sent to the Lower Kei almost opposite the Butterworth Mission complex.
There was a tentative plan for the combined force to scour this vicinity, but this operation was held in
abeyance in fear for the resident missionaries and local traders who might be held accountable by the
enemy.
In December Sir Harry received a reply to his despatch of 15 October. Earl Grey very much
regretted the protracted time it was taking to subjugate the errant native people and the injuries
inflicted by them on the colonists. In response, Sir Harry defended his performance with reference to
the loss of 2,000 Khoi levies, who had refused to reenrol after the completion of their term of service,
and the failure to enlist the burghers in the east. His initial force, required to conduct a war across a
country twice the size of the British Isles, totalled only 2,210 men. Part of this force was required to
protect the colony and so only a defensive role could be contemplated at the outset. By contrast, the
Xhosas, combined with the Khoi defectors, numbered some 15,000 to 20,000 fighters engaged in a
form of guerrilla insurgency. Though the troops had scarcely enjoyed a day of rest, they had
succeeded in operations against the enemy on forty-five occasions between 24 December 1850 and 21
October 1851, but had sustained the loss of 12 officers and 195 soldiers, the number of wounded
being 18 and 364 respectively.
The forces sent out to the Upper and Lower Kei returned to base in early January 1852 having
been absent for about six weeks. The contingent under Major-General Somerset brought back in
excess of 20,000 cattle, had destroyed many enemy troops and kraals, and in the process, had lost just
one soldier. Lieut.-Colonel Eyre’s party, in crossing the Kei at the wagon drift near Butterworth, had
engaged in a fierce fight with an enemy force who had, unusually for them, constructed a form of
parapet or breastworks, for cover. Though there were losses, four men killed and fourteen wounded,
they had succeeded in destroying many of the enemy. They had reached the Butterworth Mission
Station where all of the Europeans, and about seven thousand loyal Fingos under the promise of
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British protection, had been released. All of their stock of about 30,000 horned cattle had been
secured and brought in.
By this time some of the implicated chiefs had petitioned for peace, but their pleas included
unacceptable conditions. A truce was granted to allow the chiefs to consult with each other, but the
conflict resumed after just three days on 15 February after some Khoi-led intrigue. At the Tsomo and
Degana Rivers in the north-east about 150 of the enemy, including some Khoi, lost their lives in
severe fighting. 2,000 cattle and 100 horses were retrieved in this operation. At Keiskamma Poort
about eighty huts had been constructed by the Khoi from local materials, the cost being one soldier
killed and three wounded.
There was a reversal in fortunes at the infamous Waterkloof where, on 7 March, a colonial
party of 500, some on horse, were suddenly attacked by nearly 3,000 Xhosas and were engaged in a
hand-to-hand struggle. The loss was four soldiers killed and three officers and eighteen of their men
wounded. They had, however, retained some recaptured cattle and horses, and some days later they
succeeded in an attack on Macoma’s stronghold in the vicinity. Many of the residents were slain,
three of the chief’s wives and two of his children were captured, and many cattle and horses were
brought back. On the colonial side, one officer and seven men were killed and eighteen men wounded.
A fortuitous happening occurred in March when, at
his own expense, a Mr Lakeman volunteered his services and
recruited his ‘Lakeman’s Rangers’ of one hundred men with
uniforms and arms. They were to prove their value time and
again in the ensuing hostilities. Simultaneously, MajorGeneral Yorke arrived to take charge of the colonial forces.
As the miserable conflict dragged on, hopes were
raised with the approach of the HMS Birkenhead, an ironhulled steam troop carrier bound for Algoa Bay. Some four
hundred officers and young soldiers, from several regiments,
under deceased Colonel Fordyce’s successor, LieutenantColonel Alexander Seton of the 74th Highlanders, were on
board, along with the seamen and many passengers including
women and children—in all a total of about 643. On 26
February 1852, at about 2am under starlight, the vessel twice
struck a rock near Point Danger at Cape Point and the impacts
were so severe that its iron plates gave way. As the cabin
filled with water, and some troops drowned in their berths, it
soon became clear that the vessel would find its way to the sea
Wreck of the Birkenhead,
bed and had to be abandoned. Ship’s Captain, Robert Salmond
by Thomas Hemy
RN, ordered Colonel Seton to send men to the chain pumps,
the poop deck and the lifeboats. Unfortunately, only two of the lifeboats were available, sufficient for
only a fraction of those in peril on board, and the waters were infected with sharks. What happened
next is described by the Hon. John C. Chase:
At the word of Colonel Seton the soldiers drew up upon the reeling and loosening deck as if they had
been on parade; they obeyed his orders as calmly as if they had been executing the usual movements of
the drill. The brave, humane heart of the Colonel was directed to the safety of those who could least
help themselves, and whose fate would otherwise have been certain—to the women, the children, and
sick on board; and they were carefully conveyed into the boats, which in the first instance were given
up for their especial service; and by this arrangement all the helpless were saved, without a single
exception.

Some of the remainder on board tried to swim or cling to a few pieces of floating timber as the vessel
split apart amidships and went down with the greater number of their unfortunate colleagues who only
latterly had begun to consider their own safety. 357 officers and soldiers and sixty seamen perished,
but 193 lives had been saved by the consideration of Lieut.-Colonel Seton and the selfless discipline
of his charges. The calamity is thought to have given rise to the now familiar call of “women and
children first”, a protocol adopted in subsequent events of this nature. The ‘Birkenhead drill’ of
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Rudyard Kipling’s poem came to describe courage in the face of hopeless circumstances. Amongst
the many tributes commemorating this catastrophe, an official Birkenhead monument was ordered by
Queen Victoria at the Chelsea Royal Hospital.824
To take your chance in the thick of a rush, with firing all about,
Is nothing so bad when you've cover to 'and, an' leave an' likin' to shout;
But to stand an' be still to the Birken'ead drill is a damn tough bullet to chew,
An' they done it, the Jollies -- 'Er Majesty's Jollies -- soldier an' sailor too!
Their work was done when it 'adn't begun; they was younger nor me an' you;
Their choice it was plain between drownin' in 'eaps an' bein' mopped by the screw,
So they stood an' was still to the Birken'ead drill, soldier an' sailor too

Meanwhile, there was an outcry amongst the Homeland taxpayers concerning the high cost of the
conflict in money and casualties and the perceived lack of progress in taming the enemy. In a letter of
14 January, in response to His Excellency’s despatches of the previous November, Sir Harry was
notified that he had been sacrificed and that the conduct of the war would be assumed by a new
governor. In outlining the circumstances necessitating the change, Earl Grey admitted the Cape
administration had reduced the numbers of soldiers at the frontier under pressure from London after
the 1847 conflict, and the shortage of military personnel had contributed to failure to quash the
uprising of the Khoi rebels at its inception. Nevertheless, it seems His Excellency had clung to the
memory of his former administration which had appeared successful in the context of the day. In
March and April 1851 forty-seven Khoi rebels had been sentenced to death, but these sentences were
commuted to transportation or life imprisonment with hard labour, a relaxation in punishment
recommended by his Executive Council and approved by Sir Harry Smith himself. In January 1852
Private John Brander, who had deserted the Albany Levy and defected to the rebels, taking with him
his arms and ammunition, was awarded a mere seven years in prison.
Sir Harry remained in high regard as a man known for his enthusiastic care of the Cape
inhabitants, his courage, his entertaining expletive-peppered bluster, devotion to his religion, and for
his personable nature. In England, after his return, he was awarded several high level appointments
and there was a toast to his health by His Grace, the Duke of Wellington, on the anniversary of the
Battle of Waterloo.
Concluding phase825
Sir George Cathcart took up the reigns as governor, arriving at the Cape on 31 March 1852. In the
interim Sir Harry had achieved certain successes in the Amatolas, beyond the Kei and elsewhere, to
the extent that there were reasons to anticipate peace. In advance of his arrival, Sir Cathcart had issued
important instructions dated 2 February. A formidable and concerted effort should be made to finish
the war and reduce the enemy and treacherous rebels to a state of unconditional submission. The
system in the Eastern Province was to be revised to install the best precautions against the
depredations of the natives, and reduce the monetary burden on the mother country. Cathcart’s
instructions continued:
It is due to those persons and their descendants who were induced with the direct sanction of
Parliament to leave their country [in 1820] for the purpose of settling in the Eastern divisions of the
Colony, that they should not be abandoned without aid or support in a position of so much danger; but
they must conform to those rules which may be necessary for their own protection and safety...that if
the Colonists of European descent are to be left unsupported by the power of the Mother Country, to
rely solely on themselves for protection from fierce barbarians with whom they are placed in
immediate contact, they must also be left to the unchecked exercise of those severe measures of selfdefence which a position of so much danger will naturally dictate.
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In addition, the instructions provided for a Lieut.-Governor for the Eastern Province, Mr Darling,
appointed to attend to the legislative business of the colony as described in the previous chapter.
On 12 April 1852 the new governor gave notice to Sandilli and
other chiefs engaged in the current rebellion that they must retire beyond
the Kei River, never to return. The threat was not heeded and the
plundering and harassment of colonists continued on a significant scale.
Khoi rebel Uithaalder’s camp at the Buffalo River was broken up by
colonial forces and in the operation papers were discovered showing the
wide extent of the conspiracy, how the rebels were well organised and
requisitions for the supply of ammunition signed by him.826
A deserter from the Cape Corps was apprehended and hanged
without trial, but on 12 May another Khoi rebel had his death sentence
commuted to life imprisonment. Such inconsistencies, a series of lenient
sentences, and the failure to enforce the instruction for Sandilli and his
conspirators to move out, served to strengthen a feeling amongst the
Sir George Cathcart
rebels that they were immune from harsh attention. The Waterkloof
again became a scene of shelling against Sir Cathcart’s forces with himself present, but a fort was
established in the district near to where Colonel Fordyce had been killed. The colonial forces suffered
losses in the field and there were fifteen more isolated killings elsewhere.
Defiant Kreli had not used his position as paramount chief to help quash the rebellion. He had
continued to shelter rebels, and some of their plunder had not been applied to the payment of fines.
On 6 August the governor set out for the White Kei River in an action against the chief to force him to
return plunder, pay fines, and pay the expenses of the expedition, all in the form of livestock.
According to the demand, Kreli would be obliged to surrender himself for safe custody until his
Gaikas had crossed the Kei River. Burghers had been called out for the action, and the governor’s
party established a camp on the left bank of the Kei. On 12 August they marched to Kreli’s kraal
which they found deserted and burnt. Two columns of troops, burghers and levies were formed to
sweep the country during which operation they captured 10,000 head of cattle and 120 horses. On 21
August, having thanked Lieut.-Colonel Napier and the troops, the governor praised the burghers for
their loyalty in responding to the call and for their valuable services. They were permitted to return to
their homes.
Khoi leader Willem Uithaalder claimed he still had 600 men at his command, but it was
known that the Khoi rebels as a force were beginning to falter and break apart. They had invested
heavily in their hostile operations, but had failed to achieve any form of lasting success. Running
short of ammunition and food, they were becoming despondent. In a letter to the governor, signed as
‘General’, Uithaalder had the temerity to state that he was ready to fight or treat for peace. Sir
Cathcart’s disdainful response was to issue a proclamation offering £500 for his apprehension.
The colonial forces achieved more success in the Waterkloof during September when
Thembu Chief Quesha, and Chief Macoma, were expelled along with their followers. Some were
killed. In the process some disloyal Khoi of the Cape Corps were taken prisoner and some, by the
command of Colonel Eyre, were summarily hanged at the scene. As the war was drawing to a
protracted conclusion, in October, Sandilli narrowly avoided capture, while Seyolo, chief of a minor
Ndlambe tribe, chose to surrender himself. His eventual death sentence at court-martial was
commuted to transportation for life. Thembu Chief Chopo likewise surrendered. By this time the
enemy had fragmented into isolated bands of despondent banditi.
On 22 November 1852 the governor declared by proclamation the territory of Thembu Chief
Mapassa to be forfeited, but offered a pardon and reoccupation of the lands to those of his followers
who would live as British subjects. A new boundary was envisaged for the purpose. Regent Nonesi
had remained loyal by crossing the Bashee River to avoid any participation in the rebellion and war.
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Though the enemy had been reduced to isolated hordes, they continued to inflict much damage
committing numerous acts of murder and violent theft towards the close of 1852.
In November, His Excellency instigated an action against the astute Basuto Chief Moshesh, a
co-conspirator with Kreli. With a body of 2,000 infantry and 500 cavalry, the governor arrived at
Plattberg Mission Station and on 13 December demanded the repayment of 10,000 head of cattle and
1,000 horses. In a face to face meeting at the Plattberg camp he promised war in the event of a failure
to deliver. The chief responded: “Do not talk of war; however anxious I may be to avoid it, you know
that a dog when beaten will show his teeth.” Moshesh made an insufficient token of compliance with
the demand, not enough to avoid a conflict, and so the unfortunate battle at the Berea Mountain took
place on 20 December.
The objective at Berea was to capture cattle driven along steeply ascending paths to the
extensive plateau at the summit. The colonials were driven away in a humiliating rout, but they
succeeded in taking enough cattle to satisfy the outstanding debt. Though friendship was formally
resumed, martial law continued as the chief had shown he was incapable of restraining the criminals
in his midst. Moshesh did not flaunt his success in the battle, but rather acknowledged that the
colonial forces had shown their fighting power. Nevertheless, back at camp the feeling was that His
Excellency, a British general, had been outwitted by a savage, but wily, chief. For all his bluster, the
governor had settled for less than the intended number of cattle, had suffered many casualties amongst
his men, and had left an enemy force in place in Basutoland with most of their own men, arms and
horses in addition to those captured during the battle. Furthermore, the government forces had made
no inroads into the heart of the enemy territory and had not reached Thaba Bosigo, the enemy’s
stronghold.
By early 1853 the war had been in progress for over two years. The colonial forces had
suffered many casualties and a vast area of the country had been reduced to wasteland. The enemy
were offering only passive resistance having lost or consumed most of their bounty and were reduced
to stealing what they needed simply to avoid starvation. The war had been a significant drain on the
Imperial coffers, possibly as much as £2,000,000 and a total of approximately £4,500,000 for the
three wars since the arrival of the settlers in 1820.
There was no impetus to prolong the conflict by means of a costly retaliation. The treacherous
and ungrateful Kreli, who owed the continuation of his people to the generosity of the British, feigned
remorse, and was rewarded with a proclamation of peace. Sandilli acknowledged defeat and obtained
clemency on condition that he, his minor chiefs, and their peoples, would remain between the
Amatola Mountains and the Kei River providing they lived as British subjects and maintained their
loyalty. Furthermore, Sandilli was asked to bring forth 100 guns in addition to those arms stolen by
the Xhosa Police. He was made personally responsible for the good behaviour of the Gaika tribes and
no Khoi were to reside with the Gaikas without special permission.
A tentative peace827
In October 1852 Kreli sent in 122 head of cattle as part of a long-overdue fine and promised there
would be more to follow. Another 629 cattle had arrived by February 1853. On the grounds that a
large number of cattle had also been taken away from him by colonial troops, he then pleaded that he
should not have to send any more, expressed his earnest desire for peace, and sent in a bundle of
assegais. Consistent with the maintenance of British dignity, the governor was keen to seize the
opportunity and issued a commensurate proclamation on 14 February 1853. The terms of peace
agreed with Kreli included recognition of the Kei-Indwe line as the western boundary of his country,
acknowledgement of his responsibility for the security, lives and property of the British subjects
settled there with his permission, and the restoration of stolen property. He agreed to be responsible
for the restraint and punishment of all who might disturb the peace in the lands allotted to the
Thembus and others west of the Indwe River. For this submission he obtained mercy and his pardon.
An uneasy peace had been achieved in a form which enabled the governor to introduce what
became known as his ‘Cathcart System’. A principle aspect of this was the forfeiture by the Xhosas of
the Amatola Mountains which would be designated the ‘Crown Reserve’, an area of about one fifth of
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Kaffraria. This land was to be patrolled by military forces and the Gaika people would never again be
permitted to reoccupy the area. The governor met with the Gaika chiefs on the following 9 March at
the Yellow Woods near King Williamstown. They were afforded an opportunity to speak and
Macoma spoke for all of them. He thanked the governor for taking them out of the bush and providing
them with their own lands where they might live in peace, and blamed Sandilli for their recent errant
behaviour for which he would be punished. He complained, though, that the land set aside for them
was insufficient, and the governor, understanding this grievance, promised to take his case to the
Queen.
The compliance of the rebellious Khoi population was a
much more problematic prospect as they had no leaders to speak
for their people. Willem Uithaalder and certain other prominent
names were merely leaders of isolated gangs with no authority as
representatives of the body as a whole. Even some of these had
been ostracised by, or had deserted, their followers. Those who
had been driven out of the main colony had taken cover in the
thick Fish River bush, the Zuurveld highlands and other places
where they could melt away. From such hiding places they were
able to harass their innocent neighbours engaging in horrifying
surprise acts of violent ambush and theft, probably merely to
stave off starvation. At this time Capt. Hearn was in command at
Driver’s Bush Camp on the Peddie Road about twelve miles from
Grahamstown. He went out on patrol in company with his servant
and Mr Reilly, chief constable of Peddie, with some of his men in
Chief Kreli (Sarili, Sarhili),
an advance party. When two riderless horses returned to the camp
by Frederick Timpson I’Ons
one of the men went out and was captured by Khoi who had been
in hiding. He was stripped of his clothes, shoved into the road and shot dead. The bodies of Capt.
Hearn and his two companions were soon found. It seems they had been killed by the same
perpetrators. This was one atrocious incident among several.
In time the operations of the Khoi gangs were curtailed, largely due to the activities of a new
form of rural policing. Led by Commandant (later Sir) Walter Currie of Bathurst, the Frontier Armed
Mounted Police (FAMP) was uniquely effective in this regard. In the belief that many Khoi had been
led astray by forceful gang leaders and that for many the fear of their leaders and a death sentence
were the only factors encouraging them to continue, the governor announced that the lives of all Khoi
rebels, excepting the ringleaders, would be spared if they surrendered. A reward of £50 was offered
for the apprehension of each ring leader. During November the action bought in several rebels
confirming their fragmented and despairing state. Confessions revealed that many Khoi followers had
no real idea of why they had been engaged in the atrocities other than they were obeying the
commands of their leaders who had made little attempt to explain their cause, pretended or otherwise.
The body of rebels had been made up of adherents from the mission stations, principally Bethelsdorp,
Theopolis, Kat River and Enon. Their ranks were bolstered by pensioners and deserters from the Cape
Corps. Supposedly, their main source of ammunition had been obtained from hitherto loyal Xhosa
servants for whom they paid in stolen livestock, but as the supplies of livestock dwindled, and
remaining stocks were better protected, the replacement of spent ammunition became ever more
problematic. Willem Uithaalder was never caught, and later he killed himself.
Umlangeni, Sandilli’s prophet, had for some time been of little significance, his prophecies
and claims being recognised for their pretence, and he died on 28 August 1853. Moshesh, the Basuto
Chief, had professed peace after the battle at the Berea Mountain plateau, but there were signs he was
insincere and was reassembling his forces. The governor chose to ignore the warnings and to rely on
the word of the chief, thereby avoiding the expense of an assault on Thaba Bosigo, the Basuto
stronghold, and he brought back his forces from the district.
In a proclamation of 2 March 1853, Sir George Cathcart extended the Royal mercy to Sandilli
and the Gaika people who had acknowledged defeat. Never again would they be permitted to reside in
the Amatolas. Martial law was lifted in the colony with the exceptions of Albany, Victoria and Albert
where some rebel Khoi were taking refuge in the bush country and were continuing their crimes. The
5th Duke of Newcastle, who had been appointed Secretary of State for the Colonies under Prime
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Minister, Lord Aberdeen, received a report from the governor, dated 14 April 1853, stating that every
Xhosa tribe had been expelled from the colony and none remained west of the Keiskamma and
Chumie Rivers.
The governor was now obliged to consider how best to maintain and build on the tentative
state of peace which had been achieved. He devised a plan, the ‘Cathcart System’, in part originated
by Thomas Holden Bowker, designed to place the hitherto most troublesome tribes at the furthest
locations from the colony, and to impose such restraints on their behaviour as deemed necessary, case
by case. The less troublesome peoples would be so located as to form a buffer adjacent to the border
between the colonists and the more threatening tribes. Loyal Christian, Chief Kama, whose people
had moved inland to the Whittlesea district, was rewarded with the country vacated by the belligerent
Chief Stock at the sources of the Keiskamma in the vicinity of what became Middle Drift. Likewise,
Siwana’s people, who had been faithful to the Queen, were awarded the location once occupied by
Seyolo who was now languishing in a Cape Town prison cell. Their territory was adjacent to the
Keiskamma River south from the southern border of Kama’s new location. The tracts south of this,
down to the coast, were occupied by friendly Umkye who, like Kama and Siwana, had not only
avoided engagement in the war, but had constructively assisted the colonials.
The territory roughly making up the Amatola Mountains, being about one fifth of the former
Kaffirland, as stated above, was designated the ‘Crown Reserve’ which, within its borders, were Fort
Cox, Bailies Grave, Keiskamma Hoek, the Kabousie Nek and Dohne. The occupants would be made
up of approved Europeans and natives with a track record of loyalty and industry. They would take
responsibility for their own mutual protection by division into villages of no less than twenty
dwellings each, with no isolated individuals and families, no squatters, and no wandering herds that
were not the fixed property of authorised inhabitants. The Reserve would be regulated by a European
superintendent who spoke the native language. In such circumstances the prosperous village of
Keiskamma Hoek was later created.
In a fine tract of land between the Reserve and the Kei River to the east were situated the
expelled Gaikas. Umhala’s country lay to the south and the Thomas River marked the northern
border. They continued to harass for their beloved Amatola district, but had forfeited any right to be
considered for such a prize. This matter would present a problem in terms of the quest for long lasting
peace, but a more formidable problem arose in connection with the district north of the Amatolas
formerly occupied by Thembu Chief Mapassa, deceased.
This location, in accordance with the Bowker concept within the Cathcart System, would be
personally occupied by selected farmers for a modest quit rent providing they agreed to participate in
burgher military duties both individually and in combination with their neighbours. Such a form,
made up of industrious British and Dutch families, would provide an additional buffer between the
colonists and the restless tribes to the east. There was even a hope that some of the Dutch who had left
the colony in the Great Trek might be persuaded to return. The Land Commission handled at least
eight hundred applications from farmers wishing to avail themselves of this attractive opportunity.
Speculators were rejected as it was vital to the defence of the district that the farms be constantly
occupied. By April 1853 1989 farms had been granted to approved families and individuals, both
British and Dutch. During this year Queenstown was set out according to a radial street plan around a
large six-sided communal space later called the Hexagon. It was designed so that, under attack, the
residents might rapidly form a defensive laager in the common space. By September, the wider
district, which also assumed the Queenstown appellation, was raised in status to a full magistracy with
Mr W G B Shepstone, son of Sir Theophilus Shepstone, as the first resident magistrate and civil
commissioner. During a tour of the country the governor visited the embryonic town and made some
observations:
I also visited my new creation of the town and division of Queenstown, in which the progress that has
been made and the promise of rapid advancement and success are most surprising...I have peopled it
[the district] with a famous set of young farmers, among them five or six off-sets of the Pringle
family...A town of about forty houses has grown up with shops, court-house and a market, there are
two inns; I put up at the Cathcart Arms. It is scarcely nine months since it was all a desert.
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Apart from the Pringles, branches of other British families well-known to the Nottinghamshire settlers
as neighbours took up farms in the district including the names Bissett, Purdon, Fuller and Trollip.
There remained one outstanding district requiring the attention of the governor, the Kat River
Settlement. He well knew that many individuals and families amongst the Khoi population were
innocent of crimes and had taken part in neither the rebellion nor the war. Before a commission, every
male inhabitant was given an opportunity to clear his name and the name of his family. The tendency
was, for the avoidance of any doubt, to favour the accused, and by this criterion it was deemed that
236 had not forfeited their lands through crimes or treachery. 157 were found guilty and their land
claimed for the benefit of new European occupants. Thus, the district took on a distinctly European
character where the residents made the most of the fertile tracts.
The conflict now ended had been the longest and most expensive of the eight frontier wars to
date. During a final tour, paying special attention to the districts occupied by the displaced Xhosa
tribes and tribal remnants, Sir George found a semblance of peace, but noted the poverty and extreme
weariness amongst the people. Though their former atrocities had not resumed, and cattle theft had all
but ceased, he must have sensed the feeling of dissatisfaction that would soon surface, this time to
present a challenge of a different nature, but no less extreme. The war and the new constitution had
been concluded by Sir George, and he was duly rewarded as a KCB, but it should be remembered that
much of the groundwork had been undertaken by Sir Harry Smith. In April 1854 Sir George gave up
his command and left for England, later to be appointed Adjutant-General of the Forces, and soon to
take part in the Crimean War. On 5 November that year he was shot dead while leading his brigade at
Mount Inkerman.
Local perspectives on the rebellion and war
In the midst of the war, in 1852, settler William Hartley from Mansfield, the son of settler Thomas
Hartley, felt compelled to commit his views to a substantial work of verse entitled Trials and Troubles
of the Settlers. There is not the space here for a complete rendition, but a few extracts will serve to
indicate the depth and direction of his feelings—sentiments which must have been shared by his
neighbours in Albany. Some spellings have been altered to reflect the current forms.828
In opening, William referred to the ingratitude of the Xhosa people:
When we addressed you last in rhyme
We all enjoyed a peaceful time,
But now war rages thro’ the Land,
And Bloodshed is rife on every hand;
The Blacks stand up against the Whites
Yet not for freedom or for Rights;
For liberty they all enjoyed.
But they of gratitude are void.
And tho’ they have been treated well,
By Government – They now Rebel;
And vilely seek to shed the Blood
Of those who strive to do them Good,
Whose money has been freely given
To have them taught the way to Heaven.

And of the Khoi (here called Hottentots):
Nor yet the worst who us oppose;
The Hottentots a worthless Race
And mostly given to drunkenness,
Are Now in arms against us found
828
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And saturate with Blood the Ground.
These last the most Ingrate have proved
And what could ever them have moved
To act a part so Treacherous;
Would be a mystery to us,

According to William, the Khoi had been incited by their resident missionaries and teachers,
especially at Kat River:
Did we not know, that some there are
Who have incited them to War
By Preaching Politics and Rights
That their oppressors are Whites
And that the land which we possess
Belongs in Justice to their Race
Thus some in Holy Orders clad
Have made the Hottentots go Mad
And evil and confusion wrought
...
As Instigators of dissention
May what we say attract attention.
We think a Renton & a Niven
Have with a Read & others striven
That we should to the sea be driven
By Hottentots and Kafirs joined.

Nor spared from blame were the misguided politicians in London and those from the Cape who had
returned to England to mislead them:
Some of our Enemies at Home,
(As Fairbairn, Freeman and Stockenstrom)
Have tried to make the Blacks appear,
More “Sinn’d against – than sinning” here
But they are traitors to the Cause,
Of Truth, - Justice – and Right Laws –
And only seek by Malversation
To Gain a local Habitation

A particular reference to the deception by the local Xhosas at the Military Villages at Christmas:
This happened on last Christmas Day
The Kafirs came in friendly way
As Yearly they were wont to do
And as the Settlers did not know
Of any battle being fought,
Of Treachery they had no thought
And hence their foes they treated well
But soon they heard the Kafirs yell
And by their cruel hands they fell

After recalling examples of colonial victories, in which traitors were found amongst the dead or
captured opposition, and a reference to the faithfulness of the Fingos, William praised the loyalty of
the Methodists:
But here we deem it only Right
To say, the Wesleyans are not so
For they a better spirit show
And all their Members Black and White
Upon our side with Boldness Fight
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Thus evidence their converts give
That they have all been taught to live
As we should every Christian see
Obedient to the power that be,
Because they are ordained of God

After directing another tirade against the politically motivated LMS missionaries, he referred to the
brave Fingos who had helped in the successful defence of Wittlesea and continued with this reference
to Theopolis in the Southwell district:
Just previous to our writing this
A scene occurred at Theopolis
(A London Mission Institution)
A Place proverbial for pollution
The Hottentots residing there
Induc’d by other Rebels were
The Fingos all to put to Death
To Government who kept good faith
Of whom but few escaped to tell
Of an affair so Tragical!!!
...
A few hours after this occurr’d
On Grahms Town were Tidings heard
And to Chastise the Rebel Band
A force was very soon at hand,
Of Horse, & foot, black and white
Who to the spot went off that Night
Completely routed and some eight
Met in this Combat their just fate

In conclusion, William made a final plea which he hoped would be heeded in the Mother Country:
We still are suffering from the War
and anxiously are looking for
More Succour from our Native land
For Rebels are on every hand
Committing Murders all around
And Spreading terror o’er the Ground
While on our Cape Horse Regiment Black
Who fought so well a few years back
No trust at all can now be placed,
For numbers of them have embrac’d
The Rebel’s cause – While some Retire
In Battle – or Blank Cartridge fire –
Pity ye Noble Britons, then, Your suffering fellow Country Men
William, 1852

In her book Southwell Settlers, Doris Stirk devotes a section to a description of the Fingo people with
special reference to one of their number called Cupani. The word Fingo arises from ‘amaFengu’, a
Xhosa word that broadly equates to ‘those who wander in search of service’. For the most part the
Fingo peoples are the remnants of several tribes broken up during tribal conflicts in Natal and, within
the native hierarchy, they were regarded as subordinate among the Xhosas. In sympathy with their
plight, and for their loyalty during the 1836-37 Frontier War, Sir Benjamin d’Urban allocated a
district for their occupation between the Keiskamma and Fish Rivers. As noted in William Hartley’s
poem, they continued their constructive loyalty during the 1850-53 conflict though they may have felt
distinctly unprotected by the authorities in the face of atrocities by the once-friendly Khoi people in
their neighbourhoods, particularly at Theopolis.
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In 1856, during a distressing episode yet to be related, a starving African woman and
distressed baby boy arrived at the Lombard’s Post Barracks and she asked for employment. The
residents, John and Eliza Ford, offered her work in the house and on the farm for 25c per month plus
food and lodging. The baby boy, Cupani, was brought up as one of the family and he proved to be a
capable, but loveably mischievous individual. One day, at Southwell, he was trespassing at the Lisher
family farm, Hopewell, where he was occupied in searching for bees and honey. When he heard the
footsteps of the resident family he immediately climbed a nearby tree for cover. As they drew nearer
he shook the tree violently and made the sounds of a dreadful wild animal. The frightened Lisher boys
ran for help. Meanwhile, Cupani had left and doubled-back to join them in their hunt for the fearsome
beast. On another occasion, when a little older, Cupani had hidden a bottle of brandy under his arm.
His hat was of such a design that the police suspected mischief so he ran around a corner, swapped the
hat for a knitted cap, an ‘asankwani’, from his pocket, and walked away in perfect disguise.
When the Ford family moved to Paardekraal, Cupani and his mother went with them as
accomplished servants. Here, as a young man, Cupani was often the worse for drink. The family
became so intolerant with him that they asked him to leave, but he said he could not leave his
‘Mother’ (Eliza Ford). When Eliza lost her cool with him he would say “Mother, don’t be cross with
me” and his ‘Missus’ would forgive him. After Eliza’s death in 1915 he worked for her son Frederick
until he died in old age.829
Events at Clumber830
At Clumber in late 1850, in anticipation of war, contingency plans were made for a defended camp.
Edward Timm’s farm, called Prospect, was selected for the purpose. It occupied an open site and, as
such, was easier to defend than the church that had been used for the purpose previously. The school
children had been examined on 23 December as they looked forward to the three-week Christmas
break. Of course, the holiday was disrupted by the outbreak of war notified on 27 December, and the
imposition of martial law. The plans for the camp were swiftly implemented and by January most of
the people had moved there to live in temporary dwellings of wagons or swiftly constructed wattleand-daub huts. A team of men dug trenches and erected barriers. Religious worship was not
overlooked and on 19 January schoolmaster William Cadwallader preached at the camp. It was
planned that, thereafter, either he, or the Rev. John Smith from Bathurst, would preach every Sunday
while ever the camp was occupied.
By November 1851, when safe to do so, the services reverted to Clumber Church and Mr
Cadwallader preached there on the 9th and the minister on the 30th. Preaching continued as the war
progressed through 1852 and into the following year. Sitting rents were increased to 3s and at this
time W Garner was appointed to take charge of the Bathurst churches including Clumber. As far as
Lower Albany was concerned, the war had effectively ceased by March 1853 and on the 7th the
School resumed with Anniversary celebrations.
After the war, the Church was in desperate need of repairs. Thomas Tarr and William
Foxcroft received 10s each for their work on this account. Henry Shone repaired the bell adding two
new poles for its support. By now the Rev. John Wilson was serving the church. On 13 August 1854
the Rev. William Shaw found time in his busy schedule to preach the Anniversary Sermon. It was
over thirty-three years since his first visit to Clumber and within a few months he was destined to go
back to England, never to return to the colony. In 1855 the church responded to calls for the Fund for
the Relief of the Families of the Men Killed in the War with Russia and achieved a subscription of £1
15s 1d. Three ministers took charge of the church in quick succession, the Rev. John Smith, the Rev.
Thomas Glanville in 1857, and the Rev. Purdon Smailes in 1859.
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Goldswain’s family at war, Bathurst Inn, and St John’s Church831
Jeremiah Goldswain had taken his flock of sheep to Grahamstown for their safety, but they attracted
flies and annoyed the residents. After complaints and a summons, he moved them to several places in
turn without solving the problem, until eventually he was reported to the Clerk of the Peace, Mr
Eaton. Dr Atherstone (probably John rather than William), the medic from Nottingham, was brought
in to examine the state of the animals. He declared them healthy, but the complaints continued. In the
end Mr Goldswain was obliged to take them back to his farm, Burnt Kraal, a few miles from the town,
and maintain patrols in a constant state of alert.
In the morning of 10 September 1851, Jeremiah Goldswain was solemnly approached on
horseback by his son William and son-in-law Mr Erskine. They found it difficult to report that his son,
Charles, had been badly injured at Bathurst and eventually revealed he had been killed by the enemy.
Jeremiah had the unenviable task of informing his wife of the tragedy and they planned to go to
Bathurst wearing some black clothing, in his case, a hatband. The funeral was to be held in the village
at 4 o’clock the same day. When the Goldswain party arrived in Bathurst they were informed that the
funeral had been postponed until the following afternoon. About one hundred persons then attended.
The deceased’s wife had been confined for three weeks and was nursing her infant. As a widow she
now had two fatherless children to care for. Later, Jeremiah succeeded in a request to Sir Harry Smith
for a pension for her of £40 per year.
After viewing the body in the church porch, and seeing the victim’s terrible lacerations where
he had parried Xhosa assegais, the Jeremiah wanted to see the two other men who had been wounded
during the attack in which Charles was killed. He met the local doctor at Thomas Hartley’s house, but
had to wait until the following day before the men were in a fit state to talk about the attack. One of
them, Joseph Nelson, had a pierced lung so it was difficult for him to speak. The other, James Rigge,
was able to give an account. Jeremiah reported their account which appeared in the Graham’s Town
Journal and the Times newspapers.
The circumstances of the attack, in summary, were that four men, after a search, found the
remains of five head of cattle and one of the men returned to Bathurst for help. Riding out, eight
horsemen encountered 100-150 enemy Xhosas at Dry Flat near Mansfield in the Kowie Bush. Three
horses, including those of Charles and Joseph, were shot dead, and, as the party retreated, Charles,
Joseph and James were left stranded. They were later found by soldiers, Charles dead, and Nelson and
Rigge utterly exhausted after hand-to-hand fighting. They had killed several of the enemy before the
Xhosas were driven away by long range shots from a nearby foot patrol. Charles had been shot in the
back.
At Grahamstown Jeremiah Goldswain was approached by a Mr Forbes who said the leader of
Mr Forward’s wagon, a Xhosa named Peet, knew the names and whereabouts of those who had
attacked his son Charles and his colleagues. Accordingly, John Campbell, the Public Prosecutor,
issued a warrant and gave Mr Goldswain two of his officers to help apprehend Peet. They found that
Mr Forward’s wagon had recently left for Port Elizabeth, was expected to return in about two weeks,
and they asked the constables to keep a lookout for its return. After twelve days a large train of
wagons arrived from Port Elizabeth, so many wagons that the street was filled. Goldswain located
Peet and the constables escorted him to Mr Campbell’s office. With the use of Mr Cyrus, the Xhosa
interpreter, they considered he had crucial knowledge, but would not divulge information for fear of
being implicated. He was taken into jail for the night with the hope that he would talk the next day,
which he did. He gave a full verifiable account of the attack, said that he was nearby, but not
involved, and provided the names and residences of the guilty parties. He confirmed that most of them
were in service, and some had been at Clumber and around Bathurst. One had lived with James Rigge,
one with Joseph Nelson, and another had been a servant for Charles Goldswain. They were now to be
found at King Williamstown and East London. At the time of the incident Peet had been at Usher’s
Mill near the Kowie River mouth. The Prosecutor asked Mr Forward, Peet’s master, not to let him
leave his service. He wrote to the Attorney General, the Hon. William Porter, to obtain an opinion on
how they should proceed with the case. Mr Porter, described as ‘the foremost figure in parliamentary
life’, took the view that the culprits could not be lawfully apprehended at their present places in
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Kaffraria, but if they could be found anytime within the colony, they could be brought in for trial at a
court of justice.
When John Mead and George Chitty were shot at the Goldswains’ farm during an enemy
attempt to take oxen, Mead was unable to ride, so Dr William Guybon Atherstone was sent for. He
would not go out unless he was accompanied by a party of four or five riders, who were soon
recruited, and he arrived at the farm at 9pm. The wound at the ankle was difficult to assess. It was
thought that the ball might have rebounded from the ground to pierce under the heel, but when the
doctor examined the shoe, he was puzzled. He turned to his other patient, George Chitty, who was
sitting on the side of his bed. A ball had entered the front of the thigh and lodged in the fleshy part
behind. The doctor removed the ball, but Jeremiah was concerned that, unusually, no cloth from his
trousers had been extracted with it. Where was the cloth? The doctor could not find the cloth with his
probe. Chitty had a restless night through severe pain, but the next morning Dr Atherstone said that,
although the wound was inflamed, he was doing quite well. He was more concerned about Mead who
was sent to Grahamstown to be seen by Dr Atherstone Snr (John). Jeremiah, was called for and was
asked, at the request of the patient, to consent to the removal of the patient’s leg or he would die. The
patient persisted in his request for the consent, but Jeremiah could not be found in time. Dr W
Atherstone declared it was too late and the Rev. Dugmore arrived and prayed with Mead. When
Jeremiah arrived he persuaded Mead to pray for God’s pardon for his sins, which he did. Thus, he
died in peace and was buried the next morning.
The Goldswains had suffered more than most during this war and rebellion. Their plight was
widely recognised and was captured in verse by M B Hudson in A Feature in South African Frontier
Life:
The farm of Burnt Kraal, near the Grahamstown lands,
Has been wholly despoiled by the barbarous bands,
An amount of two thousand pounds value has been
Carried off, and the owner bereft of his son.
Thus losing his all, and his own flesh and blood,
Most murderously slain, to bring grief to a flood.

During the latter part of 1851, Jeremiah Goldswain had joined a party including George
Palmer and John Atherstone Jnr, both of Nottinghamshire families, in a series of skirmishes.
Atherstone had a letter published in the Graham’s Town Journal of 4 October describing their
adventures together. They had reached Fort Brown and there met with Major Arthur Horne of the 12th
Regiment, East Suffolks, who was looking to purchase food for his men. The Major invited the party
to his quarters where they took drinks. Jeremiah was supplied with brandy of two thirds of ‘a-pint
panickn’and during the ensuing conversation the Major enquired whether he was the man who had
suffered so much trouble with the enemy.
The following morning the party left for Grahamstown by the old road. The Major had
advised them that the new Queen’s Road was infested with large numbers of Xhosas and Khoi. At
Grahamstown, Jeremiah’s son, William, was waiting for their arrival to take his father to a dwelling
he had acquired for the family. Jeremiah liked the house enough to plan to live there, at least until the
war was over. From early 1853, the Graham’s Town Journal carried advertisements offering the
family’s farms Burnt Kraal, Little Saxfold and Reitfontein, for sale.
An account of the death by friendly fire of Major Eardley Wilmot, Royal Artillery, the
Commander at Fort Peddie, by Edward Driver of the Nottingham party, is reproduced in Goldswain’s
Chronicle to illustrate his point that Khoi levy men would refrain from shooting at people from their
own communities. Some spelling errors in Goldswain’s version have been corrected:
Mr. Driver Sener on the 30th. Decr. 1851 accompanied Major Wilmot at half past 9 o’clock at night
from Fort Peddie. On 31st, at 9 o’clock P.M. (said Driver) we marched by the road leading past
Breakfast Vlei the Major sent forward Captain Lamont and my Son [presumably Driver’s son] with 50
Fingos ordering them to conceal themselves in a bush so that if the enemy when they attacked them
made a rush it was most probable that the enemy would pass by that place where they were concealed.
We then marched forward. The Major then sent me with orders to Capt Webb [Richard of Fort
Beaufort] of the Fingo Levy to get ready to march and I was not up with the major when he met with
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his death. Just before I came up with the Major he went down to the bush: there was a small portion of
the bush running out into the opening which hid him from my view and I observed in front of me
several Fingos or Hottentots [Khoi]—but I think Hottentots—firing at the same bush.
My heart quailed within me for I felt afraid they would shoot him. In a minute or two Webb came
running to me. He said the Major was wounded and he was calling me. I ran to the place where I had
last seen the Major and found him lying on his back on the ground—his head betwixt two sticks of a
Kaffir’s [Xhosa’s] hut. I laid down my gun and sitting down by him I raised his head on my right arm:
at the same time I placed my left hand in his and begged him to speak. He looked into my face: his lips
slightly moved but he was unable to speak. I think he knew me. I moved him round: his colour left: his
eyes turned over. As soon as the Doctor saw the wound which was in the left side of the Major’s back
he said: “My God it is some of our own people that shot him.” I said that I was sure that that was the
case. As soon as the Doctor had examined the body the men of the 91 st, started homewards with it: but
before 91st. could get any distance the Levies and the Fingos commenced firing in such a way and
manner as I had never seen before. I saw some of the Levies (Hottentots) with two or three cartridges
in their mouths while they were loading and when loaded firing their guns up in the air without even
putting them up to their shoulders. I saw what an affair we should have if we fell in with any [Xhosas]
and ran to Lamont who was doing his best to make them cease firing. He told me he had sent my son
with a party to flank on our right. The firing, instead of ceasing, it increased. I then said to Lamont that,
unless we could draw out the column to some length, we should have just such another affair as had
taken place at Waterkloof .

Bathurst Inn, generally known as ‘Widow Hartley’s Inn’ or ‘the Richmond of Albany’, which
had been owned by the Hartley family from Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, since it first opened in 1832,
was offered for sale. It had been built on the site of Thomas Hartley’s forge where the first Bathurst
Methodist services had been held. Like other countryside inns a shop was attached and Dr Ambrose
Campbell held a surgery there on the first Saturday in every month. The inn was purchased by
Jeremiah Goldswain for his son-in-law Samuel McArthur in February 1852. The price paid was
£1135. It seems that, under new management, the inn fared well for some time. Its current name is the
‘Pig and Whistle’, which remains a popular place for locals and tourists. It was proclaimed a National
Monument in 1989.
In the latter half of 1852 Samuel McArthur received a summons to appear at the magistrate’s
office for a charge of selling brandy to a constable while he was on duty. McArthur looked like losing
the case until his father-in-law, Jeremiah Goldswain, was given permission to represent him. He
started the defence by questioning the constable who stated he had taken three glasses of brandy at the
inn. The next witness was the Chief Constable. The magistrate asked him if it was a fact that all
constables in the local establishment had been discharged for drunkenness. The witness confirmed
this assertion. Mr Goldswain asked him whether he knew that constable Joseph Nelson had not been
discharged through drinking and succeeded in tarnishing the credibility of the Chief Constable as a
witness. Next Goldswain called Miss S, a servant at the inn, as a witness. She said the constable had
only taken one glass at the inn, not three. It was held that the statements of the Constable and Chief
Constable were contradictory and unreliable. The Constable was well known for his drinking habits,
sometimes ten or fourteen glasses a day from eight o’clock in the morning, taking bottle after bottle
from McArthur’s and Hartley’s before that. During his patrols he was known for making a point of
calling at the private houses where he knew he could obtain drink.
McArthur was acquitted and the Constable, Bryant, was placed in the prisoner box for perjury
receiving a sentence of two months with hard labour at Grahamstown where he was well known by
some of the soldiers to be a deserter. After the case it was found that Bryant had sent two different
persons to Mr Hartley’s to obtain half bottles of brandy on his behalf.
St John’s Church, Bathurst, the burial place of Thomas Hartley, Charles Goldswain and other
familiar names, had served as a refuge during three frontier wars. When the recently appointed Bishop
of Cape Town (and of the colony) arrived at Bathurst in 1848 he was presented a petition to
consecrate the church and its yard for them to be vested in his name. In a meeting of shareholders,
under the chairmanship of the Rev. James Barrow, all shares were surrendered to the Bishop,
retaining only their rights to vote at Vestry meetings and to hold pews. In 1853 St John’s was
transferred to the new diocese of Grahamstown and five years later the parish of Port Francis was
created, separating it from Bathurst.
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In 1851 George Bager of Calton’s Nottingham party, was appointed a church warden. He died
in 1853, but ten years later his son, George Smith Bager, was elected to the post. The influence of the
Bagers is felt at the church even to this day. ‘Slater’s Mill’, their little house to the north of the
village, was demolished in 1981. All the stone from the house was presented to the church by the
owner, Mr George Kleynhans, son-in-law of the late Hilton and Iris Timm, Nottinghamshire settler
descendants. The stone was used to construct the wall of the (undenominational) Garden of
Remembrance at the western end of the churchyard, which was consecrated in 1986.
Experience of the 8th War in the Nottinghamshire settler districts
During the course of the war, especially at times when the fighting was less intense, some ordinary
business continued and citizens conducted their daily lives as best they could. An impression of life in
the Nottinghamshire settler locations can be gained from summarising extracts from the Lower Albany
Chronicle which are presented in a simple datal order for reasons of clarity.
By January 1851 mail from Grahamstown to Fort Peddie was carried by Fingos via Bathurst.
At Clumber, Henry and John Shone and Thurston Whittle Jnr went to cut John Pike’s oats for him. On
7 January Thurston helped William Purdon to cut his oats. In a notice at Bathurst Public Office the
Governor’s Proclamation was posted. Whatever cattle were taken by the people from the enemy
would belong to themselves. On 10 January Henry and John Shone brought wattles to build a
dwelling at Timm’s Camp (Edward Timm’s homestead) at Halfway Bush, and commenced the
construction. What was called the Farmerfield Levy was set up with Charles Penny Jnr as Lieutenant
to patrol and protect the area between the Kowie and Bushman’s rivers, encompassing Southwell. By
mid-January most of the Clumber people had moved to Timm’s Camp for safety.
Benjamin Keeton offered oat-hay at Lombard’s Post for 5s per 100 lbs. William Elliott and Thomas
Shone went from Timm’s Camp to Bathurst for information about rations. Walter Currie, the Fieldcommandant, would commence issuing rations once all people in the Camp had registered their
names. As firing was heard a short distance from Bathurst people were urgently stacking their crops at
the respective camps. Twenty-seven men from Theopolis Mission Station took goods to Grahamstown
for illegal sale on the market. They were taken into custody and some were released, but twelve Khoi,
two Fingos and six Bechuanas faced the magistrate. The nature of the letter received by Kiwiet
Piqueur (page 309 above) was disclosed in evidence by the Fingos. Rations enough for the remainder
of the month, for men and horses, were issued in Lower Albany from 23 January. Henry and John
Shone were selected by drawing lots to go with others from the Trappes Valley (Mill) Camp for duty
at Theopolis. Five prisoners at the Mission Station were apprehended by a party under W Currie and
taken to Bathurst. Seven disarmed Khoi men were released at Grahamstown and returned to the
Mission Station. On 26 January a number of people had been questioned by George Dyason at
Southwell in connection with the rebellion at Theopolis. The next day witnesses from Theopolis were
examined at Bathurst Court House. On that day George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party
witnessed Thomas Shone’s Will.
The cutter the Success of nine tons, owned by the Cawood Brothers, was off Port Francis with
their supplies. At this time near the end of January there was nine feet of water on the bar. Refugee
camps in Lower Albany had been completed under the direction of Field-commandant Walter
Currie.832
In early February 1851 there were rumours of Zulu regiments moving south. A party was fired on
from the Bush River while they were attempting to round up their oxen to inspan them. A Fingo
named Piet was wounded and carried to Timm’s Drift on the Torrens River near Clumber. A party of
mounted men, Fingos and others from Timm’s Camp and Trappes Valley Camp left Bathurst Post and
camped at Waai Plaats Post. From there they headed for Coombs River valley where they killed one
of the enemy and followed others to Trompetter’s Drift Post. Bishop Gray had designated 7 February
as a Fast Day with collections to be given to the Frontier Provisional Board of Relief. At Bathurst St
John’s Church gave £5 and the Wesleyan Church gave £2 5s 3d.
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On 8 February people from Bathurst called at Timm’s Camp for assistance with their stranded
wagons. Due to thefts they had insufficient oxen to bring them in, but a party from the camp was able
to help out. Field-commandant Walter Currie called at Timm’s Camp looking for volunteers to go to
Kat River. Generally, enemy Xhosas would only attack when they had a substantial advantage in
numbers. At this time their troops were stationed near Bathurst and other camps with a 2:1 advantage
over the defenders. In particular there were large numbers near Theopolis. There were engagements
with the enemy at Bathurst. As Mary Brent called at Timm’s Camp from Bathurst, Henry and John
Shone went out to their farm to plant potatoes. On 13 February Henry Shone went with William
Purdon to the latter’s farm and brought back a sow. Thomas Shone sold a pair of boots to William
Purdon for 12s. Four cattle were taken from George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party. At this time
Pumpkins were 6d each and it was 6d for a bottle of vinegar. At Bathurst candles were 11d per lb, a
bar of soap 1s, a skein of silk 3d and a yard of ribbon 2d.
Mary Hodgman of Barville Park in the Southwell district had died. She was buried at
Southwell School-chapel by the Rev. Henry Waters on a day when six horses were taken from the
Park. In Lower Albany, eighty-five previously loyal Xhosas deserted their employers for Kaffraria
taking with them cattle stolen from Mark Cockcroft and Walter Currie. Extra guards were stationed at
Timm’s Camp with their mounts. By the end of February forty men had formed the Farmers Mutual
Protection Association. A party of them, led by Edward Dell, scoured the Kowie River valley to
return stolen cattle.833
On 7 March 1851 Elijah Pike sold apples to Thomas Shone for 3d while John Shone was shelling
maize for Thurston Whittle Jnr. On 13 March Alexander Forbes the younger paid Thomas Shone 2s
for a pair of shoemaker’s pincers. Moulds were now on sale for conical bullets. Xhosas were active
near Timm’s Camp and a wagon load of maize had been plundered at John Purdon’s house. By midMarch about half of the Bathurst herds had been taken by the enemy. On 17 March three horses were
taken from Bathurst and two from Timm’s Camp and firing was heard in several directions. The next
day nine more horses were taken from Bathurst. Martha Bradfield sold 1lb of butter to Thomas Shone.
John Pike moved into Timm’s Camp, presumably because the hostilities had intensified.
On 20 March eight men from Timm’s Camp with six from Trappes Valley Camp, and two
others, went out to recapture cattle stolen from Thomas Berrington at Port Frances and others. From
Kap River they followed tracks towards Fraser’s Camp Signal Tower. In challenging action, thirtythree animals were recovered, but John Pritchard was wounded and, after some time, was taken back
to Trappes Valley where they sent for medical aid from Bathurst Post. John Brent and two others went
out and near to Timm’s Camp a close-range volley was fired at them. They were forced to remain at
Timm’s overnight. Thomas Shone went to
George Hodgkinson’s house accompanied by
George Bager and Mr Hill. He bought quinces
from Elijah Pike. On 23 March two horses were
taken from William Tarr in the Clumber district.
Willson’s party at Beaufort Vale had been
attended by the enemy so a patrol was sent from
Timm’s Camp.
On 25 March sixteen of Southwell
Field-cornet William Gray’s oxen had been
taken. James Whittle’s son caught three of his
father’s horses near Lion Hill at Lombard’s
Post. He mounted one of the horses and was
fired at from thirty yards, but escaped. The next
Woodlands, 2016
day a cattle kraal was attacked at Lombard’s
Post and a Fingo servant of Benjamin Keeton
was killed. Keeton sent for help from Edward Dell Jnr. Men from Barville Park Camp joined a
Southwell Camp party in the search. Mary Pike of the Nottingham party, now at Bathurst, sold 7 ½
lbs of beef to Thomas Shone for 1s 3d. By the end of the month John Pike had brought his corn into
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Timm’s Camp. Field-cornet William Gray went to Grahamstown and gave a report on the state of the
war at Southwell.834
By April 1851 eggs were a penny each. George Hodgkinson called at Timm’s Camp and borrowed a
copy of Columbus’ Voyages from Thomas Shone. James Elliott the younger and Samuel Tarr went
with their wagons to Grahamstown. Samuel, son of Thomas Tarr, was married at Bathurst by the Rev.
John Smith to Martha, daughter of John Purdon. The witnesses were Elizabeth Tarr, John Brent, Ann
Brent, and John Purdon. On 11 April, as John Shone was braying a bushbuck skin for whip cords,
Samuel Tarr took his wife to Timm’s Camp. Whole spans of oxen belonging to Thurston Whittle Jnr
and John Pike were stolen, but they were retaken by a party after heavy fire. Some Bathurst men
heard the firing and went to Timm’s Camp to help out. Two wagons of the Elliott family, out at
Forbes’ River to collect maize, were burned as four of William Elliott’s sons were gathering the crop.
They were surrounded by thirty enemy troops and returned shots. They wounded three of the enemy,
but one of their horses was killed. They were able to bring back their oxen, but otherwise relied on a
party from Trappes Valley Camp, which arrived in time to prevent the total destruction of their
wagons.
Field-commandant John Woest brought a patrol to Jager’s Drift and rode to Woodlands in the
Southwell district while John Pike took John Shone’s and Joseph Wright’s maize to Trappes Valley
Mill. The next day, 17 April, Woest’s patrol moved to the Kowie River valley and recovered cattle in
action which left one of the enemy wounded. George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham party had
married (Sarah) Ann Atkins in 1823. Over time they had ten children including Mary, born 1830 and
Maria, born 1835. On 19 April, amid heightened hostilities, Thomas and Maria Buckley accompanied
Maria Hodgkinson from Bathurst to Timm’s Camp from where Maria was to take Mary back to her
mother, Ann. Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman rode with an armed party to Southwell Camp where he
slept at James Whittle’s house, which was sheltering forty people. On 25 April he celebrated Holy
Communion. Later he rode to Port Frances and celebrated Holy Communion for twelve at Richmond
House and baptised William, the son of William Cock Jnr. He then rode back to the Southwell district
to Barville Camp for Holy Communion and slept. At the Camp were three hundred people as all the
neighbouring homesteads had been abandoned. Charles, son of Mark Elliott, sold his wagon to
Thomas Tarr for £30. On 27 April Benjamin Booth preached at Timm’s Camp. On 28 April one of
John Pike’s children died and was buried by the Rev. John Smith the next day. Mary Pike and John
Selby came from Bathurst for the burial. George Hodgkinson and Thomas Shone, with two others, left
with their wagons for Grahamstown with loads of potatoes.835
On 1 May 1851 Thomas Shone paid John Richardson 1s for setting his saw. Early in the month the
postal service from Bathurst was stopped. Nineteen calves were taken from Timm’s Camp. John
Shone was helping John Pike to plough. The vessel the Lara had reached Port Frances and nine
wagons were despatched to collect her cargo. The wagon train was attacked en route by a band of
Xhosas and three wagoners were wounded. On 16 May a convoy of five wagons from Barville Park
Camp to Grahamstown, loaded with oat-hay, were attacked and burned. Sarah, the wife of Charles
Rhodes, had been staying with her brother-in-law at the Park and had joined the wagon to return to
Grahamstown. She was in the company of another woman and four children. Somehow they escaped
and were escorted by Fingos to their destiny.
On 17 May a party from Church Place in pursuit of stolen cattle had reached Jager’s Drift.
One of the party was forced to return as his horse was knocked-up, but the remainder moved to
Southwell Camp where they slept. At Southwell the party was joined by James Whittle and his son, a
son of Benjamin Keeton, and George Kemp, all from the Camp. After crossing the Kowie River at
Wesley Wood they moved on to the Kap River where they recovered twenty-seven head of livestock
after an exchange of fire. Many horses in Lower Albany were unfit for service as no rations of forage
were forthcoming and many had been on continual duty for several months.
Curiously, despite the war pact between the Khoi and the Xhosas, a party of Khoi had five
horses taken from them by Xhosas. They went in search of their horses, but were surrounded just east
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of Waai Plaats Hill. Their arms were taken from them and they were invited to join an attack on
Cawood’s Post Camp. They refused and reported to the authorities stating there was a band of an
estimated 280 Xhosas in the Kat River valley with many more at their command camp four miles
away on the river. Patrols were sent out. On 22 May another party led by John Woest moved via
Woodlands to the confluence of the Blaauwkrantz and Kowie Rivers where they engaged with Xhosa
enemy. During their return, from Farmerfield Mission they could see fires burning on Waterford in
the Southwell district. Around this time the kraal at Timm’s Camp was being strengthened by banking
and fencing. William Banks Jnr bought four oxen from Thomas Shone for £17. Near Woodlands in
Southwell three spans of oxen belonging to John Miller were taken by twenty-five mounted Xhosas.
They had disarmed and taken prisoner the three Khoi herdsmen. Stephen Dell headed a party of
eleven passed Timm’s Camp and turned west in an attempt to intercept the thieves. They found the
bodies of the herdsmen at Wolf’s Crag.
For some reason three Xhosas appeared at Theopolis and were questioned by schoolmaster
Moses Jacobs who sent for Stephen Dell to assist. As a result Dell took fifteen men from Barville
Camp to Theopolis where four Xhosas were arrested. Field-cornet William Gray was informed. They
were clapped in irons at Bathurst Prison. After an examination by George Dyason they were escorted
by eighteen men to Grahamstown. Thomas Shone sold an ox to Frederick Mitchley for £4 5s. On 26
May he made a candle mould. Two days later a party including John Elliott encountered thirty rebel
Khoi with the same number of Xhosas at the Kat River valley. The enemy retreated leaving behind
five guns and some Cape Mounted Riflemen’s (CMR) uniforms.
On 30 May Hans Brander, rebel Khoi leader, took twenty-eight CMR deserters to Theopolis
Mission with a large contingent of Xhosas who he left at a distance. He interviewed the Khoi at the
Mission in a nearby kloof while schoolmaster Moses Jacobs escaped to Barville Park Camp. Fieldcornet William Gray issued gunpowder at Southwell to men sent from Theopolis for their arms. This
was the day before the murder of the Fingos described in pages 305-06 above.
In early June, after the destruction of the rebel camp at the Ghio, General Henry Somerset
sent out patrols to scour the valleys including that of the Kariega River forming the western border of
Southwell district. On 10 June a wagon train from Bathurst and Trappes Valley Camp left Timm’s
Camp heading for Grahamstown. At Currie’s flat they fell in with enemy Xhosas, but Khoi Levies
under Capt. Lovell Heathcote and Capt. Thomas Melville appeared at the scene to assist, and opened
fire. Several of the enemy were injured near the Rokeby Park homestead and they dispersed. At the
Cheshire Cheese they met with John Brent returning from Grahamstown. Thomas Brent Jnr was
selling candles for 1s 1d per lb. A cow was killed for Thomas Shone. It made £3 10s. A fire in a hut at
Timm’s Camp was extinguished by William Purdon and others. By 13 June twenty-five mounted men
and thirty Fingos from Southwell Post patrolled the drifts on the Lower Kowie River above the pass at
the tide mark. Men from Jager’s Post were keeping the road open to the Kariega Drift on Merville in
the Southwell district. Patrols from other posts covered the tracts from the Kowie Pass to Bathurst and
between the Kowie and Kap Rivers. Continual contact was maintained between the patrols to
coordinate their activities. The field-cornets commanded their respective posts.
On 13 June Thomas Hartley Jnr extracted a tooth for Thomas Shone using blacksmith’s
pincers. He made no charge, but his patient bought from him a skein of candle cotton for 6d. The next
day rebel Khoi set fire to houses in the village at Theopolis Mission Station. Men were stationed at the
Posts in Southwell district, thirty infantry at Southwell Post and twenty, mounted, at Lombard’s Post.
On 22 June Cornelius Cock was effectively appointed the Field-cornet for Southwell, but this was not
confirmed until 21 May the following year. At Bradfield’s Drift (named after the Nottingham family)
an enemy party was moving towards Mr Woods’ allotment. Later in the month an enemy Xhosa was
killed during an attack on eighty cattle near Bathurst. During this period Port Frances continued to
receive and send shipping. The Success had left for Port Elizabeth in a heavy squall on 18 June
accidentally leaving her master, J Minto ashore. The departure of the Lara on 30 June was less
dramatic.836
Though there remained pockets of the enemy as far west as the Bushman’s River, the centre of gravity
of the war had moved further east and some semblances of normal daily life resumed in Albany. The
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night guard was taken off at Timm’s Camp and in early July the regular mail service was resumed
from Port Frances to Grahamstown via Bathurst. William Cock Jnr took over the steam-mill at the
Port operating as W F Cock and Company, but at the same time he retired from Heideman, Cock and
Company. He proposed to the Graham’s Town Journal that the mails from Cape Town should be
landed at the Port. On 15 July Thomas Shone paid a Fingo woman 2s for thatching his hut at Timm’s
Camp. He bought a telescope from George Brown the younger for £1 10s and made a leather case to
carry and protect it. John Shone, with his own wagon, was serving with General Henry Somerset’s
force. Following the spoors of stolen cattle, Oliphant Hoek burghers under Capt. Woest moved via
Jager’s Drift to Whittle’s Camp in Southwell. One hundred rebel Khoi remained camped at the Gorah
and some of their number took William McLuckie’s wagon in Southwell. Woest took his men to
Barville Park Camp via Walsingham where thirty Fingos were stationed under Mr Roberts. Roberts
promised to join Woest’s party with some of his men. As Field-cornet Cornelius Cock and Thomas
Corbett went to Walsingham to join Roberts and nineteen men, his remaining men moved to Barville
Park Camp with Stephen Dell. Joined on 20 July by Cornelius Cock and his men they planned an
attack on a rebel encampment, which they approached using the wagon road. An advance party of
Fingo men could not find the camp and so, at 4am, they moved to Surgeon Ambrose Campbell’s
house on the Ghio, and dismounted to wait for daylight. Then they found a grave containing eight
bodies, and one body unburied. They also found a circular dated May 1851 from the Kat River Khoi
headed ‘To Our Nation Hottentots’.
A wind described as a ‘hurricane’ blew over Bathurst. On 29 July Edward Lavin, aged 49
years, who had been wounded in the recent battle at the rebel camp, went out on a surf boat from Port
Frances to assist with discharging Cawood Brothers’ cargo from the Ceres and was drowned when a
warp wave carried him overboard. He was buried by the Rev. Henry Waters on the eastern side at Port
Frances. James Tarr of the Nottingham party, who had been trading in Kaffraria for two months,
returned unscathed, with his wagon intact.837
In early August 1851 Edward Rhodes replaced John Dell as Pound-master at Barville Park. A number
of Bathurst houses were looted during the dark hours while the occupants were sheltering in the
church.
On 5 August Benjamin Keeton’s son, Joseph, died, aged 18 years. He was buried at the
Southwell School-chapel by the Rev. Henry Waters. He eventually joined his parents in a family
grave at St James’s Church in Southwell.
Eighteen oxen of John Webb’s were traced to the former home of John Buckley on Holling
Grove in Southwell. John Shone, who had been serving as a wagoner with General Henry Somerset,
returned with his wagon from Kaffraria. He had been attacked by four of the enemy, but had
succeeded in driving them away. Field-cornet Cock advised Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw that 100
rebel Khoi and sixty enemy Xhosas were in the vicinity of Barville Park. Nearby Woodlands, in
Southwell, suffered a night attack by about forty of the enemy. Of the occupants, only William
McLuckie and Mr McGear were there. They returned the fire of the intruders who burned a nearby
cottage and made off with forty cattle. The defenders advanced on the enemy and saved the remainder
of their cattle. Thomas Shone visited Richard Bradfield’s shop in Bathurst after giving Ann Hunt 2s to
buy herself some food. By 13 August George Kemp and his wife had relocated to Southwell.
Once again defences were stretched in Lower Albany as the attentions of the enemy persisted
and their signal fires lit up the night sky across the landscape. A large colonial force was brought in
from King Williamstown to Bathurst Post. It comprised Col. William Eyre and 300 soldiers of the 73rd
Regiment, Major Alexander Armstrong with 30 Armstrong’s Horse, and 70 CMR. On 15 August
young Mr Bartlett was killed travelling from Port Frances to Grahamstown. 50 Xhosas attacked John
Purdon’s kraal. William Purdon suffered a shoulder wound and John Staples Jnr was wounded by an
assegai while defending the animals. Sixty-eight valuable oxen were taken away. By the time the
force under Col. Eyre had arrived at Bathurst Post they had been bolstered by the addition of 250
Fingo men. Once the rebels had been cleared from the Gorah, the colonel called on the local fieldcornets to plan military operations, with Waai Plaats at the centre of operations. In a bid to guarantee
success, the force was joined by mounted volunteers from Grahamstown under Capt. H Bertram.
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Commissariat supplies were en route from Grahamstown under an escort of Lieut. David Mitchley
and his party of Albany Rangers.
On 19 August the remaining cattle of William Gray’s widow, Elizabeth, about one hundred,
were stolen. A rider took a report of the incident to Bathurst Post from where a party of CMR set off
in pursuit. The next day they found the cattle at the Kowie River valley but were outnumbered and
forced to retire under fire. Col. Eyre rode to the Richmond Camp at Port Frances where he conferred
with the people. George Dyason, Resident Magistrate, and Charles Huntley, acting Clerk of the Peace
for Albany, had gone out with an escort to Oliphants Hoek. They were there to enquire into the
treatment of Xhosa servants by farmers. Capt. Bertram went there with the intention of securing the
support of a body of men in a concerted attack on the rebels inhabiting the Gorah. Meanwhile Col.
Eyre arrived there from the Southwell Camp.
On 20 August an unfortunate incident took place at Bathurst Post. A horse of the Albany
Ranger’s broke loose and David Mitchley rode after it. His horse reared and fell on him causing fatal
injuries. Aged 30 years, he left a wife and five children and was buried at Grahamstown.
The peripatetic Col. Eyre rode to the Bushman’s River by Southwell Camp leaving a
company of 73rd Regiment and 270 CMR to move to Waai Plaats via Clumber, under Major
Alexander Armstrong, to intercept cattle. Before the end of the month they had cleared two large rebel
camps before returning to Bathurst. The first issue of The British Settler newspaper was out and
Thomas Shone bought a copy at Bathurst. Edward Brown was by then at Barville Park Camp. Mark
Elliott paid Thomas Shone 1s for mending his boots. The latter gave Mary Hiscock 2s 6d for two
shirts she had made. At this time flannel shirts were being sold for 6s 6d each. On 25 August the Rev.
John Smith baptised William Hobbs’s daughter, Rhoda, at Barville Park Camp. Thomas Shone drew a
diagram of the colony from a book belonging to Edward Timm. John Shone shot a steenbok.
Col. Eyre continued his travels arriving at Timm’s Camp as William Clayton was taking oathay there. Meanwhile, Xhosas took two CMR horses from Bathurst Post. For better security, the mail
service between Bathurst Post and Grahamstown was improved by using four Xhosas on foot rather
than a single mounted courier. Fingos from Fort Peddie, transferred to serve at Bathurst Post, refused
to do their duty, and were returned.838
In early September 1851 enemy Xhosas remained in some numbers west of the Kariega River. A
patrol from Waai Plaats Post was attacked in the Kap River valley by a strong force. When Col. Eyre
was informed at Bathurst Post he instructed the local camps to send mounted men to Faku’s Kraal just
east of Mount Donkin. They entered the Kap River valley heading towards Committees Drift and
observed no enemy. Thirty-four wagons reached the Brak River. Wagons belonging to Field-cornet
Cornelius Cock, Ralph Manley, Lumsden Strachan and John Thompson were directed to Kariega
Drift to outspan. The remaining wagons, being those of Stephen Dell, were bearing oat-hay destined
for the Commissariat Department. All were attacked by a Xhosa force numbering twenty-five near Mr
Webber’s farm. Lumsden Strachan and John Thompson commenced firing, but they were driven
back. Three men on foot responded to the sound of gunfire and recaptured a few oxen. Several men
arrived on the scene from Layton. In the end forty-nine oxen were taken away, but Stephen Dell
managed to secure replacements from Hope Farm. Cornelius Cock made a report of the incident to
General Henry Somerset, who had returned to Grahamstown, and he in turn informed Waai Plaats and
Bathurst Posts. More oxen, numbering eighteen, were recovered later.
By September John Ford the younger of Paarde Kraal was at Southwell Camp. Capt.
Frederick Campbell took fifty CMR from Bathurst Post to patrol the Kowie River valley around
Currie’s Drift before reaching Begelly Camp. On 6 September there was the opportunity for a little
sport. William Banks Jnr went to Bathurst and lost a race against an officer and his horse. On 10
September Elizabeth Gray was appointed an executor in her late husband’s estate as was Frederick
Carlisle. Col. Eyre, newly appointed as Commanding Officer for Lower Albany, had set up his
headquarters at Stony Vale, which was manned by 400 infantry. He stationed cavalry at Waai Plaats
Post with those under Major Alexander Armstrong from Fort Peddie making a total of 150 men there.
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Susannah Brown was baptised at Barville Park Camp by the Rev. William Smith and on 30
September John Buckley Jnr, a widower, was married at Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow. Richard
Hunt was paid £5 for the flooring installed at Bathurst Chapel.839
In October 1851 the Board of Relief for Distress was recalled and the Rev. James Barrow and George
Dyason were appointed. Thomas Shone mended a pair of boots for Sarah Elliott, wife of William
Elliott of the Nottingham party. A sale of six wagons taken from rebel Khoi was held at Barville Park
Camp. By this time Edward Timm’s shop was offering unbleached calico for 1s per yard. The Rev.
John Smith preached at Timm’s Camp. On 22 October Henry Shone went to Waai Plaats Post to see
his forage being weighed. There was a sale of George Dyason’s cattle at Bathurst.
On 25 October enemy were seen on a hill near the house of William Davis who passed with a
party led by James Flanegan who had recently been engaged in repelling a sturdy attack at Peninsula
Park. The party went to Davis’s house to find that the enemy was moving on Bathurst. They reported
at Cawood’s Post from where burghers followed their tracks to the Kowie River valley. The enemy,
driving five cattle taken from Bathurst, were dispersed, and one was killed. Col. Eyre would not let
the matter rest at that. He sent Capt. Bertram and a division of Armstrong’s Horse in pursuit, but
Alexander Armstrong himself was ordered to move from Waai Plaats via Currie’s Drift to meet the
colonel at Southwell Camp. Burghers were assembled under Field-cornet Cornelius Cock and Stephen
Dell and arrived at Southwell Camp. Another fifty mounted burghers with twenty Fingos encountered
rebels who were able to escape as the force moved to the Kariega River valley following spoors.840
John Reiken went to Timm’s Camp to collect his horse, which had strayed. The Rev. John Smith
preached there on 2 November 1851. The Albany Rangers succeeded in retrieving some booty from
the enemy in the Kowie River valley, but Lieut. William Forrester was wounded in the action. As
gunfire was heard near Port Frances, Thurston Whittle Jnr returned to Timm’s Camp with Maria King
and John, son of William Pike Jnr. Maria King and Caroline Shone went to Clumber to where services
had been moved from Timm’s Camp whenever possible. Mary Keating, described as a laundress, was
now living at Merville in the Southwell district. On 20 November Reuben Timm sold Thomas Shone
a bundle of bristles for 1s. At this time meal was £1 13s 4d per bushel and flour £3 per 100 lbs. John
Tatham and John Pritchard visited Timm’s Camp. Thomas Shone rode to Trappes Valley Mill to set
William Foxcroft’s clock to strike every hour. On 30 November the Rev. John Smith preached at
Clumber Chapel.841
A son of William Elliott, Thomas, was married at Clumber by the Rev. John Smith to Mary, daughter
of Thomas Tarr. The witnesses were William and Elizabeth Elliott, John Tarr and John Richardson.
Toward the end of 1851 there were two attacks on Reed Fountain. Some livestock were taken on 7
December, and on 12 December 250 cattle were taken away. In this month Thomas Shone completed
a pair of pumps for Ann Cawood and another pair for Joanna Murray. Colonial forces and allies now
had the benefit of hollow-backed conical bullets cast by Stephen Munday and sold in Grahamstown. It
was claimed they had a projection of almost 3,000 yards. At this time 2,573 troops were in the field.
24 December, Christmas Eve, was the anniversary of the outbreak of the current war. It was
declared a Day of Fast in English churches in the diocese and special forms of prayer were circulated
for use in all services. On Christmas Day George Palmer of the Nottingham family was married at
Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow to Christiana Levy. The next day another sale of recaptured cattle
was held at Barville Park Camp as Field-commandant John Woest sent a patrol to the Ghio. The Fish
River had been very full during the whole of December and into January, and at times was
impassable. Collections had been held in Southwell district and Port Frances for the Board of Relief
Fund. The respective totals were £5 16s 6d and £2 10s. Current appointments in Bathurst included:
Adolphus Schaller and G Boyes as churchwardens; M Sompes, Chief Constable; Mr Bryant,
Constable (see page 325 above); Samuel Hayes Jnr, Pound-master; and J Chambers, storekeeper at the
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Post. At Southwell Camp Thomas Corbett was the issuer to the Commissariat while M Sheahan was
the same for Waai Plaats Post. A lion had been killed at Lombard’s Post.842
A new commander, Col. John Perceval, had been appointed from early in 1852. On 19 January his
patrol fell in with nine Xhosas at Fraser’s Camp and attacked. On the same day an enemy Xhosa was
killed by a patrol at Waai Plaats. Applications had been lodged from Thomas Berrington for the inn at
his house at Port Frances and from Thomas Hartley Jnr for a ‘tap’ in Trappes Street, Bathurst. John
Elliott joined a party monitoring thirty Xhosas who had taken Jeremiah Devine’s cattle from Sea Field
and were driving them to Wellington River mouth then moving east to the Palmiet Farm boundary. As
the party moved they obtained reinforcements after which they recaptured all but eighteen of the
animals. They were bolstered by men from Trappes Valley Camp and elsewhere around Bathurst, and
the remaining cattle were secured during which action five of the enemy lost their lives.
On 10 January Henry Shone was thatching his stack at Timm’s Camp, using reeds. When
General George Cathcart assumed the governorship a canister of gunpowder cost 5s and salt was 1d
per lb. At the end of the month Thomas Tarr bought a wagon from Henry Shone for £60. £50 was
granted to the Bathurst Board for Relief for the distressed on the frontier. A company of Fingo Levy
was stationed at Walsingham, Southwell, and the Rev. Henry Waters was residing in Southwell. He
escorted Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman on his way to Reed Fountain.843
Several families in Bathurst were sleeping at the church at night and one family stayed during the day.
They had erected huts nearby for daytime occupation and the Archdeacon thought the family in the
church during the day should move out and do likewise. In six days of riding through the camps in
Lower Albany, Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw had implored the burghers to assemble at Fort
Beaufort on 8 March to conform to the requirements of the Army. From Timm’s Camp, John
Richardson and John Pike put forward their names. During his tour, Bradshaw recorded all losses of
livestock. On 16 February the Commissariat called for tenders to be submitted for transportation
between Bathurst Post and Grahamstown. On the same day a sale was held of Bathurst Inn and its
furniture. Frederick Woods bought a gun from Thomas Shone for £9, but sold him a cut down musket
for 15s. By now William Miles had taken up residence in Barville Park Camp. It was on 27 February
that Samuel McArthur became the proprietor of Bathurst Inn and opened a store (see page 325 above).
The Fish River was running very full at this time.844
By early March 1852 burghers in Lower Albany were preparing to leave on commando duty. A
contingent assembled at Henry Purdon’s place was ready to join Major Alexander Armstrong at Waai
Plaats Post while Field-cornet Bradshaw instigated a new laager at Mark Cockcroft’s old place. Major
Armstrong’s force, with the burghers from Lower Albany, moved to Fort Peddie. The burghers
returned from duty on 28 March. Thomas Shone mended shoes for Samuel Hewitt. On 6 March James
Miles was baptised at the Barville Park Camp by the Rev. John Smith. The allotment upon which
Trappes Valley Mill stood was transferred from Thomas Foxcroft to William and Joseph Wright.
Foxcroft moved out to Graaff-Reinet. William Estment of Southwell and Alexander Cooll of Cape
Town redeemed the quit-rent on the whole of Holling Grove in the Southwell district. On 22 March
Thomas Shone was selling mould candles for 1s.845
Some of Samuel Tarr’s and two hundred of John Brent’s cattle were taken and the culprits were
pursued to Trompetter’s Drift Post. After recapturing sixteen, the party was forced to return as no
forage or rations had been issued and their horses were exhausted. On 5 April Thomas Shone mended
boots for Edward Timm’s son, Paul. James Birt asked Thomas Shone to write a petition for him.
Reuben Timm returned to Timm’s Camp. Edward Hiscock was married at Clumber on 20 April to
Mary Wright by the Rev. John Smith, with Mary and George Hiscock and William Foxcroft as
witnesses. The following day, in the Southwell district, fifteen armed Khoi men attacked three of
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William McLuckie’s wagons in convoy at Wesley Wood. He was in the process of returning furniture
to Woodlands. The defenders returned fire during a three mile skirmish to Brak River Drift, but Mr
McArtey was badly wounded and his wagon oxen were taken. Charles McClean of Grants Valley in
Southwell was married at Grahamstown to Sarah, daughter of George Futter Jnr.
On 24 April sheep in the estate of William Gray, and some belonging to Henry Harper, were
sold at William Southey’s farm in Graaff-Reinet. On 28 April more livestock in Gray’s estate were
put up for sale. As the local school was suspended during the war, children of the late Field-cornet
William Gray, Emma, William Jnr and Jane, had continued to receive tuition at Southwell Camp.
Thomas Pike was collecting pew rents for Clumber Chapel and on 30 April he received 3s from
Thomas Shone.846
By May 1852 George Ford the younger was living at Lombard’s Post in the Southwell district. Capt.
William Stubbs arrived there on 14 May and was joined by seven men from Begelly Camp. The next
day John Elliott and the sons of William Clayton, John and William Jnr, left Belle Vue to cut wood.
They were met by the infamous Khoi rebel, William Uithalder, and one hundred men, half of them
mounted. They were murdered before they had the chance to offer any resistance. Jeremiah Devine
had recently left Belle Vue and had looked back to see horsemen dismounting there. In residence at
the time were William Clayton and his wife Judith, their sickly son, George, and daughter Elizabeth.
George and Elizabeth escaped, with a gun, by jumping from a high back window. William Clayton
was stripped of his clothes. The enemy left with five guns, all of the family’s blankets, saddles and
money, their remaining 183 cattle, and twelve cattle belonging to John Elliott. In the meanwhile
Jeremiah Devine reached the bodies of the three men and Timothy Devine made a large coffin for
them.
This incident prompted a significant response. Seven men from Dredge’s Camp arrived at
Lombard’s Post. From there Captain William Stubbs moved via Begelly Camp to Salem where he
collected another seven men and from there, twelve Albany Rangers from Grahamstown. Returning
on patrol down the Kariega River they camped at Merville back in the Southwell district. Stubbs sent
a message to Field-cornet Cornelius Cock calling for help and he arrived on the scene with fifteen
men along with thirty Fingos under Stephen Dell. The total force, now assembled, moved out to the
Gorah on foot at night. They reached the rebel Khoi at 3am and began to fire. They captured
seventeen guns. After the action the Albany Rangers returned to Grahamstown stopping at Woodlands
in Southwell where William McLuckie gave them some refreshment. The Clayton brothers and John
Elliott were buried at Cuylerville by the Rev. James Barrow.
On 18 May two companies of the 12th Regiment moved to Bathurst Post under Col. Perceval.
Field-cornet Cornelius Cock took forty men to the Gorah. He received a report from John Dell, who
had been following rebel tracks, that twenty-five loyal men had gone to the Springs near the rebel
camp. Fearing the men might try to return by dangerously fording the Kasouga River mouth, Dell
followed them. He saw they had made an attempt at high water. Many succeeded in crossing, but J
Clogg and four Fingo men had drowned. They also lost ten of their guns. Cock’s party, including
George Palmer of the Nottingham settlers, arrived in time to save Robert Manley through the special
bravery of Charles Brown, David Morton and Benjamin Keeton Jnr. Fifteen men with Commandant
Walter Currie, and Field-cornet Cock crossed the Kasouga River and recovered seven of the lost guns.
George Dyason had been appointed Civil Commissioner for Graaff-Reinet and resigned as
Resident Magistrate for Bathurst. In a sale of his effects at Bathurst, Thomas Shone bought a pair of
candle sticks for 2s and a chequers board for 1s. The inhabitants of Bathurst assembled at Dyason’s
house and presented an address showing their appreciation of his care for them and their regret at his
departure. The long list of signatories included Thomas Hartley Jnr, George Hodgkinson and his son,
John, and George Palmer of the Nottinghamshire settlers. On 26 May Mary Timm was married to
widower Joseph Kidson at Bathurst by the Rev. John Smith with Edward Timm, Thomas Hartley Jnr,
Elizabeth Tarr, John Allen and Henry Hartley as witnesses. Near the end of the month all burgher
camps under Bathurst Field-cornet Samuel Bradshaw were to act in accordance with the instructions
of Major Arthur Horne. Col. Perceval’s force, also under the Major, was garrisoned at Cawood’s and
Fraser’s Camp Posts. The 12th Regiment and patrols were being maintained from those points.
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Burghers under David Hannay from Begelly Camp were patrolling between the Kariega and Kowie
Rivers, mainly in the Southwell district and through Wesley Wood and Holling Grove as far as the
Brak River. As Commandant Walter Currie returned from scouring the Gorah with his force from
Grahamstown, the enemy had accumulated in large numbers in the Fish River valley.
Thomas Shone collected ration papers for Thomas Brent Jnr from J Chambers at the Bathurst
Commissariat Stores. He went to his farm to collect £100 in cash, which had been buried there. He
reburied it under his hut at Timm’s Camp along with another £50.847
In early June 1852 the Armed Mounted Police (AMP) of 150 men was formed under Commandant,
Field-cornet Walter Currie, to cover Albany. William Mandy was appointed their officer for
Cawood’s Post. The men were responsible for providing their own horse, arms, rations and forage, but
for this they were to be paid the sum of 5s 6d per day. On 4 June a patrol set out in pursuit of fifteen
rebel Khoi seen from Bathurst. Henry Shone sold a plough for £7. He sold two oxen to James Riggien
for £13 10s. Cheese was available for 1s 4d per lb. On 18 June a party of rebel Khoi arrived in Lower
Albany via Blaauwkrantz, while another party was lying near Bathurst. The Field-cornet for
Southwell, Cornelius Cock, lost an ox and a pony between Dredge’s Camp and Featherstone’s Farm.
Elizabeth, the widow of Thomas Timm, had died, and was buried on 28 June.848
All Lower Albany burghers who were free of other duties and capable of bearing arms were ordered
to join the Government Secretary, Richard Southey, on the Imvani River by 6 August. On 3 July
Henry Purdon was baptised at Timm’s Camp by the Rev. John Smith. John Stewart and his wife Janet
were moved to Barville Park Camp, as was Samuel Miles. William Purdon returned to Timm’s Camp.
The infant Ann, daughter of George Ford the younger, had died aged 11 months and was buried at
Southwell by the Rev. Henry Waters.849
Thomas Shone acquired some leopard skin from Daniel Davies to make saddle bags for Elizabeth
Davies and Ann Davis. Twenty-six cattle were taken from the farm of Elizabeth Gray, widow of the
former Field-cornet. On 13 August twenty-eight of Charles Elliott’s oxen were stolen during the
night. John Richardson mended Elizabeth Shone’s tombstone. James Tarr was at Timm’s Camp.
Sugar was now selling for 5d per lb. Samuel Tarr was involved in action to repel the enemy at New
Bristol Camp and his horse was stolen. The attackers retreated to the Kap River near Chief Faku’s
kraal as Lieut. William Mandy followed them with his Albany Mounted Police (AMP) from Waai
Plaats Post. Johan Weinand was appointed Resident Magistrate for Bathurst in place of George
Dyason, the remuneration being £300 per annum.
On 21 August George Hodgkinson Jnr of the Nottingham settlers had his cattle taken away.
To obtain assistance his brother John, and John Biddulph Jnr, set off for Cawood’s Post while two
others left for the AMP at Waai Plaats Post. Six Bathurst men on foot followed cattle tracks to
Currie’s Flat and there met Sergeant C Renou and an AMP from Cawood’s Post with George
Hodgkinson Snr and Jnr. The force moved out to Blaauwkrantz to find tracks of forty Xhosas. Some
of the party, including the Hodgkinsons, entered the bush, dismounted, fell in with twenty-five of the
enemy, and retrieved all but three of the cattle. George Hodgkinson killed one of the enemy and
several others were wounded. From Cawood’s Post John Hodgkinson and John Biddulph Jnr patrolled
the Kap River with some of their burgher colleagues, and at night they were joined by twelve AMP
under Lieut. William Mandy. They ambushed three Xhosas, killed one, and recaptured the remaining
three head of cattle, but Cawood’s Post was left with just dismounted men. A second force met fifty
of the enemy at Kap River Farm. On this occasion the enemy escaped. Other local burghers, including
some from Reed Fountain and Barville Park Camp, joined an expedition to the Kei River.
On 22 August the Rev. John Smith baptised John Stewart and the following day, Adolphus
Miles, at Barville Park Camp. Peter Buyskes was appointed Clerk to the new Resident Magistrate of
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Bathurst, Mr Weinand. A quantity of food was taken from schoolmaster William Cadwallader’s house
in Southwell. By 31 August George Hodgkinson Jnr had been married.850
In an attack on 3 September all of the cattle were taken from Bathurst Camp, but all were recaptured
during action in which one of the enemy was killed. By now dates were changing hands for 6d per lb.
In the Southwell district, gold, in the proportion 1 grain to 100 lbs iron gravel, was found on the right
bank of the Kowie River at Fairfax, and coal was found on Reed Fountain. Four of John Stewart’s
oxen had been stolen. On 17 September two men from Barville Park Camp went to Begelly Camp to
find help for their recovery. From there Stephen Dell left with some men and met Lieut. John Miller
and some of the Fullers at Newton in Southwell district. They moved out to the Gorah where they
encountered twenty Khoi with the missing oxen, but they escaped. George Dyason, in view of his new
appointment at Graaff-Reinet, offered for sale Lushington Valley of 1,000 acres, Rokeby Park of
3,000 acres, his Grahamstown property of 10,000 acres on the Koonap River, and his two-storey
house of stone, with underground cellar and sea view, on four acres at Bathurst. William Cock Jnr and
Septimus Bowker were appointed Justices of the Peace at Bathurst on 30 September and 14 October
respectively.851
In early October Elijah Pike of the Nottingham party, along with Thomas Whitaker and Thomas
Shone, set off for Grahamstown, outspanning at Belmont. Thomas Shone bought a Dutch cheese in
the Town. After their return, on 27 October, Thomas Shone measured Mary Pike for pumps and on 29
October sold a pair of leather soles to John Hewitt for 1s. George Philips of Hope Farm in the
Southwell district, aged 62 years, was killed while working on Ralph Manley’s house there. He was
buried at Reed Fountain by the Rev. Henry Waters on 22 October. During the month local Fieldcornet Cornelius Cock took a patrol to assist the AMP in pursuit of enemy bands raiding cattle near
the Southwell hamlet.852
By early November 1852 William Elliott held Allotments 4 and 6 in Ford’s location north of Clay
Pits. By the end of the month William Elliott the younger held No. 5. Elizabeth Hartley, wife of
Jeremiah, bought a pair of boy’s boots from Thomas Shone for 6s 6d. Three oxen of Southwell Fieldcornet Cornelius Cock’s were taken by the enemy. He mustered his men and was joined by more from
Lombard’s Post and Barville Park Camp, amounting in all to forty men. On 7 November, heading for
the Gorah, they found tracks at Kariega Drift, and met with rebel Khoi in Wait’s Kloof. Cock shot two
of them.
Samuel Tarr of the Nottinghamshire settler family was now at Bathurst. A new minister, the
Rev. W Garner, was appointed at Bathurst Chapel. Henry, of the enterprising Shone family, was
making a sledge for his water cask. On 21 November Job Timm, son of Edward, minded Thomas
Shone’s hut for 3d. On 29 November four rebel Khoi entered Surgeon Ambrose Campbell’s house on
the Ghio while workers were reaping. The next day officers of the CMR held a holiday camp there. At
this time lime was 6d per kettle.853
In early December swarms of locusts were widespread across the Eastern districts. By 7 December
Lower Albany had become very heavily infested, especially around Bathurst and Southwell, and crops
had been severely damaged. The Fish River had been full for several weeks and continued to be so.
Thomas Shone gave 1s to Mr Welsh who was destitute. With George Hodgkinson of the Nottingham
party, Alexander Forbes and Thomas Nelson Jnr pursued stolen cattle near the Kowie River where
burghers were also maintaining a patrol party. Forbes became detached from the party and
encountered ten of the enemy near Buffalo Flats, but escaped unharmed. James Johnson, now a
mariner at Port Frances, arranged for his daughter to be baptised at Southwell School-chapel on 9
December. Eliza Flynn was the Sponsor. The Rev. John Smith baptised Harriet Rhodes at Barville
Park Camp. Elizabeth, daughter of John Wescott at Reed Fountain, died aged one year. She was
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buried by the Rev. Henry Waters at Southwell. Always looking for new income streams, Thomas
Shone received an account worth £2 16s from M Holland for newspapers for two years. Toward the
end of 1852 John McDougal had been appointed Field-cornet for the Town of Bathurst. G Waters was
attending school at Southwell Camp. At this time hippopotamus could be found in the Kasouga River
in Southwell district.854
In the New Year rebel Khoi continued to occupy the flat lands of the Gorah. Commandant William
Stubbs with sixteen men joined Lieut. Miller’s patrol moving via Woodlands to Merville. By 5
January they reached the Ghio where Hendrik van Rooyen was tramping wheat, from where they
followed tracks to Belton. There must have been more rebels than anticipated as Lieut. Miller returned
to Kariega Station to call for reinforcements. Capt. Salis with some CMR, with Lieut. Mandy as
guide, responded to the call and met Lieut. Miller at Mr Webber’s farm. They moved to Merville in
Southwell district and joined Field-cornet Cock and his party. They ventured on foot, one force by the
Ghio, the other through thick bush. They reunited and on 7 December moved via Belton to Jager’s
Drift, down the Bushman’s River to Wolf’s Kloof. The following day they followed the tracks of
twelve Khoi rebels, but on 9 December they learned that Hendrik van Rooyen’s grain from the Ghio
had been taken. On 11 November some of the force sighted enemy troops at the Gorah and again sent
for reinforcements, Lieut. Mandy responding with a party of AMP from Waai Plaats Post and Capt.
Salis with some CMR.
While the composite force continued to concentrate on the Gorah, eighty-four cattle were
taken at Bathurst. John Brent lost sixty cattle, and Samuel Tarr, thirty head, driven away by nine
Xhosas. Tarr rode to Waai Plaats Post for assistance. Lieut. Mandy sent a request for more men to
Lieut. Surmon. Six AMP under Sergeant C Renou and Samuel Tarr, with nine burghers, followed
Faku’s Road towards the Coombs where they fought the enemy, but were forced to abandon their
action for the day. When Sergeant Renou returned by Mount Donkin his contingent was joined by
eight men from Lieut. Surmon’s Station. They went to Kaffir Kraal and met John Brent and some
Bathurst farmers arriving via Lushington Valley. They attacked the enemy at the Coombs and
recovered the stolen cattle. With a lull in hostile activity it was proposed to remove the AMP from
Waai Plaats Post, but on 29 January the inhabitants of Lower Albany addressed the Civil
Commissioner complaining about the idea. They suggested that, if the police service be removed, it be
re-established at one of three strategic places, Greathead’s location, Faku’s Road or Forbes River
Post. Making their point for them, the following day William Mountford reported the loss of fifty
cattle to Lieut. William Surmon.
By January 1853 James Gray, son of William, the recently deceased Field-cornet, was
attending school at Southwell Camp. Henry Roberts sold an ox to Henry Shone for £5 10s. On 11
January Johan Wienand, resident magistrate at Bathurst, called for tenders for handcuffs, leg irons, a
set of stocks, a whipping post, four cat-o-nine-tails and other disciplinary items. Edward Forbes was
supplying meat for Bathurst Prison. Peter Buyskes held the Stamp Office at Bathurst. Retail Licenses
for the year were issued to five shopkeepers. Thomas Brown of Reed Fountain in the Southwell
district proposed to sell a ship’s boat that had been stranded near the Kariega River mouth if it was not
identified and claimed by the owner. Henry and Ann Shone went with Richard Bradfield to Port
Frances to bathe. While there, they bought meal at 12s per bushel and tea at £1 5s per box.
Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman had arrived in the Southwell district. On 30 January he baptised
James, son of William Cock Jnr, with Edward Irving as sponsor and at the Camp celebrated Holy
Communion in the School-chapel, which had reopened. From there he moved to Reed Fountain.855
Lieut. Surmon went to William Mountford’s place to trace his missing cattle, which were then
recovered. Glenfillan Park in Southwell was offered for sale. Thomas Hartley Jnr applied for a liquor
licence while Thomas Berrington, Samuel McArthur and John Collins applied for inn licences.
McArthur, son-in-law of Jeremiah Goldswain, had obtained the management of Bathurst Inn from the
Hartley family. The licences were forthcoming on 14 April. Henry Shone was making vinegar from
‘prickly pears’. At the end of February 1853 the Albany Rangers were disbanded. On 2 March, after
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the rebels had been pardoned in a Proclamation of Peace, and the formal hostilities had ceased,
William Lloyd’s oxen were taken near Grahamstown. On 4 March Benjamin Keeton, principal
founder of Southwell, was witness to the marriage of Elizabeth Vice and John Manley. A daughter of
Edward Brown of Reed Fountain, Susannah, aged just one year, had died. She was buried at
Southwell by the Rev. Henry Waters.
The Clumber School held its Anniversary on 7 March. Ten shillings each had been paid to
Thomas Tarr and William Foxcroft for work done on Clumber Chapel. It had been decided to build a
church at Southwell, partly in memory of Field-cornet William Gray who had died in the offensive
against the rebel Khoi. The Rev. Henry Waters wrote to Graaff-Reinet informing George Southey Jnr
of the plan and asking for his support. £5 was forthcoming the following month along with a promise
to collect more funds.
Thomas Shone pruned William Mandy’s vines. Richard Bradfield of the Nottingham party
took Hannah Potter and Mrs Lee from Grahamstown to Port Frances. After a week, Henry Shone sent
his wagon to take them back to William Mandy’s farm. Richard Nicholas had died at Port Frances
aged 62 years. Buried by the Rev. Henry Waters at Southwell, he left a widow and eight children.
Thomas Shone collected his possessions at Timm’s Camp and left to stay at William Mandy’s. He left
behind his wagon and Elizabeth’s tombstone.856
In early April Thomas Shone cut some letters on his wife, Elizabeth’s, tombstone. Edward, son of
CMR Capt. Joseph Salis, was baptised at Southwell by the Rev. Waters. Jane Salis was the sponsor.
Bathurst Lot Nos. 2, 6 and 12, in the estate of Thomas Hartley, were offered for sale. Lot 2 included a
two-storeyed house and Lot 12 also included a house. George Tarr’s Wentworth Park of 344 morgen
was offered for sale as were twenty cattle of Thomas Nelson and some furniture of Isaac Wiggall.
Mary, daughter of the late William Pike, was married to Richard Forrester by the Rev. George Green.
More gold was found in the Kowie River valley. William Cock Jnr had found gold-bearing schist
while prospecting. On 25 April Thomas Shone paid William Cadwallader 5s for pew-rent in Clumber
Church up to the following 31 March. Thomas Bradfield of the Nottinghamshire family was amongst
a number of Lower Albany people to apply for farms in the new district of Victoria. Fifty AMP
remained stationed in Lower Albany. A comet was observed from Lower Albany on 30 April 1853.857
In May 1853 S Cloete was appointed Clerk to the Magistrate and also Distributor of Stamps in place
of Peter Buyskes in Bathurst. Surgeon William Guybon Atherstone, originally from Nottingham, had
a keen interest in geology. He examined the schist collected by William Cock Jnr in the Kowie River
Valley and confirmed it contained some gold. By now Matthew Dixon was shoemaking in Bathurst.
The price of clay out of Clay Pits was 2s 6d per 100 lbs at this time. The Xhosa people were buying
several hundred tons annually, which was delivered by the cart load. John Westcott was now at
Barville Park along with married couple William and Amelia Holdstock. On 16 May Thomas Shone
completed a pair of pumps for Mary Woods of Bathurst.
Benjamin Keeton was appointed Steward of the Grahamstown Races. By May he had given
five acres of land and £100 for the proposed church at Southwell, which would contain a memorial to
William Gray deceased, the former Field-cornet. Additional donations were being sought. John Ford
the younger was now at Lombard’s Post in the Southwell district, but Thomas Pike had moved from
Lower Albany to Grahamstown and Thomas Torr was on the James party location. Julia Waters and
Jessie Fuller were attending Southwell School. Joseph Marnemtel of Port Frances had died aged just
11 months and was buried at Southwell by the Rev. Henry Waters. It was estimated by this time that
some ninety of the original 1820 Settlers had been killed in wars and raids since their arrival.858
Henry Shone completed repairs to the Clumber Church bell in early June. A daughter of the Rev.
James Barrow, Margaret, was baptised at Bathurst with three of the Bowker family as sponsors. The
Rev. John Wilson was now the principal of the Bathurst Methodist Circuit. Allotment No. 23 in
Clumber, about two hundred acres, was the subject of a sale on 17 June 1853. Two appointments were
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made in Bathurst. Cornelius Cock became Justice of the Peace, while Robert Kilby was appointed the
Postmaster. In the same month Cock resigned as Field-cornet of Southwell. Charles Penny Jnr, now
residing at Wolf’s Crag, was tipped to succeed him. Wentworth Park, adjoining White’s Bush, of 330
morgen (about 660 acres), was offered for sale. John Filmer, aged 83 years, died at Woodlands,
leaving his wife and family. C Renou opened a butchers shop opposite Samuel McArthur’s Bathurst
Inn. On 29 June, the Rev. John Wilson preached at Clumber.859
Thomas Wiggall was now residing at Reed Fountain. On 7 July 1853 Archdeacon Nathaniel
Merriman, the Rev. John Newman, Dean of Cape Town, and the Rev. William Steabler, rode to
Southwell. From there they were accompanied by the Rev. Henry Waters to Port Frances where the
Dean crossed the river by boat, the others riding through the flow. The Rev. Steabler preached at
Southwell School-chapel. On 10 July the annual sermons of the Bathurst Wesleyan Missionary
Auxiliary were preached at Bathurst by the Rev. John Wilson, at Clumber by the Rev. George Green,
and at Reed Fountain and Barville Park by catechist Richard Walker. George Wood was Chairman of
the Missionary Meeting held at Bathurst. The gathering was addressed by William Cadwallader,
catechist Richard Walker and Joseph Jolly, and the collection amounted to £7. Thomas Shone was
growing citrons and gave some to Samuel McArthur at Bathurst. By this time Henry Shone was
burning charcoal and obtained a sheep from C Renou.
The road from Bathurst to Grahamstown ran through Langholm. The Board of Public Roads
announced their intention to divert it around the farm. Benjamin Keeton had already been appointed
Steward of the Grahamstown Races. In July he took up the reins as Steward of the Manley’s Flat
Races. Emily Hobbs was baptised by the Rev. John Wilson at Barville Park. On 26 July the Rev. John
Wilson presided over the marriage of John Bradfield the younger, of Clumber, to Elizabeth Tarr, with
James Tarr and Susannah Bradfield as witnesses. Constable John McDougal bought Henry Shone’s
horse.860
As far as local affairs are concerned, August 1853 began with the marriage of Clarissa Reiken to Peter
Mitchley, Grahamstown wagon maker, at Clumber, by the Rev. John Wilson. By now James Elliott
was at Trappes Valley, but Samuel Elliott remained at Clumber. The Bathurst Inn had been
refurbished and was offered for sale. Jeremiah Goldswain Jnr of Bathurst was the contact for
interested parties. Lot No. 39 at Bathurst was taken up by the Trustees of the Bathurst Church. On 24
August Thomas Hartley Jnr’s daughter, Amelia, was married at Bathurst by the Rev. John Wilson, to
Richard Page from the village. Emma Hartley was the witness. By the end of the month Thomas
Shone Jnr had moved to Grahamstown to work as a mechanic. 29 August was Polling Day at Bathurst
for the Parliamentary Election. The register of names at the Bathurst Public Office was attended by
John Campbell, the Registering Officer. Polling was concluded in an orderly fashion on the following
day.861
Polling at Southwell began on 1 September 1853 where John Campbell was again the presiding
officer operating out of the Traveller’s Rest. Polling was completed the following day. Postage stamps
were introduced at 4d for a letter of ½ ounce, and 1d for newspapers. John Lincoln of Merville, a
miller, was married at Southwell by the Rev. Henry Waters, to Mary Keating. The witnesses were
Isabella Waters and John Knight. Job Waters was living in the district. After an influx of newcomers
into the region following the recent war, in Lower Albany at this time there were 188 men capable of
bearing arms. S Cloete was appointed a Justice of the Peace for Bathurst. The Bathurst Board of
Relief was awarded £150 for distribution to the men who had suffered losses in the recent war. By this
time Stephen Dell, with Edward Dell Jnr, owned 1,500 acres under cultivation at Barville Park. They
were working ten ploughs covering three acres per day. Amongst their crops were oat hay, wheat and
maize.862
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In October Mr Welsh was assisting Henry Shone with hoeing. Once again, George Dyason offered
Rokeby Park for sale. Aged just one year, Edward Thompson Jnr of Hope Farm had died and was
buried on 2 November 1853 at Southwell by the Rev. Henry Waters. Thomas Corbett wanted to give
up farming and at his farm on Glendower he offered his crops, implements and livestock for sale.
Sixty-seven lots in Bathurst were offered for sale by the government in Trappes Street, King’s Road,
Kowie Road, and elsewhere. Thomas Shone paid his pew rent at Clumber Chapel, amounting to 4s, to
William Cadwallader. George Hodgkinson was amongst a list of local persons applying for grants of
farms in the new Victoria district and at the Kat River Settlement. John Harley was appointed
Sergeant of the Armed Mounted Police at Merville Station in Southwell. His six children were
baptised at Southwell with W Townsend as the sponsor. John Pike, of the Nottinghamshire family,
was now at Merino, Seven Fountains. On 30 November, he had two head of cattle taken. On 1
December 1853 Philip Powell preached at Clumber. Johan Wienand, the Resident Magistrate of
Bathurst, again called for tenders for restraints including leg irons and handcuffs.863
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CHAPTER 21
GOVERNOR GREY, THE GREAT CATTLE KILLING DELUSION
AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS IN LOWER ALBANY
Arrival and progress of Governor Sir George Grey864
After the War of Umlanjeni, the Eighth Frontier War, the Xhosas were not only defeated, but they had
been deprived of their favoured lands, lost many cattle, and lost the best of their young fighters. They
had become largely dependent on the colonial markets for their economy, but at the same time had not
been absorbed into the colonial system. They had maintained their integrity as a distinct nation and
were determined to hang on to this identity as their only favourable outcome of the war. Yet, even this
singular cause for celebration was about to be nullified. Coinciding with the development of a
widespread and fatal cattle disease, the appointment of a new governor led to the reversal of certain
native policies. A combination of related factors and perplexing circumstances culminated in one of
the most mysterious and distressing episodes in South African history.
Sir George Grey was born prematurely in Lisbon when his heavily
pregnant mother heard the news that her husband, George Grey Snr, had
been killed in action in the storming of Badajoz. His mother remarried
and his stepfather, a baronet, was a clergyman at Bodiam near the Royal
Military College (RMC) at Sandhurst. Brought up in company with the
English minor gentry, George entered the RMC as a cadet and,
commissioned at the age of seventeen, spent six years helping to impose
English laws amongst the rebellious Irish peasantry. He began to see
emigration as an answer to the problems of chronic poverty and social
division in Britain and eyed lands in the southern hemisphere for future
colonisation. Two expeditions in north-western Australia were ultimately
unsuccessful, largely through Grey’s poor management, but he earned a
Sir George Edward Grey
reputation as an explorer, named several topographical features, met with
and described native peoples and their habits, and collected numerous specimens of flora and fauna.
He was offered a provisional appointment as magistrate for Albany, Western Australia, which
afforded some experience in the management of aborigines.
From his experiences in Australia Grey began to formulate policies towards native peoples
that he would implement in New Zealand and at the Cape, with rather more success in the former than
in the latter. In particular he rejected the notion that, where there were barbarous customs, they should
be tolerated providing they were inflicted within the native community. He felt that they were as
capable as any branch of humanity of aspiring to a high degree of civilisation, but that they were often
trapped within a culture of savagery promoted by their ancestors and elders:
To believe that man in a savage state is endowed with freedom of thought or action is erroneous in the
highest degree. He is in reality subjected to complex laws, which not only deprive him of all free
agency of thought, but, at the same time, by allowing no scope whatever for the development of
intellect, benevolence or any other great moral qualification, they necessarily bind him down in a
hopeless state of barbarism, from which it is impossible for man to emerge, so long as he is enthralled
by these customs...

Given the freedom to choose, the typical Maori would doubtless opt for a British form of civilisation
rather than customs based on revenge which, with access to muskets, had resulted in Maori selfdestruction on an epic scale. Yet Grey, an avid scholar in any case, was keen to understand their
language, traditions and motivations from an intellectual perspective as well as to facilitate effective
communication with their chiefs. His work as Governor of New Zealand (1845-54) included several
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community projects which were well-received, often implemented with the constructive support of the
missionaries, especially the Williams brothers from Nottinghamshire. In particular Grey sponsored
and approved schools, hospitals and public works, but at the same time he refrained from excessive
interference with the Maori chiefs, their traditions and their laws. Even so, his policies in New
Zealand were not universally popular and sparked the concept of a Maori King. Moreover, the native
peoples suffered greatly through his deceptions, brutal forms of enforcement, and from the loss of
their tribal locations to an extent measured in terms of millions of acres.
The artful governor succeeded in impressing much of the home government with his
performance in the Antipodes, so much so, that he was rewarded with a knighthood and his
appointment as Governor at the Cape of Good Hope.
Sir George Grey arrived at Cape Town on 4 December 1854 relieving Acting Governor
Darling. His most pressing concerns, he found, were in respect of British Kaffraria after receiving
disturbing reports from the de facto governor of that part, Colonel Maclean, and others. The most
alarming caution was of a possible alliance between the Fingo and Xhosa populations. The
relationship between these two peoples had thus far been hostile, a factor affording some source of
security for the colonists. The British Government had saved the Fingos from an onslaught and
provided a protected location for their occupation, but now, seemingly, they were prepared to spurn
their benefactors. The colony was ill equipped to deal with a combination of this nature. In Fingo
locations alone there were some 23,000 persons, 5,000 of whom held arms and were competent in
their use. In British Kaffraria there were 2,541 colonial soldiers across 16 widely dispersed posts and
the combined services of Albany and Fort Beaufort numbered 1,391 men in 13 separate posts. It was
rumoured there would be a marriage between Sandilli and a daughter of leading Fingo Chief Jokweni.
Furthermore, Chief Kreli was advocating Fingo and Xhosa alliances through marriage.
In 1855 the new governor was provided with an opportunity to monitor the progress of an
especially brutal example of witchcraft, a case which would serve to elucidate his abhorrence of the
kind of savagery from which the ordinary Xhosa would wish to be freed. A dead hare was found in
the hut of Nozi which, according to Xhosa belief, could only have been placed there to bewitch Toise,
his chief. This called for the services of a witch doctor to seek out and identify the witch. After an
extraordinary dance before the chief a doctor named Kolosa was identified as one of two guilty
parties. Qankwana was appointed to deal with Kolosa by whatever means he saw fit. With riems of
oxhide around his neck, Kolosa was led to his kraal and placed between two fires. The skin from his
sides and legs was burnt and, in an appalling state, he was left to continue his suffering. Covertly, his
friend, Umfengele, released him and conducted him to his own hut. The following morning a party
arrived at Kolosa’s hut with orders from Chief Toise to kill him, but the victim had hidden in a bush
and had escaped to reach the safety of Christian Chief Kama’s people at Middle Drift. Kama’s people
reported the case and it came before the governor. Kolosa’s cattle, seventy in all, had been divided
between Toise and his counsellors. The other ‘guilty’ party had been burnt to death. At this time Toise
had been in receipt of a pension from the government of £60 per annum. Grey decided that, out of
this, the widow of the man who had been burnt to death would receive a pension and Umfengele
would receive a reward. The presiding witch doctor was banished as a fraudster, and his fellow
practitioners suffered a severe setback to their enterprises.
According to Mr Charles Brownlee, who had the means to discover proceedings between the
tribes, the Xhosas thought that they themselves had made a mistake in treating the Fingos with
contempt. They now saw their former ‘dogs’ as of the pure blood of ‘the great house of the interior’.
In any case, Xhosa numbers were so depleted that for any war to take place they needed a strong ally
with a proven record in fighting. For their part, the Fingos, who had been compelled to accept
Europeans into their locations, saw war as a means to retain their traditions and customs which they
considered to be under threat from a new form of administration. Brownlee learned that Sandilli, but
for the weariness of his people, was ready for war, and that Umhala, in demonstrating neutrality
during the recent war, was untrue to his inner feeling. The principal concern of the alienated Xhosa
chiefs was that of the loss of their favoured tracts of land. The Fingos harboured similar grievances.
Experience of the frontier conflicts to date was that the Xhosas, especially the Gaikas, gave
no open declaration of war, but commenced their invasions without warning. Yet the authorities had
become familiar with indications of their preparations for war and such signs were now in view.
Numbers of servants were leaving their employment without a clear explanation and were
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congregating in places suited to maintaining their safety. Lieut.-General Sir James Jackson, a veteran
soldier, in command of the forces in Xhosaland, and Lieut.-Governor of the Eastern Province, was in
receipt of confidential reports by trusted long-serving Fingo and Xhosa servants that plans were in
progress for an imminent outbreak. Furthermore, the frontier farmers had read the early signs and
numbers of them were preparing to leave their farms, some having already moved out in the direction
of the military stations. The pattern was familiar. Jackson called for reinforcements including a
contingent of the notoriously brutal 73rd Regiment. Grey discovered that secret communications had
been taking place between Basuto Chief Moshesh and Kreli (Sarhilli), the paramount Chief of all
Xhosas. They were contemplating some form of alliance in war. Moshesh was puffed up from his
defeat of the English at Berea using just a fraction of his army. With his full force he might be able to
destroy all of the English.
The new governor’s policy, which he had formulated and despatched to the Secretary of
State within a few weeks of his arrival at the Cape, was couched in terms of a cost saving plan. The
recent war had drawn funding at a rate of £1 million per annum. A
repeat of such an expenditure stream seemed likely and imminent if
his proposed measures were not introduced, and those measures
would cost just £40,000 per annum reducing after a time as the
scheme progressed. The policy was based on a strategy for the
integration of the races, a plan which was not dissimilar to that carried
out by Sir Harry Smith, and in sharp contrast with that left in place by
Cathcart. As with New Zealand, the policy relied on making friends
of the threatening natives by providing road works and other
remunerative public works, industrial schools for training in valuable
trades and skills, schools for their education (especially valued by the
Maoris in New Zealand), and hospitals for the care of the sick. In this
way they would become inured to a more European form of
Moshesh (Moshoeshoe,
Mshweshwe or Moshweshwe)
civilisation and appreciative of Christian values and traditions.
with his ministers
The implementation of Grey’s policy would depend on a
more thorough appreciation of circumstances on the ground. To this end he used the lull between
hostilities to visit the East, and reached Grahamstown on 31 January 1855. There he witnessed the
fear felt amongst the colonists that peace may be temporary, confirming his view that the current
circumstance was that of an ‘armed truce’. He ventured into Xhosaland where, with the assistance of
Mr Brownlee, he met Sandilli, one of the most powerful and influential Xhosa chiefs. Brownlee
informed Grey that Sandilli did not want to meet any more governors. For his part, Grey said he
would only meet the chiefs if they visited him at an agreed military post and he did not want to
engage in mass summit meetings with them. He knew such a stance would entice them to come and
see him. The outcome was that Sandilli, Macoma, Anta and other chiefs, with 800 unarmed followers,
visited the governor at Dohne Post. Sandilli wanted to return to his former lands. Grey was noncommittal and talked about the current outbreak of cattle lung sickness and other non-contentious
matters. They were treated to gifts of bullocks, blankets and tobacco, and the parties parted on fairly
amicable terms.
The excursion by Governor Grey served in the main to confirm the correctness of his policy,
but he was not convinced that the Fingos would join the Xhosas in a war. They were, however, less
than content as the lands they now occupied were inadequate for their needs and they complained of
undue interference of the authorities in their ceremonies and traditions.
Another idea from New Zealand was the introduction of military pensioners who remained
capable of service in the forces. With their families they would be invited to take up building plots, at
first in King William’s Town and in Alice. In the event of an outbreak of hostilities they would man
the military garrisons freeing the regular soldiers for service out in the field.
The supplementary proposal for pensioners, and the original features of his policy, along with
condemnation of the concept of neutral territories and buffer zones, were presented at his first session
of the Cape Parliament in a lengthy and persuasive speech. To give effect to his plan for integration of
the races he would encourage Europeans to settle amongst the populations in Xhosaland to engage in
projects using native labour and to lead by example. He also wanted a separate government for
Xhosaland. Turning to the introduction of military pensioners, they were to be 45 years of age or less,
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with their wives, and up to five children. They were to commit to serve for at least seven years and
never in that time to move more than five miles from their military posts. Every Sunday they would
attend a church parade sporting their arms. Each family would be afforded a free passage to the
Buffalo River mouth (East London) and be allotted a piece of land with a cottage, which would revert
to their ownership after their seven years of service. For enforcement, the existing mounted police
would effectively be replaced by a new force, which materialised as the Frontier Armed and Mounted
Police (FAMP) under the experienced and distinguished commander, Sir Walter Currie.
In his speech Grey turned his attention to the thorny political questions in respect of the
republics of the Orange Free State and Transvaal. He feared for the Boers in their relations with the
native peoples. These exiles were adherents to the Dutch Reformed Church, an institution he thought
had much to offer in respect of addressing their limited capacities for instruction, religion and
administration. He proposed the endowment of at least one Theological Chair, the incumbents to be
chosen by the Church Synod.
Taking place on 15 March 1855, the speech was delivered at the opening of the second Cape
Parliament, but it was the first parliament for the new governor. He must have been apprehensive of
the reaction from those with far more experience of Cape affairs than he. He called for the opinions of
members and asked for support in his request for the first tranche of £40,000 from the British
Government to implement his policy. The speech was sent to the Secretary of State, Lord Russell,
whose reply dated 3 June 1855, being somewhat less than enthusiastic, was, nevertheless, agreeable:
Let me in the first place declare explicitly that it is for no object of dominion or extension of territory
that Great Britain wishes to maintain possession of British Kaffraria. So far as the interests of this
Empire are concerned British Kaffraria might be abandoned and the Eastern districts of the Cape
Colony left unprotected without injury to the power of the United Kingdom, and with a considerable
saving to its finances. But such considerations have not been allowed to prevail. The performance of an
honourable duty to British colonists, the maintenance of a position acquired at great cost both of men
and money, and, lastly, views of comprehensive and vigilant humanity, induce Her Majesty’s
Government to take a very different course. Her Majesty, impelled by these high motives, approves
therefore of the general line of policy which you propose to adopt. It is now my duty however to point
out to you the serious obstacles which may prevent your deriving the immediate benefit you expect
from the measures you have devised. At the root of these obstacles lies the difficulty of supplying
British Kaffraria with a sufficient European population to vanquish in arms and conquer by civilisation
the native tribes. I fear that in British Kaffraria you will find it difficult either to stock the country with
emigrants or to procure from our limited supply of pensioners, a sufficient number of men fulfilling
your conditions and willing to embrace the proposals you hold out to them. Still, what is difficult is not
impossible, and I will do all in my power to forward your design. Could you by the other means which
you propose of employment on public works of establishments for education, of hospitals for the
benefit of the natives and other subsidiary means, obtain an enduring influence over the African tribes.
I should hope that the measure of sending pensioners from the country might succeed as well in
Kaffraria as in New Zealand. I must frankly tell you however that perseverance in these measures must
depend on the willingness of the Colonial Legislative to assist and promote your views. We cannot
undertake to help the Cape Colony unless the Cape Colony is ready to take its proper share in the task.
You will understand, therefore, that the grant of £40,000 now assented to and the measure of sending
pensioners to the Eastern districts of the Colony are adopted in the hope that the Colonial Legislative
will concur in your enlightened views and assist them in the most liberal manner.

The pensioner scheme failed to attract meaningful numbers, only 107 enrolling for the first 1,000
places, and for some of those it was doubted they would ever complete the move. The scheme was
abandoned, but plots had been surveyed and cottages built, which were ultimately occupied by
married regular soldiers. Conversely, the plan to induce Xhosas to take up employment on public
works was a success. Road building was by far the most attractive proposition causing Governor
Grey, as early as June 1855, to declare “The most warlike of the Gaikas were taking to the public
works and labour with all enthusiasm”. The take up was such that there were many more applicants
than positions and many enthusiastic workers were turned away. Approximately 750-1,000 workers
were continually employed on the roads. By June 1857 there were 2,194 employed, but this high
number was mainly as a result of extensive poverty and starvation arising from the cattle killing
delusion yet to be described in this chapter.
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The road building scheme not only provided employment, but also open access to new tracts
of conquered land, and communication between distant towns and villages. At an early stage Grey
understood the benefits that might arise for the military using the new roads to move allied men and
arms in the event of a conflict. It was less likely that the enemy, experienced in their form of guerrilla
warfare, the use of old animal tracks, and the cover of the bush, would make open use of the roads.
Within the road building workforce there were pay scales based on levels of responsibility.
One in sixteen was designated a first class overseer earning 1s per day plus rations. One in eight was a
second class overseer on 9d per day plus rations, while the basic labourer, with his pick and shovel,
received 6d per day with rations. The average cost per man was £16 5s 6d per annum and at that they
were content. Nevertheless, the military were always in attendance ready to monitor the workforce
while ever the fear of an outbreak of hostilities remained. It was important for Grey to press on with
the other aspects of his policy to increase the integration of the native peoples and let them see the full
benefits of a Christian civilisation. Using a significant proportion of his British Government grant he
promoted and enhanced the missionary stations already in place and established new ones. The longestablished Lovedale Station was granted a sum to advance the industrial aspect of their work with
new buildings specified by Capt. Pilkington. Bishop Armstrong of Grahamstown was given £5,127 to
open new stations amongst the Xhosa tribes of Sandilli, Umhala and Kreli and also St Matthew at
Keiskamma Hoek for the Fingos. 1820 settler, the Rev. John Ayliff, had guided 16,000 Fingos,
released from Hintsa country, to the Peddie district. Grey awarded him £4,000 for a school and
workshop near the small Wesleyan Church about six miles from Fort Beaufort, forming the new
station called Healdtown. This is now a thriving small town where once Nelson Mandela completed
his schooling in Matric. Grey’s attention to the mission stations was not restricted to the Eastern
Province and Xhosaland. In conjunction with Bishop Robert Gray of Cape Town he established the
comprehensive institution of Zonnebloem, originally intended for the children of native chiefs, many
from far flung places. It was outgrown and in 1860 a larger site was acquired at Woodstock nearer to
the municipality, funded in a large measure by prominent pious people in England.
The governor understood that, while ever the practice of the witch doctor was maintained,
there was a risk that all of his schemes for civilising the natives might be undermined. His plan was to
introduce orthodox and comprehensive European practices with demonstrable medical benefits that
would expose the witch doctors to ridicule and scepticism. Dr Bindon of the 6th Regiment, stationed at
Dohne Post, treated several Xhosa cases which had been abandoned by the witch doctors. This
success was noticed by the Xhosa population and paved the way for the establishment of a hospital at
King William’s Town. It was competently, but inexpensively built, using soldiers and Xhosa labour.
Resident and distinguished Dr J P Fitzgerald, who had been a student at Glasgow University and a
great success with Maoris in New Zealand, was appointed principally as a specialist eye surgeon, but
he was competent across a wide medical field. After his arrival in March 1856 the hospital became
very busy with patients from a local and distant catchment presenting a range of medical complaints.
By June 1858 over 11,000 patients had been treated including several blind natives who were restored
to full sight. One who had been blind for sixteen years was moved to write to Queen Victoria saying,
‘now I see perfectly, I see everything, I can see the stars and the moon and the sun. I used to be led
before, but now O Queen, I am able to walk by myself’. The overworked Fitzgerald was forced to
retire through ill health and in 1859 he returned to England, but by now the experiment had achieved
the aim of discrediting the fraudulent witch doctors, and others continued the good work.
Flushed with success Governor Grey embarked on a second excursion to the east, this time to
encompass the Orange Free State and Natal. At Paarl he was pleased to learn that there was no
distinction between the races in matters of education. At Volksraad, beyond the Orange River in the
Free State, he was received with some enthusiasm in the expectation he would be instrumental in
helping to solve their problems as a new Republic in the midst of threatening native peoples, most
noticeably those under Chief Moshesh. In a meeting Grey reminded the great Basuto chief of his
anxiety for peace and, in the presence of Free State President Boshof, complained of the continual
subjection of poor Boer farmers to the theft of their horses and livestock, and gave facts and figures to
press home his case. Moshesh preferred to defer such distasteful matters to later consideration by the
exchange of correspondence, but was compelled by Grey to at least admit that the thieves in his midst
did not confide in him when they were to go out to steal, and that he did not have the means to stamp
out the practice.
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After the meeting a peace treaty was signed by Boshof and Moshesh, but as this was at a time
when Moshesh was colluding with Kreli in the prospect of a new war against the colonists, it was of
little value. In any case a principal aspect of the treaty was that anyone entering the Free State from
Moshesh’s territory would be obliged to obtain a pass from one of an agreed list of chiefs, but three of
the chief s, Moletzani, Letsea, and Poshuli, were numbered amongst the most culpable of the thieves.
Such chiefs were also expected to trace and apprehend guilty parties bringing stolen livestock back
into their territories. This reflected the Stockenstrom intention of 1836 which, in the end, encouraged,
rather than diminished, the practice of cattle theft. The treaty provided for reciprocal arrangements to
remove squatters of Boers in Moshesh territory and vice versa. This and other matters of land tenure
were to be jointly decided by Boshof and Moshesh. Perhaps inevitably, war broke out between the
two sides a short time after the treaty agreement.
In Natal Grey approved of the harbour works and was particularly impressed with the
development of the sugar cane industry, especially in view of the small population. He envisaged a
prosperous country based on the sugar, cotton and coffee trades providing they could address the
shortage of manpower. The many African natives in the country generally made unreliable workers, a
factor which led Grey to encourage the immigration of coolie labour from the Indian Subcontinent. At
the time the demand for coolies from the West Indies and from within India itself was high and they
were paying higher wages than Natal. There was also an ‘anti-coolies’ majority in the Legislative
Council. But by 1860 the demand for labour was more acutely felt and £5,000 was voted to transport
numbers of workers from India to southern Africa. From that time the Indian population in Natal has
grown steadily.
As has been stated, General Cathcart’s legacy to permit the native peoples to conduct their
affairs according to their own traditions and customs, providing they did not interfere with the
colonists and other groups, was rejected by Governor Grey. During his excursion Grey had left it to
Colonel Maclean to introduce a British military or civil resident alongside each principal chief to
guide him in the fair conduct of the people, of whatever race, within his territory. The chiefs would no
longer award fines against their people, hitherto their principal source of income and control, but they
would receive a fixed salary. The process of implementation would involve an interview with each
chief who would be convinced, rather then compelled, to accept the allotted British resident. Though
Maclean, who was by now familiar with the propensity of the natives to cling to their savage
traditions, harboured personal doubts about the plan, he embarked on the process constructively. The
first such meeting was conducted by Grey himself when he met Sandilli, his half brother Xhoxho, and
their people, on his way to Aliwal North during his recent tour. Sandilli’s need for buttons for new
cloaks for four of his wives was important. Grey persuaded him that his salary of £96 per annum plus
£180 between his counsellors would easily provide for the buttons and much more besides. His
counsellor Soga was opposed as he felt that Grey was taking away the freedom they had been
awarded by Cathcart. If Grey had so much influence that he could reverse Cathcart’s policy, then he
had the power to give them back their country from which they had been driven. This meeting was
inconclusive as were many others, and many were adjourned to facilitate lengthy private discussions.
Chiefs felt that the proposals would only serve to diminish their authority and prestige in the eyes of
their tribes. The most frequent objections raised by the chiefs were in relation to the nature of their
allotted British resident, who was called a Magistrate. Major Gawler, for instance, was regarded by
Umhala as a strict disciplinarian given to ruling by the sjambock. Ultimately, in the face of the
persuasive arguments of Brownlee and Maclean, the chiefs capitulated and accepted their chosen
magistrates. The new government of British Kaffraria came into force on 1 January 1856 from which
point the chiefs began to earn their fixed salaries. The magistrates appointed were:
Macoma: Lieut. Lucas
Anta; Capt. Robertson
Umhala; Major Gawler
Kama; Capt. Reeve
Pato; Mr Vigne
Sandilli; Mr Charles Brownlee
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It is likely the chiefs were pleased to receive their new form of income as they were in the
midst of a catastrophe that was causing them a terrible depletion in their
wealth. In the early 1850s Britain had suffered seriously from an
epidemic of fatal cattle lung sickness. This most excruciating of killer
infections spread to Continental Europe and in 1854, the year in which
Governor Grey arrived in South Africa, an infected bull from Holland
reached Mossel Bay at the Cape. As a result, in the Western Province the
number of cattle destroyed was 21,720, and in the Eastern Province,
92,792. About the same time another infection destroyed over 107,000
horses.
The great cattle killing delusion865

Anta kaNgqika

Defeated in war, facing huge losses from the infected animals, the Xhosa peoples can be forgiven for
hoping for a miracle and for being prepared to cling to anything offering some prospect of a release
from their miserable state. Umlangeni, the prophet who had inspired the recent war, was not yet fully
discredited. He had predicted the disease amongst the cattle and a rumour was circulating that he had
risen from the dead and was living in Moshesh country. Now he was said to predict that the cattle
destroyed by lung sickness would rise again and there would be a resurrection of their people who had
been killed in the war. Many of their ancestors, they thought, had already risen in the form of
Russians and were defeating the English overseas in the Crimean War. Somehow in early 1856 the
cattle epidemic and the idea of another war became intertwined and a mysterious and disastrous
movement commenced. In July of that year a rumour reached Col. Maclean at Fort Murray that a new
prophet had arisen beyond the Kei River mouth. The identity of the prophet was not known, but there
were vague reports that he predicted the resurrection of Xhosa ancestors who had died long ago, that
some had been reborn as Russians, and others would emerge from the sea. They would combine in a
force against the British, multitudes of healthy cattle would replace their fated stocks, and there would
be new bumper crops of good corn to replace that destroyed by the colonial forces during the war.
This miracle of good fortune was dependent, according to the prophet, on the removal of all tainted
wealth. They must destroy all remaining cattle and their stocks of corn. Success was also dependent
on the Xhosas discarding their pagan charms. There was much scepticism, but cattle killing had
already commenced in Kreli’s country.
Though the stories of the prophet vary it is generally understood that the name of the prophet
was Umhlakaza (or Mhlakaza) and that he operated near the mouth of the small Gxara River about
four miles east of the Great Kei River. Running through undulating and craggy ground it forms a wide
estuary at the sea. In an isolated spot on the west bank was a collection of Xhosa huts and a field of
mealies (Xhosa corn). This was Umhlakaza’s kraal. It seems he was a witch doctor prophet and
counsellor of paramount Chief Kreli. An orphaned girl living at the kraal, Nonqause, of about sixteen
years, was said to be his niece. Her principal duty was to move among the crops to frighten away
destructive birds. Once, while out in the field, she was startled by the appearance of ten young men
and, though apprehensive, she engaged in conversation with them. Her uncle was not surprised when
she reported the occurrence and commanded her to go again to the place and talk to the men. This she
did and was accompanied by him. The men duly appeared and, though they were invisible to
Umhlakaza, he was able to use Nonqause as a sort of medium for communication. They said they
were the people who had come to order them to destroy their remaining cattle and corn stocks and to
cease cultivating their lands. This message they must spread far and wide so that all of their peoples
would do likewise.
The origin and identity of Umhlakaza remains, to this day, the subject of some debate, one
prominent hypothesis being that he was a travelling companion of Archdeacon Merriman, who
became a catechist at Southwell. Their long journeys together, generally on foot, many of which took
place during the period of the War of Umlanjeni and the early part of the cattle killing disaster, are
recorded in the Archdeacon’s journals. Apart from the contention that the relationship between the
two men was to change ‘the whole course of South African history’ the journals cover interesting
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visits to the Nottinghamshire-based settler locations at a crucial time. At about the same period in
history the new Bishop of Cape Town, Robert Gray, and certain other clergymen, all with connections
to the Nottinghamshire locations, and with Merriman, arrived in the colony. Some consideration of
these matters is provided later in this chapter.
No doubt cajoled by her uncle, Nonqause wasted no time in spreading her message of
destruction. The rumour mill swung into rapid action, but the message was not always consistent. One
version said the meeting with the young men took place in the bush and they had represented
themselves as Gaika, Ndlambe and other long dead chiefs and counsellors. Nonetheless, the principal
instructions were clear and chiefs were obliged to decide whether they were ‘Believers’ (Abatama) or
‘Unbelievers’ (Amagogotya), or, in some cases, pretended Believers to promote some personal
advantage. In the country originating the message, the Transkei, cattle killing on a large scale began
almost immediately, led by Umhlakaza’s own example. In the Ciskei there was widespread scepticism
and the idea that ancestors were being reborn as Russians was treated with derision. According to
prophecy, if the Xhosas parted with their cattle in some way, they were not necessarily obliged to
destroy them. In this way many of Kreli’s cattle were sold at greatly reduced prices in British
Kaffraria. Such cattle, healthy cattle, were taken up by Europeans and by unbelieving Xhosas who
were pleased to receive cheap livestock. In time Governor Grey noticed the impending disaster about
to overtake multitudes of the Xhosa people, sometimes termed the ‘National Suicide’ or the ‘Great
Cattle Killing Delusion’. In an attempt to diminish the effects he instructed government officials to
buy cattle and abandoned corn stocks and to hold them at King William’s Town ready for distribution
to the most desperate and starving victims. However, whether to comply with the order, or to stave off
starvation, great numbers of cattle were slaughtered and left to rot or were consumed as food by
wildlife and the people. Some simply chose to over-indulge themselves on the abundant supply of
meat.
In response to the many and varied rumours out of Kreli’s country, Col. Maclean, Mr
Brownlee and Col. Gawler sent in Xhosa spies to discover their source and nature. Apparently those
ancestors who had been killed by snake bites or by drowning were tainted and would not be reborn.
The resurrected ancestors, or those to be resurrected, would wear black karosses and be armed with
assegais, but no guns. Brownlee’s spies made direct contact with the prophet who assured them that
he had seen his arisen son who had died eighteen months earlier, his deceased brother (Nonqause’s
father), and also a favourite horse. Similar pronouncements had been heard by Col. Gawler’s
informants. Curiously, a fresh ear of corn and a pot of Xhosa beer had also risen from the dead. The
predictions included a series of pronouncements as to where and when the ‘Russians’ and their long
lost ancestors would appear, and the abundance of cattle and corn would materialise.
Brownlee and other magistrates travelled their districts to dissuade the people from
participation in the cruel demands of the prophecy. They did what they could to divert the rampant
message, minimise suffering, and prevent the looming disaster. For a time the vacillating Sandilli, in
Brownlee’s district, poured scorn on the movement and forbade his people to kill their cattle, but later
empathised with the most ardent of the Believers. Macoma, still smarting from the effects of the failed
prophesies of Umlangeni, thought these new pronouncements were the stories of children and would
not entertain the orders of a deluded new prophet. Kama, with his adherence to the Christian faith,
deported anyone in his territory suspected of collusion with Umhlakaza. The wily Chief Umhala,
whether as a Believer or for other reasons, accepted the need for the prophet’s orders, but was
restrained by his counsellors who rejected the prophecy. Later he replaced his counsellors with more
sympathetic elders and, like Sandilli, came out in open support of the movement. Col. Gawler
withheld the salaries of the new misguided men. Pato had never trusted prophets and preferred to
remain in favour with the government.
The Believers not only thought that the Unbelievers were misguided, but were angry with
them. Any failure within their nation to comply with the conditions of the prophecy would jeopardise
the movement and result in its failure. The resurrected ancestors would not show up, there would be
no abundance of crops, and cattle and the English would not be driven away or destroyed. The
antagonised Believers threatened and committed actual acts of violence causing the authorities to
provide a protective reserve for the Unbelievers in the Idutywa district.
It is unlikely that Umhlakaza, even less so Nonqause, had originated the cattle killing
movement. There was much evidence that the Basuto Chief Moshesh had been in collusion with Kreli
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for the purposes of commencing a war. Moshesh was under threat because of the propensity of his
people for cattle stealing and for the Free State Boers to retaliate. Eventually, a conflict arose between
them in 1858. It was generally known that, when there was an intensified strain in relations between
the two peoples, the frequency and extent of cattle raids increased and when the Basutos expected an
attack to be made by the Boers they indulged in prophesying.
It seems that Umhlakaza was under the control of Moshesh even though he resided in Kreli’s
country. Moshesh, wanted a black against white war and, by creating a situation of extreme want
amongst the tribes, he would reignite their belligerent sentiments and spark such a war. The cattle
killing movement served his purpose.
Governor Grey kept abreast of events and knew of the collusion between Kreli and Moshesh.
In 1856 he wrote to Kreli predicting starvation, thieving and conflict if the chief persisted in
attempting to win the participation of the people of Sandilli and Umhala in the movement. In
unequivocal terms he would hold Kreli responsible and punishable for whatever transpired in this
regard and advised him to cease the killing of cattle and the destruction of corn. Writing to Moshesh,
Grey referred to the collusion and the evils that he and Kreli intended. He also noted that
Umhlakaza’s prophecy coincided with the proposed termination of his (Moshesh’s) difficulties with
the Free State, in August. When the termination was delayed the rumours of the prophecies declined,
and then in September 1856, as the termination was once again imminent, the rumours revived, with
Kreli active at the hub of the rumour mill. Grey implored Moshesh to explain his behaviour and to
send a message to Kreli advising him to cease the cattle killing and the destruction of crops.
The Believers were taken aback when at the full moon of August, predicted to be a rising of
the ancestors, the resurrections did not happen. They blamed the Unbelievers for the failure through
their non-compliance with the prophecies. The interest in cattle killing waned during September, but
in October the movement again gathered pace and continued in earnest through into late November.
By now the confidence in Umhlakaza and his prophecy had again reached fever pitch and Unbelievers
began to change their allegiance to support the cause, either through conversion, or from fear of the
consequences of non-compliance. Chief Sandilli was impressed by the prophet, but on 16 September
he was visited by the governor who persuaded him to cease killing cattle and to resume the cultivation
of his crops. Yet, after a short time, he reverted to type when he met messengers carrying orders to
Umhala and Pato at Gwali. Allegedly, according to messages, Kreli had visited the prophet and had
seen the people who would bring about the independence of the black tribes. They repeated the order
to engage in cattle killing. Sandilli was immediately taken in and set an example to his people to
resume the killing of their cattle. Perhaps more surprising was the conversion of Pato, an open
supporter of the government, to follow the orders of the movement, and he would not make use of a
plough and seed corn that had been provided for his people. Siwani had visited Umhlakaza and
believed him more than he believed the missionaries and their extracts from the Gospel.
According to Kreli the benefit of cattle killing would be twofold. Firstly, having no livestock,
the tribes would be eager to fight for plunder, and secondly, the fighters would not be distracted by
having to guard cattle in their own country. These factors would make his desired war more likely to
occur. With so many leading chiefs wedded to the cattle killing cause, it is not surprising that the mass
of their peoples participated in the movement. Cattle were destroyed or otherwise disposed of in their
thousands and seasonal planting was missed despite excellent growing conditions. Many tribes
suffered threatened or actual starvation, especially coastal peoples affected by dysentery from eating
large quantities of shell fish. The most desperate families dug for roots or scraped bark from trees for
their morsels of sustenance.
As Believers watched their hard won wealth in cattle disappear, often into the hands of
Unbelievers for minimal prices, they continued their adherence to the cause, and followed Kreli’s
orders to the letter. Gaikas left their work on public projects to return to Kreli’s country and several
roadwork gangs were reduced to negligible numbers. As hundreds attended Nonquase at the Gxara
River mouth she did her best to create a show to persuade them they were hearing bellowing cattle
and seeing the heads of resurrected people floating in the waves. Some visitors were sceptical, others
convinced themselves that they had heard and seen evidence by which they could believe.
By the commencement of 1857 Mr Brownlee estimated that three or four hundred thousand
cattle had been killed or otherwise wasted through the fatal instructions of Chief Kreli, and it was
becoming difficult to contain the vicious rivalry between the Believers and the Unbelievers. Some
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cause for hope arose from the continued postponement of the resurrection of the ancestors causing
more and more to join the ranks of the Unbelievers. Sandilli refused to continue killing his cattle until
there was clear evidence of the prophecy materialising. Umhala too ‘opened his eyes’ and began to
sew crops in contravention of the terms of the prophecy. A further indication of the culpability of
Moshesh as the instigator of this dreadful delusion arose when none other than Kreli broke down
lamenting that there had been no sign of the outcome predicted by Umhlakaza, a sign that he had
personally believed all along. On 20 January 1857, at a great meeting, Kreli acknowledged his
responsibility in respect of the movement and issued a warning to the government:
I have undertaken a thing of which I now entertain my doubts but I am determined to carry it through. I
have a perfect understanding with the other kaffir chiefs. I am paramount and they are my counsellors;
no one opposed me when I first did what I have undertaken. I consider therefore they have approved of
what I have done. I have nothing against the British Government but should the Governor attempt
anything against me, I have dogs that will bite. When there was war I was anxious for the safety of my
flocks, now I can fight and conceal myself without anxiety.

As the demands for the resurrection continued and became overwhelming it was announced that the
appointed time for the big event was the moon of 18 February 1857. The people were advised how the
event would unfold. They repaired their huts in anticipation of a fierce gale and corn pits were cleaned
out. Old emaciated women facing imminent starvation put out their ornaments and finery for their
return to youth. It was rumoured that there would be a blood red sun, possibly two, that would ascend
into the heavens, return, and disappear in the east. The country would be plunged into a deep darkness
as the gale blew up. Graves would open and give up their dead while the corn pits would be filled
with new corn and the land covered with numerous herds of healthy cattle.
It was nearing dawn on the appointed great day and the anticipation amongst the people was
fantastic. But the sun appeared as normal and travelled as usual across the sky to set in the west. The
majority of horror struck people understood that they had been fooled and, in their despondency,
many, already near to extinction, laid down to await their deaths. Some still able to walk made their
way to the government stores, which had been stocked up ready for such an emergency and some,
when they arrived, gorged themselves to death. The official ration was a quarter pound of meat and
one pound of meal per day funded by the government and private subscriptions. Land in the Crown
Reserve had been used for cultivation for the purpose. In the year after the appointed day, up to 28
February 1858, 26,104 hungry people had been fed at a cost of £2,661 10s 6d. There are numerous
accounts of the horrific scenes of dead and dying in the streets. Dr Fitzgerald wrote that he found six
bodies about two miles out of King William’s Town on the Peelton Road, one on the bank of the
river, and two picked up by the police beyond Mr Brownlee’s. Within King William’s Town fifteen
had died in ten days and every day bodies were found. In British Kaffraria the population had reduced
by some 67,024 of which 25,233 had been sent into the colony. Kreli’s tribe must have lost about the
same or possibly more as they had commenced their cattle killing at the outset.
Mr Kennedy, from a vantage point near to the place where the Gaikas brought their cattle for
sale, provided the following heart-rending extract:
I shudder still when I call to mind the dreadful scenes of misery I witnessed during this sad time. Such
edible roots and bulbs as they could find in the ‘veld’ served them for food for a time. The favourite of
these was the tap root of very young mimosa trees, such as were from one to two feet high. The veld in
many parts where the mimosa flourished became so full of holes, where these had been dug up, that it
was quite dangerous to ride over it. A tuber belonging, I believe, to the convolvulus tribe, about as
large as a small potato, and not unpalatable, was also eaten by them. It is known to them by the name
of ‘Tgoutsi’. This kind of food, however, rather hastened their fate, for it brought on dysentery, and
they became living skeletons; numbers of them died, and Kafir skulls and bones were strewn over the
fields. They would doubtless nearly all have perished thus miserably had not the Government
intervened and saved a great many of them. They were told to come to the commissioners and they
would be fed, and when strong enough to travel, be sent into the colony to work. The Gaikas came to
Brownlee in great numbers; many, however, perished by the way, too weak to proceed further. Some I
have seen drop down dead before my door when almost at their journey’s end. Many died after they
arrived, too far gone for the nourishment then even to be of any service: but the greater number
recovered and were despatched in parties [to work] into the colony. A Kafir is naturally generous –
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give one a piece of bread or tobacco, he divides it with his companion: but hunger makes him selfish. I
have seen mothers snatch bread out of their starving children’s mouths, and it has been said, but I
cannot vouch for the truth of this, that one or two instances occurred of mothers devouring their infant
children. This is too horrible to dwell upon. 866

During a period when the movement was waning a new prophetess, Nonkosi, had been recruited to
bolster the message of Umhlakaza and Nonqause. The orphan daughter of a witch doctor known as
Kulwana, she was examined in a special court of investigation at Fort Murray on two occasions. Little
was obtained of her until the court recognised that, like Nonqause, she was merely a pawn being
directed by her superiors and she was assured no harm would befall her if she told the truth. She said
that one day she was playing at the edge of a large pond near the Umpongo River, not far from King
William’s Town, when she was startled by the sudden appearance of the head of a man above the
surface of the water. Though frightened, she returned the next day with friends to witness a
reappearance of the head. This time he spoke claiming he was Umlangeni reborn to put the country
right. Then the heads of other men appeared and made claims they were
Pato, Hintsa, Gaika and others. Nonkosi and her friends must tell the people
that their dead chiefs had risen and ordered them to kill their cattle. She said
she saw the horns of cattle among nearby reeds, heard the bellowing of
animals, and witnessed fire from out of the water, which was burning
nearby huts. Visitors, including Umhala and Sandilli, came to see Nonkosi
at the pond, but they were obliged to make all communications with the
invisible chiefs through her as a medium. Sandilli wanted to know whether
his country, taken from him by the English, would ever be returned.
After Kreli encouraged Umhala to do whatever he could to keep the
cattle killing movement alive, Umhala had called on his favoured
counsellor, Kwitchi, who was arrested and brought before the court in
November 1857. Some way into his examination, as he realised there was
nothing to gain and much to be lost by telling falsehoods, he made a crucial
confession. He admitted he was the man claiming to be Umlanjeni who had
Nonqause and the
appeared in the water before Nonkosi, had reappeared at different places in
younger Nonkosi
the water, and had imitated the bellowing of cattle. He even stated he had
held up a pair of horns amongst the rushes and had set fire to the huts. Umhala had instructed him to
ensure that Nonkosi would publicise what she had seen, that when the people had killed their cattle
many would rise, and that this was the word of Umlanjeni. He said Umhala was not expecting the
prophecy to materialise in the form of the resurrection of people or an abundance of cattle, but that the
whole exercise was a plan to drive the English from the country and to take possession of their
property. The people, deprived of cattle, would be induced to take away those of the English by
means of invasion and warfare. In the process they would regain their former country.
Kwitchi had heard details of the strategy for war. The Gaika chiefs, led by Sandilli, would
meet at the Amotolas to take cattle from the Keiskamma Hoek Post, Umhala and his Ndlambe chiefs
would occupy the Lynx Bush near Fort Pato, and Kreli would lead his people into Queenstown.
Kwitchi had a view on why the plan failed:
These plans were upset by the people not all destroying their cattle at the same time, some were
starving while others were still in possession of cattle and thus were the tribes unexpectedly broken up
and the people scattered among the English and Fingoes in search of work.

Umhlakaza himself died of starvation in December 1857. Less impressive individuals made desperate
attempts to assume his mantle, names including Tsimbe and his accomplice, Umbombo, and a
companion of Nonqause called Nobanda. Near Fort White there was Telletelle who had ‘A cow in his
belly which bellowed’, but it was proven he was working for Kreli. As early as September 1857
Sandilli confessed his sinful part in the movement to Col. Maclean and, as ever, promised better
behaviour in future. Kreli, not a British subject, having committed his offences beyond the scope of
866
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British jurisdiction, was not arrested. In October 1857, however, he made a frank confession and an
appeal:
I this day, in the presence of my brothers and counsellors, ask forgiveness of the Governor for what I
have done. I have fallen, I and my family are starving. I ask help from the Governor to save me from
dying. I this day place myself in the hands of the Governor, I am willing to come to any terms the
Governor may think fit to dictate to me. I wish to be subject to the Governor. I ask the Governor to help
me with a plough, oxen and seed, I also ask the Governor to assist me with food for my family and
those of my brothers. If he does not assist us, we must all die of starvation. I this day place myself
entirely in his hands, I beg also the Governor would send me a missionary, and if it could be done, I
would request Mr. Garner to be sent.

The memorandum was signed by himself, his brothers and his
counsellors.
Umhala, along with Noawi and Kinte, was apprehended and
tried by special court at King William’s Town. Of these Umhala and
Kinte were found guilty of plotting war and acts of treason and were
sentenced to five years imprisonment at Robben Island. With them at
the Island was Pato found guilty of receiving stolen property.
Identity and character of Umhlakaza

Marker for Nonqause’s
final resting place

Not only was the cattle killing delusion a disaster on an epic scale, but it marked an important
watershed in the history of southern Africa. By starvation and through the integration of its peoples
into the colony, the nucleus of the Xhosa nation was utterly depleted. It marked the end of wars
between black and white at the eastern frontier (the final frontier war of 1877 being mainly between
black tribes with Europeans serving as peace keepers).
Given the importance of the central character, Umhlakaza, in the event, and possible
connections with Southwell, some space is now devoted in this narrative to his character and his
identity. Until J B Peires’ first edition of The Dead Will Arise was published in 1989 Umhlakaza had
not been paid much close attention. In 1989 Peires was a senior lecturer in history at Rhodes
University in Grahamstown. He, at least to his own satisfaction, proved the prophet had previously
used a European name, William Goliath (or Wilhelm Goliat), who had been in the service of the
Archdeacon of Grahamstown, Nathaniel Merriman, and became, for a time, the first catechist at
Southwell’s native school.
The Xhosa religion was worldly in nature concerned with principles of living and superstition
rather than abstract notions such as the resurrection of the dead. Xhosas were mindful of the
influences of their ancestors in rewarding those who honoured them and had earthly means to punish
those who transgressed their teachings. They feared death, but they regarded it as a transitional state
between walking the earth and becoming an ancestor. Though there was a conception of an afterlife in
that Xhosa dead were buried sitting up, with their possessions for use in another world, there was a
contrary feeling that death was evil and unnatural, a feeling supported by a folk tale of an evil lizard
delivering a message that man would die. According to Peires, who provides more detail to flesh out
his proposition, there was a gap in the Xhosa religion, a gap that might be filled by aspects of
Christianity. The fear of death as evil and unnatural was reinforced by the smallpox epidemic that
struck the Xhosa population with such a devastating effect in 1770. From that time on, they feared to
touch dead bodies and carried the dying out into the bush to expire and rot or be consumed by wild
animals. These observations serve to indicate that the Xhosas might be ready to receive the concept of
resurrection and that the prophet may have had a leaning towards, or at least a familiarity with, the
Christian religions.867
Nathaniel James Merriman was recommended by the Bishop of Cape Town for the
appointment as first Bishop of Grahamstown, but was turned down by Archbishop Sumner. In 1871,
however, he was appointed the third Bishop of that district.
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Merriman had arrived at the Cape on 15 November 1848 to take up his earlier African post as
Archdeacon of Grahamstown. Born in Marlborough, Wiltshire, where his father was a solicitor and
banker, he attended Winchester College and Brasenose College of Oxford University. He earned a
second class BA degree in ‘Greats’ in 1832 and his MA three years later. He attained his ordination in
1835 after a series of curacies, the most recent being at Street near Glastonbury in 1840. He married
Julia Potter and they had five children in seven years. His eldest son, John Xavier Merriman, became
Prime Minister of the Cape Colony and was one of the architects of the South Africa Union. As a
priest, the Rev. Nathaniel Merriman was popular and described as “a tall, spare man, very quick and
genial”. At Oxford he met Mr Gladstone and they maintained a lifelong friendship. Gladstone offered
him the incumbency of a church in Liverpool, but he declined in favour of missionary work. The
newly consecrated Bishop Robert Gray of Cape Town visited England searching for candidates for
the colony and Merriman proffered his services.
As Archdeacon of Grahamstown, Merriman was tasked with supervising the Anglican Church
throughout the whole of the eastern district, a daunting challenge, but one for which, through his
incredible drive, enthusiasm and personable nature, he was admirably suited. Arriving at Table Bay he
was accompanied by his family and governess along with two servants, one of whom, Jethro White,
was to become a travelling companion. Also disembarking from the Gwalior were three clergymen
and five candidates with their respective families if they had them.868
Archdeacon Merriman maintained a journal covering his period at the Cape in 1848-1855.
During this time he witnessed the War of Umlangeni, the Khoi rebellion, rumblings of a new war, and
events leading to the cattle killing calamity. Seemingly without fear, although taking certain
precautions, he made several long treks, usually on foot, with his travelling companions, the
aforementioned Jethro White from England and Xhosa, William Goliath. Within his catchment were
the locations of the main bodies of Nottinghamshire settlers and he periodically visited those with
Anglican connections, principally Southwell, Bathurst, and certain farms to the northwest of
Grahamstown. The particular interest here is with Merriman’s connection with his Xhosa travelling
companion. The journal gives little indication of where, when and how he first encountered William
Goliath (or Wilhelm Goliat), his first mention being:
On Thursday 7th June [1849] I left home on foot accompanied by a Kaffir man (Wilhelm Goliat) to
make a visitation of the Winterberg, Mancanza Post, the Moravian Missionary Station of Shiloh [with
which he was profoundly impressed], and return to the opening of Fort Beaufort Church.
As Wilhelm could understand but little English, and I still less of Kaffir, our prospect of
communication with each other did not appear to be great. However he knew Dutch well, and between
the three tongues we contrived to make ourselves intelligible to each other, using sometimes a third
person as interpreter between us. But Wilhelm’s desire of learning English was so great that we ended
by usually conversing in that tongue.869

The following extract from the journal indicates the nature of their typical journeys over vast
distances, on foot, with William lagging far behind, which was the case on many occasions. Often
they used a horse with panniers to carry their tent, bedding and utensils:
Our first day’s march was wet and disagreeable, leaving Graham’s Town at 3 o’clock and reaching Fort
Brown 2 hours after sunset. The next day we walked to Fort Beaufort where I was kindly entertained
by an officer of the Cape Mounted Rifles who overtook us on the road and offered me hospitality. The
following evening (Saturday) we reached Post Retief, an abandoned military post on the Winterberg,
the buildings of which are now occupied by Rev. J Willson, who has the special charge of the district,
Wilhelm knocked up and very footsore, I pretty brisk and vigorous.870

The Archdeacon was sometimes dismayed and angered by the attitude and activity, or lack of activity,
of his assistant. The detailed circumstances are not of great interest, but one incident gave cause for
the following remark:
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...Wilhelm’s tardiness at the outset did not much signify save as indicative of the provoking
thoughtlessness and improvidence of his whole race of whose strong and weak points of character I had
abundance of opportunities of testing both to my annoyance and satisfaction during my journey.871

William did have some redeeming qualities especially when Merriman’s preference for walking
became a source of curiosity and even suspicion as they arrived at places for shelter. He frequently
used his knowledge of the Dutch, Khoi and Xhosas to win favours, the following being just one
example of many:
His house was full, why had I no horse? Even senderlings (missionaries) went in wagons. Was it likely
that I, if I were a Leerar, a regular minister, should walk? All that I said about our Saviour and the
Apostles walking seemed to weigh very little with him, so I declared with an air of nonchalance that I
would sleep out side by the fire round which he and his relatives were cowering at their supper. At this
Wilhelm (to speak Anglice) looked very blue and endeavoured to convey to me that he could manage
matters better than myself, so just then, spying a hovel, or a Hottentot [Khoi] hut at a little distance...I
walked off and sat down on a stone near the hovel, watching how Wilhelm would conclude his
conference...I sat on the stone and saw Wilhelm smoking his pipe among the Hottentots, as coolly as if
there were no anxiety about our night’s shelter, to say nothing of food, of which the Hottentot said he
could give or sell us none. However, I found Wilhelm’s plan was the best, and his pipe seemed to
prove a calumet, for after a bit they came up and opened the hovel door, taking out their sheepskins for
the night but leaving one or two for Wilhelm and self...872

William was with the Archdeacon in March 1850 when they met Umhala, a chief important
enough to be allocated a British magistrate, at his kraal near the ruins of Fort Waterloo. Again,
William proved his value:
When I came up, Wilhelm at once divined which was the chief’s residence, though I could not
distinguish it from either of the others. Drawing up in front, I asked if the chief was in. He was; and
then a long pause ensued, during which some women and children began to gather and look at the
stranger. At length Umhala, a dirty, scrubby looking savage, in an old blanket, red with clay like the
rest, crawled out and stood before me. After eying one another for what seemed to me an age, I
wondered that he did not begin to ask questions, and converse readily, as the other Kafirs had done;
and not knowing how long this dignified silence was to last, I turned to Wilhelm, and bade him to say
who I was; that I came from the Bishop whom Umhala had seen at King William’s Town about a year
before; that I bore a message, to ask if he was desirous to have a teacher, and if he would receive two
teachers, kindly protect them, and see that they did not starve, and keep his people from robbing and
injuring them. Wilhelm looked shocked at the vulgar volubility of my ideas, though condensed into one
sentence, which he heard patiently to the end, and then said coolly, but in a low voice, “No, I must not
say all that; that is not Kafir law”,—a favourite phrase with him:”Isiko Maxasa. The captain (chief)
873
will ask you all that.”

After another painful silence the ice broke and a more positive conversation ensued. Merriman
credited the change to his politeness and courtesy with the chief and was disappointed to learn that the
Ndlambe Commissioner had recently visited the chief and called him “an ungrateful old dog” and the
like. It is interesting to note that when Bishop Gray visited Umhala in 1850, some time after
Merriman’s visit, the chief made a request for the Archdeacon to be a teacher amongst his people.874
Just prior to a meeting with the Bishop, Merriman recorded the confirmation of William:
April 9th, Tuesday [1850] I left home to-day on foot, with my pack-horse, tent, &c., accompanied by
Wilhelm and Jethro White, for the purpose of meeting the Bishop at Graaff-Reinet, on his way to
Natal, intending to accompany part of the way thither. I also took Wilhelm to be confirmed at Graaff871
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Reinet, as he had for some time expressed his determination to stick only to the Church of England. In
forming this resolve, I had not hastened, but rather in many ways retarded him, pointing out to him that
he was cutting himself off from public services in the Kafir tongue, as we had as yet no mission; and,
moreover, that he had derived all he knew from the Wesleyan body, towards whom he ought therefore
to feel grateful. But on my previous journeys he had made many inquiries, and held many
conversations with me on the subject, and had also talked the matter over much with my English
servant, Jethro White. He first asked me whether Jesus Christ had commanded in the Gospel that men
should “tell their hearts” in public? He knew that many, especially Fingoes, told lies, and acted
differently to what they talked at class-meeting. I, of course, pointed out to him that the Church bids
men to go and unburden their hearts to the minister in private, and that we do not approve of this public
relating of experiences. Then he wanted to know why I did not preach in “Mr Shaw’s [Methodist]
chapel,” as several of the black people much wished it? Then, why the Wesleyans did not wear the
same “mooie” garments that we wore (viz. the surplice), why they had not a Bishop, and the like.875

His master answered in terms of the Church of England’s maintenance of some key customs of the
Catholic Church which had not been retained by the Wesleyans. With a sigh William wished that the
Church of England had come first to his people rather than the Wesleyans.
Of William, Merriman continued:
As he can not only say the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and the Ten Commandments, in his vulgar tongue,
Kafir, but can repeat, I think, nearly all the translated parts of our Liturgy, and is very tolerably
informed in Biblical Knowledge, and is moreover, I believe, a good man, I had great pleasure in taking
him to be confirmed.876

The Archdeacon and William reached the kraal of Tois hoping to meet the chief himself, but he was
away. They were on their way to the Berlin Mission Station, but William was suffering from sore feet
so they decided to stay a while. Rather than being treated to a separate hut they were directed to the
hut of the chief’s third wife, which was agreeable as Merriman was able to learn something of the way
they lived and their customs. They were visited in turn by members of the family. The hut was smoky,
but at low level they could see what Merriman thought were buttons. They were, in fact, pumpkin
seeds awaiting the next planting. The extreme heat was increased by the influx of visitors. The
Archdeacon gave varying gifts to the visitors including tobacco and coins and in return he received
boiled maize, sour milk and good quality mealies. Wherever possible, alone with Jethro or his master,
or at resting places, William was always ready to talk religion:
After supper, Wilhelm began to speak of religious things; but I soon found they were an unbelieving
and unimpressible set; and one or other asking, “How we knew these things? Had we ever seen God?”
and laughing loudly, I stopped the sermon, and told them they were making God angry, and I would
have no more said. Tois’ mother, sister to the Tamboukie [Thembu] chief, Mapassa, asked Wilhelm (as
she knew his relatives who are Kreli’s people), how he, being one of Kreli’s men, could think of
marrying a Fingo woman for his wife? I told her, if Sarah was a Christian, she was of more noble birth
than any Tamboukie (i.e. royal wife, for the chiefs are forced to marry Tamboukie women in all
Kafirland). She took what I said good-naturedly enough; I hope Wilhelm interpreted it strictly. Another
woman laughed at Wilhelm for blowing his nose (he had a cold), and said, “Handkerchiefs are made to
wear round our heads, not to blow our noses in”. I was very glad to have thus a second time lodged in
the hut of one of these great Kafir warriors, who, a short time since, were bent on English blood and
English plunder, the latter rather then the former, no doubt.
The following evening I reached King William’s Town; Wilhelm, lagging as usual, did not
arrive till the next day.877

During October 1850 the Archdeacon parted company with William, but found him a position as the
first catechist at a new native mission school in Southwell. This appointment is considered later in this
chapter. The decision was not made lightly:
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I was very sorry to part with Wilhelm, to whom I had become much attached; and I fear I shall miss his
services much on my journeys; but I thought on the whole it was best to let him go, hoping he might
thereby prove more useful hereafter at a mission station; and the expense of keeping him myself was
becoming a serious consideration, as the drought made living rather dear. Moreover, I found, naturally
enough, that the rest of my household did not think Wilhelm so well worth his keep as I did...Mr.
Waters’ reports of his progress hitherto (October 28th) very pleasing and promising.878

By April 1851 William had lost his appointment as catechist in Southwell as the school was
suspended due to the outbreak of war.
Passion Week services were well attended at Grahamstown and it was gratifying for the
Archdeacon to see William kneeling to receive Holy Communion side by side with Corporal Burnside
who had received terrible wounds from William’s native peoples. Merriman took this as proof of the
power of the Gospel.
At this time there were seventy Xhosas imprisoned in Grahamstown, most of whom had been
living and working there before the war. They were incarcerated because their former masters were
now unable or unwilling to take them back to work, or because the masters could not guarantee their
loyalty to the colony if they were to be given their liberty. It was alleged they had conspired to burn
the town and destroy the local Fingos (which happened later at Theopolis, see p. 305) as well as other
inhabitants. The view of Merriman and some of his colleagues in religion was that their infidelity
would be almost certain given that they had been held for several months on half of the usual meagre
ration.
It was William who advised the Archdeacon of the plight of these unfortunate inmates:
I found on enquiry that they had remained now 3 months shut up and heavily ironed, with only ½ lb. of
bread and ½ lb of meat per diem to each man, together with a pint of greasy water, which with a cruel
mockery was called soup!!!

The Civil Commissioner accepted the advice of the local doctor that the diet was sufficient, but he
went with Merriman to the gaol ten days later. They were accompanied by clergyman Mr Heavyside,
the Rev. William Shaw, the Rev. Dugmore, the Commissioner’s Clerk, the Clerk of the Peace, the
doctor and some gaol officials. The men of religion were shocked, and others in the town had been
dismayed, when they saw them paraded between prisons and described by the doctor as healthy. On
the day of the visit an order from the governor compelled the officials to release the men of Pato’s
tribe and to upgrade the remainder to full rations. Merriman urged the governor to release the other
tribesmen providing they returned to their former masters and that those masters would provide a
written guarantee of their fidelity. Merriman was not impressed with the lack of sympathy and lack of
sincerity demonstrated by the officials who practiced deceptions, one stating that the men were treated
a great deal better then they deserved. The treatment of these de facto prisoners of war was both
“unEnglish and unChristian”.
A day or two after my return to Graham’s Town, orders arrived from the Governor to release those
Kafir prisoners whose masters would answer for them in the way that I proposed. A considerable
number were released accordingly...I had elicited from the officials on the spot the declaration that the
prisoners were permitted to have food or tobacco sent to them from friends without, or to purchase
these things with money of their own if they had any.879

The Archdeacon was not impressed by the absence of gratitude of some of the released men, but did
they simply have a different way of showing appreciation?
The day after we were at the jail 10 or a dozen loaves were purchased by the men with their own
money which it is clear would never have been procured but for our visit. But lest one should mistake
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of what nature the gratitude of the heathen man and savage is—on the afternoon of their release, one
man, a cousin of Wilhelm’s, came down to my house, saying, now that I had got him out of prison, I
must feed him and keep him: not a word of thanks for his release. In fact, as I have observed before, the
Kafir has no word in his language for “I thank you”. The following day, however, when I permitted
Wilhelm to go up to the location to visit his released countrymen, he politely brought home a message
that they “were very glad, and I had done very good”. 880

In September 1852, long after the Archdeacon had parted with the services of William as a travelling
companion, Merriman faced a very long journey to the Boer Sovereignty to the northernmost part of
his jurisdiction. This journey had been postponed for two years because of conflicts. He had parted
with Jethro, his English travelling companion, who was with the Commissariat before leaving for
Australia, so he approached William, who turned down the opportunity. The Archdeacon undertook
the trek with just his horse for company.881 Clearly, William was close at hand then and in the
following year, 1853, he made himself useful despite the Merriman family’s view that he was less
than value for money:
The enemy have lost considerable numbers and many of their women and children have, I fear, been
starved to death [presumably, in 1853, because of the British practice of crop destruction towards the
end of the 1850 war]. We have at present feeding at our board a Kaffir orphan child whose father and
mother both fell in the Waterkloof, which has during this war been the principal scene of our contests
with the enemy. The child is an appendage to poor William who is at present established in the capacity
of guard to my children and Miss Short who are rusticating at a farm 3 miles from hence. Wilhelm
having for some time continued too lazy to work has yet in spite of the precarious subsistence to which
he has thereby reduced himself, with characteristic Kaffir generosity taken in this young orphan whom
he found one morning near his hut a homeless wanderer. The cottage in which my children are living
for change of air is on the farm of the Government contractor, who kraals nearly a thousand head of
cattle every night on the place and has a guard of 50 Fingoes allowed him for protection. So between
the Fingoes and Kaffir Wilhelm I trust my little ones without much apprehension, not forgetting that
each of these little ones has its angel always beholding the face of our Father who is in Heaven.882

By 1855 Kreli wanted a mission station in his country and Bishop Gray had consented to his
request. Accompanied by Mr Waters, recently parted from his challenging, but successful
employment at Southwell, Archdeacon Merriman set off to Kreli’s country to find a suitable site. On
the way they camped near to Sandilli’s kraal, which had been ‘much thinned with cattle disease’ but
did not enter as they heard the great chief was away at Kreli’s attempting to procure cattle. When they
arrived at their destination Kreli was not at home, but was out settling a dispute with British traders at
a place where, seemingly, Kreli had claimed an exclusive right to trade. His counsellors interrogated
the visitors as to why they were there, perhaps suspicious they wanted to curtail the witch hunts in
connection with which there had recently been more than twenty murders under Kreli’s orders. In the
absence of Kreli, his counsellors found it difficult to consent to a hut for the night for the visitors but,
after some brinkmanship, they were suitably accommodated and served with a live goat for slaughter
for their consumption. Next morning the chief appeared with prominent counsellors. Kreli was given
presents of coffee, tobacco and, from the Bishop, a necklace. In discussions Merriman asked for a
location for a mission station near to the kraal. Three places were offered by the chief and one
eventually proved to be suitable. During the conversation the Archdeacon reflected on the recent
antics of the polite and friendly man before him who in the previous few months had ordered the
murders of so many of his subjects as supposed witches by roasting on fires and smashing them with
knobkerries. Later he would have to think about the chief in connection with the cattle killing disaster.
Merriman also wondered whether one of the senior counsellors before him might be the father of
William, the father who had murdered his wife in a raging fit.883
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Like Nxele, Mlanjeni and, to a lesser extent, Ntsikana before him, the prophet Umhlakaza must have
been familiar with and in sympathy with Christian teaching, noted in particular in his belief in the
concept of the resurrection. Whoever he was, he must have been fully familiar with the abhorrence of
the missionaries and clergymen of the Xhosa practices of witch hunting, polygamy, bridewealth and
gratuitous violence. As proven beyond doubt in the case of Umhlakaza, the prophets were prepared to
modify their beliefs to accommodate the requirements of their powerful and demanding chiefs.
J B Peires’s opening gambit in connection with the identity of Umhlakaza is unequivocal. ‘In the
settler city of Grahamstown this man went by the name of William Goliath, but his real name was
Mhlakaza’.884 In his notes, Peires states that ‘almost all’ of the information comes from the journals of
Archdeacon Merriman, that is, from the information set out in this chapter, but the information above
can only be regarded as circumstantial as nowhere does Merriman state the name Umhlakaza. In his
note Peires remarks that the link had not previously been noticed by historians, but the link is
irrefutably established by correspondence of 1856 between G Cyrus and R Southey. Unfortunately,
we are not given the wording or context of this communication. Correspondence between G Grey and
H Labouchere is also invoked as evidence in that Umhlakaza had worked in the colony and caused his
employers (not named) trouble from visions he claimed to have seen.
No information has emerged suggesting that Cyrus, Southey, Grey or Labouchere had ever
seen Umhlakaza at his kraal at the Gxara River, but it is probable that they would have obtained
information of his appearance from Mr Brownlee’s spies who had experienced direct contact with the
prophet and may well have observed William Goliath as the well-known Archdeacon’s assistant.
Certainly, there seems to be no evidence to refute the Peires assertion. Mrs Merriman described
William as something of a dreamer and admitted that he disappeared into Xhosaland shortly before
the cattle killing, and that he was never seen again. Though the Merrimans had returned to England
before the commencement of cattle killing, Mrs Merriman flatly denied that William could be the
prophet in question. A Merriman acquaintance, however, wrote that Wilhelm was ‘the same that
became famous as the witchdoctor who instigated his tribe to rise in the war...’885
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Native Mission at Southwell
Whether or not William Goliath was Umhlakaza, he is interesting in that he was appointed by the
Archdeacon as the first catechist at a ground-breaking Native Mission School in Southwell. He must
have spent several years working in the colony as he spoke fluent
Dutch and had several relatives resident in Grahamstown.
Baptised, and a member of the Methodist Church in the town, he
was married with Christian rites to Sarah, a Fingo. As he
accompanied the Archdeacon periodically travelling through
Lower Albany, William spent some time at Southwell, Barville
Park and Bathurst, amongst residents, including some from
Nottinghamshire. As indicated earlier, William made use of
every opportunity to debate matters of religion with his master
and
others he met out on the road. He was ambitious and must
Native Mission, Southwell, from
have regarded himself more as a partner, rather than as a servant,
‘Southwell Settlers’, by Doris Stirk
in institutionalising their branch of Christianity (shunning
Methodism in favour of traditional Anglicanism) across a vast area of South Africa. Mrs Merriman
noted that he was lazy, but he had an overwhelming desire to be a ‘Gospel Man’ and she remembered
he once told them ‘about a vision that he had in connection with the spread of the Gospel...and I felt
sorry I laughed and made light of it’.886
From 1849 Henry Tempest Waters stayed on at Southwell for six years, a span covering the
1850-53 war and rebellion and the downfall of the nearby Theopolis Mission Station. To answer a
burning ambition, he commenced a school for Xhosa children in the school house, which doubled as
his home. This was the first Anglican Mission of its kind to be created in Southern Africa. In May
1850 a dedicated wattle and daub building was erected and applied to the purpose. Long after the Rev.
Waters had left the district his full ambition was realised when in December 1868 Archdeacon
Merriman placed the first foundation piece of a new Mission, made of stone, on the site donated by
Benjamin Keeton and funding from donations made by the local community. Contributors included
Bishop Cotterill and several other clergymen. The story is taken up from page 393. This information
has been obtained from the book, Southwell Settlers, by Doris Stirk. Her book records the arrival of
William Goliath, personal servant to the Archdeacon, as the first catechist at the Native Mission,
noting that he was confirmed at Graaff-Reinet by Bishop Gray on 21 April 1850.887
Archdeacon Merriman’s visits to Lower Albany and the Nottinghamshire locations
Archdeacon Merriman visited Theopolis Mission Station with Col. Henry Somerset and Southwell
Catechist Mr Steabler in March 1849. He thought the place comparable with Bethelsdorp Station. The
mixed population there seemed to do as they liked, but the cultivation of their garden was impressive.
The people were self-sufficient and enterprising enough to live by their own labour. He thought the
Station to be neglected and under-resourced by the London Missionary Society, the only missionary
being the aged Mr Christopher Sass who worked with his daughters. He preached twice on Sundays
while the daughters taught the children during weekdays. Col. Somerset was anxious that the
Anglican Church should take up Theopolis as the Independents were dropping it, but Merriman
thought the prospect unlikely as the Church’s whole way of management would be different causing
resentment amongst the Khoi, Bechuanas and Fingos who had assumed a right to squat there. They
would only contemplate such a measure if the government expressly wished for it. Otherwise
Merriman preferred to commence a new mission in Xhosaland. The following day he went to Bathurst
with Mr Steabler who he described as a most worthy and useful man. They were entertained by the
Rev. James Barrow as the colonial chaplain there (1833-74) and who became the chancellor of the
diocese of Grahamstown. He believed Barrow to be the oldest and the most respected clergyman in
the district. He was not, however, impressed with the village of Bathurst. Though, he said, it wore
more the external air of an English country parish than any other place in the province, it did not live
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up to J Chase’s description as the Richmond of Albany. Merriman was concerned that immigrants
contemplating Bathurst as a place to settle should not rely on Mr Chase’s highly coloured illusions of
the place.
Mr Barrow seemed to be content that just eight persons participated in Holy Communion,
being one of only four such services in a year. On occasions the number had reached sixteen, but it
was a matter of sorrow for the Archdeacon that the active local Wesleyans were drawing in adherents
and tainting the spiritual strength of the Church. He was, however, impressed that the Church building
had been funded through the generosity of a subsequent clergyman, the Rev. Porter, a fellow of St
John’s, Cambridge, who applied his salary to its completion. Individuals had taken shares in the
concern, but they had given up their shares to make the church over to the See to become, at that time,
the only consecrated church in the province.
A number of native children had passed through the Sunday school at Bathurst in the last
fifteen years and, although some of them could read the Scriptures, none had received the rite of
baptism. The Fingo and Khoi observed there by the Archdeacon did not impress. They were
struggling with the alphabet. It seemed the attention of the clergy was directed toward the European
students and that missionary work with the native peoples was being left with the dissenters.
Nevertheless, the Rev. Barrow was a hard working and worthy man who was much respected for his
attentions to the sick.888
The only detail in the Archdeacon’s journals of a visit to Southwell on Sunday 22 April 1849 is a note
to say that on his return he killed a snake. A few weeks later, however, he received a letter from
catechist Henry Tempest at the School-chapel that expressed concern about the attitude of some of the
Southwell inhabitants towards the native people there, which we see would be galling for him
knowing that he hankered after a native school in the vicinity:
Southwell, May 9th 1849.
Venerable Sir,
One of my positive instructions is “that I have to make no difference between the white and
coloured population in my office of a catechist” and as in duty bound I took the first opportunity of
inviting the coloured people to the public service. I find that the presence of six Fingo women the
Sunday before last at public service here has given offence to Mrs—, and I have reason to think to
many others although one at least of the Fingo women understands English. Mrs—has determined to
withhold her children and of course herself from attendance on Sundays if the coloured people come
thereto. From the unchristian sentiments held here towards the coloured people I have no doubt that if I
persevere at present in asking them to Sunday Service the whites will to a man withdraw themselves.
And yet when I find these poor neglected souls ready and willing to come though no doubt they are
wretchedly ignorant, I am at a loss how to act. I shall, Ven. Sir, wait for your instructions how to act
before I invite any more coloured people to service.
I have the honour to be
Yours most respectfully,
H. Tempest Waters.

After quoting similar circumstances from the Bible, Archdeacon Merriman replied that the natives
should be welcomed on condition they adopted the minimum standard of dress required of a
European, that is, not in a state of undress or of dirt. They must understand English and be baptised, or
as an alternative, provide a separate service in their preferred tongue, English, Xhosa or Dutch. ‘If you
could once master the Kaffir tongue you would be able to combat this feeling effectually, but we must
go on patiently, slowly and in hope’.889
On Sunday 3 June 1849 the Archdeacon deputised at Bathurst for the Rev. Barrow who was visiting
in the western district. Once-again he recorded his disappointment with the village and, although
Barrow was widely praised by the people he was no disciplinarian. Merriman had hoped the Church
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there, as the ‘first planted among the early settlers’, would be the Anglican stronghold in the Eastern
Province, but it had yet to live up to that aspiration. It was languishing while the Wesleyans thrived.
Again he was disparaging of the Bathurst and other Sunday schools. The lounging scholars were
indifferent needing coercion by Mr Heavyside to kneel for prayers and after morning school few of
them appeared at church, but many, as was the norm, went to the Methodist Chapel. The Methodists
held no Sunday school so the Anglicans were doing their work for them.890
In his report of a subsequent visit to Southwell, Merriman linked the subject of the Native School to
the disappointing attitude of the white people there:
Mr Waters had recently commenced a school for Kafir children, which at present he holds in his house
till a convenient hut is built. The school is kept by Miss Sass, daughter of the lately deceased
missionary at Theopolis. She is a good Kafir scholar, but does not seem possessed of any fervent zeal
for missionary work, more than [teaching] the children of other missionaries. Being holiday time the
children had dispersed, and so I did not see the school in operation. Mr. Waters quite agrees with me
that a school for children is not the way in which to commence a mission; but this seemed in his case
the only practicable way of lifting up a standard, and combating the prejudices of his European
neighbours, by showing that he has some regard for the spiritual welfare of their numerous “hewers of
wood and drawers of water”. Besides, he thought it desirable in any way to secure the services of Miss
Sass, and her knowledge of the Kafir tongue; and hopes that something more may one day grow out of
this feeble attempt, being the first that the Church of England has yet made in behalf of the coloured
races.891

In the week after Easter 1851 the Archdeacon set off to Lower Albany with the aim of visiting and
administering Holy Communion at the camps under Mr Waters’ pastoral care. His party was in
company with an armed force, who rode out of Grahamstown with them. On St Mark’s day he
officiated at the Communion at Southwell Camp and the following Sunday at Mr Cock’s place at the
Kowie mouth. They returned to the Southwell district and that evening Merriman officiated at Dell’s
Camp in Barville Park. This camp, established during the War of the Axe, was one of a few fortified
farms, and it has been preserved thus to this day. It was distressing for him that three hundred people,
men, women and children, of all races, were gathered at Dell’s, one of the largest laagers in all of
Albany. When he later slept at Southwell Camp he was one of forty under one roof of a small house.
The recollections of this time in the Southwell district prompted him to record, in his journal, the
sympathy he held for the farmers. This was the third such occurrence in sixteen years where they had
suffered the losses and inconvenience of a war with the Xhosas. But for the fortified places, every
homestead was deserted, farmhouses had been burnt, relatives butchered, and cattle taken away. The
talk was of their impatience that the government had been too lenient. Clearly no group had been
affected more than the settlers. He questioned, however, that in times of prosperity they had not given
a portion of their wealth to the service of God and the maintenance of religion. The enemy had taken
away what they had refused to give up to the Lord, but this was not the time to provide such bold
advice.892
On 24 January 1852 Archdeacon Merriman was followed by Mr Waters to the Southwell district to
celebrate Holy Communion at Lombard’s Post and Reed Fountain. Although Mr Waters was in
company with two Cape Corps soldiers for protection through the most dangerous part of the journey,
the Archdeacon observed that generally there was a feeling of greater security, or the people were
more apathetic in respect to danger, than during his earlier visits to Lower Albany. People were
returning to their farms and resuming the work of husbandry with enthusiasm. There was no need for
him to sleep in a fortified camp as Mr Waters’ farmhouse was guarded by a contingent Fingos. That
the people were widely dispersed and vigorously pursuing their farm work meant that attendances at
services were dramatically reduced.
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The Archdeacon was well known for his insistence on good form and the adherence to formal
traditional church practices. One individual presented himself for Communion in his shirt sleeves,
without waist coat, jacket or coat. This had happened on a previous occasion, but this time he was
severely rebuked by Merriman who thought the slovenly act would not recur.
Mr Waters related disturbing accounts of burgher campaigns where rebels had been killed in
cold blood some time after they had been captured and contained, and no longer presented a threat.
Merriman was also sickened that, just before his death in battle, Southwell Field-cornet Gray went off
to battle saying that he would show no mercy.
On Sunday night they slept at Mr Cock’s at the Kowie mouth and from there they went to
Bathurst for the first time since the outbreak of war. The church there was being used by several
families for sleeping, and one family had brought in their things from home and were conducting their
daily lives there. The Archdeacon was dismayed, but noted with approval that others had erected
simple huts around the church for storage and living. He requested the errant family to do likewise,
though they could continue to use the church for sleeping and to secure their valuables. They agreed
to this and it was left to the churchwarden to enforce the arrangement. The next day Merriman
returned to Grahamstown using the Clumber and Waai Plaats route as the main road was deemed to
be insecure.893
The Archdeacon rode to Bathurst to officiate on Trinity Sunday in early June 1852. At Roby’s
inn, on the way, he was advised he would be safe if he made a circuit of six or eight miles to keep in
the open. The man giving advice said his herdsman had been shot two weeks earlier on the open veldt
within a mile of his house and within sight. His journey was, however, safe, but he suffered six miles
of dense locusts consuming what remained of the winter grass. The church at Bathurst had been
cleared of the intruders found in his previous visit and the Sunday school had improved as the
Wesleyans were now attending their own version. Accompanied by the Rev. Barrow, the Archdeacon
went out to a sick man who regretted never having been baptised. Now that he was sick, this
circumstance seemed to matter more, and he was tearful over it. In sympathy, he was accorded the rite
of baptism.894 During a visit to Bathurst two months later, the Archdeacon received the
churchwarden’s declaration of office.895
In late January 1853 Archdeacon Merriman went to administer the Holy Communion at
Southwell Church-school and at Reed Fountain nearby in the district. At Southwell he met the
principal founder of the district, Benjamin Keeton:
It was a great pleasure to worship once more in the little school at Southwell which the gradually
returning quiet of the country enabled us then to do without danger for the first time. I had a very wet
journey and got a good soaking but was repaid by the proprietor of Southwell who comes from that
town in Notts, and had named his place after it, telling me that he had assured the neighbours who
doubted of my arrival that he had never known the service at Southwell Minster stopped by rain and he
was sure the Archdeacon would not let the service now fall through for any such reason. 896

On 7 July 1853 the Archdeacon rode, with the Dean of Cape Town and Mr Steabler, to Lower
Albany, visiting Southwell, the Kowie mouth and Bathurst. Mr Waters, who met them there, was
trusted to lead them on horseback across the drift at the river mouth as the water was low. The Dean
and Mr Cock crossed below the drift in a boat. Unaccustomed to the route of the channel at the drift,
the riders entered deep water and the two deacons fell into the water leaving their horses to swim. Mr
Waters was able to swim so Merriman instructed him to hold onto his horse’s tail, the Archdeacon
leading the pair across. Mr Steabler, whose father was a ship’s captain, could not swim at all and
clung to the neck of the spare horse, which he was leading for the Dean. The leading nag bore him
through and they all reached the bank in safety.897
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Archdeacon Merriman took his wife on horseback to Southwell for Whit Sunday Holy
Communion. They also visited Reed Fountain in the district and the Kowie mouth. He officiated at all
three places. At Southwell he was pleased to learn that Mr Waters was attempting to win support for a
church building which, presumably, was the Church of St James that would eventually appear fifteen
years later. Benjamin Keeton, the principal founder of Southwell, had considered ideas of a church on
his land from the moment of acquiring Lombard’s Post (see Chapter 21).898
Archdeacon Merriman’s visit to Table Farm and Hilton
It has been established elsewhere in this book that the Atherstone and White families, originally from
Nottinghamshire, were united at Table Farm. Dr John Atherstone’s first wife, Elizabeth Damant, had
died, and he married Ann Grant White (née Damant), the widow of Major T C White, leader of the
Arnold, Nottinghamshire party of 1820 settlers. Adjacent to Table Farm was Hilton Farm which was
taken up by (Alexander) George Cumming who married Catherine Damant Atherstone, daughter of
Dr John Atherstone and sister of William Guybon Atherstone. Through the years to come there would
be several more marital connections between the Atherstone, White, Damant and Cumming families.
On Friday 2 February 1849 Archdeacon Merriman rode with Mr Heavyside to both Table
Farm and to Hilton with the intention of making arrangements for periodical Divine Services at one of
those places. They were cordially received by Mr G Cumming, a sheep farmer, who commendably
offered any part of his house wanted for the purpose. The Archdeacon noted there were many farms in
the district and that numerous Fingos were employed on the estates. They might be gradually brought
under Christian instruction, but he anticipated that the principal challenge would be to master their
difficult language. He learned that Mr Cumming was from Berkshire from Sunning Hill and that he
was well acquainted with Merriman’s former master, Dr. Gabell, the headmaster at Winchester
School, where the Archdeacon had been a pupil during 1810-23. Mr Cumming was not an 1820
settler. He had been in the colony for fourteen years and had observed that, with a small capital
outlay, a man might do very well in the settlement at farming if he made the right contacts and had no
preconceived ideas learned from farming in England.899
On Whit Sunday, 27 May 1849, the Archdeacon had been left alone at Grahamstown with, in
his words, ‘all the services of the Church on my shoulders’ including St George’s and Fort England.
Mr Heavyside had been called to Bathurst and Mr Thompson was deputising for him in administering
the Holy Communion at Cuylerville. Fortunately, help arrived in the form of Mr Willson from Post
Retief, but, even so, their attention could only be directed in Grahamstown and at the Fort. This
entailed ‘the absolute necessity of dropping our service at Hilton’ (Mr Cumming’s place). In his
journals the Archdeacon makes no further reference to Table Farm or Hilton so it may be assumed
that services there were temporarily given up in the face of the imminent war and rebellion.900
Bishop Gray’s visits to Lower Albany
Robert Gray was consecrated the first Bishop of Cape Town at Westminster Abbey in 1847. He
returned to England in 1853 but in the intervening period was travelling around the Cape, especially
in the east, at a similar time in history to Archdeacon Merriman. Like Merriman, he maintained a
journal which has been preserved.
The Bishop commenced his ride from Grahamstown to Southwell at 2pm on Tuesday 17 October
1848:
...but a guide who undertook to show us the way misled us, and we soon found that we were on the
Bathurst road; but it was too late to retrace our steps , as we should have been benighted, and the
evening turned out very wet. We were obliged, therefore, after going over a miserable road, to sleep at
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a kind of public-house, only ten miles from Grahamstown, and twenty from Bathurst; we were,
however, nearly three hours in performing the ten miles.

The next day he:
rose before three; started in the dark at four o’clock, hoping to reach Bathurst before eight o’clock, and
then ride to Southwell in time for the Confirmation. The morning however came on very wet, and the
roads became almost impassable, the wagon sliding in every direction as well as the horses. Indeed, if
our steed had not been an excellent one, and very fresh, I do not think we could have got on at all. We
escaped without an upset, though momentarily in danger of one. On every side we saw marks of the
late Kaffir devastations. Almost all the farm houses seem to have been burnt down. We arrived at Mr.
Barrow’s at half past eight; when he informed us that, in the present state of the country, no horse could
pass from thence to Southwell; so I was obliged to break my appointment, much to my regret. Bathurst
is a pretty village, with a neat little Church, not correct indeed in point of architecture, but in excellent
order. Spent the greater part of the day in writing letters home, and working at arrears of business.
Thursday, Oct. 19.—At ten o’clock this morning went to meet the children of the Sunday
School, whom I addressed; at eleven o’clock began the Consecration service. There was a full Church,
the inhabitants of the parish having come in from a considerable distance. I preached. At the Holy
Communion there were upwards of twenty present. After service, went with Mr. Barrow to visit the
parishioners, for whom he had provided refreshments in the schoolroom. At three o’clock the
Confirmation service began. There were thirty candidates—two of them mothers, with infants in their
arms. After service at six o’clock, I held a meeting of the parishioners in the vestry. Recommended the
shareholders in a loan to the Church to give up their shares, making an offering of them to God. Those
who were present undertook to do so. Brought under their notice the Church Society [probably the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, for which body he had been a local
secretary] in which they seemed to take an interest. Dined at eight o’clock with Mr. Dydson [George
Dyason], the resident magistrate.

Following Cuylerville on Friday 20 October:
After service we rode through an interesting country (fifteen miles) to the Honourable Mr. Cocks’s
[William Cock], at the mouth of the Kowie River. At his house [Richmond House] we dined and slept.
A large party of friends followed us in a wagon.

Richmond House, aka Cock’s Castle

Saturday, Oct. 21.—Mr. Cocks’s son [William Cock Jnr] accompanied me this morning before six
o’clock to view a fine reach of the Kowie River. The ride occupied about half an hour, and we returned
to breakfast at half-past six. At seven we started for Southwell. I rode with Mr. Cocks and his son, the
wagon following. Our route lay through a rich valley, occupied by Mr. Cocks’s tenantry, and standing
thick with corn. The crops were in every stage of progress, from the early green blade to the ripe ear.
We had a pleasant ride of fifteen miles to the school [at Southwell], where we arrived about ten
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o’clock. A congregation soon gathered, and I held a meeting of the trustees, who raised 20l [£20] on
the spot towards liquidating the debt on their building [the School-chapel], and I promised to assist
them. We held a Divine service at eleven o’clock. Mr. Barrow, who rode over from Bathurst, read
Morning Prayers; Mr. Steabler the Lessons; Mr. Long, the Epistle and Offertory; Mr. Green the
Gospel. We had nineteen candidates for Confirmation, whom I addressed extempore. Our
communicants were about fourteen, and our Offertory collection upwards of 6l. After service some of
the parishioners presented me with a memorial, expressive of their gratitude for the appointment of a
Bishop—their obligations to Miss B. Coutts, who, moved by God’s Holy Spirit, had founded the See—
their obligations to me for appointing so excellent a Catechist, and their deep affection towards Mr.
Barrow. I replied to them briefly, and expressed a hope that I might find things in a still and more
satisfactory condition, should it please God to spare me another visitation.

The next day they resumed their journey to Grahamstown.901
The Bishop’s next tour took place in 1850 before the outbreak of war. He arrived in Lower Albany on
Saturday 17 August:
I left Grahamstown for Bathurst, my cart having been repaired, and my horses somewhat refreshed. We
outspanned for a time at Mr. W. Currey’s [Walter Currie, later Sir] and arrived before dark at Mr.
Barrow’s, where we found a party awaiting our appearance.
Sunday, 18th.—We had Morning Prayer at eight o’clock; at ten, the Litany, Confirmation,
Sermon, and Holy Communion. There were twelve candidates for Confirmation, and about thirty
communicants. The congregation was large, some having come from a great distance. Several young
women rode seventeen miles, and returned again in the afternoon. The collection at the Offertory was
about 11l. In the evening we had full service at six o’clock. The magistrate’s daughters formed the
choir, and chanted the hymns of the church very well, and in a devotional spirit. One individual from
Cuylerville, who had ridden seventeen miles to the service, spoke anxiously about an appointment of
another deacon or catechist to the district. He said they could not come often to the church here, and
they felt it “so lonesome” on a Sunday.

Bishop Gray explained he had Cuylerville in mind, but was not yet in a position, mainly for lack of
funding, to answer the wants of its inhabitants. He encouraged the Bathurst people to raise funds for a
parsonage.
On Tuesday 20 August:
Started for the Cowie [Kowie], accompanied by Mr Dyason, the resident magistrate, Mr. Barrow, and
Mr. Waters. It being low water, my cart was driven across the mouth of the river which, it is hoped,
will soon become one of the chief ports in the colony. After taking luncheon with Mr. Cock, I mounted
the horse which Colonel Somerset had kindly sent for me, and rode to Theopolis, a missionary station
of the London Society. The station of late years has been much affected by the departure of a
considerable number of its most industrious inhabitants to the Kat River Settlement. The institution is
beautifully situated. It has a fine estate annexed to it of, I believe, 7,000 acres of excellent land, worth, I
was told by a neighbouring farmer, at least 3,000l. The buildings are on a large scale; but the houses of
the coloured people are in a most dilapidated condition, and scarcely any of the land is cultivated,
though I was told by the person in charge that there were nearly 400 people resident upon it. Most of
the London Society’s institutions which I have seen within the Colony, Pacclesdorp, Bethelsdorp,
Zaurbrak, are in a languishing condition, but at this there really seems to be scarcely anything doing. It
is true indeed that there is an infant school kept by the daughter of the last missionary, and another
school by a coloured man; but there is no missionary residing at the station, the only representative of
one being an old soldier, who, in addition to his other functions, keeps a store. Those in charge did not
affect to conceal the fact that it was doing no good whatever. The only reason for maintaining it arising
from an unwillingness to give up the land, which Government allows the Society to occupy rent free,
on the ground of its being a missionary station. I was pleased to hear how gratefully all the people in
this part of the country spoke of Colonel Somerset’s exertions during the last war. Almost the whole
neighbourhood was indebted to him for the preservation not only of the property, but even the lives of
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the inhabitants.902 In the evening I rode on to Southwell, the station of Mr. Waters, whom I hope
shortly to ordain Deacon. Here I found the Archdeacon, who had come down from Grahamstown to
bring me a large packet of letters which had arrived since I left him. Mr. Waters keeps school at
Southwell during the week, and officiates there every Sunday. Once a fortnight he has services at Reit
Fontein, and the Cowie [Kowie] mouth. He has also attempted the establishment of a small mission and
mission school for the surrounding Kafirs, which is our first direct attempt at missionary work. The
Archdeacon’s Kafir man, Wilhelm, is to be a kind of Catechist under Mr. Waters.
After passing a tolerable night on the sofa, I endeavoured to prepare for the services of the day. We had
first the Litany; after which I confirmed ten candidates, who seemed to feel much on the occasion, and
whom I addressed at some length. Then followed a sermon, and the Holy Communion; about twenty
communicated. After the services were over, several of the farmers of the district dined with Mr.
Waters. I spoke to them strongly on the necessity of doing something towards the endowment of this
chapelry, and promised them 100l, in aid of it, on condition that they raised at least an equal amount
before Christmas. This they thought they should be able to do. 903

It is interesting that Mr Waters wrote the Bishop in September 1850 of the parlous state of the
Theopolis Mission Station. This was after the Bishop’s visit, so presumably it was in response to a
request for more information. This was less than a year before the rebellion and the murder by Khoi
rebels of a number of resident Fingos there:
Your Lordship
...It is rumoured that the London Missionary Society intended giving up the Institution of
Theopolis...made enquiries as to the state of the place...results below:
Population 1849 – 278.
Eighteen male adults could read, also two female adults.
Nine male adults and one female, could write.
Eighteen children could read and six could write. Total: 38.
Thus 240 people could neither read nor write.
The general opinion of neighbouring farmers, Magistrate, and Field Cornet, is decidedly unfavourable
towards Theopolis. Mr Fuller (of Newton) who is Deacon in Independent Society told me that a
Resident Missionary was one of the conditions on which the London Missionary Society held the
station – there being no such thing since the death of Mr Sass. The person who conducts the Religious
Services is an old Scotch soldier who keeps a shop on the Institution. I do not think he has any salary
but he has a large garden and house free.
Mr Smith [or Smit] the Missionary at Grahamstown goes down occasionally. I believe the people to be
in a very poor state. They have not paid road rate for some years, and great difficulty is found in raising
anything towards defraying expenses of the Station. There are very few oxen and wagons, the roads are
in a very bad state, and the houses look very poor inside and out. There are two schools on the Station.
The infant school is taught by the daughter of the late Mr. Sass. The adult school is taught by a
Bechuana [probably Moses Jacobs at this time]. To get correct information as to these schools is
extremely difficult. On two occasions when I visited the infant school – there were about twenty
present.
The Station appears to be in a neglected state as the L.M.S. did not intend carrying it on, and the
present appears to be the proper time to make enquiries as to its usefulness for Church purposes,
I have the honour to be, my Lordship,
Your Lordship’s humble servant,
(signed) H.T. Waters.904

From Southwell the Bishop’s party rode ten miles to Farmerfield Wesleyan Mission Station in the
direction of Salem. On the west bank of the Kariega River it was described as one of the most
flourishing institutions in the region. Under the charge of a catechist and set up by the Rev. William
Shaw, Fingos, Khoi, Bechuanas and Xhosas were addressed in Dutch, Sechuana and Xhosa
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languages. Bishop Gray addressed them through an interpreter. They have a considerable area of land
under cultivation and supply most of Grahamstown’s demand for firewood.905
The career of Mr Waters
Some specific observations of Mr Waters have already been made in this chapter and elsewhere. In
the Southwell district he officiated at five marriages, several baptisms and fifteen burials, including
that of William Gray during the rebellion and of Edward Lavin who had been wounded in the
rebellion, but drowned in a boating incident at Port Frances. As noted above in this chapter, he
established the native mission station and school.906
As he spent much of his early overseas career in Lower Albany engaged in what we might
call ‘job training’, and, as he paid so much attention to the Nottinghamshire people and their friends,
it is fitting to briefly consider how he progressed in later years.
Henry Tempest Waters had arrived at the Cape on the same ship as Nathaniel Merriman on 15
November 1848.907 Appointed on 9 May 1849, he was the fourth Catechist at Southwell after Robert
Miller, William Meaden, and William Steabler. He was ordained deacon by Bishop Gray in
Grahamstown on 27 November 1850 and then as priest on 30 June 1855 after which he left Southwell
to establish St Marks Mission in the Transkei. There he remained until his death in 1883. The Bishop
was very pleased with his service:
...he was one of the best and most zealous men we have had in South Africa, and was brought out by
me. He laboured for a time in Lower Albany amongst the farming population, who were greatly
attached to him, but he felt that he had a call to go to more distant work, somewhere beyond the limits
of British Kaffraria. He has not been in that work a year, and now states that he has from 450 to 500
children in his different schools, he is aided by only two catechists and one female, a daughter of Field
Cornet Gray....who was shot down by the Hottentots at Theopolis—his daughter has devoted herself to
the mission work in Kreli’s country...

The daughter in question was Eleanor Gray who later married the Rev. William Turpin after they had
met at St Marks.908
Another indication of the high degree of appreciation enjoyed by Mr Waters from his earliest
days is that, of the nine districts under the control of Archdeacon Merriman, only his was entrusted to
himself as Catechist. All of the others were overseen by ordained ministers.909
The career of Mr Steabler
William Steabler came out to the Cape with Bishop Gray and was appointed Catechist at Southwell
on 3 September 1848. During his tenure he taught the children of Field-cornet William Gray, the
Keetons, the McLuckies and many more pupils from prominent farming and other families in the
district.910 He married the daughter of the Rev. John Heavyside in July 1853 and was ordained in
1855. After leaving Southwell in May 1849 he served as the Rector at Graaff-Reinet for forty years.911
Archdeacon Merriman, in his journal covering his visit in1849, described Mr Steabler as ‘a most
worthy and useful man’. He was ordained deacon in 1850 by the Bishop at Natal after which he was
temporarily posted to Bloomfontein to serve civilians and the military until the arrival of a clergyman
with priest’s orders from England. He was ordained priest by the Bishop of Grahamstown in 1855. He
became Canon Steabler and died in 1894.912
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Archdeacon Merriman’s observations on conflict and rebellion
Approximately two years after the cessation of the Seventh Frontier War, Merriman was appalled to
observe the all-to-clear remnants of conflict, and sensed a fear that they might not have to wait long
for another outbreak:
5 November 1849 at Cuylerville:
The following day I called on one or two of the church people in the neighbourhood and remarked in
addition to the melancholy sight, mentioned in my previous visit to these parts, of so many farm houses
and homesteads burnt up and plundered during the late Kaffir War and not yet rebuilt (though the
rapidity with which these restorations take place is considering all things quite astonishing) nearly all
the wheat of these parts entirely destroyed by rust. I must say the dogged perseverance of the English
settlers is remarkable. There is certainly a very exasperated feeling against the Kaffirs which often goes
to most unchristian lengths, but it is a hard struggle for men to be rebuilding their houses in fear and
trembling lest they should again soon be sacked and destroyed.913

As an aside it is interesting to note Merriman’s record of the Dutch claim that the rust, which had
been destroying wheat crops for, he says, thirty years, was unknown before 1820 and the arrival of the
British settlers, and that they apparently brought the disease with them.914
The Archdeacon’s mode of transport
Archdeacon Merriman was especially noted for travelling on foot whenever possible, often through
dangerous country. This was unusual and caused some suspicion, as noticed by Bishop Gray:
If my dear friend the archdeacon, while performing his pedestrian visitations, is sometimes shown the
door, and refused a morsel of meat, and told as a favour he may lie in the outhouse, it is, I believe, in
consequence of their suspicion of him, and not from any desire to be inhospitable. They cannot believe
that a predikant would walk. They never knew or heard of such a thing, and take him for an imposter—
a discharged soldier—a convict.915

Here a Boer family were reluctant to offer the usual hospitality afforded to weary travellers:
...we arrived a little after sunset at a Boer’s place, where I asked to be allowed to remain at night. I was
not refused, though my reception was very ungracious at first, the head of the family scarce raising his
eyes from the ground and not unfolding his arms while he acquiesced in my entrance, and his vrou
appearing to notice me still less. Still they asked me to sit, which I did, and the enquiries which
afterwards became so usual to me commenced. Who I was, why I walked, had I no horse, etc. etc.
Wilhelm spoke for me, as I knew no Dutch, and had not felt tired with my first day’s journey [to Graaff
Reinet], their evident contempt and suspicion of me would have made me retreat to spend another night
in the bush or in the Kaffir hut of one of their farming servants...I observed to them, and I said to
myself, and whatever the Dutch Boers may mistake me for, a deserter or a convict with a ticket of
leave, my Master before me was told “Thou art a Samaritan and hast a Devil. I soon, however, got on
better terms with this family, 1st by taking notice of the children, which generally wins a Dutchman’s
heart and then by giving my blue spectacles to the vrou, who I observed had weak eyes.916
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The following extract includes Merriman’s reasons for travelling on foot:
On Sunday I officiated and administered the Holy Communion to about 7 persons in the little school
room, just below the Didimaberg, and to my very great joy my Kaffir attendant [William], into whose
heart I had by this time wound myself, presented himself among the communicants, bringing at the
same time his certificate or quarterly ticket from the Wesleyan community of which he is a member.
As this is to the best of my belief the first Kaffir that has ever communicated with the English Church,
which he did unsolicited and uninvited by me (I had simply informed him on the road that I was going
to the Winterberg to celebrate the communion and was carrying the vessels over my shoulder, as he
was carrying my few clothes), I could not but call to mind the Bishop’s words to me at Protea, viz. that
there seemed to be a special grace attending the first celebration of the sacraments in any place. This
was the first time I believe that the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper had ever been celebrated on that
mountain...
This singular circumstance I thought abundantly rewarded my going on foot instead of on
horseback. For I should never, unless by walking, have had sufficient communication with Wilhelm to
win his confidence. Nor should I have had the opportunity which I enjoyed of going and sitting for an
hour occasionally in the kaffir kraals, getting friends at least with the little children and women,
drinking their sour milk (which is useful to learn to like) and very generally concluding by reading to
them a Psalm from the Book of Psalms in their own tongue, to which they invariably listened with very
devout attention. Nor could I, except by walking, have stopped to pluck and admire the very beautiful
flowers with which the bush is at this time full, as well as the splendid bulbs for which the Winterberg
is famous, many of which were still in bloom.917
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CHAPTER 22
A PERIOD OF COMPARATIVE CALM

With various branches of the native community depleted and becalmed by the Eighth Frontier War,
the Khoi rebellion, and the cattle killing calamity, there followed two decades of tentative peace.
During this period the settlers rebuilt their lives, enhanced their fortunes and engaged in developing
the colony. They paid attention to their cultural and spiritual welfare while expanding and improving
their roads, bridges, dwellings and public places. Individuals and families looked for opportunities for
improvement and, in the case of the Nottinghamshire people, this sometimes involved moving to a
more promising location, while other settlers moved into Lower Albany to take their place. The ties
between families, often through second generation marriages, became numerous and complex. It is
not proposed to track all of these changes. Where, however, changes in family relationships are
significant in respect of South Africa’s history, and the history of the Nottinghamshire locations, they
are included.
There are several excellent genealogy websites for readers wishing for more details of their
family trees and related data. Printed works, such as Major T. C. White 1820 Settler and his
Descendants by F C D White and The Damants and their Party by D G Damant, cover related groups
of families. Southwell Settlers, by Doris Stirk, tracks many such changes in the Southwell district.
The continuing story of the Kowie Harbour project and the development of other public
facilities at Port Frances
Developments at Port Frances were everybody’s business. Consideration of the development of the
harbour and related facilities in Chapter 17 reached a point in time around the outbreak of the Eighth
Frontier War and the Khoi rebellion. After the limited successes achieved by private initiatives, with
the considerable investments and enterprise of the Hon. William Cock, the project was ripe for an
injection of government cash and other resources. The outbreak and progress of the war and of the
rebellion seemed to have less of a dramatic effect on the harbour project than might be imagined.
Here the further steps taken to achieve a harbour, related commercial enterprises, and public facilities
at Port Frances, are recorded chronologically.
The story resumes in October 1851 when Charles Pote recommended, in the Grahamstown Journal,
that six screw moorings be laid down off the Port to hold vessels up to 500 tons along with the supply
of 20 surf boats of 20 tons each. A steam tug would be necessary and also a crane and wharf sheds.
Nothing seems to have become of this proposal. During the year a number of vessels had successfully
reached and departed from the Port, most notably Mr Cock’s the Antelope and the Onward which
were served out at sea by surf boats. The port was debated in the Legislative Council in December and
a joint stock company was proposed with £25,000 private capital to be matched with the same amount
from the government. Any reclaimed lands were to become the stock of the company. A draft
Ordinance for improvements at the harbour was published in January 1852. By this time, W F Cock
and Company was offering American Flour for sale.918
In the prospectus for the Kowie Harbour Improvement Company (KHIC) the £25,000 from the
government was described as a loan guarantee, a first charge on the company’s assets, the other
£25,000 to be from private subscriptions in 1250 shares of £20 each. A provisional committee of
twelve members was established including J Cawood, C Cock and W Currie. The improvements in
view were those contained in a report by Capt. Pilkington, civil engineer for the colony. Mr William
Cock granted his land on the west bank for a township plus sixty acres of reclaimed swampland for a
918
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coal depot, a site for the company’s office, and 1,000 acres of river frontage as commonage. A second
reading of the draft Ordinance took place on 6 February 1852. The proposal was derided in the Port
Elizabeth Telegraph describing it as the closing scene in a farce to amuse the Graham’s Town public.
It went on:
It is, however, in the nature of the sea not to rise above its level, and unless the land in the direction of
the Kowie should sink a little lower and the water thus be enabled to overlap the perverse sand-bank at
the entrance to the river, which has so long resisted the Hon. Mr. Cock’s ‘basket work’ machinery, we
entirely despair of the success of the project, even though the most flowery prospectus should appear
offering the most abundant ‘water’ privileges to the public.
At the same time we see no reason why Mr. Cock’s little schooner should not continue her
periodical arrivals and departures with ‘direct’ cargoes to keep the friend of the Kowie project in good
heart, until the final closing of the Kowie and the ultimate report of ‘no funds’. 919

The formation of the proposed company was approved on 3 April 1852. The company was to receive
wharfage dues to be applied to the repayment of the government loan. The harbour was to extend one
mile distant from, and parallel to, the shore at low tide. Mr Cock was to transfer 250 square feet of
land on the right bank for a dry store in return for the commercial benefits he expected to derive from
the project. This part of the arrangement was completed on 10 June. The directors were advised that
no physical work could be commenced on the improvements until expert advice had been received
from England. For this purpose, the expert appointed was Mr J M Rendel, aged 22 years, who had
constructed a cast iron bridge near Plymouth, a floating steam bridge over the River Dart, the
Montrose suspension bridge, and the docks at Birkenhead. He had worked on railways in India.
Rendel was hesitant and ordered a complete survey of the Kowie River, for which he selected
Mr Scott-Tucker, the colonial engineer, upon which his plans were based. These plans have since
been lost. In the meanwhile the General Screw Steamship Company had contracted to carry mails
from Cape Town to Durban calling at Port Frances. A public meeting of the Kowie Harbour
Improvement Company was held at Bathurst School with Robert Godlonton in the Chair. After the
meeting the committee rode with Thomas Hartley Jnr to the confluence with the Kowie and Mansfield
Rivers. There they boarded a vessel to the Port, landing at a new birth. They crossed the river for
refreshment at the Port Frances Inn and returned to Bathurst for dinner.
By March 1853 it was notified to the government that the £25,000 of shares had been fully
subscribed. In Grahamstown four directors of the company were elected, George Wood, Robert
Jarvie, Henry Blaine and William Cock.920
During the years 1854-56 little happened in respect of the improvement plan other than the survey and
planning work of Messrs Rendel and Scott-Tucker. By early 1857 the company obtained approval
from His Excellency and the directors were in a position to press on. On 15 February they called for
applications from engineers, with references, for supervision of the work. In June an advertisement
appeared for the first part of the loan capital of £6,250 secured on the public revenue of the colony
and the first £5 of share capital was called up. A route had been recommended for a railway from Port
Elizabeth to Grahamstown. This would help Port Elizabeth compete with Port Frances in terms of
speeding up deliveries and collections of freight. By this time W F Cock and Company was offering
bran at 7s per 100 lbs at the Grahamstown branch. By 30 April 1857 work on the embankments under
the supervision of William Manning, Civil Engineer, had been commenced by Fingo labour.
Curiously, John Blake of Burghersdorp offered fifteen shares in the company. In May Edward Irving
reported on the reef at the foot of the hill upon which Richmond House, known colloquially as Cock’s
Castle, was standing. In June, Royal Engineer Col. Bolton, with James Fitchat, arrived at Port Frances
to inspect the work in progress. By October the parallel banks had been completed for two hundred
yards out to sea. They were solid structures of stone and clay. Independent work was being carried out
near Berrington’s Cove.
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In June 1857 an estimate of £800 had been made for a new prison at the Port. The Kowie
Convict Station was about to be established. Wallace Simkins, former Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR)
Ensign, was offered the Deputy Superintendency at £150 per annum. Thomas Berrington, who had
moved to Mill Farm, offered the Port Frances Inn to let. It had ten rooms and stables. He later offered
the inn for sale as a residential property with 3 morgen of land and nearby Lot Nos. 80, 81 and 85.
The harbour project attracted businesses into the commercial district including a butcher, William
Sloley, and mason, William Nicholas. Rooms at the Albany Hotel were available at 6s 6d to 7s 6d per
day.
In August 1857 the KHIC asked for tenders for a one mile framed-timber tramway, with rail
attached. It was on the reef below Richmond House on the western side with, it was claimed, wagons
that were so efficiently constructed “that one horse, without a strain, draws eight thousand pounds at a
trot”. Work was underway on a smithy, carpenters’ shop and overseer’s quarters near barracks for
forty-five men on the hill below Berrington’s. The company’s workshops at Mary’s Cove produced
all the implements needed for the works other than miners’ tools. By November James Parker had cast
some wheels for the company using iron ore from Lower Albany which he had smelted.
Men for the works were being carefully chosen including some of the best miners.
Recruitment continued reaching a target number of two hundred. Rocks were obtained from the
quarries using the Cornish system of blasting with gunpowder charges. Borings through the river bed
confirmed the findings of Mr Scott-Tucker. By 1858 five hundred yards of rubble embankment had
been laid as the capacity of the tramway was increased to two hundred and fifty tons per day. By the
middle of the year the second instalment on the shares was called up indicating that one quarter of the
estimated funding had been spent. A new business, the Kowie Harbour Landing and Warehousing
Company, was floated to cater for the landing, shipping, storing and forwarding of consignments. It
was capitalised at £15,000 in £10 shares. William Cock and Samuel Cawood were on the provisional
eight-man committee.
In October 1858 Xhosa labourers at the harbour went on strike
for better rations. Two hundred of their number marched on Bathurst to
see Col. Armstrong, the magistrate. Alarmed local gentry demanded
that the ring leaders be imprisoned on Robben Island, but the storm
blew over. A deputation from the KHIC made a request from Governor
Grey for the use of convict labour for the project. One hundred
convicts, described as mainly European and men of good conduct of
the coloured classes, duly arrived in the following year. This increased
the number working on construction to three hundred and fifty. In
April 1859 John Johnson, a KHIC boatman, was one of two men
drowned at the Port. In August, at a meeting of the KHIC, the engineer
reported that the inner works would be completed by Christmas for
£6,000 less than the original estimate. At this time some progress was
being made with a road from the east beach to the Grahamstown Road
Samuel Cawood
at the back of Hockey’s hotel.
Throughout the construction work shipping continued at the
Port using surf boats with only the occasional mishap. There had been
a proposal for a railway to Grahamstown, but R M Bowker suggested
the money would be better spent on a resilient steam boat for loading
and unloading vessels.
In 1860 the name of the Port changed to Port Alfred after a
visit of Prince Alfred to Grahamstown and the Captain of the Prince’s
ship, HMS Euryalus, visited the Kowie project and ceremonially
applied blows to a pile. For a procession there was an enormous banner
with the words ‘Welcome, son of England’s Queen’ and taking part
were Samuel Cawood, George Wood, William Cock, clergy including
Rosa Cawood (née Pike)
the Bishop of Grahamstown, the lieutenant-governor, his staff,
Colonels d’Urban, Gordon, Fenwick and Armstrong, and workmen. As
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Samuel Cawood features strongly in this story it is timely to remind ourselves that his wife, Rosa
Mary, was the daughter of 1820 settler and third Nottinghamshire party leader, William Pike. The
Pike family originated from Keyworth in the county.
By the end of the year about 150,000 cubic yards of rock and earth had been applied to the
banks at a cost of £35,000 and the fourth instalment of the KHIC shares had been called up. Two
high-capacity lifeboats had been ordered. A second constable for the harbour, William Shields, had
been hired by the company. In August 1860 it is noted that John Orren and John Hack resigned as
constables at the convict station. Annual salaries at the convict station were Chaplain £150, Surgeon
£150, and Superintendent £255.921
1861 began with a meeting of the KHIC. Financially, the company was so seriously stretched that it
was necessary to sell the lands granted to it by William Cock. The first sale of land, on the east side,
achieved £3,126. The government authorised a new issue of shares of £5 each amounting to £6,250
and agreed to back another loan of the same value, but shareholders were beginning to question the
rapid rate at which money was being called up and Mr T King, in particular, asked searching
questions. He wanted to know details of the engineer’s, Mr Irving’s, remuneration, and the terms upon
which it was paid as he was always to be seen riding around Grahamstown and spent much of his time
editing a newspaper. William Cock, as the resident director at Port Alfred, admitted that Mr Irving
was a relative of his, an answer which, presumably, caused some consternation. Irving received a
salary of £400 and Mr Jarvis, as Chairman, £200 per year. In response to another question Mr Cock
said the project was costing £200 per month in salaries, rations, the pay of free labourers and other
servants, and forage for horses. Director, Mr Hoole, said the company was obliged by a commitment
to the government to employ the engineer, though they didn’t really need him. The matter seemed to
rest when it was stated that more convicts would become available once they had finished their work
at another project on Fuller’s Hill. Presumably this would decrease the rate of expenditure.
A Mr C Chapman, proprietor of the Eastern Fishing Establishment, selling fresh fish in
Grahamstown for 6d per lb, had interests in the boating company. He also supported the building of
the Perseverance, a dredger imported in sections from England in 1861. She was capable of lifting
three hundred tons per day and, working with locally constructed barges, was used to reclaim a great
deal of swampland. She continued in service until 1890. On 12 December 1861 the steam tug, the
Volunteer, entered Port Alfred to mark the formal opening of the harbour and one writer, not
mentioning the grounding at the sand bar on the way in, said:
The valiant leaders of dissention, in crying down the works at the Kowie mouth, have fallen, or rather
deserted their posts and with hats off and loud huzzahs have at last greeted the successful entry of the
gallant Volunteer into the port par excellence of the Eastern Frontier. Lower Albany has its port and the
whole Eastern Province, the safest harbour in South Africa.

Capt. Robert Brown and his officers were treated at the Swan’s Hotel as pictures of the ship, and of
the dredger, were selling in Grahamstown for 5s each. To mark the departure of the Volunteer
Bathurst Gray’s Volunteers were ordered to parade at the port.
The second approach made by the Volunteer, on 20 January 1862, met with disaster. Pilot Mr
Jonson brought her as far as the bar. A strong north-westerly wind forced her onto the beach on the
east side where she languished through the night. The next morning a force of eighty men and a span
of oxen were unable to pull her into the river, so they removed two large loads of goods and left her
for another night within fifty yards of the east pier. The next day, Wednesday, she was dragged stern
first into the river, but before she could be properly secured, a wind and the current carried her onto
stones on the west pier where she was holed. Captain Brown, who hitherto had praised the Kowie
port, was now all for abandoning the Volunteer, but the engineer responsible for assembling the
Perseverance, the dredger, claimed he could repair her at little cost.
The pilot publicly defended the new harbour and denied reports of the Albatross touching the
bottom when entering at the end of January. In February a notice appeared calling for all claims
against the screw steamer, the Volunteer, to be sent to the agent, Geo. Wood & Son, Grahamstown.
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An anonymous letter published in March by one ‘C’ admonished Captain Brown, who had ignored
the sailing instructions, and acclaimed the Kowie harbour.
By the end of 1861 two pile driving machines were in operation at the harbour as it was being
extended. They drove down sneezewood tree trunks from the nearby bush. Two formal inspections
were reported during the year. Mr Skead, Master RN and Admiralty surveyor, said the works were
progressing according to the plan of Mr Rendel. He concluded that a navigable channel would be in
place when the piers had been extended to the full length specified in the plan. It was critical to front
the west face of the east pier with the best pile work to prevent a collapse of the rough stone forming
the pier, an occurrence which would disable the harbour for navigation. Col. William Renwick,
commanding the Royal Engineer’s office in Grahamstown, went as far as to state, “The Kowie is a
grand experiment, possibly leading to satisfactory results, and should be assisted by the colonial
government”. He proposed a screw steamer with raking apparatus to be used in fine weather to scour
the sand from the channel and bar during the ebb.
The KHIC was never short of inspections, reports and advice, though the executives tended to
ignore it. Amongst other suggestions, Mr A T Andrews, the chief engineer of the Table Bay works,
thought the incomplete cross bank should be finished without delay as at any time, without warning,
freshets could break through and force an entirely new entrance to the sea. Furthermore, the entrance
piers were proceeding very slowly and still had two hundred feet to go to reach the seaward extent
proposed by Mr Rendel. He was not alone, too, in suggesting that the stone from the quarries was of
an inferior quality and size. He would have preferred the money to be spent on a new tug to rather
have been spent on new plant. A shoal appearing in front of the entrance had been caused by “a most
injudicious alteration” made to Mr Rendel’s plan. It caused a substantial and unfortunate elbow to be
formed in the east bank opposite the steam mill. The east pier had been brought more westerly than it
would have been had that part of the plan been followed.
Competition between those supporting developments at Port Elizabeth and those in favour of
Port Alfred was played out in their respective newspapers, the Port Elizabeth Herald and the
Graham’s Town Journal. In response to Mr Andrews’ criticisms, the company directors said:
The directors of the Kowie Harbour Improvement Company are satisfied with Mr. Andrew’s report,
and whether Port Elizabeth has anything to fear or not, the fact is now patent that the works, as far as
carried out at the Kowie, have been conducted alike economically and efficiently.

A report of 1862 said that immense blocks of stone, as large as those in use at Table Bay docks, were
now in use, and that the dredger was continually engaged. The William Shaw and the Jonquille were
in port and two vessels were expected daily. There was some universal excitement when the 225 ton,
the Nadeschda, was expected in. Accordingly Capt. Ford of the Jonquille decided to delay his
departure so the tug, the Prince Alfred, which was expected to arrive shortly, would be afforded the
opportunity to pull his vessel. It was alleged, however, that Capt. Ford, whose vessel had already
suffered an encounter with western outer rocks, wanted to save a large amount on insurance. This
momentous day was publicised to attract a large crowd from the Port locality. The Prince Alfred
arrived later than expected on Wednesday 24 June 1862 after the Captain had mistaken the Kasouga
mouth for the Port. An imposing bonfire was lighted which, as planned, was visible from Bathurst. A
series of torch fires carried the news to Grahamstown:
All hands rushed to the piers, carrying with them every available spy glass. The ship-wrights and the
blacksmiths and the millers left their work; the visitors at Swan’s Inn put their best legs forward, all
sexes and all ages hurried to the front—in fact all the Kowie world and its wife swarmed along the sea
walls, leaving half a dozen or so to rally round the flagstaff to fly the signals... Then there she was with
her two tall spars, schooner rig, her black funnel belching coal-black smoke, her white paddle-box, her
red lines and her name flying from her masthead.

The Jonquille had been waiting several weeks to provide the spectacle of the first vessel to be towed
out of the harbour by a tug, but something happened with the timing and she had tried to get out as the
Prince Alfred was attempting to enter. In order to avoid a collision the latter kept to the east and
touched the rocks.
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The Prince Alfred lay in the harbour doing little other than providing pleasure cruises as other
vessels came and went. Then the Nadeschda put in for repairs at Algoa Bay carrying a cargo for
Lower Albany. It was decided to send the Prince Alfred, with several passengers, to bring her in from
Port Elizabeth. The tug left on 21 September 1863 and reached the Kasouga beach where her boilers
began to lose pressure due to the use of green wood to stoke the furnaces. The captain considered an
about turn to go back to Port Alfred, but a strong south westerly wind prevented the manoeuvre and
she dropped anchors. Through the night desperate efforts were made to generate more steam, but at
around 1.30am a cable parted leaving the tug held with a single anchor being driven towards rocks.
Fortunately, enough power had been generated, the anchor was raised, and they made for the river. On
hearing of this difficulty, the captain of the Nadeschada, with the backing of his crew, refused to ever
again contemplate entering the Kowie. Towards the end of the year it was reported that the tug would
be despatched to China to be disposed of as she was deemed unfit for work at the Kowie River.
In a bid to ensure the final completion of the project the government presented a Bill to
provide a guarantee against an additional loan of £25,000. The House wanted to know more before
providing the guarantee. In particular they called for a professional assessment as to whether the new
money would achieve the completion and whether additional funding should be obtained from the
company. Some new appointments were made; Mr Fry to superintend the convicts, Mr Wollaston to
construct the telegraph line, and Capt. Joss as port captain. James Hogg was appointed the engineer of
the works at £500 per annum.922
In 1864 both the Susan West and the Albert Prince of Wales found it difficult to trade at the Kowie
mouth as insurance companies refused to cover them over and beyond the sand bar. The government
had refused to provide more funding. The Everton was reported to be wrecked at the harbour, but the
report was exaggerated. She had arrived at the river towing a small whale boat which was swamped,
affecting the steering of the lead vessel, which was driven onto the west pier. She was repaired and
later returned from Mauritius with a cargo of sugar. Operated by Kowie men, she traded periodically
with the Port until, in August 1866, she sailed away just prior to a terrifying gale and her crew were
never seen again. Her captain left a widow and seven children.
The Prince Alfred left for China in May 1864 and in 1865 news arrived that she had been sold
for £6,000 for work in Australia. The money was received by the KHIC in September that year. On 26
July 1864 the company was authorised to borrow an additional £20,000. During the year the tug boat,
the Albany, was working lighters (flat bottom barges for loading and unloading vessels out at sea) at
the port. Act No. 23 authorised further work at the Port and Act No. 26 exempted bullion and coin
from wharfage charges there. 1864 was the one and only year when a Parliamentary sitting was held
at Grahamstown. The members were treated to a coach trip to the Kowie mouth. Much to the chagrin
of the Kowie promoters, one of the members remarked that it was only the troublesome sand bar that
was retaining the water in the harbour. On returning to their sitting they restricted the additional
funding to £20,000, half the amount recommended by the governor.
During 1864 the Albert Edward Prince of Wales arrived with navvies for the harbour works,
and one of the boats landing them was turned by a heavy roller and capsized. Seven of the men were
saved by a lifeboat. At this time some KHIC shares with a nominal value of £20 changed hands for
less than £5. There was a rift between the new engineer, Mr Hogg, and the company, and he moved to
Grahamstown to engage in the building of dams and roads.
In May 1865 three men were killed by a rock fall at the Port. In December the four hundred
ton Esterias attempted to leave the Port with a cargo of wool, hides, sheepskins, goatskins, horns and
bones. The bales of wool belonging to the Wood Brothers and Cawood Brothers were alone worth
£11,000. The wind dropped, she skewed and was grounded. Her passengers, their luggage and the
crew were safely returned using a longboat. During an attempt to pull her free her back broke and the
wreck and her cargo were auctioned. Towards the end of the year J F Bourne, the colonial inspector of
railways, submitted a report. He recommended a five ton crane to help with extending the piers and
emphasised the importance of retaining the drift sands. He recommended a slipway for the
examination of the dredger and other vessels. Under the pen name ‘Uncle Tom’ a letter appeared in
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the Journal describing William Cock, the driving force behind the harbour project, who was well
known in various contexts to all of the British settlers:
The frontier men are, upon the whole, proud of their bantam-cock, pity it is that so fine a character
should be marred by a few sour, cross-grained qualities. I ascribe this to faulty early training. Had he
been sent to sea a few years when a youngster, selfishness would have given way to generosity, and
then he would have been a model Englishman. 923

During the next few years progress at the harbour was at best mixed. Vessels were often kept
waiting out at sea for conditions favourable for sending the steam tugboat, the Albany (formerly the
William Way), to bring them in. There were successes, including direct shipments from England, but
also the occasional mishap. In 1866 Henry Davies replaced Capt. Joss as harbour master. Mr Bourne’s
advice to retain the drift sands had not been carried out and unwanted sand had accumulated. Colonial
Secretary, Mr R Southey, wrote to George Wood Jnr, the KHIC chairman, stating that to date
(September 1866) £123,664 had been spent on the works and £89,000 borrowed by debentures under
colonial guarantees. Annual interest charges outstanding amounted to £22,234. The company owed
£3,250 for expenses incurred at the convict station and yet more funding was required to complete the
project. Mr Wood countered by claiming that the government was withholding a balance of £7,500 of
the loan of £20,000 under the terms of Act No. 8. Messrs G Wood Jnr, S Cawood and W Cock
petitioned the government stating that the shareholders had paid large sums towards the work, and
they had sold land to raise more money. For this they received neither interest nor dividend. If the
balance of the loan should not be paid for the work to continue, then they might be compelled to
withdraw from the project and hand over their trust to the government.
Despite the funding setbacks the port continued a brisk trade up to 1870. It was found that the
tugboat was little needed for its primary purpose and was used by Commander W Stanton RN for
taking soundings for a chart of the Kowie River published in 1867. Dr William Atherstone had bought
property at the port and had interested himself in the harbour project. During the year a causeway was
made with stone from ‘Atherstone’s Quarry’, so presumably he had designated some of his recently
acquired land for the purpose. The quarry might also have been of use in furthering his keen interest
in geology. Later we learn that in 1872 the convict station was moved from Wesley Hill to
Atherstone’s Quarry. The Port Alfred convict station was at one time the largest of some 720 such
camps in the colony. Here the majority of the captives were engaged in the extraction of stone.924
It is worth noting that at this period in history Dr Atherstone was taking a keen interest in railways in
general, with a particular fondness for the idea of a Cape to Cairo railway. His interest in geology has
already been noted and around this time he was making important discoveries in the field, and also in
his medical calling of which more will be said (see Chapter 24).
Other developments at this time included a new navigation beacon, Charles Bezant’s wool
store on the West Wharf, the West flagstaff for navigation in front of Cock’s Castle (Richmond
House), the East Cemetery, and the East flagstaff near the junction of Park and York Roads. The Icon,
of three hundred and fifty tons was the largest vessel to date to successfully navigate the river, an
event noticed at competing Port Elizabeth and throughout the colony. By October 1867 the slipway,
the first of many built by Mr Rintoul, had been completed and acclaimed, and the Albany was the first
to make use of it.
In 1868 Wood Brothers opened a new store on the east side of the river and were authorised
to use it as a bonded warehouse. In March the acting harbour master and pilot, James Jonson, certified
that the sand bar at the river mouth did not exceed ninety feet in length and was covered by at least
twelve feet, six inches of water. Four ship’s captains signed a document expressing their satisfaction
with the harbour and that it was comparable with the London Docks!
At the end of the year a House of Assembly select committee considered the project. Messrs
R Southey (in the chair), Soloman, Bowker, Clough and Franklin contributed. KHIC director Samuel
Cawood gave a report. He listed the principal shareholdings. Land at the Port, once worth £50, had
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increased in value to £2,500, but it could not be sold as it was held in security for debts. He reported
the assets and liabilities of the company and calculated a figure of £140,000 for the government to pay
to take over the harbour works in their current state. He suggested an injection of a further £10,000
would be sufficient to complete the project. Only £1,052 14s 7d had been earned in wharfage dues to
date, all in the year 1867. KHIC was paying £2,400 per year interest on money borrowed against the
personal security of four of the directors. Mr Graham, a long standing director, said the works would
be better managed by the government. The directors had never had sufficient funds to carry on the
work in a proper manner. He was not in a position to place a value on the land, nor to express an
opinion as the whether the project might be completed for £10,000. It was difficult to forecast the
export trade through the port other than of produce from within Albany, but Mr Wood reminded the
committee that at a short distance from the Kowie there was ‘one of the finest iron ore mines one
could imagine’. A sample had been tested in England by Mr Bessemer for making steel and the ore
contained forty-five percent of very good quality iron. The ore could be loaded onto barges at
Mansfield near the mine and sailed down to the port. The need for independent effective supervision
at the port by a nautical person was important and a Cape Town merchant, F F Rutherford, said that
insurance rates for ships entering the Kowie River were double the rates charged at Port Elizabeth.
By November 1868 the government had made an offer, which was being considered by the
company. The government would take on the liabilities amounting to £117,972 and the assets totalling
£35,000, including the land owned by the company, but they could not see their way to paying
£25,000 to the shareholders who had bought them speculatively. The indignant shareholders claimed
they had invested in the interests of the country and the good of the common wheal. A period of
deadlock ensued. During 1869 a petition was raised in which several hundred people asked for
Parliament to take on the Kowie works and to compensate the shareholders. A Bill was drafted
repealing Ordinance No. 4 of 1852 for the formation of the KHIC. Shareholders rejected the Bill and
further delayed the transfer of the project into government hands.
In April 1870 the KHIC was dissolved by proclamation making it lawful for the governor
with his executive council to manage the company as they saw fit, including the power to compensate
the shareholders. From this point the works were controlled by government while the shipping was
controlled by private enterprise. In a report Sir John Coode, an eminent harbour engineer,
recommended expenditure of £442,745 at Algoa Bay (Port Elizabeth), £180,696 at East London, and
£86,623 at the Kowie. His proposal itemised five stages, the first four of which would be completed in
three to four years.
At this time, of the ninety-two convicts at the Kowie, fifty were employed on the dredger
removing material raised by the scoops. Few others were engaged in the harbour works which had
almost ground to a halt. The Jubilee of eighty-tons, built in the Kowie River, was launched in May
1870 to work with the lighters in landing cargo. The government had barely begun to take charge of
the works when the Albany tugboat went out to tow the Elite into the river. The tug reached the mouth
of the river, but the Elite was lifted by a heavy roller onto the river bed. The next roller forced her
around the east pier, the tow rope snapped, and she was dumped on the east beach. About three
hundred bags of flour were salvaged and, though she was dragged into the river, she was subsequently
landed on a sand bank in the cove. There she was sold by public auction for just £86. This was just
after the Sybil from Penzance received a battering, but was not wrecked.
The final meeting of the KHIC directors took place in July 1870. The plant and property were
handed over to the civil commissioners for Grahamstown and Port Alfred. M R Robinson, the colonial
engineer, assumed responsibility for the harbour works. Later that year there were tales of more
navigating mishaps and exceptional delays in bringing shipping into the river. Now it was the
government’s turn to take the flack for the incidents and for the lack of progress of the works. It was
claimed in the Cape Town Argus that in the previous twelve months almost half of the vessels arriving
at the port had come to grief in some way. The quality of the convict workforce was also severely
questioned. In response, in an article in a Government Gazette of February 1871 describing the vast
extent of the port and harbour complex, the local priest asserted that his was the only parish of which
almost half was in the sea!
Governor, Sir Henry Barkly, visited the port to hear reports of the new commodious
workshop and resident engineer’s house. The new tramway along the western pier had been
constructed and a steam locomotive was expected shortly. The Albany was holed in June and was
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repaired using Mr Rintoul’s famous slipway. Dr H Francis Becker was appointed medical officer at
Port Alfred and, before taking his practice to Grahamstown, he planted shrubs to reduce the amount of
sand blowing into the river. Consternation arose when, in July, a proposed loan of £50,000 for the
Kowie was rejected in the House of Assembly, R M Bowker being one of those opposing the advance.
In the House, member Mr Ziervogel said that for a long time the public had been deceived with the
expenditure on the Kowie project, but another member, Mr Louw, said he was prepared for the
government to advance the full £50,000 if they could find a qualified engineer to take charge. In 1872
the harbour work was suspended, although shipping continued to enter and leave.925
Exports through Kowie for 1872 were thought to have exceeded £100,000. Customs duties had
reached over £10,000. In February 1873 a new company was proposed to handle the shipping at the
Kowie. Those present included former directors of the KHIC, members of the Legislative Assembly,
Advocate Stockenstrom, Mayor of Grahamstown S C Wright, Dr W G Atherstone, and many others.
The shareholders would be protected by the formation of the company under clauses of the Limited
Liability Act. The company would purchase relevant equipment from the government and, as the Port
Alfred Landing and Shipping Company, would be capitalised at £5,000 in £5 shares. Telegraphic
communications, costing no more than £900, would link the port with Grahamstown and the outside
world. This would enable shipping movements at East London and Algoa Bay to be monitored,
justifying principal shipping companies in using Port Alfred as a regular port of call. Early notice of
arrivals would enable the tug to be held in readiness.
In a report, Mr Pote declared that since the port had been taken over by the government ten
thousand tons of shipping had called there. This represented £103,625 imports and £179,596 exports
attracting dues of around £17,000. Furthermore, the wharfage fees and duties were increasing
significantly. At one time in June 1873 there were seven vessels in the river at wharfs and other
places. In August harbour works resumed with one hundred convicts sent to assist. They continued the
extension of the west pier until the end of the year.
Several Grahamstown merchants held shares in the African Belle which, in September, was
driven onto a rock projecting from the western embankment. Hundreds of bags of flour were salvaged
as was cargo held in water tight casks, but their losses, which were insured, amounted to £300-400.
The salvage operation entailed the rapid erection of a makeshift landing platform and the lighting of
huge bonfires used to illuminate the scene well into the night. Her masts, spars and sails were
dislodged and taken from her leaving just the hull to be sold at auction. This event showed what was
possible when the interests of shareholders were at stake. It was the first wreck since the arrival of
Capt. Davies as port captain in December 1870. He blamed the incident on the defective state of the
tug and complained that, as long as nobody was responsible for the mishaps, there would always be a
risk of such problems. It emerged, though, that there had been a mix up between the port captain, who
said the tide turned at 9.11am, and the pilot who said 8.30am. In fact it turned at 8.11am, an hour
before the time stated by Capt. Davies. One party blamed the government for not installing piles at the
pier.
London Brokers, G H Payne & Co., suggested to the Grahamstown businesses that they
should charter vessels every month to sail to Port Alfred. Those businesses were to form a company,
the Grahamstown Shipping Association, to trade only with the chartered vessels. Payne & Co. wanted
£1,000 a month for the service, but at a meeting such a charge was thought to be excessive. A fourman committee, including Samuel Cawood, was appointed to investigate the scheme, and nothing
became of it.
On a dismal day in January 1874 the Albany planned to bring in the Star of Wales. From
moorings at Cock’s Mill, she set off, arriving abreast of the post office where she scraped the east
bank. The pilot pulled her round dramatically so that she slewed across the river to strike the same
rocks that had holed the African Belle. As she began to ship water her fires were drawn to prevent an
explosion. It was an opportunity for the Buffalo, a new steam tug, to prove her value. Meanwhile the
Albany was pulled onto the slipway to discover serious damage all along the starboard side. The
Catherine Marie struck the same rocks in April 1874.
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Reports revealed the annual numbers of arrivals at the port: 1870, 18; 1871, 22; 1872, 30;
1873, 39. The Port Alfred Landing and Shipping Company declared a twelve month loss of £635 14s
8d blamed on the repairs to the tug and low charging rates. A report by Mr Devonshire J Scott
contained an estimated cost for a railway line between Port Alfred and Grahamstown of £260,000.
The Cape Argus stated that Dr W Atherstone had been ‘hooted down’ by the majority of those present
when he supported the claims of the Kowie at a meeting in the Albany Hall. Thus, the newspaper
blamed indecision at Grahamstown for the Kowie project not attracting the attention it needed from
Parliament. The main opposition, seemingly, was from those merchants who preferred to have the
money spent on a railway to the city.
In a new report the
inspector of public works
urged the extension of the
west pier in accordance with
Sir John Coode’s plan. To this
end a locomotive was ordered.
There was a delay awaiting a
means of shipping it from
Cape Town to Port Alfred, but
on 10 July 1874 Locomotive
No. 9 was landed ready to
replace the animal draught.
Unfortunately curves on the
rail track were too sharp for
the new engine. After some
Cock’s Mill with Cock’s Castle (Richmond House) on the hill above,
modifications to the track, by
courtesy of Sunshine Coast Tourism, Port Alfred
September the engine was
making regular trips with stone from the quarry to the western pier head. In September eight more
oxen were recruited for tipping stone. Mr Wenneck, an inspector of the communications system,
awaited a cargo of material for the telegraph line. At about the same time as the dredger was equipped
with new boilers, the telegraph line was established. The Buffalo, however, was out of action at the
Bay of Biscay.
By the end of 1874 at the quarry, some one and a half miles from the pier head, one hundred
and thirty free labourers and one hundred and ninety convicts were working, the free men for 2s 6d
per day. During a visit, Commissioner Smith was made aware that truck wheels arriving for use at the
harbour had already been several years in use on the Cape-Wellington railway and were cracking.
Yellowwood, the basis of the slipway, was being eaten up by canker-worm and the structure was
already in a useless state. Smith saw the awful condition of the government buildings and the jail was
a disgrace with criminals of all classes sharing apartments. With his hosts he considered the possible
site of a pontoon across the river to avoid wagons travelling inland for a journey of twelve miles. The
arrival of staging from the Committees Bridge, which had been washed down the Fish River, and
piles of driftwood landing on the beach, were the first signs of serious inland flooding in December
1874. The flooding also washed away four more bridges, Cookhouse, Tarka, Carlisle and Koonap.
In September 1875 the Elizabeth Martin, in the ownership of Donald Currie’s company,
arrived at the port to be greeted by the tug containing company agent, Mr Gau, and the Mayor of Port
Alfred. It was pulling two lighters. The tug, the Albany, was caught by a breaker amidships which
threw her over on her beam ends. Water cascading over the vessel washed Captain Cells from the
bridge and dampened the fires causing a reduction in steam pressure. Though she righted she
remained under-powered, and her lighters had to be cut loose to float up river on the incoming tide.
The tug reached the illustrious visiting vessel where all present enjoyed a lunch. Partial unloading was
possible the following day, but, due to bad weather, the Elizabeth Martin was taken to East London
where the bulk of her cargo destined for Port Alfred was unloaded. This embarrassing incident
prompted the Boating Company to combine the roles of port captain and company manager in the
shape of Mr Clifford.
Sir John Coode’s recommendation for a longer west pier and shorter east pier had been
implemented and it was causing a problem in the form of a build up of sand and an area of slack
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water. It was suggested, therefore, that the east pier be extended out into deep water where the
accumulation would not matter. Another attempt to carve a gap in the sandbar, to free vessels trapped
in the harbour, involved the use of depth charges. The first charge failed to explode. The second
charge exploded, but only succeeded in killing some fish, which were cooked and consumed by
locals.926
In 1875 rails were being laid on the east embankment for use in extending the pier. By mid-1875 the
Landing and Shipping Company was advertising the sale of more shares. In June three lifeboats, filled
with people, were stopped from entering the river mouth because a hurricane had made the sand bar
dangerous. Their only option was to head for ships anchored at sea where most of the people boarded
the Lady Selborne. They had abandoned the Africana bound for New York which was observed from
the shore with her sails set. With the rewards of salvage in mind, tug the Albany was despatched to
meet her. The master and crew had no thoughts of rescuing those in the lifeboats, but the tug failed to
reach the intended vessel. The next day saw the tug anchored at sea waiting for the Africana to
reappear. On that day the Snorre Straulassen broke free from anchorage and drifted four miles to be
driven ashore near Fresh Water Point. The station there was equipped with rocket apparatus so lines
were fired out to the vessel and the crew saved. Meanwhile, the tug began to drag her anchor and
struck the Lady Selborne which suffered serious damage. Freed of the mess it had caused, with her
captain fearing they might run short of fuel, the tug was driven to the harbour at top speed. She struck
the west pier head and was driven by the sea onto a sand spit. The remains of the Snorre Straulassen
and some of its cargo, which had drifted onto the beaches, were sold for low prices at public auction.
Many of the tug’s damaged plates could not be replaced in a like manner to the originals, so
the repaired boat looked rather battered, though it was serviceable. She was soon called into action
again and successfully brought to anchorage the Tecumseh which had parted company with its rudder.
The mail steamer, the Basuto, with some difficulty, towed the stricken ship to Port Elizabeth. The
Albany was no longer suited to work in the harbour and so, possibly with money from salvage, the
Landing and Shipping Company ordered a new tug.
In October 1875 the Donald Currie Steam Ship Company advertised direct steam
communication from London to Port Alfred. The inaugural vessel would be the S.S. Courland under
Capt. Winchester.
Mr Cock’s wife had died and he offered his house, houses occupied by Capt. Davies and the
Rev. G Rose, three cottages, one hundred building lots and allotments, and Fairfax Farm, for sale.
More of Mr Cock’s property was to be offered later.
The recently instigated mail steamer service was proving to be less than successful. The
incidents where cargo for Port Alfred had to be unloaded elsewhere were causing confusion and
ultimately affected the service at the harbour. In the past Mr Cock had achieved some success using a
vessel to tow a large rake to remove unwanted sand. In 1876 a new improved rake was brought out
from England for use at the bar. The pontoon across the river was nearing completion and the last
piles for the wharf on the east side were being driven in. Mrs Innes, wife of the magistrate, christened
the pontoon the Alliance. It was equipped with three bamboo masts used to fly flags for the occasion.
This was the only means of carrying bulk goods across the river for many years to come.
Over the years much had already been expended on reports and plans for the harbour. In
October 1876 Sir John Coode left England to inspect the works in progress in the South African
harbours. He was paid a 30,000 guinea fee plus expenses and £1,000 for his report. In respect of Port
Alfred, although he thought the largest vessels would never be able to enter the harbour, he hoped he
would be able to plan to use the port to a full extent. This was an ambitious aim, especially
considering that ever larger steam ships were in construction. The harbour project might have
reasonably been abandoned at this time, but in 1876 a record 12,750 tons of imports and 101 ships
had been handled. Exports too, in that year, were amongst the highest annual values on record. Mr F
W Waldron was appointed by the government as an assistant engineer and later he was made resident
engineer until he retired in 1890. Of a number of ships to regularly enter the river in 1877, the largest
was the Helena at two hundred and twenty-three tons. Ships over two thousand tons frequently used
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outer anchorage. Only sailing vessels could enter and leave the harbour. When the two big steamship
companies, the Union and the Castle, combined, the Kowie was never going to be their choice.
Importers at Grahamstown tended to favour Port Elizabeth and a correspondent in March
1877 declared there was not a single vessel in England being loaded for Port Alfred. The Kowie
harbour was already in decline. Other observers thought the port boasted many natural advantages,
and could not understand why it had been so neglected.
In August 1877 a record of thirty days was achieved for goods from London to the Kowie.
The Dublin Castle reached Cape Town in twenty-two days where the goods were transhipped to the
S.S. Florence for the final leg to Port Alfred.
As the work of Sir John Coode proceeded it was noticed he had been given notice at Jersey
harbour because he had spent £170,000 and achieved very little. Improvements at Kowie over many
years had increased the depth of water over the bar at low water spring tides from an average of 18
inches in 1840-57 to 7-9 ft in 1877. This assessment varied with claims of 14 ft by Mr Cock and his
colleagues, which must have been measured in exceptional circumstances. Sir John recommended
further extensions to both piers with an estimated cost of £60,000. For the benefit of ship navigators
he also recommended a 50 ft high landmark at the summit of Glendower Hill. He estimated the
customs duties to have reached £30,000 for 1876. The only way ocean-going steamers would ever be
accommodated would be a facility outside of the river and the cost of such a venture would be
unwarranted. Again the government failed to take an opportunity to cut the losses.
By the end of 1877 tug, the Albany, which had been deteriorating through old age, had been
further damaged beyond repair. She was sold at auction, with equipment and stores, for £132. The
lighter Hopeful was also languishing as a wreck on the eastern beach. Both vessels had been driven by
the sea onto the eastern pier. Lighters, the Success and the Enterprise, were later to suffer a similar
demise.927
By 1878 the steamship companies were charging higher rates for freight to the Kowie, and the
harbour works were not complete. Little of the available harbour money for South Africa was
allocated to Port Alfred. When the locomotive, the Aid, arrived for work on the east breakwater it was
found that the rail had been laid without fishplates, the rectification of which caused a significant
delay. In April a new tug boat for the port had reached Cape Town. Paddles had been fitted en route
so the last part of its passage had been under steam. She was seventy-five feet long, with engines
capable of eighty horsepower, a beam of eighteen feet, and she drew five feet six inches of water. She
arrived at Port Alfred in May. At this time the government tug, the Buffalo, which was in service
there, went out to greet the new arrival and tied up at the Mill. Civil commissioner and resident
magistrate, A R Innis, handed the ribbon with a bottle of champagne to Miss Lydia Cawood who,
after wishing it success and prosperity, christened it after her father, the Samuel Cawood. At the
subsequent ‘tiffin’ were Samuel himself, and several dignitaries.
On 22 May 1878 Capt. Mercer, who had brought out the Samuel Cawood from England, was
missing. His body was found on the beach at the Rufane’s River mouth.
After modifications on the slipway to make her ready for work at the harbour, the Samuel
Cawood was refloated and found to draw ten inches more water than when she arrived. Every inch
was significant in consideration of the troublesome sand bar.
It had long been the practice for ships to bear the cost of lighters required to carry cargo from
outer anchorage to the harbour, but in 1878 the owners of the Virginie brought an action against Mr
Hess for the cost of lighterage used to reduce her draft to enable her to cross the bar. A similar action
was brought in respect of the Henrietta Burchard which, incidentally, was the first vessel to be towed
into the harbour by the Samuel Cawood. The following day, the new tug sustained damage to her
starboard paddle box during a heavy sea. The old donkey engine was replaced with a more powerful
one from England capable of pulling the chain harrow up and down the mouth of the river as specified
by Sir John Coode. Heavy gales and an exceedingly high tide caused about twenty feet of the west
breakwater to be washed away. The store cellars, boatyard and much low lying land were flooded.
The foundations of a large crane were undermined causing it to topple over. A shed was under
construction for the new lifeboat recently arrived. At considerable cost in terms of money and time,
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tug, the Buffalo, had been refitted, but it lay idle for months. Both the new dredger and the rake
ordered by Sir John Coode were used once only, and then forgotten. The Boating Company declared a
profit of £1,691 for 1878, but in June 1879 one of its two lighters was sold. When three steamers
arrived together, the one remaining lighter was unable to give satisfactory service, and one of the
number, the Anglican, was unable to wait as she was carrying mail. The replacement for the sold
lighter arrived by the end of the year.
During 1879 the volume of imports was several times the volume of exports, a factor that
weighed heavily against the harbour for those considering its future. The chief inspector of public
works stated that the east pier had still to be extended another 338 ft to meet the current approved
scheme. Once this had been achieved a decision was needed whether to adopt the Sir John Coode
recommendation which entailed adding another 350 ft to both breakwaters. That the channels in the
river had been made in straight lines, at variance with Mr Rendels specification, was a more pressing
concern. This error could be mitigated by dredging, but constant use of the dredger was a considerable
drawback. In February 1879 Mr Jarvis, who admittedly had given long and loyal service, was
succeeded by Sir John’s favoured engineer, Mr Tuthill, to take charge of the harbour works.
Around this time the branch railway from the competing Port Elizabeth to Grahamstown was
opened. In Grahamstown Mr Hancock advertised that he would be selling Algoa Bay fresh fish every
day except Mondays. A bell would be rung out around the city on receipt of a telegraph announcing
that the boats had gone out fishing, and again when the fish arrived. In October 1879 the Buffalo had
broken down some twenty miles from Port Alfred and was towed back by the Samuel Cawood. Tugs
had been claimed to be the ‘silver bullet’ that would solve the problems of the harbour. This had
proved not to be the case, but
now a new wonder solution
was envisaged, that of the
railway between the Kowie
mouth and Grahamstown.
Branch lines would run from
a station on the east side a
few hundred yards to each
quay.
Following an
incident in January 1880, the
following June the Samuel
Cawood was stranded at the
river mouth and holed
aground on the east pier. All
attempts to salvage her failed
so in July the Boating
Company brought in the
steam tug, the Kaffrarian, to
replace her. The wrecked tug
remained in place as another
obstacle to be navigated for several months. Meanwhile the Buffalo languished in the river awaiting
parts from England. The parts arrived in January 1881 aboard the Elizabeth Taylor, but soon after, the
Kaffrarian was pitched onto the wreck of the Samuel Cawood forming a cross which for months
exacerbated the difficult navigational feature.
As works stalled and problems mounted one visitor remarked “Everything in connection with
the works at the harbour is conducted in a miserable, half-hearted fashion”. A supplementary report
from Sir John Coode stated that the quarry stone, now being brought in from the east side of the river,
was no better than the mediocre supplies they had been using from the west side. One correspondent
had suggested the use of sturdy concrete blocks, but he recommended that the further extension of the
east pier should make use of cribwork with piling supporting creosoted timber framing and rubble.
The west breakwater should be extended using a concrete bag and block system and, he stated, the
work would cost no more than £66,500.
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Masters and crews suffered during the period when there was no tug in operation at the port.
Brig, the Rosalie, landed upon the breakers and dropped anchor. There was no way to pull her to the
safety of deep water so she was eventually driven onto the western beach where she was stranded. In
February, the Rosalie and the Kaffrarian were offered for sale where they lay. Early in March a new
boiler was fitted to the Buffalo, but negotiations for her use had not been completed so one of the
boating company’s lighters was fitted with an engine as a temporary solution. This work was
undertaken by Samuel Cawood, the resulting vessel being described as a steam launch/lighter. The
repairs to the Buffalo were completed in record time and on 19 April she went out to the SS Florence.
On board were Captain Clifford and Mr Tuthill who decided to look at the wrecked Rosalie as they
returned. Unfortunately, the tug was driven onto the end of the east pier. She made it back to the river,
but on examination on the slipway was found to have sustained eight holes and a damaged paddle
wheel from the battering. After that the Buffalo was no longer permitted to work outside of the
harbour. Embarrassingly, as a result, several ships were obliged to take cargo originally bound for
Port Alfred to Port Elizabeth.928
The Kowie Railway
Although this book is primarily intended to cover the story of the settlers up to and including the year
1880, the Lower Albany railway project is integral to the story of the harbour works at Port Alfred. As
such, a brief postscript to the story is provided in this section.
On 21 October 1881 Mr John Merriman, son of the former Archdeacon of Grahamstown,
ceremonially turned the first sod for the construction of what is known as the Kowie Railway (Port
Alfred to Grahamstown). Of the total cost of £350,000, some £50,000 was subscribed by the
government and the remainder by shareholders in England. A series of vessels arrived at the port
laden with trucks, tracking and other materials. By July the following year earth works for the tracks
had been completed up to the Blaauwkrantz gorge except for a four mile section around Round Hill.
Three hundred men were working on the incomplete section. Another three hundred men were on the
cuttings either side of the Blaauwkrantz valley and yet more worked on the section from there to
Grahamstown.
The first two locomotives, the Port Alfred and
the Kowie, were under construction, but some parts were
damaged when they fell out of their crate as it was being
lowered into a lighter at outer anchorage. Replacement
parts and spares had to be made at the government
workshops in Uitenhage which caused a delay. In the
interim, they used the harbour works locomotive, the Aid,
to move goods up the line. The ironwork for the bridge
across the Blaauwkrantz gorge was brought in from
London on the Ocean Queen. Unlike other rail projects
Port Alfred rail link, courtesy of
in
southern Africa, the Kowie Railway Company was
Sunshine Coast Tourism, Port Alfred
initially obliged to pay import dues on all of the materials
landed which caused a considerable financial difficulty, but the Prime Minister intervened and a
satisfactory arrangement was agreed.
By May 1883 the track was in operation from the port to beyond Bathurst and gangs of men
were working round the clock to complete the section from there to the Blaauwkrantz. This would
enable the materials for the extensive five-span bridge to be brought up the line. After a mishap at sea
while bringing in additional locomotives, and a resultant delay, by December 1883 they were ready
for a ceremonial opening journey along the section from Port Alfred to Blaauwkrantz. The proprietor
at the Seven Stars Inn at Bathurst served the passengers with drinks at a triumphal arch over the track
opposite his premises. When the regular service was underway the final leg of the journey between
Waai Plaats and Grahamstown was completed by horse drawn coaches.
After the bridge was completed the first tentative crossing took place in August 1884 with
engineers and works people as passengers. Engine, the Port Alfred, was driven by Thomas Begbie.
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The official testing of the bridge took place the following month by a train of four engines and
twenty-one heavily laden trucks, all weighing four hundred tons travelling at twenty-five miles per
hour. Subsequent journeys carried goods and paying passengers, but by early 1886 the railway
company was in liquidation and the line up for sale. There was a brief resumption of interest when, in
1887 an expectation was announced that the line would be in constant use during the two months of
the great Jubilee Exhibition at Grahamstown. When the government declined to buy the railway the
Kowie Railway Syndicate was formed with Mr Charles Stirk as one of the members of the committee.
This was hailed as a saving measure for ‘Grahamstown’s little port’.
The history of the railway is not well recorded after its reopening in November 1888, but the
government agreed to purchase the railway for £75,000 in 1889.929
In 1911 disaster struck. Native Africans believed that the deep forbidding gorge at the Blaauwkrantz
drift was inhabited by demons and ghosts, and the engineers, A Ande and A Buchanan, were indelibly
aware of the risks involved in the adventurous bridge project. The ironwork was made by A
Handyside and Co. of Derby, their man on the spot being Mr Parker. The metal plates fitted exactly
into place so over the whole span there was a negligible 3 mm variation from the specification. The
central span of 230 ft length was some 185 ft above the bottom of the gorge. Though precautions were
in place including a catch net for any falling workers, no accident occurred during construction. Five
formal progressive tests of the bridge were carried out, all successful, and the finished result was
widely admired.
The railway was not only a considerable boon to traders and farmers, but also to the growing
tourism industry of benefit to the towns and other places it touched, especially when it was linked to
the Cape railway system. Single fares from Grahamstown to Port Alfred were first class 11s, second
class 7s 6d and third class 5s 6d, with special excursion rates at weekends. The health giving
properties of the coastal air were appreciated and trips to the seaside were very popular, all of which
indicated the potential for Port Alfred as the bustling destination for tourists that it is today. To an
extent the railway journey itself must have been regarded as a pleasurable novelty.
On Saturday 11 April 1911 a mixed train from Port Alfred carrying passengers, pineapples,
and stone for the Cathedral at Grahamstown, reached a point 220 metres before the bridge. A truck
left the rails and as it reached the centre span it turned over breaking the neck of the buffers and
detaching it from the front of the train. Four coaches, a truck and the guard’s fell from the track and
toppled into the deep ravine below. The very experienced driver, undoubtedly shocked, had the
presence of mind to continue the journey to Grahamstown to obtain all the help available including a
gang of Africans to aid the rescue work.
Leslie Palmer and his brother, great grandsons of George Palmer, the Nottingham party
settler, whose family owned and operated the farm in the gorge below the rail track, later recalled the
events of that fateful day. It was a sunny Saturday morning when they heard the engine approaching.
They watched the train and observed that it appeared to be labouring more than was usual, possibly
because of the heavy stone it was carrying. The passenger coaches were full. After a noise like rifle
fire the coaches and trucks derailed and fell down the precipice to be smashed to pieces on the rocks.
The brothers ran to the awful scene of chaos, death and injury where they immediately set to work
with their assistants. While they were working, a team of doctors and nurses was assembled with
medical supplies from the Albany General Hospital. All were transported to the railway station to
board a special train for the purpose. They teamed up with Rhodes University students volunteering as
stretcher bearers and rescue workers. In just half an hour the ambulance train was underway making
the thirteen mile journey to the gorge. Preparations were made at the hospital for the reception of
casualties.
When they arrived at the scene the Palmers and their assistants had done what they could to
help out. Some casualties remained trapped in agony in the mangled wreckage of their carriages.
Others had been thrown clear to their deaths or crushed below the rolling stock and cargo.
Miraculously, some survived with their various injuries, and were carried to the train for the return
journey. Military officers and members of the 1st City Regiment formed ambulance teams for the
living and the dead at the bridge and at Grahamstown. The living were given priority on the train.
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Passenger Hazel Smith was just seven years old at the time. She found herself hanging on a
girder and holding on to her little brother. Her younger sister Dorothy was hanging on another girder a
short distance away. She called for her mother, but there was no reply. Dorothy was unable to hold on
for long and plummeted into the gorge. Her brother slipped out of Hazel’s hand and also fell and later
died, but Dorothy survived after a long stay in hospital.
Hazel was rescued. Leslie Palmer and Mr Davidson heard her calling “Mummy” and looked
up to see her seated high up on a cross beam. They climbed up the girders to reach her and then
passed her from one man to the other as they descended. The sisters received no compensation as the
railway syndicate was bankrupted soon after the accident. They spent their remaining childhood and
youth in a home. The death toll at the scene was twenty-nine and several of the injured died later. In
his account, Eric Turpin lists the dead and other casualties including the nature of their injuries. The
majority of casualties were from Grahamstown and Lower Albany. Amongst them were several
Nottinghamshire settler names including Bradfield, Pike, Elliott and Tarr. It is likely many of the
casualties would have been related in some way and a number would have been close neighbours and
friends, for example Paul Tarr, Grace Pike and Mr Hulley from Clumber and Mr and Mrs H Cooper,
Ernest Crear, Mr T Arnold and Miss M Arnold of Bathurst. Probably many of the passengers would
have been known to the Palmers and their workers, their heroic early rescuers.
This, one of the most serious disasters in South African railway history, was blamed on poor
maintenance of the railway and of some of the rolling stock, although some observers thought the
trucks of stone to be overloaded. That the bridge itself had sustained only superficial damage was a
testimony to its designers, and it was reopened within a short time after the derailment. The railway
was transferred to South African Railways in 1913. As rolling stock became heavier a plan for a
replacement bridge was approved and it was completed in 1928 at a cost of £29,000.930
Port outmoded
As part of the national rail system the Kowie line and Port Alfred benefited from the extension of the
railway from Kimberley to the Orange Free State in 1885. New general shipping arrived and the port
handled material for the track extension. The rail line and harbour effectively ran as a unified
operation acquiring more assets including several new lighters. More slipways were introduced and
the port became a recognised facility for the repair of small steam vessels.
By 1887 the harbour works once again required more funding for completion, but such
support was not to be relied on. Sir Gordon Sprigg, the Cape Prime Minister, stated, in effect, that if
the merchants and business people in Grahamstown and at Port Alfred failed to increase their use of
the Port to make it a paying investment, then his government could not support a continuation of the
works. As a result, the Grahamstown and Port Alfred Chamber of Commerce obtained assurances
from sixty importers to make regular and continued use of the facility as far as possible. Meanwhile
the port continued to suffer some notable shipping mishaps, as did other South African ports, but it
proved itself to be useful in rescues arising from incidents elsewhere, or not of its making, as when
the Finland grounded at Sandy Spit and all ninety people on board were taken to safety in lifeboats to
Port Alfred.
A new company, the Port Alfred Landing and Shipping Company Limited, was formed to
replace the previous Boating Company which had folded. In 1888, however, a committee was formed
to petition the Supreme Court for the liquidation of the new company and an official liquidator was
duly appointed. Yet again Sir John Coode appeared on the scene suggesting £7,000 should be spent to
complete the west pier, but by now nobody was listening. Dr W H Atherstone pressed for a
resumption in the Kowie works, stating:
This important harbour, the terminus of the main trunk railway of the colony, could be opened to the
commerce of the world at the expense of a small pump-dredger, costing about £10,000.
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By this time the government had lost all interest in the harbour project and it was all but ‘dead in the
water’. When a harbour plan by Cathcart Methven was submitted by the government to an eminent
marine engineer in England it was estimated at a cost of over £600,000 including necessary rail
works. At best, with continual dredging, it would achieve a maximum depth of twenty-one feet at low
water while at this time other works in vogue in England and elsewhere were planning almost double
that depth, in some cases more, to take account of the ever larger vessels in contemplation. It would
compete directly with the Buffalo River where a depth of thirty-three feet could be achieved. The
project was deemed to be pointless.931
Early seaside resorts around Southwell
In the previous section the advantages of Port Alfred for tourism have been touched on. In her book
Southwell Settlers, Doris Stirk devotes a chapter to the early resorts at the mouths of the Kasouga,
Kariega and Bushman’s rivers. By the same author, Kasouga Sands describes the development and
charms of that particular resort in considerable detail. The neighbouring seaside places must have
similar stories to tell.
One of the first planned holiday resorts in the frontier districts was Kasouga (originally Gwa Souga –
Place of Leopards). After a visit to Kasouga River mouth in 1858, Dr W G Atherstone was inspired to
write the following commendation, which might equally reflect the simple rejuvenating and
instructive pleasures of all of the resorts along this coastal stretch of the Indian Ocean:
In conclusion, let me ask—can the student see and thoughtfully examine all these wonders of creation,
and not wish to look beyond? Do not your thoughts involuntarily rise up to the Power that twines the
tendrils of the young shark to the floating seaweed, to ensure its safety—that fashions the delicate shell
of the argonaut to protect its eggs, and directs the instincts of the strange and wonderful creatures we
have been examining? Have such pursuits no effect on character, on mind as well as on health and
spirits?
Depend on it they have, and if you follow the example and advice thus frankly given, you will
come back from your seaside holiday to your ordinary pursuits, healthier, stronger, better in every
respect, improved in mind and body, renovated in all things.

Of Kasouga in particular, Doris Stirk’s favourite holiday haunt, she wrote, ‘It is true to say that
Kasouga is an unspoilt haven—one of nature’s best’.
The earliest ‘holiday makers’ were military personnel from posts with easy access to the river
mouth. The Rev. George Barker, his family, and visitors to the Theopolis Mission Station, including
Capt. Henry Somerset and his wife Frances, spent time there bathing, fishing and generally enjoying
themselves. On one occasion hunters were sent from the Mission to drive away a herd of elephants
attending the tents at the ‘Green’. At least as early as 1818 there were excursions from the Mission to
the beach to collect shells to burn into lye, a form of caustic soda used to make soap, for sale in
Grahamstown. As recently as 1852 illusive hippopotami could be found in the Kasouga River and
game was plentiful in the district. The early 1820 settlers recalled their sightings of large numbers of
quagga, a species of zebra, which is now extinct, and herds of buffalo.
With the basis of a holiday resort in mind, in 1854 Stephen Dell had the foresight to build a
cottage and two houses at Kasouga which he advertised to let, including furniture. These places were
variously used by Mr Thompson, who built the first cottage, the Dell family, the Fords, the Stirks and
the Jollys.
James Ford purchased Kasouga Farm and built a home there when he married Ann Manley
Palmer in 1885. The farm included a natural spring originally used by wild animals, but later for farm
livestock, horses, campers and cottagers. The whole Ford family took a keen interest in the Kasouga
village and James was a founder of the village’s Board of Trustees.
In the days of woolly costumes and separate bathing for males and females, the women used
makeshift bathing huts made from local branches in the form of a small skerms:
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The poles from the bush were planted in a circle about two feet apart on the beach just above the high
water mark. Then branches were laced between the upright poles until the sides were high enough to
provide privacy. These changing rooms were strictly for the women—the men used what was called
the ‘Bull’s Kraal’ for changing, which was simply a hollow among the dunes.

Later, beach huts were made from large wooden crates used for shipping imported motor cars. On rare
occasions heavy rains would cause the river to swell and flow between the dunes, washing away the
huts.
The holiday homes are generally situated above the Green. Probably the oldest building is
‘the Barracks’ originally constructed with yellowwood doors and home forged nails. This old type of
construction indicated that the building formed part of a military post from around the beginning of
the nineteenth century. This was a satellite establishment of
Lombard’s Post (Tweefontein), which was purchased by
Benjamin Keeton and formed the basis of Southwell. In the
early days of the resort the Barracks were used as a holiday
home by William Keeton and his family. The Stirks were
amongst the list of subsequent owners and at some time they
were divided into three cottages. The gap in front of the
Barracks, now known as Lover’s Lane, was probably made
to give military personnel direct access to the sea for
bathing.
On the Green near the river mouth is Fitchat’s camp
James Ford Hall, Kasouga Resort, 2016
where the Fords and the Stirks frequently pitched their tents.
Sam Dell, Stephen’s son, won first prize for an essay
describing Fairy Glen, a mile up river, where they sheltered when the wind was unpleasant at the
shore. There they enjoyed swimming, fishing and picnics. On the West Bank on the second bend of
the river was Honeymoon Bush popular for camping, especially for newlyweds.
The popular modes of transport to the resorts were the ox-wagon, trap or buggy, but C J Stirk
used a wagonette acquired in Grahamstown which had previously been used by judges on circuit.
More recently, holiday makers arrived in newfangled motorised vehicles, then by aeroplane and later
still by microlite and speeding beach buggy, until salutary rules prevented such practices. Once,
Victor Smith invited Athol and Viv Stirk to Grahamstown aerodrome. He flew them to the Kasouga
beach in a monoplane which had previously broken the London to Cape Town flying record. It was a
Sunday and the entire church congregation left the service for the beach to watch the landing.
The sight and noise of teams of magnificent beasts and the drivers cracking their great whips
was something to behold as the ox wagons descended from over a hill and spun onto the Green. The
oxen would be released from their yolks and allowed to graze freely in the bush, but had the
dangerous habit of stampeding when menaced by dogs. Sometimes they ate washing from clothes
lines. Oxen and dogs were not the only animals capable of causing havoc. Geoff Palmer recalled a
very particular incident:
Dad arranged with Uncle James to keep the balance of the team of oxen in a camp alongside the river.
Our driver rode into the camp to inspect the oxen one day and was attacked by Uncle’s prize cock
ostrich. The poor chap’s new trousers were ripped from the pocket to the turnup by the irate bird,
whereupon he landed a heavy blow on the bird’s neck, and it fell to the ground never to rise again.
Happily, Uncle James was not unduly upset at the loss of the bird. Nevertheless, Cawood, the driver,
was not too keen to enter that camp again.

He provided a description of the preparation for the annual trip to the seaside in the days before
tarmac roads:
Getting to Kasouga for a month’s holiday in December was indeed something to remember. Usually,
early in November, my mother would make a start with making biscuits and cookies and cakes
followed by preparing the crate to accommodate the poultry for the month. A few sheep for slaughter, a
milch cow, as well as a pair of horses were also prepared while the wagonette axles were carefully
greased. The latter was hitched onto the big wagon. It all amounted to quite a trek.
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We would set off from the farm at 4.0 am, outspanning just before reaching Nipper Stirk’s
boundary at Southwell in the middle of the night and setting off again in the early hours of the
morning. The next stop to rest the oxen was at the rocky outcrop not far from the turn-off to Kasouga
on Barville Park. A fire was soon set and a welcome cup of coffee and Ma’s rusks were enjoyed by all.
It was our great delight to walk the rest of the way peering into almost every bush and tree seeking bird
nests. My brother Eric and his pals collected eggs and were highly excited when they found a Hadedah
Ibis nest as there were very few at the time. Since then, and in spite of being raided by my young
friends, the Hadedahs have succeeded in spreading right to the Cape Peninsula, Transvaal and
elsewhere.

Prior to the first permanent shacks at the resort, some families would bring prefabricated dwellings
with them in their ox carts, erect them on the Green on their arrival, and take them down when
striking camp. The earliest permanent shacks were the prefabricated buildings simply left standing all
year, but the later structures were much more durable.
The extensive Green was useful for a range of recreational activities. Several youngsters
learned to bowl, catch and wield a bat before going on to play for their district cricket teams. Others
played croquet and football. The dam below the spring, the pond, and the bush, were havens for
young naturalists. In the 1940s Saunders Keeton and Neville Stirk built sturdy swings and a seesaw.
The regulations at Kasouga were devised and maintained by an annual meeting of erf holders
through appointed trustees. In 1925 the ‘James Ford Hall’ was erected on ground donated by him and
has since been properly maintained by the Ford family.
The highlight at Christmas was the arrival of Father Christmas at the Green by boat. The
feeling of anticipation was palpable. One Christmas Eve he was seen up river repeatedly pulling a
cord to restart his outboard motor which had failed. Thankfully he eventually succeeded, much to the
relief of all concerned. More recently his arrival was unpredictable. He used different modes of
transport each year requiring the children to look all around to see from where he would emerge from
land, river or sea.
There was the annual re-enactment of the
Nativity and the Christmas dinner. Cooking a feast
before the advent of mains power was a daunting
task using a wood stove and Dutch oven to roast a
wide variety of live beasts and fowls and boil
various vegetables provided by local African
women. There was always a Sports Day when
adults and children took the opportunity to burn
some recently acquired calories. On New Year’s
Day the ‘Darvin Cup’ took place. Donated by
Darby Clark and Vincent Forword, it is a floating
trophy awarded to the team winners of various
races held on the beach. On that day the younger
Kasouga River mouth, 2016
folks raced up New Year’s Hill to light a bonfire.
The first boy to reach the summit was entitled to a kiss from each and every girl taking part.
Tradition demanded that Xhosa people at the coast spend New Year’s Day at the beach. At
first the servants of the Kasouga holiday makers would gather on the Green, but more recently they
have been joined by those from nearby farms and others from a distance, arriving by lorry, bus, car
and taxi. They would bring beer, wine and pineapples. Starting with pleasant conversation they would
gradually become more excitable and introduce harmonious chanting and clapping. This would
continue for the duration of the afternoon which was pleasurable for those taking part and also for
their audiences in the nearby cottages and shacks.
At some point in the holidays there was a gymkhana and various other tests of horsemanship,
sometimes involving sabres and lances. As a rural community of sporting types, the conversation
would inevitably turn to rugby, cricket, hunting and farming. Women were not exempt as there was a
Kasouga women’s cricket team, albeit with a few men in disguise to make up the numbers.
In 1889 a shooting tragedy took place on Fairview Farm owned by William and Becher Ford
near to the Kasouga River. A young boy was mistakenly taken for a buck and was accidentally shot
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by his best friend who had to be restrained from turning the gun upon himself in his grief. A wooden
cross in a secluded place marks the spot where the young boy fell.
Popular divine services were held in season in a tranquil glade of milkwood trees known
locally as ‘The Cathedral’. Usually a local preacher from Southwell would take charge except when
there was a minister staying at Kasouga. More recently the services have been held in the Hall. The
holiday makers were not too precious about the denomination—sometimes a Methodist lay preacher,
or the Evangelist, Mr Archie Gush or, at least once a season, the Anglican Minister—it being of
paramount importance to recognise each Sunday as being holy in whatever way they could.
A bridge over the river on the coastal road has been named ‘Benjamin Keeton Bridge’ in
honour of the principal founder of Southwell. About two kilometres along the east beach was a
sheltered place ideal for picnics which they called Ship Rock. Here there is something for everyone—
fishing, sun bathing, pools for swimming, flat sand for ball games, adventurous walks, high diving
from natural platforms, and rock climbing. Other locally named features, each with its own unique
story, are Jimmy’s Bay, Nippers Rock, Sailors’ Rock, Luce’s Bay, and Ogilvie Rocks. Sonny Keeton
was often seen fishing beside his tethered horse at Luce’s Bay. The simple pleasures enjoyed by many
at these places have inspired some regular visitors to engage in verse, several examples of which can
be found in Kasouga Sands. One example is from the pen of Don Clarke, an erf holder. A flavour of
the emotions invoked at the place can be gained from the opening stanza:
There is a place that never fails
To bring upon a flood
Of warm and tender passion
That runs deeply in my blood.
It calls to me upon the winds
Which from the Eastern Cape,
Reach out and touch my troubled soul,
And whisper of escape.

Other favourite places for fishing are Piano Rock, Galpin Rocks and The Wreck, the latter
after the remains of schooner, the Osbourne, grounded there in 1906. Although remains could be
found on the beach, its bell is hanging in the Port Alfred Golf Club. Two wrecks at Ship Rock, each
without survivors, are unexplained; a trawler, the Competitor, and a Greek vessel, the Margarita.
Trawler the Cape St Blaize ran aground near High Bank in 1965 and the crew of thirteen was saved
when Ronnie Samuels of Port Alfred swam out with a line for a Land Rover to haul in the dinghy.
Most of the seventy erven (plots) at Kasouga have been built on and many of the owners are
descendents of 1820 settlers. Notable family names include Bowker, Keeton, Guest, White, Ford,
Currie, Stirk, Pike, Shone, Dell, Amm, Clarke, Norton, Chapman, Jolly, Berrington, Penny, Long and
Emslie, many of whom owned several erven. Peter Amm’s Spring Cottage, originally Dell’s Cottage,
was first rented to two Miss Fords and Lady Maasdorp, wife of Sir Andries F S Maasdorp. Sir
Andries was one of the first three trustees for the resort. A reading of the histories of some of the
cottages confirms that many of the occupants were interrelated and so at times the resort must have
been occupied by what seemed like one big happy family. Some of the occupants operated shops or
otherwise offered produce, refreshments and holiday related goods, such as fishing rods, for sale.
Erf 70/71, named ‘Windy Ridge’, was for a long time owned by Mrs Lindsay Adams who
was famous for spearing flatfish accompanied by her big black dog. One day she broke her leg on his
chain. Before the accident she had been energetic and was particularly noted for growing Fuchsias of
all kinds. She spent her last days at Damant Lodge where she died in 1989. Land for the lodge at Port
Alfred, in Pike Road, had been donated by descendents of the Damant family of 1820 settlers.
The Kasouga River rises inland on the farm at Lombard’s Post with tributaries joining it at
Barville Park and Theopolis. As it widens and winds its way towards the sea there are farms on either
side. The forests near the upper reaches are havens for a wide variety of birds finding migratory or
permanent homes in the yellowwood, wild chestnut, kafferboom, and many other tree species. Near to
its mouth the river widens at the Green into what is known locally as the Lagoon, which is shallow
enough for adults to wade across to New Year’s Hill. Newcomers are assured that the black mud,
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smelling of sulphur, is not dangerous to people. A dune at the southern end of the lagoon is high
enough for bathers to dive into the sea and overshadows a sheltered area called Mickey Mouse Beach.
Just as the modes of transport on land advanced, so did those on the river and the sea. Canoes
and rowing boats were supplemented with fibreglass and plastic tubs, motor boats, water skies and
windsurfs.
A rare species of pink prawn can be found at Kasouga. Prior to certain regulations, the prawn
population declined as fishermen took them away for use as bait at other places. Now they are only
permitted to use prawns taken from the river in which they are fishing.
The histories of properties at the resort reveal that sometimes occupants suffered burglaries.
Amongst their many obligations, the trustees are responsible for security, and today the holiday
village is protected with a gated entrance.
An extract from a description in 1990 by seventeen year old Megan Jones illustrates how,
through improved transportation, the stretch of coast from Port Alfred to Kenton is regarded by the
current youth as a contiguous holiday destination:
...At about 9.0pm, amazingly, everyone squashes into a few cars and all troop over to the Kenton Hotel
[at Kenton-on-Sea] for a drink and dance or to Port Alfred to ‘Barnacles’ or to the Landon Hotel. When
these places close on us, if we are not all ‘partied out’, we head back to Kasouga for a communal beach
fire which breaks up in the small hours of the morning. Our idea of heaven, our parents’ idea of
madness!
Why do I love Kasouga? It suits everyone. For those socialites, the social life is great; for
those who prefer to be alone, an extra half hour down or up the beach and it’s all their’s—for golden
miles.

It was possible to walk between the resorts for instance, from Kariega to Kenton, but if there was
intervening water, invariably walkers would find a willing boatman on hand to see them across.
The James Ford Hall was
renowned for hosting impromptu penny
hops for the younger people with
Maisie Elliott or another accomplished
pianist offering to play. Gwen Stocks
was available to teach them to dance.
More formal dances benefited from
advance planning and an invited
orchestra. At the hall there were
periodic concerts, plays, competitions,
recitals, beauty contests, fancy dress
parties, art and craft exhibitions and
other amusements.
There are many tales of the
exploits of renowned anglers at
Kasouga. Generally, traditional rods
were used for fishing out in the sea, at
Fishing, a popular pastime at Kasouga River mouth
the beach, in the lagoon, and in the
river. Millicent Palmer recalled other methods of fishing utilised by some of the old timers, one
example relying on the attraction of certain fish to bright lights:
We also used to go scooping at night. What fun that was—we used carbide lamps...The fish would
jump out of the water in all directions and I think more jumped into the boat than were scooped! What
shrieks of laughter there were as they jumped into your lap or even your face.
I also remember dragging the net in the river; what a performance! I think nearly everyone in
Kasouga took part, some dragging this very long net (with wooden floats all along the top to keep it
afloat). Other people came in the opposite direction driving on the fish. I must say that all the small fish
were put back again into the water.
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Geoff Palmer described a more dangerous version involving firing at leaping springer fish with a
shotgun.932
The Kariega River has a wide tidal mouth ideal for fishing and bathing. Only a limited number of
cottages and campers are permitted to use its banks as the land is privately owned. Mullins Camp,
further inland on the river, is also on private ground used by the Jolly and Stirk families who pitched
their tents for the Christmas season. This was reached by rowing past a well-known landmark called
‘Old Woman’s Rock’. The camp is near a little creek well suited for a bathing pool. Apart from the
usual water-based pursuits they took excursions up river to the delightful Figure of Eight where the
Mullins family enjoyed the euphorbia and aloe plants and the mimosa trees and the sandy islands
between twists and turns in the river flow.
Before World War I the Stirk family approached Kariega River across Grants Valley Farm.
On arrival at the river bank the tents were pitched and a skerm built covered with a sail. African lads
were sent to get bait and to row the fishing boats. Prawns and pencil bait were used. It was usual to
catch thirty or more fish in an afternoon consisting of steenbras, grunter, rock cod and a form of
salmon called Kabeljou. The largest fish—kob, musselcrackers and leervis—were placed against a
wall and outlined with a pencil with a note of the weight.933
To journey from Southwell to Kenton-on-Sea once entailed a twenty-mile trek taking an inland route
via Boesak’s Causeway. Now a bridge over the Kariega River, the Charles Butt Bridge, which was
opened by the Administrator of Cape Province, Nico Malan, in 1964, reaches the resort a few hundred
yards from the sea. During the opening ceremony Mrs Malan cut the ribbon with scissors supplied by
the Divisional Council of Bathurst. Charles Butt was determined to own his favoured holiday spot, the
Gorah, a peninsula between the Kariega and Bushman’s Rivers, and in the 1860s he built a house at
the highest point, in Kenton. His purchase was meant to be made in partnership with G Wood, but Mr
Wood backed out and so the title deeds were made out in 1878 solely to Charles.
During a visit to the Bushman’s this author was told the story of the wrecking of a Norwegian
ship, the Volo, at the river mouth. The teller was related to the Butt family. Charles, the son of
William Butt, the architect responsible for Feather Market Hall in Port Elizabeth, was a man of many
talents. He was an accomplished carpenter, blacksmith and wagon maker who owned two powerful
telescopes used to observe passing ships. He would signal the ships with flags from his veranda and
knew many of the ship captains personally. In 1896 his hobby proved its value when he noticed the
mast of a ship in difficulty. Charles courageously swam out to the Volo dragging a line which he used
to save the lives of eleven sailors. He was awarded the Royal Humane Society Medal and given half
of the valuable timber from the wreck. With this he built his imposing house which now forms part of
the Kenton Hotel.
Farmer Charles Butt Jnr, as an accomplished fisherman, chartered part of the coast and used
water glass to preserve his catch during conveyance by ox cart to sell at Grahamstown. Later his son,
Stanley, used ice and motor vehicles for the same purpose and in 1945 commenced an industry which
grew to be the largest agency run by an individual on the East Coast. By 1965 he was handling
500,000 lbs of fish per annum. Another of Stanley’s enterprises was the construction of catamarans
with fibreglass hulls capable of withstanding the mightiest surf and waves, a number of which were
exported to Walvis Bay. One such vessel, delivered to Kasouga, was named ‘The Yellow Streak’, and
with two outboard motors, it was one of the first seagoing vessels used for fishing there. Since then
Kasouga fish were sold to the holiday makers on the beach with any excess taken to Stanley Butt’s
freezer room.934
Sometimes ancient midden piles of the early Strandloper (beachcoming) Bushmen are exposed along
the Southwell stretch of coast when strong winds clear away a covering of sand. These are deposits of
litter from the shells of mussels and other sea creatures. It is not known why they collected their
discarded shells onto separate piles, but perhaps it was an appreciation of a tidy environment. In the
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valleys between the dunes are found late Stone Age scrapers and other implements. The arrowheads
discovered in the district are of such a unique design, they have been dubbed examples of a distinct
‘Kasouga Culture’ worthy of displays in museums. Deemed national heritage by the Historical
Monuments Commission, it is illegal to disturb or take from middens of this nature. At Restholm
Farm, near Kenton, Haley Stirk found a two hundred year old elephant tusk from an animal killed by
Strandlopers or early European hunters.
In passing, some mention has already been made of the wild flora and fauna at the resorts.
Although, for whatever reason, the large herds have disappeared, there is still plenty to be seen from
monkeys to large monitor lizards, bush buck, turtles, snakes and numerous species of bird and fish, to
say nothing of the exceedingly rich plant life. Many forms are weird and wonderful and some
creatures are only noticed by their horrendous cries in the night making them seem more fearful than
they actually are. A useful account can be found in Kasouga Sands, especially the chapter beginning
on page 103. Some space in the chapter is devoted to the wonders of the marine life at Kasouga Sands
and at the Kariega mouth observed by Dr W G Atherstone. One nine feet long specimen he called the
‘Kasouga Monster’ was deposited at Grahamstown Museum and named at a later date.
The owners of four farms in the Southwell district have registered under the SA Natural
Heritage Programme. The programme has been designed to protect areas requiring conservation
management to safeguard the country’s natural ecosystems for future generations. Particular concerns
are the dwindling populations of oribi and blue duiker, examples of which, and much else besides, can
be found at Barville Park. Similarly, Kasouga Farm contains the rare blue duiker, the martial eagle,
fish eagle, Cape fox, caracal, bushbuck and springhare. Glendower Farm and Elmhurst have most of
the above animals along with ostrich and genet, all of which benefit from a variety of trees, shrubs
and other plant life in surroundings boasting natural springs and vleis conducive to the welfare and
diversity of the various species.
It is gratifying to think these havens for wildlife are being actively preserved by descendants
of our Nottinghamshire settlers and their friends in a district qualifying as an area containing, for the
purposes of the conservation programme, ‘one or more stands of special plant communities, good
examples of aquatic habitats, sensitive catchment areas, habitats of threatened species and outstanding
natural features’.935
Kasouga auxiliary aerodrome
Although from an era later in time than the nominal scope of this book, it would be churlish not to
relate, in connection with the coastal areas of Southwell, some account of the flat land between
Kasouga and Kenton, about 5 kilometres west of Kasouga. Recently, as Grants Valley Farm, it serves
as peaceful grazing land, but at the most intense periods of World War II it was a base for target
practice for trainee fighter pilots and gunners. The main operations took place at Air Schools A43 at
Port Alfred and A44 at Grahamstown. Older planes were used to tow conical target drogues out to
sea. The aerodrome was used to re-fuel and re-arm the fighter planes after each practice run. About
ten per cent of the trainees were of the South African Air Force, the remainder of the RAF. After their
initial training they were despatched to other air schools for advanced training before being deployed
in the theatres of war in the northern hemisphere.
As relics of the war the red brick barracks, officers’ mess, and ops room, remain standing. On
the wall above the mess, embossed in mortar on an RAF blue backing, is an insignia of a crown,
eagle, and a scroll reading ‘SAAF 1943 RAF’. Stencilled in large white letters above the hatch, which
served as a bar, are the ominous words ‘And as the cock crew, those who stood before the tavern
shouted: “Open then the door! You know how little while we have to stay, and, once departed, may
return no more”’. One of their number, John Brand of Durban, recalled that Kasouga was a jolly place
and the men would sometimes take walks along the beach. Some were lucky enough to live nearby.
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In connection with this topic, it is interesting to note that the flats on Woodlands in Southwell
were used during World War II as a practice inland bombing site. There remains a pyramidal concrete
target, but two look-out cabins have been demolished.936
Southwell Native Mission Church
The Southwell Native Mission School, the first Anglican mission of its kind to be established in South
Africa, has already been briefly mentioned in the previous chapter in connection with the careers of
Henry Tempest Waters and William Goliath. After he succeeded the Rev. Steabler as catechist at the
Southwell School-chapel in 1849, Mr Waters served the Southwell people to a considerable extent
during and after the Eighth Frontier War and Khoi rebellion. Before the war he had wanted to further
his pet ambition for a mission school for the native children. The first version of this school was at his
home, and then in a flimsy wattle and daub construction, but he longed for a more permanent
structure. It wasn’t until he had moved away from the district that his full ambition was realised.
Built on the same ground as the original, the cost, R196, was raised by a collection amongst
the Southwell community including contributions from Bishop Cotterill and other clergymen. The
majority of the pupils were Xhosas and they were first taught by Miss Sass, daughter of the Rev.
Christopher Sass, of Theopolis Mission Station.
The first catechist at the new Native (Bantu) Mission was William Goliath . Unfortunately,
within a year, the outbreak of the war forced the suspension of the Mission and the return of Mr
Goliath to the service of the Archdeacon.937
The trustees of Southwell had achieved a School-chapel and Native School and now contemplated
more ambitious plans. The clergy in the vicinity were under the charge of the Rev. James Barrow,
resident minister at Bathurst, and Colonial Chaplain. A letter dated 21 January 1863 was written by
him to Benjamin Keeton regarding an unsatisfactory meeting concerning the appointment of the
Bishop of the Diocese (Grahamstown) as an Official Visitor, the powers of such a visitor, and the
appointment of the Master of the School. The difficulties seemed to be concerned with procedure and
protocols, but, without knowing the full circumstances, it is difficult to understand the arguments. In
the letter the Rev. Barrow felt compelled to remind Benjamin he had special rights from having
granted the ground for the school and that he had the power to veto any proposals that were alien to
the terms of the trust deed. The particular concerns mentioned were the provision of water and the use
of the ground for purposes other than those set out in the deed:
...It would be competent for you, and after your decease it would be competent for your heirs, to take
steps with a view to the correction of any abuse or breach of trust that might be committed. And I am
under the impression that it is also competent for you, as being in the eye of the Lord the founder of the
School, to constitute the Bishop & his Successors by a very short Deed, Special Visitors of the School.
There may be legal difficulties in the way of you making such an appointment; and as the powers it
would confer would be somewhat limited it is possible the Bishop might have objections to hold it.
Still I Doubt not His Lordship would appreciate such an offer from you to constitute him official
Visitor, and if he thought it would be desirable with a view to the good of your neighbourhood that he
should accept it, would make the necessary inquiries in regard to the legal questions connected with it.
It could require no consent but your own in conferring it & that the Bishop in accepting it. And
dependent as it is likely that under the good Providence of God you & your family may be upon the
means of grace and Christian Instruction furnished at Southwell I feel anxious that such a step, if it may
be so, may be taken as being under God the most likely for preventing an attempt from being made to
wrest the Institution from its original design.
I shall be anxious if the Bishop should wish it, to do what may be necessary and proper for
one to do, for giving full legal effect to the Bishop’s Visitorial power over the Institution considered as
a place of public Worship and religious Instruction on the Lord’s day. 938
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Church of St James, Southwell
St James’ Motto: ‘I am among you as he that serveth’.

St James’ Church, Southwell, 2016

Benjamin Keeton, after whose Nottinghamshire town Southwell was given its name, was connected
with families in England with very strong Anglican leanings. His mother was a Becher, a family
which included clergymen serving the Minster in Southwell, Nottinghamshire. The Minster was
elevated to the status of a cathedral in 1884, and thus became and remains an important edifice of the
English High Church. His father and uncles were Minster choirboys. The Bechers were wealthy, some
earning substantial livings from several clerical and professional appointments. Correspondence
between Benjamin while in Africa, and his sister Susanna, who remained in England, indicates they
both maintained a keen interest in the Anglican branch of Christianity. As further evidenced by the
course of his life in Africa, it is reasonable to assume that Benjamin was born into at least a tolerably
wealthy branch of the family, and that he was probably a staunch Anglican. Though he was described
in the ship’s role as a labourer, he was given money for his emigration by the Rev. John Thomas
Becher, Vicar-General at the Minster, who was an organiser of Calton’s Nottingham party of settlers,
and may have been using Benjamin as some kind of unofficial overseer for the party.
Though no animosity between the Clumber Methodists and the known Nottinghamshire
Anglicans has been detected in any research to date, the Bechers must have been disappointed that the
majority of the Nottingham party adhered to the Methodist cause evangelised by William Pike and his
followers, a cause which was promoted clandestinely from first setting sail. Furthermore, there is little
known of any connection of Benjamin with the church at Clumber (SA) and it seems he left the
location as soon as possible after their arrival (although, according to a survey, he still held his plot of
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land in Clumber in 1828). Indications of Benjamin’s affinity with the Minster are provided in
Archdeacon Merriman’s journal of 1853.939

There is good reason, then, to assume that Benjamin had been primed by the Bechers in England from
an early stage after his arrival in Africa, to mitigate the foothold gained by the Methodists, by
establishing an Anglican presence. This began with the establishment of the School-chapel in 1844,
but by 1870 the venture had taken on a more ambitious character. In fact the letters from his sister
indicated his thoughts of a church at the time of establishing the School-chapel. In a letter to her
brother from her home in Harrogate dated 30 December 1844, Susanna refers to a church and a school
which, given the School-chapel had already been established, even allowing for postal delays, must
have referred to the Native Mission School and a proposed new church:
I cannot at this time enter into any particulars respecting the Building of your Church and School; but
you will see from the Revd Mr White’s Letters which I send by this Conveyance that I have done my
best to further your cause: if the Albany District Committee; have not [missing text] applied to the
Parent Society in London [the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge] I should think their best
Chance of obtaining the terms you require would be to do so without loss of time—you will see the
necessity of this when you read the ‘Rector of Fulham’ letter. I have not heard from Mr White since the
last I enclosed to you; he is an excellent man and will leave no stone unturned to promote the spiritual
and temporal welfare of his fellow creatures. 940

Unfortunately, we do not have Benjamin’s reply if he made one. Not unusually, it may be that he did
not reply as in Susanna’s next letter of 22 June 1845 she asked whether the Albany District Society
had applied to London, an indication that he had not given any response to the advice she had given
earlier.941 We do, however, have copies of the two letters referred to by Susanna, viz. the one from Mr
Baker, the Rector of Fulham, to Mr White, and one from Mr White to Susanna.
They are self-explanatory as follows:
Fulham
11 Novr / 44
My dear Sir
you should not have been left so long without some further communication were it not that I
have been waiting to see whether the promised application from the Albany District Committee had
reached the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge. I naturally felt that any case which I might be
able to make out on behalf of the School Building at Lombard Post would be greatly strengthened by
such an application and you will remember in Mr Keeton’s letter how confidently it was said that such
an application would be made, the expression used is “it will be transmitted without delay” Now it is
certain that no such communication has yet reached the Society, & I feel therefore somewhat at a loss
how to proceed. Will you kindly advise me—Shall I bring the case before the Standing Committee on
my own advocacy, making the Statement in Mr K’s letter as my ground for it? or shall I wait still
longer for the report from Albany. I have felt the more anxious to secure for the consideration of the
case the advantage that would be gained from this appeal from the local Committee because I find that
the grants from the Society are very rarely extended to the building of Schools. You will oblige me by
an early reply, and I remain
My dear Sir
Very faithfully yours
R G Baker942
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Epperstone
Nov. 13th
My dear Mrs Parry [Susanna]
I send you the copy of a letter received yesterday from M r Baker (the Rector of Fulham) that
you may afford any additional information in your power—So much time would be lost in writing to
Africa & waiting for an answer, that I have requested M r B to make such use as he can of Your
Brother’s letter & present the subject to the consideration of the Committee with his own
recommendation—But if you possess any documents by which the case may be strengthened and can
send me copies I will transmit them to Mr B. I feel very much obliged to him for the interest he has
taken in the business & heartily wish it may prosper M rs W writes in kindest regards with
My dear Mrs Parry
Yours most faithfully
Tho. White943

Although Susanna refers in her letter to a church and school, Mr White mentions only the school.
The next relevant letter from Susanna is undated, but
as she mentions that Benjamin must, by now, be aged fifty
four years, it must be 1854 or thereabouts. As was often the
case she wrote that she was uneasy that her brother had not
written for ‘so very long’. From 26 West Park, Harrogate, she
wrote:
I told you in my last that I had remitted £4 to Mr Wilkins (one of the
Vicars of Southwell) to be added to the Church building at your
Southwell South Africa; he wrote me a polite note in return and said
he was wishful to make up such a sum as would enable him to
purchase a ‘Communion Service’ for the Church—there were only a
few pounds more wanting whether they have been received I do not
know. I was sorry it was not in my power to give more & every body
has their own pet Charity to give to; So that I could do nothing for it
944
amongst my friends.

Whatever the trials of obtaining funding from England or
elsewhere, the Church of St James was approved and in
August 1870 the European population of the district, with
visiting supporters from Port Alfred and Grahamstown, gathered to celebrate the laying of the first
stone by the former catechist and old friend, the Rev. Canon Waters. Among those present were the
Rev. R J Mullins, the Rev. W H Turpin and the district magistrate, George Hudson. The
Grahamstown Journal reported this happy event, an extract of which provides a useful summary of
the early history of the establishment:
Susanna Parry (née Keeton)

...And so with the owner of ‘Tweefontein’, alias ‘Lombard’s Post’, how much more agreeable to call
this place Southwell, and thus remind him of the early days when he dwelt in that pleasant town in
Nottinghamshire? And when we call to mind that Southwell in England is famous for its beautiful
Minster...it is pleasing to find that Mr Keeton, the owner of Southwell here, has always had in view the
erection of a Church and the foundation of a village on his property...Soon after the arrival of the
Bishop of Cape Town in this country, Southwell was, with the concurrence of the Rector of Bathurst,
selected as a post for the residence of a clergyman, who should minister to the dwellers immediately
near, at the Kariega, the Kasouga and other out-stations. The gift of a few acres of land to the Bishop
served as a commencement of the work, the foundation of which today was happily begun...The first
person appointed to Southwell by the Bishop of Cape Town was the Rev. Canon Waters, who soon
after admitted to holy orders and laboured here with energy and devotion. Shortly afterwards however,
the troublous times of the Kaffir War of 1850 followed, and on the restoration of peace, Mr Waters was
sent by the present Bishop into Kaffirland as a pioneer Missionary, his post at Southwell being filled by
943
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the Rev. W. Meaden, now of the Winterberg. Since those days there has always been a clergyman in
deacon’s orders or a catechist at Southwell, where the work of education has been carried on during the
week, and the Church’s services provided on Sundays and the major festivals. The late Chancellor of
the Diocese, the Rev. J. Barrow, while rector of Bathurst...took a great interest in the schoolwork of
Southwell, and since the appointment of his successor, the incumbency of the present estimable
clergyman in charge [the Rev. R. Stumbles], a flourishing school is maintained.

An entry in the Church minutes states that £37 was to be sent to England for a memorial window and
that ‘Warnake’ to be employed at 6s per day to quarry white stones for the windows. Besides gifting
the ground for the Church, Benjamin Keeton donated £100 towards building costs. Others gave
liberally including contributions in kind such as the iron cemetery gates donated by Charles Penny of
Wolfs Crag. George Southey Jnr, son of the 1820 Somerset party leader, had moved to Graaff-Reinet,
but he was one of the first to donate money.
The opening of St James’, a worthy occasion, was also reported in the Grahamstown Journal.
There taking part were Robert Gray, the Bishop of Cape Town, Nathaniel Merriman, now Bishop of
Grahamstown, the Rev. Canon Waters, and Rev.’s Steabler, Thompson, Mullins and Dodd who
arrived in pouring rain for the opening service at 11am on 6 December 1871. Bishop Merriman took
the Communion Service. Bishop Gray preached the sermon based on the words ‘Seek ye first the
Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things should be added unto you.’ He compared
the current state of peace with the distressing times the settlers had suffered during the wars and was,
with reference to the unique Native Chapel, pleased that the heathen people had not been ignored.
After lunch the clergymen left and those remaining enjoyed a glorious tea prepared by the
ladies of Southwell. With the sale of articles the offertory brought in £61 towards debts arising from
the building.
The stone for this charming little church was quarried locally on the farms of Benjamin
Keeton and several others who also provided sand and lime. The architectural plan by John Welshman
was accepted, except that a porch was added. The memorial window in the chancel of three lights was
made by Wailes of Newcastle in memory of Field-cornet William Gray who had lost his life in the
rebellion at Theopolis. Being part of the Parish of St John’s, Bathurst, the window incorporates a
figure of that saint and there are representations of the crucifixion and of St James.
Today there are several memorial plaques and windows in the Church respecting notable
inhabitants of the district. There is a brass plate in memory of Hannah Stumbles, wife of the longserving the Rev. Stumbles, who died aged 52 years in 1881. The Rev. Robert Washington Stumbles
was resident priest in the years 1864-80. Robert and Hannah’s sixth child, Christopher, was born at
Southwell on 6 December 1864 and was christened there the following month. The first wedding over
which the Rev. Stumbles presided was that of William Jones and Sarah Targett at Kariega River
mouth in 1868.
During his tenure, the Rev. Stumbles, with his family, witnessed the erection of the Church.
On 9 July 1873 two consecration and two confirmation services were performed there by the Lord
Bishop of the Diocese, Nathaniel Merriman. This ceremonial occasion was attended by the Rev.
Wallis, Rector of Bathurst, the Venerable Archdeacon White of Grahamstown, Canon Thompson,
BA, Vice Principal of St Andrews College, the Rev. D McKenzie, and the Rev. Turpin, all entertained
the previous day by the Stumbles family. The ceremony commenced with a procession from the
parsonage including two sidesmen, W and J Ford, two wardens, W P Keeton and J W Gray, the Rev.’s
Stumbles, McKenzie, Turpin, Thompson and Wallis, and lastly, the Lord Bishop. The consecration of
the Church was an impressive ceremony with Miss Stumbles at the harmonium and her sister, Mary,
leading the singing. Holy Communion was held and thirteen candidates were accepted into the fold.
The congregation followed a procession to the burial ground for the second consecration ceremony. A
sum of £64 raised on the day was applied to the re-roofing of the school building and general repairs.
The second confirmation service, for seven local natives, took place in the evening, and tea was
served for the Bantu congregation.
Son of a ship owner and international merchant, Robert Washington Stumbles was born at
Plymouth in 1826. His father married Mary Blackmore Washington whose father was first cousin of
US President George Washington. The name Washington was used in the family for five generations.
After leaving for South Africa in 1860, Robert was ordained in the Anglican tradition at Healdtown.
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In 1864 he was appointed to Southwell as Resident Minister and school teacher. His and Hannah’s
eldest daughter, Annie, born in England, married James Wakelyn Gray, son of William Gray, in 1875.
Their eldest son, Charles Washington, became a Civil Commissioner and Magistrate in Salisbury,
Rhodesia, while the second son, Albert Rubidge Washington, an attorney, was Minister of Justice,
1954-62, in the Rhodesian Cabinet, and later, in 1964, Speaker in the Rhodesian Parliament and
Republican House. Albert married Mary Dallas Atherstone, grand-daughter of Dr John Atherstone.
Robert and Hannah’s son, Albert Barrett, followed in his father’s footsteps as an Anglican
Minister and in 1944 he was called upon to officiate at Southwell at the service to celebrate the
centenary of the School-chapel. After leaving Southwell, Robert, Hannah and their four children, born
and educated in Southwell, left for Peddie. There Hannah died and the Rev. Stumbles accepted an
appointment at St Luke’s Mission in East London in 1883 until his death in 1898. Son, Christopher
Stumbles, married Alberta, the daughter of the Rev. Maggs. Sadly, their sons, Sidney and Harold,
were killed at Delville Wood in the Great War. The Rev. Robert and Hannah Stumbles made a deep
impression on the Southwell community, and the Church, built during their term, is a fitting memorial
to their dedicated service.945
A stained glass window of 1895 is dedicated to the memory of Millicent Dell Keeton and her son
William John Ford Keeton. Millicent, wife of William Keeton, was the daughter of George and Ann
Palmer. There are two images of Southwell Minster hung in the Church, a water based black and
white painting by Donald Maxwell and a watercolour by John Smith of Nottinghamshire presented by
J H Humberstone of Southwell, Nottinghamshire, after he had emigrated to live in Cape Town. The
latter picture was hung at St James’ as part of the centenary settler celebrations. A marble slab on the
right of the altar was sent by St Paul’s Cathedral, London, and bears the inscription:
This marble shelf presented by the Dean and Chapter of St. Pauls Cathedral, is portion of the Reredos
which was destroyed by enemy action over London, on the night of the 9th-10th October 1940.

The ecclesiastical register for the Church indicates the problems and opportunities of the
people around the turn of the century. In 1895 several families had left the district in the face of
drought, locust swarms and infected livestock to seek a better life in the goldfields to the east. But in
1897 both the European and native congregations had shown some increase in numbers. During the
Boer War in 1900 the farmers again suffered from drought and locusts and some men had left to join
the volunteer forces. Some of the natives moved out to seek employment and thus the congregations
were depleted. In 1901 martial law made it difficult for people to attend, especially those residing at
distant outstations.
An illustrated memorial bears the names of schoolchildren from Southwell serving in the
Great War. It bears the signature of Methodist Minister the Rev. John Wesley McGahey who, though
residing at Port Alfred, conducted services at Barville Park Chapel and at St James’.
In 1890 some general repairs were necessary and at the same time a bell was acquired, the
total cost amounting to R53.30.946
The earliest priests at Southwell have already been mentioned in connection with the School-chapel
and the Native Mission. The Rev. James Barrow officiated in the period 1861-68 prior to the
appointment of the Rev. Stumbles. The Rev. Campbell was in charge briefly in 1879 to be succeeded
by the Rev. A Lomax who moved to Humansdorp after a ten year term. Arriving in 1889, the Rev.
Bruce conducted eleven weddings the first being that of George Gravett of Walsingham to Emily
Lisher of Lombard’s Post on 31 July 1890.
Mr Farr taught during the Boer War before the arrival of the Rev. Joseph Pattison with two
children from an earlier marriage, his wife Edith, and their family of five. Edith’s father, the Rev.
Wesley Hurt, was a Methodist Minister elsewhere for 59 years before he died and was buried at
Southwell in 1918. In 1909 he had been President of the Methodist Conference in South Africa. After
attending a Missionary meeting in Cheshire, Joseph Pattison and two friends volunteered; he for
945
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South Africa, his friends for South America and India. He taught at St Andrews College,
Grahamstown, during 1879 and returned to England to be ordained as Deacon at Salisbury Cathedral.
On returning to South Africa in 1884 he was posted to Peddie where he was ordained priest in 1887.
He was at Herchel, Stutterheim, Indwe and also Chaplain at Lady Frere during the Boer War, before
becoming the resident minister at Southwell. Charles and Victor, sons from his second marriage to
Edith Hurt, were killed in World War I. The Rev. Pattison served at Southwell for nearly twenty years
until he moved to Port Alfred. Even then he continued to take Divine Service when called upon and
his wife taught music at both places. He died in 1933 and was buried with his wife at Walmer, Port
Elizabeth.
The last resident minister at Southwell was the Rev. Bickerdike who served in the period
from 1919 to 1924 when he left for East London with the war orphans from the parish. From then on
Southwell depended on visiting preachers from Grahamstown, Port Alfred, Alexandria and Bathurst.
In the 1940s the Rev. H A C Hewitt from Grahamstown frequently brought with him the
much appreciated organist, Charles Henry Wood, who supplied the organ music. 25 July 1943 is
memorable as St James’ Day fortunately falling on a Sunday seventy years after the consecration of
the Church. The Dedication and Patronal Festivals were observed when Mattins were sung at 11am.
The Very Rev. the Dean of Grahamstown was assisted by Sister Margery CR and a choir of students
from the Grahamstown Training College. The Rev. Hewitt preached the sermon and celebrated the
Holy Communion with 25 communicants of a congregation of some ninety people. The Rev. Albert
Barrett Stumbles, who had attended seventy years earlier, was present. After the service there was a
celebratory lunch at the tennis courts blessed with short speeches by the visiting clergy and the
Church Warden, Mr Hall.
The Rev. R Monks from Alexandria gave devoted service at Southwell for twelve years
before departing for Bathurst in 1959.947
The second and third church buildings at Clumber
The dilapidated fabric of the first church at Clumber prompted a plan for a replacement building. The
church had retained its following of around 150 in regular attendance so the new establishment was
designed to seat 200 people. The site chosen was the summit of Mount Mercy which was somewhat
more elevated than the original site. The second Clumber Church opened in 1837, but the old building
remained in place for ancillary purposes. In November 1837 tenders were sought for the erection of a
schoolmaster’s house.
In 1838 the Rev. William Boyce was placed in charge of the Methodists of Lower Albany. In
August of that year the visiting minister was the Rev. George Bingham followed by local preacher,
Thomas Peel. Visiting local preachers included, for a time, Jeremiah Hartley, son of Thomas Hartley,
but he was to concentrate on missionary work and left at first to become a catechist in Bechuanaland.
John Bailie Jnr, son of John Bailie, RN, was also a visiting preacher and he too was drawn to
missionary work, in his case in Great Namaqualand.
To cover the salary of the school master the parents were called upon to contribute 10s per
annum each. Contributions were also sought for the School Library. Leading light, the Rev. William
Shaw, attended the Watch Night Service with several other local preachers giving addresses.
In 1839 a new crop of visiting local preachers and ministers attended. The Annual Missions
Service for the year was conducted by the Rev. George Green. Two representatives of the Society of
Friends from York visited in April, James Backhouse and George Walker, who stayed with the
schoolmaster as his guests. They attended a prayer meeting, joined a service, and visited the school.
The Rev. James Archbell preached the Missions Sermon in 1840 and the following year the
Rev. Thornley Smith took charge of the district. Changes arose in 1842 as Thomas Peel was made
Chapel Steward and the Rev. John Smith became responsible for the care of the congregations. In the
same year the Rev. G Aveling held the Missions Anniversary Service and the Sunday School
Anniversary Service was held on 30 October. The examinations were held the following day.
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On 28 February 1845, around the time of the 25 year celebration of the arrival of the British
settlers, John Richardson of Thorn Hill married Emma Tarr at the Church and presented a pair of iron
gates for the churchyard which incorporated his initials. The Rev. Henry Hare Dugmore returned in
1844 as did the Rev. John Ayliff in 1845 in which year Thomas Pike became Chapel Steward.
Fears of an invasion mounted during 1846 and plans were made for the concentration of
people in defendable stations. At the outbreak of the War of the Axe, the 7th Frontier War, the Church
became a command station, Clumber Station, with Thomas Cockcroft in charge as Commandant. The
women and children took shelter inside the Church while the men stood guard and patrolled the
district scouting for enemy. Despite the imposition of martial law, the Rev. Ayliff rode from Bathurst
to hold a special service there in May. Martial law was lifted in January 1847, but standard services
were not resumed until the following March. In that month the Rev. H Pearse conducted the
Missionary Auxiliary Society Service. In view of the recent hostilities the arrears of quit rent on
Allotment 18, occupied by the Church, were remitted by the government, thereby eliminating a debt.
Job Harvey, now a local preacher, who had, in Kaffraria, printed the first complete edition of
the New Testament in the Xhosa language, examined seventy European and fifty African children on
13 September 1847. He questioned them in Xhosa and required their answers in English. In May 1848
the Rev. John Ayliff returned to Fort Beaufort to be succeeded at Clumber by the Rev. Pearse with the
Rev. William Sergeant and John Appleyard serving occasionally. When Thomas Peel retired he was
succeeded by James Hillier as schoolmaster at £30 per annum, but, in turn, he was replaced by
William Cadwallader in January 1850. He received an additional 19s 6d for the expenses of caring for
the Church. The Rev. John Smith assumed charge of the Lower Albany (Methodist) Circuit from
January 1849. At this time the sitting rents were 2s per annum. In September 1850 the Rev. Ebenezer
Hepburn preached at the Church Anniversary for which a Bazaar and Tea Meeting were held.
When war was again threatened, as for the 1846-47 war, it was decided not to evacuate the
village, but to select a local place to congregate and defend. Edward Timm’s homestead, Prospect,
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was dubbed Timm’s Camp at which the people began to gather from 27 December 1850. Details of
the role of the camp during the war and of developments at Clumber in the aftermath are provided in
Chapter 20.
The sitting rents increased to 3s and the Rev. W Garner took charge of the Bathurst Churches
in 1852. During the war school had been suspended, but was resumed on 7 March 1853. Thirty years
after his first visit to Clumber the Rev. William Shaw preached the Anniversary Sermon on 13 August
1854. Soon he was to leave the colony, never to return. Between 1857 and 1859 the Rev.’s John
Smith, Thomas Glanville and Purdon Smailes served successively. William Smailes was the teacher at
the school in 1861.
At a meeting in July 1860, with the Rev. Purdon Smailes in the Chair, Thomas Cockcroft
moved, and Joseph Kidson seconded, a motion for a new church to be built of the dimensions 45 by
20 feet. The Rev. H Holden assumed the charge of the church in August 1864 to be followed by the
Rev. George Green in June 1866. On 11 July 1866, at the current church, the Rev. Green offered a
prayer and George Wood MLC (Member of the Legislative Council) laid the foundation stone for the
new building in the name of the Holy Trinity. A proposal that building should commence as soon as
two-thirds of the £800 cost had been subscribed was moved by George Wood, seconded by Edward
Timm, and approved. Trustees were duly nominated being the Rev. Green, Robert Godlonton MLC,
Samuel Cawood, G Clough MLA (Member of the Legislative Assembly), Thomas Pike, Elijah Pike,
Edward Timm, John Richardson, Alexander Shepherd, Richard Bradfield, Reuben Timm, James Tarr,
Joseph Kidson, Joseph Trower, Daniel Davis, James Davis, Jeremiah Elliott, Henry Purdon, William
Forward and Thomas Bradfield. In addition, William Purdon was included prior to the presentation of
building plans. Four of their number, including Edward Timm, were elected to the Building
Committee. The eleven collectors of subscriptions included Reuben Timm, John Brent (for Kaffraria),
John Bradfield (for Kaffraria), Mrs Green, Mrs Hartley, Mrs James Tarr, Mrs Thomas Tarr and Miss
Timm. The Treasurer was Edward Timm.
George Jarvis, draughtsman of Port Alfred, voluntarily drew up a plan based on the Trustees’
request for a building with 14 feet high walls, a slate roof and three windows along each side. He
presented his plan in the presence of George Duthie, Civil Commissioner, C Barber and Joseph Wood
from Bathurst. At a meeting in August Thomas Tarr was added to the list of Trustees and John Edkins
joined the Building Committee. A 10 by 6 feet porch was added to the plan and the joists were to be
made from sneezewood. The walls were increased to 15 feet high and a belfry was incorporated.
Materials were to be supplied by Brislin and Mack, and by Mr Shepherd. Charles Brislin submitted a
tender of £162 15s. Charles Poulton tendered £90, including materials, for carpentry in the roof, the
floor and all doors and windows.
Meetings in October, November and December 1866 agreed an additional £2 5s for Brislin
and Mack increasing the height of the walls by 1 foot and 2s 6d each for Charles Poulton for making
the pews, which were of yellowwood. The pews were to be of the same design as those at St
Bartholomew’s Church in Grahamstown. The purchase of 4,500 ‘Countess’ slates at £10 per thousand
from A Stewart of Port Elizabeth was also approved. In February 1867 the Rev. Ebenezer Hepburn
took charge of the church and was authorised by the Building Committee to discuss reparations to the
grave of Harriet Cockcroft which had been damaged during construction of the new church. He
agreed a specification for the work with Thomas Cockcroft which was approved and carried out (the
headstone was built into the wall at the back of the Church). As the building work continued the
Trustees agreed to the purchase of a pulpit for £25 which had been made by a settler and used in the
Wesleyan Chapel.
In August the Chapel opening committee was appointed by the Trustees, the names being
Elijah Pike, Joseph Trower, Joseph Kidson, James Tarr and Thomas Bradfield. By this time the
masonry had been completed with stone quarried by William Whittaker. In November the approved
purchase of four paraffin lamps with reflectors, and two pulpit lamps, from Mr Parker of
Grahamstown, was completed.
Today, many of the features described remain in place. In its picturesque surrounding, from a
distance, the Church, with its gleaming white walls, has been likened to a giant wedding cake, and
inside the polished wooden fixtures offer a warm and welcoming feeling.
In 2017 the congregation has recently enjoyed a grand 150 year celebration with notables
from far and wide in attendance under the cover of a grand marquee. The pomp and circumstance of
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the original opening services took place on 10 November 1867. On that occasion three hundred
attended Morning Service conducted by the Rev. George Green. He presented an address as did the
Rev. Hepburn, the Rev. W Davis, G Clough, William Stanton, Thomas Bowker, Thomas Cockcroft
and John Jakins. There was the inevitable Tea Meeting, at 2pm.
A prayer was read by the Rev. J Davis before the meeting and Samuel Cawood held the
Chair. The report read by the Rev. Hepburn stated that a debt of just £60 would remain after all
building costs had been met. The Chairman promptly made a generous donation to be followed by
Edward Timm £5 and Thomas Cockcroft £3 3s. With others, the target of £60 was achieved within 15
minutes. Collections for the day amounted to £26 2s 6d including £7 6s 11d from the Tea Meeting.
Within just one and a half years a grand sum of £750 had been collected including £300 by Edward
Timm and his family. A number of resolutions were moved by various people, seconded, and carried.
In the grounds were 500 people and tea was provided in the old Church followed by sports on
what was known as the Nottingham Party Market Place. The flat race was won by Thomas Hartley of
Bathurst. Cricket was played at the ‘Rough and Ready Club’. Clumber beat Shaw Park, the run
makers for Clumber being A Wilmore 8, W Holesgrove 6, J Elliott 5, E Bradfield 5, E Slater 2, T
Bradfield 2, and C Tarr 1. W Finn, J Richardson, J Mack and T Tarr failed to score. 10 of the total of
40 runs were in the form of byes.
On 28 November pew rents were set at £1 1s, and sittings 4s, with three rows at the entrance
free of charge. For the next year the Church ticked over quite happily and then in October 1868 a
Chapel Committee was appointed comprising Thomas Pike, Elijah Pike, Joseph Trower, John
Richardson, Henry Purdon and James Tarr. Also elected were Enos Timm as Secretary and William
Forward as Treasurer.
The Chapel Meeting of August 1869, now including Richard Bradfield Jnr, instructed
William Forward, Joseph Trower and R Bradfield Jnr himself to organise a Bazaar. In 1870 John
Richardson and James Tarr were instructed to furnish a gate with rails, a smaller gate for the
graveyard, and a gate on the riverside. The work, completed in November, amounted to £6 10s. A
40lb bell was purchased for £4 6s and erected by Messrs Richardson and Tarr. Another Bazaar was
organised by a committee of the wives of John Richardson, John Staples, James Tarr, William
Forward and Mr Timm for November 1871. They asked Mr Tovey to give a Magic Lantern Show on
the evening of the event.
By 1873 the old church had been demolished and a new schoolroom built. In 1874 the
proceeds of the Church Anniversary were applied to the debt on the Bathurst Mission premises. The
following year it was determined to extend the schoolroom and the Chapel Committee agreed to the
Albany Farmers’ Friend Lodge of the Independent Order of Good Templars to use the room providing
they contributed to the cost of the extension. In 1876, as the Rev. John Wilson succeeded the Rev.
John Longdon as local minister, the young children of Clumber presented a harmonium to the church.
Mrs Amos Timm was the organist for a year. In 1877 it was resolved to buy a shovel, spade and
crowbar for grave digging under the charge of John Quail, the Chapel Keeper, and that 5s would be
charged as a fee for burials including the use of the tools. The Clumber Mounted Volunteers gave £14
towards fencing the graveyard.
E. Morse Jones’ booklet, Clumber: The Story of a Settler Church 1825-1967, as the title
suggests, completes the story of the church to the centennial of the third building in 1967, the later
periods being beyond the nominal scope of this book. However, to round off the story a summary is
provided in note form here:
1881 new fence erected
1884 new 400 gallon iron tank funded by the Good Templars and the Sunday school
1884 new Trustees including Notts family names Bradfield, Pike, Timm, Tarr and others. (Similar
names appointed in 1897)
1889 parsonage built
1897 an appeal to allow a Chapel for the Native People on the Nottingham Party Market Place
1902 an acre of church ground for a government-aided public school. Renovations of the
schoolmaster’s house for £250
1902 Trower family presented an ‘American Organ’ in memory of Joseph Trower
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1903 Elizabeth Trower promised a new Day School for Clumber in memory of her father, Thomas
Peel and a commemoration tablet
1904 Professor George Cory lectured on the British Settlers
1905 John Bradfield, former pupil, spoke at the unveiling of the memorial tablet to his teacher,
Thomas Peel
1910 Mrs Snelgar gave an epergne (centrepiece) for the Communion Table.
1913 A new Hall the size of the church was completed. Some funding from a Gramophone Concert
by Norman Tarr
1913 The Bathurst East Farmers’ and Fruit Growers’ Union and the Tennis Club given permission to
use the new Hall.
1913 A footbridge erected across the river (Torrens River)
1916 Henry Staples paid for the erection of a new Vestry for £320
1922 a War memorial approved for the church. Killed in action were: in Egypt, Charles C Dugmore;
in France, Eric G Dold, E Donald Dugmore, Leslie M Mandy; Hubert D Openshaw, Norman C
Purdon, Allan F Purdon, E Cameron Purdon,; in East Africa; Arthur J Dixon, Bertram E Dixon;
elsewhere in active service, Granville Davies, Ronald J Davies, Sidney G Dugmore, Desire C Minoi
1923 the Women’s Auxiliary was founded
1925 Pew rents abolished
1932 Girl Guides began to use the Hall
1933 Amplifiers for deaf persons considered
1934 New Lister lighting plant
1935 TOC H given the use of the Hall
1936 Baptismal Font ordered
1941 W Timm appointed Trust Steward in place of B Staples
1942 Trower Trust Fund established to keep the graves on Thomas and Mary Peel in repair in
perpetuity
1946 John Dugmore and Harvey Pike appointed Door Stewards
1950 Harvey Pike appointed Trust Steward
1950 Edwin and Constance Long donated £300 for additions to the Hall
1953 Women’s Auxiliary donated a carpet in memory of Doris Long, a foundation member of the
movement.
1954 Donald Long donated trees planted in the churchyard
1962 Financial statement presented in Rands and Cents for the first time. The invested fund had
reached R2,000, the interest being used for the upkeep of the churchyard
1962 Hilton Harper gifted rose trees for the churchyard
1964 Edwin Long and Aubrey Pike elected as Society Stewards
1965 Women’s Auxiliary offered a Communion Table as a centenary gift
1965 Frank Long completed 52 years of faithful service as Trust Treasurer
1967 A plaque was cast in recognition of the church by the Historical Monument Commission
From 1871 to 1964 the succession of ministers appointed to the Bathurst Circuit was G H Green, J
Longden, J Wilson, G A Rose, W S Caldecott, O Carey, J Wilson Thompson, J R Saunders, T Davies
Rogers, J T Smart, E W Coombe, W Glasson, H Weavers, O R Thompson, H C Sheasby, H B
Richards, A E Karg, A Wilson, W A Rimmington, P R Young, J P Scholtz.
The surviving features of the church in 1967 were two teak doors of the entrance porch, double teak
doors leading from the entrance into the church, yellowwood floor and sneezewood joists beneath,
yellowwood pews, pulpit, teak windows, ceiling and centre-vent.948
The following occurrences and features are in evidence at the church:
1991 Tarr’s Bell Tower erected by the descendants of Thomas and Ann Tarr
Undated: Collection plates donated by Mr Percy and Mrs Olive Pike
948
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1913 a new piano in August 1913
1967 a cross made from a broken pew by Kethe Bradfield
1944 an address by the Bathurst Circuit Methodist Church to Mrs H H Purdon for devoted service as
an organist since 1902
1867-1967 in one hundred years the church had only three organists, 1902-44 Mrs Hedley Purdon,
1944-1980 Mrs Connie Long, from 1981 Mrs Olive Pike
1996 a picture of Clumber Chapel, Nottinghamshire, presented by the Rotary Club of Worksop,
Undated: Percy Pike advised the use of memorial plaques as a means of fund raising. One such is in
memory of Mary Ann Forword (née Pike) donated by her grand-daughter. Note the spelling of
Forword, not Forward. Looking at various online family trees the spelling seems to vary from
generation to generation.
1967 Percy Pike was appointed Treasurer of the Clumber Church Committee for about 30 years after
the murder of Mr Frank Long.
Undated: A memorial to the fallen in World War II has the names Allan Bradfield, Ivan Cockcroft,
Victor Cockcroft, Douglas Davies, Trenly Dredge, Don Hannibal, Rex Hilligan, Herbert Lewis, James
Pearce, Bert Staples, and Maurice Timm
1980, 23 November, a dedication ceremony at 3pm in recognition that both the Church and the School
building were declared National Monuments. Service conducted by the Rev. Aubin De Gruchy, the
Rev. D W Timm and the President of the Methodist Conference, the Rev. Howard Kirby. An address
also given by Dr J L V Rennie, retired member of the National Monument Council. A bronze badge
unveiled by Edwin E Long from a settler family connected with the church ever since their arrival in
Africa.
A letter from the Rev. Purdon Smailes to Elijah Pike is curiously interesting:
Clumber Jan. 19 1859
E Pike
Dear Brother,
I herby enclose your ticket for the quarter. As I doubt not you are of him through Grace long been a
member of Christ’s Spiritual and True Church, I with much pleasure again enrol your name formally
amongst us. With this symbol of member-ship I pray the great Shepherd may guide you more and more
in green pastures & by still waters for his name sake. I also enclose Sister Pike’s ticket praying that you
may together & with your children be joint heirs of the Grace of Life.
I am dear Brother, Yours Truly, Rev. Smailes. 949

General local developments, 1856-77
In January 1856 2 ½ acres in Bathurst were offered for sale in the estate of the late William Pike Jnr.
By March of that year John Bradfield had moved out to Melville Park in Victoria District.950 He had
previously moved from Clumber to the Dordrecht district where he welcomed Archdeacon Merriman
in December 1850 at Mancazana Post:
At last, to my great joy, one of the famers and Mr Bradfield proposed that I should stay and hold
service there that evening, instead of proceeding on towards the Tarka Post, as I had intended. I did so,
951
and they thanked me.

Richard Bradfield, Thomas Hartley Jnr, James Tarr and Elijah Pike of the Nottinghamshire families,
along with Daniel Davies and John Richards, had been appointed to the Day School Committee in
June 1856. The Day School at Bathurst opened on 14 July. William Elliott Jnr moved to Thorn Park
in Ford’s location. By August Jeremiah Hartley had been ordained and was at Bathurst. On 10 August
949
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a daughter of George Hodgkinson Jnr of the Nottinghamshire family was baptised. The family had
moved to Grass Flat in the Peddie district.952
On October 21 1856 there was a marriage at Clumber to bind two Nottingham families. Susannah
Bradfield was married by the Rev. John Wilson to John Elliott who had moved out with his family to
the Victoria district. By the end of the year a new Field-cornet had been installed just for the village of
Bathurst. His name was Robert Kilby. Adolphus Schaller and Thomas Allen were appointed to the
Committee of the Bathurst Reading Society, James Fitchat being appointed to the Chair. T Allen was
also the Church Warden in the village at Bathurst Church.953
Eleanor, the daughter of deceased Field-cornet, William Gray, was teaching at Saint Mark’s Mission
while his son, George, was married at Reed Fountain to Lydia Brown in January 1857. In March 1857
William Cock offered the Southwell district farm, Glendower, to let. James Parker of Grahamstown
offered to build an iron bridge of 306 ft span, 12 ft wide, over the Fish River at Trompetter’s Drift for
£3600. This project was approved by the governor. As if to demonstrate a point, on the 19th of the
month Andrew Whyte of Collingham had to outspan at the drift because the river was too full to
cross. While he was there, fourteen of his oxen were taken, but six were later recovered. John, the six
month old son of John Ford of Southwell, had died and was buried in the vicinity by the Rev. William
Meaden. In April Sarah Elliott of Prospect Hill, Clumber, was married at Clumber to William Stirk,
son of Joseph of Fort Peddie. The witnesses were Sarah Hartley and Charles Stirk while the Rev.
Thomas Glanville officiated. Alfred Elliott of the Nottingham family had become an agent at
Winburg. The 3,000 morgen Merville location in the Southwell district was offered for sale by John
Fuller of Grahamstown. Waterford in Southwell was being farmed by Edward Field, and Job Waters
was on Woodlands in the district.954
James Wesson the younger, aged just eight years, had died. He was buried at Southwell by the Rev.
William Meaden on 15 May 1857. Elizabeth Ford was born to John and Eliza at Southwell on 5 June.
The next day Henry Hartley married Elizabeth Hope. By then widow Catherine Hyde was in charge of
the Bathurst Inn. Susannah, daughter of the principal founder of Southwell, Benjamin Keeton, was
married there to James Cawood Jnr by the Rev. James Barrow. Benjamin and Catherine Palmer were
the witnesses. On 24 June William Hartley, son of Thomas Hartley Jnr, was married by the Rev.
Thomas Glanville at Bathurst to Sarah Kemp. Emma Hartley and Robert Lamplough were witnesses.
A native girl, Louisa Marnemtel, aged just three years, was buried at Southwell by the Rev. George
Daniel. The Rev. Daniel was appointed to the Southwell School-chapel by the end of August as the
Rev. Meaden moved to the Winterberg. The daughter of Elijah Pike, Harriet, married William
Forward Jnr of Port Frances. The Rev. James Barrow presided as John Forward was witness.955
In October 1857 Charles Penny Jnr was appointed Pound-master at Southwell. By the end of 1857
Henry Hartley of the Mansfield, Nottinghamshire family, had been declared insolvent and a sale was
held of three of his Bathurst properties. On 27 December James Jay was the sponsor at the baptism of
Susannah, daughter of George Palmer Jnr, at Bathurst. The Justices of the Peace for Bathurst were W
Liddle, E Philpott and James Bowker. Benjamin Holland was Secretary to the Bathurst Reading
Room.956
On 27 January 1858 Paul, son of Edward Timm of Prospect House, Bathurst, married Emma,
daughter of Thomas Hartley Jnr. The witnesses were Thomas Hartley Jnr and Sarah Hartley. The Rev.
Thomas Glanville presided. Stephen Dell returned to Barville Park. Robert, son of William McLuckie
of Woodlands, was baptised there by the Rev. John Smith on 28 February. In April Mary Lewis
moved to Barville Park. On 29 April she was married to William Winson, a miller of Port Frances, at
952
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Southwell, by the Rev. George Daniel. Her father and Jeremiah and Hannah Rhodes were witnesses.
Thomas Elliott had moved to the South Victoria district between the Keiskamma and Great Fish
Rivers. On 5 May Reuben Timm was married at Clumber to Mary Bradfield of The Hope by the Rev.
Thomas Glanville. Amos Timm and Mary’s father, Richard, were witnesses. William Forward Jnr,
who had recently married Harriet Pike, was now farming east of Port Frances. By August Thomas
Tarr was at Mount Pleasant and Daniel and Charlotte McLean had moved to Grant’s Valley in the
Southwell district. George Bager of the Nottingham party and of Port Frances Mill had died aged 84
and on 12 September 1858 he was buried at Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow.
In October 1858 John Hemming arrived at Bathurst to take up his appointment as Clerk to the
Magistrate at £120 per annum. On 25 October four men were elected to the Bathurst Divisional
Council including two from Nottinghamshire families, Thomas Hartley Jnr for Bathurst and Edward
Timm for Clumber. The others were William Cock Jnr for Kowie West and William Cockcroft for
Cuylerville. Their first meeting was held on 13 December at the Court House in Bathurst. Thomas
Tarr died on 11 November 1858. He had built a house for his son at Rokewood. During November
two men were drowned at Port Frances. Thomas Whittal of Southwell, aged 18, and James Barnes,
45, residing at the Port, were buried at the Port by the Rev. Peter Syree. Surgeon John Johnstone was
appointed District Surgeon at Bathurst in place of Surgeon Bryant who had died leaving a wife and
four children. The Rev. Purdon Smailes took charge of the Wesleyan Circuit. Robert Sussens was
Pound-master at Barville Park.957
Early in 1859 in the Southwell district Henry Howell was at Grant’s Valley and William Wesson at
Kasouga Farm. Freestone near Clumber, once occupied by the Goldswains, was transferred from
William Banks to Joseph Kidson. George Rose was on Barville Park. Captain Hermanus Bertram
became Justice of the Peace at Bathurst. Thomas German of Calton’s Nottingham party had moved to
Fort Peddie. He arrived in the colony as a single man, a labourer, and married. His wife, Susannah,
died on 8 February 1859. Sarah Elliott of the Nottinghamshire family of Clumber was married at
Bathurst by the Rev. Purdon Smailes to George Harper from Howard’s location. Jeremiah Elliott and
Elizabeth Biggs were witnesses. Daughter of William Elliott, Elizabeth, was married to widower
Benjamin Randall at Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow. Edward Timm’s son, John, died at Prospect
House near Clumber on 10 April.
During April 1859 four more deaths by drowning occurred at Port Frances. The burial
services were generally conducted by the Rev. Peter Syree who presided over several more burials at
the Port during the month. On 26 April Thomas Pratt, teacher at Bathurst School, was elected Churchwarden in the village. In June, Mary, daughter of Thomas Hartley Jnr, was married to Joseph
Thackwray Jnr on 16 June. During June Robert Wilkinson of Grant’s Valley, aged 64, and Fanny
Reader of Barville Park, aged 2, had died and were buried at Southwell by the Rev. George Daniel.
Thomas Peel, aged 65, who had died at Trappes Valley, was buried at Clumber.
Surgeon William Guybon Atherstone, who had arrived in the colony as a child 1820 settler
from Nottingham, acquired Lot Nos. 35, 36, and 37 at Port Frances on 8 July 1859. Emily Swain,
daughter of a Grahamstown painter, was baptised at Southwell as was Mary, daughter of Robert
Reynolds, who held the licence for the Glenfillan Inn on Brak River. In August James Wesson was
married at Grant’s Valley School-chapel to Mary Stewart of Wesley Woods with the Rev. George
Daniel presiding. James was a foster-son of Robert Godfrey Jnr. By now Paul Timm was on Elephant
Park. By September, Joseph Cawood had acquired Cawood’s Post. Robert Featherstone Jnr, who was
on Long Ridge, a portion of Glendower, was married at Southwell to Emma Gray of Walsingham by
the Rev. George Daniel. Elizabeth Gray and William Keeton were the witnesses. In December Mary
Hiles of Clumber was married by the Rev. Purdon Smailes to Samuel Hewitt of Clumber. George
Gravett Jnr of Waterford married Hannah Waters at Southwell. The Rev. George Daniel conducted
the service and Charles Waters and Sarah Faircloth were witnesses. In accordance with Capt. W
Bailey RE’s survey, beacons were erected at nine Observation Stations and Substations including one
at Glendower in the Southwell district and one at Dundas, which was the property of Elijah Pike.958
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At the end of January 1860, Henry, son of William Elliott, was married. Benjamin Keeton Jnr was
married at Southwell by the Rev. George Daniel to Elizabeth McLuckie. The witnesses were William
Keeton and Jane McLuckie. In March Elijah Pike let ‘Dundas’ for a six year term. The following
month Ellen Ford was baptised at Southwell with Sarah Phillips as sponsor. In May Gilbert Trower
had died aged 66 and was buried at Clumber.959
During the Khoi rebellion of 1851 Moses Jacobs demonstrated his loyalty to the government in that,
as a schoolmaster and resident at Theopolis Mission Station, he gave timely notice to the military
authorities that the Khoi were killing the Fingos and Bechuanas and were burning their huts. During
the attack he concealed himself in the chimney of his hut, but as soon as he was able, he escaped to
the home of William Gray, Field-cornet, at Walsingham to warn him of the uprising. In recognition of
his services he received the Quitrent title deeds to a portion of the Mission Land measuring
approximately 182 morgen (about 364 acres) which was called Faithful Fountains. In 1878 he sold his
portion to John Eardly and Edwin Reed for R 1,000.960
In July 1860 Reuben, son of George Hodgkinson Jnr of the Nottingham party, was baptised at
Bathurst, Henry Mould being the sponsor. On 30 October the Bathurst Volunteer Corps was formed
with Joseph Wood as Colonel and William Forward Jnr as Captain. Henry Elliott and his wife Denton
of Mount Pleasant were baptised at Bathurst by the Rev. James Barrow. On 31 December John
Purdon Jnr married Mary Bradfield with Thomas and Ellen Bradfield as witnesses and the Rev.
Purdon Smailes presiding. New Justices of the Peace for Bathurst were William Surmon and Charles
Barber.961
By the 1860s Southwell was becoming a much sought after venue for family events such as weddings,
baptisms and funerals. Applications were received from families with an Anglican tradition from a
large catchment area. On 2 February 1861 Davis Maestrom of the Bedford district was baptised there.
Benjamin George Ford, 4 year old son of George Ford, was buried at Southwell in October 1861.
Amongst the Wesleyans, Clumber Church was very popular for such events. Job Timm married
Sophia Bradfield at Clumber on 27 March while William Smailes, a teacher there, was married by the
Rev. Purdon Smailes to Ann Cockcroft on 11 April. The same minister conducted the marriage of
Thomas Waters to Lucy Godfrey at Barville Park.
On 10 December 1861 the Bishop of Grahamstown, Henry Cotterill, made one of a number of
visits to Bathurst Church. John Ford Jnr had surveyed the Sea Field Township on the left bank of the
Wellington River. Surgeon William Atherstone bought Lot Nos. 22, 23, and 48 for £30. George White
bought No. 46 for £20. Most other lots were sold within a few months. Wolf’s Crag in Southwell had
been transferred to Charles Penny Jnr. Millicent Palmer of the Nottinghamshire family paid pew rent
at Bathurst Church.962
A new catechist, James Banks, had been appointed at Southwell. On 15 June 1862 he baptised and
buried Joseph Brummage of Wolf’s Crag, aged 1 year. John Gradwell had moved to Barville Park.
His daughter, Margaret, was baptised on 28 January at Southwell, with Thomas and Lucy Waters as
sponsors. On the same day there were two marriages at Southwell conducted by the Rev. G
Thompson. Charles Waters married Elvina Holdstock with George Gravett and Ann Holdstock as
witnesses, while Edmund Holdstock married Jane Waters with E Gray and Jane Gravett as witnesses.
In April 1863 George Bager Jnr of the Nottingham family was elected one of two wardens at
Bathurst Church. On 28 April the Lower Albany Agricultural Society Show was held at Bathurst with
a closing Dinner at Bathurst Inn. Thomas Hartley Jnr took the prize for the best pineapple. On 18
June, original 1820 settler William Elliott died and was buried at Clumber aged 74 years. The infant
son of Charles and Ellen Penny of Wolf’s Crag had died and was buried at Southwell. In September
the son of George Hodgkinson Jnr, Benjamin, was baptised at Bathurst with Benjamin and Louisa
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Patrick as sponsors. James Banks, former Southwell catechist, had been ordained. John Olivier of
Holling Grove had died, aged 49 years, and he was buried by the Rev. James Banks on 15 December
1863. By now, Benjamin Keeton Jnr was on Paarde Kraal.963
Stephen Brown’s widow, Sarah, aged 80 years, died at Lombard’s post and was buried at Southwell
by the Rev. W Turpin on 6 January 1864. In June Elizabeth Gray married George Banks at Southwell.
The union was conducted by the Rev. William Turpin and the witnesses were George and Jane Gray
and Sarah Stead. On 26 August daughter Alice Jane was born to John and Eliza Ford at Southwell
adding another member to the burgeoning Keeton-Ford extended family. The Rev. R W Stumbles was
now presiding as catechist and teacher at Southwell and was residing with his wife, Hannah. Their
son, Christopher Washington, was born there on 9 December.964
After visiting Bathurst Church the previous day, Bishop of Grahamstown, Henry Cotterill, attended
the Southwell School-chapel on 11 January 1865 and baptised Christopher Stumbles, son of the local
catechist. Near the heart of the Southwell district there now resided Samuel Brummage Jnr, Andrew
Canning, Thomas Robinson and Thomas Jamieson. Charles Waters was on Glendower. Stephen
Gradwell was now on Newton in the Southwell district with his wife Rachel.965
Christina McLuckie was married at the family’s place, Woodlands, in Southwell. She married Samuel
Dell, son of John. On 27 July 1866 Benjamin Keeton’s wife, Hannah, who had been the widow of
William Ford, died and was buried at Southwell. As Benjamin’s wife she had been instrumental in the
establishment of the Southwell district.
In November, Dorcas, the daughter of Daniel Davies, was married to Henry Purdon at
Clumber. The following month Ann Hiscock was buried there. James Cawood Jnr had moved to
Southwell, William McLean was on Waterford and William Gradwell the younger was at Kasouga
Mouth. There was now a School-chapel at Grant’s Valley. Ann, the wife of Thomas Tarr, died on 23
December.966
On 12 March 1867 a son was born to Samuel and Christina Dell of Woodlands. They named him
Christopher. In July, Mary, the wife of Thomas Hartley Jnr, had died and was buried at Bathurst. In
July the Rev. Barnabas Shaw Jnr opened a boarding school for boys at the Ghio just west of
Southwell. Sarah, daughter of Thomas Simpson, was married at Clumber by the Rev. Ebenezer
Hepburn to Daniel, son of Samuel Cawood. The witnesses were Thomas Simpson and Mary Cawood.
Sophia Timm, wife of Job, died at Grahamstown and was buried in October at Clumber. A carrier,
Robert Featherstone, was now residing on Walsingham. By way of appreciation, on 20 December
1867, scholars at the Southwell School-chapel presented the Rev. James Barrow with a pair of gold
eye-glasses. At Grant’s Valley he received a gold pencil case and at Bathurst, a writing desk. William
Jones was a teacher at the Sunday school there. On one occasion during 1867 the Rev. Henry Waters
returned to Southwell chapel to preach.967
At Clumber on 15 April 1868 Maria Timm, Edward Timm’s daughter, was married to Charles, son of
John Poulton. Alexander McLean and his wife moved to Grant’s Valley. At the Rev. James Barrow’s
valedictory service at Bathurst Church, the people collected £54 for him. The people at Southwell
gave £25 on 23 June. Stephen, son of Stephen Gradwell the younger, died at Woest Hill in a wagon
accident and was buried at Grant’s Valley. Mrs Brown of Lombard’s Post was buried near Southwell
School-chapel. During the year Ellen, daughter of Charles Penny Jnr was married to William Gray
Jnr. Charles Penny was on Wolf’s Crag.968
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By February 1869, in the Southwell district, John Welsh and his wife Lydia were on Newton as was
John Wesson, while Samuel Geach was on Barville and Benjamin Gravett was on Merville. In May,
Hester Cockcroft was buried at Clumber. St John’s Day was 27 December. On 28 December Bathurst
Church was dedicated to St John the Evangelist and from then on was generally known as St John’s.
Grants Valley School-chapel was also known as St John’s and in the year 1869 St John’s Church was
built there.
In March 1870 the Resident Magistrate’s Court was transferred from Bathurst to Port Alfred.
On April 24 Susannah Penny had died and was buried at Southwell. Cornelius Cock, who had been so
active during the last war and rebellion, particularly as Acting Field-cornet for Southwell, was a
widower, but on 25 May he married Edith, daughter of William Jaffray, at Port Alfred. In July Martha
Pike married John, son of John Staples Jnr. Christiana Palmer, wife of George Palmer, died at
Bathurst on 12 August. George Gush of Woodlands in Southwell was married at Salem to Ann Long
of Eschol, the Rev. T Cresswell presiding. Thomas Robinson died at Lombard’s Post and was buried
at Southwell. In December Stephen Dell died and was buried at Barville Park.
In July 1871 Hannah Dell, wife of Edmund, died and was buried at Barville. Carpenter
Michael Armstrong, and his wife Sarah, were on Wolf’s Crag. Nathaniel Merriman was elected third
Bishop of Grahamstown on 8 November 1871, a post he had failed to achieve earlier despite a strong
recommendation from Bishop Robert Gray. By the end of the year Levi Gradwell was on Woodlands.
Anne, wife of Stephen Dell, died at Barville Park on 7 July 1872 and was buried there on 9
July. Ann Fincham was buried there on 24 July. By the end of the year John and Eleanor McDougall
were on Grants Valley and Thomas Hallier was on Walsingham. A Mr Dunn was boring for coal at
Bathurst. By July 1873 William McLuckie was on Woodlands.
Alterations to Southwell School were needed. Subscribers to
the cost included Reuben Verity, Joseph Wood, George Hudson,
Ebenezer Wright, Thomas Aylesbury and Stephen Dell. By February
1874 Levi Gradwell was on Lombard’s Post.
Thomas Draper, a gardener, had been appointed the second
head of Calton’s Nottinghamshire party of 1820 settlers after the death
of Thomas Calton shortly after their landing at Algoa Bay. He held the
post for a short time until he moved out of their location, Clumber, and
was replaced by William Pike. Thomas died in 1882 and was buried at
Bathurst. In June George Hodgkinson of the same party was on
Standerwick and Samuel Dell had acquired Kasouga Mouth. By this
time Edward Parker was engaged in lime burning on Lombard’s Post
while Thomas Wesson was doing likewise on Woodlands.969
William McLuckie, in ‘Southwell

By March 1875 a market had been established at Port Alfred. Thomas
Settlers’, by Doris Stirk
Hallier resided at Southwell. Arabella, wife of John Hodgkinson, died
and was buried at Bathurst on 16 September. The following month Joseph Bradfield died at Clumber.
On 2 December George Hodgkinson died at Standerwick. The following month Thomas Pike died at
Clumber. By 11 May 1876 the Rev. William Wallis was Chairman of the Southwell School
Committee. In June Ann, wife of John Phillips, died a Lushington Valley and was buried at Clumber.
Residents near the centre of Southwell district included James Faircloth, Thomas Hallier and William
Patterson. James Gray was on Glendower. Joseph Wood was Officer Commanding of the Port Alfred
Volunteer Corps.
After an adult lifetime of service to the community, Benjamin Keeton, principal founder of
Southwell, had died and was buried at Southwell on 6 March 1877.A subscription fund had been
initiated for necessary alterations to the Southwell schoolroom. Samuel Wood of Salem successfully
tendered £150 for the work. On 23 September the Rev. William Meaden of Bathurst took the Chair at
a meeting of the Southwell School Committee. Later that year Cornelius Cock moved to Glenfillan. In
October James Davies died and was buried at Clumber.970
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CHAPTER 23
HENRY HARTLEY

In the UK we are well versed in the achievements of Dr David Livingstone, who supposedly
‘discovered’ Victoria Falls, and Cecil Rhodes for his exploitation of the diamond and gold fields of
southern Africa. Settlers Henry Hartley, and the principal personality of the next chapter, Dr W G
Atherstone, may not be so well known in the UK except by family or those who have taken special
steps to discover their stories. In southern Africa, however, their lives are thoroughly documented in a
multiplicity of journals, official papers, books, scholarly reports and family archives. They were
notable for a diversity of achievements, and both were involved in the discovery of deposits of
materials that would have transformative effects on the history of southern Africa.
Hunting
Henry Hartley, the second son of settler Thomas Hartley of Mansfield, was just four years old when
the family embarked at Liverpool in 1820. He grew into manhood at Bathurst and began a career as an
elephant hunter when aged about twenty-four or twenty-five. Inspired by stories of the Great Trek, he
had a longing to explore the interior and to make a career as a professional hunter. Perhaps as early as
1845 he was stalking his prey in the northern parts of the Transvaal. During the following decade or
so he acquired his farm in the Marico, which is now in the North West Province of South Africa. This
was to be his base from which he would initiate his explorations further inland.971
This author appreciates the sickening feelings that are, in today’s climate, aroused by the mention of
elephant hunting, but in Henry’s days the hunter was revered and hunting was regarded as a
respectable way to earn a living. The Rev. Henry Dugmore in his The Reminiscences of an Albany
Settler, in 1870, paid tribute to the hunters who had passed on, and regretted that few had recorded
their exciting careers, but he urged those remaining, including Henry Hartley and Edward Driver of
the Nottinghamshire party, to commit their stories to writing before it was too late. Those two
individuals never produced autobiographies, but the story of elephant hunter William Finaughty, who
operated in areas visited by Hartley and Driver, was recorded from an interview with him as an old
man by one G L H. Fortunately, Finaughty, who had retained his excellent memory, recalled several
encounters with Henry and his hunting parties.
A chapter of Finaughty’s record is devoted to their earliest meetings. William Finaughty was
travelling in 1865 as a sole trader and reached Matabele country (later Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe)
971
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which was ruled by the great Zulu Chief Mzilikaze. There he traded a little ivory and about 200 oxen
and turned south. He fell in with Mr Hartley’s shooting party, a big crowd of white men. Three
Hartley sons were with him, Fred, Thom and ‘little Willie’. Finaughty notes that later, after the
untimely death of Willie, Hartley Hills were affectionately named after the lad. Also with the party
were Henry’s stepson, Maloney, S Liesk, ‘Big’ Phillips, Mr Gifford, ‘a captain of some militia corps’,
and a Dutchman. Finaughty, having arrived without a horse, borrowed one from Henry on condition
he gave up a half of all he shot to the lender. The horse turned out to be a useless brute that even
unseated the accomplished rider. In time Finaughty succeeded in taming the troublesome mount.
The first of several trips was for elephant. They pursued four bull elephants and Finaughty
bagged all four, mainly on account of his horse, which nobody else would ride, being fresher than the
others. In that week he bagged three more bulls from a large herd as the rest of the party bagged only
two between them.
Although Hartley was held out by his contemporaries to be equalled only, if at all, by a few of
the foremost hunters, Finaughty did not like his style of hunting one bit. Instead of each man selecting
his own target, the whole party would fire at the same elephant until he was down. Finaughty put this
down to the need for the boys to protect their father, the ‘old man’, who, with some kind of deformity
to his feet, was unable to run at all or walk a distance. For all his criticism of Henry, Finaughty was
forced to admit to a serious blunder in the next passage. Contravening hunting protocols, he shot a
cow not realising she had a small calf. Through some instinct the cow looked to its mother’s killer for
protection and followed Finaughty back to the wagons. To add to the problem Henry’s party returned
with a similarly orphaned and attached calf. Though the hunters had milch cows in tow, they were
unable to provide a proper diet for the calves and both sadly died of dysentery.
William Finaughty next joined the Hartleys in early 1867. This again was in Zulu Matabele
country where, working with two of the boys, William had nine elephants to his credit. After bagging
eight more, all with marketable tusks, he persuaded a group of Cape Colony boys to carry his ivory.
At this point, having made some money, he set himself up as a professional hunter rather than
continuing as a trader.
After being harassed by lions and a small black rhinoceros, which blindly ran through his
camp and caused complete pandemonium, Finaughty reached a spot up the Ramaquabane River
where Hartley’s wagons were outspanned with some native boys on guard. The Hartley’s returned
from a hunting trip during which they had failed with elephants, but had shot a rhinoceros not far from
the camp. They had left some boys to cut up the animal and bring the meat back to camp for food.
Around the camp fire they had many reminiscences to relate, but while the tall stories and banter were
in full flow, one of the Hartley boys arrived at full speed in great distress. The head man had been
seized by a lion and their attempts to save him were thought to have been in vain. The men
immediately mounted and headed for the scene, but half way there they saw a procession with the
almost dead man being supported by a boy either side. When the story was told, in minute graphic
detail, it seems the lion had been attracted to the dead rhinoceros and they had unadvisedly taken a
short cut through reed beds where the lion had attacked from behind. Fortunately, the man made a
good recovery.972
In the year 1865, when Hartley and Finaughty first met, Hartley was the first English hunter allowed
by Mzilikaze to go through his Mashona country, but the Boer, Jan Viljoen had already been there. In
1868 Hartley reached the Hunyani River further to the north-east. The following year he again went to
the Hunyani River, this time in the company of artist Thomas Baines, and moving yet further north,
entered the country of Chief Lo Magondi’s country, where they were the first white visitors.973
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‘Discovery’ of Victoria Falls
From an account by Lawrence Green, Henry Hartley, in his first exploratory adventures, moved to the
Transvaal and started the Magaliesberg tobacco industry which later served troops during the AngloBoer wars. The brand became famous throughout South Africa and memorabilia or replicas of Hartley
tobacco tin sleeves can still be bought. He crossed the Limpopo River for the first time in 1846
accompanied by his servants including one Cresjan as wagon driver. The party resumed in 1849 when
Henry’s eldest son, Fred, was just three years old. This time they went further north to an area where
‘a steady sound of thunder was heard in the distance’. Attracted to the sound, Hartley and Cresjan
went out to investigate and came to the brink of the Victoria Falls. Captain R Hartley Thackeray,
Henry’s maternal grandson, obtained the details of this journey from members of the family and men
who had been closely associated with Henry at the time. Khoi driver, Cresjan, also remembered the
scene and spoke in wonder of the rainbow that hung over the Falls and the drenching rain falling from
a sky that had no clouds.
In 1948, at the age of eighty-eight, Henry Hartley Jnr maintained that his father had often told
him details of the discovery and related an interesting sequel. Henry often sold the produce from
hunting to one Mr Forsman in Potchefstroom to whom he had told the story of the Falls. In 1852
Forsman introduced Henry to a traveller who wanted detailed instructions of how to reach the Falls
and Henry duly obliged the man. That man was Dr David Livingstone.
Green cites other claims of white men reaching the Falls before the acclaimed Dr Livingstone.
They include W C Oswell, J Simpson, and Jan Viljoen with other Boers. W H Pretorius and Stoffel
Snyman were led by their guides to the great waterfall before they met a distressed Dr Livingstone, ill
and hungry. Green dismissed a story that James Chapman had reached the Falls before Livingstone.
As already indicated, the hunting fraternity were not particularly interested in telling their stories—
they were motivated by monetary rewards—so most of these reports have been pieced together by
their associates.
The claim in question is the first ‘white person’ to witness the Falls. Of course, many natives
may have seen the spectacle, but, perhaps not all that many, because there were no natives residing
within sixty miles. Perhaps the reason for this was the evil spirit they feared was haunting the place
and the tales they heard of a Falls monster.974
Capt. Reginald Hartley Thakeray recorded his recollection of Hartley’s discovery of Victoria Falls in
an article in the Journal of the Royal African Society published by Oxford University Press in 1938.
Thakeray reminded his readers that the early Portuguese pioneers in Africa had moved into the
interior looking for commodities and they discovered the old gold mine works in Mashonaland before
they were long since mothballed by the resident natives. He adds more detail of Henry’s life at
Bathurst where he learned skills that would become useful during his excursions including a
capability in doctoring (a visiting surgeon regularly made use of the family home) and as a competent
wheelwright. He was a fine shot and impressive horseman. His personal qualities too, were
conducive. Leonine in appearance, with piercing blue-grey eyes
indicating intelligence, he was the most modest of men, noted for
his courage, with a keen sense of humour, and trustworthy. One
foot was slightly clubbed and he walked with a limp, but was
very active. He was impressed by stories of the Great Trek, the
vast tracts of land the Boers were occupying, and their
adventurous lifestyle. Though he knew the trekkers were wary of
the Zulus, he heard that the local tribes had eventually been
tamed.
After Marico, Henry established his property
‘Thorndale’ at the Magaliesberg in a fertile valley where he grew
his famous tobacco. As he travelled north he demonstrated
qualities which earned the respect of the native chiefs, especially
the notorious Mzilikaze, from whom he sought a licence to shoot
Replica Hartley tobacco tin
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big game. As the chief’s trust in him grew he felt comfortable in taking ever more impressive wagon
trains into the mysterious country. Thakeray’s father describes in some detail a hunting excursion with
Henry, his sons, and others, including wagon driver Cresjan. Their affectionate name for Henry was
Ou Baas—Old Boss—as his thick beard made him look much older and authoritative than he was.
The next part of the report describes the visit to the falls much as related by Lawrence Green above
and concurs that it was in the year 1849, five years before Livingstone. He adds that the story was
repeated by Henry Hartley Jnr and published in the Sunday Times in his home town, Johannesburg, in
1936.
Thakeray’s father confirmed that a hunting concession was granted to Henry by the Matabele
chief. He went so far as to say that Henry accompanied Livingstone to the Falls after meeting him at
Mr Forsman’s. As a young boy Capt. Thakeray went with his father to the Falls on two occasions and
met people there who recalled Henry’s visit in the company of Livingstone. Henry Hartley Jnr
remembered his father pointed out the Falls to Livingstone as though the latter had not seen them
before. Thakeray also enlists the evidence of a report by Lord Baden Powell that Livingstone
attempted to visit the Falls in 1852 with Mr Oswell who defrayed the cost. Cresjan’s account of the
age of Fred, Henry’s son, at the time of the first visit, confirms the year as 1849.975
A note in a book of Livingstone’s correspondence credits Henry Hartley as figuring prominently in
the European opening up of Southern Rhodesia.976
Rediscovery of ancient gold workings
As will be seen, one of Henry Hartley’s most celebrated achievements, the discovery of defunct gold
workings in Mashonaland, was recognised in official government reports and correspondence. In
order to capitalise on this discovery he would need to attain the trust and cooperation of the local
native authority, Chief Mzilikaze. One particular incident endeared Henry to the Matabele chief.
Mzilikaze was less than competent at horsemanship and one day he was thrown from one of Hartley’s
hunting mounts. Henry set the resulting fractured arm which, with splints, was fully mended within a
few weeks. Thereafter, the chief must have thought it best to leave hunting to the professionals and he
was so impressed with Hartley that he attempted to keep him at the Royal Kraal. The subtle pleading
of ‘Ou Baas’, however, enabled the hunter-medic to return home to his expectant family. The
potentate gave him three wagon loads of ivory worth 4s 6d per lb at the time, possibly £1,300 worth in
total. Such respect would later influence Mzilikaze’s successor, Lobengula, to grant yet more
concessions to Henry and his very good friend, Thomas Baines, at the expense of other less favoured
applicants.
Tales of Henry’s courage abound, as when he vied with a large lion just beyond a small
anthill and, when he was confronted by Chukuru and a growing band of warriors demanding his
weapons, he maintained his composure and wit to protect himself and his young sons. During an
expedition towards the close of his career Henry was injured by a charging rhinoceros. Mr Acutt
recalled in his reminiscences that he found Hartley with several broken ribs lying in his wagon.977
A report of August 1868 by the Rev. John Mackenzie, a missionary resident with Chief Macheng, was
submitted to the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos by Cape Governor P E Wodehouse and found its
way into a British Government Command Paper. An extract refers to Henry Hartley and his party of
prospectors:
Hartley, Manch [Mauch], and Gifford, a “prospecting” party was sent in by the merchants and others of
Potchefstroom, and they were joined by another small party at Macheng’s. I am not aware that they
spent any time in a survey of the country. At the waggon drift on the River Tate they were shown some
old holes by Mr. Hartley, at or in which Mr. Manch and he had already found gold, and there they
worked for about six weeks. One old mine was carried by them to a depth of about 50 feet. This party
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broke up lately, owing, I am told, to divisions amongst themselves, scarcity of food, and the unsettled
state of the country after the visit of Mr. Viljoen to Moselekatse. Whilst it is true to say that they did
not give up work on account of their want of success, it is also true that no marked success attended
their efforts. During the time they were at work they did not get more than a few ounces of gold, not
nearly enough to pay expenses. But then all are agreed that gold is to be found there, indeed they found
it constantly, although not in large quantities.

The Rev. Mackenzie went on to refer to samples of quartz containing
gold, deposits found elsewhere in the region, and high hopes of finding
the metal in larger quantities. He gave information on how to reach the
gold fields by ox wagon and the best season to undertake such a journey.
The discoveries were in territory which was disputed between the native
tribes and the Boers. In his covering note the governor stated that
circumstances had prevented him sending a commission to the gold
fields.978
More details can be found in the papers of Karl Mauch. Born in 1837
near Stuttgart, Mauch was a teacher with a burning ambition to explore
Africa. For the purpose he studied natural history, medicine and geology,
and arrived at Durban in 1865. In the same year Henry Hartley had found
indications of gold in Mashonaland and he invited Mauch to go with him
on another trip to confirm the findings. They set out in May 1866 and
Karl Mauch
returned in January 1867. After a two-month respite they made a second
journey during which they discovered the existence of gold at several places.979
Mauch went with Henry north from the Umfuli to the banks of the Beri, north of Gadzema. During
their return Henry pursued an elephant, which he had wounded, through the bush, and in passing
noticed old excavations which he brought to the attention of the expert. Mauch hacked with his
hammer at several specimens finding them to contain the precious metal they were seeking. Similar
workings were discovered along the Umsweswe and the Sebakwe and by this time the duo realised
they had a secret to keep, at least for the time being. To avoid arousing suspicion, Mauch stated to
onlookers that they were following a honey bird in search of that sweet sticky fluid. As they
commenced the homeward leg of their journey, leaving Matabeleland, they found more gold on the
Tati River.
After reaching home, Henry went to Pretoria where he published an account of the findings in
the Transvaal Argus and from there he visited Natal. There he met the Colonial Secretary, the Lieut.Governor and a contingent of press reporters. Disregarding the remoteness of the gold fields and the
attendant dangers arising from the politics of the region and land claims, optimistic readers of the
resulting publicity were induced into a gold fever. The news reached England where pamphlets such
as To Ophir Direct raised hopes beyond all realism.
In 1868, amongst the several enterprises made up to exploit the findings, was the London and
Limpopo Mining Company, the expedition led by its chairman, Sir John Swinburne, RN. His
excursion, with the benefit of a steam engine, reached the Tati River. Meanwhile Thomas Baines of
Kings Lynn, known especially as the ‘settlers’ artist’ for his paintings and sketches of almost
everything he encountered in southern Africa, had been dismissed by Dr Livingstone’s Zambezi
expedition on trumped up complaints. Remarkably, Baines was chosen by the South African Gold
Fields Exploration Company to lead its expedition to the Northern Goldfields in Mashonaland. This
prospect he relished. Before embarking, he set his affairs in order including £60 per annum to his
mother, a promotional exhibition of his paintings at Crystal Palace, and the sale of paintings to raise
money.
The findings of gold had been made in the last year of Mzilikaze’s life. Parties wanting
concessions to mine had to postpone negotiations pending the protracted proceedings required to
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install his successor. Meanwhile the prospectors began to plan their claims and in this process Baines
had been guided by Henry Hartley to an area on the Umfuli River while Swinburne, disregarding any
entitlement available to his rivals, targeted the Tati River area. In his team Baines had an experienced
Swedish mining engineer, C J Nelson, and a young London clerk, R J Jewell, as secretary and
photographer, respectively. Baines himself was nominally responsible as ‘general exploring
superintendent and geographer’ earning £200 per annum, rising to £300 if successful, and 3,000
shares. He was encouraged to maintain a visual record of the trip in sketches and paintings which, as
depicting a little explored region, would become of immense bankable interest. On 29 August 1871
the new king, Lobengula, confirmed in writing an oral grant of permission to Baines and his company
to fully explore, prospect, and dig or mine for gold in the country between the Gwelo and Hunyani
rivers including a liberty to build dwellings and storehouses, erect crushing machinery, and whatever
else needed for the removal of gold, but that the king’s sovereignty over the territory must remain. In
return the new king left it to Baines to make him such annual presents as seemed proper and
acceptable to both parties.
Swinburne had returned to England leaving Arthur Lievert in place as the local manager. For
£60 per annum their company received a concession for the territory between the Shashi and
Ramakwabane rivers.
On his way to the gold fields Baines failed to secure the services of his first-choice
interpreter, the son of colonial secretary Major David Erskine but, at the suggestion of his colleagues,
hired William Watson, who was not only fluent in Zulu, but was a blacksmith and general handyman.
Through Theophilus Shepstone, the Natal Secretary for Native Affairs, he also found a native wishing
to make his way home beyond the Limpopo who was described as a doctor and whose medicines had
been successful against the tsetse fly and malaria. Hopefully, he would help with introductions as they
passed through tribal lands and might induce some of his followers to join the party as additional
labour. He acquired a much needed second wagon and a team of oxen from the Rev. Allison.
The journey commenced with several incidents and
setbacks and on the way the party met with some notable people.
One such was Bishop Colenso, who, although being deposed and
excommunicated by the Bishop of Cape Town, and the
appointment in his place of Bishop Macrorie, refused to
acknowledge the validity of his dismissal and carried on his work
regardless. From such people he received much advice and
encouragement. Like others, Baines had heard tales emanating
from his destination of an ancient city, possibly Egyptian or
Portuguese, maybe the Great Zimbabwe, in the Drakensberg
range beyond the Limpopo. Shepstone referred to the old
kingdom of Monomotapa meaning ‘the place or the people of the
mines’. By 20 April 1869 the party had turned west towards
Potchefstroom, the base for Baines’ adventures nineteen years
earlier. The tiny hamlet of 1850 was now more prosperous and
had grown to four or five hundred inhabitants, but the artist
Thomas Baines
learned that paper currency had been seriously devalued there, so
he was pleased he had bought silver and gold to make payments.
Remittances for the expedition were not getting through to the party from London and
merchants were not accepting the party’s drafts. Nevertheless, they pressed on and along the way
Thomas Baines painted and sketched, and some of his work was sold to help defray expedition costs.
As they were exiting Potchefstroom the townspeople said that Mr Mauch and Captain Burrill were
there talking of their gold finds on the Tati River, so Baines went back to meet them. On 8 May, with
replenished stores, the party left Potchefstroom heading north, and Baines joined them later. En route,
after Baines sketched the limestone caves at Wonderfontein and they had sighted the Witwatersrand,
he took Nelson and Jewell to Thorndale, Henry Hartley’s farm.
As luck would have it, Henry was about to lead an expedition into Matabeleland and he
invited Baines and his party to join them providing his weary teams and heavily laden wagons could
keep up. Hartley, ‘the most famous of elephant hunters’ knew well the route and the watering places,
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and his friendship with the Matabele people and their late chief was of the greatest value to Baines.
Passing through the Rustenberg, the combined wagon train turned north-west heading for the Marico
and the Limpopo Rivers. Baines travelled in Hartley’s wagon in order that he personally would not
lag behind even if his travel worn oxen began to flag. This proximity also enabled the two men to talk
through their approach to negotiations. They agreed to deal fairly and openly with the natives taking
advantage of the trust in Hartley which had been built up amongst them. As representatives of the
Great Queen Victoria they would not be coming to take their country from them, but to seek
permission to look for gold and to bring the benefits of free trade to the region. At Maritzburg Baines
had been introduced by Theophilus Shepstone to the Lieut.- Governor, Robert Keate, who had
provided an official letter recommending him and his purposes to the native chiefs. Hartley and
Baines agreed they should make maximum use of the letter. Baines would relate to the chiefs how
Victoria and Albert had praised his art in letters to his mother. To further foster the image of
credibility with the Queen and her Consort, he painted the royal coat of arms on both of his wagons.
By 23 May they were in sight of the Limpopo and the following day they reached its junction
with the Marico River. Fording the river with its steep banks was an intrepid exercise. At this place
Baines had been hoping to meet John Lee who had acted as the deceased chief, Mzilikaze’s,
confidential agent, and who was intimately familiar with the Matabele laws and customs.
Unfortunately, Lee had already left a day earlier with fresh horses and it would be difficult to catch up
with him. This being the case they travelled through the land occupied by neighbours of the Matabele,
the Bamangwato Bechuanas, who sent out an envoy to see them. The young chief understood Hartley
and his purpose for travelling, but he failed, at first, to comprehend the presence of Thomas Baines.
With a combination of a few words of Sichuana and Dutch the artist explained that he wanted to make
pictures for the benefit of his people. The young man concluded that Baines must be a doctor and
asked him to cure his visitor’s young son of sore eyes. Baines accepted the invitation finding the boy
curiously dressed in a knickerbocker suit and shiny patent leather shoes. The only remedies he could
offer were a lotion and some powders, but they were successful enough to establish his credibility.
The convoy reached the Bamangwato capital, Shoshong, a clutter of ramshackle huts, and the
home of their Chief Matjen, described as a treacherous rogue with spies in all corners of the village.
He had thousands of men with guns and ammunition, but, because of Hartley’s presence, as an old
acquaintance, they did not harass the travellers. The wagon train arrived at the Tati River on 9 June
and Baines rapidly drew scenes from busy hunting parties led by Hartley during which a large giraffe,
a white, and a black rhinoceros, were killed. By 16 June they had reached Mangwe and John Lee’s
house at which they were shown a Matabele edict forbidding the entry of Boers into the country.
Chief Mangwe was, however, impressed with the letter from Keate which meant that, if Baines could
secure a mining concession, his party would be protected in Matabele country. Otherwise any attempt
to break into the country would be fatal.
The pace of the expedition picked up leaving no time for Baines to make his sketches. They
met an old acquaintance of Henry, Manyami, an aged headman, who was impressed by John Lee’s
description of their expedition and also with the letter from Keate. ‘Indaba inkulu! (the news is
great!), he cried, and convened a meeting of indunas. The natives were thrilled to watch Baines record
the hunting stories as he placed colour on canvas including the magnificent giraffe and rhinoceroses.
At night his troop of marionettes magically performed in time with music from the accordion played
by Mr McMaster. As Hartley had been given a concession for hunting only, and not for digging, he
was keen to separate himself from Baines’ party and took away his people on what was supposed to
be a ten day excursion. He returned in a hurry after two days with the discouraging news that
Kuruman, accompanied by his mother, was on his way to claim what he believed was his inheritance,
the Matabele kingdom, from the regent, Umnombata. Both parties were left with no option but to wait
for the completion of Umnombata’s installation as new king before they might be granted an
interview with him. Meanwhile, messengers from the regent arrived who after some time declared
they had been instructed to lead Baines to their master, stating they were relieved that the purpose of
the expedition was peaceful and fair. They were transfixed as he painted hunting scenes, some of
which were left with Manyami for despatch to Natal.
On an excursion to visit Umnombata, Baines met with Mr Lievert of the London and
Limpopo Company who informed him that the coming of Kuruman was a false rumour and that
Swinburne had offered to bring him in from Natal in return for permission to prospect for gold in
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Matabele country. Baines proceeded with Lee and Nelson and the trio presented themselves before the
regent. With Lee translating, they explained their mission, which was received in favourable terms.
He gave his permission for them to travel and explore, and promised them a native guide for the
purpose. He allowed them to join with Henry Hartley, but he insisted they returned to him with a full
report of their expedition and its findings. As was customary, he was given presents, being a gun and
a railway rug. The local natives were again captivated by Baines’ enthralling puppet show with full
musical accompaniment.
Presently it was learned that the indunas sent to bring Kuruman from Natal had returned
without him and that a missionary had sent a wagon to carry Umnombata to the great indaba. They
learned also that the permission they had been given to enter the country was not valid as Umnombata
had no authority to grant it and that Swinburne had been given sole rights to enter the gold fields.
Fortunately, Baines successfully argued that Lieut.- Governor Keate’s letter carried more weight than
the baronet’s private letter of introduction, and he duly left for the interior with Nelson and the induna
guide called Inyassa. They reached the ‘fly’ country near the Zambesi watershed and found Hartley’s
camp in harsh wintery conditions on 24 July 1869. Henry’s hunting party was away so they were
greeted by the women including the first white women to be married in Matabeleland, Mrs George
Wood. That evening the hunting party bearers came in with tusks and elephant meat, but it was fully
four days before Henry and his hunters showed up.
Annoyingly, Swinburne’s camp was not far from that of Hartley, but it was not viable. He had
run into trouble for not using appointed native guides and trying for absolute access to the gold
bearing territory at a time when there was no king to make such a grant. The baronet had alienated the
Matabele through his arrogance.
The combined Baines-Hartley wagon train left for the Ganyana River which ran away to the
north-west. They had already travelled beyond the extent of Karl Mauch’s expeditions to land
occupied by conquered Mashonas who had placed their hamlets in strategic places in fear of the
attentions of the Matabele troops. The placement of their Bechuana style huts, and the natural and
artificial defences made it difficult for the wagon train to make progress. The Mashonas cast aside
their usual demands for a portion of their spoils of hunting due to the presence of the Matabele guide,
Inyassa, who claimed he had also foiled a plot to kill the artist. In due course the examination of
suspected old gold workings was underway and a piece of quartz was found with points of gold
visible. The country was a paradise for the naturalist, artist and hunter with magnificent blooms,
impressive trees and large herds of many species of game. As Baines marvelled at the wonderful
scenery his hunting party preferred to attend a great herd of hippopotamuses that typically sank when
shot dead and rose to the surface after two hours. For fear of crocodiles the Matabele would not enter
the water to haul in the carcasses until they were shamed into it by Baines and his Khoi wagon driver.
With some considerable ingenuity they were able to bring in six animals for meat for the combined
party.
Weapons were drawn during a dispute between a petty Matabele chief and a Khoi wagon
driver, an occurrence resulting in the chief refusing to grant any extension to the permission granted
by Umnombata. In the interim Hartley invited Baines to join his hunting party in one last excursion,
but, having no horse available, the artist declined and made a picture of the hippo hunt which
profoundly impressed the Matabele onlookers. On 17 September he left to join Nelson and he found a
dejected baronet. Swinburne’s party had exhausted their supplies and his servants had become unruly.
He must have resented Baines’ for the fact that the artist’s followers carried out their orders to the
letter without question. Swinburne’s Matabele servants wanted to return home for the election of a
new king while his Mashonas lived in fear that the Matabele, who, in their unmanageable state, might
turn on them. Thus, the baronet had no choice but to return to base.
Although Thomas Baines would have preferred to go with Hartley’s party to Inyati Mission
Station and to have left Nelson behind prospecting for gold, the fever season was approaching and he
feared his servants might become unruly in the manner of those of Swinburne. Therefore, he decided
to retrace his steps travelling slowly and allowing Nelson to examine possible locations for mining
operations. One such location was found at the angle between the Umvuli River and its Simbo
tributary as far as a line of granite hills. This location Baines named the Hartley Hills in honour of,
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and gratitude to, his exceptional friend.980 While Nelson was exploring surrounding outcrops at the
site, Baines received a report from Mr Jewell that the supposed Matabele successor, Kuruman, had
disappeared, and his brother, Lobengula, was being tipped as the likely heir. The difficulty for
Lobengula was that if Kuruman
eventually surfaced, he, Lobengula,
would be put to death as a usurper. He
had accordingly sought the help of Mr
Jewell to find sanctuary in Natal. It
seems, though, that Matabele authorities
were keen to put an end to the
uncertainty surrounding the succession,
and they were recalling all white men to
the mission station at Inyati for an
election. An unwelcome consequence of
the absence of a paramount authority
was that numerous parties of white
people were entering their country,
including Portuguese, who were
An outpost in Hartley Hills
expelled by a Matabele impi and a band
of thirty Australians. The new king should be free to grant mining concessions from scratch,
unencumbered with agreements made by minor authorities during the interregnum.
Jewell, in his letter, pleaded with Baines to return to Inyati for the election, and Hartley
concurred. For his part, Baines was torn between prospecting and the lure of ceremonies and scenes
that would be interesting to capture in pencil and paint. His Matabele followers were readying their
attire and accoutrements for the occasion, assuming they would be able to attend. Nelson, being the
only one not attracted in some way to the election, wanted to remain at the prospective mines, but it
was not within his power to prevent his servants from deserting him. The journey to Inyati, with tired
horses, worn out oxen, and creaking wagons, was far from incident-free. On one occasion Baines was
obliged to a large band of brigands under Zulu Chief Setlaas who were returning from a bloodthirsty
raid on the Mashonas. Some one hundred and fifty men were required to haul a sinking wagon free
from a deep sandy bed and, even then, only exceptional leverage on the wheel spokes was enough to
draw it free. Small gifts of well-sugared tea and strips of calico were enough recompense for their
services.
Underway once more, they reached a point one day from Inyati when a messenger arrived.
All white men were not only to return to the mission station, but were to exit Matabeleland
completely, and there was more bad news. The only exception to the expulsion was the baronet who,
in spite of Henry Hartley’s protests, had been given a monopoly of the gold fields. When the party
arrived at Inyati the Australians and Swinburne were already there. Hartley and several indunas
reported that Swinburne, to avoid punishment, had accused Baines of the premature sinking of shafts
for gold, a report that the artist found difficult to believe, and he obtained assurances from Swinburne
that the report was false. The upshot was that, on the advice of the Rev. William Sykes, Baines
decided to appeal to the regent Umnombata. Prior to this, however, he took Watson and Inyassa to
Lobengula, the new prospective king. After exchanging pleasantries, and Watson repairing
Lobengula’s intricate German weapon, they went to see the regent. Umnombata’s warriors asked for
Umzibenzi (Baines), the man accused of digging up the king’s gold, to identify himself. In the
presence of the regent they established that Sir John Swinburne had indeed made the accusation
through his colleague Mr Thomas and that they had believed the two men. Fortunately, after a period
of uncertainty, Umnombata’s son and some of his indunas stated that the meeting had been a test and
that the regent now believed that Baines was innocent of the accusation.
While all white men were to leave Matabeleland, with the exception of Swinburne, they
assured Baines that no man would be permitted to prospect for gold until the installation of the new
king, now expected to be Lobengula, had been completed. Baines surmised they were actually holding
980

William Finaughty has the Hartley Hills named in honour of Henry’s deceased son, William. See notes on his death in
pp. 411, 420, 425-26
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Swinburne as an unwitting hostage to ensure that his wagons exited the interior. Once again, Baines
enthralled the company with his sketches and paintings and in this way endeared himself to the
natives and earned their trust, including their chief’s.
As the expedition proceeded to the south the oxen became distressed and supplies were
running out. Remittances were not forthcoming from London and the party was not thought worthy of
credit. Rather than giving up, as some in his circumstances would have done, the artist again sold or
bartered artworks to meet expenses and Jewell and Watson were sent around the country to buy corn
and goats for food. On 17 December Baines went with Nelson to Tati and camped on the far bank.
Meanwhile Swinburne had made himself so unpopular in his bid to be remembered as the pioneer of
the gold fields that he quitted the London and Limpopo Company, pulling out of the would-be gold
rush in Matabeleland completely.
Nelson perceived little chance of gold prospecting for the remainder of this expedition and on
7 January 1870 he left for the coast. Baines was concerned he might not return if and when he had
secured rights to re-enter the gold fields, but he was given little choice than to let him go. Nelson had,
however, agreed to assemble machinery and men in anticipation of, and in readiness for, the grant of a
concession. On the same day Baines set off for Mangwe a little distance from the house of John Lee.
On meeting Lee he learned that Kuruman was in the service of Theophilus Shepstone and was
therefore out of the contest to become the Matabele king. Major Erskine proposed that Jewell should
offer Lobengula a party to bring Kuruman out of Natal, but the election was already concluding in
favour of Lobengula, and warriors were assembling for the ceremonious election formalities.
On Monday 22 February 1870, before an audience of over 9,000 witnesses, eighteen months
after the death of Moselikaze, his father, and with sacrifices of animals to his father and to Molimo,
the Great Spirit, the young Lobengula was installed Supreme Chief of the Matabele. John Lee
attended and was displayed under the new king’s protection, but Baines had not been invited and
thought it best to remain at a distance missing out on the opportunity to sketch the spectacle from
close direct observation. After the installation Lee obtained an agreement in principal for gold
prospecting concessions from Lobengula, but the new king wanted to see Thomas Baines in person.
Lobengula seemed contented with their proposals for an area of land between the Gwailo and
Ganyana rivers where they could bring in their machinery, transport services, dwellings and
storehouses. At present the two parties were on amicable terms, but what if misunderstandings arose
or others, less scrupulous, wanted like concessions? He would have preferred to have met the
company’s higher officials and he did not like it that Nelson had been sent to bring in workmen and
equipment in anticipation of a concession. The king foresaw that the Baines concession would be a
forerunner to a series of similar requests sufficient to compromise the independence of his country.
He was already troubled by Boer and Portuguese false claims to large swathes of his territory. He
trusted the White Queen more than most, and he was confident in his dealings with the hunters such
as Henry Hartley, who were chasing mobile prey, bringing in fees and gifts, but the granting of land
rights to extract assets in fixed places underground was something else. His fears were not unfounded.
After Baines came Cecil Rhodes, Pioneer Columns, the Matabele War, and his own ignominious
death as a wanted fugitive. Lobengula conceded that he had given his word and by that he and his
people would be bound. The two men, Baines and Lee, were displayed eating with the king in his box
wagon, a signal they were to be regarded by his people as being under royal protection.
There was a rapport between the new king and Baines, Lobengula showing an intelligent
appreciation of the artist’s skills with pencil and brush, and the artist noticing the king’s alert mind
and shrewdness in his approach to tribes unwilling to accept his appointment. Though Baines had a
pressing agenda, he attended the ceremonial circumcision of the maturing potentate and captured in
his journals every detail of the proceedings.
On 9 May 1870 Baines and his party set out for the nearest place in his concession at Hartley
Hills. He hoped Hartley would overtake him with Nelson, a possibility made more likely through
delays in taking his own wagons through black viscous mud and across numerous watercourses,
several with steep, difficult banks. Of course, Thomas Baines was pleased that the delays gave him
the opportunity to sketch and paint the magnificent vistas and to make copious notes using new quires
of writing paper surprisingly gifted by the troublesome missionary and ally of Sir John Swinburne,
Morgan Thomas. After protracted delays for wagon repairs and the like, on 22 June they set off for
the Simbo which they reached in two days. Here, near the most northerly ridge of the Hartley range,
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his party made a substantial encampment. He set out with Jewell and Inyassa to tour the boundary of
his concession then rigged a flagstaff and commenced the construction of a house, with two fourteen
foot square rooms and a six foot passage between them.
While working on the house roof Baines heard a shot, and hoped it was Hartley and Nelson
announcing their arrival. Instead it was hunters Maloney and Leask with the terrible news that fever
had killed young William, Hartley’s son, their servant Mr Macdonald, Mrs George Wood, her infant
daughter, and her mother, Mrs Fraser. The next day he rode to the Hartley camp which he had learned
was at a distance of eight miles. The survivors were in a poor state, unable even to give a coherent
account of their circumstances. Four men of their number had been able to hunt for the pot, but Wood
and Kennedy were incapable of much activity at all. It seemed to Baines that the sickness had arrived
in March immediately claiming the two women and the infant. William Hartley had travelled beyond
Hartley Hill where he and his men were taken ill. They turned south and died by the end of May along
with a native driver. The remaining sick were gaining strength but Baines, with depleted supplies,
could do little to speed up their recovery, so he planned a trip to obtain sheep, goats and corn. He and
Jewell set out with their own wagon and one belonging to William. They called at the Hartley Camp
where Mrs McMaster, the only surviving female, was baking bread. From there they reached the kraal
of Mashona Chief Umtigesi. After the customary gifts, bartering with his people began in earnest.
Baines and Jewell returned to camp. Nelson had not yet reached the camp as he had some
trouble with Inyassa, and his native servants were near to mutiny. The promise to bag a hippo was
enough to regain their services and he led them to the ‘fly’ country which had been circuited by
Baines. Signs of gold seemed to be everywhere and Baines began to speculate that the auriferous belt
extended from the Victoria Falls to Damaraland. Henry Hartley arrived just as Baines and his party
were preparing their return journey before the rains broke, but Nelson had not showed up. Hartley
wanted to know the full circumstances of his son’s death before
he gave his news report.
Lobengula was noted as a thoughtful, pragmatic leader
and a politician. The Zwong Endaba, boasting about seven
hundred troops, were vehemently opposed to his rule and the new
king felt a compulsion to send an army against them. His enemy
favoured Kuruman as ruler and had made attempts to
communicate with him in exile and, although Lobengula had
thwarted three of their attempts to reach him, he had so far
resisted the advice of his indunas to wipe out his enemy. At first
he offered an amnesty on condition they would acknowledge his
authority, but on arrival his messengers making the offer were
dismally treated. When he finally gave the word to attack, three
divisions rushed at the entrance to the Zwong Endaba village. At
the third attempt they broke through and there was a terrible
massacre of the men, but all but two or three women were
spared, those having been inadvertently killed. Hartley gave
Lobengula, King of
more details of the attack.
Matabeleland including
Towards the end of August 1870 Baines was ready to go
Mashonaland
out prospecting. Hartley agreed to show him old Mashona gold
workings along the way. For a month they criss-crossed the district in a quest for both ivory and gold.
While the party had been kept busy killing five elephants between them, Baines had been unseated
from his mount due to a loose saddle and, on foot, he was drawn to his company by the sound of
gunfire. As the lengthy work of cutting up the animals was in progress, hunter Leask led Baines to the
grave of William Hartley under a tree bearing the inscription ‘W.J.H. 29-5-70’. Baines drew a sketch
from which he later made a painting, which he gave to Henry.
As the season when, according to custom, old grass was burnt off, each footstep caused a
cloud of choking black dust. There was little green pasture and hunters were obliged to travel far and
wide to find game. The burning, however, exposed rocks of interest to Baines. Curious about the
white man’s interest in the old workings, the Mashonas’ own interest had been revived and they had
begun to dig and burn quartz for gold to sell to the Portuguese. Inyassa had lost interest in the project
and wanted to abandon his responsibilities. Once again he became obstructive claiming that the king’s
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concession was being abused. Baines adopted a softly-softly approach and tamed him, but that
approach was less successful with a native servant who, reluctantly, he felt compelled to flog.
The Baines and Hartley trains, although nominally paired up for travelling, did not always
keep together. On 23 September Baines arrived at his base camp, the place where his house had been
erected, to find that Hartley had chosen not to wait for him, but had gone ahead. For the homeward
stretch Baines left Jewell and Watson in command of his wagons while he joined Hartley ahead.
Baines was unarmed amongst the hunting parties as he had been given licence only to prospect and
not to hunt. This gave him a valuable opportunity to sketch some of the events and scenes. He joined
Hartley in a chase after a large bull elephant and observed the action of its legs and body as it moved.
Hartley granted him the tail of the beast for his efforts during a strenuous day.
Hartley, whose main interest had always been in hunting, secured the services of a competent
and knowledgeable guide to take Baines to the Bembesi district to see the places where he and Mauch
had found ancient gold workings. Unfortunately, Baines deduced that the guide was not taking him to
the most important places for gold, and he planned to return. It is not recorded whether the guide was
under such instructions by Hartley. Meanwhile, Inyassa, with his weapons to hand, would not be
persuaded to return. Baines could not tolerate such open insubordination and reluctantly knocked the
induna to the ground while Watson disarmed him. Inyassa ran away, but returned later in a more
compliant frame of mind.
When Baines reached Inyati he discovered that Nelson had not been able to obtain workmen
and supplies through lack of funds and creditworthiness and, without consultation, had gone to
England to talk it over with the company directors. Baines, while working on his detailed maps of the
interior, learned that his mother had died. With little time to dwell on this misfortune he prepared to
press on before a threatening black thunderstorm flooded the river and made it impassable.
Lobengula, at his new capital, was found to be in a harassed state as Capt. Lievert, Swinburne’s
successor, held a concession for the Tati area and dubiously claimed a monopoly of the mineral rights.
The Transvaal government had appointed Henry Hartley and John Lee as justices of the
peace. They asked Lee to be their diplomatic agent in Matabeleland wishing him to negotiate an
alliance with the king to regulate the influx of foreign prospectors. President Pretorius, fearing his
territory might be overrun by aliens, wanted to renew his father’s peace pact made with Lobengula’s
father, Mzilikaze. To deflect the matter Lobengula said he could not accept Lee as the Boer agent,
and though he might have accepted an approach from Henry Hartley, the old hunter wanted to
continue his profession and had little time for diplomatic work. Meanwhile Baines gave his support to
a plan for a new mission station in Matabeleland called Hope Fountain.
Lobengula was generally uneasy about the mining concessions as he felt he had been duped
by Swinburne and Lievert. He reviewed the Baines expedition and received unreserved pleas from
Lee and Hartley that the artist was operating with complete integrity and good faith. Lobengula
wondered whether the two justices of the peace, as private individuals, could offer any form of
security for the venture. He feared that, if he punished Baines for any breach of faith, the English
might send in their armies and destroy him. For the present the king chose not to engage in
discussions on such weighty matters, but rather to enjoy a feast prepared by trader Kisch’s French
cook at Baines’ decorated tent, and to drool over the artists sketches. Baines was sat next to the king
when two divisions of his army returned from an attack on the Mashonas in which some valuable
cattle had been taken and some women had been killed. Baines had his materials to hand and made a
well-received drawing of Lobengula at this time, but he missed a later scene when a triumphant party
returned with the carcasses after a lion hunt. Those who had struck the first blows on the lions were
each rewarded with a fine ox.
The Baines and Hartley wagon trains left for Potchefstroom on 25 November 1870. At Tati
they found that many of the miners had been lured away to the new diamond fields in what became
Kimberley, with its ‘big hole’, leaving a disappointing scene of derelict housing and a few white
people. They reached the Limpopo on 23 December and completed a difficult crossing. In the process
a clumsy wherry made of a wagon and floating casks drifted downstream bearing Baines’ doublebarrelled rifle, which was lost. He was relieved his precious drawings had not suffered any ingress of
water. Passing through Rustenburg at the height of summer, with its fruit trees in full bearing, they
spent New Year’s Eve with Mr Gobbelaar, a Dutch wheelwright and neighbour of Henry’s. After the
festivities Henry took the artist to his home, Thorndale, where they feasted and sang including Baines’
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own ballad of the Tati goldfields to the tune of Camptown Races. Bearing a gift of home baked
loaves, after a few days Baines left Henry and his family for Potchefstroom.
At Potchefstroom Baines learned the full extent of financial misery attending his expedition.
No contributions had been forthcoming from the company, he had no remaining lines of credit, and
his bills were valueless. His company was demanding that the arrangement with the Matabele be
committed to writing. Worst of all, he had no means to pay John Lee and feared that a consequence of
this would be the complete ruination of the company’s reputation in Matabeleland. He hoped
something might happen in Natal to redeem the miserable situation. Disregarding ancient claims to
the old gold workings made by the Portuguese, Baines suggested to the company that they open a
road from Hartley (a new town named after Henry) to Sofala on the east coast, and to obtain wharfage
rights for a steamer between Sofala and Durban.
In January 1871 Baines was once again on the road and was crossing the Drakensberg in
heavy rains. Forging ahead, he left Jewell and Watson to follow with the heavy wagons. By the end of
the month Baines had reached his Maritzburg base, the Plough Inn. Despite the financial difficulties
and the need for the concession in writing, the Lieut.- Governor and Major Erskine were very pleased
with his report. He was entertained by Dr Sutherland, the government surveyor, to whose department
he had sent a copy of his map. The surveyor expressed his thanks in a letter which serves as some
recognition of the achievements of the Baines-Hartley party:
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of the map, on a scale of four miles to the inch, of your route
during the past two years into the interior of South Africa, accompanied by the details, astronomical or
computed, from which you have laid down nearly two hundred positions. On behalf of the Colony, who
are most deeply interested in the enterprise now occupying your earnest attention, I have to tender to
you my most cordial thanks for this valuable contribution to our knowledge of this very large portion of
this continent, with the utmost assurance that it will be of great service to all who may wish to follow in
your footsteps, whether as hunters or geographers. The full notes you have given with regard to the
climate and the voluminous records of elevations above sea-level, as computed by the boiling point of
water, will be greatly appreciated...

The artist was graciously entertained by Bishop Colenso and he gave a lecture to the Natal Society,
but, as his reports of gold were less than spectacular, they thought he was withholding a few secrets.
Baines secured a meeting with Mr Behrens, his company’s agent, discussing ways to secure a written
agreement with Lobengula and, much relieved, he obtained the means to pay John Lee. He went with
Mr Sutherland to meet Kuruman, the original candidate for the kingship of Matabeleland, who was
going by the name of Khanda. Kuruman (Khanda) wanted to know whether they were content with
Lobengula or whether the people still wished for his coming. He was disgruntled to hear that he was
regarded by the people as dead, but Baines had little time for the man who had forfeited his birthright
and was instrumental in the death of hundreds of the Zwong Endaba people by his adoption of a false
identity. Some sixty or seventy Zwong Endaba appeared as a regiment to form his retinue including
his half-brother who had eloped with one of his father, Mzilikaze’s, wives.
In Durban Baines learned that Nelson, disgusted with the company directors, had taken up
service with the London and Limpopo Company. His acquaintance, Mr Mohr, back from exploring
the Falls, was preparing to return to England. Baines entrusted to him his journal, sketches and
paintings for delivery to London. The company was in debt and its shareholders would subscribe no
more. Baines gave what was left of his bank balance and the little his mother had left to him to the
company. He relinquished three thousand of his shares to Behrens to pay wagon drivers and gave
Watson a bond on his Kings Lynn home as security for his wages. While the local officials, the press,
and the general public in South Africa, were enthusiastic about his prospects, the company failed to
comprehend or capitalise on this excitement. Previously, he had told Hartley and Maloney that they
would receive company shares for their services. In honour of the commitment he gave them his own
shares pending a direct arrangement with the company. He also offered to take shares in lieu of his
own pay not knowing the company’s employees had not been paid for months. Worse yet, Baines was
also unaware that the company’s articles of association had restricted its activities to exploration only
and a new company would have to be formed for mining.
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Thus constituted on shaky foundations, and with additional arrangements for credit and a
prospectus inviting colonists to take shares, a new expedition party was assembled to revisit the
Hartley Hills. Around this time Edward Button found gold near Lydenburg over the Natal border and
Baines felt obliged to keep on good terms with this new rival while appealing for capital funding. One
of the agents used to sell shares was a young man in Kimberley, none other than Mr Cecil Rhodes.
Planned for March, the start of the expedition was delayed until 16 May 1871 and it was underequipped. At the outset his teams of oxen numbered eight or ten rather than the usual fourteen and the
wagons were lightly laden. During the journey he hoped to augment his teams and his supplies. The
artist painted inn signs and landscapes to barter for sheep and obtained additional supplies by
adorning a Portuguese consular wagon with enhancements to a flag and a painted coat of arms, and he
made a map for the Consul-General, Mr van Zeller.
Kuruman had decided to claim his kingship, but the government in Natal decided not to
meddle in Matabele politics, kept aloof, and urged, through Baines, the British subjects beyond the
Limpopo to do the same. Baines was also required by Lieut.- Governor Keate to take a letter to
Lobengula thanking him for his kindness to the travellers, informing him of Kuruman’s intentions,
and assuring him of Natal’s neutrality. The hides of two sick cattle which had been shot were sold by
Baines for ten shillings, the money being used to buy brandy for his men to mitigate the extreme cold
in the Drakensberg Mountains. Travelling in convoy with the Portuguese consul’s company, Jewell
was sent forward along a northern trail through Heidelburg to Pretoria. Baines turned off to
Potchefstroom to collect letters, including the one for Lobengula, with the intention of rejoining his
party at Henry Hartley’s farm. After a short stay to rest his horse, he headed for Hartley’s Thorndale
homestead. This he found closed as Henry and his wife had already gone forward. Jewell, however,
was there with a Hartley boy who helped him with fresh oxen. Baines left the party to their
preparations and went ahead hoping to overtake Hartley who he had missed at Rustenburg, but found
by a moonlit remote camp. The two men had much to discuss over supper. Henry related his plan to
go as far as Tati before turning south for the Kimberley diamond diggings. He warned the artist it was
too close to the fever season to contemplate a visit to his concession. Instead, Henry urged him to visit
Lobengula to show that his business was serious and that rumours of his inability to come up again
were greatly exaggerated.
One Baart Harmse visited Hartley, but failed to recognise the artist, ‘the little English skellum
[rascal]’ who, two decades earlier, the Boers had threatened to shoot for possessing a sextant and
making drawings. Baines returned to fetch his wagons from Rustenburg and set off for the Limpopo
where, on the banks of the river, he rejoined Hartley’s party, crossing with him, traversing the
northern bank, and turning north on 5 July. On the way they were menaced by lions and the cattle
suffered from a shortage of water. They found the mining village almost deserted, the store closed,
and the dwellings yet more ruinous. Nelson and a handful of men occupied the house of Kisch, the
trader. Here Baines, being distracted from his reports and accounts by chattering idlers, joined a
hunting party and sketched a magnificent giraffe before it was carved up for meat. On 1 August he
sent forward his wagons with what supplies he had managed to obtain from pledging six oxen, and
with Hartley’s assurances of payment in due course. He left Hartley for John Lee’s place and sighted
Lee’s Tower and Lee’s Castle on 4 August. There he was received amicably and they went out to
procure game for meat for his onward journey to Lobengula’s capital.
Matjen, the Bamangwato Chief, was proving troublesome to Lobengula. He had sheltered the
surviving Zwong Endaba, the king’s enemies, and would certainly side with Kuruman. Meanwhile,
Lobengula had already heard a seemingly credible report that Kuruman was on his way with Baines,
and he resolved to march against his difficult neighbour. When Baines and Lee met the king and
Baines revealed the contents of Keate’s letter, the king urged them not to divulge its contents to
anyone. At a convenient point Lee obtained a promise from Lobengula to furnish the written
concession, but Baines wished not to press the king further until he was ready, and continued to
ingratiate himself further through favours, gifts and errands, and he cut a new king’s seal. Baines,
Jewell and Lee were involved in preparing correspondence from the king to Keate, the Transvaal
President, van Zeller and others, which documents were laid before him on 29 August and upon
which he applied his new seal of a shield and crossed assegais within a circle of the king’s name. On
the same day the concession was read out and sealed in exchange for the royal bounty of a rifle,
blankets, ammunition, knives, wax, candles, matches and ink. On their leaving, the king bought
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Jewell’s gun for two hundred pounds of ivory and loads of meat, and he gave the artist beer from his
personal basket. They had no concession to hunt to pay for supplies, but the ivory might be used to
pay for necessaries and to clear debts. With a handshake and a request to ‘Go in peace and come back
quickly’ Lobengula bade Baines and his party farewell. They visited Buluwayo, Umnombata and
Hope Fountain before setting out for Tati and his concession land.
Baines had visions of a farm near to his concession to rear livestock for food and to grow
corn, vegetables and fruit to avoid the necessity to bring in supplies from the south. New sturdy
housing would be required for the miners and some means of recreation. If the company would invest
just a little they could buy local farms and build housing, which would rapidly increase in value and
attract higher rents as the value of the gold fields became known. The journey home was, as usual, full
of incident, but his chief concern was to avoid the tsetse fly, sometimes with the aid of local guides,
and to bathe any suspected bites on people or animals with ammonia. On 18 November he entered
Pretoria which, then, was a hamlet of just fifty or so houses. A copy of the written concession had
already appeared in the local press and he was the subject of a great deal of favourable public interest.
Baines wanted to visit Hartley as soon as possible to straighten their affairs. The old hunter
was angry that the company had dishonoured bills which the artist had given to pay for his services.
But Baines now had a more pressing engagement. He had heard of discoveries of gold in the
Marabastad district nearby, and wanted to investigate, so he sent Jewell ahead to visit Hartley at
Thorndale. Baines later went out to Thorndale to square things with Hartley who accepted a wagon as
security for arrears of payments for his services. Hartley agreed to store equipment and supplies that
Baines could not take with him to Natal, and to care for his horse. Yet again, the artist set to work
with his brush to earn some money making three pictures of the town, two inn signs, and a coat of
arms for the Postmaster-general, but he also completed, free of charge, works for the church to use or
sell to raise funds. The local community was supportive and friendly and, but for the lack of action on
behalf of the company directors, he entered 1872 with a degree of customary optimism and some
merrymaking.
Baines’ party left on 14 February proudly flying the Union Jack. Farmers and storekeepers en
route were generous and hospitable. Baines heard that his name had been suggested to the
Geographical Society as the leader of the Livingstone relief expedition, which, if offered, he would
relish despite the differences between the two men. In the end Henry Stanley was chosen and
successfully found the explorer (“Dr Livingstone I presume” and all that). At Maritzburg, in March,
he learned that Kuruman and his warriors had entered Matabeleland, but had been routed and chased
away and had at first taken refuge with Matjen and his Bamangwato people. By 1873 he had proved
troublesome, they expelled him, and he returned to obscurity in Natal.
The company floatation had failed and by this time Baines’ enterprise in the gold fields had
come to an end through inactivity and lack of support from the directors both collectively and
individually. The complex end game is outside the scope of this book. Just £5,000, a fraction of the
money invested in typical gold workings in Nevada, would have been enough to open Hartley Hill as
a profitable mine. He and his colleagues, Jewell and Watson, had unswervingly devoted three years of
their lives to the cause. Henry Hartley had been somewhat distracted from his hunting profession and
had failed to capitalise on his discoveries of ancient workings. To the good, Baines had documented
the interior in maps and images to form a record of immense value to geographers, geologists,
historians and naturalists alike. His portfolio of sketches and paintings has earned worldwide
recognition. Guy Cuthbert Dawnay, son of Viscount Downe, who had sailed to Africa on the same
ship as the Rhodes brothers, offered Baines the chance to accompany him on a lucrative adventure to
the Zambesi, but the artist was preoccupied with the aftermath of the expedition for gold. He declined
the offer, but the two men stayed in touch and, as a result, many valuable commissions for pictures
were forthcoming. Baines also earned fees from public lectures.
Henry Hartley advised the unselfish artist, in no uncertain terms, to look after his future, a
sentiment echoed by Sanderson, the Surveyor-general and John Robinson of the Natal Mercury.
Hartley had feigned anger with Baines for wasting his time, but, as failure loomed, he waived his
rights to payments and offered to store the accumulated gold working equipment for a future venture
if the machinery could be brought up to Thorndale. John Lee accepted his losses for the sake of his
beloved friend who, as the scapegoat for the company, was suffering continual humiliation.
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As Baines made gradual inroads in his quest to clear his and the Company’s debts, he was
willing to listen to any proposals that would make profitable use of his gold working machinery which
was beginning to rust and otherwise deteriorate. One option, with his own funding, would enable him
to take his machinery the relatively short distance to Marabastad and the money earned there would
be used to take it as far as Hartley Hill. This idea lapsed, but he heard of new finds of gold workings
at Injembe on the Tugela River only eighty miles from Maritzburg. He teamed up with an
unemployed engineer, C F Osborne, with whom he set out on 23 May 1873. Shepstone had given him
an assurance that, if the venture was successful, the government would build a road to reach it and
gave a letter of introduction for his brother, John, the magistrate in Greytown, who would supply a
guide and advice. As they toiled using mules for level roads and oxen for the steep inclines, Osborne
came down with a fever and was sick for most of the journey. The guide furnished by John Shepstone
found food and shelter in native villages along the route. Baines observed a new species of tree aloe of
which he later sent a sample and sketches to Kew. It became the Aloe Bainesii of today, one of around
twenty plant species credited to his name by Kew.
There were unmistakeable signs of gold above the Tugela, but Osborne thought they were at
the fringes and the core field might take some finding. Unfortunately, money was running out,
Osborne’s health was a serious concern, and they returned to Durban. Less than two weeks after their
return, Baines learned of an opportunity to use his artistic and mapping skills to the full at the
crowning of Cetewayo as the new king of the Zulus. The ceremony would be performed by
Theophilus Shepstone as secretary for native affairs and a member of the executive and legislative
councils. He travelled by rail and road with the Durban Volunteer Artillery and applied to be the
official ‘artist and geographer’ for the expedition, but it is not certain this was granted. Cetewayo had
failed to appear at the place of meeting, Ondini, so Baines visited the chief’s white advisor, John
Dunn. Apparently Cetewayo was afraid that Shepstone was coming to capture him. Eventually the
heir was assured, the crowning went ahead, and Baines produced his sketches of this dramatic and
colourful ceremony.
By mid-1874, principally through the sale of his artworks and new commissions, Baines
enjoyed an improved financial footing. The situation was well enough for him to commence the
assembly of a small set of mining machinery intended for Hartley Hill. Meanwhile he wrote up his
diaries to be published in England and South Africa and which eventually appeared as The Gold
Regions of South Eastern Africa. Now aged fifty four years, Baines had lived longer than the average
explorer and Andersson, Chapman and Livingstone had passed on. Though a tempting offer came
from Port Elizabeth via Osborne, he decided to transfer the Hartley area to a colonial syndicate for
which, for the public benefit, he offered his services free for a year on condition that, if successful, he
would accept any sum the shareholders thought right. Otherwise, with more work through Dawnay,
and his pictures displayed at Crystal Palace and the Dublin Exhibition, he was doing well. Another
venture loomed with the Rev. W Greenstock who had been tasked to open a mission station in the
interior, but the artist’s death from a prolonged bout of dysentery intervened on 8 May 1875. He had
received the Rev. Greenstock’s ministrations devoutly, but refused to accept the inevitable and
declined to make a will.981
The search for William Hartley’s grave
As noted in the previous section of this chapter, William Hartley, son of Henry, died of fever on
Sunday 29 May 1870. Later that evening his hunting companion, James O’Donnell, also died, some
four miles away. They had been attended by fellow traveller, Thomas Leask, who was unable to save
them. In August that year Leask took Henry, with Thomas Baines and photographer, Robert Jewell, to
the place where they had perished. Leask carved William’s name and the date of his death on a nearby
tree and Baines recorded the longitude and latitude.
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In 2012, Robert Bicknell, leader of the Salisbury North Exploration Young Farmers’ Club,
encouraged his members to trawl all available sources for clues as to the whereabouts of the graves,
and they knew that Hartley Hills was now Fort Hill near the banks of
the Chirundazi. With additional information they divided the Hartley
Hills area into search squares. Next they followed the route given by
Baines to find the Hunter’s Road Drift over the Umfuli River. This
involved a difficult trek. They reached Sir John Swinburne’s gold
diggings of 1869 which confirmed the position of Hunter’s Road Drift.
Local Africans indicated the place of a nearby grave and the scene
corresponded with Jewell’s photograph, a vlie with rocky outcrops in
the background. They were aware of the details of a ring worn by
William and they found James O’Donnell’s grave. This excursion was
inconclusive, but the report of this work indicates that there might be a
William Hartley
later search using expert assistance.982
Hartley Town (Chegutu, Mashonaland West, Zimbabwe)
Named after Henry Hartley, Hartley Town is in central northern Zimbabwe about 75 miles by road
southwest of Harare, the capital. It lies on the main road, Highway A5, between Harare (formerly
Salisbury) and Bulawayo. Respectively, Harare and Bulawayo are the largest and second largest cities
in Zimbabwe. The district has proved to be rich in gold and the Butterfly and Giant mines sprang up
there. In 1899 the settlement was moved approximately 22 miles to the west of the original location
(Old Hartley) at Hartley Hills on the Umfuli River. The railway reached Hartley by 1901. Hartley was
proclaimed a village in 1903, a town in 1942, and a municipality in 1974. In 1982 the town’s name
was changed to Chegutu. At the last census in 2012 the town had a population in excess of 50,000.
There is a public swimming pool, a football stadium and the golf course of the Chegutu Country
Club.983
Chegutu is now a main service centre for the large surrounding farming district for mainly corn,
tobacco, castor beans and cattle. It is also near to Zimbabwe’s largest cotton weaving mill and there
are large limestone deposits in the vicinity. Weirs on the river enable facilities for water sports,
fishing and irrigation. Chrome is mined in the district.
In the district around Chegutu there are many concerns connected with mineral mining and
quarrying. Several enterprises have, or have had, the name Hartley associated with them, most
notably, the Hartley Platinum Mine and, although it seems likely that the names emanated from Henry
Hartley, this has not been reliably established. The stories of Hartley and Baines as the mining
pioneers of the district are contained in many historical and industrial publications and websites from
the district.984
At the Fireside
Roger Webster is a researcher and story teller in books and in a series called ‘Fireside Chats’
broadcast on South African radio. His series of books is entitled ‘At the Fireside’ and volume 2
includes the story of Henry Hartley. From this work we can glean some more personal information of
the life of our man.
In his early hunting days Henry often teamed up with Frederick Selous and fellow settler
James Jennings. They journeyed out through the Tati area on the border with Botswana and
Zimbabwe where it was believed the ancient Ophir was once located. This is the place mentioned in
the Bible, famous for its wealth. According to the account, from here King Solomon received a cargo
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of gold, silver, sandalwood, pearls, ivory, apes, and peacocks every three years. This is where Henry
observed the ancient gold workings and commentators were convinced he and Karl Mauch had found
King Solomon’s mines, thus causing the gold rush.

Illustration by Thure de Thulstrup, from Rider Haggard’s Maiwa’s Revenge,:
Allan Quartermaine ordering his men to open fire

From Tati they would proceed to the Zambezi Valley for hunting. One day, when Henry was
lying in wait for prey with his sons, a lion arrived on the scene prowling around and ruining the party.
Henry did not want to shoot the beast for fear of startling the elephants so he crept up behind the bush
where the lion was sitting. He lifted his head above the bush displaying his magnificent beard and let
out a shuddering roar. The lion bolted for its life, but the elephant remained.
Some time after Hartley’s last trip with Baines, while out hunting he shot a rhino, watched it
fall, and approached the animal. It had not completely expired, it rose up, hurled him into the air, and
fell down dead on top of its killer. Henry suffered broken ribs and internal injuries and he never fully
recovered dying a few years later on 8 February 1876, aged 61.
The book provides directions to Hartley’s original residence:
...drive out of Gauteng and through the lovely little hamlet of Magaliesburg, take the Rustenburg road
and, as you cross the railway line for the second time, Henry Hartley’s original residence can be seen
on your left. It has been renovated and converted into the most delightful bed and breakfast in
appropriate Victorian style. Further down, as you turn off to the right and wind up the hill to Chippy
Brand’s wonderful Mount Grace Hotel, you will find a little pub called Hartley’s.

The writer goes on to say that Henry was such a memorable figure that he was used by writer Rider
Haggard as the basis for his character Alan Quartermaine in the famous novel, King Solomon’s Mines,
but others have his hunting companion, Frederick Selous, as the inspiration. Haggard and his friends
would frequent the Magaliesberg Hotel on the western side of the railway station. Hartley, Selous and
Jennings possibly conformed to a type used to develop the character.985
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CHAPTER 24
DR WILLIAM GUYBON ATHERSTONE
& THE BARBER FAMILY

Introduction
Dr William Guybon Atherstone, son of Dr John Atherstone, was just five years old when the family
emigrated with Edward Damant’s Norfolk party in 1820. He became an apprentice to his father as a
surgeon based in Grahamstown and covering Albany. His life up to this point has already been
outlined elsewhere in connection with several events in the colony and the general progress of the
settlers. Such stories can be found using the index. It will be clear from his record so far that William
Atherstone had a keen interest in many subjects, more than enough to warrant the tag ‘polymath’. The
principal purpose of this chapter is to cover two exceptional achievements, the first in the field of
medicine, the second arising from his special interest in geology, for which he will be forever
remembered:
...Without doubt Dr. John Atherstone’s son, William Guybon, is the most celebrated medical man
South Africa has ever nurtured. He was one of the few persons up to the end of the century who
obtained international recognition for his country, in the field of medicine no less than in the allied
sciences. As a student in London he had seen Victoria crowned ‘Queen of the greatest empire on earth’,
and had he lived a few years longer he would have witnessed the end of the Victorian age. He had seen
the beginning of photography, telegraphy and modern chemistry in his youth and he survived into the
age when steam had been harnessed firmly for trains and ships and the internal combustion engine had
986
become the motor car.
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First amputation in the southern hemisphere using anaesthetic
William had been surveying under Major T C White near Adelaide, but when war broke out at the end
of 1834 he was recalled and, as he had completed his apprenticeship, he was examined by a medical
board and appointed Assistant Staff Surgeon to Sir Harry Smith. In this role he generally worked in
the company of Major White and was in the vicinity when the major was killed in retaliation for the
death of Chief Hintsa. He completed two years service, enrolled at Dublin to continue his medical
studies, and was admitted to the London College of Surgeons in 1837. He completed his degree and
graduated in Heidelberg after a written examination of six days and a three hour oral examination in
the French language. He was back in Grahamstown by December 1839 bearing a licence to practice in
the colony from the Colonial Medical Committee.
The Drostdy, which had been the Grahamstown home of the Atherstones, had become the
military headquarters, and in the vicinity were built a prison, a magazine, barracks, and a military
hospital. The regiments based in the town, or arriving there, brought in their staff including their
surgeons, making the town a hub of medical activity.
As partner to his father, Dr William performed the district surgeon’s duties and undertook the
medical needs of the inmates at the gaol, while Dr John maintained the private practice. In view of the
distances involved and difficulties from hostile natives, Dr William remarked that it was sometimes
necessary to resort to indigenous plants with medicinal properties and the makeshift treatments used
by trekking Boers and the native peoples. In one case he used brandy to induce a state of intoxication
to relax a patient’s spasms during an episode of lock-jaw. The young doctor somehow found time to
carry out research into lung-sickness, horse-sickness and tick-borne fevers.
In 1847 a vessel from America brought news that dentist W T G Morton had used di-ethyl
ether the previous year as a general anaesthetic in Boston, and Dr William decided to carry out his
own experiments with the substance. He had few details of the case and was unfamiliar with the
similar work of Simpson in Edinburgh. Fortuitously for the medics, by the time he had developed a
rudimentary working technique, a patient in need of anaesthesia
appeared. This was Frederick Carlisle, whose brother was the
Deputy Sheriff of Albany, who had lost part of one leg through
gangrene some twenty-seven years earlier. The patient was the
brother of John, an 1820 settler party leader. Now an ulcer had
developed in his knee joint and, as the limb was in any case
useless, he wanted to have it removed completely, but was
fearful of the amputation.
Dr Atherstone had tried several kinds of apparatus and
achieved a degree of success using the principle of the hubblebubble (Turkish narghili). A two quart bottle was fitted with a
cork with two holes, one carrying a glass tube, the other a
flexible tube with an ivory mouthpiece. About half an ounce of
ether was introduced into the bottle through the glass tube, and
allowed to vaporise to fill it. He ‘...succeeded in producing the
requisite degree of insensibility to pain by means of a simple
contrivance...’. On Wednesday 16 June 1847, having obtained
the patient’s consent and the assistance of his father, Dr John
Atherstone, Dr Hadaway of the 91st Regiment, and Dr Irwin of
the 27th Regiment, he conducted the pain killing procedure and
The successful apparatus as depicted
amputated the thigh in its lower third. The operation was
in the Grahamstown Journal
described by him in the Grahamstown Journal in some detail.
After several inhalations of the ether and pinching to check the degree of sensibility, Carlisle said ‘I
am drunk enough now—you may begin’. The tourniquet was tightened and the first insertion of the
knife induced no motion or apparent suffering. The patient was conscious, inhaling the vapour and
opening and closing his nostrils with his own hand. Assistants poked and prodded the patient to test
his sensibility and found no reaction. There was an involuntary shriek, but no movement during the
second incision to divide the large nerves and the blood vessels. The bottle was removed shortly after
the leg was off and Carlisle continued to hold his nose and became talkative as he recovered from the
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effects of the ether. In the local newspaper Dr Atherstone recalled the conversation which had taken
place with the patient and Dr Irwin after the leg had been dressed:
Patient: “It’s very odd, do you know I fancy I am still holding my nose!”
Dr I: “Well, so you are, most energetically too.”
“Then why remove the vapour?”
“Because the operation is all over—your leg has been taken off some time now.”
“Now don’t talk nonsense to me—I’m a reasonable man you know—explain why the bottle has gone.”
“You don’t want it any longer—your leg is off, Mr. Carlisle!”
“What! My leg is taken off? Impossible—I can’t believe it—let me see for myself”
and on seeing the stump, he burst out: “God be praised! It’s the greatest discovery ever made, we must
erect a monument to this fellow’s memory. It’s the greatest boon ever conferred on man. I have been
totally unconscious of everything—the sound of that horrid saw still grates upon my ear as if in a
dream from which you have just awoke me, but as for pain I have not felt the slightest!”

This was the first major surgical operation with anaesthetic outside of America and Europe. Two
years later, in May 1849, Atherstone became the first person in South Africa to use chloroform as an
anaesthetic during an operation. Again the event was reported in the local press.
Thereafter, and with the acknowledgement of his other numerous achievements, Dr
Atherstone became a pioneer in the public health service. He was the first medical officer of the
Albany Hospital which, inspired by Archdeacon Nathaniel Merriman, was built on land granted by
Governor, Sir George Cathcart, on Settlers’ Hill overlooking the town. The foundation stone was laid
in 1855 by General James Jackson, but the first management committee, with amputee Frederick
Carlisle as its Chair, brought the institution into being in 1857. The Molteno Ministry sent him to
England to inspect asylums for mental care and while there, along with Gladstone, he received the
freedom of the Turner’s Company in the City of London. From this visit he established the
Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum in 1875. The only other such institution was at Robben Island and it
was Dr Atherstone who persuaded the government of the need for a second asylum, this for the
Eastern Province. As the leading member of the medical profession at the Cape, he became the Cape
Parliamentary Member for Grahamstown in 1881. He instigated the Colonial Bacteriological Institute,
the first public health laboratory, which opened in Grahamstown in 1891. In about 1887 he retired
from medical practice as his eyesight was failing, but in 1896 he consented to serve as President of the
South African Medical Congress when the body met in Grahamstown.987
The second son of Dr W G Atherstone was Walter Hershel Atherstone. Briefly, he was appointed
district surgeon of Bathurst in 1888 and settled in Port Alfred. In 1893 he was made Superintendent of
the Asylum and, but for an interlude of about five years as a medic at Robben Island, he remained in
this post until 1920. After giving up his general practice following the loss of an eye, he devoted
himself exclusively to the Asylum. Through his keen interest in golf the fourteenth hole at the Kowie
golf course was always known as the ‘Atherstone hole’.
Walter’s son, Harold Damant Atherstone, joined him in his practice at Port Alfred, but with
his death in 1954, an unbroken period of service to South African medicine through four Atherstone
generations came to an end.988
The first diamond identified in South Africa
Twenty years after the operation on Frederick Carlisle, Dr W G Atherstone found himself in the
limelight once again. He had enjoyed assisting Major White in surveying and, although he maintained
his interest in medicine, geology was his real passion, particularly in relation to prospecting and
mineralogy. In pursuing this interest he travelled widely including Namaqualand, Stormberg and the
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South African goldfields. At this time the economy of South Africa was under threat. The colony’s
principal source of revenue was wool, but after a boom during the American Civil War when their
American supplies were disrupted, peace resumed, and there was a slump. There had also been a
severe drought during the mid 1860s resulting in insolvencies amongst the farmers, banking collapses
and migrations to other countries. To add to the national misery, the Suez Canal was under
construction with the promise of a much shorter sea route between Europe and the Far East, avoiding
the Cape. The economy was in desperate need of a boost and several new ventures were attempted
and failed. One such was cotton growing in Natal which attracted the attention of one Herbert Rhodes
‘with every sort of sense but common sense’.
In 1867, when Schalk van Niekerk visited his neighbour, Mr Jacobs, at De Kalk Farm, near
Hopetown, he noticed young boy Erasmus Jacobs playing with a shiny stone. Based on a hunch, van
Niekerk wanted the stone, and Mrs Jacobs let him take it. He showed it to a travelling pedlar and big
game hunter, John O’Reilly, and consented for it to be taken to Colesberg. The Irishman promised to
share the proceeds equally should it prove to be of some value. O’Reilly showed it to Acting Civil
Commissioner, Lorenzo Boyes, who believed it to be a diamond. He sent it by ordinary post to Dr W
G Atherstone whose interest in geology was by then well known.
According to legend, Atherstone opened the letter in his garden at Thursford House. The
letter referred to an enclosed stone, but there was no such thing to be seen. He called his daughter:
Together in the greatest excitement, we searched among the grass of the lawn until we found the
pebble. I had never seen a rough diamond before, but upon taking its specific gravity and hardness,
examining it by polarized light and so on, I at once decided that it was a genuine diamond of
considerable value. I took it to my next-door neighbour and old friend, Bishop Rickards, bidding him to
test it, which he did, cutting his initials and the date on one of the panes of glass in the window of the
Bishop’s sitting room. This pane of glass was afterwards taken out and carefully framed, and is still, I
believe, preserved by the Roman Catholic priests in charge of Grahamstown.

The Bishop’s pane has since been acquired by the Settler Museum.
With mounting excitement, and educated enthusiasm, Atherstone tested the stone at Galpin’s
Jewellers, Grahamstown (now the Observatory
Museum) using a polariscope, and declared it to be a
diamond of over 21 carats.989
Though Dr Atherstone’s abilities as an amateur
were appreciated locally, he had not yet earned a
reputation for geology much beyond Grahamstown, and
so his observations were viewed with scepticism.
Meanwhile Professor James Gregory, a highly respected
expert from London University, made a survey along
the Orange River between Cradock, Colesberg and
Hopetown. He saw no prospect of finding diamond
bearing deposits in any of these locations. Those few
diamonds that had by now been found, must, he said,
have been planted there to lure immigrants to the
unpromising districts or, remarkably, that they had been
taken there by ostriches. He thought the claims made by
Atherstone and his colleagues were false, being a scam
to attract capital to the colony for a purely speculative
search.
Galpin Museum and
It seems Atherstone was incensed by Gregory’s
Observatory,
Grahamstown, 2016
assertion that he was duping a desperate public and an
angry exchange of letters ensued with documents published in London and at the Cape. In one of the
more measured responses in a letter to the Geological Magazine the doctor wrote:
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It should always be borne in mind that geology, like many other sciences, is not infallible, and that it is
quite possible that diamonds may be found in rocks where past experience has taught us they never
occur, but still we find the maxim ‘experincia docet’ [experience teaches] usually holds good in
diamond-prospecting, as well as in that for gold.

The next episode in this story resolved the issue once and for all and led to a new colloquial
term ‘a Gregory’ meaning ‘an outrageous blunder’. Van Niekerk had by 1868 gained a solid
reputation for confirming, or otherwise, a stone as a diamond, and he was confident in his own
abilities. A nearby shepherd took an exceptional stone he had found near the banks of the Orange
River to the local expert. Van Niekerk had no hesitation in offering 500 sheep, 10 oxen and a horse
for the magnificent piece of 83 carats.
This stone became the ‘Star of South Africa’. It was sold to a trading company for £11,200
and at Cape Town was acclaimed in the House of Assembly by Sir Richard Southey, colonial
secretary, “Gentlemen, this is the rock on which the future of South Africa’s success will be built”.
And so it was. It was credited with initiating the unprecedented diamond rush. This ‘Star’ is not to be
confused with the ‘Star of Africa’ from the Cullinan Diamond, forming part of the British Crown
Jewels. Later the Star of Africa
was sold to the Countess of
Dudley for £20,000 when it
became known as the Dudley
diamond.
Boers and natives were
the first to work the river
diggings as they had local
knowledge and the requisite
equipment. There were yet richer
finds along the banks of the Vaal
River, which joins the Orange
just a few miles west of De
Klerk’s Farm. The race was now
on. Prospectors arrived from
within the colony and from Natal
soon to be followed by migrants
from the Australian gold fields,
Diamond digging at Colesburg. L-R: J E Dick-Lauder, N Garstin,
forty-niners from California, and
H MacLeod, W G Atherstone, H Rhodes, F Rhodes, C Rhodes, R A Nesbitt
a motley collection of deserters,
fallen aristocrats, retired soldiers and Europeans of all classes, escaping poverty or attempting to add
to their fortunes. The diamond rush was in full speculative swing but, thus far, Cecil Rhodes’ interest
in South Africa was in growing cotton.
In 1888 the Kimberley diamond companies clubbed together and presented Atherstone with a
diamond in recognition of his services to the industry. In the same year the surgeon initiated the South
African Geologists’ Association and the Royal College of Surgeons elected him a Fellow.990

The Eureka Diamond
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by De Beers and donated to the South African people to be housed in the Kimberley Mine Museum.991
Palaeontology, botany, meteorology and photography
In the 1840s Dr W G Atherstone and Andrew Gedes Bain, who later became famous as a road
engineer responsible for the construction of several mountain passes, struck up a friendship. Together,
over a six week period, they conducted a geological survey in the valleys of the Bushmans, Swartkops
and Sundays rivers during which they found the first dinosaur fossil in South Africa. This friendship
fired Atherstone’s interest in geology and palaeontology. In 1871 he made the chance discovery
while looking for fossils in the vicinity of Prince Albert. This was a giant dinocaphalion which was
donated to the British Museum and named by Richard Owen, in his honour, Tapinocephalus
atherstonii (Humble Head), in 1876. This dinosaur, of the Capitanian stage of the Permian period, has
been found only in this vicinity. It became the zone fossil of the Beaufort Group and he noticed the
animal and plant fossils there resembled samples found in India. In an article he considered the
possibility that the two continents may have been joined and as such may have been the first South
African to contemplate the concept of continental drift.
A genus Atherstonia of fossil fishes from the Beaufort Group was named in Atherstone’s
honour. He assisted in the setting up of the South African Botanical Exchange Society, serving as
acting treasurer, and built up his own herbarium collection which was donated to the South African
Museum and the herbarium at Kew Gardens. C W L Pappe named the plant genus Atherstonea (later
part of Strychnos) after the surgeon, and the marine mollusc Ostrea atherstonei was also named in his
honour. He had been one of only ten official meteorological observers in the colony and from about
1875 became a member of the Cape of Good Hope Meteorological Commission. In 1867, as an early
keen exponent of the art of photography, he contributed many images of scenery in the Eastern Cape
to the Paris Exhibition, along with bushman bows and arrows and some vegetable products.992
In 1881 William Guybon Atherstone was elected a member of the Cape Legislative Assembly for
Grahamstown and a member of the Legislative Council for the South Eastern Province from 1884 to
1890. He left behind 155 notebooks documenting his life commencing in 1843. These are held in
private hands within the family and have not yet been published. This writer, for one, would very
much welcome the sharing of the volumes with the wider public.993
The Barber family; science, art, prospecting and heraldry
Thomas Barber (1771-1843) was a well-known portrait painter of Nottingham who frequently
exhibited at the Royal Academy. He painted many of the gentry and aristocracy of the Midlands
including the Rev. John Thomas Becher, an organiser of Calton’s Nottingham party of 1820 settlers.
He married Mary, daughter of Hugh, whose brother was Dr John Atherstone, and Ann Atherstone,
and nephew was Dr William Guybon Atherstone. Frederick William (Fred), son of Thomas Barber,
the artist, studied at Heidelberg University in Germany with William Guybon and they sailed to South
Africa on the same ship in 1839. Hugh Barber arrived in South Africa in the following year.
Fred was born in 1813 in Nottingham. He married Mary, daughter of 1820 settler Miles
Bowker. Mary was an exceptional woman with acclaimed work in the fields of botany, ornithology
and entomology, studies that drew on her talents as an artist, writer and poet. Her works were
published by the Royal Entomological Society, the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew and the Linnean
Society in London. Several species were named in her honour including the tree aloe Aloidendron
barberae. Fred and Mary’s sons were Frederick Hugh and Henry Mitford, the latter becoming Henry
Mitford-Barberton, known as Harry, in later years. With their parents they joined the rush to the
991
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Barberton, Transvaal, 1887

diamond fields in 1870 after the find identified by Dr Atherstone, and subsequent finds. They also
became big game hunters, sometimes on excursions with Miles, Alec and Russell Bowker. Fred
nursed his brother for several months after he had been gored by a buffalo. Harry was also mauled by
a leopard and was left with several scars. As hunters, the brothers travelled widely, often in extremely
arduous circumstances, and they were also acquainted with Lobengula, king of the Matabele, who on
one occasion held them as hostages.
Another joint venture of brothers Fred and Harry was in gold mining and in this connection
they founded the town of Barberton in the De Kaap Valley in Mpumalanga province. The mountains
around the town are amongst the oldest on the planet consisting of an exposed volcanic rock
formation called the Barberton Greenstone Belt. Archaeosphaeroides barbertonensis, a bacterial
micro fossil, the first form of life on earth, was discovered there in 1967. This has been dated back 3.1
billion years.
Gold was discovered there by Tom McLachlan, but at first prospectors avoided the district
because the hot lowveld was rife with malaria. Regardless of the dangers, the gold rush to the district
began in 1883 when Auguste Roberts (‘French Bob’) found the precious metal in Concession Creek in
1883. On 21 June 1884 Graham Hoare Barber informed the State Secretary that his cousins, Fred and
Harry Barber, had discovered commercially viable gold on state-owned land where the Umvoti Creek
entered the De Kaap Valley. After a favourable report by Gold Commissioner, David Wilson, the
town Barberton, named in honour of the family, was declared. The town was made a municipality in
1904.
Edwin Bray and his fourteen partners greatly expanded Barberton when they opened the Sheba Reef
Gold Mining Company. Hitherto, it had been little more than a prospectors’ camp. Investment capital
flowed into the town which led to the opening of the first stock exchange in the Transvaal and, as the
gold fever intensified, more public buildings were added including music halls, hotels and billiard
rooms.
A rail link was established with the Netherlands-South African Railway Company via Kaapmuiden
providing access to Pretoria and Laurenço Marques. Barberton flourished for only a brief period
before more lucrative new gold fields elsewhere attracted the investors. The Sheba mine, however,
remains one of the oldest and richest in the world. It has been in production for over a century and has
several decades of reserves to draw on. Available details of the involvement of the Barber family in
prospecting and mining are sketchy. It is known that Fred and Harry made and lost fortunes in the
Rand, but they were more successful after they moved to Kenya. Some additional information on the
progress of the family can be found in a letter from Ivan Mitford-Barberton, Fred Barber’s grandson,
to his amateur genealogist in Nottinghamshire:
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[When] a Kaffir War broke Hugh and he [Fred] had to take up teaching, but eventually got another
farm. Today his descendants own very large properties at Hales Owen in the Cape Colony, SA.
Frederick Wm was a sheep farmer. I believe he was head of a party of soldiers or scouts in a Kaffir war
(1845?). He did very well and was given a large farm by the Government in recognition of his
services....
Fred [Frederick Hugh i.e. Frederick William’s son] was my uncle & Henry my father. They farmed
sheep and ostriches, dug diamonds, and discovered gold which became the town of Barberton in the
Transvaal (1883). My father took the name of Mitford-Barberton. He and his brother Fred went to
British East Africa (Kenya Colony) in 1912.
They both died up there but all the rest of us are domiciled up there. We are coffee planters,
994
but although I am still interested in this I am a sculptor .

Henry Mitford-Barberton married Mary Layard Bowker, daughter of Cmdt. Thomas Holden
Bowker, Member of the Legislative Assembly. Of their four sons, the first, born in 1896, was Ivan
Graham Mitford-Barberton. Although Ivan was born seventy-six years after the arrival of the 1820
settlers, his family background and many of his achievements in the fields of sculpture and heraldry
will forever be associated with those settlers.
Ivan was born in Somerset East and educated at St Andrew’s College, Grahamstown. In 1912
he moved with his family to Kenya and in World War I he served as a soldier in East Africa. After the
war he returned to Albany where he studied for three years at the Grahamstown School of Art. From
there he honed his skills as a sculptor at the Royal College of Art in South Kensington, London, under
Henry Moore and Derwent Wood, where he earned his degree in 1925 (ARCA). In a letter, Ivan
mentions he gave up farming in Africa to become a sculptor.995 In another letter he states his intention
to go from London to Italy for six months from February 1926 to complete his studies.996 After
returning to Africa and giving up farming he established a studio in Kenya, taught at the Michaelis
School of Fine Art in Cape Town, and was an active member of the South African Society of Arts.
The main concern here is his work in connection with the 1820 settlers, but he is also
acclaimed nationally for many other sculptural works including ‘Jock of the Bushveld’ in Barberton,
the Staffordshire bull terrier companion of Sir James Percy FitzPatrick depicted in the famous true
story. Barberton was the home town of Sir James. Others are the Leopard Memorial at Hout Bay and
Peter Pan at the Red Cross Children’s Hospital in Cape Town. His work of 1938 adorned the Mutual
Building in Cape Town which, other than the Pyramids of Giza, was then the tallest building in
Africa.
In a letter of 1929 Ivan remarks that, although his work in sculpture was his main occupation,
he was not earning enough and had been forced to resume farming. At the time of writing his letter he
had just completed harvesting and there had been a ‘tremendous amount of extra work in getting in
the maize crop’. He was in partnership with his brother, Renshaw, and they had a large property of
4,000 acres, but of this, only 600 acres were under cultivation. He was personally occupied in taking
thousands of bags of produce by motor lorry to the market in Kitale. During this time he had done
practically no sculptures, but had half finished a native head the size of a cricket ball. Ivan had a
particular interest in working on native figures. He was hoping to go to Cape Town for a year or more
where sculptural work generally was better appreciated.997
His work is being, or has been, exhibited in many galleries and museums across southern and
eastern Africa and also at the old Nottingham Art Gallery. He attained Fellowship of the Royal
Society of British Sculptors in 1957.
In connection with the 1820 settlers, Ivan’s best known work is probably the endearing
sculpture of a settler family at the 1820 Settlers National Monument in Grahamstown, but he was also
commissioned by the 1820 Memorial Association to sculpt all the heads of parties including Major
Thomas Charles White. In the latter case there were no photographs of the Major so Ivan used
photographs of descendants said to resemble him. With full details of his uniform of the 25th
Regiment supplied by Major Tylden, the bust was completed in 1963.
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Although Ivan Mitford-Barberton’s main forte was his sculpture, he was also celebrated for
his work in the field of heraldry. In 1947 he was commissioned by the Cape Provincial Administration
to make a display of municipal coats of arms for the visit of King George VI. After this, the
municipalities were asked by the Administration to have their arms checked and, if necessary,
redesigned by Ivan. His brief in these cases was to improve the heraldic quality. This resulted in the
re-design of dozens of municipal coats of arms, some in collaboration with H Ellis Tomlinson in
England. In 1956 he gave a presentation on the subject to the Institute of Town Clerks of Southern
Africa. He was a founder member of the Heraldry Society of Southern Africa in 1953 and between
1962 and 1972 he was a member of the Heraldry Council.
It is interesting to note that Ivan had a very keen interest in his own family background which
can be traced back at least twelve generations to Derbyshire. His work in this regard is captured in his
book Barbers of the Peak: A history of the Barber, Atherstone and Bowker families, published by
Universal Press in 1934. When Henry V was fighting in France, Thomas Barbour, a surgeon, and
Roger Barbour, were at the battle of Agincourt in 1416. The spelling of the family name has been
altered through the generations including ‘Barbar’ in the sixteenth century and ‘Le Barbur’ in the
earliest records.
At the Nottinghamshire Archives there are original examples of correspondence between Ivan
and an amateur genealogist, Mr F R James of West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire. The main purposes
of the correspondence were the construction of the Barber family tree and some work on coats of
arms, especially in respect of the related Damants and Atherstones. Some of these letters have already
been referred to above. One of Ivan’s main objectives was to discover who was Thomas Barber Snr,
father of Thomas Barber Jnr, the artist. This persistent investigation over several years was important
in that it linked the Nottingham Barbers to the Derbyshire Barbers (the Barbers of the Peak). Apart
from the family pedigrees, many other matters of passing interest are included. For example, one
letter contains a passage concerning topical matters of religion where Ivan argues that the Pyramid
Prophecies have little to do with the British Israel movement and seeks the views of his
correspondent, Mr James. Clearly, Ivan was very familiar with the Bible and was interested in the
Exodus and the origins of certain peoples.998
A letter of 1927 from Ivan Mitford-Barberton to Mr James indicates the relationship with the
Bowkers, one of the most well-known families of 1820 settlers. Referring to a book about the 1820
settlers, a copy of which he had sent to Mr James, he wrote:
...most of the names mentioned in the book are well known to me and a large number of them are my
relations and relations of my wife.
Bowker’s Party who came out in the Weymouth are my Mother’s people and the Miles
Bowker who was the leader of the party was my great grandfather, his wife was a Miss Mitford (of the
Mitfords of Mitford Castle, Northumberland) [the minor aristocratic family of whom the ‘Mitford
Sisters’ of the twentieth century became especially notable].
My grandfather Thomas Holden Bowker, though appearing on the official list, has been
omitted in this book. Mother said that he said that it had been done on purpose because the man who
copied the list was an enemy of his and did it as a piece of petty spite.
Thomas Holden Bowker was the 5th son of Miles Bowker and was an important man in the
history of the Cape, he founded the town of Queenstown and was for many years a Member of the
Cape Parliament: two other brothers, William and Robert were also Members of Parliament.
T.H.B defended the town of Wittlesea against the Kaffirs.
...On one occasion when Miles Bowker and some of his many sons were seated round the table at night
someone galloped up and said an army of Kaffirs were coming round a river mouth a few miles away
and that they were to muster at a certain town (Bathurst) immediately. Knowing that the house would
be robbed and burnt, they buried all the household silver that they had brought with them from
England. They tied it up in a tablecloth (with the dinner) and my grandfather and three of his brothers
carried it down the hill into the forest and finding a large ant-bear’s hole they pushed it down and
closed it up. It was raining at the time and they all went off before morning and none of them came
back for four years. To this day they have not found it though they have dug up and searched in the
locality for years. There were candelabras and willow pattern plates and much silver and practically
everything in the house that they valued.
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Ivan continued in his letter to describe the hardships of the then current pioneers, of whom he includes
himself, but admitted their ordeals were as nothing compared to those suffered by the 1820 settlers.
He had completed studies in Italy and had set up a studio in Kenya where there were no other
sculptors. He had just completed the head of a Masai, which he described as a warlike tribe descended
from the ancient Egyptians, and was studying the different native types as these peoples had never
been modelled before. Ivan was also hoping that Mr James would be able to trace the origins of the
Nottingham families in the 1820 settler book.999
The first letter to deal with the Barber family heraldry in the Nottinghamshire Archives
correspondence is dated 6 September 1927. In this letter to Mr James, Ivan includes sketches of the
Barber Arms and the Atherstone Crest. The Barber Arms described were granted to Gabriel Barber of
the City of London in 1627. Mr Cordon, a genealogist in Long Eaton, Derbyshire, informed Ivan that
they were not of the same Barber family and that the real Arms might be seen in a church in
Derbyshire. Ivan, however, did not accept his findings as Burke’s General Armory had no record of
Arms for the Barbers in Derbyshire. This matter was not resolved in any subsequent correspondence
available at the Nottinghamshire Archives. Similarly, he had found no record for the Atherstone Crest.
In the same letter Ivan made some notes of his wife, Cecile Hoole’s, pedigree. She was the greatgranddaughter of 1820 settlers James Hoole and Jane (née Cotterell). Her sister, Kathleen Frances
Hoole, married Bertram Egerton White, son of T C White Jnr (son of Major White, the Arnold party
leader) and Mary Bowker.1000
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CHAPTER 25
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE WHITE FAMILY
AND RELATED UPPER ALBANY FARMERS

The principal reason for this book is to draw together a comprehensive record of the settlers from
Nottinghamshire. Not to include some account of the early descendants of Major T C White, as the
leader of the Arnold party, and the significant impact of the White and closely related families on the
economy and general life of the colony, would be a serious dereliction. With inside knowledge of
their families from stories handed down through the generations, the principal sources of information
have to be the works of D G Damant and, more extensively from the Nottinghamshire point of view,
F C D White.1001 Without their work, and that of their colleagues and family members, several
interesting anecdotes and important occurrences would be missed. Both books have been rather
difficult to source, but anyone really interested in the topic is advised to try to obtain copies, as only a
brief insight can be provided here.
Extension of the families and expansion of land ownership1002
The achievements of Major Thomas Charles White prior to his death in the Sixth Frontier War in
farming, public affairs and in support of the military forces, have already been covered. In 1838
Elizabeth Atherstone, wife of Dr John Atherstone, died, and their Damant party leader, Edward
Damant, returned to England. At Table Farm this left only Ann Grant Damant, the widow of Major
White, with her father, Thomas Damant, and her children. In 1839 Ann married Dr John Atherstone,
but it seems she stayed at the farm and her new husband remained at his practice in Grahamstown.
Ann’s father was left to manage the farm as best he could for the next few years.
Ann’s first marriage had produced three children, Thomas Charles White Jnr (Tom), George
White, and Emily Damant White. Her marriage to Dr Atherstone, despite their separate residences,
produced another five children, Edwin, Walter, Fanny, Harry and Charles. By this time Catherine
Damant Atherstone, the doctor’s daughter of his first marriage, born in 1815, had married (Alexander)
George Cumming of the neighbouring farm, Hilton. So by 1839 there were some twelve children
living at Table Farm or at Hilton. Also, not far away, was the Atherstone farm, Iron Pot, which was
later given the name ‘Atherstone’.
The Cumming family were descendants of Red Comyn of the Badenoch Clan who married
the sister of John Baliol, King of Scotland, and was killed in a fight with Robert Bruce of Dumfries.
George Cumming was wealthy, probably through inheritances. It is thought he arrived at Cape Town
in 1833, soon headed east to Grahamstown, and acquired the farm Roode Dray, which was renamed
Hilton. There he built a magnificent house in the Georgian style. Richard Gush of Salem was
contracted to build the house and in the process he suffered bankruptcy, but eventually made
reparations. The family was known for their hospitality and, seemingly, squandered much of their
wealth in throwing lavish parties.
Upon the death of Thomas Damant in 1846 it was left to the second generation settlers to take
on the management of Table Farm. Tom and George White took the lead and worked in partnership.
As the family had outgrown the farm they hired, and then purchased, the neighbouring farm,
Brakkloof. This was the first step in the expansion of the extended family’s interests in farming.
George moved to the new farm while Tom remained at Table Farm. The brothers assisted their
associates and friends in building on the achievements of their father, the major, with a considerable
degree of success.
After the death of Dr Atherstone in 1855, Ann stayed at Table Farm for the remaining twentyfive years of her life, enjoying the family scene, her garden and flowers. She had eight children of her
own who in turn produced her 59 grandchildren. During the period in view, there were two Damant1001
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Atherstone marriages. In time other prominent settler families were brought into the fold, for instance,
there were four White-Bowker marriages, three White-Currie marriages, and three White-Norton
marriages. Table Farm and neighbouring Hilton became hubs for a network of families engaged
predominantly in farming, but also in engineering, the military and public projects. Not only were
families linked by marriage, but there were business and other arrangements which brought in the
Hoole, Bettington, Lawford and other families who regarded the farms around Grahamstown as a
focal district.
Hilton Barber (Hilly), son of Hugh Atherstone Barber, was born at Hilton in 1842. He
married Fanny Atherstone at Table Farm in 1866 and at first they lived at Gray Park, leased from Tom
White, including a supply of sheep to get them started. They eventually bought the farm and paid back
the sheep, but in 1875 they sold up and bought ‘Halesowen’ near Cradock. They successfully bred
thoroughbred horses and ostriches. Later in life Hilly compounded his two names to form a new
surname and thus became Hilton Hilton-Barber.
Tom White married Mary Ellen Bowker, daughter of Bertram Egerton Bowker, and
granddaughter of Miles Bowker, leader of a party from Wiltshire, and Ann (née Mitford). They were
married at Bertram’s farm, Oakwell. George White married Bliss Ann Atherstone, a marriage that
highlighted the complicated family history. Before the marriage, Bliss probably lived at Table Farm
with her step-mother, who was also her cousin. George was her step-brother and cousin, and now her
husband. In 1843 Edward Damant returned from England with his third wife, Esther, their baby Ellen,
and Annie, daughter from his marriage to Mary Atherstone. They built a stone house, ‘the Cottage’,
across the river at Table Farm, and remained there until his death in 1863. During the Seventh
Frontier War beginning 1846, the ‘War of the Axe’, Tom and George White, when still teenagers, and
Edward Damant, had stayed to defend the farm from marauding Xhosas, but Thomas Damant died
during the commencement of the conflict.
In addition to Table Farm and Brakkloof, Tom and George hired, and then bought, Draai
farm. When the partnership dissolved in 1891 they had bought most of the land between Table Farm
and Riebeeck East. This was a vast tract. One day, a stranger, driving his cart along the main road
from Grahamstown, asked a companion the names of the owners as they passed by the farms. Each
time his answer was “the Whites”. He asked whether the Whites were meek people. Puzzled, the
companion wondered why he asked such a question. The stranger replied, “Because, in the Bible, it is
written that the meek shall inherit the earth!” In the Agricultural Journal of January 1908 F D
MacDermott described a trip through White country. For about twenty five miles all of the land
seemed to be in the hands of that one family. From ‘Houndslow’, occupied by George White Jnr, he
passed Alfred White’s ‘Clifton’ and Edward White’s ‘Palmiet’. Fortunately, he was pleased with the
developments he saw at the farms—through the generations they had clearly continued the excellent
example set by the major—and the writer had not even reported on the ‘flagships’, Table Farm or
Hilton.
Farming achievements1003
The Major had been a pioneer in the development of the wool industry and this activity expanded as
subsequent generations acquired more farms. Bertram Bowker, son of party leader, Miles Bowker,
farmed sheep at Klipfontein and then at Oakwell near Grahamstown. In 1867 he sold Oakwell and
bought Pembroke and Egerton between Kingwilliamstown and East London. He became a Member of
the Legislative Assembly and was a great friend of the Governor, Sir Bartle Frere. After forming and
commanding ‘Bowker’s Rovers’ for service in the Ninth Frontier War of 1877/78, and a speculative
excursion into the goldfields, by 1889 he was living at Table Farm with his daughter, Mary Ellen, and
her husband Tom White.
Merino sheep and wool were the main source of income at Table Farm until the boom in
ostrich feathers in the 1880s. Clipped wool was displayed at the farm to merchants from
Grahamstown and then shipped to England for sale. An advertisement indicates the nature of the
transactions1004:
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For sale, at fifteen pence per pound, the clip of the flock of sheep at Table Farm, for which approved
bills will be taken at six, nine and twelve months. The wool has been remarkably well washed and is to
be seen on the spot.
Table Farm, Feb. 3, 1841

Tom and George White were not afraid to
invest in quality and on one occasion,
according to W J Atherstone, Tom bought two
merino rams from Australia for 2,000 guineas
each. In 1897 Tom bought a thoroughbred
stallion, ‘Plum’, with the intention of
improving his breed. Plum’s offspring proved
to be extremely difficult to tame and only the
best of riders could stay in the saddle as they
reared up, bucked and kicked out. They were
so infamous that, when riders from ‘Texas
Jack’s Wild West Show’ arrived in South
Africa in 1903, they showed up at the farm to
buy foals for their rodeos. For many decades
Merino Ram, Journal of the
any horse that was difficult to handle was said
Department of Agriculture, Union of SA, 1920
to ‘have a little of Plum’s blood’.
Tom was well-loved, generous and encouraged friends and members of the wider family in
their farming activities as alluded to in this extract from his brother-in-law, Colonel Rowland
Bettington, at Tom’s funeral1005:
When Tom White was once offered a good flock of hamels, on which he knew there was a profit
accruing, he put me on the ‘halves’, to my great benefit, financing the whole transaction himself. I
never came across a similar case of the most liberal hospitality to all comers, generous and constant
help to poor friends and relations, without involving the donor in ruin.
But nothing seemed to matter, sheep were given out on the ‘halves’, and never even accounted
for; money lent and never returned; and yet the old place prospered. Fine, stalwart sons were educated;
had their fling at athletics and football, proving their prowess even in Johannesburg, and then got good
starts in farming, with the exception of one who died at Elandslaagte. That was a sad blow, and the
good grey head seemed to be carried a little lower ever after.

Typically, children of farm owners received their early schooling at home before completing their
education at St Andrews in Grahamstown. George White’s eldest son, George Lorraine White
(Lorrie), born in 1857, was educated at first at Brakkloof and then at St Andrews between 1873 and
1875. After leaving St Andrews he returned to farm at Brakkloof until he joined Bowker’s Rovers at
the outbreak of war in 1877. He married Louise Carlisle Currie in 1880 and they had three children.
After the war his family was at Aylesby until 1928, then to Henley on the Fish River while
maintaining a house in High Street, Grahamstown.
George White’s son, Alfred, married Anne Mary Norton, daughter of John Ogilvie Norton
and Mary Bowker. He and his brother Lorrie would ride to St Andrews School and then tie their
horses’ reins to the stirrups, give them a smack, and they would return riderless to the farm. Like
Lorrie, and many others of the extended family, Alf joined Bowker’s Rovers. Before his marriage, he
farmed Palmiet with his father, but he was sharing the proceeds which were badly depleted due to
horsesickness and rinderpest from which about 100 head of cattle died. With the help of his father-inlaw he bought Clifton and remained there until his father’s death in 1906 when he moved to
Brakkloof. With his nephew he rented and then purchased Tharfield from Holden Bowker. Later he
bought the farm Springs and then swapped Tharfield for Burnt Kraal which at one time had been
owned by Jeremiah Goldswain.
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George White and Bliss Atherstone’s fourth son, Edward White (Ned), married Sybil
Woodyatt Bowker at St Peter’s Church, Hilton. After finishing at St Andrews, Ned farmed briefly at
Brakkloof and then assumed the management of the Bowkers’ farm, Redesdale. Sybil died the day
they moved to Palmiet Farm in 1887 and he later married Mabel Dennis.
Colonel Rowland Albemarle Bettington, born in Bologne in 1852, married Fanny Bowker,
daughter of Bertram, in Kingwilliamstown in 1874. The children of their respective families were
great companions at the farm and at St Andrews. Rowland’s son, Vere, visited the families from
England and gave a beautiful pair of Watson shotguns to Table Farm in appreciation of the many
happy hours spent there. Rowland was the son of Albemarle Henry Bettington who was Inspector
General of Prisons and Commissioner of Police and resided at Halsey House, Cheltenham. Later his
father was in the Indian Civil Service and also in the service of the East India Company.
Rowland, after arriving in South Africa in 1872, and journeying through Natal, arrived at
Grahamstown, but it is not known how he befriended the Whites at Table Farm. He lived with the
family and was taught farming by Tom who was to be his future brother-in-law. Rowland and wife,
Fanny, began cattle farming at ‘Retreat’ in that vicinity. From there they moved to ‘Rooidrift’ on the
Fish River, near Fort Brown. Rowland was not happy there and eventually, after seeking a post in the
regular army, joined Bowker’s Rovers.
Joseph Currie Jnr, Grandson of Lieut. Walter Currie, nephew of Sir Walter Currie, married
Frances Atherstone White (Fan) of Brakkloof at Hilton in 1887. They farmed at Vaalkrantz belonging
to his father-in-law, George White. After Joseph’s death in 1941 Fan went to live in Grahamstown
and then at Jop and Edith Currie’s farm, ‘The Castle’, near Salem.
Bertram Egerton White, Tom’s son, married Kathleen Frances Hoole of Atherstone. Her
father, Thomas Toy Hoole (TT), was President of the Albany Agricultural Association and a pioneer
of jackal proof fencing. Kathleen’s brother, Thomas Tamplin Hoole, bought Mitford Park near
Riebeeck East in 1919 where, after gaining a Silver Medal and Diploma in agriculture in Australia,
became an acknowledged expert in the merino sheep breed. Another brother, Dennis, farmed in
Kenya and then returned to Lower Albany to farm at Trappes Valley and later at Salem.
George White’s daughter, Annie Bliss, married George Cumming’s youngest son, Henry
Gordon in 1885. They first lived at Willowfountain and then Thornkloof adjoining Hilton. Henry died
aged just forty-one leaving Annie to run the farm with the help of her unmarried sisters, Jessie and
Ethel White. After Annie died in 1907 her son (Gordon) Douglas, aged thirteen, was cared for by her
sisters who also managed the farm during his minority and during his service in the Great War. After
that war, Douglas sold Thornkloof and after World War 2 returned to the neighbouring farm,
Broadfields.
The eldest son of settler Miles Bowker, John Mitford Bowker, was appointed Resident and
Diplomatic Agent to several tribes, but was dismissed for making a stand against the authorities. He
had continually pressed the government to give more protection to the settlers in the face of
marauding Xhosas. When the family emigrated he had remained at the family estate in England for
two years to wind up affairs. Consequently, he had a working knowledge of farming. After his
dismissal he returned to farming at Willowfountain on the Fish River Rand. Exposed to danger during
the 1846-47 war, he found protection for his family and livestock at his brother’s farm, Oakwell, but
within months he died of an inflammation of the lungs. Later his widow, Mary Anne (née Standen),
bought Mitford Park and moved there with her five children to farm sheep. The eldest son, Duncan
Campbell Bowker, farmed in the Carlisle Bridge area before buying Doornberg in the Middleburg
district.
The second son of Miles Bowker, William Monkhouse, began his sheep faming career at
Elands Kop, but later found himself at Thornkloof which he had purchased from his brother, Miles
Robert Bowker. Their sister, Sybil, married Ned White while he was managing Redesdale for the
Bowkers.
Brothers Tom and George White farmed in partnership until 1891 at which time they divided
the jointly owned properties. Tom obtained Table Farm of 2,991 morgen, Draai farm of 2,504
morgen, and Willowfountain of 2,230 morgen. He bought 648 morgen of Crown Land which had
been leased for twenty years. In 1902 he bought Egerton in the Cradock district. On his death he left
Table Farm to his eldest son, Charles, left Egerton to Bertram, and left Willowfountain to Norman.
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The dissolution arbitration provided George with Brakkloof, Dunrock, Palmiet, Aylesby and an
extended Vaalkrantz, but to even up the deal he had to pay £500 to Tom.
Ostrich farming was something at which the White family excelled, feathers being the most
valuable part of the bird. The first boom in the industry commenced around 1880 and Tom White
seized the opportunity from the outset when in 1879 he reduced his flocks of sheep and devoted land
to the birds. The industry peaked in 1885 after which, during a decline, he increased his sheep flocks
and ran others on the neighbouring Hilton and Thornkloof farms going ‘halves’ with Herbert and
Gordon Cumming. Tom also invested in angora goats. The high earnings from ostrich farming
enabled Tom and Mary to take their son, Bertram, to England to attend the Lancing College for some
quality education.
When Hilton and Fanny Barber moved to the farm, Halesowen, they became very successful
breeders of ostriches. In 1922 Tom’s son, (Thomas) Charles, bought ‘Webb’s Camp’ of 386 morgen
from Mr T G Webb. Although he farmed cattle and
sheep his principal passion was ostrich farming in
which industry he acquired considerable knowledge
and acclaim. He could look at birds on neighbouring
farms and immediately identify the strain from which
they had been bred. The birds at Table Farm and
Brakkloof were of high quality and in time were
dubbed ‘White’s strain’. One day Charles went to
buy a cock from the Hilton-Barbers at Halesowen.
When he arrived he considered that the best birds
might have been hidden away in the fields so he
decided to dismount the train at the stop before the
White family ostrich feather scales
farm and walk across the ground. When an angry
at Bathurst Agricultural Museum, 2016
bird charged towards him he got down in the grass
and imitated the sound of a barking baboon. The ostrich was suitably bewildered. He had to adopt the
same tactics several times before reaching the far side of the field.
When Bertram Egerton White, Charles’s younger brother, moved to Egerton, he lived in a
small stone house on the Fish River while building a new homestead. He built a weir and a large dam
across the river to obtain the water necessary for successfully breeding ostriches over an extensive
area. He obtained a considerable reputation as one of the leading feather growers and was the proud
owner of ‘Karoo Belle’ which had attained maximum marks from the stud book inspectors. At one
time he suspected a neighbour of stealing the acclaimed bird’s eggs and substituting inferior eggs in
their place. His answer was to place some hard boiled eggs for the thief to find. The ploy worked and
the perpetrator was apprehended and punished.
When Bert suffered a bout of homesickness he wanted to return to the Grahamstown district
to the origins of his family. He left Egerton in the charge of an employed manager and bought Glen
Cliff. A report of the transaction in the East London Despatch acknowledged the high quality of his
new farm and described him as ‘a scion of the progressive Albany farmer’. Unfortunately, at Egerton
a series of managers proved to be unequal to the task and Bert sold the farm to his brother Norman.
The first son of George White, George Lorraine White, was also a leading ostrich farmer, but
his first love was for horse breeding in which he excelled. He built an extensive range of stables and
bred the outstanding ‘Libertine’ which sired the horse upon which Cecil Rhodes entered Rhodesia
after annexation of the country. Curiously, he had a deep hatred for horse racing which he considered
to be the most corrupt of sports. He was known as an excellent shot, his skill arising from a tower he
built at Aylesby from which guinea fowl would be released for shooting practice. The third son of
George White, Alfred, was also keen on shooting and presented the Albany Museum with a fine
collection of horn. Unfortunately for the museum, they were destroyed by fire in 1938. In his later
years he denounced hunting, and like so many others, turned to the active preservation of game.
Alfred was also acknowledged as a leading ostrich farmer as indicated in this extract from a
newspaper of August 19111006:
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... on Monday 14th inst. on the P.E. [Port Elizabeth] Public Ostrich Feather Market, the show feathers
belonging to Messrs. A. and G. White of Grahamstown. These feathers, which obtained at the recent
shows 31 First prizes, 14 Second and 7 Highly Commended, excited extremely favourable comment
and despite the present weakness in superior feathers, sold at remarkably high prices. In fact the top
price has not been equalled for many years. We believe we are correct in saying not for the past 25
years. The whole parcel, Wings and Shorts together, average out at £12. 17. 0. per lb.

In F D MacDermot’s report of his journey through the farms
of Upper Albany he described in some detail his findings at
the farm of Ned White called Palmiet. Like Bert, he had
installed progressive irrigation works intended for ostrich
farming. That writer acknowledged Ned’s enviable record for
the feather yield from a single ostrich. One of his birds had
produced no less than 14 oz. of white feathers from a single
clip. MacDermot remarked, ‘If he can go on turning out birds
of that description he should soon be a rich man if the price of
feathers is maintained’.
Ostrich feed pellet cutter, C J Stirk & Co.
at Bathurst Agricultural Museum, 2016

St Peter’s Church, Hilton, and memorials1007
On Friday 2 February 1849 Archdeacon Merriman and Mr Heavyside rode to Table Farm and Hilton
to make arrangements for periodic services at one of those places to serve the farmer families in the
vicinity and also their Fingo workers—potential converts—of which there were many. George
Cumming offered part of his grand house for the purpose. It seems that the Archdeacon and George
already shared a common acquaintance, Dr Gabell, the headmaster of Winchester School, where the
clergyman had been educated from 1810 to 1823. The early arrangement between the two men is not
clear, but by the years approaching 1870 monthly services were being held at Table Farm and then at
Hilton prior to the death of Canon Thompson in 1874. The White and Cumming families decided to
build a church to the Canon’s memory and at first they considered Vaalkrantz for the location.
However, Hilton was chosen as being more central and construction began on ground donated by
George Cumming. The donation of one morgen, about two acres, was made to the Diocese of
Grahamstown. The first service at St Peter’s was held as early as Easter 1877. Tom White, as a
principal founder, was elected sidesman, an office he held until his death in 1909. At a meeting in
April 1910 Canon R J Mullins asked for approval that1008:
the late Mr. White may well be called the father of this congregation ...the warmest welcome was ever
given him by Mr. White and his family, when he arrived here after a hard day’s work at even when the
sun did set...we are one and all the poorer by his death—but hope we may ever keep before us the very
bright example he has left us of cheerfulness, humility, brotherly kindness and true Christian charity—
may he rest in peace.

George White was also given much responsibility for the construction of the church at a time when
Canon Mullins had just succeeded Canon Thomson as curate of the rural districts. This entailed
Canon Mullins in long rides to Middleton and Hilton. In the company of his children or a friend, or
occasionally his wife, he would reach Brakkloof for lunch with George’s family before going on to
Middleton. Hilton was nearer and after morning service he would lunch at Hilton or at Table Farm.
On one occasion George White gave a cow for the Canon’s children which they named ‘Madame
Moo’, enjoyed very much, and they appreciated the milk she produced. To show their appreciation of
his work, in 1888 Canon Mullins was given a buggy from the congregations of Hilton, Middleton and
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Heatherton. George White chose the buggy and the harness. George White and his wife Bliss are
buried at Table Farm.
In recognition of his donation of land for the Hilton church, and his general support for its
activities, George Cumming was regularly elected as sidesman as with similar regularity his son,
Alexander, was voted Church Warden.
Many White, Cumming and related families’ events have taken place at St Peter’s including
several marriages. At the dedication service for the memorial tablets held in 1921, Bishop Phelps
referred to the unfailing hospitality at Table Farm where travellers were guaranteed a warm welcome
and where a stock of blankets was held so that, however many showed up, none were turned away. A
room constantly at the ready for Canon Mullins was known as ‘Prophet’s Chamber’. Hester Graham
also remembered Mary, Tom’s wife, as ‘she drew so well and designed some exquisite things to
embroider. Always a lovely lace cap on her head and the most beautiful lace shawl round her
shoulders’. Both Tom and Mary were buried at Table Farm.
The marriage of Charles White, son of Tom, to Hilda Currie, took place in Grahamstown, and
was reported in some detail in the Grahamstown Journal of 21 October 18971009:
A fashionable wedding was the centre of attraction at St George’s Cathedral yesterday morning at 11
o’clock, when Mr Charlie White of Willowfountain, son of Mr T. C. White of Table Farm, was united
in holy wedlock to Miss Hilda Currie of Glen Ovis. The sacred ceremony was performed by the Very
Rev. Dean Holmes, assisted by the Rev. W. H. White. Mr W Deane presided at the organ, and was
assisted by the choir of ladies, whose sweet voices in the grand old wedding hymn had a good effect.
The bride was handed over to her future guardian by her father. Mr Bert White and Mr Guybon
Atherstone were the groomsmen, while Miss Ellie Currie and Miss Helen Currie, sister and cousin to
the bride respectively, were two charming bridesmaids. The bride was one of the prettiest of the season,
and was attired in a beautiful costume of white, with the orthodox wreath and veil.
After the ceremony a wedding breakfast and reception was held in the Assembly Rooms, to
which a large number of guests and relations flocked, and where the beautiful and costly presents were
laid out. The customary toasts were disposed of, and speeches and champagne were the order of the
day. The young couple left for Willowfountain soon afterwards, where in their future home all good
wishes follow them.

The wider family was not devoid of musical talent. Ethel, daughter of George and Bliss White, played
the organ at Hilton Church for many years. Bertram Egerton White’s wife, Kathleen Frances (née
Hoole) was described as a very beautiful girl, but was not physically strong. She was very interested
in books and music. The first of Bert’s income from farming was spent on a Bechstein piano and, so
accomplished did she become, that she periodically played the organ in St George’s Cathedral,
Grahamstown.
Military careers and engagements
Thomas Loraine White (Lorrie) was, until recently, a mysterious figure from the past. Within the
White family folklore it was said that he paid a visit to Table Farm in the 1870s and had announced he
was “looking for a war”. Research found he was the sixth of eight children of George Mills White of
Nottingham, Major T C White’s brother, and Ellen (née Wakefield). He had resided at Richmond,
Natal, before arriving in the Grahamstown district on his way to the diamond fields at Kimberley,
where he became well known.
In response to a brewing conflict between the Transvaal Boers and the Bapedi Tribe of Chief
Sekukune, the Transvaal President, T F Burghers, accepted an offer of help from the Lydenburg
Volunteer Corps. To support the force, Lorrie left Kimberley with recruits and thirty horses to join his
friend Alfred Aylward at Fort Burghers. After the death of the Corps commander, Capt. Schlickman,
Aylward outmanoeuvred his rivals to assume the vacated post. Lorrie was designated Artillery
Captain as second in command. In the ensuing conflict White had a close combat duel with a strong
native. Aylward was also called upon to suppress a disturbance in the diamond fields which he
achieved over bottles of gin and a heavy night.
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The Corps was disbanded after the annexation of the Transvaal, and Lorrie was suffering
from typhoid fever in hospital in Kingwilliamstown. He gained experience of using Khoi personnel
during the Ninth Frontier War commanding a troop in the Stockenstrom Levy, but his offer of
personal service and a band of 200 Khoi was not accepted by Capt. Clerk, the Commissioner to
Lydenburg. He marched with Schermbrucker’s Corps from Kingwilliamstown to Utrecht and
Luneberg, and although still affected by the fever, he was able to take on some of the petty chores
from the commandant.
Early after the outbreak of the Zulu War in 1879 Lorrie was preparing to join Wood’s
Irregulars when again he suffered another bout of the fever and missed General Wood’s first advance
across the Blood River into enemy territory. He was later, however, appointed Commandant of the
First Battalion of Wood’s Irregulars and played a significant part in the attack on the caves of
Manyanyoba. He was engaged with his party in the unfortunate Battle of Hlobane where the
Irregulars fought with Lieut.-Col. Russell’s men. Though the battle was disastrous, ending in retreat,
White’s contingent succeeded in driving into camp the remaining 350 cattle that had not been left for
the enemy. For this they were praised and he was mentioned in despatches by Wood and by Col.
Butler. Furthermore, his name was amongst those specially recorded for the notice of Commander-inChief, Lord Chelmsford. He was promoted Corps Commandant with the relative rank of Major. Major
Buller was awarded the VC for his part in the battle, but twenty years later, as General, Buller was
heavily criticised for his handling of attempts to relieve Ladysmith.
The day after Hlobane, White and his depleted party were successful in the Battle of Kambula
supplying the General’s Intelligence Section with efficient personnel. Next, with a force of 336 men,
he received a minor injury at the Battle of Ulundi, the final battle of the war. Shortly after, Lord
Chelmsford returned to England leaving White to enjoy special compliments for the months he had
undertaken dangerous and demanding scouting and other roles. It is known that White left for
England the same year, but little is known until Aylward mentioned in a speech that Lorrie was on the
Press in Newark, New Jersey,
in 1881-82.1010
Hilton Barber, later Hilton
Hilton-Barber, the husband of
Fanny (née Atherstone), was a
keen huntsman and had made at
least one visit in this regard to
the Transvaal bushveld. His
services were mentioned in the
memoirs of Sir Evelyn Wood
with reference to his good work
as a captain in Barber’s Horse
during the Ninth Frontier War
(see Chapter 26).
In 1828 four Bowker
The Battle of Ulundi
brothers, Mitford, William,
Holden and Bertram, of the
second generation settlers, joined a force of fifty men under Major Dundas in Xhosaland to quell
marauding Fetcani who were fleeing the attentions of the Zulus from further east and pressuring the
local native population (see Chapter 9 from page 126). The brothers took a party of natives who found
evidence of terrible atrocities committed by the Fetcani. Rejoining the main force, they repelled the
marauders near the Umtata River. A more decisive defeat of the Fetcani was inflicted at the Kei River
by a large force under Colonel Henry Somerset in which, at just eighteen years of age, Bertram took a
part. In 1854 Bertram went out with Dr W G Atherstone and Hugh Damant to examine and report on
copper finds in Namaqualand. On his way the mail cart in which he was travelling was upset and
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overturned in the Montague Pass. He suffered severe headaches from his injuries and was forced to
return to Cape Town leaving his two companions to continue without him.
At the commencement of the Ninth Frontier War of 1877-78 Bowker’s Rovers of over
seventy mounted men were formed at the request of Governor, Sir Bartle Frere, with Bertram, aged
sixty-eight, as commander. At least twenty Bowkers participated in the Rovers when they left
Kingwilliamstown for Butterworth where they joined the main force.1011
W Russell Bowker was the son of Bertram and, like his father, used his skills as a hunter to
good effect in a military context. In the Great War he assembled a party of volunteers called Bowker’s
Horse which effectively patrolled the border of British East Africa and German East Africa. His unit
was eventually absorbed by the East African Rifles.1012
During the Great Cattle Killing episode of 1856 (see Chapter 21 from page 347), in which it was
prophesied that the English would be driven into the sea, Tom White found a Xhosa boy dying of
starvation and brought him back to Table Farm. The family nursed him back to full health and gave
him the name ‘Bobejan’. In time he married ‘Kaatjie’ who cooked at the farm for over fifty years.
Their great-grandson was named Tennyson indicating the cultural advancement of the family since
those trying early days. This story wonderfully illustrates the kindness of Tom and his family who,
despite the terrible intent of some Xhosa chiefs at the time of the cattle killing, were prepared to
nurture one of their unfortunate people and perhaps, in doing so, recognised the potential for kindness
in all human beings.1013
At the start of the Boer War Bert White joined the Albany Volunteers and later served with the CDF
(Civil Defence Force). Towards the end of 1901 his patrol met with a force under General Van
Deventer, the second in command to General Jan Smuts, at Annsvilla. He was fired at, his horse was
killed, and his rifle butt shattered, but he had a narrow escape. He was told years later by one of the
Boers present that they were disgusted with their shooting on that day.1014
The Anglo-Boer Wars have been rationalised on the basis of a land grab where, ultimately, the British
used overwhelming force, advanced weapons, and internment camps to enforce their policies and
annex the Free State and Transvaal. There seems little doubt that the purpose of the First Anglo-Boer
War was an attempt to attain control of the goldfields, but the British failed when the Boers regained
their independence after the Battle of Majuba and the abortive raid on the Transvaal led by Dr
Jameson and instigated by Cecil Rhodes in 1881.
The nominal reason for the Second Anglo-Boer War commencing in 1899 was to help the
Uitlanders in Johannesburg who were speculators in minerals and regarded as foreigners (non-Boer)
who had not been given a political franchise. They were characterised as English speakers who
enjoyed enormous profits from gold, but showed no allegiance to the South African Republic, and
failed to reinvest in the local community. Moreover, they complained bitterly about the attempts to tax
their profits. When the Transvaal authorities sent an ultimatum to the British to withdraw troops
stationed on their border, and the British refused, they felt they had no choice but to declare war.
Castell Damant Bowker White was the last of the triplets born to Tom and Mary White on 5
October 1875. He was a keen and accomplished sportsman and stayed with the Bettingtons at
Doornfontein. In 1899, as conflict became inevitable, there was a plan for an irregular mounted corps
amongst the Uitlanders and their sympathisers. General Butler, the Acting High Commissioner,
refused to sanction the plan until the Governor of Natal, Sir Walter Hely-Hutchinson, joined the
debate and approved what became the Imperial Light Horse (ILH). Castell White and his cousin,
Claude Bettington, joined the new corps at Maritzburg in September. Amongst their number were
individuals with family names connected with Table Farm including Damant and Atherstone. A Mr
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Currie was expected to join them shortly as a Lieutenant. Castell and Claude joined B Squadron.
Castell, mindful of the dangers they faced, wrote what amounted to his Will1015:
My Dear Papa,
I have a few things which in the case of my death I wish you would distribute as follows:
1.
2.

Of course my insurance would to my father.
My 15 North Rand ‘A’ shares (when the Coy. is floated) to be handed to Bert. Walker holds
them at present.
3. My 25 Main Reef shares to Charles.
4. Cattle, Horses and Clothing whatever they may be to Norman. and Bike.
5. My £30, £15, from Claude & £15 from Norman to Girlie and Mary.
6. My pay from Imp. Light Horse to go to dear little ‘Thomsie’.
7. My prizes to my dear father and mother as a last gift.
Signed. Castell D.B. White.
8. My pistol and rounds to Jas. B. Walker. Witness.
Please keep this, don’t let anyone read it, except in case of accident to me or on my return I wish
you would either burn or let me have it back. C.D.B.W.

A detailed account of the War is outside the scope of this book, but in October the Boers had captured
the Elandslaagte railway station and brought in 1,000 men under General Kock. General French
arrived at Ladysmith and was ordered to attempt to recapture the station. The ILH and troops from
regular regiments and volunteer forces were under his control. Claude Bettington wrote an account of
what happened next. On 18 October they left Ladysmith for Colenso where they expected to engage
the Boers. Castell and Claude were scouting. They failed to goad the Boers into a fight and returned to
Ladysmith. On Saturday 21 October they again left camp intent on engaging with the Boers with
Castell and Claude again scouting. (According to an account by Arthur Conan Doyle a contingent of
Boers had been asking about the ILH uniform so they might identify their foe and commit them to
battle). The next day the British were close enough to recognise several of the familiar Boer faces.
Claude recalled they had a hard ride for fifteen miles to find the Boers encamped under the brow of a
long hill beyond the Elandslaagte station and in the nearby hotel about 1,000 yards below the British
force. The British opened fire causing the surprised Boers to mount their horses and scramble to their
laager with shells exploding amongst them. Regrouped, their accurate artillery troubled the British
who, being out of range to respond, were forced to retire. A second retreat found them another four or
five miles from Ladysmith on the line with the trains where they waited for reinforcements. About
midday, after reinforcements had arrived, a party went forward two miles towards the enemy position
where they observed some of the enemy reconnoitring, but they were not seen.
As an indication of the inaccuracy of the British long range guns a young American boy
recalled that1016:
One day the British tied 10 billy goats to try the effects of some lid-eight shells and so he fired about 20
at them and went up to see how many were left and he found that there were 11 – one had been born...

The British force advanced towards a horseshoe of hills as a huge thunder cloud closed in.
The plan was for the 1st Devonshire Regiment to attack the Boer left flank, the 1st Manchesters, the
Gordon Highlanders to their near right, and the ILH to the extreme right. The ILH dismounted in the
thick of the fight, engaging the enemy from koppie to koppie, but faced a competent and courageous
resistance from the severely outnumbered enemy. An intense heavy storm broke, greatly reducing
visibility and turning the scene into a mudbath. Some fifteen Boers opened fire as the allied force
made the final charge to capture enemy troops in some outbuildings. Claude Bettington joined a race
against the Gordon’s to the top of a koppie with Captain Mullins screaming “now then Old Andreans
[students of St Andrews, Grahamstown], don’t let the Gordons beat you!” The allies reached a space
about 30 or 40 yards from the enemy, lay down, and opened fire. Four Boers held up their hands as
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two more waved white handkerchiefs. Capt. Mullins ordered a cease fire and led a rush on the Boers
followed by Corbett Gorton and then Claude. Bodenstein, the landdrost of Krugersdorp, had kept his
rifle and shot Gorton in the groin. Indignant at this firing under a white flag, Claude shouted an insult
and shot at Bodenstein hitting him between the bridge of his nose and his eye. Claude had seen
Gorton spin around and fall, but was compelled to run on.
Shortly after the broken cease fire Castell White, some seven yards from Claude, was shot
right through. Claude described the circumstances1017:
I had great difficulty in finding where he was hit. I cut all his clothes off him and then managed to get
some cotton wool on the hole where the bullet came out which was bleeding rather badly.
Unfortunately we could not get any assistance for some hours as there were so many others. It was
pitch dark and pouring with rain on top of the mountain with dozens of dead and wounded lying all
around us. He was shot within a few yards of where the Colonel (Scott-Chisholm) and Charlie got hit at
about 15 yards range. I was aiming at the man who I believe shot him, he called out my name and knew
he had copped it, so lowered my rifle and ran over to him without firing.

Castell arrived at Maritzburg Hospital on Monday 23 October with the hope that, as he had a splendid
constitution, he might pull through, but he died the following Wednesday. Capt. Mullins was
seriously wounded in later encounters and, although he became paralysed from his back down, he was
able to help with recruiting campaigns for the Great War. For their part at Elandslaagte, Capt.
Mullins and Capt. Johnstone of the ILH, and two from the Gordon Highlanders, were awarded the
Victoria Cross. Two of the White family were pall bearers at Capt. Mullins’ funeral in 1916, Castell’s
eldest brother, Charles, and Lorrie White of Aylesby.
The British attack had been halted by barbed wire normally used for farming purposes, the
forerunner to its deliberate use for warfare in the 1914-18 War. At Elandslaagte, for the first time, the
British Infantry had used an open formation rather than advancing shoulder to shoulder. From a
position behind the ILH and the Highlanders the Morning Post correspondent in the field described
the final charge as magnificent and considered it “the finest close fighting the world has ever known”.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wrote that the ILH had proved themselves alongside the crack regiments of
the British army. Sir Archibald Hunter described the ILH in his testimony before the War
Commission1018:
Then the other force was the Imperial Light Horse; they were the picked 1200 men out of about 12,000
refugees from Johannesburg; all the British refugees from Johannesburg were well to do men; they
were all men of big wages; they were either mine owners or mine managers, or electrical engineers,
experts of one sort or another; many of them were men on the Stock Exchange, lawyers, doctors,
solicitors, and very few of them were engaged in trade-shopkeepers and suchlike; and they were all
men either in prospecting, or as contractors, or as wood-merchants, or in one form or another, had
done a lot of transport riding to and fro; they were the pick and the cream of the intelligent men who
were going out to South Africa, and, naturally, physically they were very fine...

Sir Archibald had recently seen the foremost guards of Sweden, Denmark, Russia, Prussia and
Saxony, but none of these, only the Irish Constabulary, were a patch on the ILH1019:
...Every man was a picture of manhood; he was beaming with intelligence...They were a great success,
a most undoubted success. They were the finest corps I have ever seen anywhere in my life.

Sir George White had never commanded finer men and Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, author of the acclaimed
adventure story, Jock of the Bushveld, singled out Castell White for particular praise among a list of
sportsmen noted for military accomplishments. Amongst a list of those killed, C F Gibson, in his The
Story of the Imperial Light Horse, stated1020:
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...were Trooper W. T. H. Wolseley I.L.H., a nephew of the Commander-in-Chief and another very
promising, well known young man, Trooper Castell White I.L.H. of Table Farm, Grahamstown.

At Castell White’s full military burial conducted by the Rev. Trenlow at the cemetery of Fort Napier
Hospital in Pietermaritzburg, his body was carried by soldiers of several regiments within a
procession of parties of fifty men including Col. R A Bettington. The coffin was covered in wreaths
from the Uitlander Committee, the ILH, the Diggers Football Club (Castell was a brilliant forward),
and by other friends. A few yards from where he was shot is a monument to the ILH bearing his
name. Memorials to other regiments at Elandslaagte can be found in the Garden of Remembrance
below the monument. A memorial at Ladysmith in All Saints Parish Church includes the names of
more than one thousand British soldiers killed in battles leading to the relief of Ladysmith. The White
family at Table Farm donated the west window in the Chapel of St Andrew’s College in memory of
Castell White.1021

The Relief of Ladysmith by John Henry Frederick Bacon

Claude’s family, the fearless Bettingtons, included several individuals destined to achieve military
recognition. In 1979 Cicely Bettington presented their medals to the 1820 Settlers Museum for display
in a glass case. Their fortunes and misfortunes would have been closely followed at Table Farm
whether they were in Africa or elsewhere.
It is noted above on page 441 that Rowland Bettington joined (Bertram) Bowker’s Rovers and
that he eventually attained the rank of Colonel. Disenchanted with farming, Rowland had asked
Bertram, his father-in-law, to use his influence to find him a post in the army. Bertram wrote to Sir
Bartle Frere in February 1878 who suggested Rowland should call on Col. Pulleine at
Kingwilliamstown. Pulleine was Officer Commanding the 1st Battalion of the 24th Regiment, and after
fighting in the Ninth Frontier War, was sent to Natal in anticipation of an uprising of the Zulus. In
January of the following year he and his heroic 24th were slaughtered when they were left behind to
defend the camp at Isandlwana against a Zulu impi of 20,000. This was the first battle in the AngloZulu Wars as depicted in the film Zulu Dawn and a prelude to the Battle of Rorke’s Drift in the film
Zulu of 1964.
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Rowland was perhaps unfortunate in being unable to find employment with Pulleine, but he
was recruited by Bowker’s Rovers, a force which was active through most of the Ninth Frontier War.
He achieved the rank of Lieutenant and was appointed the Rovers’ Adjutant. After the war, setting up
as a broker and shipping agent in East London, and editing the East London Advertiser with Bertram
Mitford, in 1883 he was given the rank of Captain in the newly formed Kaffrarian Rifles in the
district. In 1887 he was one of those who moved, with his family and father-in-law, to Johannesburg
to seek a fortune and became manager of the Johannesburg Board of Executors, a member of the
Stock Exchange, and one of the executives of the National Union Council. In Jameson’s abortive raid
in support of the Uitlanders he was taken prisoner. At this time he had 200 volunteers under his
command as ‘Bettington’s Horse’ who had ridden out of Johannesburg to assist Jameson, but had
been recalled. Now, as ‘Colonel’ Bettington, Rowland turned up at the Rand Club, equipped with his
Gladstone bag and rugs, to wait, with others, the arrival of the Police to arrest him. The arrests took
place in January 1896 and he was afforded bail. At their trials in April, he and his colleagues pleaded
guilty to a moderate form of treason. They were sentenced to two years plus an extra year or a fine of
£2,000 and banishment for three years. After later petitions for mitigation, the prisoners were released
early except for the four ring leaders who were condemned to death and Samson and Davis who,
along with others, were responsible for raising the ILH.
Col. Bettington and his associates in the Reform Committee were treated harshly in the
Pretoria prison. They were, however, visited by several interesting people including journalist Louis
Cohen. He was sometime member of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and a cousin of Barney
Barnato, the rival to Cecil Rhodes, who was one of the entrepreneurs to gain control of South African
diamond and gold mining in the 1870s. He described Bettington as the Reformers’ ‘Minister of War’
the ‘great strategist, unsophisticated stockbroker – sat cross-legged, with a wet crash towel on head
and pored over military maps with solemn importance’. He described the colonel and his friends at a
time when Mark Twain visited the prison:1022
Is it any wonder that when mark Twain came to the Rand, he made a bee-line for Pretoria jail, and
condoled with martyrs in the House of Bondage. Twain looked round with silent admiration and bowed
frequently towards the different martyrs, some of whom were playing hopscotch, marbles, bowls (as
did Drake), or scratching their heads like Colonel Bettington.

Cohen recalled a conversation between Mark Twain and the colonel in which they alluded to the
earnings enjoyed from gold and the numbers of Boers who had been defeated in the recent conflict.
Later, after returning from England, Bettington resumed his work at the New Stock
Exchange, but at the outbreak of the Boar War, tried to raise a regiment in Natal. This bid failed so he
joined Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry as captain taking part in engagements at Mooi River and also
at Colenso and Spion Kop where he was mentioned in despatches. Wounded at Spion Kop, it is
thought he returned to his wife, Fanny, at Table Farm, to recuperate. It is thought that spurs of his
were found in the loft at Table Farm many years later and that they may have belonged to an ancestor
of his dating back to the time of the ‘Cromwell Ironsides’. Once recovered, Rowland assisted in
raising the (Albany) District Mounted Rifles and was next appointed Commandant in Tulbagh. In
1888 he became a member of the Rand Club and in 1919 a life member. He became Vice President of
the Club and also of the Rand Pioneers Association.
The story of the Colonel’s eldest son, Claude Bettington, continues after the action at
Elandslaagte. He was involved in the siege at Ladysmith on the morning of 6 January 1900 when he
was sick with dysentery awaiting admission to hospital. Despite the illness he was compelled to
saddle up to join his squadron in an all day fight, periodically fainting from exhaustion. In the
encounter, the enemy Boers were forced to vacate Wagon Hill. After taking part in the relief of
Mafeking he was commissioned in the Royal Field Artillery. In a skirmish in June 1900 outside
Pretoria, he lost his pistol. It had been purchased just before the war, a 7.63 calibre, 1896 Mauser,
bearing cards with his name and the name of Junior United Services Cub of which he was a member.
Ten years later the pistol was returned to him having been found on the body of a Pathan in India. On
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his death the pistol passed to his brother, Fox, thereafter to Castell White of Fish River, and then to
Francis White in 1980.
After the 1914-18 war Claude Bettington returned to his career as an engineer with H
Eckstein and Co. in Johannesburg. He helped to invent a new type of boiler continuing the work in
America. It was patented under the name Robeson and Bettington. As an engineer he studied
developments in aviation in the British army and rejoined the active service list in England. With a
new pilot’s certificate he became the first South African to attain the Royal Aero Club and
Aeronautique Internationale. So interested and ambitious was he that he commenced the construction
of an aeroplane of his own design. Unfortunately, on 10 September 1912, his plane, piloted by Lieut.
Hotchkiss, crashed near Cambridge, and he was killed. A stone plaque on a bridge near the crash site
was subscribed by 2,226 individuals in recognition of the bravery of the two occupants.
After the death of Claude in 1912, Fanny
joined her remaining sons in England while Rowland
remained in Johannesburg. Sons, Rollo, Vere and
Fox, Rowland’s half-brother, Albemarle, and
nephew Digby fought gallantly in the Boer War for
the British cause. Col. Rowland Bettington was
buried with full military honours in the Brixton
Cemetery.
Son Rowland Bettington (Rollo) served in
the Buffs in World War 1 and suffered a serious head
wound. His brother Vere saved him after he had been
left for dead by others. He suffered from the effects
of his injuries for the remainder of his life.
Vere (known as ‘Zulu’) fought in the Boer
War from 1900 and in 1911 went to England where
he became the second South African to attain the Aviators Certificate. In World War 1 he joined the
Royal Flying Corps (RFC) as a Second Lieutenant and rose through the ranks to become Acting
Colonel in what became the RAF. He was three times mentioned in despatches for service in France.
He commanded the RAF in Ireland and acted as Air Advisor to the New Zealand Government. After a
serious flying accident in Ireland, where he had experienced several narrow escapes from the Sinn
Fein, he returned to South Africa to recuperate at Table Farm. From 1923 to 1928 he was Air Attache
to the British Embassies in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro and to the British Legations in Santiago
and Montevideo. In the final three years of his service before retirement he was in command of the
Home Aircraft Depot at Henlow. Under his command was the future King George VI affectionately
known as ‘Bertie’. Neighbours, the Duke and Duchess of Bedford, would not allow trees to be cut
down on their park for a landing strip, but Vere was instrumental in obtaining permission for the
Duchess to use the Henlow aerodrome. Vere, and his wife Florence, were regular visitors to Woburn
Abbey where they were treated as part of the family. As part of their duties, they enjoyed official
entertaining including the hosting of several members of the Royal family.
Col. Bettington’s fourth son, Egerton Mitford Bettington (Fox), like Vere, interrupted his
education at St Andrews, Grahamstown, with a period of service during the Boer War and, like
Claude, was interested in engineering and joined Eckstein and Co. He completed a four year course at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and applied to join the RFC in England. He was initially
rejected as too old but instead joined the Royal Field Artillery where he rose to the rank of Major and
was twice mentioned in despatches. After two years of the 1914-18 war he was accepted into the RFC
which later became the RAF. In France he was promoted to Squadron Leader and was next posted to
Mesopotamia for the remainder of the war. In 1919 he was awarded the OBE for his military service.
As a civilian he formed a company under the Sunlight Soap banner and later joined the company,
Aviation Developments, formed by Vere and a Mr Johnson. The company was engaged in spare parts
for aircraft. His principal interest was in a new ubiquitous rivet and learned that it was not working
properly. He altered the design to make it safe.
The colonel’s youngest son, Aylmer, studied engineering at Caius College, Cambridge, but
left to join the Central Flying School at the outbreak of the Great War. He proved to be a skilful
qualified pilot and was posted to the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) in Kent. At night he chased
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one of the earliest Zeppelins that came to England back across the channel as far as the Belgian coast
and returned before dawn. The two and a half hour flight in the dark was an exceptional achievement
at the time. He took part in most of the RNAS actions in the Dardanelles, but after many months was
invalided home and promoted to Squadron Commander in charge of a gunnery and observers school
at Eastchurch, Kent. He was killed on 12 September 1917 when, inexplicably, his plane nosedived
from 5,000 ft straight into the ground.1023
Bliss, wife of George White of Brakkloof Farm, noted in her diary that several members of the White
family joined the District Mounted Troops (DMT) for service for the British in the Second Boer War,
‘7/3/1901. Lorraine, Alf, Ned, Joe, Charles and Bert left to join the D.M.T. at Carlisle Bridge’. Alf’s
discharge certificate describes his conduct as ‘exemplary’.
Ned’s son, Eric, for some unrecorded reason changed his name to J L McFarlane and
emigrated to America in 1910. He returned to Europe at the commencement of the Great War as
Lieutenant in the Machine Gun Section, 48th Battalion, Canadian Expeditionary Force. He later joined
the 7th Canadian Infantry Brigade-Machine Gun Company. He was killed in 1917. His brother,
Harold, was in the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) in London at the same time.1024
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CHAPTER 26
NINTH AND FINAL FRONTIER WAR

The principal acts of this final conflict in the one hundred-year series of frontier wars took place
beyond the eastern border of the Cape Colony. The 1820 settlers and their descendants were not
directly affected, excepting if they served in the forces, those involved from Table Farm having been
briefly mentioned in the previous chapter. As the conflict took place outside of the British settlement,
the minute details of the course of the war are not warranted here. A useful summary in the
contemporary Treasury report from page 455 below is sufficient for the purpose.
This war of 1877-78, taking place prior to the Anglo-Zulu and Anglo-Boer wars, marks the
intended chronological extent of this book, but the events precipitating the conflict, the annexation of
the Transvaal just before the outbreak, and the state of affairs after the war, being so significant for all
peoples of southern Africa, are also covered.
The state of affairs by early 1877 and the ignition of war1025
The modern character of South Africa may be said to have commenced with the discovery, in 1867, of
the Eureka diamond identified and confirmed by Dr W G Atherstone, which marked the beginning of
a series of mineral windfalls to be enjoyed or regretted. At about the same time, Henry Hartley had
escorted Karl Mauch to the rediscovered gold workings in Mashonaland. It was rumoured that the old
mines had been found by local farmers in the previous decade, but that they had kept the discoveries
under wraps for the fear of an influx of outsiders disrupting their peaceful lives. Southern Africa
became a Mecca for capitalists and fortune hunters, the most notable being Cecil Rhodes. Along with
the investors came the providers of services and labourers, both black and white.
Xhosa speaking communities increasingly became engaged in the new activity. The Fingos
(Mfengu), more than any other native peoples, benefited from the boon. Residing within the Cape
Colony with rights as British subjects to invest, buy or rent land, and cultivate land as share croppers,
the Xhosa speakers became ever more engaged through the 1860s and 1870s in the increasing
commercial activity. Armed with the voting franchise, given minimal material qualifications, they
began to participate more fully in directing the political and economic developments of the colony by
means which avoided conflict. They introduced new improved crops, some kept sheep for wool, and
many invested in their own wagons for transportation. As many white colonists gave up agriculture
for trades, professions and industrial enterprises, the black Africans increased their involvement in
farming using more efficient and productive methods than had hitherto been employed. Several
bought out white farmers including Tini, son of Macoma, who produced grain and maize superior to
‘the white man’s weed’. Ironically, in 1876, Stokwe’s son bought a farm containing the old Fort
Willshire in the former ceded territory, now known as Victoria East. The peoples at the eastern
frontier, black and white, had enjoyed a quarter of a century of comparative peace since the previous
frontier war, but tensions were mounting.
The new way of things was not admired by all. The Fingos had obtained coveted land and
taken the greatest advantage of the new prosperity. By contrast the Gaika and Gcaleka populations
had been crowded into less favourable tracts and remained in relative poverty. They had been severely
degraded by the 1850-53 war and the cattle killing episode and, although they had a reputation for
resilience, their recovery was far from complete. The downtrodden Xhosas had not fully embraced the
European concepts of land ownership and many preferred the traditional process by which the local
chief allocated land to his people. The chiefs saw the economic transition as a severe threat to their
authority and they urged their people to reject titles to land as they were offered.
By the early 1870s South Africa had become a collection of four loosely connected political
states with several disputed borders and ill-defined intervening parcels of land. The four states were
the two Boer republics, the South African Republic (the Transvaal) and the Orange Free State, and the
British colonies of the Cape and Natal. While the Xhosa, Sotho and Zulu peoples maintained their
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distinct ethnic identities, the general term African increasingly applied to their numbers engaged in
industrialisation arising from the new mineral wealth. The Cape Colony was the largest in area and
the most advanced in terms of wealth, welfare, education, infrastructure and political institutions. It
had followed Canada, New Zealand and Australia in the adoption of Responsible Government with its
first Parliamentary session taking place in 1873. Of the four South African states, it was the only one
to have a workable common electoral roll for all races with membership of Parliament available to
nominated candidates from any section of the cosmopolitan community. The equal voting right was
something to be cherished and not given up easily. Numbers of Cape Afrikaners benefited from
higher education in Britain, they were well represented in the professional classes, and knew their
advancement had surpassed that of their cousins in the Transvaal who had collectively remained
primitive, savage and ignorant.
The contrast between the two extremes of South Africa, in terms of geography and progress,
could not have been greater. The Boers of the South African Republic in the Transvaal were poorly
educated, their administration was lacking, and their agriculture primitive and inefficient. Their
prosperity and currency lay in the possession of land. In this respect a few were extremely wealthy
while a manipulated underclass remained unskilled, illiterate and in dire poverty. The Transvaal Boers
were as vehemently set against equal voting rights for all as the Cape Colonists were for it.
The (Orange) Free State was more advanced than the Transvaal and was fast becoming a
major wool producer. It had been awarded a substantial monetary grant by Britain in exchange for
claims to the diamond fields, and it had been annexed by Britain in 1871. Politically, the republic was
less advanced than the Cape Colony in that its black Africans had been afforded no political franchise.
While Natal’s electoral roles were, in principle, open to all ethnic groups, the stringent criteria
required to obtain the franchise made it so difficult that few black Africans bothered to vote.
Economically, Natal benefited from a growing sugar industry employing a large contingent of
immigrant Indian labour. The port at Durban was also lucrative,
obtaining customs revenues from goods bound to and from the landlocked Boer republics including dues for the overland transhipment of
goods. This was a source of irritation for the Transvaal Boers who
contemplated obtaining a route to the sea and their own port or part of
a port, possibly at Delagoa Bay.
With the example of his confederation project in Canada
behind him, Lord Carnarvon looked for a repetition of his success to
bring the four southern African states under a common British rule.
He feared the prospects of an invasion of Natal by the Zulus and
native wars in the north which threatened to place a strain on the
Imperial coffers. He called a conference of the four parties in London.
The Cape Colony was less than enthusiastic having only recently
acquired the independence arising from Responsible Government
and, moreover, they feared that the lion’s share of the cost would fall
on their shoulders as the most developed and prosperous entity. There
was a genuine fear that a union with the Boer republics or Natal
Sir Henry Barkly
would jeopardise the Cape Colony’s coveted non-racial political
GCMG KCB FRS FRGS
franchise. Sir Henry Barkly, Governor of the Cape Colony, stated that
the plans for confederation were seen by the Cape ministers as entailing:
...the unmerited disfranchisement of the whole of the Coloured races, Kafirs, Hottentots, emancipated
Negroes...In the Cape Colony proper, no distinction has been made and the franchise is bestowed
irrespective of race or colour, on anyone who possesses the necessary qualifications. Nor do ministers
see how it would be possible to draw any line which should in this colony exclude persons from the
franchise simply on the grounds of colour or race. The exercise of the privilege thus bestowed has been
unattended with any inconvenience, and it would be unwise to disturb an arrangement which has on the
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whole worked well.
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It was thought the Boers would maintain their view that the black and coloured peoples were of
inferior races destined for all time to be the servants of the white man. Carnarvon was prepared,
however, to attempt to make constitutional and administrative changes in Natal. For this purpose he
appointed Major-General Sir Garnet Wolseley as Special Commissioner. Mindful too of the constant
threat of a Zulu incursion, Carnarvon called to London the colony’s Secretary of Native Affairs,
Theophilus Shepstone. With an eye on the new mineral wealth across the Vaal River, Shepstone had
been looking for any opportunity to annex the South African Republic and also Zululand. Any failure
of the Boers to maintain peace in the region would provide such an opportunity and so, if Shepstone
did not actually incite conflict between the Boers and the Zulus, he made full use of any threat of
hostilities to further his ends.
In London Shepstone was knighted and instructed to return to Africa to attempt to persuade
the Transvaal Boers to join a South African union. He failed to obtain a voluntary solution and so,
with a large force stationed at the border, he was able to hoist the British flag in Pretoria on 12 April
1877. Shepstone appointed himself as the administrator of the Transvaal government.
Shepstone and Carnarvon looked to Zululand as the next prize in this step-by-step approach to
forming a union. Wolseley had been succeeded by Sir Henry Bulwer as Governor of Natal, the latter
maintaining that Zulu king Cetshwayo and his people intended no aggression. This view did not
accord with that of Sir Theophilus who was looking for a pretext for war. As the parties mulled over
their options an unexpected outbreak occurred in another place.
The Fingos (Mfengu) had been located in the Transkei in Gcaleka country displacing Kreli’s
people and relegating them to a reduced tract of their former territory. Flushed with success from an
attack in neighbouring Thembu country in 1872, Kreli and his troops were emboldened to attempt a
foray into their former territory occupied by the Fingos. The Fingos in their favourable location had
embraced the new economic order and prospered, but this was resented by the Gcaleka people who
showed their frustration in the form of repeated minor raids on Fingo communities. The tensions were
exacerbated by a severe drought affecting the whole of South Africa causing extreme hardship and the
threat of starvation. War was sparked at a Fingo wedding on 3 August 1877. During a beer drinking
session a fight broke out in which a Gcaleka chief was killed and others of his tribe were seriously
hurt. In former times the Gcaleka had regarded the Fingos as their dogs to do with as they pleased,
and so their pride was badly dented by such a severe beating. It was more than they could bear. This
placed Kreli in a difficult position, whether to support the many calling for an open conflict with the
Fingos, or to side with those of his people who thought warfare would aggravate the authorities and
make their own situation worse. He knew an attack on the Fingos as colonial subjects would result in
retaliation from the colonial government. The colonists, for their part, might relish war as an
opportunity to take the remainder of Gcaleka land for homes, farms and industry. The prospect of a
conflict had been brought to the attention of the Cape Governor, Sir Henry Bartle Frere, who was
unprepared for a war over what he saw as a local dispute, but the pressures mounting on him and on
Kreli proved to be irresistible.
The course of the war1027
A Treasury report of 1880 summarises the general progress of the War concluding with an analysis of
the expenditure and how it was borne between the colonial and Imperial governments:
3. At the end of September 1877 hostilities commenced with the Galekas by Kreli marching with, it
was supposed, 6,000 men to attack the Fingos, who were under British protection, and on the 26 th
September several armed mounted Police were killed in repelling the attack. On the 29th and 30 th of
that month an attack was made by Kreli on the Police camp which was not repelled without heavy
fighting. Reinforcements for the Colonial Forces were obtained by calling out burghers and volunteers.
With them Commandant Griffith operated in the Transkei, the British Troops (the 1st battalion 24th
Regiment) with part of the Colonial Volunteers holding the lines of communication and base which
were considered in danger, the fidelity of the Gaikas and neighbouring tribes being open to great doubt.
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The British Forces were reinforced by collecting Troops from Cape Town, and by sending for half a
battery of Artillery from St. Helena.
4. The operations in the Transkei lasted until the end of November, by which time Commandant
Griffith had succeeded, though hampered by deficiencies of stores and transport, in breaking up and
driving Kreli’s Forces out of Galekaland, and on the 22 nd of that month he sent home the volunteers
and burghers.
5. Simultaneously, however, with the success of the operations in the Transkei, uneasiness mounted in
the Ciskei, and further defensive measures were adopted by the British Troops, it being hoped that by
these measures, and by the effect produced by the success of the Forces under Commandant Griffith,
an outbreak within the Colony producing civil war might be averted.
6. This anticipation, however, was not realised. Owing to the Bashee [River] being insufficiently
guarded, as the Colonial volunteers and native levies had been withdrawn, the Gcalekas recrossed that
river, over which they had been driven by the late operations, and again occupied their former
positions, attacking the police. A detachment of the 24 th Regiment was ordered forward across the Kei
to support the Colonial Troops, and all the Troops at Cape Town were at once summoned to the eastern
frontier. A naval brigade of 9 officers and 183 men, with a Field Battery of six 12-pounder guns, a
Gatling gun, and 2 rocket tubes, were also landed from H.M.S. Active.
7. It being found that the volunteers who had returned to their homes did not readily offer to return to
service for a fixed time under their Commanding Officers, two Corps of 400 Infantry volunteers and
200 mounted Riflemen were raised for 3 months under two well-known military Officers, Colonel
Pulleine and Lieutenant Carrington, of the 24th Regiment. Also, upon a request from the Governor of
the Cape, the Administrator of Griqualand West equipped at Kimberley a Corps of 118 officers and
men, and despatched it to the eastern frontier, where it arrived on the 4 th February 1878.
8. Simultaneously, owing to representations previously made by the High Commissioner, Her
Majesty’s Government reinforced the British Troops by the 90 th Regiment and a Battery of Royal
Artillery. These Troops left England early in January 1878, and upon the information reaching England
of the intelligence given in paragraph 6 of the spread of a renewed outbreak and of an anticipated
Gaika rebellion, Her Majesty’s Government further ordered on the 22 nd January the despatch of another
Battalion, and the 2nd Battalion 24th Regiment was sent to the Cape, besides 300 men as drafts. Large
amounts of stores and supplies were also sent.

The final phase of the conflict occurred in
the Amatola Mountains where Sandilli’s
troops engaged in the kind of guerrilla
tactics seen in previous frontier wars, but
they were desperately fighting a cause
doomed to failure.
Sections 9. – 12. of the report are concerned
with matters of expenditure. In particular,
the Colonial Government and the Imperial
Government had been competing in the
market for supplies, thereby raising the
prices paid. As a result, in October, the
General Commanding offered to provide for
both forces through the Imperial
Commissariat, but his proposal was rejected
at first. However, the prospect of much
larger subsequent operations brought about
the acceptance of the offer by the High
British soldiers ambushed during an unspecified frontier war
Commissioner. This arrangement was
ratified by the HM Government on condition
that the Colonial Government immediately began to repay their share. The Colonial Government
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accepted the principal of repayment, but asked for a delay as they were spending £54,000 a month
during the war. A loan and instalment plan was agreed to.
Section 14 of the report outlines the remainder of military operations which continued on both
sides of the Kei River and into Thembu territory. Gaika Chief, Sandilli, roused his troops and attacked
a convoy on 29 January 1878. The battle of Quintana was fought on 7 February bringing about some
considerable success for the colonial forces. From there the epicentre of the fighting continued in the
Perie bush where Sandilli escaped in the face of two columns of colonial troops. He continued to
evade his pursuers until 29 May when he was killed. Successful operations near Fort Beaufort and
skirmishing elsewhere continued until June by which time the war was effectively over.
The colonial and home governments agreed to a mixed commission to divide the costs of the
war once the full cost was ascertained. The net expenditure from Imperial funds was £707,198 after
£40,000 of instalments paid by the colony. The colonial expenditure on the war between 1 July 1877
and 30 June 1878 was £487,822. In the following year the colony incurred £643,093 including the
cost of operations on the northern border in Basutoland and in Griqualand West and of the Zulu War,
although the main part of this expenditure was in arrears connected with the 9th Frontier War. This
latter account was the subject of an audit. The itemised expenditure tables, as might be expected,
show that personnel costs accounted for the largest share, but large amounts were also expended on
rations, forage, hired transport, munitions and horses.
After the War1028
It is estimated that 3,680 Xhosas and 193 of the British forces died in the war. Kreli survived the war
and died in 1893 age eighty-three. Once again his people had been battered into submission, but was
the chief culpable? He had been reluctant to enter the fray, but was pressured by his more belligerent
countrymen, perhaps those younger elements with less appreciation of the history of the frontier wars
and the reasons why they found themselves in restricted territories. British officer C H Malan, in his
summary of the war, wrote of Kreli that he:
...did not attack or threaten the British government, he did not injure a white man. In personal character
he is in every sense a noble man and it has been his most earnest endeavour for the last twenty years to
keep on good terms with the English nation.

Malan continued with an anecdote in which, although the chief was a large powerful man, when
assaulted he ‘turned the other cheek’.
Bartle Frere thought the only way that Zululand might be acquired for a South Africa union
was by means of a war. To this end he and his colleagues made use of any opportunity to send
alarmist reports of Zulu hostilities to London. In December 1878 they issued an ultimatum of
impossible demands of Zulu king, Cetshwayo, the result being that on 11 January 1879 Imperial
forces invaded Zululand and, after courageous fighting on both sides, including the notable battles at
Isandlwana and Rorke’s Drift, the British were victorious. Within the space of a few years the British
had succeeded in conquering the two principal black nations of South Africa. Though fragmented, the
Zulus maintained their unique culture and their reputation as fierce warriors, but the Xhosa speaking
population, armed with the Cape franchise, may have offered the best hope for the political
representation of the native African peoples.
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APPENDIX 1
THE EXPANDING DUTCH COLONY

British rule at the Cape resumed in 1806 fourteen years before the arrival of the government
sponsored British settlers, although some private parties had migrated in the intervening period.
Before 1806, other than for a brief interlude, the Dutch had governed the Cape for nearly one hundred
and fifty years. As the first Europeans to rule at the Cape, the Dutch shaped the nature of the colony
and much of their influence endured long after the end of their rule. In essence, Dutch state rule was
subordinated to the Dutch East India Company and the largely autonomous commanders appointed by
them to govern every aspect of life at the colony. A legacy of Dutch laws and administrative
procedures remained in place for many years of subsequent British rule. The British inherited a
history of hostile relations between Europeans and Africans, and the Dutch influence was evident in
the nature of agriculture, industry, public works, infrastructure, education, religion, the economy, and
culture.
The strategic importance of the Cape and unintended expansion
Officially, the colony was never meant to expand much beyond the environs of Cape Town and its
immediate hinterland. Both the Dutch and the British intended a small colony devoted to the resupply
and victualling of friendly shipping plying the lucrative trades between Europe and the East—a halfway house. There would be just enough industrial and agricultural activity to maintain the colony
itself and to provide for the vessels stopping by. Yet, by the time the British had taken control, the die
was cast, and the colony had spread further to the north and the east than had been intended. At the
pace of an ox cart, the Boers and burghers had acquired more and more farmland, sometimes by
stealth, and often by displacing native peoples. Unfortunately for many, their farm stocks, particularly
livestock, attracted attention, and they would find themselves prone to theft by their covetous native
neighbours. This entailed defensive measures and, taking the colony as a whole, the authorities found
themselves responsible for maintaining an ever-expanding border. Skirmishes between various native
African clans and colonists began to occur frequently, but occasionally the hostilities would reach an
intensity that would result in the declaration of martial law and what became known as a Frontier or
Xhosa War. During the periods of Dutch and British rule there were nine such wars over a onehundred-year time span.
Governance from Cape Town in the west
While the influence of the Dutch was extensive, it is not intended here to account for the full history
of their rule. However, to provide a flavour of that influence, the progress of the colony under the
founder and three of the subsequent commanders is recounted as indicative. Throughout this period,
the colony was governed out of Cape Town in the west—matters in the east and the areas later to be
occupied in the Zuurveld by the British settlers of 1820 were of relatively little interest. Nevertheless,
both private and state-sponsored overland expeditions encroached in the east, and there were voyages
by sea to the vicinity. Occasionally, they would mount recovery expeditions to locate survivors, cargo
and salvage from shipwrecks. The objective of this appendix is to gain an appreciation of the origins
and nature of the colony and its administration, with special reference to conditions in the Zuurveld
around 1806 when the British finally assumed full control.
The Portuguese discovery of the settlers’ landing place and the gateway to the east1029
Two evocative memories taken from schoolboy history lessons are the rounding of Cape Horn and the
rounding of the Cape of Good Hope. These were stories of high adventure and nautical achievement.
In 1487, two Portuguese ships and a supply vessel set out under Bartholomeu Diaz as part of a
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continual effort to find India by sea. Leaving the supply ship at Angra Pequenta about eight hundred
miles south of the equator to await their return, they continued south and were accelerated by violent
storms for thirteen days. After regaining directional control they veered to the east expecting to find
land, but having failed for several days, realised they must have been pushed too far south by strong
winds. Consequently, they set a northerly course and sighted land at Mossel Bay. Following the
coastline east they reached Algoa Bay, the eventual site of the 1820 settler landings, and went on to
the mouth of Bushman’s River. By now it was February 1488. Here they erected a stone column at
False Islet at a point that would in time mark the western extremity of the British settlements. From
this position Diaz surmised that the route to India lay open to the east, but his weary crew were
reluctant to proceed yet further. However, he negotiated with them a further three days sailing to
reach the mouth of what is now the Great Fish River. This river would later become a strategic line of
reference for the agreement of frontiers with native peoples to the east of the British settlements.
Ten years after the Diaz adventure, Vasco da Gama rounded the Cape of Good Hope,
continued up the east coast of Africa, and proceeded across to India. This was one of history’s most
significant events as it opened up the opportunity for trading on a vast scale. In 1510 Francis de
Almeida, first Viceroy and Governor-General of Portuguese India, due to the rudeness of one of his
servants and the ensuing quarrel, fought with the long-established local natives at Table Bay and he
and a number of his followers were killed. This made the Portuguese wary and their travellers were
reluctant to land at the Cape for fear of hostilities. The natives in question were referred to using the
now derogatory term ‘Hottentots’ which is being taken to mean Khoikhoi, a tribe closely related to the
Bushmen or San. The Dutch, British and French were less reluctant then the Portuguese and began to
use Table Bay to replenish supplies of fresh water and to trade for livestock with the Khoikhoi. Yet, it
was not until 1620 when Shillinge and Fitzherbert arrived with a fleet of five ships, that the potential
for a replenishment station was seriously considered. They hoisted a flag at Lion’s Rump and took
control of the Cape in the name of James 1 of England (i.e. James VI of Scotland).
A permanent station created by the Dutch under Van Riebeeck1030
In 1648 Dutch nationals, Leendert Jansz and Nicolaas Proot, survived the wrecking of the Haarlem at
Table Bay and, having made land, they were afforded the opportunity to observe the landscape and
the local native peoples. They concluded that a Dutch station could be established with a fort and that
the land was fertile enough for a productive garden and livestock grazing. The natives, presumably
Khoikhoi, were friendly enough if not provoked, and they would be amenable to barter, provide a
source of servants, and might be converted to Christianity. They reported their observations to the
directors of the Dutch East India Company and, as the Company’s ruling Chamber of Seventeen had
passed a resolution advising the establishment of a fort twenty-nine years earlier, the proposal was
approved.
The British were not impressed with the findings of Jansz and Proot and preferred St Helena
for routine stop-offs. Thus it was the Dutch in 1652, under botanist Johan van Riebeeck, who built a
fort at the foot of Table Mountain and established a station solely for replenishing supplies of Dutch
East India Company vessels travelling between Holland and India.
The fort with seventy to eighty men was to be established at Fresh River and to be called
Good Hope. They appointed Riebeeck, leader of the expedition, to set aside three ships the
Dromedary, the Heron and the Good Hope for the voyage and to direct the building of the station.
The Council members were aware from previous experiences, including Van Riebeeck’s own
observations, that the natives could be far less passive than Jansz and Proot had indicated.
Accordingly they called upon each and every colonist to desist from molesting the natives and refrain
from taking away their cattle, but rather to gain their confidence by kind and friendly treatment.
The early signs upon arrival were not good. Deposited letters they found did not allay their
concerns. In accordance with ocean going practice, Jan van Teylingen had left behind a box of letters
at a designated postal point. They had been placed there for onward shipment by the next available
ship heading in the required direction. Teylingen had been forced to proceed to St Helena for
provisions as, despite their abundance of supplies at the Cape, the natives had been prepared to trade
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for just one cow and one sheep. He thought they were unreasonable and he finished, ‘God grant that
you may have better luck.’ He did, however, mention an English speaking Khoikhoi who could be
trusted to tend the party’s horses for an appropriate payment.
The resolution of the Council held on board the Dromedary, which was dated Tuesday 8
April 1652, included the passage:
to build a defensive fort or castle, in order, under its protection to take possession of such lands as may
be best suited for cultivation and cattle breeding, for the refreshment of the Company’s vessels, both
home and outward bound, and for such other services the interests of the Company may require

The next day Commander Van Riebeeck assumed the role of Cape Governor.
His first proclamation affirmed the Council’s dictat, identified the ingrained propensity of the
natives for cattle stealing, and was concerned that the new colonists should not retaliate violently.
They would be demonstrably friendly towards the natives. He ordered:
whoever ill-uses, beats or pushes any of the natives, be he in the right or in the wrong, shall in their
presence be punished with fifty lashes, that they may thus see that such is against our will, and that we
are disposed to correspond with them in all kindness and friendship, in accordance with the orders and
the object of our employers.

Early developments at the colony1031
The Dutch wanted to maintain a minimal presence at the Cape, enough to satisfy the needs of their
fleet. In the first instance they had no interest in any ambitious proposals to expand the colony beyond
the requirements for their restricted objective. They would make every effort to maintain calm
relations with their neighbours and they had clear
intentions to control the colony under a tight rein.
The settlers were prohibited from bartering with the
natives except with the express permission of the
Company and all of their produce would be sold to
the Company at prices set by their masters. For all
purposes the settlers were treated as servants, some
would say slaves, of the Company. The description
of ‘free burghers’ as applied to the colonists was a
complete deception as they had no freedom, not
even the right to fish at the coast.
Within days the Company had acquired a
cow and a young calf from the natives in exchange
Arrival of Jan van Riebeeck, by C Bell
for small pieces of copper and wire. After divine
service and a sermon on Sunday, they caught over
nine hundred fish in just three casts at Salt River. In subsequent days a large hippopotamus was
caught in the same vicinity and parties were sent out beyond Table Mountain where they discovered
extensive forests and an abundance of deer and other game. Ships from Holland brought in scores
more immigrants including Minister Bonkerias as chaplain to the settlement. All looked well until
June when many settlers contracted fevers and other diseases, they began to find it difficult to procure
cattle, and large quantities of their provisions were ruined by heavy rain. Numerous deaths occurred
and, as many of the remaining settlers were sick, there were few fit enough to carry out the work. The
only heartening news was the birth of the first European child at the Cape to the chaplain and his wife.
When large quantities of whales were seen at Table Bay, the Commander anticipated the prospect of a
thriving fishery, but he nearly lost his life sailing over to Seal (Robben) Island.
Jan Blank was the first colonial to suffer corporal punishment. He was awarded fifty lashes
for insolence. He, or another of the same name, tried to escape overland to Mozambique, but returned
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from no great a distance due to bouts of repentance and hunger. He claimed he had been looking for a
mountain of gold that had featured in a dream. His death sentence was commuted to 150 lashes, keelhauling, and service as a slave for two years. One of his accomplices, ringleader Jan van Leyden, was
sentenced to slavery for two years and tied to a stake while a ball was fired over his head. Other
accomplices received meaningful sentences. There was no doubt that the Company intended to
maintain control by all means at their disposal. Jan Blank had kept a diary of the event in which he
described the way they fled from a rhinoceros and survived on birds and shellfish for food, but it was
insufficient. Later, Herman van Vogelaar received one hundred blows from the butt-end of a musket
for serving penguins instead of pork.
The progress of building the fort reached a stage where the structure provided adequate
protection for the colonists. Large gardens were planted which showed promise for the future,
although imported supplies were depleted and deteriorating so fast they were compelled to seize
supplies from visiting Dutch vessels under the authority of a proclamation. However, a small tribe of
Khoikhoi called the Saldaniers were disposed to trade small sheep for a thin copper wire the length of
the sheep’s back and a little tobacco. Prospects picked up for a time, then late in 1652 violent gales
devastated crops, destroyed new buildings and fishing nets, and placed high numbers indisposed in
hospital. Trade with the natives had ceased. The commander was moved to write:
If the Lord God be not pleased to grant soon some relief, either the Saldaniers bringing their cattle, or
by the arrival of ships from the mother country, we have little hope of being able to proceed with our
work

His prayers were answered when the Saldaniers eventually showed up with some cattle, but by this
time discipline among the Dutchmen had deteriorated to such an extent that Michiel Grieve was
appointed public executioner, Jan Pieter Stenwater being the unfortunate first victim.
Van Riebeeck’s term was beset with danger and difficulty with little in return. Indiscipline
was abroad amongst the settlers, there were threats of attack and theft from some native clans, and
suspicions of espionage from an adopted interpreter, a deceitful Khoikhoi, named Herry. The
commander longed to be relieved of his duties, but that would not happen for some time. Even so, he
looked back after the first year and saw that the fowls were breeding, crops were beginning to
flourish, the sick enjoyed a satisfactory diet and, most importantly, visiting ships were being supplied
with refreshments.
Mentzel described the early crops and the high value placed on bread and therefore on grain.
Of bread he said:
Bread, though it is eaten daily at meals not only never nauseates one, but even if one feels sickly and
out of sorts, as long as there is no aversion to bread, it is a reliable sign that one’s heart is still hale and
that one does not have to fear any serious illness.

Immediately after the first April rains, the soil was dug with a hoe and spade and the seed sewn to lie
in the ground over winter and grow on in the following spring. The first crops to be attempted were
white, yellow and blue wheat, and rye, followed by barley and oats. Mentzel described the best
varieties for different purposes, blue wheat being the best for home-made bread. The first oat crop
was ruined by the south-east wind which lashed the crop so severely that the grains fell out. The
farmers were aware of the danger to the purest wheat from ‘rust’, a black dust which covered the ears
and destroyed the grain. It will be seen that the early British settlers had not been apprised of this
threat and, when their crops were affected to a serious degree, they had to discover the most resistant
strains. Nottinghamshire farmers, particularly party leader Lieut. White, were very much involved in
this experimentation. Mentzel went on to describe in some detail the farming activities at the Cape
and made comparisons with his homeland, Germany.
Saldanier cattle were now consistently and abundantly available from fields within a few
miles, but trade reached a stage where the natives began to consider that the colonists might be
thoroughly dependent upon them. As their bargaining position strengthened they became more unruly
and demanding and were frequently repelled, but with no more severity than warning shots. If they
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accidentally left cattle behind, the beasts would be returned to them in an amicable way and without
fuss.
When news of a war between Holland and England arrived via the galliot, the Black Fox,
immediate steps were taken to bolster the fortifications and to obtain salt penguins and seals to cover
for any shortage of provisions. Only one ration of bread remained by the time the defending Dutch
fleet arrived. As the colony recovered they shipped 4,005 Cape seal skins to the homeland for trade,
but they were examined and found to be of inferior quality. The colonists became acquainted with a
tribe from the interior willing to exchange elephant and hippopotamus tusks for small pieces of
tobacco and copper wire. In this way the colonists began to achieve a degree of self-sufficiency to be
bolstered by the prospect of an export trade.
Deceitful Herry1032
On 19 October 1653 interpreter Herry revealed his treasonable colours and, during divine service,
absconded with friendly Khoikhoi servants and forty-two head of cattle. One of the herd boys had
been murdered at the foot of Lion Hill. A chief of the friendly Saldaniers reported he had seen the
defectors near Cape False and had been offered a share of the spoils. Despite this extreme act of
deceit, Van Riebeeck ordered that no retaliatory or revengeful acts should be committed, so fearful
was he of a serious breakdown in native relations. The loss of the cattle was felt more keenly because,
at the time, the Saldaniers had retreated with their livestock to the interior. The colonists were reduced
to eat from a dead ‘besmanneken’ or ‘ourang-outang’ found in the mountains. This report is intriguing
as the orangutan is thought to be native to Asia so it might have arrived on a returning Dutch ship or
might in fact have been a gorilla, but even this seems unlikely so far south.
During 1654 Herry and his cohorts began to intimidate the colonists by restricting trade, but
the routine exchange of trinkets for cattle resumed, and large quantities of timber were procured from
woods within a few miles of the fort. Incredibly, Herry, seeing some new advantage of friendly
relations with the colonists, managed to obtain a complete exoneration for his crimes as Van Riebeeck
swallowed his story that the theft of cattle had been perpetrated by the Caepmans. It is not clear how
he accounted for his prolonged absence, but, after only a short while, he once again incurred the wrath
of the Company by contravening their instructions and trading on his own account during a journey
into the interior.
The hazards of nature1033
Tales of periodical southern African droughts had been handed down and in January 1656 Van
Riebeeck recorded that a great drought had damaged the pasture land to such an extent that some of
the cattle could not be brought back to the settlement, and were left in the fields through weakness.
The great capacity for the pastures and other plant life to recover after a drought was also noticed.
As early as 23 January 1653 it was recorded that ‘it appeared as if the lions would take the
fort by storm that they might get at the sheep.’ There were numerous incidences of stock being carried
off by wild animals and the footsteps of what they called tigers (believed to be what we now call
leopards) were frequently observed in the Cape gardens.
Mentzel referred to a report about a group of eleven lions near Warm Springs but felt that the
headcount might have been unwittingly exaggerated as when lions roar the sound is directed to the
ground and carries in such a way it can appear to come from multiple sources. The same traveller also
described a report of an encounter with a herd of elephants that occupied Groene Kloof, but were
driven further away year by year eventually to the far side of the local Berg River as they were
displaced by meat contractors establishing their business and by cattle herds. From him we learn that
there was once a reward for killing animals that were a danger to life or livestock as ‘the Government
withdrew the reward promised for lions and tigers except when they were killed point-blank’. The
skin of a 426 lb lion was taken as a trophy and hung up in the church. Whatever the arguments about
the displacement of native Africans by European settlers, it is abundantly clear that predatory wildlife
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was regarded as vermin and despatched by one means or another in large numbers. Even so, leopards
in particular remained troublesome for many decades to come.
Commander and commissioner at odds1034
Land was set aside at Rondebosch for ‘free burghers’, some of which had been ploughed and sewn,
and an inn had been established. The Khoikhoi claimed it was their land that had been taken, and they
expressed their dissatisfaction. This was the kind of dispute that would encourage Herry and his
Caepman friends to yet more disruptive behaviour. Exasperated with these latest breaches, Van
Riebeeck was disposed to seize Herry and his tribe and take away their cattle, but he was overruled by
commissioner Van Goens who thought it best to retain the goodwill of all natives. The commissioner
was also at variance with the Commander when the latter proposed more agriculture and less
construction and allowed freemen to trade directly with natives, but he in turn was overruled by a
plakkaat (edict) of September 1657 expressly forbidding such trading. The small crew of the
Robbejacht were attacked and robbed by natives, informers stating that it was intended to kill not only
the crew but all other freemen.
Precious metals1035
Occasionally, there would emerge references to gold and other metals to be found in the interior. Van
Goens himself had proposed an expedition some two hundred and ten (Dutch) miles to the north to the
city of Monomotopa and Eva. A native interpreter relayed the Saldaniers’ convincing talk of an
Emperor by the name of Chobona ruling over all Cape tribes and lands, with large stone houses, white
rice fields, and gold buried in the sand.
Cape slavery1036
By 1657 the first slaves from the Guinea Coast arrived and on 30 May 1658 a tabulation of colonial
inhabitants was made:
Garrison
Sick
European women and children
Slaves of the company
Free inhabitants
Slaves of private people
Convicts

80
15
20
98
51
89
7

Cape visitor Mentzel described two classes of slave, the public slaves belonging to the
Company and employed on public works, and private slaves used by individual officials, burghers and
farmers. The public slaves were held in a building they called the ‘Loots’ while the remainder tended
to reside close to their places of work. Slavery in this context is defined by the fact that they were
purchased or otherwise taken against their will. Public slaves were often free to do as they pleased on
Sundays, and promiscuity was not discouraged—one of the least expensive ways to increase the pool
of available slaves was by multiplication. Thus a mixed race population emerged with a skin tone only
slightly darker than that of the Europeans. One type of slave was brought from Terletan on the Rio de
la Goa (possibly Algoa Bay). Alleman described them as ‘a foul, evil-smelling race, with villainous
slits in their faces which have been cut into all sorts of patterns [tattoos as in Polynesia?].’ They were
public slaves held in the basement of the Loots and kept apart from other races.
It was not always the case that they performed menial labour. Selected slaves were employed
in the commander’s residence and some were directed by the Fiscal in a subordinate executive
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capacity to control smuggling, or as assistants to the police, armed with swords and clubs, with the
opportunity to wear a uniform (which they often sold). The market for slaves was buoyant as many
were needed for the public projects and to help operate farms and industries. Of the other public
slaves, the cheapest were from Madagascar, and they were quartered above the basement with many
from India and the East Indies including Java and Malabar. Female slaves from Bengal, coastal
Coromandel, Surat and Macassar, were especially prized for their skilful work at needlecraft, knitting,
crotchet work and hand-made lace. A detailed census in 1713 revealed that the number of slaves in
the service of farmers and burghers had increased to 1,264 men, 260 women, 99 boys, 122 girls.
There were 440 Company slaves making a total of 2,215. This compared with a total of 2,598
Europeans.
Social standing1037
From his travels in the colony and the information he received after his visits, Mentzel identified four
classes of farmer and described in some detail the lifestyle of each. There were the privileged free
burghers who were in favour, lived in the metropolis, and had accumulated considerable wealth.
Several owned farms in the country districts in addition to their city assets. They would not be
expected to work, but would hire an able man, a ‘knecht’ from the Company or, perhaps, use the son
of an African farmer to manage operations, including the organisation of his slaves.
The second class had built up their farms, paid off any debts, and reached a position where
they produced enough to feed themselves from a variety of activities, orchards, vineyards, wheat
fields, livestock and vegetable crops, and had begun to yield a surplus to sell on. Such burghers were
able to accumulate some wealth for the next generation, or at least for the eldest son.
Next in line were the industrious class. They worked from dawn till dusk, got their hands
dirty and, even when weather conditions were extremely severe, would find work for their slaves
under a simple shelter making ropes and cords or farm implements. They were both master and
knecht, capable of performing all tasks they would ask others to do and of enduring their
subordinates’ physical working conditions.
The fourth and final classification was the farmer who was little more than a cattle-herdsman.
While they might be asset-rich in terms of cattle, their lifestyle was similar to that of the very poor
with few of the amenities regarded as necessities by the higher classes.
Trekking1038
Typically, but not exclusively, the further east the farmer, the lower his class. Caffrey described the
process by which they ventured into the unknown interior in search of a dream farm and a place for a
homestead:
Meanwhile the Dutch were settling seriously, pushing into the dry interior with their ox- wagons and
staking out huge farms demarcated by the simple expedient of starting from a spring and walking a
horse for half an hour in each compass direction, the result extending over six thousand acres. Most of
them required two such farms, one for summer and one for winter. During the eighteenth century they
had it all to themselves.

Trekking was a slow and laborious process due, in part, to the feeding habits of the oxen. Whereas a
horse could be fed on grain in a couple of hours, the oxen had to be rested in a field of lush grass for
one day in eight. For each of seven days the trekker would set off at daybreak and travel continuously
until 8 am, then outspanned and drove his cattle to graze until 4 or 5 pm, inspanned, and travelled
until 8 pm, and then gave the men and his oxen a rest through the night. There were no roads or
bridges and, because the wagon wheels broke up the top soil, newcomers travelled parallel to existing
tracks, only coming together at passes and fords. Of the wagons:
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...the unnailed wagons could be taken to pieces. Eighteen feet by six, covered with heavy doubled
canvas, creaking along on huge wheels bound with half-inch thick iron bands, carrying a ton of
household goods crammed inside with the women and children, and pulled by full spans of fourteen to
eighteen matched red-and-white or black-and-white oxen, yoked in pairs ...the trekboers travelled
anything from one to ten miles a day buoyed up by the evangelistic faith and their angry puritan
bravery...clinging to the Old Testament and the rifle

Mentzel recorded that the standard routes became ever more tolerable and they had reached a stage
where travellers no longer had to dismantle their wagons and carry them in parts over the mountains.
The remote farmers would supplement their cultivated produce with hunted game such as
eland, buffalo and gazelles and would store them in skins, salted and hung out to dry. In their isolated
situations, far from advanced society, they were unable to trade locally. When they set out to discover
their new lands they carried purchased goods such as coffee, tea, sugar-candy and tobacco, but what
to do when their supplies ran out? The farmer would inspan a wagon and drive some livestock to sell
to a roaming cattle-buyer. From fear of the ever-present danger of itinerant natives or runaway slaves,
he would take the whole family for a hundred or more miles leaving their homestead, cattle and
property vulnerable to attack from those natives and also from lions, leopards, hyenas and other wild
animals. Some might be lucky enough to employ a sufficiently trusted servant to ‘hold fort’ or might
be able to persuade family visitors to take their livestock to market for them, but it was a miserable
existence living under a constant threat.
The treatment of the slaves by the master was by no means always harsh and Mentzel
observed that the better treated slaves would be faithful, preferred to remain in place than go back to
their homeland, and some would risk their life for their master. In addition to their basic sustenance,
some masters would give slaves wine on Sundays and special days, provide a piece of land for them
to cultivate for themselves, and give them money to purchase coveted little extras such as brightly
coloured kerchiefs, taffeta puffs to sew to their trouser legs, and similar ornamental items. Of course,
not all slaves were treated so well and sanctions were in place to discipline the less enlightened slave
owners.
The imprisonment of Herry1039
Van Riebeeck again became disgruntled with the disloyal behaviour of the natives and the frequent
escapes of slaves and, above all, he blamed Herry for stirring them into action. He declared them ‘all
thieves and rogues, but Herry the father of them’ and on 10 July 1658 was in a position to state:
This morning, about 10 o’clock, our former interpreter, King Herry, was transported by the
Scheepjachten to Robben Island, as also two of his companions.

While the burghers remained unhappily prohibited from trading with the natives the Khoikhoi
themselves became restless and a force of one hundred and fifty men was deployed by the colonists to
contain any impending hostilities. Chief Doman and fifty or sixty of his people attacked the
Company’s herd and, at the same time, Herry’s Caepmans and the Gorachouquas became sworn
enemies. A Gorachouqua prisoner was asked by his Caepmans captors why his people were hostile to
the Dutch. He responded:
...it was because they saw that we [the Dutch] were breaking up the best land and grass, where they
were accustomed to graze, trying to establish ourselves everywhere.

Herry escaped Robben Island to join his allies, but in the end the skirmishes were contained and, after
the fighting, in 1660 the Cape territory was measured, and it was planned to contain the colony and
surround it with thick hedges.
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Land grab1040
During the resumption of peace the natives referred to their grievance and wondered whether they
would be able to do to the Dutch in Holland what had been inflicted on them in their homeland:
You come quite into the interior selecting the best land for yourselves, and never once inquiring
whether we like it, or whether it will cause us any injury or inconvenience

The Dutch objected to there not being enough grass for both parties and the Khoikhoi responded:
Have we then no cause to prevent you from procuring cattle? For, if you get many cattle, you come and
occupy our pasture with them, and then you say the land is not wide enough for both! Who then can be
required with the greatest degree of justice to give way—the natural owner or the foreign invader?

In a letter to Van Riebeeck, the Governor-General in Batavia had previously identified the crux of this
problem which would dog the progress of southern Africa for centuries:
Now that the Hottentots [Khoikhoi] have been roused, the Company will not have an easy possession,
as may be sufficiently ascertained from your prisoner’s reason for the war—viz.., that they were
unwilling any longer to suffer us at the Cape, because you had occupied for your use the best lands,
which had been theirs from time immemorial —a grievance of these savage men which we must admit.
It is well founded, and yet we can herein afford them no satisfaction, while we continue to reside at the
Cape.

While the Cape had been restricted to a small territory in the immediate vicinity of Table Mountain,
there had been no such problem, but as expansion got underway, and the trekboers moved steadily
into the interior to farm, and frequent expeditions were made to seek out opportunities for
development, there would forever be an issue over land.
The most valued currency was cattle, but that commodity required vast swathes of pasture
land. It counted for little that the Europeans brought with them the experience of industry, the knowhow to develop infrastructure, access to export markets, and expertise in mining. The wealth and
power of the native chief was measured by the size of his herd and, particularly with regard to the
tribes in the east, the chief with the most magnificent herd enjoyed the first choice of damsel for his
bride. Of course, the larger the herd, the greater the area of land required.
Of all the native nations with which the colonists would vie for land and natural resources, the
Khoikhoi, or Khoi, were probably the least aggressive. While they adopted some habits regarded as
filthy or even disgusting by Europeans, they were, by nature, mild-mannered and intelligent. Some
were known to have mastered several European languages and could be trusted to conduct business on
behalf of their masters in remote districts. Though they could be lazy, and acquired a liking for brandy
and tobacco, once committed to a master they could prove to be true and loyal servants. There were
many tribes within the Khoikhoi nation and there were variations in their daily lives and customs, but
in their traditional settings they might dine on the entrails of animals, old stinking fish and roots.
According to Nieuhoff1041 as a daughter is betrothed to marriage, the mother cuts off the first joint of
her little finger, which is tied to her intended’s hand and then buried. Finally, a cow is killed for a
feast. Kolben1042 identified several Khoikhoi tribes each with a chief. They maintained flocks and
herds and they were nomadic, roving the country to find new grazing. Their villages were moveable
huts composed of round poles covered over with rush matting, and their principle form of clothing
was made from sheepskins. Bows and poisoned arrow were their preferred weapons for hunting.
The race of pygmy nomadic Bushmen were less receptive to the idea of being absorbed into
the expanding European settlement and were generally hostile, vengeful and cruel, even to their own
kind. They were to have little influence on the locations in the Zuurveld to be occupied by the British
1820 Settlers and so their habits will not be considered in depth here. Later it will be seen that their
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hunting grounds were aggressively acquired by the Boers, and they retaliated with bows and arrows
stealing cattle to satisfy their penchant for animal flesh. None of the tribes in southern Africa at the
time of the arrival of the Europeans had a written record of their history, which makes it difficult to
deduce their origins. Both the Khoikhoi and San have similarities with north east African descendants
and there is speculation that, as the Bantu peoples worked their way southwards, they were squeezed
into the southern tip of the continent, and with the new arrivals they were again under threat of
absorption, displacement or annihilation. The Khoikhoi fared better as they were more amenable to
absorption as servants, but even so, the process of integration was far from trouble-free, and the
prospect of rebellion was a constant consideration.
Commander Simon van der Stell, prudence and ability1043
One of the last acts of Van Riebeeck occurred after a large French ship bound for Madagascar named
Le Marischal was wrecked at the mouth of the Salt River. A governor, a Roman Catholic bishop, and
their attendants, were ignominiously taken from the ship as prisoners, and, fearing a religious
incursion, the commander proclaimed that no divine worship should be tolerated at the Cape other
than that of the Dutch Reformed Church. In 1662 Van Riebeeck’s successor arrived, and, much to his
delight, the founder of the Cape Colony was able to take his leave and return to Batavia with his
family.
Space is not available here to account for all of the many Dutch commanders and governors at
the colony. Consideration is given to a trio selected to indicate the contrasting styles of leadership
enjoyed or endured by the colonists. In this section Simon van der Stell, who arrived as commander
on the Vrije Zee in October 1679, is the first to be examined. The intervening period between Van
Reibeeck and Van der Stell had seen increasing dissatisfaction among the burghers and some
unreasonable prices demanded by the natives for cattle. A plethora of placaats, proclamations and
instructions made up the law codified at the behest of commissioner Goske in an alphabetical
collection called the ‘Positive Orders’. They were initiated in 1671 to reinforce the Company’s control
over trade and prices, to promote agriculture, to establish the practices of justice, and to enforce
amicable native relations. The Court of Justice was often presided over by the commander and it
consisted of his second in command, the Merchant, along with the Lieutenant, the Fiscal, the Ensign
and the Junior Merchant. The Merchant was responsible for the money-chest, account books and
store-house. Punishments meted out to felons and misdemeanants were often severe including
mutilation and the death sentence.
A new royal fortress was ordered to be erected sixty roods to the east of the existing fort and,
over decades, much manpower was directed to add features to the construction according to the
whims and fancies of each new commander. The contingent at the garrison increased to 200 soldiers
plus 150 officers and support staff. In time, though, work on the fortress was called to a halt as it was
realised that the structure had been poorly sited being vulnerable to attack from surrounding heights.
The workforce for construction of the fortress had been drawn from the farmland, agricultural
progress being retarded as a result. To make matters worse, in 1676 they experienced a drought so
severe that there was a partial crop failure and large tracts of grazing land were rendered barren,
causing considerable mortality of cattle and the loss of some freemen. In response, fourteen-year loan
farms were offered by the Company with the prospect of them obtaining freehold titles. In 1679, the
year of Van der Stell’s arrival, it was decided to assist some of the poorer farmers by supplying oxen
in full property (rather than on credit) at just 24 guilders per head. Each animal would bear the
Company’s mark and they could not be sold or killed, but only used for agriculture subject to the
sanction of ‘arbitrary correction’. Despite initiatives to encourage freemen to greater agricultural
exertion, the colony remained less than self-sufficient in corn, and was dependent on Batavia for
supplementary rice supplies and, in any case, it was found that rice would go further in feeding the
slaves.
Several expeditions in search of minerals were finally rewarded by the discovery of silver just
a few miles from Cape Town at Lion’s Head, but operations were halted when it was found that yields
were less than 12 per cent.
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In recognition of their importance, the authorities gave native clan chiefs an artefact
symbolising their status, a staff or stave, and the title ‘captain’. This was intended to convey deference
to the Dutch as a paramount authority. Some captains were loyal to the colony while others proved to
be less so. Though they valued calm relations with the natives, the Dutch appeared not to have any
regard for their rights, and this was particularly so in respect of the allocation of land. Any
concessions in this regard were granted more as paternalistic gestures rather than in recognition of any
entitlement. At first, when the colonists were outnumbered, they made some token gestures by
offering a consideration for tracts clearly occupied by settled clans, but this practice was abandoned as
the Dutch forces became more formidable and as more extensive areas were needed for colonial
grazing and arable use.
The tribal followers of captain Gonnema had committed a series of atrocities against the
settlers including the murder of burghers, military personnel and a shepherd, and the theft of
provisions, tobacco and weapons. Four of Gonnema’s people had been captured and brought to the
fort by ally captains Schacher and Cuyper and on the cry of ‘beat the dogs to death’ the captives were
battered to extinction with sticks. Large numbers of soldiers, burghers and friendly Khoikhoi were
sent out in search of Gonnema’s rebels and in the process they retrieved 800 horned cattle and
approximately 4,000 sheep. It was hoped this action would put an end to Gonnema’s restlessness, but
instead he enlisted dependent allies, the Sonquas, who were responsible for the deaths of three
burghers. After yet more Gonnema-led atrocities, and retaliatory action in which numbers of his
people were sacrificed, he and his ally, Oedasoa, were induced to treat for peace and to pay a tribute
to the colony of thirty horned cattle a year (which was never fully honoured). This series of
skirmishes, if not a war, took place some one hundred years before the first of a series of nine frontier
wars with Xhosa tribesmen. Four of such wars took place after the arrival of the British 1820 Settlers.
Depending on their standpoint, the objectives of each war was to determine the eastern frontier, to
steal cattle, to retrieve stolen cattle, or to cause or quash rebellious outbreaks.
It is evident the Company valued good relations with the natives, but as the colony expanded
there were situations where private individuals and parties adopted their own versions of summary
justice, or injustice. In 1684 thirty-nine Boers cut through the entire Khoikhoi territory to reach the
Zuurveld where they captured a Xhosa native. The native led them to a large body of his compatriots
who had never before seen a white man. The nervous natives attacked with assegais and other
weapons, but received the fright of their lives when the Dutch retaliated with guns, which the victims
later likened to lightning and thunder. The natives, particularly the Xhosas in the east, were well
versed in the ways of warfare from encounters with hostile tribes. They were physically impressive
and in bush country had been known to outrun horses. Their weaponry was no match for firearms, but
for the more recent wars they had traded for, or fought to obtain, their own guns, thus posing a much
more formidable threat.
The danger to life arose not only from hostilities, but also from potent spiritous liquors and
diseases. Every deal done was concluded by the partaking of drams. The Khoikhoi frequently
indulged in destructive binging and the burghers partook to great excess as supplies were boosted with
the arrival of ships. There were frequent outbreaks of small-pox which would sweep through the
colony and native villages.
When the Stavinesse was wrecked at Natal in 1686, half of the crew built a small boat in
which they sailed to Table Bay and the remainder travelled overland to be picked up between Punta
Primera and the Bay De la Goa (Algoa Bay, the site of the British 1820 Settler landings). They
returned with reports of a fertile land yielding good produce, teeming with livestock of all kinds
including untamed horses and also tobacco growing wild. It was agreed to send galliot, the Noord, to
fetch the remaining people and to contract on behalf of the Company with the chief in Natal to
purchase the Bay and a portion of the fertile hinterland. On the return leg they were instructed to
carefully sound and survey Bay De la Goa to see whether it could be established to service homeward
bound fleets. The purchase of Natal Bay was effected for 20,000 guilders, but Bay De la Goa was
found to be a mere bight, open to the sea, with dangerous rocks in the middle and at the entrance. The
Noord was eventually wrecked near to the Bay due to the negligence of the master, an event which
highlighted the danger to shipping presented by the southern coast, and the difficulties experienced by
survivors of such incidents as in this case where the crew endured a miserable journey overland
during which many lost their lives.
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When, as a new commander, Simon van der Stell arrived in 1679, there was little requiring
his immediate attention, so after a visit to ‘Hottentots’ Holland which he found pleasing, he visited a
place three to four hours away, never before inspected by a commander, where he found a fresh water
river flanked with impressive trees. It was to be called Stellenbosch after the commander’s name. As
with all senior officers at the Cape, the principal aim was to uphold the monopolistic administration
and all other measures were subsidiary to that end. The prohibition on bartering with the natives was
confirmed by proclamation, the then common practice of duelling was outlawed, and despotic
incidents had made it necessary to forbid tradesmen to carry knives and sharp implements which
could be used as weapons. Life at the Cape was depressing under this total form of administration, so
when forty-three soldiers were persuaded to defect to an English ship, it was no great surprise. The socalled colonial freemen or free burghers remained subservient and oppressed, continually just one step
away from rebellion.
There were constant calls for immigrants to bolster the farming community and boost
agricultural production and in 1684, for example, at the request of Commissioner van Rheede, fifty
farmers and mechanics were sent out to occupy sixty morgen of land in the locations which became
Stellenbosch and Drakenstein.
Standing orders to provide water and nothing else to non-Dutch visiting vessels remained in
place and a specific order had been issued to the governor in 1681 requiring him “to take care that no
refreshments were furnished to the French”, but in 1685 Father Le Pere Tachard, accompanied by the
French Embassy to Siam, who “was extremely surprised to meet with great politeness”, was able to
state:
that all these gentlemen, to whom must be added Mr. Van der Stell, Governor, or to call him by his
Dutch title, Commander of the Cape, possess singular merit, and we were very happy to have the
pleasure of meeting them during the stay which we made

When, in 1688, the commander was again friendly to a French contingent of six ships, he was
severely reprimanded, not least of all for enabling the French to observe the defenceless state of the
colony having built its principal fortifications within easy reach from the surrounding heights.
When the inhabitants learned of a war between France with England against Holland, which
was supposed to be imminent, the Council of Seventeen, not knowing that the Stadtholder, William of
Orange, was about to dethrone James II, authorised the Commander to take ashore 150 soldiers from
passing ships to supplement their defences. Holland’s grievance was against the King of Great
Britain, not against the English nation per se, so orders were received to refrain from hostile action
against English ships except if they exhibited an offensive manner. By contrast, orders stated that
French ships should be seized in retaliation for Dutch ships taken by them but, even so, their officers
and crew were to be treated respectfully.
...the actual intention is not to make war on the English nation, the enterprise being directed against the
King alone, so you are to refrain from being hostile to them unless they act on the offensive, in which
case you will have to pay them in their own coin, and do them all the injury in your power. But, as
regards the French, who have seized our ships, you shall in like manner take possession of their ships
which may touch at the Cape, and detain them until further orders; but, while taking care that they do
not escape you, you are to treat the officers and crew with civility.

This latter directive was superseded after the French had captured Dutch merchantmen and Channel
ships bound for Holland:
...to treat the French everywhere as enemies, and, as such, to cause them all possible loss and injury,
keeping accurate entries and charge of all things seized, so as to be able to render a true account.

Consequently La Normande and Le Coche were deceived and duly captured in quick
succession along with their considerable booty, much of which was secreted away by the lower ranks
before the authorities could put a stop to their plundering.
In 1685 the first Landdrost, Johannes Muller, was appointed at the Cape. This was for the
village of Stellenbosch including the superintendence of several Company farms in the district. This
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Dutch form of official was something akin to a sheriff or senior magistrate, but the role was varied
according to local conditions. Muller was allowed a Company horse and a slave and, typically, he
presided over council meetings of lower officials termed Heemraden. Such meetings would, however,
have no criminal jurisdiction:
All the criminals are to be overtaken by the veldwagter under your commando, and prosecuted before
the Honourable Court of Justice, leaving the Fiscal his rights.

The offices of Landdrost and Heemraden were retained under the British administration and such
individuals became influential in the eastern districts. In this case the Landdrost had no jurisdiction
over criminal matters, but he did have a role in defence as illustrated by a directive of August 1689 in
which Muller was instructed by Simon van der Stell to muster an armed band of men on horse and
foot, with supplies of powder and lead, to welcome three enemy ships. On this occasion the order was
withdrawn when the ships were seen to be Dutch, not French.
The archetypal Dutch farmer was peace-loving and law-abiding conducting a simple lifestyle
and requiring little in the way of policing and control. He did, however, feel a keen sense of injustice,
and would travel some distance into the interior to escape any form of oppression he might have felt.
Yet, even those districts furthest away from the metropolis suffered little direct crime from the Boers.
Crimes against the natives were the most often cited offences, but frequently the accusations were
found to be wildly exaggerated. For the most part the procedures required to maintain law and order
were simple and inexpensive, but the areas covered by individual landdrosts were vast and they
needed some form of presence in the localities to avoid delays that would compromise the cause of
justice. Citizens of some standing were vested with authority over the inhabitants of a defined locality.
They were called field-cornets or veldwachmeesters and their restricted ward was known as a fieldcornetcy. They were recommended by the landdrost and appointed by the commander or governor of
the day. As with landdrosts and heemraden, the field cornet position was retained under British rule
and, indeed, the district of Southwell would later be founded as a field-cornetcy and a ward.
The field-cornet was responsible for keeping good order and maintaining social welfare on his
patch. He received notices, proclamations and orders, informed the local inhabitants of his
instructions, and took the lead role in enforcement. He was both police officer and investigator,
obtaining information on crimes, and preparing witnesses for cases brought before the landdrost. His
reports of any inquest into the circumstances of a suspicious death were treated much as coroners’
reports would be today. The defence of his ward, and of the whole district, was a high priority for the
field-cornet and he could be called upon to join or lead a commando, a type of posse, and maintain a
record of those inhabitants who could be engaged at short notice to serve in such a unit. Ward
infrastructure and public services were part of his brief. The only compensations for his office were in
the form of a waiver of the rent on his loan place, exemption from tax on his herds, and permission to
hunt for game without the usual license. The only reward for an ordinary citizen out on commando
was a sense of serving the public good and the protection of his own property and family. On
instruction from the field-cornet, the farmers were obliged to offer wagons, oxen and horses for public
use including the conveyance of prisoners.
Each main district operated a periodical executive committee known as the Board of
Landdrost and Heemraden. The heemraden were established in the hierarchy between the landdrost
and the field-cornets broadly comparable with the status of that of a member of parliament. With a
minimum age of thirty years they were selected as intelligent and highly respected citizens with
considerable wealth in the form of fixed property. Within each main district there would be
approximately six in number, two retiring annually, but eligible for re-election. They took a leading
role in developing their district, encouraging a positive attitude to good industry, and maintaining
orderly behaviour. The collective Board would take responsibility for the public finances and settle
matters concerning land tenure, boundaries and related disputes with a maximum value in personal
suits up to Rds (Rix Dollars) 300 before interest and costs, but they would try to encourage parties to
settle amicably without such recourse. The landdrost operated out of the district drosdty building and
usually employed a secretary, an under-sheriff, and a messenger. Typically, the under-sheriff had six
mounted staff to help keep order and police the district and a similar number of attendants usually
drawn from the native population. Apart from the record keeping of judicial and administrative
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matters, the secretary would be the only notary public, and into the earlier years of British rule, would
act as vendue master and public auctioneer, also responsible for the taxes on sales of property.
Over the course of fifty years about a thousand mainly Dutch, Belgian, German and
Scandinavian immigrants arrived before a wave of persecuted French Huguenots and others of French
extraction arrived to settle at the Cape. The Dutch vastly outnumbered other immigrants. They
became known as the Cape Dutch and greatly influenced the character of the colony. They expanded
their presence inland and began to import slaves from Africa, Madagascar and the East Indies for
labour on the farms and in the vineyards of the burghers and of the Dutch East India Company. To
maintain control the company periodically extended the settlement boundaries and established
districts and towns to maintain order and collect taxes.
The exiled Huguenots of the Reformed religion had been given clear terms and conditions
before their arrival in 1688. Among their abilities some were skilled in the making of wine, brandy
and vinegar, but they were destitute and were afforded assistance and subsistence in return for a
commitment to work for the benefit of the colony. They were to integrate with the Dutch and German
community on land set aside within the Cape and Stellenbosch districts with many placed along the
Berg River Valley. Unfortunately, the idea of integration did not seem to form part of their agenda
and when, as Protestants, they asked for their own vestry, magistrate and ruler, separate from the
Company, they incurred the wrath of the commander who was compelled to censure their ungrateful
demands, to remind them of their bounden duties and their oath of allegiance. In a memorandum, he
described them as pretended refugees who led a lazy and indolent life. There is no doubt, though, that
they were oppressed, especially as the French language was prohibited at public services except for
Bible reading, and they were destined under the next commander to feature in certain rebellious
activities.
Slavery had formed part of the operation of the Cape for some time. As early as 1665 a
memorandum from the Company’s Chamber of Seventeen stated, ‘We can easily conceive that slaves
are very necessary to private farmers, and that, without them, they can scarcely maintain themselves.’
A year earlier it is noted that the commander and others boarded an English slave ship, but it will later
be seen, as the abolitionists gained ground, that the British 1820 Settlers were forbidden from taking
slaves. It is interesting to note that, although their working conditions were less than extravagant, the
Khoikhoi were never used as slaves, although the commander engaged thirty ‘who generally loiter
about the fort in idleness, to wheel earth for the new fort, on condition of receiving two good meals of
rice daily.’ Malay slaves were especially prized, not least of all for their intelligence, and they
fervently maintained their allegiance to Mohammed amid the Cape Christian community. In this
regard it is interesting to note that the Dutch, unlike the British later, made no attempt to convert the
Khoikhoi or other natives to any branch of Christianity.
Under Simon van der Stell there were periodical journeys of discovery to learn more of the
interior and the southern coastal belt. All knowledge was valued, but the authorities were especially
interested in opportunities for trading in gold, ivory and slaves. Isaac Schyver reached Rio de la Goa
(Algoa Bay) in 1688, Ensign Schuper the Gamtoos River in 1689, and, as stated before, the Bay of
Natal was purchased in 1690. The Company looked for monopolistic enterprises led by loyal officials
and resisted the temptation to enlist more European immigrants who might contemplate notions of
setting up in competition.
The tyrannical Willem van der Stell1044
In 1699 Simon van der Stell retired to farm near Stellenbosch having successfully negotiated for his
son, Willem Adriaan, to be his successor, designated Governor. Simon died in 1712 and was given a
glorious ceremonial burial. The free burghers had been disgruntled under Simon, but they must have
longed for a return to those days after experiencing the tyranny of the younger Van der Stell and his
particular accomplices, his brother, Frans the younker, and Petrus Kalden, who masqueraded as a
clergyman. The Burghers’ grievances were set out in petitions to the Governor-General at Batavia and
to the Chamber of Seventeen:
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Pressed down in utmost need, we, in all dutiful submission, take the liberty to utter our righteous
complaints to your Honours; and to this step we are the more constrained, because, by reason of the
unrighteous and haughty tyranny of the Governor, W. A, van der Stell, we are not alone grievously
oppressed , but the rather treated as slaves; and inasmuch as we are free-born men and subjects of their
High Mightinesses, it is readily to be understood that such unwanted treatment is doubly hard to be
borne. We have therefore determined to lay before your Honours, as impartial champions of right and
justice, as briefly as we can in the sequel, wherein this oppression consists.

To summarise their bitter complaints, they considered themselves to be entirely subservient to the
governor who, with his cohorts, endeavoured to compete with them on every commercial level, but
especially in the operation of particular extensive farming activities. The family acquired large tracts
of land granted by Willem as Governor for their own private gain using labour remunerated from the
public (Company) purse. The wine-growers were not only required to deliver a tithe of their produce
to the government, but were obliged to sell the remainder at reduced prices set by their master.
Foreign ships requiring wine bought from the governor at one hundred and fifty rix-dollars per
leaguer had been purchased from the planters for only ten to twenty rix-dollars. In this way Willem
van der Stell accumulated an enormous personal fortune. It was similarly testing for the corn-growers
and, as the Van der Stell family retained exclusive fishing rights, it left virtually no avenue for the
burghers to prosper. They were deflated, poverty stricken and subservient.
For this era in the development of the Cape Colony, the scale of activity of the young
governor’s family enterprise was staggering as they were cultivating 400,000 grape vines and
managing 800 head of cattle and 10,000 sheep. More than one hundred and fifty servants and slaves
were employed using tools, implements and wagons made from Company stocks of lumber and iron.
They covertly bartered for cattle and, to increase their abundance, they pilfered and otherwise
procured them on the cheap until they controlled the supply. Only then did the governor lift the
trading ban, but not for long, as in short order he issued a placaat to reinstate the prohibition. When
the Chamber proposed to reopen the trade, the papers containing the said orders were withheld from
the burgers while the governor’s adherents continued to barter on their own account.
Irreligious chaplain, Petrus Kalden, ingratiated as he was with the Van der Stells, boasted
extensive farming interests of his own to which pursuit, at the expense of the time which should have
been spent on his clerical duties, he enjoyed weeks at a time. Children for christening would be
traipsed many miles and hours to the metropolis to find that their only pastor had absented himself.
Wedding couples too would return without a result, wondering what course to take for their future. If
the petitions were an authentic representation of the corruption of the authorities, then the culpability
of sibling, Frans van der Stell extended to the recruitment of thugs at the behest of his older brother.
Bullies were used to assault vulnerable burgher councillors to ensure their support. To the fullest
degree, the entire colonial territory was managed by the family and their cohorts as though it was their
freehold possession, which they felt they were entitled to administer as they pleased. Providing the
Company amassed its share of the spoils, the governor was permitted to direct every local matter with
complete authority and autonomy, answerable only to the Chamber of Seventeen. Petitions against the
repression had no immediate effect other than to make matters worse.
An inquiry found that Adam Tas, a farmer of Stellenbosch, was a ringleader behind certain
petitions, a discovery that led to his arrest and the seizure of his papers and books. His possessions
included a copy of a petition with a list of signatures and, as a result, he was charged with high
treason and imprisoned. His principal ally was promptly shipped off to Batavia to answer to the
government for his disloyalty, but other signatories were offered their pardon on condition they
declared their repentance. Otherwise they were incarcerated. Informants were treated to generous
quantities of tobacco and beer at the governor’s residence. By proclamation, the death sentence was
prescribed for the ‘slanderous and seditious mutineers’, but this was never implemented, the majority
being imprisoned or banished, while some absconded.
Ultimately, Willem Adriaan van der Stell met his demise after he had banished a group of
influential burghers to Holland, whereupon they enlisted powerful friends to obtain the governor’s
recall along with his principal officials. Those who had been imprisoned by his regime were pardoned
and liberated. It seems that the Chamber had grown so weary of the continual turbulence and
complaint during his term of office that they could stomach no more. Yet they had not been
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thoroughly convinced of the full veracity of the allegations made against him and his officials and,
though they were relieved of their appointments, they retained their full pay. Van der Stell proposed
to earn his vindication and went on to attain a creditable reputation in the realms of literature and
science. Despite the antics of the outgoing Van der Stell, the Chamber did not take the opportunity to
restrict the power vested in the office of governor or commander at the Cape.
By 1707, and the appointment of Van Assenburg as Commander, Wilmot reported that the
colonial stock comprised 130,000 sheep, 20,000 head of cattle, less than 2000 Europeans and
freemen, and rather more slaves. By 1710 the annual output included 22,400 muids of wheat, rye and
barley. Tithes remained in operation and government officials controlled pricing, retaining a share of
the profits for themselves. A welcome relaxation of the monopoly arose when producers were
permitted, subject to a reward for the Fiscal, to sell surplus stocks of extraneous goods not required by
the Company.
It had long been conceived that the anchorage at Table Bay was unsafe in winter and on 20
May 1737 eight Company ships were lost along with 207 lives. In consequence of this catastrophe,
Simon’s Bay was developed for vessels to over-winter including the erection of appropriate large
buildings.
Reports of journeys of discovery continued through the eighteenth century and some of those
ventured towards the east including Natal, Algoa Bay and a settlement called Rio de la Goa, the
precise location of which has not been established. De la Goa was known to be isolated from the main
colony and as such was vulnerable to piracy. It was probably Algoa Bay, the landing place for the
1820 settlers, as that had once been called De la Goa or the Bay of Waters, possibly derived in
connection with Portuguese voyages calling at Goa in the East Indies. Plettenberg’s Bay was also
formerly called De la Goa but whatever the location of the satellite settlement, it failed to yield
meaningful produce and, after a massacre of its inhabitants, it was finally relinquished in 1730.
Interim leaders1045
Following the Van der Stell period of rule and prior to the arrival of Ryk van Tulbach as governor in
1751, the colonialists experienced a succession of rulers, periodic setbacks and a degree of economic
expansion. The lower orders of soldiering suffered a reduction of their already meagre pay through
the loss of a monthly allowance called service money. This led to a plot against the authorities, but
when Governor Van Noot learned of the plot from an informant the ringleaders were arrested and
incarcerated in the condemned dungeon or ‘blackhole’. They were sentenced by the justices to run the
gauntlet and to be sent to Batavia as sailors, but this was not enough for the tyrannical Van Noot who
insisted on execution. During the conduct of the executions one of the candidates about to be hanged
called out ‘Governor Van Noot, I summon you this very hour before the Omniscient God, there to
give account of the souls of myself and my companions. Now, in God’s name’. Tears were shed by
many of the large gathering there present including the justices. After the proceedings, the justices
returned to the castle to report to the governor, but found, after a prod and a poke, that he was quite
dead. Legend has it that his body was taken away and effectively dumped without ceremony in a
secret place. The official funeral took place with an empty coffin and the news of his death was a
great relief to all.
Farming families lost their customary right to inherit land upon the death of the holder. The
authorities declared that only the buildings (the opstalling) belonged to the family and the land was
sold at auction for the benefit of the Company. It was then up to the heir to obtain whatever he could
for the buildings from the new landowners, or demolish them and take away the materials if they were
of any use. Later, Governor Swellengrebel reversed this regulation by granting leased lands with
hereditary rights and title deeds at low prices, but subject to an annual quitrent of 24 rix dollars. As a
result of the more permanent nature of their land tenure, and the means to dispose of their land as they
pleased, the finest crops appeared, and the standard of housing improved immeasurably.
There was an effectual prohibition on expeditions into the interior to trade trinkets for cattle,
for, while leaders were invariably able to secure licenses, they were barred from obtaining the
necessary supplies of ammunition, tobacco and wares from the Company’s stores. From time to time
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during Dutch rule, the authorities changed their attitude to trading expeditions of this nature,
alternating between being rigidly opposed and being moderately in favour. Apart from the general
desire to contain the colony for its primary purpose, the opportunity to trade had been affected by the
antics of an unscrupulous early trader known to the native captains as Drunken Gerrit. Subsequent
travellers reached Khoikhoi grazing lands expecting to find substantial herds, only to be informed by
the once-compliant captains, that their herds had been plundered by the previous visitor and they had
been forced to plunder their neighbours’ stocks ‘to procure victuals for their wives and children, to
fight daily with the elephants, and thus obtain subsistence with the greatest danger of their lives’. The
antics used by Gerrit and his band of followers were unprovoked and violent in the extreme. Without
notice they fired at the inhabitants, burnt their huts, chased them off, and carried away all of their
cattle. Despite this, the Khoikhoi captains remained loyal to the Honourable Company, but simply
couldn’t offer meaningful numbers of cattle as they had little left of their herds with which to trade.
Commando bands set up to reacquire cattle stolen by the natives became a regular feature of
colonial life and a frequent cause of friction between black and white, but, while their methods varied,
the unilateral and precipitous actions of Drunken Gerrit and his evil band were, thankfully, untypical.
From 1774 a series of commandos were sent out by the government.
The pygmy nomadic Bushmen were less receptive than the Khoikhoi to trading or any other
kind of intercourse with the Europeans. Their sustenance was derived from roots dug up from the
ground and game brought down by poisoned arrows. As their hunting grounds were acquired by the
Boers, the Bushmen retaliated with aggressive activity and livestock raids. Any livestock they were
unable to drive away, they destroyed before leaving, adding to the intense ire felt by their victim
farmers. Events escalated and commandos were formed in the absence of sufficient numbers of
Company troops. The Bushmen were fast, nimble and experienced in skirmishing. They were so
difficult to pursue in rapid retreat to the hidden places they had used for generations, and others would
scramble onto ridges and bombard their opponents with heavy stones hurled from stockpiles they had
placed in advance at strategic high points.
In the mid-1770s, as the conflict escalated, and became known as the Bushmen’s War, and
atrocities grew ever bolder on both sides, great numbers of natives were destroyed, the survivors
being forced away over the northern borders. On one occasion they were lured down from the hills to
feast on a sea-cow which had been set out as bait. The ensuing ambush turned into a bloodbath and
neither women nor children were excused the attentions of the Boer farmers. The extirpation of the
Bushmen and the inability or unwillingness of the Dutch government to prevent such destruction,
when it might have been possible to reach a peaceful accommodation, rendered the authorities
complicit, and forever cast a shadow over South African affairs from which it has yet to fully recover.
By no means were the colonists wholly to blame, and many were set against the antics of both the
Bushmen and their fellow settlers. Anders Sparrman, a Swedish traveller, and a staunch ally of those
intent on the abolition of slavery, by no means favoured the Dutch, but was moved to say ‘I am far
from accusing all the colonists of having a hand in these and other cruelties, which are too frequently
committed in this quarter of the globe.’ Some of the worst atrocities might have been prevented had
the authorities made an early attempt to introduce a missionary service amongst the native peoples,
but there was little such activity for over eighty years. The Dutch thought the natives unworthy of an
introduction to Christianity, content to leave the natives to their heathen ways of life. However, from
1739 to 1742 George Schmidt, a Moravian minister, preached to the Khoikhoi near Zonder-end River
and Sergeant River in the Caledon division. This was near to a place which would be a provisional
settlement for White’s party from Nottingham in 1820. He was a butcher by trade but taught the
Dutch language and Christianity, but according to Mentzel:
As a High German and a born Saxon he could neither read nor speak Dutch correctly; his teaching in
both respects was not of much value. According to his own narative in the “Büdinsche Sammlung” of
1742, he made 32 Hottentot converts (later 5 more). But he was a fraud, wanting to make himself
Chieftain of the Hottentots [Khoikhoi], trying to enrich himself with presents from them, and was
finally banished from the country.
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Mentzel claimed he knew Schmidt very well and ‘saw no Christian expression on his countenance’,
but the editor’s footnotes stated there is no evidence to support his low opinion.1046 Whatever the
truth, his ministry did not meet with the approval of the Boers, or their government, and he was
prevented from christening the natives, and banished. There followed frequent applications from the
Moravian Society to reinstall the mission, but it was not until 1792 that three ministers were permitted
to establish a presence at Baviaan’s Kloof, meeting under an old pear tree planted fifty years earlier
by Schmidt.
By 1742 the colony had advanced to over 500 miles east of Cape Town. At certain times of
the year the peasants would be obliged to report to the Landdrost, often at a great distance over
difficult terrain in variable conditions, or be liable to pay a fine. They would take their families with
them, in which case their farms and property would be left unattended and vulnerable to attack, or
they would leave their property in the care and protection of a trusted servant and the wives and
families would either travel or remain.
Governor Ryk van Tulbagh1047
As a contrast to the Van der Stells, Governor Ryk van Tulbagh has been selected for brief
consideration here. His unorthodox style emulated none of his predecessors. It is somewhat surprising
that his term was remembered as a great success, especially as he was a strict disciplinarian given to
imposing pettifogging orders and stark austerity on a society with little experience of total central
control over minutia. He introduced a law to guard against ostentation and luxury, the ‘Praal and
Praacht Regulations’, which had been tried and tested in Dutch India. Those rules specified in detail
the privileges to be enjoyed by a handful of merchant class citizens among a population of nine
thousand Europeans and eight thousand slaves. Every person would stop his carriage and get out of
the way when he saw the governor or any member of the Court of Policy approach. Only those
equivalent to or above junior merchant rank and the wives and daughters of those who were or had
been members of any council would be permitted to use umbrellas and those of lower rank would not
enter the castle in fine weather with an open umbrella. There was a meticulous dress code with only
the higher orders permitted to wear silk, embroidery and diamonds, and standards were imposed to
ensure the privileged enjoyed the best send off into the next life. There was no doubting the rank to
which any particular citizen had been allocated; their permitted numbers of horses and servants
providing further evidence. Despite such trifling interventions in their daily lives, the new measures
were thoroughly appreciated by all, so much so that his term in office was dubbed ‘the golden age at
the Cape’. Perhaps it was the marked contrast from the governance of the most tyrannical rulers that
most impressed them, and they longed for something trivial to occupy their minds rather than
wondering how they were to survive the constant threats to their lives, let alone their livelihoods, from
the corrupted officials and the restless natives.
English East Indiaman, the Doddington, sailing from England, rounded the Cape and on 17
July 1755 reached the waters in the vicinity of Algoa Bay. At the eastern entrance to the Bay it struck
a rock forming part of the Bird Islands and as the chief mate ascended to the deck he observed the
rocks close by and witnessed mayhem as sailors were washed away with every wave. He was struck
and knocked senseless by a plank, a nail from which penetrated his shoulder. By early the following
morning he had recovered and made it to the isolated islands where he met up with twenty-three other
survivors from a total compliment of two hundred and twenty. There were provisions enough from the
wreckage to build a simple sloop. A few of the seamen reached the mainland at Algoa Bay where the
‘savages’ treated them roughly at first, but then became friendly and provided food. After seven
months their sloop, which they called the Happy Deliverance, was launched, directed around the east
coast and, after frequent landings to exchange trinkets for provisions, they made it as far as Delagoa
Bay in May the following year. From there they met up with an English ship which took them in
safety to India.
Under Van Tulbagh the foundations of the Cape Town Hall were laid and fortifications
erected at Muizenberg Pass commanding the important road link from Cape Town to Simon’s Bay.
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English ships began to take a lead in the commercial enterprise of the colony and before long Captain
Cook called there a number of times between 1771 and 1780.
Expeditions inland and to the east1048
Van Tulbagh died in 1771 to be succeeded by Baron Joachim von Plettenberg. Captain Cook had first
visited the Cape in April of that year and later described Cape Town and its environs in some detail in
The Three Voyages of Captain James Cook Round the World (Longman, 1821, Vol I, from p. 350).
Although his observations are interesting, his account is of little relevance to the story of 1820 Settlers
except to say that the inhabitants appeared to obtain benefits to their health from the high quality of
the air right across the Cape, and also, significantly, confirmed the fort to be vulnerable from attack
from both the sea and the surrounding heights.
Von Plettenberg proved to be as much of an impediment to the progress of the so-called free
burghers as had the Willem van der Stell and his errant colleagues. The subsequent generations of the
original Dutch settlers found that they were burdened by the same obligations as their ancestors, and
that there was a legal distinction and contrast between them in their oppressed situation as ‘free’ in
name only, and that of their counterparts in the motherland who enjoyed a more meaningful definition
of the term. More and more, disenchanted burghers made the trek inland to farm vast tracts of land
and, because of the difficulties in policing, were able to escape some of the repressive restrictions
suffered in closer proximity to officialdom. In time the most promising territories became more
densely populated, albeit with isolated farming families, each commanding holdings of 6,000 acres or
more. The most distant populated locations were found almost as far east as the Zuurveld and would
later form the towns of Uitenhage and Graaff-Reinet which would lend their names to new Cape
divisions.
Further to the east, native Xhosa tribes predominated. These more advanced Bantu aborigines
had already expanded their nation down the east side of Africa towards the southern tip of the
continent in a loosely defined vast area known then as ‘Kaffirland’ eastwards of the Great Fish River.
A few of them had crossed the river as far west as the Sundays River encompassing the territory
which would be set aside for the British 1820 settlers. Physically impressive, they were armed with
assegais, knobkerries and hide shields, and were readily capable of assembling in military formations.
Powerful chiefs ruled over structured communities and settled in kraals of round huts with some
cultivation of their valleys. Their preferred currency was cattle, for which they were prepared to fight
against the white colonists.
As frontier farmers moved further east encounters between Europeans and natives became
more frequent. In 1778 Von Plettenberg agreed with certain natives that the Great Fish River would
form the boundary of the colony, but this agreement had been made with petty chiefs of selected clans
and, as such, was rendered ineffectual. The governor had not understood the power balance between
the tribes and, in blatant disregard of what in any case was only a verbal arrangement, Xhosas invaded
the Zuurveld in great numbers in the following year. They were thought to be Langa’s and Mahota’s
people forcing one Chief Tshaka to move west of the Bushman’s River and themselves taking up
residence in the districts that are now Graaff-Reinet and Albany, Bathurst and Somerset. At first they
harassed the Khoikhoi and then, despite pledges to the contrary, began to plunder and molest the
farmers. By the end of 1779 the isolated Dutch farmers were compelled to flee their holdings and join
forces to form protective groups and to recover stolen cattle and other property. This was the
commencement of the first of nine Frontier or Xhosa Wars and the first clear example of the
commando system in operation. Two commando units were formed to drive the invaders beyond the
Great Fish River. Success was only partial as the natives were able to evade their pursuers, but some
numbers of cattle were recovered. In response, the Xhosas mounted counter-attacks taking yet more
cattle, and so the hostilities escalated.
As a temporary expedient, pending the appointment of a Landdrost, the Council of Policy
appointed a prominent burgher, Adriaan van Jaarsveld, as commandant with military authority over
the frontier districts. He formed an authorised commando unit to maintain the Great Fish as the agreed
border, but pledged to stamp out any activity of the Europeans which might offend the Bushmen,
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Xhosa or any other native tribes. Peace would be restored and maintained by all means possible, but
the Dutch would not interfere with inter-tribal disputes. Unfortunately, all chiefs except Langa refused
to comply with repeated requests to retreat beyond the Great Fish, a consequence that invoked the use
of a commando of ninety-two burghers and forty Khoi, all mounted, armed and available by May
1781. Before their full deployment Van Jaarsveld determined on one last attempt for representatives
to visit the Xhosas and talk peace, but was warned by an interpreter to be on his guard as he had heard
they planned to mingle, pretending to trade for tobacco, with a plan to mount a surprise attack from
within. In the event Van Jaarsveld took all the tobacco from his men, divided it into small pieces, and
threw it ahead of the group, calling on the Xhosas to retrieve it. They duly obliged and were fired at,
overthrown and slain, and some 800 of their cattle were taken. Within the next few months thousands
of cattle were retaken to be fairly distributed amongst the farmers, the enemy was forced beyond the
boundary, and there they remained for some time.
Anders Sparrman, later Professor of Medicine at Stockholm, with the son of Lieut. Immelman
of the Cape garrison, set out with their Khoikhoi attendants on 25 July 1775, on an eight month tour
from Cape Town heading broadly east. As a young scientist and student of Linnaeus, he travelled
extensively in China and then in Africa in the 1770s and 1780s. He had sailed to China at seventeen
and joined Captain Cook’s second voyage to Antarctica and Tahiti. In Africa he witnessed at first
hand the injustice of slavery and devoted much of his later life to the anti-slavery movement. The
journey, now briefly described, was regarded as a pioneering venture into largely uncharted and
sparsely inhabited territory. The theme for the expedition was the discovery and documentation of
flora and fauna, but to succeed, the travellers would endure difficult, uncharted terrain, threats from
dangerous wild animals, and periods of hunger and thirst. All new knowledge was valued, but the
terms of reference for the expedition also included a search for resources which might be developed
for profitable use by the Company, whether they were in the form of reserves of timber, or ironstone,
or creatures and plants which might be valuable as food sources, or for work. Prior to the expedition
there had been no major discovery of timber enough to satisfy the need for building large ships and
for general construction.
Sparrman and Immelman succeeded in reaching the eastern most districts of the colony as far
as the Great Fish River, encompassing the tracts of the Zuurveld yet to be occupied by the British
settlers and therefore the most interesting aspect in relation to this book. On the way to the most
easterly districts they discovered a small black meerkat in a close, wooded area, and they found
scattered groups of Khoikhoi who appeared to be self-contained within their isolated hamlets, often
without a chief or leader, having no captains appointed by the Company, and not being consolidated
into a large tribe or nation. Such groups possessed few cattle, but rather lived on roots and herbs. They
were friendly towards their visitors and compliant in that they could easily be persuaded to serve the
colonists. Some of their sheep were so fat that they were unfit to eat and their tails alone could weigh
upwards of seven pounds.
A captain called Kies ruled over a kraal of around fifty Khoikhoi at the Gamtoos River. Not
being a Khoi name, Kies was probably a corruption of Cornelius, a name probably bestowed upon
him by the Dutch. He flaunted his emblematic staff in recognition of his office as the designated
captain of the kraal. Other than emblems and some distinction as a form of representative of his
people, a captaincy conferred no particular rewards, and Keis, for instance, owned a few more cattle
than his fellow inhabitants, but, like them, dwelt in a small wretched hut open to the elements. It is
interesting, though, that Keis’ people called themselves Kiesnaquas, or similar, after his Dutch name
as a captain.
The local Khoikhoi were harassed by mountain dwelling Bushmen taking away their property
and cattle whenever they felt the need. From Mossel Bay to the Gamtoos River the Bushmen lived in
makeshift hovels between rock crevices, in caves, or in simple hollows where game, roots and herbs
were supplemented in their diet by the occasional spoils from the raids on their neighbours.
A new unclassified variety of sturdy tree was found in Grootvaders Bosch, but much of it was
protected by a particular kind of aggressive thorn similar to one found in Madagascar. Palatable oil
might be obtained from a shrub bearing a cluster resembling a bunch of grapes. Further east into the
Houtniquas region the first observations of Egyptian acacia were made, with the prospect of a supply
of gum arabic, and from there into the Karroo veld of ‘sour’ pasture on higher ground, being cooler
with more rain, and consequently better for butter, but yielding less milk. Traces in rock faces led
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Sparrman to deduce that there was every prospect of finding the rarer metals, especially cobalt.
Approaching the Zuurveld, between the Gamtoos, Sundays and Great Fish Rivers, the buffalo were
noticed in great numbers raising the prospect of a significant trade in hides, but could the apathetic
Company be trusted to inject the impetus and enthusiasm into such a venture?
The most easterly districts of the colony were entirely free of any form of industry and, apart
from their numbers of cattle, they were very poor and lived simple, hardy lives, with few possessions
other than a few sticks of furniture, shabby clothes and raw hide shoes. Their main difficulty, in their
isolation, was in finding a profitable outlet for their surplus produce and so, for instance, piles of wool
and hides were left to deteriorate when, but for the want of a neighbouring market, they could have
been sold. East of the Kromme River they saw many elephants which were killed and eaten by the
Khoi, but the Europeans there had an aversion to the meat of the pachyderm. There too were seen
numerous buffaloes. The mouth of the Kromme was wide enough for ships to anchor, and there they
found the hippopotamus wallowing in broad daylight. The further they ventured to the east, the more
it became evident that they were approaching the lands of the Xhosa nations as there were settlements
of hybrid Khoikhoi and Xhosa who were physically more impressive and darker in colour. They also
witnessed more pure-bread wandering Xhosas leading herds of cattle. The hybrids beyond the Van
Staden River, called the ‘Honaquas’, practiced circumcision on batches of youthful males as they
became of age, and Sparrman performed this operation on a few of their number. They made bread
loaves from ground sorghum baked beneath glowing ashes, and made intoxicating liquor from the
same corn grain. Both sexes valued their bronze adornments of armlets, anklets and ear plates, and
were proud of their karosses which were their cloaks or blankets of soft tanned cowhides. Of their
decorative beads called ‘Sintela’ they favoured small red versions called ‘Lenkitenka’ and this they
had in common with the pure-bread Xhosas. Also in common with the Xhosas, the Honaqua women
covered their groin area with an apron, and the men were more naked covering the penis with a small
skin cap fastened around the waste with a narrow sinew of beads bearing evidence of their personal
hunting exploits including lions’ and buffaloes’ tails, and parts of other animals. The men wore large
ivory rings on their arms.
The travellers found large herds of quaggas, being now locally extinct striped asses, similar in
form to zebra, but with fewer striped markings around their legs and hind quarters. It is said that,
unlike zebras, they could be readily tamed and put to work, so it is intriguing, not to say
disappointing, that they were allowed to die out. On the plains they found herds of deer and yet more
buffaloes.
Some of the Xhosa and hybrid peoples were nomadic in nature in that, in groups of maybe a
hundred persons, they would move their herds to find the best grazing. Such activity would intensify
in times of drought. It seems they had little appreciation of the notion of land ownership, a difficulty
that would put them at odds with the Europeans who were versed in the concepts of title deeds and
boundary lines.
Sparrman discovered two European farming families who ate sun dried venison and reported
several flocks of guinea-fowl of which he brought down six birds with one shot. A few KhoikhoiBushmen were taken into the service of the travellers as guides. They followed a deprived existence
and were ready to eat from scraps discarded by their masters. In times of greatest want, Sparrman
advised them to eat gum arabic from the plentiful mimosa trees found on their travels, and he
considered that such an abundance of the material, with its nutritional and medical properties, could
form the basis of another Company enterprise. Shortly after the guides had been recruited the party
encountered a large herd of wild boar, animals known to be capable of mounting a very swift crushing
attack, and which were more feared by the Khoikhoi than were the lions.
As the intrepid explorers reached the Little Sundays River, getting very near to the Zuurveld,
they moved close enough to a kraal of some ‘Bastard Khoikhoi’ to notice that their language was
reminiscent of that of the Xhosa, but their form was most definitely Khoi. They were the result of
intermarriage between peoples of the two nations, had thicker lips and more impressive muscular
bodies. They enjoyed dancing with the young children on the backs of their mothers, and on special
festival days the young people who had passed puberty would pair off to engage in sensual pastimes.
They were simple and ignorant of the advances in society, and one of their number asked whether the
travellers’ wagon had grown in that form. Near Bushman’s River they found more zebra-like quagga
and sneezewood trees, so called for the obvious reason that the smell of it makes one sneeze, but sawn
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timber could be treated for use in the furniture and construction industries. Not far away there was
another forest by the name of Assegaai Bosch. Annual straight saplings of wood grown on higher
ground were used to make Khoikhoi assegai spear shafts. As they progressed, another large herd of
buffaloes appeared and also an estimated 2,000 head of springbok raising the prospect that this would
be an excellent region to find game. They discovered rhinoceros and the guides killed two for meat,
which the Europeans found acceptable. Sparrman observed that the species had no gall bladder. Eland
found in herds showed no fear or shyness regarding the two-legged visitors. Heading towards the
Little Fish River, they found plentiful springbok and two lions within two hundred yards in morning
daylight, but the horses and gazelles were not concerned as their instincts informed them that lions
stalking prey would not parade in the open, but would conceal themselves. The lions and a male
ostrich sitting on eggs were chased away.
Moving into the heart of the land later to be occupied by the British settlers, they shot a
buffalo and an eland, and also observed a gnu which they could not outrun, and yet more springbok as
well as quagga and deer. They were offered shelter by an old elephant hunter by the name of William
Printslow (or Prinsloo) who had recently settled there. He was perhaps one of the earliest of a number
of Europeans to trek beyond the tentative eastern border. His movements, and the movements of his
fellow countrymen, had caused the boundary to be extended in 1775 by the Council of Policy as far as
the Little Fish and Bushman’s Rivers. Beyond the northern part of the Little Fish, adjacent to GraaffReinet, they reached the foothills of the Sneeuwberg Mountains where they found the wildest of
Bushmen responsible for considerable damage to the farmers who used every means to keep them at
bay. Like the Bushmen in the west, they, used poisoned arrows and, when chased, would flee to high
ground to shower their pursuers with large stones. As they became bolder and more defiant, the
Europeans dug in with the intention to eliminate them entirely, or at least to completely remove them
from the vicinity. On one occasion the Bushmen with their families emerged from their secluded
places to consume a dead hippopotamus only to find that it had been placed there as bait for an
ambush. All were slaughtered excepting only those who could be tamed for slavery. But as slaves in
the remote mountainous regions, they found it easy to escape and return to cause more mayhem than
ever before. The result was a vicious cycle of escalation and extirpation over several decades.
In those regions most susceptible to marauding Bushmen, there was appointed a fieldcorporal to command bands of farmers called together to drive away the ‘savages’ and indulge in
practices more vicious and extensive than the government had thought to permit. Evidence of certain
atrocities was provided in the prevalence of tobacco pouches made from the breasts of the Bushmen’s
womenfolk. Aggrieved Bushmen and their sympathisers were entitled to make charges against
suspected individual members of revenge parties who were liable to severe punishments if found
guilty.
A tribe of ‘Snese’ or ‘Chinese’ Khoi with lighter yellowy skins were well organised in clans
and had happily coexisted with the European farmers, but had since moved further north to continue
their interest in cattle breeding. A large number of green stones were found in a nearby river and
brought back by travellers, but it was not then known whether they would be regarded as precious and
valuable. The Snese maintained that the ‘Tambucki’ (Thembu) peoples living beyond them melted a
gold-like metal resembling pistol-gold, a ring of which was taken back to Sweden by Sparrman and
examined by the Director of Mines. It was a mixture of silver and copper.
The expeditionary party ventured little further before their return, but noticed the lush green
meadow-like lands around the colonial border, and heard of more Christian farmers resident beyond
the extent of European occupation hitherto known to the authorities.
On returning, Sparrman recorded the existence of a society of Gunjeman Khoi near Table
Mountain and Costantia. They befriended a neighbourly farmer called Gerhard Schiffer of their
number who epitomised the nature of the local Khoi people as a whole. This utopian society was
found to have almost no hierarchical structure, all inhabitants being equal. It was contended that no
crimes had ever been committed amongst them and that they had no need for laws or penalties. Their
mode of life was an unprecedented example of peace, harmony and happiness. A widow boasted a
herd of about sixty milch-cows, a larger herd than most than most, which would be inherited by her
heirs.
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Frontier disputes1049
The first Frontier War of 1779-81 has been outlined above (page 18). In 1786 the border had again
become porous and it was necessary to obtain a verbal agreement to determine the Great Fish River as
the eastern border. A mixed race tribe called the Gonnas intruded and the colonists, aided by
Ndlambe, expelled them, their chief being destroyed in the hostilities. Despite their setback, the
Gonnas reinvaded and Mr Woeke, the Graaff-Reinet Landdrost, failed to take decisive action. His
lack of resolve has since been adjudged by some historians to account for many of the subsequent
difficulties experienced in the eastern districts. The cycle of events was repeated again in 1792 when
barbarous invaders murdered farmers indiscriminately causing the victims to again band together
under the commando system. The measure was decisive and successful in forcing the Xhosa, once
again, to abandon the Zuurveld and retreat beyond the Great Fish. At this point, however, grave
mistakes were made. Meynier, the leader of the Graaff-Reinet commando, was successful in pushing
enemy factions beyond the border, but then unadvisedly attacked a neutral tribe. To compound the
error he had left his territory undefended allowing the intruders to return to the Zuurveld and retake
possession. On his return he met the Swellendam commando to be greeted with a chorus of
dissatisfaction.
The legacies of Meynier’s shortcomings were of continual dissention, of Europeans
conducting hostile expeditions into Xhosa territories, illegal trading, and the ill-treatment of native
servants. There is evidence to suggest that the Europeans exaggerated their losses of cattle and other
property, thereby exacerbating the tension of already strained race relations.
Batavian rule1050
The British assumed control of the Cape Colony for an initial stint between 1795 and 1803 (see Ch. 2,
from page 8). During this period, the Dutch East India Company had been wound up and on 27
March, 1802, under the Peace of Amiens, the colony was handed over to the Dutch dependency, the
Batavian Republic. After a period of confusion where the ownership was uncertain, the Republic took
full control in March 1803. The Dutch East India Company had disbanded and the new government
contemplated the many shortcomings of that old administration. Commissary-General De Mist
promised a charter based on enlightened principles and granted an amnesty to lesser offenders.
Written contracts for Khoi servants were introduced by order of proclamation and a monthly postal
service was established between Cape Town and Algoa Bay. The question of native relations was
given the highest priority and, as early as June, General Janssens was despatched on tour to Sundays
River to agree a treaty with Chief Gaika (Ngqika), head of the tribe of the same name, to respect the
boundary, but, as was usually the case, the treaty was ignored by the natives. Furthermore, from as
early as September, a war in Europe was anticipated and, as an attack on the colony by the British was
to be expected at any time. Regular troops were needed elsewhere, and the frontier could not be
enforced. A militia was enrolled and a local corps formed by the burghers at Cape Town.
To raise funds for a war chest certain government assets were sold and £80,000 in paper
currency had to be issued. After the declaration of war, citizens were called upon to defend the colony
with all their ability and were encouraged by a government pledge to pay compensation for any slaves
lost in military action.
De Mist relinquished his office in February 1805, but during his term he had achieved much.
After Janssens tour of the colony, he undertook an impressive expedition of his own to encourage
development of colonial resources and enterprise. In 1804 a Church Ordinance was introduced that
would later be declared to contain their principal laws. He conferred the name of his barony in
Holland, Uitenhage, upon a new district created between Graaff-Reinet and the coast, and another he
called Tulbagh to the west of the colony. With due decorum and ceremony he granted Van Riebeeck’s
heraldic arms to be introduced at the Town House in Cape Town. The impressive form consisted of
three gold rings resting on an anchor on a red field backdrop.
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About 64 kilometres north of Cape Town, a lush green carpet spreads out as far as Saldanha
Bay. The vegetables required to support the Dutch East India Company were grown in this district and
the land was prime grazing for great herds of cattle and flocks of sheep. Of course it became a target
for nearby Khoi for poaching, and a system of guard posts was put in place around which the
livestock were driven to graze. The principal post was known as Groote Post and, when the Dutch
regained control of the colony, De Mist continued the organized farming methods introduced by the
British and established a Board of Commission for Agriculture with a grant of 40,000 morgen (about
80,000 acres) of land allocated around the post for the members. Englishman William Duckitt
remained in post as Agricultural Superintendant. A small flock of Merino sheep was delivered from
England to be joined later by a stud bull, cows and some horses. Eventually the committee voted
61,555 rix dollars for a substantial house and outbuildings which would eventually be sequestered by
Lord Charles Somerset as governor for the British.
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APPENDIX 2
XHOSA TRIBAL SUCCESSION1051

The purpose of this appendix is to review the extent of, and causes of, the presence of African natives
in the Zuurveld, that being the precise location to be set aside for the British settlement which would
be known as Albany.
Conflict with the Bushmen under Dutch rule has been considered in Appendix 1. That group
of natives had already been marginalised in both a geographical sense and in terms of their influence
on life in Albany. The main concern here is with the Xhosa tribes who competed with each other, and
with the Europeans, for access to the land both for occupation, cultivation and cattle grazing.
Any study of Xhosa history is hampered by the fact that little of their story was written down
until recent times, and reliance is largely placed on subsequent accounts handed down by word of
mouth. Of course, many studies have been made of the ancient history and the ethnic origins of the
Bantu nations, but the concern here is with their influence during the latter period of Dutch rule and
the state of native affairs at the time the British assumed control.
Traditionally, the command of any tribe was inherited according to principles of family
succession, but occasionally some circumstance arose whereby a tribe would be formed, or a trustee
chief selected, according to other criteria, for example where a chief had no issue, or the heir was a
minor. Further complexities arose from polygamous arrangements leading to the breaking of larger
tribes into smaller units which, if more successful, might overshadow the tribes of their siblings and
half-siblings. It was also a tradition that the eldest son of the chief’s ‘great wife’, the wife chosen by
his councillors, would usually become the heir to the paramountcy as ‘great chief’ and head of the
‘great house’.
During the chieftainship of Tshiwo, one of his councillors, Kwane, was directed to conduct
Umhlahlo. Typically, this was a ritual whereby the chief would use an igqira, a witchdoctor, to ‘smell
out’ an umtakati, a witch, deemed to be responsible for some calamity in the tribe such as a bout of
infectious disease. Amid the incessant chanting and clapping of women, the witchdoctor adorned with
bones, bits of skin and other scraps, would work himself into a frenzy amongst the crowd of excited
spectators, and select the (previously determined) ‘guilty’ party. Thus selected the victim would be
isolated, relieved of his property, and subjected to the most cruel and barbarous torture leading to
death. Needless to say, such a process could be abused by an unscrupulous chief to rid himself of an
opponent or acquire some coveted property.
Kwane was popular with the chief and the masses, and was noted for his uncommonly high
regard for human life. When it came to the point in his first Umhlahlo where the sentence would
usually be carried out, he arranged for the ‘guilty party’ to escape in the direction of the Orange River.
The collusion of villagers and a veil of secrecy enabled him to repeat this deception over a number of
years, and in time a significant body of fugitives had been joined by others who had fled. They
organised mutual defences to avoid detection and capture. After some years they were led out of
seclusion by Kwane and joined forces with Chief Tshiwo at a time when the latter desperately needed
assistance and, by way of reward, he constituted Kwane’s people as his own distinct tribe. It is
thought that sections of this new tribe became the principal native peoples in the Zuurveld. This
occurred after a descendant of Kwane, Tshaka, became the captain of Chief Palo’s cattle and at first
settled along the Beka River. From there he conducted his party on hunting expeditions into the
Zuurveld to lands immediately west of the Great Fish River. At first Tshaka had to pay for hunting
rights to Ruiter, chief of a tribe of Khoi already present, probably as intruders, and first occupants of
the Zuurveld. It is possible that Ruiter himself was an exile from justice as a murderous inhabitant of
Reggeveld.
Tshaka grew tired of paying to hunt in the Zuurveld and, as his former territory had been
invaded by Ndlambe, he engaged in hostilities with the Khoi and drove them out towards the
Bushmen’s River. Ndlambe had also displaced Langa and Mahota who were forced into exile in the
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Zuurveld. Langa and Mahota were not, however, welcomed by Tshaka, who aimed to retain the
Zuurveld for his people, exclusively. He made a claim that he had purchased the land from Ruiter, but
this was later disproved by Col. Collins in 1809 in discussion with Ruiter’s descendants. This
falsehood would affect the British right to claim the territory at a later date.
Legally, or otherwise, Tshaka’s tribe was probably the first to take up long-term residence in
the Zuurveld, but Europeans and Xhosas had met up there at least as early as the beginning of the
eighteenth century as expeditionary parties, the Europeans from further west, and the natives from the
east, went out to hunt or trade by bartering. The Xhosa were known for their physical superiority over
the Khoi and Bushmen. They were well organised in battle, able to formulate military strategies,
invoke a range of standard military tactics, and were more than willing to initiate hostilities. They
were capable of evaluating the relative strengths of their own forces and those of their opponents, and
engage in advanced planning, sometimes years ahead, in pursuit of some well-defined objective.
Whether as small units, or large armies, they tended to only initiate hostilities from a situation of
numerical superiority. More often than not their objective involved the acquisition or retention of
cattle which were not only prized for their usefulness as a source of food, hides and goods, but were a
key symbol of status and, crucially, were used to purchase wives.
Tshiwo became tribal head after Togu and Gconde. He died before his son Palo was born.
Gwali, the son of a lesser wife, tried to assume authority, and when Palo was born, there was an
attempt to abduct him. When Gwali’s plot was discovered he was forced by the tribe to flee with
certain allies and headed west to the location of what is now Somerset East in the Zuurveld. Thus, in
about 1702, Palo became head of the nation. Thereafter, for most of the remainder of the century, as
the Europeans moved gradually eastwards, the Xhosa tribes moved towards the west, including Palo
himself, to a place near the Kingwilliamstown and founded the powerful AmaGcaleka tribe. However,
he tried to combine the roles of chief and witch doctor and, as a result, lost favour, lost many of his
followers, and moved to the east beyond the Kei River. Rarabe became the most popular of Palo’s
sons, and the most successful.
As Rarabe’s power and numbers of followers increased,
he felt that his AmaRarabe tribe was ready enough to challenge
his half-brother’s tribe, and thus began a bitter civil war. After
victory in the war, he took up residence near Butterworth and
between 1781 and 1785 he engaged in disputes with the
neighbouring Tambookies or AmaThembu (Nelson Mandela’s
nation). The great son of Rarabe, Umlao, died before his father
was killed by the AmaThembu, but left an infant son, Ngqika,
more commonly known to Europeans as Gaika. It seems this
came about when Kauta, son of Gcaleka, took it upon himself,
while mourning the death of Rarabe, to determine that Gaika
would take on the paramountcy of the AmaRarabe in preference
to Ntimbo. Had Gaika not been born, Umlao’s younger brother,
Ndlambe, would have taken the title. In any case, Ndlambe used
his exceptional abilities as a leader and warrior to become the
most powerful chief in the Xhosa nation and, as such, he refused
to resign when Gaika became old enough to take on his hereditary
mantle. On this occasion, however, the tradition from time
immemorial prevailed, and after a conflict leading to war in 1796,
Ndlambe was imprisoned (but was treated well as an older
mentor) and Gaika, his nephew, assumed the supremacy.
Nevertheless two powerful tribes emerged being the AmaNgqika,
Gaika (Ngqika) regarded by the
or Gaikas, and the AmaNdlambe.
British as the paramount chief of the
Kauta, son of Gcaleka, resided in the vicinity of
AmaRarebe
Butterworth and fathered Hintsa who in turn fathered Kreli.
Gaika and Ndlambe had their sons, Sandilli and Dushani, respectively. Between them, the five Chiefs,
Gaika, Ndlambe, Hintsa, Kreli and Sandilli had a dramatic impact on the lives of the European
settlers. A third son of Palo, Langa, although not born to a great wife, was awarded a tribe, the
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AmaMblala, who took up residence between the Buffalo and Keiskamma Rivers alongside the
Imidange clan.
Many of the aforementioned clans and tribes resided and engaged in conflict somewhat to the
east of the Zuurveld, but, as will be seen, their presence had an impact west of the Great Fish River,
not least of all in that the defeated parties often took refuge there, or found cattle and grazing land
there.

Outline genealogy of the Xhosa chiefs after Cory, Vol.1, p. 30. According to the Rev. Dugmore Umdange
was the son of Gconde, but according to Col. Maclean and Col. Collins he was the son of Tshiwo and
grandson of Gconde.
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APPENDIX 3
SLAGTER’S NEK – AN ATTEMPTED BOER REBELLION1052
The famous saga known as ‘Slagter’s Nek’ had the potential to do immense harm to the government
and the eastern districts as, had it succeeded, the British might have faced an all-out war with both the
Dutch Boers and Gaika’s Xhosas. G. Cory’s account was published in 1910 and was based on trial
papers which had become available only as recently as 1902, eighty-seven years after the event. This
span of time, and the fact that elements of the story took place at a number of locations
simultaneously, presented certain difficulties in verifying the diverse testimonies delivered at trial in
comparison with the traditions, legends, and possibly some myths, that continue to circulate to this
day.
It is interesting to note that two of the Dutch family names connected with the story are
associated with the early history of Noutoe, the farm taken over by Lieut. White, leader of a
Nottinghamshire party of settlers. Field-commandant Nel and heemraaden Lange were key characters
in the final acts of the drama on the side of the government causing offenders to surrender and be
brought to trial, but both family names also appeared on the side of the rebels. For reasons to be
considered, the field-commandant has since been branded a traitor by some of his countrymen, but,
according to Cory, this may be unfair. Major Fraser was detailed by the government as a key figure in
the apprehension of offenders. He was connected with Lombard’s Post from which base the Southwell
district was created.
The first part of the story concerns Frederick Cornelius Bezuidenhout who repeatedly made
excuses for failing to appear before the authorities to answer frequent complaints of maltreatment
expressed by his Khoi servant called Booy. After the threat of a court appearance matters reached a
point where Landdrost Andries Stockenstrom Jnr felt compelled to force the issue. Bezuidenhout was
sentenced to imprisonment for one month and ordered to pay case costs. Having obtained directions
from Field-cornet Opperman, under-bailiff J. Londt, with assistance from Lieuts Rossouw and
MacKay, plus a sergeant, a corporal and fourteen privates, set out to apprehend the offender. They
found their quarry, but he had anticipated their arrival and was accompanied by Jacob Erasmus and a
man called Hans. All were armed. After a difficult pursuit, countering some deceptive manoeuvres,
they confronted him, but failed to obtain his surrender. Khoi sergeant Joseph climbed the ridge and,
when threatened directly, shot and killed Bezuidenhout. Both Erasmus, who had not fired a shot, and
Hans, surrendered unharmed.
Johannes Bezuidenhout vowed to avenge the killing of his brother, Frederick, and selected
Rossouw and Opperman as the targets for his wrath. He resided at Tarka in close proximity to Xhosa
tribes, where he maintained friendly relations with them. Johannes discussed with his native
neighbours the possibility of ‘driving the English back into the sea’ and sought to enlist them in some
action. However, no steps were taken in this direction until Hendrik Prinsloo arrived at the home of
the Mullers, where Johannes was residing, and attempted to incite them to action to avenge innocent
deaths and obtain redress from the British for high land rents and excessive leniency in dealings with
the natives. H Prinsloo and J Bezuidenhout enlisted Stephanus Bothma and at his place met with four
Xhosas following which it was agreed that someone would be sent into Xhosa territory to seek their
support in an action.
It was decided to send Cornelius Faber, who also resided with the Mullers, along with some
of his countrymen, including an escaped prisoner. Prinsloo made the groundless assertion to Johannes
that many inhabitants in the eastern districts were in support of rebellion, but Diedrik Muller thought
the whole business vindictive and ill-conceived, and advised him to take any grievances to the Court
of Justice. When Faber met Gaika he made the same unfounded claims about united support for
rebellion that Prinsloo had made, repeated the grievances about high rents, and also referred to the
reduced sizes of farm holdings. Gaika pledged no support, but said he would consult the elder Chief
Ndlambe. On hearing that Faber’s mission was somewhat less than successful, Johannes endeavoured
to go about the country trying to enlist support amongst the farmers and burghers, but found little
1052

Wilmot, 1869, pp. 257-59; Cory, 1910, Ch. XI
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encouragement. He found more support whenl he changed his story to be based on a falsehood that
they were needed to repel an imminent Xhosa invasion of great magnitude. From this point on the
recruitment campaign achieved a measure of success, but it seems that the majority of the so-called
rebels were, in fact, loyal to the government, and had been duped into signing up under false
pretences. When Field-cornet Stephanus van Wyk was informed of the rebellion by one of those
approached, he began to make enquiries and quickly learned from the Mullers and from Bezuidenhout
himself that there was some warped substance to the story, but that the instigator was motivated
primarily by an obsession aimed at avenging the death of his brother. He wanted to punish those
officials directly responsible for that death.
Van Wyk recommended that Bezuidenhout send a message containing his grievance to the
Court of Justice, but he did not take this course, and the field-cornet returned with a report to that
effect. Events in the affair now moved on at a rapid pace. Field-cornet Opperman heard from a
nephew of Johannes Bezuidenhout a rumour that a Xhosa invasion was expected to drive the soldiers
to Algoa Bay (meaning back into the sea) and he sent instructions to Willem F. Kruger to take his
place as de facto field-cornet. Kruger felt unable to take on the physical demands of the role, but he
was given little choice when he discovered that Opperman had already fled. At this stage the reluctant
new field-cornet was unaware of the supposed danger of an invasion or the attempted rebellion in
progress. When Opperman reported the rumours at Graaff-Reinet, orders were sent to prepare
defences against an invasion.
The ringleaders were joined by a particularly aggressive Theunis De Klerk who assisted them
in touring the country to find followers, and at this stage their fictitious warnings were accompanied
by dire threats against those who would not sign up to the cause and an outlandish claim that the
Xhosas were under instructions from Bezuidenhout. They also began to write to potential recruiters in
more remote locations. A letter dictated by Bezuidenhout and Hendrik Prinsloo to Stephanus Bothma,
to be sent to Jacabus Kruger, was designed to get him to enlist the people of Rhenosterberg, but when
Christiaan Muller was asked to deliver it he read the contents and decided, with his brother Diedrik, to
take no part in the action and to report to Van Wyk. Copies of the letter were delivered to Major
Fraser at Grahamstown, Captain Andrews at Van Aardt’s post and to Andries Stockenstrom Jnr at
Graaff-Reinet. Van Wyk was ordered to go about the districts countering the recruitment campaign
while posts were manned with field-cornets and burghers. Captain Andrews’s patrol arrested H
Prinsloo at his home and field-commandant Nel removed him to be imprisoned at Van Aardt’s post.
Meanwhile, Bezuidenhout, whose recruitment drive was failing miserably due to the law-abiding
nature of most inhabitants, became increasingly concerned that nothing had been heard from the
Xhosas about their intentions and, consequently again despatched Faber with others to talk with
Gaika.
On behalf of J. Bezuidenhout, Bothma wrote to Field-cornet Greyling asking him to assemble
his men at De Klerk’s place but, after Greyling heard of the arrest of H Prinsloo, and the reasons for
it, he asked his men if they were for the rebels or for the government. Without hesitation all thirty-six
professed they would support the government, but elsewhere the ringleaders had bamboozled a few
isolated individuals into supporting their unfounded cause. Willem Kruger and others gathered at a
farm on the Baviaan’s River. Most of them were under the impression they were to defend the colony
against a Xhosa invasion, but De Klerk informed them they were to await the appearance of
Bezuidenhout to hear his instructions. Here again, all but two declared their support for the
government. Kruger received a message that he was required at home and when he arrived he was
greeted by another assemblage where Bezuidenhout whipped up enthusiasm to kill those traitors
responsible his brother’s death and to resist the heavy burden of taxation and land rents imposed by
the British. Unfortunately for Kruger, the rebel leader appointed him to take command of the
renegades, and, for historical reasons, he was in such a difficult position he felt he had no choice but
to comply. Realising they had been duped, others dispersed and returned to their homes.
Early next morning the party rode via Slagter’s Nek to within about a thousand paces of Van
Aardt’s post where H Prinsloo remained behind bars. They wished to secure his release.
At broadly the same time Major Fraser and thirty-six men arrived at Van Aardt’s and shortly
received a Khoi messenger from the rebels, but the Major would only entertain one of their own
people and was sent Hendrik’s brother, Nicolas Prinsloo, in his place. He achieved nothing and was
replaced by P L Erasmus who wished for Field-commandant Nel to go out to the party and he too
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received a hostile welcome. Nel assured them that, if they had done no wrong, no harm would come
to them. They wanted the prisoner to be tried by them, and when Nel tried to speak alone with Kruger,
he was ignored, and furthermore, he was also unable to take Kruger to Major Fraser. Nel managed to
escape an increasingly aggressive band and he returned to the post.
After Nel had left, Bezuidenhout, detecting some uncertainty amongst his followers, obtained
an oath from them, but by now they numbered only about sixty-five, and he sent unsuccessful envoys
to recruit more. Unfortunately for Kruger, his name was used in a message addressed to Field-cornet
Greyling written out for the purpose by Abraham Bothma, his nephew, but he had actually been
instructed by Bezuidenhout. Greyling was angry and instructed Abraham to send it to Major Fraser,
but it did not reach him. Others sent out on missions by the ringleaders used it as an opportunity to
disappear and take cover. Next, the rebel party left the vicinity of Van Aardt’s and moved about in
Xhosa land, perhaps waiting for messengers to return. They received a message from the Major
asking why they held a grievance against the government while remarking that he had known many of
them as brave defenders during the Xhosa wars. They replied that their main object was to secure the
release of Hendrik Prinsloo, to which the response was that he would indeed be freed if the charges
against him proved to be false.
They in turn replied:
HONOURABLE MR. FRASER
we understood your meaning from your letter respecting the Prisoner. But our request is that the
prisoner shall not be sent one footstep further from the Post where he is now for four days, when we
shall further agree, in presence of the Landdrost of Cradock, which we in general expect; we hope that
you will not necessitate us to anything else.
YOUR SERVANTS

That this insolent message did not truly represent the feelings of ‘YOUR SERVANTS’ was evidenced
when a copy of Prinsloo’s letter to Jacobus Kruger was read out to the party, and it dawned on them
that they had been completely misled by Bezuidenhout. They thought they had set out in loyal support
of an authorised defensive plan, but found themselves implicated on the wrong side of an illegal
rebellion. The authorities had no idea of how depleted the rebel party really was, and that many of
those remaining had been suddenly made aware of their true predicament.
Landdrost Cuyler turned up at Van Aardt’s post with burghers as reinforcements, and from
there he sent a letter to the rebels advising them to give up their arms and to send two of their number
to explain their grievances. Kruger and W Prinsloo were welcoming of the letter and the latter, with J
M Klopper, attended, and said the people would be willing to give up and return home if their
children would not be punished for their actions, but Cuyler returned a message stating they were
currently at arms against the government and that they should surrender for mercy, at which point
terms would be discussed.
Cuyler was aware that, while this fiasco was being played out, the military posts had been
depleted, and Xhosas might be tempted to take advantage of the opportunity. He assembled a
commando with forty dragoons and thirty armed burghers accompanied by his clerk, H O Lange,
Field-commandant Nel, and Major Fraser. They headed for Slagter’s Nek, a short valley hanging in
the hills near to Kruger’s Post where they were hoping to find the ringleaders. This was to be the
scene of the final showdown.
The opposing factions made contact and both declared that they wished to avoid bloodshed.
From the government side H O Lange was instructed to advance ahead and call to the rebels to
surrender, but this plea may not have been heard at a distance, so he proceeded to meet them face-toface. He met Bezuidenhout, Kruger and two others, and told them the landdrost’s wish to learn more
of their grievances and encourage them to respect their oath of allegiance and return to their duty.
Lange then returned and was instructed to revisit the rebels to ask them to send down ten of their
number, but before he could reach the main body of about sixty men, he was intercepted by De Klerk,
Kruger and W Prinsloo. With a display of some remorse, Kruger said he would try to persuade the
men to surrender and Prinsloo sympathised with this aim, but De Klerk and others took up positions
indicating their resistance and Lange returned to base. Around the same time Faber’s party had
returned from Xhosaland to join the party of rebels. The news from Gaika was not at all encouraging
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for them. As a proposed reward for joining them, the chief had been offered (if they were victorious)
the Zuurveld and many of the displaced cattle as spoils of war, but had turned down the offer stating
that he had not received any directive from the great king ‘on the other side’.
Left with little option, Col. Cuyler instructed Major Fraser, Field-commandant Nel, and
surgeon, Dr Glaeser, to ride some distance ahead of the government faction, but before any fighting
occurred, a further conference took place, nothing changed, and the rebels took up defensive positions
at the top of the hill. Dragoons occupied the central position while burghers under Nel and Fieldcornet Bekker manned the flanks. As they approached, the rebels signalled to their burgher friends on
the government side to break away to leave the dragoons exposed, but they continued to advance until
they reached a point where it was too steep to proceed further. Nel and Lange quickly dismounted, ran
up the hill on the left where Kruger and a number of young men wavered in their already shaky
resolve, and surrendered. Thus depleted, Bezuidenhout and his ringleaders descended the hill on the
Xhosaland side. So far not one shot had been fired.
The surrendered and captured culprits were marched back to Van Aardt’s military post during
the night. Mistakenly, the secured rebels thought that, as they had been duped by Bezuidenhout and
had surrendered, they would not be obliged to face charges and would be permitted to return home.
Some blamed Lange for their demise, but in more recent times Nel is remembered as ‘The Traitor’.
After a preliminary examination two of the prisoners were released to assist the search for
others. Others were taken to Uitenhage for trial. Some at liberty surrendered to Mr Van der Graaff at
Cradock while others quietly returned to their homes. A hundred troops under Major Fraser, plus
burghers under Nel, were deployed to find the remaining rebels. Some who were apprehended at a
distance said they had moved away as a drought had caused them to seek better grazing land. As they
closed in on Bezuidenhout, Faber and S Bothma in the Winterberg, with their families in four wagons
and their livestock, Major Fraser fell from his horse and was unable to attend the ambush due to a
broken arm. Lieut. MacInnes assumed command. During the ensuing entrapment Faber was shot in
the shoulder and was captured. Bothma was apprehended in a cave by a bugler. On hearing firing,
Bezuidenhout on horseback and his wife on foot attempted to escape along a glen, but when they
noticed an advanced party of troops they returned to their wagons. Accepting that the situation was
hopeless the families of Bothma and Faber gave up, but Bezuidenhout, his wife, and young son
remained for the final showdown. A soldier was shot at and fatally wounded causing the government
troops to open fire. As Bezuidenhout’s wife was loading guns MacInnes arrived and ordered a cease
fire. The offender ignored pleas urging him to surrender, firing resumed, and authorities observed
their target prostrate on the ground. Bezuidenhout was dead within an hour. His wife received a bullet,
but her injury was not severe, and his son was struck in the leg and foot.
The Court of Special Commission was opened in Uitenhage on 16 December 1815 with Col.
Cuyler reporting for the prosecution. Of the forty-seven examined, a number were released from
prison, but were ordered to remain in Uitenhage until the investigation had been completed. S Bothma
escaped, but was recaptured. H Prinsloo, S Bothma, T de Klerk, A Bothma, C Faber and W Kruger
were sentenced to hang, five of them to be buried under the gallows, but Kruger to be taken away in a
coffin by his friends. Other sentences ranged from various terms and forms of banishment, hard
labour at Robben Island, fines and costs. Eight were acquitted. The sentences were awarded by
Dutchmen, the proceedings being conducted according to Roman-Dutch law, the law of the colony.
With the later intervention of Col. Cuyler, the unfortunate W Kruger had his sentence reduced
in stages and ultimately he achieved a full pardon. Other sentences were reduced by Governor
Somerset for his fiat.
Appalling proceedings accompanying the execution have, more than any other aspect of this
episode, caused the name Slagter’s Nek to carry a special significance. On 9 March 1816 the gallows
were erected before a large assemblage. Col. Cuyler recorded the event for the colonial secretary:
The melancholy finish of the transaction was attended with every precaution and effected the deepest
feelings on all present. An occurrence, however, took place which made the scene more horrid and
distressing, and no doubt will more impressively mark its example on the minds of those inhabitants
who saw it. On drawing the fall from under the prisoners, four of them fell to the ground in
consequence of the rope (notwithstanding a precaution was taken of having it doubled) snapping. They,
all four, got up, one attempted to leave the spot and rush towards the place where the Collegie of
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Landdrost and Heemraaden were. They all four spoke, and at this moment some of the spectators ran to
me, soliciting pardon, fancying that it was in my power to grant it. I cannot describe the distressed
countenances of the inhabitants at this moment who were sentenced to witness the execution. The
executioner came with rope for only one, I was consequently put to my shift to get cord but none was
to be bought; I was therefore obliged to use some that was in the Government store here, which
although of sound appearance proved rotten. It will perhaps be of satisfaction to His Excellency to hear
the prisoners one and all died fully resigned to their fate. Above three hundred military were present, as
were the Landdrost and Deputy Landdrost of Graaff-Reinet, and the Rev. Mr. Herold attended the
unfortunate people. After he had prayed for them at the place of execution, they requested to sing a
hymn jointly with their late companions and friends, and it was done in a most clear voice, and was
extremely impressive; after which Steph. Bothma addressed his friends, advising them to be cautious of
their behaviour, and to take an example by his unfortunate fate; and I am convinced the example made
will have the desired effect of preventing a similar occurrence, and completely show those unfortunate
ignorant people that it will at all times be their duty to obey and support their Government.

Had the rebellion succeeded the result might have been total defeat and capitulation for the
British, or, had they called in reinforcements, an all-out civil war. In the event, other than a few
ringleaders, the Boers clearly demonstrated that they were loyal to the British Crown. For his part,
Gaika showed he was thoughtful and cautious enough to resist such a spurious call to arms.
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APPENDIX 4
THE SHIPS AND THEIR PARTIES1053
PORT

SHIP

PARTY LEADER

Deptford, London

The Nautilus

Benjamin Osler
J Mandy
T Owen
T Rowles
Lieut. J Crause
G Scott
J Bailie
F Carlisle
H Sephton (1)
T Willson
J T Erith
T Pringle
E Damant (2)
J Dixon
W Howard
Dr N Morgan
C Dyason
W Wait
C Thornhill
E Gardner

The Chapman
The Aurora
The Belle Alliance
The Brilliant (1)
The Ocean

The Zoroaster (3)

The Sir George
Osborn

The Garland
The Canada
The Dowson
Portsmouth

The Northampton

The Weymouth

The Amphitrite
The Duke of
Marlborough

1053

D Mills
E Turvey
Individual/family
settlers
Individual/family
settlers
Individual/family
settlers (4)
Dr W Clarke
C Dalgairns
T Mahoney
Major G Pigot
W Smith
A Biggar
M Bowker
Capt. D Campbell
W Cock
E Ford
C Gurney
C Hyman
S James
W Menezes
J Parkin
Dr D T Nightingale
J M Wilkinson
Individual/family
settlers

APPROX. NO. OF
PEOPLE
32
44
52
27
41
37
256
15
344 (1)
307
120
24
57 (2)
48
60
41
67
40
35
24
30
61
59

FROM
Cornwall
Surrey
Middlesex
Middlesex
Kent
Surrey
Middlesex
Staffordshire
Middlesex
Middlesex
Surrey
Roxburghshire
Norfolk
London
Buckinghamshire
London
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Warwickshire
London
London

35
21
88
33
42
54
40
55
23
28
91
42
24
42
60
51
30
35
25
40

Middlesex
London
London
Berkshire
Middlesex
Hampshire
Wiltshire
Hampshire
Oxfordshire
Wiltshire
Kent
Wiltshire
Wiltshire
Kent
Devon

Hockly, pp. 38-43; Morse Jones, 1968, pp. 5-15. Morse Jones also includes a full list of individual settlers, pp. 17-72.
With 1,689 settlers, Middlesex was the largest county represented, followed by Lancashire 237, Surrey 201 and
Nottinghamshire 200 including the Atherstone family with the Norfolk party. All other counties provided less than 200
settlers each.
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PORT

SHIP

PARTY LEADER

Liverpool

The Stentor

The John

Bristol

Cork

The Albury (3)
The Kennersley
Castle

The Fanny

The East Indian

Lieut V Griffiths
J Neave
J Richardson
G Smith
Lieut T White
R Hayhurst
S Liversage
C Mouncey
J Stanley
J Wainwright
Dr T Calton
S Bradshaw

APPROX. NO. OF
PEOPLE
41
19
36
71
27
107
48
41
32
24
167
64

FROM
Cardiganshire
Lancashire
Yorkshire
Lancashire
Nottinghamshire
Lancashire
Staffordshire
Yorkshire
Lancashire
Yorkshire
Nottinghamshire
Gloucestershire

J H Greathead
W Holder
J Southey
T Phillips
Capt. T Butler
J Ingram
Capt. W Synnot
W Parker/W Scanlon

20
39
49
30
27
62
25
220

Worcestershire
Gloucestershire
Somersetshire
Pembrokeshire
Wicklow
Cork
Wicklow
Cork

(1) Hezekiah Sephton was in West Stockwith in Nottinghamshire before moving to London to work. His, the largest
party of all, used both the Aurora and the Brilliant, the overspill of passengers from the party on the Brilliant being
temporarily directed by Richard Gush.
(2) Damant’s Norfolk party included the Atherstone family from Nottingham
(3) Passengers from the Zoroaster were transferred to the Nottinghamshire party ship, the Albury, for the final leg of
the crossing from Simon’s Bay to Algoa Bay.
(4) Some of Major-General Charles Campbell’s party crossed in the Dowson, but 16 of his party travelled on the Mary
Ann Sophia which was not officially recognised as one of the settler transports. The remainder of the party,
including the Major-General, followed six months later in the Salisbury.
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APPENDIX 6
THE FORMATIVE YEARS:
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE PLACES AND PEOPLE, THEIR FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES
(Please use the book’s Index to combine family narratives in this appendix with those in the main text. Alternatively,
you can us the Find/Search facility within your PDF reader – usually CTRL+F)

Chapter 9 provides a description of the general development of the colony during the period 1820-34,
between the arrival of the British settlers and their first experience of frontier warfare. Within that
context, this appendix provides details of the progress of the Nottinghamshire settlers and other
individuals and families who were significant to them. The accounts are presented in alphabetical
order of family name. Although the focus is on the period 1820-34, in some cases subsequent details
are included where they are relevant, but do not form part of the main chronological narrative of the
book beyond Chapter 9. Some non-Nottinghamshire families are included even though their
association with the Nottinghamshire settlers does not arise until after 1834.
Although the British 1820 settlers accounted for a relatively small proportion of the
population of what would become South Africa, it is clear that they were set to play an extremely
important role in the economic and cultural advancement of the nation. Given the central position of
Clumber (and later Southwell) in the settlement, and its proximity to Bathurst, and the location of
Table Farm in the vicinity of Grahamstown, it follows that the Nottinghamshire settlers as a group
would become major participants in the story and their progress would be somewhat representative of
the whole. This is especially so as Calton’s party proved to be the most united and cohesive of all.
A legacy from their former life
The land the settlers had begun to inhabit was a wilderness, but one full of natural resources and
promise, and the majority had every intention to make it their permanent home. They had left behind a
nation which was militarily and industrially the most advanced on earth and the Nottinghamshire
contingent had said goodbye to a county which had played a major part in that advancement. Now
they had become engaged in a game of catch-up to create a brand new civilised and prosperous
society from scratch, but they were replete with memories, knowledge and implements from their
previous existence. The Nottinghamshire party was the only one backed by a subscription fund
instigated by nobility and they had occupied a promising location at the heart of the settlement just to
the east of Bathurst, which village, despite Lord Somerset’s reversal of its status, remained one of the
principal centres in the region. Such advantages undoubtedly contributed to the cohesion of the group
as a unit, so much so that, by early 1824, it was recorded as the largest party. Even so, of the original
158 participants, only 95 remained at Clumber.1054 However, individuals and families from other
parties moved into Clumber and contributed greatly to the richness of their lives, their prosperity and
their cultural development.
Several individuals and families had departed Clumber, but some had moved only as far as
nearby Bathurst in response to the Acting Governor’s incentives to award the village the status of
administrative centre for the settlement. Others identified better prospects in or near Grahamstown,
especially after that town had superseded Bathurst as the administrative centre for Albany following
the return of Lord Somerset. A similar story of leavers and newcomers pertained across much of the
settlement, although a few parties broke apart through internal squabbles. Notable and resourceful
people, often with the backing of friends and family in Britain, or with privileges gained from military
service, began to take up residence in locations just to the west of Bathurst at farms and locations that
would eventually be grouped together as the Southwell field-cornetcy and district. Similarly, the
1054
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White family from Nottinghamshire relocated to Noutoe (later Table Farm) near to progressive
Grahamstown. The Whites, Damants, Atherstones and others would go on to combine in the vicinity
in various mutually beneficial ways.
The district that would become Southwell included Theopolis Mission Station which attracted
considerable attention, not only from missionaries and ministers working with settlers and native
peoples from within and far beyond the settlement, but also from professionals with political, military,
commercial and educational roles. For the early missionaries the station was a gateway and last
resting place before embarking on journeys to the interior beyond the eastern frontier, and a respite
during their return. The Southwell district also included Lombard’s Post and the Kasouga River
mouth which, like Theopolis, already boasted an interesting history, and would eventually encompass
Reed Fountain and several large farms including Woodlands, Moneysworth, Barville Park, Long
Fountain, Hope, Glendower and Wolfs Crag.
With so much interest from resourceful sectors of the community, the Nottinghamshire-based
locations enjoyed certain advantages. Nevertheless, the challenge had been, and remained, daunting in
the face of the threat from restless neighbours across the frontier, from the numerous set-backs, and
from a political climate that was often less-than conducive to economic and cultural progress. They
had remained cohesive and much of this was attributable to the tenacity and abilities of the individuals
involved.
Records from several diverse sources have been collated by family name for the period in
view which may be regarded as their formative years as settlers. It is true that, after this time, they
would face ever-more severe tests of their resolve, but the evidence in this appendix may convince the
reader that by 1834 a level of collective resilience had been acquired such that they would be
equipped to face the most challenging of circumstances.
They recognised the value of creating and maintaining educational and spiritual institutions as
well as those civilian structures necessary to foster economic development. Some of the details here
may appear trivial, but are presented to provide an insight into the everyday life of the average settler
some two hundred years ago, and to show that every single life counted towards their collective
success.
Allison1055
Francis Allison Jnr. (1818-69) was just two years old when he sailed with Calton’s party with his
father, Francis Allison of Mansfield, mother Elizabeth, and five siblings. By 1828 the family held Lot
No. 16 at Clumber. In 1832 Francis Allison Snr was a wagoner at Grahamstown. Francis Jnr would go
on to become Clerk to the Resident Magistrate at Bloemfontein in 1851 and Government Secretary,
Orange Free State, in 1862. He was a candidate for the Presidency of the Orange Free State. In 1864
he established a tannery at Tempe. In 1837 his brother Samuel was married at Grahamstown by the
Rev. James Barrow, to Ann Glass.
Atherstone1056
Although a Nottinghamshire family, the Atherstone settlers emigrated with the private Norfolk party
led by Edward Damant. This was largely due to the ties already existing between the two families.
John Atherstone married Elizabeth, daughter of Castell Damant, qualified as a doctor, and became
House Surgeon at Guy’s Hospital, and later returned to Nottingham to practice. Mary, the daughter of
Hugh Atherstone of Nottingham, and the niece of John, married Elizabeth’s youngest brother, Edward
Damant.
As described in Chapter 6, after a failed attempt to emigrate, the family returned to Stowey,
Somerset, for a brief period. On New Year’s Day 1820, while Elizabeth was expecting their fifth
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child, the Atherstone’s set sail as independent settlers with the Damants, taking with them their four
young children. During the voyage they would have witnessed their ship the Ocean, being fired on at
Cape Verde Islands. The oldest, William Guybon, later described their landing at Algoa Bay, but little
is known of their immediate movement inland or stay for a period of time at Cradock with the main
Damant party. According to William ‘My baby brother was very ill and died soon after we landed’
and another account recalls the death of a John Cradock Atherstone in the following year in 1821, so
the family may have suffered two infant deaths in very quick succession. Whatever the case, the birth
of John Frederick Korsten Atherstone took place in 1821 and he lived until 1894. He had married
Anna Maria Bowker, daughter of settler Miles Bowker, and together they had nine children. They
farmed at Iron Pot, which was later renamed Atherstone. Young William would go on to become one
of the most celebrated of all settlers. His accomplishments are described in Chapter 24.
Like many other families, the Atherstones found it difficult to work with the Landdrost of
Uitenhage, Col. Cuyler, and they moved west after one year there. Although Dr John’s medical work
was valued, the typical frugal Boer out in the countryside preferred to rely on his rudimentary
medicine cabinet to prevent or cure all ills. Son William Guybon was not yet seven years old when
they travelled three months by ox cart, probably via the Damant farm, ‘Lammas’, to Cape Town, a
journey he described later in excited and glowing terms. Dr John established the principal medical
practice in Cape Town. While there, he was elected to the committee for the improvement of Cape
wines, proposed to Earl Bathurst the establishment of a Public School of Natural and Experimental
Philosophy and Chemistry (he had already lectured in these subjects), and invited Lord Charles
Somerset to sit for a portrait by brother-in-law, Mr Barber, which was to be hung in the new school.
Mr Barber would later go on to paint the beautiful Catherine Atherstone, daughter of poet Edwin
Atherstone of Nottingham, who later married her cousin, the aforementioned William Guybon
Atherstone.
The fourth daughter of Dr John and Elizabeth was Bliss Ann Atherstone born in Cape Town
in 1823 who married step brother, George White. This strengthened the ties between the several
families with an interest in Table Farm near Grahamstown, but she later moved to Brakkloof.
A letter of 1824 from Bree Street, Cape Town, by Elizabeth to a cousin in Norfolk, included
details of the various movements of the Atherstones and Damants along with remarks about slavery
and press censorship. Her husband had managed to set up his new surgeon’s practice despite the
exorbitant costs of house rent and servants, and had been successful enough to afford a gig and two
horses to avoid long journeys on horse back in stifling heat. The government had set out a scale of
fees including: advice at the surgeon’s home 1/6d; a local visit 2s; a visit at ½ to 4 miles distant 6s;
beyond 4 mile 12s; a night visit 7/6d; reducing fractures £1/10/-; capital operations £3.
Although Cape Town was neat and quiet, Elizabeth did not like the place as, being a sea port,
it attracted a great deal of depravity and the unhealthy heat in summer was dreadful. Recently, a child
patient had died of the same fever that her children had suffered, but survived. The later achievements
of her eldest child, polymath William Guybon, are legendary, but in this letter she described his
delicate constitution and restriction to easy pursuits such as music, which became a life-long interest.
The schooling of the three oldest daughters was conducted by Elizabeth herself.
Mrs John Damant, Maria, the Godmother to Bliss, was visiting her parents at Cape Town at
the time of Elizabeth’s letter. According to the letter, the recent death in England of John’s brother,
Castell, had been a great blow to the family and there were fears for the welfare of his widow and
children. Elizabeth and Maria were very close and kept up regular correspondence which continued
later after John’s death. Dr John had been recommended to Governor, Lord Charles Somerset, by
Hampshire friend, Col. Hawker. Her Ladyship was with child and John hoped to be appointed
accoucheur or obstetrician.
As a rule the British were not permitted to keep slaves so it is interesting that Elizabeth
remarked in the letter that a slave nurse-maid expected £1 per month, but was typically ignorant, idle
and dishonest. Perhaps being regarded as private citizens rather than sponsored 1820 settlers, the
Atherstones felt exempt from the anti-slavery regulation. Or perhaps the term slave was being used
loosely, and she was more like a servant. After all, she was paid a small wage. After Elizabeth’s
confinement, presumably during the delivery of Bliss, she was obliged to discharge her nurse and
slave-girl for the offence of joint theft.
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There was a shortage of good servants at the Cape, so a party of workers brought from Ireland
was intended to alleviate the problem, but they proved to be of bad character and a lad employed by
the Atherstones ‘for five years on moderate terms but, the month’s trial over, he showed himself half a
fool’.
In her letter, Elizabeth mentioned accounts of ‘Kaffirs and Cannibals invading the British
Possessions’, but the journalists were barred from printing anything disloyal in the slightest. Press
freedom was set to become a serious issue in the coming months. This was a topic for the
Commissioners of Enquiry who had made it as far east as Uitenhage and had already indicated a plan
for restitution for the settlers to protect them from public abuse.
Thomas Damant and his daughter Ann returned to England and Thomas resumed service with
the ‘Red Coat’ as borne out by the West Norfolk musters, but after John’s death he returned to the
Cape in 1827, with his daughter who had married Lieut. T C White. It seems they would have stayed
with Dr John and Elizabeth at Cape Town where Ann gave birth to their first child, Thomas Charles
White Jnr. Shortly after, Thomas and Ann White acquired Table Farm near Grahamstown, and, at
about the same time, the Atherstones also moved to Albany. Dr John had in fact been offered the
prestigious appointment of District Surgeon of Albany as early as 1822,
but had declined as there was no house available. This time the
unfinished new Drostdy was offered and he accepted the post. He was
described as ‘the best of doctors and the handsomest of men’ and in
later years ‘the dashing sportsmanlike old man who found so much to
enjoy in his long life’. It is noted that John donated money for the
Bathurst Church building fund.
William Guybon Atherstone was born at Sion Hill, Nottingham,
on 27 May1814. Aged just six years when his party arrived at the Cape,
his reliable recollections of their arrival, life at the colony, and the
various exciting journeys made by the family, form a significant part of
the settlement records. At Cape Town he enjoyed the natural history
Drostdy, Grahamstown
lessons of Dr (later Sir) Andrew Smith who years later would be used as
Husigenoot, Vol 1. No. 2
a scapegoat for the medical scandals in the Crimea. William was
(June 1916), p. 27
educated at Grahamstown School at the old ‘Messenger House’ and
attended lessons at Uitenhage at the Dr Rose Innes Academy. During 1829-31 he was apprenticed to
his father and, once qualified, became Staff Medical Officer under Sir Benjamin d’Urban at the
outbreak of the 6th Frontier War. William took an active interest in many science-based subjects and
cultural activities all of which would later conspire to forge his legendary contribution to South
African life. His influence was so substantial that he was ‘destined to cast the shadow of a colossus
over the rest of the nineteenth century Cape Colony’. The description arises mainly from his activities
after 1834 which were significant enough to appear in the main narrative of this book in the
appropriate places.
Certain marital relationships between the Atherstones and Damants have been described and
more connections between these families, along with the Whites, Bowkers, Cummings, Barbers and
several others, developed to form a true dynasty. Centred on Table Farm, between them these families
also owned or occupied Hilton, Brakkloof, Atherstone, Tharfield and various other places amounting
to a vast area in total.
Ayliff 1057
John Ayliff was a twenty-two year old weaver from a London family who harboured ambitions to
become a missionary after learning of the Rev. Barnabas Shaw’s work amongst the Namaquas. He
had a close relationship with the Dold family and when he heard they planned to join the government
sponsored emigration plan he arranged to join them in Willson’s party in the La Belle Alliance.
Shortly after their arrival he married Jane, daughter of Matthew Dold. He had been introduced to the
Rev. William Shaw and, based at Salem, he was active as a preacher throughout the settlement. He
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was especially noted as a visitor to Theopolis Mission Station, Reed Fountain, Clumber and Port
Kowie. Employed by Mr Hart on Somerset (Government) Farm for a period of time, he conducted
much-appreciated services for the workers. When the farm broke up he was posted by the Rev. Shaw
to Grahamstown with special responsibility for growing the native congregation.
In May 1821 Acting Governor Sir Rufane Donkin visited the Kowie River mouth to consider
the settlers’ ideas for its navigation. While there, he granted extensions
of land holdings and new grants of land including 100 acres for John
Ayliff. In 1825 Ayliff attended the first missionary meeting at Theopolis.
Along with John Dold, William Pike, and several others, he was part of
the local preaching circuit for the settlement, travelling from village to
village, usually on horseback. It was not always possible to preach in
purpose-build chapels or churches and on one occasion he preached in
Thomas Hartley’s blacksmith’s shop at Bathurst. After the construction
of the first church at Clumber he preached there almost every month. He
was the chairman of, and preached at, the first annual meeting of the
Missionary Society. By 1827 he had been ordained a Methodist Minister
The Rev. John Ayliff
and on 26 November 1827 he rode to Port Frances to meet the Rev.
William Shaw and the Rev. Samuel Young who informed him that he had
been received by the Conference as a Foreign Missionary.
Many of the preachers had their own farms and other interests to attend to between
ministrations. Like many of his contemporaries, Ayliff worked tirelessly in aid of the spiritual welfare
of the settlers across a wide and disparate territory despite numerous natural hazards. He was a
particular friend to the Clumber worshippers as these extracts from January 1828 show:
15th Reverend John Ayliff reached William Pike’s house [Clumber].
17th The Reverend John Ayliff preached at Clumber, Ebenezer Chapel [in Bethany] and Port Frances
19th The Reverend John Ayliff left Port Frances by Kowie Pass [footnote ‘immediately above the tide
mark (ebb-and-flow) on the Kowie River’], where there was a considerable herd of elephants. He
reached Reed Fountain and preached there in the evening.
20th The Reverend John Ayliff left for Salem

On 4 August 1829 he took his family to Bathurst, and visited the grave of the late Matthew Dold, his
father-in-law, and preached there in the evening.
then:
4th The Reverend John Ayliff arrived at the Mission
5th He preached at Zoar Church, and rode on to the Kowie River mouth, but could not cross. He
returned to Reed Fountain and preached again in the evening.
6th He crossed to Port Frances and preached there
7th He preached at the Wesley Mount Chapel
9th He went to Clumber
10th He preached in a house at Trappes Valley
11th He preached in Charles Cockcroft’s house at Myrtle Grove
12th The Reverend John Ayliff preached at Port Frances
15th John Ayliff arrived at the Mission
16th The Reverend John Ayliff preached at Zoar Church and at Port Frances
18th The Reverend John Ayliff rode to George Vale and visited the people of Wesley Mount Chapel
19th The Reverend John Ayliff preached at Ebenezer Chapel, where Jeremiah Goldswain was the
Wesleyan Class leader
20th The Reverend John Ayliff visited Bathurst, and preached at Clumber in the evening
23rd The Reverend John Ayliff rode to Bathurst, where he baptised Elizabeth, daughter of William
Hartley the younger, who was a cattle dealer there. The minister returned to Salem.

In October 1829 the Nottinghamshire party received particular attention from the Rev. Ayliff
when he preached at Clumber on 1 October and, after a rest at John Dold’s house in Beaufort Vale,
attended the Clumber Chapel Anniversary on 4 October. William Davis had preached there in the
morning after which 120 sat down under a nearby tree for a dinner provided by the Wesleyan Society.
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The Rev. Ayliff preached in the evening and left for Salem the next day. On Christmas Day that year
he returned to conduct the service at Clumber and also at Port Frances.
John Ayliff earned an early appointment as a missionary at Butterworth adjacent to the kraal
of the paramount chief of the Gcalekas, Hintsa, who placed the Mission under his protection, but who
treated it in a patronising fashion and occasionally condescended to attend services. The chief would
favour either the Christians over the witch doctors, or vice versa, as it suited his purposes, or
sometimes purely on a whim. He detested the intruding Fingo (Mfengu) peoples who took refuge in
Xhosa territory after fleeing marauding Zulus. He treated them has his slaves, or ‘dogs’ as he called
them, but when he wanted one to be executed with the order ‘Kill that dog’ the Rev. Ayliff intervened
and said ‘If you want to kill a man kill me, but spare that man’s life’ at which the chief walked away.
The Mission became a great refuge for oppressed Fingos and other natives and amongst them
would be found some of the most fervent converts. Hintsa would have gladly eliminated the
missionary, but for the consequences he anticipated. In 1834 he formed a plan to covertly have Ayliff
murdered in a way that would not attach blame to himself, but the chief’s great wife, Nomsa, who was
a sincere friend to Mrs Ayliff, gave a warning for them to flee. Under the cover of darkness they
safely reached Clarkebury Mission and the protection of Thembu Chief, Vadana, where the Rev. W J
Davis was in charge. During the 6th Frontier War Ayliff used Fingo faithfuls as runners from
Clarkebury to inform the colonial authorities of enemy movements in Xhosa territories.
Described as a rock, with an endearing sense of humour, the Rev. Ayliff would engage in
many missionary adventures and would take part in the politics of the colony. His work at the
settlement and in native territories was recorded by himself and others in a number of later
publications.
Bailie1058
Lieut. John Bailie RN was the son of Colonel Thomas Bailie of the British East India Company and
was born at Ongle, Madras. He was educated in France at the Polytechnique and joined the Royal
Navy in 1803. He married Amelia, daughter of William Crause, had already visited the Cape in 1809,
and in 1817 he had worked with the Foreign Office on the projected settlement in the Eastern Cape.
He returned to the Cape as a settler with his wife and five children as leader of his own, Bailie’s party
from London, the first to arrive at Algoa Bay. The party suffered considerable trouble with some of
their number which may have been caused by domineering and tactless leadership.
Capt. Charles Trappes, charged by the Acting Governor with the administration of the
settlement, and based at Bathurst as the proposed new administrative centre, asked for John Bailie to
be appointed Clerk to the Court in the village, to be remunerated at £60 per annum. He was preferred
for his proficiency in the Dutch language. He must have settled in quickly at his party location,
Cuylerville, as by December it is recorded that he was supplying stinkwood planks for the
construction of the Bathurst Residency. Cuylerville was positioned at the mouth of the Fish River
right at the frontier with the Crause party, led by his wife’s relations, next in line up the river. Early
the following year when Trappes called for a new Post Office at Bathurst, his appointment as a Post
Master at a salary of £22-10-0 was approved.
From the ineffective and indiscrete manner in which Captain Trappes had conducted his
office he had made himself so unpopular with the settlers that they planned to hold a public protest
meeting. Unfortunately, they learned that such a move would contravene an old Dutch law prohibiting
meetings for the discussion of public affairs without the express permission of the governor, which
they knew would never be forthcoming. In response the leading inhabitants decided to form a Cultural
Society and, despite the favour he had been shown by Trappes, Lieut. Bailie agreed to the use of his
marquee for the first meeting, which was chaired by the Rev. William Boardman. At the meeting
Arthur Parker introduced a remonstrance for signature expressing to the Acting Governor their
objections to the appointment of military magistrates.
Two sons of Lieut. John Bailie, John Jnr and Charles, became interested in religion. Charles
was the first to be inspired. He had been in a deep depression until his father gave him a copy of the
Methodist Magazine pointing up an article about the wreck of the Grosvenor. That article proved to be
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of little interest, but some biographical material about the sense of sin struck a cord and seemed to
shed light on his desperate state of mind. His mind was opened in an instant to the possibilities of
salvation, contentment and happiness if he were to follow His teachings. He shared this experience
with his brother. It was not long before the siblings adhered to the Methodist cause, to the
disappointment of their father, who was baffled. He associated their behaviour with fanaticism and
foolishness exclaiming ‘Both of my sons are lost to me!’.
At first the sons were contented with doing good work amongst their neighbours.
Unfortunately, Charles lost his life in the war of 1834-35 when he was found with his Bible tucked
into his belt. John became a civil servant before commencing his career as a missionary in
Namaqualand to continue the good work of pioneer, the Rev. Edward Cook.
Barber1059
Thomas Barber of Nottingham was a renowned portrait painter responsible for representations of
members of the aristocracy and gentry and also Nottinghamshire people including several
Atherstones, Henry Kirk White and the Rev. John Thomas Becher.
Frederick William Barber, husband of Mary Elizabeth Barber (née Bowker), was son of
Thomas Barber and Mary Barber (née Atherstone). He was also father of Frederick Hugh Barber,
Henry Mitford-Barber(ton) and Mary Ellen Bailie (née Barber) and brother of Thomas Barber Jnr,
Hugh Atherstone Barber, the Rev. Henry Barber, Anna (or Anne) Atherstone Barber, Joseph Barber
and 2 others both called Alfred Barber.
Mary Elizabeth Barber (née Bowker) was best known for her scientific achievements, but she
also produced a volume of fifty poems worthy of publication under the title The Erythrina Tree &
Other Verses. With the support of her brother, Col. J H Bowker, several of her studies were published
by the Linnaean and other European botanical, entomological and zoological societies, sometimes in
foreign languages. She corresponded with Sir Joseph and Sir William Hooker, provided material for
Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species, and assisted Dr W H Harvey with the Thesaurus Capensis. Mary
used her considerable talents as an artist to depict her specimens, with many of her paintings now
housed in the Albany Museum at Grahamstown, with her collection of butterflies and her herbarium.
These were remarkable achievements given that she fully shared the trials of life at the frontier as any
other settler, and had not enjoyed the benefits of a European education.
Barker, Arthur and George1060
Arthur Barker was the leader of a contingent of Wait’s party from Middlesex. The Zoroaster carried
them as far as Simon’s Bay from where they joined Calton’s Nottingham party on the Albury for the
reminder of their passage. At first the party was situated at Raven Hill near the Bushman’s River. Due
to a shortage of water there, they relocated to a position near the Kariega River which would become
Waterford Farm adjacent to Woodlands and Melville, which in turn would form part of the Southwell
district. He was described as a Maltster. In April 1821 he was sent to Theopolis Mission Station to
present an account against the estate of the late Rev. John Ulbricht. He was present at meetings at
Bathurst and, with many others, signed the address of appreciation to Capt. Henry Somerset in
February 1822. Both he and Alexander Biggar of Woodlands lost about thirty-five head of cattle to
raiders during September 1823. In December 1825 he too quickly accused his neighbour at the
Mission, the Rev. George Barker, who was no relation, of taking thatching materials from his farm
without permission, only to learn later that his manager had given permission for the minister to help
himself.
The falsely accused the Rev. Barker was for many years the principal minister at Theopolis
(City of God) Mission Station. Born in 1789 at Wimbush he was educated at Gosport and married
Sarah Williams in 1815, which was also the year he sailed to southern Africa to take up a position as
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Lay Minister at Bethelsdorp Mission Station. After a brief spell at Theopolis in 1816 covering for the
Rev. John Ulbricht, who was ill, the Barkers returned there in 1821 where George remained in charge
until 1840. By 1815, seventy people had been baptised at the new station and the following year Sarah
gave birth to a daughter, the first European child born in the vicinity. After his ordination at
Bethelsdorp in 1819 (Sibree’s register of LMS Missionaries shows he was ordained in London in
1814?), he was present at Algoa Bay for the settler landings and ministered to many of the migrants.
At the Bay he was given a letter of introduction by newly arrived settler, Daniel Hockly Snr. His son,
Daniel Jnr, eventually married the Barkers’ eldest daughter Jane, and their son Harold was the author
of one of the seminal works covering the settlers’ story, The Story of The British Settlers of 1820 in
South Africa.
Theopolis had been created to provide employment, education and religious instruction for
the Khoi, but it was also a base for people from all walks of life to meet up and attend services, and
the last stop for missionaries before heading out to the interior. As such it was a bustling hive of
activity keeping George Barker and his team busy with the everyday operations of the station and
providing a service to visitors.
George kept a diary which included records of the visits of several eminent people including,
in March 1817, Governor Lord Charles Somerset and his retinue on their way to inspect Lombard’s
Post. There the governor ordered the introduction of day and night signals between military posts in
the region. Other visitors included General Richard Bourke as Lieut.-Governor in 1827, General Sir
Galbraith Lowry Cole as governor in 1830, Capt. Henry Somerset and later Archdeacon Nathaniel
Merriman and Cape Bishop, Robert Gray.
The Rev. Barker took personal responsibility for ensuring that visitors arrived and left safely,
which often entailed riding with them for a distance. He continually attended those in need throughout
the settlement and organised or attended meetings both at the Mission Station and elsewhere. For
leisure, the Barker family often visited the nearby Kasouga River mouth, which would later be
developed into a seaside resort, but they were frequently accompanied by Mission visitors. Their
children were educated under William Matthews at the academy at Salem. All of this activity entailed
the family in hundreds of journeys on horseback or in horse drawn carts. A few examples from many
of the entries referring to George Barker in the Lower Albany Chronicle will suffice to give an
indication of the daily life of this exceptionally busy man and his family.
George Barker went to Lombard’s Post to fetch two pigs which he had acquired of Major George
Fraser (22.1.1818)
George Barker rode with Lieut. William Gilfillan to Kasouga River mouth before the visitor left
(14.4.1818)

He had received a message from Kat River Mission reporting the death of the Rev. Joseph Williams
from Elizabeth, his wife. Barker needed to make a journey:
George Barker bought a spare horse at Lombard’s Post and secured permission from Major R. Abbey,
72nd Regiment, to travel to Kat River Mission, to go to the help of Elizabeth Williams (29.8.1818)
George Barker borrowed a saddle from Sergeant-major McDonald for the spare horse, and reached de
Bruin’s Drift Post, where he was entertained by Captain Birch, commanding (30.8.1818)

The round trip lasted some twelve days via the Great Fish and Koonap Rivers, van Aardt’s Drift,
Bester’s and Van der Merwe’s posts, Little Fish River, Zwartwater Port and Grahamstown, reaching
the Mission with Elizabeth Williams on 10 September.
More extracts:
The Rev. George Barker rode with his family to Kowie River mouth to collect pigs which he was
taking in exchange with Joseph Rhodes. He did not take his wagon through the river, but crossed by
boat. He went on to Thornhill where John Rhodes met him and brought the pigs over by boat
(25.4.1821)
The Rev. George Barker rode to Bathurst to attend the sale of some of Surgeon Daniel O’Flinn’s
effects. He bought some ironmongery before returning to the Mission. Surgeon O’Flinn’s house was
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sold for less than a quarter of its value [presumably due to the reversal of the village’s status as the
administration centre for Albany in favour of Grahamstown] (1.3.1822)
The Rev, George Barker went to Barville Park to attend Gen. Charles Campbell, who had been
seriously injured when thrown from his horse, while returning from Grahamstown (8.5.1822)
Gen. Charles Campbell died. His body was taken to Grahamstown for burial in the military grave-yard
(9.5.1822)
The Rev. George Barker rode to Grahamstown to attend the burial of the late Gen. Charles Campbell
(10.5.1822)
The Rev. George Barker erected beacons on the Mission boundaries up to Lombard’s Post, along the
northern line to Kasouga River, and along the southern line from that river to the Kariega River beyond
Long Fountain (16.9.1825)
Examining the position, the Rev. George Barker concluded that Lieut. John Hope [surveyor] had
included Long Fountain in the Mission lands (17.9.1825)
The Reverend George Barker rode out to see the new road which had been cut at Woodlands (3.4.1826)
The Reverend George Barker dined with John Ayliff at Grahamstown (6.4.1826)
The Rev. George Barker rode to Reed Fountain. He exchanged a horse with William Hobson, who now
lived there (16.4.1827)
At Reed Fountain a Service was held at which the Reverend George Barker preached, and the
Reverend John Ayliff offered Prayers. Afterwards William Cock laid the foundation-stone of Zoar
Church. William Davis was present. The Reverend William Carlisle was to visit when opened.
Subscriptions had come from members of the Church of England as well as from the Wesleyan people.
It was of brick, 38 feet by 18 feet (31.3.1829)

In 1823 the Mission was badly affected by the Great Flood:
Rain had now continued for five days, but on this day it was so heavy in the afternoon that, among
many others, four houses at Theopolis Mission collapsed, and in the evening the Mission School
building fell (10.10.1823)
The rain still continued, unbroken. On this, its eighth day, it became a deluge, with heavy
thunderstorms. Kasouga River overflowed the whole plain at the Mission. Two kilns, and 100,000
bricks not yet burned, were washed away, and the Church was damaged. Nearly all the houses being
built in the New Mission Village were destroyed. The Reed River on Reed Fountain rose twelve feet
over its banks, and was 140 feet wide (13.10.1823)

Doris Stirk quoted the description of the flood given by Peter Wright, Superintendent of Secular
Affairs at Theopolis at the time. This is an extract:
[...] On Wednesday the wind blew a hurricane from the South East, and the rain descended in torrents,
such as were never witnessed by any of the people of this place, and which continued without
intermission till twelve o’clock on Thursday, when it began to abate. On Friday morning as soon as it
was light, I looked out and saw the river had risen to an amazing height, and had overflowed the
ground where we had made bricks for the new village, all which have been swept away. In the evening,
about eight o’clock, I was suddenly alarmed by a great crash. I immediately took a candle, to go out
and discover the cause; but while I was preparing so to do, Mr Barker came in, with uplifted hands and
a countenance bespeaking the greatest agitation and distress exclaimed ‘We are all completely
ruined.’[..] It was truly a scene of lamentation and mourning. Distress was depicted in every
countenance—every eye was filled with tears.

He described the destruction of the school that would have been used as a commodious place of
worship until a Church could be built. Elsewhere flooding and gales had destroyed many settler
homes and crops and washed away their livestock. By the end of 1824, with support from the LMS
and a Woman’s Association in England, the village had been rebuilt.
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Barrow1061
After the British first assumed command at the Cape with Lord Macartney as Governor, Lady Anne
Barnard assumed the role of First Lady in the absence of Lady Macartney, and John Barrow was
appointed private secretary. Although raised in Lancashire in poverty, he was intelligent and was
gifted in mathematics, qualities that must have impressed the authorities. Trusted with sensitive
matters, he was despatched to the Eastern border lands to mediate between the incursive native
tribesmen and certain aggrieved farmers. Despite such heavy responsibilities, as he travelled
eastwards beyond the Keiskamma River he found time to pursue his keen interests in nature and
geology. From a second venture to the east in 1799 he produced the first acceptable map of the
Southern Cape. In the same year he married the Cape Dutch Anna Maria of the Truter family,
originally of Germany, which included Johannes Andries Truter, Chief Justice of the Cape Colony,
the first South African to receive a British Knighthood. After the Dutch temporarily resumed their
command at the Cape, the Barrows returned to England and John wrote up his work. His An Account
of Travels in the Interior of Southern Africa proved to be a seminal work in the field. He held the post
of Second Secretary for the Admiralty and was one of the founders of the Royal Geographical
Society. He too was beknighted.
Nephew of John, James Barrow, was born in Cumberland in 1805, and moved out to South
Africa three years after Anna Maria and his uncle had returned to England. He must have been
inspired and gained knowledge from their tales of adventures, relatives and friends at Cape Town, and
in the Eastern Cape. As the Rev. James Barrow, he was appointed Chaplain at Bathurst on 11 May
1833 and reached his appointed village on 16 July. As the third bachelor in succession, he at first
occupied the Drostdy, but when the government put it up for sale he lodged with the Currie family on
Lot No. 28, Bathurst, for many years. His most active and highly respected predecessor, the Rev.
George Porter, had handed over his duties and Barrow was conducting services as early as 21 July
1833. He was called upon to officiate on a temporary basis at Grahamstown, thus:
The Reverend James Barrow of Bathurst was temporarily officiating at Grahamstown. There he
married John, son of William Verity, to Amelia Leech (10.2.1834)

His appointment continued until June 1868, a stint of some 39 years, during which he earned the
greatest respect from the churchgoers although he was criticised by Archdeacon Merriman for
retaining the simplified form of service which had been designed by the Rev. Porter to encourage
Methodists to return to, or convert to, the Anglican fold. He shared many testing occurrences with the
inhabitants of Bathurst and would show stoicism and leadership in the face of danger and hardships.
A new Temperance Society was well supported by Barrow and other influential inhabitants and their
associates:
At a meeting held in Bathurst School, a branch of the Temperance Society was formed. The Reverend
Richard Haddy and Surgeon James Minto were elected Secretaries. The Committee were the Reverend
James Barrow, Thomas Peel, Samuel James, James Usher, Charles Bailie, Philip Richards, George
Wedderburn, John Bowker and the Reverend George Barker. Lieutenant C. Bradford, East India
Company, the Reverend Samuel Young and the Reverend William Carlisle also attended (22.7.1834)

Biddulph1062
Simon Biddulph, a Farmer, was aged 58 when he arrived with his wife, Ann, and six of their seven
offspring, three of whom were of adult age. They travelled with Bailie’s party in the Chapman. The
oldest son, John, had served with the Royal Navy, and was a Lieutenant. He took a keen early interest
in the important Kowie River mouth project where the provision of a port was thought to offer the
chance for any surplus produce to be exported. The Kowie River flowed between Bathurst and the
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area that would become Southwell, to empty into the Indian Ocean. As early as September 1820 he
had reported his observations to Capt. Charles Trappes. In this extract one of his father’s ventures also
gets a mention:
Simon Biddulph opened a store at Bathurst in Somerset Crescent. Lieut. John Biddulph reported further
on the Kowie River mouth. He stated that all soundings given on his sketch plan were taken at low
water: that tides rose from 7 to 10 feet, which was sufficient to admit vessels of up to about 120 tons.
To secure better depth at low water, he suggested that an embankment be thrown up along the upper
sand-bed, from the upstream bifurcation to the main channel, closing the upper end of the east channel,
he recommended the provision of mooring buoys outside the river mouth (23.10.1820).

Simon had been granted Lot No. 39 on Somerset Crescent in 1820, but in 1834 it was acquired by the
Anglican Church and has changed hands many times since. John became a director of the Kowie
River Navigation Company in 1821 and in 1826 he left with Andrew Bain for Makolontwana and
visited the Bangwaketse people, engaged in trading around the Molopa River, and made observations
of altitude and latitude. In another excursion with Bain in 1829 he made similar observations around
the Umzimvubu River and the Nsizwa Mountains and, with James Collis in 1830, left for Natal and
brought a message back to the colonial government from Zulu Chief Dingaan. In 1833 Thomas
Biddulph purchased the Bathurst Drostdy, which had once been valued at £1,400, for the vastly
reduced price of £255.
Simon Biddulph went to Theopolis Mission hoping to obtain permission to open a store there.
Minister George Barker was unable to grant this, but while there, Simon attended services.
Eventually, he went to work as a labourer on the new Mission buildings before they were ruined
during the Great Flood. It is recorded that his herd of 150 cattle was twice offered for sale at Bathurst
(19-24.1.1822, and 12.5.1832). Son William was just fourteen when the family arrived in South
Africa. In 1828 news arrived in the colony that an unspecified force (thought possibly to be Chaka’s
Zulus or the Fetcani) was causing mayhem east of Albany in Xhosa territory and that the Xhosas were
being pressured to move further west or suffer destruction. Settlers feared that the Xhosas might move
into the colony seeking protection from the government and to counter this, a small expeditionary
force of about fifty men under Major Dundas was sent eastwards to investigate. The party included
William Biddulph, several other notable settlers, and a body of friendly Xhosas. They reached the
Bashee River, but failed to make contact with the aggressors. William was then included in a smaller
contingent who rode on further into Pondoland where they observed some of the devastation, which
they found had been caused by Fetcani troops. Later a force under Col. Henry Somerset overtook and
defeated them.
William Biddulph was one of those listed as taking up two shares in the Bathurst Church
building and he remained a committed church member thereafter. Several members of the Biddulph
family would go on to make the pages of South African history books, particularly in the realms of
education and military service.
Biggar1063
Capt. Alexander Biggar of the 85th Regiment was leader of a party from Hampshire crossing on the
Weymouth, and he travelled with his wife Mary and eleven children including nine girls. As part of
the second wave of settlers they outspanned at Reed River Post (which became Glendower) awaiting
directions to their party location at Driefontein. This was the loan place of Jacobus Botha which they
later named Woodlands, which became part of the Southwell field-cornetcy. From there, they
occasionally visited Theopolis Mission Station and Minister George Barker visited them. Mary was
the impressive Scottish daughter of the Rector of Brechin, George Straton. The second son of the
family was born during the crossing on the Weymouth in the midst of a great storm. While they were
living in tents awaiting the completion of a nine-roomed house, a daughter was born. Four of the
daughters were accomplished piano players as witnessed by Thomas Philipps, leader of a party from
Bristol, who enjoyed their playing while they were still in tents, using a piano brought from England.
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In May 1822, Capt. Biggar took charge of the affairs of Mary Campbell whose husband,
General Charles Campbell, had died when thrown from his horse. The family fortunes, as with those
of many others, were crippled by successive crop failures from ‘rust’ and the Great Flood, and they
suffered greatly from cattle rustling:
Springbuck were increasing in numbers and taking heavy toll of corn crops. Capt. Alexander Biggar
and Arthur Barker had each lost about thirty-five cattle to raiders (1.9.1823).

Capt. Joseph Nourse, Commodore at Simon’s Town, visited Lower Albany during the flood:
He had visited Settlers’locations from Philipps’ across to Biggar’s Parties. He had stayed the night at
Woodlands, where his host had eleven children. Capt. Alexander Biggar had barley, oats and wheat.
Rain washed away all his potatoes (16.10.1823).

It is recorded that Alexander considered emigrating to van Dieman’s Land, Tasmania (9.12.1822) but
he changed tack and tried to make ends meet by transporting goods by wagon from Port Kowie to
Port Elizabeth at Algoa Bay, and became an early member of the Kowie Navigation Company. As the
contractor for the cartage of cargo out of the Winifred at Port Kowie, he suffered damage to his wagon
and lost an ox as they were carried away by the incoming tide. His £12 claim for damage was
endorsed by Harbourmaster Christopher Mackoy and also by Robert Hughes (17.1.1823). He
developed trade between Grahamstown and Port Elizabeth and was successful in his application for a
grant of land for grazing at Mill River (13.3.1823). We learn that in 1825 he was granted Lot Number
56 at Bathurst (1.4.1825). All but one of the members of his party left Woodlands, although George
Faircloth returned several decades later. In September 1826 an extension to Woodlands was granted,
and in 1828 we first learn that Alexander had applied to employ three Bechuanas at 1/6 per month. He
later sold Woodlands to William McLuckie and Robert Scoon as he and the family moved to Mill
River and later to Algoa Bay. Robert Biggar did not go with them, but moved to Natal in 1834. The
new owners of Woodlands traded with natives in the interior.
The Biggar daughters were much admired. Ann married Robert Newton Dunn in a service
conducted by the Rev. William Boardman in 1824. His farm, Newton, granted in 1826, was located
on the East Bank of the Kariega River adjoining Woodlands and Lombard’s Post. Dunn became one
of the first holders of land at Durban, Natal. In the same year Jane married Johannes de Smidt, a
Commissariat clerk from Bathurst in another service conducted by Boardman at Woodlands. The Rev.
Thomas Ireland married Agnes to John Willis at Woodlands in 1826 and the Rev. Francis McLelland
married Mary to John de Villiers in 1828, also at Woodlands. Georgina was married by the Rev.
Ireland to Charles Maynard in 1827 at Grahamstown. Three more daughters had married by 1854.
Billson1064
Thomas Billson (or Bilson) and his wife Mary, both aged 27, emigrated with their three children with
Calton’s Nottinghamshire party. Thomas was described as a sawyer and he held allotment No. 27 at
Clumber (20.12.1834). There is a place named Billson, west of Port Elizabeth1065 and this was
probably in recognition of later service and family lives lost in military campaigns. It was recorded on
17.9.1835 that Thomas and John, sons of the late Thomas Billson, had been killed, but see the
discrepancy in footnote 1064 below.
Bisset1066
The Bissets had close connections with Bathurst, Reed Fountain, Theopolis (where they slept over),
and other locations connected with the Southwell district to be. Members of the family would go on to
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achieve high office, but in the first season they concentrated on intensive cultivation, remaining in
their tents, and not commencing building until after the first harvests. Arriving with Willson’s party
on the La Belle Alliance from London were Lieut. Alexander Bisset RN, his wife Alicia, and three
children, Alexander Charles aged four, John Jarvis aged two, and daughter Sarah aged six.
At first they were placed at Beaufort Vale adjacent to the Rev. William Boardman where a
letter home referred to their location as ‘Croydon’. In 1824 they were granted a lot at Grahamstown,
but on 5 January 1827 they were granted ‘Fairfax’, later in Southwell, which became their main
residence. The determined quit-rent was 19s 7 ¾d per annum payable from 1 January, 1850. The Rev.
Boardman baptised new baby daughter Harriet, at Bathurst (1.1.1822). At Beaufort Vale Bisset, with
neighbour Boardman, had ploughed five acres of land in common and sown half of it to wheat. He
had sown a wide range of vegetables including potatoes, peas, beans, pumpkins, melons, turnips,
cabbages, onions, beetroots and cauliflowers and also a hundred vines. He planned to use his wheat
harvest for thatching straw, but unfortunately, as with the rest of the settlers, the crop failed. Wild
animals were available for meat including buck, bushpigs and hares, which is as well because he lost
sheep to spotted hyenas and lost cattle to thieves.
On 1st January 1825, Alexander was appointed Postmaster at Bathurst for fifteen pounds
sterling per annum and his sons attended school there. By May 1825 some families with relations
remaining in England applied to have them sent out to join them and their applications were endorsed
by several prominent settlers including Alexander Bisset. In September 1828 he was one of a number
of settlers who applied to employ servants, in his case, four Xhosas, at 1s 10 ½d per month each
(16.9.1828).
Sarah Bisset’s future father-in-law at Reed Fountain was well known as a keen classical
gardener and planted neat hedges to form a maze, good enough to rival the one found at Hampton
Court, for the children to play hide-and-seek. Sarah married Philip Lucas Jnr. a cashier at the Eastern
Province Bank in 1832. Alexander is recorded as one of those subscribing for two shares in the
Bathurst Church building. His properties, especially Fairfax Farm, were not paying their way, and by
1 June 1832 he was offering for sale Fairfax of 3000 acres, Croydon (No. 13 Beaufort Vale) and five
lots at Bathurst with houses on two of them (1.6.1832). He built ‘Bleak House’ there, opposite
Bathurst Inn (the Pig and Whistle) which was later retained as a National Monument (now a book
store occupied by Peter Moseley and family from Keyworth, Nottinghamshire). In 1832 it is recorded
that Alexander had gone to live at Elands Kloof (31.12.1832) while in June 1834 son John Jarvis
subscribed towards the building of a Dutch Reformed Church at Kat River (26.6.1834), but retained
his interest in farming at Fairfax where he had recently shot a buffalo (20.12.1834). It seems that the
farm had not yet been sold.
Boardman1067
William Boardman was an ordained Church of England minister when he arrived with his family as
one of the 1820 British settlers, but he had not been declared an official minister for his party for the
purpose of obtaining a government salary. This was rectified shortly after their arrival when his salary
was determined at £150 per annum. Prior to emigrating, he had resigned as Master of Blackburn
Grammar School and travelled with Willson’s large party on the La Belle Alliance. He made the
crossing with his wife and eight of their nine children, leaving eldest son, Thomas, behind. Shortly
after their arrival he assumed responsibility for the party when Willson, who had delusions of
becoming some sort of country squire with his followers as his surfs, defected in the face of immense
ill-feeling. The party was at first located at Beaufort Vale (after the Dukes of Beaufort, Lord
Somerset’s antecedents) on the Torrens River, just north of Clumber.
Apart from William’s farming, educational and religious duties, the leadership role entailed
the measurement and fair allotment of land to the families in his charge, but this was not so onerous
given their delightful location and fertile soil. On one occasion William’s servant attempted to deliver
his master’s dinner to the woodland where he was working. The servant, William Hogg, was
confronted by a beautiful leopard, but he was saved from injury when Boardman offered his dinner to
the animal.
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Until 1823, his role as chaplain encompassed Grahamstown prior to the arrival of a new
appointee there. In time he found the burden of his multiple duties so overwhelming that he resigned
his ministry, but resumed the role in 1824 when the school was moved to Bathurst and he was
appointed chaplain of that district. The school was at first situated in a marquee before moving into
the Residency which had originally been intended for a drostdy. Here are a few relevant snippets from
the Chronicle:
The Rev. William Boardman was appointed Chaplain to Bathurst district (27.9.1820)
The Rev. William Boardman learned that a marquee, loaned for his use, had reached Bathurst. He
proposed to fetch it for Divine Service on Sunday next, and to open a school in it on Monday. His
daughter, Margaret, was to teach the girls and younger boys.[...] The Rev. William Boardman had now
married a number of couples, including two from Grahamstown, who had furnished permission from
the Magistrate. He had been required to go to Grahamstown to Baptise a number of children, there
being no Chaplain at that place. He had asked for a few bushels of maize seed (28.9.1820).

In November his salary had increased, but the intention for the Bathurst Residency as a drostdy
remained:
William Woodman was working as a sawyer on the Bathurst Residency (18.11.1820)
The Rev. William Boardman’s salary as Chaplain and other appointments was now £200 per annum
(20.11.1820)
Capt. Charles Trappes asked for a further advance of money to carry on the building of the Bathurst
Residency. His application for £300 was approved (21.11.1820)

It seems that the marquee belonged to Lieut. Bailie as ‘Lieut. Bailie agreed to the use of his marquee
for the first meeting was which was chaired by the Rev. William Boardman’. Eminent guests attended
a service while still situated there:
Clara, daughter of William Williams was Baptised by Rev. William Boardman.
The Rev. William Boardman held a Service in the marquee at Bathurst. Gen. Sir Rufane Donkin, Major
James Jones and Henry Nourse were among the congregation, which included many Settlers and the
troops from Bathurst Post (2-3.6.1821).
Thomas Clarke, Clerk to Rev. William Boardman, was holding Services there [at Theopolis Mission]
on those Sundays when the Minister was unable to do so (15.9.1821).
In 1822 Mary, William’s daughter, married William Earle (31.12.1822) then in 1823 her father was
nominated as master of a projected Bathurst Grammar School [...] and this was opened with the
Magistrates blessing (9.9.1823 and 30.9.1823).
The Rev. William received his formal appointment as Master of the Bathurst Grammar and
Mathematical School, with a salary of £100 per annum, and the School was opened in the Residency
(4.1.1824).

Thomas Clarke’s salary was £13 5s per annum.
The Rev. Boardman was the representative of the Church of England amongst the settlers, but
he was continually frustrated by red tape in his hopes for a building to provide a focus for
worshippers. Lord Somerset had been given £500 for the purpose from the Society for the
Propagation of Christian Knowledge, but when the transfer of the magistracy from Bathurst to
Grahamstown was announced, it must have felt like the end of any such prospect. Boardman took to
the bottle. Serious doubts were raised about his suitability for teaching and the chances of the
Established Church being able to attract significant numbers, especially as the Methodists, led by the
Rev. Shaw, were so active and accessible. His teaching duties mounted—he was teaching as far away
as Cuylerville—leaving preaching as a poor second priority.
In 1824 the Minister attended to the weddings of two of Capt. Biggar’s daughters and with
Surgeon James Pawle visited the very sickly John Shepstone at the Mission. After an inspection on
behalf of the government, Herman Schutte reported that the Residency needed a further £650
spending on it.
After five years of devoted and exceptional service as party leader, minister and schoolmaster,
the Rev. William Boardman died at Bathurst on 10 August 1825. Two days later he was buried
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alongside his wife on his allotment at Beaufort Vale by the Rev. Thomas Ireland. In December of that
year their daughter, Sarah, was married to Lieut. John Crause. The family’s interest in the Church
continued after William’s death. Sons William and James supplied curtains for the Grahamstown
Church and William was allotted a pew there.
Bovey1068
Robert Bovey had studied at Cambridge. Originally with Bailie’s party at Cuylerville, he became
known at Theopolis Mission Station and Barville Park. In 1822 he engaged with Lieut. Pettingal in
mapping between the Great Fish and Keiskamma Rivers where they encountered a number of Xhosas
and were forced to abandon the work. Robert had attended the governor’s visit to Lower Albany in
February 1825. About this time he was granted land south of the Mission, Kasouga Mouth Farm, of
3000 acres, either side of the Kasouga River mouth, and bought a plot at Port Frances (formerly Port
Kowie, later Port Alfred). Most lots at this time were selling at £11. On 15 August 1833, as Clerk of
the Course, he officiated at a horse race at Fort Beaufort where he was living at the time and where
later he became involved in agricultural institutions and the library.
Bowker1069
Miles Bowker, originally from Gateshead, was a farmer who led a party of settlers from Wiltshire.
Born in 1759, he travelled with his wife Ann (née Mitford) and seven children plus Hannah who was
born at sea. The party was directed over the Kariega River via Paarde Drift down to Theopolis
Mission Station (19.6.1820) and the Bowkers maintained regular contact with the Barkers there for
many years. Later Miles acquired 1,270 morgen of land on the left bank of the George River which
they called Tharfield, which was intended for his older sons. Only members of the Bowker family
remained resident at their party’s location by May 1823. In November that year he was officially
granted the whole location, being 513 morgen, at 9s per annum, payable after ten years (20.11.1823),
and the following year he was granted an erf (plot) at Grahamstown. The foundations of the family
wealth were becoming established and the rewards of their labours began to show by early 1824 as
three year old fruit trees were bearing and 5,000 vines had been planted on a hard dry slope facing
north. They were selling salted meat and cheese at Port Kowie (24.2.1824). During 1829, however,
their fortunes were affected by poor rainfall and sons Thomas, Miles Jnr and Bertram were forced to
move their cattle to distant pastures to find grazing (31.12.1829).
Miles was appointed by the Acting Governor as heemraad (assistant magistrate) under Major
Jones at Bathurst (30.5.1821), but when the Major was replaced by Henry Rivers by the returning
Governor, Lord Somerset, he lost his job. At the time of his appointment he was given a pair of
millstones by the outgoing Capt. Trappes (28.5.1821). In his post he had been responsible for the
distribution of certain rations, and he served on the Committee of the Fund for the Relief of Distressed
Settlers. At the formation of the Albany Levy required to counter the increasing threat of Xhosa
incursions, he had a role in recruitment, especially for the mounted troops of the 2nd Troop under
Lieut. Charles Crause, of the Bathurst Yeomanry:
Leaders of parties and of subdivisions had drawn rice for January at the Commissariat Store at Bathurst
on the authority of Miles Bowker. Amounts drawn ranged from 46 to 1542 lbs according to party or
division strength. As District Surgeon, Daniel O’Flinn drew 96 lbs for patients (31.1.1822).
Miles Bowker was recorded as receiving £3-15-0 as relief for Maria Harden [and her thoroughly
destitute family] (31.8.1823)
A sub-committee of the Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers had been formed consisting of
Major George Pigot, Lieut. Donald Moodie, Miles Bowker, Capt. Duncan Campbell, the Rev. Stephen
Kay, and Thomas Philipps. They were to meet weekly to receive statements (15.11.1824).
Jeremiah Goldswain had to walk three miles to Olive Burn to be sworn in by Miles Bowker
(4.10.1822).
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Enrolment had been completed by Assistant Magistrates William Austin and Miles Bowker at the
locations (11.4.1823).

In late 1822 son John arrived from England to join his parents. In May 1823 John Bowker and
John Mandy outbid other contenders for two official residences at Port Kowie offering £206 17s 6d
for each, with Miles standing security for them. The family as a whole demonstrated certain qualities
of leadership and they became involved in many key aspects of life at the settlement. Miles himself
was a keen botanist and sent early samples of indigenous bulbs from Lower Albany to the Cape
authorities. He was also instrumental, with others, in the inception of the woollen industry introducing
a flock of merino rams in 1826:
Wool being received at the Bathurst water-mill for weaving included some cross-bred Merino wool
from Miles Bowker of Olive Burn [later Pinelands]. Serviceable blankets were being made there, as
well as Kersey cloth. Elephants were visiting Fairfax and Tharfield (31.12.1827).
Miles Bowker of Olive Burn sold 1,000 lbs. of wool, from October and November shearing, at 1/- per
lb., Edward Philipps 5,000 lbs at 1/1 ½ and Henry Pedlar 1,000 lbs at 1/- (30.11.1833).

Like Miles, daughter Mary was also interested in botany and in time became highly distinguished in
the field. Bertram, Robert, Thomas, John and William, all sons of Miles and Ann, were engaged under
Major Dundas in the repulsion of the Fetcani when they pressed their Xhosa neighbours.
Members of the family went on to attain leadership roles and distinction in later military
campaigns. John Bowker was present as Provisional Field-cornet when Major Dundas arrived from
Grahamstown to assemble a force comprising two companies of 55th Regiment, Cape Mounted Rifles,
gun crews and several burgher contingents required to repel a renewed threat from the AmaNgwane
(5.7.1828). By 1834 he had been appointed justice of the peace for Albany (11.10.1834)
Some Bowkers became prominent politicians and made important contributions in the realm
of education and in cultural, archaeological and scientific spheres. An early indication of their
capabilities was demonstrated when:
The Rev. Samuel Broadbent accompanied a wedding party to the George River mouth for a picnic.
Miles Bowker came from Olive Burn to join the party. During the day a pelican was shot on the
lagoon. One of the Rev. Samuel Broadbent’s servants was bitten by a poisonous snake. Miles Bowker’s
son rode bare-back to Tharfield and brought back an antidote (14.2.1825).

They were not afraid to become embroiled in the issues of the day and head of the family Miles often
showed some leadership in this respect. For example, he was one who signed Major Pigot’s letter on
behalf of the settlers requesting that Major Dundas retained his position as magistrate for Albany
(13.6.1826). In 1834 he was a signatory to a request for permission to hold a meeting at Grahamstown
about the contemplated Vagrancy Act (30.10.1834).
The Bowkers tended to marry well, and with Whites, Atherstones, Barbers, MitfordBarbertons, and others, went on to form something of a dynasty.
Along with Major Pigot, Miles Bowker was engaged with J Dyason, a former naval officer
with expertise in marine survey work, in one of several projects to consider the creation of a harbour
at the Kowie River outlet into the Indian Ocean. Based on the results of a rough survey they were
permitted by the Acting Governor to undertake a full survey, and Dyason was appointed harbour
master and pilot with the support of a boat crew. At the same time a small schooner was sanctioned to
be built at Cape Town. In August 1825 Miles was present at a meeting of the Albany Shipping
Company operating out of Port Frances (formerly Port Kowie) at which it was reported that £4,000 in
shares had been subscribed.
Bowls (or Bowles) and Amos1070
Richard Bowles RN (spelt Bowls in the settler list) was 35 when he arrived with his wife Elizabeth
and children Esther, Jemima and Richard on the Weymouth with Menezes’ party from Kent. He had
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fought under Nelson at Copenhagen aboard the Elephant and also at Trafalgar where he was wounded
on the Victory, a splinter from the mast blinding him in an eye. He was quite near to the famous
Admiral when he was mortally wounded. His childhood sweetheart, Elizabeth, married sailor Henry
Amos by whom she gave birth to three children following which Henry disappeared (presumed lost at
sea) and after a considerable time, believing him to be dead, she married Richard Bowles. Sometime
after the birth of Richard and Elizabeth’s first child, Henry showed up and she was obliged to return
to him, but he died at sea. Thus the family group, settling in what would become a part of Southwell,
included seven Amos and two Bowles children.
On one occasion preacher James Munro overheard some expletives which he discovered were
being uttered by one Richard Bowles while untying his oxen. They came to an agreement that Munro
would preach a sermon if Bowles would find a congregation for him and curtail his swearing. Bowles
duly obliged and assembled a sizeable gathering at Mr Eastland’s house in the vicinity. The sermon
must have been effective as Bowles was never heard to swear again. According to the Morse Jones
Roll, Richard died of wounds in the 8th Frontier War in 1851.
Bradfield1071
The Bradfield family from the parish of St Mary’s in Nottingham City Centre included the father,
John, a framework knitter, his wife Mary, two adult male offspring, John Jnr and Edmund , adult
female Ellin (or Ellen) and five children, the youngest of whom was aged nine years when they
applied to emigrate. The three adult males signed the Calton party Articles of Agreement setting out
their obligations as participants. John Jnr was a draper and Edmund was a turner in wood and metal.
Joseph, aged eighteen at the time of their application, was a framework knitter. Despite their former
occupations, the Bradfields adapted well to agriculture which was the main priority of their party as
they settled at Clumber. The activities of such quietly dedicated families helped to define the
settlement and provide a solid base for long term economic prosperity, and they remain successfully
engaged in farming in the district to this day.
Some of the earliest services at Clumber were held under a large tree by the Torrens River
and near to the house of John Bradfield, about a mile west of Mount Mercy, the eventual site of the
Methodist Church. William Pike presided over the services.
Some family members moved to Grahamstown, especially after the administrative centre was
switched to that town from Bathurst, and others moved into areas that would eventually form part of
Southwell. Daughter Mary was married on 7 March 1824 to Thomas Webster while Edmund was
married by the Rev. William Carlisle to Louisa Turvey in 1832. Louisa was the daughter of party
leader Edward Turvey who, arriving on the Sir George Osborn from London, was described in the
listings as a merchant. Son, Thomas Bradfield, was married by the Rev. John Heavyside at
Grahamstown to another daughter of Edward, Eliza Turvey. Edward was an artist and made two
sketches of Theopolis Mission and further drawings as part of the record of explorations to the Umtata
River with Surgeon Alexander Cowie and Benjamin Green. Allocations of allotments at Clumber
were listed in 1828 including Thomas Bradfield No. 4, Richard Bradfield No. 6, John Bradfield
(presumably Snr) No. 14 and Edmund Bradfield No. 15 (31.5.1828). As such, the family as a whole
must have accounted for a large proportion of the inhabitants of the location. John Jnr and Edmund
acquired pews at St George’s Church, Grahamstown (22.8.1833). John Snr must have been trusted as
a friend and neighbour as in 1835 he and William Wright were appointed executors in the estate of
Benjamin Wright.
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Bradshaw1072
Samuel Bradshaw, a weaver from Cam in Gloucestershire, was leader of Bradshaw’s party of 64
settlers crossing in the Kennersley Castle from Bristol and arriving at their location adjacent to
Clumber. He travelled with his brother Richard, also a weaver, whose name did not appear in the
original party list. He may have taken the place of another participant. Samuel left his family behind
until 1825 when he applied for permission for them to join him. Seventeen children died of the
measles on board ship which may have been down to Bradshaw’s party being “a most horrid dirty set
and the pest of the ship” according to Thomas Philipps, but of Samuel he said he was “an obliging
farmer”. It would not have been unusual to combine occupations such as that of weaver and farmer
working in different seasons of the year.
Together, as early as 1821, the brothers commenced the erection of the water-powered
woollen mill at Bathurst intended for blankets and strong cloth. It is noted that in 1824 Richard
assumed leadership of the Bradshaw party, possibly because Samuel was becoming engaged in other
activities. Both brothers were shareholders in the Bathurst Church building and, in 1832, the
enterprising Samuel commenced work on the construction of the building specialising as a sawyer.
The Bradshaws employed Jeremiah Goldswain as a pit-sawyer at the mill after he moved from Clay
Pits to take up residence with the Dednams nearby. They paid him £2 5s per month. By autumn 1826
they had spent £365 on the construction of the mill.
The mill operation benefited from the exponential growth in woollen production from the new
breeds of sheep introduced into the settlement. The facility was capable of processing the raw wool
right through to the finished products and as such represented the commencement of the nation’s
substantial textile industry. By September 1830 they had produced thirty pairs of blankets during that
year plus a quantity of Kersey cloth.
Towards the end of 1831, the committee of the proposed church building at Bathurst accepted
a tender of £390 from the Bradshaw brothers for masonry work on the walls and tower and they chose
Samuel to turn the first spade of earth to mark the commencement of construction. The congregation
was present. He worked continuously to complete the foundation trenches during March 1832. By
1833 the freestone walls and tower had been erected and a ship’s bell hung. Tenders for the doors,
windows and roof were sought as the final instalment on the shares was called up. Unfortunately, the
6th Frontier War intervened and Samuel was heavily engaged in organising the incomplete building
for the defence of the local inhabitants.
It appears that Samuel was also engaged in the building of the thatched Bathurst Wesleyan
Chapel which was completed by 8 May 1832 when it was opened with a morning service by the Rev.
Samuel Palmer, a dedication by the Rev. William Shrewsbury, and an afternoon service by the
Rev.William Shaw. £13 was collected.
In 1836 Samuel assumed the role of Acting Civil Commissioner for Bathurst which included
the collection of taxes, and the following year he was appointed field-cornet there, an experience that
would set him up for distinguished service on military excursions. It is recorded he had been a
volunteer in Gloucestershire for a civilian militia set up to resist the threat of an invasion from France.
This experience must have been invaluable for his subsequent roles in South Africa where in the early
days he was held in high esteem by Jeremiah Goldswain and others under his charge. Later, the
relationship between Bradshaw and Goldswain was set to break down. Samuel Bradshaw continued
his work in local administration and various small-scale building projects in Bathurst.
Brantford
Edward Brantford, a ropemaker, was 23 when he signed up for Calton’s party from Nottinghamshire.
An article in the Grahamstown Journal of 23 May 1870 entitled ‘The Nottingham Party’
anonymously written ‘by one of them’ recounted from their landing that ‘a man by the name of
Bramford, died at the Bay’. The article has several misspellings of names, but as all others in the party
are accounted for, this can only have been Edward Brantford, a man whose name does not appear in
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any other available records after they had moved out of the camp at Algoa Bay. As a ropemaker, he
would have been a valuable asset to the party, were it not for his untimely death.
Buckley1073
John Buckley, a cloth dresser, his wife Hannah, and their family of five young children, emigrated
with George Smith’s Lancashire party in the Stentor from Liverpool. In 1825 Smith became ill and
John assumed responsibility for the party. He took a gamble by building a house near to a good stream
at Reed Fountain (later part of Southwell) prior to making an application in December 1824 for a
grant for the land upon which it stood. Unfortunately, his application was rejected in favour of a
contingent of Sephton’s party, but in 1826 he was granted a farm adjoining Wolf’s Crag in Southwell
district, which he called Holling Grove. Eldest daughter Hannah married George James of Cock’s
party in 1830.
Burchell1074
Botanist William Burchell visited what would become Lower Albany on a scientific expedition as
early as 1813. He collected eight hundred botanical samples there, most notably around the rivers and
river mouths including the Kasouga, Reed, Kowie and Great Fish. His brother, James, a surgeon,
arrived in the colony in 1821 and began a practice at Port Elizabeth. James was caught up in the
contest for property when it was intended that an administrative centre would be created at Bathurst.
He acquired lot No. 46 there. Later this was sold to George Palmer of Calton’s Nottingham party.
Campbell – General Charles Campbell, his family and party1075
General Charles Campbell, at age 49, with his young 19 year old wife Mary, and six children, arrived
in a private party in the Salisbury as part of a second wave of settlers in 1821. Also with them was
their adult son, John. These were the last of three groups forming the party of 47 persons mainly from
Argyll. An advance group was led by Cypress Messer as site bailiff who sailed in the Mary Ann
Sophia. They prepared the way at their location ready for a second party of 17 others in the Dowson
and for the final group under the general. A group of Sephton’s party was ordered to move away from
Reed Fountain to make way for them at an allotment they called Barville Park adjacent to an arm of
the Kasouga River. In a letter, the bailiff listed the progress they had made with preparations for the
arrival of the general: three huts had been completed, they had felled enough local timber from the
extensive woodland to make a somewhat isolated family house, and they were digging for stone for
the purpose. Planting was going well including turnips, fig, orange, lemon, melon, cucumber and
pumpkin, but the vines had died off and he made a request for 5,000 replacements along with
strawberry roots and seed potatoes (28.1.1821). Some of the woodland was occupied by elephants and
buffaloes, and they would have to be removed somehow to make way for the settlers. Elsewhere they
observed springbok.
Unfortunately, the general did not live to fully enjoy the fruits of their labours as, shortly after
his arrival in the colony, he was thrown from his horse and suffered a fatal injury. He was buried at
the military cemetery in Grahamstown (8-9.5.1822). In 1829 there was another family tragedy when
daughter Catherine died aged just eight years. She too was buried at Grahamstown.
Within a short period most of the party moved away from Barville Park, Joseph Broadbent to
Uitenhage, for instance. Robert Brady asked for equipment for an expedition along the western coast
of the colony (15.12.1820). The depletion of the party meant that they were no longer entitled to the
full extent of their original allotment of land. Thus, while much of the location was allotted to widow
Mary (4,000 acres at £11 5s 4d per annum, payable after ten years) who in time received an extension
(6.10.1826), other parts went to Thomas Philipps and a returning contingent of Sephton’s party.
Enterprise at the Park included sheep farming. Mary hired a married couple (presumably Gonaquas)
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from Theopolis as servants at a rate of 10s 3d per month. In August 1827 it was reported that locusts
were laying eggs in the district and they had reached Barville Park where, as at many other farms,
their crops were consumed (20.8.1827).
In time, the children went on to become engaged in various important activities in the
settlement including medical, military, agricultural and cultural pursuits. By 1824 Ambrose had taken
Lot No. 60 at Grahamstown where he practised as a surgeon, but he was called out as far as Port
Frances on occasions (31.12.1826). Later he commenced monthly consultations at the Bathurst Inn on
the first Saturday in each month at 2.00 pm (8.1.1832). They kept pace with spiritual developments
and enjoyed close proximity to, and a close relationship with, those at the Mission. George Barker and
his wife Sarah made visits to Barville and the Campbell and Barker children were resident at Salem
for their school terms. George or Sarah Barker would take them all there at the beginning of term and
bring them back at the close.
The Campbells had long been in favour with Governor Somerset which, in part, accounted for
the removal of Sephton’s party to make way for them at Reed Fountain. It is noticed, therefore, that
the governor included a visit to Barville Park in his itinerary for February 1825 after which he and his
entourage visited Theopolis Mission. Mary planned to leave the colony and from 1832 she offered her
property, by then 5,000 acres, for sale, along with a herd of cows. One of the sure signs of a planned
incursion from neighbouring Xhosa tribes was the stealing of horses, but John Campbell disarmed
himself and showed early signs of sympathy with other races:
Frederick, son of the late General Campbell, had a horse taken at Grahamstown (5.1.1833)
John Campbell offered a gun for sale (21.3.1833)
John Campbell had been appointed Protector of Slaves at Graff-Reinet (31.12.1833)
Frederick Campbell was appointed Ensign in the newly-formed Provisional Colonial Cavalry. He was
to do duty with the Cape Mounted Riflemen (3.2.1835)

Campbell – Captain Duncan Campbell1076
Another Argyll man, Duncan Campbell, aged 38 on arrival in 1820, was a captain in the Royal
Marines. He was leader of a party of 28 from Hampshire sailing in the Weymouth from Portsmouth.
Like White’s party from Nottingham, they were initially sent by mistake of the Acting Governor to
Zonder End (or Zondereind) River in the west of the colony in the Caledon district, where the land
was so unsuitable for agriculture that they insisted on moving. In time they joined the main British
settlement in the Zuurveld. Duncan married Mary Tacker shortly after their arrival and was soon
appointed heemraad (assistant magistrate) for Grahamstown with an assistant clerk, John Palin. Later
he became resident magistrate (or civil commissioner) for Albany and Somerset East. He was granted
Lot No. 1 on York Street which was part of the extension to Bathurst instigated by Sir Rufane Donkin
(16.10.1821). When Major Jones was replaced by Henry Rivers as landdrost after Lord Somerset’s
return to the colony, Capt. Campbell lost his position as heemraad as did his colleagues Major Pigot
and Miles Bowker. After the distress caused by the Great Flood, Capt. Campbell joined the
subcommittee of the Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers which considered weekly progress
statements.
Duncan and Mary must have been well known amongst leaders in society in Lower Albany as
the Chronicle records occasions where he and his family dined with the Philipps family, Major
Dundas, the new landdrost, and others, and they were regular visitors to the Mission. They dined with
the new governor too:
Major Charles Michell, Royal Engineers, (the Surveyor-General), the Magistrate (Captain Duncan
Campbell), Henry Nourse, Thomas Philipps, Henry Nourse Jnr, who had come from Pigot Park, and
others, dined with the Governor. Thirty mounted horsemen from Reed Fountain came to meet him, and
Thomas Philipps accompanied the party to Reed Fountain, Barville Park and Theopolis Mission Station
(25.10.1830).
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Andries Stockenstrom was replaced by Capt. Campbell as Commissioner-General for the
Eastern Districts in 1833 until the position was abolished in 1836. Such high profile roles were
difficult at times when the settlers were under threat from hostile tribes, but he served with distinction
and honour. Despite his onerous roles regarding the security of the settlement, he maintained his
interests in shipping and farming, and was also expected to engage in civil issues. He attempted to
breed Southdown sheep, an unsuccessful venture, but in time he became a pioneer of the woollen
industry with merinos. He was a committee member of the Albany Shipping Company. He reported
on the state of the Bathurst Residency after it had been re-roofed and he auctioned it two months later
(12.7.1833 and 2.9.1833). In October he inspected a part of the Port Frances Commonage requested
by Henry Nourse, but the inhabitants of the Port objected to such a grant of their common land
(28.10.1833).
Carlisle1077
Brothers Frederick and John Carlisle, aged 18 and 22 respectively, made their crossing in the
Chapman, the first transport to arrive at Algoa Bay. John was the leader of the smallest of all 1820
parties. All but one of the males was single and, from Staffordshire, they numbered just 15. In 1825
Frederick travelled back to England with a mission to obtain labour which was in great demand at the
settlement, partly because they were not permitted to hire Bantu workers. His project was not
successful. Following the abandonment of Fredericksburg after the return of Governor Somerset Fred
was granted land on the west bank of the Kowie River, destined to be part of Southwell Fieldcornetcy, which he called Wolf’s Crag. At first the spotted hyena, which was prevalent in the district,
was known by the settlers as the ‘wolf’. In 1832 he sold up and moved to Blaauwkrantz, closer to
native territory, where later events might have caused some regret. In England he appeared before the
House of Commons Emigration Committee. He was destined later to be involved as a patient in
ground-breaking surgery (see Chapter 24 from page 429).
The records show that John Carlisle attended prayers at the Mission, attended civic meetings
at Bathurst, and called on or dined with prominent families in the district. John married Catherine,
daughter of Thomas Philipps, who was a witness along with Charlotte Philipps and Major George
Pigot, with the Rev. Thomas Ireland presiding (19.7.1826). He was appointed Deputy Sheriff for
Albany in 1830 and he held two shares in the Bathurst Church building.
Chase1078
John Centlivres Chase, a merchant aged 24, arrived with his wife Arabella, and young daughter
Louisa, in the first of all parties to be settled adjacent to the Great Fish River. This was Bailie’s party
which had arrived aboard the Chapman. In time he would go on to hold a number of official and
political posts, become a prominent champion of the settlers and, as the ‘Father of the Settlement’ and
a journalist, published a number of historical works including useful economic statistics in which he
often addressed controversial topics. He was one of the signatories to a request for permission to hold
a meeting to discuss the plight of the settlers (3.12.1822) and was appointed Secretary of the Cape of
Good Hope Association for Exploring Central Africa. At Grahamstown he was Secretary to the
Albany Mutual Assurance Company:
Rates for fire risk were, houses with tiled roofs 4% of value, with thatched roofs 1%, and hazardous
risks 4%. (15.1.1828)

In 1827 he was appointed a civil commissioner at Uitenhage, as part of the removal of the old
landdrost-heemraden format. By that year he had acquired Sea Field and surveyor William Smith had
made a diagram of it (15.9.1827). Arabella died at their property, Peninsula, on 19 August 1830. At
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the end of that year John moved to Cape Town where he took up a post with the Orphan Chamber
earning £180 per annum. He was a shareholder in the Bathurst Church building.
Cock1079
After John Hawkins had organised a party of 40 from Oxfordshire he found he was unable to
emigrate. William Cock, originally of Penzance, assumed the leadership,
and by the time the party had boarded the Weymouth it had increased to
91 members. They located at the Rufane River, but in time Cock moved
to Grahamstown and William Beale took on the leadership. William
Cock was a printer aged 26 and he travelled with his wife Elizabeth and
three children, the youngest of whom, daughter Loveday, was baptised at
the colony at Green Fountain where Richard Walker was leader of the
local Wesleyan Methodists. He was described by Harold Hockly as one
the most energetic and enterprising of the settlers and was associated
with a number of infrastructure projects, especially the port at the mouth
of the Kowie River. Doris Stirk described him as a very public spirited
man. He was a trustee of the Port Frances Chapel Land, laid the
foundation stone of Zoar Church at Reed Fountain, and he fulfilled
several public roles at Grahamstown. As the Hon. William Cock he
served on the Legislative Council established in 1834. He represented
William Cock
Albany as an unofficial member appointed for life. He acquired several
pockets of land at the settlement eventually including places at Southwell such as Glendower, Fairfax,
a share of Wesleywoods and also Hope Farm near where he built a turreted homestead (Richmond
House, know affectionately as ‘Cock’s Castle’).
One Cornelius Cock was later to be appointed Field Commandant of Southwell and his
contribution to defensive activities will be considered later in the discussion on the Khoi Rebellion
from 1850 (see Chapter 20).
Cockcroft1080
Charles Cockcroft, a cloth dresser aged 39, sailed with his wife Harriet and three sons, Thomas,
William and Mark. They made their crossing with Wainwright’s party from Yorkshire sailing from
Liverpool in the John. Charles brought cloth from England to make into clothes for sale to the Xhosa
people. On one occasion missionaries called at his place at Myrtle Grove, possibly collecting clothes
as offerings to native peoples as they headed off into the interior (23.11.1825). On at least one occasion
the Rev. John Ayliff preached at the Cockcroft homestead, presumably with other families from the
Wainwright party in attendance. At Myrtle Grove he opened a lime quarry.
As part of a force under Major Dundas, Charles was one of a nine-man contingent from
Albany assigned to help counter the threat from the Amangwane in 1828. Each man had to supply his
own horse and gun and received only beads and buttons for barter in lieu of rations. His sons would
figure in later campaigns and Thomas became Commandant at the military station at Clumber, the
village where he resided by 1833. By 1834 he had moved to Grahamstown (9.2.1834) to where, in the
same year, his father had relocated (12.12.1834). In time the Cockcroft family would own a portion of
Fairfax in the Southwell Field-cornetcy. The three boys married in consecutive years.
Crause1081
The Crause party under Royal Marine Lieut. Charles Crause and Bailie’s party, which included Capt.
Henry Crause and his family crossing in the Chapman, were part of the first wave of about 400
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pioneer migrants to arrive at the British settlement. They travelled along the low coastal road via
Jager’s Drift to Reed Fountain and the marshalling place at Elmhurst Farm. They must have been
something of a spectacle for existing residents as they waited with their 96 wagons for instructions for
the final leg of their journey to their allotted locations. Lieut. John Crause of the 50th Regiment sailed
separately in the Nautilus. Lieut. Crause’s party consisted of 41 persons from Kent including his wife,
Emily, and five children. In time Thomas Philipps and Lieut. John took charge of divisions of the
Crause party and Charles was succeeded as leader by James Moorcroft.
In 1821 Capt. Henry and Lieut. John each received a grant of 4,000 acres at the new military
village at Fredericksburg set up by the Acting Governor near the coast on the Gualana River. By mid1822 they had returned to Lower Albany after Lord Somerset’s resumption as governor and his order
for the village to be abandoned. Later, in February 1824, they received compensation, an entitlement
to 2,000 morgen (about 4,000 acres) each. The location was not immediately determined, but by 1825
Henry had received that extent of land at the source of the Little Kowie River (part of Southwell),
which he called Walsingham and to which he received full title the following year. Charles Crause
received 2,000 morgen of land contiguous to Bathurst called Summerhill Park. Around this time he
received a government loan of £37. Henry obtained Palmiet Farm on the right bank of the river of the
same name. The bay between Great and Little Fish Points was known as Crause’s Bay. Johan Knobel,
the government surveyor, appears to have been involved in the land transactions as around that time
he visited the farm and he and Henry visited Fredericksburg together. The Albany Treasurer received
£47 for the survey of the land granted to Lieut. Charles Crause. The Crauses employed Khoi labour
from Theopolis Mission, which was not unusual for the more affluent families as indicated:
Lieutenant John Crause went to the Mission with the Bathurst Constable, to collect runaway Hottentot
[Gonaqua] employees’ (3.6.1827). The following year he offered £2 14s per annum for two servants
and £1 16s for another. Later he applied for Xhosa servants, two at 4s 6d per month, and two at 1s 6d
each.

Clearly the Crauses were part of a circle of leading families in Lower Albany and the
Chronicle records many instances of visits and connections between them:
Liet. Donald Moodie and Thomas Philipps had visited Pigot Park [home of Major George Pigot].
Thomas Philipps went to stay at Palmiet Farm with Capt. Henry Crause (9.1,1823).
[...] The party at Palmiet Farm walked to the Fish River mouth, from where John Carlisle of Belmont
took them two miles upstream to the Kap River, where they dined (11.1.1823).
The party fished with a Seine net at Fish River mouth [...] (12.1,1823).
Capt. Henry Crause’s party went to dine with John Chase at Peninsula. Lieut. Charles Crause and his
wife, Emily, joined them there. John Chase and his wife, Arabella, returned with them to Palmiet Farm
(13.1.1823).
The party fished again at the Fish River mouth (14.1.1823).

Helena Crause, Capt. Henry’s wife, enjoyed a picnic, the record of which further reveals something of
the leisure activity at the settlement and also details of the wildlife:
Thomas and Edward Philipps, with two of Charles Dalgairns’ daughters, left for a picnic, collecting
Margaret O’Flinn and Helena Crause on their way to the confluence of the Kap and Fish River, where
they camped. They were joined there by thirteen other friends (28.3.1821).
They went about two miles up the Kap River Valley and saw hippopotamus before returning to camp
(29.3.1821).
All but Thomas and Edward Philipps and three other men left. These went on to the Fish River mouth.
There they found a spit of dry sand six hundred yards long and a channel of thirty yards wide. There
were penguins in the Channel, and there were oribi in the neighbourhood. (30.3.1821).
They returned to Lampeter by the Wellington and Lynedoch river mouths seeing hartebeest and quagga
[extinct Zebra-like creature], and shooting springbuck between Lynedoch and George Rivers [...]
(31.3.1821).

It is not clear whether they were aware of the dangers they faced, but the day continued:
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[...] Xhosas collecting clay at the Pits had taken fourteen of Thomas Mahoney’s cattle (31.3.1821).

The Fish River where they camped, the former frontier prior to the creation of the neutral zone, was
bordered by dense bush, which provided excellent cover from which hostile tribesmen might launch
an attack on the settlers.
Lord Somerset was keen for the settlers to take responsibility for their own defence and
thereby also the remainder of the colony to the west, and accordingly instigated the voluntary Albany
Levy in 1822. Capt. Henry served as Lieutenant of the 3rd Division while John commanded the 4th
Division where he took charge of two companies. The volunteers were given firearms and met
periodically for exercises, but they were never called into action. Constable John Morris (Notts
settler) of Bathurst was paid 6s for horse hire to carry despatches to John Crause, Field-commandant,
located at Spring Grove during the perceived threat of invasion by the AmaNgwane of 1828. There
had been actual depredations committed by Xhosas in August 1828 and the magistrate ordered forty
mounted Englishmen to go from the Bathurst district under his command to patrol as far as
Committees Drift.
In spite of his military responsibilities, John continued to find time for his farming and in
1832 he offered 550 sheep for sale at Spring Grove.
John married Sarah Boardman, daughter of the Minister and Schoolmaster at Bathurst, and by
1828 he was Albany Field-commandant. He contributed as a shareholder to the Bathurst Church
building. Henry’s son, Charles Crause, was educated at Bathurst School and served in later military
campaigns. Henry Crause also served in later campaigns, was destined to take command of defences
at Theopolis Mission Station, and was appointed a Trustee of Bathurst Church in 1832.
Currie1082
A number of ‘Curries’ migrated with the main wave of settlers arriving in 1820, but our interest here
is with Walter and his family as part of Willson’s party in the La Belle Alliance. He was a Royal Navy
purser and with him were his wife Ann and young children Mary and Walter Jnr. Young Walter
would go on to achieve greatness in later years, including the defence of Southwell, and later became
Sir Walter, but the focus here is on their life at the settlement up to 1834.
Their large party of 307 from London was located not far from Clumber on the Bush River, a
tributary of the Torrens, and after Willson had resigned early, the Rev. William Boardman took on the
mantle of leader. From 1823, Walter Snr was appointed Field-cornet for Bathurst and almost
immediately was called into action to lead a six-day patrol along the Kap River to remove Xhosas
from the surrounding bush. During that year the family moved from Langholm on the right bank of
the Torrens River, near to Clumber, to reside at Bathurst. In the Bathurst Field-cornetcy alone, 489
cattle had been misappropriated by Xhosas, but in 1829 some cattle thefts were blamed on Khoi and
the thefts caused Walter to sell his livestock. In 1824 his appointment as Field-cornet was confirmed
at £15 per annum. In 1825 he submitted a plan to Lord Somerset to obtain much-needed labour from
Britain.
The Curries were awarded a grant of additional land in 1823. Wife Ann, like her husband,
was a pillar of the community. She kept a shop in Bathurst at the corner of Bird Street and Somerset
Crescent. In 1824 Walter Snr became one of the first property owners at Port Kowie when he
purchased one of several plots going for £22 10s. Walter Jnr was educated at Bathurst School during
the period when the Rev. Boardman was Schoolmaster.
In 1827 the colonists felt at risk as the Fetcani invading from the eastern side of southern
Africa pressured the Xhosas to the east of the colony and it was feared that, in turn, the Xhosas, under
pressure, might invade the British settlement. Accordingly, defensive measures were taken as Walter
Currie in his capacity as Field-cornet was instructed to raise a commando of volunteers and within a
short time he had assembled a large force ready to counter any emergency that might arise. Major
Dundas, Walter Currie, Capt. Henry Crause, and the Bathurst Constable called at Theopolis Mission
Station, presumably to ensure that the defences there were robust.
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When Walter Currie Snr was appointed Resident Justice of the Peace at Bathurst, James
Greathead succeeded him as Field-cornet on the same terms. With Major Dundas, Walter was called
upon to examine the students at Bathurst School who included several from Calton’s Nottingham
party.
Walter Snr was one of those wanting to attract a minister of the Established Church to
Bathurst to help check the rampant growth of the Methodist faith, or the Sectaries as he called them.
He feared that all of the people would be converted to that faith or, worse still, they would adopt or
maintain no faith at all. His name headed a list of 128 signatories to a memorandum to the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts appealing for funding for a church or chapel and he
wrote several letters asking for the Rev. William Wright to take up an appointment. Wright had
arrived from Ireland in 1821 and became the Society’s first missionary in South Africa. He had
already preached in Wynberg in the Cape peninsula and had founded schools for free and slave
coloured children. A friend of Dr John Philip, the Superintendent of the London Missionary Society at
the Cape, he had already visited the Eastern Cape and he visited Thomas Pringle and Theopolis.
William Carlisle as the third Anglican minister at Grahamstown, took temporary charge at Bathurst
until Wright was finally appointed in 1829.
Walter obtained the large corner Lot No. 28 on Upper Street, Bathurst, between Donkin
Terrace and Somerset Crescent. The Rev. Barrow resided there with the Currie family before moving
to the Drostdy. Walter became a 4 x £5 shareholder in Bathurst Church building, accepted the role of
Treasurer in 1833, and submitted building plans which had been prepared by Royal Engineer and
surveyor, Major Charles Michell. In May 1833 a further £1 was called up from shareholders and in
the next month he was awarded Lot No. 63 at Bathurst.
As a portent of anticipated events, Walter Currie had appointed three armed men to guard his
kraal at Langholm. Eight armed Xhosas had taken George Palmer’s whole herd from his grazing land
nearby. Mr Currie advertised for twenty Cape ewes later in the year and in this context it might have
been significant that sheep were considered to be far less attractive to their neighbours than were
cattle. In recognition of the Currie family’s contribution to the defence and development of the
settlement, there was a village created with the name ‘Currie’ and ‘Mount Currie’ was specifically
named to honour Walter Jnr. According to Morse Jones Roll, William Currie died of wounds in 1853.
Damant and Korsten1083
The reader may recall that a party from Norfolk under Edward Damant included members of the
Atherstone family from Nottingham and that Elizabeth Damant had married Dr John Atherstone. The
Atherstone family, dealt with under a separate heading, were regarded as independent settlers. Dr
John was the official surgeon for all parties taking their passage aboard the Ocean. As regards the
Damants, from a Nottinghamshire perspective our primary concern is with Ann Grant Damant,
daughter of Capt.Thomas Sancroft Damant and Anne Grant, the latter being the heiress to a fortune
based on a brandy making business. Capt. Thomas had arrived at the Cape in 1818 and was met at
Table Bay by his brother John and they travelled east together to Cradock. Thomas suffered
rheumatism and sought a more agreeable climate and the move may have also been an attempt to
escape financial obligations to the Grant family (see page 46). It should be noted, though, that there
was never any animosity between Ann, his daughter, and the Grants, her grandparents, and she kept in
touch with them for the remainder of their lives. Eventually, Edward took responsibility for Ann
Grant Damant and included her in his emigration party, in effect as one of his own children. At the
time she was aged 13 and carried rights as an heiress set to mature on attaining adulthood. Later she
married Lieut. T C White, leader of the smaller of the two Nottinghamshire parties.
The party led by Edward, including the Damants and Atherstones, left England in the Ocean
on New Year’s Day 1820 in appalling weather. The vessel was fired on while anchored at St Iago in
the Cape Verde Islands. Elizabeth Atherstone (née Damant) was pregnant with her fifth child while
her husband, Dr John, was busy as ship’s surgeon, so it must have been a harrowing crossing.
After Edward rejected a location for his party at Waaiplaats near the eastern frontier, the party
moved to safer private land on the banks of the Gamtoos River where the close-knit family intended
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to recreate, in Africa, their lost ancestral home, Lammas in Norfolk. The house in Norfolk was once
described in terms of being full of gaiety and high spirited crowds with hunting and balls and a merry
atmosphere. Little detail is known of Edward’s childhood at Lammas, but for some reason he
warranted the nursery nickname of ‘Teddy-my-knife’.
It seems likely that at least some of the party were treated as servants by the family being
offered employment rather than their own farmland, but there is no extant documentation to confirm
such arrangements. It was near to the town of Hankey on the banks of the Gamtoos River where the
Damants settled for a while and attempted to live their dream at the ‘New Lammas’. The river had
once been the eastern frontier before the colony was extended further east to the Great Fish River. The
farm Gamtoos River Wagon Drift had been purchased by Frederick Korsten, John Damant’s father-inlaw, for grazing, and then transferred to John and his brother Thomas on 20 December 1820. At about
this time it is likely that John left the army to concentrate on his farming activities.
At Gamtoos River they had employed workers and housed them at considerable expense. To
help pay the expenses, in 1821 they advertised plots of attractive land:
abounding with fish and game and surrounded by most excellent timber — tanners, coopers,
carpenters, shoemakers, meat & fish salters would particularly flourish.

Edward may have arranged tenancies for some of his workers and some of them eventually became
property owners in their own right with their family members taking up public posts in Port Elizabeth
and elsewhere. Some were destined to number amongst the wealthiest of all of the 1820 settler
families in South Africa. In this regard, the Sterley, Frost, Gibbon, Thompson and Tee families are
particularly noted. In 1822 Thomas Sterley was appointed Gaoler and Hangman at Port Elizabeth and
Richard Tee’s estate amounted to £17,856, a considerable fortune at the time. Edward Gibbon
operated a profitable ferry on the Orange River and William Thompson became a renowned breeder
of French merino rams. Frederick Korsten handled most of the negotiations as Lammas was divided
for sale. The largest portion of the land, over 2,850 acres, was sold to the London Missionary Society
for 48,000 guilders for a corn farm to be worked by Khoi labour from the new Hankey Mission. The
purchase money may have been set aside from income from Korsten’s contract with the Bethelsdorp
Mission Station to construct his whaling operation in Algoa Bay.
Despite their inclusion in the Damant party emigration list, it is probable that Edward’s
second wife Mary (née Atherstone), and also his daughter Louisa, never set foot in Africa. It seems
that in early 1823 Edward, Capt. Thomas Damant, Ann Grant Damant and Capt. Duncan Campbell’s
sister, boarded the Lady Melville at Cape Town to return to England where Ann probably visited her
intended in-laws at Arnold, Nottinghamshire. Ann and her father were at William Damant’s estate in
Devon in 1825 where they were joined by Thomas and Susannah Grant. It appears that Louisa had
already died in Nottingham in 1822. Mary died in Nottingham sometime after the birth of her
daughter Annie in 1831. Edward later returned for a second time to England and was in Nottingham at
the time of Mary’s death. It is assumed that Edward’s third marriage, to Esther Watson, took place in
Nottingham.
According to a letter of 1824 from Elizabeth Atherstone, Edward had been charged in 1823
with the responsibility of returning the Atherstone collection of stuffed African animals to be
observed by their friends but, for some reason, it appears the curiosities never completed the passage.
Upon his return to England, Capt Thomas Damant wrote a conciliatory letter to Thomas Grant
regarding his financial obligations to the Grant family and the two men agreed to work together to
resolve the problem and cut out the expensive solicitors involved. In 1824-25 his name once-again
appeared in the Norfolk Militia rolls, but in 1826 he resided at 16 Albany Road, Regents Park,
London, from where he set off with daughter Ann for her wedding ceremony at St Pancras Church
(see the White family below).
In a study of the early history of Hankey, Wendy Coetzee recorded that Lammas failed and
was sold at a considerable loss—it will be seen that the dream of a New Lammas was eventually lived
out at T C White’s Table Farm, north of Grahamstown. The precise reasons for the failure are not
recorded, but by reason of an existing Dutch law, 200 acres devoted to barley could not be used for
distilling the grain, and the crop may have been affected by a severe drought of 1820 and 1821.
Furthermore, the Hankey district was vulnerable to flooding. They appear not to have considered
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other crops due to the high costs of harvesting and transportation which would have been prohibitive.
Many other settlers had been similarly affected and several had decided to apply to return to their
original homeland.
Records show that John Damant was appointed special magistrate, or heemraad, for Hankey,
and later his son, Frederick, was appointed justice of the peace there. After the break up of New
Lammas, Edward took his family to Cradock Place, quality real estate near to property owned by
Frederick Korsten, about two miles from the landing place at Algoa Bay. Korsten moved to Cape
Town while in 1823 John and Maria moved to Cradock. The following year John Damant and
Frederick Korsten became embroiled in a famous debacle over Captain Alexander’s rights to hunt
seals at the Bird Islands in his cutter the George the Fourth. They held a lease on the Islands and were
supported by Landdrost Col. Cuyler in their contention that he had no such rights. Legal proceedings
were instituted in Cape Town and Alexander was arrested and ordered to pay substantial damages as
he had already taken seals from the islands. Korsten was also supported by Lord Somerset in a report
to Earl Bathurst.
John Damant applied for a licence for a Cape wine and spirit store in Uitenhage District,
which may have been irksome to his acquaintances at Bethelsdorp and Hankey Mission Stations. This
business appeared to be an offshoot of a similar operation of Korsten’s in Cape Town.
John was elected at a public meeting as a member for a committee chaired by Capt. Evatt to
organise the building of a church at Port Elizabeth. The church day was split equally between Church
of England and Dutch Reformed Church services. John died on 22 April 1825 before St Mary’s had
been completed. He was buried in the Korsten vault at Cradock Place. His daughter, Maria, died
shortly after, leaving his two children, Sophia and Frederick, and his wife, Maria, to join Frederick
Korsten at Cape Town. Maria remarried on 17 June 1831 to widower John Centlivres Chase after the
death of his wife, in 1830. Chase already had four children who, added to Maria’s two, and a further
six born of the marriage, made a total of twelve, and they were all treated equally.
John Chase joined Frederick Korsten and a relation of Mrs Korsten, Andreas Scheuble, in a
business partnership, the fortunes of which, and the latter years of Korsten’s life, he recorded for the
benefit of historians. In those latter years Korsten followed the examples of the Whites at Table Farm
and others in sheep farming for wool, a pursuit carried on by Chase and Scheuble after Korsten’s
death. Korsten’s legacy in South Africa is considerable. As one of the most prominent commercial
pioneers at the Cape, and having made, lost and remade fortunes, Frederick Korsten found ways to
support and encourage his many friends and relations in enterprises that accounted for much of the
economic development of the colony.
In 1824 Lieut. Thomas Charles White, leader of the 1820 party from Arnold, Nottingham,
returned to England in the midst of arguments with Governor Lord Somerset, and the commissioners,
over the inadequacy of his land grants, especially when compared to the much larger farms enjoyed
by many Boers. Somehow, while in England, he became acquainted with Ann Grant Damant, but
there is no record of their courtship. Ann had inherited a fortune in excess of £7,000 on gaining her
majority, and, as a marriage under Roman Dutch Law would have been complicated, her father
insisted they married in England in accordance with a settlement arranged with her father, uncle John
Atherstone, and Duncan Campbell, as trustees. It should be noted that Duncan Cambell’s party and
White’s party had been moved from their first settlement at Zondereind (the Endless River), to which
they had been directed in error, to the main settlement at Albany. Later the two leaders would be
associated, with others, in the emerging sheep breeding and woollen industry.
Lieut. White had obtained samples of rust-resistant wheat from Paris and Saxony rams from
Germany. By 1827 Ann Damant and Thomas White and others made up a private party to return to
South Africa as one of those groupings best prepared to resume an agricultural career. Ann was
pregnant with her first child, Thomas Charles Jnr, so it must have been an unpleasant journey for her.
The story of the Whites after their return to the Cape, and the Damants who joined them later at Table
Farm, is taken up under the ‘White’ heading later in this appendix.
Thomas Damant was appointed Chairman of the Grahamstown Pewholders’ Committee. He
was highly regarded in the town and was successful financially, especially from the wool and whaling
businesses, and later in ostrich farming. From his keen interest in horses he became steward of the
Albany and Somerset Turf Club and in June 1832 the ‘friends of turf’ enjoyed an exceptional dinner
followed by some serious drinking.
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The Damants were noted for being extremely prolific, estimated to have some 10,000 living
descendants in 1976 representing some 1 in 200 of the South African English-speaking population.
Whilst generally the English remained culturally distinct, D G Damant makes the point that the ties
between Norfolk people and the people of the Netherlands, brought about by close geographical
proximity, were very strong, and so the Damant descendants may have been better placed to integrate
with both groups. Indeed, beginning with John Damant’s marriage to a Korsten, over time there were
many marital links forged with Africaan families. Damant is, in fact, a Flemish name, and East Anglia
is replete with Dutch and Flemish place names and architecture.
Dednam (or Debnam or Debenham)1084
From Frome in Somerset, Isaac Dednam was a 38 year old weaver who arrived as an 1820 settler with
his wife, Mary, and four children, the eldest being Eliza aged 18. They crossed on the Weymouth with
Hyman’s party. By early 1821 Isaac became the resident steward of Capt. Trappes’ land called
Freestone between Clumber and Tiger Spring and remained in his appointment when Capt. Trappes
was transferred to Worcester. Living adjacent to Clumber, the family was well-acquainted with the
Nottingham party, and Eliza was a great friend to the cause of worship in the Clumber district. By the
end of 1821 Jeremiah Goldswain had moved from Clay Pits to live at Dednam’s house in Hyman’s
location while he, Goldswain, was working for the Bradshaws. Isaac’s house had caught fire and,
although Daniel Farley helped them to try to save it, they lost all of their possessions.
Later Isaac, Jeremiah, Joseph Weakley, an experienced trader, and William Clayton, set out
on a trading expedition, but their oxen were lost near the Kariega River, and the initiative failed.
Ultimately, Weakly must have been successful at his principal businesses, trading cattle and
slaughtering for hides and tallow, as he was able to acquire Lots Nos. 66 and 67 at Bathurst.
By October 1822 the Dednam’s were building a replacement house at Freestone, and no doubt
Jeremiah Goldswain helped them, as during that month he married Eliza, details of which are
provided under the Goldswain heading in this appendix. It is recorded that Jeremiah owned the farm
from about 1823 and that it included the stone quarry from which the valuable Bathurst freestone was
extracted. On 21 December 1829 Isaac Dednam Jnr was married by the Rev. William Carlisle to Jane
Flinn at Grahamstown, and in 1834 his father had moved to Kruis Fontein. Samuel Hayward acquired
the Dednam’s allotment No. 2 at Hyman’s location.
Dell1085
Although arriving with the principal body of 1820 settlers, the main achievements of the Dell family
arose after the period in view here, that is, after 1834, when they variously became prominent in
military service, agriculture, sporting clubs, scholastic achievements, politics and property
development, including a new seaside resort at the Kasouga River mouth. In various conflicts they
suffered badly from marauding indigenous warriors and they were seriously affected by an epidemic
of lung sickness, which was fatal to their cattle. Edward Dell, described as a cooper, was the head of
the family arriving with Thornhill’s party in the Zoroaster as far as Simon’s Bay and completing the
journey in Calton’s ship, the Albury. With Edward were his wife, Hannah, sons, John, Stephen,
Edward Jnr and Samuel, and daughter, Hannah. They were from Middlesex. Initially residing at
Thornhill’s location between the Kowie and Rufane Rivers, they became well-known in Southwell
and in Bathurst where Edward Snr held Lot No. 34 as early as March 1821, and where the youngest
children were at school in 1828. Edward was also a shareholder in the Bathurst Church building.
On 24 October 1835 John Dell was married to Malvina Gowar at Grahamstown and by June
1837 they resided there. At Bathurst, another son of Edward, Stephen Dell, married Matilda Palmer,
daughter of George Palmer of the Nottingham party, and it is possible that the families had become
acquainted aboard the Albury.
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Dennison1086
Much has already been said about Sgt George Dennison in Chapters 6 and 7. From the town of
Newark, he was the discredited recorder for Calton’s party, registered as a framework knitter and a
military pensioner, and travelled with his wife Hannah, daughters Hannah and Charlotte, and sons,
George, Charles and Henry. For his recording services he received 2s 6d per day plus travelling and
out of pocket expenses. Son Henry became a catechist and married Mary, daughter of Edward
Gardner, a leader of the party that founded New Birmingham on the Kariega River. George Dennison
Jnr sustained a serious wound in the 1850-53 conflict, and his son was the famous Major Charles
Dennison, founder and commander of the Dennison Scouts of the Boer War.
By April 1825 George and Hannah had moved from Clumber to Graaff-Reinet where Hannah
began a career in midwifery. Their marriage broke down and Hannah moved to Colesberg to further
her calling from where she regularly corresponded with her family in Albany, most notably Charlotte,
who married a son of Richard Gush, leader of part of the Sephton party. Gush is famous in Albany
and beyond for negotiating a peaceful outcome after a threat to the villagers at Salem. Hannah’s
letters form the basis of the study of her life which includes references to George’s work as a
wagoner, his abusive behaviour and problem with alcohol (see Appendix 8). In August 1833 daughter
Ann married Charles Scanlen whose father, William, a shoemaker, was party leader of a contingent
from Cork.
Dold1087
The Dold family made their crossing with Willson’s party from London in the La Belle Alliance.
Matthew, a builder aged 50, travelled with his wife, Jane, who was eight years older than him, and
three children Sarah, William and Jane aged 18, 19 and 20 respectively. Also with them was their
adult son John who was experienced as a shoemaker. The party named their location Beaufort Vale,
which was situated on a tributary of the Torrens River a few miles from Clumber. Shortly after their
arrival Jane the younger married the Rev. John Ayliff, who became one of the most prominent
clergymen in the colony. By April 1821 a rota had been drawn up by the Methodists for services held
every Sunday. Six preachers were designated including John Dold and John Ayliff, and between them
they would cover Beaufort Vale itself, Clumber and six other places.
Draper1088
Thomas Draper, of Mapperley in Nottingham, a gardener, and his wife Sarah, applied for emigration
for themselves and their son Thomas Jnr. Unfortunately, it seems that Sarah died shortly before their
departure from Nottingham and only the father and son made the crossing. They formed part of
Calton’s party in the Albury and settled at Clumber.
On the death of the party leader shortly after their arrival at Algoa Bay, a vote for a new
leader was conducted by landdrost Cuyler at a meeting of the Nottingham party. Thomas achieved a
majority and assumed the party leadership, his appointment being ratified in January 1821 by the
authorities back in England after duly making their enquiries (see Elliott below). Thomas led his party
via Jager’s Drift and the Kowie Pass to reach their location on the Torrens River.
Driver
As a single man and ropemaker, aged 23, Edward Driver arrived with Calton’s party in the Albury.
(Morse Jones lists him as a grocer, but may have been confused with Thomas Calton Jnr). On 6
October 1825, at Grahamstown, he married Ann, a daughter of William Thackwray of William
Smith’s London party. Her father was an agricultural implement maker who, as such, would have
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been in demand in the settlement. In time Thackwray developed a large expanse of land adjacent to
his party at the northern end of Albany. Edward became a notable combatant and a competent
marksman. In August 1821 he was treated for a gunshot wound by Surgeon Robert Currie, but the
circumstances of this incident have not been discovered. Prior to his military experience he engaged
in distant hunting excursions, notably for ivory, an interest shared with Ann’s older brother, John
Thackwray. For instance, in March 1831 he returned after five months from hunting between the
Umzimvubu and Umzimkulu Rivers. By late 1829 Edward was farming at the Smith party location
called Stony Vale. In March 1833, as the signs of heightened hostilities began to appear, it is noted
that Edward’s store on the Bashee River was destroyed by fire in an arson attack. He had left one
Ephraim Dicks in charge of the premises. It would not be long before Edward became much more
engaged in the escalating conflict. Later he returned to hunting and also became interested in local
politics. Near Grahamstown, a topographical feature has since been named Driver’s Hill.
Dugmore1089
Henry Hare Dugmore was just nine years old when he arrived with his father, Isaac, mother, Maria,
and four siblings as part of Gardner’s party in the Sir George Osborn. As a unique individual he
became a keen scholar and a writer of both prose and poetry, with a lifelong interest in music, but he
will best be remembered as a pioneering and devoted pastor. After his
ordination in 1839 he became prominent Methodist preacher and missionary.
Although a close friend of William Shepstone and the Rev. John Ayliff, he
followed the Methodists’ promotion of individuality. His idiosyncrasies set
him apart and, whereas others were sturdy builders and planners, he was at
his best composing hymns and writing sermons and translations. Like the
Rev. William Shaw and child settler William Guybon Atherstone, he was one
of those migrants who retained a detailed memory of their passage, landing
and early settler life, to be recalled for the benefit of subsequent generations
and historians.
Henry had a passion for life and found time for enjoyment, and
around Christmas time in 1830 he joined a teenage holiday party from
The Rev. Henry
Bathurst with Joseph Warner, George Rhodes and Charles Rhodes when they
Hare Dugmore
visited Port Frances (formerly Port Kowie). He described a remarkable
revival of religion that broke out amongst the group. Henry had a specific
momentous instance of conversion of ‘rapture, unutterable peace, wonder and astonishment’ when
‘floods of heavenly happiness’ poured into his soul. Encouraged by his sister, as a boy from Gardner’s
party location, young Henry Dugmore regularly made his way to Clumber for worship and was
destined to return as an adult preacher as part of the local circuit. In the Christian Watchman he
recalled the assemblage for a service at the Nottingham party Methodist Chapel. They came from far
and wide:
Clumber on a fine Sunday morning between ten and eleven o’clock presented a very animated picture.
The days of buggies and spring carts had not yet arrived, but the settlers of both sexes, though not
Roman citizens, belonged to the equestrian order. As service time drew near, little troops of raiders
might be seen coming into sight from all sides. The Cawoods from Kaffir Drift; the Mounceys, and
Cockcrofts, and Bentleys from Harewood—these came from the greatest distance. From Wilson’s
Party came the Purdons, headed by the stately old soldier who had fought for King George in the wars
of the last century. Bathurst sent in a troop of Hartleys from the opposite direction. The half-way bush
contributed the Goldswains, the Tarrs and the Elliotts. From the Lushington Valley direction came the
Timms. Following the course of the Chapel brook came the Gradwells, the Foxcrofts, the Peels, the
Hulleys, the Pikes, and the Goldings [Gouldings]; Lemon Valley sent the Brents, the Birsts, the Newths
(a couple of them oldmen-o’-war’s men, who could talk of Nelson’s sea victories), the Bradfields, the
Hodgkinsons, and Joshua Davies, the old cavalry soldier, who could tell of the horse he rode at the
battle of Fuentes d’Onoro, and whose wife was one of the most devoted Christians in the
neighbourhood. The very features of the men stand up before me as in a mirror. Young Thomas
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Hartley, scruplously careful in dress and polite in manners, the graver brother, William, in after years
school-superintendent, class leader, and local preacher; and ‘Gentleman Cawood,’ as James was called,
from his appearance and manners. All these names, so far as I know are borne by their greatgrandchildren who have spread them far and wide, and have made the little one become a thousand.

Henry’s adherence to the faith was furthered at Grahamstown where, amongst his activities, he led a
weekly class of natives and was licensed to officiate as an ‘exhorter’ by the Rev. William Shaw. At
Collingham he taught the Sunday School and trembling, he conducted his first service. He extended
his ministrations across the British settlement as far as Port Elizabeth, before venturing eastwards into
native territories. In 1834 he was formally received into the ministry and appointed to Mount Coke as
a junior to (John) William Shepstone. Within months he had mastered the native tongue sufficiently
well to dispense with the services of his interpreter and preach in the Xhosa language. The natives
were impressed, especially Chief Umkwe, and when war broke out they sat back and remained loyal
as Mount Coke became a refuge, at least until the situation became too dangerous from the marauding
of other tribes.
He worked closely with indigenous peoples, often in the face of significant personal danger,
and assisted the Rev. William Boyce with comprehensive Xhosa translations, most notably of the
Scriptures. At the settlers’ jubilee celebrations in 1870 at Albany Hall, Grahamstown, he gave a
lecture which was later published as The Reminiscences of an Albany Settler describing, in the most
endearing terms, his personal recollections and experiences in the colony.
Dunn1090
Robert Newton Dunn, a single man and auctioneer, made the crossing with a small Devon party led
by Richard Daniell RN aboard the Duke of Marlborough. The party was located some distance to the
west of the nucleus of the settlement. In 1824 he married Ann Biggar and in that year we learn that he
had established a merchanting business at Port Kowie, and the following year was to be found at
Hope Farm which would eventually form part of the Field-cornetcy of Southwell. In 1825 lots at Port
Frances (formerly Port Kowie) were going for £11, but for some reason Dunn paid £15 for Lot No.
57. By the end of the following year he had been granted land between the Kasouga and Kariega
Rivers, which was later absorbed into Southwell and which he called Newton (his given middle
name).
In February 1827 his wife’s sister, Georgina, married Charles Maynard, Robert and his fatherin-law being the witnesses. Another of wife Ann’s sisters, Mary, married John de Villiers at
Woodlands in what would become part of Southwell, and again, Robert was a witness. In March
1834 Robert sold Newton for £750 to Henry Fuller. The main Biggar family had already moved from
Woodlands to Port Elizabeth and in time Ann and Robert joined them. From there, Robert made
frequent trips to Durban and they later moved eastwards on a more permanent basis to reside in Natal.
Earle1091
Another arrival in the La Belle Alliance with Willson’s large party from London was William Earle
who was described as a farmer. Readers may recall from ‘Boardman’ above that the party settled in
Beaufort Vale and when Thomas Willson abandoned his charges it was left to the Rev. William
Boardman to take on the leadership. William Earle was a man of many talents, or at least became so.
In 1821 he obtained permission to trade as the apothecary at Bathurst and later he married the Rev.
Boardman’s daughter, Mary. Along with Mary, William Earle helped to keep Bathurst (Free) School
going after the death of her father and he was appointed Master at £100 per annum in 1825. From
1830 he combined this duty with that of Postmaster. Not until July 1828 was a building,
approximately 28 x 14 feet, hired for his dwelling house and tied to his position as schoolmaster. As
the numbers attending had increased to over forty, the school was moved out of the drostdy to the site
of the former Commissariat offices, while the drostdy was repaired and made ready to house a
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chaplain. The following month a request for equipment for forty pupils estimated by George Gilbert
to cost £2115s was authorised. By early 1826, William and his wife Mary had produced two sons,
John and George, who travelled with them aboard the Frances from Cape Town into Port Frances. It
was William who tried to bleed Jeremiah Goldswain after he had been gored and tossed by a bull.
As his interest in religion grew, no doubt encouraged by his father-in-law, William was called
upon to conduct services at Bathurst during any absence of the Rev. George Porter, the chaplain, and
on 26 September 1830, William and his family moved into the Bathurst Residency where the Rev.
Porter lodged with them. In 1832 he laid the foundation stone of the new church at which he read an
address prepared by the chaplain, and he was appointed honorary secretary attending meetings of the
church shareholders. In that year, in August, William dressed the severe burns of the three-year old
son of the mason working on the church after his clothes had caught fire, but it was in vain as he died,
but not before the Rev. Porter had christened him. At a meeting on 3 October 1832 the shareholders
elected Trustees for the church to replace the committee. William was included in the list.
In January 1833 William commenced a boarding school at the Bathurst Residency charging
£12 per annum for each student. Shortly after, he was granted Lot No. 62 at Bathurst on the corner of
Donkin Terrace and Trappes Street. He maintained his interest as an apothecary when in 1834 he
moved to Grahamstown and handed over the running of the School to Charles Bailie and his wife.
Later he became Postmaster at Grahamstown.
Elliott1092
A number of Elliotts were listed as 1820 Settlers, but our concern here is with brothers William and
Mark, both framework knitters, with Calton’s party, and their respective families. They became
neighbours at Clumber where they acquired adjacent allotments, numbers 32 and 33.
Family records suggest that, compared to several of the families who emigrated by reason of
economic necessity, the Elliotts were well off. It seems that an earlier William Elliott and his
nephews, who took his surname, invented the process for making black dye using ingredients from
Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire. This sparked a fashion in men’s stockings as black was deemed
more flattering.
After the death of Dr Calton shortly after their arrival at Algoa Bay, John Elliott in
Nottingham was called upon to testify to the character of the replacement party leader, Thomas
Draper. This was a further indication that the Elliotts in Nottingham were a prominent and respected
family.
Settler William arrived with his wife, Elizabeth, and their two young sons, Nathaniel and
William Jnr. Eight more children were born to them by 1840 including two sets of twins, Charlotte
and Sarah in 1825 and Henry and John in 1829. The others were Mary, Thomas, Jeremiah and
Elizabeth. Daughter Mary, born in 1821, was married to Thomas Brent at Bathurst by the Rev. James
Barrow. The Brents had arrived with Bradshaw’s party from Gloucestershire. William became a
combatant in later hostilities and he maintained his interests in poetry and the composition of hymns.
His great grandchildren would eventually hold property in Southwell.
Mark arrived from Nottingham with his wife, Sarah, and one-year-old son Alfred. They had
nine more children in South Africa, namely, Mark Jnr, James, George, Charles, Samuel, Daniel,
Benjamin, Sarah and Mary.
Elliott became a prominent name in the district participating in many activities including
sports.
Estment1093
William Estment was a single man from Dorset when he made the crossing with Thomas Philipps’
party from Pembrokeshire. In 1823 he married Ann Denton, an 1820 settler from Yorkshire. They
would go on to parent ten boys and three girls. His occupation at this time was as a sawyer at
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Grahamstown and in 1833 he was allotted a pew in Grahamstown Church. Later William was
instrumental in the founding of Southwell and the School-chapel there. He became a very active
citizen of the district and, because of his actions in defending property there, he was especially noted
for his courage. The family’s original and principal property was Wolf’s Crag, but William and the
wider Estment family acquired several properties in the area as they became engaged in all aspects of
life there. Descendants of the family would go on to serve in the Boer Wars and other significant
campaigns.
Ford1094
William and Hannah Ford travelled with Liversage’s party from Staffordshire located at Manley Flats.
Very sadly, all of their children, three boys, died at sea from measles during their crossing. They went
on to have more children at the settlement, but sometime later William died. Hannah married
Benjamin Keeton, principal founder of Southwell. The Fords will be further considered in this chapter
under the Keeton heading.
Forword (or Forward)1095
William Forword, a mason, travelled with his wife, Elizabeth, and William Jnr. William Cock led
their party from Oxfordshire, but he was superseded by William Beale. There is some confusion over
the spelling of the family name as it is sometimes written ‘Forward’, but it appears all references
relate to just the one family and their descendants. After several generations, the family became
connected with properties in the Southwell district. In 1821 William wrote asking for permission to
seek work in Bathurst. On 1 June 1826 we learn that Elizabeth had died and he was remarried at
Grahamstown by the Rev. Thomas Ireland to Martha, widow of John Sanders. She was also a settler
with Cock’s party.
In July 1826 William submitted a tender, value £26 7s 6d, for repairs to the Residency at Port
Frances. He also submitted another tender jointly with William Roberts for both the Residency and
certain government buildings and this latter tender was accepted. In January 1828 he tendered £3 15s
for making doorsteps for a school. Petty crime very rarely features in the Lower Albany Chronicle, but
on 27 January 1833 William had £4 stolen at Bathurst. He was a shareholder in the Bathurst Church
building. William Forword (presumably Jnr) was married to Ann, widow of Tobias Tharratt at
Grahamstown, by the Rev. John Heavyside. In 1835, a William Forword was given permission by
Capt. Thomas Cowderoy, then of the 72nd Provisional Colonial Infantry, to occupy his Kowie House
at Port Frances, but it is not clear whether this was father or son.
Foulds1096
Henry Foulds was a single man, aged 22, when he travelled with the main Nottinghamshire party to
Clumber. On 19 August 1831 he married Jane Smith of Parker’s party from Cork who made the
crossing in the East Indian. The Rev. William Carlisle presided over the service held at Grahamstown
with Benjamin and Hannah Keeton as witnesses. Jane’s party had suffered a similar fate to the White
party from Nottingham in that they were at first located by mistake in the Western Cape, but a
contingent was later transferred to Albany. As the threat of hostilities heightened towards the close of
1834, James Hiscock and Henry Foulds were trading near Clarkebury Mission. Henry was at Chief
Quetu’s place in Natal when hunter William Thackwray and others were murdered by AmaQuabis
troops.
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Fraser1097
George Fraser of the Cape Regiment, as Captain and then Major, and as Commandant of the Frontier,
was in charge of a small fort at Lombard’s Post some years before the arrival of the 1820 settlers. He
was popular, respected by all races as an honourable man of his word, and known for his firm but fair
dealings with the enemy. These qualities came to the fore in his involvement in the Slagter’s Nek
Rebellion described in Appendix 3. Towards the culmination of the Fourth Frontier War, as early as
January 1812, Capt. Fraser assisted in a major operation to clear enemy Xhosas from the Zuurveld
when his contingent scoured the Gorah district between the Bushman’s and Kariega Rivers. By July
that year he had been promoted to Major and appointed Deputy Magistrate of Uitenhage and the
Zuurveld.
A patrol by the Cape Regiment on 13 November 1812 found a number of Xhosas in the
Kowie River valley and three were captured. The next day Major Fraser and Lieut. McInnes crossed
over the Bushman’s River and captured another after an exchange of fire. After Fraser made his report
from Lombard’s Post two of the detainees were escorted back to Xhosa territory beyond the Great
Fish River. Despite the war drawing to a close and frequent military patrols, fifty head of livestock
had been stolen by the enemy within the past three months. Mr A Lange was appointed Field-cornet
for the whole of the Zuurveld. By the time the war had ended a new forward line of defence known as
the Kowie Line was made up linking Grahamstown, Blue Rock, Lombard’s and Sutherland’s Posts,
with Kaffir Drift Station designated an outpost. Within a few months though, Fraser took charge of
inspecting the eastern bank of the Fish River in relation to the possibility of a new forward line to
counter the threat of Xhosa cattle running.
In January 1814 the Major applied for a grant of the land upon which Lombard’s Post was
standing, land that would eventually form the basis of Southwell. His application was approved in
March the following year when he began to supply wheat to Theopolis Mission Station. Later he was
able to supply pigs and fruit trees. During that year he remained in pursuit of cattle raiders and
reported on the subject in August shortly after Capt. Lynch had recovered eight stolen cattle. He made
another report in January 1816. George’s son Hugh was by now a Lieutenant in the Cape Regiment
and they visited the Mission together on 25 May 1816 in the company of Capt. Andrew Bogle who
attended services there. There, Rev. John Ulbricht reported to Major Fraser on the continuing
depredations of the Xhosa people in the district. This information must have formed part of a further
general report on the subject by the Major made in December.
From late 1818 the hostilities escalated and by March 1819 935 troops were stationed at the
Frontier after Ensign Hunt’s patrol was surrounded and attacked by armed Xhosas. Hunt and Private
McDead were killed and others wounded. Families were drawn together at strategic secure places for
their communal defence. Col.Thomas Willshire had taken command as Commandant of the Frontier
with over 100 troops at his disposal when about 10,000 Xhosas crossed the Fish River into the colony
to initiate the 5th Frontier War. By July 1819 there were 1,756 troops ranged in defence against them.
The enemy were held and the colonials prepared to mount a counter offensive. A column under Major
Fraser progressed from Grahamstown to clear the forest and coast in the vicinity of Kaffir Drift Post.
The colonists forced the raiders back beyond the Keiskamma River to create the neutral zone, the so
called ceded territory, between the Fish and the Keiskamma, to clear the way for the British
immigrants of 1820. At this point, in October 1819, Major Fraser was afforded leave of absence from
his role as deputy magistrate. His military duties continued and on 1 September 1822 he led a party,
including Nathaniel Massey, Henry Heathcote and Surgeon Andrew Smith, the zoologist, past
Lampeter. By 10 May 1823 George’s brother, a surgeon, was living with him at Lombard’s Post and
on 19 October that year George died at Grahamstown to be succeeded as Commandant of the Frontier
by the governor’s son, Major Henry Somerset.
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Fuller1098
Henry Fuller, a carpenter, had arrived with his wife Susannah and young boys Charles and George.
Henry became party leader after John Dixon had left his party at Waai Plaats some small distance
northwest of Clumber. The party of 48 had travelled from London in the Ocean.
Later, the family would take up residence in Southwell at Newton and Henry made official comments
as Independent Deacon on the future plans for Theopolis Mission Station. The family became
interested in defensive measures for the Southwell district as William Fuller, a son of Henry and
Susannah born in Africa, and William McLuckie, were appointed Field Commandants at Woodlands.
In a dispute regarding the location of James Erith’s party, Henry Fuller and other notable
residents gave evidence at Grahamstown. Erith’s party was eventually allotted land rejected by the
Damants, which they named ‘New Botany Bay’, later taken back by the government and shortened to
just ‘Botany’. Henry had bought Newton Farm from Robert Newton Dunn for R1,500 (£750) in 1834.
Shortly after, perhaps in response to the increased threat of an invasion of the colony, he left for the
Lower Blinkwater and a patch of land held by Xogomesh called Hermanus Matroos, which became
‘Fuller’s Hoek’. The three sons, George, Charles and William, continued their farming at Newton and
Merville and also at Red Vley nearby, all farms that would eventually be absorbed into the Fieldcornetcy of Southwell. As grown men they became continually noted for their distinguished
contributions in dealing with several skirmishes with marauding enemy and cattle rustlers.
Galpin1099
It was not until about 1938 that the Galpin family acquired an interest in a strip of land called
Moneysworth which was made up from a portion of Theopolis Mission Station land. Douglas Galpin,
who bought the property, was the son of Ann I’Ons who married Walter Galpin. Ann was the
daughter of Frederick H. I’Ons and Ann Hockly. Frederick’s father, also called Frederick, was a
famous South African artist born in Islington who married Ann Fraser before emigrating in 1834. Ann
Galpin (née I’Ons) was also an accomplished artist specialising in miniature sketches of the Eastern
Province with enlargements painted on silk. Her grandfather worked in oils, but she was allergic to
these, so he taught her to paint in water based paints. Some of her work was held by Douglas and his
wife at their residence in Port Alfred.
German1100
Thomas German was just a young man of 22 when he made the crossing with Calton’s
Nottinghamshire party. He married Susannah, a daughter of the Rev. William Boardman, Master of
Bathurst School, in 1832, and by October 1834 they had moved to a location at the Bashee River, but
they occasionally returned to the main settlement to obtain supplies.
Gilfillan1101
William Gilfillan was a 24 year old Lieutenant in the 60th Regiment when he arrived with Thornhill’s
party in the Zoroaster as far as Simon’s Bay, boarding the Nottinghamshire transport, the Albury, for
the remainder of the journey. He was accompanied by Adam Gilfillan, four years the younger, who
was described as a merchant. Thornhill’s party was a division of Wait’s party located at ‘Thornhill’
between the Rufane and Kowie Rivers not far from the Indian Ocean. By 1821 Adam Gilfillan had
moved out of the settlement to Graaff-Reinet and eventually became a justice of the peace in Albert
District.
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William had previous experience in southern Africa as an Ensign in 1812 and was made up to
Lieutenant in 1813. From the outset he had been living on the farm called Glenfillan Park in what is
now Southwell where he built a stone house, which still forms the centrepiece of the homestead there.
The location was north of Woodlands on the bank of the Kariega River. William, and in later years his
wife, frequently attended the Mission Station partly because it was the only place for worship in the
vicinity at that time. In 1822 he sold a horse to the Rev. George Barker at the Mission for £8 8s.
William served with the commando against Chief Ndlambe in 1818 to retrieve stolen cattle
before returning to England to join the emigration initiative in 1819. In 1821 he married Ann
Thornhill, the party leader’s daughter. They baptised their son, Frederick, at Port Kowie on 4 July
1824. In 1822 he began to command divisions of the Albany Levy of volunteers from between the
Lynedoch and Fish rivers and would go on to perform distinguished service with the Bathurst
Volunteer Corps, the Provisional Colonial Infantry and the Cradock Levy. Ann gave birth to William
Jnr and on 2 December 1822 he was baptised by the Rev. William Shaw at their comfortable cottage
at Thornill. With the Lieutenant frequently away on military campaigns it would have been unsafe for
them to be isolated at Glenfillan. He engaged with Edward Wallace in attempting to cut a western exit
channel for the Kowie River.
In 1825 Major Dundas met with Lieut. John Hope and Lieut. Gilfillan in their capacities as
surveyors to consider the detachment of Long Fountain from the Theopolis Mission lands. In the same
year, for his general services as a surveyor, William received full title to the Glenfillan farm of 1,335
morgen or about 2,670 acres in extent. At the farm they received several notable visitors including
Thomas Pringle, George Thompson, an important merchant from Cape Town, and blind ex-RN, Lieut.
James Holman, who in1829 was conducting his journey around the world. The latter had arrived from
Cape Town and they rode together calling at Theopolis Mission and other landmark places in Lower
Albany, a district that featured favourably in Holman’s account, Voyage round the World. At a
meeting in October 1832 to appoint Trustees of Bathurst Church, Lieut. Crause and Lieut. Gilfillan
were appointed as auditors. In 1834, as the signs of an escalation in hostilities began to appear,
Gilfillan offered some carriage horses for sale. After letting their house at Thornhill for 30s per
month, and half of the farm for £18 10s per annum, the Gilfillans eventually moved to Cradock where
William became magistrate.
Goldswain1102
Perhaps one of the most well-known names of all of the 1820 settlers
is that of Jeremiah Goldswain. He was encountered by the reader in
Chapter 7 when his party disembarked the Zoroaster at Simon’s Bay
for their onward journey to Algoa Bay with the main
Nottinghamshire party in the Albury. Jeremiah was the principal
character in a 1970’s TV series where his descendants consider he
was misrepresented as a bumbling fool, and they were right to be
critical. The TV representation might have arisen from his colloquial
version of phonetic and written English, likened to a unique
language, which has been captured in the two-volume The Chronicle
of Jeremiah Goldswain edited by Una Long and published by the
Van Riebeeck Society. This was taken from his own manuscript
account of his experiences from joining Wait’s party in England
through to 1858 in South Africa. His journal is celebrated as
probably the most comprehensive source of primary information
The Goldswains, Jeremiah and
covering daily life at the settlement. Spanning a forty year period, it
Eliza (née Dednam)
is all the more interesting as he worked and resided in numerous
places at the settlement and beyond.
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Despite great discouragement from his family and friends, strong-willed Jeremiah was
adamant he would find a better life in southern Africa. Their tearful protestations that he would be
killed by wild beasts, that he was an undutiful only son, and that they would never see him again, did
not impress him. The plan was that he would be a servant of party leader, William Wait, for six years,
after which he would be given his freedom. The expenses of his passage would be covered, he would
be entitled to half an acre of land, would earn wages working from 8am to 4pm each day, and
ultimately return home a rich man. Jeremiah boarded their transport vessel, the Zoroaster, on 27
December 1819. His Chronicle describes in graphic detail the journey to Deptford, activities on the
frozen Thames, and a surprise meeting on board with Alec and Ann Hutchinson, friends of his
parents, who made one last ditch compelling, but vain, attempt, for his mother’s sake, to persuade him
not to go.
Once underway, Jeremiah was very sick at Gravesend where he had to be bled by a doctor,
and he found himself in want of his mother as a nurse. Thereafter, he recalled little until they reached
Madiera where he was taken on deck and was able to take a little soft bread. He remained so sick it
was thought he could not be saved, but the doctor on board bled him after which he gradually revived.
They were in reach of Simon’s Bay, but he had known nothing of the voyage, his sides were raw, and
he was so thin his bones almost pierced his skin. After witnessing an incident over pea soup and water
tainted with vinegar, an incident significant enough to cause the ship’s captain to read the Mutiny Act,
and the death of a child, Jeremiah and his fellow travellers eventually arrived at Simon’s Bay. From
there they were transferred to the Nottinghamshire party transport, the Albury, for the remainder of the
journey to Algoa Bay, during which the Hartleys from Mansfield let him have a soft bed on account
of his condition. He was nursed by 22 year old Mary Hartley.
The Goldswain Chronicle describes their eventful 12-day journey, with Barker’s party, in
twelve wagons, across the Zwartkops River to their location above Jager’s Drift on the Bushman’s
River. The house there, once occupied by a Dutch family, had been burnt, presumably during the 5th
Frontier War in 1819, leaving just the wall posts standing, and there were remnants of the kraal. All of
their cattle had been taken, and they had clearly abandoned the place. They named the location
‘Raven’ after the black crows prevalent there—it was later renamed Belton.
Jeremiah had been well cared for by his master and mistress, the Waits, in that they gave him
extra rations during his prolonged period of sickness, but after the party had built Wait’s house and
ploughed his most fertile land, when the workmen felt it was time for them to do something for
themselves, Wait reduced their rations to such an extent that the sustenance was not enough to support
their labour. To add to the ignominy, their wages were withheld. Apparently, the bank notes printed in
England were not acceptable in the colony, he could not pay any part of their wages, and yet he would
not discharge them from their employment. Worse still, he strictly controlled supplies for his party
issued by the government.
Ten people left Wait and six of the remaining seventeen went to Grahamstown to have their
grievances heard at the landdrost’s office, with Mr Wait present, before Capt. Somerset and Capt.
Trappes. As a result, Wait honoured his obligations, but only for fourteen days, when he returned to
his old ways. Once again aggrieved, the workers despatched six of their women to Grahamstown to
complain to Capt. Somerset that their children were starving from short rations and their men were not
being paid. Each was awarded ten Rix Dollars for food for their children, and later the constable was
sent with a summons for the men and the master. After a convoluted process, the men again faced
Wait and his representative, party leader Arthur Barker, at the landdrost’s office, and at first the
advantage went to the master until it was confirmed he had given his workers instructions to pilfer
government casks and also tools from another master. Wait had displayed his true colours and on that
note the men were discharged from duty and permitted to reside in the Tronk (the gaol) until they
obtained places to work.
Jeremiah found employment as a sawyer wherever he could, but this was gruelling work
which he regarded as temporary. He needed to amass enough wealth to pursue more lucrative
activities, but as time went by money became a rare commodity and he accumulated a portfolio of
debtors and goods, often of little value, received as payment in kind. Generally, however, he received
some form of rudimentary lodgings and meals from his employers. He had been advised by family
and friends back in England to avoid the temptations of drink and gambling and he left his
employment with John Morton at Grobbelaars Kloof because Cape Smoke (local brandy) was too
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freely available. Unfortunately, he was encouraged to attend Cadles Races at the Howard party
location where he lost 40 Rix Dollars, not to gambling, but to a pick pocket. His first three years at the
Cape were dogged by a series of calamities such as this. Often such setbacks arose from travelling
between employments. On separate occasions he was diverted by a herd of elephants, confronted by a
large bull buffalo, hemmed in by fallen trees from a violent thunderstorm, and buffeted by severe
gales. In the midst of such difficulties he met his future bride, Eliza Dednam, at Bathurst. They agreed
to be married in six months and he went to live at her father, Isaac’s house at Hyman’s location.
Isaac and Jeremiah contemplated a trading expedition north amongst the Dutch farmers and
they had accumulated enough goods for barter for cattle or to sell for cash. Before they set off the
Dednam house caught fire and the attic room used by Jeremiah and his future brother-in-law, which
had a wattle and broom gable end, was badly affected. In an attempt to rescue their possessions,
Jeremiah’s box, containing clothing and his goods for trading, flew open releasing the contents
directly onto the fire. He was left with some torn towels and just the clothes he stood up in, which
were minimal as it was summer. In time they made another attempt at a trading expedition, but after
only fifteen miles their oxen disappeared from where they had been left overnight to graze. After a
few days fruitless searching they suffered a difficult journey home.
Jeremiah obtained employment working on Bradshaws’ water mill for £2 5s per month with
board and lodging, and when an opportunity for another trading expedition arose, to be led by his
future father-in-law, he decided to remain at his work, but asked Isaac to take some of his goods for
sale or barter. The expedition returned within a month having sold Jeremiah’s goods to a Mr Donovan
against a three-month promissory note which was dishonoured by reason of insolvency. Once again
he was destitute, but at least he had his job ‘swinging the pit saw’ which he held for several months.
He found new employment in Grahamstown and then at Howard’s location. At about this time, he
learned of the deaths of two child herders. They had been partly devoured by wild beasts, the cause of
death was unknown, and their cattle had disappeared. From subsequent events the settlers learned that
those deaths, other deaths, and losses of cattle, were down to Xhosa raiders. The event involving the
Freemantle family was particularly shocking and revealing. During this episode Jeremiah had visited
the Mahoneys to collect overdue wages, and he witnessed at first-hand the attentions they were
suffering from raiders. He saw the terrible injury to Samuel Freemantle, examined the assegai weapon
used, and had to choose a time to leave safely without his money.
On 21 October 1822 Jeremiah and Eliza tied the knot, but the union required approval from
the Matrimonial Court held once a month, thirty miles away at Grahamstown. This was an arduous
process, even with the help of neighbour, Thomas Hartley of the Nottingham party. At this time, Isaac
was building a house at Freestone near Clumber. Shortly after the marriage, circular letters were
received by local authorities calling for settlers to be sworn in as soldiers. Jeremiah joined the Albany
Levy which was intended to provide a defence against Xhosa cattle raiders. The levy men were issued
with what he described as a useless gun and each soldier was obliged to travel several miles to muster
at the training ground. They received no form of remuneration for this because settlers, as a body,
were deemed to be responsible for their own defence.
Throughout his life so far, Jeremiah had lived ‘without God in this world and not caring for
the wellfare or the salvation of my preshus Soul’. At this point he was tormented by his way of life,
his habit of swearing, whether he would go to heaven, and whether there was any hope that his soul
could be saved. So troubled was he that he could find no rest, day or night, and clearly he was gripped
by a sudden fear that brought about a profound need to mend his ways and engage in religious
observance. He began by ceasing to swear and confessed he felt much better for it. Next he discussed
his need for religion with several fellow settlers looking for a place to worship. His search continued
through the Great Flood of October 1823, the trauma of which he described in some detail, and during
which his house was visited by robbers who took clothes and food. Already all but destitute before
this event, the settlers’ plight was now desperate. A little later the Goldswains moved to Trappes
Valley adjoining the Nottingham party and Jeremiah met Wesleyan preacher, William Pike, originally
from Keyworth, Nottinghamshire. Soon Jeremiah and Eliza began to accompany the preacher to
services at Mr Trollip’s in Hyman’s location and Mr Walker’s at Green Fountain. On the Sabbath they
might hear three sermons and travel fully twenty miles in the company of Mr Pike.
After several months of trudging long distances to enjoy religious worship, Eliza suggested
that a large regular congregation might be assembled at Mr Pike’s house attracting people from
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Clumber itself and the several adjoining party locations. Pike said he had attempted this many times,
but would try again if the growing Goldswain family would attend. After a short spell of alternate
Sabbaths at the Pike and Goldswain houses, every Sunday service was successfully held at Pike’s. It
is clear from Goldswain’s Chronical that there was a close relationship between the two men and that
Jeremiah inevitably obtained much valued advice, instruction and encouragement, learning how best
to live his life and to engage in divine worship aimed particularly at saving his soul.
In February 1825 Jeremiah’s devotion to his religion was reinforced when he benefited from
divine intervention. At a time when the family had almost nothing left to eat or trade, on a long
journey in the wilderness in searing heat, he had just a drop of milk for sustenance. While his horse
was drinking at a river at Blaauwkrantz he sat under a bush for some shade. He intended to pray for
some food, but just as he was about to commence he observed some white paper which he pulled out,
opened, and to his astonishment found two pieces of bread spread with fresh butter and a slice of
salted tongue (presumably ox tongue). This windfall bolstered his faith.
The congregation soon outgrew the confines of William Pike’s house and all agreed that a
chapel was needed for the Nottingham party and their smaller neighbouring parties. Jeremiah
described the formation of a committee for the purpose, a list for subscribers and donations of bricks,
beams, thatch, timber and labour to the extent that, on completion, there was little debt. At the
opening there was preaching in the morning and evening with a Lovefeast (an Evangelical prayer
meeting to bear witness to the love of God) in the afternoon, and the administration of the sacrament.
In 1827 Jeremiah set out to buy cows from John Holt at George Vale. He was gored and
tossed by one of them after which he was carried home and was attended by the apothecary, William
Earle, who tried to bleed him. Here is the patient’s own account:
At this time I met with an accentent haveing purched sum Cowes from Mr. J Hult and having them
warented to me to be good quiet Cowes. One of them having Calved I went as yousel into the Kaal and
caut the Cowe with an rim: I had no sooner caut her then she came at me and caut me at the therd rib
and nocked me down and run her horn into my leg close to the knee and then cought me on her horns
and thru me up into the air. I had quite lost my senses: my wife and Brother in law carred me to the
house and sent for Mr. Erle the pothery and wen he came he tried to blead me and lanced my harms in
four places but my blod was so congled that he could not git more then a quarter of a pint of blood and
also found that three of my ribes ware broken. The next thing that I had to incounter with was the
Loces [locusts...]

Mishaps experienced by Goldswain contributed to his increasing interest in religion and we
learn that in August 1829 the Rev. Ayliff preached at Ebenezer Chapel where Jeremiah was the
Wesleyan Class Leader. Later he opened a shop and by June 1832 he advertised grave-stones and sills
for sale. Mary Trollip was buried at Bathurst and he carved her tombstone. At the end of 1833 he was
living and farming at Freestone near Clumber. By 1834 the quarry for lime at Freestone was operating
at full tilt, Jeremiah having the government contract to supply stone to all of the military posts in
Albany. Setbacks had continued to befall him and on one occasion he was unable to work for a year
after he struck his head with an axe which, during a downward stroke, had glanced off a bough. One
day he ate an innocent-looking kernel found in a quantity of tea from Thomas Hartley Jnr which
caused a repeated nasty swelling in his throat and threatened his life for several weeks.
Jeremiah’s various exploits brought him into contact with many people from whom he heard
of incidents within and beyond the settlement. In particular he learned of mysterious disappearances
of settlers, especially as hostilities escalated in 1834. Just at the outbreak of the 6th Frontier War in
that year, Mr Bloxham had failed to return after Jeremiah had sent him with a load to Fort Brown.
The Goldswains’ eldest son, William, married Miss Meats, a daughter of William Meats of
Calton’s Nottingham party. Jeremiah and his son Charles would go on to feature in a number of
military activities with an unhappy ending for Charles. Some Goldswain descendants lived in, and
were educated in, the vicinity of Southwell.
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Grant1103
Former colour-sergeant John Grant arrived at the settlement in 1821 and so was not part of the 1820
government emigration scheme. He was discharged in 1823 as an army pensioner when he was about
fifty-three years old. He obtained the title deeds to what became known as Grants Valley on 23
February 1825 and lived there until his death aged seventy-four. The farm was later absorbed into
Southwell and is situated between the Kasouga River and the Kariega River winding down to the sea.
He obtained a lot at Port Frances (now Port Alfred) and had a house on the north side of High Street
noted in the Lower Albany Chronicle in an entry concerning the erection of the Wesleyan Chapel on
adjacent land. He was a subscriber to the Albany Shipping Company operating out of the Port and
was involved in deliberations over the acquisition of the Buck Bay Packet in 1826.
Donald McDougal, known as Dan, from Scotland, who had deserted a stranded ship in Port
Elizabeth, joined John at the farm where he became a friend and protégé to the bachelor. On the death
of John in 1854, Dan inherited the farm and went on to marry and start a family with his wife
Charlotte. Donald McLean, Charlotte’s father, arrived in South Africa from India and resided in the
valley. He had been in the same regiment as Sgt. Grant and married May Barsfield who joined him
from England. The sergeant had been her guardian in the mother country. Grant was awarded a one
morgen (about 2 acre) lot at Bathurst and a lot at Grahamstown in 1821. At about this time he was a
store-keeper at Bathurst earning 1s 6d per day.
Gravett1104
George Gravett, a farmer aged 18, and William Gravett, aged 16, were part of the largest party of all
from London, under the overall leadership of Hezekiah Sephton. William emigrated under the
personal care of one Richard Pickstock (or Richstock). The party was too large for one vessel and the
Gravetts were in the overspill group in the Brilliant supervised for the crossing by Richard Gush.
Sephton’s party received a share of Barville Park, later in the Southwell district, after the
death of General Campbell, when his land was divided into three portions. The other portions went to
the General’s widow, and to Thomas Philipps. They were permitted to remain providing they built a
village within three years, which they achieved. The village, Elmhurst, is now all but gone, but for
decades it was a thriving community with the Zoar Wesleyan Church and a school. In 1830 the land
was surveyed by G Smith and twenty-nine plots were granted to Hezekiah Sephton, Thomas Sephton,
Richard Pickstock (or Richstock), George Gravett and others. Several rapidly changed hands, some
going to Charles Penny and No. 29 to Richard Gush. Later George Gravett owned Hope Farm, also
within the Southwell district.
The Gravetts are associated with Grants Valley in the district. William Gravett married
Charlotte (née Pickstock) and they had a son, George Gravett Jnr, born on 14 October 1823. Amongst
several rough headstones in the cemetery there is an engraved marble tombstone dedicated to this
George Gravett and his wife Hannah.
Gray1105
In Chapter 20 the reader will learn of the important role played by William Gray in the defence of
Southwell when his family was resident at Walsingham, but the concern here is with the earliest days
of his life in South Africa. He was just seventeen when he arrived in April 1820 in the first transport,
the Chapman, with Bailie’s party. In 1830 it is recorded that William paid for a sitting at
Grahamstown Church and shortly after, on 28 January that year, he married Elizabeth Marsden of
Dixon’s London party with the Rev. William Carlisle presiding. In 1832 he was a tinsmith at
Grahamstown and by 1834 he was an established flock-master, an occupation he continued to pursue,
including the breeding of stud sheep and the breeding and sale of French merino and Josephine rams.
He successfully grew Victoria wheat and also oat-hay for the military. As a leading figure in the
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farming community he became a committed member of agricultural societies and a key figure in the
life of Southwell.
Greathead1106
James Greathead, aged twenty-four, arrived with his sixteen year old wife, Martha, and their young
son James Jnr. He was leader of his small party of twenty from Worcestershire crossing in the
Kennersley Castle. Travelling with them was William Greathead, a farmer, aged 20. The southern
portion of the party’s location abutted Clumber. As late as August 1820 they were waiting to be
reunited with their luggage which, for some reason, had been carried in HMS Sir George Osborn.
James Jnr was born in Dudley where his father had been a land surveyor and he was educated at
Bathurst School. In 1828 James Snr was appointed Field-cornet of Bathurst for £15 per annum where
he held Lot Nos. 1 and 4. That year he was appointed Messenger for the Ward of Bathurst and Port
Frances. It is recorded that he had been trading inland with the Dutch in 1823. In 1825 he applied for
land in Somerset where a new urban centre was being created in place of the government’s farm.
James and Martha’s daughter, Eliza, who must have been born in the colony, was buried at
Bathurst by the Rev. William Wright on 8 November 1829. Unfortunately, while living in
Grahamstown in 1831, James died of sun-stroke and was buried by the Rev. William Carlisle. Prior to
this he had recently been granted 1,172 morgen (about 2,344 acres) on the left bank of the
Blaauwkrantz River which he had called ‘The Home’. In March 1833, the family’s party location and
a lot at Bathurst were offered for sale. They were offered again from June 1834. James Jnr, would go
on to take an active role in municipal administration and Cape politics in the Upper House. His son,
James Henry Greathead, became famous as a senior Thames tunnel engineer.
Gush1107
Richard Gush was leader of the overspill contingent of Sephton’s party which made the crossing in
the Brilliant. A carpenter, aged 30 in 1820, he was accompanied by his wife, Margaret, his infant son
Joseph, who died at sea, Mary, aged 6, and Thomas, aged 2. The party at first settled at Reed
Fountain, eventually part of Southwell, but to make way for General Campbell, were moved out to
Salem further north, although some, including the Gush family and Sephtons, returned later to a part
of Reed Fountain called Elmhurst.
The preaching plan for the locations drawn up at Salem commenced on 8 April 1821 and on
that day Richard preached at Clumber. He supervised the erection of a church at Salem in 1822 and its
replacement in 1832.
The connection between the Gush family and the Nottinghamshire settlers continued later
when Charlotte Dennison, the daughter of George and Hannah Dennison, married Richard Gush’s
son, Joseph. George Dennison, the discredited recorder of Calton’s Nottinghamshire party, and his
wife Hannah, went to live at Graaff-Reinet before going their separate ways, but Charlotte remained
in Albany. Her mother, Hannah, was a midwife eventually operating at Colesberg to the north, and
she maintained correspondence, for the most part with Charlotte, but also with Charlotte’s siblings.
This correspondence forms the basis of a study of Hannah’s life which includes references to
George’s work as a wagoner, his abusive behaviour and problem with alcohol, and her relationship
with Charlotte (see Appendix 8).
Richard Gush was an occasional visitor to the Theopolis Mission Station and in September
1822 he went there to trade merchandise and bought all the hides in the possession of the Mission
people at that time. He was destined to become a hero in the defence of Salem and later greeted
eminent visitors from overseas. The Life of Richard Gush was written anonymously.
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Haddy1108
Minister and missionary, Richard Haddy, was not an 1820 settler. He arrived at the Cape later in 1826
when he worked at Lily Fountain in Namaqualand. In 1833 he proceeded to the British settlement to
take charge of the Lower Albany Methodists, Bathurst and Port Frances Wesleyan Circuit, and as
such he was responsible for Clumber Church. In the district he was known as a tireless and very active
minister. At this time Clumber Church attendances were growing and by 1834 there was a regular
congregation of up to fifty-five people. He was competent enough in Dutch to teach the language. At
a meeting of the Temperance Society in Bathurst, in July 1834, Richard was elected one of the
Secretaries, the other being surgeon James Minto.
Hartley1109
Thomas Hartley, a blacksmith from Mansfield, emigrated with his wife Sarah, seven children aged
between 4 and 20, a recent arrival, Susannah, and their adult sibling, Mary, aged 22. William Hartley,
aged 24, also a blacksmith, and his wife, Sarah, were with the family group travelling with Calton’s
party in the Albury. Two of the sons of Thomas, Henry and Thomas Jnr, married daughters of William
Kidson. Thomas Jnr married Mary in 1828 and Henry married Emma in 1838. In later chapters the
many famous exploits of the Hartley family will be considered including expeditions and exploration,
hunting, a discovery of gold workings, poetry, civic duties, missionary and other work in the church.
When they had been led to believe that Bathurst would become a prosperous municipal
centre, they took up residence there acquiring Lot No. 8 in the name of Thomas Snr with a forge and a
house. By the end of 1823 a farrier business had been established at the premises. In the following
year, after Lord Somerset had determined that Grahamstown would be the seat of the Magistracy, the
earliest inhabitants of Bathurst asked for relief for their losses. One of the claimants was a John
Hartley, but this name is not listed as one of the Mansfield Hartleys. In November 1825 it is noted that
the Rev. John Ayliff preached at Thomas Hartley’s smithy workshop and he also preached at
Clumber. In the following spring Hannah, daughter of Thomas Hartley Snr, married Henry Woodland
at Grahamstown, with her younger sister, Elizabeth, as witness.
Thomas Hartley Snr was one of those providing security
cover for Christopher Mackoy’s purchase of the Buck Bay Packet.
In September 1826 it is noted that William Hartley went to
Grahamstown with the Rev. George Barker of Theopolis Mission
Station. The reason for this is not clear, but it is known that Thomas
assisted John Maskell in the shop at the Mission as the Chronicle
shows he was replaced in June 1827 by James Read. The youngest
sons of Thomas Hartley Snr, Henry and Jeremiah, who were aged 4
and 7 at the time of their emigration, were amongst the pupils at
Bathurst School by early 1828. The Hartleys maintained their
interest in the Nottinghamshire party location at Clumber as in
1828 Thomas Hartley Jnr held Lot No. 12 there.
Sometime after the death of his wife, Sarah, William
Hartley married Hannah Baker, the ceremony being at
Grahamstown on 25 October 1828. The witnesses were Benjamin
William Hartley, 1815-76, second
Keeton and Elizabeth Hartley. Within two months, on 13
generation settler
December, Thomas Hartley Jnr married Mary Kidson at
Grahamstown when Elizabeth was once again a witness. Elizabeth was yet again a witness when
Benjamin Keeton married Hannah Ford in May 1829. In August 1829 it is recorded that William
Hartley the younger was a cattle dealer in Bathurst and that in that month the Rev. Ayliff baptised his
daughter, Elizabeth there. The Rev. George Porter had been appointed to the church at Bathurst and in
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May 1830 he rode to Port Frances to discuss forming a Sunday school there with the assistance of
William Hartley.
By early 1832 Thomas Hartley had an inn in Bathurst which was the eastern wing of what
became known as the Bathurst Inn and later, from World War 2, the famous Pig and Whistle. By this
time Jeremiah Hartley had progressed his interest in missionary work as he attended a missionary
meeting at Butterworth in Xhosa territory. Unfortunately, he was struck down in his prime, far from
his family, when toiling laboriously during intertribal wars. His death was attributed to what they
called a brain fever. Thomas Hartley was appointed a treasurer for the Bathurst Church along with
Walter Currie and he held two shares in the church building. By early 1833 he had a shop in the
Village. William Hartley the elder, a very thoughtful man, indulged in poetry and his The Trials and
Troubles of the Settlers is now a treasured piece of Africana. After his death, in 1833 a sale of his
effects was held at Salem in June 1833.
Hockly1110
Aged 32, Daniel Hockly was described variously as a mechanic and a silversmith as he arrived in the
colony with his wife, Elizabeth, aged 29, a daughter of the same name, aged 4, along with Harriet,
aged 2, and Frances who had been born at sea. 5 year old son, Daniel Jnr, had sadly died at sea. With
Bailie’s party they were amongst the first to land, crossing in the Chapman. When they were greeted
at Algoa Bay, Daniel gave a letter of introduction he had brought with him from England to the Rev.
George Barker of Theopolis Mission. There must have been a continuing attachment between the two
families as George and Daniel dined together at Thomas Nelson’s house in Grahamstown in
September 1825. It is recorded that in February 1826 Daniel arrived at the Mission and rode with
George to Lombard’s Post. He visited the Mission again the following June and later with his wife, in
December. He visited again, with a daughter, in November 1827. Later, the Hockly’s son Daniel, who
must have been born at the Cape, married George’s daughter, Jane Barker. Daniel and Jane’s son
Harold is the author of the acclaimed The Story of the British Settlers of 1820 in South Africa. Shortly
after their arrival, wife Elizabeth was teaching girls at Uitenhage and later opened a school for girls in
Grahamstown. Daniel Hockly Snr was noted as living in Bathurst by the end of 1827, but he
continued to call at the Mission. As a silversmith, in 1830 Daniel made the Eastern Province Cup for
the Albany Turf Club and he also crafted the Staff of Office presented to Bushman leader Andries
Waterboer. By 1832 he had a shop at Grahamstown, but later Hockly family members would go on to
acquire property and take up residence in Southwell.
Hodgkinson1111
George Hodgkinson was only 19 when he emigrated with Calton’s party from Nottinghamshire. He
was listed as a labourer and held allotment No. 20 at Clumber. His son, George Jnr, was the first child
to be baptised at Clumber Church. The proceedings were conducted by the Rev. Samuel Young and
took place on 24 September 1826. When young Elizabeth Shone had taken her father Thomas’s cattle
out to graze, she was murdered. Stephen Davis, aged only 9, had been grazing cattle in the same
place. George accompanied Thomas Shone when they found Elizabeth’s body dumped in a hyena’s
burrow. Two herdsmen were arrested in connection with the appalling event, but they said that the
perpetrator had since left for native territory. Elizabeth was buried at Clumber.
Holland1112
There were several Hollands amongst the 1820 emigrants including two named Henry. The Henry
Holland of Nottinghamshire interest was a 22 year old stone mason from Newstead who joined
Calton’s party. He had been one of those expressing his concern over the long delays at Liverpool.
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According to a later report on the party by Elijah Pike, he died aboard ship at a time when disease was
rife (see Chapter 8).
Hulley1113
Richard Hulley, aged 34, and his wife Ann, aged 37, were farmers travelling with their four young
children from Liverpool in the same ship as White’s party from Arnold, the Stentor. They were with
Richardson’s party of 36 from Yorkshire. The Stentor was chartered only as far as Simon’s Bay so for
the last leg they boarded the Weymouth. In December 1823 Richard Hulley was one of a number of
signatories to a petition calling for Robert Wilde to be appointed School-master for an area between
the Kowie and George Rivers where eighty-four children previously had no access to schooling. By
1836 Richard and Ann were pursuing their farming interests at Clumber on the Torrens River and in
1839 they were amongst several who played hosts to James Backhouse and George Walker of the
Society of Friends at York as they toured the settlement.
In April 1830 daughter Sarah married William Cawood and in the following year son Richard
Jnr married Jane Harden. Also in 1831, daughter Ann married James Flanegan. The Hulleys were
close acquaintances of the Shones and Sarah gave evidence in the case of the murder of Elizabeth
Shone (see Hodgkinson above and Shone below) who was buried at Clumber in 1832. By May 1833,
Richard Jnr and his family had relocated to Cuylerville, and in 1834 he was trading at Batti’s Kraal in
native territory. Later he journeyed into Zululand as an interpreter with the Rev. Francis Owen taking
up positions at various missions and founding the Tsgungwana Mission. He was completely familiar
with the Zulu language of Dingaan’s people and had such a rapport with the natives, that he was able
to make jokes with the despotic potentate.
Hunt1114
The name Hunt appears in the rolls of four parties, but the concern here is with the family of William,
a tailor, Mary his wife, their 20 year old daughter, Sarah, and children Ann and Elizabeth making the
crossing in Calton’s Nottinghamshire party. On 13 February 1825, Sarah was married to James
Hiscock at Grahamstown by the Rev. Thomas Ireland with Thurston Whittle as the witness. The
parents remained at Clumber and in 1839, when damage was done to William’s crops by Thomas
Shone’s cattle, he received compensation in the form of twenty-one ears of maize. In the same year
Shone measured Edward, the son of James and Sarah Hiscock, for boots, and William gave Shone
some vegetable pulse.
Ireland1115
The Rev. Thomas Ireland arrived at Cape Town in 1824 where he was appointed Military Chaplain.
The following year he moved to Grahamstown where he became the chaplain and conducted the
marriage ceremonies of several Nottinghamshire emigrants and people from Nottinghamshire
locations. They included two of Alexander Biggar’s daughters of Woodlands in Southwell, Margaret
Booth of Reed Fountain in Southwell, Sara Tarr and Edward Driver of Clumber, and Hannah Hartley
of Bathurst. In August 1825 he buried Bathurst School-master the Rev. William Boardman at
Beaufort Vale. In December that year he married William’s daughter, Sarah Boardman, to Lieut. John
Crause. On 25 March 1827 Thomas Ireland led a service at Bathurst and baptised twenty-two
children. Later he left for Ceylon.
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Jakins1116
John Jakins was only 12 years old and under the care of party leader William Smith aboard the
Narthampton when he arrived at the Cape in 1820. Smith’s party of 40 hailed from London and were
located towards the extreme west of the main settlement at Stony Vale. In 1829 John married Maria
Norman and he is known to have visited Orange Free State in 1863. Later family members would
become valuable community members in Southwell mainly as teachers and mechanics.
Keeton1117
The eventual founder of Southwell, Eastern Cape, Benjamin Keeton, was born in 1800 in Southwell,
Nottinghamshire, where his uncles, Samuel and Joseph, had been choirboys at the Minster from 176166. He became one of the most important of all of the county’s settlers. His older sister, Susanna,
remained in England and engaged in occasional correspondence with him, which is a valuable source
of information especially in relation to developments in England, most notably in Harrogate and
Southwell. Benjamin departed for Africa with a keepsake sampler embroidered by Susanna when she
was just nine years of age. It read ‘With all thy soul love God above, and as thyself thy neighbour
love. Susanna Keeton 1806.’
Here the concern is with the period before he took up residence at Lombard’s Post in what
would become Southwell, and for this part of his life the details are patchy. In the Calton party
records he is listed as a labourer, but this description is surprising as he was a grandson of Richard
Turner Becher, an attorney, of the wealthy and distinguished Becher dynasty of families, who were
very much a part of the Southwell gentry. In Africa, it was not long before he moved from Clumber
further inland to Manley Flats where he established himself as a successful breeder of horses
including at least one acclaimed thoroughbred stallion. He is recorded in the Chronicle as the witness
to a number of marriages including the second marriage of William Hartley of Mansfield.
Still a young man, Benjamin proved himself a capable entrepreneur and, while many other
settlers were fighting for mere survival, he was achieving earnings from the equestrian business that
enabled him to acquire a portfolio of property. At Grahamstown on 23 May 1829 he married Hannah,
eleven years his senior, widow of William Ford, a settler who had died in the previous year. The
marriage service was conducted by the Rev. William Carlisle and the witnesses were Henry and
Elizabeth Hartley. William Ford and Hannah had lost all of their children, three boys, to measles
during their crossing with Liversage’s party from Staffordshire aboard the John. Undaunted, they
produced three more children in South Africa. Benjamin and Hannah acquired Radway Green, the
original farm of William Ford near Manley Flats just south of Grahamstown on the Port Alfred road.
They lost two babies, but Joseph Becher Keeton, born in 1833, survived infancy as did later arrivals
William Parry, Susanna, and Becher. The name Becher would go on to feature in subsequent
generations. The Keetons, Fords, and their descendants would eventually form a significant portion of
the population of Southwell.
While Southwell in Nottinghamshire is noted for the famous Bramley apple, Southwell, South
Africa, is noted for its oranges and in 1813, Jane Laycock, wife of Lieut. John Laycock stationed at
Lombard’s Post, gave some of the delicious fruit to the Rev. Ulbricht, the principal missionary at
Theopolis Mission Station.
Kidson1118
The Kidsons, William, his wife Anna, and their five children, were a farming family with Willson’s
party from London crossing in the La Belle Alliance. The party settled near Clumber on the Torrens
River at a place they called Beaufort Vale, but leader Thomas Willson handed responsibility for the
party to William Boardman upon their arrival, and left. Their location straddled a main elephant
pathway.
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Within the month of their arrival, the Kidson family suffered the loss of Thomas, their one
year old son. In 1822 William asked for a licence to trade in the interior amongst the Xhosa tribes, but
he was turned down, and the following month was refused permission to leave his location amonst the
Willson party. By September 1826 he had become a cattle dealer. In June 1828 Mary Kidson, the
eldest daughter, now aged 20, was a witness to the marriage of Sarah, daughter of Thomas Hartley of
the Nottingham party, to John Battiss. In December that year Mary married Thomas Hartley Jnr at
Grahamstown at a service conducted by the Rev. William Carlisle. In December 1830 her father had
become the Market-master at Grahamstown earning £22 per annum. In early 1832 he had acquired
Gyfford’s Bush and offered it for sale or to let, and in June that year, there was a sale of implements
and cattle at his original place at Beaufort Vale while daughter Amelia had moved to Grahamstown.
The following year, in September, William held an auction of merchandise at Bathurst. In November
he took a partner, Thomas Jarman, to operate an agency business.
McDougall (and McLean)1119
John Grant had served in the 72nd Regiment as colour-sergeant, but was discharged on a pension in
1823. He obtained the title deeds to the farm he called Grants Valley between the Kariega and
Kasouga Rivers, in what became Southwell, on 23 February 1825. Donald (Dan) McDougall from
Paisley had deserted his ship and become stranded at the Cape and he had met John Grant at Port
Elizabeth. He is recorded in the Chronicles as visiting Theopolis Mission as early as July 1817. The
two men became friends and John invited Dan to work with him at the farm where he became the
owner’s protégé. Dan would go on to inherit the farm on the death of John in 1854.
Donald McLean was also associated with the farm. He had arrived in 1819 from India and
had been in the same regiment as John Grant. He married May Barsfield who had travelled from
England to join him on the farm, but John had been her guardian. Their daughter, Charlotte, married
Dan McDougall. Dan and Charlotte went on to produce generations of descendants associated with
the farm while Donald and May produced nine children.
McLuckie (and Scoon)1120
William McLuckie, at the age of 20 and from Kippen, Sterling County, was one of those skilled single
men, a cooper, brought out in Benjamin Moodie’s private party in 1817. He started his career at the
Cape making wine barrels for farmers then moved eastward to cut wood at Knysa. His partner, Robert
Scoon, aged 28, had also arrived with Moodie’s party in the Brilliant. Always adventurous, they
visited Bahurutse in the interior where they escorted two indunas to and from Kuruman Mission in
1829. They conducted missionary, the Rev. Robert Moffat, father-in-law of David Livingstone, to
Mzilikaze, founding King of the Matabele at Mosega.
In 1828, Alexander Biggar sold Woodlands of 3,060 morgen, approximately 6,120 acres, in
what would become Southwell, to partners McLuckie and Scoon, and later the military station there
proved to be a vital defensive asset. They offered the farm for sale in 1832, but the move failed and
later that year they dissolved their partnership. This was after many excursions to the interior of the
Transvaal to conduct business with the native peoples having succeeded in courageously opening up
lucrative new trading routes. Woodlands became a productive farm and later boasted a water mill to
grind wheat where the upper floor doubled as the local dance room. Scoon is credited in 1834 with
being the first European to find Lake Chrissie.
Michell (and Bain)1121
Michell’s Pass at Ceres, completed in 1848, is an enduring monument to the work of Andrew Geddes
Bain, the Settler’s Geologist, or the Father of South African Geology. He was responsible for
discoveries of the remains of reptiles and dinosaurs including Dicynodon and the preparation of the
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first comprehensive geological map of South Africa, which received Royal acclamation. Other
monuments to his engineering skill included the Queen’s Road from Grahamstown to Post Retief, the
Katberg Pass, and Bain’s Kloof Pass.
Michell’s Pass was named in recognition of the work of Royal Engineer and SurveyorGeneral, Major Charles Cornwallis Michell who had served during the Napoeonic Wars in Spain and
Waterloo and became an eminent professor in the subject of fortification when at the military
academy at Woolwich. He was no mean artist and his work adorned the one penny Voortrekker
Memorial stamp of 1938, the image originally called “The State of Cradock Pass in 1840” which
accurately depicts oxen and men with ropes struggling to pull a wagon up a steep and rocky incline.
He was part of a contingent who dined with the Governor, Sir Lowry Cole, and accompanied him to
Reed Fountain and Barville Park in October 1830. In the following year he prepared the plans for
Bathurst Church laid before the Rev. George Porter by Walter Currie. This was one of several of his
sympathetic church plans designed to use local materials and inhabitants, another being St Paul’s in
Rondebosch, but Bathurst is the only one still standing. In 1835 he was again part of a contingent to
welcome and entertain the governor. The Rev. William Shaw, the leading Methodist, said of
Michell’s design at Bathurst:
Erected on a conspicuous and well-selected site, it is built with just such proportions and in such an appropriate
style of architecture[...] that this village church, together with the character of the surrounding buildings serves to
remind an Englishman of many a rural spot in his own country of surpassing beauty.

In 1848 the Bishop of Cape Town, Robert Gray, was not so impressed with the Bathurst Church
architecture, but remarked that it was in remarkably good order, yet a successor to Gray described it
as one of South Africa’s architectural gems.
Moodie1122
Resourceful Captain of the Leith Militia, Benjamin Moodie, arrived at the Cape in 1817 as leader of
some 200 skilled single men from Edinburgh County contracted to him for three years. He knew there
was a shortage of such mechanics and artisans and anticipated his charges would be in great demand
in the colony. After a failed attempt to obtain state funding he decided to constitute his contingent as a
private party, each man paying him £30 for passage and rations. They made the crossing in the
Brilliant. He had been advised by the Colonial Office that he would be entitled to apply for a grant of
land on arrival and was duly offered a location in the Zuurveld. This he declined preferring to
purchase a tract in the safer Swellendam district where he grew tobacco. Very soon the demand for
his men materialised and they were taken up on agreeable terms by interested parties.
Benjamin was a son of Capt. James Moodie of Orkney. Another son, Donald, a lieutenant,
arrived in 1820 and with Robert Wicks, at the behest of Acting Governor Donkin, made observations
for the navigation of the Kowie River mouth. Benjamin had teamed up with Henry Nourse for a
project to establish a meat curing factory on a grant of land on the west bank.
Donald was part of a sub-committee of the Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers
formed after the Great Flood of 1823. Thomas Philipps was also appointed and the Moodies
frequently visited his home, Lampeter, on their way to committee meetings. On one such occasion
they met with the governor at Bathurst. Donald married Eliza, daughter of Major Pigot, in 1824. In
August that year he wrote a report to his brother about a property they had acquired and recently
visited on Bushman’s River. In 1825 he was appointed Chairman of the Albany Shipping Company. It
was stated that freight from Cape Town to Port Frances was £3 per ton. The Company proposed to
buy the trading vessel, the Frances, which had made several successful sailings, and other vessels
drawing up to 6 feet. As the rise and fall of the tide at Port Frances was normally up to about 5ft 6in
they would be grounded at the entrance bar awaiting the incoming tide and a favourable breeze, but
generally vessels were sailing in and out. He requested a small vessel with steam apparatus to remove
sand to create a better channel. After a meeting of the Shipping Company he wrote to Henry Nourse at
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Cape Town about the proposed purchase of the passenger vessel, the Buck Bay Packet, which they
planned to purchase subject to inspection. A life-boat for the Port was being reconditioned in 1827.
Donald was also appointed Resident Magistrate at the Port with a particular responsibility to
receive requests for building plots there. Along with other residents, he subscribed toward the erection
of the Wesleyan Chapel in High Street made substantially from materials from dismantling some
temporary wooden barracks, but he was also the holder of two shares in the Bathurst Church building.
At about the same time in 1825 he bought at plot at the Port at a time when they were typically
acquired for less than £11. He remarked that with over 200 residents the village warranted a
clergyman, a surgeon and a school. Later he called for a constable or an under-sheriff.
By January 1827 a fund of £97-10-5 had been collected in subscriptions to build the Chapel,
but more would be needed. Donald’s Magistracy carried a salary of £90 per annum and the use of a
house. In 1827 he was appointed Clerk of the Peace at Grahamstown, and in 1832 he acquired the
post of Guardian of Slaves.
A third son of Capt. James Moodie, John, arrived in 1820 and, like Donald he soon settled at
the Cape in Fredericksberg. He wrote about the village in his Ten Years in Southern Africa completed
in 1829 before he departed for Canada.
Nelson1123
The name Thomas Nelson appears in several historical texts but, as there were at least three people of
that name associated with the 1820 Settlers, it is not always clear from the records which person is
referred to. To add to the confusion, references are found for Thomas Nelson Jnr and Thomas Nelson
the younger. The particular concern here is with the Nelson family of Southwell, Nottinghamshire,
who made the crossing with Calton’s party. They were Thomas aged 28, his wife, Mary, aged 23 and
their two young children, William, 3, and Matilda, 1. Another Thomas Nelson was of Willson’s party.
According to Hockly, a Thomas Nelson fought in the sixth frontier war of 1834-35 and lost
his life, but this Mr Nelson cannot be traced back to any of the settler genealogy records available to
this study. This death is also repeated in editorial notes in Volume 2 of the Goldswain Chronicle
clearly indicating that it was the Southwell Thomas who had died, but this cannot have been the case
as he and Mary had seven more children in Africa, two of whom were born after 1835. Nor could it
have been the Thomas Nelson of Willson’s party as he died in England in 1863. The Goldswain
Chronicle entry does allude to variances between the embarkation list and the colonial list including
child William in the former list, not in the latter.
In 1828 it was recorded that Thomas Nelson Jnr was attending the Bathurst School during an
examination by Major Dundas and Walter Currie. In the same year Thomas Nelson the younger held
Allotment No. 31 in Calton’s location. This must have been the Nottinghamshire Thomas as in 1836
‘Matilda, daughter of Thomas Nelson, the younger’ married William Hayward at Bathurst. Only the
Nottinghamshire Thomas had a daughter with the name Matilda.
Nourse1124
Born in 1779, Henry Nourse was a merchant and ship owner from London. He had already sent
loaded vessels to Cape Town in 1806 and 1815 and had established Nourse, Christian and Company
there, with his brother-in-law in charge, before sailing to the Cape in HMS Vigo in 1820. Although
not officially an 1820 Settler, and a resident of Cape Town in the early years, he shared many of their
early experiences.
After becoming a partner in a farmers’ co-operative warehouse at Fort Beaufort, he worked
with Benjamin Moodie on the proposal to establish a meat curing factory on a piece of land they had
acquired on the west bank of the Kowie River, and in November 1821 he acquired Hope Farm
adjacent to the Port in what would become part of Southwell. The request for land was made to the
Acting Governor. The government surveyor, Johan Knobel, was instructed to measure land for a
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village at the mouth before setting aside the land for Henry Nourse amounting to about 2,000 morgen
or 4,000 acres. Henry’s schooner, the Elizabeth, had made a failed attempt to reach the harbour, but
eventually made it over the sand bar in November 1821 and successfully discharged 25 tons of cargo
from Cape Town. The following year he was trading as far distant as Delagoa Bay using his schooner
the Orange Grove and he was elected to the Commercial Exchange Committee at Cape Town.
Henry had acquired Lot No. 19 at Bathurst by March 1821 and began to build a cottage for
his local manager Mr Dunn. Dunn was given £375 with which to conduct various projects and was
paid a salary of £7-10-0 per month with the accommodation free of charge. The Bathurst-cured meat
packed in salt in casks was approved by the Navy Board of Supply appointed by Commodore Joseph
Nourse. In June 1823, sixty casks, made of local timber, were sent by Mr Dunn to Henry Nourse at
Cape Town. By October 1823 Capt Joseph Nourse had arrived in 32-gun HMS Andromache from
which he surveyed the Kowie River mouth with a view to further improvements to its navigability.
For £5,000 he proposed that the course of the river could be straightened and a steam dredger built
with parts from England to deepen and widen the bar. The proposal included training walls for the
straightened water course. While there, Joseph witnessed the prolonged deluge, the resulting Great
Flood, and some of the extensive damage resulting from it. After the worst of it he returned to his
observations of the river mouth suggesting that moorings could be laid down for larger vessels to be
discharged using decked-boats, but there was then just one surf boat equipped for cargo.
Later in 1824 the government approved the construction of two more boats for the purpose.
He recommended sheds for the boats and a signal gun. Joseph visited Theopolis Mission Station,
Philipps’ and Biggar’s parties, Woodlands, and Barville Park. He ordered a house to be constructed at
Hope Farm and the commencement of a cattle herd, and the acquisition of additional land to begin a
commercial fishery.
In June 1827 Henry and his son were landed by life boat at Port Frances having arrived in the
Elizabeth. When the life boat attempted its return with five new passengers and supplies of fresh
water, it was upset and coxwain John Harrison, boatman John Freeland, salter M Murphy, Nourse’s
servant Mrs Garratt, and her two children, were all drowned. As a result of this accident new
arrangements were made for such circumstances.
Henry’s daughter, Emma, was married at Grahamstown in May 1828 to Lieut. Daniel Cloete
with her brother, Temple, and Catherine Pigot as witnesses. Henry and Henry Jnr were amongst the
party who dined with the governor on 25 October 1830.
Under the Henry Nourse and Company banner, Henry operated another vessel, the James and
Mary. Between the years 1831 and 1833 Henry purchased more property including Sea Point and
River View adjoining the farm, the Customs House with 8 acres (£215), the Harbour-master’s
building with 6 acres (£36), the Residency land at the Port, and plots in Bathurst and Grahamstown.
Previously, his family had continued to reside in Cape Town, but had recently moved to the vicinity
as Henry and Henry Jnr began to manage Hope Farm personally. Nourse property at Port Elizabeth
was offered for sale in September 1833 and the Residency at Port Frances was offered for sale or rent
from early 1834. By that year he owned de Bruin’s Drift Farm and he warned against shooting
(presumably for game) on his various properties.
Amongst those counted as pioneers of the woollen industry, they bred Saxon merinos and
Henry Snr became a participant in the Eastern Province Joint-stock Sheep Farm Association in 1833.
The November 1833 shearing at Hope Farm yielded 500 lbs of wool. Henry bought a Saxon merino
ram from Colonel Henry Somerset for £17 17s in January 1834. He died at Grahamstown on 16
December 1834 just prior to the escalation in hostilities. Walter Currie and Henry’s son, Temple
Nourse, were the executors. The following year Hope Farm was offered for sale.
Oates1125
John Oates, a shoemaker aged 31, his wife Elizabeth, aged 37, and their two young children, Mary
and Samuel, were participants in the largest party of all, some 344 from London, led by Hezekiah
Sephton. After the death of General Campbell part of Reed Fountain, in Southwell, was set aside for a
portion of Sephton’s party who did not want to settle in Salem. There is now little evidence of the
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small village eventually called Elmhurst which they created with its own Wesleyan Church, Zoar, and
a school. The Oates family resided in one of the 29 plots set aside there.
On 24 January 1824 John Oates visited the Theopolis Mission Station with William
Matthews. He applied to reside there as a shoemaker. It is recorded that he visited the Mission twice
during May 1825 and that his lot at Reed Fountain had been acquired by another party, but no record
of his residence at Theopolis has been found.
Palmer1126
George Palmer was one of the original Nottinghamshire party. A framework knitter aged 36, he was
accompanied by Millicent, his wife, and children Gervaise, Benjamin, George and recent addition,
Millicent Jnr. Thomas Palmer was also a framework knitter in the same party and he travelled with his
wife, Elizabeth.
There is a family story that George was the son of a Nottingham Squire. According to the
tradition he eloped with Millicent Reckless and, as a result, was ostracised by his parents. This
inspired him to apply for emigration. His grandson, George Thomas, married a descendant of the 11th
Lord Lovat who was the last man to be beheaded in England. Her name was Sarah Helen Stead. A
daughter married a descendant of Sir Walter Scott.
On 11 January 1821 Thomas, a new son of George and Millicent, was baptised by the Rev.
William Shaw. George Palmer Jnr was attending Bathurst School by January 1828. By March of the
same year he had been joined by Matilda Palmer when the pupils were examined by Major Dundas
and Walter Currie. George Palmer and his family held allotment No. 5 at the Calton party location. In
February 1830 a later addition to the family of George and Millicent, Richard, was buried at Bathurst
by the Rev. William Wright. George was a shareholder in the Bathurst Church building.
George Palmer built up a considerable herd of cattle, but in December 1831 thirty-one head
were taken by raiders. In July 1834, as cattle-thieving was on the rise, they made off with his
complete herd from the boundary of Langholm where Walter Currie had employed three armed
guards. It is surmised that the Palmers were destined to move to Bathurst as in 1838 the Chronicle
records that George was burning lime in the vicinity and adult son Benjamin rented a pew at the
church there. Daughter Millicent Dell Palmer married Benjamin Keeton’s second son, William Parry,
a union which would eventually boast sixteen offspring, all brought up at Lombard’s Post.
Parkin1127
John Parkin was the leader of a party of 30, the only party from Devon. They sailed in the Weymouth
and were located in part of what would become Southwell at a place they called Devonshire Farm.
The party was at first directed to settle at Reed River Post, but this was a mistake and they were
swiftly relocated. John, a 32 year old carpenter, was accompanied by his wife, Elizabeth, and children
William, John, Robert and Jane. With them were George Parkin, a smith (probably blacksmith), and
his wife Jane.
It is recorded that in 1826 Richard Cross of Parkin’s party, and his wife Charlotte, travelled as
passengers on the schooner Frances from Port Frances. Their journey, likely to have been to Port
Elizabeth at Algoa Bay, or to Cape Town, would have been an intrepid adventure at that time.
In 1832 John and Elizabeth’s son, William, was selected as one of just five Europeans to
accompany Dr Andrew Smith on his covert fact-finding expedition, arranged at the behest of the
governor, to Natal to visit Dingaan, the Chief of the Zulus. In the same year John Parkin submitted a
model for a proposed jetty for Port Elizabeth.
Thomas Eastland gave a piece of ground by the Kariega River in the vicinity for a Baptist
Church which was commenced in 1834 but, due in part to hostilities, it took twenty years to complete.
Devonshire Farm became the scene of serious conflict during 1835. In 1842, William Parkin was
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taken prisoner by the Dutch. Several descendants of Calton’s Nottinghamshire party members went
on to hold an interest in Devonshire including the Dennison, Keeton and Timm families.
Penny1128
Charles Penny and his family, wife Susannah and children Elizabeth, Charles Jnr and Edward, made
the crossing with the largest party of all, Sephton’s, from London. Charles was a bricklayer as was
William Penny in the same party. William’s wife was also called Susannah and their children were
Sarah and William Jnr. 1820 settlers of the Penny family and their descendants were destined to make
a significant contribution to the progress of the community at Southwell and to occupy a number of
farms in the district. Charles Penny owned 17 shares in the Sephton party village at Reed Fountain
which, after lots had rapidly changed hands, entitled him to numbers 8, 17-21, and 28.
Charles often entertained notable people there and in 1830 Governor Sir Galbraith Cole was
met there by thirty mounted horsemen. He was a storekeeper at Grahamstown from 1824-32 and
became a trustee of the new Wesleyan Chapel there, but Charles Jnr, who went on to further military
pursuits, remained at Reed Fountain. When the Rev. Ayliff, with his family, took a month-long
vacation in 1828 they dropped in on the Pennys at Reed Fountain, and he preached there. A few days
later the Rev. George Barker dined with the Ayliffs and Pennys at Charles’ house. The Rev. Ayliff
paid another visit in September 1829. The Chronicles relate that in December 1834 Charles Penny
returned to Reed Fountain from Xhosa territory. His business there was not described.
In 1829 Susan Penny witnessed the union of George Wells and Jane Slater which took place
at Zoar Church at Reed Fountain.
Philipps1129
Thomas Philipps was 44 when he arrived at the Cape with his wife, Charlotte, teenage children
Catherine, Edward and Charlotte Jnr, and their younger siblings Sophia, Frederick, Emma and John.
Thomas was described in the rolls as a banker. A devout Anglican, he was the son of a clergyman and
leader of a party of 30 from Pembrokeshire arriving in the Kennersley Castle settling at a place they
called Lampeter after his father’s home village, Lampeter Velfrey. It was sketched by son Edward in
1822. On board ship, during their crossing, Thomas led divine worship. When the family arrived at
the colony, Thomas visited the Biggar family while still in their tents and recorded that four Biggar
daughters were playing a piano, evidently bought with them from England. A resourceful and
energetic man, Thomas accompanied influential visitors to the settlement to examine developments,
including projects at Theopolis Mission Station. He was present at the laying of the foundation stone
of Bathurst Residency by Capt. Henry Somerset who called at Lampeter after a ceremonial dinner.
Occasionally his ventures took him deep into Xhosa territory. He was appointed heemraad (assistant
magistrate) in 1820 to assist Capt. Trappes in the development of Bathurst.
When disgruntled settlers were prevented by an old Dutch law from holding a public meeting
to protest against the incompetent administration of Capt. Trappes, they formed the Cultural Society, a
ruse to circumvent the restriction. The Society met only once, in January 1821, when William
Boardman, Arthur Barker and Thomas Philipps were present as principal antagonists. When Trappes
heard of the meeting he immediately reported the subversion to Acting Governor Donkin. It seems
Donkin had some sympathy with the views of the aggrieved settlers and, while Philipps lost his office,
a mild rebuke, there was no other punishment.
In March 1821 a group of young settlers including Thomas and Edward Philipps, two of
Charles Dalgairn’s daughters, along with Margaret O’Flinn and Helena Crause, picnicked at the
confluence of the Kap and Fish Rivers where they camped and were joined by thirteen others. They
saw hippopotamuses and some of them, including the Philipps brothers, carried on to the Fish River
mouth where they saw penguin and oribi. They returned to Lampeter via the Wellington and
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Lynedoch River mouths seeing hartebeest and quagga (a now extinct form of zebra), and they shot
springbok.
By the middle of 1821 Thomas had been granted two lots at Grahamstown, which he visited
periodically, often with his family. On one occasion, travelling by way of Wolf’s Crag, he passed
through a two-mile swarm of locusts. He had assumed leadership of a section of Crause’s party and
shortly after he acquired a house near Bathurst Post, which had been built by an officer of the 72nd
Regiment, and was originally occupied by Mr le Sueur, the District Secretary. Edward served in the
Albany Levy in 1823 and participated in the campaign against the Fetcani in 1828. He was present
with forces facing a threat of invasion of the AmaNgwane and engaged with a party in an aborted
manoeuvre to Bathurst. By May 1823 only the Philipps family remained at Lampeter, the other
members of his party having relocated. Thomas had applied in person to the commissioners for a
grant of part of Reed Fountain which had been made available after the death of General Campbell.
This materialised in 1825, which was a relief as Edward and Frederick had already begun to build
there. Made from reed and plaster over a timber frame, when completed by June 1825 the house
incorporated two sitting rooms, an entrance hall and five bedrooms. There were many influential
guests who often reciprocated their invitations. The farm on a coastal tract was at first named Mont
Verd, but was later renamed Glendower. It was home to 400 head of cattle along with reedbuck,
grysbok and oribi. Thomas wrote to relations back in Britain making reference to the:
richest pasture imaginable, an extensive parkish plain is bounded towards the South by gentle swelling
hills with clumps and groves...the road passes under a wood; half way or more over the plain it divides,
one leads to the intended new village and the other to Glendower

When a whale was washed up at Glendower, Thomas cut the blubber, carted it, and boiled 150 gallons
of oil, which he sold to nearby farmers.
In 1824, a sub-committee of the Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers included Thomas
Philipps. In May 1825, with others, he supported applications of settlers with family remaining in
England to have them sent out. He attended a meeting of leading members of the Albany Shipping
Company where it was recorded that £4,000 in shares had been subscribed. Along with Major George
Pigot, he witnessed the marriage of his daughter, Catherine, to Staffordshire party leader, John
Carlisle, with the Rev. Thomas Ireland presiding, and in the same month, July 1826, he was listed as
one of those standing security for the purchase of the Buck Bay Packet.
In 1828 Thomas gave up Lampeter and in the same year he was made a justice of the peace.
In October 1830 he was one of those who dined with the governor and his party whom he
accompanied to Reed Fountain, Barville Park and Theopolis Mission. The next month he found
himself part of a delegation to the Mission Station to confirm the boundary there. He was a
shareholder in the Bathurst Church building. In April 1832 he chaired a meeting of the London
Missionary Society at Grahamstown and the following October he was again in the chair, this time at
a meeting of the Society for Promoting Immigration to Albany. Thomas’s wife Charlotte died aged 58
in December 1834, just days before the outbreak of war.
Son Edward Philipps became a shareholder in the Eastern Province Joint Stock Sheep Farm
Association reflecting his interest in breeding Saxon and English merino sheep and he joined a
committee to form the Eastern Province Agricultural Society in January 1834. His father had already
crossed South Downs sheep from England with Spanish merinos. Later he carried on his military duty
with the Bathurst Volunteer Corps in which he was joined by his brother Frederick. They were both
appointed lieutenants. Edward married the daughter of Admiral Scott while his sister, Emma, married
the son of Admiral Sir Henry Heathcote.
After the resignation of Andries Stockenstrom as Commissioner-General for the Eastern
Districts in 1833, Thomas Philipps was designated to visit both Houses of Parliament to request the
appointment of a Lieutenant-Governor as part of a move to attain an entirely separate Eastern
Province with its own administration. The result of this and other representations was the
establishment of the Legislative Council. Thomas gave evidence in favour of the settlers to the
Aborigines Committee after the Sixth Frontier War.
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Edward Timm, Elijah Pike, George Tarr

Pike1130
The Pike family from Keyworth participated in Calton’s Nottinghamshire party. William Pike was a
pious Methodist and framework knitter, aged 41, and he was accompanied by wife, Mary, and their
six children. Daughter Rosa’s famous description of their arrival at the settlement is provided in
Chapter 8, page 96. The family contributed greatly to the community at Clumber, and in time several
Pike descendants took up residence and responsible roles in Southwell. In April 1821, William, who
since the outset had shown an interest in the spiritual welfare of his neighbouring settlers as a lay
preacher, was included in a Methodist plan for services every Sunday at New Bristol, Beaufort Vale,
New Gloucester, Clumber, Thornhill, Green Fountain, Pendennis and Hyman’s location. Described by
party leader Dr Calton as a ‘ranting Methodist’, William had attempted to preach on board the Albury,
but had been persecuted by the leader who threatened to withhold his allocation of land. At the
settlement, as ‘the Father of Clumber Methodism’, he preached in the open air until his first dwelling
had been constructed and used for the purpose. The Rev. William Shaw directed the circuit from the
Mother Society at Salem. Shaw, who became the General Superintendent of the Wesleyan Mission in
South-Eastern Africa, affectionately remembered William Pike in his Memoir:
These individuals, among whom there were two or three Local Preachers, became valuable assistants,
and greatly aided me in establishing regular opportunities for public worship in the more central
portions of the locations. One of these zealous Local Preachers was the late Mr. Pike. He came with
what was called the “Nottingham party.” The arrangements with Government, for sending out this
party of about fifty families, were conducted by an agent appointed under the auspices of the Duke of
Newcastle, who had generously aided some of them in emigrating to the Cape, with the view of
improving their circumstances...
...he commenced regular religious services in a wood close to his tent. After he had erected his first
rude dwelling, he opened it for worship. His simple piety and manifest godly sincerity won for him the
love of his fellow settlers; and they actually elected him as the nominal head of the party[after the death
of Dr Calton and the relocation of Thomas Draper]; and he became the friend and counsellor of the
people. By the aid of his influence, and the cooperation of the comparatively large congregation which
speedily grew up at this place, we were enabled to erect a suitable chapel, which stands on a beautiful
natural mount, in a most picturesque valley, and, being centrally situated, has been one of our best
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attended places of worship. This excellent man died many years ago; and his remains lie interred in the
burial ground attached to the chapel, to the erection of which his piety and zeal contributed so greatly.

In November 1823 at Grahamstown, daughter Sarah married George Goulding of Calton’s
party at Clumber. After the death of party leader, Thomas Calton, at Algoa Bay, Thomas Draper had
been endorsed by the authorities in England as the replacement leader, but the leadership again
changed hands in favour of William Pike in 1824. This was a measure of the high esteem in which the
preacher was held. Before this, the congregations at Clumber had dwindled, but William was
persuaded by the Goldswains to alternate services between their Freestone residence and the Pike
residence. This was a success and attendances were greatly increased. When Clumber was surveyed
into allotments by 1825, No. 18 of 3 morgen (about 6 acres), which included Mount Mercy, was set
aside for the erection of a Church which was later vested in the Wesleyan Conference. Eventually the
first Church appeared at the location and was opened with a service on the morning of 29 September
1825. It was recalled by Eveleigh:
And Clumber’s little knoll, which seemed as if raised by its Creator for the purpose in the midst of its
beautiful vale, was crowned with its rustic temple for God, around which not a few of the fathers and
mothers of the settlement were to find their last resting-place.

The Rev. John Ayliff visited and sometimes dined with the family when he was preaching at
Clumber and on at least one occasion he preached in their home. When he was in the vicinity in
1826, forty elephants passed through Clumber on their way from the Kap River to the Kowie River.
The inhabitants in their flimsy buildings, feared the worst, but no harm was done to property or
person. In February 1829, William Pike Jnr was married at Grahamstown to Sophia Usher, the Rev.
Carlisle presiding.
By June 1829 William Pike and his family held allotment Nos. 21 and 22 in Clumber but
before the end of the year William Jnr held allotment No. 7 in the James party location. On 17 May
1829, the Rev. Ayliff visited William Pike as he was dying, and he died the next day. In 1831 William
Jnr moved to Grahamstown. James Pike, son of original settler, Thomas Pike, died near Botha’s Hill
during the 7th Frontier War in 1846.
Porter1131
A man of independent means, George Shepheard Porter had obtained a Master of Arts degree at
Christ’s College, Cambridge, and travelled widely looking for a position as preacher at a place less
detrimental to his health than the British Isles. After an aborted attempt to find a position at Port
Elizabeth he speculatively arrived at Cape Town where he met Howson Rutherfoord who introduced
him to the Rev. William Wright of Bathurst. After a short period helping out, he was appointed
Chaplain at Bathurst in February 1830 in place of Wright who was, disappointingly for the residents,
planning to return to England. For his £100 annual salary his responsibilities also included the
spiritual welfare of personnel at military posts. In May that year he removed from Grahamstown to
reside at the Bathurst Residency which later became the parsonage. It was arranged that William Earle
would conduct local services during any periods of his absence.
The Established Church at Bathurst had been faltering since the death of the Rev. Boardman.
As a result the Methodists held sway in the vicinity. The very energetic the Rev. Porter immediately
set about his work with great zeal and on 31 May 1830 he rode to Port Frances to discuss the
formation of a Sunday School with William Hartley of the Nottingham party. About the same time a
clerk, William Roberts, was appointed at £30 per annum to assist him. By the end of July he had
organised Sunday afternoon services at Bathurst with distant worshippers especially in mind. He must
have felt the Residency excessive for his requirements and he noticed that the Earle family was
struggling to cope in lesser accommodation. By September the Earles had moved into the Bathurst
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Residency and taken in the Rev. Porter as a boarder at £2 12s 6d per month. In that month the service
at Bathurst attracted twelve communicants.
In 1830, Cape Governor, Sir Galbraith Lowry Cole, visited Bathurst village and in
conjunction with the Rev. Porter and Surveyor-General, Major Charles Michell RE, determined a site
for a new church. From 1831 a series of meetings was held of the Bathurst Church Building
Committee and of the subscribers to the Building Fund. Major Michell’s acceptable building plans
had been conveyed to the Rev. Porter by Walter Currie. On 15 March 1832 the first symbolic spade of
earth was turned by Samuel Bradshaw.
In 1831 Porter formed a book society for the village. In March of that year he was despatched
to baptise fifteen children in the provisional chapel at Cuylerville. By July 1831 the Bathurst
congregation for Sunday service was numbering upwards of forty and at services at Christopher
Wedderburn’s house in Smith’s location he was attracting around thirty-five.
On 1 January 1832 just three persons celebrated Holy Communion with the Rev. Porter at
Cuylerville. On 9 January there were just eight taking communion at Christopher Wedderburn’s
house, but numbers increased later in the year and on 22 January twenty participated at Zoar.
Encouraging numbers attended services at William Stanton’s house in Beaufort Vale towards the end
of the year. Tragically, in August 1832 the three-year old son of a mason working on the church was
burned as his clothes caught fire and the Rev. Porter baptised him before he died.
After many years of false promises and disappointments, on 1 May 1832 the foundation
trenches had been dug ready for a ceremonial laying of the first stone footing as a Psalm was read by
William Earle and an address given by Porter. Earle and Porter were later appointed, with others, as
trustees to replace the Building Committee. From here on, a principal aim was to modify services and
simplify rules to make the Established Church more attractive to dissenters and in particular to
encourage those who had given themselves to the Wesleyans, to return to the fold.
A brief summary of the Rev. George Porter’s contribution to the community at Bathurst is
provided in the Chronicle in the entry for 5 August 1833 just after he had handed over his duties to the
Rev. James Barrow. By this time, there were nearly sixty children listed in the Sunday school register.
He had formed a Church Society, introduced evening services, had made the largest single
contribution to the Church Building Fund (£191 10s) and had energetically provided for the spiritual
welfare of the inhabitants. During his period there he had written The Elements of Prophecy. The
people expressed their grateful appreciation for his work and their regret at his departure in an address
which included a promise to erect a tablet to commemorate his ministry as soon as the church was
completed. On 7 April 1834 he returned to Bathurst to preside over the marriage of George Hiles to
Elizabeth Berry before returning to England later that year. He became rector of St George’s Church
at Anstey in Hertfordshire, married Jane Stafford and started a family. He died in 1867.
Purdon1132
John Purdon was aged 52 when he arrived with his family as an Army pensioner. His wife, Mary, was
21 years younger, their children being William, 11, Henry, 9, and Elizabeth, 7. Charles, aged just 2,
had died during their crossing which was with Willson’s party in the La Belle Alliance. In time the
Purdon family settled at Clumber with John and Mary eventually having ten children and many
grandchildren. They became interested in the church and became active and valued citizens amongst
the Nottingham party.
Elizabeth was at Bathurst School on 19 March 1828 when the scholars were examined by
Major Dundas and Walter Currie. In December 1832 she married Mark Cockcroft.
Retief1133
Pieter Retief was destined to become a key figure in the history of southern Africa and a great friend
to the British settlers. At the time of the arrival of the settlers, as an educated man and respected
trader, he was residing in Grahamstown, which was then little more than a military post. Though of
1132
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medium height, he was broad shouldered and well known for his commanding presence. His greatgrandfather, Francois Retif (the French spelling), had been a French Huguenot arriving at the Cape in
1688, but descendants had adopted the Dutch language and the Dutch spelling of his surname. His
wife, Magdalene Johanna Greyling, had been widowed after her husband was killed in 1812 when
Stockenstrom Snr’s party was attacked by Xhosa’s. By that time she had already given birth to nine
children, four of whom had died and, of the remainder, one was blind. Piet was something of a leader
amongst the Boer community and, as such, he accepted the contract to hire from them the 96 ox
wagons and teams used to transfer the British settlers from the tented camp at Algoa Bay to their
locations in the Zuurveld. Like a number of his Boer frontiersmen, he was one who warmed to the
new arrivals and began to do business with them in a cordial manner.
By 1822 he held the position of Magistrate and District Burgher-commandant. After offering
the site of his own home for the Grahamstown barracks, he submitted a tender to build the required
extensions there. He soon realised that at 40,000 rix-dollars he had seriously under-quoted and, short
of capital, he persuaded respected friends to stand surety for him, but before documents were
formalised he tried to withdraw from the contract. The governor insisted he adhered to the contract.
His next mistake was to appoint settler and carpenter, Mr Hanger, to carry out the work, which proved
very costly. Despite the setback, Retief won contracts to upgrade the prison and build the drostdy as
part of the move to establish Grahamstown as the principal administrative centre for Albany. When he
was appointed as Field-commandant of the Albany burghers and was sent out on commando, most
notably against Macoma’s warriors, he was unable to directly supervise his building projects. The
authorities noticed that his deputy, Mr Hanger, was using substandard materials including rotten
wood, so an instalment of the contract money was withheld. When the payment was finally released it
was paid twice but, while the mistake was noticed, it was not claimed back on the assumption that
Retief would allocate the excess to the drostdy project.
The barracks were completed in April 1823 only to be destroyed six months later in the Great
Flood. According to the contract, Retief was obliged to rebuild the damaged parts, but he refused and
the authorities presented a case against him at the circuit court. He was held to be responsible and was
forced to sell off the land and buildings. Alternative buildings were procured for the soldiers. He
faced further action when the drostdy overran its contract term with only the walls and flat roof
completed. A further 20,000 rix-dollars was needed to complete the work, Retief was held in breach
of his contract which was cancelled, and he was ordered to pay 5,000 rix-dollars in compensation. In
retaliation he accused landdrost Rivers of interfering and causing the delay, lost another battle in
court, and was ordered to pay Rivers’ costs. This was the final blow causing him to be declared
bankrupt and to have all of his assets seized.
Piet Retief periodically attended services at Theopolis Mission Station. In his official role he
was involved in many matters connected with the administration of the settlement including the
granting of permits for settlers and others to leave the location. For instance, on 8 April 1822 he
refused permits requested by Morris Sloman and William Kidson. Some of his transactions with his
neighbours were not always conducted with great honour. In 1825 he sold a wagon to Christopher
Dale for £19 and, as magistrate, asked the new owner to carry stone for him. Dale had to call over
forty times to obtain the £20 due to him for the work. In October 1825, however, Retief was the
aggrieved party as he made a claim against the government with Lieut. John Bailie acting as
arbitrator.
As early as 1832 Retief indicated in a letter sent to Duncan Campbell, then the Civil
Commissioner for Albany and Somerset, that he was contemplating leaving the colony after Campbell
had rejected a request to hold a meeting to discuss frontier affairs and the grievances of the
inhabitants. He had even invited Campbell to attend, and stressed that the intention of his burgher
comrades was to remain loyal. However, in 1833 the Slavery Abolition Act had been passed in
London and it would apply to all British colonies. There would be transitional arrangements and
compensation to slave owners. Though the Boers were dependent on their slave labour, most received
the news calmly. Some, however, were not so calm. Dissension was in the air and dangerous alliance
was in the offing as some Boers were living in peace with the Xhosas outside of the colony and some
were accused of selling arms and ammunition to the natives and of stirring up resistance against the
British.
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When Piet Retief approached Campbell for permission to go on a hunting expedition beyond
the Orange River with members of the Greyling family, he was turned down amid fears they would
leave the colony and because the Greylings had been associated with dubious acts on previous
excursions. In December 1834 Retief notified Campbell that Macoma and his Xhosa colleagues
planned an attack on the colony, but his warning was dismissed as a rumour being spread by Khoi at
the Kat River Settlement.
Retief became recognised as the de facto representative of the Dutch in the region, but later
farmed at Riebeeck East and then the Winterberg. After the 6th Frontier War he led an ill-fated party
forming part of the Boer exodus they called the Great Trek.
Rutherfoord1134
Howson E Rutherfoord arrived at the Cape in 1818. He was a great friend to the British settlers and
consistently fought their corner during periods of their greatest need. This was especially the case in
his role as secretary to the Society for Distressed Settlers brought about by the Great Flood of 1823.
Along with his brother, he had opened a store at Theopolis Mission in 1822 to be operated by John
Maskell, through which venture he must have gained considerable knowledge of the life of the
settlers.
In December 1823, after the flood, he travelled from Cape Town to Theopolis Mission and
rode with the Rev. George Barker to examine the Kasouga River mouth. He provided a quantity of
clothing for children at the Mission and returned again in January 1824 with Dr John Philip to
consider the condition of the settlers. They discovered that springbok and locusts had consumed most
of the planted vegetables and at some locations inhabitants were without clothing. Thereafter he was a
frequent visitor to the Mission where he attended services. In November 1825, when it was planned to
cut a new road to Kariega Drift, The Rev. James Read, Roger Edwards and Howson Rutherfoord rode
to Bushman’s River to contemplate the project, which Edwards had been appointed to supervise. At
the end of the month Rutherfoord and Thomas Philipps visited Somerset on their way to Xhosa
territory.
Rutherfoord, along with Dr Philip, had published the responses to the governor’s defence of
Landdrost Rivers in Replies to Authentic Correspondence in support of claims that, through
incompetence and neglect, Rivers had hopelessly muddled moneys of the Distressed Settlers’ Fund
and the Governor’s Fund (see page 113). This led to further recognition in London of the plight of the
settlers and supported the criticism of Rivers as recorded in the reports of the Commissioners of
Enquiry that brought about the eventual transfer of the errant landdrost to Swellendam. In 1832
Howson and his brother relinquished their interest in the shop at the Mission to the former manager,
John Maskell. Howson went on to become a Member of the Legislative Council and serve on the
Council of the South African College.
Satchel1135
The Rev. William Satchel was at the Wesleyan Chapel, Bathurst, on 31 May 1832 and he became a
resident of the village. In the same year he took charge of the Methodists in Lower Albany and as
such was responsible for Clumber Church. His wife died at Grahamstown on 8 February 1833. Her
funeral service was held on 17 February at the Chapel. The Rev. Samuel Palmer presided.
Sephton1136
In Chapter 8, from page 87, the temporary location of Hezekiah Sephton’s party, the largest party of
all, at Reed Fountain, and their subsequent removal to a place on the Assegai Bush River (Salem) is
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described in some detail. The narrative includes details of the return of about one hundred party
members to part of Reed Fountain (Elmhurst) after land was released following the death of General
Charles Campbell. Numbering 344, his party from London was so large that for the crossing they
needed one whole vessel, the Aurora, this contingent being led by Sephton, and part of another vessel,
the Brilliant, under the deputed leadership of Richard Gush. When the party arrived at Reed Fountain
Hezekiah was removed as party leader by consent of acting magistrate, Capt. Trappes, after
complaints amongst his party members regarding money.
Originally from Nottinghamshire, born into a family of boat builders, Hezekiah had relocated
to work in London as a carpenter. At the time of sailing he was 43 years old and was accompanied by
his wife, Jane, and children Thomas, Hezekiah Jnr, Jane, and infant William. His party consisted
mainly of Wesleyan Methodists and dissenters (Richard Gush was a Quaker) and included the
celebrated minister and Methodist missionary, the Rev. William Shaw. Initially, Shaw was the only
minister amongst the settlers entitled to a government salary being officially attached to a party of at
least one hundred families of compatible denominations.
At Salem, as soon as the party was settled, they built the earliest and most well-known school
at the settlement. Opening as early as July 1820, it was run as a private venture and, with the strict,
but respected, William Matthews in charge, it attracted scholar-boarders from many settler locations.
Daughter Jane Sephton, who was aged just 11 when they made the crossing, married John
Hutton of Pigot Park in January 1826.
The Sephton party was recognised as being extremely well ordered in terms of the creation of
the school, a place for worship, and some of the better quality dwellings at the settlement. Salem
means ‘peace’, a word applicable to their conduct, which was calm, collected, spiritual and
constructive. Conditions for cultivation were not the best and Sephton was one of those who signed a
petition stating that 100 acres per family was woefully inadequate, and at least 4,000 acres was
needed for simple subsistence. Nevertheless, as inexperienced farmers dubbed ‘cockney gardeners’,
they persevered and were ultimately successful. Professor Cory in Rise of South Africa summed up
the attitude of the Sephton party:
...that the Salem party seems to have submitted to all this trouble with little murmur. It may be further
stated that although one of the largest of the parties, they stood out conspicuously in the determination
shown to make the best of the circumstances, and to work harmoniously together and, as they were, for
the most part, a religious community, to act up to high ideals of duty

Doris Stirk in Southwell Settlers likened their Elmhurst neighbourhood at Reed Fountain to a
phantom village which for a few decades had been a thriving community with its own Wesleyan
Church (Zoar), a school, and a hamlet of plots and buildings which eventually crumbled leaving
hardly a trace of its former glory.
Thomas Sephton, the eldest son of Hezekiah, was eighteen when they landed. He became a
missionary practising first amongst the Baralong People at Platberg Station, south of the Vaal River,
where he assisted the Rev. Archbell. He took part in the trek to Thaba ‘Nchu where, from 1833 he
helped to establish the new station. In those days what became the Free State was wild with animals
of all kinds, ferocious and otherwise, and awash with bickering Bushmen and nomadic tribes. The
remarkable success of the Platberg Station was for the most part attributed to the zeal and tireless
devotion of Thomas.
Hezekiah Sephton died on 11 July 1842 at Lishuani Mission Station, Ficksburg, two years
after the death of his wife, Jane. Their son Thomas was there in 1839. A brief description of the
station can be found in a Sephton internet page by Mark Dudley:
Lishuani, which is represented in the accompanying cut, consists of a humble mission-house, belonging
to the Wesleyans: it is situated among great rocks, at the foot of a sandstone cliff. Near the missionhouse, there are a few mat-huts, belonging to some Griquas, who removed hither from Old Bootchap,
and in the vicinity there are several Basutu villages. In this neighbourhood a few of the people were
also residing, who a few years ago, invaded the missionary-station at Lattakoo; they were under a Chief
named Tlalela. Not thinking themselves safe in the Zoolu country, to which they returned, they fled
into that of Moshesh, who received them peaceably, and appointed them this place, where they now
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cultivate the ground in peace. Being but a short distance from Lishuani, many of them resort thither to
listen to the glad tidings of salvation.

Shaw1137
William Shaw was the Wesleyan Methodist Minister attached to Sephton’s party. Aged 21, he
travelled with his wife Ann who was ten years his senior. Their son, also William, remained in
England with grandparents. Shaw was the only minister entitled to a government salary being
officially attached to a party of at least one hundred families of the same denomination. He was
extremely active among the British settlers during the early years, and remained their champion
throughout his life, especially when they were faced with certain criticisms during the Aborigines
Committee hearings in London (see pages 148-49). He was described by Hockly as:
The settlers’ famous minister ...without doubt the most highly esteemed man on the frontier and
beloved by Europeans and natives alike

The Rev. William Eveleigh thought that the prominent position of the church throughout
southern Africa was due in large measure to the foresight, the sagacity, the wide outlook, and the
spiritual passion of this missionary statesman. From voluminous accounts of Shaw and his life,
nothing has been found to compromise this opinion of the man. He was generous to those of the
Established Church flock, even in the face of general prejudice against dissenters and when
questioned about his competence to perform marriage ceremonies. From the outset he set about his
ministry with great zeal and even before Zoar Church had been constructed at Reed Fountain, later to
be a part of Southwell, he conducted the very first wedding in the settlement on 17 June 1820, joining
John Coleman and Susannah Ostler in holy matrimony. The following month he was appointed
Presbyterian Minister for Bathurst earning him £75 per annum. Even during his later career as a
missionary in the interior he returned to conduct many wedding services, baptisms and general
services at a variety of locations. At Thornhill he baptised William Gilfillan, son of the Lieutenant. On
11 January 1821 the first service under an ordained minister was conducted by the Rev. Shaw and on
that day he baptised Thomas Palmer, son of George Palmer and Edith, daughter of George Sansom,
both of the Nottingham party.
In September 1821he baptised several children elsewhere including Thomas Bennett who had
been born at sea. Shaw and his wife were frequent visitors to Theopolis Mission, occasionally
returning there from native territories, and while there on 6 April 1821, they witnessed a horrific
thunderstorm. On one occasion the Rev. Shaw exchanged services with
the Rev. George Barker who preached at Salem. While at the Mission, he
visited the school and baptised two children. On another visit to
Theopolis he met Dr John Philip of the London Missionary Society who
chose the site for the church in the new village there. On 17 December
1821, Ann Shaw arrived at the Mission with some children from Salem
to join with Mission children for vaccinations.
As a result of the Great Flood of 1823, Shaw was appointed as
one a handful of leading citizens entrusted to assist the landdrost with the
distribution of clothing, medicines and other necessities under the
programme for the Relief of Distressed Settlers. From 1823, beginning in
Wesleyville, he began his celebrated career as a missionary amongst the
Xhosa people amid fears at the time of an invasion by the Mantatee
people. From Salem he pleaded with the governor to open the first
The Rev. William Shaw
mission in Xhosa territory. The strategic and carefully planned task to
spread the word of the Gospel amongst the ‘heathen’ would be enormous, but Shaw’s determined,
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pragmatic approach won him many friends, not least of all among the Xhosa chiefs. He obtained as
much intelligence as possible about the people and places he visited. He engaged an interpreter from
Theopolis Mission Station and was partnered by William Shepstone to assist in the establishment of a
first new mission beyond the Keiskamma River. Chief Kama was so impressed with the new religion
that he rejected the proposal of a second wife and lived according to the Christian ideal of monogamy
for fifty years. On 20 May 1824 William and Ann returned to the Mission Station from Xhosa
territory for a temporary respite. In February 1826 Daniel Roberts Jnr had attended the Mission school
before being taken into Xhosa country by Shaw. Shaw and the Rev. Young had the great pleasure, of
informing John Ayliff that he had been accepted by the Conference as a ‘Foreign Missionary’.
On returning to England he left behind an example of excellent missionary conduct emulated
by those who came after him and his name was given to Shaw Park near Bathurst since occupied by
the Bradfields from Nottinghamshire and others. He was one of those chosen to address the
congregation at the Watch-night Service at Clumber on 31 December 1838. Before his death in July
1840, Thomas Hartley of the Nottinghamshire party had granted 107 roods of land, being part of his
Lot No. 12 at Bathurst, to the Rev. Shaw, for a chapel. Later that year Shaw conducted a service at
Port Frances to reopen the chapel after reroofing. In 1844 he was selected as the settlers’ minister to
deliver an address headed For consider how great things He hath done for you, as part of the
commemorative celebrations at St George’s Church in Grahamstown in recognition of the
commencement of the twenty-fifth year after their arrival.
William Shaw was intimately connected with the development of Grahamstown and on one
occasion he remarked to his colleague, the Rev. Boyce, “I have one comfort in looking at that place,
and it is that there is not a house in it in which I have not prayed”, and it was observed that, “No
Christian minister in any part of the world has impressed himself more deeply on the life of a town
than William Shaw on Grahamstown in the first thirty years of his life”. The address at Grahamstown
was noted for its incisive account of the development of the colony. The following month, in May
1844, he delivered a similar discourse at a Thanksgiving Service at Bathurst. These, and Shaw’s
descriptions elsewhere, of embarkation, the crossing, the trek inland to their location, and life at the
settlement, are amongst the most informative available to researchers.
Shepherd (or Sheppard)1138
Henry Shepherd, aged 28, was a frameworker travelling with Calton’s Nottinghamshire party
accompanied by his wife Hannah, aged 26 and children William 6, Elizabeth 3 and infant, Ann.
Henry Jnr was born in 1822. By June 1824, Thomas Shone of Scott’s party from Surrey had moved to
Shepherd’s allotment at Clumber to live, but by April 1826 Henry and his family had moved to reside
at Grahamstown. Son William became ever more involved in settlement affairs and, with others, gave
evidence at Grahamstown in respect of the forcible removal of James Erith to his disputed final
location. Mr and Mrs Shepherd are recorded as travelling a distance from Grahamstown to attend a
service at Theopolis Mission on 10 August 1828. In 1835 William was respected enough to be
listened to when he advocated the reopening of Port Frances on economic grounds. There was the
intention of making full use of the public buildings already constructed for the purpose, including the
customs house. He further proposed that a wagon-float be implemented at the mouth of the Great Fish
River. He had by now acquired a two-bedroom cottage at the Port which was occasionally used for
divine worship including the Auxiliary Wesleyan Missionary Services. As a foundation member of
the Grahamstown Municipal Board, a portrait of William hangs in the Council Chamber of the City
Hall in the town.
Shepstone1139
With Holder’s party from Gloucestershire heading for a place they called New Bristol on a tributary
of the Bush River, (John) William Shepstone, aged 24, a stone mason, had arrived in the Kennersley
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Castle. He was already a devout adherent to the Methodist cause, with evangelical tendencies, and
impressed the Rev. William Shaw enough to be immediately required as a lay preacher, and
considered for later missionary work. Travelling with him were his wife, Elizabeth, and three year old
son, Theophilus. William, as he preferred to be called, plied his trade working on the Bathurst
Residency in 1820. He worked on the new village and school at Theopolis Mission from 1821 where
he instructed Joseph Campbell in woodwork and cut the name ‘Valentyn’ and the date in a stone for
the front of the first house there.
A Wesleyan Quarterly Meeting was held at the family home in New Bristol on 1 April 1821
and William attended church services at the Mission Station. The Shepstones enjoyed some leisure
time and in April 1822 they joined the Rev. George Barker’s family in riding to the Kasouga River
mouth to catch some fish. Together, William and the minister found an outcrop of freestone to be
quarried about a mile and a half from the Mission. In November 1822 the Rev. Barker went to
Grahamstown to open a new Wesleyan Chapel built there by William. William’s experience of living
and working with Khoi and Bechuanas at Theopolis, and learning native languages, must have been
valuable training for his later calling, as he became one of those courageous missionaries operating at
various places deep into native territories. During his career he would witness many dangerous
situations causing him to pray for divine assistance, but at the same time tirelessly toiled to make his
own good luck.
In June 1823, the Rev. William Shaw went to the Mission to engage William Shepstone to
assist him with the establishment of a new mission beyond the Keiskamma River called Wesleyville.
Within two months William had returned from native territory to Theopolis. Within a year he had
once-again travelled into native lands and returned to the settlement with his wife, Elizabeth. In July
1824 he must have been sick or injured as he was attended by surgeon James Pawle, but the nature of
his illness or injury is not recorded, and he was active again within a few days. On the
recommendation of Shaw he was ordained and received into the full work of the ministry in 1827. At
Wesleyville he had been engaged in the building work, and he was similarly employed at the Morley
Mission from 1827. He took charge of Morley as Minister in 1829.
Morley was located at the kraal of Dapa, a Pondo sub-chief with European blood in his veins,
by then an old man whose mother was a white woman and victim from a shipwreck in the vicinity in
1750. His mother’s name was Bessie. Dapa’s sister, Betty, remembered a little of her mother’s interest
in a mysterious God worshipped by the Christians. From Morley, William was transferred to
Wesleyville where he painstakingly set in motion a plan with the chiefs that would bring about an end
to forms of week-day labour being conducted on the Sabbath, a change very much appreciated by the
people. His devotion to the native people was rewarded when chiefs such as Pato and Kama
persuaded many of their followers to resist joining with the Gaikas in conflict with the colonists.
At the colony, William and Elizabeth had added several children to their family. At the outer
reaches of European civilisation and Christianity, missionaries were isolated from the usual facilities
enjoyed by the colonists in the main towns and villages. While at Wesleyville, William’s wife died
giving birth to a daughter as she was being carried in a wagon to Grahamstown to seek assistance for
a medical condition. Some time after the death of Elizabeth, the Rev. Shepstone, was married by the
Rev. James Barrow to Ann Smith of Wrexham at the house of the ordnance storekeeper, John
Saunders.
Son Theophilus Shepstone was educated at Salem School. Like his father he was adventurous
and became notable for his work as an interpreter for the Lieut.-Governor of the Eastern Districts and
to the expedition to Natal led by Major Charters in 1839. He became a British agent in Xhosa
territory. Thus commenced his long and illustrious association with Natal where he was appointed
agent for native tribes and Secretary of Native Affairs. He later became a member of the Executive
and Legislative Councils. He proclaimed a new King of the Zulus and eventually earned a
Knighthood before he went on to annex the Transvaal, where he was an administrator. Port Shepstone
was named in honour of Theophilus. Aspects of his life are covered in In the era of Shepstone by C J
Uys. It was said ‘Few men in official positions have been so trusted and respected by the native
people’. John, a younger brother, became Native Commissioner in Natal.
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Shone1140
Thomas Shone was age 35 when he made the crossing with Scott’s party from Surrey in Nautilus with
his wife, Sarah age 25, and children George 5, Thomas 4, Sarah 2, and the infant Eliza. His
occupation at this time is not recorded, but he later became extremely active in agriculture,
shoemaking, shoe repairing and other handicrafts including the making of a monkey trap and clock
repairs. His party’s location astride the Kap River was called Scott’s Bottom. During November 1822,
their river valley was full of marauding Xhosas and several inhabitants lost cattle including the
Shones. Such incursions may help to explain why, by 1825, Scott’s party had dispersed, with a large
portion of the land reverting to the government. As part of this process the Shone family moved to
Clumber to reside at Henry Shepherd’s allotment. Thomas remained at Clumber for many years and
continued there after the death of his wife, but George moved out to Grahamstown.
The shortage of labour in the settlement, and rules preventing the employment of natives,
meant the British families were dependent on their children for assistance and youngsters were
frequently called upon to tend small herds in the fields, often without close supervision. In this way
the children were vulnerable to cattle raiders, and the tragic murder of Eliza Shone in 1832, in such
circumstances, and her burial at Clumber, are recounted under ‘Hodgkinson’ above. This was not the
only time the family faced the attentions of acquisitive Xhosas as second generation family members
later became engaged in defensive campaigns for the settlement.
Slater1141
In his Roll of the British Settlers in South Africa, Morse Jones includes a family in Calton’s Party
comprising John Slater, a brickmaker, age 30, his wife Elizabeth, and young children Joshua and Ann.
Of the several lists of Calton’s party from a variety of sources, this is the only reference to such a
family, and therefore there must be some doubt as to the veracity of the entry. No other reference to
the family has been found in chronicles, newspapers, books, or journals.
The Slaters in Sephton’s London party are consistently documented. The principal male
adults were Thomas Slater, a 43 year old cotton dealer, and his adult son, Charles, a butcher.
Thomas’s large family travelling with him comprised his wife, Sophia, teenage children Hannah, Julia
and Elizabeth, and their younger siblings, George, Henry, Thomas Jnr, Edward, Jane and John.
Another daughter of Thomas, Sarah, remained in England until 1826 when she made the crossing to
join the family. She kept a school for girls at Salem which later relocated to Grahamstown. Thomas’s
family obtained a plot at Reed Fountain (later part of Southwell) when a substantial contingent from
Sephton’s party returned there from Salem.
In June 1829, Jane Slater was married at Zoar Church, Reed Fountain, by the Rev. William
Carlisle, to George Wells. Thomas was an artist renowned for making sketches of Eastern Cape
scenery. His son George married Priscilla Powell in October 1832 while Charles Slater married Sarah
Bold in September 1831. After his marriage, Charles pursued his occupation as a butcher at
Grahamstown, but he later moved to Port Frances. Charles and George acquired Spring Grove (later
part of Southwell) from John Crause. Both George, Charles and also George’s younger brother, John,
later became members of the Lower House of the House of Assembly.
Smith1142
Unsurprisingly, there were many individuals and families with the name Smith amongst the 1820
settlers. The particular concern here is with John Smith and his family crossing in the La Belle
Alliance with Willson’s large party from London, the family group including wife, Rebecca (née
Hancorn), and four boys, John, Edwin, Thomas and William. The boys were all christened with the
second name, Hancorn. In time, a number of Smiths took up residence in what was to become
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Southwell and became involved in extensive farming and community organisations. John Snr had
been an officer in the Navy, a boatswain, in Nelson’s famous ship the Victory, but at the settlement he
devoted himself to agriculture on one of the largest and most impressive farms in Albany, at Assegai
Bosch, about sixteen miles from Grahamstown. The Chronicles record that John Smith held allotment
No. 9 in Beaufort Vale, which he called Smith’s Bush. It seems likely that this John Smith was the
one listed as holding three shares in the Bathurst Church building.
John and Rebecca’s great grandson, Stephen Smith, jointly owned Newton with William
Keeton, and in his own right, Stephen owned the adjoining farms of Red Vley (later renamed
Hopewell), Boesaks, and the Neck. Charlgrove was another of his properties, this farm being named
after his wife, Charlotte. They resided at Grahamstown.
Southey1143
From his home in Wellington, George Southey led a party of 49 persons from Somerset sailing in the
Kennersley Castle. Aged 44, he travelled with his wife, Jane, and children Sophia, William, Richard,
George Jnr, Elizabeth, Henry and Robert. Several of the children emulated their father in that they
showed great qualities of leadership. The party occupied a small location just north of Clumber, but in
1824 George bought a building lot at Port Kowie and in the same year Robert moved to
Grahamstown.
As the threats of an invasion became more pronounced towards the end of 1834, George Jnr
was serving as a Lieutenant in the Albany Mounted Sharpshooters in which role he was destined to
become renowned. Later he was mentioned in despatches for his work with the Corps of Guides. He
was married in 1835 to Eleanor Rubridge and became active in Southwell, especially in his support of
the church there. Later generations of the Southey family resided in Southwell. In 1838 George Jnr
joined forces with Thomas Biddulph in an estate agency business at Graaff-Reinet. In 1823 Richard
was a clerk with Heugh and Company at Grahamstown. Later, in 1830, father George paid for a
sitting at the church in the town, but in the following year he died and was buried there. He had sold
allotment No. 1 of about 530 acres to Thomas Ingram and No. 3 of about 570 acres to Joseph Stirk.
In 1828 Richard, with his brother William, received a grant of farmland situated near
Trompetter’s Drift which became known as Southey’s Hoek. The family must have acquired more
farmland adjacent to Kap River as in 1833 William warned against trespass there. He felt compelled
to repeat his stern warning in 1836, but in 1837 he offered the farm for sale.
Richard married Isabella Shaw in 1831 and he led the Corps of Guides. He was one of those
settlers appointed as a government agent amongst the native tribes after the 6th Frontier War.
Eventually he became a Member of the House of Assembly (the Lower House) and was beknighted,
having earlier held several positions in high office, and was the subject of a biography, Life of Sir
Richard Southey, by A Wilmot. A third son, William, served with the Corps of Guides. He married
Henrietta, the daughter of Andrew Bain, farmed French merino sheep, and became a Member of the
Legislative Council (the Upper House) for the Eastern Divisions. The family name was given to the
farm Southey’s Poort near Peddie. This was held by Joseph Stirk, a prominent citizen in the Peddie
district, who had married Sophia, the settler daughter of George Southey Snr, in 1826.
Stirk1144
Doris Stirk, one time resident of the Post Office in Southwell, was responsible for Southwell Settlers
which was printed in Africa and has been reprinted for the UK with a foreword by this writer.
Although Southwell was not founded until the 1844, the book covers events in that Field-cornetcy
from earlier times including activities at Theopolis Mission Station, Lombard’s Post and the several
large farms occupied by Boer and, more recently, by British settlers. The book covers events in
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Southwell right up to first printing in 1971, and of course it covers the lives of the Stirks in Southwell.
Most of this activity took place after the 1820-34 timespan, the focus of this appendix.
The original Stirk settlers were brothers; William aged 34, who was a farmer, and Joseph,
aged just 18. They sailed from Liverpool in the John with Wainwright’s small party of 24 from
Yorkshire and settled at what became known as Harewood. Both brothers married daughters of party
leaders. On 6 May 1824, William married Elizabeth, daughter of Charles Mouncey, leader of another
Yorkshire party. The couple settled at their allotment No. 4, named Thorns, at Harewood. In
September 1826 Joseph married Sophia Southey and became a pillar of society in the Peddie and
Southwell districts; so much so that he received the governor outside Fort Peddie in 1850 and was a
divisional councillor at Peddie in 1858. Later generations of the Stirk family married descendants of
1820 settlers from other parties including several descended from Nottinghamshire settlers.
Torr and Tarr1145
The name Torr is recorded in a list of Nottinghamshire party emigrants compiled in Liverpool and
dated 7 December 1819. The family listed comprised Thomas, aged 28, a carpenter, his wife Ann, and
children Thomas Jnr, Ann, James and Eliza. There is no record of their arrival in South Africa, but
there is the record of a Torr family arriving from Yorkshire. Conversely, the name Tarr does not
appear in the December 1819 emigration list compiled at Liverpool, but there is ample evidence of the
Tarr family arriving and living in South Africa. This latter family is similarly led by Thomas, a
carpenter, aged 29, but his wife was Mary, and the children Selina, James, Elizabeth and George. The
Torr signature is clearly apparent in the articles of agreement signed by all Notts party emigrants, but
the name Tarr does not appear. The genealogy website www.albany1820.com, which is based on
official birth and death certificates and other primary data, and has a particular specialism in the
Nottinghamshire settlers, has no record of Nottinghamshire Torrs, but has the following for the Tarr
family by the time of their arrival in 1820: Thomas Henry Tarr, aged 29, wife Ann Elizabeth Tarr (née
Radford), and children Ann, Selina, James, Eliza and George. In the initial allocation of plots of land
at Clumber only the name Tarr appears. Although the Morse Jones’ Roll of the British Settlers in
South Africa has both Tarrs and Torrs from Nottinghamshire, this seems unlikely, and so only the Tarr
family is considered here as being from Nottingham.
It is known that the Nottinghamshire party was one of the last to be organised, and that was
only after obtaining a special dispensation. There were many eleventh-hour alterations, so we have to
allow for the fact that the two names are very similar, there were some Yorkshire Torrs to add to the
confusion, and local dialects and pronunciations were a problem. Some of the settlers were only semiliterate and it is suspected that recorders may have made entries on their behalf based on misheard
names. Furthermore, second generation Torr settlers were to be found at both Clumber and Southwell,
the principal Nottinghamshire locations, but they were almost certainly from the Yorkshire
contingent.
The Chronicle records that Thomas Tarr was living at Clumber Vale in October 1824. Edward
Timm of Calton’s party married Selina Tarr at Grahamstown before witnesses Thomas and Ann Tarr.
In 1832 Thomas Tarr is noted as a carpenter working at Grahamstown. His residence at that time is
not noted, but the following year he submitted a tender amounting to £82 10s for work on the
Grahamstown Church. The family must have retained an interest in the vicinity of Clumber or
Bathurst as Elizabeth Tarr married William Purdon at Bathurst in June 1838 and just four months later
James Tarr married Hannah Brent at the same place. Thomas and Sarah Foxcroft were the witnesses
at the latter service.
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Timm/Timms1146
In Chapter 6 from page 69, the murder of John Timm in Nottingham was recounted along with an
indication that this event might have been influential in causing the Timm family to apply for
emigration. No records in South Africa have been found relating to the murder and it is quite possible
that the Timm emigrants never learned of the confession to murder and the resulting conviction.
The emigrant family, originally from Stoney Stanton in Leicestershire, were residing in
Nottingham at the time of their departure. They were headed by frameworker, Thomas Timm, who
was accompanied by his wife Elizabeth and five children, Charles, Edward, Thomas, Eliza(beth) and
Louisa.
In December 1822, forty-four cattle were driven from Timm property in Clumber by raiders
making their escape, with their booty, via Mount Donkin. In March 1828, Eliza and Thomas Timm
were listed as pupils at Bathurst School when they were examined by Major Dundas and Walter
Currie. By 1829 the eldest child, Charles, was living in Grahamstown, and Edward Timm married
Selina Tarr there. From a reference to one James Goostrey staying at Thomas Timm’s house, it would
appear that the Timms had moved to Lushington Valley. S Turner was living there in early 1834, but
later that year he had moved to Charles Timm’s house in Clumber where he became fatally caught up
in hostilities.
Edward erected a windmill in 1834 at his residence at Halfway Bush between Bathurst and
Clumber. This was used for grinding corn and the site was later used for a defensive laager by local
residents. He became a member of the Lower Albany Agricultural Society and a member of the
Bathurst Division Council representing Clumber. The family retained their leading interest in
agriculture through subsequent generations including several farms in Southwell where they
participated in local sports. Timm’s Halt is a station on the railway near Clumber.
Ulbricht1147
On 16 April 1813, the Rev. John G Ulbricht, the Rev. John Campbell, Travelling Superintendent of
the London Missionary Society, a Mr Smith, and John Bartlett, visited Lieut. John Laycock and his
wife Jane, stationed at Lombard’s Post, which was noted for its orange orchards long before the
arrival of the settlers. They were treated to a quantity of the fine fruit to take away. The party moved
onto a site on the left bank of the Kasouga River which they considered suitable for a new Mission
Station intended for the Gonaqua (Khoi) people. The result was Theopolis Mission Station which was
opened in 1814 and initially occupied by people from Bethelsdorp Mission with the Rev. Ulbricht in
charge. Initially a church, about thirty feet long, it accommodated around two hundred persons, and
there was a mission house of seven rooms and three hundred head of cattle brought in from
Bethelsdorp.
The Rev. George Barker arrived at the Mission Station in February 1816 to relieve the Rev.
Ulbricht, who was suffering from a chronic illness. In July 1816, Ulbricht reported to Major Fraser on
depredations by Xhosa raiders in the vicinity. Mrs Ulbricht gave birth to a daughter who died shortly
after her birth in March 1817. The Rev. Ulbricht continued some of his duties at the Mission and in
September 1817 he returned from Grahamstown with the Rev. Aart van der Lingen and his family.
Van der Lingen had been Chaplain to the Cape Regiment and the family were on their way to Cape
Town and ultimately bound for Europe.
In the midst of the 5th Frontier War in July 1819, after repeated attacks on the Mission when
cattle had been driven off and their tobacco crops had been destroyed, the Rev. John Campbell and the
Rev. John Philip had been escorted to the Kasouga River mouth by Ulbricht. When they were very
late returning, John Evans and Robert Moffat were sent out and fortunately they were found and
returned safely. Capt. Henry Somerset and his wife Frances, after whom the Kowie Port was renamed
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as Port Frances (and later Port Alfred), spent time at the Mission and were accompanied by Ulbricht
on a fishing trip to the Kasouga River mouth.
It was October 1820 when Ulbricht first sought expert treatment for his condition when he
visited surgeon Daniel O’Flinn at Bathurst, but the following month he returned to the Mission in a
very poorly condition. By December he was very seriously ill with tuberculosis and on 4 January
1821 he died. As soon as 22 January a heartless Andries Stockenstrom went to the Mission to lodge a
claim against the Ulbricht estate, demanding immediate settlement, but the Rev. Barker referred him
to the magistrate. Not having obtained satisfaction by April, Stockenstrom sent Arthur Barker to the
Mission to restate the claim. Mrs Ulbricht had already left the Mission with the Rev. James Read and
his family, but she returned three months later to observe the auctioning of her property by Fieldcornet P Cromhout under the supervision of Mynhardus Onkruydt on 25 July. Mrs Ulbricht and her
three sons remained at the Mission and enjoyed the feast on 19 February 1823 to celebrate the
completion of the new school at the Mission. A further auction of Ulbricht property took place on 8
December 1824.
Valentine (or Vallentine)1148
Peter Valentine was listed in Calton’s Nottinghamshire party as a shoemaker. He was 24 when they
set sail. Unlike single men from many other parties, Peter was one of the many who remained in place
at his party’s location giving the Clumber community a reputation for the strongest cohesion of all
parties. By August 1821 he was married and in 1828 held allotment No. 29 at the location. He died in
1847.
Walker1149
Two sources, Morse Jones’ Roll of the British Settlers in South Africa, and Hockly’s The Story of the
British Settlers of 1820 in South Africa, have a Joshua Walker, a woodman, and his wife Martha,
listed as participants in Calton’s Nottinghamshire party. However, their names do not appear in other
listings or the signed party Agreement, and they have not been associated with any subsequent
activities at Clumber.
The Walker family of concern here is one which eventually resided at Southwell. The original
settler of interest was Joseph, a shopkeeper with George Smith’s party from Lancashire, who sailed
from Liverpool aboard the Stentor and resided at the settlement between the Rufane and George rivers
at a place they called George Vale. From there Joseph acquired a farm at a place west of the Kowie
River and below the Blaauwkrantz River confluence. There, in 1815, cattle thieves were apprehended
by a patrol from Lombard’s Post. He named it Wesley Wood and it later formed part of the district of
Southwell. In 1827 he married Margaret Booth, daughter of Benjamin Booth of Sephton’s London
party of mainly Methodists residing at Reed Fountain in Southwell. The service was conducted by the
Rev. Thomas Ireland at Grahamstown. At George Vale, the Walkers acquired an extra portion of land
from Daniel Flinn in 1834, but in 1839 they sold five portions of George Vale to Miles Bowker and
had earlier moved to Port Frances where Joseph had become one of the trustees for the Chapel land in
September 1830. Joseph was an early recruit to the Grahamstown Volunteer Corps ready for action in
1834 and later found interests in shipping, banking, and municipal affairs, at Bathurst, Port Frances
and Grahamstown.
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White1150
Lieutenant (later Major) Thomas Charles White, as leader of the smaller Nottinghamshire party from
Arnold in the county, is a principal individual featuring in the main narrative of this book. His family
is included here for completeness, but the account is restricted to an outline of their lives from the
period of their arrival at the main settlement in the Zuurveld through to the commencement of
escalated hostilities in 1834.
After settling in Albany, White returned to England in 1824. Whilst there, he was able to
confirm to the authorities the representations made by the settlers in their memorial of 1823 to Lord
Bathurst, which covered their grievances and their desperate situation. He was also interviewed by the
Parliamentary Select Committee on Emigration. Known during his military career as a champion of
the underdog and always willing to pose a challenge to authority, especially when faced with injustice
or foolish decisions, he was eminently qualified for this representation. His main personal grievance
was over the small size of the location at ‘Vlakteplaat’, the place allocated after his party had
complained about their original grant to the west of the Cape at Zondereind. Although much
preferred, the new location was small—just one fifth the size of a typical Boer farm. Acting Governor
Donkin intended to offer him more land (his application was endorsed ‘To be complied with and to
have priority’), but this promise was reversed upon the return as Governor of Lord Charles Somerset
and, as a result, White became embroiled in continual controversy. Such disputes were not helped by
the incompetent actions of the Grahamstown landdrost, Mr Rivers.
Located on the right bank of the Assegai Bush River at the farm he renamed ‘Sharon’, he
created a 12 acre garden and built a 45ft long house, one of the largest at the settlement, which was
later burnt down. While there, from September 1820 he was engaged by Major Holloway of the Royal
Engineer Office at the Cape as Assistant Engineer in helping the army with surveying at the eastern
frontier, and was away from his farm for prolonged periods of time. Prior to returning to England, in
November 1823 he wrote a memorial to the Commissioners of Enquiry. Although lengthy and very
wordy, it contained several valid arguments outlining the reason why the allocation of 100 acres to
each ordinary male settler and 1,200 acres to his party (which was largely intact) were entirely
inadequate. A single head of cattle alone required at least 20 acres. He made references to several
meetings with the governor, the business of which seemed to have been ignored as Somerset
repeatedly rejected White’s petition for an extension of land at Sharon. He had already resided three
and a half years at the Cape, much of which had been spent surveying in the service of the
government, and he had invested considerable sums in the pursuit of agricultural activities in
compliance with the aims of the emigration plan, but now he felt obliged to consider relinquishing his
plan of a permanent residence at the Cape.
By the time he had returned to visit England, White had directly experienced the effects of
severe drought and flooding and wheat crop failures caused by the ‘rust’ accounting for much of the
distress amongst the settlers. Members of the Damant family, including Ann Grant Damant, had also
returned to England and it was there that T C White and Ann began their courtship, the circumstances
of which are not recorded. They married at St Pancras Church, London, on 29 November 1826 when
Ann was 21 and her husband 34. Ann’s father, Capt. Thomas Damant, apparently insisted the
marriage must take place in England to avoid the complications of a union subject to Community of
Property rights under Roman Dutch Law. Ann had attained her majority just six days before the
wedding indicating her father might not have approved as inferred in a letter written by (William)
Guybon Atherstone. The decision might also have been influenced by the fact that, in that month,
White finally heard that the request for an extension of land at Sharon had been granted. On attaining
her majority Ann inherited a fortune of £7,000 and a marriage settlement was made with her father,
Thomas, her uncle Dr John Atherstone, and Duncan Campbell, being the trustees.
Campbell had moved from Zondereind to Albany at the same time as White and later joined
with him in developing the sheep breeding and woollen industries. Just prior to his return to Africa T
C White had made an application for a vacant position as a surveyor in Albany. The Damant-White
party which returned to the Cape was extremely well qualified and equipped to continue the pursuit of
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agriculture and commerce. The party included the newly married couple, T C White’s sister, Fanny,
and Ann’s father, Capt. Thomas Damant. Capt. Damant had five years’ experience at the Gamtoos
and Lieut. T C White had an exceptionally wide knowledge of conditions at the main settlement.
From a visit to the Continent, not only had the latter sourced strains of rust-resistant wheat from the
botanical gardens in Paris, and high-quality Saxony rams to improve their merino stock, but they had
more than enough capital from Ann’s inheritance. Ann was pregnant and after leaving Portsmouth in
the Vibilia and an unpleasant crossing, they arrived at Cape Town four months later on 13 August
1827. Ann gave birth to Thomas Charles Jnr on 30 September 1827. It is assumed this event took
place at the house of Dr John and Elizabeth Atherstone at 54 Bree Street. While at Cape Town, Fanny
married Major Howard Tripp who may have travelled with them from England. Little is known about
their movements, but they arrived at Albany some time before 1835.
Lieut. White set about his business affairs shortly after their arrival including an excursion to
the Zuurveld before his small family moved there from Cape Town. It must have been quite an
experience transferring the sheep which had already been transported from Germany to England and
then by sea to Cape Town, to their final destination in Albany. Sharon was increased to over 6,000
acres, more than five times the original size, and the rent was set at just £2 7s per annum. It appears,
however, that Thomas Damant and Lieut. White devised another plan involving the private purchase
of ‘Noutoe’ seven miles out of Grahamstown on the Cradock Road. It seems that about one third of
Ann’s inheritance was transferred to the care of the trustees for the marriage settlement and that this
money was used to purchase Noutoe from the widow of Jan Nel, Susanna Gous, with her agent, the
well-known Pieter Retief, signing the Deed of Sale on 13 July 1828. The formal transfer of Sharon to
William Matthews took place on 1 December 1840, but such formalities took years to complete and
the effective sale probably took place long before. Thomas Damant was allocated ‘Leeuwe Drift’ on
the Koonap River amounting to nearly 6,000 acres.
The Atherstones moved to Albany at about the same time as the Whites and Damants. John
had been offered the post of District Surgeon for Albany in 1822, but he declined as there was no
house available. This time around he accepted the appointment as the terms included the new, but
incomplete, drostdy, which was provided for the family. Work on the building had been suspended
due to a dispute between the contractor, Pieter Retief, and the landdrost, over difficulties with another
contract for military barracks. Frederick Korsten provided security for this contract and, as Retief was
widow Nel’s agent for the disposal of Noutoe, it is likely Korsten was involved in bringing the
property to the notice of T C White.
Ann’s first impressions of Noutoe, later renamed Table Hill on account of the overlooking
flat-topped hill, and then Table Farm, were not good. Some early history of the place is covered in the
main narrative including the consideration of the site for the main military HQ from page 29.
At the location there was a handful of scattered dreary huts and the situation of the livestock
kraal had caused the accumulation of a mountainous pile of manure set in full view from the front of
the house. The positioning of the kraal was a familiar tactic to restrict the attentions of wild animals.
Ann’s initial disappointment with the property as a marital home was soon overcome as the house and
farm developed at a rapid pace and, in an island garden created at the river in front of the house, Ann
planted a slip from a sprig of myrtle taken from her wedding bouquet. The plant survived severe
conditions of drought and flooding for at least 160 years and a cutting was set in the settler gardens at
Gunfire Hill in Grahamstown.
The principal activity at the farm was the keeping of sheep for wool and breeding.
Nevertheless, the mixture of seed brought over by White became so successful it was known as
‘White’s Wheat’. In the Grahamstown Journal in 1832 he was able to report that, in an experiment,
the new strains had been planted intermittently alongside colonial wheat and while the latter was
destroyed by rust, the former was unaffected.
By 1826 shipments of wool from the whole colony had reached 53,500 lbs and T C White
was widely recognised as one of the most prominent pioneers of this flourishing new industry. Ann’s
father, Thomas, resided at the farm and presumably took charge of developments when White was
absent surveying for the army. Later, at some stage, Edward Damant moved to the farm with his new
wife, Esther Watson.
Unlike cattle, sheep tended not to attract the attention of Xhosa rustlers, a factor that enabled
the woollen industry to expand at an exponential rate. In 1833 White was one of the most prominent
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farmers engaged in the formation of a joint stock company set up to import pure merino sheep. 750
sheep sold to Frederick Korsten at Cradock Place were doing very well and were successfully crossbreeding with Cape sheep. T C White was elected to the Albany committee of a new agricultural
society for Albany, Uitenhage, Somerset and Graaff-Reinet. A description of the activities at the farm
is provided in Chapter 17 from page 267.
Lieut. White had already been appointed Government Land Surveyor and by 1832 was
serving on the Committee of the Grahamstown Commercial Hall and that of the Port Elizabeth Jetty
Company. After the laying of the foundation stone of the Hall in March 1833, a service was held at St
George’s Church (now Cathedral) following which a large party of shareholders enjoyed a prestigious
meal at Aytons Hotel. T C White returned the thanks for a celebratory toast to ‘The Woolgrowers of
Albany, to whom we look for one of our principal articles of export’. He was also assigned to the
Commission to examine the dispute with the London Missionary Society concerning the boundaries
of the land at Theopolis Mission Station, and in August 1833, he was elected chairman of a committee
to petition for the British Parliament to appoint a Resident Authority for the Eastern Province, making
it distinct from the Western Province. The outcome and debacle arising from this committee and
petition are included in the main narrative from page 125. Another committee of which he was a
member was set up to:
take into consideration the propriety of applying to the Government for an alteration to the present
mode of supplying the town with water and for an alteration in the water rate and for the removal of the
toll gate at the S. W. entrance to Grahamstown.

It seems, from family reminiscences, he refused to pay the toll fees as he thought they were unfair to
farmers. He was disgruntled too that permission from the authorities was required to hold public
meetings. In another bid for the betterment of his fellow settlers, T C White was a signatory to a
petition to call for a meeting to discuss the Vagrancy Act, which was thought later to have been a
contributory cause of the Great Trek.
Thomas and Ann White produced three more children being Charles in 1827, George, 1829,
and Emily Damant, 1833. It is thought that first born son, Thomas Charles, and George, undertook
initial schooling at the farm before enrolling in Baptist pastor Mr Aveline’s class at school in
Grahamstown, and by all accounts they did well. Tom later married Mary Bowker to perpetuate the
family at Table Farm and forge an early link with another distinguished settler family.
An insight into the nature of the man who became Major White is afforded in an article by A
L Harrington MA of the University of South Africa looking back at the early history of the famous
Grahamstown Journal founded by Mr Meurant:
Indeed, though he was the proprietor, and also the editor, printer and publisher, Meurant may actually
have only been the overt founder of the Grahamstown Journal. The leading article of the first issue was
not written by him, but by T. C. White, sometime Surgeon, Soldier, Surveyor and Mathematician, a
prominent Settler and pioneer wool farmer, who had led one of the original Parties and later defended
the Settlers against [Lord Charles] Somerset. Being about eighteen years older than Meurant and a man
of drive, character and experience, his influence must have been very great throughout the time that he
was associated with the paper, and W. I. Stanford-Driver was probably justified in referring to him as
the ‘founder’ of the Journal.

It may be said, though, that the debacle over the petition for a separate Eastern Province suggests
other sides of his complex character highlighted by the antipathy between himself and his colleague,
leading settler, Thomas Philipps. Whatever his nature, it is certain that he must have been an energetic
man as despite his extensive and varied farming activities and his involvement in public affairs, he
was able to maintain his surveying work for the government for several weeks at a time at some
distance from home in the Koonap, Somerset and Cradock districts.
By 1834 the White-Damant-Atherstone dynasty, centred on Table Hill (later Table Farm),
was well established, and many more families would become directly connected including Bowker,
Cumming, Currie, Norton, Hoole and several more. F C D White’s book includes entries from the
diary of Sophie Beddoe in 1832 offering a remarkable glimpse into the daily business and social lives
of those extraordinary families.
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Wilmot1151
James Wilmot, a farmer, arrived with his wife Ann as part of Willson’s party from London in the La
Belle Alliance. Benjamin Wilmot aged 22, also a farmer, travelled with them, and shared their
allotment of land. The party was located at what they called Beaufort Vale on the Bush River, a
tributary of the Torrens River, near Clumber. By 1824 James had moved to Bathurst and later let the
family allotment to Thomas Wheeler for £3 10s per annum, and by 1833 he had been appointed
Master at Bathurst boarding-school, a position he curiously combined with that of Post Master. The
fees at the school were £22 per annum including laundry, and during the first year there were twentyfive pupils attending. James’s salary was £60 per annum with £15 for house rent, but after three years
he requested an increase to cover the rising cost of provisions. James’s house at Bathurst, boasting
nine rooms with a view down to Port Frances, had been offered for sale or let. This was the house in
Bird Street which eventually became the Rectory. He was appointed a trustee and secretary to the
shareholders for the Bathurst Church building and held two shares. At the burial service at Clumber
for Elizabeth Shone, who had been murdered while tending the family herd, James was chosen to read
the sermon. In 1835 James was on the Bathurst Committee of the Board of Relief for the destitute. He
served as a Lieutenant in the Bathurst Volunteers and later became School Master at Fort Beaufort, a
post he held until 1851.
In 1820, when Thomas Willson handed over leadership of his party to the Rev. Boardman, his
written instructions placed Benjamin Wilmot in charge of one of the four divisions of 1,000 acres,
each division occupied by twenty-nine families with the exception of one whole portion to Willson
himself. Unsurprisingly, the plan was not adopted on account of Willson’s selfishness.
As a citizen, Benjamin was held in high regard. He was one of those few leading lights who
signed the address of appreciation for the military defensive work of Capt. Henry Somerset in 1822
and one of several who returned to England, in part to confirm to the Colonial Office the plight of the
settlers after the Great Flood. During the flood, James and Benjamin’s crops were washed away and a
house was demolished. In May 1822, eighteen of Benjamin’s oxen, presumably recaptured from
raiders, had been impounded at Grahamstown and, after paying the release fee, he found that fifteen
were missing from the Pound.
Wright, Joseph (or Joshua) and family, and William1152
Joshua Wright of Calton’s party seems to have become Joseph on arrival in the Colony. Aged 24, or
22, he was a frameworker accompanied by his wife Elizabeth. William Wright, 23, travelled in the
same party. He too was a frameworker and was presumably Joseph’s brother, although this has not
been confirmed. On 5 December 1822 the Rev. William Shaw baptised Harriet, the daughter of
Joseph and Elizabeth Wright, at Clumber. Born at the settlement, Harriet was their first child. While
at Clumber, William Wright married Rosina Warner in October 1827 with her father, Henry,
attending as witness. The Chronicles show that he held a sale of groceries and hardware at Bathurst on
4 December 1832. In 1835 he was joint executor with John Bradfield in the estate of the late
Benjamin Wright.
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Wright, Peter1153
Described as a lay missionary, Peter Wright was not one of the 1820 settlers. He arrived later in 1822
with his new wife Margery (née Cron) and by June 1823 had taken up the post of Superintendent of
Secular Affairs at Theopolis Mission Station. This role encompassed responsibility for the Mission
school. The interest here is his main work at the settlement before going on to Klaar Water Mission on
a visit in 1825 and then permanently from 1826, and his later appointment as Government Agent at
Griqua Town. He returned from Klaar Water in 1826 for his ordination which was attended by thirty
Europeans, a choir from Grahamstown, and two instrumentalists. The Questions were asked by the
Rev. Adam Robson, the Lesson was read by the Rev. James Read, the Prayer was read by the Rev.
Samuel Duxbury, and the preaching was undertaken by the Rev. George Barker.
Two of the Wright’s nine children were born at Theopolis. Peter and Margery’s son, Ebenezer
Cron Wright, returned from Griqualand to farm at Barville Park in Southwell. Peter was present at the
Mission Station on 6 October 1823 when the sky turned black and the heavens opened to mark the
commencement of the unprecedented deluge forever after known as the Great Flood. His vivid
description is provided in Southwell Settlers including the Rev. Barker’s pronouncement, “We are all
completely ruined” and “...our noble school is destroyed and completely down to the ground”. The
school had served as the Church in the early days. After some semblance of normality had returned, in
August 1824 Peter and the Rev. Barker rode to Mr Roedolph’s farm on the right bank of Bushman’s
River to find deposits of slate suitable for use by Mission school children.
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APPENDIX 7
TRANSCRIBED EXTRACTS OF A LETTER FROM HANNAH KEETON (NÉE FORD) TO
HER FAMILY IN ENGLAND1154

Hannah Keeton, courtesy of Darian Keeton

Some time after the death of her husband, William Ford, in 1828, Hannah married Benjamin Keeton
of the Nottingham party, the principal founder of Southwell. This letter is dated 23 June 1832, written
from Radway Green and addressed to her mother, brother and sisters. The home at Radway Green had
been William Ford’s. Upon their marriage Benjamin moved to that home and it is assumed that this
letter is written shortly after his marriage to Hannah. The letter is of value in that it provides a
thoughtful first hand account of the developing settlement:
His sons [Mr Manley’s] Ralph and John have been trading amongst the Tribes of Caffres [Xhosas]
which reside beyond the boundaries of the British Empire for some considerable time, in Ivory; ‘Horns
and Hides’ and it has succeeded beyond their expectations, and Joseph has also been with them, and the
remaining part of the Family (with them) are quite well, but they all say that their Uncle and Aunts
(Manley) have quite forgot them, — We have to apologise for not writing to you sooner, but the
thought of making a Voyage to England and having the pleasure of seeing you personally has been the
occasion of it, but my Husband wrote to the Captain of “The Caledonian” lying at Anchor in Algoa bay
to ascertain the amount he required for our passage, and we were informed that 100£ would be the
price and in consequence of which we postponed it for the present. Abraham Robinson is quite well
and in Caffreland at present, He desires to be remembered to all friends, — Tell Mrs [Leivis ?] that it is
about 8 years since Joseph Scott left this part of the Colony, and the last time I heard of him he was in
Cape Town and was then Master of the Tread-Mill at the Prison, with a Salary of £4-10 per Month. I
have made frequent inquiries after him but could hear nothing of him, but there is a probability of my
obtaining some intelligence of him shortly and I shall not fail to transmit her every particular
concerning him. Cape Town is upwards of 700 Miles from this place.
Having now finished that part of my Letter which relates to domestic concerns, I shall occupy the
remaining part with a brief description of the Colony, and in the first place I observe that it is
extremely Mountainous, so much so, that one Mountain frequently rises at the foot of another so that
you perceive, inland navigation is impossible, and hence there is a very extensive Land carriage to cope
with for all foreign Goods, but the Climate is good and the air very salubrious, and exceedingly well
1154
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calculated for the constitution, of English persons. Grahams Town, now by the Governor’s
proclamation, the Capital of the Eastern Districts, had but 22 Houses (such as they were) on our arrival
in 1820, but English industry has raised it with uncommon rapidity and we can now count a few
Hundreds, and among which are some well built Houses and Mercantile Stores — There is an English
Church erected near the middle of the central street with a Tower which contains 2 Bells sent from
England the largest of which is 1000 Pounds weight. The roof is covered with shingles made of
American Oak — At the opening it contained a congregation of more than 2000 persons. The subject
of the Clergyman’s Sermon was Solomon’s prayer at the Dedication of the temple, and the Band of His
Majesty’s 55 Regt attended — Directly in front of the Church, at the upper end of the street stands a
Building denominated “The Drostdy House” which cost upwards of 50,000 Rix Dollars erected at the
Residence of the local Magistrate, but upon far too extensive a scale with a Portico in front, and 4
Pillars supporting the Roof, but is already in a miserable [state of repair?]. This Building has nearly
effected the ruin of two industrious and respectable Individuals by expencive Law suits &c. There are
there also a Methodist Chapel and Independent and Baptist Chapels. The Town is not well watered but
it is the grand Emporium of this part of the Colony, and trade is certainly flourishing there to a very
considerable extent, and it is said that Half a Million of Money has been expended on that Town since
1820. It is astonishing to see how well its market is attended, not less than 20 or 22 Waggons with
produce there every Morning, and some are from a vast distance. We reside about 10 Miles from that
place. There is a Prison there and the Assizes are held twice a year — The Judges are English, come
from Cape Town, and the Criminal cases have trial by Jury of 9 men only, but civil cases have no Jury
at present, but perhaps the time is not far distant when it will be so — We have a much better Code of
Laws now than we at first arrived, which is composed of English; Dutch; Scotch and Roman Law, — I
must also inform you that the number of Wild Beasts and offensive reptiles are not quite so numerous
as reports had made them in England. The Lion which once inhabited this [part?] has retired, offended
at the habitations of Man to seek a more solitary retreat — the Wolf [hyena] is forever amongst us and
sometimes makes rather too free with our Cattle, in his Evening walks at Suppertime. There is also a
few Jackalls and Tygers [leopards], but very inferior to the royal Bengal Tyger – The Wolf appears to
be alarmed at the sound of a human voice, and not infrequently retreats as the Lords of Creation
approach him. We make what is here termed “a Kraal” or an inclosure with Bushes, in order to secure
the cattle as well as we can from the effects of their nocturnal depredations, for they generally sleep in
the daytime and slaughter at night.
Algoa Bay, now called Port Elizabeth, where all Foreign Goods are landed for this part of the Colony,
is about 120 Miles from hence and is a flourishing place, and nearly all the Roofs of the Houses are
covered with Tiles, which is not the case in other places, — This Town, we are informed by a Stone
Pyramid, erected by His Excellency General Donkin the late acting Governor, at an expence of 6000
Rix Dollars takes the name of his departed Lady who died in Hindostan, and which he erected to
perpetuate her memory. There are two respectable Hotels, with a few thriving Merchants. The Sea
which has its shore, out of the great Indian Ocean, which washes the whole of this Coast. There are
also two Whale Fisheries established, and about 2 years ago there were caught 18 of those frightful
Monsters, some about 48 feet long and each worth upwards of 1200 Rix Dollars — The value of each
Dollar being 1s/6d [the valuation when it was finally terminated]. The 21 of June is our shortest day,
and the Sun appears to go the contrary way to what he does in England. We have had one Eclipse of
the Sun since we have resided here and I saw one Star distinctly in the daytime. Fresh Butter is 6d pr lb
but salt sells in the market from 6 to 7 Stivers pr lb each Stiver being a Farthing and a half — Good fat
Beef 3/4 pr lb Mutton 1 ½ Pork 4 ½ Flour, that is to say Wheat ground with the Bran remaining in it
sold yesterday for 12 Rix Dollars pr Muid, each Muid weighing 180 Pounds, — Oat Hay from 3 to 5
shillings pr Cwt. We have Races at Grahams Town Twice a year, and they are about to commence
building there a Commercial Hall and reading Room. — The Cows will not give down their Milk here,
without the Calf sucking till the draught comes, and then we take them away, but my paper reminds me
that it is time to close this Letter and which I shall do by informing you that we are all well, and hope
to hear the same account from you and which will be received with great pleasure by
Dear Mother, Brother and Sisters
Yours most affectionately
Our sable neighbours the Caffres were very troublesome in the early part of our History here by
stealing cattle but their excursions have been in some measure arrested by military operations
nevertheless there was 17 Men; Women and Children marched by here under an escort of Soldiers into
Grahams Town taken under suspicious circumstances a few days ago
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APPENDIX 8
THE LETTERS OF HANNAH DENNISON
It is fortunate for the purposes of this book that both Dr Winifred Maxwell and Dr Ruth Edgecombe
chose to base some prominent settler research on the principal Nottinghamshire party, that of Dr
Calton. Their work is thorough, perceptive and insightful. In the case of Maxwell, the reasons for
choosing Calton’s party for study are not clear except to say that the party, at the heart of the
settlement, was probably the most cohesive of all of the settler groups, that they were from the heart
of England, and were representative of typical settler communities. Their home county was once
among the most prosperous in the nation, but then suffered the turbulent economic effects of the
Industrial Revolution, political intrigue, American independence and the fallout from the French wars.
In 1968 Dr Edgecombe produced a thesis for Rhodes University under the supervision of Dr
Maxwell. The title of the piece is The Letters of Hannah Dennison, 1820 Settler, 1820-1847.
Maxwell’s own work has been referred to in Chapter 2 to describe the economy and social conditions
in Nottinghamshire at the time of the emigration plan, a little after the cessation of the Napoleonic
wars.1155 Her influence on the work of Edgecombe is evident and both authors draw on the works of
some renowned Nottinghamshire historians. Hannah Dennison’s letters formed part of a large bundle
of Gush family papers bequeathed to the Cory Library at Rhodes University, Grahamstown. They
have been used by the author to describe the lives of Hannah and her children after they arrived in
southern Africa against the backdrop of a turbulent frontier. To an extent, also, the attitudes and
beliefs of the family have been used in the thesis to illustrate the Victorian values of the day.
Hannah Dennison was the wife of George Dennison of Arnold, the recorder for Calton’s
Nottingham party of settlers, who had a spat with Dr Calton during their crossing. The Dennisons
sailed with their four children, Hannah 7, Charles 5, Henry 2, and Charlotte 4 months. George, aged
36, had been a framework knitter and was escaping the economic difficulties so ably described by
Maxwell. Hannah was aged 29 at the time of their emigration and had, herself, escaped destitution in
rural Ireland sometime between 1791 and 1812 —out of the frying pan, into the fire! The main body
of the thesis commences with descriptions of those economic and social conditions they would have
found so odious in their native lands and follows with details of the emigration plan and Hannah’s
story in southern Africa.
There is a dearth of specific information about the early life of the Dennison family at
Clumber in Albany, but there is nothing to suggest their situation was any different to that enjoyed
and endured by other settlers in the district as recorded by some of the Nottinghamshire settlers
including Elijah Pike, Edward Timm, and the Goulding brothers.
It seems that by 28 February 1825 the Dennisons were amongst a relatively small number of
the Nottingham party to take part in the drift away from their original location. By then, according to
the Chronicle, they were residing at Graaff-Reinet, a small administrative town on the Karoo which
had been proclaimed a drostdy in 1786.1156 It was a pleasant, attractive town with its Dutch-style
buildings, neat gardens watered by the Sunday’s River, which arced round the town, and wide, welllaid streets edged with lemon trees. The population was around 3,000 including about 1,000
Europeans, mostly Dutch and German. It is not known what occupation George pursued from their
new home, but it seems likely that before 1834 he became a wagoner and that the family had returned
to the British settlement to reside in Grahamstown, a hub for trade and to some extent, a den of sharp
practitioners. At the capital of the British settlement and the eastern districts, George would have
enjoyed a boost in activity from newly sanctioned trading with natives in Xhosa territory from 1830,
from which time Grahamstown was second only in importance to Cape Town:
Before 1834, then, the Dennisons lived in the bustle of a growing town, where tentative attempts were
also being made to meet the educational, spiritual and cultural needs of the community, although in
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pre-municipal days (before 1837) some discomfort was caused by the rutted streets, even High Street
had a swamp, and no lighting at night when the peace was often disturbed by the barking of jackals
attracted by carelessly disposed butchers’ offal. 1157

In a letter of 26 March 1838 to her daughter, Charlotte, Hannah described George as ‘a bad father and
a worse husband.’ The marriage was not a happy one, partly because George drank to excess which
affected his health and contributed to his ill-disposed, sometimes violent temper and irascible nature.
William, the second youngest son, was retarded and needed sympathy and care, but all he received
from his father was harsh treatment. By 1834 there were five more children on the scene. Families
tended to be large to insure against losses from disease and primitive midwifery practices.
Hannah’s letters to her children reveal that she
became increasingly religious and, though she had
enjoyed a frequent glass of wine, she joined the
Methodists who preached temperance. When an
opportunity arose to become a midwife in Graaff-Reinet
she saw it as a chance to break free from George, who
probably fostered her taste for drink, to make a new start
on a sober footing. The decision meant that, sadly and
tearfully, she parted company with all but two of her
children, William and Richard. Yet, having made such a
supreme sacrifice, as revealed in a letter to Charlotte, she
found it difficult to break free from the demon drink.
According to a letter from the Nottingham party
to the Duke of Newcastle, George Dennison Jnr was
living in Clumber in 1835. Hannah’s daughter, Ann, had
married Charles Scanlen and moved out to Waaiplaats.
Son Henry had taken up an apprenticeship with Joseph
Richards, a shoemaker in Grahamstown, and daughter
Charlotte was boarded with widow, Ellen Nichol, who ran
a store in the High Street.
Charlotte Gush (née Dennison)
Hannah was something of a pioneer and a
businesswoman in that she became the first English midwife in Graaff-Reinet, later ran a store in
Colesberg, and was appointed the first district midwife on the Bechuana Missionary Circuit. She was
totally self-reliant receiving no support whatsoever from George after their parting. Her parting had
necessitated falling into debt, which she intended to repay, and then she planned to return to her
children in Grahamstown, but, as far as is known, she was never in a position to clear the debt. She
felt isolated and her children were often remiss in failing to collect her letters from the Grahamstown
post office. As a midwife she was never far from death or the fear of death and her prolonged
estrangement from most of her children must have caused her to contemplate whether she would ever
see them again. An epidemic of measles in Grahamstown would have increased her anxiety. Her
letters revealed that when her daughter, Ann, died of dysentery in 1843, Hannah was distraught at
being unable to attend her deathbed. To Sarah she wrote ‘o my Dear you were highly privileged to be
present in your dear sisters last illness.’
As Hannah became increasingly despondent regarding her debts, she tried to tempt her
children to come to her, partly to provide additional income. To Ann she wrote regarding Henry:
I asure you that a shoe maker line if he had a small captall here to sett up a ready made shop would in a
few years realise a desent sum the demand for shoes is very great and no one here seems to have
thought of it there is no shoe maker here.

George Jnr married Mary Webber and joined in partnership with C P Webber Jnr and J Green as
‘tailor and habit maker’, but when he later suffered bankruptcy, Hannah asked Charlotte to try to
persuade him to come to Colesberg. To George she wrote:
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...if she wishes to come here there is every encouragement for young people and particular such as ch
[Charlotte] should she accept tell her to bring plenty of ribbons and cheap lace coloured and white as
also muslin or any thing in the Millinery rang.

She made many attempts to entice Charlotte to the town.
Other than increasing friction between the British and the Dutch in Graaff-Reinet, there is,
unfortunately, little to be learned from the letters between 1834 to 1838, a turbulent time during the
6th Frontier War and the commencement of the Great Trek. Hannah felt some hostility from
competing with the Dutch midwives in Graaff-Reinet, especially Mrs Niemand who hated everything
English. She was unable to understand the Dutch church services, but the Rev. Andrew Murray was
helpful and later baptised Charlotte. Amongst the long, lonely winter nights, Hannah enjoyed some
social life and contact with the inhabitants as she was sometimes called out to the sick and attended
weddings, and she was not afraid to engage in gossip or express opinions on the shameful lifestyles of
certain of her neighbours.
In a letter of 16 April 1838 to Charlotte she expressed her desire for a legal separation from
George. Apart from the general uncertainty and the fact that he had shown no interest in her or their
family since her flight, he was showing signs of ill health. She did not want to be responsible for any
debts he may have accumulated. She must have anticipated that his debts were greater than hers, but
no formal deed of separation has been found. Hannah was busy, but making little money in GraaffReinet, and she began to hear reports of opportunities and growth in trading activity in Colesberg,
some of which was centred on the Nagmaal.1158 During Nagmaal shopkeepers lined the street up to a
place set aside in 1832 for the new Dutch Reformed Church building.
In 1829 Sir Lowry Cole, Governor, had granted a large tract of land to the Dutch Church
which, from 1830, became established as the new village of Colesberg with a promise that it would
outdo Graaff-Reinet as a frontier source of supplies. It was situated on a main route leading to the
fording places across the Orange River. In time some notable settlers arrived in Colesberg to establish
trading of all kinds. Amongst them was Thomas Draper Jnr, son of the second leader of the
Nottingham party appointed after the death of Dr Calton. He arrived from Port Elizabeth representing
Heugh & Fleming, a trading firm which had established trading stores throughout the frontier towns
and villages. William Cock of Cock’s party and Edward Gibbon of Damant’s also showed up.
Hannah arrived in Colesberg sometime between 16 April and 11 October 1838 when it was but a
small village:
...you never saw such a place so wild and Barren green is quite a novelty here a quarry of stones hudled
together and there another lot in the same state you must be struck with the absence of green a little
shrub here and there the town very small at present but the people building fast as they can. 1159

A report of 1848 deemed the town the most expensive in which to live within the colony on account
of its remoteness for obtaining supplies and poor conditions for agriculture. Corn fields could not be
contemplated without irrigation and the price of grain and bread was very high. Drought was a
frequent occurrence as were visitations of swarms of locust. Sheep were expensive to buy, between 4
and 5 Rds, and flour was between 30 to 40 Rds per muid. As a frontier town the sale of liquor to the
natives was strictly forbidden. Some residents resorted to drinking Eau de Cologne! According to a
visiting Quaker the people of the town were far from being universally temperate. This is surprising as
most of the land was under the monopolistic control of the Dutch Reformed Church and, as such, it
was subject to a ban on sales of spiritous liquors.
There were many English families in the town and it was a matter of regret that there was
noone preaching in the English tongue, though Thomas Reid, the resident minister, was perfectly
capable and had the time. Yet he and his wife were close neighbours and friends of Hannah and were
an encouragement to her as a new resident. Eventually Reid relented and on 1 September 1839
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preached his first sermon in English. When 1820 settlers, Mr and Mrs Wentworth arrived and opened
their house for a Sunday school, the prospects seemed brighter. On 23 May 1840 the Rev. W C
Holden arrived. A fund raising committee was established for the erection of a Wesleyan chapel
which was attached to the Bechuana Missionary Circuit. On 17 June 1841 resident magistrate and
Civil Commissioner, Fleetwood Rawstorne, a trustee of the fund, laid the first foundation stone while
the Rev. Holden conducted a ceremony. Interestingly, it is noted that the initiative was a result of the
combined efforts of the Methodist, the Dutch Reformed and the Established English churches.
Incredibly, it was completed and opened as early as November 1841. The Rev. G Bingham succeeded
the Rev. Holden as Methodist minister and in 1843 he baptised Elizabeth and Richard Dennison.
At Colesberg the commercial prospects for Hannah were every bit as good as expected: ‘I
have abundance of work and that good have every prospect of doing better here than at G’, but there
was scarcely enough work to keep her occupied in midwifery. She was often sent beyond the Orange
River, fifteen miles from Colesberg, to attend births, mostly for the Methodist Bechuana Circuit, to
which organisation she appears to have been obliged. Brethren in the Circuit were discouraged from
visiting Grahamstown, or any other place in the colony, for their wife’s confinement. Sometimes,
however, they came into Colesberg for the purpose.
From a letter to George Jnr, by 1839 Hannah had opened a millinery shop to supplement her
income as a midwife. Not only would she serve the women of the town, but those in outlying villages
and beyond the Orange River. She obtained her stock locally and from Grahamstown via Charlotte.
Charlotte worked the same line of business and Hannah continued to attempt to lure her to Colesberg
to work in partnership, at least periodically:
...and now to you a invitation again to come here for a few months you could return in the spring or
sooner if you wished and bring if you can some articles of Milenery such as Grecian net and binding
for caps and ribon of various coulers the ribon to be smart satin flowers and fancy nett with a few
shapes for bonnets...the name of Miss D arriving from G town with Milinery would set the young ladys
flying I do believe if you could come it would do you good and me also for I intend to enter into that
line in a small way and have good encouragement to begin your coming with a few articles of that kind
would be the beginning of better things what you bring of course is your own do not think I invite you
to gain by your industry no or to make merchandise of you...I will contrive it after you leave.’1160

Hannah’s was the only such business in town, but she had taken too much upon herself. She was away
as a midwife or in Grahamstown for weeks at a time during which excursions her shop was shut. She
needed a minder for the shop during her absence and she had taken on a wide range of merchandise
which was difficult to source. Towards the end of 1842 business was improved by the arrival of a
large body of troops when a frontier war was threatened as Boers, Griqua and Transorangia natives
were fighting over grazing land. The threat to the colony is covered in Chapter 16 from page 211 of
this book. Amid the turmoil Hannah’s business carried on:
I opened my shop on Monday last and so far have received good encouragement the black serge is all
gone and many enquiries for more the p[r]ints took s[o] well that I want a fresh suply of the small
paternes as that is the rage here at present blue lilack buff pale pink but no stripes nor runers they are
not saleable to the belles of this place. 1161

In 1843, according to a letter from George Jnr from Cradock, Hannah received a visit from
daughters Charlotte and Elizabeth, but when their sister, Ann Scanlen, died, Charlotte went back to
the settlement to Salem to look after her nephew and niece. After the threat of war had receded only a
small detachment of the 91st Regiment remained in Colesberg and several became friends and
customers of Hannah. The officers wanted green tea and coloured neck ruffs.
A shortage of investment capital and new competitors began to pose a severe threat to
Hannah’s business and she was beginning to suffer from rheumatism. Some of her debts still stood:
Hugh had been paid all but £3, Mr Wentworth all but £1—Messrs Bedford and Cock remained
outstanding. In a letter to Charlotte of December 1843 she betrayed her anger at not receiving stock
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from her for the recent Nagmaal. According to Edgecombe her anger was betrayed, not only in the
wording, but also in the severe down strokes of her handwriting. At this time she had not enough
stock to make money, she had fewer babies to deliver or in the pipeline, and the strain was beginning
to show. To add to her woes, her daughter, Elizabeth, who had remained when Charlotte returned to
the Colony, had ‘fallen’:
...after your sisters fall my business dropped off to a mere nothing and still continues Many that came
before to the shop do not come now for fear of contamination.’ 1162

This is concerning Elizabeth’s flighty and headstrong nature and her vulnerability to flattery, but the
exact nature of her fall from grace is not clear. There is, for example, no surviving record of an
illegitimate birth.
Hannah had other concerns too. Mrs Kisch had died in childbirth and the baby’s nurse had
taken ill, so the baby had been given to Hannah to rear. Furthermore, prompted by her widower sonin-law, Charles Scanlen, Hannah’s husband, George, attempted to take daughter Sarah away from her.
Sarah, who had stayed with the Scanlen’s during her sister’s illness, was taken in by Hannah at
Colesberg when Charles Scanlen remarried. It seems Charles wanted Sarah under his wing and that he
was using George’s name, George being in an insensible mental state, to win his case.
Hannah had signed papers to accept an appointment as District Midwife to the Bechuana
Missionary Circuit, which, as a salaried position, was her only current means of avoiding complete
financial ruin. But she might be required at any time to attend the impending court case, a situation
that threatened her ability to take up the appointment. Moreover, it seems she had been financially
duped in some way by the Rev. George Bingham, although the precise affect on her is not clear:
...with having violated the Financial Regulations of the Missionary Committee and the District in
drawing various unauthorized drafts upon him at Grahams Town, thereby involving himself in heavy
debt, and acting with reference to pecuniary matters, in a manner highly unbecoming of a Wesleyan
Minister.1163

From letters to Charlotte it would appear he owed her money and there was little chance of recovering
it. Charlotte advised that, pending the take up of her appointment as District Midwife, Hannah should
attempt to sell her remaining stock without thoughts of replenishing it. From a sale of stock she made
between 200 and 300 rix dollars and she sold personal belongings, all of which helped to keep her
creditors quiet for the time being. Two developments then worked in her favour. Charles Scanlen
dropped his court action leaving her free to take up the Mission Circuit appointment, and Elizabeth’s
inner demon, the cause of her fall from grace, had been conquered. Elizabeth had been taken on as a
nurse by Mrs J Campbell for £25 a year. She gave half of her earnings to her mother. Prior to leaving
Colesberg and crossing the Orange River, Hannah drew some of her salary from which she paid off
Thomas Draper (son of the second Nottingham party leader), at Heugh’s store.
The plains of Transorangia teemed with springbok, giraffe, zebra, buffalo and many more thriving
species. As she travelled and trekked to attend confinements and births, she observed the occasional
reminder of the danger of prowling lions. Her residence was around fifty miles north east of Thaba
‘Nchu (Mount Black) at Umpukane, some four hundred miles from her nearest children in
Grahamstown. A mission house and other whitewashed buildings sat in a grassy plain surrounded by
mountains. Fruit trees and neat gardens contrasted with a nearby hill with a rocky cave strewn with
skeletons left after the havoc wreaked by the Fetcani in the second and third decades of the century.
Elsewhere in the Circuit there were reminders of the difficult circumstances of conflict and
dislocation under which the earlier mission stations had been established. Some of the arrangements
made with resident tribes were less than satisfactory causing ongoing friction. Rival missionaries of
the Paris Evangelical Society had tended to side with the tribes of their residence, unwittingly adding
to the tensions between the tribes.
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By August 1837 the Bechuana country had formed into a district under the chairmanship of
the Rev. James Archbell. Populations in the region were expanding and were being augmented by the
arrival of the trekking and settling Boers of the Great Trek. It was unhelpful that there was a tradition
of mistrust between the English missionaries and the Boer trekkers. The land was in a state of great
confusion and there had been formed commando after commando which had produced nothing good.
Warnings of the hostility of the Boers against the missionaries made by William Shaw, General
Superintendent of the Wesleyan Mission of South-Eastern Africa, were followed by a memorandum
from John Beecham of the Wesleyan Mission House, London, to the Colonial Secretary, Lord
Stanley:
...outrageous proceedings of the disaffected Emigrant Boers...which show that three missions are
threatened with destruction, and the persons of the Missionaries and their families are placed in
jeopardy. 1164

In the summarised form of this appendix, rather than to itemise every circumstance and cause of
tension, and particular skirmishes, it is sufficient to say that through the 1840s travelling in Hannah’s
catchment district was dangerous, yet her letters revealed little of her fears. Travelling on horseback
was, in itself, precarious enough in unfamiliar territory. At age fifty-three, Hannah’s first confinement
was that of Mrs J Hartley, her husband at that time being the assistant missionary at Imperani. This is
presumably Jeremiah Hartley of the Nottingham family settlers mainly of Bathurst:
Mrs J Hartley was taken sudenly and sent her horse for me at sundown to go a Journey of 4 hours hard
riding off I set an wen(t) Just the half when the horse thought it was time to give her over and made for
a house my not knowing where the house was and triing to keep his head to the road the horse got
master and throw me down I went and hurt my back very much got a black eye and hurt my hand and
in fact got a regular tumble. 1165

As midwife, Hannah care for Mrs Bingham in her confinement, even though her husband had been
compelled to resign as Wesleyan minister and was no longer entitled to her services. Sometimes she
would handle two distant confinements simultaneously and on occasion she would be accompanied by
Sarah. The cost of living beyond the Orange River was much lower than Colesberg (Hannah thought
half) and, given her regular salary, she had every prospect of settling her debts. It helped that she kept
fowls and with Sarah’s help, when milk was available from the local tribes, she made butter.
Vegetables were sometimes hard to come by. Hannah’s debts must have become greater than
indicated in her earlier letters as a letter of March 1845 from Sarah to Charles said she had paid off
nearly two hundred pounds, but there was more than one hundred left to pay. She resumed trading and
from visits to the colony returned with items to sell, often to the natives:
This has been a day of bustle. The Baralong have been flocking round Mrs Dennison’s wagon to make
purchases of the goods she has brot from the Colony.1166

She considered the idea of acquiring her own wagon which would make such ventures far more
lucrative.
By 1845 Charlotte had married Joseph Gush, son of Richard Gush, the famous saviour of
Salem (see Chapter 10, page 130). Joseph had been an infant at the time of the crossing and his father
had been the temporary superintendent of the overspill group of Hezekiah Sephton’s party, the largest
of all 1820 parties, occupying two ships sailing from London. Rarely missing an opportunity, Hannah
wrote directly to Joseph of the opportunities if he and Charlotte would relocate across the Orange
River. His father was a carpenter and builder who had supervised the erection of the Salem church, so
presumably Joseph had followed in his footsteps as Hannah mentioned that he could work on a new
chapel planned at Thaba ‘Nchu. Would he bring sugar, tea, rice, tobacco, shirts, hand tools, brass,
wire, beads and picks?
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In 1845 Hannah complained that her house at Umpukane was unfinished, not fit to live in, and not
worth the expense of completing. She was given a residence in Ratabani which had been vacated by
catechist Thomas Sephton. Coincidentally, Thomas was the first born son of Hezekiah Sephton. He
was aged 18 when he came out with his father’s party of 1820 settlers. The Sephton family was
originally based in West Stockwith, Nottinghamshire, but Thomas was born in Lincolnshire. He
married Sarah Prynn in Grahamstown in 1825, reached Bechuanaland by 1830 and the Platberg
Mission by 1833, where he was catechist amongst the Barolong people in 1838 and where he assisted
the Rev. James Archbell. Thomas took part in what was a famous trek through what was then
regarded as ‘darkest Africa’ when a whole tribe moved from Platberg to Thaba ‘Nchu amid frequent
outbreaks of conflict between several resident and nomadic tribes. On one occasion he captured three
lion cubs and despatched them to his friends in Albany. His period in charge at Platberg was attended
with ‘remarkable success’ through his patient labours:
Mr. James Backhouse, who visited the place in 1839, was greatly impressed with the work that was
being done. Mr Sephton was one of those quiet workers of whom little is recorded, but no man ever
devoted himself to a worthy cause with more zeal or persistence.1167

Thomas died in 1846 at Umpukane shortly after Hannah had been moved into his house, so he may
have been brought back to Umpukane suffering an illness prior to his death. 1168
Hannah’s removal was not plain sailing as this extract from the Journal of James Cameron indicates:
...sent off my waggon to Umpukani for the purpose of removing the District Midwife to Ratabani,
where she is in future to reside. I had some difficulty in obtaining a driver and leader; and those whom
I ultimately succeeded in having, not knowing the oxen, spanned them in wrong, which nearly
occasioned the overthrowing of the wagon, and burst one of the rings. I hope no further accident would
occur.

Ratabani eventually disappeared from the map, and communications between Hannah and her
children either ceased or have been lost. No record of her life after 1847 or of her death has come to
light. Only three letters from her three years on the Bechuana Circuit survive and from these we learn
that Elizabeth’s demons re-appeared and news of the death of Charles. There had been failed attempts
to bring Elizabeth to Ratabani, but when, finally, Mr Allison went to collect her from Colesberg, she
had disappeared, possibly having run off with a man. Elizabeth was one step, if that, from being a
harlot, even though she had received offers of honourable marriage.
In 1846 the colony was in the grip of the 7th Frontier War and communications were difficult.
Hannah was all but cut off from her children. Charles was seriously ill and she wanted him to join her,
but he too was in debt and was therefore unable to leave Grahamstown. Though death was a
possibility, she was philosophical and was prepared to face the prospect of not being there with him.
She wrote him directly in April 1846:
I am sure Needles and thread will not bring you out no my son If the Lord spares me to see you again
unless you will have entered into a Matrimonial engagement I think I will be able to show you a better
plan to pay and get your living...you are aware your health is bad to continue your trade is in effect to
through away your life.
...I hope (sickness) does not take you unprepared for tho it pains me to write to you of death and
Judgment I cannot as your Mother do otherwise we know we must die and after death the Judgement
then lett us be wise having our lamps trimed and ready that whensoever the bridegroom cometh we
come in with that blessed Plaudit well done good and faithful one. 1169
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War had broken out in March 1846 and news of hostilities reached the Bechuana Circuit. Hannah
wrote to Charlotte hoping she, her family, her siblings, and their families, were safe. She prayed for
them continually and hoped and knew they would be caring for Charles as best they could. Sarah
wrote to Charlotte in September 1846 hoping their mother would have the strength to bear up and she
would not sink under the heavy trial. This war was far more dangerous than the last and mother was
isolated, but, even if they could procure a wagon and oxen to go to her, they would not find a willing
driver or wagon leader.
Both the war and a drought meant that corn and food were in short supply and Hannah
suffered a difficult journey to Pietermaritzburg to obtain provisions. The anticipated death of Charles
occurred in January 1847 and to add to Hannah’s troubles, her son, George Jnr, and her son-in-law,
Joseph Gush, were fighting in the war. Her son Richard, residing with her, was ‘ill with fits’ and she
had no news of her children Elizabeth and William. Sarah had remained with her mother, but she was
lonely, cut off from her siblings, and was seriously troubled by the dire circumstances of Charles and
Elizabeth. According to Edgecombe her correspondence with Charlotte reflected the prejudices of the
Grahamstown Journal, her principal, perhaps only, source of information of the progress of the war:
I fear the Colony Will be ruined unless they act very decisively with the kaffers [Xhosas] they are from
all accounts murdering and mutilating all the English they meet with O Charlotte When will the British
Government come to their senses can they expect the Colonists to see their friends and relations thus
murdered and bear it quietly if they do I think they Will be mistaken I fear unless they put a stop to this
War properly the Colony will be Completely destroid what a miserable condition the Colony must be
in.1170

In another letter of September 1846 she wrote Charlotte of her fears the war would become more
widespread and perhaps reach the Bechuana Circuit:
We have heard but we do not know Whether it is true that Panda the Zulu Chief is threatening to make
war with the British if they don’t help him he complains of his people runing away I suppose he
expects them to go and search for his runaways pretty employment for English soldiers if it should be
true I dont know What will become of the Colony in fact the Whole Country it is realy dreadful War I
hope it may end favourably for at present it Wears a very serious aspect there is a report flying about
that moshes has got the sword stick under him head chief in that case I suspect Moroko and moshes
Will not be at peace long Hope it is not true for it will be a very unpleasant concern. 1171

By her final extant letter from Ratabani, dated 25 July 1847, Hannah noted that Elizabeth seemed to
have settled down and, if so, she might be pardoned. Mother was feeling her age and anticipated
death, but she felt calm and resigned. Her debts remained, and concerned her, but she was weary and
left it to fate and the Lord to reconcile the matter. If it was not possible to see her children once more,
then there was always their life hereafter:
I am at this moment very happy and pray that the lord will bless you all whether I see you or not we
shall meet again and that is happyness then lett us so work as to obtain everlasting life amen. 1172

Richard Dennison appeared to be on his own after 1850 so that is possibly the year of Hannah’s death.
She had died amid severe pressure on the missionaries, the destruction of all but Thaba ‘Nchu in the
Circuit, displaced tribes and continual war. Charlotte’s marriage was a long and happy one. George
Jnr died in 1861 from wounds sustained ten years earlier as a volunteer in the Eighth Frontier War. He
had been a farmer. He left his wife, Mary, and six children. One of those children, Charles George,
was born in 1844 in Cradock. As Captain (later Major) C G Dennison he forged a career as a
distinguished soldier commanding troops from New Zealand and Australia as well as South Africa.
The Major commented on the military career of his grandfather, the Calton party recorder, Hannah’s
husband, George Dennison, and also on the fighting spirit of the South African soldiers:
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My forefathers have nearly all been in the Army or Navy; my grandfather served through the American
War as a Colour-Sergeant in the 55th Regiment, being wounded at Bunker Hill, and also in the
Peninsular War. South African boys of my age were born and lived for years in an atmosphere of
warfare and inured to danger and hardships, as also subsequently, which has made our South African
lads what they are. I have commanded Regulars and troops from New Zealand and Australia, who are
all fine and brave men, but none so adaptable, so mobile, as our South Africans, who have done many
daring and gallant acts in our South African War. I allude to English and Dutch combined. 1173

The final chapter of Ruth Edgecombe’s thesis is a review of the ideas, attitudes and beliefs of Hannah
Dennison. The author makes the point that, in the turbulent circumstances experienced by the settlers,
their fears were often as destructive as the events themselves. An illustration is a letter from daughter
Ann to Charlotte. Ann was often left home alone as her husband plied his occupation as a wagoner:
I have been in a dreadful state of alarm since tuesday night I slept tis true, but then I am scared with
frightful dreams: in my sleep I see the horrors of war to perfection; Battle, Murder, and Sudden death.
1174

Letter writing, as a Victorian habit, helped to maintain ties between families who had drifted apart.
They learned to write by experience and practice, accounting for Hannah’s erratic spelling,
punctuation and capitalisation. Hannah’s family were at the heart of her existence and she complained
bitterly if her children failed to respond to her letters or she discovered something by chance which
she should have heard first from her children. Nonetheless, if she detected any lack of respect in her
children, she blamed it on their father.
A constant theme of Hannah’s letters was her wish for a reunion of the family and, in fact,
such a reunion seemed to have been planned and expected, but it never happened. When Elizabeth
chose to stay with Mrs Roberts in Grahamstown, she provoked Hannah to write to Charlotte:
...this has deranged all my plans for my comfort and here also how can it be possible that she can act
[so] O my God is there no comfort left for me in this world has my children risen up against me is it not
enough that I have had so much sorrow but they ad to it by disobedience...

Indicating that, although there were financial reasons for inviting her children to Colesberg and later
to the Circuit, her principle motivation was to reunite the family in love, and to Ann she wrote:
...it gives me some comfort to think that the lord still binds us together in love.

Despite the ideal of the Victorian maiden as innocent and inexperienced, and the practice of the age of
ostracising the transgressor, Hannah was prepared to forgive Elizabeth her wayward behaviour,
providing she was prepared to confront her demons. Yet Hannah faced a dilemma in that the ‘virtuous
and modest’ Sarah was ashamed of and embarrassed by her sister’s behaviour, so much so, that it was
difficult for her to show her face in the street.
The attitude of the Victorian mother was such that she sought, recommended, and sometimes
insisted, that her daughter marry a man of standing who would provide for his wife and children.
There was little place for thoughts of love, but, though Hannah held views on those best suited for
attachment to Elizabeth, she was never empowered to insist:
...thus stands Matters but I have not told you that it is charles Hutton she had a offer from a very [nice]
man Just out of england wich I would rather she had accepted. 1175

Siblings colluded in the match making as this letter from Sarah to Charlotte indicates:
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...when Mr Hutton was paying his addresses to Elizabeth the old lady wished to persuade Mother [and]
E to brake off her engagement with H should young Wimble make her an offer H has just obtained the
Market masters Place this Mr W I mentioned I think is a very respectable steady person he is what is
commonly called a good looking young man.

After the death of Hannah’s daughter, Ann, the widower, Charles Scanlen, wasted little time in
finding a new prospective spouse. This incensed Hannah and caused a rift between her and Charles.
There was a matter of respect and this was again illustrated when Hannah rebuked Charlotte for
giving undue encouragement to a young man only to reject him.
It is interesting that the author identifies the ideal of self-help prevalent in the early part of the
nineteenth century and in the foundation of the New Poor Law of 1834 in which the Rev. John
Thomas Becher played such a prominent role on the national stage. Edgecombe identifies in Hannah
Wesleyan values underpinning her activities in Graaff-Reinet, in Colesberg and on the Bechuana
Circuit. The three tenets of energy, prudence and industry were clear and the fourth, perseverance,
was evident in great abundance. She wanted her children to succeed and be self-reliant, a trade for her
boys and a reliable husband for her daughters. She was disappointed William had no taste for learning
and that he was likely, if he was spared, to grow up stupid without a trade.
Hannah’s religious beliefs, in a Victorian context, determined the course and structure of her
life and bolstered her for the continual disappointments and hardships she was destined to experience.
Her faith in God infused her letters, almost without exception. Under the nineteenth century Wesleyan
code, salvation brought the pardon of God and a person was ‘born again’ as though he or she had
never sinned. Faith conquered sin. Hannah needed a church to cling to in Colesberg and was relieved
when Mr Wentworth opened his Sunday school there. She said to her children that Colesberg had at
last acquired the ‘means of grace’ expecting that such a notion would help to entice them to join her.
References to her mortality appeared in her letters and she regretted some actions and
attitudes of her earlier life, particularly the drinking. She considered that life on earth was a
probationary state in ‘this world of tears pains and griefs’. She found comfort in prayer, enabling her
to cope with a state of constant indebtedness, and in her letters she urged her children to seek comfort
in the Lord during the challenging times on earth. There will be forgiveness, but she and they should
endeavour to give no cause to endanger their salvation and the promise of eternal life. Hannah’s
advice to her children did not go unheeded. Henry wrote on George Jnr’s death to his brother and
sister in 1861:
George was quite sensible...he Spoke of his Death with Pleasure the last time I addressed him on the
subject of his Prospect of Eternity I asked the question is Faith in Christ of any use to you now in the
hour of your Extremity though very weak he raised his arms and with a strong voice said I would not
give up my Hope of salvation through Christ for Worlds.’ 1176

Hannah regarded the attendance at a death bed as a privilege as to see someone passing on in faith
was a source of comfort knowing they were entering a state of eternal happiness. They were reuniting
with those previously departed to comfort those who remained. She encouraged the dying to accept
their fate calmly as part of a continuum of life and accepted that the Lord knows what is best for us.
The rituals associated with mourning were valued as were mementos such as locks of the
deceased’s hair to invoke recollections of their life on earth. After the mourning, ordinary daily life
resumed. Hannah was a unique pioneer, but her self-reliance epitomised the Victorian values
characterised, in the words of the author, by ‘sturdy individualism and great courage blended with a
strong sense of community in church and family.’1177
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Albany, the, steam tug boat: 375-81
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Albury, the: 61,64,65,78,87,99
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Alder, Mr, of Clumber: 227
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family, marriage: 230
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Clumber Church: 224
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17-18,27,33,47,51,54,63,71,77-79,81-95,97,
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Allen, William, Church Warden, butcher: 251,255
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family: 66,494
Francis: 66, 89,233
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Free State: 494
James, at Mparane Mission: 228
Samuel: 226
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Allison, the Rev., provided a wagon and team for
Thomas Baines: 415
Almond, the Rev.: 64
Amalinde, Battle of, in the Koonap: 33
AmaNdankae: 29
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American market for textiles, collapse of: 53
Amm, family: 389,508-09
Amsterdam, the: 33
Ande, A, and A Buchanan, engineers, on the risks
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Andersson, explorer: 425
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374
Andrews, Caesar, Col. Smith’s Private Secretary: 144
Andrews, Capt., at Van Aardt’s Post: 486
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Andries Lynx, alleged rebellion ring leader: 305
Anglo-Boer Wars: 12
Annual assembly of chiefs before A Stockenstrom Jnr:
170
Anta, Chief, and others, visited Dohne Post: 343
Anta’s surrender in the 8th War: 302
Anti-Convict Association formation and pledge: 287-88
Anti-pauper system (in Britain): 19
Anti-slavery Movement and Society: 12,32,78
Appleyard, the Rev. John: 264,400
Applications for emigration: 52-53
Archbell, the Rev. James, missionary: 123,165,178,18081,227-28,399,550,571-72
Arkcoll, Mr, MLC: 296
Armiston, the: 33
Arms sales to Xhosas: 146
Armstrong, Bishop of Grahamstown: 345
Armstrong, James: 235
Armstrong, Alexander (Lieut.-Colonel>Major), CMR:
127,129,245,247-48,256,260-61,269,281,330-32,373
Armstrong, Capt.: 174-75
Armstrong, Michael, carpenter, and wife, Sarah, at
Wolf’s Crag: 409
Armstrong, Mr, his fishery: 279
Armstrong, Mr, paid for work done on Bathurst Chapel:
265
Armstrong, ensign: 135-36
Arnold, Nottinghamshire (village>town>district):
23,29,43
Arnold, T, caught up in the Blaawkrantz rail disaster: 385
Arroer, fugitive: 239
Articles of Agreement, Calton’s party: 44,68
Articles of Capitulation, 1795: 8
Asher, John: 23
Atherstone’s Quarry: 376
Atherstone (Notts settlers):
family: 44-46,51,72,86,142,269-70,363,
436-37,439,440,446,490-91,
494-96,499,508,517-19,560-61
Ann Grant (formerly Ann Grant White née
Damant): 43,46,49-50,268,438,559
Ann (née Green): 433
Bliss Ann, see Bliss Ann White
Charles: 438
Edwin(1), Nottingham poet: 269
Edwin(2), son of Dr John and Ann: 438
Elizabeth (née Damant): 45-46,48-50,
269,271,438,560
Emily: 49
Fanny, married Hilly Barber: 438-39,445
Guybon: 444
Dr Harold Damant: 430
Harry: 438
Dr John, MLC: 46,
48-49,125,143,168,180,237,266,269-71,
323-24,398,428-29,433,438,519,559,560
John Jnr: 270,324
Mary: 145
Mary Dallas: see Mary Dallas Stumbles
Walter: 438
Dr William Guybon, MHA: 48-50,86,
144-46,180,269-71,324,338,363,376,
378-79,386,392,406-07,410,428-34,
444-45,453,522,559
Dr Walter Hershel: 385,430
Atherstone, village in Warwickshire: 46
Atherstone, J, husbandman: 50

Attack on wagon near Mahoney’s: 110
Attwell, Brook: 266
Aucamp, Field-cornet Pieter: 170
Auckland, Lord, and daughter: 212
Aurora, the: 70,71,76
Austin, William: 110,507
Auteniqualand: 78
Auxiliary Khoi troops during 6th War: 132
Aveline, Mr, Baptist pastor and teacher: 561
Aveling, the Rev. G: 229,399
Aylesbury, Thomas, subscribed to alterations to
Southwell School: 409
Ayliff
family: 236,259,496-98
James, encountered Xhosas while watering his
horse: 259
Jane (née Dold): 236,259
the Rev. John: 147,155,159,204-05,22125,230-33,236-37,241,249,253,257-64,28081,284-85,345,400,501,514,52122,531,534,543,546,552,576
Jonathan, witnessed killing of Capt. Joshua
Norden: 205
Baby linen from the Dowager Duchess of Newcastle for
Calton’s party: 58
Backhouse, James, Society of Friends, York (visits to
Albany with G Walker): 201,253,399,536
Bager (Notts settlers),
George Snr, Bathurst Church Warden:
66,90,252,326-27,406
George Jnr, Bathurst Church Warden: 407
Bagmen (Notts hosiery industries): 22
Bahurutse, Chief: 538
Bailie
family: 498,506
Lieut.>Capt. John, RN,: 140-41,506,548
Lieut. Charles: 140-41,144,499,502,524,
John Jnr, missionary, Commissariat Clerk:
227,253,399,499
Bailie, Capt. W, RN: 406
Bailie’s party: 50,54,72,97,227,490,502,507,51314,532,535
Bain, Andrew Geddes, engineer, surveyor:
123,433,503,538
Bain, Henrietta: 555
Baines, Thomas, artist, explorer, prospector:
285,411,413-16,421-26
Baird, Ensign: 307
Baird, General Sir David, Governor: 15-16,18,26,42,62
Baker, the Rev. R G, Rector of Fulham: 199,395
Balfour, Lieut, Col. Smith’s aide de camp: 138,168
Bamford, Robert, confessed murderer (in Nottingham):
69-70
Bangwaketse people: 503
Banks
George: 408
Elizabeth (née Gray): 408
Banks, the Rev. James: 407-08
Banks
William: 261,406
William Jnr: 237,331
Banks, Willima Jnr: 329
Baralong people: 550,572
Barber, Barberton and Mitford-Barberton
family: 270,434,436,499
Charles: 401,407
Frederick Hugh, (Fred): 434-35
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Barber, Barberton and Mitford-Barberton (continued)
Henry Mitford (Harry, later Henry MitfordBarberton): 434-35
Frederick William: 269-70,433
Hilton (Hilly), later Hilton Hilton-Barber:
442,439,445,
Hugh: 433
Mary (née Atherstone): 433
Thomas, portrait artist of Nottingham: 46, 270,
433
Mitford-Barberton
family: 45,51,435
Ivan Graham, Sculptor: 101,435-37
Cecile (née Hoole): 437
‘Mitford Sisters’ 436
Barberton, family: see Barber, Barberton and MitfordBarberton
Barberton Gold Fields: 229
Barker, Arthur: 204,499, 504,529,543,558
Barker (George’s family)
family: 35-36,386,499-501,507,512
the Rev. George: 28,36,86,200-01,
502-03,528,534-35,543,549,551,553,
557-58,563
Sarah , wife of George: 28,200
Sarah , daughter of George and Sarah, married
G Munro: 201
Barkly, Governor Sir Henry: 377,454
Barnard, Lady Anne: 502
Barnes, George: 227
Barnes, James: 406
Barnet, Mr: 99
Barrow
family: 502
Emerentia (née Truter): 209
the Rev. James: 199-200,202,206,208-09,22627,250-54,257-59,262,264-66,270,286325,
331-32,334,359,364-65,393,40508,517,524,547,553
(Sir) John, reports on the Zuurveld: 8-10
Margaret: 338
Barry, James, surgeon: 30
Barry, Master William, skipper of the Sophia: 277
Barsfield, Mary: 532,538
Barter trading: 122
Bartlett, family, child died after falling into hot water:
267
Bartlett, John: 27,557
Bartlett, Mr, killed travelling to Grahamstown: 330
Bartlett, William: 261-62,281
Bartley, Mr: 244
Basson, Mr, a farmer: 26
Bastard Khoikhoi: 478
Batavian Republic: 7,8,11,15,17,42,
Batavian Rule: 47
Bathurst institutions and establishments: viviii,1,4,78,88,99,103,105,108-11,11617,122,124,130-32,139-41,197,201,204,20609,218,221,224-26,228-32,23467,270,272,275,279-82,285-86,305,317,32223,325-40,353,359-65,37172,374,383,385,391,393,396-97,399410,412,430,436,476,493,496-500,502-13,51517,520,522-25,528,530-36,538-44,54647,549,551-53,555,557-58,562,571
Bathurst & Kowie Shipping Company: 277-79

Bathurst, Lord (Earl): 3,31-32,34,38,44,49,52,63,6566,84,88,91,110-11,113-14,116-18,121,495,519,559
Bathurst lots for sale by the government: 339
Bathurst Tronk (Prison): 239-40,263-65,329,337
Bathurst Volunteers: 145,373,407,528,544,562
Bathurst Yeomanry: 507
Battiss, John: 537
Battle of Grahamstown, 5th War: 36-37
Battley, Robert, of Hope Farm: 209
Batty and Sara, the, wrecked near Bushman’s River
mouth: 202
Beale, Mr, attended a meeting to formulate resolutions to
the Queen in Council: 266
Bear, William, of Ellington: 203-04
Becher (of Southwell, Notts)
family: 63-64,198fn,394-95,537
Ann: 195,198
the Rev. John Thomas (homeland organiser of
Calton’s party): vi,1-3,20,23-24,51-56,58-59,
63-65,68,90-92,195,
198-99,270,394,433,499,575
Margaret, mother of Dr and Elizabeth Pigot:
198fn
Mary: see Mary Keeton
Col. Thomas of Sherkin, Ireland: 195
Becker, Dr H Francis, appointed medical officer at Port
Alfred: 378
Becketts of Newark (Nottinghamshire), clothing supplier:
58,73
Beddy, William: 254
Beecham, John, Wesleyan Mission House, London: 571
Begbie, Thomas, engine driver: 383
Behrens, Mr, company agent: 422
‘Believers’ (Abatama) and ‘Unbelievers’ (Amagogotya),
in the cattle killing prophesy: 348
Bell, Charles, artist: 123
Bell, Charles, Surveyor-General: 276
Bell, Corporal: 205
Belle Alliance, the: 71-72
Benjamin Randall, widower, married Elizabeth Elliott:
406
Bennett, Samuel, proposed to divert the Kowie River
mouth: 273
Bennett, Thomas: 551
Bentley, Capt. Thomas, adjutant: 42
Bentley, family: 522
Beresford, family: 16
Berkely, General Sir George, Commander in Lower
Albany: 262
Berken, Mr, Polish friend of Capt. Gardiner: 185
Berrington
family: 389
Thomas Snr: 206,264,266,275,27986,327,332,337,372
Thomas Jnr: 275
Berry, Elizabeth: 547
Bertram, Capt. Hermanus: 330-32,406
Bessemer, Henry, steel process inventor: 377
Bessie, Dapa’s mother: 553
Best, Sir W G: 69
Bethelsdorp Mission Station 15,17,26-28,86
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Bettington
family: 439,451
Albemarle Henry: 441
Aylemar: 451
Cicely: 449
Claud: 446-47,450-51
Rowland Albemarle (Capt.>Col.): 441,449-50,
Egerton Mitford (Fox), service record and
OBE: 451
Vere: 441
Betty, Dapa’s sister: 553
Bezant, Charles, trader: 211,376
Bezuidenhout
family: 152
Bezuidenhout (continued)
Daniel: 188
Frederick Cornelius: 485
Johannes: 34,485-88
Wienand: 152
Bhotomane, Chief: 146
Bhuru (Buku or Bookoo), Chief: 135-36,157-59
Bhuru, Chief: 159
Bibles for Calton’s party: 64
Bice, J, attorney: 143
Bickerdike, the Rev.: 399
Bicknell, Robert: 426
Biddulph
family: 258,502-03
Ann: 256
Edward: 258
Gilbert: 258,264
John: 335
John Jnr: 335
Field Capt. Thomas: 123,140-41,204,206,25153,255-58,261-62,555
Biggar
family: 503,506,523,536,541,543
Capt. Alexander: 185,499, 538
Billson (or Bilson, Notts settler family)
family: 66,504, see inside back cover (e)
John: 141
Thomas: 89,139
Thomas Jnr: 141
Bindon, Dr: 345
Bingham
the Rev. George: 227,254,399,569-71
Mrs Bingham: 571
Birch, Capt.: 500
Bird, Col. Christopher, (Lieut.> Col.), governor’s
secretary: 30,32,79,84,120,
Birkenhead, HMS: 313
Birst, family: 522
Birt, James: 333
Bishop Burnett affair: 122
Bishop’s opinion of Theopolis: 365
Bishop of Grahamstown: 372
Bispam, William (Notts settler): 43
Bisset
family: 319,504-05
Lieut. Alexander Charles, RN : 203,
Lieut..Capt. John Jarvis: 140,205,281,302,
Blacksmiths’ iron supplies for Calton’s party: 58
Blaine
Henry, Commissioner for the Improvement of
Port Frances Harbour: 253,284-85,371
Margaret (née Shaw): 253
Blake, John, offered shares in KHIC: 371

Blank, Jan, the first Cape settler to suffer corporal
punishment: 460
Blighton, Leighton: 53
Bloxham, Mr, wagon driver: 531
Blundell, Henry: 262
Board of Public Roads: 339
Boards of Relief: 133,259,332
Boardman
family: 505-07
Mary: 523
Sarah: 516,536
Susannah: 527
the Rev.William:
117,498,504,516,536,543,546,562
Boards of Landdrost and Heemraaden, abolition of: 122
Bobejan, starving Xhosa boy: 446
Boer temporary encampment for the Great Trek: 174
Boers allegedly selling arms and gunpowder to Xhosas:
153
Boer farmers permitted to leave the colony: 149
Boesak, Khoi band leader: 12
Bogle, Capt,. Andrew: 28,30,526
Bold
Elizabeth: see Elizabeth Webb
Richard, married Clara de Beer: 233
Sarah: 554
Bolton, Col., RE, with James Fitchat: 371
Bonatz, Mr, Moravian missionary and teacher: 304
Bonkerias, Minister, early Cape chaplain: 460
Bonsor, Michael and wife: 99
Boodle, Mr: 282
Boon, John, catechist at Cuylerville: 200
Booth
Benjamin, clergyman at Clumber and Timm’s
Camp: 234,257-58,260,265,328
Margaret: 536,558
Booy, (allegedly) ill-treated Khoi servant of F C
Bezuidenhout: 485
Boshof, Free State President: 346
Botha, Christopher: 14
Botha, Frederick (brother of Jacobus): 11
Botha, Gert: 11
Botha, Jacobus (Brother of Frederick): 11, 503
Botha, Jan, ‘the left-handed’: 11
Botha, Piet, killed at Vegkop: 177
Bothma, Abraham: 487-88
Bothma, Stephanus: 485-488
Botman (Bhotomane), Chief: 130, 136, 212,216
Bourke, Sir Richard, (General>Major-General>Acting
Governor>Lieut.-Governor): 116,122,126,500
Bourne, J F, inspector of railways: 375
Bousfield, Becher, Benjamin Keeton’s half-brother in
England: 199
Bousfield, Mr, father of Becher Bousfield: 195
Bovey, Robert: 507
Bowker
family:
123,136,139,254,270,338,389,436,441,446,507
-08
Annie (née Simpson): 252
Bertram Egerton, MLC: 252,439,445
Fanny: 441
Hannah: 270
Col. James Henry: 258,405,499
Lieut. John Mitford: 136,156,441,445,502
Mary Ellen: see Mary Ellen White
Mary Elizabeth: 270,433,508
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Bowker (continued)
Mary Layard: 435
Miles: 106,109,264,302,376,441,512,558
Robert Mitford: 269,372,378,436
Octavius: 255
Septimus Bourchier: 258,266,270,336
Sybil Woodyatt: 441
Capt. Thomas Holden, MHA:
283,311,318,402,445
William Monkhouse: 441,445
William Russell, MHA: 446
Bowker’s Rovers: 439-41,445-46,449
Bowls (or Bowles), family: 508-09
Boyce, the Rev. W B, in charge of the Methodists in
Lower Albany: 227-28,253,274,399,523,552
Boyes, G, made churchwarden at Bathurst: 332
Boyes, Lorenzo, Acting Civil Commissioner: 431
Bradfield (Notts settler family)
family: 66,233,385,403,509,521,552
Allan: 404
Edmund: 89,402
Ellen: 407
Elizabeth (née Tarr): 334,339
John Snr: 89, 141,221,562
John the younger: 339
Joseph: 89,90,232-35,409
Kethe: 404
Martha: 235,327
Mary: see Mary Timm
Mary Ann: see Mary Ann Webster
Richard: 226,237-38,244,260,330,
337-38,401-02,404
Sophia: see Sophia Timm
Susannah: see Susannah Elliott
Thomas: 226,232,338,401-02
Bradfield’s Drift: 329
Bradford, Lieut. C: 502
Bradshaw
family: 223,509-10,520,530
Richard: 250,254
Field-cornet Samuel: 201,204,206-07,23132,236-37,239-40,242,244-45,248,250-56,25865,270,281,330,333-34
Bradshaw’s Woollen Mill (water), Bathurst:
139,254,282,508,510,530
Brady, Robert: 511
Brakkloof: 269,438-43,452,495,496
Bramford (or Brantford), Edward (Notts settler):
64,66,89,510
Brantford: see Bramford
Brand, C J, Speaker of the House: 294,299
Brander, Hans, Khoi leader: 329
Brass, C: 205
Bray, Edwin, and partners, Sheba Reef Gold Mining
Company, Barberton: 434
Brazen, HMS: 72
Breda, the Hon. Mr, MLC: 214
Brent
family: 226,230,258,328,522,524
Hannah: 226,556
John: 234,236-38,327,329,333,337,401
Mary: 327
Thomas: 227,231-32,238,259,524
Thomas Jnr: 256,260,329,334
Brereton, (Lieut. Col.>Col.): 35-36
Bressler, landdrost at Graaff-Reinet: 8,10-11
Brilliant, the: 70-71,77-78

Brislin & Mack, building supplies: 401
British abandoned the Orange River Sovereignty: 191
British East India Company and ships:
5,7,72,81,99,199,441,475,491,498,502,525
British poverty and possible shortage of funding for
colonists: 198
British Settler, the: 286
Broadbent, Joseph: 511
Broadbent, the Rev. Samuel: 508
Broke, George, captained HM steam carrier, the
Thunderbolt: 280
Brooks (or Brookes), Thomas, (Notts settler): 66,89
Brown, Capt. Robert, and his officers: 373
Brown, Charles: 334
Brown, Edward, wife Charity, and child:
204,206,208,331
Brown, Enos, with Stellenbosch Burghers: 206
Brown, George (Notts settler), labourer: 66,90,265
Brown, George the younger: 330
Brown, George, advertised a cottage to let: 265
Brown, Lydia, married George Gray at Reed Fountain:
405
Brown, Miss, cared for Jane Dold taking shelter at
Bathurst: 259
Brown, Mrs, of Lombard’s Post: 408
Brown, Sarah: 408
Brown, Susannah: 331,337
Brown, Thomas, of Reed Fountain: 207,209,269,337
Brown, W T, completed Major White’s land surveys:
268
Brown, William, Pound Master, Bathurst: 230,240,25455
Brownlee
the Rev. John, missionary: 29,33,243fn
Charles, magistrate: 342,346,348,350
James, missionary: 190-91
Bruce, the Rev.: resident preacher at Southwell 398
Brummage
Joseph: 407
Samuel Jnr: 408
Bryan, District Surgeon: 406
Bryant, Constable: 325,332
Buchanan, A, and A Ande, engineers: 384
Buckley
family: 510-11
John: 247,262,264,282,330
John Jnr: 331
Thomas and Maria: 328
Buissinné, Major: 7
Buller, Major, awarded the VC: 445
Bulwer, Sir Henry: 455
Burchell
family: 511
James: 262
William: 48
Burgher Senate, abolition of: 122
Burnett, Mr Bishop (Bishop is his forename): 50,72,11516
Burney, Mrs, wife of Major Burney, attended the ‘Great
Day’: 158
Burnside, Corporal: 356
Burnt out buildings to greet the new settlers: 97
Burrill, Capt.: 415
Burrows, Dr E, tribute to Dr W G Atherstone: 271
Burton, Capt.: 267
Bushmen: habits and character: 467
Bushmen’s War: 474
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Bushy Park Farm: 47
Butler, (Col.> General): 445-46
Butler, Thomas: 53
Butt, family: 391
Butterworth, Wesleyan Mission Station: 128
Button, Edward: 423
Buys, Gabriel: 182
Buyskes, Peter, Clerk to the Resident Magistrate:
335,337
Byron, Catherine Gordon, Lord Byron’s mother: 198fn
Byron, Lord, poet: 23-24,198
Cadle, Mr J: 112
Cadwallader, William, Schoolmaster and preacher at
Clumber: 226,234,237-38,322,335,338-39,400
Caldecott, Dr Charles: 88-89
Caldecott, W S: 403
Caledon, Du Pré, Earl: 26-27
Calls for an emigration plan: 35
Calton’s 1820 settler party: 3,44,51-69,71-75,85,491
Calton
family: 52,57,61,66,90-92,
Martha: 52
Richard: 73,80
Dr Thomas, surgeon, Notts party leader: 3,5253,58,57,62,64-66,68-69,73-75,79-80,8890,524,545-46
Thomas Jnr: 52
Campbell, Dr Ambrose G: 168,202,210,30607,325,330,336
Campbell
family: 511-12
Charles,( General>Major-General):
87,501,504,532,541,544,549
Mary: 504
William: 202
Campbell
family: 518
Capt. Duncan, Heemraad>Civil Commissioner:
11,81,85-86,104,109,12223,132,143,153,163,170-71,193-94,263,26768,507,519,548,559
Campbell, Capt. Frederick: 331
Campbell, Capt. John, 91st Regiment, and others: 306
Campbell, Colin: 97
Campbell, Captain J: 260
Campbell, Colin Turin: 118
Campbell, John, Public Prosecutor: 323,339
Campbell, Joseph: 553
Campbell, the Rev. John, preacher: 27,398
Campbell, the Rev. John, LMS Travelling
Superintendent: 557
Camel, the: 13
Cameron, James, wagon driver for Hannah Dennison:
571-72
Cameron, Mr, fugitive: 240
Cameron, the Rev. James: 240
Cameron, the Rev. John, preacher: 228
Cannell, W: 209
Canning, Andrew, of Southwell: 408
Cannon fire at the Cape Verd Islands: 72
Cannon, Capt,, aide-de-camp to the governor: 280
Cape Corps:
12,107,168,172,192,217,303,312,315,317,361
Cape Dutch peoples: 18,32,87,471,502
Cape Flora: 98

Cape Mounted Rifles (CMR): 17,
132-33,136,153,159,173,201,205,228,236,245-47,
255-56,260,269,302,307-08,329-31,336-38,353,372,508
Cape of despair: 53
Cape of Good Hope – Map: 577
‘Cape of Forlorn Hope’, Cruickshank cartoon: 39
‘Cape of Good Hope Punishment Bill’: 151
Cape Regiment: 29,30,35
Cape Town Gazette: 114
Cape Town Hall: 475
Carey, George, Capt.>Ensign: 205,307
Carey, O: 403
Carlisle
family: 513
Frederick, Deputy Sheriff of Albany, amputee:
270,331,429-30
John: 266,515,544
Carlisle, the Rev. William:
196,501,502,509,517,520,525,532-33,537-38,546,554
Carnarvon, Lord, Colonial Secretary: 454-55
Carney, James: 235-36
Caroden, Private: 205
Carpenter
Mr W: 193,211
Mrs: 193
Carrington, Lieut., 24th Regiment: 456
Castray, George, son of Luke Castray of the
Commissariat, Ford Peddie: 261
Cathcart, General George, Governor: 297-99,31419,333,430
‘Cathcart System’: 316,318
Cattle killing delusion: 347-48
Cattle stampede: 133
Cawood
family: 141,228,282-83,370,375, ,522,
Ann: 264,332
Daniel: 408
John, Commandant: 236,257-58,260
James: 523
James Jnr: 408
Joseph, MLC: 260,406
Lydia: 381
Rosa (née Pike): 96,141,283,373
Samuel: 372,376,378,383,401,402
Sarah (née Simpson): 408
Stephen: 376
Susannah (née Keeton): 196,405
William: 536
Cawood’s Camp/Post: 251-52,254,285,328
Ceded (neutral) territory: 28,37,104,107,133,146
Cells, Capt., washed from the bridge of the Albany: 379
Ceremonial hanging flawed by faulty ropes (Slagter’s
Nek Rebellion): 489
Cetewayo, Baines to illustrate his crowning as King of
the Zulus: 425
Chaka’s Zulus: 123,134
Challis, Capt. Thomas, ship master: 256,278,282-83,
Chalmers, the Rev.: 158
Chamber of Seventeen (Dutch East India Company):
5,459
Chambers, J, storekeeper at Bathurst Post: 332,334
Champion, Mr, missionary at Ginani: 188
Chapman, C, fishmonger: 373
Chapman, family, holiday home(s) at Kasouga resort:
389
Chapman, James, explorer: 412,425
Chapman, the: 54,71,93,97,125
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Charters, Major: 194,553
Chartists: 198
Chase
family: 513,519
John Centlivres, magistrate, Notary Public,
Governor’s Secretary, historian, MHA:
97,123,170,214,263,283,304,313,360,515
Chegutu: see Hartley Town
Chelmsford, Commander-in-Chief: 445
Chelsea Pensioners: 54
Chiefs designated ‘Captains’: 468
Child burnt to death: 112,524
Chipperfield, John, of Clumber: 140
Chitty, George: 324
Chopo, Thembu Chief: 315
Christian, Mr, MLC: 296
Chukuru, and his band: 413
Chumney, Lieut., 81st Regiment: 10
Cilliers, Sarel, a Great Trek leader: 165,17677,179,181,189
Circuit Court for Grahamstown: 109
Civil Commissioners: 122-23,146
Civil war, Rarebe against Gcaleka: 483
Clancy, Corporal James, 27th Regiment: 235
Clanwilliam settlement: 81
Clark, F: 139
Clarke, Don, Kasouga erf holder, poet: 389
Clarke, family, holiday home(s) at Kasouga resort: 389
Clarke, George: 70
Clarke, Thomas, Clerk to the Rev. Boardman: 506
Class distinction at temporary encampment: 93
Clay for skin screen: 86
Clay Pits: 86,106-07,110,227,233,238,336,338,510,520
Clayton, family: 331,334
Cleineveldt, John: 271
Clifford, Mr, Port Captain and Company Manager:
379,383
Climate in Albany: 99
Cloete, Capt., Deputy Quartermaster General: 82-83
Cloete, Lieut. Daniel: 541
Cloete, Henry, proposed a Bill to reopen Port Frances:
273
Cloete, Johan: 13
Cloete, S, Clerk to the Magistrate, Distributor of
Stamps, JP: 338-39
Clogg, J, and four Fingo men, drowned at the Kasouga
River Mouth: 334
Clough, G, MLA, Church trustee: 376,401-02
Clumber Park, Nottinghamshire: 24-25,70,80
Clumber, Eastern Cape (incl. Clumber Station and
Clumber Vale): 4,59,71,88,91,95-96,98-99,102,105,
112,128,139-42,195,22139,249,251,254,258,262,272,322-23,326-27,331-34,33740,362,385,394,399-409,493-94,496-98,50405,509,514,516,520-22,524-25,527,530-31,533-37,54546,549,552,554-58,562,566-67
Clumber Allotments – Map: 579
Clumber allotments and quarry up for sale by Jeremiah
Goldswain: 229
Clydesdale, the: 72
Coal and gold in the Kowie Valley: 338
Coal found at Reed Fountain: 335
Cock’s Castle: see Richmond House

Cock
family: 329,514
Cornelius, Southwell Field-cornet,
businessman, JP: 207,260,281-82,284-86,30607,329-32,334,335-38,370,409
Edith (née Jaffray): 409
Elizabeth:
Letitia: 285
William, the Hon., JP, MLC : 203,20708,246,255-56,266,269,272-74,27680,283,285,289,294,298,301,364-65,37073,376,380,405,501
William Jnr, Commandant, JP: 207,258,26061,263,265-66,280,284-85,328,336,364,406
Cock, W F & Co.: 329,
Cockcroft
family: 279,514,522
Ann: see Ann Smailes
Charles: 497
Harriet: 401
Hester: 409
Ivan: 404
Mark, CMR: 231,235,24445,256,263,327,333,402,547
Cockcroft (continued)
Thomas, Commandant of Clumber Station:
226,231,263,266,400-02
Victor: 404
William, politics and represented Cuylerville in
the Divisional Council: 406
Cock’s Mill (steam), Port Alfred:
286,329,374,378,381,406
Coetzée, Cornelius: 13
Coetzee, Wendy: 518
Cohen, Louis, B Barnato cousin, C Rhodes rival: 450
Cole, Governor Sir Galbraith:
124,152,250,500,539,543,547,568
Coleman, John: 551
Colenso, Bishop: 415,422
Colesberg: 124,165,213,217,22829,298,431,521,533,567-72,574-75
Collet, Mr J, letter to d’Urban regarding Boer
complaints: 155
Colling, Thomas and family: 70
Collins, Colonel: 18,26,28-29,483-84
Collins, John, applied for an inn licence: 337
Collis, James: 186,503
Collis-Cawood expedition to Natal: 123
Colonisation Committee (in Nottinghamshire): 52
Colonists anticipation of 7th War: 215
Combination Acts: 22
Comet observed from Lower Albany: 338
Comley, William, preached at Clumber: 228
Commando system: 9,149,153,172,474
Commercial Tavern, Liverpool: 61
Commission of Circuit (judicial): 26
Commission of Enquiry and report, from 1824: 111,113114,121,124
Commonage extended: 117
Communal provisions: 40
Compensation for Boer losses during warfare: 160
Compensation for loss of slaves: 155,160
Concepts of land ownership: 478
Confederacy against Chief Gaika: 33
Confiscation of Xhosa occupied land west of the Kei
River: 136
Congo, Chief: 13,36,145,214
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Constitution of Winburg: 181,183
Continued depredations after 6th War: 154
Convict workers for the Kowie Harbour project: 372
Coode, Sir John, Kowie Harbour plan: 377,379,381
Cook, Capt. James: 5,476-77
Cook, the Rev. Edward: 499
Cook, Thomas: 99
Cook, William, Overseer at Keyworth, Nottinghamshire:
56
Cooll, Alexander, of Cape Town: 333
Coombe, E W: 403
Cooper, J, of Norfolk: 49
Cooper, Joseph: 235
Cooper, Mr and Mrs H, caught up in the Blaawkrantz rail
disaster: 385
Corbett, Thomas, Issuer to the Commissariat at
Southwell Camp: 208-09,306,330,332,339
Corden, Mr, genealogist, advised on the Barber Coat of
Arms: 437
Corn Committee: 14
Corps of Guides: 136-37
Cory, Prof. George: 403
Cost of war: 457
Cotterill, Bishop Henry of Grahamstown: 359,407-08
Cotton industry, Bathurst: 32
Council of Advice: 116,121
Court moved from Bathurst to Port Alfred: 409
Coutts, Miss B, instrumental in founding the See
(Anglican) at the Cape: 365
Cowderoy, Capt. Thomas, 72nd Provisional Colonial
Infantry: 279,525
Cowie, Dr Alexander, District Surgeon of Albany:
123,509
Cox Heath, Kent: 46
Cox, Major: 132-34
Cradock (‘s) Place (formerly Papenkuils Fontein):
5,11,47,86,519,561
Cradock, General Sir John, Governor: 27-28,30,47
Craig, General: 7-8
Craig, Mr, Clerk to the Legislative Council,
Commissariat Officer: 82-83,279
Craig’s Tower: 8
Crause
family: 203,255,528,514-15
Amelia: 498
Lieut. Charles, Albany Levy, Bathurst
Yeomanry: 110,507
Helen: 543
Capt. Henry, Commander, PCI, Albany Levy:
110,139-41,250,252,516
Henry Augustus: 143
Lieut. John, Albany Levy: 110,507,536,554
Crear, Ernest, caught up in the Blaawkrantz rail disaster:
385
Cresjan and H Hartley, visited Victoria Falls before
Livingstone: 412
Cresswell, the Rev. T: 409
Croft, George and Elizabeth: 70
Cromhout, P, Field-cornet: 558
Crooks, William, Notts settler, 66,89
Cross, (Notts settlers)
family: 61,66,71
John: 61,90
Cross, Richard: 542
Crouch
Richard: 258,273
Richard Jnr: 237

Crowe, Ensign: 192,211
Crown Reserve, rules for the occupancy of: 318
Crozier, Mr, Postmaster at Bathurst: 254
Cultivation, new fruits and grains: 123
Cultural Society: 106
Cumbers, Capt. Charles, in charge of Fingos at Southwell
Camp: 308
Cumming
family: 363,438,443,561
(Alexander) George: 269,438,444
Annie Bliss (née White): 441
Catherine (née Atherstone): 269
Henry Gordon: 442
Herbert: 441-42
Cunningham, Capt., ship master of the Albury: 74
Cupani, starving Fingo, resided with the Fords at
Lombard’s Post: 322
Currency and prices: 62-63,79,88,565
Currie
family: 250,302,305,664,446,502,516-17,561
Ann, lightning strike: 251
Frances Atherstone (aka Fan- née White): 441
Helen, married Hougham Hudson Jnr: 264
Hilda: see Hilda White
Currie (continued)
Joseph: 266
Joseph Jnr: 444
Louise Carlisle: see Louise Carlisle White
Mary: 250
Walter, Co-Commissioner of Fingos:
136,245,265,370,539,541-42,547,557
Walter Jnr (Sir), Commander FAMP:
230,237,252,255,264-67,317,326-27,335,344
Currie, Helen, née Gardner, Cumming family governess:
145
Currie, Surgeon Robert: 522
Cursham, John: 66
Cut ups (Notts lace industry): 22
Cutter, A, Master of the British Settler: 284
Cuyler, Colonel Jacob Glen, Landdrost of Uitenhage:
28,32,85,89-90,93,97,487,489,519,521
Cyrus, Capt. George: 305-07,358
Cyrus, Mr: 323
D’Escury, Charles, Inspector of Government Lands and
Woods: 120-21
D’Urban, Lieut.-General Sir Benjamin, Governor:
127,133-35,131,140-41,148,151,153-54,15558,163,167,169,178,192,204,208,211,252,255,
292,321,372
Da Gama, Vasco, reached India: 459
Dale, Christopher: 548
Dalgairn, family: 515,543
Damant party: 5,11,42,42fn,44-50,71-72,85-86,116
Damant
family: vi,44-45,51,270,363,389,436,446,
494-96,517-20,559,561,568
Castell: 45
Catherine: 45-46
Charlotte: 45
Alice (née Sancroft): 44-45
Ann Grant: see Ann Grant Atherstone
Capt. Edward: 43-50,86,269,428,
438-39,490,559-60
Elizabeth: see Elizabeth Atherstone
Elizabeth (née Castell): 45
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Damant (continued)
Ellen: 439
Frederick: 48
Guybon: 45
Hugh: 445
John Sancroft: 45-50
John Jnr: 48
Louisa: 49
Margaret (née Mackrill): 48
Maria: 45
Maria (née Korsten): 47-50
Mary (née Guybon): 45
Mary (née Atherstone): 46,48-50
Robert, of Wilby Manor: 44
the Very Rev. Dr D G, Dean of George: 45
Capt. Thomas Sancroft: 43,
45-46,50,142,269,438-39,496,559-60
Thomas Jnr: 45
William Sancroft: 45-46
William: 45
Dance floor at Woodlands: 538
Dangerous and hungry wild animals: 32,96,462,565
Daniel, the Rev, George: 405-07
Daniell, Lieut., of Sidbury: 123
Daniell, Richard, RN: 523
Dapa, Pondo mixed race sub-chief: 553
Darling, Lieut.-Governor: 297,299,315,342
Darwin, Charles: 499
Davenport, John and Richard: 66
Davidson, D, tool supplier to Calton’s party: 59
Davidson, Mr, rescuer in the Blaawkrantz rail disaster:
385
Davies, Capt. David, 1st Division, Kaffir Police:
50,308,378,380
Davies (or Davis)
family: 226-27,235
Ann: 335
Daniel: 236,,401,404
Dorcas: see Dorcas Purdon
Douglas: 404
Elizabeth: 335
Granville: 403
Henry: 376
James: 401,409
Joshua: 522
Ronald J: 403
Sophia: 232
Stephen: 233,238,535
Davies, Surgeon Edward: 285
Davis
Ann (née Purdon): 233
Stephen: 233
Davis, the Rev. H: 255
Davis, the Rev. James: 256,402
Davis, the Rev. William: 223,278,402,497-98,501
Dawnay, Guy Cuthbert, son of Viscount Downe: 424
Dawson, Mr, storekeeper: 82
Day and night watches aboard ship, Calton’s party: 75
De Almeida, Francis, entered a fatal quarrel with natives
at Table Bay: 459
De Gruchy, the Rev. Aubin, Clumber Church National
Monument Service: 404
De Jager, Field-cornet: 13
De Klerk, Barend, in the Van Jaarsveld affair: 10
De Klerk, Theunis, ringleader in Slagter’s Nek
Rebellion: 486-88
De Lancy, Capt.: 159-60

De Lange, Mr, suspected arms trading intermediary: 164
De Lille, Lieut.-Colonel: 7
De Mist, Commissary-General: 480
De Richemont, Baron: 121
De Smidt, Johannes, Commissariat Clerk: 504
De Villiers, John: 504,523
Dean, Charles: 66
Deas, Dr, convict ship medic: 290
Debe Nek: 33
Decent burials: 158
Declaration of Indulgence of King James II: 45
Declaration of war on Hintsa: 134
Dednam (Debnam or Debenham)
family: 510,520
Eliza: see Eliza Goldswain
Isaac: 251
Dell
family: 145,251,253,308,520
Anne: 409
Benjamin: 209
Christina (or Christine, née McLuckie): 408
Christopher: 408
Edmund: 409
Edward, MHA: 203-04,206,209,252,25657,266,273,302,327
Edward Jnr: 204,206,208-09,255,258,26263,266,306,327,339
Dell (continued)
Hannah: 409
Hannah Mary: see Hannah Rhodes
John: 207,266,270,334
Matilda (née Palmer): 251
Samuel: 252,387,408-09
Capt. Stephen, Commandant: 20408,258,264,266,273,285,32931,334,336,339,386
Delport, Peter: 6
Demands for a return to the d’Urban system: 213
Democracy: 106
Dennis, Mabel: see Mabel White
Dennison Scouts: 521
Dennison (Notts settler family)
family: 66-67,124,521,533,543,566,573-74
Ann: 567
Major (C) George: 573
Charles: 572
Charlotte: see Charlotte Gush
Elizabeth: 570-72
Sgt George: 3,52,54,57-59,65,68-69,
71-76,89,566-67
George Jnr: 567,573
Hannah: 124,566-75
Richard: 569
Denton, Ann: 524
Depleted colonial forces: 342
Deposit money: 84-85
Depredations under the Glenelg-Stockenstrom policies:
193
Destruction of houses and crops at Southwell: 139
Development of Simon’s Bay: 473
Devereux, Dr Aidon, Catholic Bishop: 248
Devil’s Hill: 8
Devine, Jeremiah: 333-34
Devine, Timothy, coffin maker: 334
Diaz, Bartholomeu: 458-59
Dicks, Ephraim: 522
Dicks, Joseph: 270
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Dingaan, Zulu King: 154,180,183,185-87,189,191,503
Diomede, the: 16
Dirk, Klaas, disloyal interpreter: 145
Disease prevention: 89
Diseases and liquor introduced by Europeans: 468
Distressed Settlers Fund: 113
(Albany) District Mounted Rifles: 450
Dixon, Arthur J: 403
Dixon, Bertram E: 403
Dixon, Matthew, shoemaker: 338
Dixon’s party: 50
Dodd, the Rev.: 397
Dold
family: 496,521,576
Eric, G: 403
James: 281-82
Jane: see Jane Ayliff
John: 222,255,257,497
Matthew: 497
Dominance of the Dutch Reformed Church: 467
Doncaster, Mr, carrier: 57
Donkin
Major-General Sir Rufane Shawe, Acting
Governor: 4,81,83-85,88,91,103-04,
106-09,111,116,11721,497,506,512,539,543,559,
Elizabeth: 88,104,565
Donkin-Somerset rift: 85
Donovan, Mr, insolvent: 530
Donovan, Thomas, CMR officer at Bathurst Post: 260
Donovan, Thomas, murdered herd boy: 112
Douglas, William, house burgled: 252
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan, praised the ILH: 448
Drake, J, Master of the Margaret: 282
Draper (Notts settler family):
family: 67,521
Dr David, geologist: 229
Isabella Jane: 229
Joseph: 66
Thomas, second leader of Calton’s party:
89-91,221,228-29,409,524-25,545-46,558fn
Thomas Jnr: 228,568,570
Dredge, Trenly: 404
Driver, Edward (Ted)(Notts settler):
64,67,75,122,141,143,168,226,324-25,410,521-22,536
Driver’s Bush/ Driver’s Bush Camp: 231-33, 263,317
Driver’s Hill/ Driver’s Hill Post: 206, 522
Drought: 98,455
Drunken Gerrit, spoiled the prospects for trading with
natives: 474
Drury and Wilde, stationery, tools and general supplies,
Calton’s party: 60
Du Buys, Conrad: 10-11,14
Du Plessis, Barend, survived Vegkop: 177
Duckitt, William, Agricultural Superintendant at Groote
Post: 481
Dugmore
family, 522-23
Charles, C: 403
E Donald: 403
the Rev. Henry Hare: 96,221,227,230,23334,237,324,356,400,410
John: 403
Sidney G: 403
Duke of York: 43

Dundas, Major> magistrate> Major-General,>Lieut.Governor:
9,11,13,15,126,146,149,194,503,508,512,514,516,
528,542,547,557
Dunn
family: 523
Robert Newton: 504,527
Dunn, John, Zulu Chief Cetewayo’s white advisor: 425
Dunn, Mr, boring for coal at Bathurst: 409
Dunne, Mr: 46
Durban, founding of the new township: 186
Durell, Henry: 49
Durnford, Capt., arrived with 27th Regiment at Port
Frances: 280
Dushani, Chief: 136,157,483
Dutch civil and criminal law: 35,458
Dutch East India Company and ships: vi,56,8,12,17,27,152,459-59,471,480-81
Dutch land grab: 465,466
Dutch quarrel with King James II: 469
Dutch Reformed Church: 14
Duthie, George, Civil Commissioner, inspected church
building plan: 401
Duxbury, the Rev. Samuel: 563
Dyason
family: 110,267,365
Frances: 264
George, Resident Magistrate>Civil
Commissioner:
77,141,202,207,250,252,254,256-57,
259,262,264-66,280,285-86,326,329,33132,334,336,339,365
George Jnr: Clerk to the Magistrate: 265
Joseph, RN: 106,508
Roger: 257,263
Dyason’s party: 77,223
Eardly, John, with Edwin Reed, acquired ‘Faithful
Fountains’: 407
Earle
family: 523-24,546
William: 506,531
Early cattle rustling: 107
Early cultivation: 102
Early dwellings: 102
Early import-export trade: 124,462
Early settler slaves: 461
Early Xhosa successes, 7th War: 217
Earthquake in Lower Albany: 237
Eastern Province Agricultural Association: 208
Eastern Province Agricultural Society: 544
Eastern province export values eclipse Western Province,
1868: 124
Eaton, Mr, Clerk of the Peace: 309,323
Ebden, the Hon. Mr, MLC: 214,288,290-91
Eclipse of the Sun: 565
Edkins, John and Matilda: 234,401
Edleston, Thomas (Notts settler): 67,90
Edwards, family, protected at Woodlands Fort: 201
Edwards, Roger: 549
Edwards, Thomas, schoolmaster at Theopolis: 201
Edwards, Walter, Master at Bathurst School: 263
Eggleston, William and family: 99
Elephant and rhino in Lower Albany, 1839: 228
Elephant, hippo and game at Kasouga resort: 386
Elizabeth, the, schooner: 106,109
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Elliott (Notts settler family)
family: 67,227,238,243,328,385,522,524
Alfred: 405
Charles: 328,335
Denton: 407
Elizabeth: 406
Henry: 407
James: 233,328,339,402
Jeremiah: 401,406
John: 91,329,333-34,405
Maisie: 390
Mark: 90,331
Mary: 226
Mary (née Tarr): 332
Nathaniel: 225,234
Samuel: 339
Sarah (née Faircloth): 233,332,406
Sarah: see Sarah Harper
Susannah (née Bradfield): 405
Thomas: 332,406
William:
90-91,226,228,231,233,260,326,336,407
William Jnr: 227-29,260,404
Elliott, William the younger: 336
Ellis, Henry, Deputy Colonial Secretary: 82-84
Elphinstone, Admiral: 7
Emergency rice rations: 108-09
Emigration fund, Calton’s party: 44
Emigration plan: 39-41
Emslie, family, holiday home(s) at Kasouga resort: 389
Encampment at the Zoutpansberg Mountains (Great
Trek): 165
Enclosure Acts (British): 19
End of black-white eastern frontier wars: 352
England, Lieut.-Colonel: 132-33
English civil and criminal law: 35
English, new official language: 152
Ennis, Mr, reported to Sir Harry Smith, 8th War: 302
Eno, Chief: 127,133,136,212,214
Equal voting rights: 454
Erasmus, Jacob, Slagter’s Nek rebellion: 485
Erasmus, P L, Slagter’s Nek rebellion: 486
Erasmus, Pieter, in the Van Jaarsveld affair: 10
Erith, James: 86,527,552,
Erskine, Alexander: 241-42,323
Erskine, Major David, Colonial Secretary, whose son
was interpreter: 415,422
Estland, Thomas: 542
Estment
family: 524
William, founder trustee of Southwell: 199200,203-07,241,256,262,333
‘Eureka’ diamond: 432-33
Europeanising native peoples: 157-58
Europeans as appeasers in tribal conflicts: 119
Evans family: 36
Evans, Chegwin and Hall, educational supplies, Calton’s
party: 60-61
Evans, John: 557
Evatt, Capt., Commandant: 82-83
Everton, the, lost with all hands: 375
Ewart, James, his diary: 46
Excessive government spending: 120
Eyre, William, Lieut.-Colonel>Colonel: 312,315,330-32
F orward, William Jnr, now farming east of Port Frances:
406

Faber, Cornelius, go between during Slagter’s Nek
Rebellion: 485,488
Failed emigration attempt, Atherstone-Damant, 1817: 4648
Fairbairn, John, MLC: 114-15,127,290-911,294,296,299
Faircloth
family: 233
George: 504
James: 409
Sarah: see Sarah Elliott
Fake appearance near the Umpongo River (cattle killing
delusion): 351
Faku, Pondo Chief: 146,158-59,214,246,312,331
Fall through skylight, Calton’s party: 88
Fingos joined the colonial force, 6th War: 134
False rumours of intended Xhosa invasion: 153
Family land inheritance abolished: 473
Faraday, Michael, - W G Atherstone attended his
lectures: 269
Farley, Daniel: 520
Farmerfield Mission: 206
Farr, Mr, taught at Southwell during the Boer War: 398
Farreira, Portuguese Boer: 17
Fatal cattle sickness across the colony: 341
Faure, Anthony, landdrost at Swellendam: 11,13
Faure, the Rev. A, Dutch Reformed Church: 114
Fear of a Moshesh-Moroko conflict: 573
Fear of spreading disease: 85
Fears of the Matabele under Chief Mzilikaze: 165
Featherstone
Robert, carrier of Walsingham: 274, 408
Featherstone (continued)
Robert Jnr: 406
Emma (née Gray): 406
Featherstone, Sgt John: 209
Fenton, A, Master of the Chanticleer: 284
Ferreira, Thomas: 11,302
Fetcani peoples and incursion: 126,134,147,150
Field, Edward, at Waterford: 405
Field, William, Collector of Customs: 207,283,290
Field-cornet, definition: 200
Fielding, Capt., 78th Regiment: 260-61
Fig trees: 36
Fight aboard the Albury: 78
Filmer
Ebenezer: 266
John: 207,266,338
Finaughty, William, hunting with Henry Hartley: 410-11
Fincham, Ann: 409
Fingos declared British subjects: 134
Fingos, slaughter of: 136
Fingo peoples waning in their loyalty: 342
Fingos, Mantatees and Bechuanas entering the colony:
154
Finland, the: 385
Finn, W, Clumber cricket team: 402
Fire in lodgings, Calton’s party at Liverpool: 65
First crops at Clumber: 99
First excursion to the Amatola forests: 217
First general election: 294
Fitchat, James, became Chair of the Bathurst Reading
Society: 405
Fitchat’s Camp, tent site at Kasouga resort: 387
Fitzgerald, Dr J P, eye surgeon and general medic at
King William’s Town: 345
Fitzgerald, James: 263
Fitzherbert and Shillinge, raised the flag at the Cape: 459
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Fitzpatrick, Sir James Percy, author of Jock of the
Bushveld: 435,448
Five-mile column: 134
Flanagan
Arthur: 261-62,
James: 256,261,332,536
Flawed scheme of compensation for emancipation of
slaves: 162
Fliescher, Adjutant John: 206
Flinn, Daniel: 558
Flinn, Jane: 520
Flynn, Elizabeth: 336
Foden, Thomas, Willson’s party shoemaker: 236
Folwell Buxton, (Sir), Aborigines Committee: 149
Food and drink at Liverpool, Calton’s party: 61
Forbes, Alexander: 266,327,336
Forbes, Lieut>Capt., and Mrs: 132,140
Forbes, Edward, supplied meat to Bathurst Prison:
244,323,337
Ford, Capt.: 374
Ford
family: 322,386-88,397,525,537
Alice Jane: 408
Ann, died aged 11 months: 335
Ann, of Radway Green, Cheshire: 197
Ann Manley (née Palmer): 386
Becher: 388
Benjamin George: 407
Ellen: 407
Eliza (née Gray): 200,209,322
Elizabeth: 405
George, died at sea: 196
Ford (continued)
George: 207
Hannah: see Hannah Keeton
James: 386,388,390
John, of Radway Green, Cheshire: 197
John, MHA: 405
John, died at sea: 196
John Jnr: 209,407
John the younger: 331,338
William: 196-97,208,388,397,537,564
William Jnr, died at sea: 196
Ford, George the younger, at Lombard’s Post: 209,
334-35
Ford, Dr, 72nd Regiment surgeon at the enquiry into
Hintsa’s death: 168
Ford, George, illustrator: 123
Ford’s party: 87,490
Fordyce, John, Lieut.-Colonel>Colonel, 73rd and 74th
Regiments: 307,312
Forest, Mr, Commissariat: 281
Forrester, John, of Holling Grove and Wolf’s Crag,
Southwell: 205
Forrester, Lieut. William, Albany Rangers: 332
Forrester
Richard, farmer: 338
Mary (née Pike): 227,327,336,338
Forsman, Mr, Potchefstroom, trader: 412
Forsyth, Lieut. Charles: 263,283
Fort Beaufort, establishment of: 110
Fort England, road to: 96
Fort Frederick: 8,13,18,79,85
Fort White, (after Major T C White, Notts party leader):
150-51,155,160,267,302-03,351

Fort Willshire:
37,106,117,122,130,133,133,143,145,151,153,169,173,2
67,311,453
Forward (or Forword)
family: 404,525
Harriet (née Pike): 405
John: 405
Mary Ann: 404
Capt. William, Bathurst Volunteers:
401-02,407
William Jnr: 405-07
Forward, Mr: 323
Foulds (Notts settler family)
family: 525
Henry: 67,90,196
Jane (née Smith): 196,525
Four South African states: 453
Four sailors lost at Algoa Bay: 88
Foxcroft, of Trappes Valley
family: 227,522
Harriet: 227,234
Thomas, Commandant: 23133,235,258,260,333,556
Sarah: 556
William: 322,332-33,337
Framework knitting, Notts industry, and Luddism: 23,22,53,55,66-67,73,100
Francis, John: 49
Franklin, Mr, Frontier Times editor: 309,376
Fraser, Ann, artist: 527
Fraser
family: 526
George, Capt.>Major, deputy magistrate : 2830,32-33,36-37,486-88
Hugh, Lieut., Cape Regiment: 28
Fraser, Ensign, escorted recruits to Grahamstown: 192
Fraser, Mrs, and others, died of a fever: 420
Fraser’s Camp Post: 251-54
Fredericksburg, establishment of: 107
Fredericksburg, dismantling of: 109
Freedom of speech: 106
Freeland, John, boatman, and others, drowned: 541
Freeman, the Rev. Joseph, Home Secretary, LMS: 202
Freemantle
family: 530
Richard: 110
Samuel: 257
French Revolution: 19
French, a British General, tasked to recapture
Elandslaagte rail station: 447
Frere, Sir Henry Bartle Edward, Governor: 449,455
Freestone, quarry and stone: 222,229,24142,246,249,251,406,510,520,530-31,546,553
Frikenius, Mr: 6
Frontier Wars
in general: 152,458
individually: see 1st,2nd,3rd....8th,9th Frontier
Wars
Frost
family: 518
Edward: 49
Elizabeth: 49
James: 49
John: 49
Mary: 49
Philip Snr: 49-50
Philip Jnr: 49
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Frost (continued)
William: 49
Frozen Thames, 1820: 71
Fry, Mr, superintendent of Kowie convict workers: 375
Fuller
family: 208,319,336,527
Henry: 204,366,523
Jessie, attending Southwell School: 338
John, on Merville: 405
Margaret, attending Southwell School: 208
William, Commandant at Woodlands:
205,258,307
Fund for Colonisation, Calton’s party: 52,56
Fund for the Relief of the Distressed Poor of
Nottinghamshire: 51-52
Further support for missionary stations: 345
Futter, Sarah, married Charles McClean of Grants
Valley: 333
Gabell, Dr, headmaster at Winchester School: 363,443
Gaika (Ngqika), Paramount Chief: 9,14-15,28,32-33,3637,107,109-10,118,126,145-46,219,483,485,487
Gally Knight, H: 51
Galpin, family: 527
Galway, Viscount: 51
Gardiner, Capt.: 185-86,188,190,
Gardner, Hezekiah: 206
Gardner, Mary: 521
Garner, the Rev. W, in charge of the Bathurst Churches:
224,322,336,401
Garratt, Mrs, servant, and others, drowned: 541
Gas lighting in Cape Town: 123
Gau, Mr, Donald Currie Company agent, and Mayor of
Port Alfred: 379
Gawler, Col., magistrate amongst Umhala’s people:
346,348
Geach, Samuel, Barville Park: 409
Geo. Wood and Sons, shipwreck claims handling: 373
Germaine, Richard: 43
German Lutherans: 14
German (Notts settler family)
family: 527
Susannah: 406
Thomas: 67,227,,406
Gibbon
family: 518
Edward, of Colesberg: 49,568
Gibraltar, garrison at: 42
Gibson, C F : 448
Gibson, Major John, 7th Dragoon Guards: 248,261,282
Gifford, Mr, militia captain, hunting with the Hartleys:
411,413
Gilbert, George: 524
Gilfillan
family: 527-28
William, Lieut.>Capt., Albany Levy.:
110,131,139-41,205,500,551
Gilstain, Lieut. J, joined a party to recover cattle: 281
Giraffe, killed for meat: 423
Gladstone, William Ewart, Colonial Secretary>Prime
Minister: 211,215,353
Glanville, the Rev. Thomas: 322,401,405-06
Glasson, W: 403
Glenelg, Lord, Colonial Secretary: 148-49,16768,192,268
Glenfillan Park: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Gobbelaar, Mr, wheelwright: 422

Godfrey, Edward Smith, Clerk of the Peace, Calton party
organiser: 2,3,54,68-69,71,75,77,79,82,90-92
Godfrey, Lucy: see Lucy Waters
Godfrey, Robert Jnr, foster parent: 406
Godlonton
Robert, MLC, newspaper proprietor, Clerk of
Civil Commissioners: 114,125,143,171,248,
255,257-58,263,26667,269,277,289,294,298,371,401
Sarah (née Richards): 257
Godlonton and Irving, publishers: 306
Godsell. Mr, Bathurst schoolmaster: 257
Gold discovered at Fairfax on the Kowie River bank: 335
Gold fever, 1868: 414
Gold find in Marabastad district: 424
Goldswain
family: 78,208,238-40,249,522,528-31,546
Arabella (née Matthews): 250
Charles: 208,246-47,323,325
Eliza (née Dednam): 222,238,530
James: 241,301
Jane: see Jane McArthur
Jeremiah: 71,77-78,140,206,221-22,235,23839,241-42, 246,248-49,255-57,260-63,271,
301,308-10,339,440,497,507,510,520,524
Mary Ann: 240
Sarah (née Meats): 241,249
William: 241-44,247,261,264,323-24
Goldswain’s Mill, at Freestone: 242,246
Goliath
William (aka Xhosa, Wilhelm Goliat, and
possibly Umhlakaza), Catechist, Southwell
Native
School: 202,209,352-53,354-57,366
Sarah, William’s Fingo wife: 359
Gonaqua Khoi, Gonaqualand: 27,37
Gonnema, Chief, sued for peace: 468
Goode, Joseph: 70
Goodwin, John: 262
Goostrey, James: 557
Gordon, Corbette, in the recapture of Elandslaagte
railway station: 447
Gordon, Mr, at the Colonial Office: 54
Goske’s ‘Positive Orders’: 467
Gosling, James, advance party leader (Great Trek): 34
Goulburn, Henry, Under-Secretary to Earl Bathurst:
44,49,54,65,91
Gould, family: 67
Goulding (Notts settlers) (Golding in some records)
family: 67,522,566
George: 90,546
Thomas: 90,98-99
Gous, Susanna: 560
Government advice on protection of homesteads: 141
Government Bill to guarantee a Kowie Harbour works
loan: 375
Government Gazette: 37
Government intervention in the Kowie Harbour project:
370
Governor Somerset’s ‘Authentic Correspondence’: 113
Governor’s Fund: 113
Gowar, Malvina: 520
Graaff-Reinet: 6-11,13-15,17,26,28,84,110,11617,123,130,133,148,170,178,184,209,217,264,296,
298,333-34,355,359,367-68,397,476,47980,480,486,489,521,527,533,555,561,566,568
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Gradwell
family: 522
John: 407
Levi: 409
Margaret: 407
Mary: 236
Rachel: 408
Stephen: 408
William: 236,
William the younger: 408
Graham, Colonel John: 28,29,37
Graham, Mr, KHIC director: 377
Grahamstown (Graham’s Town, Makhanda): viviii,1,4,28-30,36-37,46-47,85-86,89,93,99,101,10305,108-09,113,116-18,121-22,124-25,130-33,136,13843,145-46,148,150-51,157,162,167-68,170-71,173,17475,178,180,185-86,192-98,201-03,20509,212,216,218,223-29,231,233-44,247-86,294-99,30102,305,307-310,317,323-34,336-39,343,345,35253,356,358-59,361-67,370-75,377-79,381-87,39193,396-97,399,401,405-09,428-31,433,435,43848,451,486,493-97,499-502,504-14,517-27,529-30,53238,540-41,543-44,546-49,552-63,565-67,569-70,572-74
Grahamstown Amateur Musical Society Band: 256
Grahamstown Journal, founding of: 125
Grahamstown Journal, report on St James’ Church in
Southwell: 396
Grant (Kent family)
family: 43,46,201,517-18
Anne: 43,46
Thomas: 46
Grant’s Cherry Brandy: 46
Grant, John, Colour Sgt, 72nd Regiment: 201,532,538
Grant, General: 107
Grant’s Highlanders: 102
Grant’s Valley School-chapel and later church of St
John: 409
Grant’s Valley Farm, a former base for air force target
practice: 392
Gravett, of Merville
family: 532
Benjamin: 409
George: 398,407
Emily (née Lisher): 398
George Jnr: 406
Hannah: see Hannah Waters
Jane: 407
Gravill, John, Master of the John Hayes: 278
Gray, Cape Bishop Robert: 202,207-09,263-66,28586,326,345,353,364-66,368,397,500,539
Gray, of Walsingham
family: 208,331,334,367,407,532-33
Annie (née Stumbles): 398
Eleanor, married the Rev. William Turpin:
367,405
Eliza: see Eliza Ford
Elizabeth, married George Banks: 330,335,408
Ellen (née Penny): 407
Emma: see Emma Featherstone
William, Southwell Field-cornet: 199-200,20204,206-08,210,263-64,266,275,285,30508,327,333,329,337,397,405
William Jnr: 408
James Wakelyn: 337,397-98,409
Great Flood, the: 112,501,548-51,562-63
Great Trek: 12,152,154-55,161,164-91,197,281 (map)

Greathead
family: 533
James: 516
Green, Benjamin: 123,509
Green, Mrs, collector of subs, Clumber Church: 401
Green, the Rev. George: 224,227,264,33839,365,399,401,402
Greengrass, William, Master of the Seaforth: 256,278
Greenstock, the Rev. W, ministrations at T Baines’
deathbed: 425
Gregory, Professor James, London University: 431
Gregory, Lieut. R, 7th Dragoon Guards at Woodlands:
205
Greig, Mr, printer: 114
Grey, Earl, Secretary of State for the Colonies:
218,287,290-91,293,295
Grey, Governor Sir George: 149,211,341-44,349,358,
Grey, Lieut.-General: 26
Greyling
family: 153-54,548
Abraham: 185,190
Field-cornet: 486
Magdelene Johanna: 548
Grieve, Michiel, public executioner: 461
Griffith, Commandant: 456
Griffith, the Rt Rev. Patrick, Bishop of the Roman
Church: 252
Griffiths, Charles: 123
Griffiths’ party: 81,85
Griquas and Boers clashed north of the Orange River:
214
Grootvader’s Bosch, Swellendam: 34
Grosvenor, the: 5
Guest, family: holiday home(s) at Kasouga resort: 389
Gunjeman Khoi – an egalitarian society: 479
Gunn, Donald: 251
Gunning, Bartholomew, postmaster at Bathurst: 257
Gurney’s party: 101
Gush
family: 77,533
Ann (née Long): 409
Archie, evangelist: 389
Charlotte (née Dennison): 70,201,568-69,571
George: 409
Joseph: 571,573
Richard:
70,130,207,222,228,438,521,532,549,576
Guybon, Francis, MD: 45
Guybon, Sir Francis of Thursford, High Sheriff of
Norfolk: 45
Haberdashery, Hannah Dennison’s business: 58
Hack, John, resigned as a constable for KHIC at the
convict station: 373
Hadaway, Dr, 91st Regiment, assisted with groundbreaking amputation: 429
Haddy, the Rev. Richard, responsible for Lower Albany
churches: 224,502,534
Hadley, Benjamin: secretary of the Board of Claims for
Compensation: 265
Haggard, Rider, author of King Solomon’s Mines: 427
Halfway Bush: see Prospect House
Hall, Mr, Church Warden at Southwell: 399
Hallam, William: 99
Hallier
family: 233
James, master at Clumber School: 233
Thomas, resided at central Southwell: 409
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Halstead, Thomas, trader: 186-87,190
Hames, Joseph: 49
Hammond, Robert, ship’s mate aboard the British Settler:
286
Hancock, Major, 74th Regiment, with a combined force:
306
Hancock, Mr, sold fish via PE-Grahamstown rail link:
382
Hanger, Mr, carpenter: 548
Hankey: 47
Hannay
David, Commandant: 204,209,280,334
John: 204
Louisa (née Featherstone): 209
William: 204
Hannibal, Don: 404
Hans, surrendered during the Slagter’s Nek Rebellion:
485
Harberd, Mr: 38
Harden, Jane: 536
Harden, Maria: 507
Harden, William Jnr: 270
Harding, Capt., at Newton Dale Post with the Rifle
Brigade: 283
Hare, T, (Lieut.>Lieut.-Colonel>Colonel>Lieut.Governor): 212-215,274,276,
Harley
family: 339
Lieut. John: 273,306,275
Thomas Jnr: 254,407
Harmse, Baart: 423
Harper, George and Sarah (née Elliott): 406
Harper
Henry: 333
James, auditor for the Southwell estate: 199
Harris, James: 67
Harrison, John, coxwain: 541
Harrison, William: 67
Hart, Robert, manager, Somerset Government Farm:
48,116,497
Hartley (Notts settler family)
family: viii,67,71,77-78,196,248,
252-53,325,339,399,401,411,497,
522-23,529,534-35,537
Amelia, married R Page: 339
Elizabeth (née Hope): 405
Elizabeth (née Weeks): 336,571
Emma: 339,405
Henry, hunter, prospector, JP:
122,196,252,334,405,410-27,453
Henry Jnr: 413
Hannah: 536
Jeremiah, missionary:
225-28,233,259,280,399,404,571
John: 228,253,255
Mary: see Mary Thackwray
Mary Ann: see Mary Ann Palmer
Mary Anna: see Mary Anna Timm
Sarah (aka Widow Hartley): 234,238,
247-48,254-55,261-62,265,267,405
Sarah (née Kemp): 405
Thomas: 58-59,63,75-76,207-08,
227-29,235,243-45,247,
250-55,257,323,325,
338-39,402,405,407,530,538,552

Hartley (continued)
Thomas Jnr, Bathurst Divisional Council:
89,207,230,234,250,252,256-57,261,263-67,
329,333-34,337,371,404,406,531
William, poet: 89,196,207,228,242,
319-21,534,537,546
William Jnr: 252,411,420,425-26
William the younger: 229,256-57,260,263,497
Hartley Hills, named by Thomas Baines: 418
Hartley platinum mine: 426
Hartley Town, Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), named after Henry
Hartley (now Chegutu): 422,426 (new municipality)
Harper, Hilton: 403
Harvey, Dr W H: 499
Harvey, Ensign W: 201,205
Harvey, Job, preacher, translator: 233,263,400,
Harvey, John, Sergeant of the AMP at Merville Station:
339
Havelock, Colonel, escort for Stockenstrom: 170
Hawes, Mr, of the Aborigines Committee: 149
Hawkins, John: 514
Hawkins, Mr, MLC: 296
Hay, Edward, of Reed Fountain: 207
Hayes, Mr, guide: 239
Hayes
Samuel: 266
Samuel Jnr, blacksmith, Pound Master:
250,254,267,332
Hayhurst
Amelia (née Kidson): 252
John: 252
Richard, recommended improvements to Fish
River mouth: 283
Hayhurst’s party, shared communal facilities at Clumber:
223
Hayward
Samuel: 520
William: 262,281
Healdtown Mission Station: 345
Hearn, Capt.: 317
Heathcoat’s lace factory (Leicestershire): 23
Heathcote, Capt. Lovell: 329
Heathcote, Henry: 526
Heathcote, son of Admiral Sir Henry Heathcote: 544
Heavyside
the Rev. John: 200,202,209,226,228,
236,250,252,265,270,356,361,509,525
John’s daughter, married William Steabler: 367
Heideman, Cock and Co. , Kowie Harbour project:
202,273
Helena, the: 47
Hely-Hutchinson, Sir Walter, Governor of Natal: 446
Hemming, John: Clerk to the Magistrate at Bathurst: 406
Hendey, William: 53
Henrietta Burchard, the: 381
Henson, John, sock supplier, Calton’s party: 58
Hepburn, the Rev. Ebenezer, Clumber Church: 234,40002,408
Herdsmen wounded at Woodlands: 207
Hermanus, rebellious Xhosa Chief: 304,310
Herry, Khoi thief, defector and secret trader (aka ‘King
Herry’): 462,465
Hewitt
John: 336
Mary (née Hiles): 406
Samuel: 333,406
Hewitt, the Rev. H A C: 399
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Hewson
Edwin, Assistant Field-cornet: 25556,258,265,270
Thomas: 251,255
Hiatus period in the 7th War: 219
Hiddingh, Willem, Cape Town: 202
Highland Brigade: 16
Hiles
Elizabeth, (née Berry) gave birth during 6th
War: 131
George, died during 6th War: 131,547
Mary: see Mary Hewitt
Hillberson, J & R, carrier, Calton’s party to Liverpool:
57
Hillier, James, schoolmaster at Clumber: 400
Hilligan, Rex: 404
Hilton, family: 269,326,363,403,438-39,441-44,496
Hilton-Barber family: see Barber
Hinton
family, child aged 17 months died during war:
260
George, a subscriber to the rebuilding of the
Shone house: 236
Hintsa (or Hintza), paramount Xhosa Chief:
33,126,128,134-38,144,146,150,159,164,483,498
Hippos inhabited the Kasouga River in Southwell
district: 336
Hippos killed for expedition meat: 417
Hire of indigenous workers: 103
Hiscock
Ann: 408
Edward: 236-37,333,536
James: 525,536
Mary (née Wright): 237,331,333
Hobart, Lord: 14
Hobbs:
Emily: 339
Philip, Steward, Bathurst Church: 257,262,264
Rhoda: 331
William: 209
Hobson
family: 123
William: 501
Hockey, Benjamin, inn keeper: 286
Hockly, Ann 527
Hockly
family: 535
Daniel Snr: 500
Daniel Jnr: 500
Harold: 500
Hodgett
John: 99
Mathey and wife: 99
Hodgkinson (Notts settler family):
family: 522,535,554
Arabella: 409
Benjamin: 407
George: 67,89,227,234,237,246,262-63,
326-28,334-36,340,409
George Jnr: 224,335,405
John: 335
Maria: 328
Reuben: 407
Sarah (née Adkins): 260,328
Hodgman, Mary: 327
Hodgskin, George: 203,272,274,276
Hoets, Jan: 47

Hogg, Capt. William, 7th Dragoon Guards: 201,205
Hogg, James, engineer of the Kowie Harbour works: 375
Holden, the Rev. H, Clumber Church: 401
Holden, the Rev. W C, at Colesberg, Bechuana Mission
Circuit: 569
Holder, William, paid for his son’s schooling: 236
Holder’s party, shared communal facilities at Clumber:
223
Holdstock
Amelia: 338
Ann: 407
Edmund: 407
Elvina: see Elvina Waters
Jane (née Waters): 407
William: 338
Holesgrove, W, Clumber cricket team: 402
Holiday camp held by CMR on the Ghio: 336
Holland, Benjamin, secretary to the Bathurst Reading
Room: 405
Holland, Henry (Notts settler): 53,25,63,67,76,89,535
Holland, M: 336
Holloway, Major, RE: 559
Holman, James, RN, blind traveller: 528
Holmes, James and family: 99
Holmes, the Very Rev. Dean: 444
Holt, John: 531
Homeland occupations, Calton and White parties: 41
Honey, Jeremiah: 206
Hooker, Sir Joseph: 499
Hooker, Sir William: 499
Hoole
family: 439,441
Abel, Field-Capt.: 205
Cecile: see Barber, Barberton and MitfordBarberton heading
Kathleen Frances: see Kathleen Frances White
Hoole, Mr, trader: 168
Hoole, Mr, KHIC director: 373
Hooper, James: 26
Hop Pole public house, Ollerton, Nottinghamshire: 92
Hope Farm: 141
Hope Fountain Mission Station, Matabeleland: 421
Hope, Lieut. John: 501,528
Hope, the: 9,11
Horne, Major Arthur, 12th Regiment: 324,334
Horse and cattle theft, statistics: 127
Horse breeding and ostrich farming: 439
Horse dealing: 120
Horse hire at Simon’s Bay: 79
Horse sickness epidemic, 1818-19: 36
Hosiers, lace industry, East Midlands, England: 2,22,25
Hotchkiss, Lieut., fatal plane crash: 451
House building: 100,105
Howard, William: 72
Howard’s party: 50
Howell, Henry, at Grant’s Valley: 406
Howie, Portuguese escort for Trichardt’s wagon train:
182
Hudson, George, district magistrate: 396,409
Hudson
Hougham, settler, magistrate at PE:
124,213,309
Hougham Jnr: 264
Helen (née Currie): 264
Hudson, M B: 324
Hughes, Robert, schooner captain: 106,504
Huguenots: 471
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Hull, possible port for future emigration parties: 63
Hulley
family: 112,522,536
Ann (née Brangan): 230
Elizabeth (née Wright): 562
Francis: 232
Joseph: 230
Richard: 226,255
Richard Jnr: 236
Mr (1): 385
Mr (2): 190
Humberstone, J H, presented watercolour of Southwell
Minster to St James’ Church: 398
Hunt (Notts settler family)
family: 67,536
Ann: 330
William: 90,236
Hunt, Ensign, killed in action: 526
Hunt, Henry, protest leader at ‘Peterloo Massacre’: 21
Hunter, Sir Archibald: 448
Hunting and trading parties approved: 154
Huntley, Charles, Albany Clerk of the Peace: 331
Hurricane force wind across Lower Albany: 237
Hurt
Edith, married the Rev. Joseph Pattison: 399
the Rev. Wesley, President of the Methodist
Conference: 398
Hutchinson
Alec: 528
Ann: 528
Hutton, John: 550
Hyde, Catherine, widow, in charge of Bathurst Inn: 405
Hyman’s party: 87
I’Ons, Frederick, sculptor for Major White’s memorial
tablet: 267
Icon, the, ceremonial arrival at Port Alfred: 376
Identification of stolen horses: 163
Illegal excursions of the Boers: 152
Illness aboard ship: 72
Immigrant ‘coolie’ labour from India: 346
Imperial Light Horse (ILH): 446-50
Impey, George and family: 278
Impey, the Rev. J: 227,253
Impey, the Rev. William: 266,274
Imported printing press confiscated: 114
Impounded luggage, Calton’s party: 57-58
Improved housing: 112
Improved race relations: 122
Improvement of conditions for Khoi inhabitants,
Ordinance 50, 1828: 126
Improving fortunes (circa 1825-34): 122
Indentured settlers: 103
Independent settler parties: 41
Indoor poor relief, British workhouses: 19,25
Industrial Revolution: vi,2,19
Inferior haberdashery, Calton’s party: 75
Inferior Cape wine: 124
Influence of Christianity on the cattle killing prophecy:
352
Ingram, Thomas: 555
Inhabitants’ grievance letter to Earl Bathurst, 1823: 111
Inland route from Algoa Bay to Albany: 85
Innes, Mrs, magistrate’s wife, christened pontoon, the
Alliance: 380
Innis, A R, invited Lydia Cawood to christen tug, the
Samuel Cawood: 381
Insurance premiums for thatched houses: 226

Insurrection, intended to free slaves in the western Cape:
26-27
Integration of races, Donkin vs Somerset: 118-19
Invasion of Hintsa heartlands: 134
Inyassa, Thomas Baines’ Induna guide: 421
Ireland, the Rev. Thomas: 504,506,513,525,536,544,558
Ireton, J, Master of the Albatross: 281-82
Irish parties: 118
‘Iron Pot’, the Atherstone farm, renamed ‘Atherstone’:
438,495
Irrigation: 102
Irving, Edward, Kowie Harbour project engineer:
286,371,373
Irwin, Dr, 27th Regiment, assisted ground-breaking
amputation: 429-30
Isaac, Private: 205
Isted, Thomas: 70
Jackson (Notts settler family)
family: 67
Samuel: 58,63
Jackson, Henry, drowned: 286
Jackson, Sir James, Lieut.-General>General: 343,430
Jacobs, John and Catherine: 49
Jacobs, Moses, Bechuana schoolmaster at Theopolis:
305,308,329,366,407
Jacobs, Mr, of De Kalk Farm: 431
Jacobs, Pieter, trekker: 182
Jacobs, V, on the characters of convicts: 288
Jaffray, Edith: see Edith Cock
Jager’s Drift: 28,96,206,208,265,32830,337,514,521,529
Jakins
family: 537
John, at the opening of the new Clumber
Church: 402
Jalousa, duplicitous tribal cattle dealer: 159-60
James
John: 270
Mary: 270
James, Mr, Ivan Mitford Barberton’s amateur
genealogist: 437
James, Samuel: 274,502
Jameson, Dr Lawrence, reported on Bathurst limestone:
253
Jameson, Dr Leander Starr, abortive raid on the
Transvaal: 446
Jamieson, Thomas, of Southwell: 408
Jandrell, Benjamin, painted a picture of the British
Settler: 286
Jannsens, General, Governor: 15-17,480
Jansz, Leendert, survived the wrecking of the Haarleem:
459
January, William, killed John Cleineveldt: 271
Jarman, Thomas: 89,250,286,538
Jarvie, Robert: 284-85,371-73
Jarvis, George, attorney: 200,266
Jarvis, George, draughtsman for Clumber Church design:
401
Jay, James: 405
Jeffery, Joseph A, of Britannia Inn, Port Frances: 276-77
Jelliman, Mr, of Leeuwfontein: 264
Jennings, James, hunter-explorer: 426-27
Jerram, Mr: moderate in the Anti-Convict Movement:
290
Jewell, Robert J: exploration secretary and photographer:
415,418-19,421-24,426
Jocey, Mr: harbourmaster at Port Frances: 279
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Johnson, Benjamin, shoe supplier to Calton’s party: 58
Johnson, Thomas: 209
Johnson, Dr John, District Surgeon at Bathurst: 406
Johnson, John, KHIC boatman, drowned at Port Frances:
372
Johnstone, Capt., ILH, awarded the VC: 448
Johnstone, Colonel Montague: 200,260
Johnstone, Commodore: 6
Johnstone, Lieut.-Colonel: 213
Jokweni, Fingo Chief: 342
Jolly family: 289,308,386,391
Jolly, Joseph, addressed the Bathurst Missionary
Meeting: 339
Jones, Elizabeth, died at sea: 76
Jones, Major James, Albany Landdrost, Frontier
Commandant: 108-09,507-06,512
Jones, Megan: 390
Jones, Mr, drowned: 204
Jones
Sarah (née Targett): 397
William, teacher at Bathurst Sunday school:
397,408
Jonson, James: 376
Joss, Mr, Port Alfred port captain: 375
Journey inland described in verse: 94
Journey to Liverpool: 57
Jubber, James Jnr: killed near Mansfield Street: 140
Jubilee Exhibition, Grahamstown: 384
Jury system for Xhosa criminals: 170
Justices of the Peace: 123
Kaatjie, married Bobejan, victim of the cattle killing
delusion: 446
Kaffir Drift, Post and Station: 30,35-37,130
Kalden, Petrus, negligent clergyman: 471-72
Kalk Bay Fort: 7
Kama, Gunukwebi Chief, Christian:
145,167,193,212,318,342,348,552-53
Kampu, Matabele general: 184
Kaptyn, Bechuana Chief: 160
Karg, A E: 403
Kasouga: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
‘Karoo Belle’, prize stud ostrich: 442
‘Kasouga Culture’: 392
Kat River Settlement and Mission Station: 28,33,12627,129,131,145-46,152-53,173,175,211,288,302,30405,309,312,317,319,330,339,365,500,505,548
Kay, the Rev. Stephen: 507
Kayser, Gottlieb: 131
Keate: 424
Keate, Lieut.-Governor Robert: 416-17,423
Keating, Mary: see Mary Lincoln
Keeton (Notts settler family)
Family: 196,367,389,537,542-43
Becher: 196
Benjamin: 2,4,29,63,64,67,90,140,195200,202-08,245,266,275,306,308,326-328,33739,359,362-63,387,389,393-96,397,409,525,
534,564
Benjamin Jnr: 334,407-08
Elizabeth (née McLuckie): 407
Hannah (widow of William Ford, née
Robinson): 196,408,525,534,564-65
Joseph Becher: 196,330
Joseph: 195
Mary (widow of Mr Bousfield, née Becher):
29,195
Millicent (née Palmer): 398,520

Keeton (continued)
Millicent Dell: 398,542
Samuel: 195
Saunders: 388
Sonny: 389
Susanna: see Susanna Parry
Susannah: see Susannah Cawood
William: 195,387
William John Ford: 398
William Parry: 196,397-98,406,542,555
Keeton, Hannah, letter home: 196,564-65
Kelbrick, Mary: 236
Kelly, Michael: 26
Kemp
George and wife: 328,330
Richard: 207
Sarah: see Sarah Hartley
Kennedy: 420
Kent, Mr, murdered: 143
Kenton (on Sea): 391-92
Kenworthy, I, carrier in Liverpool: 58
Kerkenberg, defensive laager and encampment: 185
Kernater, Teance: 301
Khakhabe, Chief (Gaika’s grandfather): 37
KHIC, Kowie Harbour Improvement Company,
dissolved by proclamation: 377
Khoi involvement in horse and cattle theft: 127
Khoi Levy: 133
Khoi rebellion, 1795: 7
Khoi runners, mail service: 17
Khoi wagon drivers: 95-96
Khoi, neutrality during 6th War 131
Khoikhoi peoples, nature and abilities: 466
Kicherer, Mr, missionary: 17
Kidson
family: 247,537-38
Amelia: see Amelia Hayhurst
Joseph: 401,406
Mary (née Timm): 334,534
Emma (née Hartley): 534
William: 255,548
Kilby, Robert, Bathurst Postmaster, Field-cornet and
messenger: 265, 338,405
Kind treatment of native peoples: 460
‘King Herry’: see Herry, Khoi thief
King Solomon’s Mines: 427
King William’s Town, established on the Buffalo River:
139
King
Maria: 332
Philip, preacher in Shaw’s rota: 222,235,576
King, Sarah, former wife of the late Thurston Whittle:
229
King, T: queried Kowie Harbour expenditure: 373
Kipling, Rudyard, the ‘Birkenhead Drill’: 314
Kirby, the Rev. Howard, President of the Methodist
Conference: 404
Kirkwood, J, burgher, on atrocities at Theopolis: 308
Kisch
Mrs, died in childbirth: 570
Mr, trader: 421-23
Kit form wagons: 465
Kitchen gardens: 105
Klaas, Mr, Cape Corps interpreter: 168
Kleinhans, Corporal: 205
Kleynhans, George, donated stone to Bathurst Church:
326
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Klopper, witness report re Stockenstrom’s alleged crime:
170,193
Knight
Sgt John: 236,339
Sarah: 236-37
Knight, William: 69-70
Knobel, Johan, government surveyor: 27,86,93,515,540
Kock, Boer General: 447
Kolosa, deemed guilty of an attempt to bewitch Toise:
342
Korsten
family: 47,86,517-20
Frederick, Secretary and Treasurer to the
Burger Senate: 5,47-48,560-61
Kouri Bush: 37
Kowie Harbour: see Port Alfred
Kowie Port: see Port Alfred
Kreli (Sarili, Sarhili), paramount Chief: 136,138,15759,213-14,217,300,302,311,315-16,343,34546,350,352,455,457,483
Kruger, Casper Jan Hendrik, trekker: 165
Kruger, Johan: 11
Kruger, Paul (later president of RSA): 176
Kruger, Willem F: 486-88
Kuruman (Khanda): 416,422,424
Kwitchi: 351
Lacon, Sam, iron supplies, Calton’s party: 59
Lake, John: 50
Lakeman, Mr, of ‘Lakeman’s Rangers’: 313
Lamont, Captain: 324-25
Lamplough, Robert: 405
Land entitlement and locations: 40
Land values: 112
Lang, W, glass supplier, Calton’s party: 59
Lange, A, Zuurveld Field-cornet: 526
Lange, H O, Landdrost’s Clerk: 487
Lange, Mr A, Zuurveld Field-cornet: 30
Langholm: 201
Langley: 46
Langman, the family: 13
Lassiter, the Rev. at Collingham: 73
Lavin, Edward: 306,330
Lawford, family: 439
Lawson, Philip: 49
Laycock, Lieut. John and wife Jane: 27,537,557
Le Sueur, Mr, District Secretary: 544
Leaky, Mr, sold wheat in contravention of the Pledge:
291
Leask, Thomas: 420,425-26
Lee, John: 416,419,421-23,425
Lee, William: 22,67,253,257,273
Leech, Amelia: 502
Legendary Xhosa ancestors: 347
Legislative Assembly, Eastern Province, proposal for:
212
Legislative Council, establishment of: 116
Letsea, appointed to police cattle stealing in which he
was a guilty party: 346
Levy, Christiana: see Christiana Palmer
Lewis, Mary, married William Winson, miller: 405
Lewis, Herbert: 404
Leyland, J, naturalist, surveyed Lower Albany: 209,265
‘Libertine’, outstanding stud horse: 442
Liddle, W, JP for Bathurst: 405
Liebenberg
family: 179,183
Barend: 190

Lievert, Capt. Arthur, Swinburne’s prospecting manager:
415,421
Lime burning: 27
Lincoln
John, miller of Merville: 339
Mary, laundress: 332,339
Lindley, Mr, missionary: 188
Lindsey, Gunner: 235-36
Links, Andreas, sent a rebellious letter to Theopolis:
245,305
Lion killed at Lombard’s Post: 332
Lisher
family: 322
Emily: see Emily Gravett
List of Boer grievances: 161-62
Literary Society of Cape Town: 123
Little, Robert, Southwell, Notts, entrepreneur: 198fn
Liverpool, Lord, Tory Prime Minister: 19,21
Livingstone, Dr David: 413,425,538
Lloyd, Henry: 204
Lloyd, Henry the younger: 241
Lloyd, W, JP, re Stockenstrom’s alleged crime: 170
Lloyd, William: 262,337
Lobbying in London: 111
Lobengula: 415,419-24,434
Lockett, Thomas: 54
Locust swarms: 32,112,199,203,255,336
Lomax, the Rev. A, resident preacher at Southwell: 398
Lombaard, Field-cornet: 215
Lombard Loan Bank: 6
Lombard, Commandant Pieter: 197
Lombard’s Post: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Lond, the Rev. William: 208
London Missionary Society (LMS): 17,27,33,127
Londt, J, under-bailiff: 485
Long
family: 389
Connie: 403,404
Donald: 403
Doris: 403
Edwin: 403,404
Frank: 403-04
Long, Ann: see Ann Gush
Long, James: 254
Long, Mr, read the Epistle and Offertory at Southwell:
365
Long, the Rev. William, of Graaff-Reinet: 264
Longevity: 48
Loot, Piet, trek scout: 183
Lord Somerset meeting with Gaika, 1817: 32
Lords of the Council for Trade and Foreign Plantations:
293
Loss of ‘service’ money: 473
Louis, a slave: 26
Louw, Capt., joined Jeremiah Goldswain’s party to
recover stolen cattle: 246
Louw, Mr, a farmer: 26
Louw, Mr, on the Kowie Harbour project: 378
Lovat, Lord, last beheading in England: 542
Low
Ellen: 227
James: 227
Mary: 235
Lowe, family, Southwell, Notts: 63
Lowen, Lieut. Wellington, CMR: 255
Lowen, Major Pearce: 251
Lower Albany Agricultural Show held at Bathurst: 407
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Lower Albany Agricultural Society: 204,207-09,26466,285,559
Lower Albany Wesleyan Library: 233
Loxton, Samuel, superintendent of the Rural Police: 302
Lubbock, William, grandfather of Lord Avebury: 45
Lucas, Lieut., magistrate amongst Macoma’s people: 346
Ludd, General Ned, supposed father of Luddism: 23
Luddism, luddites, frame breaking: 22-23
Luggage: 93
Lumley Saville, the Hon. J: 51
Lung sickness (cattle): 347
Lushington, C, Aborigines Committee: 149
Lynch, Capt. 526
Lynx, Andries (or Lings), incited Khoi rebels at
Theopolis: 309-10
Lynx: see Makhanda
Maas, Cornelius: 18
Maasdorp, Sir Andries F S, an early trustee for Kasouga
resort: 389
Macartney, Earl of: 8,10,37,502
MacDermot, F D: 439
MacDonald, Master of the Sophia: 276
MacDonald, Mr, and others, died of a fever: 420
MacInnes, Lieut., at Slagter’s Nek: 29,488
Mack, J, Clumber cricket team: 402
MacKay, Lieut., assisted in the apprehension of F C
Bezuidenhout: 485
MacKay, W, Landdrost: 117
Mackenzie, the Rev. John: 413
Mackinnon, Colonel: 302
Mackoy, Christopher, Harbourmaster: 504,534
Mackrill
Dr Joseph: 48
William: 48
Maclean, Col.: 342,346-48,352
MacNab, Major: 11
Macoma, Chief: 109-10,126-30,135-36,14446,150,153,155,158-60,167,172,192-93,211-14,21617,302,313,315,317,343,348,548
Maestrom, Davis, baptised at Southwell: 407
Maggs, Alberta, married Christopher Stumbles: 398
Mahoney
family: 86,131
John: 110
Mahoney (continued)
Sam: 110
Thomas: 131,515
Maitland, Governor Sir Peregrine: 214,218,260
Majuba, Battle of: 446
Makeshift housing: 100
Makhanda (Nxele, Lynx, the left-handed one), witch
doctor: 36-37
Makhanda Town: see Grahamstown
Makwana, Chief of the Bataung (lion people): 166,180
Malan, C H, British officer: 457
Malan, Field-cornet: 130
Malan, Nico (and wife), Administrator of Cape Province:
391
Malan, trekker, on dangers at Umgungundlovu: 189
Malaria, threatened to hamper prospecting in Barberton:
434
Malay Mohammedans: 14
Malis, T: 50
Malloo, Chief: 9
Maloney, hunting with the Hartleys: 411,420,422
Mandela, Nelson Rolihlahla: 122

Mandy
family: 159,203
John: 508
Leslie M: 403
William Nautilus, AMP officer: 266,335,33738
Manie, Col. Smith’s Khoi servant: 142
Manifesto of the Emigrant Farmers (Retief’s manifesto):
178
Mankanjana, Zulu refugee in Natal: 185
Manley
family:
Ann: 141
Elizabeth (née Vice): 337
John: 337
Ralph: 331,336
Robert: 3347
Thomas: 141,203,226
Manning, William, supervised Fingo labour at Kowie
Harbour: 371
Mansfield River-Kowie River pleasure trips: 277
Montagu, John, Secretary to the Government: 284
Mantatee peoples under Matuana: 134,150,551
Manvers, Earl: 51,55,92
Manyami, aged headman: 416
Mapassa, Thembu Chief: 159,167,315,355
Marap, led an attempted Matabele counter attack: 184
Mariner, William: 67
Maritz, Gert, Great Trek leader: 178-79,180-82,184,189
Marnemtal
Joseph, of Port Frances, 11 months, buried at
Southwell: 338
Louisa, age three, buried at Southwell: 405
Marsden, Dr W: 92
Marsden, Elizabeth: 532
Marshall, J, new savings bank in Cape Town: 123
Maskell, John: 534,549
Massey, Nathaniel: 526
Matabele troops after a lion hunt: 421
Matjen, Bamangwato Chief: 423-24
Matabele atrocities: 166
Matabeleland, formation of: 184
Matlabe, Baralong Chief, trek guide: 179,184
Matthews, Arabella, see Arabella Goldswain
Matthews, John: 49
Mauch, Karl, prospector: 413-15,427,453
Maundell, C, Master of the Elizabeth Scott: 282
Maxwell, Donald, painting of Southwell Minster: 398
Maynard, Charles, businessman:
143,249,252,267,278,284,504,523
Maynier, Graaff-Reinet landdrost: 9
Maynier, Judge: 13-14
Maypole Inn, Nottingham: 61
McArtey, Mr: 333
McArthur, Corporal: 235
McArthur
Jane (née Goldswain): 233,249
Samuel, innkeeper: 233,249,325,333,337,339
McCartney, H, advising on the treatment of horse
sickness: 253
McClean, Charles, of Grants Valley: 333
McCrom, J, Pound-master at Bathurst: 257
McDead, Private, killed in action: 526
McDonald, Sgt-Major: 500
McDougall, John, Constable>Chief Constable:
264,305,336,339
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McDougall
Charlotte: 210,532,538
Donald (Dan): 210,532,538
Eleanor: 409
John: 409
McFarlane, James: 236
McGahey, the Rev. John Wesley: 398
McGear, Mr, repelled enemy at Woodlands: 330
McGraw, William, Albany Ranger: 306
McGurn, Bathurst Constable, killed by friendly fir: 258
McInnes, Lieut.: 526
McKenzie, the Rev. D: 397
McKinnon, Colonel G, Commissioner for British
Kaffraria: 266
McKinnon, Hugh, chief policeman at Bathurst: 265
McLachlan, Tom, found gold at Barberton: 434
McLean, Capt., attempted assassination of: 211
McLean:
family: 204,538
Alexander and wife: 408
Charlotte: 406
Daniel: 406
Donald: 532
McLean, William: 408
McLelland, the Rev. Francis: 504
McLeod, Peter, Postmaster and Clerk to the Magistrate:
265
McLuckie
family: 208,367,538
Christina: see Christina Dell
Elizabeth: see Elizabeth Keeton
Elizabeth (née Ward): 202
Jane: 208,407
Robert: 405
William: 123,199210,258,263,266,307,330,333,367,405,
407,409,504,527,538
McMaster
Mr, played music for Baines’ marionette show:
416
Mrs, the only female in camp to survive the
fever: 420
McNeil, Mr, residing at Grant’s Valley: 210
Mead, John, shot at J Goldswain’s farm: 324
Meaden, the Rev. William, catechist, clergyman:
367,397,405,409,
Meat curing factory: 106
Meats (Notts settler family)
Ann (née Hartley): 258
Miss ?: 531
Sarah: see Sarah Goldswain
William: 53,67,90,234
Mechanics: 34,103
Melbourne, Lord: 24
Measles outbreaks at Clumber and Bathurst: 228
Memorials, and articles verifying settler grievances: 148
Men killed by rock fall at Port Alfred: 375
Men overboard: 77
Menai, the: 86,88
Mentzel, Otto F: 5,461,464
Menzies, the Hon. Mr, Circuit Judge: 213,275
Mercer, Capt., skippered the Samuel Cawood, found
dead: 381
Merino sheep: 123-24,203-04,208,249,340,43941,481,508,512,518,532,541,544,555,560-61

Merriman
Nathaniel, Archdeacon>Bishop: 201,20809,265-66,328,333,337-39,347-48,352-56,35859,361-63,368-69,383,397,409,430,500,502
Julia (née Potter): 353,363
John Xavier, Prime Minister of the Cape
Colony: 353,383
Merrington, Thomas, Auxiliary London Missionary
Society meeting: 201
Mersey, unhealthy river: 71
Merville:, see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Messer, Cypress, General Campbell’s bailiff: 204,511
Messrs Pease and Barnes, Aborigines Committee: 149
Methven, Cathcart, renewal of Kowie Harbour works:
386
Meurant, Louis H, publisher: 125,178,561
Meyer
Coenraad, as messenger: 188
Lucas: 29,188
Meyer, Piet, Retief’s son-in-law, joined the Great Trek:
185
Meyers, Cape Corps: executed: 192
Meynier, commando leader: 480
Michell (or Mitchell), Major Charles Cornwallis, Royal
Engineer, Surveyor-General: 250,268,512,517,53839,547
Miles
family: 209
Adolphus: 335
James: 333
Robert: 140
Samuel: 335
Walter: 209
William: 264,284,333
Military Headquarters, Grahamstown: 29
Military pensioners proposed for King William’s Town
and Alice: 343
Military resources withdrawn: 169,173
Military villages, attacks at Johannesberg, Woburn and
Auckland: 303
Miller, James, offered the lease on Walsingham: 203
Miller, Lieut John: 329,336-37
Miller, Robert, teacher and catechist at Southwell:
200,367
Mill Farm, Camp and Station: 274,280,372
Mills, George: 444
Mills, Lieut.: I 73
Miltons Head Inn, Nottingham: 57
Miners lured away from gold to diamonds: 421
Minoi, Desire C: 403
Minto, J, Master of the Success: 329
Minto, Surgeon James: 502,534
Miss S, witness in Samuel McArthur’s court case: 325
Missionary meetings and services held at Bathurst and
Clumber: 256
Mitchley
Frederick: 329
Lieut. David: 330-31
Mitchley
Peter, Grahamstown wagon maker: 339
Clarissa (née Reiken: 339
Mitford-Barberton: see Barber, Barberton and MitfordBarberton
Mixed race slaves: 463
Mkalipi, Zulu general: 176
Modified land grant return: 121
Moffat, the Rev. Robert, missionary: 538,557
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Mohr, Mr, returned Baines sketches and paintings to
England: 422
Molesworthy, Lord and Lady: 33
Moletzani, appointed to police cattle stealing in which he
was a guilty party: 346
Mongala, Barolong Chief: 184
Monks, the Rev. R: 399
Monro, the Rev. John: 228,235-36
Montagu, John, Secretary to the Government:
204,214,279,286,294,297
Moodie
family: 539-40
Benjamin, MLC: 106,538
Lieut. Donald, JP, MLC: 117,170,296,507,515
Moorcroft, James: 515
More pastoral farming: 105,107,109,117,122-23
Morecroft, Thomas, High Court of Chancery: 196
Moresby, Capt. RN: 104
Morgan’s party: 50
Moroka II, Baralong Chief of the Tswana: 165,178
Morris, J, messenger for the Nottingham Journal: 55
Morris (Notts settler family)
family: 67
John, Constable: 90,239,254,250,253,516
Morton, David, and others, saved Robert Manley from
drowning: 334
Morton, John: 529
Morton, W T G, early user of a general anaesthetic: 429
Mosali, Chieftainess, requested protection from her rival,
Magoepie: 182
Moshesh (Moshoeshoe), Basuto Chief: 165,300,312,31617,343,345,349,550
Mould, Henry: 407
Mouncey
family: 522
Elizabeth: 556
Mount Mercy, location of earliest congregations at
Clumber: 221
Mountford, William: 337
Mr Dunn: 541
Mudge, Lieut., RN, agent aboard the Albury: 64,66,7376,80
Muggleston (Notts settler family)
family: 67
George: 90,226
Sarah: 226
Muizenberg Pass fortifications: 475
Muller
Diedrik: 485-86
Christiaan: 486
Muller, Joahannes, appointed first Cape landdrost: 469
Mullins, Canon RJ: 396-97,443
Mullins, Capt.: 443,447-48
Munday, Stephen: 332
Munro, James, preacher: 509
Munro, Lieut. William: 47
Munro, Mr: 303
Murders of herd boys: 107,462
Murphy, M, salter, and others, drowned: 541
Murray, David and Co.: 204
Murray, Joanna: 332
Murray, John, surgeon: 140
Murray, Ralph: 244,262,266
Murray, the Rev. Andrew: 568
Musty food aboard ship: 76
Mzilikaze (Moselikatze), Matabele king:
123,176,184,411,421-22,538

Nadeschada, the: 375
Naocha, Chief: 150
Napier, Colonel Sir George, Governor: 170,192-94,21113,269,292,315
Napoleon’s fleet: 42
Napoleonic Wars: 15,22
Natal harbour works, and sugar cane industry: 346
National emigration plan: 3
Native children at the Sunday school in Bathurst: 360
Native Police: 267
Native relations prioritised: 480
Nautilus, the: 71
Ncapi, John: 231,281
Ndlambe, Chief (or Ndhlambe, Ndlambi, Ndhlambi,
T’Slambie): 10,32-33,36-37,136,145,214,482-83,528
Neave’s party: 81,85
Nederburgh, Mr, Commissioner-General: 6
Nehoff, Jan, fugitive: 262
Nel, Dutch farmer: 127,214
Nel, Field-commandant: 487-88
Nelson, Admiral Horatio: 508-09,555
Nelson’s fleet: 42
Nelson, C J, mining engineer: 415,418-19,421-23,
Nelson (Notts settler family)
family: 67,262,540
Joseph: 231,245,281,323
Thomas: 64,73,90,257,266,281,338
Thomas’s sister: 65
Thomas Jnr: 231,336
Nelson, Joseph, Constable: 325
Nelson (Willson’s party)
John: 276,285
Thomas: 241,535
William: 265
Nelson, James, shipping agent at Port Frances: 275
Nelson, R W, Navy Office: 64
Neptune, the, convict ship: 287
Nestex, the: 72
New barracks at Bathurst: 108
New chapel for native people on the Nottingham Party
Market Place: 402
New drostdy at Bathurst: 104-05,108
New jetty at Port Elizabeth: 124
New Lammas: 48-50
New line of forts at the eastern boundary: 169
New locomotive for Port Alfred: 379
New oil lamps in Cape Town: 123
New prison and convict station at Port Frances: 372
New roadways and passes: 123
Newcastle
4th Duke of, Lord Lieutenant: 2-4,24,25,5155,59,63,65-66,68,75,80,90-92,96,98,199,
226,545,567
Dowager Duchess of 4th Duke: 51,58
5th Duke of, Colonial Secretary: 298,317
Newman, Mr: 139
Newman, the Rev. John, Dean of Cape Town: 338
Newport riots: 198
News of the fate of Van Rensburg: 166
Newth
family: 522
Thomas: 236
William: 235,237
Newton: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Nicholas
family: 209
Richard: 338
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Nicholas, William, stonemason: 372
Nicholson, William and Jemima: 210
Niemand, Mrs, midwife: 568
Nobanda: 351
No market for surplus produce: 478
Nomsa, Great Wife of Chief Hintsa, mother of Kreli:
135,159,498
Nonesi, Regent: 315
Nonha, Zulu refugee: 185
Nonibe, Xhosa wife: 158
Nonkosi, prophetess: 351
Non-military structures left intact for the tribes: 169
Noon, Richard: 43
Nootka, interpreter: 36-37
Norden, Benjamin, recruiting at Goldswain’s Burnt
Kraal: 308
Norden
Capt. Joshua: 197,205,244,276-78,280,283
Benjamin: 290
Norman, Maria: 537
Normanby, Marquis of, Colonial Secretary: 193-94
Northampton, the: 71
Norton
family: 389,561
Anne Mary: see Anne Mary White
Norton, Capt., CMR: 247
Norton, Edward, executor to Major White’s Will: 143
Nottingham Castle, fire at: 24
Nottingham dialect: 78
Nottingham Lace: 22
Nottingham Market Square (in England): 22
Nottingham Party Market Place (in Africa): 230
Nottingham railway station: 25
Nottinghamshire House of Correction, Southwell: 19
Notts settler applications by place of origin and
occupation: 492
Nourse
family: 48,540-41
Henry: 106,255,506,512,539
Henry Jnr: 512
Capt. Joseph, Commodore: 504
Noutoe: see Table Farm
Nozi, a dead hare found in his hut arising from
witchcraft: 342
Nqeno, Chief: 135
Nxele: see Makhanda
O’Brien, Field-captain John: 206,244,259
O’Connor, Michaeil, surgeon: 281
O’Donnell, James: 425-26
O’Flinn
Daniel, surgeon: 500,558
Margaret: 515,543
O’Reilly, Capt., CMR: 240
O’Reilly, John, pedlar-hunter: 431-32
Oates
family: 541-42
John, preacher in Shaw’s rota: 222,576
Ocean, the: 50,71-72,86,115
Oedasoa, sued for peace: 468
Old gold workings in Mashonaland: 412
Oliphant, A, Attorney General: 163
Olivier, John, of Holling Grove: 408
Onkruydt, Mynhardus: 558
Only ever parliamentary session held at Grahamstown:
375
Oosthuizen, Marthinus, summoned to attend Dingaan:
190

Openshaw, Hubert D: 403
Opperman, Field-cornet: 485-86
Orange River raft crossing: 180
Orders to prepare for a Xhosa invasion: 486
Ordinance 50, equal rights for Bushmen: 152
Ordinance to suppress ‘vagabondism’, 1834: 127
Orme, J, Calton’s wheat machine and branding iron
supplier: 59
Orphan Chamber: 10
Orren, Jack, constable at the convict station: 373
‘Orville’, Grote Post stallion: 120
Osborne, C F, engineer, and prospector: 425
Ostler, Susannah: 551
Ostrich feather boom: 439
Oswell
John Snr: 43
John Jnr: 43
Mary: 43
Sarah: 43
Oswell, W C, reputedly reached Victoria Falls before
Livingstone: 412
‘Ourang-outang’ mystery: 462
Outdoor poor relief (in Britain): 19
Overcrowding during crossing: 72
Owen
family: 190
the Rev. Francis, Dingaan’s resident
missionary: 187-89,191
Oxen, acquisition of: 102
Page, Richard, married Amelia Hartley: 339
Page, Thomas, objected to the proposed penal settlement
in the colony: 266
Painter, Frederick, Reed Fountain: 208
Painter, Richard, livestock auctioneer: 253
Palmer (Notts settler family):
family: 67,251,253,332,542,551
Ann Manley, see Ann Manley Ford
Ann (wife of George Jnr): 259,398
Benjamin: 226,228,230,240-41,255,405
Catherine: see Catherine Weakly
Christiana (née Levy): 332,409
Geoff: 387,391
George: 89,141,229,239,245,252,255-56,
259-60,262-64,324,334,511,517
George Jnr: 225-26,231-33,259,398
Palmer (continued)
Leslie: 384-85
Millicent (née Reckless): 141,542
Millicent: see Millicent Keeton
Millicent (daughter of Benjamin): 390,407
Mary Ann (née Hartley): 255,261
Matilda: see Matilda Dell
Susannah: 405
Thomas: 89,221
Palmer, J, harbour master at Port Frances: 273,278
Palmer, the Rev. Samuel: 159,224,510,549
Palmerston, Lord: 54
Palo, became the paramount Xhosa Chief: 483
Panda, Zulu Chief, threatening war: 573
Papenkuils Fontein: see Cradock Place
Pappe, C W L, named a plant genus after Dr Atherstone:
433
Parker, Edward, lime burning at Lombard’s Post: 409
Parker, James, cast wheels from smelted iron ore from
Lower Albany: 372
Parker, James, offered to build an iron bridge at
Trompetter’s Drift: 405
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Parker, Mr, agent for Handyside and Co., Derby;
ironwork for the Blaauwkrantz rail bridge: 384
Parker, Mr, supplied lamps for the new Clumber Church:
401
Parker, W, expenses and free rations: 120
Parkes, William, Assistant Secretary, Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge: 60
Parkin, family: 542
Parliamentary Aborigines Committee: 127
Parr
Ellen: 43
John: 43
Parrott, James: 236-37
Parry
Susanna (née Keeton): 198,395
Dr Thomas: 195-96,198
Parting of trekker groups: 183
Party leader briefing: 82-83
Pass regulations and abolition of: 103,110
Paterson, the Rev. Thomas, LMS: 202
Pato, Gunukwebi Chief: 145,167,193,203,280,30203,348,352,553
Patrick, Benjamin and Louisa: 407
Patterson, William: 409
Pattison
Charles: 399
Edith: 398
the Rev. Joseph: 398-399
Victor: 399
Pawle, Surgeon James: 506,553
Payne, Mr, Commissioner of the Court of Bankruptcy,
Leeds: 198
Peace negotiations with Hintsa: 135
Peace of Amiens, the: 15,480
Peach trees: 36
Peach, George (Notts settler): 43,85
Pearce, Francis: 270
Pearce, James: 404
Pearce, the Rev. H: 232-33,264-65,400
Pearson, Capt. Ralph: 196
Pearson, Joseph: 43
Peddie, Col. John, division leader: 134
Pedlar, Henry: 508
Peel, Prime Minister, attempt on his life: 198
Peel
family: 522
Mary: 403
Thomas, teacher and preacher at Clumber:
224,226-28,230-31,23536,253,257,399,403,406,502
Peet, Mr Forward’s Xhosa wagon leader: 323
Penny Black, postage stamp: 198
Penny
family: 389,543
Charles: 202-04,397,407,532
Lieut. Charles Jnr, Pound-master,
Commandant, Southwell trustee:
200,202,204,205,207,258,326,338,405,407
Charles, infant died young: 206
Ellen: see Ellen Gray
Philip: 204,284
Susannah: 409
Perceval, Col. John: 332,334
Perie, family: 230
Permission to trade surplus production: 473
Perseverance, the, dredger: 373
Persons rejected for emigration: 65

‘Peterloo Massacre’: 21
Petition for the replacement of Capt. Trappes: 106
Petition and rally against Stockenstrom: 150
Pettingal, Lieut.: 507
Pharratt, John: 235
Phelps, Bishop: 444
Philanthropists not trusted: 127
Philip-Fairbairn meeting with Xhosas: 127
Philip, the Rev. Dr John, Superintendent of the Cape
LMS: 127,145-46,148-49,170,235,243,
517,549,551,557
Philipps
family: 503,512,515,541,543-44
Catherine: 513
Lieut. Edward: 140,508
Frederick: 202-03,250
Thomas: 104,106,149,252,263,277,507,51012,524,532,539,549,561
Philips, George, of Hope Farm, was killed and buried at
Reed Fountain 336
Philips, Mr: 203
Phillips, aka ‘Big Phillips’, hunter: 411
Phillips
Ann: 409
John: 237,262,265,270
Sarah: 407
Phillips, James: 199,242,266,307
Phillips, the Rev. Thomas: 153
Phillpotts, Lieut., CMR officer at Bathurst Post: 260
Philpott, E, appointed JP for Bathurst: 405
Pickstock (or Richstock), Richard: 532
Picture of Clumber Chapel presented by the Rotary Club
of Worksop: 404
Pictures of the Volunteer and the Perceverance selling in
Grahamstown: 373
Pie, Khoi servant of Jeremiah Goldswain: 249
Piet, a Fingo: 326
Pig and Whistle, the Bathurst Inn, National Monument:
248,325,505,534
Pigot, Dr: 198
Pigot, Elizabeth Bridget, Lord Byron’s soul mate and
literary critic: 198
Pigot
Catherine: 541
Eliza: 539
Major George, heemraad:
104,106,109,123,507-08,512-13,515,544
Pigot, The: 7
Pike (Notts settler family)
family:56,67,96,230,328,373,385,389,402,522,
545-46
Aubrey: 403
Elijah: 76,86,89,
95-96,99,224,225fn,226,229,231,253,327,336,
401-02,404,406,407,566
Harvey: 403
Harriet: see Harriet Forward
James: 231
John: 231,256,326-28,332-33,340
Martha: see Martha Staples
Mary: see Mary Forrester
Mary (née Low): 96,227,239
Olive: 403-04
Percy: 403-04
Rosa: see Rosa Cawood
Tamson (née Whittle): 231,237
Thomas: 89,99,140,233,
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Pike (continued)
235-36,238,245,334,338,400-02,409
the Rev. William: 56-57,89,96,98-99,
221-24,238,394,409,497,509,530-31,576
William Jnr: 231,237,256,404
Pilkington, Capt. George, colonial civil engineer:
285,345,370
Pioneers of the woollen industry: 123
Piqueur, Kiewiet, a rebel ringleader: 305,309,326
Pisanie, Commandant Louis: 6-7
Plaatje Bezuidenhout, arrested as a ring leader at
Theopolis: 305
Plakkaat forbade burgher-native trading: 463
Plan for immigrant military pensioners abandoned: 344
Plight of the agriculturalists: 113
Point net lace making: 22
Policy reversals following the return of Lord Somerset:
108
Pondo tribe: 122
Pontoon across the Kowie River: 380
Poole, Abel and James: 233
Poole, Matthew (Notts settler): 67,90
Poor Law Commissioners’ Report, 1836: 1
Popham, Capt.: took soundings at the Kowie River
mouth: 272
Popham, Commodore Sir Home: 15,42
Port Alfred (Kowie Harbour, Port Frances, Port Kowie):
109,117,124,139-41,197,20204,207,209,228,230,233,246,249,252,256,259-70,27286,308,327-333,336-39,367,370-86,389-90,392,396,39899,401,405-06,409,430,497-98,504,507-08,51112,514,516,522-25,527-28,532-34,537,539,54142,546,552,554-55,557-58,562
Port Elizabeth Telegraph: 371
Port Elizabeth (see also Algoa Bay): 47,78,88-89,10406,121,124,130,133,148,192,21214,218,238,242,252,272,274,276-83,287,29698,302,323,329,371,374-77,38083,391,399,401,425,443,504,511,51819,523,532,538,541-42,546,561,565,568
Port Frances-Bathurst-Grahamstown mail service
resumed: 329
Port Shepstone: 553
Porter, the Rev. George Shepheard:
252,360,502,524,534,539,546-47
Porter, William, Attorney-General: 283,290,293,323
Port Frances: see Port Alfred
Port Kowie: see Port Alfred
Portland, Duke of: 51,92
Ports of departure: 41
Portuguese slave ship: 72
Poshuli, appointed to police cattle stealing in which he
was a guilty party: 346
Postage stamps introduced for letters and newspapers:
339
Pote, Charles: 237,274,370,378
Potgieter
(Andries) Hendrik, trek leader: 164,166,17679,181,183-84,189,212
Hermanus: 177
Nicolas: 177
Potter, Hannah: 338
Potter, Julia: see Julia Merriman
Pottinger, Sir Henry, Governor and High Commissioner:
218-19,248,261-63,283,293,304

Poulton
Charles: 204,401,408
John: 204
Maria (née Timm): 408
Powana, Chief: 126
Powell, James: 285
Powell, Lord Baden: 413
Powell, Philip, preacher: 228,340
Powell, Priscilla: 554
Pratt, Lieut.: 43
Pratt, Thomas, teacher, Church Warden: 406
Prayer meeting aboard ship at Algoa Bay: 79
Prophecy failed to materialise (cattle killing delusion):
349
Preneuse, La: 13-14
Press censorship and freedoms: 78,114-15,125
Pretoria, a small hamlet: 424
Pretorius, Andries, Boer commando leader, Prime
Minister of Natalia Republic: 130,166,183-84
Pretorius, Field-commandant Charl: 170
Pretorius, Jan, trek leader: 166
Pretorius, Johannes Andries: 154
Pretorius, President Marthinus Wessel: 421-24
Pretorius, W H, met distressed Dr Livingstone: 412
Pretorius, Willem: 154
Price, John: 50,72
Price, Mr, of Clumber: 227
Prices of provisions: 98
Prince Alfred, visited Albany, Port Frances renamed
‘Port Alfred’: 372
Prince Alfred, the, steam tug: 375
Pringle
family: settled in Queenstown: 318
Thomas, Secretary of the Society for the Relief
of Distressed Settler, Librarian, party leader,
Secretary of the Anti-Slavery Society:
78,93,113-15,517,528
Pringle’s (Scotts) party at Baviaans River: 101
Prinsloo
family: 152-53
Hendrik: 485-86,488
Martinus: 10-11
Nicolas: 486
Willem (William): 11,479
Pritchard, John: 237,327,332
Private settler parties: 41
Proclamation requiring authorisation of public meetings:
110
Procurement of tents: 88
Procurement of wagons: 84
Proot, Nicolaas survived the wrecking of the Haarleem:
459
Prophecy failed a second time (cattle killing delusion):
350
Proposal; mail from Cape Town be landed at Port
Frances: 329
Proposal to locate tribes in the ceded territory: 80
Proposed harbour at Fish River mouth: 141
Proposed split—Western and Eastern provinces: 116
Prospect House (Halfway Bush): 141-42,
224,226,230,234,238,246,322,326,400,405-06,557
Prospecting opportunities in Injembe and on the Tugela
River: 425
Province of Queen Adelaide: 139,148-49,160,163
Provisions for Calton’s party: 54
Prynn, Sarah: see Sarah Sephton
Public and private slaves: 463
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Public protest over Stockenstrom’s deposition to
Aborigines Committee: 171
Pulleine, Colonel, Officer Commanding, 1st Battalion,
24th Regiment: 449,456
Purcell
Mrs: 135
William, murdered trader: 128,134-35
Purdon
family: 319,522,547
Allen F: 403
Ann, see Ann Davis
Dorcas (née Davies): 408
E Cameron: 403
Eliza (née Tarr): 227
Henry: 333,335,401-02,408
John: 227,231,258,263,327,330,407
Martha: see Martha Tarr
Mary (née Bradfield): 407
Mary: see Mary Staples
Mrs H H: 404
Norman C: 403
William: 230,232,263,326-27,329-30,335,40102,556
Purvis, Henry: 49
Qankwana, banished for inflicting torture: 342
Quagga (extinct zebra-like quadruped): 28
Quail, John, Clumber Chapel Keeper: 402
Queenstown, founding and design of: 318
Query over the accuracy of ration scales aboard the
Albury: 73,75
Query over the allocation of tools to settlers: 74
Quesha, Chief, his people expelled from the Waterkloof:
315
Quetu, Chief: 525
Quit rent: 40
Radford (Notts settler brothers)
Joseph: 67,90
Richard: 67,90
Radway Green: 196-97
Rail line to link Barberton: 434
Rally at Grahamstown, 1835: 148
Randall
Isabella: see Isabella Torr
James: 255
Sarah: see Sarah Randall
Rarabe, Chief: 483
Rare prawn species at Kasouga River mouth: 390
Rations: 40,69,84-85,99,103,105,109
Rattlesnake, the: 9-11,13
Rawstone, Lieut.: 43
Rawstone, Fleetwood, government agent at Fort
Waterloo: 156,569
Read, Dr, the Rev. James, Kat River Settlement:
26,28,145-46,155,288,304,534,549,558,563
Reader, Fanny, of Barville Park: 406
Reallocation of relinquished land: 112
Rearguard forces installed, 7th War: 220
Rebellious letter handed over to the authorities: 486
Rebels burned Theopolis Mission Church: 308
Rebels marched to Van Aardt’s Post (Slagter’s Nek
Rebellion): 488
Reckless, Millicent: see Millicent Palmer
Recovery of Glendower cattle in the Kowie valley: 141
Redeployment of military resources in India, 1817: 31,35
Reed, Edwin, and J Eardly, acquired Faithful Fountains:
407
Reed, Elizabeth: 209

Reed Fountain (Riet Fontein): see Southwell, Eastern
Cape
Reeve, Capt., appointed magistrate amongst Kama’s
people: 346
Refuge camps formed at Barville and Theopolis: 205
Refugee convoy, Bathurst to Grahamstown, 6th War:
139,141
Register of Khoi servants: 13
Reid, John, Master of the African Maid: 283
Reid, Thomas, Colesberg resident minister, Dutch
Reformed Church: 568
Reiken, Clarissa: see Clarissa Mitchley
Reiken, Sgt John: 234,255,332
Reilly, Mr, Chief Constable of Peddie: 317
Reinforcements from Cape Town, Kimberley and HMS
Active, 9th War: 456
Reinforcements from Swellendam and Worcester, 6 th
War: 131
Reintroduction of the commando system, 7th War: 21112
Religious tracts and Bibles, Calton’s party: 60
Remaining Boer farmers under threat, between wars: 173
Remote peasants obliged to report to the landdrost: 475
Rendel, J M, ordered a survey for the Kowie Harbour
project: 371
Renewed cattle raids near Clay Pits before the 6th War:
110
Renewed livestock raids, thief’s identity withheld: 219
Rennie, Dr J L V, National Monument Council, re
Clumber Church: 404
Renou, Sgt C: 335,337-39
Renton, the Rev. Henry, at Theopolis: 202,306
Renwick, Col. William, RE, re Kowie Harbour: 374
Replenishment of trek provisions: 465
‘Replies to Authentic Correspondence’: 113
Representation of the People Act (the British Reform
Act), 1832: 19,24
Reprisal System: 32,125-26,153
Resident Magistrates: 123
Resolutions made at Commercial Hall, Grahamstown:
172
Respite for appalling weather, 7th War: 217
Retief
family: 176,179,547-49
Retief (continued)
Piet, Field-commandant, trek leader, Governor
of the United Laagers: 47,130-31,153,155,16263,173-74,178,180-85,187,188-90,560
Retief’s Manifesto: see Manifesto of the Emigrant
Farmers
Return to witchcraft and depredations after 6th War: 151
Revenge against acquisitive Bushmen: 479
Revenge attack planned against the Matabele: 179
Revised terms of surrender, 7th War: 220
Revival of ‘smelling out’ and ‘eating up’ before the 7th
War: 213-14
Reynolds, Mary and Robert: 406
Rhodes
Cecil: 423,432,442,446,453
Herbert: 431,432
Francis (Frank): 432
Rhodes
Charles: 522
George: 522
Edward, Pound-master: 209,330
Hannah (née Dell): 406
Harriet: 336
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Rhodes (continued)
Jeremiah: 406
Joseph: 500
Sarah: 328
Richard, the Rev. John: 274
Richards, A: 209
Richards, H B: 403
Richards, John, Day School Committee at Bathurst:
257,404
Richards, Joseph, apprentice shoemaker: 567
Richards, Philip: 502
Richardson
Emma (née Tarr): 230,400
James: 270
John: 230,328,332-33,335,400-02
Richmond House (Cock’s Castle): viii, 207,246,27273,279-80,285-86,328,364,371-72,376,379,514
Rickard, Eliza: 285
Rickards, Bishop, cut his initials with the Eureka
Diamond: 431
Rigge, James, account of the death of Charles
Goldswain: 323
Riggien, James: 335
Rimmington, W A: 403
Rintoul, Mr, built the first of several Kowie Harbour
slipways: 376,378
Rivers, Henry, Wharf-master>Grahamstown landdrost:
109,111,113,507,512,548-49,559
Rix-dollar, demise of: 124,152
Robben Island: 37,219,352,372,430,465,488
Roberts, Auguste, ‘French Bob’, found gold and began
the Barberton rush: 434
Roberts, Daniel Jnr: 552
Roberts
Ann (née Shone): 237,337
Henry: 237,337
Roberts, Mr, Bathurst Schoolmaster: 254,330,
Roberts, William: 525
Roberts, William, Clerk: 546
Robertson, Capt., Magistrate amongst Anta’s people: 346
Robey, John: 263
Robinson, Abraham: 564
Robinson, John, advice to Baines in the Natal Mercury
:424
Robinson, M R, colonial engineer for Kowie Harbour
works: 377
Robinson, Thomas, Southwell: 408-09
Robinson, Thomas, Fort Beaufort: 203
Robson, the Rev. Adam: 563
Roedolph, Mr, farmer: 563
Rogers, T Davies: 403
Role of the Field-cornet (veldwachmeester): 470
Roles of Landdrost and Heemraden: 470
Roles of the under-sheriff and secretary: 470
‘Roode Dray’, the Cumming farm, renamed ‘Hilton’: 438
Rose, the Rev. G A: 380,403
Rose, George: 406
Ross, Capt. James, 27th Regiment, Commissariat Issuer at
Bathurst: 144,254,283
Rossouw, Lieut., regarding the Slagter’s Nek Rebellion:
485
Routing of the rebel camp, 8th War: 308
Royal Africa Corps: 35-36,107
Royal Artillery: 35
Royal Engineers, Chatham, Kent: 43
Rubridge, Eleanor: 555
Rudman, Mr: 212

Rumley, Major, commanded Bathurst Post: 262
Rumours of gold in the African interior: 463
Russell
George, joiner: 229
Sarah (née Allen): 229
Russell, Lord John, Secretary of State for the Colonies:
296,344
Rust infected wheat: 105,108-09,368,461
Rutherfoord, Howson E, MLC: 113,284,546,549
Rutherford, F F: 377
Rutherford, Mr: 290
Ryder, Richard, Home Secretary: 23
Ryneveld, Mr, Civil Commissioner Graaff-Reinet:
170,194
Sakana, Chief, held Van Rensburg party prisoners: 166
Salaried minister of religion: 56,70,78
Saldanha Bay, blockade of Dutch ships: 8
Saldaniers, Khoi tribe, traded sheep for copper and
tobacco: 461
Salem: 87,102,112-13,130,201,218,22123,233,334,366,409,438,441,496-98,500,512,533,535,
541,545,549-51,553-54,569,571
Salem Agricultural Society: 207
Salis
Capt. Joseph, Ensign: 205,337
Edward: 338
Salmond, C, Port Frances pilot: 275,280-81
Salmond, Robert, Captain of the stricken HMS
Birkenhead, the : 313
Salted beef industry: 47
Sampson, Apolas and David: 301
Samuel Cawood, the: 382
Sancroft, William DD, Archbishop of Canterbury: 45
Sanders, Martha: 525
Sanderson, Surveyor-general, advice to Baines in the
Natal Mercury : 424
Sandilli, Gaika Chief: 156,212-17,220,300-02,31516,342-43,345,348-49,352,456-57,483
Sansom (Notts settler family)
family: 67
Dorothy: 67
Edith: 221,551
Elizabeth (born at sea): 67
George: 89
Sappho, the: 72
Saracen’s Head, Liverpool: 57,59,61,64
Sargeant, the Rev. William: 233
Sass
family: 201
Catherine, teacher at Theopolis and Southwell:
202,209,361,366
the Rev. Christopher, missionary at Theopolis:
201-02,359
Satchel, the Rev. William, responsibility for Lower
Albany Methodists: 224,549
Saunders, John R, ordnance storekeeper: 200,403,553
Scanlen, Charles, MHA: 521
Scarce stationery supplies: 75
Sceptre, HMS: 9
Schacher and Cuyper, loyal ‘captains’ apprehended
Gonnema offenders: 468
Schaller, Adolphus, schoolmaster at Bathurst, Bathurst
reading Society Committee, Church Warden:
266,332,405
Scheepers, the family: 13
Scheepers, Widow: 11
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Scheuble
Andreas: 519
Margaretha: 48
Schmidt, George, butcher and Moravian minister: 475
Scholtz, the Rev. Ernest, German Missionary: 215
Scholz, Ene: 154
Scholtz, J P, 403
School-chapel at Lombard’s Post, Southwell: 199,20001,207,09,255,263,267,307,327,330,33637,339,360,365,393,395,398,405-06,409-09,525
Schuper, Ensign: 471
Schyver, Isaac: 471
Scientific and Literary Society, proposal quashed: 115
Scoon, Robert: 504,538
Scott, Devonshire J, costing of a Port AlfredGrahamstown railway: 379
Scott (of Barville Park)
John: 209
Maria: 209
Scott, Joseph, Master of the Tread-Mill, Cape Town
prison: 564
Scott, Miss, daughter of Admiral Scott: 544
Scott, Sir Walter: 114,542
Scott-Chisholm, Colonel: 448
Scottish Highlanders: 29
Scott-Tucker, Mr, colonial engineer: 371
Scurvy: 7,98
Seasonal grazing: 32,97,119
Second Clumber Church built at the summit of Mount
Mercy: 399
Seiton, John, skipper of the Albatross: 281
Seko, Chief: 150
Sekonyela, Chief of the Tlokwa: 165,187
Sekukune, Bapedi tribal Chief: 444
Selby
Edith: 255
John: 255,282,328
Sarah (née Randall): 255
Seley, William: 49
Selous, Frederick, hunter-explorer: 426-27
Selwyn, William, Master at Bathurst School: 263
Senzangakhona, Zulu Chief, Dingaan’s father: 190
Separation of the Trichardt and Van Rensburg convoys
(Great Trek): 164
Separation of whites and blacks: 118-19
Sephton
family: 70,549-50
Jane: 76
Sarah (née Prynn): 572
Hezekiah (party leader): 70,87,532
Thomas, catechist, missionary: 532,572
William, born at sea: 76
Sephton, party: 42,70,71,76-78,85,87,113,221,490,
511-12,533,541,543,550-51,558,571
Sergeant, the Rev. William, deputised for the Rev.
Pearse, at Clumber: 400
Seton, Lieut.-Colonel Alexander, gave the order to save
women and children aboard the sinking HMS
Birkenhead : 313
Settler conduct: 84
Settler debts written off: 117
Settler monument, Gunfire Hill, Grahamstown: 101
Settler party leadership: 41
Settler regulation in government circulars: 82-84
Settlers newly adopted landscape and difficult terrain:
94-95

Settlers’ public meeting held at Commercial Hall,
Grahamstown: 171
‘Settlers’ Town’, temporary encampment at Algoa Bay:
93
Seyolo, Ndlambe Chief: 300,302,311,315
Sharon (formerly Vlakteplaat): 4,85,559-60
Sharples, John: 61
Shaw
family: 551-52
Margaret, see Margaret Blaine
the Rev. William, General Superintendent of
the Wesleyan Missions in South-Eastern
Africa: 56,70,76-78,8687,95,98,113,149,166,22122,227,229,248,253-54,256,265,267,
274,322,355-56,366,374,399,401,49697,510,522-23,528,539,542,545,550,
552-53,562,571,576
the Rev. William’s son: 278
Shaw, Isabella: 555
Shaw, Robert: 139
Shaw, the Rev. Barnabas Jnr: 408
Shaw, W, Corps of Guides: 137
Sheahan, M, Issuer to the Commissariat at Waai Plaats:
332
Sheasby, H C: 403
Sheep; see Merino sheep
Shepherd (or Sheppard-Notts settler family)
family, 67,552
Alexander, trustee for Clumber Church: 401
Henry: 90,401,554
William:141,255,258,273-75,281,284-86
Shepstone
Ann (née Smith): 49,200,552-53
the Rev. (John) William, Greytown magistrate,
Resident Agent, preacher:
145,155,200,215,222,263,425,506,522,523,
551,576
Theophilus: 143,270,415-16,425,455
William G B, magistrate, Civil Commissioner:
318
Sheridan, Capt. Thomas, aide-de-camp and colonial
treasurer: 30
Sherlock, Major: 14
Shields, William, KHIC constable: 373
Shillinge and Fitzherbert: 459
Ship to shore at Algoa Bay: 82,86-87
Shipwrecks: 199,473
Shone
family: 235-37,389,536,554
Ann, see Ann Roberts
Caroline (née Whittle): 237,332
Elizabeth: 128,535,562
George: 203,236
Henry: 234,305,322,326-27,332-33,335-39
John: 234,238,305,326-28,330-31
Sarah (mother): 235
Sarah (daughter): see Sarah Knight
Thomas: 123,234,236-38,328-29,330-31,33336,338-39,536,552
Thomas Jnr: 234,339
Shortage of ammunition for Boer farmer defence: 173
Shortage of blacksmiths: 99
Shortage of labour: 212
Shrewsbury, the Rev. William: 510
Sickness and death in the early Dutch colony: 460
Sidmouth, Lord: 21
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Sigcawu, younger brother of Ndlambe: 153
Sillands, J, Master of the Sophia : 281
Silver at Lion’s Head, not commercially viable: 467
Silver-copper adornments made by the Thembu people:
479
Silwebana, Zulu Chief: 188
Simkins, Wallace, CMR Ensign> Deputy Superintendent
of the Kowie convict station: 372
Simpson, Annie: see Annie Bowker: 252
Simpson, Brother (religious): 99
Simpson, Dr, experimented with anaesthetics in
Edinburgh: 429
Simpson, J, reputedly reached Victoria Falls before
Livingstone: 412
Simpson, Sarah: see Sarah Cawood
Simpson, T & J, coach hire: 57
Simpson, the Hon. J: 51
Singleton (Notts settler family)
Charlotte: 43
Elizabeth: 43
John: 43
Mary: 43
William: 43
Sir George Osborn, the: 71,85
Siwana, Chief: 318,349
Skead, Mr, Master RN and Admiralty Surveyor: 374
Skilled and professionally qualified settlers: 103,105
Skirrow, John, civil engineer, surveyor: 250,259,27980,283
Slagter’s Nek Rebellion 12,33-34,152,485-89
Slater
family: 554
Charles, MHA: 266
E: 402
Jane: 543
John: 53
Slaughter of Van Rensburg’s party by the Magwamba
(‘Knobnoses’): 165
Slave tasks not always onerous: 464
Slaves, treatment by the more enlightened slave owners:
465
Slavery and emancipation, general:
6,12,18,26,32,103,119,129,152,195,211
Sleeping sickness: 165
Slipway timbers infected with canker-worm: 379
Sloley, William, butcher at Port Frances: 372
Sloman, Mark, herd boy: 112
Sloman, Morris: 548
Slow going Trekboers: 464
Sluysken, Mynheer: 6-8
Smailes, the Rev. Purdon: 322,401,406-07
Smailes
Ann (née Cockcroft): 407
the Rev. Purdon: 404
William, taught at Clumber School: 401,407
Small pox: 27,72
Smart, J T: 403
Smit, Nicholaas, trek scout: 177,183
Smit
the Rev. Erasmus, predikant: 178-82,189
Susanna: 178
Smit (or Smith), the Rev. N: 202,308-09
Smith & Co, bank: 44
Smith Godfrey, Edward, Calton party organiser: 1,44,5153,55-59,62,64-66
Smith, Ann: see Ann Shepstone

Smith
Colonel Sir Harry,>Governor: 13135,,137,139-140,142-43,151,155-57,15860,163,167,169,207,264,284-85,287-89,29293,295-96,300-03,311-12,314,323,429
Juanita: 157-58,172
Smith, Dr Andrew, MD, zoologist: 123,526,542
Smith (Willson’s party)
family: 554-55
Smith, G, surveyor: 532
Smith (Blaawkrantz rail disaster)
Hazel: 385
Younger brother: 385
Smith, Jane: see Jane Foulds
Smith
John, Assistant Commissary-General: 279
Letitia: see Letitia Cock
Smith (Damant’s party)
Harriet: 49
Henry: 49
Stephen: 49
Smith, John, (Notts settler): 90
Smith, John, painted a watercolour of Southwell Minster
hung in St James’ Church: 398
Smith, Joseph, Calton party agent in Liverpool:
62,64,68,74
Smith, Samuel (Notts settler): 43,85
Smith, Mr, Commissioner: 379
Smith, Mr, visiting missionary for Theopolis: 366
Smith
Rowland: 209
Charlotte: 209
Smith, the Rev. George: 263
Smith, the Rev. John: 209,229-30,233-34,25657,265,285,322,328,331-36,399,400-01,405
Smith, the Rev. Thornley: 203,229-30,254,399
Smith, the Rev. William: 331
Smith, Victor, aviator, landed on Kasouga beach: 387
Smith, William: 275-79,284-85,513,536
Smuts, General Jan, commanded the Boer forces in the
Anglo-Boer War: 446
Sneeuberg Burgher Cavalry: 11
Snelder, John, trader, accused of inciting Dingaan’s
people to leave Zululand: 186
Snelgar, Mrs: 403
Snorre Straulassen, the, crew saved by rockets and lines:
380
Snyman, Stoffel, met distressed Dr Livingstone: 412
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge: 59-60,143
Society for the Relief of Distressed Settlers: 113
Soldier killed: 488
Sole proprietor parties: 41
Soloman, Mr, attended a select committee on the harbour
project: 376
Somerset East, Somerset (Government) Farm:
11,30,48,108,117
Somerset
Charlotte: 30
Frances: 386,557
Georgina: 30
Henry, Capt.>Lieut.-Colonel>Colonel>MajorGeneral>General: 85,93,108,118,121,126,
130-34,140,145-46,150-51,159,161,173,20001,205,207,217,256,260,263,270,301,305,307,
311-12,329,331,359,365,386,499500,503,526,529,541,543,557,562
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Somerset (contimued)
Lord Charles, Governor: 2,4,30,32-34,3738,47-48,72,81,85,87,108-11,116-20,146,153,
292,500,506,512-13,516,519,534,544,559
Somerset and Albany Agricultural Association: 265
Somerset letter to Earl Bathurst, 1822: 110
Sompes, M, Chief Constable at Bathurst: 332
Song for the Luddites, Byron poem: 24
Sonquas, assisted disloyal Gonnemas: 468
Sotherton, Admiral: 51,54
Sources of genealogical information: 370
South African College, Cape Town: 124
South African Commercial Advertiser: 114,143,148
South African Fire and Life Assurance Company: 123
South African Journal: 114
Southerland’s Post: 30
Southey
family: 555
George, Corps of Guides: 137-38,140,168
George Jnr: 337,397
(Sir) Richard, Corps of Guides>Government
Agent>Colonial Secretary in SA, MHA: 137,
156,335,376,432
Sophia: 556
William, MLC: 208,265,333
Southwell, Eastern Cape
General: vi-viii,4,27,29,33,35,52,55,7071,87,139,140-41,145,195-96,199,21011,221,239,241,256,25859,263,265,266,273,275,285-86,288,30408,321-22,326-40,347,352-53,356-57,35967,370,386-89,391-99,405-09,470,485,49394,499,503-05,509-11,513-16,520,523-28,53133,535-38,540-43,545,550-51,554-58,563-64
Barville Park (incl. B.Camp): 87,145,199202,204-09,258,306,327-33,335-36,33839,359,361,388-89,392,398,40507,409,494,501,507,51112,532,539,541,544,563
Devonshire: 542
Elmhurst: 392,515,532,533,541,549-550
Fairfax: 200,203,335,380,505,508,514
Glendower: 139,141,200,339,381,392,40506,408,411,494,503,515,544
Glenfillan: 139,199-200,20204,206,241,337,406,411,528
Grant’s Valley: 200,203,210,333,39192,406,408-09,532,538
Holling Grove: 199-200,202-05,20708,330,333-34,408,511
Southwell, Eastern Cape (continued)
Hope Farm: 141,200,20304,207,209,331,336,514,523,232,540-41
Kariega Resort: 389,392-92
Kasouga Aerodrome: 392-93
Lombard’s Post (formerly Tweefontein): 2729,30,35-36,139,141,197,200,202-05,20810,305,322,32627,329,332,334,336,338,361,363,387,359,396,
398,408-09,485,494,50001,504,526,535,537,542,555,557,558
Merville: 200,207,306,329,334,336-37,339340,405,409,527
Newton: 199-200,20405,207,228,261,306,336,336,40809,504,523,527,555

Reed Fountain (Riet Fontein): 202-04,20710,332,334-37,339,361-63,405,494,49697,501,504-05,510-12,51415,533,536,539,541-44,549-51,554,558
Theopolis Mission Station:
27,30,35,130,139,141,200-02,204-06,20809,253,259,281,286,288,304-06,30811,317,321,326-27,329,356,359,361,36567,386,389,393,397,407,494,496-97,499501,503-04,506-07,509,511-12,515-17,52628,533-35,537-38,541-44,548-49,55153,555,557,561,563
Walsingham: 139,199-200,20203,207,305,307,330,333,398,406-409,515,532
Waterford: 204,207,239,329,405-06,408,499
Wesley Woods: 199,202-03,205,328,33334,406,514,558
Wolf’s Crag: 199-200,20205,207,241,329,338,397,407409,494,511,513,526,544
Woodlands: 139,141,199-210,234,25859,267,281,328-30,33334,336,338,393,405,408-09,494,499,501,50304,523,527-28,536,538,541
Southwell, Nottinghamshire: vi,2,20,24,29,52,55,57,6365,70,73,90,195,198-99,362,394-96,398,537,540
Southwell, SA – Map 580
Spark of war, 9th War: 455
Sparkes, Ensign: 127
Sparrman, Anders, Swedish traveller and naturalist:
5,474,477-78
Special St James’s Day services, 1943: 399
Speelman, Jan, ring leader at Theopolis: 305
Split trekker parties: 181
Sports at the Nottingham Party Market Place: 402
Sprigg, Sir Gordon, Cape Prime Minister: 385
St Jago: 6
St John’s Church, Bathurst, refuge during 6th War: 130
St Peter’s Church at Hilton: 441,443
St Peter’s Church, Nottingham: 60
Stafford, Jane: 547
Stampede: 131
Stanborough, Thomas: 242,244,259
Standen, Mary Anne: 441
Stanford, Capt. Robert: 290
Stanford-Driver, W I: 561
Stanley, Henry, re the Livingstone relief expedition: 424
Stanley, Lord, Secretary of State: 150,269,292
Stanton
William, RN, charting the Kowie River:
376,402,547
William Jnr: 272
Staples
family: 402
Bert: 403-04
Henry: 403
John: 140
John Jnr: 233,330,409
Martha (née Pike): 409
Mary (née Purdon): 230
Star, the: 11
Starvation amongst the Xhosas: 153
Steabler, the Rev. William, catechist at Southwell:
201,207-08,265,338-39,362,365,367,397
Stead, Sarah Helen: 408,542
Stellenbosch: 16,17,34,206,232,246,261,298,469,471-72
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Stentor, the: 44,71-72,81,85
Stenwater, Jan Pieter, first to be awarded the death
sentence: 461
Sterley
family: 518
Thomas: 49
Stewart, A, supplied slates for the new Clumber Church:
401
Stewart, Dr, killed at Booma Pass: 302
Stewart, of Barville Park camp
Janet: 335
John: 335
Stewart, Mary: see Mary Wesson
Steyn, Hermanus: 179
Stirk
family: 386-87,391,555-56
Ann (formerly widow Matthias): 203
Charles Joseph: 384,387
Doris: 386
Elizabeth: 203
Haley: 392
Joseph: 209,555
Neville: 388
Sarah (née Elliott): 405
William: 203,405
Stockenstrom
family: 169
Andries Snr, landdrost, Lieut.-Governor:
17,28,32,37,122
(Sir) Andries Jnr, Capt.>Commissioner
General>Lieut.-Governor, MLC: 122,146,14950,152-53,163,166,169-73,175-76,178,193-94,
211-12,217,268,271,29495,298,346,378,486,512,544,558
Stocking Makers’ Association for Mutual Protection: 22
Stocks, Gwen, dance teacher at Kasouga: 390
Stokes, Major Henry, Commander at Bathurst Post: 26162,283
Stokwe, Chief: 453
Storer, Dr: 92
Stowe, Mr, second teacher at Southwell School-chapel:
200
Stowey, a Somerset village: 48-49
Stracey, Mr: 38
Strachan, Lumsden, Secretary of the Lower Albany
Agricultural Society: 207,263,331
Straton, George, Rector of Brechin: 503
Streets, William (Notts settler): 44,85
Streetson, Mr, printer: 73
Stretch, Capt., Commissioner, government agent at Fort
Cox: 155-56,160
Stretton, Mr, principal of the Nottingham Journal: 55
Stringfellow, Thomas: 114
Stroud, Mr, drowned at the Kowie River mouth: 276
Stubbs
John, trader: 109 (murder of)
Capt, Thomas, Albany Rangers, Fieldcommandant: 275,306-07,334
Capt. William, Albany Rangers: 257,30506,334,336
Stumbles
family: 397
Albert Rubridge Washington, attorney,
Rhodesia Minister of Justice and Speaker: 398
Alberta (née Maggs): 398
the Rev. Albert Barrett, Anglican Minister:
397-99

Annie, see Annie Gray
Stumbles (continued)
Charles Washington, Civil Commissioner and
Magistrate in Salisbury, Rhodesia: 398
Christopher Washington, born at Southwell:
408
Hannah: 397
Harold, killed at Delville Wood in the Great
War: 398
Mary Dallas (née Atherstone): 398
the Rev. Robert Washington: 397,408
Sidney: killed at Delville Wood in the Great
War: 398
Stuurman, Klaas 10,12-13
Stuurman, wagon driver: 247
Subscription for the Distress in Ireland and Scotland: 248
Subscription fund for emigration: 51
Subscription fund to alleviate unemployment in
Nottinghamshire: 24
Subsequent Nottingham parties (proposed): 56,73,88
Suffren, Admiral: 6
Supervision of settler journeys inland: 85
Supplementary Burgher force under Rademeyer: 133
Supplementary Burgher force under Van Ryneveld: 133
Supplementary rice rations from the British East India
Company: 99
Supplies at prime cost: 93
Supplies on credit: 82
Supplementary provisions from Batavia: 467
Supreme Court, establishment of: 122
Surmon
Lieut. William, JP: 234,337,407
William Jnr: 232
Surrey, Earl of: 51
Surveyor meeting with the Port Frances Harbour
Committee: 284
Sussens, Robert, Pound-master at Barville Park: 406
Sutherland, Dr, government surveyor: 422
Sutton Valance, Kent: 46
Sutu, Great Wife of Gaika, mother of Sandilli: 15658,213,302
Swain, Emily: 406
Swanepoel, Mrs, effective at Vegkop: 177
Swellendam: 6-8,1011,13,17,34,113,131,133,170,298,480,539,549
Swellengrebel, Governor: 473
Swinburne, Sir John, RN: 414,417,419, 421,426
Sykes (Notts settler family)
family: 67,92,73-74
John: 72,75,77
Sykes, the Rev. William: 418
Sympathy of ‘philanthropists’ with Xhosas: 143
Syree, the Rev. Peter: 406
Table Farm (formerly Noutoe): vi,4,29,85,142,221,26771,363,438-44,446,448-51,453,485, 493-96,518-19,56061
Tachard, Father Le Pere: 469
Tait, Peter, advance party leader: 34
Tancred, the Rev. August: 258
Tannard, Lieut. B, 27th Regiment: 259
Target bombing at Woodlands: 393
Targett, Sarah, married William Jones at Southwell: 397
Tarr (Notts settler family) (see text in page 556 for
ambiguities between Notts Torrs, Yorkshire Torrs and
Notts Tarrs)
family: 232,385,406,522,556
Ann: 229,403,408
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Tarr (continued)
Ann (née Wright):
C (Cornelius?): 402
Elizabeth: see Elizabeth Bradfield
Eliza: see Eliza Purdon
Emma, see Emma Richardson
Hannah (née Brent): 227,237
Henry: 230
George: 229-30,233-34,338,545
Isabella (née Randall): 266
James, School committee and Church trustee:
226-28,231,233,330,335,339,401-02,404
John: 332
Martha (née Purdon): 328
Mary: see Mary Elliott
Mary (née Brent): 230
Norman: 403
Samuel: 227,328,333,335-37
Sara (née Perie): 536
Selina: 557
Thomas, Church trustee:
230,233,266,322,328,333,338,401,403,406,408
Thomas Jnr: 234
T (Thomas Henry?): 402
William: 233-34,327
Tas, Adam, burgher ring leader and petitioner: 472
Tatham, John, paid for work done on Bathurst Chapel:
265
Taylor
Elizabeth: 262
Joseph: 262
Taylor
family: 201
the Rev. R H: 201
William: 201
Tee
family: 518
Charlotte: 49
Elizabeth: 49
Mary Snr: 49
Mary Jnr: 49
Richard Snr: 49-50,518
Richard Jnr: 49
Tempest, Henry, Southwell catechist: 360
Tenders for new schoolmaster’s house at Clumber: 224
Tenders sought for a tramway at Port Frances: 372
Tennyson, literate son of Bobejan, victim of the Great
Cattle Killing: 446
Tents: 40
Texas Jack’s Wild West Show: 440
Thaba ‘Nchu: 165
Thackwray
Ann: 521
James, MHA: 259
John: 224,522
Joseph: 236,253-54
Joseph Jnr: 406
Mary (née Hartley): 406,408
William: 522,525
Thakeray, Capt. Reginald Hartley, his Journal of the
Royal African Society article on the discovery of
Victoria Falls 412
Tharratt
Ann: 525
John: 235,261
Thatham, John: 332

Thembu peoples (Tambucki, Tambookie):
122,126,146,158-59,211,214,217,304,31516,318,355,455,457,479,483,498
Theopolis Mission Station: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Theron, Mr, Stockenstrom’s bailiff: 178
Thiele, William (Notts settler): 67,90
Thomas:
Charlotte: 233
Henry: 233
Thomas, Humphrey: 255
Thomas, Morgan: 420
Thompson, Canon: 397,443
Thompson, Colonel, before the Aborigines Committee:
149
Thompson, the Rev. G: 397,407
Thompson, George, Cape Town merchant: 528
Thompson (Damant party)
family: 518
William: 49
Thompson (Southwell family)
Edward, Lower Albany Agricultural Society:
207
Edward Jnr: 339
John: 207,331
Mary: see Mary Wright
Thompson, Mr, rented holiday home(s) at Kasouga: 386
Thompson,
J Wilson, preacher: 403
O R, preacher : 403
Thompson, Mr, trader, warned Retief of an intended
attack by Dingaan: 189
Thompson, William Richie: 143,171,180
Thornhill
Ann: 528
Christopher, party leader, merchant: 77
Thornhill’s party: 77
Threat of Holland-England war: 462
Timm/ Timms (Notts settler family)
family: 67,239,401-03,522,543,557
Amos: 402
Charles: 139
Edward, Bathurst Divisional Council, Lower
Albany Agricultural Society: 141,
207-08,224,230,234,
236-37,263,322,326,332,331-32,400-02,
405-06,545,556,566
Elizabeth: 69
Enos, Secretary to Clumber Chapel
Committee: 402
Hilton: 326
Iris: 326
Job: 336,407
John, of Nottingham: 69-70
John, of SA: 406
Maria: see Maria Poulton
Mary: see Mary Kidson
Timm/Timms (continued)
Mary (née Bradfield): 406
Mary Anna (née Hartley): 402
Maurice: 404
Paul: 333,406
Reuben: 238,332-33,401,406
Ross: 251
Selina (née Tarr): 557
Sophia (née Bradfield): 407
the Rev. D W (Derrick William?): 404
Thomas: 69,90,233,250,335
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Timm’s Camp: 326-35,338,401
Timm’s Drift, on the Torrens River near Clumber: 326
Timm’s Halt: 251,257
Timm’s Mill (wind): 141,239,557
Tini, son of Chief Macoma: 453
Title deeds: 112
Titterton, T: 139
Tlalela, Chief: 550
Tobacco industry: 32,34,48
Toise, Xhosa Chief: 342
Tola: 213,216
Tomlinson, John: 67
Tooley, Chief: 9
Tools brought out from England: 99
Tools supplied out of deposit money: 99
Toposcope: 104
Torr (see text in page 556 for ambiguities between Notts
Torrs, Yorkshire Torrs and Notts Tarrs)
family: 68,556
Isabella (née Randall): 266
Thomas: 89,338
Torrens River: 4,221,22830,255,326,403,505,516,521,536-37,562
Tovey, Mr: 402
Townsend, W: 339
Trading, Europeans with Xhosas, legalities:
107,109,112,118,122,127,474
Tradesmen, shortage of: 103
Trading at the River Chumie, in Natal Province,
Pondoland, Thembuland: 122
Trading with Boer farmers: 110
Tragic deaths of two elephant calves: 411
Train, William, pilot at Port Frances, Master of the
British Settler: 256,276-78,282-84,286
Tranby, thoroughbred stallion: 197
Transportation inland: 80
Transportation of supplies: 102
Transport systems, developments in Britain: 198
Transvaal less advanced than the Free State and Natal:
454
Trappes, Capt. Charles, provisional magistrate:
87,104,106,108-09,498,503,506-07,520,529,543,550
Trappes Valley/ Trappes Valley Mill (wind):
207,224,229,231-34,236-37,258-59,281-82,326-29,33233,339,406,441,497,530
Tratzoe, Jan: see Jan Tsatzoe
Treasury assessment of the war: 455
Treaty of Paris, 1815: 18
Trekkers reached Thaba ‘Nchu: 166
Trenlow, the Rev.:448
Trial by jury: 122
Trial over the death of Hintsa: 151
Tribunal of Appeal: 215
Trichardt (leading trek family)
family: 181-82,185
Carolus (or Karel): 152-153
Trichardt (continued)
Louis, Field-cornet: 152-54,161,164,178
Tripp, Major Howard: 560
Trollip
family: 319
Alfred: 273
Benjamin: 253
Mary: 530-31
Trompetter, Hans: 12
Trompetter’s Drift/ Trompetter’s Drift Post: 32,13031,206,232,240,259-60,265,326,333,405,555

Troops from England—90th Regiment, Royal Artillery,
24th Regiment and drafts, 9th War: 456
Trower
Elizabeth: 403
Gilbert: 407
Joseph, Clumber Chapel Committee: 401-02
Trower Trust Fund established: 403
Truce and terms of surrender, 7th War: 217
Truce, British and Dutch, 1795: 8
Truter
family: 502
Emerentia: see Emerentia Barrow
Sir John, Chief Justice: 115
Tsatzoe (or Tratzoe, Tzatzoe), Chief Jan:
149,217,217(fn),243,243(fn)
Tshaka, Kwane descendant: 476,482
Tsimbe: 351
T’Slambie, see Ndlambe
Tudhope, Francis: 257
Tunnard, Lieut. B, CMR officer at Bathurst Post: 24445,260
Turf Club, first in Eastern Province: 117
Turner, S: 139,557
Turner, Uriah: 266
Turpin, the Rev. WH: 396-97,408,576
Turvey, family: 509
Tuthill, Mr, harbour engineer: 382-83
Twain, Mark, talked with R Bettington in Pretoria jail:
450
Twee Fontein (later Lombard’s Post): see Southwell,
Lombard’s Post
Tyali, Chief: 130,133-36,145-46,158-59,192-93,212-13
Tyers, William: 99
Tylden, Capt., and his men, on Whittlesea: 311
Tyopo, Chief, repulsed at Imvani: 311
Tzatzoe, Jan: see Jan Tsatzoe
Uitenhage: 11,17,26-27,29,47,8385,89,93,104,110,117,130,14849,200,202,212,218,293,29698,304,383,476,480,488,49596,511,513,519,526,535,561
Uitenhage Packet, the: 48
Uithaalder, William, Khoi rebel leader: 315,317,334
Uitlanders: 446
Ulbricht
family: 557-58
the Rev. John: 27,499-500,526,537
Ultimatum issued to Kreli: 217
Umbombo: 351
Umboyna, Chief: 160
Umfengele: 342
Umhala, Chief: 15860,167,213,318,342,345,348,350,352,354
Umhlakaza : see William Goliath
Umkye (or Umkwe), Chief: 192,212,318,523
Umlangeni (or Mlangeni), prophet for Sandilli: 30001,317,347
Umnombata, regent ruler of the Matabele kingdom: 41617
Umtigesi, supplied food for Baines and Hartley: 420
Umtine, messenger: 137-38
‘Unbelievers’ (Amagogotya) and ‘Believers’ (Abatama),
in the cattle killing prophecy: 348
Uniforms made for 6th War: 132
Union Society of Framework Knitters: 22
US wars: 22
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Usher:
Elizabeth: 249
James: 255-58,261,264,266,281,502
James Jnr: 249,263,283
John: 227,257,264
Sophia: 546
Uys
family: 154,184,189
Jacobus: 180-81
Piet: 180-81,182-83
Vadana, Thembu Chief: 158-59,478
Vagrancy: 127,129,154,561
Valentine (or Vallentine), Peter (Notts settler):
68,90,232,558
Van Assenburg, economic statistics: 473
Van der Graaff, Governor: 488
Van der Graaff, Reinet: 7
Van de Merwe, Paul: 170
Van der Kemp, Dr: 15,17,26-27
Van der Lingen, family: 557
Van der Stell
(Willem) Adriaan, Cape Commander: 292
Frans the younker: 471-73
Simon, Cape Commander: 467,469
Van der Walt, Tjaard: 13,15
Van Deventer, Boer General: 446
Van Goens, Cape Commissioner: 463
Van Jaarsveld
Adriaan, Cape Commandant: 10-11,13,477
Zacharias: 11
Van Niekerk, Schalk: 431-32
Van Noot, Governor: 473
Van Rensburg, Johannes, (aka Lang Hans), early trekker:
164-66
Van Rheede, Cape Commissioner: 469
Van Riebeeck, Jan (or Johan), First Cape Commander:
vi,77,215,459-467,480,528
Van Rooyen, Hendrick: 208,336-37
Van Ryneveld, Willem Stephanus: 17
Van Teylingen, Jan: 459
Van Tulbagh, Governor Ryk: 475
Van Wyk, Stephanus, Field-cornet, division commander
and interpreter: 134,486
Van Zeller, Mr, Consul-General for Portugal: 423-24
Vandeleur, General: 9-11
‘Vanguard’, a very expensive horse: 120
Vansittart, Nicholas, British Chancellor of the
Exchequer: 38
Veldwachmeester: see Role of the Field-cornet
Venables, Henry, American missionary: 190-91
Venning, S B, owned the Ligonia: 276
Verity, John: 502
Verity, Reuben: 409
Vernon, Mr: 38
Verster, J, mail service contractor: 253
Vice
Elizabeth: see Elizabeth Manley
James: 255
Victoria Falls: 410,412,420
Victoria Post: 217
Victoria, Queen, marriage to Albert: 198
Victoria, Queen, ratification of agreements with Xhosas:
192
Vigne, Mr: magistrate amongst Pato’s people: 269,346
Vijoen, Jan, hunter: 411-13
Violent gales: 461
Vlakteplaat: see Sharon

Vogelaar, Herman van: 461
Voice of the People: 10
Voltyn, J, commandant at Theopolis defence station: 201
Volunteer, the, 373
Von Ludwig, Baron: 228
Von Plettenberg, Baron Joachim, Governor: 476
Von Prophalow, Count: 16
Voortrekker forces assembled with Korana, Griqua,
Mantatisi and Barolong troops in support: 179
Voorste Mense, the, the vanguard trek: 164
Vusani, Thembu Chief: 135
Wade, Thomas, Lieut.-Colonel>Colonel>Acting
Governor: 127,149,153,171
Wagon costs borne by the government: 103
Wagon hire for new settlers: 80,83-84,87
Wainwright, Daniel, schoolteacher: 203
Wait
family: 529
William, party leader: 77
Wait’s party: 77
Wakeford, William: 270
Walcheren expedition: 43,46,47
Waldeck Regiment (of mainly Austrian and Hungarian
prisoners): 16
Waldron, F W, harbour engineer: 380
Walker
family: 558
Joseph, agriculturalist: 228,261,280-83
Marion: 249
Walker, Joseph the younger: 258
Walker, Joshua: 53
Walker, of Woodlands
Charles: 207
Sarah, living at Woodlands, Southwell: 207
Walker, George, Society of Friends, York:
201,253,399,536
Walker, Mr, of Green Fountain: 530
Walker, the Rev. Richard: 222,339,514,576
Walker
Thomas, preacher: 227,253
Thomas Jnr, preacher: 227
Wallace, Edward: 273
Wallis, the Rev. William, Chairman of the Southwell
School Committee: 397,409
Walsh, H, Royal Artillery, surgeon: 201
Walsingham: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
War memorial at Clumber, Great War: 403
Ward, Elizabeth: see Elizabeth McLuckie
Ward, James: 207
Warden, Capt. Henry, commanding Cawood’s Post: 204
Warner, Joseph, MHA: 522
Warner, Rosina: see (Johanna) Rosina Wright
‘War of mutual extermination’: 111
Warren, Mr, trader: 131
Water supplies: 97
Waterboer, Andries, Griqua leader: 183,535
Waterford: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Waterloo, Battle of: 19,42
Watermeyer, Mr: 289
Waters
Charles: 407-08
Elvina (née Holdstock): 407
G ?: 336
Hannah (née Gravett): 406
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Waters (continued)
the Rev. Henry Tempest
(catechist>deacon>minister>canon): 202,20809,266,286,306-07,327,330,333,335-39,35657,359,361-62,365-67,393,396-97,408
Isabella: 339
Jane, married Edmund Holdstock: 407
Job: 405
Julia: 338
Lucy (née Godfrey): 407
Thomas: 407
Watson, David, harbour engineer: 278
Watson, Esther: 518,560
Watson, William: 415,421-22
Weakley
Catherine (née Palmer): 229
Joseph: 229,254,266,273,520
Weavers, H: 403
Webb, Captain Richard, Fingo Levy: 324-25
Webb, Charles: 278
Webb
Henry: 233
Elizabeth (née Bold): 233
Webb, John: 330
Webb, Robert: 273
Webb, T G: 442
Webb, T, Albany Ranger: 306
Webber, C P: 567
Webster, Roger, storyteller: 426
Webster (Notts settler family)
Mary Ann (née Bradfield): 509
Thomas: 67,89,509
Wedderburn
Christopher: 547
George: 502
Weinand, Joseph, resident magistrate for Bathurst: 335
Weir, the Rev.: 131
Welch, Mary: 269
Wells, George: 543, 554
Wells, John: 49
Welsh, of Newton
John: 409
Lydia: 409
Welsh, Mr: 336,339
Welshman, John, architect: 397
Wemer, Mr: 13
Wenneck, Mr, inspector of the harbour telegraph system:
379
Wentworth, Mr and Mrs, kept Sunday school at
Colesberg: 569
Wescott, Elizabeth: 336
Wesleyan missionaries praised by d’Urban: 167
Wesleyan mission progress: 360
Wesley Woods: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Wesson:
Ann, wife of William: 207
Charlotte: 208
James: 208,406
James the younger: 405
John: 409
Mary (née Stewart or Stuart): 406
Thomas:
William: 207,208,406
Wesson (continued)
William Jnr: 208
West Norfolk Militia: 45-46
Westcott, John, Barville Park: 338

Weston, J: 266
Wewege, Jacobus: 301
Weymouth, the: 81,85
Whale fisheries: 47,565
Whatton (Notts settler family):
Edward: 44
Edward Jnr: 44
Elizabeth: 44
Jane: 44
Mary: 44
Rebecca: 44
Sarah: 44
William: 44
Wheat crop failures (‘Rust’ infection): 105,10810,112,123,368,461,504,519,559-60
Wheeler, Thomas: 208,562
Wilson, A: 403
Whitaker, Thomas: 336
Whitaker, William, grocer and room hire, Liverpool: 6162
White (Notts settler family)
family: 2,29,42,45,85,138,143,
267-70,363,389,438-39,
442-44,449,452,494,496,508,519,
559-61
Alfred: 440,442
Ann Grant: see Ann Grant Atherstone
Annie Bliss: see Annie Bliss Cumming
Anne Mary (née Norton): 440
Bertram Egerton (Bert): 437,441-42,444-46
Bliss Anne (née Atherstone): 439,444
Castell: 446-51
Charles: 444,448
Edward (Ned): 441,443
Elizabeth (née Bentley): 42
Ellen: 444
Emily Damant: 438
Ethel: 441,444
Frances Atherstone (Fan): see Frances
Atherstone (Fan) Currie
Francis: 451
Francis Castell Damant: 45
George: 269,407,438-41,443-44,452,495
George Lorraine (Lorrie): 440,442,444-45,448
Hilda (née Currie): 444
Jessie: 441
John, surgeon: 42
John Loraine: 42
Kathleen Frances (née Hoole): 437,441,444
Louise Carlisle (née Currie): 440
Mabel (née Dennis): 441
Mary Ellen (née Bowker): 43,439,561
Sybil Woodyatt (née Bowker): 441
Thomas Charles, Lieut.>Major: 3,4,29,
42-44,46,85-86,111,124,138,140-45,150,
267-69,271,429-30,435,461,485,491,496,
517-19
Thomas Charles Jnr (Tom): 43,269,
437-44,446,496,519,561
Thomas Loraine: 444-45
White men recalled to Inyati for the election of
Lobengula: 418
White men ordered to exit Matabeleland: 418
White party: 3-4,23,42-44,71-72,81,
85-86,118,474,491,512,525,536
White, Fort, delegation from there to Umboyna’s kraal:
160
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White, Jethro, travelling companion of Archdeacon
Merriman: 353-55
White, Sir George, praised the ILH: 448
White, the Rev. Thomas, Nottinghamshire clergyman:
199,395-96
White, the Rev. W H: 444
White, Archdeacon of Grahamstown: 397
White, William (of Norfolk): 49
White’s ostriches: 442-43
Whittaker, William, quarried stone for the new Clumber
Church: 401
Whittal
Francis: 255,282
Francis Jnr: 262
Thomas: 406
Whittle
family: 231
Caroline: see Caroline Shone
Tamson: see Tamson Pike
Thurston: 229,237,326-27,536
Thurston Jnr: 236,328,332
Whittle
Harriet: 208
James: 208, 328
Susan: 208
Son of James and Susan (John or William):
327-28
Whittle, Mr, resisted parting with forage for the war
effort: 307
Whyte, Andrew, of Collingham: 405
Wicht, Mr: 294
Wicks
Robert: 539
Robert Jnr: 263
Wienand, Johan, resident magistrate: 337,340
Wiggall (or Wiggill)
Eli: 251
Elizabeth (née Grimes): 286
Isaac: 265,286,338
Joseph: 263
Thomas: 338
Wild animals: 32,565
Wild, Mr: 75
Wilde, Robert: 536
Wildlife: 32,94,96-97,462,479,565
Wilkins, the Rev., vicar of Southwell, Notts: 396
Wilkinson, Robert: 406
William I, King, Prince of Orange: 18
William IV, King: 158
William V, Stadholder: 7,15,18
William, Dr, experiments with anaesthesia: 429
Williams:
Elizabeth: 500
the Rev. Joseph: 28,33,500
Williams, Clara: 506
Williams, Thomas: 282
Willis, John, Albany Levy: 110,504
Willshire, Thomas, Lieut.-Colonel>Colonel: 3637,131,526
Willson, the Rev. Joseph: 209
Willson, Thomas: 516,523,537,562
Wilmore, A, Clumber cricket team: 402
Wilmot
family: 562
James, Bathurst Church secretary: 250-53,25556

Wilmot, Major Eardley, Royal Artillery, Commander at
Fort Peddie: 324
Wilson, David, Gold Commissioner: 434
Wilson, Private 72nd Regiment: 168
Wilson, the Rev. John, Principal of Bathurst Methodist
Circuit: 262,322,338-39,402
Winchester, Capt., skippered the inaugural London-Port
Alfred steam vessel, the S.S. Courland : 380
Windvogel, Khoi rebel: 192
Witchcraft, abolition of: 156-57
Withdrawal of troops at the Fish and Baviaans rivers:
109
Withheld title deeds: 162
Withins, Mr: 55
Wodehouse, Cape Governor Sir Philip: 432
Woeke, Mr, Graaff-Reinet Landdrost: 480
Woest
Barend, Field-cornet, in charge of Oliphants
Hoek burghers: 306-07
John, Capt. of the Oliphants Hoek burghers:
306,328-30,332
Wolf’s Crag: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Wolseley, Major-General Sir Garnet: 455
Wood Brothers, Port Alfred: 376
Wood, Charles Henry, organist: 399
Wood, Clumber newcomer family: 112
Wood
George, MLC: 256,269,278,298,339,37172,377,401
George Jnr, KHIC Chairman, countered
criticism over harbour expenditure: 376
Joseph, Col. Bathurst Volunteer Force:
401,407,409
Wood, Matabeleland family
George: 420
Mrs Wood: 417,420
Wood, George, recruiting for Khoi levies: 308
Wood, Mr, interpreter at Dingaan’s kraal: 190
Wood, Robert, Master of the Waterloo: 281,284
Wood, Samuel, of Salem: 409
Woodhouse, Mr, MP for Norfolk: 49
Woodland, Henry: 534
Woodlands: see Southwell, Eastern Cape
Woodlands Fort: 205-06
Woodland’s Mill (water): 538
Woodman, William, sawyer: 506
Woods, Frederick: 227,237,333
Woods, J, Master of the Montagu: 282
Woods, Mary: 338
Woollen industry: 31,119,124
Workforce planning: 75
Wortham, Major: 278
Wreck of the Doddington: 475
Wright (Notts settler family)
family: 67
Ann (née Tarr): 234
Elizabeth: see Elizabeth Hulley
Joseph (or Joshua): 90,233,237,285,328,562
Mary: see Mary Hiscock
(Johanna) Rosina (née Warner): 562
William: 206,233,509,562
Wright, of Cheshire
Charles: 285
Mary (née Thompson): 285
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Wright, of Lancashire
Ebenezer: 409
Margery (née Cron): 563
the Rev. Peter: 501,563
Wright, S C, Major of Grahamstown: 378
Wright, of Ireland
Benjamin: 509
the Rev. William: 517,533,546
Wright, William, of Waterford: 141,267
Wylde, Major W: 1-2
Wynberg, capture of camp at: 8
Wynne, Edward: 70
Wyvill, Commodore of the Castor: 290
Xabecca River, Xhosa village: 137
Xhosa confederation, 6th War: 126
Xhosa deaths during 6th War: 131,133,139
Xhosa formations invading Southwell, 7th War: 205
Xhosa salaried police force: 169
Xhosa march for better rations: 372
Xhosa, fear of death: 352
Xhosas attempt to free prisoners, 7th War: 216
Xhosas carried John Mandy’s young son to safety: 203
Xhosas employed on infrastructure projects: 344
Xhosas forced over the Great Fish River, 1st War: 477
Xhosas killed by Rautenbach and Fraser patrols, 6th War:
141
Xhosas permitted to reside in the colony, Ordinance 49,
1826: 126
Xhosas reoccupied the ceded territory: 151

Xhosas resumed the bulk purchase of clay from Clay
Pits: 338
Xhosas settled at Reed Fountain: 202
Xhosas, starved, sick and depleted, cattle killing
delusion: 350
Xiampi , Xhosa headman, sparked the attack on
Auckland military village: 303
Xoxo (KloKlo), wounded Xhosa and spark of 6th War:
131
Xoxo, blamed by his brother Macoma for concealing
stolen cattle: 214
Yorke, Brigadier-General: 16
Yorke, Major-General: 313
Young, Eastern District Governor Sir Henry, appointed
to post: 262
Young, P R: 403
Young, Sir George: 14
Young, Sir Henry E F, Lieut.-Governor and Commander
in Chief: 218-19,263
Young, the Rev. Samuel: 149,224,497,502,535,552
Zekoe, Chief: 126
Ziervogel, Mr, public deceived by the Kowie project: 378
Zitzikama: 78
Zonder End River, Caledon: 4,81,85
Zoroaster, the: 71,77,81,87
Zulu culture maintained: 457
Zulu nation expansion under King Chaka: 119
Zulu wars: 457
Zuurveld natives faced firearms for the first time: 468
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Extract of a song for the Settlers by kind permission of Miriam Erasmus:

b

Here are the full lyrics:

1820
In early 1819 on Britain's gallant shores
The people all were suffering after many bloody
wars
There wasn't much employment and life was hard
and grim
But down in the cape they were short of men so
they sent civilians in
There's trouble in the colony, our soldiers cannot
cope
We'll send a band of settlers in, that is our only
hope
We'll offer them a future and a hundred acres of
ground
In all of Britain in these hard times, I'm sure the
men can be found.
You gentlemen of Britain, I'll have you gather near
The grandest Proclamation you quickly shall hear
The government are asking for men both brave and
true
If you sail away to the cape in the South, there's 100
acres for you

Now ninety thousand people soon answered to the call
"Alas," cried the government, "We cannot send you all.
There's room for but five thousand, men women and
children, too
The lofty ships lie waiting in dock for they are to
transport you."
There's carpenters and blacksmiths and silversmiths as
well
There's officers and soldiers just freshly out of hell
From Ireland, Wales and Scotland and England they
came
Tailors, clockmakers, journeymen, farmers, professional
men were game.
We'll leave behind our homelands our families and
friends
We're bound to settle in that land where Africa does end
We're brave and gallant heroes, we'll do the best that we
can
We'll raise the flag of the red white and blue and we'll
prosper in that land.
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Calton party signatures accepting the Articles of Agreement
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